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What^s the matter with young Perkins ?

THE neighbors think he's crazy. You can't

blame them. Respectable young husbands

and fathers don't ordinarily come dancing in

from the 5:15 like a hamadryad on Midsum-
mer's eve . . . leastwise not in Rogers Park.

How can they know that something BIG has

come into the life of Morton V. Perkins and

family of two . . . that he's just received his

first big RAISE . . . that now the Perkinses

can have a CAR? Yet, that's just it. The boss

has listened to reason and from now on bigger

and better pay checks are to make possible a

smart 1927 model for the Perkins household.

But make no mistake about it. Perkins isn't

going to buy A car . . . any old car . . . he's

going to buy THE car. Perkins reads The

Chicago Daily News every evening. Automo-
bile advertising in this effective medium has

made him brand conscious. He is now ready

to deliver himself "pre-sold" to somebody's

salesroom.

Thousands of young fellows in Chicago and

suburbs are on the brink of the BIG moment.
The car they'll buy will be the car they're being

sold now. The consistent week-day leadership

of The Daily News in automobile display adver-

tising is the best evidence that manufacturers

and dealers find it the most effective week-day

medium through which to reach the Perkinses

of Chicago and Suburbs during the important

period when that first car is still but a rosy

prospect.

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Member of The 100,000 Group of American Cities

Advertising
Representatives:

NEW YORK
J. B. Woodward
110 E. 42d St.

CHICAGO
Woodward & Kelly

360 N. Michigan Ave.

DETROIT
Woodward & Kelly
Fine Arts Building

SAN FRANCISCO
C. Geo. Krogness

253 First National Bank Bldg.

Average Daily Net Paid Circulation for Six Months Ending June 30, 1927, 441,414

—95 per cent in Chicago and suburbs.

Published every other Wednesday by Advertising Fortnig-htlv. Inc., It East 38th St.. New York, N. Y. .Subscription price $3.00 _

year. Volume 9. No. 6. Entered as second class matter May 7, 1923, at Post Office at New York under Act of March 3, IS!M
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Both spaces cost the same but

—

WHY does one advertiser get

more value from similar

space than another?

The answer is usually found in

the copy. Skillful eopy may
make a given space ten times more

valuaMe than dull copy. From
the standpoint of \alue received,

the advertiser who is getting

mediocre copy from his agency is,

in effect, paying many more times

for advertising space than the

price shown on the rate card.

Facts need never he dull. Busi-

ness executives, in choosing an

agency, would do well to remem-

ber that they get no more circula-

tion from magazine or newspaper

than their advertising is ahle to

interest.

Joseph Richards Company, Inc.
251 Park Avenue, A etc York City

FACTS FIRST : : : : THEN AD\ERTISING
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Let this lOTear linage Record
of National Advertising GuideYou

1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926^^
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Z^nJStillClimbing
NATIONAL LINAGE
First 5Months 1926 1,691,769

NATIONAL LINAGE
First 6 Months 1927 1,814,627

Gain over 1926 122,858

'LIMBING steadily,

year after year, far-

ther and farther above all

other newspapers in In-

dianapolis — that's the

fact-picture of the na-

tional advertising linage

of The INDIANAPOLIS
NEWS revealed in the

above chart, based on ac-

curate records supplied by The Publishers'

Service Company, an independent space

auditing bureau.

Almost phenomenal—you might think—un-
less you knew the sound, logical, clearly-de-

fined reasons back of this exceptional prefer-

ence for The NEWS by successful national

advertisers.

Indianapolis is the focal point of one of the
richest and most approachable markets in

America. This single metropolis of In-

diana influences t w o -

thirds of the state.

And one newspaper—The
INDIANAPOLIS
NEWS—gives to adver-

tisers the greatest and
most thorough coverage
in Indianapolis, plus prop-

erly proportioned circula-

tion throughout The Indianapolis Radius. . .

The NEWS, with its 57 years of public ser-

vice as a great newspaper, conveys to all its

advertisers a prestige, a powerful good will,

that can be obtained from no other source.

This record of NEWS leadership—with its

six issues a week against a field of thirteen

issues—is a splendid tribute to the experience

and wisdom of thousands of national adver-

tisers, who know the one way to assure the

most effective advertising results in Indian-

apolis.

The Indianapolis News
M^^ ^he IndianapolisRadius

FRANK T. CARROLL, Advertising Director

New York : DAN A. CARROLL Chicago
110 East 42nd St.

J. E. LUTZ
The Tower Bids
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Everybody's Business

By Floyd W. Parsons

Traffic Jams and Living Costs

MUCH has happened since that August after-

noon in 182(i when John Stevens built a wood
fire in the odd-looking contrivance that was to

startle the natives by
traveling around two
c-oneentric circles of

wooden rails that had
been laid down upon
his New Jersey lawn.

Few of those present

at the time appreciated

what the steam train

was ultimately to mean
to America. They did

not realize that very
;oon our legislatures

would be besieged for

railroad charters, and
the crack of axe and
pick would be heard all

over our country slash-

ing out rights of way
for what was to be the

greatest national trans-

portation system in the

world and the corner-

stone of America's eco-

nomic progress. Our
railroad mileage would now belt the earth a dozen
times, and, when we include the cost of equipment, we
have here a total investment in rail transportation

facilities of $25,000,000,000. Our expenditure for im-

proved highways and motor vehicles exceeds that for

railways, while one and one-fourth billion dollars have
been spent for river and harbor improvements.
But notwithstanding our great progress in this vital

field of transportation, the work has hardly more than
commenced. Time is money, and delays in moving
merchandise and people add materially to the cost of

doing business. In 1921 and other years of depres-

sion, a lack of haulage facilities was always a con-

tributing factor in the slowing down of industry. Prob-
ably one reason for the protracted continuance of our

present period of prosperity is the fact that there has
been no shortage of freight cars during the last four

years.

But transportation in America must now undergo a

revolution. The old order is now facing new and
radical forms of competition. One has to do with
moving the Atlantic Ocean into the heart of the North
American continent. Our Great Lakes ports will be-

come ocean ports, thereby removing the freight dis-

advantage which affects forty million Americans resid-

ing in what we call our midwest region. Farmers and
manufacturers in this section learned long ago that it

is ten times as expensive, ton for ton, and mile for

mile, to move goods to market over the land as it is

to move them over the ocean.

Since these folks could not go to the ocean, they de-

cided to bring it to them, and this will largely over-

come the handicap of America in competing for the

world's grain markets. The important cities of Russia

and the farming countries of South America are on

the seacoast and the farms not far away. Here in

the United States the grain-growing districts face a

land haul of from 500 to 1500 miles, which has helped

to reduce the buying power of the American farmer's

dollar. With this situ-

ation corrected a new
era will commence in

all of our midcontinent
States.

Then there is the se-

rious problem of ade-

quate, surfaced high-

ways to permit the

free movement of more
than 25,000,000 self-

propelled vehicles. If

all the motor cars now
in use in the United

States were lined up
one behind the other

and given a spacing of

20 feet, these cars

would cover a mileage
greater than one-fourth

of our 5.50,000 miles of

improved highways of

all types. We must
now produce 3,000,000

automobiles a year in

order to replace only those that are scrapped.

The amazing development of self-propelled passen-

ger and freight vehicles over both long-haul and short-

haul routes has created a necessity for highways and
streets that will stand up under intense stresses the

year round irrespective of heat, moisture and cold.

We must have better brakes, better signal devices, bet-

ter illumination and better vehicular control. Radical

measui'es must be put into effect to conserve street

space. Every Saturday night in several of our larger

cities, there are over a thousand more automobiles than

there were the Saturday before. It is literally true

that on Sunday when the traffic officer in South Chicago
holds up his hand, the automobiles in the same line

in Michigan City stop.

We all know that improved highways have spread

education through substituting the modern consoli-

dated school house for the little red school that was
far more picturesque than efficient. We know that bet-

ter roads have been largely responsible for increasing

residential building, chiefly in the suburbs, from $450,-

000,000 in 1915 to about $3,500,000,000 a year at pres-

ent. We appreciate that the cost of our surfaced high-

ways has been reflected many times over in the in-

creased valuation of the lands they serve.

It is not enough merely to say that the remedy for

our difficulty is more roads. What we must also under-

stand is that yesterday's methods are obsolete. In-

stead of arresting people for going too fast, the prin-

cipal offense will be for going too slow. Chief atten-

tion will be given to the enforcement of minimum
speed laws. We must spend millions of dollars for

double-deck thoroughfares with overhead or under-

fCONTINUED ON PAGE 62]
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When In Detroit

Do as Detroiters Do

''DetimtN

News

1185400'
inches

Local Merchants'
Advertising

ml926
Second
EVeniiij^

'Medium\

/458.776
inches

^
'Local MerchantsS

' Advertising in 1926'*

The graph above portrays the relative

use ol space by local merchants in the

two Detroit evening newspapers. It

clearly demonstrates how far superior in

advertising effectiveness The Detroit

News is considered to be by the local

merchants.

Those on the ground—the Detroit mer-
chants—whose daily contact with De-
troit people is direct and whose adver-

tising effectiveness is immediately tabu-

lated by the surest index yet knowH

—

the cash register—continually prefer The
Detroit News and use increasingly more
space in its columns.

Crotvd of Purchasers Waiting to Enter Ouren & Co/s
Furniture Stttre, Detroit, After a Double Truck Advertise*
ment Used Exclusivety in The Neics.

In 1921 The Detroit News led the then second
evening newspaper by 110%. In 1926, however,
The Detroit News carried 1,185,400 inches of

loca' merchants' advertising or 158°/o more than
the present second evening paper did, thus show-
ing not only remarkable leadership but a great

increase in leadership.

This increased concentration in The Detroit

News is significant of the greater value inherent

in HOME circulation. In this respect The De-
troit News is in a class by itself.

Detroit merchants are themselves readers of

The News and are well aware of the influence

The Detroit News has in the home circle. An
instance of this may be seen in the fact that more
than 300,000 letters were received in 1926 by
various editorial departments of The News from
householders, seeking advice on fashions, dec-

oration, health, beauty, domestic economy and
other topics.

In its own home town The Detroit News is

the preferred medium and it is reasonable to

assume that the newspaper so preferred by mer-

chants is the newspaper that will bring the best

results for manufacturers, as well.

The Detroit News
353,000 Sunday Circulation For 54 years Detroit's HOME newspaper 321.000 Weekday Circulation
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8 AN ADVERTISEMENT BY CHARLES AUSTIN BATES

July 13, 1927

yln Infallible Test

of Trade-Paper Milue

AFTER THE POSTMAN'S DELIVERY,

HOW LONG DOES IT STAY IN THE WRAPPER?

JUDGE it on your own desk and on the desks you see

in your travels. It the contents are alive, its mum-
milication will not endure.

It you know trom previous experience that the thing

really is dead, it reaches the morgue ot the waste basket

in the condition ot its arrival.

Advertising 6^ Selling breaks out of its shell like a

chicken. It is a selt-hatcher. It has been known to nose-

in for attention ahead ot the morning's correspondence.

It has a personality, an atmosphere and a "kick".

It you miss an issue, someone is sure to quote from it,

or refer to it, and expose your error.

The comparative value of a page adver-

tisement in an unread and one in a read

publication, has never been determined,

because nobody yet has found out how to

multiply nothing. But we do know that

vitality in the text pagescannot be wholly

confined to those pages. Somehow it seeps

over into the sold pages.

If an advertiser himself likes a publi-

cation, it is a fairly safe bet that the

people he wants to reach also approve it.

Like calls to like and when minds meet,

there is trading.

Advertising o Selling is issued fort-

nightly. Subscription prices: U. S. A.,

$3.00 a year. (Its true value is roughly

estimated at about one hundred times its

price.) Advertising rates will be divulged

in strictest confidence, upon application.

Main offices, 9 East 38th Street, New
York City. Telephone (for those who
are in haste): Caledonia 9770.

•c| T H I S IS AN ADVERTISEMENT FOR ADVERTISING & S E L L I N G
Jj:-
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Its the same
Printed by

J. Horace McFarland
Harrisburg, Pa.

D aP C Old Ivory
Dill & Collins Co*s

Distributers

Atlanta—The Chatfield y Woods Co.

Baltimore—The Baxter Paper Company
Boston—John Carter y Co., Inc.

Buffalo—The Union Paper ^ Twine Co.

Chicago—The Paper Mills Company
Chicago—Swigart Paper Company
Cincinnati—The Chatfield l^ Woods Co.

Cleveland—The Union Paper ^ Twine Co.

Columbus, Ohio—Scioto Paper Co.

Concord, N. H.—John Carter Ejf Co., Inc.

Des Moines—Carpenter Paper Company
Detroit—The LTnion Paper W Twine Co.

Greensboro, N. C.—Dillard Paper Co., Inc.

Hartford—John Carter y Co., Inc.

Houston, Tex.—The Paper Supply Co.

Indianapolis—C. P. Lesh Paper Company
Jacksonville—Knipht Bros. Paper Co.

Kansas City—Bermineham y Prosser Co.

Los Angeles—B!ake, Moffitt ^ Towne
Milwaukee—The E. A. Bouer Company
Minneapolis—Minneapolis Paper Co.

New York City—Marquardt, Blake
y Decker, Inc.

New York City—Miller y Wright Paper
Co.

New York City—M. ^ F. Schloseer

Omaha—Carpenter Paper Co.

Philadelphia—The Thomas W. Price Co.

Philadelphia—Raymond y McNutt Co.

Philadelphia— RicRel y Co., Inc.

Pittsburgh—The Chatfield y Woods Co.

Portland, Ore.—Carter, Rice y Co.

Providence—John Carter y Co., Inc.

Richmond—Virginia Paper Co.

Rochester, N. Y.—Geo. E. DoyleCompany
San Antonio, Tex.—San Antonio Paper Co.

Seattle, Wash.—Carter, Rice y Co.

St. Louia—Acme Paper Company
St. Paul—E. J. Stilwell Paper Co.

Salt Lake City—Carpenter Paper Co.

San Francisco—Blake Moffitt y Towne
San Francisco—General Paper Co.

Springfield, Mass.—John Carter y Co.,
Inc.

Tacoma—Tacoma Paper y Stationery Co.

Tampa—Knight Brothers Paper Co.

Washington, D. C.—Virginia Paper Co.

A
SCHOOL generation is four years. You're a totter-

ing Old Grad in ten. And if the faculty remember
^ you in fifteen it's unusual.

For two decades, in the finer school annuals, two

papers have had the call, Y) & C Black and White and

D G? C Old Ivory. Such preference is not a matter of

long-standing personal friendship— for each year a new
class is at the helm, yet each year the orders come in from

East and West, from South and North. It is rather a re-

curring recognition by keen young eyes of the greater

printability of these D G? C papers, a continuing realiza-

tion by good printers that quality papers aid in producing

quality books.

Old Ivory and its brother paper. Black and White,

are today, as thev were yesterday, unexcelled for fine;

halftone printing. There are other Y) & C papers that,

meet every printing need. Ask your paper distributer

which D G? C papers best meet your requirements. He is

able and glad to help you,

DILL & COLLINS]
JMaster^ SMa^s <^^^^ of Triniin^ ^apers\PHILADELPHIAI
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LYNN ELLIS
o^ Tribute^

IN
a recent letter to the subscrib-

ers to his Dope Book, Ellis said:

if you like the Dope
Book, give me a testimonial."

Well, here's ours, out where every-

body can see it.

Next to Earnest Elmo Calkins and

Stanley Resor, we believe Lynn

Ellis, in the brief year he has been

selling what it took him twenty

years to learn, has done more for

advertising than any otheroneman.

That covers a lot of territory, we
know, and
overlooks a lot (IWi:$ ailb ©OlOtU
of good men, ^^'^f*^

, „ c o . . o . -^TTo

but we mean

it. I f e v e r y

GRAYBAR BUILDING
NEW YORK.

buyer and seller of advertising sub-

scribed to Lynn Ellis's Dope Book
and bought hisbookof'Chcck-List

Contracts," both buyers and sellers

would be at least 100% better off.

Lynn Ellis, Inc., is at One Madison
Avenue, New York, and we'd ad-

vise you to send for his book
"Check List Contracts." The intro-

duction alone is worth the $10. For

we feel that the more buyers of
advertising we can persuade to

get the Ellis point of view on ad-

vertising, the more busmess we
will do and
the more prof-

itable it will

be for us and

for our clients.
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The Pasha of Egypt— one of

the world' s finest diamonds.

Its beauty is wholly dependent

upon its surface.

EAUTIFULOURFACES
THE value of a diamond depends upon its

beauty. Its beauty depends upon its sur-

face. The surface not only is a beautiful thing

per se, but sets off other beauties, and reveals

hidden qualities.

It's like paper—for catalogs, booklets, maga-
zines and circulars. Beautifully surfaced

(coated) paper is pleasing to see and handle; it

adorns good printing; makes type easy to read;

shows every detail of the artist's and engraver's

craft; and reflects the just pride that the user

takes in the message he desires to tell. Things
printed on coated paper are generally worth
reading.

Among the world's oldest and largest producers

of coated papers are the Cantine Mills of

Saugerties, N. Y., which have been devoted to

paper coating exclusively since 1888. Long and
specialized experience have made Cantine's

Papers thoroughly dependable.

From Cantine distributors(covering the country)
coated papers in varieties for all requirements

can be obtained promptly and economicalh'.

Write for our catalog and nearest distributor's

address. Also for details of the Cantine Prize

Awards for highest skill in advertising and
printing, the first awards of the kind established

in this country. (Address Dept. 340.)

The Martin Cantine Company, Saugerties, N. Y.

New York Office, 501 Fifth Avenue

Cantme^
Can FOLD

3 pniwTiNC QUAurt

ASHOKAN
NO I ENAMEL BOOK

Esopus
HO i CNAJHCL BOOH

Velvetone UthoCIS.
COATED ONC SIDE
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Here is Portland's
newspaper situation
Three afternoon newspapers with a
combined local week-day circulation
of 147,869 (six months' average— 40-
mile radius).

One morning paper with local daily
circulation of 65,953.

Of the 147,869 afternoon circulation,
the Journal has 69,065.

In brief: With two competitors in the
afternoon field, the Journal has more
local daily circulation than any other
newspaper in Portland.

The total circulation of all the after-

noon papers is over twice as large as
the morning circulation.

Portland's citizens register over twice
as many "votes" for the afternoon field.

And the Journal has 47% of the total

afternoon circulation in Portland.

1.— Buy the afternoon circulation in

Portland.

2.— Buy the J.ournal as outstanding in
the afternoon field.

nhe JOURNAL
l^J Vortland Oregon

BENJAMIN &. KENTNOR COMPANY, Special Representatives

CHICAGO
Lake State B'k Bldg.

NEW YORK
2 West 45th Street

LOS ANGELES
401 Van Nuys Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO
58 Sutter Street

PHILADELPHIA
1524 Chestnut Street
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0^ rise above mLdixMTity -—-^ rajidrfs aithusLOSm

and a ddcrniinatwn not to bt satisfiai witli amitbing sbort

Courtesy Metropolitan Museum of Art.

GOTHAM uniformity of Korkiiniiiship will mn your approval even

as it has won that of hundreds of other publishers and adver-

tisers. They have discovered that the resources of Gotham are never

taxed to th^ point where qu-ality is sacrificed to meet the requirements

of time. Gotham craftsmen are rapid and sK-illful, their xcorking facilities

extensive. Together with associated companies, located in the same
establish ment, Gotham service is inclusive of every branch of engraving

and its allied arts of electrotyping, stereotyping, typography, printing,

etc. Such an arrangement presents unusual opportunities for con-

venience, co-operation and uniformity of rcorkmanship.

We make the most of these opportunifies.

Gotham Photo-Engraving Co.
229 West 28th Street Telephone Longam s^9^ NeW Yotk, N. Y.
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This Is Your
Exposition
Be a part of it. Its suc-

cess will reflect credit on

the entire industry

A[ot merely the

printing world,

hut the ivorld

that uses print'

ing, will visit

the Exposition.

'^ TEW YORK will be the mecca for the foremost

y^J printers, printing house craftsmen, manufac'
\. turerscf equipment, dealers in supplies, adver-

tisers, buyers of printing and others identified with the

graphic arts. For two memorable weeks the dynamo of

printing activity will hum. On three big floors of the

Palace will be assembled all that is new and interesting

in the printing and allied industries. There the wide-
awake ones will find new ideas, make new contacts,

renew old friendships, and get first-hand information

of "what's doing" in their business.

The Exposition will illustrate in a surprising manner
the enormous strides made in the industry. World-wide
interest has been manifested and leading manufacturers
have arranged comprehensive exhibits. The manage-
ment has planned a most unusual display with features

which will attract the trade and public. Annual con-

ventions and meetings of the leading bodies will be held
coincident with the Exposition, assuring the right kind
of attendance. Under no other conditions could direct

contact be made with so many desirable prospects.

National Graphic Arts Expositions, inc,

461 Eighth Avenue, New York, Room 1916
A. E. GIEGENGACK, Exposition Manager Telephone LACkawanna 5831-2

Plan YOUR Vacation

to Include

NEW YORK in

SEPTEMBER

The following associations, by whom the 4th Educational Graphic
Arts Exposition has been organized, will convene in

J^ew Tor}{ coincident with the Exposition:

THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRINTING HOUSE CRAFTSMEN
INTERNATIONAL PRINTERS SUPPLY SALESMEN S GUILD
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ELECTROTYPERS OF AMERICA
UNITED TYPOTHETAE OF AMERICA
INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMPOSITION ASSOCIATION
EMPLOYING BOOKBINDERS OF AMERICA
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12 POINTS OF DISTINCTION IN
THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY

VI

BROUGHT OUT THESE EMINENT AUTHORS
JAMES NORMAN HALL
MAZO DE LA ROCHE

E. BARRINGTON
Wm. BEEBE

and others

Public response to these writers confirms THE ATLANTIC'S editorial perception.

Results

INCREASED CIRCULATION
INCREASED ADVERTISING VALUE

BUY ON A RISING TIDE!

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY
8 Arlington Street

A Quality Group Magazine
Boston, Mass.
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CCHARLES KINGSLEY WOOD-
J BRIDGE, president of the

Electric Refrigeration Corporation,

was reelected to serve his third

successive term as president of the

International Advertising Associa-

tion at the Twenty-Third Annual
Convention of that organization

held at Denver, Colorado, June 2G-

29. Mr. Woodbridge was formerly
president of The Dictaphone Com-
pany and has long been an active

member of the Advertising Club
of New York. During his two
terms as president of the I. A. A.

he traveled more than 100,00(i

miles in its interests, spending a

great deal of his time and money
in promoting its affairs.

New York ;
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CHESTER L. RICE

M. C. ROBBINS, President
J. H. MOORE, General Manager
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A CLIENT TOUR

HAWAIIAN
ISLANDS

HERE would be the itinerary of anyone starting

out to visit all the places whose advertising is

handled by the McCann Company: First he would

go to the majestic Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts.

Then to the beauties of our national playground, the

State of IVIaine. Next to Jasper National Park in the

heart of the Canadian Rockies reached via the Can-

adian National Railways (also a client). Following

this, up to x^laska with its Totem Poles. Then down
to California with stop over visits at Yosemite

National Park and Santa Barbara. After this across

the Pacific to the Hawaiian Islands, gems ot the

Pacific. Then back to America and eastward to the

healthful climate of Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona.

Next to El Paso, Texas, with its side-trip across the

border to Mexico. And finally to Erie, Pennsylvania

—

thus completing a journey of over 10,000 miles.

THE H.K.MXANN COMPANY
cJdVertisin^

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

CLEVELAND
LOS ANGELK>

SKATTLE

MONTREAL
DENVER
TORONTO

SAN hkAXC I.sCO
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How Maytag Handles Dealer

Adverdsin
By Roy A. Bradt

Advertising Manager, The Maytag Company, Newton, Iowa

IN
late years, particularly since

the war, the manufacturer has

been obliged to assume another

job in addition to the simple fabri-

cation of his product. Regardless of

which market he visited, he found

his jobbers and his dealers loaded

with his product—floors full and
warehouses full, with no demand.
The dealer, without a merchandising
plan to cope with such a situation,

was sitting in the bandwagon at the

head of the parade, holding up the

whole procession. The manufac-
turer scratched his head. Surely

there was a plan somewhere, a

scheme of selling that would bring

order out of such a chaotic condition.

The manufacturer could not wait for

the dealer to work out his salvation,

so he added to his list the problem
of merchandising. By all rights, this

was the dealer's problem, but if the

dealer could not, or would not, solve

it, then the manufacturer must.

This was the position in which
The Maytag Company found itself in

1919 with the farm market, over
which we had dominated, practically

gone, because of the industrial de-

pre.ssion. The company had no city

market, having devoted most 'of its

attention to the farm. City markets
were already glutted. There was no
dealer organization, and apparently
there was no demand for our product.

But in spite of all that, we had to

sell washers. We got into a few deal-

ers' stores and. when we did, we
called on advertising to come and "do
its stuff." We turned loose a few vol-

leys that rumbled and shook the

cities from end to end. Nothing
hajipened. We tried other plans.

They were fine plans, too, with only

one shortcoming. They wouldn't
work

!

Again we surveyed the situation

in an attempt to find out why noth-

ing had happened. We had a highly

efficient piece of merchandise, eco-

nomically produced, properly priced,

and there was no apparent reason

why it should not sell much more
rapidly than it did.

F. L. Maytag, founder of the com-

pany, said: "Well, if the people

won't come and get our washers, let's

take the washers to the people." He
cancelled all advertising and sent

men from house to house to tell the

housewife the things she would not

read or heed in the newspajiers.

The plan worked. Furthermore, it

worked of itself without any appar-

ent help from the outside. Salesmen,

in calling from house to house, were
able to locate prospects and sell the

washer by giving home demonstra-

tions in spite of the fact that there

was no help of any kind from adver-

tising.

The fact of the matter was that

we had tried every plan of merchan-

dising e.xcept the one sound plan

which had in it the fundamental rea-

sons for success; namely, good mer-

chandise properly priced, thoroughly

distributed to dealer outlets with

whom we provided sufficient man
power to take the merchandise to the

consumer. Then Mr. Maytag deter-

mined that it would be a waste of
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money to advertise our product to

the public until such a time as we
had created an organization large

enough to cope with the demand
which advertising stimulated. So

we set to work, building up a dealer

outlet and perfecting what, we can

truthfully say, is today one of the

greatest resale organizations in the

world.

This plan began, in a small way,

in 1920. At the end of 1921 it was
well under way, but still in its in-

fancy. Sales had doubled from $1,-

000,000 retail value in 1920 to $2,-

000,000 in 1921. 1922 saw another

increase in the size of the organiza-

tion, when sales went to $4,000,000,

another double of the year before.

In 1923 sales went to $8,000,000. In

early 1924 we reached a position of

leadership. With sales mounting in

this way, we felt it would not be long

until we would want to, have to, in

fact, do some extensive advertising.

Our development had grown in

various territories to the point

where we could do intensive sectional

advertising; whereas, in other sec-

tions, we were in no position to ad-

vertise. We picked newspapers
because we could concentrate circula-

tion in the districts where we had
dominant distribution. Consequent-

ly, campaigns were released in the

various points where we could effi-

ciently follow through and reap the

benefits of our expenditures. As
other areas built up to the point

where they deserved the same help,

one or more newspapers could always
be found in a strategic place to take

care of that territory from a circula-

tion standpoint. We wanted our

dealers to do a certain amount of

advertising in their own local papers
to match that which we were doing
in the larger key center papers.

But we, in common with most
other manufacturers, had trouble in

getting the dealer to do a certain

amount of local advertising and do it

consistently. Not that he didn't be-

lieve in it nor that his profit did not

warrant it, but he held back chiefly

because he was not an advertising

man and had many things which, to

him, were more important than
spending money for advertising. In

order to bring him about, we read-

justed the price of the washers to

the dealer, so that it cost him $5
more. The list was also changed
accordingly so that he was getting

$5 more per unit. We then told him
that, if he would advertise in his

local paper to the extent of $5 per

washer, he could send us his paid

bills and clippings and we would re-

imburse him for his advertising.

This meant that in case he did not

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 76]

Those Park Avenue Suckers
By Earnest Elmo Calkins

EVER since the Park Avenue Association gave
out the news about Park Avenue's gilt-edged

sucker list, my mail has increased like the

loaves and fishes in the New Testament miracle.

Every morning after breakfast there are gathered

up twelve waste-basketfuls, more or less, of the

literature of the beauty shoppes, modistes, fur-

riers, cabarets and European hotels which are too

exclusive to use anything so vulgar as newspaper
advertising, and too ignorant to use good direct

advertising. I am struck by the fact that as an
article of sale goes up in the scale of costliness,

smartness and snobbishness, it goes down in the

quality of its advertising. Few inhabitants of

Park Avenue ever see anything so good as Mont-
gomery Ward's catalogue. What they get is the

painfully prepared illiterate, crudely printed effort

of the proprietor of a smart high-priced shop on

Fiftieth Street, with none of the atmosphere of

the shop in the advertising.

The popular device at present appears to be a

facsimile of a letter in a woman's handwriting,

signed by some such name as Delphine or Imogene,

on baronial paper with a stamped head—a device

that would not deceive a congenital idiot. These

letters are usually mailed from Europe—I suppose

there is an organization that handles such things

—

and the foreign stamp and postmark are supposed

to put the recipient on tenterhooks to know what
Delphine thinks of the marcelling turned out by

"the La Raine Beauty Shoppe." The French and

other European entrepreneurs who write their

own name in home grown English are a source of

entertainment that no Park Avenue habitant

would willingly forego. Here is one:

Chere Madame:
One may be forgiven if, in the thrill of mild Spring

days, one yields to a pleasant madness, n'est-ce pas?
Everything is exciting, from the buds in the park to

ravishing new frocks, and the lovely ladies in them
looking like delicate Easter flowers.

It seizes one, la jolie de vivre, and sends one off

in quest of something in keeping with the eager
spirit .... an effective climax to the gay mood and
good looks. And there you have it, Madame

—

Lipstick Tussy by Lesquendieu of Paris!

Personally I am delighted when a provincial

hotelier writes me of the "renom" of his hotel, or

Worth speaks of the "apparition" of his new per-

fume. And listen to this London tailor, trying to

break the lure of Paris with his insidious propa-

ganda :

In these days, when you come, you would be well

advised not to get off the boat at Cherbourg and
scamper to Paris, which is now ineffably dull, and
no longer even fashionable. You, with your virile

intelligence, would never tolerate the sweet and ridic-

ulously expensive champagne of the empty Mont-
martre, and the crude allurements of its aged, car-

mined habitues. You will find the Night Clubs and
the Cabarets of London of far more interest, and far
less tawdry. And if you know the ropes, you will

certainly do Ascot, Sandown and Goodwood, besides

which Longchamps and Chantilly are not to be com-
pared.

It is difficult for the sellers to get their adver-

tising pitched low enough in intelligence to reach

the mental outlook of the Park Avenue denizen,

who spends, believe it or not, $15,000,000 for lip-

sticks, but you must admit they admirably succeed.
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(.wuitesy H. Scfindlln

Beating Price Competition

in Industrial Sellim

By Rupert L. Burdick

THE sales departments of con-

cerns manufacturing- industrial

machinery or equipment often

receive letters which, when stripped

of technical verbiage and minor
variations, run to this effect

:

Messrs. John Smith & Co.,

New York City.
Gentlemen:

Will you please submit, by Decem-
buary umpth, your lowest quotation
for furnishing so-many of such-and-
such machine.^, to be installed in our
Whattown plant as per specifications
inclosed.

If your engineer desires to inspect
the plant previous to making the bid,

we shall be glad to arrange an ap-
pointment for him.

Very truly yours.
Blank, Whatsthis & Company,

Jas. Jones, Pur. Agt.

To most sales executives such a

communication brightens the dullest

of days even though they know that

the identical letter is being read at

the same instant by numerous com-
petitors. The chance to figure on an

honest-to-goodness "job" is a wel-

come relief from days of grinding
missionary and good-will sales work.

But how many sa'es managers,
having the very kind of machinery
desired by the prospect, would com-
mence operations by immediately
consigning the specifications, un-
read, to the waste-basket? Yet that
is exactly the phenomenon that the
writer witnessed recently in the of-

fice of the chief sales executive of

one of the leading industrial equip-

ment manufacturers.

By considering fully the well-

known fact that standard machinery
of this type is usually bought on a

close price-competition basis, you
may easily appreciate my amazement
when I saw that the specifications

were not preserved sacredly for the

purpose of figuring the bid to the

lowest split-whisker. This "vice-

pres.-in-charge-of-sales" was impor-
tuned to explain his apparent rash-

ness.

"Oh, we'll put in oui- bid," he an-

swered. "It will probably be the

high bid, too. And, what may seem
worse, we shall submit a different

set of specifications of our own on

which our quotation will be based.

Yet I think we'll get this order."

Smiling at the natural bewilder-

ment in my reach onto this radi-

ca'ism, he went on: "Does that sur-

prise you? It shouldn't, because
only in this way can we get out from
under the confounded price compe-
tition which is threatening to be-

come price cutting and which will

wreck our entire industry." When
further pressed to elaborate, he
traced the history of his business

through various price wars, that he
might reveal the background which
placed the present methods of sell-

ing in a different and less revolution-

ary light. Omitting quotation marks
and condensing his conversational

style, his story ran something after

this fashion

:

In earlier days the manufacturers
of industrial machinery and ap-

paratus were not bothered by com-
petitors' prices, becau.se equipment
of this kind was not so largely stand-

ardized as it is today. In fact, in

most lines, the makers of some type

of equipment enjoyed a virtual mo-
nopoly because of patent protection

on important parts of their products.

Machines thus differed so widely

that the purchaser looked for a ma-
chine having peculiar fitness to his

need before asking prices.

ipVEN today every manufacturer
Jin this field tries to develop spe-

cial "hickeys" and "doo-dabs" for his

liroducts which will at least main-
tain the fiction of monopoly or of

particular fitness for some purpose,

but as far as fundamentals are con-

cerned almost any make of equip-

ment will serve the needs of the gen-

eral run of machinery users. In

order to impress the alleged supe-

riorities of the.se detail differences

upon prospective customers, the

manufacturers often employ en-

gineers as salesmen, or call their rep-

resentatives sales engineers. These
men can talk glibly of the engineer-

ing technicalities and may occasion-

ally make a sale on the strength of

the particular "doo-dab" which they

happen to be boosting. But in the

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 44]
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My Life in Advertising—IV

Selling Cotosuet in

Carload Lots
By Claude C. Hopkins

DESPITE my first success,

there came a time with

Swift & Co. when my ad-

vertising appeal lost all its per-

suasiveness. Cottolene cut

prices. Swift & Co.'s business

had been founded and developed

on competition. They met any
price that was offered, and they
could not conceive of a product
of theirs demanding a price

above market.
We had fixed a price on

Cotosuet one-half cent a pound
above Cottolene. That price

was essential to profit. Thanks
to our advertising, we could ob-

tain it from consumers. But
the bakery trade formed a

large part of our business, and
the bakers, knowing Cotosuet
to be identical with Cottolene,

refused to pay the higher price.

We had a branch ofl!ice in Bos-
ton, for instance, costing $2,000
a month. Six salesmen went
out from there, and Mr. Al-
drich was in charge. We gave
them little credit for sales made
to grocers, as a result of the
demand we created. And their
sales to bakers, at our higher
price, became almost nil.

One day Mr. Swift called me
to his office. "Here is a letter

from Boston," he said. "I
agree with it entirely. They
are not making sales, and they
cannot make sales, at the price
you have fixed on our product."

"They are wrong," I replied.

"Real salesmanship has no re-

gard for price. I am selling to
consumers at our over-price.

Why can't they sell to bakers?"
"Can you do it?" Mr. Swift

asked.

I rep'.ied that I could sell to
bakers just as well as con-
sumers on the principles I ad- =
vised.

"When can you go to Boston?"
"I can go in two weeks," I said.

"I have much work to clean up."
"Go this afternoon," he ordered.

"This is an urgent matter. We are

T HE ;u'conipanyinj» photograph of Mr. Hopkins
was taken this summer at his country estate

at Fruitport, Mich. In the foregoing installments

of his autobiography he has described his early

surroundings and the slow beginning of his

struggle upward through the advertising world.

Starting his business career as a humble book-
keeper in Grand Rapids, he soon attracted the at-

tention of M. R. Bissell, president of the Bissell

Carpet Sweeper Company, who offered him a posi-

tion at a slightly higher salary. Here Mr. Hop-
kins gained his first advertising experience when
he conceived the then unique idea of selling

carpet sweepers by mail. His remarkable success

led to further achievements in that firm, but his

future there was limited and soon he went to

Chicago as advertising manager of Swift & Com-
pany, the famous packers. Here, after fighting

against most discouraging opposition, he finally

established himself by putting over the new prod-
uct, Cotosuet, by highly spectacular methods. In

the accompanying installment he describes his

further experiences in fighting the price cuttuig

activities of Cotosuet's leading competitor

losing much money in Boston. I

want to know the right and the

wrong before we go much farther."

I walked out to my desk and found
it piled high with important matters.

I told my assistant to care for

them. Then I picked up the

jiroof of a street-car card which
had just been submitted—a pic-

ture of a pie—and placed it

under my arm.
When I arrived in Boston, I

met Mr. Aldrich, discouraged
and cynical. He told me what
he had told Mr. Swift. I was
a theorist in business. No one
could hope to sell Cotosuet at a
price above Cottolene, and no
salesman did.

"Tell me someone you can't

sell," I said.

Mr. Aldrich became more
cynical than ever. "They are

all about us," he returned.

"We can't sell anyone. If you
want the largest, take the Fox
Pie Co. of Chelsea."

"Lead me at once to them!"
Mr. Aldrich did so. When we

arrived we found Mr. Fox in

his shirt-sleeves in the bakery.

We waited for him awhile.

When he came up to greet us
I found him in a rather can-

tankerous mood. He was busy,

and he knew we had nothing
he desired. So he decided to

dispose of us, as I saw, in short

order.

But I greeted him like a fel-

low advertising man. "I am
advertising manager of Swift
& Company," I told him. "I

have come from Chicago to

consult you about a card."

I placed the card some fifty

feet away, then stepped back
and asked him to regard it.

"That card," I said, "is in-

tended to picture the ideal pie.

It has cost us a great deal of

money. The artist charged us

$250 for the drawing. Then it

had to b€ engraved on stone.

= Those colors you see there are

produced by twelve separate

printings."

I explained the process as well as

I knew it. And, since it was dif-

ferent from baking, he was inter-

ested in it. He was a pie expert, I

[continued on page 66]
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Domestic Refrigeration Faces

Its Adult Problems
By H. A. Having

WITHIN four

years Amer-
ica has be-

come "refrigeration

conscious," knowing
more about proper
food preservation

and insulation than
of calories and vita-

mines. Ice cubes have
attained a social dis-

tinction. "Pride of

ownership" as a buy-

ing motive has come
into a new signifi-

cance, according to

the personal state-

ments of leading dis-

tributors. It has far

out-stripped util-

ity and convenience,

although those two
features were by the

manufacturers imag-
ined to be the key to

women's hearts and
therefore to sales.

This "pride of ownership" is de-

cidedly intangible. It is, like certain

ruling virtues, better not dragged
into the sa!es interview by name.
And yet, in the words of the di-

rector of sales of one of the six

giants in this industry, "all sales

resistance wilts when we can touch
this appeal without saxophoning it."

"Pride of ownership," he elabo-

rates, "is terribly subtle. It takes

tact and a rare understanding of

woman psychology—things hard to

teach in salesmen's schools where
every hour is crammed with drilling

the men in all the technique of re-

frigeration. But all the big money
selling of electric refrigerators is

grabbed off by the fe lows who are
skillful in vibrating the woman's
pride."

From another of the important
makers came this judgment, in the

same tenor:

"All our advertising falls short,

but the agencies can't get the view-
point. They do mighty good jobs

picturing the unit and telling how it

eliminates routine chores about the

home and how to get rid of the

Drawn by John LaGattn for Massachusetts Baking Co.

knight of the ice-tongs, and all that

—the arguments that won us early

consumer acceptance. But those

things are two years' history now.
The thing that sells the wife and
clubs the husband into giving her

what she wants is pride. It's wo-
man's vanity, old as Eve but a thing

we daren't flout in a page advertise-

ment. The minute we do, we'd be

high-hatting."

Herein is suggested, too, a more
practical difficulty of selling the new
refrigeration. Each domestic sale,

now that the first rush of wealthy
homes are equipped, seems to re-

quire two sales: first to the wife and
second to her husband.

HOUSEHOLD appliance costing

$50-$75 did not demand that the

salesman interview the man of the

home. If the woman was satisfied,

she signed the contract. With the

other extreme of commodity, costing

upwards from $1,000, the man made
the agreement in families of the

salaried type. Mechanical refrigera-

tion of $200-$500, however, involves

two .selling tasks for each sale. Such

is the report, almost
universal, among the

ha f dozen principal

manufacturers.
Says one: "Ulti-

mately it'll be 'Yes,'

but the average fam-
ily finds it easy to put
off binding them-
selves for three hun-
dred dollars. We can
get Mrs. Blank
warmed up and ready
to sign, and then we
can get Mr. Blank
worked up with ap-

peals of convenience

to his wife, but they
always put us off

until another day,

and then, in the night

after the children are

out of the way, they
always have a heart-

to-heart talk. When
our man calls again

he gets a turn-down,

and he never knows the real objec-

tion although it's simple to guess.

Some objection will be trumped up,

but generally there's a peevishness

that hides the real trouble."

In the face of unprecedented con-

sumer acceptance, the men on the

firing line for domestic refrigera-

tion have been encountering unex-

pected sales resistance. Note, as

applying to this statement, that it

refers to "domestic" and not to

"commercial" sales. At first, sales in

each community were a whirlwind

of success. The new appliance made
instant appeal to the wealthy. When,
however, manufacturers project the

marketing of a million units per

year into individual homes, there be-

comes necessary a systematic comb-

ing of each community for prospects.

Sales quotas have fallen short for

this "industry of opportunity, with

its great home-making service," to

quote the words of a vice-president.

One difficulty, that of two sa'es for

each prospect, has already been sug-

gested. Another reason is of a dif-

ferent sort. The market has been

over-estimated ; or, at least, the im-
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mediate volume of individual, do-

mestic installations has been exag-

gerated.

Too ready credulity of romantic

minds is probably the explanation,

although it is always interesting to

understand how and why we have

been misled. No remark is more

common in regard to refrigeration

than "the men behind it are re-

cruited from the automobile world."

These men, more than all others,

have been misguided. They have

misjudged the individual home mar-
ket. Accustomed as automobile men
are to selling units ranging from
$1,000 to $5,000 in a market where
saturation seems impossible even in

the face of credible statistics, these

men saw in domestic refrigeration a

sales unit of $200 to $500, and im-

mediately rushed to the conclusion

that with a lesser price a larger

market would be at hand.

Statistically this may be true;

practically, it is not. Demand for

automobiles has, for one thing,

never been broken down into: (1)

Purely pleasure, owned by individ-

uals; (2) purely commercial, owned
by business houses; and (3) those

owned and maintained for business

ends but used also for i>ersonal pur-

poses, including those whose cost is

by one means or another padded into

expense accounts. Within class (1),

-selling domestic refrigeration has
uncovered by sharp contrast the fact

that a family purse will buy an auto-

mobile at $1,500 while feeling unable

to contract for a refrigerator at one-

sixth that cost. For these reasons

and others, the ex-automobile sales

manager made shocking over-esti-

mates of the immediate market for

domestic installations of refriger-

ators.

Although commonly believed, as

just stated, that automobile selling

has supplied the field force for re-

frigerator selling, this assumption is

probably an error. One authority

within the industry declares quite

to the contrary. To bear out his

belief, he states that at a recent

gathering of 750 sales managers it

was possible to identify the "busi-

ness pedigree" of 614 men. Of this

number, 79 came from automobile

selling; 29 from automotive sup-

plies; 271 from electrical appliances;

104 from public utility concerns; 94
from radio.

"If anything like that ratio," he

continues, "goes down from sales

managers through their men, I can

see daylight in our field problem. The
hard thing has been to get salesmen

big enough and experienced enough
to sell an item running into three or

four hundred doilars. They are sat-

isfied to sell the I'efrigerating unit

without a cabinet. The money's in

the cabinet. The more porcelain lin-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 77]

The Two Most Important

Business Generalities
By Louis Honig

Honig-Cooper Company, San Francisco, Cal.

PHRASES that label important

business concepts too often lose

their pregnancy of meaning be-

cause they are given a pat and com-

monplace utterance. Take, for in-

stance, the terms "good will" and

"the outside point of view." "Good
will" has served so long and well in

advertising and business that it de-

serves a recrudescence of explana-

tion. And the same can be said of

"the outside point of view."

The whole story of advertising

can be written under the broad

generic title of Good Will, because

the entire purpose back of advertis-

ing is to obtain a good will of suffi-

cient intensity to sell a product, or a

service, or a belief in the company
that manufactures the product or

delivers the service. If followed

through to its rational ends, adver-

tising can be made effective only

when it establishes good will at the

crucial points of sale and reputation

building. And this applies to every

form and type of advertising efforl

.

Good will represents the ultimate

in advertising. In order to secure

it, it may be necessary to draw upon

all the arts of narration, exposition

and persuasion. While the objective

of advertising remains constant, the

ways and means of arriving at those

objectives are multiplex. That is

where intellectual processes of analy-

sis and deduction are given a form
and play. That is why advertising

has become such an interesting ac-

tivity. A well constructed advertis-

ing program is, in fabric, analogous
l() a logically fabricated legal brief.

The seasoned practitioner knows
that in order to win his case he

must not confound the vital legal

issues. The issue in all advertising

is good will.

As an outstanding testimonial of

I he prime importance of good will

there is no more convincing citation

than the large mergers that recently

astounded the business world. In

the final adjustment of stock evalua-

tions the element of good will was
high in the calculations of price.

For once the bankers were forced to

concede something to intangibility.

And how glibly the term "the out-

side point of view" is emp'oyed as an

index to a full chapter of argument.

Few of us stop to think just what
the outside point of view means in

the full reaches of its effects. It

means more than the public's atti-

tude toward a product or a service.

It goes to the very core of social and
economic evolutions, on which manu-
facturing and selling success so

often depend Back of "the outside

point of view" is an understanding

of all that is involved in public

habits of buying—fixed, changed, or

changing—the novelties and muta-
tions that creep into merchandising

methods, variations in the social and
economic scheme resulting from in-

ventions, or changes in the body
politic.

IT'S a most difficult task for men
sitting on the inside to get "the

outside point of view." The outside

point of view comes from the outside

and can be captured only on the out-

side. It's worth while getting, and
also worth while giving time to ex-

plain its full meaning.
No longer should our tongues emit

with smug indifference the two most
pragmatically important of all busi-

ness generalities: "good will" and
"the outside point of view."
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City-Minded Copy
By Bertram R. Brooker

ELIK FAURE, the

most famous of the

modern historians

of art, opens his recently

published book of essays

with this significant para-

graph :

"I once knew a Negro,

a citizen of the United

States, who, not having

found in Paris an elevator

in every house, bath-

rooms in every apart-

ment, electric light on

every floor, affirmed his

civilization to be superior

to French civilization."

There are errors in this

statement, but let them
go. Looking at it broad-

ly, there is an analogy
here which should prove arresting

and thought-provoking to the copy
writers living in the half-dozen

largest cities in the United States.

These men live in big cities be-

cause thcij believe big-city civiliza-

tion to he superior to little-city

civilization or country civilization.

The belief may be more subcon-
.scious than conscious, but it exists;

otherwise these men would be living

elsewhere.

Few of them, probably, realize

that this superiority complex (con-

scious or subconscious) is a real

handicap. Yet a very cursory sur-

vey of the advertising situation will

show that it is a very tangib'e one.

The big-city copy writers probably
write more than 90 per cent of the

national advertising that goes
through- the country's presses.

Yet 90 per cent of the readers of

this advertising do not live in the

three or four largest cities.

Hence a very small proportion of

the total audience addressed, lives

under Conditions identical with those

which form the background for most
advertising ideas and most advertis-

ing expression.

This would not be so bad if Amer-
ica's two or three big cities were
big editions of the smaller cities, but
they are not. The citizens of New
York have much more in common
with the citizens of Paris than they
have with the citizens of Sun
Prairie, Wis. Indeed, big-city con-

sciousness in any country, outside of

the Orient, has a peculiar quality

which marks it off from the bucolic

consciousness in each or any of the

same countries.

Many have noticed this, but never

has it been given more emphasis
than in Oswa'd Spengler's "Decline

of the West," one of the most talked-

al)out European books of the last

decade. Spengler says:

"In the place of a world (or world-
consciousness such as existed during
the Roman domination, the reforma-
tion, the renaissance, etc., when
thought-movements swept hamlets
as well as cities), there is a city, a

point, in which the whole life of

broad regions is collecting while the

rest dries up. In place of a type-

true peop'e, born of and grown on
the soil, there is a new sort of no-

mad, cohering unstably in fluid

masses, the parasitical city dweller,

traditionless, utterly matter-of-fact,

religionless, clever, unfruitful, dcep-
hj contemptuous of the countryman."
The italics are mine.

FEW city-dwellers will admit the

contemptuousness of the superi-

ority complex. Some will cite the

eagerness of city-dwellers to get out

into the country as evidence against

these citified traits ; but this won't

wash. They like the country as a

change, but not as a steady diet;

and, moreover, even in the country,

they don't want to live as the coun-

tryman does. They take their citi-

fied habits with them.

It is precisely because

the copy writer is not
likely to recognize and
admit a big-city bias

that "citymindedness"

has grown to be a real

danger in the preparation
of national advertising.

If the city superiority

complex were recognized

and brought out into the

open it could be allowed

for—as we allow for the

attraction of the planets

in calculating the orbital

motions of the moon. But
it is not recognized be-

cause such a tremendous
proportion of the men en-

gaged in selling and ad-

vertising are soaked in

it, and are unconscious of it in the

same way and for the same reason

that we are unconscious of the air

we breathe, until something goes

wrong with it.

This unconsciousness of citymind-

edness dates back further than the

present generation of advertising

men. It arises from the fact that

manufacturing has always been con-

centrated in cities, and at first was
carried no further. Manufacturers
made goods and buyers came to the

cities to buy them. And even when
the manufacturer felt the necessity

of sending salesmen out to .sell his

goods, the routes of these salesmen

followed the path of least expense

—

through the large centers of popula-

tion.

The salesmen, the sales manager,

the company president, and the ad-

vertising agency executive are all in

constant contact with cityminded

men. The salesman is the only link

in the chain who really meets the

countryman on his own ground, and

even the country merchant, through
conventions and service clubs and
trade papers and house organs, is

frequently much more citified than

the majority of his customers, the

readers of national advertising.

And the trouble is that when the

salesman contacts with a real, old-

fashioned, dyed-in-the-wool country-

man, the salesman's tendency is to

discount his methods and ideas as

those of a back number. And should

he ever feel like reporting to his firm

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 50]
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Canary cspoiising the Charleston after a libration of

our incomparable Preserved Ginger
Director superintending the spraying of our Christ-

mas Puddings with Liqueur Brandy

University Professor taking Omar Khayyam's advice

in St. James's Park-

Chickens suspected of the chewing-gum habit being

refused entrance to our Yorkshire Pies

Our Departmental Gleaner collectiiig derelict ivigs

after th^ Gordon Riots in 1870

The assistant ivho sinned after reading our Xma
Catalogue

FORTNUM & MASON, British purveyors of edible delicacies, rely upon a whimsical humor, typicalll

British, for the conveying of their sales message. The above illustrations are representative of the man]
with which the pages of their booklets are embellished. The copy carries out the tone with a marked degre^

of perfection and, although it may seem surprising to a hard-boiled advertising man on this side of the water

an astonishing amount of business is thus directed to the firm under discussion. By not taking oneself to|

seriously, one may make claims for his product which otherwise would appear absurdly extravagai
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Let's Be Fair to Dealer Helps
A Reply to Mr. Steiisgaard's Questionnaire

By C C. Agate

THAT the International

Association of Display
Men is alive to present

day problems is amply evi-

denced by the summary
printed in the June 15 issue

of Advertising & Selling of

the answers to a question-

naire sent to a large number
of that association's mem-
bers, display men of depart-

ment stores, specialty shops
and other large retail estab-

lishments.

This inquirj- covered a

(|uestion which is of consid-

erable importance to many
advertisers. Quoting from
the introduction to "Facts."
as this summary is entitled,

"It is our desire to show
that the store display execu-
tive cannot give valuable
space to the average 'helps'

furnished." Conclusions, how-
ever, are not confined to the
premise which it was decided
to prove, and they have been
allowed to e.xtend until they
argue from the specific to the

general and so lose force.

One of the important
phases of "Facts" has to do

Editor's Note

THIS article wa.* inspired by an article in

our issue of Jiuic I.^ by W. L. Stensgaard,

cnlilled "Are Your 'Display Helps" Wasted?"'
Mr. Stensfiaard bad compiled an extensive ques-

tionnaire under the auspices of tbe Interna-

tional Association of Display Men, of whicb
organization be is president. Tbis question-

naire covered a wide range of vital subjects

pertaining to tbe sales promotion and dealer

relations of national advertisers, and tbe com-
piled answers brougbt to ligbt some rather
surprising conditions. Tbe article under dis-

cussion was made up almost entirely from tbis

material.

Mr. Agate, autbor of tbe accompanying repi}',

is managing director of tbe Window Display
Advertising Association, and bis point of view
represents to a large extent a different side of

the matter from that presented by Mr. Stens-

gaard. We publish tbis in tbe interest of fair-

ness to all concerned, and would welcome to our
columns any other comments from anv .source

whatsoever which would have valuable bearing
on tbe subject. We wish it understood, how-
ever, that Advertising & Selling presents no
editorial opinion in so doing.

saw most of the material of

this kind which was received

by these stores. Certainly

they should be the best judges
of what they can use.

From this point on, we take
exception to Mr. Stensgaard
and the deductions he makes.
The very definite impression

which is received after read-

ing this booklet is that 68 per

cent of all dealer helps is

wasted. But is it?

That there is waste is ad-

mitted. Unfortunately for

this form of advertising as

opposed to magazines, news-
papers, etc., wa.ste can easily

be found and pointed out.

The advocates o-f expendi-
tures in other fields have not

neglected to use this as an
argument for their particu-

lar media. No one who is

fair minded, however, is not

willing to admit that there is

considerable waste in the un-
read pages and columns of the

magazines and newspapers.
The only difference is that no
one can take you by the hand
and point it out.

Yes, there is waste, but
Stensgaard overlooks the factwith the kind of displays that stores ures given will add to their confi- M

employing display men will use. The dence in trying again, and we might that the large numbers of dealer
figures show very definitely that hope that "Facts" will have careful helps being distributed by national
preferred space would be given to reading by the majority of the dis- advertisers were not designed pri-

display units of wood, satin, metal, play executives and more particu- marily for the use of department
etc., of a type to correspond with larly by the merchandising managers stoi-es or other stores employing dis-
similar units now being employed of the large stores over the country, play men.
by these stores; that they might When he says that because they
even consider them on a rental
basis, and that a large percentage
might even agree to pay part of
their cost.

That this kind of display material
is acceptable there can be no doubt,
but that the stores are willing to

cooperate in its cost is news indeed!
Some advertisers have tried the
cortly special displays, and not all

report success. The difficulties of
shipping, routing, breakage or the
unwillingness of the department
stores to feature the advertiser's

IF they realize that there is this can use only 32 per cent of the ma-
spirit of willingness in existence terial they receive (not primarily

among their own fraternity, we may designed for them, don't forget) and
hope that there will be a greater leaves you with the impression that,

readiness to cooperate with the ad-

vertiser in their mutual display

problem.

A large part of "Facts" is de-

voted to showing that the "display

helps" now being received by these

stores are not acceptable, are not

used, and are not worthy of space

in the windows.

therefore, 68 per cent of all dealer

helps is wasted, he argues from the

specific to the general ; a dangerous
means of arriving at conclusions.

The larger volume of these helps

are prepared for the medium-sized
dealer. It is quite true that there
are many advertisers who do not
now have special displays for the

use of the display managers of the

dJ.

This point is not subject to argu-
brand name, have dimmed the ardor ment because it is presumed that the larger outlets. Frequently these
of some for this sort of special dis- display managers and display men stores are sent the regular helps in
play. Certainly the questionnaire fig- who answered this questionnaire the hope that they may get by. That

[continued on page 79]
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When Advertising Turned the

Tide in the Automobile Industry
A Chapter from the Advertising Activities of John Wanamaker

Reveals That the Growth of the Ford Idea

Was Not Qnite Like Topsy

By Frederick C, Russell

m"AKING better

niduse traps
Lt h a n anyone

else—a n d selling
the m—without the

assistance of copy

writing and space

buying may be inter-

esting theory, but it

fails to convince the

advertiser who takes

the trouble to unearth

the facts in every

case where the Emer-
sonian creed is sup-

posed to be illus-

trated. Even the suc-

cess of the Ford car

fails to measure up
to the mouse trap

theory, even though
the public, and many
in the advertising

profession, still be-

lieve that buyers merely beat a track

to the Detroit wizard very much as

Emerson said they would.

Kidding the Ford car is believed

by many to have been its own par-

ticular form of publicity, while

Henry Ford's personal achievements

in racing, as well as the news that

he was bucking the automobile

"trust" of the early days in the

interests of those who wanted to

buy cars, is widely assumed to have
been its more legitimate "advertis-

ing." If the advertising side-lights

of automotive history are of any
value, however, this may be Ford
joke number 1,000,001.

While the country was hearing
through the news columns of auto-

motive developments involving the

work of a Detroit mechanic known
as Henry Ford, and some time be-

fore the nation was telling new ones

daily on a popular article widely

known as a "Tin Lizzie," advertis-

ing was playing a very significant

Henry Ford in his first car

role in helping to establish the Ford
Company and its remarkable prod-

uct. This was paid newspaper ad-

vertising, executed with great skill

and foresight by one of the

world's greatest merchants and ad-

vertisers.

This man, strange and unrelated

as the fact may seem, was none other

than John Wanamaker.
Ford repeated with automobi'es

precisely what Wanamaker did with
bicycles, and it was Wanamaker's
success with the popularization of

this earlier form of getting about
that suggested to him the idea of

supporting a man who was fighting

the same sort of opposition. In-

stinctively Wanamaker chose paid

advertising space in the newspapers
as the proper channel through which
to tell Ford's story.

To understand the role of the

great department store merchant in

helping to establish the Ford car, if

not the automobile industry itself, it

@ Laxarnick

is necessary to know
what the public was
thinking in those

early days of the cen-

tury when a cheap car

cost $1,500 and when
no one but the man
with a bank roll could

afford to buy a car

that made any pre-

tense of giving ser-

vice.

These early cars

were in the luxury

class, the situation

being very largely

due to George B. Sel-

den, a New York law-

yer, who believed that

his patent for a gaso-

line engine was valid

and that he was en-

titled to a royalty

from every manufac-

turer who built a gas car. The
manufacturers were making good

profits and while Selden did not ex-

act all that the traffic would stand by

way of royalties, the public was en-

couraged in the belief that the

automobile was a Selden-conceived

vehicle and that it cost a lot of

money for that reason.

Exactly ten years after develop-

ing his first car Henry Ford and his

company sold the first commercially

produced Ford car. This was in

January, 1903. Although the car

was a sensation at the Madison
Square Garden show of that year, it

was not reviewed by an early motor
publication along with the other

creations of that season. The manu-
facturers who paid royalties to Sel-

den had organized the Association

of Licensed Automobile Manufac|
turers and conceived the idea oi

using Ford's chief weapon of com^'

petition—his refusal to recognize
j

the right of Selden to exact royalties
j

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 52]



THE EDITORIAL PAGE
Ingenuity and Trademarking

SOME months ago we niatle editorial reference to the

Iirobabiiity that the ordinary chunk of coal would
yet be trademarked.

A Wilkes-Barre coal dealer, situated in the very center

(if coal mining where coal is not "just coal," has used

a completely new idea to meet the unusual ditliculty of

lirandiiiK his commodity. He has had printed thousands
(if orange colored cardboard disks, scarcely more than

an inch in diameter. Into every ton of coal he sells he

ini.xes forty of these disks. The result is that with every

other shovelful a householder uses, the disks remind
him of the brand and quality of the coal.

It is a perfectly feasible and ingenious scheme which
may possibly encourage coal companies to trademark
and advertise generally.

Responsibility for Testimonials

BULLETIN C. R. 17-E of the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture puts it right up to the adver-

tiser of foods and drugs to take the full responsibility

for the use of any testimonial that claims or implies

curative benefits for his product.

The text of the paragraph dealing with testimonials

is unmistakably clear. It reads:

8. Testimonials

No .';tatement relative to the therapeutic effect of a prepa-
ration should lie made in the form of a testimonial for which
the manufacturer is not willing to bear the full responsi-
liility. Representations of curative or beneficial effect con-
veyed by testimonials are subject to the same requirements
as other therapeutic claims. When a manufacturer publishes
a testimonial to the effect that his medicine has produced
certain results, he conveys to others the promise of a similar
benefit, and he must assume the responsibility for all thera-
peutic claims made in this manner to the same extent that
he does for promises of benefit made in his own words. That

.
I

the testimonial may be bona fide and accurately quoted does

I'
not relieve him of this responsibility.

This is straight talk and something that needed to be
said by an agency with authority behind it such as is

invested in the Department of Agriculture by virtue of
'(he Federal Foods and Drugs Act.

IT will

stirring

Squibb Wins Its Price Fight

be recalled that some months ago a rather

ig story was told in this magazine about the
forthright challenge flung by E. R. Squibb & Sons to

the Owl Drug Co., a chain strong in the far west, and
the amazing price-cutting duel which followed. Pres-
sure was even brought to bear on other national adver-
tisers in the fight, which raged so merrily that the
Squibb dentifrice was sold down to a cent or two per
tube. Squibb's mode of meeting the situation was to

empower the dealer nearest the Owl store cutting the
price to sell always lower.

While the duel was on there were plenty of fireworks,
and dealers the country over were watching develop-
ments very keenly, for if Squibb lost, price disorganiza-
tion was likely to set in pretty generally.

A happy outcome is that the Owl chain has been won
over to the soundness of the Squibb policy and has
signed a Squibb "distributor's franchise." Few na-

tional advertisers today have so valiantly defended
themselves from unsound distributor tactics as has
Squibb, and it is to the credit of the Owl company that

it has grasped the essential fairness of a policy like

Squibb's. The road will now be less rocky for other

national advertisers because of this company's courage.

An Editorial by Harry A. Casey

IN a meaty little book, "How to Sell Newspaper Ad-
vertising," Harry A. Casey of the Scripps-Howard

Newspapers says

:

"Advertising is a form of transportation. The mer-
chant's message is transported—delivered— into so

many thousand homes. The newspaper does not dic-

tate what prices are quoted in the advertisement. The
newspaper has nothing to say about how that mer-
chant's message is worded. The newspaper can do
nothing but deliver the message—at low cost—to thou-
sands of families. Direct mail advertising does the
same thing at much higher cost. If a circular or a
form letter does not pull the desired results, the mer-
chant does not blame the post office nor the letter

carrier. He does not tell the postman that he is a
poor advertising medium. The postman has no control

over what is said in the merchant's circular. He merely
delivers the message. The newspaper, likewise, merely
delivers the message."

A $38,000 Advertising Post-Mortem
AFTER spending eight months and nearly |38,000

JlX. in a try-out advertising campaign in a certain

western city, a well-known New York company has
had to abandon its effort in that territory.

Last week the president confided to Advertising &
Selling that he still was unconvinced that advertising

could not be utilized to put over his company's prod-

uct, but he could not continue spending money and
getting almost nothing in the way of returns.

Because we believe the following down of cases of

this kind is part of our job. one of our editorial repre-

sentatives in the vicinity made an investigation.

At the end of one day, during which he visited some
twenty-five or thirty stores where the item was on
sale, he sent this brief but illuminating message:

"If the man who wrote the advertising had spent
even half a day in the stores of this city, he would
never have written advertising anything like this."

Investigation at this end developed that the agency
had never sent a representative to the city in ques-
tion, but had spent $38,000 for its client on an ingeni-

ous copy idea that looked all right in New York but
which was totally unsuited to the section.

This sort of agency work must stop. The spending
of $38,000 is a serious responsibility, and it must be
met with a more definite realization of its moral as

well as its commercial aspects.
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Recollections and

Reflections—-V

A Veritable Gamble With a

"Nest Egg"

By John Adams Thayer

Hi
"AVE you $10,000?" I was

asked one day by Mr. George

.W. Wilder, the head of the

House of Butterick. "No," I replied.

my thoughts skipping to the Boston

savings bank where I had tucked

away three thousand of Mr. Mun-
sey's money, received for my month's

service with him. "Not all of it,

but I can get the balance."

The conversation ended as abrupt-

ly as it had begun, but it had its

sequel later in the announcement

that I could buy a hundred shares of

stock in the Butterick Publishing

Company for $100 a share, if I

could raise the money within a week.

I had had one modest experience in

finance in Philadelphia, where I

borrowed money to buy a small

block of Ladies' Home Jmirnal stock,

which I had closed out on leaving

the city ; but this was a larger affair

altogether. I had friends, and I

canvassed the $7,000. By the proc-

ess of elimination, I got down to

five names. I went to the wealthiest

man first. He lived in Boston. I

knew that he was a many-times mil-

lionaire, and that $7,000 was a small

amount for him to loan me if he be-

lieved in the proposition as much as

I knew he believed in me.

He listened carefully to my story,

and telling me that I was probably

paying twice over what the stock

was worth, advised me against the

investment.

Two Philadelphia friends were
next on the list, and I took the mid-

night train to the Quaker City.

Philadelphia may be quieter than
Boston, but it is less conservative.

The first man I called upon heard
me out with interest, told me that no

man ever made money until he got

into honest debt, and promptly said

that as I could probably get a loan

from a bank of sixty per cent on

the stock, he would indorse my
notes. I was elated, thanked him
heartily, and departed. I thought it

wise to call upon my other listed

(cl Strauss. SI. Umis

THE above picture is of George
W. Wilder, the "silent" partner

in the Ridgway-Thayer Company,
publishers of EiJerybody's Maga-
zine, which reached its zenith in

1906 with the publication of "Fren-
zied Finance," by Thomas W. Law-
son, the noted Boston financier. Mr.
Wilder, the head of the House of

Butterick for the past quarter of

a century, recently retired from ac-

tive business to his countrv home
in the New Hampshire hills

friend. He loaned me the required

amount.
Some three months before making

the remark which heads this article,

Mr. Wilder had obtained control of

the Butterick Publishing Company.
a million-dollar concern in New
York, manufacturing paper dress

patterns and publishing a monthly
periodical called The Delineator.

Casting about for an advertising

man, he consulted Haro'd Roberts,

at that time advertising manager of

the American Tobacco Company,
who wrote at Mr. Wilder's sugges-

tion to ask if I would entertain an
offer. He was, he remarked, look-

ing not for the most brilliant man
in the business, but an honest one;

a requirement that shed a certain

light on the task with which that

man would have to cope. A few
days afterward I went to New York,

and a brief interview settled my en-

gagement.
Our plans were threshed out a

week later at Mr. Wilder's country

home in the New Hampshire hills.

There I had blue-printed the possi-

bi'ities of the future so strongly on
Mr. Wilder's mind that that ever-

active organ demanded prompt and
tangible results. But these involved

more than increased advertising

receipts. Better printing, better

illustrations, improved typography,

attractive front-cover pages, and,

logically, a larger circulation, were
all imperative. In all these matters,

outside my province, I assisted ma-
terially. The selection of the circu-

lation manager and his assistant,

the art director, and the foreman of

the composing room also devolved

upon me in the course of my ser-

vice.

My all-round zeal brought down
on me the displeasure of the heads

of other departments, who could not

make out why an advertising man
should suggest and push to com-

pletion ideas which did not pertain

to his specialty. They did not know
that my knowledge of publishing in-

cluded every branch of the business,

and I had no occasion to explain.

Of the paper pattern department,

fami'iar to the women of countless

households, I had no knowledge. Nor
did I seek it. I believed that if I

concentrated my abilities on the

problems of publication, Mr. Wild-

er's hopes would be the sooner

realized.

George Warren Wilder had a sense

of humor and a greater sympathy

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 56]
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Advertisers, Publications and

Agencies Endorse Lineage

Audit Proposal

IN
the June 15 issue of ADVERTISING & Selling there appeared an

article by S. E. Conybeare, entitled "Wanted—A National Audit of

Lineage Figures." The writer discussed in some detail the confusion

which has arisen in the mind of many a space buyer after listening

to the heterogeneous jumble of meaningful and meaningless statistics

shot at him by ardent publication solicitors. The trend in space selling

at the present time seems to be toward figures; all kinds of figures

and plenty of them. The activities of the Audit Bureau of Circulations

has standardized and certified the figures in its own field, and the stress

is being placed increasingly upon the advertising lineage figures car-

ried by the soliciting publications.

As advertising manager of the linoleum division of the Armstrong

Cork Co., Mr. Conybeare has long been a figure of importance in the

field of national advertising. Now, as president of the Association

of National Advertisers, his word carries even more importance. There-

fore, when he declares that the existing situation is detrimental to the

whole advertising structure, it would seem high time that those involved

should take notice.

Many of our readers have done so, as the accompanying letters attest.

Few of them have anything particularly constructive to offer, but the

opinions which they express are exceedingly significant. We publish

them herewith in the hope that further attention concentrated upon this

subject may lead to the taking of steps which will be of vital importance

to the whole business of advertising.

the A. X. P. A., ought to get together and
.standardize their lineage classifications,
simplify their rate structure and provide
some standard basis for furnishing adver-
tisers and agencies with correct pictures of
the patronage they have received in various
classifications.

Needless to say. it would also be highly
desirable for* the newspapers to agree among
themselves as to what constitutes national
advertising, and to allow agencies and na-
tional advertisers to know what their local
rates are. At the present time no automo-
bile manufacturer, for example, cait deter-
mine accurately what rates dealers and dis-
tributers are paying for their half of na-
tional advertising provided by the factory
in those communities where the papers per-
mit the local dealer to pay his half at a dif-
ferent rate from that charged the factory.

AtJSTiN F. Bement, President
Austin F. Bement, Inc.

Detroit

Benefits to Three Parties

T INEAGB records have decided values as
•'-'qualitative measures for: (1) Buyers of

space; (2) the publishers as a definite chart
of their progress ; ( 3 ) advertising generally
as a measure of advertising lines produced.
Most of us do not stop to consider produc-
tion of advertising lineage or any possibility

of over-production. Lineage, it seems to

me, from the viewpoint of the advertiser
or the agent is not in itself an end. but
rather a means to an end of enabling the
user of advertising to apply intelligently

lineage facts in considering other factors in

the selection of media.
Reports of lineage largely prepared in-

dividuallv, as they are. are often more con-
fusing than helpful, and it is important that
all terms used in expressing lineage have a
common usage. In comparing lineage fig-

ures as tliey are sometimes now prepared,
the selector" of media must naturally resort

to further analysis on his own part, or by
accepting the lineage figures per se. he is in

the position of comparing oranges with ap-
ples.

There is little doubt as to the value of
the suggestions in Mr. Conybeare's article,

but it seems to me to be the publishers'
burden to prepare the lineage figures. But
all publishers should reduce tliem to a com-
mon denominator. It may well be that ad-
vertisers and agencies could standardize the
basis on which lineage figures are to be re-

ported if they themselves would establish
the breakdown of classifications.
A few years ago the American Associa-

tion of Advertising Agencies initiated a
standard rate card, w-hich should be gen-
erally used by publishers. The beneficial
results have never been questioned. The
Four A's liave initiated in conjunction with
publishing bodies the standard order form,
which unquestionably has resulted in large
benefits to the publishers. It may be that
it the three interests in advertising—the ad-
vertiser, the agent and the publisher—can
get together and thrash out the basis upon
which lineage figures should be reported so

as to be of the utmost value, some standard

No Reasonable Objection

THERE can be no reasonable objection to

Mr. Conybeare's plan from reputable
newspapers or magazines, for the same
reason that there was and is no objection
to an independent circulation audit. Rep-
utable publications have never misstated
their circulation or lineage but many of

them had and have different names for the
same thing. It lineage records can be
standardized as circulation records have
b;en, it will prevent confusion of terms
and therefore be to the advantage of all

concerned.
John S. McCarrens. Business Manager

Cleveland Plain Dealer
Cleveland, Ohio

report of lineage can be evolved and the

reports prepared with the machinery al-

ready at work in the publishers' offices.

Such reports would at least all be on a
common basis which would dispose of much
of the confusion which today exists.

The publishers may even go so far as to

affirm bv affidavit the correctness of these
figures. Before the days of the A. B.C..
sworn statements of circulation were gen-
erally accepted, so now before the days of

the Audit Bureau of Lineage would not

sworn statements of lineage figures be just

as acceptable? At least the subject of au-
thentic lineage figures is so acute in th^

minds of manv agencies and advertisers
that I hope the thought outlined in Mr.
Conybeare's article will carry on.

E. D. Hill. Treasurer
The H. K. McCann Co.

New York.

Favorable Position for the Agency
'T'HE advertising agency would certainly

be in a much more favorable position to
buy newspaper space if it had available un-
biased lineage figures compiled by a na-
tional audit bureau.

If, in addition, these figures were broken
down to show the newspaper lineage by
industries or by large individual advertis-
ers, very much as several of the large
magazines now do with magazine lineage,
much niore information of value would be
made available for the advertising man.

H. M. Donovan
Donovan-Armstrong
Philadelphia. Pa.

Misleading Lineage Figures
'pHERE has been, and undoubtedly always
-* will be. a powerful argument an'' strong
solicitation evolved from a predominance of
lineage in any medium. We realize this in

our own case and never hesitate to use this
argument in both local and national selling.
However, in our opinion this sales argu-
ment is given too much stress by the aver-
age publisher. Its importance in establish-
ing an advertising medium as one of strong
pulling power may often be over-estimated.

Let us take the case of two competitive
newspapers, the one accepting all advertis-
ing without discrimination, the other main-
taining a rigorous censorship of all copy :

the one conducting a vigorous selling cam-
paign on special pages and special editions,
the other maintaining its volume of lineage
through straight advertising selling. It i.^

obvious that under such conditions the ont
newspaper will be able to show a large vol
ume of space which in many cases may bt

totally unproductive, and yet certain classi
fications will show large excesses througl
high-pressure selling methods.

It is our belief that this one consideratioi
alone tends to lessen the importance of ad
vertising volume as a sales argument whe'
other conditions are nearly equal.

W. S. BowM.AN. Advertising Manager
The Soitth Bend Tribune

South Bend, Ind.

Need for Standardization

q^HERP can be no doubt but that some
'^ proper standardized methods of auditing
advertising lineage in newspapers would be
of great value. Certainly very little cre-

dence can be placed in the conflicting claims
of tile newspapers now.

Most assuredly the newspapers, through

Unbiased Figures

'pHE problem of an accurate means
-* checking newspaper advertising lineag-
as outlined by Mr. S. E. Conybeare. is ui

doubtedly an important one. While we
Chicago have already satisfactorily solV€
it for ourselves, it is apparent that it has i

serious aspect for advertisers and agenci'
entering other territory.

There is always, of course, a question
to the advisability of buying space solely -

a basis of "follow the leader"—followii

the trail of competing advertisers, wheth
right or wrong.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 5'.
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The Repairing of Locomotives and Cars

Is in Itself a Big Industry

Kstablished 1832

THE mechanical department of the steam
railway industry represents a big market

fi)r car and locomotive appliances, machine
tools and other railway shop equipment.

The mechanical officers are responsible for the

design, construction and repair of locomotives,

freight and passenger cars. In short, they keep
the rolling stock in service and specify materials

and appliances that enter into the construction

and repairs of rolling stock. These same men
specify machine tools and other devices and
materials used in railway shops.

As one of the five Simmons-Boardman depart-

mental railway publicati(jns, the Railway
Mechanical Enrjineer is devoted exclusively to

the problems and interests of the superintendents
of motive power, mechanical engineers, master
car builders, master mechanics, shop superin-

tendents and foremen.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company
"The House of Transforlation"

30 Church Street New York, N. Y.

608 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 6007 Euclid Ave., Cleveland
Mandeville, La. San Francisco Washington, D. C. London

One of the Five Simmons-Boardman Departmental Railway Publications
that Comprise the Railway Service Unit
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Automotive Advertising Budget

Reaches Huge Total

By John Cleary

"HAT price advertis-

Wing? That is a ques-

tion which should
concern automotive manufac-
turers today. It is prompted,
in this instance, by a simple

analysis of the recently pub-

lished lists of the leading na-

tional advertisers during
1926.

Those lists indicate that of

the 127 automotive manufac-
turers who spend in excess of

$10,000 annually, the fifty

leaders expended more than
$41,000,000—or an average
of more than $820,000 each—
for space in national maga-
zines and daily newspapers
alone, last year.

The figures are not padded. On
the contrary, most companies are

known to have spent more than the
figures show.
The formidable grand total and

the surprisingly high average of the

expenditures are not created by in-

ordinately heavy appropriations of

a few advertisers. As a matter of

statistics, the published records show
that the total was divided as follows:

Three companies spent less than
$200,000.

Fifteen companies spent more than
$200,000 and less than $300,000.

Ten companies spent more than
$300,000 and less than $600,000.

Eight companies spent more than
$600,000 and less than $900,000.

Eight companies spent more than
$1,000,000 and le.ss than $2,000,000.

Four companies spent more than
$2,000,000 and less than $3,000,000.

Only one company is listed as having
expended a little more than $3,000,-

000. and only one other company is

I'eported to have spent slightly in

excess of $4,000,000.

Art and mechanical costs—always
a substantial item, and now especial-

ly so, in view of the industry's pres-

ent predilection for color pages—
are not included. The figures given
are for space alone.

The reports do not include the

amounts spent in newspapers by
local distributors and dealers, except

AT the s

L. tisin^'

Editor's Note

suggestion of an automobile adver-

man, and because our columns are

always open to frank discussion of advertising

and selling topics, we reprint the accompanying
major portion of an article from Automotive
Industries. While it is directed at the automo-
tive industry, it raises questions that other in-

dustries may be facing. We question some of

the authors statements and some of his reason-

ing, but we do not question the value of such
a challenge as this. Advertising ought be chal-

lenged more and lauded less.

automotive manufacturer in

the industry.

Its purpose is one of help-

fulness.

Briefly, the inquiry may be

summarized in two questions :

1. Is it necessary for you to

shovel money into advertismg by
the hundreds of thousands and
the millions, in order to create
reputation and produce sales?
In other words, must the degree
of success of your advertising be
measured solely by the size of
your appropriation? Can you
become a "leading" advertiser
only by "leading" in the amount
of money spent?

2. Are vou—as an automotive

in a few instances of cooperative

newspaper advertising with the fac-

tories. Nor do the figures embrace
the sums invested in farm papers,

business papers, direct mail, outdoor
advertising, catalogs, booklets, fold-

ers and the multitudinous services

rendered by the factory advertising

departments—all of which cost

money.
Add all these costs to the $41,-

000,000, and you will have an idea

of the advertising outlay of fifty

automotive manufacturers. Thexi

add to this total the amount spent

by seventy-seven others, and you will

know the grand total of the adver-

tising expenditures of the 127 manu-
facturers in the automotive field

who spend more than $10,000 a year
in general advertising.

^^^ manufacturer—giving to the
purchase of advertising any-
thing like the meticulous atten-

tion you give to your company's other
purchases? Purchases of machinery,
parts, accessories? Purchases of your
manufacturing, engineering and selling

talent? Purchases of labor and other
service?

Let us look into the first question.

Time was—and not so long ago

—

when some of the most successful

advertisers took pride in being able

to lead their competitors in results,

in business and in reputation, while

falling considerably behind them in

the size of their advertising appro-

priations. By expert skill and pains-

taking care in the preparation of

distinctive copy and art, by unbiased

judgment in the selection of media,

and by scientific adroitness in the

staggering of insertions, they were

able to get disproportionately good

results from their advertising—dis-

proportionate, that is, when com-

WE could make a guess at that pared with the results of other ad

grand total, but it would be

only a guess and such a guess would
not affect the purpose of this article.

That purpose—inspired by the re-

port of the expenditures of the fifty

leading automotive advertisers—is

not to condemn these appropriations

as profligate. Nor is there a dispo-

sition to criticize any persons or

groups having to do with the dis-

bursement of these advertising

funds.

This is not an attack.

It is an inquiry—a calm, dispas-

sionate inquiry, addressed to every

vertisers spending considerably more
money but lacking the same skill and

knowledge and judgment.

They were acknowledged among
the country's leading advertisers,

acknowledged by the industry, by

the trade, by the public—yes, even

by the advertising profession itself

—and yet they were not included in

the lists of the fifty leading adver-

tisers who spent the most money.
Reputation and sales combined to

form the yardstick of advertising

success in those days.

Today there is a mad scramble for

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 481
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No headline. No nameplate. But an luterrupthig Idea in a simple

photographic illustration has sold you a reading of this advertisement

"The Light Touch Shave" is the pictorial and copy keynote of the

advertising of the Gem Safety Razor Corporation. It was created by

the Federal Advertising Agency, Inc., of 6 East 39th Street, New York.
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INDUSTRIAL
An Engineer's

Reaction to

"Technical"

Advertising

By J. Seton Gray

THE advertiser who is making
a bid for the patronage of an
engineering clientele would do

well to keep in mind what an
engineer is. In practice, the engi-

neer's job really consists of get-

ting at the facts and the truth

and proceeding to conquer the

problem based on those findings.

By viewing the engineer from
that angle, we can discover a

similarity between the position

occupied by the advertising man
and that by the engineer. As an
engineer, I have had experiences

which indicated lost opportunities

through failure of the advertiser

to dig out the unusual facts and
present them with a punch that

cannot be sidetracked.

To cite one of these experiences,

let me explain how the installa-

tion of power-meters saved an
industrial plant nearly half a mil-

lion dollars in capital investment
annually. There were 4000 em-
ployees in the plant. The start-

ing record was positively rotten.

While the average employee
punched in on time at 7 a.m.,

there were plenty of indications

that the work did not start at that

time and did not attain average
volume for some time after that hour.

Watching power consumption in the

power house confirmed that suspicion.

It seemed plain that a long time
elapsed before the full force of em-
ployees got going. The next step was
an engineering purchase—power me-
ters for each department were even-
tually bought. The charts resulting
showed that work was started at 7:35

a. m.—not at 7. Then at the morning
lunch period, for which 6 minutes were
allowed, 10 more minutes were dissi-

pated, making that lunch period a 16
minute loss instead of 6. Other calcu-

lations brought the average lost time
per man up to 86 minutes daily. Start-

ing with these facts, which were
brought to light through the purchase
of power meters by this engineer, the

average of lost time was brought down
to six minutes per day. At an av-

erage price of 60 cents per hour in

this plant, this saving amounted to

$1,600 daily!

But nowhere in that meter manu-
facturer's literature, which I had
watched over a period of many years,

had there ever been any reference to

this tremendously interesting adapta-
tion of meters in the curtailment of

capital investment. The biggest point

of interest to the plant executive and
to the engineer on a problem of this

This department is devoted to discussions and news of
particular interest to industrial advertisers. Other articles

that apply to both industry-to-industry and manufacturer-

to-consumer marketing will be found elsewhere in the issue.
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sort had been missed by the meter
manufacturer, either because he did
not know of this type of service which
his equipment could render to indus-
try, or he simply had neglected to tell

about it.

The long and short of it is that we
must pick out the unusual, put a punch
behind the facts, and we will make an
appeal that cannot be sidetracked.
A study of hundreds of advertise-

ments on trucking and conveying
equipment failed to disclose any ap-
peal by any manufacturer mentioning
the possibility of saving thousands of
dollars of capital investment through
the proper use of such equipment. An
example of this sort, properly pre-
sented, would appeal alike to the engi-
neer and the chief executive of many
industrial plants. Instead, the aver-
age advertiser seems content to make
his bid for attention through merely
an attractive display or some other
eye-catching device. When you adver-
tise to engineers, remember what an
engineer is.

Many industrial plants are con-
fronted with the problem of making
plant repairs and replacing equipment,
during the week-end shut-down period.

I remember one instance where I had
some quick repair work on concrete

ADVERTISING
and

SELLING

to be completed in less

than 24 hours. I had
some time to prepare
for the work on the
following weekend,
but after starting it

had to be completed in

time to avoid any
chance of retarding the next
week's production. The plant
was located far from the centers
of civilization. I consulted what
few trade papers there were at
the plant, but in none of them
could I find a word about quick-
drying cement. Finally I devised
a quick-drying mixture with
silicate of soda and got by with
it, but if some enterprising manu-
facturer of quick-drying cement
had carried his message in the
trade papers of that industry, I

would have engineered a sale.

Many mill superintendents and
engineers are confronted with
problems of this sort. To meet
all possible demands and uses for

his product, an advertiser must
study his market and the media
in which he carries his appeals.

Many an advertiser puts over his

demonstration perfectly but al-

lows the real selling points to get

sidetracked.
Business men are often skep-

tical about the value of advertis-

ing. And this attitude is taken
by many industrial advertisers.

It is the job of the advertising

man to get the business man and
the engineer to take the risks.

If you will work with facts, dig

out the truths, find the unusual
s, put a punch back of them in

a way that prevents them from being

sidetracked, you can successfully per-

suade them to take a chance—and buy.

I'

appeal

Portion of an addre:
ing of E. A. A. and M.
Wis.

s before
A. I. A.

Joint Meet-
Milwaulice,

James H. Gregory
Advertising Manager, Barber

Greene Co.

President, Engineering Advertisers;

Association

O'
NE day
the boss

called me into

his office late

in 1920—it is

important to

note the date.

Instead of

saying good-

bye to a prom-
ising young
publicity man,
he made me
into an adver-
tising man right then,

conversation ensued:
The followinj

Jl
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^'Dont forget that to the average woman in

the average city the guarantee of the local

department store is Aa^^os good as, or better

than the guarantee'^^^'^w^ ofthe manufacturer.

, TRUE TALK
—by a prominent Advertising Agency

IT
has to be! The whole business of a store of

this type is buih on the rock of customer con-

fidence. MilHons of dollars are willingly spent to

make the word of the store a good reason for

buying.

In every city and town, store promotion and store

prestige are the most magnetic, most effective

forms of consumer influence. The buying favor of

a thousand stores contributes more to the success

of a product than the easily shifted impulses of a

million consumers.

Build the framework first. Build interest, in-

formation, favor into the business thinliing of pro-

fessional buyers. Tell and sell the merchant—and

he'll tell and sell the millions!

??

Use the logical, successful means-

DRY GOODS ECONOMIST

DRYGOODSMAN

The ECONOMIST GROUP
239 West 39th Street, New York .. DRY GOODS REPORTER
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"Can you write advertisements?"
"Sure. I studied copy writing in

school."

"Go ahead, then. Our agency is no
longer with us."

In those days neither our business nor
our schedule was so large, and I didn't

have to have help until two years later.

Now the B-G advertising department
consists of six other people and an
advertising agency, so I don't have to

do anything.
I have been a member of the Engi-

neering Advertisers Association since

1920; I can remember when the

N. I. A. A. was formed and similar

events in the dim and distant past.

Out where I came from—Salt Lake
City—until recently it wasn't the cus-

tom to ask questions about a stranger's
past. However, I'll concede a point to

a lighter age by stating that my ex-
perience previously consisted of a
jumble of banking without interest,

some studying at the University of
Illinois, a look at the world through a
port-hole, and an experience selling

auto trucks.

When I was a kid I had red hair,

but the color has deepened now, so that
I don't hav^ to fight about that any
more. My wife considers it fortunate
that our two daughters weren't afflicted

with their father's color.

What do I like? Books, plays, his-

torical movies, and Charlie Chaplin's
older comedies. I don't like big cities

or golf.

Wliat Do You Know About

Your Mailing List?

By E. J. Heimer
Secretary, Barrett-Cravens Company

THERE are many opinions current
concerning this, that and the other

type of mailing lists. There is one
point, however, we must all recognize
and bow to, and that is that the cost of
your direct-mail is dependent in no
small measure on the ability of your
mailing lists. Hai'dly a week passes
but some new angle presents itself

whereby a list can be materially im-
proved— some angle that will enable

one to secure better results from mail-

ings and at lower costs.

Once upon a time I had need for a
mailing list of all manufacturers in the

United States rated at $75,000 or over.

I bought this list from a house whose
business it is to compile them. We
didn't check it, but instead made an im-
mediate mailing to the 22.000 names on
the list. Inquiries started coming in

from many manufacturers who couldn't

use our equipment on a bet. This
prompted a check-up of the list and
immediately 4700 names were scratched
off. You see, the list house considered
the manufacturers of brassieres, caps,

corsets, hose and the like were to be
included. They did not investigate as

to the nature of our products or they
would have readily realized we had
nothing for this field. So the names
were included and we spent our good
money soliciting them for business.

I now have before me a consolidation

of results covering my direct-mail ef-

forts for the past four years—results

that definitely point out to me the most
pi'ofitable lists.

There are four distinct types of lists

known and are as follows:

Users' List

Purchased Lists

Salesmen List

Competitors' List

The Users' List is, naturally, the list

of concerns who have purchased and
are using our equipment, and is, with-
out question, our most profitable one.

It appears that every direct-mail piece

sent to this list will definitely pay for

itself in the order produced.

We mean by Purchased Lists any list

that we buy on the outside. These lists

contain the names of manufacturers of

all types and descriptions and rated

$25,000 or up. Then we have another
group of Purchased Lists made up of

manufacturers rated $125,000 and up.

Next comes the list made up from
the salesmen's reports, or Salesmen's
List—a list possessing the names of in-

dividuals and, consequently, one with a
high mortality rate. In spite of this,

the list pays out very well and indicates

the value of maintaining it as a per-

manent part of our direct-mail depart-
ment.

A Competitors' List, or list of users
of our competitors' equipment, was
compiled four years ago from the in-

formation taken from our salesmen's

reports (another use for the salesmen's

reports). We have used this list with
frequent regularity and with fairly

gratifying results.

Conclusion

The data which I obtained from tab-

ulated reports on the various lists, in-

cluding quantity, business, commissions,
gravy, cost and the like, proved con-

clusively that the best mailing list a
manufacturer of industrial equipment
can use is his own User List, while the

next best is a list of his competitors'

users. If that isn't available then he
must compile a list—and perhaps should

do so anyhow—from his salesmen's re-

ports. It also shows the advisability of

buying lists from a list house includ-

ing manufacturers, or whatever they

may be, of a high rating. The reason

for this is perfectly obvious. Highly
rated concerns naturally are large con-

cerns, and the larger the concerns the

more often they come into the market
for your equipment and mine.

The Industrial Advertising Man

of the Future

In a recent questionnaire sent to all

members of the National Industrial Ad-
vertisers Association, one of the ques-
tions asked was: "What qualifications

do you look for in an applicant?"
To satisfy fully a jury composed of

twelve re.p^-esentative members of this

group, the applicant would have to pos-
sess: interpretative ability, advertising
experience, a nose for engineering news
or selling points, merchandising and
marketing sense, capacity for self ex-
pression, analytical ability, imagina-
tion, originality, military experience,
culture, intelligence, force, brains, an
engineering degree, willingness to work
hard, a reasonably good personality, a
thorough and practical knowledge of
market study, selling experience, youth,
a sales slant plus writing flair, initia-

tive, loyalty, I'ersatility, vision, a grasp
of engraving, printing and art, and '

horse se7ise.

Applicants will please form in line

071 the left.

THE above illustration shows a photograph of the mural painting entitled; "New Orleans Welcoming the Nations," which is in

the lobby of the New Orleans Permanent Trade Exhibition. This exhibition includes many exhibits by industrial adyertisen
interested in bringing their products before the attention of Latin -American buyers who are visiting New Orleans in increasini

numbers as a result of the efforts of this institution
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No Static On Station C.F.!

Its Radio Service comes

through to 815,000 Farmers

FROM the very beginning, Capper's

Farmer has taken an active lead in

the radio field.

It was one of the first national farm publi-

cations to appreciate what radio could

mean to farmers. It has published fre-

quent articles showing how the radio

—

with its daily crop price quotations and

weather reports—often means the differ-

ence between profit and loss to farmers in

their harvesting and marketing.

Capper's Farmer was one of the first

national farm papers to employ a trained

radio engineer to take charge of its Radio

Department.

Capper's Farmer publishes more radio

editorial material than any other paper in

the national farm field.

Only natural, then, isn't it, that Capper^s

Farmer should come to the front in radio

advertising? Its radio lineage for the first

five months of the year was 7,131 lines

—

second in radio advertising.

Here are some of the radio advertisers who

appear in Capper's Farmer:

Atwater Kent (color) ; Radio Corporation

of America (color) ; Crosley Corporation,

Freshman.

Their message reaches 815,000 farmers of

the Middle West. Intelligent, progressive

people, on the lookout for ways to improve

their living and farming conditions. Pros-

perous, too. Satisfied only with the best

—

and well able to pay for it.

These farmers depend on Capper^s

Farmer for information and advice—on

radio and in all other practical lines. Its

influence with them is tremendous.

Capper's Farmer covers a section of the

country that is predominantly rural and

renders a service to the farmers of this rich

section based on close, personal contact

—

a service which cannot be equaled by na-

tional farm papers originating in the east.

Whatever your story, if it appears in

Capper^s Farmer, you can be sure it will

be seen and read and remembered.

M. L. CROWTHER
Advertising Manager

Graybar Bldg., New York Cily

Sell
this

Territory

thru

Circulation 815,000

perslSrmer
Published at Topeka, Kansas, by Arthur Capper

;; THE MIDRIFF OF THE WORLD IN THE MIDWEST OF THE NATION
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Mr. Kraus Replies to a

Vaudeville Artist
How Many Advertising Managers Have Been

Offered "Testimonials" of This Sort?

JOSEPH M. KRAUS, advertising

manager of A. Stein & Company
(Paris Garters), Chicago, wrote

us recently commenting favorably
upon Earnest Elmo Calkins' article

on testimonial advertising in our
issue of June 15, "What Is the Paid-
For Testimonial Worth?" He en-
closed two unusual exhibits which
are of sufficient interest to pass
along to our readers. The subject
involved in the paid-for testimonial

;

but a testimonial of a rather dif-

ferent soi-t than is usually associated
with that term.

The exhibits in question consist of

two letters: one from a certain
vaudeville actor (name omitted for

obvious reasons) to Mr. Kraus, and
the other Mr. Kraus' reply. In his

letter to us, Mr. Kraus says in part

:

"We do not know how many adver-
tisers receive letters like the copy
attached. We do feel, however, that
it would be a good idea if such com-
munications were answered some-
what along the lines of our letter of
reply."

The letters follow in full. They
speak quite adequately for them-
selves.

June 17, 1927.
Advertising Manager,
A. Stein & Company,
1149 Congress Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

Dear Sir:

You will recall having sent me, in

September, a pair of your "Paris
Garters," at the suggestion of
your California salesman, who, in

attending a performance at the
Orpheum Theater in San Francisco
or Los Angeles, heard me giving
your product an advertisement in

the course of my act. The mention
I make of same is as follows

:

"The modem girl has no use for

hairpins or corsets. That's why in-

stead of flappers I call them 'Paris

Garters,' because vo metal can touch

them."
I am completing a tour of forty-

three and one-half weeks, during
which the above mentioned adver-

tisement has been put by me to a

trifle better than one hundred thou-
sand people. You will admit this to

have been a very wonderful "plug"
for you.

Don't you honestly think I am en-

titled to something more substantial

than just one pair of garters?
I am already booked for a tour

commencing September 5th, and if

you make it worth while I will con-

tinue to use this line in my act. As
I am in the habit of altering and
changing my monologue each season,

it is optional with me what to retain

and what to eliminate.

It is needless to say that a full

page advertisement in some periodi-

cal, even with a greater circulation

than one hundred thousand, cannot
do you as much good as the spoken
word from the stage of a theater.

The latter they are compelled to

hear, whereas the former can be
skimmed over!

Looking forward to hearing from
you, and possibly receiving a check
for my past efforts, as well as what
I am capable of doing for you in the

future, I am,

Most sincerely,

June 18, 1927.

Mr.
,

c/o William Jacobs Agency,
307 Woods Theater Bldg.,

Chicago, Illinois.

Dear Mr. ;

When we sent you a pair of Paris
Garters, some time ago, we did so,

as you state, purely at the sugges-
tion of our salesman, who enjoyed
your act and who desired us to send

you a complimentary sample of our
products. We did not intend to pay
you for this so-called advertising. In

fact, we were under the impression

that the theatrical profession was
above such practices.

There are dozens of people making
reference to Paris Garters in their

stage work today, and using either

our slogan "No Metal Can Touch
You" or "If garters were worn
around the neck you'd change them
frequently." In fact, there is one

man appearing now who gets a big

laugh, he tells us, because he wears

a garter around his neck which he

had specially made for this purpose.

We believe that the entertainment

value in a humorous reference to an
advertised product totally eclipses

the advertising value. People go to

the theater to be amused and al-

though a product may be mentioned
from the stage, our opinion is that

the advertising value of such refer-

ence is very limited. Inversely, the

laugh provoking qualities of a refer-

ence to an advei'tised product de-

pends solely upon how well known
that product already is.

We feel that the mention of

Paris Garters, if it gets a laugh

for you, is of more value to you than

it is to us. This conclusion has not

been arrived at in an arbitrary man-
ner, nor in a desire to depreciate

your intention but rather to state

our position. Since we expect no

remuneration from you for your use

of our trade name, and the way you

capitalize on our slogan, which has

cost us a fortune to popularize, we
feel that you should not expect us

to pay you because you deem it ad-

visable and profitable to make use of

our name and slogan in your work.

Finally, we are opposed to paying

for testimonials of any nature. We
hold that a man's opinion is a sacred

thing and whether it be favorable or

unfavorable to our products, we are

not going to lend ourselves to the

questionable procedure of paying for

his good-will or support.

We have gone to some length in

this letter to state our position, be-

cause we feel that a better under-

standing of the real ethics of this

situation would be a help to advertis-

ing in general and to honest adver-

tisers in particular. We know that

upon reconsideration you will see

this matter in a different light and
we will be glad to have you tell us

that you agree with our views.

Yours very truly,

A. Stein & Company,
Joseph M. Kraus,

Advertising Maimger.
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427 national advertisers have placed orders

for space in Collier^s for the first six

months of 1928 representing the largest

volume of advertising ever run in Collier's

for any one year*

With a circulation well over 1,350,000

Collier's is today the fastest growing
national magazine*

Advertisers who buy space for the balance

of 1927 will receive a bonus circulation of

over 250,000.

oUiefs
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'The 8pi. Vage

Qd^
As

I sat and listened to Owen D.

Young's speech at the dedication

^of the new buildings presented
by George F. Baker to the Harvard
Graduate School of Business Adminis-
tration at Cambridge the other Satur-
day morning it came over me that it

was an historic moment.
There on the platform sat a score

of solemn representatives of the old

capital C kind of Capitalism. Genial
gentlemen, but of the old tradition. And
standing there, speaking to the crowd,
stood Owen Young, prophesying the
coming of a day when the worker, as
a full partner in industry through
ownership-interest, would actually hire
capital, much as Capital has hired
Labor for hundreds of years.

A young man with clear vision tell-

ing the Old Guard of Finance that
their day was done—and doing it with
such a winning smile that they rather
liked it! (which is itself part cf the
new way.) Made me think of Cus-
ter's Last Stand.

—8-pt.—

It begins to be evident why Ford
stuck to the Model T car so tenaciously
in spite of the deluge of criticism and
advice. Back in 1919 he is reported
to have remarked to one of his exec-
utives that thei'e would be a market for
the Model T until at least 15.000,000
were produced.

The 15,000,000th Ford was turned
out the other day, and almost coinci-

dentally came the announcement of the
new Ford model. You may write your
own editorial.

—8pt—

K. W. F. Cooper of the T. Eaton Co.,

Ltd. of Regina, Canada, favors me
with an advertisement of the Western
Producer which he thinks is very
subtle salesmanship. In which "think"
I concur. We'd both like you to read it.

SUCKERS
He came in one day to sell a printing

press. This little press will print three
thousand sheets of paper an hour. It re-
quires no attendant when it is running.
It picks up the sheets automatically, feeds
them into the press, and delivers them all
printed at the other end of the machine.
It i,-< vviiri;inB in the plant now. Steadily
the pile of blank paper at one end of the
press diminishes and steadily the pile of
printed matter at the other end piles up.
The little apparatus costs as much as a
quarter section of land. It is the product
of generations of inventive skill. Thousands
of mental horse-power have been expended
on its development and millions of dollars
have gone into its manufacture. One day
it may be paid for, because that is a fate
which sometimes overtakes printing ma-
chinery in the course of time, although other
results have been achieved. But that is not
what I was going to tell about. It was this

^odkins

salesman and his press. I was interested.
"How." asked I, "is the paper picked up
and fed into the machine?"—"There is a
row of suckers," he replied, "like fingers,
which pick up the paper." Paper, you
know, has a habit of sticking together. It

is not always easy to pick up one sheet.
"How," asked I, "does your contraption
pick up only one sheet at a time ; would not
the sucker pick up two or three sheets ; you
know paper sticks together? He replied:
"Tnis machine nas a luower. Air is Idown
down upon the paper, strong enough td
keep all sheets except one from sticking to
the sucker; this machine has both a blower
and a sucker." "Ah," said I, "conditions
are ripe for a sale ; you are the blower and
I—." "Ha, ha!" he cried, "sign here on the
dotted line." So there you are. Now for
the moral I For many years the relation-
ship between the growers of wheat and the
marketing agencies has been the relation-
ship between rows of suckers and gangs of
blowers. Times have changed. The Wheat
Pool is an organization to maintain a per-
manent closed season for suckers. The
Western Producer is behind the idea. Two
dollars a year.

_8-pt.—

The other morning: I discovered

Bruce Barton admiring this g:oat pic-

ture, the framed original of which
hangs on the wall of the office of T. J.

EXCELSIOR
McManis, at the General Electric plant

at Schenectady.
As I entered the office "Mac" was ex-

plaining that it was the only accurate
picture he had ever seen of the daily

life of an advertising manager, and as

such he prized it highly.

I begged a photostat of it to repro-
duce on this page. Do any of my read-
ers see anything wrong with this pic-

ture ?

—8pt—

Two paragraphs which amused mc
from Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick's

baccalaureate sermon to the members
of the class of 1927 at Wellesley:

My charge against wide areas of the
younger generation is that that which they
call independence is not independence, but
a cheap exchange of one conventional life
pattern for another. Young women tired of

the goodness pattern go over to the flapper
pattern of the worst type which they think
means independence.

Independence. Do not prostitute so mag-
nificent a word. Others, tired of the re-
ligious type, go over to the equally con-
ventional anti-religious type. They would
not worship Jesus so they worship H. L.
Mencken instead, forgetting that he lias
long since become equally conventional.

I have considerable respect for Mr.
Mencken and his Mercury, but one
can't shut one's eyes to the fact that

any school of thought or writing
sooner or later does become utterly

conventional. Discouraging, isn't it?

—8-pt.—

Lo, how the humble have risen

!

It is getting so in New York now
you have to stop and look in the win-
dow before you can tell whether it is

a Childs' restaurant or a Schrafft's

tea room you're passing!

—8-pt.—

I haven't said anything about Lind-
bergh yet, and I don't propose now to 1,

attempt to tie his feat to any particu- j

lar advertising moral.
'

The thing that impressed me most .

about the whole affair was neither his j

daring in attempting such a hazardous ;i

flight by himself, nor yet the size and
i

.

spontaneity of his reception. The im- ' i

pressive thing—the thing which I be-

lieve will do more to accelerate air

transportation than even so spectacular '

a demonstration as a non-stop flight
J

from New York to Paris, is the way
[

the young airman used his plane to

take him wherever he wanted to go,

in Europe and here at home. With no
more formality than calling a taxi-cab,

he hopped into The Spirit of St. Louis
(or any other plane that happened to I

be handy 1) whenever he wanted to go
any place, without the least considera-
tion of the time of day or the distance
to be made, and with precious little

consideration of the weather. That
fact is going to sink into the public

mind, and it will serve more effectually

than a million dollars' worth of adver-^

tising to give people confidence m fly-

ing. Whereas his Paris flight was a

stunt, his other flying has been merely
a matter of "getting about," and the
American public is tremendously in-

terested in getting about as quickly
and easily as "Lindy" did.
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'AS YOUR PRESENT WATCH

IN STYLE WHEN UNCLE TOMS CABIN' CAME TO TOWN
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New Watches for Old
CREATING ADDITIONAL WATCH BUSI-

NESS FOR THE AMERICAN JEWELER

Far too great a percentage of present-dav national

advertising spends its force in "switching" busi-

ness, rather than in creating it. It does not aim

to make new buyers for the dealer, hut rather to

persuade the buyer already on the way to the

dealer's store, to change his intending purchase

from one brand to another.

The dealer gains little or nothing if the national

advertiser simply converts the consumer from one

make to another in the same price-class.

An example of a very different sort of national

advertising is that of the Elgin National Watch
Company. Recognizing that the greatest latent

watch-market exists in the vast number of men
who are carrying clumsy heirloom watches, Elgin

advertising devotes the major part ot its argument,

not to selfishly pleading the special virtues of

Elgin Watches, hut to stressing the fact that a

man cannot be up to-the-minute, it his watch is

out of style.

This is creating fresh watch business for the

jeweler; business which he would not otherwise get.

Advertising cannot justify itself, economically,

by accomplishing mere brand-conversion. It must

create new desires, new buying impulses, new sales.

CLIENTS: intkrnational silver company <IHi ROGERS nROS. Silvernlate): bauer 4 black; Elgin national watch company;

P. lorillard company; the house of kuppenheimer ; scripps- Howard newspapers; reid, Murdoch & company (for J92S)

LENNEN ^ MITCHELL, Inc.
^n j^d'vertiiing ^genc\ Sefving a Limited Number of Largc-l'oiume yld'vertiie' i

17 EAST 45TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

®
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Beating Price Competition in

Industrial Selling

long run today, these things do not
count greatly.

WHEN the economic advantage of
monopoly wore off, with the expira-

tion of patents or the ability of machine
designers to circumvent them, manufac-
turers were forced into price-competi-
tion in selling their wares. To avoid
this situation they launched into a new
phase of selling, and invented the word
"service." The horrible spectre of
price-cutting drove these men franti-
cally to the search for ways of render-
ing some kind of service along with
their products, which would give them
an advantage over competitors. This
smoke screen—for after all it was but
a device to cover up the main issue,
when we look at it from a long-range
economic point of view—was remark-
ably successful in deflecting the aim of
purchasing agents. It enabled the
salesmen to go over the head of the
man to whom price was the major fac-
tor, and to mesmerize the plant super-
intendents, engineers and production
chiefs into buying service as well as
machinery.

Besides this, they attempted, with
unusual success, to create another kind
of monopoly through advertising, name-
ly, favorable recognition of their com-
panies and their products. This "mo-
nopoly" business has also proved an
excellent weapon of sales, but, like
many selling methods, it was best for
the concern which employed it first. As
the custom spread among the competi-
tors, the advantage which the first one
had was lost. This is not a criticism
of advertising, but merely of this use
of advertising.
The war first clipped the frills of

service from industrial selling, because
of the necessity for industrial economy,
and because machines were in such de-
mand that no competition existed. But
the collapse of the later war-boom, and
the excess producing capacity which
resulted, threw the selling of machin-
ery and industrial apparatus back
forcibly against the realities of com-
petitive prices. The purchasing agent
and the dollar sign came into their own.

Faced again by the bugbear of bid-
ding price-wise for business, it was
natural that concerns such as the one
described should seek some new way of
keeping out of the "also ran" group.
This particular company has done so in
a way which is sounder or, at least,
more widely profitable, than the pre-
vious "smoke-screen" process, because
it contributes to the economic good of
both buyer and seller of industrial
equipment.
An economist is employed—a real

one, not .iust a statistician—whose job
it is to collect, analyze and tabulate the
statistics, financial statements and
other economic data of all prospective
customers. He travels frequently over
the territory working along with the
sales engineers who are also gathering

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21]

technical facts about their customers'
plants and future needs. The econo-
mist is chosen both for his ability to
make balance sheets jump through
hoops and for his ability to win the
confidence of financial executives of
customer-companies.
The joint results of these two

branches of study enable the manufac-
turer's executives to predict approxi-
mately the future needs of customers
for industrial equipment, both as to
time and quantity. As a matter of
fact, once the basic data were secured,
the business of prophesying is reduced
to a simple formula composed of the
factors regularly published in financial
reports. Until such a need develops,
nothing more than friendly skirmishes
are made by the sales force toward the
prospects.
But when the due date of any pros-

pect's need approaches, the sales engi-
neer and the economist descend upon
the intended victim, the one to confer
with the engineering or production
staff, the other to tackle the "big boss."
If possible they try to make the visit

just before the engineers for the pros-
pective buyer awake to their need for
additional equipment. In this line of
business the buyer seldom realizes his
need until it is forced upon his atten-
tion by crowded production schedules,
and then the request for the purchase
of apparatus comes up through the
chief engineer as a cry for help to keep
production going.

WHILE the sales engineer is gently
awakening his man to the desira-

bility of purchasing more machines or,
if the alarm clock has already gone off,

by discussing technical details with the
plant engineers, the economist has
meanwhile extracted the very latest
financial data possible of securing from
the mahogany-desk men. Furthermore,
he has briefly, but not too completely,
discussed the advantages of the new
equipment in terms of net earnings
and the financial set-up of the com-
pany. In thus speaking their lan-
guage, he further wins the confidence
of the financial executives, but without
firing the big shot which later will get
the business.
Back again in the office, both engi-

neer and economist juggle their slide
rules and adding machines at top speed
and each produces a set of "specifica-
tions," one phrased in engineering
terms, the other in the language of per
cent-return-on-investment. But it is

the economist, not the engineer, who
dictates the kind and quantity of the
goods which the specifications shall
cover. This done, all hands sit back
and await the expected letter from the
prospect's purchasing agent, which is

in turn ignored and deemed insignifi-

cant except as a sign that the time for
final action is approaching.

In order to appreciate the next step,
we must go back to the prospect's shop

and see what has happened in the
meanwhile. The chief engineer or pro-
duction man has explained his needs to
the controlling authorities, and the
story falls on receptive ears as a re-

sult of the economist's efforts. The
petitioner is told to draw up specifica-

tions and turn them over to the pur-
chasing agent to secure bids. The im-
portant point here is the fact that the
engineer draws up the specifications
from a production, or engineering view-
point; he sees only the mechanical
needs of the situation. Of course, he
keeps his weather eye on future pro-
duction costs in deciding what to buy,
but he does not bother his head with I

the effect of the purchase on the finan-
'

cial structure of the company. Strange
as it may seem, (though easily con-
firmed by any broad-visioned econo-
mist) the purchase of equipment which
is best and most economical from a pro-
duction standpoint, is not always the
best from the stockholders' point of
view; it may not harmonize with
the financial plan of the company. But,
to return to our story. Upon receipt
of the specifications from the customer,
the firms requested to bid, all send in

their quotations. The "also rans" slav-

ishly follow instructions, but our man-
ufacturer digs out his own set of soeci-

fications and sends them along with an
engineering explanation of the changes,
together with his quotation. The econ-
omist, waiting until he is reasonably
sure that all bids are in, or at least

drawn up and impossible to change be-
fore the closing date, revisits the finan-

cial executives and presents a financial

or economic picture showing the supe-
riority of the altered plan. With the
strongest argument yet devised in in-

dustrial selling—the dollars-return to

stockholders—he convinces the author-
ities that their purchase program
should be modified, not enough to cause
the formation of an entirely new pro-
gram, but enough to throw the com-
petitors' bids awry. As a result, the
customer-company's engineer is duly
instructed to change his plan, though,
of course, the seller is careful not to

reflect upon the engineer's judgment in

making up the original specifications.

THIS engineer not being totally defi-

cient in intelligence, realizes the need
for immediate action, senses the delay
and possible loss of money required by
securing new bids, and discovers the
fact that he has one bid already in

hand accompanied by exactly the spe-
cifications he was told to draw up. Nor
is he insensible to the obvious favor
accorded the economist by the powers
that be. And as a result of this gentle
brain process, the purchasing agent is

instructed to place an immediate order
with what may have been the highest
bidder.

Of course, this story presents the
ideal picture; it does not take into ac-
count human failings which sometimes :
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City

Suburban

Eural

CompleteMarket
Is Covered Ibj^

THE KANSAS CITY STAR. /^ l . -

I
Daily-Weekly Combination 1,000,000 . . . $1.35 a Line T1

Sunday-Weekly Combination.... 800,000... 1.17 a LineJ

By using the combined circulation of

The Kansas City Star and The
Weekly Kansas City Star, adver-
tisers are enabled to cover ade-

quately the complete market of the
Southvi'est at a low daily newspaper
advertising rate. The Kansas City
Star covers Kansas City and immedi-
ate suburbs with practically one hun-

dred per cent thoroughness, while

The Weekly Kansas City Star pro-

vides an additional circulation ex-

ceeding 500,000 throughout the seven
surrounding states.

The Daily-Weekly Combination af-

fords more than 1,000,000 circulation

at a rate scaling down from $1.53%
to $1.35 a line. The Sunday-Weekly
Combination affords more than

800,000 circulation at a rate scaling

down from $1.35% to $1.17 a line.

THE KANSAS
Chicago Office: 1418 Century Bldg.

Wahash 1067

CITY STAR

New York Office: 15 East 40th St.

Lexington 10122
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What are you doing with the daily reports

that your salesmen write? Checking and filing

them or using them?

When salesmen conscientiously fill out sales

reports, they are in efPect compiling a most

valuahle mailing list. On each report salesmen

classify their prospects, indicate their potential

worth and thereby establish the basis for intel-

ligent direct advertising follow-up—the kind

that will increase the proportion of actual or-

ders to calls.

The sales report is a hidden asset that we are

prepared to discuss, at your request.

Evans-Winter-Hebb inc. Detroit

822 Hancock Avenue West

The business of tlie Erans-W'inter-Hebb oreanization Is the execution of direct aiivertising as a dellmte medium, for

the preparation and production of which it has witliin itself both capable personnel and complete facilities: Market-
ing Analysis : Plan : Copy ; Design : Art : Kngraving : Letterpress and Offset Printing : Binding : Mailing

have the irritating trick of wrecking
the most carefully staged plan. The
interesting part of it is perhaps, the
fact that failures are usually due to
working this method as a trick rather
than as an economic help. Thus, it is

successful in direct proportion to the
honesty and sincerity of the economist.
As to its success in the case of this

particular company, the V. P. had a
curious comment to make.
"And, by the way," he concluded, "we

judge the success of our sales plan, not
by the volume of business or decreased
sales costs, but by our own balance
sheet. A sales plan may pay the sales
department and wreck the dividends.
We keep our eye on our own financial

statements as well as those of our
clients."

Asked why he divulged this plan of
selling so freely, the executive laughed.
"In the first place, our competitors are
still engineering-minded and I doubt
if they could understand this method
if it were told to them. But again, we
try to keep one jump ahead all the
time, and we have another equally good
program ready to put into operation
the minute this one ceases to be effec-

tive. That economist of ours has been
our best investment since we started in

business."

Getting Acquainted

with Broadcasting

A Review

By Frank Hough

AN exceedingly interesting and com-
prehensive book on that enigma,

'" radio broadcasting, has been pub-
lished recently by the McGraw-Hill
Book Company, New York, entitled,

"Using Radio in Sales Promotion." It

is the work of Edgar H. Felix, one of
the leading authorities in this field,

whose contributions in Advertising &
Selling have been widely commented
upon. The price is set at $5.

The book is thorough above all else,

as is to be expected from a man who
knows his field intimately from so many
angles as does the author. But Mr.
Felix is frankly interested primarily
in the sales promotion angle, and it is

upon this, as the ti*^le implies, that the
principal stress is laid. All else is sub-
ordinated to this main theme, although
the numerous other important phases
are by no means slighted.

Mr. Felix preaches no sei-mon and
indulges in no worn platitudes. He has
set himself the task of making under-
standable an advertising medium which
has proved bafl^ing to a great many
advertising men who have tried to ex-
plore it. The book is addressed to ad-
vertisers, station managers and broad-
cast artists, and it manages to tie up
closely the interests of these seemingly
diverse groups. It bounds in concrete
examples of what has been done, both
successfully and unsuccessfully.

It is a volume which should prove of

imtnense value to present and potential

radio advertisers, as well as to all

wide-awake advertising men who de-

sire to become acquainted with a
medium which has enjoyed such for-

midable growth in recent years. They
will find this volume easy reading, for

Mr. Felix's style is clear, graphic and
accurate.
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US. AUTOMOBILE MFRS.
Sold tx)

They Go After the Business

and GET IT!
AS a background for sales quotas, political propaganda can

i.
never replace Income.

Automobile manufacturers, remembering that Iowa is

among the first ten states in per capita income, and first in per

capita wealth, have consistently gone after business in Iowa
—and got it.

While some manufacturers were wondering about Iowa,

automobile manufacturers were delivering new cars. Number
of deliveries in 1926, compared with the United States as a

whole on the basis of population, were 14 per cent above

average.

These manufacturers reinforce the work of their dealers and

salesmen with newspaper advertising in Iowa's twenty-one

key trading centers—advertising which you also will find

essential in getting your full share of the business from the

rich Iowa market.

Iowa Daily Press Association

U p-to-date, accu-

rate information

on the Iowa mar-

ket has been con-

densed into a 32-

page book. If

you do business

in loiva, you'll be

interested in

reading it. Free

to e.vecutives on
request.

J

Ames Tribune
Boone News-Republican
Burlington Gazette
Burlington Hawk-Eye
Cedar Rapids Gazette &

Republican
Centerville lowegian &

Citizen
Council Bluffs Nonpareil
Davenport Democrat &

Leader
Davenport Times

Davenport, Iowa

Dubuque Telegraph-
Herald and Times
Journal

Fort Dodge Messenger
& Chronicle

Fort Madison Democrat
Iowa City Press Citizen
Keokuk Gate City
Marshalltown Times

Republican
Mason City Globe-

Gazette & Times

Muscatine Journal &
News-Tribune

Oelwein Register

Oskaloosa Herald

Ottumwa Courier

Sioux City Journal

Sioux City Tribune
Washington Journal
Waterloo Evening Courier
Waterloo Tribune
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SENTINELS OF SAFETY
The Explosives Engineer trophy.

Designed and executed by the cele-

brated sculptor, Bcgni del Piatta. A
bronze east is au^arded each year to

the bituminous coal mine, the an-

thracite mine, the metal mine, the

non-metallic mine, and the quarry
adjudged the zs.miners in the Na-
tional Safety Competition.

THERE is probably no
other common activity in

which coal mines, metal

mines, non-metallic mines
and quarries throughout the United
States are engaged that holds the

interest of as high a percentage of
the management and men in these

industries, as does the Annual Na-
tional Safety Competition for The
Explosives Engineer trophy illus-

trated above.

This competition, conceived by The
Explosives Engineer, is conducted
under the auspices of the United

States Bureau of Mines. In 1926 it

involved the tabulation of all acci-

dents occurring during the course

of 95,000.000 man hours of labor.

Herbert Hoover wrote a personal

letter of congratulation to each of

the winners, and every employee of
the winning plants received a certifi-

cate of honor signed by the Director

of the United States Bureau of

Mines.

A story by Scott Turner, Director
of the United States Bureau of
Mines, in our July number, describes

the purposes and scope of this great

industrial safety contest and the en-

couraging results it has already ac-
complished.

The
Explosives Engineer

Member of the A.B.C.

1000 Delaware Trust Bldg.

Wilmington, Delaware

Automotive Advertising

Budget
[CONTINUED FEOM PAGE 34]

advertising leadership, and the yard- more states last year than during the
stick seems to be the size of the appro- year before that.
priation. The actual number of failures per

Is that the way you want your ad- car-state—that is, the summation of
vertising's effectiveness measured? number of cars failing to make over
Do you believe that you can double five sales and the number of states in

the results of your advertising merely which this occurred—was greater in
by doubling your appropriation? 1925 than in 1926. The total for 1925

True, the increasing keenness of com- was 182, or, in other words, the 18
petition and the ever-increasing ad- cars made but five or less sales in an
vertising rates make it more difficult average of 10 states each. During the
to do as good a job of advertising on last year the total decreased to 163,
the appropriations of a few years ago. giving an average of nine states in

But it is also true that the law of which each of the 18 cars failed to
diminishing returns is operating just as make over five sales,

effectively now as it was then Distribution Data for 20 Nationally
Brains and care can still take the Advertised Cars

place of dollars in carrying on an ef-
^.^ ^^ g,^^^^ ^^.^ ^^^ g^^^^^ .j,^,^, j^,^

ficient, resultful advertising program. ;„ which no in which of States in

There are just so many people and sales were from i to 5 which not

just so many national magazines, for made cars were more thanks

instance: You can profitably use so ^°
'^^'^sold'^'^

many magazines so many times to Car 1926 1925 1926 1925 1926 1925

reach the people you want to reach, a 4 o 6 3 lo 3

That will cost you so much money. B 6 ^s lO ^4 16 12

How much it should cost is less than d ; i

]
'

i lo 9 14 ii 24 20
some automotive manufacturers are E 7 19 lO 14 17 33

spending in national magazines today. ^ J
' * i

I J
Even if you are one of the big manu- h i

'
i i , i 2 10 4 11 6

facturers, an appropriation of, say, 1 4 5 9 11 13 16

$1,000,000 is quite a respectable lump J
1]

2 2

to spend, and careful planning is re- l;;;;;2 2 6 9 s 11
quired if it is to be spent profitably M 3 4 3 4

and advantageously. A number of^ ^
^ ^ 10 11 18

manufacturers spend that much in the y '.,'.'.'. a n 4 4

national magazines alone. Q 1 5 3 5 4

If you are one of the smaller manu- R ^ 1
|

1 5

facturers, the amount you can profit- t ! . . ! ! 6 6
ably spend in the national magazines
is much less. The fewer your distri- " 71 113 111 162 182

bution points, the smaller your profit- This apparent improvement was
able appropriation for national maga- caused entirely by the record of two
zines will be. cars which, during 1926, gained our
An editorial in Automotive Industries present criterion of national distribu-

of November 11, 1926, suggested that tion in an average of 15 states more
there may be something wrong with than they had during 1925. Eliminat-
the generally accepted belief that na- ing these two makes from the tabula-
tional distribution quite naturally fol- tion, the data show that national dis-

lows national advertising. Based on tribution during 1926 was even less

the 1925 sales of 37 makes of cars, as successful than during 1925.
compiled by a well known statistical We can offer no explanation of this
agency, it was pointed out that only condition. It obviously is not caused
19—or about half of them—sold more by high price of cars and low purchas-
than five cars in every state in the ing power of the residents of particu-
country, the inference being that if only lar states since, as was explained in

five cars or less can be sold in an entire the editorial referred to, the cars which
state during a period of 12 months, do not have good sales in all states are
successful distribution over that par- not necessarily those in high price
ticular territory can scarcely be classes and in every instance where
claimed. certain cars have failed to register

over five sales other higher priced cars

DATA for 1926 sales are now avail- have obtained good sales volume,
able from the same source as those The concluding paragraph of the edi-

used for the previous analysis and they torial might be repeated, as it still ap-
show almost the same picture as the pears applicable. "Whatever the
1925 record. Using the same 37 makes reason, it seems evident that some
we find that again 19 succeeded in manufacturers, at least, failed to cash
making more than five sales in every in fully on the national advertising
state during 1926. campaigns which they conducted. When

But, as we continue with the analy- nationally advertised cars fail to make
sis, we find that of the 18 cars which more than five sales in from one to

failed to gain complete national dis- over 30 states (24 is the maximum for
tribution, as we have defined it above, 1926) it may be time to give very care-
11 failed in more states during 1926 ful consideration to the effectiveness of

than during 1925 while only five cars present merchandising policies."

succeeded in making over five sales in The smaller manufacturer, with a
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MAN TALK
Most of the writers for the All-

Fiction Field are men who tell their

stories in straight man-talk.

When you tell your advertising story

in the magazines that make up this

effective group, you can use straight

from the shoulder man 'talk—the

most direct and productive form of

advertising yet devised. And you will

be talking to a nation-wide and re-

sponsive male audience that finds in

fiction a robust release from a world of

prissy periodicals.

^3,100 a page

Magazines of Clean Fiction

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO

J
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A recent article about Akron in a Cleveland news-

paper contained the following:

Akron is properly feeling good over the recent revela-

tion that the city now stands second in manufactnr-

ing in the state (Ohio), having passed Cincinnati in

the period between the last two censuses of mann-

facturing, 1923 and 1925. Nor is the relationship

changed any by including in the Cincinnati total the

production of Norwood, Ohio, its large manufactur-

ing suburb. Cincinnati and Norwood together had

a production of $514,755,000 in 1925. compared with

Akron's $565,391,000.

But if Norwood can be added to Cincinnati's total,

then Barberton, Cuyahoga Falls and Kenmore should

be included with Akron and these would bring the

year's work of the Akron industrial district for 1925

to $612,195,000.

Indeed if Akron and Cleveland continue to expand

their industrial output at the rate maintained be-

tween 1923 and 1925, Akron would pass Cleveland

late in 1931 or early in 1932.

No other newspaper covers the Akron industrial

district so well as the Akron Beacon Journal. In-

clude it in your schedules.

AKRON BEACON JOURNAL
Member of the 100.000 Group of American Cities

r'LL Phil

STORY, BROOKS SC FINLEY, Representatives

New York Chicago

ladelphia Los Angeles San Francisco 1

forCopy
Ad writers will find many sut;gestion& to turn
iniraediately Into good copy in these discus-
sions of the core idea—responsive chords—
newst value—persuasion—conviction—emphasis—stj/le—directness and simpticitu—lon-i vs.

short copy—vanity— llattertf—the dtfimte pros-
pect yoti have in mind, etc Send f'K^ a copy
on approval.

WRITING ADVERTISING
' BY JAMES D. WOOIJi'

Secretary of J. Walter Thompson Co.

Cloth hound. 2 8 7 paces. You may have ll

for 5 days' examination then eitlier return it

or remit S3 50. Address Dept. M. 170.

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY
15 East 2Gth Street New York. N. Y.

JSILLIN6AID
Send 10c for proofs 500
cuts and plans for mak-
ing your ads pay better.

SELLING AID
616 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Folded Edge DucJcine and Fibre Signs

Cloth and Paraffine Signs

hithographed Outdoor and Indoor

Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
Massilloa, Ohio Good Saletmen Wanted

limited number of distribution points,

is paying a higher rate lor nis national
advertising than the big fellow. Since
the rate is based on the total circula-

tion, the only advertiser who gets full

value is the manufacturer of a product
of universal use and universal distri-

bution. No automotive manufacturer
gets this full value. The one who most
closely approximates it is the manu-
facturer whose channels of distribu-

tion coincide with the circulation of the

magazine. Assuming that a large

manufacturer enjoys this position,

then it follows that the smaller auto-

motive advertiser, whose total distri-

bution points I'epresent only half the

circulation of the magazine, is paying
twice as much as the bigger manufac-
turer for his effective national maga-
zine advertising. That is one of the

reasons why some manufacturers are
diverting substantial shares of their

national advertising from the maga-
zines to the newspapers in the commu-
nities where their goods can be bought.
And now to the second question.

It is almost a truism that the most
successful manufacturers are the wis-

est and most careful buyers. In the

automotive field, they are those who go
out and buy the best engineering talent

available, the best purchasing ability

to get the specified materials at the

most advantageous price, the best

manufacturing skill to fabricate these

materials into the finished product, the

best selling talent to merchandise the

product to the distributing organiza-

tion, and the best advertising talent

to create public interest, demand and
acceptance.
Some makers pay more attention to

one or more of these factors. Others
emphasize the importance of one or

more different elements.
Since your advertising runs into big

figures—whether you are a large or

small manufacturer—it ought to be

salutary for you at this time to ask

yourself this question:
"Considering the amount of money

involved, am I giving as much thought

to my expenditures for advertising as

I am giving to my purchases of frames,

or lamps or tires?"

Copyright. 1927. by Chilton Class Journal Co.

City-Minded Copy

—

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25]

the reactions of this type of merchant,

he does so with amused contempt He
does not want to think in the terms of

the country merchant. He wiints to

think in terms of the city, and so does

everybody else in the chain of distri-

bution, "ideas, other than city ideas,

are dismissed as old-fashioned, and they

are old-fashioned; and it is to the ad-

vantage of everybody in the chain of

distribution to pep things up until

they resemble the new-fashioned, speed-

mad habits of the city.

So far as distribution is concerned

this is all right; but advertising is a

different matter. Advertising goes to

thoroughly old-fashioned souls who
never saw a house organ or attended a

Rotary club luncheon. And to them
citified sophistication and superiority

are "distasteful. That note in copy is

likely to hinder rather than help sales.

It "follows, then, that a superior city-

dweller is not necessarily a superior

copy writer for a large national audi-
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ence. His superiority on his own plane
becomes inferiority on the country-
man's plane. This sounds a little like

the Einstein theory, but perhaps the
following extract from William McFee's
review of a recent bool< on George Gis-
sing will make it clearer:
"Gissing.from the very beginning until

the end of his life, was a superior per-
son. It does not disprove this to point
out that first-rate men like H. G.
Wells, Edward Clodd, W. H. Hudson,
and Frederick Harrison not only liked

him but sought his society. A superior
person, in a congenial atmosphere, is

often a delightful companion. And
being a superior person does not dis-

qualify a man for the business of novel-
writing. But it in no way assists him
to become a superior novelist. And
here, compressed in a sentence, like a
corpse in a sarcophagus, is Gissing's
true tragedy. He was a superior per-
son and an inferior novelist."

Except when advertising is designed
purely for urban circulation the su-
perior person is generally an inferior

copy writer. He has trouble, however,
in impressing those most concerned with
the advertising he is " writing unless
his copy is superior in the citified sense
—that is to say, smart—for they, too,

are victims of citymindedness.
It is a vicious circle, and it takes

courage to remain ingenuous when
those around you pride themselves on
their sophistication. Indeed, it takes
more than courage. It involves a sys-

tem of mental insulation, very difficult

to maintain, against the insidious and
invisible permeation of citymindedness
which surrounds the meti-opolitan copy
\vriter at every turn.

Endorse Pro])06ed

Audit
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32]

However, accurate, unbiased lineag:e fig-

ures, on both newspapers and maEazines,
should be available to the agency or adver-
tiser requiring them for use in conjunction
with all the other pertinent facts about the
publication, its circulation and the territory
It covers.

M. C. Meigs, Publisher
Chicago Herald and Examiner

What Advertisers Are Interested In
lyHILE, of course, advertisers are more
'' ititerested in the newspaper's volume
and quality of circulation, its censorship of
advertising and the confidence which its
readirs have in it. the quantity of advertis-
ing is one measurement of its relative place
in its community. It would certainly be a
desirable thing to have advertising classifi-
cations standardized and elevated. A quali-
tative as well as quantitative analysis of the
lineage should be mf>.<it helpful to advertisers.

LoiTis Wit.FY, Unsinrss Manager
The New York Times

N
An Independent Audit

O doubt advertising lineage statistics
should be placed on a strictly impartial

basis, as suggested by Mr. S. E. Conybeare.
Probably the best proof that we agree on
that point is the fact that lineage figures of
The Indianapolis Xeivs have been audited
by an impartial and independent bureau for
six or eight years.
Fraxk T. Carroll, .4diici(isiii(7 Director

The Indianapolis News

An .Adjunct to the .4. B. C.
r HEARTILY agree with Mr. Conybeare
that there is a real need tor some sort of

a national audit of newspaper lineage fig-
ures. I don't like the idea of a separate
organization, however. It seems to me that
this work should be an adjunct to the .\. B. C.

Norman Lewis, Vice-President
Chappelow .Advertising Co.

St. Louis, Mo.

In 1920

Detroit {.o^r...) 993,736

News (circuulion) 205,911

Times (circuiaLn) 5,025

The News claimed to Cover Detroit

—

and probably did.

In 1927

Detroit (pJIL„) 1,702,314

News (c.^r.„) 249,036

Times (c.^IL„)* 241,834

The News still claims

to cover Detroit-You
figure it out, we're too

busy.

"Evening, except Saturday
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SERVICE!

you have

)robIem

When

sales problem in

Brooklyn or desire a

check up or survey

of market condi-

tions, the newspaper

that was the first to

reach a net paid cir-

culation of over

100,000 every even-

ing is ready to help

you.

BROOKLYN is

one of the richest

markets in the U.S.

Cfjc iiroofelpn

Circulation for May
(Every Day Sunday Excepted)

100,459

Net Paid

Member A. B. C.

National Representatives

Lorenzeti & Thompson

NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO
SEATTLE
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Advertising Turned Tide

in Automobile Industry
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28]

—as a boomerang. Ford had priced his
product down to $800 to $900. To off-

set this price appeal, the A. L. A. M.
set out to frighten prospective pur-
chasers of Ford cars.
The difficulties of raising capital and

of organizing the Ford Company were
immediately eclipsed by the A. L. A.
M.'s national campaign to drive the car
off the market. It had been Ford's
ambition to build a good car within
the reach of the average man. That
ambition would be shattered if Selden
succeeded in establishing his patent as
a prior and dominant one.

If Mr. Couzens, Mr. Rackham, Mr.
Malcomson, the other investors in the
Ford Company and its chief himself
had ever entertained discouragement it

must have been when Selden, encour-
aged by the licensed manufacturers
who saw in the suit an opportunity to
put an end to competition from an in-

expensive car of real worth, won a
preliminary decision in the lower court.
Inventive genius, determination and the
savings of a handful of farsighted men
had started the Ford product on its

way to success, but which of these in-

gredients could be counted upon to
combat the public's unbelief?
John Wanamaker, who had been ob-

serving matters from the sidelines and
who was at that time selling the
Searchlight, the Studebaker and the
Rambler, very quickly decided that
none of Ford's ingredients would do.
Wanamaker was considering the possi-
bilities of advertising.

THOUGH historians of the automo-
bile repeatedly skip over this vital

chapter in the amazing merchandising
of motor cars, it is important to note
that by 1905 Wanamaker had put
across a vital advertising message to
the New York public. "Get a Ford
Motor Car and Enjoy It," he said.
"We'll attend to the tom-toms.''
When the bicycle craze was viewed as

an imnossibility because of the high
cost of cycling, Wanamaker had had
patent laws examined by his attorneys
and decided that the matter of royal-
ties was a bogey man that stood in the
way of progress. Assuming the risk
himself he contracted with a manufac-
turer to build a bicycle to sell for less
than half the price asked by manufac-
turers of standard makes. The bicycle
craze materialized.
Wanamaker saw the same situation

in the automobile field. He saw Ford
playing the role he had played in the
bicycle world. He saw Selden and the
automobile "trust" nutting sand in the
gearbox. Wanamaker went on record
at the time as declaring that he had
little interest in any automobile as a
merchandising proposition, but the idea
of standing behind the movement to
make motor cars something for the
average man rather than a toy for the
rich apparently fascinated him.
Wanamaker was not content to rely

upon the effect of his taking over the
contract for the Ford agency in New
York and Philadelphia. He knew that
he must enlighten the public on the
situation, and say it with advertising.

JN taking over the Ford representa-
tion from Charles Duerr, Wanamak-

er automatically became a co-defendant
with the Ford Motor Company. That
applied to any Ford dealer; and, in
addition, the powerful A. L. A. M.
made it known to prospective Ford car
buyers that the law would hold them
responsible individually for infringe-
ment of Selden',s bothersome patent.
"When you buy a Ford motor car from

John Wanamaker you are guaranteed
against any trouble with the Trust,"
the famous merchant advertised in an
illustrated piece of copy depicting cari-

catures of the bogey man and the
scarecrow. "That's all the insurance
any man will want."
Wanamaker promised to take care

of all customers in any litigation grow-
ing out of the infringement suits over
the Ford car, and without cost to any
of them.

"Don't give $600 to the Bogey Man,"
he urged.
At that time the Ford product was

powered by a double cylinder engine,
accommodated four persons and, with
tonneau, sold for $900. The "trust"
priced its two-seated tonneau at $1,500
and up.
The Wanamaker copy adds:

Henry Ford has proven that he has the
highest mechanical ability in the construe-'
tion of automobiles by building: the speediest
racer, and he has indicated an extraordinary
gift in distancing competitors on the race
track.
Henry Ford has distanced his competitors

In his commercial production even more than
in racing. And it hurts.
The Ford Motor Car cannot be beaten by

the Trust in competition : so they have
erected a scarecrow to frighten the buying
public.
The smart crow knows that there is al-

ways corn where the scarecrow is ; and the
man w^ho wants to get his money's worth:
when buying an automobile can depend or
it that all these suits against the Ford
Motor Car Company are brought only be-
cause the Trust realizes that it can't com-
pete with Henry Ford and his splendid $SOC
and $900 cars.
We believe that the Selden Patent i'

worthless. The Trust had three suits ii

court against the Ford Motor Car Compan;
before it started the suits against Johi
Wanamaker. One suit would be plenty, i

Selden and his licensees were seeking t'

uphold their rights. But when persecutioi
is the object, and when the public is to b
frightened from buying the best cars a
the price, then the more noise they ca)
make, the bigger they think their Boge
Man will look.

This statement is made at this time t

relieve any apprehension that might b
created in the minds of those who hav
purchased or shall purchase Ford machint
through us.

Don't pay $600 too much to the Boge,
Man, >

Several days following this declars
tion Wanamaker advertised:

Henry Ford made the "scoop" of 1904 i

building a popular-priced motor car with
double opposed cylinder motor.

Other manufacturers realized their mi

I
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Copyright 1917, American Pholo-Engravers Association

jS^ver Such a Handbook
for Advertisers I

VERY man or woman who is concerned
with producing? results from printed mes-
sages will want this marvelous book,

"Achievement in Photo-Engraving and
Letter Press Printing, 1927", published

by the American Photo-Engravers Association. It

contains seven hunch-ed nine-by-twelve pages showing
th(> outstanding achievements of modern photo-

engraving and letter press printing, with a full and
lucid explanation of how each effect was accompUshed.

Krom this book you may learn in advance just

what preparation is necessary to secure the results

you seek. It will cost at least $75.00 per copy to

produce "Achievement", but it will be sold at $10.00

per copy. Ask your engraver to place your name on
the subscription list, which closes on July 15th. The
book will be ready about December first. You and
your staff will not want to be without it.

THE D AV ID J. MOLLOY COMPANY— 2863 North Western Avenue — CHICAGO

/" S 1

"Achicvemenl", considered as a book, is

of itself a magnificent achievemenl. So,
we believe yoii will agree, is its Molloy
Made Cover, which surpasses anything
of the kind ever before attempted. This
cover was conceived and executed en-
tirely within the Molloy organization.

S ^
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"You seem to be announcing

advertising gains pretty

regularly ".
. . writes an observingfriend

ieS,,,and here's

another one!

The Shrine Magazine

for AUGUST contains

109 per cent, more

advertising than the

same issue a year ago

There's a Reason!

The Shrine Magazine
1440 Broadway • New York

'Phone; Pennsylvania 7827

Tribune Tower Little Building

CHICAGO BOSTON

LAUNDRIES
Use tremendous quantities of steam

plant, electrical, office, automobile

delivery and other equipment.

Over $4,000,000 is being raised to

advertise and sell the laundries to

the public.

The Laundry Business Will Be Dou-

bled in Less Than Four Years' Time!

There is an opportunity for everyone

whose product or services can be used

by power laundries.

The Starchroom Laundry Journal
—monthly trade journal-^ver 200

pages, covers this industry. For copy,

rates, etc., address

The Starchroom Publishing Co.

421 Commercial Square, Cincinnati, Ohio

/= =\,

EASTERN
REPRESENTATION

for

Publications of Merit

John Schaefer
Publisliers' Representative

5^ WEST 41 St.

Ne^v York

take after It was too late to change their

machinery. Thev might build a car to

compete with the Ford if they had prepared
for it ; but it would cost something like a

hundred thousand dollars to change then-

plants in order to do it ; and that's out ot

the question.
, ..,

Thus Henrv Ford's shrewdness makes the

Ford Motor Car stand above all others at a
popular price—that is. for the man who has

eight or nine hundred dollars to invest m
a car. . .

The Trust realizes that its single-cylindn

cars can't compete with the Ford double
cylinder car, so it brings out the tom-toms.
and starts a war dance around any man
who has the temerity to sell the Ford cars

to the public.
Of course, the Trust doesn t expect the

noise of the tom-toms and its straw-stuffed
.scarecrows to frighten John Wanamaker.
If the Selden patents were of any value the

Trust could shut up every factory outside

of the Trust in short order. It isn't neces-

.sary to congest the courts with a lot of

petty cases when a man can establish the

validity of his patent rights.

He presents his arguments with

clarity and force. Constantly through-

out his copy he makes it evident that

his previous advertising to the pub-

lic has established the good will of the

Wanamaker organization. It was this

good will that helped to make the

Wanamaker-Ford advertising convinc-

ing to the public.

Finally he emphasized:

It's all right to say "Bool" to the goo.se:

but that's a poor argument to use to

frighten a grown-up man who wants to get

the best automobile for his money.
Remember that John 'Wanamaker will

take care of all his customers in any litiga-

tion growing out of infringement suits with-

out a cent of cost to any of them.
Get a Ford Motor Car and enjoy it.

We'll attend to the tom-toms.

And over ten millions of people have
bought Fords, automatically stimulat-

ing sales of twice as many cars pro-

duced by competitors.

Ford jokes and word-of-mouth ad-

vertising did not do it all.

A Gamble with i

a "Nest Egg"
'

[CONTINUED FROM P.\GE 30]

and geniality than I had found in

other employers. Even so, he did not

lack the power for keen, cold analysis

when the occasion prompted.
The end of the first year found the

rate firmly established, but the re-

ceipts of my department, owing to my
war on the objectionable advertise-

ment, fell $7,000 short of the expected

increase of $50,000. But I -was highly

pleased with our showing notwith-

standing, for The Delineator was un-

mistakably on the upward march.

Moreover, my work gained me an in-

creased salary to $10,000. The unde-

sirable advertising 1 had refused was

taken into account, for, as one of the

firm pointed out, there was no reason

why I should be punished for working

for the best interests of the business.

With able assistants in the advertis-

ing department the increased income

came largely from the East. F. R
Barnard began his outstanding careei

with me at this period ; he is now widel>

known to all advertisers who ust

street cars.

During all this time, however, I hat

in mind the intention to get my old

time friend and co-worker of tb

Ladies' Home Jourvnl to assist me.

needed the strongest possible man n
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Portland Homes
Portland has '73,648 homes

Portland People read 71,279
Sunday Oregonians
Total Ore^onian Circulation

—Over 154,000 Sunday
—Over 104,000 Daily

Largest Circulation of any paper in the

Pacific Northwest .Estimate based on ,9.7 School Census

Nationally Represented by VERREE & CONKLIN
NEW YORK

185 Madison Ave.
CHICAGO

Steger Building
DETROIT

Free Press Building
SAN FRANCISCO
Monadnock Building
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SERVICE
^Tk^^ODERN business demands that successful

/> J/\i enterprises render the maximum of service,
^""^ and this service requires the maximum of

facilities for its accomplishment.

The United Publishers Corporation is a national institu-

tion which manufactures everything that enters into its

publications with the exception of the ink.

The size of the organization, together with sterling prin-

ciples, justifies the statement that readers of, and advertisers

in, U. P. C. publications receive the maximum of service. .i

^£..4^^

Philadelphia Plant of U.P.C.

N. IV. Cor. Chestnut and 56th Sts.

Headc]uarters, Chilton Class Journal Co.
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because aofjadutiiles
Forrest water power
and paper mill at

Newton Falls, N. Y.

f

To manufacturers and advertising agents is ex-

tended a cordial invitation to visit the various

plants of the United Publishers Corporation.

[l8Ui(?ssO.MrST

''"eS^/**"'*

EaaS"'^

57

« ^^i?^/
^^'^VTOH,

'

I r --rrtsfl ^'^'l^""-^'"'-

UNITED
PUBLISHERS
CORPORATION
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The Providence Journal
(Established 1829)

and

The Evening Bulletin
(Established 1863)

have never given a premium to a single subscriber, nor

have they ever conducted a circulation contest.

These newspapers have built their circulation by pub-

lishing all the news in an unbiased way, and without

sensationalism; by fair dealing; and by prompt service

to dealers and subscribers.

The editorial, news, and advertising columns are clean

which makes them respected and welcomed regularly

into the great majority of English speaking homes in

Rhode Island. Average net paid circulation for the

six months ending March 31, 1927

110,042

The circulation of The Providence Journal and The

Evening Bulletin is within 1,101 of the total circula-

tion (111,143) of the eight other daily newspapers

in Rhode Island combined.

Providence Journal Company
Providence, R. I.

Representatives

Chas. H. Eddy Company
Boston New York

Chicago

R. J. Bidwell Company
San Francisco Los Angeles

Seattle

the West, and that man, beyond a
shadow of a doubt, was Thomas I5almer.

Appreciating the progress made, Mr. •

Wilder consented to add to my staff an
assistant who demanded a salary equal

to my own.
The story of the great progress made

by the House of Butterick cannot be

told here. The capital stock of the

company was increased to three mill-

ion dollars, finally to $15,000,000. The
$10,000 worth of stock, which I had
bought at par in the parent company,
doubled and tripled in value, forming
a "nest-egg" for the future. Our
achievment in advertising was signifi-

cant. In a house organ issued by me
at this time there appeared the fol-

lowing statement over my signature:

"In the October (1902) number of The Hi

-

Hinalor, there is more advertising than was
ever inserted in any magazine published f»ir

wr.men at an>- time, anywliere Tlie Ktriit-

est censorship has been maintained."

The world's advertising record for

women's publication has been broken

!

During these many years of hard
work to upbuild other people's publica-

tions I naturally had at the back of

my head the idea of one day becoming
a publisher on my own account, but

my special knowledge of the field had
taught me that it usually meant a

long fight to put a publication on its

feet.

''PHE story of McClure's struggle had
JL come to me from his own lips. 1

knew of Munsey's eleven heart-break-

ing years, his severe toil by day, his

still more exhausting drudgery by can-

dle-light when he wrote serial stories

for his magazine at the rate of six

thousand words a week.
Both these men gambled with their

health and nervous energy, and I

realized the risks they had run be-

cause of their ignorance of the game.

So I resolved to bide my time until I

v/as assured of two things: capital, or

financial backing, large enough to lift

the venture over the rough and stubble

spots always found in the critical first

three years, and an associate as famil-

iar with the editorial and circulation

branches of publishing as I was with

the advertising and business end.

I felt that I had, perhaps, reached

another significant milestone when
Erman J. Ridgway advanced the idea

of purchasing Everubody's Magazine
from John Wanamaker and becoming
a publisher. During my brief term as

Mr. Munsey's business manager, Mr.
Ridgway and I served a common em-
ployer, but as he was located in New
London at the printing plant, we did

not come into personal contact. After

my return to New York, however, we
occasionally met, and he had mentioned

his ambition to publish a magazine.

It fell out, therefore, that when he

brought his latest project to me. I saw
in him the ally for whom I had been

waiting.
I was eager for the experiment.

After nearly twelve years as an ad-

vertising man I found my work mo-

notonous. Aside from a steadily in-

creasing salary, I had lost sense of

progression and craved a new outlet

for my energy.
First there arose the question of sep-

arating myself from Mr. Wilder and

my co-worker, Thomas Balmer, then

Western advertising manager of Thi

Delineator. Both were sincere anc

steadfast friends as well as proved
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•{ UTTLE DRAMAS IN THE LIFE OF A GREAT NEWSPAPER SYSTEM
J.

t^ wife had a message . . . for other wives

A married woman wrote an article on the

little everyday hurts and slights which men-

ace the happiness of married life. It was pub-

lished in the SCRIPPS-HOWARD Newspapers.

This was the first of a SCRIPPS-HOWARD daily

serial, destined to become one of the most

popular and widely imitated of women's
features in all newspaper history.

The feminine reader is the soul of a news-

paper's strength. She makes the advertising

pages pay.

To the women of 25 cities, the mothers, wives

and daughters of nearly two and one half

million families, SCRIPPS-HOWARD News-
papers are counselors, teachers and trusted

confidantes on questions of Love, Marriage,

Beauty Culture, Family Economics, Social

Forms, Housekeeping, Cooking, Dressmaking

and Baby Care.

Among the several hundred women writers

on the staflFs ofSCRIPPS-HOWARD Newspapers,
there are authorities on every subject of fem-

inine interest, from mending a hot water

bottle to patching a broken heart.

NEW YORK . T>/»rr«m SAN FRANCISCO . >;«». DENVER . /!»ti,Af/.AVTOi

CLEVELAND . . . iv«, WASHINGTON . ^roJ DENVER. Ei;t,inc Nnvi

BALTIMORE . . . Post CINCINNATI . . . Piit TOLEDO . . . NntiiBii

PITTSBURGH . . Priii INDIANAPOLIS . Ilmii COLUMBUS . . Chiztu

COVINGTON . , Kentuch PoiT
— Kentueh F.'litian of Cintinrtjii Pott

SCRIPPS-HOWARD
MEMBERS AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS

AKRON . . . Timn-Pr,,, YOUNGSTOWN Tolisram KNOXVILLE Niwi-Smtlml

BIRMINGHAM . . ftK FORT WORTH . . . Pr,„ EL PASO Pmt

MEMPHIS Pr^M&rmi.or OKLAHOMA CITY ftnai SAN DIEGO Sun

HOUSTON .... Prtii EVANSVILLE .... Fria TERRE HAUTE. . . . P>u

ALBUQUERQUE .... S,ii. Mtxlio Stilt Trihun,

NEWSPAPERS
AND MEMBERS OF THE UNITED PRESS

ALLIED NEWSPAPERS, INC., National Representatives

ISO PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SEATTLE • SAN FRANCISCO
CLEVELAND - DETROIT LOS ANGELES
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S SLduerliseci
in the

BOOT aw</ SHOE
RECORDER
B O isr

The Arch Preserver Shoe

for women, misses and

growing girls is manufac-

tured by only the Selby

Shoe Company, Ports-

mouth, Ohio—a front

cover advertiser to shoe

merchants in the Boot and

Shoe Recorder.

A. B. P

Chicago New York Philadelphia Cincinnati St. Louis

L-^wo^ A SALES AID
^uiir sjlomcn should show skcpnot p(ospcc[s ihc

icsiimonQl leiicrs and orders received from sjiisfied

cunomcrs—they supply proof and gei the orders.

Oont Imvc Testimonial letters lyinj; idle in your
tili.->—;;i\i; tlicm to your men and incrcaie sales

ihf..u-)i tiK-ir use IC Stnd fur a capi of bf<..klit todtj.

AJAX PHOTOPRINT CO.. 31 W.Ada™ Siree.a.cago

Jewish Daily Forward, New York
Jewish Dally Poruard Is the world's largest Jewish
dally. A.B.C. circulation equal to combined total

circulation or all Jewish newspapers published. A
leader in every Jewish ooramunlty throuehout the

United States. A Home paper of distinction. A
result producer of undisputed merit. Carries the
largest rolume of local and national advertising.
Renders effective mercliandisuig service. Rates on
request.

Bakers Weekly ^e^^oVtEiry
NEW YORK OFFICE-^5 West 45th St.
CHICAGO OiFFICE—343 S. Dearborn St.

Maintaining a complete research laboratory
and experimental bakery for determining the
adaptability of products to the baking industry.
Also a Research Merchandising Department,
furnishing statistics and sales analysis data.

PHOTOSTAT SERVICE
RAPID—ECONOMICAL

FACSIMILES - ENLARGEMENTS- REDUCTIONS

Commerce Photo-Print Corporation
' 42 BROADWAY 80 MAIDEN LANE

Hana«er 8993 John 3697

business associates of long standing.
While it would be unfair to Mr.

Wilder even to think of getting Mr.
Balnier to join us in establishing a
magazine, it was well worth while to
try out Mr. Wilder on the possibility

of becoming a partner. To invest all

my savings in a publishing venture
did not appeal to me, and Ridgway
had little money. In talking over plans
for the purchase of Everybody's, I de-
cided that if we could secure Mr.
Wilder as a partner and let him fi-

nance our work we would be very
willing to draw small salaries until
we put the magazine on a paying basis.

I had a nest egg of some $40,000, and
if I could but hold on to this, the plan
seemed like a perfect dream!
So the stage was set. By arrange-

ment, Mr. Ridgway came to my home
in New York on the Sunday following,
and I telephoned Mr. Wilder.

"If you haven't anything better to

do, come over this afternoon," I said
quite casually. "I would like to see

you."
Mr. Wilder must have sensed some-

thing, for he made curious inquiries.

But he came.
After the proposition of buying

Everybody's had been discussed, the
matter of finance was broached. Here
Mr. Wilder exhibited a phase of busi-

ness acumen which I had not antici-

pated. "Publishing a magazine was not
unlike a poker game," he asserted.

"I will not play poker with you unless

you play your own chips."

Since I possessed stock of the value
of $30,000 in the Butterick Company,
he said that I should personally back
the venture. Ridgway, having no capi-

tal, could not do likewise, but an in-

surance policy should be taken out,

covering his life, the premiums to be
taken care of by the company until we
had paid the purchase price of the

magazine out of our profits and were
out of debt. My optimism was such
that I needed no time to consider this

serious aspect of the transaction. With
Wilder and Ridgway as partners I

could onlv see progress and success.

I assented at once.

DEFINITE negotiations were then
begun by Mr. Wilder, whose expe-

rience in dealing with big men and big

figures made it easy for him to put the

matter in such a light that an offer

of one-fourth less than the asking price

of $100,000 was accepted. Fifteen

monthly notes for $5,000 each were duly

signed, indorsed, and delivered by

Robert C. Ogden, then the New York
partner of John Wanamaker, and the

magazine was ours. To be sure, the

notes had yet to be met, but as the

payment of the first lay six months in

the rosy future, we glowed with the

self-satisfaction of the improvident

man, who, settling his debts in similar

fashion, said: "I'm glad that's paid

and off my mind."
At the outset Mr. Ogden prophe-

sied success and was finally persuaded
to give us a substantial order for ad-

vertising in the magazine, paying us

the full rate monthly. A great mer-

chant, with much profit coming from
discounts and shaded costs, he was
amazed that we insisted that no re-

duction, not even the agent's discount,

would be given.
Everybody's Magazine began to be,

under our management, something
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something

Worth Looking Into?

168
National Advertisers used The Christian Science

Monitor during May. The goods manufactured by

103
of these National Advertisers were featured in retail

advertisements published in the Monitor by

591
merchants, in 213 cities. The total number of these

tie-in advertisements—paid for by the dealers—was

1,517

A folder illustrating this world'Wide service

to Rational Advertisers, and giiiing further

information, will be sent on request.

THE
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
AN INTERNATIONAL DAILY NEWSPAPER

107 Falmouth Street, Boston, Mass.

Boston
New York
Philadelphia
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Cy^eruliorcl L i ip^sive

^/n'.s Laul'tjui iicic Ivpc jacc ;.s designed bv

oLucian dyJeriiluircl h express C liai-in,

^vace, (^Icgnnee and ^ eliecicv.

harper's bazar
sclcciecl il for ihc'ir ncie layoui as

ilie leading UJisplay fypc Jor

oieadw^s and i^aphotis

(AsC jor onr ciPorifollo of cz/tisp',rational -zJ rials

L^/u' BAUER TYPE FOUNDRY inc

Qleu, QjoX- 239 10 43^ cJircel

more than an entertaining ten cents

worth of fiction and articles. An
identity was developed, a steady and

aggressive identity, all its own and

full of interest and promise. It showed

the purpose of departing from the

baleful worship of Mammon which

characterized at the time so much of

the writings in current periodicals.

In my work, especially after Thomas

W. Lawson began his story of "Fren-

zied Finance," I found the outlet for

which my energetic spirit yearned;

monotony and stagnation were un-

known in the three years which fol-

lowed.

The oixth and concluding installment of

Mr. Thayer's memoirs will appear in an

early issue.

The Architectural Record has

7,160 architect and engineer

subscribers
or

(as compared with oilier architectural journals)

1,813 more than the second

2,150 more than the third

2,501 more than the fourth

3,003 more than the fifth

5,203 more than the sixth

To interested manufacturers and agencies on

request—latest A.B.C. Auditors Rcfort—new

enlarged and revised edition of Selimg the

Architects'' booklet—latest statistics o,i buildina

activity—and sample copy.

(Average net paid 6 months ending December, 1926, 11,409,

TfteArchitectural Record
119 West Fortieth Street, New York, N. Y
Member A. B. C. Member A. B. P., Inc.

Everybody's Business

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5]

ground crossings for pedestrians and

cross traffic.

Highway construction in a near day

must provide for express, local and

freight traffic. There will be at least

three classes of roads: the primary,

or arterial highways, the secondary

roads which will include feeder sys-

tem's; and the local roads that take

care of short-haul traffic. The primary

highways will be wide enough to allow

for three or four traffic lanes to pass

at one time in both directions. The

express service traveling at high speed

probably will run on an elevated struc-

ture built above the main road. Ramps

will connect the elevated highways

with the surface pavements at inter-

vals of about half a mile.

These arteries of travel will be per-

fectly lighted for night traffic, have no

grade crossings, be policed by stop and

go signals, and have speed limits fixed

at a minimum—not a maximum. Buses

and trucks will be subjected to regu-

lations as to rates and service as the

railroads are now, and all vehicles will

have to pay a fair tax for the use ot

the highways they run over.

Of even greater importance are the

traffic jams in our cities which state-

ment is borne out by the disclosures

that motor-car congestion now costs

New York City a million dollars a day.

The charge for delivering a bushel ot

potatoes in New York to the consumer

is equal to that for hauling them 1000

miles by rail. Four cents a minute is

the approximate expense of keeping a

motor truck of average size on the

streets, whether running or not. i>et

no one doubt that such waste of time,

fuel and equipment has a direct rela-

tion to the present high cost of nving.

The inevitable outcome must be the

reconstruction of our cities. New thor-

oughfares will have to be cut through

built-up sections. Urban streets and

countrv highways will have to be con-

nected' in vast geometrical systems, the

financing to be taken care of .lomtly by

the city, the county, and by the state.

Millions will have to be spent for more

vehicular tunnels, elevated automobile

roadways, and the widening of old

streets." We m.ust .abandon the notion

that because Mala Street is 20 feet

wide, the new extension of this same

street must be built on the same scale.

A few years ago engineers made a new

section'of our national highway system

40 feet wide and were ridiculed tor cle-

ciding upon such an unusual width tor
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The Star League of Indiana
Circulation in excess of 150,000

Sunday Circulation in excess of 175^000

Special Representative

KELLY-SMITH COMPANY
New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston

k Gravure (Indianapolis Only) Service Corporation New York Chicago

'»»„

--^m-
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Rural Dciile x* s

/!^Sd/' Coniained^
Farm Trade Area

Ninety per cent of distribution in the

Northwest is handled by jobbers located

right in the territory.

Sales volume in the Northwest for these

jobbers is not just a part of their market

—

it is their entire market.

Because their territory is dominantly

agricultural, it is vital to them to select mer-

chandise that has been vigorously adver-

tised to farmers. Except for the Twin

Cities and Duluth, the field is wholly rural.

• This is why it is logical and obvious that

farm paper schedules are the keystone of

advertising campaigns in this territory.

THE FARMER is the only weekly farm

paper in the Northwest. Every seventh day

it reaches 160,000 farm homes on the rural

routes out of every town in the territory.

THE !4RMER
S*ijit Paul, HinnnouWibb Publuhlna C

The Northwest's Only Weekly Farm Paper

Wallace C. Richardson, Inc.

250 Park Avenue,

New York

Northu-est Member Standard Farm Paper Unit

Standard Farm Papers. Inc.,

307 No. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

this stretch of pavement. Already it

has been proved that 40 feet of road-
way are not enough to take care of

the intensity of traffic near congested
districts. It costs more not to have
wide roads than to build them.
Prominent in plans for municipal re-

construction will be two-level side-

walks; bridges for pedestrians at busy
intersections; escalators and ramps to

connect streets that lie one above the
other; removal of signs and shrubbery
that obscure vision; express routes
through and around towns and vil-

lages, ma;king it possible for fast-

traveling tourists to avoid meeting
heavy urban traffic; uniform signals,

rules and laws; and the elimination of

competition between the bus and the

street car over identical routes.

SINCE the modern street car is the

most economical user of space of

all the vehicles that now travel city

streets, it will have to be given a path

more free of traffic congestion. While
street cars make up only 10 per cent

of the traffic movement, they carry 81

per cent of the passengers. The auto-

mobile comprises 62 per cent of the

traffic and carries only 19 per cent of the

passengers. The future street car, built

of aluminum, having silent wheels and
operating smoothly without any noise

at all, will help to remedy pi-esent traf-

fic confusion. There must be coordi-

nated car and bus service, and this

must be supplied under a single man-
agement if we are to serve the ends

of efficiency and economy. Street rail-

ways in 1926 carried 237,000,000 more
passengers than in 1925.

We may expect to see the no-park-

ing zones rapidly extended. A survey
disclosed that the capacity of streets

to handle traffic is reduced 50 per cent

by ears standing at curbs. One auto-

mobile standing at the curb narrows
the street for an entire block. We may
also expect building regulations that

will limit the number of tall structures

on each city block. The skyscraper
has increased the floor space in many
communities as much as six times,

with the result that six times as many
people are discharged every day on

that section of the street upon which
the building fronts. No plan of sub-

way building will take care of such
growth.

Transportation developments are

bringing us rapidly to a new day.

Small towns removed from vk^ater and
railroads will take on new leases of

life as a result of the building of great

highway systems. All over our land

we will" soon witness the use of the rail

motor car instead of the small steam
passenger train, thereby effecting an

economy througTi substituting the in-

ternal combustion engine for the steam
locomotive, which will give more fre-

Quent service on light traffic runs.

Railroads themselves will go in for

more trucks where it is necessary to

meet the demands of the customer for

the convenience of direct door-to-door

deliveries. Better lighting in con-

gested sections of cities will permit

motor traffic to operate 24 hours a day

in safety, using the night hours in

which to move heavy freight in trucks

with a minimum of noise and delay to

department stores, warehouses and ter-

minals.

All of which bears heavily on current

practices in business and industry

throughout the United States.
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iCIPLES

,
OF

,?ECTIVE

your
dictation

this morning?

H0\\'
long is it

since you have
looked into a book on
letter - writing? Per-
haps you feel that you
have graduated from
this type of study.
And yet it is good
business to dip into a
modern book on letter-

writing occasionally

—

especially into one in
which the fundament-
als of resultful lettcr-

witing are so care-
fully dissected and
analyzed as in:

Principles

of Effective

Letter-
Writing

By
Lawrence C. Lockley

Correspondence Counselor,
First Xaiinniil Bank, Los
A n g € I e n. and PnclHe-
Hontlxwegt Trust and Sav-
ings Batik : Associate in

English, University of

California (Southern
Branch.

)

344 paces. 5i^ x S,

HUistrated.

$3.00 net. postpaid.

Look up. fjr in-

stance, the discussion
in this new book of
such topics as

—making the letter

easy to read

;

—how a tetter Is read;
—avoiding flimsy ex-
cuses In adjustments;
—the ten command-
ments of collections;
—long - circuit versus
short-circuit selling;
—the higli paints of

sales letter writing; let-

ters of the law

:

—etc., etc., etc.

Some of the Chapter Headings

1. Making the Letter Easy to Reud

;

1 1

.

Everyday Letters ;

III. Inquiry and Order Letters

;

IV. Complaint Letters

;

V. Adjustment Letters ;

VL Credit Letters;
VII. Collection Letters;
VIII. Application Letters;

IX. What Sales Letters Can Do;
X. The Plan Behind the Campaign

;

XI. Sates Letters

;

XII. Increasing Returns from the Letter;
XIII. Helping Salesmen with Letters,

Examine It for 10 Days
Let us send you a cops/ of this hook for free exami-

nation. Look through it with some letter-writii'ij
problem of your own ijj mind. Send the coupun
note—ciaminatitm is free.

Examine this book
for 10 days FREE

McGraw-HUl Book Co., Inc.
370 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

Send nie Lorkley's Principles of Effective Let-
ter-Writlne, J3.00, for 10 days' free exami-
nation.

I win return the book, postpaid, in 10 days
or remit for it then.

Kame

Address

City State

Position

C<ympany

Selling Cotosuet in

Carload Lots
[continued prom page 22]

told him, and I wanted his ideas on
that pie before having the cards
printed.

Instantly he changed from baker to

a critic. We began to discuss that pie

card. When I found fault with any
feature, he defended it. Never before,
in all probability, had he been asked
to appear in the role of adviser. He,
like all of us. enjoyed the new situa-

tion.

FINALLY he insisted that the pic-
ture represented a pie at its best.

Nothing could be done to improve it.

He would have the whole trade of Bos-
ton if he could make pies like that.
"How many stores in Boston are sell-

ing Fox Pies?" I inquired. He calcu-
lated quickly. "About one thousand."

"Well," I said, "I will furnish you
a card like that to go in every one of

those stores. You have done me a
favor. Let me do something to recip-
rocate. I must advertise Cotosuet on
those cards. Let me say on each that
nothing but Swift's Cotosuet is used
in the shortening for Fox's Pies. I

will furnish you 250 of those cards
with every carload of Cotosuet that you
order now."
He accepted that offer and ordered

four carloads to get one thousand
cards.
Then I went to Providence, and at

Altman's Bakery made the same ar-
rangement. Then to New Haven, then
Hartford, Springfield and all big New
England cities. In not one did I fail

to sell the leading baker a large supply
of Cotosuet. He paid a higher price
than for Cottolene, but he secured a
very great advantage.

I returned to Boston with more or-

ders for Cotosuet than six salesmen had
sold in six weeks. But Mr. Aldrich
was scornful.
"You have not been selling Coto-

suet," he said. "You have simply sold

a pie card. Now let me see what you
can clp where you have no such advan-
tage. One of our largest customers is

the Mansfield Baking Company in

Springfield. There you have given ex-
clusive rights to your pie card. I

would like to see what you can do with
ordinary salesmanship."

I promptly left for Springfield, reach-
ing there late Saturday afternoon. I

went at once to the Mansfield bakery
where I found Teddy Mansfield work-
ing in his shirt-sleeves. I waited until

he was done. Then I said, "Teddy, I

have an invitation to the Commercial
Club banquet tonight. I am lonesome,
and I don't want to go alone. They
will let me bring a guest. I want you
to go with me."
Teddy rebelled. He said he had never

been to a banquet. He had no suitable

clothes. I told him that I was wearing
just what I had on then, so he finally

consented.
That was a great night for Teddy

Mansfield. He met for the first time
with the leading men of his city. He

enjoyed himself, and when we parted
he was very friendly to me.

That night at the hotel door I said,

"I am coming to see you Monday morn-
ing to present something of great in-

terest to you."
Teddy hesitated. "Please don't come,"

he sai4. "You have been so kind to-

night that I can't refuse you anything.
But I am loaded with Cotosuet. I have
forty tierces in my cellar, and I can-
not afford to use them, as you know.
I shall be glad to see you, but don't
ask me to buy Cotosuet."
On Monday morning I found Teddy

Mansfield, as usual, in his shirt-sleeves.

"Teddy," I began, "I don't want to talk
Cotosuet to you, but I have a proposi-
tion. I am advertising manager of
Swift & Company. I can do in some
ways what no one else can do. You are
known in Springfield, but nobody knows
you outside. I want to suggest a way
to advertise Mansfield's Pies all the
way from here to Chicago."

'Then I unfolded my plan. If he
would order two carloads of Cotosuet,
I would place a sign on both sides of
the cars. That sign would announce
that all this Cotosuet was to be used in

Mansfield's Pies in Springfield, Mass.
"Not on one side of the car," I said,

"but on both sides, so everyone for nine
hundred miles, on both sides of the
tracks, will know you."
That idea appealed to Teddy, as like

ideas have appealed to countless adver-
tisers before and since. It was folly,

some say, but no more folly than all

the ideas of "keeping your name be-

fore the people." Teddy typified the

average advertiser of those days, in his

desire to simply spread his fame. He
accepted my offer, and in one week the

cars arrived. I was there with him to

greet them. I have rarely seen a man
so pleased as he was when he saw those
cars with signs which had advertised
Mansfield's Pies all the way from Chi-

cago.

I
HAD sold more Cotosuet in one week
than six salesmen had sold in six

weeks. Not one buyer had complained
about the price. Mr. Swift wired me
to fire the whole Boston force, but I

asked him to wait until I returned and
explained my methods to him.
When I met Mr. Swift I said, "I did

not sell Cotosuet, did not talk Cotosuet.

I sold pie cards and schemes, and Coto-
suet went with them."

"I wish you would teach our other
men to do that."

"It cannot be taught," I replied. And
I am still of that opinion. The differ-

ence lies in the basic conception of sell-

ing. The average salesman openly
seeks favors, seeks profit for himself.

His plea is, "Buy my goods, not the

other fellow's." He makes a selfish

appeal to selfish people, and of course

he meets resistance.

I was selling service. The whole
basis of my talk was to help the baker

get more business. The advantage to
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myself was covered up in my efforts

to please him.
I have always applied that same

pi'inciple to advertising. I never ask
people to buy. 1 rarely even say that

my goods are sold by dealers, I seldom
quote a price, i he ads all offer .ser-

vice, perhaps a free sample or a free
package. They sound altruistic. But
they get a reading and get action from
people seeking to serve themselves. No
selfish appeal can do that.

Today that same principle is widely
applied to house-to-house canvassing.
Sellers of brushes call to offer a house-
wife a brush as a gift. Sellers of alu-

minum ware present a dish. Sellers of

coffee call at first with a half-pound
free package to try. They are always
welcome. The housewife is all smiles
and attention. Then, in the natural
reaction, she strives to find a way to

reciprocate the courtesy by buying.

In my early years in advertising
those ideas of salesmanship were new.
I was, I believe, among the first to ap-
ply them. No doubt I originated many
of their applications. I never tried to

sell anything, even in my retail store

advertising. I always, offered a favor.
But Swift & Company refused to

give anything away. I could never
sample their products. We advertised
Wool Soap, washing powder, breakfast
sausage, hams and bacon, and butter-

ine, and we were reasonably successful.

But I came to realize that under their

restrictions any real success was im-
possible. All the years since have con-
firmed my opinion. The packers make
many lines which can be profitably ad-
vertised. But I do not know of an ad-
vertising success made by a packing
house, with the possible exception of

Cudahy's Dutch Cleanser.
In my day in the stock yards, near-

ly all my conceptions of selling in print
were taboo. I saw that I had to escape
those restrictions if I were to accom-
plish my ambitions. So I began to look

about.

Mr. Ti,,i,i<i».s' disrnntp?it with Iho limita-
tions imposf^d upon him h.v tlio policies of
Swift & Company soon led him to seek
his future elsewhere. In those days the
proprietary inediriiie field offered the widest
scope for the advertisins man. even .as it
11 -f .. •..1 the -re-.l.-st d'"ic-lilti.s In the fifth

installment of his autobiography, appearing
In our issue of .July 27. Air. Hopkins tells
itow he built up a tremendous business for
the remedies of Dr. Shoop of Hacine and
how. through the .T. L. Stack .\dvertising
.Vgeney. he directed the advertising of Mont-
gomery Ward & Company and Sehlitz Reer.

11

Tlie IdeaV llie Thing

By John Hall JFoods

ONE of Shakespeare's characters

said "The play's the thing."

Today so far as the writing of

copy is concerned the idea's the thing.

Throw the dictionary in the waste
basket.

The purpose of advertising, whether
it takes the form of a letter or an in-

sertion in a publication, is to get a cer-

tain idea into the mind of the reader.

We deal in mental processes. Every
sale starts in the mind. The reader is

not interested in our vocabulary, and
we don't want him to be.

There are two things necessary in

jhe Leading MaQazine ofthe World for Sclioot^eachers

Teachers Are Sure

of Money to Spend

THIS coming year nearly two
billion dollars of tax money
(assured money) w'ill be ex-

pended in operating our schools—

•

and 80 ^'f of it will be paid in sal-

aries to teachers.

The proven medium through
which to get business in this field

is Normal Instructor-Primary
Plans. The best evidence of this

is the long list of nationally known
advertisers who have used it con-

tinually—some for twenty-five
years. Advertisers will try a pub-
lication for many reasons but only
profitable results will cause them
to use it year after year.

The profitable use of Normal
Instrnctor-Primary Plans is not
limited to a few lines of trade.

Our list of long term advertisers

covers a wide variety of products
and services from class pins to

summer cruises—and a variety of

objectives. Some advertisers use
Normal Instrtictor-Prima)-y Plans
to sell to the teacher, some to sell

to schools, and some to reach the

home via the teacher and the chil-

dren. When vou consider that our

NOIMAL INSTRUaOR.
^M PRIMARY PU\NS

180,000 subscribers have in their

charge more than five million chil-

dren coming from several million

homes, you will realize that here
is plenty of scope for your efforts.

For advertisers of school sup-
plies and equipment Normal In-

structor-Primary Plans is indis-

pensable. It is subscribed for by
one out of every four elementary
school teachers in the U. S. and
by a very large percentage of the
district, county and city superin-
tendents and principals of village

schools.

Why not discuss with us the
possibilities of using Normal In-

st ructor-Prhnary Plans to attain

your advertising objective?

Rates Going Up—Order Now
On August 20, l<t27 the advertising rates of Normal
Instructor will increase to $720 per page of 684 lines

and .?1.20 per line for less than quarter page. Orders
may he placed now at the present low rates of $600
per page and $1.00 per line for space to be used in

issues up to and including September, 1928.

Net Paid Circulation, as shown by A. B. C. Audit of
December. 1026 issue Hast reported upon) 181.636. Aver-
age Distribution (A. B. C.) for twelve months ending
December. l'.)26, 192.562. .

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING COMPANY, Dansville, N. Y.
CHICA(;0: lOlS So. Wabash Ave ('. E. (Jardner. Advertising Manager

NEW YORK: 110 West .14th Street. (Jeorge V. Kumagc. Eastern Representative

"^ke Leading Magazine ofthe World for Sckool\Jeuchers

I am a Free'lancer

IRVING
Layouts,

piNcus DeSri:
Cartoons

9 East 38th St. N. V. C.

I^IAMANT typography
is set by hand and head.
Usually, the changes
are so few that the first
proof is the last proof.
Here, you geta finished
advertisement the first
time. Diamant knowl-
edge will serve you well
and it costs no mote!

\Vritc for booklet

Diamant
Typographic Service
195 Lex. Ave. CALedonia6741
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Todayf mes enfants
Last Week, Incidentally

VIVE LA LIBERTE!
But try to get a little.

I

Look all over, every place. It is no end hard.

It's even getting hard to tell what it is—there's so little of it.

We don't pretend to know all about it either, but so far as we know

it at all, we think it has largely to do with the right of the individual to

lead his own life in his own way.

That is, at any rate, the Manhattan viewpoint. It was, we think, once

the American viewpoint; before the wowsers of Kansas, Tennessee

and Texas had their say.

Not that we present the gaiety of New York as something to be con-

fused with fast living. It is, of course, already trite that our friends

the outlanders, ask, (after three nights of amusement in metropolitan

haunts made expressly for their patronage) "How do you keep

it up

.

"•?

The true common denominator of the interests of Manhattanites is

in their intent to live richly; to know many people; to get those finer

expressions that are artistic in their essence.

If you would really know your New York, drop in at the City College

Stadium and make note of the crowds listening to the Philharmonic

Orchestra; or at a new play by Eugene O'Neil, George Kelly or

Sidney Howard; get in, if you can, to the Beaux Arts Ball or the

Dutch Treat Show; or attend, if you can manage it, one of those
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s Bastile Day
MS Independence Day

more private but equally social events sponsored by the old Four

Hundred or the new.

These are activities essentially New York.

Not that they have not their occasional counterparts in Cleveland and

St. Louis and points south and west.

But New York is in the final word sui generis; a place and a point

of view apart.

Which is why The New Yorker flourishes in New York; because The

New Yorker has captured the essence of its spirit.

It explains The New Yorker's outstanding vogue in New York,

where more than 45,000 of The New Yorker's more than 50,000

readers are concentrated; and where the lord knows how many

people actually beg, borrow or steal a copy of every issue.

In New York, The New Yorker is pre-eminently the class paper.

Nothing nearly matches it in circulation, or favor with New York's

bright people.

It is keyed to the city—and the Key to the City.

THE

NEW^OlKEIl
25 West 45th Street

New York City
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The *Tocket" Nerve

of the American business man

is the most sensitive one in

his system. Therefore, we

have a closer personal contact

with our readers than any

other magazine.

They take our advice on

their investments, and those

of their clients and, logically,

act on the advertising they

read in our pages. Fifty-six

per cent, of our subscribers tell

us they have so acted!

V. E. GRAHAM
Advertising Director,

PfAGAZINE
^WallStreet

Member A. B. C.

42 BROADWAY
No. 5 of a Series

NEW YORK

Selling your Services?

9000 potential buyers
IN

The Market Place

the writing of successful copy:

1. Get an idea.

2. Express it so that anyone with

average intelligence will understand it.

The average person, it is said, has a

working set of about 800 words, ex-

clusive of proper names.
Dr. Frank Horace Vizetelly, lexicog-

rapher and managing editor of the

New Standard Dictionary, was quoted

recently in an article in Liberty.

("How Many Words Do You Know?"
Sept. 25.)

He tells us that the average well

educated man knows about 8000 or

10,000 words, although, he says, "he

won't use all of them very often or,

indeed, be able to give an exact defini-

tion of most of them."
The ordinary uneducated man, the

doctor says, is familiar with 3000 or

5000 words, "even if he doesn't give

them much intelligent exercise. For
commonplace purposes both men can

get along handsomely with 2000

words."
It seems obvious, doesn't it, that the

first thing we must do is to put about

four-fifths of our vocabulary on the

reserve shelf? Our aim, in writing

advertising, is to cause the reader to

arrive at a decision in favor of what
we have to sell: a decision either to go

out and buy it; or that it is a good

thing.

We have words to work with. Let's

use the limited number of words the

average reader will understand. And
let's try to keep him from noticing the

words, for fear they will detract his

mind from the idea.

The idea's the thing. I don't know
what an idea is—not that I never had

one. I imagine it is a ilash of con-

sciousness, or something like that.

Anyway, an idea is not a bunch of

words. It is a thought.

Now, when we go about trying to

inspire thoughts in the multitude, it

will be well to remember some far-

from-flattering discoveries recently

made, as to the mental attainments of

the average unit of the body politic.

Look around you.

I was walking through the Loop in

Chicago recently with a friend of mine.

He grabbed me by the arm earnestly.

"Now we're going to try something,"

he said. "As we walk along here, look

at everybody we pass, male and female.

And whenever you see anybody whom
you think has any brains, point to

him."
Of course, that was rather broad.

But not so broad as you think—until

you try it yourself. Just look them

over.

Psychologists, who learned a lot

about people when they got so many
of us together in the army, tell us that

the average intelligence of the public

is that of a 12-year-old child.

It seems obvious, then, that we must

be careful what words we use. These

average citizens must have their ideas

in easy doses, and not in polysyllables.

Portions of an address delivered at the

Better Letters Departmental of the Direct
Mail Advertising Association. Detroit.

i:^
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WhenYouBuy aCar

IN
BUYING a new car, you probably consider only

those with a proved reputation for reliability. Real-

izing this, a leading automobile manufacturer adver-

tises, "A car's reputation, like a man's character, is built

—not conferred." Certainly, advertising men know the

value of reputation in buying and selling any product.

Thus, in SMART SET, a first-person magazine, we
have published stories and articles by such first-rank

authors as:

Frederic Arnold Kummer
Lady Drummond Hay
Robert S. Hichens

O. O. Mclntyre
Thyra Samter Winslow

Adela Rogers St. John
Lucian Cary

William Slavens McNutt
Elsie Robinson

F. E. Baily

Writers possessing enviable reputations, skilled in all

techniques, rich in their knowledge and portrayal of life.

In this way, first-person stories are made more inter-

esting yet as wholesome, as varied, as worthwhile as the

best "old-line" fiction. SMART SET, blazing a new trail,

takes a long step forward in the evolution of the maga-
zine of today.

And advertisers find this new, first-person field the most
productive. Increased schedules, enthusiastic testimoni-

als all indicate that for the majority SMART SET pro-

duces sales at the lowest cost. Proof conclusive that

SMART SET, published "for the 4,000,000—not the 400,"

reaches and is read by a large, unprejudiced, youthful,

buying audience.

MMiTSet
Stories from Life

119 West 40th St., New York

Chicago Adv. Office, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
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WTe OPEN FORUM
Individual Views Frankly Expressed i

Concerning the Use of

Names

EARNEST ELMO CALKINS' able

indictment in your June 15 issue,

entitled "What Is the Paid-For Testi-

monial Worth?" should have the ap-

proval of everyone concerned in adver-

tising. However, his mention of (now)

Colonel Charles Lindbergh's newspa-

per articles furthers the point in an-

other way. Those newspaper articles,

under Lindbergh's signature, pur-

ported to have been written by Lind-

bergh. But Aid he write them?

I don't think so. I believe Mr. Cal-

kins doesn't think so. Suffice it to ask,

when did he have time to write?

Not discrediting our beloved Lind-

bergh, that, too, is a violation which

ought to be discontinued for the good

of public print. I refer to promoting

articles as being written by a celeb-

rity when the celebrity doesn't write

them. This is not different than the

paid-for testimonial. It is misleading

the public, however good the articles

are. And it is injurious to confidence

in all publicity.

Prize fighters, baseball players and

others are similarly used and strenu-

ously promoted by our very best news-

papers; all for reader interest circula-

tion—when some of them don't even

know the meaning of words used in

their articles and cannot spell or

punctuate. They are simply selling

their names to another's wrritings,

which is equally as infractious as the

paid-for testimonial.

Indeed, Calkins' crack at the paid-

for testimonial practice and advice

that it be discontinued can go farther,

if it is to be consistent and complete.

Frank Effinger, President,

Frank Effinger, Inc.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

The Cotton Growers Are

Advertising

THIS is a somewhat belated reply

to Mr. Hotchkin's article in which

he asks "Why don't the cotton growers

combine and advertise?" But suffice it

to answer: "They have done it-—and

have been doing it for some time."

Three hundred thousand cotton grow-

ers have built a great cooperative or-

ganization to distribute and merchan-

dise their cotton, to conduct their af-

fairs just as other big businesses are

conducted. Three hundred thousand

cotton growers are advertising to the

spinners and cotton merchants of

America and Europe, telling their story

"Good Cotton When Wanted." This is

now being done in advertisements in

the publications that reach the spin-

ners and cotton merchants.

Another part of the program is to

sell business men and bankers on the

idea that the A. C. G. E. is soundly

conceived and deserves their support

because of its influence on the prosper-

ity of the country.

The plans Mr. Hotchkin suggests for

increasing the demand for cotton have

been given a great deal of thought and

consideration. However, the A. C. G.

E. is creeping before leaping, and it

has not been thought advisable to go to

the consumer until the proper ground-

work has been laid.

Federal Advertising Agency, Inc.

New York

The mark of

RESPONSIBILITY
'T'HIS mark stands for Tfspotiitbiltty ia Ihe

ra\, collon industry'— responsible cotton

growing, retpomibU financing, retpomiblt

distributing, willi a rciponiibtt orgatiizalioQ

behind the sate of every baje!

It is tfic mark of tJie 300,000 planters wlio are

co-operating to eliminate cfiaos from cotton

raising and cotton merchandising. It means

GOOD
COTTON
WHEN
WANTED

Few articles purporting to be written by
celebrities are actually the work of the person
sipninff them. Thi.s witle-.spread practice of

"ghost" writing, so called, was discussed in

some detail in the June 18 issue of Editor d
Publisher. According to Philip Schuyler,
the writer, Col. Lindbergh's "signed" articles

were actually written from interviews by
Carlyle Macbonald of the European stafC

of the New York Times. Among other promi-
nent "ghosts" and their celebrities reported
m the same article are: B. S, Garden, ghost
for "Peaches" Browning ; Jack Lait for

Ruth Brown Snyder ; James Wharton for

Roald .^mund?en . William Slavens McNutt
for Luis Angel Firpo ; Julia Harpman Pegler
for Gertrude Ederle. This "ghostly" prac-

tice has spread far beyond the limits of

the daily press where it is believed to have
originated. Certain national, magazines use
"ghost" writing widely, and it has pene-
trated to the business press, where even
some of the advertising and sales publica-
tions use it extensively. Advertising &
Selling, however, holds the "ghost" writer
strictly taboo.

—

Editor's Note.

••o-fS.

American Cotton Growers Exchange
Mcmph,,. Tennessee

building an international reputation

for themselves. These are the mem-

bers of cooperative organizations which

belong to the American Cotton Growers

Exchange.
Through the American Cotton Grow-

ers Exchange they are advertising, not

spectacularly but according to a con-

servative program. They are building

not just for today, but for the future.

Their policies are being developed along

carefully planned lines.

The first step is to build the con-

fidence of the mill buyers, to establish

the fact that the A. C. G. E. is a re-

sponsible organization which offers

Mr. Green's Bag of Coupons

CW. PAGE of Richmond, Virginia,

^ dragged me out into the lime-

light on the 8-Pt. page of your June 1

issue as having entered his office with a

bag full of coupons some sixteen years

ago, when I was manager of national

advertising for the Philadelphia North

American.
If my memory serves me correctly,

he was manager of the Wurlitzer Com-

pany of Cincinnati, and the object of

my visit to his office was not necessarily

aii order, for we were trying to interest

Wurlitzer to come to Philadelphia and

open up a store. But as long as I had

the sack of coupons with me, I sprang

them on Mr. Page as evidence of the

pulling power of one of the most prom-

inent publications in Philadelphia.

"Did he make a sale?" you ask.

Well, it might interest you to know

that the bag "bagged results" with reg-

ularity, and I do not recall it having

missed fire whenever it was used.

The very day I called on Mr. Page

in Cincinnati, this bag was the result

of my closing a contract that had not

been in the North American for sev-

eral years. I closed it on the spot, and

they ran a minimum of forty thousand

lines for at least fourteen years, or

until the American was taken over by

the Public Ledger a couple of years

ago. Was it worth while?

The value of such an unusual ap-

proach was shown by the fact that even

to this day it was remembered by a

man whose office I visited but once.

Charles C. Green, President,

Charles C. Green Advertising Agency,

Inc., New York.

,
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le live in cities and towns and how

manufacWring is there in Iowa?

tomobnies in Iowa, how many were purchased

hat is the popul^

How
ma

How
How/

ch was paid in license fees by counties?

i;^26 farm income in Iowa?

e potential electric appliance market in Iowa?

many'gas" cities in Iowa and what are the names of
ipanies?

any hardware stores, garages, general stores, cigar

stores, etc., in every city of i,ooo and more population
in Iowa?

'hat is Des Moines' influence as a iobbing center over Iowa
and its relation to middle west jobbing points?

What is the trading radius of Des Moines as specified by the
Audit Bureau of Circulations?

How many homes in Des Moines, electric meters, etc?

What about buildmg permits in Des Moines, bank clearings,

postal receipts?

Where is there a complete and accurate list of wholesale
grocers, druggists, hardware, automotive, radio, elec-

trical dealers and other distributors of Iowa?

IOWA MARKET DATA answers all the above questions
completely and accurately. This new book will interest

every manufacturer and is absolutely essential to the man-
ufacturer and advertising agency planning a sales promotion
campaign in Iowa—whether the product is a cigar, washing
machine, radio, food product, mechanical refrigeration, toilet

article or wearing apparel. A copy awaits your request
either direct or through any office of our representative.s

listed below.

The Des Moines Register ^W Tribune-Capital

Represenled by

1. A. Klein, 50 East 42d St., New York. Guy S. Osborn, Inc., 360 N. Michigan Blvd. Chicago.
Jos. R. Scolaro, General Motors Bldg., Detroit. C. A. Cour, Globe-Democrat Bldg., St. Louis.

R. J. Bidwell Co., San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle.
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EACH year Hardware Age publishes

more pages of advertising than all

other national hardware papers

combined.

This overwhelming preference of

advertisers for Hardware Age is par-

ticularly significant since the cost of

space in each national hardware

paper is approximately equal.

HARDWARE AGE
239 West 39th Street

New York City

Charter Member—A.B.C.

Charter MemJier—A.B.P., Inc.

Serving the hardware industry three score and twelve years.

The Art and Practice of Typography
Edmund G. Gress

615 high-class type arrangements of permanent applicability

—the majority in color—with approximately 100,000 words of

text relating directly to the examples shown, constitute this

indispensable book written for the typographer.

Historical information combined with practical instructions

make this an extremely interesting, as well as an instructive

volume.

300 pages, 41 inserts, 615 illustrations, size 9^2^12'^/^ inches,

strongly bound in cloth, $10.00; 45 cents extra for postage and
packing.

The American Printer, Inc. 9 East 38th St., New York, N. Y.

, E.E £ ENTiLY
^% IF(UIBlLO§IKIE

Increasing Sales Through Improved
Window Displays. A comprehensive book-
let treating the fundamentals of window
display from a practical basis. It tells the
retailer how to make his displays and gives
simple directions that are easy for one to
follow. The explanations are complete and
many interesting and attention getting dis-
plays can be made according to the speci-
fications given in this book. Price. 10 cents.
By the American Tissue Mills Company,
Holyoke. Mass.

Principles of Effective Letter Writing.
By Lawrence C. Lockley. This book treats
the fundamental problems of letter writing
from a business point of view. It starts
out with generalities and narrows down to
specific Ivinds of letters. Some of the dif-
ferent phases of letter writing into which
Mr. Lockley goes fully are. routine letters,
such as collections, applications and credits

;

direct selling letters: and follow-up letter.';.

In each of these classes, he gives examples
of what the correct letter should be like
and points out defects in letters that can
easily be avoided with a little attention to
fundamental principles. It takes into con-
sideration both the academic and the prac-
tical elements in letter writing and com-
bines both of these points of view success-
fully. Price $3.00. By the McGraw-Hill
Book Company, New York.

How TO Influence Men. By Edgar J.

Swift. This volume deals with an interest-
ing phase of salesmanship, namely the psy-
chology of selling. Mr. Swift graphically
tells his theories of selling and explains the
selling process from the motive to the con-
clusion of a deal. He discusses creative
salesmanship, how to select salesmen and
the psychology of managing men along with
other phases of the sales problem. Price
$3.00. By Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York.

Business Organization. By the Policy-
holders' Service Bureau of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co., New York. This small
pamphlet, the fifth of the Business Organi-
zation Series, treats the functions of the
advertising manager and the organization
of the advertising department. In the
second half of the report, the organization
of the advertising department is shown by
means of graphs. Copies may be secured
upon request from the Policyholders' Ser-
vice Bureau, Metropolitan Life Insurance
Co., 1 Madison Ave., New York City.

The 1926 Book. In Oklahoma. A com-
pilation of facts about the Oklahoma farm
market, lists of trucks, tractors, automo-
biles, by makes and by counties, and general
statistics and tables concerning the States.
Free upon request. By the Oklahoma
Farmer-Stockman, Oklahoma City.

Automotive Giants of America. By
B. C. Forbes and O. D. Foster. This volume
contains the biographies of the twenty most
outstanding figures in the phenomenal de-
velopment of the motor car industry. The
stories of their lives and the stories of their
cars are combined to form brief narrative
rich in anecdote written in a terse, dramatic
style. Illustrated. Price $2.50. By B. C.
Forbes Publishing Company, New York.

An Investigation of Attention to Ad-
vertisements. B>' H. K. Nixon, Ph.D.
A report dealing with apparatus and
technique designed to approach the problems
of attention. The apparatus was set up
in a New York shop window and advertise-
ments were displayed under various con-
ditions, while data were collected on the
age. sex, color, etc., of the passers by who
stopped to examine the window. Illustrated.
By the Columbia University Press for the
Schoo' of Business, Columbia University,
New York.

Methods of Training Drivers as
Salesmen. This report is based on a
recent study to determine what is being
done by various industries toward training
their drivers as salesmen. The experience
is given of representative companies in the
ice, dairy. laundry, ice cream and certain
food products businesses, and the methods
used by these companies in instructing their
drivers in the rudiments of salesmanship
are described in detail. Free upon request.
By the Policyholders' Service Bureau, Met-
ropolitan Life Insurance Company, New
York.
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ROTOGRAVURE
M. V* Prints /'er/ect Pictures - the Univers al Language

The setting is important in

effective photography tor

Rotogravure reproduction.
Regardless of the particular

article tor which the photog-

rapher made this picture.

that article -whether chair,

dressing gown or smoking set

— becomes more appealing
through such close association

with other aids to comfort.

The open book, turned down,
indicates the nearness of a

human being and gives life

and action to an otherwise
inanimate group of products.

Part of a picture often is used

as effectively as the whole

.m
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OTOGRAVURE sections are

published every week in fifty-two

cities of North America by these

eighty-one newspapers-

Albany Knickerbocker Press

Atlanta Constitution

•Atlanta Journal

Baltimore Sun
Birmingham News
Boston Herald

Boston Traveler

*BuSalo Courier Express

Buffalo Sunday Times
Chicago Daily News
Chicago Sunday Tribune

Cincinnati Enquirer

Cleveland News
Cleveland Plain Dealer

Denver Rocky Mountain

News
Des Moines Sunday Register

Detroit Free Press

Detroit News
Fort Wayne News-Sentinel

Fresno Bee

Habana, Cuba, Diario De La

Marina

Hartford Courant

Houston Chronicle

Houston Post-Dispatch

Indianapolis Sunday Star

Kansas City Journal Post

Kansas City Star

Long Beach, Calif., Press

Telegram

Los Angeles Sunday Times

Louisville Courier Journal

Louisville Sunday Herald

Post

MemphisCommercial Appeal

Mexico City,

El Excelsior

Mexico City,

El Universal

Miami Daily News
Milwaukee Journal

Minneapolis Journal

Minneapolis Tribune

Montreal La Patrie

Montreal La Presse

Montreal Standard

Nashville Banner

Newark Sunday Call

New Bedford Sunday

Standard

New Orleans Times Picayune

New York BoUettino Delia

Sera

New York Corriere

D'America

New York Evening Graphic

New York Jewish Daily

Forward

NewYork MorningTelegraph

New York II Progresso

Italo Americano

New York Evening Post

New York Herald Tribune

New York Times

New York Sunday News
New York World
Omaha Sunday Bee

Peoria Journal Transcript

Philadelphia L'Opinione

Philadelphia Inquirer

Philadelphia Public Ledger

& North American
Providence Sunday Journal

Richmond, Va., Times-

Dispatch

Rochester Democrat

Chronicle

St. Louis Globe-Democrat

St. Louis Post Dispatch

St. Paul Daily News
St. Paul Sunday Pioneer Press

San Francisco Chronicle

Seattle Daily Times

South Bend News Times
Springfield, Mass, Union-

Republican

Syracuse Herald

Syracuse Post Standard

Toledo Sunday Times

Toronto Star Weekly

Washington Post

Washington Sunday Star

Waterbury Sunday

Republican

Wichita Sunday Eagle

Youngstown, O., Vindicator

K.. , > ROTOPLATE '- *

the perfect paper for rotogravure printing, is supplied

by Kimberly-Clark Company to above

papers marked with a star

Kimberly-(jai'k (bmpany

NEW YORK
51 Chambers Street

Established 1872

Neenah, Wis.

LOS ANGELES
716 Sun Finance Building

CHICAGO
20S S. la Salle Street
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County Index of the Farm Market. A
list nf 3044 counties arranged accordins to

the buying power of their farmers and the
percentage relation of each county tn the
average for the United States. These
county indexes are based on Income,
capital and number of white farmers. Free
upon request. By the Farm Journal, Phila-
delphia

Foreign Commerce Handbook. This
handbook serves as an indication of the

sources of imports and export service in the
I'nited States. It is of interest to Ameri-
can business men desirous of knowini; about
the facilities available to them in the con-
duct of their overseas trade. Distributed
free upon request. By the Foreign Com-
merce Deiiartment, Chamber of Commerce
( f the United States, Washington, U, C.

Tips on Leadership. By Hcrliert N.
Casson. In this book the writer gives his

opiiiiiins. in the form of a common sense
pnilosophy, on the elements which go to

make success and leadership. The book is

divided in two parts, the first one devoted
to principles, and the second to short stories

of twentv-five outstanding leaders of today.
Price $2.00. B. C. Forbes Publishing Com-
pany, New York.

The Measurement op Advertising Ef-
fect. By George Burton Hotchkiss and
Richard B. Frankcn. This book shows the
results of a comprehensive study of adver-
tising and Its effect upon the prestige of

manufacturers' names and brands. It is a
contribution of the universities of the coun-
try, for through their cooperation this ex-
tensive investigation was made possible. It

aims to determine the effects of advertising
among all commodities, and supplies prac-
tical informatioM to those interested in

sfientiflc research in the field of marketing.
.\dvertised brands are listed and the com-
p.irative prestige, as indicated by the num-
Ircr of u.sers. of each is cited. Price $4.00.

Harper & Brothers. New York.

C0I.01:R in .\nVERTISING AND MERCHANDISE
1>ISPI.AV. By Charles C. Knights. This is

,1 small book hut a complete one. One of a
si-ries of manuals, it is purely technical and
l.als in detail with a technique. The
author gives a "synthetic" method of
tvolving color combinations which may
serve as "a ."--ccure foundation upon which
the artist can build according to the dictates
of his own artistic conscience." The artist
r.'ferred to is, of course, primarily a com-
mercial artist, .and consequently the second
part of the book shows him how he can
di-velop the knowledge gained from the
previous section in window displays, poster
designs and general advertisements. There
is a chapter on Inks, and there are two
color plates and numerous diagrams. An
appendix gives twenty examples of the
practical application of the synthetic method
to coinmercial art and design. Price: Five
sftillings net. By Crosby Lockwood & Son,
i.ondon.

TS AND Figures of thp. AtixoMOBiLE
PRY. This is the seventh annual edi-

11 of a review that aims to present in
! -ady reference form essential data on the
!• velopment and present standing of motor
M-ansportation. A variety of pertinent
topics are covered by means of numerous
iibles of statistics, comparisons and dia-
Li-anis. Free upon request. By the Na-
tional Automobile Chamber of Commerce,
\hw York.

How Banks Increase Their Business.
V.y G Prather Knapp. An outline of the
-groundwork for ,a structure of standard
I'tactice in the production of new Imsiness
1 >r financial institutions. The work covers
Illy those functions generally assigned to
Mie new business department of a bank, and
lie relation of this department to the other
it-partments. .\mong other subjects ir.

luded. the author, who has had an ex-
it-nsive experience in this type of work,
discusses direct personal selling of bank
service ; bank advertising ; service plans.
Mid office s.vstems in new business, adver-
'ising and publicity management. Illus-
' rated. Price $5.00'. By Rand McXally &
Company, Chicago and New York.

Companies. Firms. Institutions, Organi-
zations IN Existence Seventy-Five Ye.^i:s
or More. A list prepared by the Xew
York Times in connection with its seventy-
fifth anniversary. It contains the names
and addresses of firms, companies, institu-
tions and organizations, or their immediate
successors, that have been in existence
seventy-five years or more. Free upon re-
quest. By tlie New York Times, New York.
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to Cify Dealers

farmers in "Big "Business
FARMER members of the Dairymen's League Co-operative Association are

accustomed to think and speak in terms of miUions. The total yearly sales

of the Association average around ^70,000,000. For 1926, the figure was

^71,910,098.47.
This vast business covers every step in distribution from hauling the milk

from the farms to delivering it to city dealers both in New York and in other

cities located in this milk-shed.

The books of the Association are audited by a comm,ittee of farmer-members.
Its affairs are discussed at length at an annual meeting attended by representa-

tives from the entire territory. Full reports are printed in the Dairymen's
League News and studied in thousands of farm homes where the monthly milk
check is the chief item of income.

These big-business farmers have buying power and the will to spend. Reach
them through their own paper—the Dairym,en's League News.

Sample Copy and Rate Card sent on request

The dairy farms of
this territory arc ca-
pable of supplying alt

Quid milk used in New
York City.

»TKc
i

Dairy!
Paperl

DAIRYMEN'S
NEWS

New York City
--MilifShedf'

I

New York
120 West 42nd Street

W. A. Schreyer, Bus. Mgr.

Phone Wisconsin 6081

Chicago

10 S. La Salle Street

John D. Ross

Phone State 3652

2 sue
t t sev

r

Impressive Facts About the Gas Industry"

With an investment of $4,000,000,000, the gas industry

stands high among the country's leading industries. To
familiarize advertisers with the enormous mar-

ket which this business affords, we have pre-

pared an attractive little booklet entitled "Im-

pressive Facts about the Gas Industry." You
are invited to send for a copy.

Robbins Publishing Co., Inc.

9 East 38th Street New Yorii

, a4# EmGVMECMMO "no
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pvISPLAY advertis-

ing forms of Ad-

vertising and Selling

close 7 days preceding

the date of issue.

Classified advertising

forms are held open un-

til the Saturday before

the publication date.

Thus, space reserva-

tions and copy for dis-

play advertisements to

appear in the July 27

issue must reach us not

later than July 20.

Classified advertise-

ments will be accepted

up to Saturday, July 23.

Maytag Advertisini
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20J

use the $5.00, he lost its equivalent
value of the advertising. If he did use
it, he received the value of the local
advertising with the same margin of
profit he made before.

This plan vifas started in September,
1924, and immediately the bills began
to come in for reimbursement. We sup-
plied the dealers with all mats, plates,
and special copy. We wanted them to
use every dollar of the allowance they
had coming. We urged them to use it

and to apply for the reimbursement.
The plan was advertised in our house
magazine, and our field men were in-
structed to keep their dealers checked
up and to remind them constantly that,
if they did not use their allowance, it

would be lost. At the end of three
months we found that less than 20 per
cent of the first month's allowance had
been applied for. At the end of six
months less than one-half the allow-
ance was being used that should have
been used. The dealers wanted to save
their allowance and to accumulate it

for the time in the future when busi-
ness was hard to get and when heavy
copy and big smashes would be neces-
sary to bring home the bacon.
Every time we sold a thousand wash-

ers, it meant creating for ourselves a
contingent liability of $5,000. If we
sold 20,000 units, here was $100,000
that the dealers could claim at any
time. With their holding off advertis-
ing until some time in the future, this
liability might assume colossal propor-
tions. Suppose we sold 25,000 washers
per month, with the allowance claimed
on only 5000 of them. This would leave
$100,000 on call. Suppose business
were good, say, for five months, then
the bottom fell out and the dealers
started using the advertising allow-
ance which they had accumulated for
the past five months. By this time
there would have been a half million
dollars which we might have been called
upon to disburse in a very short time
or as soon as the dealers ran the ad-
vertisements and made a claim for
their allowance. This was a liability

which no manufacturer could afford to
face. Besides, we wanted our dealers
to advertise when business was good
for the time when it was hard to get.

IN order to correct this, we sent a no-
tice to all of our dealers to the effect

that from that date on all dealers would
have a period of ninety days in which
to run and claim the allowance which
they had accumulated. If it were not
claimed within ninety days, it auto-
matically became outlawed, and was
cancelled. This made it possible for us
to know what we might be called upon
to pay, and when allowances were out-
lawed and cancelled we then could take
that money and put it into centers
where distribution and other circum-
stances warranted additional news-
paper help.

This plan ran along until the end of
the year 1925. The most we were ever
successful in getting used was about
70 per cent of the total allowance for
any one month. Toward the end of
the year we decided we would take over

the expenditure of this allowance our-
selves instead of leaving it for our
dealers to do.

''INHERE were many reasons why the
A change was made. In the first place,
our dealers did not confine their copy
to the suggestions for advertisements
we sent them nor to the plates and
mats we recommended. As a general
rule they used the advertisements to

play up their store and their firm
name and put Maytag and the washer
in the background; yet it was an ex-
clusive Maytag advertisement and we
were obligated to reimburse them for
it. One typical case was where a
dealer ran a full page insertion show-
ing a picture of his store, gave a his-

tory of the organization, and showed
a picture of the members of the firm.

In one corner of this he put a cut of
the washer and, in the other corner,

the logotype with the information that
he was the local authorized Maytag
dealer. Inasmuch as it was an exclu-
sive Maytag advertisement and no
other product was mentioned, we were
obliged to reimburse him for the entire

cost.

Many dealers were not in the best
papers, but were being governed and
influenced by personal opinions and
prejudices. They ran advertising in

everything that could be considered a
legitimate medium, using Maytag copy
many times to grant special requests
for donation copy and to save their own
expenditure. Furthermore, all of this

copy was being placed in the smallest
papers where the milline rate was tre-

mendously high.

On January 1, 1926, we announced to

the entire organization that, from that
date on, we would spend the allowance
ourselves instead of leaving it to the
dealer. We made such arrangements
as were necessary to take care of the
termination of such contracts made by
the dealers and unexpired allowances.

Just as soon as we took over the

spending of this money ourselves, we
could see an improvement. Most of the
dealers were glad to be relieved of the
detail it involved and the money it tied

up. We cut out many small papers whose
rates were high and where other papers
could be used to much better advan-
tage. Many of them were cut down to

an adequate schedule, the balance be-

ing concentrated in key papers which
had a wide circulation and a general
influence over the entire territory. Our
farm business was developing to the

point whei'e it required considerable at-

tention. Part of this allowance was
pooled with that of other dealers and
put in state farm papers which carried

a list of all dealers in the State. AH
of our newspaper copy likewise carried

a list of all dealers situated in the ter-

ritory where this particular paper had
a circulation. Careful surveys showed
that the total circulation we were re-

ceiving for practically the same amount
of money spent was double what it had
been under the former plan.

The method by which the schedules

were handled and coordinated with the

dealers' purchases of machines contrib-
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utes a story in itself, but the plan has
worked out in such a way that very
few small advertisements are seen in

small newspapers. Everything has
been worked toward the idea of domi-

nant copy in dominant papers, and the

result has been very satisfactory.

The method of selling and of merchan-
dising which preceded this advertising

camjaign has, in its eflfectiveness,

spoken for itself. When the plan was
started in 1920 the retail value of sales

for that year amounted to approxi-

mately $1,000,000, in 1921, $2,000,000,

1922, $4,000,000, 1923, $8,000,000, 1924,

$17,000,000, 1925, $35,000,000, and 1926,

$53,000,000.
One of the most significant points is

the fact that, in 1920 we did a million

dollars' worth of business with 11,500

dealers. In 192(;, we did a retail busi-

ness of $53,000,000 through 2(i00 fran-

chised dealers. Our first advertising
appropriation for publicity and the

purchasing of space was used in 1924
between September 1 and December 31

when we sold in the neighborhood of

37,000 washers which, at $5.00 each,
amounted to an expenditure of $185,000.

In addition to this there was a national
appropriation of approximately $25,000
a month, which made a total of $285,-

000 for the year 1924. In 1925 the out-

put was in the neighborhood of 200,000
washers which, at $5.00 each, would be
$1,000,000 plus the national appropria-
tion of $300,000. In 1926 the total ex-

penditure equalled $2,100,000, ranking
The Maytag Company, as nearly as we
can find out, the fourth largest news-
paper advertiser in the United States.

Hon sellold Refrigera-

tion

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24]

ing, the more the profit to be realized."

A paradox, that! Manufacturers
over-estimating the potential market
because their horizon is distorted by
automobile experience; field salesmen
unequal to the task because they are
trained to $50 items!

Statisticians from the outside, too,

have fallen into error. The new re-

frigeration is thought of as an item
for the home. The manufacturers, in

their announcements, are careful to re-

port "total number of units sold,"

which is not, by far, the same thing
as "domestic units sold." Bankers'
circulars have held to "units," although
not taking the pains to break down the
totals for the information of readers.
.As a result of this confusion, published
statistics, in most cases if not in all,

calmly assume that all units of refrig-
eration sold mean individual, domestic
installations. They do not. Then to
proportion the total of units sold
against the total of homes in the coun-
try (26,000,000), or against the total
of homes wired for electricity (14,000,-

000), is to multiply the original errone-
ous assumption.
Three major groups have emerged in

marketing this product:
1. Home sales.

2. Commercial sales, including gro-
ceries, meat markets, drug stores, ci-

gar stores, ice cream parlors, florists,

etc.

3. Mass sales, including apartments,

Entire block

fronting Central Park

Advertising Men Find
superlative comfort, convenience and pleasant surroundings

at the Hotel Majestic—favorite stopping-place for traveled

people. They know.

Whether alone or with family, the location is ideal—only a

step from theatre and shopping districts and a few minutes

to all business centers.

With a "front yard" of 843 acres, the big, cheery rooms at

the Majestic are exceptionally attractive. The cuisine is un-

surpassed, and good music, comfortable lounge and other fea-

tures combine to make you glad you came.

Try it when next in New York

and

RESTAURANTS
Two West 72nd Street

Entire block fronting Central Park

NEW YORK
Telephone Endicott 1900

r'
I

I

THE HOTEL MAJESTIC
Central Pork West at 72nd Street

New Yurk City

Without obligating me, please send me
booklet and information as to arrangements
for a party of people

I

Xame 1

Address
Adr. & Selling 7-13-2 7

I

I

J

FILL IN THIS COUPON CORRECTLY AND
GET THE NEXT 26 ISSUES OF A & S
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**Knowing the Colleges"

The reputation we have gained

for "Knowing the Colleges" comes
as much from preventing failures

as achieving successes. Some mer-

chandise is not adaptable for col-

lege trade. Not everything that is

used by students can be profitably

advertised in college papers.

However, once we decide that

you have a market, and where it

lies, nothing is left undone to

make your product the first choice

of the students.

Ask us anything you want to

know about the school or college

market.

Tlie revised "Collegi-

ate Salesman" containing
complete lists of collesi-

ate publications will be
sent upon request.

Established 1913

Collegiate Special
Advertising Agency, Inc.

503 Fifth Ave., New York

612 North Michigan Ave., Chicago

29 Rich Counties
More than a million people

The G. C. O. M. (Great Central
Ohio Market) , with Columbus its

trading center and Capital, is one
of the most attractive fields in

America for the sale of all kinds
of Merchandise. The wealth of

this territory is more than 214
billion dollars.

O ne newspaper . . . The Co-
lumbus Dispatch, can give you the

key to sales in this fertile terri-

tory.
During 1926 The Dispatch car-

ried more agate lines of paid ad-
vertising than any other Ohio
newspaper.
The Dispatch, with a circu-

lation of 1 13,678, reaches prac-

tically all of the worthwhile homes
in Columbus and covers the great
Central Ohio Market as no other
newspaper even claims to do.

OHIOS GREATEST HOME DAILY I

hotels, office buildings, hospitals and
clinics, etc.

HOME sales hold the romance of unit
refrigeration. They are the spec-

tacular field. They will, in the end,
number many millions. At the present
time they are not the whole business
of installation; nor do I know of any
available data to determine what pro-
portion of the whole they constitute.

One man's guess is probably as good
as another's.

In order to see the fallacy of believ-

ing that "units" equal "domestic in-

stallations," consider "hotels." In a
single famous city of Southern Califor-

nia in this very year of 1927 there are
four relatively new hotels of the fa-
miliar resort type. Every suite has a
kitchenette, although each of the ho-
tels operates a dining room. Accord-
ing to the personal statement of the
district sales manager in a near-by cen-
ter three of these hotels contained 214
units of the electric refrigerator which
he represents "and there are only two
others in the city"; while, for another
make, the district manager tells me .34

units of his equipment ai'e in service,

with "about half a dozen" more in the
city (resident population about 5000).
This example may be duplicated almost
at will.

Hotel installations are a new devel-
opment, possible with electric refi'ig-

eration but not conceived of with ice-

boxes. They do not represent individ-

ual, domestic units, because they are
solely for transient users. They do not
displace ice boxes. They do not, what
is more, diminish the ice consumption
of the community.

Herein lies one reason why the na-
tion's ice consumption grows, despite
the new competitor; which, assui'edly,

entered first the homes of the iceman's
most desirable customers.

For domestic installations the ser-
vicing problem continues to be trouble-
some. "The ideal hoped for," declares
one manufacturer of pi'ominence, "will

be obtained by the manufacturer who
produces machines constructed with
such simplicity and precision that the
expense of servicing after installation

approaches a minimum." An ideal,

that!
Says the state manager of one

make:
"High class service men to make the

installations constitute one of the big
essentials. You can't guess at this

thing; it's an engineering question.
It must be answered correctly. Look
at the simple matter of cooling coils

alone. There's a shape and a size for
every unit; there's a type of construc-
tion to fit every demand; but we've got
to know precisely what the need is. A
mistake there is a mistake that lasts

on into the years."
The matter of "policies and practices

after the sale is consummated" is

highly imnortant to the manufacturers,
more vital to the six leaders than to all

others in the field, be their number
fiftv or a hundred.
The recoo'nized method of distribu-

tion, in this industry, is that of local

agencies whose franchises are held to

be of high value. Upon these agencies
falls the burden of servicing. It cuts
seriously into th°ir anparentlv fair

sales margin. First thought is that
the niitiufactnrer ought to allow
longer discounts or give servicing al-

lowances. Dem.ands of this sort char-

acterized the marketing of 1925 and
1926. They have not, of course, dis-

appeared; probably they never will.

These agencies are, essentially, re-

tail dealers. That many of them are
departments of public utility com-
panies does not alter this fact. Re-
tailers usually expand their businesses
in the "direction of customers": they
find other products that can be sold to

the same buyers. After developing a
customer, the dealer dislikes the idea

of not being able to follow through
and make another sale as must be the

case with refrigeration. This attitude

of mind bears on servicing for the rea-

son that when a dealer thinks of ser-

vicing in terms of future business, he
will demonstrate his interest in the
good-will of the customer by rendering
prompt and efficient service even if it

sometimes entails a loss on a previous
sale.

In some such way as this has come
a new type of dealer-service, covering
refrigerators, oil-burning heaters, elec-

tric stoves, laundry equipment, etc. To
round out the twelve months of selling,

to give even employment to skilled me-
chanics, the dealer-service retailer has
sprung up in every community, either

independently or as a department of

the utilities. They specialize in the

sale—and the installation and servic-

ing—of those appliances which re-

quire engineering ability to set up and
maintain, leaving over-the-counter de-

vices to other trade channels.
The very term "electrical refrigera-

tion" has now become a misnomer. It

is certain to disappear within a six-

months in favor of some such as "do-
mestic refrigeration" or "unit refrig-

eration." The announcement of the

first gas-refrigerating machine com-
pels the change. At least six concerns
are known to be planning on a com-
mercial scale the manufacture of "ab-
sorption system" equipment as a com-
petitor of the "exoansion system" by
use of gas instead of electricity for

power. Two of these six are also two
of the six giants of electrical refrig-

ei'ation.

THE gas-fired refrigerator will enjoy
special opportunities where natural

gas is available at low rates, the South
and Middle West. The electrical equip-
ment will, on the contrary, have a

monopoly in all those vast stretches

where electricity is cheap and gas not
obtainable, as in the eleven states

where gas cooking ranges have made
greatest headwav and in all irrigated

districts where the irrigation dam sup-
plies cheap electrical current.
The gas machine has fewer moving

parts; its operating costs are low
where eas is cheap. It faces difficulties

with its water-cooling system, espe-

cially in cold weather. Its marketing is

apt to tie up -with gas-supply corpora-
tions much as the electrical refriger^

ator has allied it=elf with electric-sun-

nly compnnies. The consuming public,

in all nrobability. is about to listen to

rival claims from two groups of sales-

men.
Inasmuch as the gas-fired refi'igera-

tors are controlled bv interests iden-

tical with some of the electrical de-
vices of the same sort, we may rest

assuvpd that trade rivalry will not de-

molish the wonderful g-ood-will of do-

mestic refrigeration. Throuo-h their co-

operative research, their adonted code

of ethics pertaining to advertising

|i
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claims, and their combined advertising
to promote their industry, the manu-
facturers have won a good-will en-
joyed by no other industry. Thus have
they insured consumer acceptance so
inevitable that the ultimate outcome of
the industry is unquestioned.

Dealer Helps

[CONTINUED FROM P.\GE 27]

does not prove anything of a general
nature and certainly does not lessen the
value of the helps in their proper field.

Unquestionably there is too much
material being sent the dealers; that
is, too much jyoor material. .Also a
great deal of it is probably being sent
without being requested or without any
previous arrangement being made with
the dealer for its use. But the good
displays, tied up with the national ad-
vertising message and the general sales
plan, and merchandised with them, are
producing results.

In support of this statement the fol-

lowing evidence is submitted. It is part
of a survey made last fall under the
auspices of the Northwestern Pharma-
ceutical Bureau and the Committee on
Research of the School of Business of
the University of Minnesota. Many
questions were examined by the investi-
gators, who called on some 147 aver-
age-type drug stores. Among the 19
tables prepared on all phases of the
drug business were these two:

Question 10 asked the methods of
advertising used by the various drug-
gists:

1. Calendars, almanacs and other
favors 137

2. Mailing list of customers sup-
plied to mfrs 135

3. Manufacturers' or jobbers' win-
dow displays 134

4. Window displays of druggist's
own construction 123

Under table 11 was given the adver-
tising relied on most by the druggist:

1. Window display of druggist's
own construction 37

2. Local newspaper— druggist's
own copy 33

3. Manufacturers' window display 32

0.ther questionnaires to retailers of
the class for whom the dealer helps are
designed generally show that great
value and reliance is placed on the man-
ufacturer's window and store display
material by these retailers.

Where the advertiser also sells to the
department stores, specialty shops and
other volume outlets, that constitutes
another problem which requires a sepa-
rate decision on the kind and character
of the display material to be supplied.
Many products will need two sets of
displays, as "Facts" ably and convinc-
mgly brings out.
That the department store display

executives can help advise the adver-
tiser on the character of these high-
cost displays no one can doubt. But
opinion differs regarding their place in
the picture on the production of litho-
graphed, photographed or printed cards,
cutouts or other material of a similar
character. Again, generalizing on this
pomt has weakened the case.

People buy
Tabloid papers
For their

Photofrraphs!

They'll buy
Anything else

From
Their
Photographs!

/ ' PHOTOGRAPHERS

212 West 48th Street.
New York

Chickering 3960
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Ask .^^

our reps.

—for information about

the dental market ; call

them up or drop them

a line. They never

color market informa-

tion for the purpose

of securing advertising

orders.

ORAL HYGIENE
Every dentin every month

1116 Wolfendale Street, N. S.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

CHICAGO: W. B. Conant. Peoples Qas Bldg.,
Harrison 8448.

NEW YORK; Stuart M. Stanley, 62 West 45th
St.. Vanderbllt 3758.

ST. LOUIS: A. D. McKlnney. Syndicate Trust
Bldg.. Olive 43.

SAN FEANCISCO: Roger A. Johnstone, 155
Montgomery St., Kearny 8085.

^STANDARD
ADVERTISING
REGISTER^
Gives You This Service:

1. The Standard Advertising
Register listing 7,500 na-
tional advertisers.

2. The Monthly Supplements
which keep it up to date.

3. The Agency Lists. Names
of 1500 advertising agen-
cies, their personnel aryi

accounts of 600 leading
agencies.

4. The Geographical Index.
National advertisers ar-

ranged by cities and
states,

5. Special Bulletins. Latest
campaign news, etc.

6. Service Bureau. Other in-

formation by mail and
telegraph.

Write or Phone

National Register Publishing Co. Inc.

R. W. Ferrel, M«r.

15 Moore St. New York City

Tel. Bowling Green 7966

operation as well as low price—he need
not worry. If he does not

—

A Whale of an Order

A friend of mine has recently taken
charge of the sales department of a
company which manufactures a certain

labor-saving and efficiency-increasing

device which can be used by relatively

few concerns. He showed it to one of

these concerns. The third time he
called, he was told that they would
give him an order in a week or two.

"How many will you want?" he asked.

"Oh, ten or twelve thousand," was the
reply.

Now, as the device sells for sev-

eral hundred dollars a unit and as the

factory's capacity is limited, he is

wondering if he has not worked him-
self out of a job. It certainly looks

that way.
The incident reminds me of the story

of the man who, with no other equip-
ment than a pair of pliers and a bundle
f wire, used to make coat-hangers and
ell them at county fairs. An ac-

quaintance suggested that he try to

interest one of the 5 and 10 cent stores

in his device. He selected Woolworth's
as his best pi-ospect, called on the pur-
chasing agent of that company, named
his very lowest price and was given an
order, not for ten thousand, as he hoped,
but for ten million. Stunned by the

immensity of the order—which meant,
to his way of thinking, that he would
have to spend the next four hundred
years twisting wire, he strolled over to

the Hudson river and drowned him-
self.

The Neiv Ford

A good many men, including myself,

believe that Henry Ford is facing the

most "difficult" period in his career.

Twenty-five years ago, more or less,

Ford produced a transportation ma-
chine which, because of its simplicity

and low price, interested the public as

has no other. The demand for it made
him rich beyond his wildest dreams.
But the Ford car of 1926 is essentially

the Ford car of 1916. Through mass
production, the price has been reduced,

but the car itself has not been changed
very much.

It is, I think, becoming increasingly

evident that the public wants more
than low price. If Ford gives it what
it wants—distinction and economical

The Man Who Really Counts

1 have just finished reading Booth
Tarkington's "Plutocrat." It is, in a
way, an answer to Sinclair Lewis's

"Babbitt." And it is a rather satis-

factory answer, for it shows that, after

all, it is the Doer who really counts.

He is, as Tarkington says, the New
Roman.
Few Doers, however, are so utterly

ingratiating as is Earl Tinker, the

Plutocrat of Tarkington's story. Even
if he were a rascal and not an honest

man, you could hardly help liking him.

I give the Doers I have met—and I've

met more than a few—credit for being
honest, but they are not lovable. They
are men of one idea. For which rea-

son, they are bores.

Some years ago, at a dinner party I

had as a fellow guest a man who, at

that time, was almost as much in the

public eye as Lindbergh is today. Out-
side of the one thing he had done—the

thing that had brought him fame—he
was a total loss and the most tiresome

human being I ever met.

Fashion News From Oklahoma

For the last ten days, a Young Per-

son from Oklahoma has been a house-
guest of Mrs. Jamoc and myself. She
brought with her only a fair sized trav-

eling bag—about the size I take with
me when I make a three days trip to

Chicago. But from that bag she pro-

duces two or three times a day, a new
gown which is as snappy and up-to-

the-minute as any that Fifth Avenue
offers—at least, that is the way it seems
to me. And she powders her nose and
arranges her hair as though she had
been born on Park Avenue. Her clothes,

she tells me, were bought in her home
town—a place of less than 4,000, right

out in the "cow country,"

Really, it's funny. Here is a Young
Person who was never east of Okla-

homa City in her life. Yet she is as thor-

oughly in touch with the mode of the

moment as if she were the Paris cor-

respondent of Altman's or Wanama-
ker's. What is more, she knows all

about New York's musical comedies and
successful plays. "Roxy" and Major
Bowes are as well known to her, by
name, as they are to New Yorkers.

And, to cap the climax, the young man
to whom she is engaged, subscribes for

and reads the New Republic and the

Ameyican Merctiry. Up-to-date? I

should say so.

Jamoc,i
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THESE UNITED STATES
^ One hundred and fifty-one years

ago the thirteen colonies on the Atlan-

tic seaboard declared themselves free

and independent. In the same

mighty document they declared them-

selves united. Proudly they pro-

claimed "The United States of

America.

^ Their union, however, was not so

soon made evident as was their free-

dom.

^ Union was an ideal toward which

they labored with slow progress.

Years of rapid physical growth, the

immigration of millions of foreigners

—these were baffling obstacles to the

cementing of a united government.

The World War was the last and per-

haps the greatest demonstration that

the States had really become United.

^ What had occurred? What agen-

cies had transformed the aspiration of

statesmen into a reality? Railway and

telephone and telegraph and radio,

highways and motor cars, making for

free and rapid movement and inter-

communication. Schools and a com-

mon language spreading common
knowledge.

^ Then a free and untrammeled

press—newspapers, magazines, books

—going everywhere, into the most

congested parts of cities, into little

outposts in sparsely settled rural dis-

tricts, giving everybody, high and

low, rich and poor, access to open and

free opinion—the true foundation of

all right thinking.

^ This much is clear. On July 4th,

1927, the nation is united, not in opin-

ion but in knowledge. The American

people do not all think alike or talk

alike. But they think about and talk

about the same things everywhere.

Their judgments are diverse, but the

main facts are available to all alike.

They can do their thinking straight if

they want to.

^ It is our belief that The Literary

Digest is read by more people who
think than any other single medium.

For it gives more facts to more people

than any other.

^ The Digest tells no one what to

think. It takes no sides; it presents all

sides of all questions. It does not

offer the romance of fiction, but the

romance of actual and recent events

in the exciting drama of human affairs.

^ Thus automatically it excludes from

its great group of readers those who
do not want to do their own thinking,

those who are not interested in the

world about them. The Digest can

attract and hold only those who are

alert and intelligent. To such people

our democracy looks for its leadership.

^ The 1,400,000 Digest families and

their kind are in sum the ruling mind
of the nation. They are the widely

dispersed individuals who are in pos-

session of the same facts, who think

and talk and act on the same footing,

and who by their influence in their

own localities are the active factors in

making these United States truly

united.

The Jiterd9^ DMest
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COMING
The Third Annual Design Number

THE POSTER
ISSUED SEPTEMBER 1st, 1927

Filled to the brim with monotone and
color reproductions of the year's best

posters collected by our representatives

in America and abroad.

AN IMPORTANT PICTURIZATION OF THE YEAR'S
PROGRESS IN POSTERS
You can't afford to miss it

60c a copy

Or included in the yearly subscription price of $3.00

Canada J3.25; Foreign J3.50

THE POSTER
307 South Green Street

CHICAGO

^^Running Equipment Right
Doubles Its Savings'^

INEFFICIENT OPERATION of new
equipment often cuts down its savings

to half of what is possible. From this

new angle George E. Hagemann began a

series of articles on material handling

economies in our July issue.

No industrial journal has ever published

anything comparable to the amount of fact,

figure and result i nformation that these

articles supply.

Production executives in leading plants

throughout the country will use these

articles. If you sell industrial equipment
you, too, should follow them. We will

gladly send you the July issue containing

the first installment upon request.

MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES

Publication of The Ronald Press Company, 15 E. 26th St., New York

Member A. B. C.—A. B. P.

Woodbridge Reelected

by I. A. A.

Other Elections and Events at

Denver Convention

PROBABLY the most significant

event of the twenty-third annual
convention of the International Ad-

vertising Association, in Denver, June
26-29, was the election for the third
consecutive term of Charles Kingsley
Woodbridge, Detroit, as president of the
Association.

Mr. Woodbridge, who also is presi-

dent of the Electric Refrigeration Cor-
poration, was chosen over Charles C.

Younggreen, vice-president and general
manager, Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap-
Younggreen, Inc., Milwaukee advertis-

ing agency, in one of the most hotly con-
testeu eleciions in me .'^ssuciaLiUii s His-

tory. His election was generally re-

ceived as an endorsement of the policies

he has followed since he became presi-

dent of the Association at Houston in

May, 1925.

It also signifies the adoption of the

"Detroit Plan" of financing the expan-
sion of the Association, presented by
the delegation from that city to the

convention, and on the strength of

which Detroit was chosen as the scene
of the 1928 International Advertising
Association meeting.

It also was an endorsement of the

Bureau of Advertising Research Com-
mission, advocated by Mr. Woodbridge.
The bureau will be headed by a director

who will be a man high in the ranks
of advertising, and will coordinate the

work of the various departments of the

commission in the interests of more effi-

cient and economic distribution and of

a wider public knowledge of the part

advertising plays in the economic
scheme.
The Research Bureau plan was first

introduced at the meeting of the Com-
mission in Baltimore in May, by Mr.
Woodbridge and Walter A. Strong of

the Chicago Daily News, chairman of

the committee on public understanding
of advertising. Frederic W. Hume of

New York headed the committee which
put the plan into concrete form.

Rowe Stew-art of the Philadelphia
Record, and Francis Sisson, Guaranty
Trust Co., New York, were reelected

secretary and treasurer of the Inter-

national Advertising Association. Mr.

Sisson reported that the Association is

now on its feet flnanci^lly, and in the

report read by Dr. Ba/less, who pre-

sided at the iinal business session, it

was shown by Mr. Stewart that the

membership now numbers 20,000.

George M. Burbach, advertising di-

rector of the Sf. Louis Post-Dispatch,

was elected chairman of the advertis-

ing commission to succeed W. Frank
McClure of Albert Frank & Co., Chi-

cago, who retires after twelve years in

that capacity. The other new officers

of the advertising commission are

Merritt Lum of the Shaw-Publications

of Chicago, vice-chairman ; and E. H.

Kittredge of Hornblower & Weeks,

Boston, secretary.
These four men—Messrs. Wood-

bridge, Stewart, Sisson and Burbach—
automatically become members of the

Association's executive committee. The

other five members are Joseph E. Moor-

head, Mountain States Telephone &

J
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Telegraph Co., Denver, representing
the Board of Club Presidents; Mrs.
Bernice Blackwood, secretary Advertis-
ing Specialty Association, Chicago, rep-
resenting the Federation of Women's
Advertising Clubs; Lou E. Holland of

Kansas City, former president of the
International Advertising Association;
James C. Auchincloss, president of the
National Better Business Bureau, New
York, representing that organization;
E. T. Meredith, Meredith Publications,

Des Moines, Iowa, representing Sus-
taining Members.
Two new potential departments of

the advertising commission were
launched at the convention. A. radio
broadcast group hold its first meeting
there. Frank A. Arnold, director of
development, National Broadcasting
Co., was actively in charge. An Inter-

national Rotogravure Association, to

develop both the amount of rotogravure
advertising and to improve the methods
of reproduction, was also formed.

Forty representatives of newspapers
in various parts of the United States
and Canada were the sponsors of the
Rotogravure Association, and elected
Walton Holmes and .T. H. Alexander,
both of the Denver TVcics, as temporary
president and secretary-treasurer. This
association plans to obtain the coopera-
tion of the eighty-five newspapers in

North America now publishing roto-

gravure sections, and to assist other
newspapers in establishing them. Af-
ter its organization has been effected,

the association will apply for member-
ship as a department in the Advertising
Commission.
The total convention registration was

approximately 1200. It was estimated,
however, that more than .3000 visitors

from various parts of the United
States, Canada and England came to

Denver for the convention. Altogether,
twenty departments held meetings in

conjunction with the international con-
vention.

A. N. A. Appoints Re-

search Council

THE Association of National Ad-
vertisers announces a step which
is of wide interest and importance

to all who are interested in sales and
advertising. This is the appointment

. of the A. N. A. Research Council.
One of the first tangible and specific

;
activities of the Council will be the

,
study of trading areas—how they
should be defined, selected and ana-
lyzed. For this purpose the Council
expects to cooperate with other organi-
zations that have done or are doing
iwork on this subject in order that a
-standard method of determining trad-
ing areas may be set up. A meeting
has already been held with representa-
tives of the Department of Commerce,
the A. B. C. and other interests.
The A. N. A. Research Council does

not expect, at least immediately, to un-
dertake any extended individual re-

[

search, although it is anticipated that
if there are important phases of re-
search not covered by other organiza-
tions, the Council may undertake such
work itself. Its immediate objectives,
however, are several.

It will act as spokesman for the na-
tional advertisers. The Council already
tias a large amount of information per-
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'DyrarniU-Sales

"

—

a Wonderful
Selling Help"

Westinghouse Electric

Mr. WoKf of the Farm Ltghting Division ot West-
InKhnuse Elertrio. recently ivrote us a letter using
the above quotation. It Indicates In a small way
their enthusiasm over the Double Visual Pj'ranuil
Sales Portfolio being used to sell electrical equip-
ment to farmers. Complete Information and sam-
ple on request.

Ask the Man Who Vses One.

Michig'an Book Binding Co.
Schmidt Power BIdg.. Detroit, Mich.

FACTORIES
Detroit, Mich. Walkervillc, Ont.
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Here are a few sample* :

hot pursuit Red Star
Air Council
mud gun
S. P. boat
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capital ship
mystery ship
irredenta

Esthonia
American Legion Blue Cross
girl scout airport
cyper crystal detector
sippio superheterodyne
shoneen
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2700 Pages

6000 UIiu-
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407.000
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Phrases

Gazetteerand BioffraphicalDictionary

Get the Best ! — 'Write for a sample
page of the New \Vords, specimen of
Regular and India Papers, FREE.

G.&C.MERRIAM CO.
Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.

taining to research which is really de-
sired by the national distributers, and
it will be prepared to give counsel on
those points to any organization desir-
ing it.

The Council is also collecting infor-
mation concerning recent and impor-
tant research on markets, advertising,
circulations, etc. Such research will

be evaluated, so that the Council may
give reports and authoritative opinions
on the large amount of research find-

ings which are being submitted to A.
N. A. members.
The Research Council also expects to

work closely with such bodies as the
Department of Commerce, American
Association of Advertising Agencies,
American Newspaper Publishers Asso-
ciation, Audit Bureau of Circulations,
etc. By acting as a clearing house
representing the national distributers,
the Research Council expects to pro-
mote coordination of research and
avoid wasteful duplication.
The Council meinbership comprises

:

Everett R. Smith, The Fuller Brush
Company, chairman; Merle Banker
Bates, Life Savers, Inc.; S. E. Cony-
beare, Armstrong Cork Company; Wm.
A. Hart, E. I. Du Pont de Nemours &
Company, Inc.; Edw. T. Hall, Ralston
Purina Co.; Bernard Lichtenberg,
Alexander Hamilton Institute; Arthur
H. Ogle, A. N. A. secretary; P. L.

Thomson, Western Electric Company.

The High Cost of

Doing Nothing

By L. W. Seeligsberg

O. S. Tyson and Company, Inc.

OF all high costs, the altitude record
is held by the cost of doing noth-
ing. Yet that expensive thing,

more than any other, is the chief com-
petitor of many an advertised product
or service—especially of those used in

industry and commerce.
Possibly this theorem requires a dia-

gram. Almost any industry can sup-
ply it.

Electric railways, for example, are
all stirred up over the economy of
scrapping old cars and buying new
ones. They were stirred up over it all

last year. Yet only 144 roads out of
a total number of 759 bought any new
rolling stock last year, and thirty-four
per cent of all the cars now running
are more than twenty years old.

What was the chief competitor of the
car builders? The fact that the trac-

tion companies did practically nothing.
I visited a certain kind of mill not

long ago. The heat sent into the sur-
rounding atmosphere at that plant is

more than equivalent to the power pur-
chased by them for running the works.
What are they doing about it? Not a
thing, which is the chief competitor of
the power plant equipment makers.
Of all first-class business mail, ap-

proximately 93 per cent goes out with
adhesive stamps stuck on the envelopes,
the old lick-and-stick method invented
in 1847. Yet the post office permits re-

sponsible concerns to print their own
stamps on their envelopes by the me-
tered mail system. Metered mail, re-

quiring neither facing nor cancellation
at the post office, arrives at its destina-
tion sooner and in better condition.
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What is business doing about it? With
notable exceptions, it is doing nothing
—the chief competitor of the metered
mail equipment manufacturer.

Chemists and engineers have revolu-
tionized the industrial alcohol industry,
have made the artichoke menace the
beet and cane sugar industry, made
ice by gas and, Floyd Parsons says, im-
proved phonograph records in the mak-
ing by tossing a bit of cheese into a
tank. Nevertheless, there are probably
12,000 big industrial plants without a
research laboratory. What are they
doing about it? Doing nothing at a
terrible price, instead of investing a
little in the brains and ecjuipmcnt wide-
ly advertised in technical journals.

Our homes suffer from the same
malady; 15,923,0(;o homes are wired
for electricity, 11,176,940 are not. Elec-
tricity costs less now than it did before
the war. It costs less than doing with-
out it. .\re the general managers of
these homes actively improving the con-
dition? Millions of them are indulging
in the expensive luxury of doing noth-
ing about it—and they are paying for

it in toil which could be per-
formed more cheaply and better by
electric washing machines, dishwash-
ers, vacuum cleaners or what have
you.

Lest we be accused of hiding behind
the nation's petticoats (an ancient
phrase, now obsolete) let's step up and
explain why we, of the first .sex God
made, get along personally without the
eye-saving "daylight" filters on more
of our desk lamps, without more high-
way lighthouses to mark motoring haz-
ards, without burning so much fuel to

melt snow on our roofs, without trop-
ical clothes in tropical weather, and
so on ad itifinitiim. What do we, in

the mass, do about it? You have one
guess.

Most of us have realized for some
time that the competition of the day is

the thing that's bought instead of the
thing wp sell. Automobiles, radio, night
clubs, Paris perfumes, eternal salva-
tion and the bootlegger all compete
with each other and with a lot of other
things. But all of them rolled into one
do not, in my humble opinion, achieve
one-tenth the magnitude of inertia. The
tendency of bodies at rest to remain at

rest costs more than any other luxury
I know. Maybe that's why it's so pop-
ular.

A Note on Installment

Selling

By Norman Kri<-hbaum

THERE is an elusive and deceptive
side to this great wave of install-

ment selling that has swept the
country. From every quarter we hear
the wisdom of this method of doing

I

business seriously arraigned—and from
every quarter strenuously defended.
The deceptive thing is the stimulus

to business on the one hand and the
apparent benefits to the average wage-
?arner and small-salaried purchaser on
the other.

Installment selling has succeeded, say
ts proponents, and there's your an-
swer. It has accelerated the growth
>f practically every manufacturing line

There are twenty-
five Bell companies
but only one Bell

System—and one Bell aim
and ideal, stated by Presi-

dent Walter S. Gifford as:

"A telephone service for

this nation, so far as hu-
manly possible free from
imperfections, errors or de-
lays, and enabling anyone
anywhere at any time to

pick up a telephone and
talk to anyone else any-
where else in this country,
clearly, quickly and at a
reasonable cost."

The past year brought
the service of the Bell Tele-

phone System measurably
nearer that goal. Seven
hundred and eighty-one
thousand telephones were
added to the System—
bringing the total number
interconnected in and with

the Bell to more than

Milestones

in National Service

yf« Advertisement of

the American Telephone and Telegraph Company

seventeen and a half
million. The num-
ber of applications

waiting for service, includ-

ing those in new and out-
lying sections, was reduced
fifty per cent.

A third transcontinental

telephone line was com-
pleted to the Pacific coast.

The largest number of

miles of toll wire for one
year was added to the Sys-

tem—more than 664,000
miles. The average length

of time for completing toll

calls throughout the Sys-

tem was lowered by thirty-

five seconds.

A seven per cent improve-
ment over the previous year
was made in the quality of
voice transmission in toll

calls. An adjustment was
made in long distance rates

amounting to a reduction of
about ?3,ooo,ooo annually.

The American Handbook of Printing
Here is a remarkable opportunity to obtain a complete knowledge of

the uses and relations of the various printing arts. The American Handbook
of Printing is indisjiensahle to the workman desirous of extending his knowl-
edge of the other liranches of printing and to the advertising man interested

in this important branch of his activities.

Size 514 X 71/0 inches, cloth boards, .$2..50; 20 cents extra for postage and
packing.

The American Printer, Inc., 9 East 38th St., New York, N. Y.
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A Study in the Waste of the Consumer's Dollar

By Stuart Chase and F. J. Schlink

©^HE advertising man would do well to read this book with

some care . . . The authors have picked the weak spots in

the advertising structure with rare shrewdness . . . Adver-

tising men perusing these pages are due for a jolt or two."

—Advertising and Selling.

"From the advertisers' point of view, there is considerable dynamite

in this book . . . The frame of mind with which any reader will

turn to the advertising pages (any advertising pages) is not difficult

to imagine, and not particularly reassuring either."

—Sales Management.

This book is reaching some 200,000 inte//igent consumers, to

whom you are also addressing your message. Can you afford to

ignore it? Price $2.00 at any bookstore.

The Macmillan Co. New York

$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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$

$

$

$

$

$

$
IT'S LIKELY TO

HAPPEN TO YOU ANY DAY
An esteemed friend is going to ask, "Did you
read the article, 'So and So,' in the current issue

of Advertising and Selling?" and you will have

to answer, "No."

Oh, yes, you see each issue at the office, you
glance thru it, you notice the attractive pages and
the enticing titles but there are other executives on
the route list and you must pass the copy along.

The only relief is a personal copy.

ADVERTISING and SELLING
9 East 38th St., New York

Please enter my subscription for one year (26 issues) at $3.00 and send bill.

Name Position

Company ;

Address

City State

.

for which it serves as an outlet. And
it has made it unmeasurably easier

for most purchasers to get the things
which contribute to their comfort and
contentment.
We may dispose of the argument

that installment methods have engen-
dered business by admitting it at once.

But there is a false note in that
paean of praise, too. Financiers,

economists, and students of business
conditions will tell you that the install-

ment system is on the whole successful

when times are prosperous, but that

it goes wobbly in periods of depression.

Is business which cannot weather dull

times sound business?
Installment selling, as Col. Leonard

Ayres recently pointed out, undoubtedly
was hatched from the egg about the

time of the advent of the domestic sew-

1

ing machine. It spread thence to
]

furniture and pianos, which have been
|

for years customarily bought on this

'

basis. Lately, however, it has fledged >

its wings and been applied to a host

of commodities of a very wide range.

Now in the case of certain purchases,
terms calling for protracted payment
seem warranted in the circumstances.
Anything comparable to real estate, or

insurance, or investments, or goods not

readily perishable or easily made away
with, such as automobiles, most home
fittings and appliances, radios, and
books, are sold on partial payments,
after credit investigation, with reason-

able safety. But when the idea is

applied in wholesale fashion to such
products as tires, clothing, jewelry, etc.,

the element of safety is much impaired.

RETAILERS, of course, must give

credit such as a bank would refuse.

But are retailers warranted in giving

credit where, from a "strictly busi-

ness" standpoint, the article in ques-

tion, if it had to be replevined, would
be worth only a fraction of the unpaid
balance?

Let's take the other side of the thing

—the purchaser's side.

Installment buying, if it's good eco-

nomics, depends for its safety on the

judgment of the average citizen, not

as to how much he should buy, but as

to how much he can pay for. Isn't it

a matter of record in the book of

human expression that his purchasing
gusto often does outrun his earning

ability? Is he familiar enough with

general business signs and weather-

cocks to purchase only on the basis of

assured future income?
If you sell him something on which

you can take a chattel mortgage, and

get your money before he partly or

mostly uses up the commodity, well and

good. If you sell him something which

is perishable, or dependent for its value

on style changes, or rapid in deprecia-

tion, you're on thin ice. Your mortgage !

is on that man's future income.
One other economic phase of install

ment buying, from the buyer's stand

point, cannot be overlooked. That i

the fact that it runs up prices. Ther

is hardly anything sold that cannot b

bought more cheaply for cash than o

'U
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credit. And, unfortunately, the man
whose credit is comparable to Caesar's

wife is the quickest to see and act on
this fact.

Installment buying is a means of

borrowing money—or wealth, which is

the same thing. Lending money con-

servatively is business. Lending money
promiscuously is philanthropy. How
many merchants, or credit houses for

financing, stop to chew their cud on

this morsel of kindergarten economics?

We all hope that the heavy wave of

installment business will not leave a

back-wash of "stalled" business. For
in that case even men running con-

servative credit enterprises will be

likely to heed Omar Khayyam's pre-

cept
—"take the cash and let the

credit go."

Does National Adver-

I

tisingHelpMeSeU?
I A Salesman Answers His Own

Question

BILL JONES, go-getter salesman,

asked himself that question. The
answer, of course, depended upon

himself—upon the spirit and calibre

of one Bill Jones.

Did he know how to use help when
it was offered? Did he conscientiously

study advertising in general and that

iif his company in particular? Was he
proud to be working for a concern

which advertises nationally and whose
name is on the lips of millions?

Bill gave a hearty "yes" to these

iiuestions.

"And just to show you," exclaimed
Bill, "I'll tell you what I think of the

firm's advertising. It makes consum-
ers recognize us and our products. It

makes them want our goods. It goes
ahead and introduces me to the trade.

When I enter a dealer's store, he knows
' me because he knows my company and
its products. The clerks know me,
respect me, look up to me. This rec-

ognition shortens the time required in

iiiaking a sale, in getting the dealer's

-nlor.

"It helps me get the attention and
interest of clerks in pushing our line.

It furnishes many talking points which
1 can pass along to the boys to use in

their selling.

"The retailer sees our advertising.

He has calls for our goods. He is con-

!
vinced that the advertising is working.
He realizes that advertised merchan-
dise can be sold at a smaller selling

cost than unadvertised goods. His
resistance to buying my wares is re-

duced. His spirit of cooperation is

increased. I have a better chance to

sell goods at a profit to both myself
and to the company.
"The firm is going big in the

national magazines. It feels a great
responsibility to consumers, to retailers
and to salesmen. The claims about our
organization, our methods, our policies,

ind our products, made in advertising.

ROYAL HOSPITALITY IN THE QUEEN CITY
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Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is $3.00 per inch. Minimum charge $1.50.

Forms close Saturday noon before date of issue.

Position W anted

ADVERTISING MANAGER of bank magazine

with exceptional record as salesman and copy-

writer desires a position with larger company or

one offering greater opportunities. Age 26,

college education, honest, industrious and willing

to work until MIDNIGHT for the right com-

pany. Address Box 470, Advertising and Sell-

ing. 9 East 38th St., New York, N. Y.

Multigraphing

Are You the One?

Somewhere there is a live wire advertising

agency or business concern which needs a good

advertising man—experienced, sincere, loyal and
enthusiastic.
The above organization has employed good^^

men before—men with "years of experience,

but these men have always been just average

men—similar to the case of the woman who
thought she bought a comfortable pillow, but it

was filled with feathers that grew on the wrong
kind of birds.

The concern which needs this man will write

to Box 471, Advertising and Selling. Forth-

coming correspondence will bring about a bene-

ficial acquaintance.

Quality and Quantity Multigraphing,

Addressing, FilHng In, Folding. Etc.

DEHAAN CIRCULAR LETTER CO.. INC.

120 W. 42nd St.. New York City

Telephone Wis. 5483

Press Clippings

BUFFALO CLIPPING BUREAUS
offer rehable National or regional newspaper

reading service. Branch Bureaus Everywhere.

General offices. One Terrace. Buffalo, N. Y.

must and w-ill be met. Every item sold,

every repeat order taken, must main-

tain the qualities claimed. We are all

on our toes to keep faith with the

public. We have greater confidence

that the claims will be met than if the

firm had not proclaimed them to the

millions through publications of the

highest integrity and repute. We are

very proud to work for such a concern

as this.

"Yes, national advertising, co-

ordinated with sound and timely sales

policies, helps me and the other boys

sell more goods on each trip, pile up

larger total yearly sales and make in-

creased incomes; it aids us in maintain-

ing a higher average of sales during

seasonal and cyclical changes; makes 'ti

it unnecessary for us to rely entirely

upon our own selling eff'orts. We are

not at the mercy of competition and

trade conditions to the same degree as

the fellows who carry an unknown, un-

advertised line.

"Salesmen who sell an advertised line

have a big opportunity. If they will

study the firm's advertising, analyze

it, talk it, use it, they will go over the

top quicker, easier and stronger."

From The Day's Work, published by The
Procter & Collier Company, Cincinnati.

For Sale

Digging up plenty of facts and ideas about the

business, to keep salesmen and customers inter-

ested—and sometimes to get them enthusiastic-—

has been one big part of my present job. I

have disseminated the facts and ideas through a

"house organ" prepared from stem to stern by

me. My job also includes preparation and super-

vision of sales literature and advertising.

I wish now to connect with an organization,

preferably in or near Philadelphia, where my
experience and qualifications would be attractive.

Address Box 469. Advertising and Selhng. 9

East 38th St.. New York. N. Y.

ADVERTISING SALESMAN
with a downtown office in Chicago wants a live

publication to represent in the Middle West.

Over twenty years' metropolitan newspaper and

trade paper experience. I f you want a man who
is a builder of profitable business, write me. My
record will bear a strict investigation. Address

Box 458. Advertising & Selling. 9 East 38th
• St.. New York. N. Y.

For Sale: A complete set of Bound Volumes
nf Printers' Ink Weekly from October 3. 1918.

to September 2.S. 1922. in good condition. Volume
numbers 105 to 120. Price for sixteen, volumes

$30.00. Box 456, Advertising and Selhng, 9

East 38th St.. New York City.

For sale—Bound Volumes (5) of Printers' Ink

Monthly from December, 1919, to May. 1922. In

perfect condition. Price for the set, $15.00. Box
464, Advertising and Selling. 9 East 38th St..

New York City.

Direct Mail Service

WANT ATLANTA— SOUTHERN REPRE-
SENTATION?

Executive desires permanent connection with

manufacturer or publisher seeking more business

South. Twelve years' experience as salesman,

district sales organizer, advertising manager,

trade journal editor; also agency contact—re-

search work. Married ; 33 ; references. Address

l:)istrict Manager, Box 1571-A, Atlanta, Ga.

Productive Sales Literature. Sales letters, $3.00;

3x6 circulars. $2.00; 6x9 circulars, $5.00; 2 inch

display, $2.00; classified, $1.00. Branch office

service and mail address. $5.00 monthly. For-

warded daily. Circulars, booklets, samples, etc.,

distributed house to house, $3.50 per thousand.

Address the Egyptian Exchange. Barclay. Fair-

field. Illinois.

Miscellaneous

Help Wanted

PRINTING SALESMAN who lacks "talking

points" in present connection can locate with

organization capable of helping hun increase in-

come. Drawing account to man with following.

Address Box 465. Advertising and Selling. 9 East

3Sth St., New York City.

BOUND VOLUMES
A bound volume of Advertising and Selling makes

a handsome and valuable addition to your library.

They are bound in black cloth and die-stamped in

gold lettering. Each volume is complete with

index, cross-filed under title of article and name
of author making it valuable for reference pur-

poses. The cost (which includes postage) is

$5.00 per volume. Send your check to Adver-

tising and Selling. 9 East 3Sth St., New York
City.

BINDERS
Use a binder to preserve your file of Advertising

and Selling copies for reference. Stiff cloth

covered covers, and die-stamped in gold lettering,

each holding approximately 9 issues, $1.85 in-

cluding postage. Send your Check to Advertising

and Selling. 9 E. 38th St., New York City.

"GIBBONS knows CANADA"
J. J. Gibboi

TORONTO
s Limited. Advertisini Aitnts

MONTREAL WINNIPEG

Copy Notes Induced by

Twenty-five Miles

By Henry Eckhardt

THE other day I motored twenty-

five miles.

Ahead of me, for a short time

at least, was a car with one of those

bulls-eye tire-covers on its rear end.

The cover bore, in red letters, the

legend: "The Great Willys-Knight."

No sooner had the Willys-Knight

been passed than hove into view a

billboard which proclaimed: "The

Greater Oakland."

Just to spite the billboard both the

Willys-Knight and I passed several

Oaklands.
Soon we were speeding on a main

road. On a display room window was

this very positive lettering "Marmon

—It's a great automobile."

A few miles further on was another

billboard. This time it was Hudson

tuning in. It proclaimed "Greater

Gasoline Mileage."

Then Buick settled it all with: "The

greatest Buick ever built."

The record of great, greater, great-

est is probably not complete. As I

said, the ride lasted only twenty-five

miles.

One's first impulse is to accuse the

automobile people of a decided lack of

originality. One's second impulse is to

wonder how the automobile world be-

came obsessed by this "great" complex.

One's third impulse is to pity the poor

public which is trying to discover what

all these "greats" mean, if they mean

anything at all.

Looking further, isn't this weakness

of automobile advertising the weakness
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of a great deal of advertising? Many
advertisers today set great store by a

certain standardized pattern, and think

that they thereby invoke a certain

irresistible magic. They love in par-

ticular, certain standardized adjectives

and trot them forth every time they

want to be impressive, positive and
superlative. They think that somehow
these adjectives have a meaning for

them that they don't have for anybody
else.

After all, it isn't how much we say,

but how much the public believes. If

advertising hopes to gain more and
more public confidence, let it aim at

fewer and fresher adjectives; let it

cultivate the twin arts of repression
and exactitude. Let it put simple facts

in a simple way.

Gosch Succeeds Kendall As

President of Creo-Dipt

Company
H. P. Kendall, Jr., has retired from

the presidency of the Creo-Dipt Com-
pany, of North Tonawanda, N. Y.,
manufacturers of Creo-Dipt Stained
Shingles, his stock having been pur-
chased by the company. The former
management will continue under H. E.
Gosch, as president, J. D. Giles and
H. P. Kendall, Sr., as vice-presidents,
and W. W. Faulkner, as secretary and
treasurer.

Mr. Gosch was the founder of the
business when it started in 1909 and
has heretofore been Chairman of the
Board. Mr. Giles has been in charge
of the company's sales for twelve
years.
The Board of Directors will continue

with the former personnel of Messrs.
Go'.ch, Giles, Kendall, Sr., and Faulk-
ner, with the new addition of William
H. Means, who for many years has
served as the company's legal counsel,
George Monroe, Jr., will continue in
charge of advertising.

Mr. Kendall, Jr., will leave shortly
for an extended trip in Europe and
will defer any future business plans
until his return some time in the fall
of this year.

Benson & Ganilile and John-
son, Read & Company

Merge
Two of Chicago's long established

advertising agencies, Benson & Gam-
ble, and Johnson, Read & Company,
have consolidated. The new company
is to be known as Benson, Gamble,
Johnson & Read and will be located in
the Adams-Franklin Building, 222
Adams Street.
The men who head the consoli-

dation are John Benson, a past presi-
dent of the American Association
of Advertising Agencies; Thomas S.
Gamble, Carl P. Johnson and George
H. Read. Arthur T. Lewis is the head
of the department of plans and copy.
Carl H. Kenkins is space buyer and
Marshall W. Hill has charge of the
department of mechanical production.
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Address Advertising

AND Selling, Number Nine East Thirty-eighth Street, New York City

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— {Advertisers, etc.)

Name ^orn^er Co„.p..y ««</ PosUion A'o. AssociaUd With Position

H. P. Kendall, Jr. ...Creo-Dipt Co., No. Tonawanda, N^ Y Pres Resigned

H. E. Gosch Creo-Dipt Co., No. Tonawanda, N. Y., Chan-
p^.^^

man of the Board

J. D. Giles Creo-Dipt Co., No. Tonawanda, N. Y., in Charge
^^^ ^^ Vice-Pres.

of Sales

Char,les G. Vogel. . . .The Joseph & Feiss Co.. Cleveland, Merchan-
^^^^ ^^^^^^^ g^j^^ ^^^^g,.

dising Counsel p u m
J. W. Marshall Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pub. ^gr.,

pumace Special-
Pittsburgh Branch

ties Co. A^v. Mgr.

W. Frank Bull The Eugene MeGunkin Co., Philadelphia,
^^^^

Mgr. Merchandising Dept
delphia Sales Dept.

Harry Day Good Housekeeping, New York, New York
simmonds Co.,

State Rep Syracuse, N. Y Sales Executive

Donald Ross Federal Water Service Corp., New York, S-V •
S.^do^'f-^^^^^^^^^^

R M Beckwith Bureau of Engraving, Minneapolis, Sales Staff . Minneapolis Paper Co..
. .

Adv. Mgr.

f'. F. Hickey Savage Arms Corp., Utica, N. Y., Ass t to Vice-^^^^^
Company Gen. Mgr.

Pres A' '

'

M. L. Havey The Celluloid Co.. Newark, N. J., Vice-Pres m^^
^^^ ^^^

Charge of Sales ^^^ York Gen. Sales Mgr.

C. C. Leininger The Mennen Co., Newark, N. J., Sales Mgr. '^^^^-^\':^]'':':'''_'':':: .^.n. Sales Agent

E. D. Voorhis Gold Bond Saving Stamp Co., Dallas, Tex.,
i^ving-Pitt Mfg. Co.,

Vice-Pres. & Dur
Kansas City, Mo Sales Mgr.

J. W. Wilder John Watson Wilder, Chicago
•cSr..''°"..^..''°":.. Vice-Pres. in Charge of

Adv.

H. J. Henderson .... Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Sales Mgr. Lincoln
^.^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^

, « , , AdvDiv
^j.QJt.

Mgr. of Sales & Adv.

C. G. Whitney Belding-Hall Electric Corp., Belding, Mich.,
Company Adv. & Sales Pro. Mgr.

Ass't Adv. Mgr '^\ " '

David Lampe Lansburgh & Bro., Washington, D. C, Sales
^^^.^^^^

, ^ Morris I^o^^k^ng Agcy:New York ;::::.:: Autocar Co.. Ardmore, Pa. Ass't Sales Mgr.

P. W. Gaylor Larrabee-Deyo Motor Truck Co., Binghamton,^^^^^^
^^^^^ ^^^^^

N. Y Boston Branch Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

'

G. R. Fessenden . . . .North East Electric Co., Rochester, N. Y., P"^; carpenter-Goldman Lab-
Dir oratories. Long Island

City, N. Y Gen. Mgr.

W. R. Greenwood
--^^^J^^^l^^f^, ^^eid'ore-tLf

""• •

'^'^^
Company Gen. Sales Mgr.

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (/4^^«r;V5, etc.)

Fo,mer Company an, Position ^o- -^^^"aated Witk Position

A. O. Dutton Willys-Overland Co., Toledo. Ohio, Adv. Mgr.. .John R-S. Jj- ^dy. Co..^^^^
^^.^^

John G. Keelan Irwin. Keelan & Sterck, Inc., Pittsburgh, P-- f^'^Ad-^Sn^^P 4:^^^.. . .Member of Staff

E. D. Hallock Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York The Gre- &J- ^^.^
. .Copy
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Continued

National Leadership

THE NEW YORK TIMES maintained in June its

supremacy over all other New York newspapers,

morning and evening, in total volume o£ national ad-

vertising. It published 635,228 agate lines, 114,746

lines more than any other newspaper, and 79,880 lines

over its own record for June of 1926.

In daily editions alone. The Times leadership

over another morning newspaper is indicated by the

following

:

JUNE. 1927 GAIN OVER 1926

Agate Lines Agate Lines

The New York Times

Second Newspaper

Times Excess

352,538

322,372

51,686

9,012

30,166 42,674

In the six months of this year The Times published a total volume

of national a/lvertising of 3,471,233 agate lines, 521,782 lines more
than any othvr AV'ic York newspaper.

The total of all advertising published in The Times in six months

this year was 14,954,094 agate lines, an excess over any other news-

paper of 5.298.400 lines.

The Times censorship keeps its advertising columns at a high level

and excludes hundreds of announcements that The Times does not

deem advisable to place before its readers.

®1}^ N^m f0rk WxmtB
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^"'""""'
. The NEWS DIGEST- . '

"

'

& Selling fuly 13, 1927

Name

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (4 ^^m«>5, etc., continued)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

Robert H. Dippy. . . . Robert H. Dippy, Philadelphia, Pres May & Dippy, Inc., Phil-
adelphia Vice-Pres.

Ellis J. Pinch L. J. Finch Adv. Agcy., Inc., New York World Wide Adv. Corp.,
New York Executive

S. A. Merrian Wood, Putnam & Wood Co., Inc., Boston Capehart-Carey Corp.,
Boston Member of the Staff

Thomas Burkett .... Ferry-Hanly Adv. Co., Inc., Kansas City, Mo. . . Thos. Burkett Co., Kansas
City Owner

J. A. Housman Erwin Wasey & Co., Chicago Carroll Dean Murphy,
Inc., Chicago Prod. Mgr.

A. Medes Strang & Prosser Adv. Agency, Seattle, Wash. Metropolitan Adv. Ser-
vice, Seattle Mgr.

John Doorty William Hengerer Co., Buffalo, N. Y Barton, Durstine & Os-
born, Inc., Buffalo Member of the Staff

Thomas Erwin J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, Art Dir Frank Seaman, Inc., New
York Art Dir.

E. W. Plumer Floing-Plumer, Inc., New York, Vice-Pres. &
Treas Resigned

H. B. Pickering .... Robert E. Ramsey Organization, New York,
Vice-Pres Wood Adv., Inc., New

York Vice-Pres.

*Lloyd Maxwell Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago, Pres Wood Adv., Inc., New
York Vice-Pres.

I. J. Greene Chelsea Exchange Bank, New Yoi-k, Vice-Pres.. Wood Adv., Inc.j New
York Sec'y-Treas.

Name

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (M^-^/a. etc.\

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

Wm. C. Gullahorn. . .Birmington News and Age-Herald, Adv. Staff. .Same Company Nat'l Adv. Mgr.

E. E. Duff, Jr National Paving Brick Mfrs. Assn., Cleveland, McGraw-Hill Publishing
Sec'y Mgr Co Cleveland Staff

E. H. Miller Chilton Class Journal Co., Chicago Service
Dept Same Company, Philadel-

phia In Charge of Service

E. R. Gray Capital, Des Moines, Iowa, Adv. Dir Ohio State Journal, Co-
lumbus Adv. Mgr.

H. T. Hatcher New York Evening Post The Bookman, New York . Business Mgr.

Ethel Kelly New York Times The Bookman, New York . Adv. Mgr.

Harry Philips Chilton Class Journal Co., Philadelphia Electrical Merchandising
and Radio Retailing, New
York Art Dir.

H. M. Snow H. S. Howland Adv. Agcy., New York The Conde Nast Publica-
tions, Inc., New York .... Pro. Dept.

E. Chichester The Century Co., New York Same Company Adv. Dir.

M. L. Peek The Capper Publications, Topeka, Kan The Curtis Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia Adv. Staff

W. S. Cady Cleveland Press, Nat'l Adv. Mgr Same Company Adv. Mgr.

J. G. Meilink Cleveland Press, Adv. Mgr Same Company Business Mgr.

W. W. Hawkins Seripps-Howard Newspapers, Gen. Business
Mgr Same Company Ass't Chairman of the

Board

W. G. Chandler Scripps-Howard Newspapers, Pres. Central
Group Same Company Gen. Business Mgr.

R. A. Huber The Cleveland Press, Business Mgr Scripps-Howard News-
papers Ass't Gen. Mgr.

Charles B. Hull Outdoor Recreation, Chicago Nat'l Sportsman and
Hunting & Fishing,
Boston Western Mgr., Chicago

Hugh B. Lee The Register and Tribune-Capital, Des Moines,
Ass't Adv. Mgr Same Company Nat'l Adv. Mgr.

D. W. Whitner The Register and Tribune-Capital, Des Moines. Same Company Ass't Adv. Mgr.

Martin M. Mauger..The Register and Tribune-Capital, Des Moines,
Nat'l Adv. Mgr The Minneapolis Tribune. Adv. Mgr.

*Mr. Maxwell continues his association with Williams & Cunnyngham.
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^tSZ^ ' The NEWS DIGEST Issue of

July 13. 1927

I

ICHANGES IN PERSONNEL-(M<'<//«, etc., continued)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With PositionName

Leslie L. Rood Scripps-Howard Newspapers, New York Brooklyn Daily Times,
Brooklyn, N. Y

F. G. Beach Democrat & Chronicle, Rochester, N. Y.,

Adv. MgT Same Company

F. E. Hussey Democrat & Chronicle, Rochester, N. Y.,

Ass't Adv. Mgr , Same Company

.Adv. Mgr.

.Ass't to Publisher

.Adv. Mgr.

CHANGES IN AGENCIES AND NEW ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS
Name Address Prodttct Noic Advertising Through

Fels & Co Philadelphia Fels-Naptha Soap .... Young & Rubicam, New York

*Fansteel Products Co., Inc Chicago Balkite Battery Charg-
ers and B Battery
Eliminators The Baker Adv. Agcy., Ltd., Toronto,

Canada

Maryland Glass Corp Baltimore Glass The Green & Van Sant Co., Baltimoi'e

Chamber of Commerce Roanoke, Va Community Advertis-
ing The Green & Van Sant Co., Baltimore

The Washington School of Art,
The Washington School of Car
tooning and the Washington
Show Card School Washington Correspondence

Schools The Green & Van Sant Co.. Baltimore

T. R. Goodlatte & Sons, Inc Delawanna, N. J Walcloth Fabric Wall
Covering Joseph E. Hanson Co., Newark, N. J.

National Lumber Mfrs. Ass'n Chicago & New York. Lumber Wood Advertising, Inc., New York,
and Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago

Arthur H. Ballard, Inc Orange, N. J Ballard Junior Oil

Burner Joseph E. Hanson Co., Newark, N. J.

The Boncilla Laroratories Indianapolis Toilet Requisites ....The Dorland Agcy., New York

Dodd, Mead & Co., Inc New York International Encyclo-
pedia N. W. Ayer & Son, New York

The Tropical Paint & Oil Co Cleveland Paints The Griswold-Eshelman Co., Cleveland

The Institute of American Meat
Packers Chicago Meat H. K. McCann Co., Chicago

The Lewis A. Crossett Co North Abington, Mass. Crossett Shoes The Kenyon Co., Boston

The Electrical esearch Labora-
tories Chicago Radios The Glen Buck Co., Chicago

The Standard Oil Co. of New
York New York Socony Motor Oil .... Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., New

York (Effective Jan. 1, 1928)

C. H. Wheeler Mfg. Co Philadelphia Condensers, Pumps,
Etc McLain-Simpers Organization, Philadel-

phia

Atlas Educational Film Co Oak Park, 111 Industrial Films Hurja-Johnson-Huwen, Inc., Chicago

The E. N. Products Corp New York Automotive Equip-
ment Harrison J. Cowan, New York

Columbia Ice & Ice Cream Co Chicago Ice & Ice Cream Turner-Wagener Co., Chicago

Karboat Mfg. Co Chicago Portable Folding
Boats Hurja-Johnson,Huwen, Inc., Chicago

The American Ship Building Co.. .Cleveland Lake Vessels The Maxton R. Davies Co., Cleveland

The Bay View Co Cleveland Real Estate The Bayless-Kerr Co., Cleveland

NEW ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND SERVICES, ETC.

John Urban Riley, Inc 146 Oliver St., Boston Advertising John Urban Riley, Inc.

The Thos. Burkett Co Kansas City, Mo Advertising Thomas Burkett

•Not to be confused with the United States advertising which is liandled by the John H. Dunham Company, Chicago.
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TYPICAL SUBSCRIBERS to The American Printer

The Wm. F. Fell Co., Philadelphia

A portion or the office of the Wm. F. Fell Co., the well known Philadelphia printing business established half a

century ago

Says J. Howard Fell :

"There-is no question about THE AMERICAN PRINTER being read by every-

one in our office and our executives in the plant. To insure this immediately upon

receipt of the magazine, we paste a routing slip on the first page containing the

names of everyone whom we wish to read THE AMERICAN PRINTER and

as each person finishes, his name is crossed out and it automatically goes to the

next on the list.

"I also am pleased with the makeup of the paper, which is very attractive, and the

way your headings and subject matter is handled makes it very easy to read and

refer to."

Every subscription on THE AMERICAN PRINTER list counts big in its value to advertisers.

Much of the circulation is printshop circulation and THE AMERICAN PRINTER is read

by those who buy machinery, paper, devices and supplies of all kinds. Advertisers should ar-

range now to take advantage of the September Printing Exposition and Craftsmen Number

of THE AMERICAN PRINTER, to announce new models, devices and papers. These an-

nual inspirational feature numbers are internationally famous^

The American Printer, Inc. cl& 9 East Thirty-Eighth Street, New York
CHICAGO: Peoples Gas BIdg.

Telephone Wabash 4000
CLEVELAND: 405 Swetland Bldg.

Telephone Superior 1817
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^"'"""•" The NEWS DIGEST n"""°'& Selling Inly 13, 1927

G^^

&i^

Name

The Car Card

Published by

NEW PUBLICATIONS
A ddress First Issue Issuance Page Type Size

. Barron G. Collier,

Inc 220 West 42d St., New York. . .July Monthly 9% x 7

PUBLICATION CHANGES AND APPOINTMENTS
The Federated Business Publications, Inc.. Has been organized at New York by Edward Lyman Bill, Inc. The following

publications comprise this organization: Music Trade Review, Talking Ma-
chine World, Carpet and Rug News, and Tires. The control of these publi-
cations is under the Edward Lyman Bill organization and their management
will remain unchanged.

The Philadelphia Public Ledger and The
Illustrated Sun Have appointed Carroll J. Swan, Boston, as New England representative.

The Constitution, Chillicothe, Mo Has appointed the Geo. B. David Co., New York and Chicago, as its national
advertising representative.

The Pathfinder, Washington, D. C Appoints Rhodes & Leisenring Co., New York and Chicago, as its national
advertising representative.

The Conde Nast Publications, Inc., New
York Has appointed Blanchard, Nichols, Coleman, Atlanta, as its southern adver-

tising representatives.

Constitution, Atlanta Has been sold by Clark Howell to Luke Lea and Rogers Caldwell.

Tri-Cities Daily, Sheffield, Ala Has been purchased by Frederick I. Thompson and J. L. Meeks.

Exponent and Telegram, Clarksburg,
W. Va Have been merged. A new publishing company, the Clarksburg Publishing

Company, has been formed and has acquired the assets and good will of the

two papers.

MISCELLANEOUS
The Judge Publishing Co., New York Has purchased the right to operate the advertising department of Judge

magazine from E. R. Crowe & Co., Inc.

Johnson, Read & Co., Inc., Chicago Has consolidated with Benson & Gamble, Chicago. These two advertising
agencies will now be known as Benson, Gamble, Johnson & Read.

William R. Robinson & Co., New York Adv.
Agcy Name changed to Robinson, Lightfoot & Co., Inc.

Bankers' Publishing Co., Toledo, Ohio .... Name changed to The Reeves Adv. Co., Inc.

Floing-Plumer, Inc., New York advertising
art service Name changed to W. O. Floing, Inc.

The World Wide Adv. Corp., New York.. .Has absorbed the business formerly handled by L. J. Finch Adv. Agcy., Inc.,

New York.

May Advei'tising, Inc., and Robert H.
Dippy, Philadelphia advertising agencies. Have merged. The business will 'be conducted under the name of May &

Dippy, Inc.

Name

CHANGES IN ADDRESSES
Advertising Agencies and Services, Publications, etc.

Business From To

The Petroleum Register Publication 40 Rector St., New York 239 West 39th St., New York
Johnson, Read & Co., Inc Advertising 202 South State St., Chicago. . .222 West Adams St., Chicago
Benson & Gamble Advertising 7 South Dearborn St., Chicago. 222 West Adams St., Chicago

i*<J
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When volume stays up

but profits come down
—investigate Atlanta

\X7'HEN slipping prices demand cuts

in production costs which are im-

possible in your present location, it's

time to find out what location in the

Atlanta Industrial Area can do to bring

dividends despite this situation.

Atlanta is the center of distribution for

America's fastest growing market. The
South is increasingly prosperous. Diverse

industry, diversified agriculture, have

created a resilient and soundly based

region vihere once was utter dependence

upon a single crop.

Production in the Atlanta Industrial

Area is unusually profitable because of

fundamental economies. Eager Anglo-

Saxon workers ofFer tremendous savings

because of their efficiency. Raw materials

are plentiful at low prices, and within

tasy haul. Power rates compare with the

lowest in the country. Taxes are low.

Building costs run from 20% to 35%
under those in other sections. The list is

long, the savings are important.

National conditions are such that pro-

duction as well as distribution must be

decentralized. Quick deliveries. Real

cooperation with the trade. Service such

as has never before been necessary. And
if you are to get all the volume that

awaits you in the South, you need a

branch in Atlanta.

The Atlanta Industrial Bureau is organ-

ized to prove the point. Without charge

or obligation, a careful and complete

sur\'ey will be made, showing all factors

as they relate to your business. All cor-

respondence will be held strictly confi-

dential, and all data will be thoroughly

authenticated.

ffyite INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
J-15 Qhamber of Gommerce

AtLAN
Jndustrial hcadaaartcrs of the South

^end for this Bookltt

Tbc actual cxpcriencee of
natiooally -known concerns

io Atlanta, and a thoughtful

review of this city's many
vital advantage! as an in-

duatrial location. Sent free.
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President of

Calumet Baking Powder

Company says-

«OUR SALES Have

INCREASED 325% IN 8 YEARS

IN ZONE 7

WE RELY CHIEFLY ON

THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE"'

w E attribute our greatly ex-

success," writes

Warren Wright, Presi-

dent of Calumet Baking
Powder Company, "to

the tact that the Calu-

met Baking Powder
Company procures its

distribution and sales

through tested methods.

We employ newspaper
advertising almost ex-

clusively. We use more
space in The Tribune
and in the Chicago mar-
ket because of its abil-

ity to return greater

results."

Calumet started to use

The Tribune in 1919.

Since then they have
run 176,872 lines of ad-

vertising-— an average
of 22,109 lines each year

for the last eight years.

More lines and more
dollars than they used
in any other publication

in the world.

In the Chicago Terri-

tory, Calumet sales went
from a base of 100 in

1919 to 425 in 1926,

an increase of 325%,

ceeding the

increase
shown
throughout
the rest of

the United
States. In

Chicago,
during the
last five
years, Calu-

met placed

26.2% of its

lineage and
36.8% of its

advertising
dollars in

one great
m e d i um—
The Chica-

go Tribune.
Such was
Calumet's
judgment— and
clicked!

V^PFSPAPER 1

<|^ t%\%\m'm'W'^ ^^^^^» ^» ^>^ ^

June I. 1927

Tho Cblcftco Tritune.

Chicago, nilaola

It will Interest you to kno™ that tho returns

froiD our 192S Tribune campaigns have been

very gratifying. Sales of Caluniat Baking

Powder In The Chicago Territory in 19C6 were

double tbe volume of last year.

After thirty-eight years of promoting trade,

Be are firmly convinced that newspaper advor-

tiaing i3 the most effective and ecanomical

aioane of etinulatlng aad oaintaltiing demand

in epeclflel districts as deslr.ed, aad in a

eweeplmg national way as well.

Our adherence to newspaper advertising Is

based on sales results. As a result of eight

years of continuous newspaper advertising In

Zone 7. CaluBOfs sales have Increased 325S.

Realising the productiveness of this terri-

tory, we have spent, here, twice as ouch aa

our average for the rest of the country, and

ne rely chiefly on The Tribune. During tho

past eight years we have used sore lineage,

and spent more dollars in The Tribune than In

any other Chicago newspaper and more than tn

any other publication in the werld. If it

hadn't paid us to do so. wo Mould have put

our noney in some other nediunl

I wish to express ny sincere appreciation of

your co-operation and assistance which hag

contributed to iha sucgofs of our advertising

in this market.

Very truly yours.

CALDUET BAKIKC FOVCO CO.

^^^^f^y^^^

paper, and
nearly as
much as all

the other
Chicago
newspapers
combined!

It

The Tribune printed

during- 1926 more line-

age in classifications

appealing to women

—

women's apparel, house-

hold utilities, toilet

preparations and chil-

dren's clothing— than

any other Chicago news-

t

The Trib-
une offers

the largest

CO vera g e

possible in

the Chicago
Territory

—

7 70,248
daily and
1,142,761 on
Sunday. For
the food
manufac-
turer The
Tribune is a

powerful
dynamo, activating sales

in five rich states!

Food manufacturers, sales

organizations, jobbers, deal-

ers—are you getting your

share in sales from the Chi-
*

capo Territory? Put the

tremendous power of Trib-

une lineage to work for you !
,

Cljtcago tIDritiune
THE WORLD'S GREATEST NEWSPAPER
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IN PITTSBURGH - -

a great market

a great newspaper

The Pittsburgh PRESS is one of the outstanding

newspapers of the world. The PRESS com-

pletely co\ers the Pittsburgh territory. It has

overwhelming leadership in circulation—in ad-

vertising \ olume—in prestige and power.

Pittsburgh is one of the most favored try-out

markets. The district produces one-fifth of the

pig iron, one-fourth of the steel and one-sixth

of the nation's glass output. The annual value

of manufactures exceeds two billion dollars.

Scripps-Hoiiard circulation is qual-

ity circulation— it is the most valu-

able newspaper circulation. It is

sound as a dollar—not built with
premiums or contests— not forced
nor artificially stimulated. It is

solid circulation, built on sheer edi-

torial merit and excellence—founded
on Reader Faith.

SCRIPPS - HOWARD

Pittsburgh Press
A Scripps-Howard Newspaper

Represented by Allied Newspapers, Inc., 250 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Chicago Detroit San Francisco Los Angeles Seattle
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Over 93% Home-Delivered Circulation in Indianapolis

OVER 93% of the city circulation of The
INDIANAPOLIS NEWS is home-

delivered by NEWS carriers, who have defi-

nite routes of regular subscribers.

A notable record—not only for Indianapolis

but among all metropolitan cities, where

40% to 60% home-delivered circulation is

considered unusual. Many papers must de-

pend almost entirely upon street and news-

stand sales, never knowing what readers

will comprise the next day's audience.

Think what an advantage it is to be certain

that whether you advertise on Monday or

Friday— January or July— your message

goes each time direct to the homes of the

same regular readers, whose buying habits are

molded by consistent advertising contact.

The NEWS gives you a permanent audience

—by far the largest home-delivered circula-

tion in Indiana.

The IndianapolisNews
jsfUU ^hc IndianapolisRadius

FRANK T. CARROLL, Advertisins Director

New York: DAN A. CARROLL
116 East 42nd St.

Chicago: J. E. LUTZ
The Tower BIdg.
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Everybody's Business

By Floyd W. Parsons

Neiv Tliiiifis anil

Better Ones

WE read with aston-

ishment the his-

tory of our fore-

fathers. They seemed to

be so tied to the customs
and practices that were
current in their day. Ev-
ery suggestion of change
was regarded with suspi-

cion. The inscription on
the stone over the grave
of an eminent citizen of
New England in the Co-
lonial days tells of the
virtues of the deceased
and states that he was
"An Enemy to Priestcraft
and Enthusiasm."
But might it not have

been that these ancestors
of ours were just the
same sort of folks we are
except that they were
victims of circumstances?
If they did not often get
excited, perhaps it was
because there was not
much to get excited
about. We wonder if they
would have turned out by
the million to greet Lind- \„, snow^just erefti fbergh and yet it appears summer night
tnat the answer is con-
tained in the record of
their time. Turn back the pages and read what hap-
pened when the Atlantic was bridged and the first

cable became a proved success. Business was sus-
pended, offices closed, guns fired, people rushed into

the streets to hear the news, and bells were rung for
an hour in many cities to give utterance to the gen-
eral rejoicing.

It was years later before Edison produced the first

American locomotive to run on current supplied from
a power house. The bicycle and the sewing machine
were the wonders of the day. Not even the first tele-

phone line with loading coils had been put into com-
mercial use. Nevertheless, people had already com-
menced to talk about this "new and astonishing age."
One great editorial writer was bold enough to look

into the future and he ended his visionary recital by
saying, "There is even talk of flying machines, and
who knows but what such things may be possible in

the years to come."
Today we can ride between Bagdad and Damascus

over desert waste in a luxurious motor car made in

Philadelphia. Tungsten that was only a laboratory

curiosity is now mined by the ton and each pound
saves the users of electric light in the United States

more than $300,000 a year. The idea back of a little

English invention called the "Wheel of Life" has been

developed into the great motion-picture industry.

The labor leader has
become a capitalist, and
the capitalist a labor

leader. The banks of the

unions are competing for

the fruits of ownership,
and labor may finally con-
quer capital by itself be-

coming capital.

Forces that yesterday
were combatants now have
their eyes focused on the

same ideals. Not only has
the old order passed, but
there will never again be
any such thing as a new
order, for each succeeding
month must now be re-

garded as an era that is

totally different and dis-

tinct from all that has
gone before.

In London a fellow has
a farm where he raises

trillions of germs. Those
that are deadly to man
he kills by the million so

that the chemical quality

contained in their dead
bodies may be utilized to

destroy their living breth-

ren when the two meet in

the human blood stream.

The germs that are friend-

ly to man and that can be

arrayed against our ene-

mies are so petted and
pampered in this unique

farm that a few of them placed in a glass tube filled

with yellow broth will multiply so rapidly that within

a single fortnight the tube will contain a population of

individual organisms greater than the human popula-

tion of the earth.

The only thing static about life at present is that

bothersome electrical something which fills the air at

times and spoils our reception of an interesting radio

program. But even here we find an example of how
science is making valuable servants out of things that

have only been regarded as nuisances. During the

war everyone was interested in the experiments with

static electricity for the purpose of extracting syn-

thetic nitrates from the air. As an outgrowth of this

work some Germans are taking this all-pervading elec-

trical energy from space and sending it in the form of

currents through the soil to purify and nurture vege-

tation.

If we are to judge by the results of applying this

discovery to a wheat field near Berlin, we may enter-

tain the hope that many farms in the future will be

transformed into areas spiked with thousands of an-

tenna poles and networks of wire permitting the util-

ization of atmospheric electricity as a fertilizing and

stimulating agent in the production of crops.

Who would have thought a few years ago that man
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 78]

olid lie phntopra piled on a

by invisible light
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"Your Story in Picture

Leaves Nothing Untold'

^\w9/9^ SELLING arguments behind some prod-
ucts can be presented most graphically in pictures

• •« • they require little "copy." Other products,

like ShreddedWheat,have somany "talking points"

they require both "copy" and picture to get them
across - - - and here's where the art of the photo-

engraver comes in, for the better the engraving the

more convincing the arguments - - - and the more
lasting the appeal made. ^ .

Vice-President

THE SHREDDED WHEAT COMPANY

AMERICAN PHOTO^ENGRAVERS
©ASSOCIATION©

GENERAL OFFICES * 863 MONADNOCK BLOCK * CHICAGO
Copyright 1927, Atnerican Photo-Engravers Association
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in matters
of finance. .»

IME was when the newspaper

carrying the largest volume of

financial advertising in its partic

ular community had the reputa'

tion of reaching only those partic-

ular people supposed to have a strangle

hold on the money bags of the district.

c
Today financial advertising volume is a

clear cut index of any newspaper's ability

to reach all of the community's purchasing

power, rather than a mere portion of it.

During the last five years—1922 to 1926

inclusive—The Free Press has printed

5,846,442 lines of financial advertising

—

a volume greater than the combined total

of the two other Detroit newspapers.

c
In this era of democratic finance, as the

Literary Digest remarks, "there has come
into being a great investing public, includ'

ing people of all kinds of occupations and

all si2,es of incomes."

c
Evidently The I'ree Press, in the Detroit

market, reaches these "people of all kinds

of occupations and all sizes of incomes."

ffib^ ^ctxo^^xte J^re^^

VERREE &
National

GONKLIN, inc.

Represen ta fives

i'

r-

San Francisco
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The Walla of Careaaaonn.

MEDIEVAL ERANCE
A thousand years of history awaits you at the gangplank

ALL the glamour of tradition—of legend—envelopes
. you—the moment you board a French Liner.

France—medieval, poetic, and France today—alive

and laughing . . . Tear yourself away from Paris—its

gayeties—its bewitchment and follow the lovely

Loire down to the Chateau Country. Picture the ex-

quisite Diane de Poitiers at Chenonceaux—tragic de
Guise at Blois. Let your motor discover enchanting
little nooks— all your own in the finding—some an-

cient hidden inn that sets you a feast for the Gods—
a tiny peak-roofed village clinging to the walls of a

grim old fortress

Enjoy the very spirit of France six days before you
had expected—on a de luxe French liner ... a weekly
express service to London and Paris ... at Le Havre
de Paris— a special boat train waits— a swift flight

through the quaint old towns, the blossoming
country of Normandy— three hours and you are in

Paris . . . terminus to all the playgrounds and
capitals of Europe.
Four One-Class Cabin liners direct to Havre . . .

Overnight the Riviera ... The New
York-Vigo-Bordeaux Service, three

liners to southern France and Spain.

^rnieKedae
I

Illustrated booklets or information from any Ftench Line Agent or Tourist Office, or write to 19 State Street. New York City
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Never Up
Never In!

There is a truism in golf which might
well be applied to various industrial

campaigns now in the making. It is

''never up—never m.

A good many industrial advertising

appropriations are licked at the start

simply because they are spread out

too thin. They do not get within

striking distance of their real objec-

tive. They fall short.

The industrial campaign that strikes

home must balance, unit against unit.

Here are some considerations that

should vitally influence your cultiva-

tion of the Second Industry—Tex-

tiles.

Second in capital invested.

Second in value of products.

First in value added by manufacture.

First in number of large plants.

Second in use of motive power.

First in number of wage earners.

Textile World serves more than 800
advertisers on regular schedule. Sub-
scribers and advertisers alike ac-

knowledge its leadership. It is the

outstanding choice of advertisers

seeking markets in this basic industry.

Have you a copy of "How to Sell to

Textile Mills"?

Member
Audit Bureau of

Circulations
IkdJle^^tnld
Largest net paid circulation and at the

highest subscription price in the textile held.

334 FOURTH AVE.

Member
Associated Business

Papers, Inc.

NEW YORK

-^iis
j&'-
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Industrial Advertising
Sweeps Aside Perplexing Obstacles

WHENEVER there is talk of insurmountable difficulties,

McGraw-Hill likes to recall this inspiring case of

progress against great odds.

Obstacle No. i

To begin with, the market this manufacturer chose to

serve had to be taught a new habit before his product could

be sold. The product meant economy over a long periotl

but required a larger initial outlay than the industry was

accustomed to.

Obstacle No. 2

The market, large in buying capacity and comparatively

small in numbers, is thoroughly decentralized and spots the

map in practically every state of the Union. Thus it was

impractical from a cost standpoint to support a district

sales staff. The manufacturer could not afford to send

salesmen regularly over a given territory. Neither could

he afford to dispatch a representative to every inquirer

unless the inquiry was very certain to produce an instal'

iation.

Obstacle No. 3

No sooner was momentum built up than came a critical

seven-year period (1914-1921) in the market. Ground

between regulated prices, rising labor costs and a serious

competitive situation, the market was not in a mood to

incur new cash outlays.

Obstacle No. 4

In the midst of this situation the manufacturer subordinated

his own interests to those of the Government and sur-

rendered his plant facilities to war requirements.

In spite of these one-after-another obstacles, this manu-
facturer has come through with steadily increasing sales

through an intelligent and persistent use of Industrial

Advertising. This advertising was dedicated to the job

of building Recognition for the product and its long-time

economy against the older product and its higher initial

economy.

In the words of the manufacturer: "For the fi.st five years

of our corporate existence we did not advertise. In 1914

we contracted for a page a week in a McGraw-Hill publi-

cation serving our market exclusively. We consider the

decision to engage in this advertising campaign one of the

most propitious in our history, because it marks the start of

our expansion to become a factor in our particular industry."

By 192 1 the sales were nine times as great as the highest

year before this aggressive advertising began. It is a note-

worthy fact that the advertising program was not inter-

rupted during the slump period of the industry. Justifi-

cation of this persistency is shown in the sales curve which

mounted almost perpendicularly excepting only during the

period when the plant was on war contracts.

Today, notwithstanding the influx of competition, this

manufacturer supplies over half the market. His industrial

advertising carries on to sustain the leadership so valiantly

accomplished.

No two industrial sales problems are exactly alike in the

abstract, but fundamentally they are all the same in that

Recognition is a common objective.

McGrawHiU's new boo\ ''^Industrml Marketing at WorJ("'

shows how to huild the industrial marketing ^lan to gain and hold

Recogjiition as has been done in the case cited above. A col:<y will

be delivered by the nearest McGraw-Hill ojfice to any executive

responsible for sales and advertising to industry.
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McClmW-HH mUSHtNC company. INC . KEW VOBt. OflCACO. PHIUDELPHIA, CLE\'El>ND, ST LOUIS, SAN OtANriMTO, LdNDON PlBUSMtRS OF

McGraw-Hill
Eltctrical

ELECraiCAL VlSt
ELECnUCAL VORU>
E1£CTRICAL MERCHANDISING

Construction i!' Civil En^nttring
ENGINEEJUNG NEUS-RECORD
CONSTRUCTION METHODS

Industrial
POITR
AMERICAN MACHINIST
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER

,
CHEJBCAl. Ji MET.UXURGICAL ENGINEEJUMG

Publications
Catalog and Dtrtctories

COAt FIELD DIRKTORY
RADIO TllADE CATALOG

ELECnUCAL TTIADE CATALOG

KEYSTONE COAL MINtNG CATAIOO
ELECntlCAL ENGINEERtNG CATALOG
KEYSTONE METAL QUARRY CATALOG

CENTIAL STATION DISIXTrORY ANALYSIS OF METAHJC AND NON-

ELECnuC RAILWAY DlRECTOaY METALLIC MtNLNG.QUARXYING AKO
KEYSTONE COAL BUYERS CATALOG CEMENT INDUSTTUES

BONBBICHT SURVEY OP ELECTXIC PCWEl ft UCKT COMPANIES IN THE U i

Kadto
Radio retailing

Transportation
BUS TRANSPORTATION

ELECmiC RAILWAY JOURNAL

M-ining
COAL AGE

ENGINEERING & MFNING JOURNAL

Overseas
INGENIERU INTERKACIONAI.

AMERICAN MACHINIST ^
{EtlOPEAN tt>mON> ^

*5,000 ADVERTISING PAGES USED ANNUALLY BY 3.000 MANUFACTURERS TO HELP INDUSTRY BUY MORE EFFECTIVELY
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Six came back

in perfect shape

If the other 2/^c)^ went through like these,

then not one was damaged

MONTHS of work and thousands of dollars went into

this splendid portfolio. No chance could be taken

that it might not reach its destinations in good shape.

The Improved Columbian Clasp Envelope was selected

to carry it. The largest stock size, 1134 x 14J4", was used.

2500 were sent out. Below is an extract from a letter

written subsequently by the Fruit Dispatch Company. We
quote from it with their permission:

"So far as we know, every booklet mailed reached its destination

in good shape. The six envelopes we are sending you made the

return trip also, and are still in good shape.

"The greatest distances traveled were to Columbus, Miss.,

and Mobile, Ala., and return. The envelopes that made these

trips are in as good condition as those that went no further

than New York City."

Whether your catalog is a de luxe edition or a plain

commercial job, you want it to get there in good shape.

Until it does that it cannot bring you back

Y w J ^ dollar's worth of business.

IfrTJJfOc/^Cl' Give it every chance by sending it in an

COLUMBIAN CLASP ENVELOPES improved Columbian Clasp Envelope, strong,

tough paper; a sturdy clasp, clean cutting and

well-sealed seams, plus ample reinforcement where the strains

come—make the Improved Columbian Clasp the best stock

catalog envelope you can get.

Your printer or stationer can supply you, in any size from

234 X AM" to 11?4 X 14J4", or write us.

This beautiful portfolio is

printed in full color, measures

ii" X 14", has 28 pages, and

weighs 13 ounces. Note the

condition of the envelopes that

carried it more than 2500
miles.

UNITED STATES ENVELOPE COMPANY
The world's largest manufacturers ofenvelopes

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
With fourteen manufacturing tUvisions

covering the country
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THE OLD DOG
HAS TO LEARN

NEW TRICKS

New tricks are a part of the old dog's daily education today ... if he

expeas any bones.

Paint manufacturers develop a finish which will dry in an hour.

Color becomes style's twin sister. Egg beaters, bath rooms and loco-

motives get gay. The whole balance of the paint industry shifts.

Radio makes terrific inroads on the phonograph. The phono-

graph survives by adapting certain radio principles and developing

electrical recording.

Silk stockings replace cotton stockings and the cotton industry is

upset. Rayon is introduced and affects both the cotton and silk industry.

Oil heating proves itself and, for the transition period at least, all

heating apparatus must be redesigned for both coal and oil.

A few years ago installment buying was a poor lackey to business.

Today it is enthroned in purple . . . and the whole art of selling ac-

quires a new technique.

Revolutionary changes within the last five years are in evidence

everywhere. No manufacturer can tell what will happen day after to-

morrow. Only the shrewdest can guess what will happen even tomorrow.

Advertising is the one means by which a manufacturer can quickly

refocus his attack and make his sales strategy continuously eflfective.

CALKINS e> HOLDEN, inc. ADVERTISING
147 PARK AVENUE • NEW YORK CITY
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Which do\bu Suppose
Y)ur Custome]

il

AmERSEALED
GUSS CONTAINERS

It matters not whether the containers you
use are of glass, opalware or tin. You can

enjoy the exclusive advantages of the

Amerseal Cap.

Ever since the old time cork and up to the

introduction of this convenient cap, the

poor user has been forced to "work" in

order to "get at the contents" of the average

container.

But today it is different.

The Amerseal Cap, by a mere one-fourth

turn, allows the user to quickly and easily

unseal and re-seal as often as necessary, and
the contents are kept under positive sea.

Take advantage of this great non-expensive

sales stimulant.

for the

AMERICAN METAL CAP CO.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Branch Offices:

St. Louis Portland
Los Angeles Seattle
San Francisco Louisville

4i

I »«

Chicago
Cleveland
Detroit

THEAmERSEALCnP

J
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P

. Transportation
service selling can
be made easier by
intelligent use of
interesting photo-
graphs.

If you're a realtor,

carry photographs
of the homes
list

old
Public Opinion
. .

.
illustrate with Photographs

pHOTOGRAPHS show people what they're
r^ getting for their money—whether it's refrig-

erators,residencesorraiIroad tickets! Photographs
reveal value truthfully. Properly made and repro-
duced, they will add new interest and new vigor
to your selling message—g;Ve truthful emphasis
to your claims. They mold public opinion
quickly and effectively. Where words fail, photo-
graphs always convince!

HOTR)GRAPHS
Story
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^/le September

Delineator closed

with an increase in

advertising lineage

of 85% compared
with the September
issue of last year.

jT

\

This is the most spectac-

ular gain so far in a year

of consistent progress . .

.
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IN this issue Kenneth M. Goode
makes a thorough and character-

istically vigorous reply to the

charges against advertising which
are embodied in "Your Money's
Worth," by Stuart Chase and F. J.

Schlink, published recently by the

MacMillan Company, New York.

Portions of this material appeared
earlier in the year in the Nexv Re-

Tpublic and were dealt with in the

April 6 issue of Advertising &
Selling. Since the publication of

the entire work, however, the vol-

ume has been selected by the

Book-of-the-Month Club and hence

has attracted unusually wide at-

tention. As it will undoubtedly

arouse a great amount of discus-

sion, both in and out of advertising

circles, we take this opportunity of

presenting advertising's side of the

case.

M. C. ROBBINS, President
J. H. MOORE, General Manager

Offices: 9 EAST 38TH STREET, NEW YORK
Telephone : Caledonia 8770

N»w TOEJE

:
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Through purchase of Advertising and Selling, this publication absorbed Profitable Advertising Advertising Newt, Belling
Uagaeine. The Business World, Trade Journal Advertiter and The Publishers Ouide. Industrial Selling absorbed 1925.

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations and Associated Business Papers. Inc. Copyright, 1927. By Advertising Fortnightly. Inc.
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Cotton Stockings ?
Remember when all the women used to wear 'em? In the winter black

ones— in the summer white ones?

And they only cost two bits, too.

Well, don't get any notions. Gotten stockings are 7!nt coming back.

At least for the folks you know, they are as obsolete as starched petti-

coats or Uncle Tom's Cabin.

What has happened to the cotton stocking trade is typical. Whether
it's food or furniture, lipstick or hngerie, automobiles or automatic

heating, cotton-stocking standards of buying are dead letter.

During the past decade our unprecedented prosperity has lifted several

million families of America to a plane of luxurious living such as the

world has never seen before.

What yesterday were rated rank extravagances today are looked upon
as commonplace necessities. Check that statement with your own per-

sonal experiences. Holds water, doesn't it?

Well now, as this free-spending, luxury-buying class expanded from a few hundred thousand to

several million, there was one magazine whose circulation paralleled that growth. It paralleled it

for the very good reason that its editors have always selected its contents to meet the exacting

demands of those folks who know the best and can afford to buy it.

Cosmopolitan is that magazine.

90% of Cosmopolitan's circulation—over a million and a naif now— is among the better families

of America. These people live in the cities and towns and wealthy suburbs where over 80% of the

Nation's business is concentrated. With rhythmical consistency they pay 35 cents for Cosmopolitan
when they could buy half a dozen other magazines for the price of this one.
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Let a Cosmopolitan representative give yo:i more complete information

^Advertising Offices

326 West Madison Street 119 West 40th Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS NEW YORK CITY

General Motors Building

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

5 Winthrop Square

BOSTON, MASS.

625 Market Street

SAN Francisco, cal.
,1
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Diagnosing a Sick Business

By Emil Hofsoos
Director of Research, MacManus, Incorporated, Detroit

JUST as in the practice of

medicine, diagnosis pre-

cedes treatment and actu-

ally determines the remedial

measures to be applied, so in a

sick or an ailing business,

proper diagnosis is of the ut-

most importance. For unless

the diagnosis is properly made,
the wrong treatment may be

applied, with the possibility of

disastrous results to the pa-

tient.

In diagno.sing or analyzing

the ills of a particular business,

it is help/ul to have at hand as

an aid and guide some outline

of possible ailments.

Below is given such an out-

line—listing in all 23 points to

l»e considered in seeking the

reason or reasons for sick sales

and anemic profits.

A. Pertaining to the Prod-
uct.

1. Does the product need im-

provement. Often a product fails

! to keep pace with the development
of the market. It gets out of date,

out of tune with the times, or is

superseded by some improvement of

a competitor. The talking machine

j

in competition with the radio is a

good example.
Bringing the product up to date,

modernizing it, and improving its

quality to keep up with newer de-

mands, may be the difference be-

tween failure and renewed success.

2. Does the product need new

uses? Sometimes sales volume fails

to expand for the simple reason that

the use for which the product was
originally intended is so completely

and adequately taken care of that

only a given volume of the product
is needed. Such a condition is dan-

gerous, for in business there is no

such thing as standing still.

Many a business, just holding its

own, has been revivified and re-

juvenated through the discovery of

new uses for the product. No bet-

ter example can be found than the

Eat Yeast for Health idea of

the Fleischmann Company.
3. Does the selling price

need adjustment? There is

no denying the fact that the

greatest single factor in de-

termining sales volume, for

most items of commerce, is the

selling price. The function of

management is to effect that

nice adjustment of prices which
will bring maximum aggregate

profits. Sometimes this means
a revision downward, some-

times upward. Ford has here-

tofore relied almost entirely on

price reductions to stimulate

volume, each reduction tapping

a stratum of the unsupplied

market previously out of reach.

On the other hand, there is

the classic example of the first

safety razor which was a "flop"

at $1 but which sold in large

volume at $5.

4. Does the product need a

new container? Sometimes a new
package, of different design, or size,

or shape, may revitalize a slipping

product. Containers, like costumes,

sometimes get out of date and need

to be modernized. For example, the

tendency in cities toward apartment
dwelling, with the consequent pau-

city of space, has made necessary

smaller packages of all sorts of food-

stuffs. Not so many years ago flour

in 98 pound sacks was sold generally

to the trade. Today flour is sold in

packages as small as five pounds.
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5. Does the product need a new
name or a new label? While it is

ticklish business to tamper with a

name which is established and well

known, there are times when an
abrupt change will work out advan-
tageously. The same is true of a

label.

Such changes, however, must be

made only after the most careful

study and analysis of possible effects.

B. Pertaining to the Sales Force.

1. Are there enough salesmen?
Trying to "get along" with an inade-

quate sales force is like trying to

raise a healthy robust child with in-

adequate food. What is an adequate
sales force is not easy to determine.

Suffice it to sav that the size of the

sales force must be based on a num-
ber of factors, including the market
to be covered, the strength of com-
petition, the character of the prod-

uct, the desirability of frequent calls,

etc.

An analysis of sales and number
of salesmen in various territories

may often reveal unmistakably the

need for more salesmen—or less.

Accurate detailed records, coupled

with careful analysis of such rec-

ords, will nine times out of ten

indicate whether or not the sales

force is adequate in size.

2. Are salesmen of the right type?
Often the cheapest salesman is the

most expensive. Pay enough to in-

sure getting good men—and of the

type required for your particular

product—is a pretty safe rule in

business.

Careful selection of salesmen is

fundamental, and time and money
spent in such careful selection is

never wasted.

There is another factor to con-

sider in selecting salesmen. There
are in the main two types : the high-

pressure man who can open up a

new territory, and the routine man
who can keep it sold. Keep the

right men on the right jobs and re-

sults are certain.

3. Are salesmen properly trained?

I once examined a group of sales-

men with regard to their knowledge
of the product they were selling.

Their ignorance was simply appal-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 44]

Laugh This Off

By Earnest Elmo Calkins

TWENTY years ago I ^^=====^=^==^=^ is and what it does, dis-

was given an oppor- ^^^ ^.^^^ Exchange Bank '"""f'^
'^s favorite words

tunity to address the , „ , , , ,, ,,, and phrases such as de-

officers and directors of a "^ ^""^'
^'^"-'"^'^l 'l"Ld ''

"' """"' bentures, gold basis, clear-

bank on the subject of ad- June 1st 1927 '"^ house certificates, collat-

vertising. "Tell us," said The Bank owes to Depositor! $268,630,080.51 eral, and SO forth, and talked

the president, "what you , ,^ , , ^ with the words of the man,.,, , ,,,-,, A conservative banker always has .,,,,, j,
think a bank could do in the this indebtedness in mind, and he in the Street, who knew noth-

way of advertising." This To^mTer aty ^^test" for 'payment' ing about banking, but who
was in the days when banks For This Purpose We Have: was, nevertheless, a desira-

were banks, and conducted (Goid.iiank Notes 'and Specie)' ' ' " ble customer for the bank,

themselves accord- l^,^ on'Vmand.''''''"'''"'''''

"'""""
After I had finished the

ingly, when every polished Checks on other Banks 41,682,121.18 president thanked me, and
grill and grating spoke u. s. Government Securities 37,057,812.46 then explained kindly that
haughtily to the visitor, say-

^t!o"ns'°.
'"''"''"'""''.'"''.

.*:^"T": 35,100,061.71 while my suggestions no
ing, "This is a bank. Make Payable wiien we ask for them, ' doubt sounded all right to

,, rrn secured by collateral of greater .... ,

no unnecessary noise. The value than the loans. an advertising man, who
only advertising a bank did or^iiroa'd and other ' corporations

"•»"•*"•" was more used to talking

in those davs was to insert of first quality and easily salable. about pink pills and dyspep-
,' , , , J Loans 79,229,740.93 . ., ...

a miraculously balanced Payable in less than three months sia cures, it was impracti-

Statement of liabilities and "",";'? average, largely secured by
pgjjig fQj. jj ^jgjji^ ^Q jJq 3„y.

collateral. ^

assets, as required by law. Bonds and Mortgages 16.413.462.88 thing so undignified, not to

and they were apparently all ah" locfted" n New 'vork ciiy.'

'•"^•^".ss
gay vulgar. "In short, if

placed by Alfred J. Frank. _ .
, , „ , , ^ k. j .,., ,„ ,,,, ., this bank or any bank

Total to Meet Indebtedness $296,125,375.05 "^

I told those officers and should so far forget itself
1. . i.1.. X _ „i This Leaves a Surplus of $27,495,294.54 a • j i • 1. jdirectors that people were ^,. . . , , j >.• u .• •. as to indulge in such adver-

. 1 Which IS a guarantee fund upon which we solicit new '^

afraid of banks ; that they deposits and retain those which have been lodged with tising as you describe, other

seemed remote and cold and "' '" '"^"'' '"""• banks would laugh at it."

suspicious ; that few people Our listed resources, enumerated in this statement. That waS twenty yearS
.,11 „ J „ fi„„„ I i- i. do not and cannot include those assets of friendliness _ -\7' i. j tcould regd a financial state- ^^j helpfulness which this bank has in the personnel ago. Yesterday I ran across

ment or knew what it °{ "* ''°=""'i °f directors, its officers and employees, -fhe accompanyiug financial
Ihese are assets which pay dividends to our patrons r ^ o

meant ; that banks spoke a in service and satisfaction. statement in a theater pro-

foreign language, intelligi- ===;^=^^i^^^=^=^=;i^^= gram.
ble only to bankers, and that I have not heard a single

it would be wonderful if some bank would come banker snicker. Even bankers do not laugh at

out with a simple statement of just what a bank banks with a quarter of a billion deposits.
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Increasing Business Through
Export Orders
By B, Olney Hough

EVERYBODY would like to

have a larger business this

year than last. Some manufac-
turers evolve the unique idea that

perhaps they may increase their

business by gettinp some export or-

ders. How to do it, and, above all,

will it cost any money? I may
answer at once, it may be impossible

to get some orders for export with-

out spending a cent of money, or at

least any money worth counting.

But whether it is worth while follow-

ing the line of least resistance, and
least expense, is quite another ques-

tion.

Probably every manufacturer is

pleased, even flattered, by receipt of

an order to go to a foreign country.

Such orders sometimes come unex-
pectedly and without solicitation.

As a matter of fact, it is probable
that the export trade of the greater
part of our American manufac-
turers began without an effort on
their part, in many cases without
their knowing how it ever came
about. That was true in the old

days, yet it sometimes happens
even today.

Here is the manufacturer of an
electric washing machine. Every

year he gets an order for a carload

from a customer in New Zealand
whom he has never seen. How this

customer first began ordering, he has
no idea, nor does he now cultivate

that customer. Yet year after year
an order arrives.

Years ago two Polish Jews emi-
grated to the (formerly) Land of

the Free. They found employment
in a big rubber overshoe factory.

In course of time they saved a little

money, enough to carry out their

cherished dream of making a visit

back to their family "home." Pass-
ing through Germany, they discov-

ered that the rubber shoes there

were by no means the equal of the

American, which they had been
helping to manufacture in New
Haven, Conn., we will say. So they
thought they would see if they could

not do a little business in American
rubbers in Germany. They sent for

some samples, for which they paid

out of their own pockets. They got

a few orders, enough to encourage
them. But the American styles and
lasts were not altogether suited to

the prevailing type of German shoes

over which they were to be fitted.

For more than a year these two men

labored with the American factory

by correspondence to induce it to

manufacture special overshoes for

the German trade. At last one of

them bought some German lasts and
paid his second class passage back
to New Haven to try by personal

argument to get the goods he
wanted. It took some arguing, but

he got them and the factory profited

by a number of years of largely in-

creased business from a market in

which it had had no interest what-
ever, to which it was persuaded
against its will.

THOSE are instances of export or-

der taking, not selling. It is quite

possible, as I have said, to be an ex-

port order-taker today, but the

manufacturers who wants any con-

siderable increase in his annual
turnover had better not expect it in

any such fashion. Far keener inter-

est, far greater aggressiveness, will

certainly be required. Let us take

three typical manufacturers and
see how they work. All of them are

pleased to have export orders.

Manufacturer Number One de-

pends wholly for foreign business on

the so-called export commission

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 68]
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My Life in Advertising—V

My Experiences in Racine
Advertising Patent Medicines, Beer, Incubators

By Claude C. Hopkins

Now I come to a class of ad-

vertising of which I no longer

approve. Thirty years ago
medicine advertising offered the ad-

writer his greatest opportunity. It

formed the supreme test of his skill.

Medicines were worthless merchan-

dise until a demand was created.

They could not Well be inventoried

on the druggists'' shelves at even one

cent a bottle. Everything depended

on the advertising.

The test of an ad-writer in medi-

cine advertising was as severe as in

mail order advertising today. He
was shown up quickly by the item

of profit and loss. Either he sold the

goods at a profit or he did not. Sales-

men, dealers or clerks could not help

him. One may sell flour, oatmeal or

soap by loading a dealer up or by

offering inducements. Many things

may contribute in selling a staple.

It is sometimes hard to measure just

what advertising does. Not so on
a medicine. Advertising must do all.

Because of that fact, the greatest

advertising men of my day were
schooled in the medicine field. All

of them have graduated. But all of

them realize that medical advertis-

ing placed men on their mettle. I

weeded out the incompetents and
gave scope and prestige to those who
survived, as few other lines have
done.

Medicines in those days dominated
the advertising field. The best maga-
zines accepted them. Almost nobody
questioned their legitimacy, any
more than they questioned railroad

rebates or passes to employees, in my
packing house experience. We must
remember in reviewing medicine ad-

vertising how e.xperience and educa-

tion changes ideas and principles.

Every evil of the past had its

logical defense. The medicine mak-
ers embodied many high-minded
men. They felt that they were serv-

ing humanity by offering good rem-
edies for common conditions at very

modest cost. They were aiding those

who could not afford physicians.

There was much reason in their ar-

guments. Every medicine maker

received thousands of testimonials.

And I still believe that those medi-

cine makers did far more good than

harm, even though the good came
largely through mental impressions.

But medical science advanced.

Doctors themselves tui'ned largely

away from drugs. We came to real-

ize that an ailing person should have

a diagnosis. The real trouble should

be located, instead of merely the

symptoms quelled. In a large per-

centage of cases it was unwise to

advise self-medication.

I came to that conclusion many
years ago. I have not advertised a

medicine, save for simple ailments,

for seventeen years or over. I would
not do so under any circumstances.

Even as I write this, I am refusing

an appropriation of $900,000 to ad-

vertise a medicine. So I stand as

strongly as anyone today against ad-

vertising anything which opposes

public good as we see it now.

SO please remember that what I

recite here occurred many years

ago. It accorded with existing prin-

ciples and practices. I have never

known higher-minded men than those

who engaged in these enterprises. I

am dealing with advertising as it ap-

plies to all conditions and all times.

What should be advertised for the

common good forms an entirely dif-

ferent question.

While with Swift & Co., I wrote
an article on patent medicine adver-

tising. It reached the attention of

Dr. Shoop in Racine, Wis. He was
.'.elling medicines through agents.

He had no drug store trade. The
agency business was dying, so he
was seeking a way to place his line

on the drug store shelves. He wrote
me to come and see him.

I was discouraged with food prod-

ucts advertised under packing house
I'estrictions. I knew that medicine
offered the greatest opportunity to

an advertising man. So I went to

Racine, talked with Dr. Shoop, and
finally accepted what he offered.

As I have said, his remedies sold

through agents only, and the busi-

ness was dying fast. My duty was
to create a demand which would
bring the sales to drug stores. Not
one man in a million could have met
that test without the experience in

retail selling which I had obtained.

Night after night Dr. Shoop and

I discussed the situation. I told him
all I had done by talking ideas not

connected with the product. Then
we evolved the idea of a druggist's

signed guarantee. People were not

buying medicine ; they were buying
results. Many an advertiser a thou-

sand miles away offered to guarantee

results, but the guarantors were
strangers. I conceived the idea of

having a neighborhood druggist, to

whom people paid their money, sign

the guarantee.

First I tried this plan out on a

cough cure. It brought enormous re-

sults. Here was one cough cure

which anyone could buy without risk.

If it brought the results we prom-
ised, it was worth many times its

cost. If it failed, it was free. No
cough cure on the market then could

compete with that.

Later I tested the same plan on

other remedies; on Dr. Shoop's res-

torative, on his rheumatic cure. It

worked like magic. Others made
claims, but we offered a certainty.

Our guarantees were based on a pur-

chase of six bottles for five dollars.

Few users purchased that amount,

but the guarantee gave them confi-

dence in every one-bottle purchase.

And we secured most of the trade.

WE were very cautious in those

days. We did not venture into

newspaper advertising. We distrib-

uted books from house to house in

cities of over 1500 population. We
secured mailing lists of heads of

families in every village or hamlet

below that. Those were the days be-

fore rural delivery. I had complete

mailing lists of all heads of families

in some 86,000 post offices of the

United States and Canada.
The methods we used then have

little interest now. Conditions have

changed. We have learned that

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 46]
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Postage Stamps as Sources of

Trade Mark Design
By Ray Giles

I
THOUGHT I had finished with

postage stamps back in 1903.

But Dick Giles wanted me to go
with him to the International Phila-

telic Exhibition at Grand Central

Palace. That was way back last Oc-

tober. It was then that I discovered

what I am passing along now. And
the discovery is nothing more or less

than this : Postage stamps offer the

advertising man an exceptionally in-

teresting source for suggestions on
trade-mark design.

Between the printing of the first

adhesive postage stamp (issued by
any government) the 1-penny black

of Great Britain in 1840, and the

last adhesive issued in 1919, about
41,000 diflferent postage stamps were
printed. Since then many additional

thousands have appeared. In all.

about 15,000 designs are included

in these postal offerings of the na-
tions.

Most adult ma'.es can remember, as
I did, the strong, simple stamps of
the good old days. The seated lady
on the coveted Cape of Good Hope
triangles, the head of Napoleon III

on the early stamps of France
(crowned Napoleon III because a
printer misread the words "Vive
Napoleon!! !" as supplied on his copy,
and set them up as "Vive Napoleon
III"). Then there was the Hermes'
head of Greece, and the lovely and
idealized profile of the youthful Vic-
toria which Great Britain and mo.st

of its colonies used on the empire's
postage stamps to the day of the
queen's death.

Much good material has come from
the presses since then.

But before getting down to actual

examiiles, let us see why the postage
stamps of our own and other coun-
tries offer such practical stimuli to
the man in search of a good trade-
mark design. For one thing, the
designs are small. A good trade-
mark design must be one that .stands
reduction. In the second place,
there are, as mentioned before,
around 15,000 different designs to
look at, as you leaf through the
postage stamp catalog of today.
Next, these designs include an im-
mense variety of subjects, some of
which are entirely unsuited to trade-
marks but many of which, with some
modification and simplifications, are
a'most made to order for trade-mark
use.

As the years have gone by, and
more particularly since the World
War, the postage stamps of many
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countries have taken on more of an
advertising character. New coun-

tries, new at least in having postal

history, have vied with one another

in the production of handsome, at-

tention-getting designs. These
countries include Czechoslovakia,

Jugo-Slovakia, Poland, Latvia,
Lithuania and Danzig. Some of the

older states and countries including

Japan, Bavaria, Denmark, Holland,

Sweden, France, Switzerland, have

surpassed any of their previous ef-

forts.

Upon examination the stamps yield

futuristic art along with mid-Vic-

torian art; inspired pictures and
mathematical designs. Here are al-

legorical characters beside portraits

of celebrities, dead and alive. Here
are test designs in all of the colors

that printing ink houses have pro-

duced, together with two and three-

color experiments in tiny areas.

These sometimes uncover surprising

effects, as in the case of the Swiss
"charity" stamps. Designs are

worked out in squares, ovals, vertical

and horizontal rectangles, circles,

triangles.

If I were opening a fish cannery,

I would certainly look over the

stamps of Newfoundland. If I were
looking for a symbol appropriate for

my steamship line or tourist agency,

I would find among postage stamps

a greater variety of ships than in

any single book on naval history. I

would discover war canoes, schoon-

ers, clippers, cruisers, a Carthagin-

ian galley, ocean and Great Lake
steamers, Chinese junks and Ma-
layan sailboats.

No finer trade-mark for my su-

preme dog biscuits could be found,

than that on one of Newfoundland's
early isuses. If I dealt in furs, I

would pause over the polar bear on
a Danish air-post stamp, the beaver
of an early Canadian issue, and the

priceless twin bear stamps of St.

Louis in 1845, the many other ani-

mals pictured on many other postage

stamps from all parts of the world.

The philatelic menagerie, in fact,

houses birds and animals rarely, if

ever, found in our circuses or zoos.

Some examples: the kooklaburra,

huia, black swan, great egret, emu,
the Bommi fish, and the Agama
lizard.

IF transportation is your line, be-

side the ships previously men-
tioned, there are locomotives of many
types, automobiles, airplanes and
motorcycles. The range of scenery
is immense, circling from Niagara
Falls to Fujiyama, thence to Mount
Ararat itself and down to the Inkissi

Falls of Belgian Congo.
If you are starting an athletic-

goods business, see the Olympic
Games series of Greece and the ath-

letic sports series of Hungary. If

you deal in musical instruments, the

portraits of the great musicians of

the world are at your service. The
range of characters depicted on the

world's postage stamps reach over

time, from Buddha through Jesus

and His disciples on to Saint Paul

and then to Immanuel Kant. There
are Lenin and Marx, Schiller and
Goethe, Columbus and DaGama,
L'Ouverture and Joan of Arc, and
most of the presidents of the United
States. There are all kinds of trees.

There are heroes of mythology and
early history^Apollo, Hermes, Her-

cules, Neptune, Diana, Isis, to say

nothing of the Lion of Judah him-

self ! Even William Tell and his son

have a place.

Many occupations and vocations

are pictured—that of the archer, the

potter, the carver, the soldier, the

aviator, the explorer, the statesman,

the ruler, the priest. Famous build-

ings ai'e skillfully printed on tiny

bits of paper—the Venetian Cam-
panile, the Tiberius Claudius Aque-
duct, the Piazza del Populo, St.

Peter's, the Mosque of Selim II, Con-

stantine's Column, the tomb of

Nikolai Lenin, the Kremlin.

Agriculture and the agriculturist

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 51]
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How True Is Truth in

Advertising ?

By Laurence G. Sherman

DOES anyone know what truth-

in-advertising is? Just where
is the line drawn between

sober, homely truth, and varnished

enthusiasm? Contact men, copy

men, artists, everyone who has a

hand in putting the job into its final

shape, are hedged round by the con-

tinually stressed necessity for keep-

ing well within the bounds of

so-called reasonable truth in adver-

tising a product. "You must not

exaggerate" is an oft repeated utter-

ance in the advertising Decalogue.

Yet, with all the insistence with

which this precaution is pounded

into us. what percentage of finished

copy today regards the truth law to

any great extent? It is because this

dictum is ignored that so many peo-

ple who read advertisements regard

them with skepticism? The answer

may be found by glancing through

any large national periodical.

We have been given the job of ad-

vertising a floor waxing device which

is operated by hand. "Don't m.ike

any extravagant claims" rings in our

ears in an insistent, low-toned

Miserere, chilling the copy writer's

ardor for brightly colored state-

ments and supposedly injecting the

cool grays of sober truth in the

artist's pigments. And yet, when
the advertisement appears ! Behold

a hardwood floor, dull and dingy, ex-

cept where its surface has been

lightly caressed by the Featherlite

Floor Finisher! On the mirror-like

gloss of the polished portion stands

a lissome lass in dainty apparel, de-

murely admiring her alluring reflec-

tion, while with careless grace one
slender hand manipulates the pol-

isher. What woman is going to

believe that? Certainly not the one
who has bent over a similar device

and pushed and shoved and hauled

until her back muscles rebelled and
kinked, and who has had to give over

the job to her long suffering hus-

band as a practical substitute for his

Saturday afternoon's golf game.
If the real essence of the polish-

ing situation were put in a picture,

you would see a good husky Scandi-
navian, with her sleeves rolled up

and her jaw set, holystoning the deck

in right manly fashion, with the

bulging muscles rippling under the

skin on her brawny arms. If you
don't believe it, just wax a 25 x 18

floor some warm spring afternoon!

Witness all the dainty women who
parade through the advertising sec-

tions in our magazines, performing
all sorts of strenuous labors with

unruffled calm and placid demeanor.

It is all a lovely, glad game in which
the most disagreeable tasks are van-

quished with a touch of Somebody's
Something or other. Smartly clad

families loll on costly, overstuffed

furniture, and discuss whatever

smart people discuss on a gaudy
glorified oilcloth rug with pink cab-

bages stencilled all around the bor-

der. Sleek house-to-house salesmen

are pictured smilingly guaranteeing

that their stockings or underwear,

or what have you, are so well and
fitly made that they'll wear for an
incredible time; and that, if an un-

lieard of combination of circum-

stances should disclose an imperfec-

tion, the House will rush hysterically

to make good the defect. If you

want to observe the reverse of this

charming situation, get an adjust-

ment on a silk stocking that de-

veloped a run the first time it was
put on. You'll get the adjustment,

but somewhere between sale and ad-

justment a cold gray chill settles

over the smiling landscape.

ON another page, children are

playing on the floor of a cozy

room, while outside, the whirling

snow can almost be heard slashing

against the French windows. These

children are being kept warm and
healthy by a marvelous device which
not only keeps every square inch of

the house at an even temperature,

but does it with less coal. Sometimes
one-third less, but most of the time

(modestly enough) one-quarter of

the annual coal bill is the average

saving promised by the installation

of the device. Your home will be

kept warm all right. But the magic
saving in the coal bill? Where did

that fall by the wayside? "It is

probably due to some unfortunate
defect in the arrangement of the

house; or the ventilation scheme; or

the way the radiators are hooked up.

Uncommon of course. Most uncom-
mon—and most unfortunate."

Passing on further, ravishingly

beautiful girls and stunningly hand-
some men show us what incredible

feats of beauty magic can be per-

formed by a little jar of Toggle's

Pink Paste. It is so easy—and
amazingly effective! When your
own sallow skin refuses to bloom as

it should, you may rest assured that

it is due to a peculiar combination of

cell structure in your particular

epidermis.

NOW these stories are not delib-

erate, or even actual, untruths,

if we take the term untruth to mean,
as it usually does, a distortion by
statement of a fact or happening.
That is professional crudity of which
no nomial advertising man would be
guilty. But misrepresentation in

any way is an untruth, and these

lavish advertisements misrepresent
by inference, by the fantastic over-

development of rather far-fetched

theories such as the blighted-career-

through-a-complexion frenzy. Most
likely there is no logical escape from
employing the Pollyanna motif in

the picture, because the compelling

necessity for idealizing everything
makes it imperative to scale things

up. No one should knock down a

statue unless he has a better one to

put in its place, and possibly there

isn't anything to put in the place of

this statuesque figurine of specially

posed advertising. We are holding

the bear by the tail, and we can't

let go.

Of late it seems that a perfect

orgy of wand-waving is going on.

The most astounding things are be-

ing discovered : why women grow old

before their time; why people lose

their jobs ; why the neighbors won't

call any more ; why boys leave home

;

why this and that are or are not so.

We are being treated to a wholesale

dose of hashish that makes our or-

dinary world a fantastic fairyland

[continued on page 80]
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Me and Mine

Old Gold
TJ/e Smoother and Better Cigarette

not a cough in a carload
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Old Gold
Tlie Smoother and Better Cigarette

not a cough in a carload

// May Re Comedy for Some Folks but It's a Tragedy for Me : b,bric

Old Gold
The Smoother and Better Cigarette / ,/*— not a cough in a carload

Oh, Man!

Old Gold -""^"
TJ/e Smoother and Better Cigarette

.. not a cough in a carload

HUMOR has a place in advertising, but the problem has always been to keep it in its place. Too many
advertisers, attempting to employ this mood of expression, succeed only in making their product ludicrous,

with unhappy effects upon its sales appeal. These Old Gold Cigarette people, however, have successfully

avoided this serious pitfall, and at the same time have sounded a new note in cigarette advertisng which has-

caused their insertions to stand out with refreshing distinctiveness. This company has a story to tell and a

slogan to register. Briggs, among the most popular of contemporary American cartoonists, has accomplished
this with directness and facility in a campaign which centers about his most familiar newspaper characters and

themes. His is a pleasant, human humor which cannot fail to attach its good will to the advertised product
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Is the Rolling Stone Always

Wrong?
An Agency Accoinil Executive Questions Whether Frequent Job

Changing Isn't a Good Thing After AU

By C. R. Long
McLain-Simpers Organization, Philadelphia

THE "rolling stone" may not

gather much moss, but it cer-

tainly acquires a fine polish,

and perhaps gets more pleasure out

of life than its "stay-put" brother.

If this be heresy, I plead guilty and
await the sentence. But if I am
permitted to call a character wit-

ness, he'll testify that I have been

on just one payroll since the year I

finished school; on it continuously,

too, and the total comes to about ten

years.

So, on the face of it, I should not

be in the frame of mind to defend

the footloose rambler. But the truth

is that I'm beginning to envy him a

little more with the passing of each

decorously routined year. I can't

kick about my financial lot, either.

I'm not a wage slave, or a mire-

trampled victim of a soulless cor-

poration. I've accumulated a fair

share of worldly goods along with

an embryonic bald spot, and am still

managing to keep a couple of jumps
ahead of the sheriff. But sometimes
I wonder how much worse off I

would have been if my orbit of ac-

tivities had been less restricted.

Thirty-seven per cent of the mem-
bers of the advertising fraternity

change jobs each year, we're told.

The figure seems high, much higher

than it actually is among my own
circle of acquaintances. But, assum-
ing that it's correct, just what does

it prove? Is this tendency to browse
from pasture to pasture an evidence

of vacillation, of lack of stability, of

incompetence or indecision? Or is

it an indication of adventuresome
spirit, of wholesome discontent, of

a seeking for less bounded horizons?

Does it perhaps show a certain qual-

ity of courage and conviction that

the average "stay-put" may lack?

Do the majority of the rovers mi-

grate because they lack patience,

stick-to-it-iveness, or the ability to

master their present jobs? Or is it

because they perceive the limitations

of the future there, and wish to bore

their talents into new mines?
Take the case of the creative man

in an agency. Within a given period

of time after he enters the organ-

ization, assuming that he passes the

preliminary tests of ability, he is

put in charge of one or two or more
accounts. He establishes contact with

the advertisers' principals; he

studies their problems; he charts his

own course of action. He brings to

his task, presumably, a store of fresh

enthusiasm ; he gives the best of his

ability to the furtherance of the

mutual aims of advertiser and

agency. Suppose he makes good to

the entire satisfaction of all those to

whom he is responsible? What then

is his prospect? If the accounts in

his charge contain expansion possi-

bilities, if the advertisers possess

the proper caliber of mental equip-

ment, if no untoward event mars the

even tenor of their respective ways,

he may hope to nurture a "bigger

and better" program during a period

of years.

BUT suppose that circumstances

beyond his sphere of influence

operate to keep his accounts from
spectacular or exceptional or even

satisfactory growth. Must he still re-

sign himself to his lot, accepting with

humility whatever favors fortune

may toss to him, contemplating with

meekness a vista of years of un-

changing routine? Or is he justified

in digging up his talents of experi-

ence and proceeding with them to

new marts where they may be profit-

ably applied to new problems, with

the hope of more fitting reward?
Judging from all the available

statistics of "personnel turnover," it

seems safe to say that ten years in

one advertising agency places me in

the front rank of the "stay-puts".

But if I had spent two years with

each of five agencies in as many dif-

ferent cities, would I have been any
worse off today? Would my "mar-
ket value" have been more or less?

I
HAD lunch today with a chap
who got out of school and started

chasing pay envelopes about the

same time I did. In the course of the

conversation he said, "Let's see

—

that was in 1923, wasn't it? Oh,

yes, I was up in Toronto that win-

ter. Spent six months there, and
then I went over to Detroit for a

while." And a little later: "That
was just before I left Chicago. Must
have been about two years ago." I

don't believe he's been in any one

place, and certainly not in any one

job, for more than two consecutive

years. By all the rules of our time-

honored platitudes, I should be able

to regard him with an air of assured

superiority. And yet—what advan-

tage do I have over him? He has

acquired just as much evidence of

materal success as I have, perhaps
more ; and he has a wealth of experi-

ence that I can't begin to equal. He's

planning to take his family to Eu-
rope this summer, while I'll probably

spend an equivalent amount on pa-

pering and painting new hardwood
floors. He has a job that's good now,

but won't last; when he comes back,

he'll find another. At least, he al-

ways has. I have a job that's also

good, and promises to become better,

provided I make it the most impor-
tant thing in my existence and give

up a host of other things that great-

ly appeal to me.
Who's ahead—he or I? When we

reach fifty, who will have got the

most out of life?

I know another chap who's had at

least eight jobs in about as many
years. He jumped from New York

[continued on page 52]
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Mr. Chase Broadcasts the Beans
By Kenneth M. Goode

IF
Mr. Stuart

Chase were asked

by our Govern-

ment to manage the

next Mississippi

flood, he would
doubtless begin by

teaching all the citi-

zens of Louisiana to

swim. So he pro-

poses to reform ad-

vertising by expos-

ing its weaknesses

to the man on the

street.

In his new book,

"Your Money's
Worth," Mr. Chase
is not content mere-

ly to spill the beans.

He broadcasts them.

Yet no advertising

man can accuse Mr.

Chase of being un-

clubby. Every para-

graph proclaims his

stalwart superiority

to our redeeming
weaknesses. One
doubts whether he
will even consent to

profit by the able ad-

vertising of his book
by some unregener-

ate soul over at Macmillan's. Possi-

bly his collaborator, Mr. Schlink,

takes the tainted money from copies

sold by this advertising, while Mr.
Chase revels in the royalties from
those who discover their book purely

by accident.

Mark Twain said he had published

his memoirs in the North American
Review—confidentially. So long as

Mr. Chase confined his cleverness to

the intelligentsia of the Neiv Repub-
lic it remained a strictly private

fight. But the Book-of-the-Month-
Club's arbitrary distribution of

"Your Money's Worth" to the general

public entitles every advertising man
to examine not only the animus and
good taste of the attack, but its com-
petency as well.

"Your Money's Worth" is an at-

tractive book. Jet jacket snapped
up with Chinese yellow furbishes a

black cover with a light green spot.

Delightfully written, each chapter

headed by an apt quotation from
"Alice in Wonderland," it makes as

THE above photographs show Stuart Chase (right) and F. J.

ScUink, co-authors of "Your Money's Worth," the much
discussed criticism of advertising to which Mr. Goode replies

vehemently herewith. Mr. Chase is well known as a business

investigator, once associated with the Federal Trade Commission.
He is the author of "The Tragedy of Waste" (MacmiUan. 1925),

and has contributed numerous magazines articles. Mr. Schlink is

an exponent of applied science in industry and was for a long
time assistant to the director of the National Bureau of Standards

fine a piece of sales copy for the

U. S. Bureau of Standards as any
agency ever did for any client.

Every advertising man attacked, di-

rectly or indirectly, in its 285 pages,

will rejoice in the skill with which
Messrs. Chase and Schlink have
"sold" their own story. On the other

hand, those pundits in Washington
whose weights and measures Mr.
Chase would have replace our rude
salesmanship, may be sorely puzzled

to fix the practical value of "Alice in

Wonderland" and green decorations

in a chastely scientific thesis.

Let's ask Mr. Chase to pick up a

copy of his own book. Let him study

its narrowly partisan presentation of

advertising. No hii-ed copy writer

could more skillfully have played up
our weak points. Or more studious-

ly avoided facts in our favor. No
copy man could argue more seduc-

tively for his own goods. Then let

Mr. Chase remember that, while he
does this with gusto as an amateur,
the average advertiser must do it to

earn his living. Fi-

nally, let Mr. Chase
recall that advertis-

ing is seldom re-

sponsible — directly

or indirectly— for

the production of

goods. The factory

office is Mr. Chase's

proper target. Shut
down all production

for three months,
and "intensive" sell-

ing will disappear

with all its abuses.

However feeble, mis-

directed and waste-

ful advertising may
be, it is courageously

tackling to the best

of its ability a dan-

gerous situation
brought on by eco-

nomic stupidity in

higher places.

Obviously, there-

fore, it is futile to

berate advertising

because advertising

turns human weak-
nesses to its own ad-

vantage. Or con-

d e m n advertising

men because we
grab for people's emotions rather

than gamble on their intelligence.

So do politicians, playwrights, poets,

and—when occasion allows—public

accountants and engineer-physicists

!

In the good old days, a lady's stout-

soled boots buttoned high over com-
mon sense lisle stockings. Her hat,

too, was large and generously orna-

mented. There was honest value to

warm the cockles of the Bureau of

Standards ! Today she wears, over

sheer silk, scandalously ineffective

openwork sandals. Her hat is but

a natty bit of plain felt. Advertis-

ing—as such—had next to nothing to

do with this sightly escape from
sanity. And advertising, thank
heaven, can do practically nothing

to alter it. A woman throws away a

fur coat, not because it's worn out,

but because her cook gets one like it.

A man trades-in a scarcely used car

because he sees his neighbor's new
model.

People are like that!

One of the advertisers of the class

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 65]
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The Courage to Compete

IT begins to look as though we are entering upon a

new era of consolidation, similar to the one which

ushered in the present century.

With one industry after another witnessing the for-

mation of powerful combinations, American business

men in many lines are becoming somewhat concerned.

Competing with a group of competitors of almost one's

own size and importance is one thing; competing with a

group of one's former competitors who have g^rouped

themselves into a big combine in order to take advantage

of the possible savings in administration and the eco-

nomics of consolidated production, is quite a different

matter.

It takes courage to meet this kind of competition.

But the courage is not confined to one side. If the small

indeiJendent is worried by the size and solidarity of his

impressive combination competitor, the latter is rather

worried over the smaller man's greater flexibility in

meeting changing market needs and tastes, and his

ability to deal more directly with the details of his

enterprise.

Both parties to the competition will learn much if

they will make a study of the consolidation history be-

ginning with 1900, for that study will show, on the one

hand, what the weaknesses of consolidation have proved

to be, and, on the other, what its strengths are. And
both of these factors are important for both parties to

understand.

To ignore commercial history at this time is to battle

in the dark, with all the danger and disadvantages that

it involves. The time has come for the top executives

to become students as well as administrators.

Production versus Distribution

ANALYSTS have long been making the general

statement that production costs have declined while

distribution costs have increased; but it has remained
for a New York banking house (Dominick & Dominick)
to give us some real figures.

These show that between 1870 and 1920 the cost of

manufacturing has been reduced by more than 20 per

cent. In the -same period the cost of getting goods to

ultimate consumers has increased nearly 300 per cent.

What is more, in 1870 only 10 per cent of the workers
of the United States were engaged in distribution;

today the percentage is about 25 per cent.

As someone has said, the only great mechanical labor-

. saving device which has been introduced into distribu-

tion in 100 years is the printing press; meaning adver-

tising. This contrasts with thousands of marvelous

^ labor-saving machines which have so remarkably
t changed and cheapened production in America. Of

course, one might say that the chain store is also a

labor-saving distribution "device," but it is not a me-
' chanical device. The new machine venders of nationally

adverti.sed goods, described in this issue, may qualify
in time for the second mechanical aid to distribution.

,

At any rate, the facts are clear that we have a long
way to go indeed to match the record of the factories

in progress. We have, it is true, rendered far more
service than in former days through modern distribu-

tion methods; but it is obvious that the turning point

is reached in this snow-balling process in distribution

cost. It must now definitely about face and march
toward lower, not higher, cost.

Just Fifty Years Ago in a Grocery Store

THE speed of modern times is so great that per-

spectives are neglected. Yet they are delightfully

entertaining and even educative.

The New England Grocer has been celebrating its

fiftieth anniversary. Very appropriately this has taken

the form of contrasting the grocery store then and now.

It makes astounding reading, as these quotations will

indicate:

"Canned foods were practically unknown. Groceries

were sold in bulk. Most of the sugar sold was a some-

what soft, white sugar, called 'coffee crush.' And, of

course, there was broken sugar.

"Those were the days when in the grocery store, the

codfish (whole, hard and dry), the kerosene barrel and
the molasses barrel lay down together, so to speak, and
their combined odors typified the grocery store.

"The only herring were smoked herring, strung on
sticks running through the fishes' gills, and they were
delicious too.

"A slogan, about this time, for the retail grocer was,

'Drain your measure,' especially referring to the cold

season, when molasses ran slowly from the measure
into the customer's jug and was prone to cling to the

sides. It took a long time for the measure to 'dreen.'
"

©<&^

A Tournament of Giants

REFRIGERATION seemed like an open field a few
.years ago when the electric refrigerator, with all

the giants of the electrical field behind it, swung into

the arena. For there were no giants among the re-

frigerator manufacturers (which may explain why
only about one family in five in America had even an
ordinary refrigerator)

.

But when the spectacular operations of the electrical

men stirred things up, other giants moved into the arena

and entered the tournament. The gas utility companies
have now put out gas refrigerators for the home, and
they have decided advantages. This competition now
threatens to become formidable.

Here come also the big ice companies, whose tails

have been sharply trod upon. Squinting at their mas-
terful riva's, they .see that the appealing personal thing

in electrical refrigerators is the cube of ice which the

electric refrigerators so neatly turn out. So the Amer-
ican Ice Co. proposes to package icel Advertising men
who once labored in vain to induce manufacturers even

of soap to wrap and advertise their products will gasp

at packaged ice ! The idea is to sell ice cubes in car-

tons, all duly trademarked. It is truly a cold day for

the objectors to packages and advertising!
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Recollections and
Reflections—VI

Some Shocks and Thrills

In Publishing

By John Adams Thayer

FEW know the inside story of

Hampton's Magazine; how it

was "put out of business" by a

combination of interests who desired

to quench a series of magazine arti-

cles. Credit was denied at all points,

even for paper; something unusual

iji those days, for the paper man was
a financial backer of magazines in

many instances. In fact, before

Everybody's Magazine had got out

of the woods our credit exceeded

$200,000.

Ben Hampton possessed unques-

tioned ability as a publisher, and his

magazine was well on the way to

success when it suddenly ceased pub-

lication. He was one of a number
of able young men who obtained

their tutelage with Charles Austin

Bates, an advertising agent, as did

Earnest Elmo Calkins and the late

Ralph Holden. Mr. Hampton showed
his business versatility afterward by

becoming a vice-president of the

American Tobacco Company, and has

since made a fortune as a moving pic-

ture magnate.
But his debacle in publishing oc-

curred after Everybody's had reached

its zenith of success, and I had re-

tired as a partner. Otherwise our

perturbation at the time Tom Law-
son's articles were running, might
have been much greater.

The first twelve months of Every-
body's, under the ownership of the

Ridgway-Thayer Company, were
comparatively mild and tranquil.

The two years which followed could

be likened to a three-ring circus,

with the active performers trying to

avoid the abysses and pitfalls which
continually appear.

Fully realizing that a most impor-

tant factor for progress was organi-

zation, we were active that first year

in securing the personnel—our co-

workers—to assist in paving the way
for the prosperity that our energetic

minds visioned for the future.

In the many years' service with

Munsey, Mr. Ridgway had gained a

Erman J. Ridgway, active partner
with the author, Mr. Thayer, in

publishing Everybody's Magazine.

knowledge of publishing in all its

branches, and his wealth of expe-

rience made him invaluable in oui'

triumvirate. In no wise was this

better exemplified than in his selec-

tion of heads and assistants in the

various departments of Everybody's
which came under his jurisdiction.

Circulation was one of these, and
in this department we had succes-

sively John F. Bresnahan, the pres-

ent business manager of the Ne^v
York World, Bert McKinnon, now
circulation manager, with a large

financial interest, of the Pictorial

Review, and John F. Kelly, who has
become a publisher of many fiction

magazines, his last venture. Aerial
Stories, timed to be issued upon
the completion of Lindberg's mo-
mentous flight to Paris.

In the editorial department Mr.
Ridgway's selections were equally

good. John O'Hara Cosgrave, John
Gilman Hall, Miss Virginia Roder-

ick, and others did their part in

making Everybody's successful.

I was likewise fortunate in secur-

ing for the art department the ser-

vices of such able men as Ralph Til-

ton, Christian Brinton, George P.

Metzer and finally Ray Brown, our
last art director, who became a stock-

holder in the company.
In the advertising department I

seemingly had more difficulty in ob-

taining the strong men the work de-

manded. In fact, I found a number
who were better able to sell them-
selves to me than to sell pages in

Everybody's to advertisers; there-

fore, my activity and personal at-

tention continued incessantly. Al-

ways prolific with ideas, however,
many of which, perhaps fortunately,

were never tried out, I conceived the
plan of a luncheon to which many
leading advertising managers of pub-
lications and some of their assistants

were invited. Twenty or more ac-

cepted and in a private dining room
at Cafe Martin, then on Twenty-
sixth Street, this aggregation of ad-

vertising talent put in their appear-

ances. With a definite purpose in

mind, which I did not disclose, and
with the wish to keep in check the

ardor of any guest who might wish
to tell some ribald story, I borrowed
from the House of Butterick two
beautiful wax figures, dressed in the

latest mode of paper patterns, and
near I had the admonitive sign

—

"Gentlemen, Ladies Are Present."

The next day, by process of elimi-

nation, I decided that any one of the

six men present at the luncheon

would be able to fill the position of

advertising manager of Everybody's.

These six men, and others who were
my guests, have since "arrived,"

achieving fame and fortune to a

varying degree. The one selected

and engaged soon after this luncheon

was Robert Frothingham, to whom
we paid $15,000 a year, about twice

the salary he was then receiving as

the advertising manager of Life.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 74],
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Figures of Speech
Similes and Metaphors Give Nuance to the Tone

of the Advertisement

By Johnson Heywood

MOST common of all figures of

speech is the simile which

usually, but not always,

brings out striking and pleasant

similarities. It can usually be rec-

ognized by its mechanism and is in-

troduced by some such word as

"like." "similar," "as," and so on.

The metaphor eliminates the ob-

vious mechanism and actually at-

tributes to the object described the

qualities of another; thus, a recent

Ivory Soap advertisement calls a

bathroom a "tiled temple of clean-

liness."

Onomatopoeia is the imitation of

a natural sound with a word which

reproduces it. "Meow" to describe

the cry of a cat, and "ding dong"

for the ringing of bells are examples.

Alliteration seems to be one of the

figures of speech that is, at present,

in bad odor, perhaps because it was
so generously used in circus adver-

tisements.

Successful fictionists—and after

all they set the pace for all writing

except, perhaps, poetry—pour their

writings full of smoothly-flowing

metaphors, similes and then drop an

occasional onomatopoeiac cherry into

their verbal cocktails.

For instance, when Arnold Ben-

nett told of the comfort of American

railroads, he might have said,

"Skilled engineers make your jour-

ney smooth and restful; there are

no jolts and bumps." But, being

Arnold Bennett, what he said was,

"The trains start with the imper-

ceptible stealthiness of a bad habit,

and come to rest with the softness

of doves settling on the shoulders of

a young girl."

In a current advertisement a well-

known perfume is described with

simple adjectives as being "cool and

sweet." A poet of many years ago

who realized that perfumes were cool

and sweet preferred to say that they

were "cool as the flesh of children,

sweet as oboes."

Food advertising could be made

especially spicy by figures of speech,

yet some of it is, to quote, I think,

H. L. Mencken, "as unappetizing as

a lady embalmer." It was Irvin S.

Cobb who spoke of getting up from

a meal of broiled ham properly gar-

nished with sweet potatoes and

brown gravy "with the comfortable

gorged sensation of a python full of

pigeons" (respectable alliteration!).

To the baking powder manufac-

turer's copy writer I pass on Cobb's

simile, "biscuits as light as kisses,

and much more filling." I could

hardly recommend to a dairy another

one of Cobb's, "skimmed milk so pale

it had the appearance of having been

diluted with moonbeams," although

it does seem that the moonbeam pic-

ture might hold possibilities for

honey.

A summer resort or manufacturer

of automobiles or sporting goods

might tell of the appetite following

a day in the open that could be satis-

fied with nothing less than "a slice

of beef with the thickness and gen-

eral dimensions of a horse shoer's

apron."

Oliver Wendell Holmes constantly

used laconic figures of speech. Con-

sider this one: "The world has a

million roosts for a man, but only

one nest." That could be used for,

say, household equipment accounts.

It took a poet to devise the meta-

phor "the thin silk haze," but it

should have been fashioned by an

advertising man. Here is another

that holds an idea for the advertiser

of silks: "Soft, melting, misty gray,

like a cow's breath on a frosty morn-

ing." Change it to "a fairy's

breath" and you have a poetic de-

scription of filmy, hazy silk stuffs.

BUT advertising is not bare of fig-

ures of speech. The current ad-

vertising of Ivory Soap contains

many which are striking and orig-

inal. Take, for instance: "Ivory

lather develops as quickly as pride

after a twelve foot putt." Another

Ivory Soap advertisement begins

with, "There may be men who enjoy

diving for soap, like pickaninnies

after an elusive penny."

A caster manufacturer says that

his produce is "As easy rolling as the

new roadster—silent as rubber tires

—considerate of floors as one's own

slippers." Houbigant, in an adver-

tisement of shaving preparations,

says that men dislike the soapy odor

of the average shaving soap. By

contrast, the copy writer says that

his product has a clean outdoors fra-

grance, "as refreshing as wind over

water, as masculine as pipe smoke

on a clear night."

There are exceptions, however, to

the rule which frowns upon the use

of a figure in which one or both

points in the comparison are un-

familiar. For instance: Most of us,

it is safe to say, have never been

swallowed by a female bovine, but

we can, nevertheless, get the full

force of the Hoosier expression, "as

dark as the inside of a cow."

SINCE the advertising man tries

to appeal to millions with a sin-

gle piece of copy, he should choose

word-pictures which are familiar,

not only to the well-read but to the

millions. Thus, if he were writing

ginger ale copy for seacoast papers

only he can safely say that it "is as

refreshing as a breeze from the

sea." But that expression will lose

some of its point when read by some

50,000,000 people who have never

smelled nor felt a sea breeze.

Kipling somewhere says, "He

heard a breech bolt snick." I have

never seen that word "snick" used

in the advertising of fire-arms. "To

anyone who has ever hunted big

game it instantly brings up resistless

pictures of the woods and mountains,

even though he may not have fondled

a gun in years. The one word is as

effective as an elaborate painting of

a man and his rifle facing a grizzly

on a ten-inch ledge.

These two rules will help anyone

create similes and metaphors:

(1) Study writers who are expert at

it and try to follow the thought proc-

esses they went through in finding good

likenesses.

(2) Practice. Think in similes and

jot down those you hit upon.
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Another Big Market in the

Steam Railway Industry

WHEN you consider that the en-

gineering and maintenance de-

partment of the steam railway indus-

try is responsible for the construction

and maintenance of all roadway and
structures you can readily appreciate

the important market represented by
this branch of railway activity. In
the neighborhood of $1,350,000,000
is spent annually for maintenance
and improvements to roadway and
structures.

The engineering and maintenance
officers are in charge of all work on
tracks, bridges, buildings, and water

service stations, and they specify all

materials, tools and equipment used

in this work.

As one of the five Simmons-Board-
man departmental publications that

comprise the Railway Service Unit,

Railway Engineering and Mainte-
nance is devoted exclusively to the

interests of the chief engineers, engi-

neers maintenance of way, division

engineers, supervisors bridges and
buildings, supervisors water service,

roadmasters and their stafTs. It is

one of the fastest growing business

papers in this country.

A.B.C.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co., 30 Church St., New York
"The House of Transportation"

Chicago: 608 S. Dearborn St. Cleveland: 6007 Euclid Ave. Washington: 17th & H Sts., X. W.
N'ew Orleans, Mandeville, La. San Francisco: 74 New Montgomery St. London: 34 \ictoria St., S. W. 1

The Railway Service Unit
Railway Age, Railway Mechanical Engineer, Railway Electrical Engineer

Railway Engineering and Maintenance, Railway Signaling A.B.P.
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What a Retailer Thinks of

Dealer Advertising

By Walter Engard

RECENTLY an advertising

man asked me: "What kind

of dealer copy gets the favor-

able reaction of the retailer?" My
answer was : "That copy which puts

the retailer into the picture and

keeps him there."

I take it that the primary pur-

poses for which the manufacturer

uses dealer advertising are: First,

to sell his merchandise to the retail-

er, and, second, to keep the retailer

selling it.

As I look through the advertising

pages of the various trade maga-

zines which come to my desk, I can-

not help but feel that writers of

dealer copy too frequently confuse

the function of the retailer.

Judging from the character and

appeal of a vast amount of the dealer

copy appearing in these magazines,

the copy writer evidently thinks of

the retailer only as a buyer of mer-

chandise when, as a matter of fact,

buying is a secondary function of

the retailer and incidental to his

primary function, that of selling.

Competition in all lines has be-

come pronounced. So many efforts

are being made to influence the re-

tailer to buy something, that he has

become somewhat hard-boiled. He
has thrown about himself a cloak of

sales resistance. "No," is the most

overworked word in his vocabulary,

and he has used it so frequently that

he has assumed a negative trend of

thought. The seller must have im-

agination. He must go beyond the

narrow horizon of the negative mind

if he is to arouse the buying inter-

est of the present-day retailer.

Because the retailer makes his

profit in selling your merchandise,

he is interested in it only from the

selling viewpoint. When your deal-

er copy centers about quality, price,

reputation of the maker, etc., in-

stead of profits, sales possibilities,

demand, sales helps, etc., you are

taking the wrong approach to favor-

able reaction from the retailer.

You might about as well try to

send an electric current over a fence

rail as to try to sell him your mer-

Walter Engard
Auto Supply Dealer, London, Ohio

chandise through dealer copy with-

out bringing him and his interests

into focus with the merchandise.

At this writing, I have before me
several advertisements which inter-

est me. The first I have cut from a

recent issue of Automotive Merchan-

dising, advertising auto lamps. It

starts off with these words: "$1.15

A CAR." The dollar sign is the very

first type appearing in the copy. It

suggests money; I am interested in

money; I stop. Further on, I read:

"Twenty-two million automobiles

will buy $25,300,000 worth of auto

lamps this year. That's $1.15 from

every car that passes your door

—

or stops. Count the cars, and you'll

be counting the dollars that must be

spent."

THIS copy puts a new idea in my
head. There are about 2000 auto-

mobiles in my community. That

means there is going to be $2,300

spent there for auto lamps during

the year. By no stretch of the im-

agination can I picture myself sell-

ing at least $500 worth of these a

year. I then begin to calculate the

profit to be made through the sale

of this item, and I see a possibility

of making an additional $200.

This advertisement won my atten-

tion because it brought my interests

quickly into focus with the merchan-

dise. It suggested selling to me and

a possibility of adding to my profits.

Not a single word in the copy sug-

gested that I buy something.

The second advertisement features

air-scales. It starts off with:

"LOST! Another Air Gage." The

illustration shows a garageman

waving his hand and calling to a

fleeing motorist who has evidently

driven away without returning the

borrowed air gage. Why, I have

had that same experience scores of

times. Is it any wonder that this

copy stops me? Then I read:

"That's the last time I'm going to

let anyone use my gage." The very

words I have used time after time.

Here is copy that touches one of the

most provoking situations with

which the tire dealer is confronted.

The writer of this copy certainly

knows the tire business. He knows

the very words the fireman utters

whenever a motorist drives away

without returning his gage, but he

also knows that the tire dealer will

not carry out this ultimatum, for the

tire dealer cannot afford to drive his

trade away by not giving his cus-

tomers the courtesy of an air gage.

Therefore, he tactfully suggests that

if the tire dealer will equip his place

with this new impi-oved air-scale, he

will solve this problem.

The third example is a full-page

advertisement. Across the top is a

picture of an automobile. Starting

in at the upper right-hand corner

of the layout and running down di-

agonally across the upper part of the

page, is a ghost print of a key. The

headline reads: "The Key to Car

and Accessory Sales." This immedi-

ately opens my mind to the possibili-

ties for selling something. It impels

me to read the copy. A line close to

the bottom attracts my attention:

-Five Profits in Sales!" Profits!

That's what I'm in business for.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 59]
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Do Customers Abuse Your
Complaint Department?

Some of the Things We Have Learned in Handling Adjustments

By Everett R. Smith
Advertising Manager, The Fuller Brush Company

fl

RECENTLY I found a hair

brush being used by a member
. of my family which had evi-

dently given long and honorable
service. It was an excellent brush,

although not a fancy one. Costing

originally about $2, it was, how-
ever, made of high quality bristles.

This brush had undergone such hard
wear that it was high time a new
one should be purchased. However,
I wanted to try an experiment ; so

I took the brush and, on my per-

sonal letterhead, sent it to the manu-
facturers, calling their attention to

the fact that the brush showed great

signs of wear and asking them if

it should not give- better service.

Smith is a rather common name and
the initials E. R. are not entirely

uncommon. There was nothing to

indicate my business connection.

Within about ten days I received

from the company a new hair brush
of the same type and with it merely
a very brief note of about two sen-

tences, stating that a new brush had
been sent me in place of the one
which I had returned.

My conscience probably should
have hurt me a bit, but I was too
busy wondering if all manufacturers
are being taken advantage of by the
public, though not necessarily with
"malice and forethought." Talks
with other manufacturers and with
operators of retail stores convince
me that we have done too good a job
in educating the public. We have
educated them to the point where
they, in all honesty, use the manu-
facturer, and frequently the retail

store, as a "sucker."

The tire people had the courage to

stop it, but that was because they
saw themselves headed for bank-
ruptcy if they did not.

Recently a friend of mine told me
of an instance in his own family
which somewhat hit me below the

belt. One day one of our salesmen

called at his home, making the usual

demonstration of Fuller Brushes to

his wife. She mentioned that she

had a Fuller Broom, that she had
had it for a long time, and it had
given splendid service ; that after

she was through with it, it had been
used in the cellar for quite a while

and now was in the garage. Our
salesman promptly asked if he could

see the broom. The broom was
worn out, but she claimed that the

man who sold it to her had given

her to believe that it would last for

a year or two. The salesman, per-

haps, fell short on his salesmanship,

but falling short took the next step

and told her to send it to the com-
pany.

She sent it in and we sent her a

new broom ; the complaint being evi-

dently about a Fuller Broom. Her
husband, however, happened to know
me and, declaring that his con-

science was troubling him too much,
said he wanted to pay for the new-

broom.

WE are not worrying about that

broom. We are not worrying
about all the brooms that may be

sent in. The total number of items

returned for "adjustment"—which
includes repair or replacement of un-

satisfactory items—is relatively

small. It is probably no bigger a

factor in our business than it is in

most others, and it certainly is not

endangering our profits or financial

standing.

But what is going to happen the

next time this customer needs a

broom? In her case it may not

occur, but in most there is a great

temptation to send a broom as soon

as it gets somewhat worn back to

the company for a new one.

The majority of articles returned
to us for repair or replacement are

quite honestly returned. A large

percentage present a very reasonable

question as to whether the customer
is not entitled to the service. In the

majority of cases we believe she is.

However, there is an increasing

number of cases in which we be-

lieve she is not.

I have lately taken to spending a

half day in one of our adjustment

departments. When I plan to do

this, I like to wear some clothes that

I don't care too much about.

We open the first package. What
is in it? A tooth brush half gummed
up with tooth paste. It is yellow;

it is dirty. The handle is badly

bent, showing that it has been left

in, or held for a long time under,

scalding hot water. Without doubt

this tooth brush has been used for

weeks and months. There is no

reason for the customer's having

sent it back except that he wanted
a new brush and thought that he

could make us give him one without

charging him for it.

The next two packages may be all

right. We open the third and out

pops a comb—in four pieces. No
one yet has been able to make a

pyroxylin or celluloid comb that will

not break if it is stepped on or

thrown upon the floor with suffi-

cient force. This comb is black with

dirt; it is greasy, positively filthy. I

wonder whether it was broken be-

fore or after the customer made up

her mind to send it back to us.

Here is another article: a dry

mop, worn down almost to a nub.

Upon referring to our records we
find that we have not made that

particular type of mop for six years.

Here are two sawed off pieces of

mop handle. The most cursory in-

spection shows that it was broken

by being beaten over a porch rail or

window sill. Well, as we have not

yet adopted steel mop handles, we
will send her a new one.

Here is a flesh brush of which the

pyroxylin handle has been mashed

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 64]
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i
The Machine Tool Builders are typ-
ical metal trades plants, in that they
are large consumers oS metal, cast-
ings, torgings, bearings, and all the
other things that metal trades plants

buy. They also serve this industry by pro-
viding the tools 'Which every metal -working
plant uses. Thus their market closely par-
allels the circulation of The Iron Age. Want
the complete Iron Age story?
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Figures as Advertising Material

By Burr MacMurray

'F;
IGURES? Can't use

'em. . . . Too dull,

too dry, too uninter-

esting!" So speaks the aver-

age advertising word-smith.

Then along comes the ad-

vertising man who isn't in

the average class, and when
he glimpses figures and sta-

tistics he utters a loud whoop
of joy—for in his hands and
under his direction figures

and statistics are made to

jump through hoops and to

do other novel and interesting

things. The uninteresting and
dry-as-dust statistics become,
in his hands, vital and aggres-
sive advertising material.

And he creates an advertise-

ment that is attractive, that
is persuasive, and, best of all,

an advertisement that is con-
vincing.

He knows how to dramatize
figures. He does it with some-
thing of the Belasco touch,
with appropriate stage set-

ting, with proper lighting

that puts the spot-light on the

point to be emphasized. And,
like Belasco, he seldom stages
or produces a failure.

Time was when the visualization

of statistics consisted in the aged
and over-woi-ked stunt used by the
Sunday feature writers and artists:

So many of the product, placed end-
to-end, would reach Here-to-There.
So many of the product, placed atop
each other, would equal or surpass
the height of the highest building
in the world. All of which were
good tricks, until worn rather
threadbare.

It was a clever advertising man
who discovered and instilled in our
minds the interesting fact that a

stick of a certain shaving soap con-
tained 350 shaves. I do not know
how he arrived at that figure, but I

have never heard it disputed. That
particular advertisement was one of

the best shaving soap advertisements
ever printed. I suspect that it more
than paid its way!
Are figures and statistics dull and

uninteresting? It all depends on
who is handling them—and how.
The tyranny of tradition has held
that figures are not sound advertis-

:a
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
(Sources of Information)

So tliat you may !)rove for yourself that theTRUECIeveland Market is what

The Cleveland Press says it is ; so that you may realize that The Press has

the almost unanimous sujiport of every unbiased marketing authority when

it says that this market does NOT cover all of northern Ohio, or all of

northeastern Ohio, or even any considerable portion of it, we submit here

the sources of information upon which we have based this conclusion.

Paragrapli 9, on tlie lirst page of any
Qeveland publisher's statement to the

Audit Bureau of Circulations.

Page 205, Standard Rate & Data Serv-
ice, June, 1927.

206 Northern Ohio Grocers. (Copy of

survey upon request.)

Page 10, "A Merchandising .\tlas of the

United States," a major market study

issued by Cosmopolitan Miniazine. 1926.

Page 204, Column 1, Editor & Publish-

er's "Market Guide for 1927."

Page 278, lines 242. 243, 244 of "Popu-
lation and Its Distribution," Fourth Edi-

tion, compiled by /. Walter Thompson
Company, 1926.

22 leading Cleveland Retailers. (Copy of

survey upon request.)

45 leading Cleveland distributors, ivhole-

salcrs and jobbers of nationally advertised

products. (Copy of survey upon request.)

The Cleveland Press
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:

250 Park Avenue, New York City

Cleveland * Detroit * San Francisco

FIRST IN CLEVELAND

veci

ALLIED NEWSPAPERS, INC.
410 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago
Seattle ' Los Angeles Portland

SCRIPPS'HOWARD LARGEST I N OHIO
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British Reading Habits
By Amos Stole

WHEN you put aside

goodly sums of money
for the purchase of ad-

vertising space, you have, I

hope, a fairly defined, and pos-

sibly accurate conception of

the various classes of people

you will reach through the

media you employ.

In other words, you feel that

you have some reasonable basis

from which to judge the read-

ing habits of your country.

Apply that same standard to

Great Britain and you will find

your appropriation going out

and something all too close to

nothing coming in.

This is due to a difference

in habits of reading, so far as

the mass of the people is con-

cerned. Many an American ad-

vertiser has insisted on allocating

his British appropriation to parallel

as nearly as possible the plan he fol-

lowed at home, and has felt it a
personal afl'ront when the returns
have not been what he expected.

The situation cannot be explained
by merely stating that because of

the size of this island certain great
London dailies give the most ade-
quate national circulation. Nor is

it a question of the comparatively
small annual subscription lists of
the magazines, due to postal rates

being so high as to make the sending
of heavy publications by mail a

burden upon the publisher.

What makes the very important
difference between the reading
habits of Britons and Americans is

due chiefly to income, economy, so-

cial practices, and use of the wak-
ing hours of the day.

I question if the British public is,

per capita, a larger buyer of daily

papers than the American. Perhaps
the reverse is true ; but not to any
notable extent. What is certain is

that the Briton is a more thorough
reader of his newspaper, which over
here is not composed for headline
digestion as is usually the case in

the States. The first paragraphs do
not give resumes of the whole story,

nor are the people here content with
such abbreviations. They want the

whole news and everything that pre-

tends to be news, or gossip. They
are especially interested in anything

lUustiation from an advertisement of Buoyant Chairs. London

having to do with sport and betting.

One seldom finds newspapers left

about on bus or underground seats.

They are carried home for family

perusal or for uses such as wrapping
parcels and building fires. Thou-
sands of people walk to and from
work, covering distances which
would be considered riding journeys
by the majority of Americans, and
they carry their papers with them,
reading them at odd moments dur-

ing the day.

THE good magazines are expen-
sive—they usually cost a quarter

or more—and are few in number and
seldom of the popular type so far

as fiction is concerned. The array
of British authors known so widely
in America does not, generally

speaking, contribute to the maga-
zines.

Short stories have no great vogue
with the upper-middle class. The
magazines worth reading either

carry essays and learned articles by
men of authority but of no pro-

nounced literary ability, or feature

country life, sports, society and ex-

cellently reproduced pictures.

The cheap magazines, known here
as weeklies, are cheap in every sense

of the word; in contents, in appear-
ance, and in appeal. They are read
by the lower class mass and have,

in several instances, well proved
pulling power for mail order ad-

vertisements of low priced articles.

These publications, and some
of the newspapers, get their

circulations by every method
other than simply on the merit
of the reading matter they of-

fer. Cross word puzzle prizes

and insurance are very great
circulation stimulators. Such
a thing as a batch of current,

popular magazines on library

or living room table is prac-

tically unknown here, even in

the better class families. Only
the beautiful sporting and so-

cial magazines will always be
found in the homes of the

ujjper classes and in clubs and
hotels.

On the other hand you will

find scarcely a family with the

least pretention to even casual

education that does not hold

cards to from one to three lending

libraries. The local free libraries

are generously patronized, and the

privately operated libraries do an
enormous business.

Contradictory as it may seem, the

British public does not in the least

mind paying quite a large fee for

membership in the private libraries

;

the reason being, that the majority

of subscribers make sure that they

get their money's worth. The famous
Times Library, operated by the even

more famous newspaper of that

name, charges for membership four

dollars a quarter, to those who de-

mand books at the moment of their

publication.

Sixteen dollars a year seems to be

quite a sizeable sum for people to

pay who object to spending twenty-

five cents for a magazine, but the

British novel-history-biography-phil-

osophy reader sees it differently. In-

stead of having to buy books at from
one-seventy-five to two-fifty each, he

reads them as soon as they are out

for a few cents each.

Of course, there are lower library

rates for those who are willing to

wait a few weeks for the latest

books ; but at whatever rate readers

subscribe, most of them get their

reading for a very small fee.

A London publisher recently told

me that the advance orders from the

big lending libraries which are pri-

vately operated for any book by a

popular author will frequently be for

[continued on page 79]
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Lindbergh? Try tlii.s^ourst

Do Yoa Want to Be a

Lindbergh?

THE first solo flight, the first breath-taking landing, the first terrifying

parachute jump—Lieutenant Deuel tells a thrilling story of the training

that Lindbergh went through, the course that all military aviators must

take before qualifying as full-fledged pilots.

And at this time, when interest is focused so intensely on flying, McCLURE'S
increases its fast-growing circle of friends by publishing just such stories as these

—timely stories of youthful struggle and achievement which appeal to those who

are reaching out for the better things of life. With such an editorial content and

with an amazingly responsive audience, a fast growing number of the better

known advertisers find that it always pays to

—

include McCLURE'S

The

The tJMagazine of %omance^
119 West 40th St., New York

Chicago Office, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
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0^^
^odkifis

WELL, at last our National

Government has got the con-

sumer viewpoint!

I have just received a form letter

from the Treasury Department at

Washington advising me that my in-

come tax return for the calendar year

1926 has been examined and is con-

sidered to be correct as submitted.

To be sure, a qualifying paragraph
is added to the effect that it can be

reopened should information be dis-

covered subsequently that would alter

matters. But that's only a legal clause.

The fact is. Secretary Mellon or Com-
missioner D. H. Blair, or somebody
down in Washington, is a human being

and realizes that people would like to

know that their account with their

Government for the past year has

been audited and is O.K.

—8-pt.—

My vagabond friend, Tom Dreier, has

dug up some interesting facts about John
Wyclif, one of the early "pamphlet-

eers," who died in 1384. It seems that

when Wyclif started out in his great

campaign to purify the church, his

first appeals were to the rich and pow-
erful. He used the dry Latin of the

schoolroom. Seeing that these aristo-

crats were not in sympathy with his

ideas and that he could not count on

them to help him in his fight, he showed
his genius by going directly to the peo-

ple.

He began to talk to the common peo-

ple in rough, homely prose, the lan-

guage of the trader and the farmer.

His illustrations were taken from the

common life. He died without seeing

the fruits of victory, but his teachings,

sent out in tract after tract, cleared the

way for freedom in religious think-

ing that came later. He was the first

of the refoi'mers to use in books the

English upon which our language of

today is founded.

In short, he was one of the first great

advertisers.

—Spt—

The Organization Service of the

Chamber of Commerce of the United

States has compiled a list of city and
town slogans which will prove inter-

esting to those interested in community
promotion.

Personally I have always had a sort

of a grouch about city slogans ever

since Springfield, Massachusetts, re-

fused to get excited over the slogan

I suggested for their homelike com-

munity. I still think it is good

"Springfield, the business-like home
city, the home-like business city."

—8-pt—
Last week, The Tailored Woman, a

New York specialty shop, ran an ad-

vertisement in the New York papers

which struck me as being exception-

ally well done. It read:

Will Close Out
Today Friday

85 Summer Frocks and
gowns consisting of models

in printed crepe de chine

flat crepe and figured radium
silk.

Originally priced

up to $88.50

Sale Price

$25.00

It is the heading that strikes me as

being so especially good. It is calcu-

lated to get buying action.

—8-pt—

If people will do things that interest

me, I suppose there's no avoiding giv-

ing them some free publicity.

For instance, take the circular

Marchbanks has just sent out featur-

ing the new Marchbanks type face.

Here it is, in reduced size:

MARCHBANKS
3^ Here is. our fir.>it sbo>viii^ of

the Mart'hbank.x tjpe, >vliieli, we
firmly believe, some jM-ople are

goin^ to use to their advantage
It'is black as hell

.VfarohhHnli^J

Marchbanks
Marchbanks

Jflarelibaiikw

MarelibaiikN
MarehbanliH
Marehbaitkn
yiafchbankn
Marehbanki

.ftarchbankti

W Park my bag with five dozen liquor

jng«ii!-,[]()r'<|-:1234567890flnBfflffl

The simplicity of the thing as an
announcement appealed to me a lot.

Then I struck that gem of a line, "It's

black as hell," and paused to enjoy it.

But it was the two lines introduced by

the little first
—"Pack my bag, etc.,"

which carried me back to my boyhood

days, when I used to sprawl out on the

k floor with a Bruce Type Foundry cat-

alog and dream that I would some day

own some of the 3A 162 fonts of type

similar to the new Marchbanks, which

were "sampled" in the catalog with

lines such as, "Seven men lose dice at

Sunday School Pic 12345$."

And one day my dream came true!

I became the proud possessor of five

fonts—6 to 18 pt.—of this type. And
thereby hangs a tale.

Ever since my eighth year I had

owned a little printing press with a

few fonts of battered type. One sum-

mer in my early teens I went to visit

in a little town in Pennsylvania, where

as naturally as water seeking its level

I gravitated to the local print shop to

exchange professional experiences with

the local printer and publisher, who it

should be added in passing also lec-

tured extensively on the Oberammer-
gau Passion Play, which he had never

seen.

I was promptly enlisted to "kick"

the Gordon jobber, a privilege which

I would not have dared dream would

ever be mine. Forsaking the hospita-

ble home of my sister, with whom I

was supposed to be visiting, I spent all

my days in the dingy print-shop feed-

ing Form A296-1 report sheets, des-

tined to be used by a local cement

company for keeping time records.

At the end of the long, wonderful

week which marked my professional

debut as a job press feeder, the printer-

publisher-lecturer presented me with

what seemed to me at least half a ton

of type, which, upon reaching home, 1

found so hopelessly worn that it wa?

utterly unusable.

But a great idea came to me: I couli

trade it in as old metal for, say, :

quarter of a ton of new type. And so

after several evenings of poring ovei

the type catalog, I set forth boldly foi

New York one morning on the Man,

Powell with a backbreaking bundle an(

returned that night with five fonts-

count them five!—of shiny new typ'

similar to this hellishly black March

banks 1234567&$flSffl.
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JUST ONE OF THE 90,000

FOR INSTANCE—
"I sent her {a bride) the House Beautiful

{for Christmas)* Result— a new home

of more personality than most couples

attain after years of experiment ''

Simple words, these—
But in one short sentence they tell how The House

Beautiful functions—
For the benefit of its 90,000 readers—
And the profit of its Advertisers!

Circulation 80,000 /Vet Paid (ABC)
Rebate-Backed, Guaranteed — with

a surplus in excess of 10,000 more.

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL PUBLISHING CORPORATION
A Member of the Class Group

8 ARLINGTON STREET BOSTON, MASS.
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Diagnosing a Sick Business
[continued from page 20]

ing. The unfortunate thing- about it is

that they were considered good average
salesmen.

Training of salesmen is fundamental
in developing an efficient sales force.
The better they are trained, the better
they will produce. This is particu-
larly true if they are properly selected
in the first place, as discussed under
the previous head. Superficial and slip-
shod training is tremendously expen-
sive.

4. Do salesmen need better and more
eflfective stimulation? There is nothing
so conducive to good work as a feeling
that good work will be suitably re-
warded. Stimulation of salesmen may
come from a bonus system, a profit-
sharing plan, a sales contest, or sim-
ply from a demonstrated policy of in-
creased salaries when sales and profits
warrant it. The salesman who is not
suitably rewarded for extra and main-
tained effort does not perform at his
best.

5. Do salesmen need better super-
vision? Every salesman, even the star,
is entitled to and should have proper
supervision. Accurate sales and sales-
men's reports provide the only possible
basis for adequate and proper super-
vision, and without such reports intel-
ligent direction is impossible. And a
sales force without intelligent direction
and supervision is like an army with-
out a commander.

C. Pertaining to Territories.

1. Are sales territories small enough?
Almost invariably a business in its de-
velopmental stage goes after the cream
of the market first. This means large
territories; territories that are almost
always too large when the time comes
for going after the skimmed milk of
the market.
No salesman can do justice to a ter-

ritory which is so large that he cannot
cover it thoroughly and frequently.
And in spite of the natural opposition
of the salesman to a reduction in the
size of his territory, it very frequently
develops that with a smaller territory
he does a larger volume of business.
To make that nice adjustment of ter-

ritorial boundaries which will enable
the salesmen to get the maximum of
volume and profit out of their terri-
tories is an important function of man-
agement.

2. Do sales territories need more in-
tensive cultivation? As stated before,
getting the cream off the market is a
comparatively simple task. The real
job is to get the skimmed milk. Too
many organizations are using the same
tactics to get the skim milk as they
used to get the cream, not realizing
that once the cream of the market is

gone it takes intensive detailed culti-

vation to get any business.
Careful analysis of market possibili-

ties, with a detailed listing of pros-
pects and a definite program of reach-
ing every prospect and reaching them
frequently, and enough man power to

do the job right, is the only way of
getting maximum results from any
territory in a competitive field.

3. Do territories need to be laid out

more efficiently? Ineflficient territory
layout is frequently responsible for
waste effort and waste money. It is

surprising to see the number of con-
cerns which have not yet learned that
state lines are only political and not
commercial boundaries. A readjust-
ment of branch, or distributor, or sales-
men territories on a basis which will
permit the most efficient and economi-
cal coverage may mean the difference
between a profit and a loss.

4. Are salesmen routed efficiently?

Although there are many times when
salesmen should be permitted to route
themselves, there are also many times
when such a practice is wasteful in the
extreme. I recently checked a sales-
man's movements for a month over the
State of Indiana, and found the most
amazing lack of system. He skipped a
large number of good cities entirely,
spent too much time in some poor cities,

and altogether spent three times as
much in railroad fare as he ought to
have done to see the same number of
prospects the same number of times,
it will pay any sales manager to check
occasionally on his salesmen's routings,
if they route themselves. Often, also,

it will be a salvation to the salesman
to have his route definitely fixed for
him and to be compelled to follow it

without deviation.

D. Pertaining to Advertising.

1. Is there enough advertising to do
the required job? Advertising is a
powerful sales weapon whose poten-
tialities, when properly used, are very
great indeed. Advertising, properly
conceived, intelligently directed, and
consistently pursued, is not so much an
expense as an investment; an invest-
ment in consumer and trade good will

which cannot be measured in dollars
and cents. It is almost impossible to
over-advertise in the sense of doing too
much advertising. But unfortunately
it is all too easy to under-advertise.
And inadequate advertising is extreme-
ly wasteful.

2. Is the advertising as good as it

might be? Even more important than
more advertising is better advertising.
Advertising may be weak in a number
of features—copy theme, manner of
treatment, size of space used, art work,
media, etc. Each and every one of
these features should be carefully an-
alyzed and strengthened where needed,
for it is axiomatic that a good cam-
paign of $100,000 may be equal in ef-

fectiveness to a mediocre campaign of
considerably larger proportions.

E. Pertaining to Outlets

1. Are there enough outlets for the
product? Other things being equal,
the more outlets for a product, the
greater the volume of sales. Of course,
there are times when exclusive dealers
are necessary and other times when
distribution must be limited to only a
relatively few outlets in each city.

Good management will attempt to get
as many outlets as are consistent with
the character of the product, and also
—and this is important—as is consis-

tent with profit possibilities of the

dealer. In other words, with some
types of products particularly, the wise
manufacturer will see to it that his
dealers make money on his product.
This may dictate a limitation of out-
lets, but it is necessary if permanence
and stability are desired.

In most cases, however, the number
of outlets can be increased materially
by intensive cultivation, and great good
will result.

2. Is it possible to get better outlets
than at present? We are all too prone
to accept the status quo with reg-ard to
distributing outlets. This is enervat-
ing. Constant lookout for better deal-
ers is necessary if volume is to be main-
tained and increased.

3. Is sufficient effort being made to
make better merchants out of present
dealers? This is a point all too often
neglected. Are salesmen equipped and
qualified to help dealers become better
merchants? Are dealer helps such that
they actually are helpful? Do sales-
men work viath the dealer in showing
him how to sell the product? Unless
these questions can be answered in the
affirmative, an opportunity for build-
ing volume is going unheeded.
Along with all of this there must

always be a conscious effort to win
dealers' good will. A policy of one-
price-to-all, of fair adjustments, of in-

telligent cooperation, and of helpful
service is one of the most potent good
will builders you can find. Do not
neglect it.

F. Pertaining to Management.

1. Has the management a complete
knowledge of markets? The lack of
adequate market knowledge is one of
the most patent weaknesses in business
today. There is too much seeking for

the elusive greenness of distant fields

and not enough concentration in known
territories. Many a manufacturer has
gone broke trying to cover the country
when he might have made a killing in

his own back yard. Knowing who
your customers are, where they live,

where they buy, how they buy, and why
they buy, is the secret of successful
merchandising. Without that knowl-
edge of markets the manufacturer's
efforts cannot possibly be intelligently

directed; with it his chance of success
is increased a hundred fold. This is

the field of market analysis and re-

search.
2. Is knowledge of competition com-

plete and accurate? The wise manu-
facturer today respects his competitors
and seeks every legitimate avenue of

information about them. It is axio-

matic that the more you know about
an adversary the better equipped you
are to combat him. Knowledge of

where your competition is strong or

weak is exceedingly important in sales,

yet many manufacturers make nc

scientific effort to obtain such data.

True, it is sometimes difficult to obtain

but it is certainly worth the effort.

Here again, trained investigators oi

research men can function to good ad-

vantage.
3. Is complete and accurate know!

ed.ge of current sales statistics avail-
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"PLEASURE TO RENEW"
That's what N. Roy Miller, Advertising

Manager of Willson Goggles, Inc., has

written in sending us our new order.

"And," he continues, "we are sure that

the contract year to come will be even

more productive of present and accumu-

lated results than the current year."

In making up your schedule for 1928.

be sure to include DRUG TOPICS, that

you may share the enthusiasm of ad-

vertisers who find it a "pleasure to re-

new."
• •••

YOU'D BE SURPRISED
-—if we should burst right out and tell

you the names of the leading "con-

sumer" publications that appeal to us

regularly for drug trade statistics to

pass on to their advertisers and pros-

pects.
• •«•

Certainly we ought to be proud to tell

you that our recent inquirers include

what are alleged to be the two most im-

portant consumer publishing organiza-

tions.
• *«•

They have evidently discovered, as have

others, that we know our stuff, and if

you want to know about the drug field

—the place to come is to DRUG
TOPICS.

• •••

5-YEAR-OLD ADVERTISEMENT
From a New Paltz (N. Y.) druggist-

reader comes a request for the present

whereabouts of an advertiser whose sales

message appeared in small space in

Volume 38.
• ««•

The thoughtful members of the con-

gregation will recall that this volume was

made up of DRUG TOPICS, January
to June (inclusive), 1922.

And they will be rightly stirred by the

realization that the advertisement under
discussion is enjoying the ripe old age

of five years!

Which is decidedly worthy of fleetinq

consideration in view of DRUG
TOPICS advertising rates. These are

based on one reading of a DRUG
TOPICS advertisement by 43,000 drug-

gists. The rate is lower per thousand
than that of any other drug publica-

tion in the history of man. The circula-

tion is now over 50,000.

One reading, mind you!

• •••

How would you go about deciding upon
a fair rate for an advertisement that

was to be cuddled, cajoled and fondled

for five years, and was then likely to

demonstrate its inquiry-producing mag-
netism anew?

• •••

FIRE WHEN YOU ARE READY,
GRIDLEY

A few months ago, the only opaque
item in the feminine wardrobe was the

raincoat.
• «••

But you can see through that, now.

INQUIRY No. 781
"Please advise weighing machine com-
pany that advertised in DRUG TOPICS
to send prices and booklets on weighin-^

machine which prints tickets to us," urges

Battlers Pharmacy, Inc., Memphis.

We passed the inquiry on to the DRUG
TOPICS advertiser (General Vending;

Corporation) and were told that over

seven hundred druggist-readers of

DRUG TOPICS had also written them
direct in answer to their initial DRUG
TOPICS advertisement, requesting simi-

lar information.

(Stage whisper.) What have you got

that simply cannot be profitably adver-

tised to the retail drug trade?

FISH STORY
According to Printers' Ink (June 30th),

it remains for Norway to find another

use for herring besides drawing it across

a trail.
*«•

At least, it is stated that Norway is to

advertise its herring. And we cannot

force ourselves to believe that Norway
will concentrate on the trail disguising

faculty of its favored fish. New uses

will be found, we'll wager.

Meanwhile, it is only quoting history to

record that herring drawing has occa-

sioned few detours in the drug trade

field. The preference of advertisers for

DRUG TOPICS continues uninter-

ruptedly.

DrugTbpics
The National Magazine of the Drug Trade

TOPICS PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
Also Pablishers of

WHOLESALE DRUGGIST,
DISPLAY TOPICS,
DRUG TRADE NEWS

291 Broadway, New York
Atlanta Chicago St. Louis

Boston Cleveland San Francisco

able to management? In this day and
age selling is more and more coming
to be a matter-of-fact information. In
every business there are in the ordi-

nary day to day records facts which,
when properly analyzed and inter-

preted, provide the only sound basis

for proper management.
Sales statistics are vitally important,

particularly when presented in graphic
form for easy assimilation, and more
particularly when prepared and pre-
sented under the direction of one who
is not only trained in statistics, but
who is also and primarily well ground-
ed in merchandising and selling ex-

perience.
With the above tabulations as a

guide—and it is only meant to be sug-

gestive—it should be possible to deter-

mine quite readily what is wrong with
a particular business. And, when you
know this, the proper remedy prompt-
ly suggests itself.

II

Experiences in Racinei

[CONTINUED FROM F.4GE 22] '

newspapers offer the cheapest distribu-

tion of any offer we wish to make. But
for years we mailed and distributed

some 400,000 books per day. And wc
built our business on those discarded

methods.
Later we graduated from that ant

got into the newspapers. We securec

results at one-third our former cost

We came to spend $400,000 a year ii

newspaper advertising, and the result:

at that time made me the leader in pro

prietary advertising.
I spent six and one-half years ii

Racine. Office hours began at sevei

o'clock in the morning. We knew tha

extra hours gave us an extra advan
tage. And we were competing in on

of the hardest fields that advertisinj

ever knew.
But my day never ended at th

office. I had a typewriter in my home
1 considered medicine as but one iten

though a supreme test of advei'tisin

skill. So I devoted the rest of my wak
ing hours to outside enterprises.

The J. L. Stack Advertising Agenc
handled the Dr. Shoop advertising,

arranged with them to write all o

their advertising. Racine was a mam
facturing center, and I set out to _d(

velop, after office hours, advertisin

enterprises there. From each I learne

a great deal.

One of the clients of J. L. Stack W£
Montgomery, Ward & Co. I wrote an

directed their advertising. Many ne
merchandising plans were inaugurate'

The everlasting argument was again;

dealing with people in the mass. F(

instance, a woman wrote in about
sewing machine. She had that, ai

nothing else, on her mind. The syste

in effect then was to send a gener

catalog, treating all inquiries alike,

urged that every inquirer should^ 1

treated like a prospect who comes in

a stoi-e. We had a special catalog i

sewing machines, showing every stj

and price. We sent every inquirer t

names of all in her vicinity who h:

bought our sewing machines. We ask

her to see the machines and to ta

with their owners.
There I learned another valuab

principle in advertising. In a vnc

reaching campaign we are too apt '
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You can enjoy them-

1
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Your

Attention

Is Directed

—

to a rural territory in which

the per acre crop values are

among the highest in the

country—a territory which

is the trade zone for Rich-

mond, Baltimore, Philadel-

phia, and Pittsburgh. Here
kindred soils, kindred crops,

kindred people, and kindred

financial and business in-

terests combine to offer

advertisers an exception-

ally profitable field.

The farmers in this region

raise, on their own land,

four-fifths of what they

use for living purposes, and

consequently their buying

power is high above the

average. No "one - crop

system" for these farmers.

This widely diffused buy-

ing power can be reached

as one unit through the

advertising columns of the

Southern Planter. The
Southern Planter and the

southern farmer have held

each other's respect for 87

years, and your advertis-

ing, placed with us, will

benefit by the confidence

born of this long associa-

tion.

The
Southern

Planter

Richmond, Va.
JAMES M. RIDDLE CO.

Chicago New York Atlanta
Kansas City San Francisco

regard people in the mass. We ti-y to
broadcast our seed in the hope that
some part will take root. That is too
wasteful ever to bring a profit. We
must get down to individuals. We
must treat people in advertising as we
treat them in person. Center on their
desires. Consider the person who
stands before you with certain ex-
pressed desires. However big your
business, get down to the units, for
those units are all that make size.

Schlitz Beer was another advertising
campaign which I handled for J. L.

Stack. Schlitz was then in fifth place.

All brewers at that time were crying
'"Pure." They put the word "Pure"
in large letters. Then they took double
pages to put it in larger letters. The
claim made about as much impression
on people as water makes on a duck.

I went to a brewing school to learn
the science of brewing, but that helped
me not at all. Then I went through
the brewery. I saw plate glass rooms
where beer was dripping over pipes,

and I asked the reason for them. They
told me those rooms were filled with
filtered air, so the beer could be cooled

in purity. I saw great filters filled

with white wood pulp. They explained

how that filtered the beer. They showed
how they cleaned every pump and pipe,

twice daily, to avoid contaminations.
How every bottle was cleaned four
times by machinery. They showed me
artesian wells, where they went 4000
feet deep for pure water, though their

brewery was on Lake Michigan. They
showed me the vats where beer was
aged for six months before it went out

to the user.

They took me to their laboratory and
showed me their original mother yeast
cell. It had been developed by 1200 ex-

periments to bring out the utmost in

flavor. All of the yeast used in making
Schlitz Beer was developed from that
original cell.

I came back to the office amazed. I

said, "Why don't you tell people these
things? Why do you merely try to cry
louder than others that your beer is

pure? Why don't you tell the rea-
sons?"
"Why," they said, "the processes we

use are just the same as others use.

No one can make good beer without
them."

"But," I replied, "others have never
told this story. It amazes everyone
who goes through your brewery. It

will startle everyone in print."
So I pictured in print those plate

glass rooms and every other factor in

purity. I told a story common to all

good brewers, but a story which had
never been told. I gave purity a mean-
ing. Schlitz jumped from fifth place
to neck-and-neck with first place in a
very few months.
That situation occurs in many, many

lines. The maker is too close to his

product. He sees in his methods only
the ordinary. He does not realize that
the world at large might marvel at
those methods, and that facts which
seem commonplace to him might give
him vast distinction.

Mr. Cyrus H. K. Curtis, of the Cur-
tis Publishing Company, told me an in-

teresting incident connected with that
Schlitz campaign. He had never drunk
beer, had never admitted the word beer
or wine to the columns of the Ladies'
Ho-me Journal. But he took into the
diner on a train a copy of Life con-
taining one of these Schlitz ads. It so

?

TheOld Question
of Catching Flies

Which Do You Use

Vinegar or Molasses ?

Cartoons are the 'friendly'

style ofart work. They at-

tract readers. So, like mo-
lasses, they catch flies.

In a recent advertisement, Lord

& Thomas and Logan, made the

very interesting statement that,

"Every Advertising Illustration

Should Tell a Selling Story Just

As a Cartoon Tells a News

Story."

To which we would like to add

—An interesting selling story is

good news. And, that when prop-

erly planned and developed, it is

possible to use cartoons to tell a

selling story just as well as a

nev/s story. The public will read

"selling cartoons" as readily as

they now read "news cartoons."

The most popular cartoonists

are available for advertising

work. They have public recogni-

tion and following. Advertisers

have already developed many new

uses for cartoons in advertising

and you too, can develop cartoon

ideas that will tell a friendly sell-

ing message and tie them up with

strong selling copy.

We shall be pleased to co-oper-

ate in selecting a cartoonist to

meet your particular require-

ments.

Fred A. Wish
INCORPORATED
12 EAST 41ST STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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WHAT! NO WOMEN?

To be sure, there is a strong appeal to

the feminine reader in many of the

magazines that make up the All-

Fiction Field. But, by and large, it is

men who buy the great majority of

these books. By the very nature of

their editorial appeals, All-Fiction mag-

azines are essentially masculine.

^3,100 a page

Magazines of Clean Fiction

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO

^_
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impressed him that he ordered a bottle
of Schlitz. He wanted to taste a prod-
uct made under such purity ideals.

Among my friends in Racine was
Jim Rohan. He was a clerk on small
salary. He was in love with a school

teacher whom his salary did not per-

mit him to marry. But he had an idea
about incubators. And he felt that ex-

ploitation of that idea would give him
money enough to marry.

I told him that I would exploit the
idea, and I did. I read something like

seventy-five incubator catalogs and ads.

They were very much alike. All the

makers were fawning salesmen trying

to urge a preference. I analyzed the

situation and tried to find a unique
method of attack.

picture readers

--all/
THE measure of a man's pocketbook isn't the

work clothes he wears! Just look at the

number of automobiles parked near a building

operation or registered in "agricultural com-

munities"!

Highbrow, or lowbrow, the man who has

money is the man you must sell. And there's one

universal language all understand.

Pictures that "show" your story as vividly as

your copy "tells" it carry your product to all

classes in ONE message. The magnate lounging

in the smoking room of his club responds no less

frequently than the laborer munching his sand-

wiches beside the curbstone pole outside.

Illustrations—in line, halftone or color, all

speaking the universal language, are your big-

gest guarantee against "waste circulation."

For three generations we have helped

advertisers, -publishers and printers

to make their pictures TALK. The

best picture in the world is no better

than the photo engraving that

reproduces it.

Gatchel <£^ Manning, Inc.
C. A. Stinson, President

[Member of the American Photo Engravers Association]

'Photo Engravers

West Washington Square «-" 230 South Jth St.

PHILADELPHIA

I
FOUND a practical chicken raiser, and

I asked permission to write a book
in his name. He was an independent
fellow who cared nothing tor mere
opinions. So I characterized him in my
book. Writing in this man's name, and
on facts which he gave me, I asked no-

body to buy Racine Incubators. I sim-

ply" told his experience. He had tried

all sorts of incubators, and he knew
their fallacious claims. He had set-

tled down to practical money-making,
and these were the methods he used.

He would help and encourage those

who wished to follow him, but he had
no sympathy for those who followed

every will-of-the-wisp.

That plea proved a winner. The
seekers after incubators wrote for five

or six catalogs. They all read alike,

except mine. Here was a rugged and
practical man who cared more for serv-

ing than selling, and the practical peo-

ple who were seeking for profit natu-

i-ally followed him.
But Racine Incubators were high-

priced. A great many converts paused

when they compared the lower prices

offered. So I urged Mr. Rohan to start

another company, called the Belle City

Incubator Company, and there to offer

incubators at much lower prices on

other inducements.
We followed up inquiries on the Ra-

cine line for ten days. Then, when we
saw too great a resistance, we offered

the Belle City line. Thus we secured a

double chance on incubator buyers.

Otherwise, with our best efforts, we
could never have earned a profit. As
it was, we built a business which today

is quite extensive. And I know of no

rival of the old times who survived.

We organized and advertised numer-

ous other lines in Racine. One was the

Racine Bath Cabinet, one was Racine

Refrigerators. Those were excellent

advertising experiences, because there

were no uncertainties, no repeats.

All that time I was continuing to ad-

vertise retail sales the country over. I

experimented locally with every sort

of sale. Whenever I found a plan

which brought large returns, I told

other dealers about it. This was all

night work. I never thought of sleep.

My whole ambition was to find ways to

lead people to buy, and I found them

in plenty. What I found then has beer

the foundation of all the success I have

gained.

In the sixth in.'^tallment of his autobiog

raphy, which will appear in Advertisini

AND Selling for July 27, Mr. Hopkins tell

how he left his fine position with Dr. Shoe
in order to take over the advertising o

Liquozone, then practically bankrupt. Her
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he was stepping in where four men had
failed in as many years. Yet, by adherence
to certain principles, he built up the busi-
ness until a net profit of nearly two milliun
dollars was realized at the end of the first

fiscal year. This remarkable chapter is well
worth reading.

—

Editor.

i ^

I \

Trade Mark Designs

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24J

are frequently encountered. There is

the sower, the ploughman and the
reaper. In 1923 a series of stamps
issued for the agricultural fair in
Moscow included one design which pic-

tured a Fordson farm tractor from
Detroit. Heraldry, shields, and coats-
of-arms are supplied in profusion.

Many printing processes are em-
ployed in this production of postage
stamps, and some of the best artists

in the world have prepared designs
for this purpose.
On pages 2,3 and 24 are shown a few

recent postage stamps to illustrate
some of their po.ssibilities as suggestive
sources for trade-mark design.

No. 1, a Postage Due stamp of Indo-
China offers a figure, suitable perhaps
for tea, silk, or other oriental products.

No. 2 portrays Paderewski on a
stamp of Poland—try it on your piano!

No. 3 is one of the stamps of Japan
—a design which might fit several
products.

No. 4 shows a rather odd Wurtem-
berg stamp—a possibility for leather
goods.

No. 5 has the liberation of Czecho-
slovakia as its theme, and would not be
inappropriate for some labor-saving
device used in the home.

No. 6 is a Japanese earthquake
stamp.
No. 7 is one of the so-called Libera-

tion of Courland issue of Latvia, a
striking stamp in its original colors.

No. 8 is a more conventional design
from Epirus.

No. 9 is a handsome design from
Fiume with D'Annunzio himself, as the
center of interest. This shows how a
head may be utilized in a trade-mark.

No. 10 pictures a ploughman, of
Bavaria—can't you see it in farm pa-
pers?

No. 11 carries the Ixillying sails of
the ship so dear to the postal authori-
ties of Briti.sh Guiana—and ships make
good trade-marks, too.

No. 12 from Hungary might be the
trade-mark of a rubber boot manufac-
turer.

No. 14 shows a fine poster effect on a
Danish air-mail adhesive.
No. 1.5, from the Marianna Islands.

might almost be the trade-mark of a
steamship line.

No. 16, from Paraguay may catch
the eye of some advertising manager
of a bank or trust ci^mpany.

No. 17 is the delightful Swiss picture
of the httle Tell boy who let father
shoot an apple off his head—use it for
your toy business.
And so they go. No. 22 appeals to

me as a design for a textile house, No.
ii for a baking concern, No. 30 for a
^eed house.

White lines are drawn through these
Stamps to comply with the law. For

1920 CHANGINGYEARS 1927

b
—is the title of the story which
will appear in these pages, show-
ing the growth of Detroit and its

leading institutions since the last

census, taken in 1920

—you know that the City of
Detroit had, in 1920, an area of

79 sq. miles and a population of

993,739— a;/ii7e today Detroit
is 144 sq. miles in area and has
a population of 1,702,314

—to advertisers the progress of
the evening newspapers during
this period is interesting— the

700,000 people who moved into

Detroit since 1920 have a news-
paper preference.

DETROIT TIMES
(City Circulation)

1920 1927

5,025 241,834

DETROIT NEWS 205,911 249,036
(City Circulation)

*EVENINGS EXCEPT SATURDAY

The Times Is Growing With Detroit
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WITH industry finding in the appli-

cation of gas the solution of many
of its heating problems, the outlook for the

gas industry is indeed a bright one. In the

past few years the variety of industrial

applications has increased from 1000 to

60,000, which was in part responsible for

the largest annual increase in sales ever

recorded, occurring during 1926.

House-heating by gas has likewise

created an appreciable additional demand,

which combined with the industrial load

is responsible for increasing growth in

manufacturing and distributing facilities

in gas plants all over the country.

It is common knowledge that this is one

of the most thriving of our industries and
an excellent market for manufacturers.

The industry is broad in the scope of its

demands, offering a market for numerous
products. If you are among those fortu-

nate enough to supply the demands of this

market, Gas Age-Record with its 99.47%
coverage of the industry is the effective

medium for introducing your product to

gas men. It offers you the unusual oppor-
tunity of reaching every desirable prospect

with a single and decidedly reasonable ad-,

vertising appropriation.

Gas Age-Record
A. B. C.

9 East 38th Street

A. B. P.

New York
IVe also publish Browfi's Directory of American Gas Companies

and the Gas Engineering and Appliance Catalogue.

more designs see any young stamp col-
lector's album, or the Standard Postage
Stamp Catalog which is probably ob-
tainable at your library.

Is a Rolling Stone

Always Wrong?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27]

to Chicago, then went out to see if all

they said about California was true,
and now he's secretary of the chamber
of commerce of a thriving Florida
town. Unhappy? If he is, he's a con-
summate actor.

Considering these and similar cases,
I begin to wonder if all the good old
bromides about sticking to one thing
are really eighteen-karat. Can't a man
with a given amount of ability get just
as much out of life financially, and a
lot more in experience and enjoyment,
by moving around a bit as by staying
put—at least up to the time he's, say,
35? And when he's 60, won't he have
more to look back to, more of interest
and pleasure, a wider and deeper
knowledge of life, if he has done his

share of roaming?
Maybe I'm wrong; I hope I am, be-

cause it's too late now for me to change
my philosophy. But I'd like to be con-
vinced!

Wanted: A New Word
By Ralph McKinley

WILL some young gentleman in

the audience kindly step forward
and furnish a swushy new lip

smacker for the headline writers who
work on saliva accounts. A casual ex-
amination of one month's issues of
three women's magazines yields the
following lightning rods:
"A revelation in flavor awaits your

first taste of ."

"Not one flavor—but many mingled
flavors."

"Children adore it—this dessert so

sparkling clear—with the luscious

flavor of ."

"Finer flavor through a further step

"A French secret of more appetizing

flavor."
"For real peppermint flavor."
" a nickel's worth of ice saves

a dollar's worth of flavor."
"Fresh, fragrant, these . How

you will enjoy cooking with that
add the flavor of grapes."
"The tempting combinations of

flavors." (Not a headline, but the
opening phrase. Advertisement has no
headline.)
"Add a flick of that flavor called

"Baked foods gain new flavor baked

"A new delicacy and creaminess of

flai'or."

"Awakens hidden flavors in salads."

"Better flavored, smoother than any
we can make!"

Italics in all fourteen are by me.
This has to be busting criticism. If

I knew any better word than "flavor"

I'd use it in some of the food headlines
I write myself.

II
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"Business can have no
better spokesman!'

(j
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me OPEN FORUM
Individual Views Frankly Expressed

\
Direct Mail Inefficiency

PROBABLY some of the Brother-

hood of Advertising Men would
like to write me out of their ranks,

and I might be called a conscientious

objector and a grouch by some of the

advocators in the movement to rectify,

balance and reduce postal charges.

But if some of them will take occasion

to analyze the bulk of mail carted into

their respective offices day by day, it is

barely possible that they will find the

same condition that we have discovered

here, not newly discovered, but at pres-

ent more aggravated and increasing.

There's an enormous amount of al-

leged advertising delivered in the mails

to offices every day that is not only of

poor quality, but which by no stretch

of the imagination could be considered
pertinent to our business; and very
often there are fifteen or twenty pieces

of the same thing personally addressed
through the company to names who not

only lack any purchasing or specifying

power, but who do not have even a
contributory influence in the matter.
This seems to be rather a combined in-

dictment of the advertising itself, the
mailing list, and even the common sense

of the person who includes this com-
pany on the list at all. But it is food

for thought in connection with the

economic waste that is going on—pre-

ventable waste.

Beginning with the depletion of re-

sources for paper manufacturing and
carrying down the line through the

wasted time of printers and printing

machinery, the added load of preparing
and mailing, and the expense of dis-

tribution through the post office de-

partment; take this, plus the cost of

sorting and the time that may be spent

ill perusing the pieces by men who are

not only not the ones whom the adver-

tiser desires to reach, but who cannot
be benefited by the stuff, and then the

cost of disposal. Total the "whole

works" and multiply it by the bulk mail

of the country, and there accumulates a
considerable figure.

Now any advertising manager or any
executive of a company sending out
advertising will tell you that 75 to 90
per cent of his stuff is effective. If

that is universally true, why is it that

from 75 to 90 per cent received by each
firm through the mail is so evidently

waste material from the point of view
of the recipient? The constructive way
out is, of course, to improve the quality

and service of advertising.

Remember, however, that general ac-

counting practice was more or less hap-
hazard and far from standardized until

the income shown thereby was taxable

and certain rules were made to govern
the practice of accounting from the

income tax point of view. It wouldn't

necessarily follow that a tax feature

in the postage charge would be fully

as effective, but it does make one won-
der whether an increase in postage

rather than reduction would not bring

about a little closer study of the quality

of the material sent out and, perhaps,

in a measure, reduce the volume and
the waste.

E. P. Blanchard,
Adv. & Ass't Sales Manager,
The Bullard Machine Tool Co.

Bridgeport, Conn.

Who Gets the Advertising

Message ?

IN reading over the editorial page of

your July 13 issue, I was interested

in that editorial quoting around Harry
.\. Casey's book "How to Sell News-
paper Advertising."

It strikes me that the case as he pre-

sents it is not complete. The endeavor
to parallel a newspaper circulation with

the circulation of a direct mail solicita-

tion is well enough up to a certain

point. Where I think it becomes
thoroughly fallacious is where he ig-

nores or overlooks the striking differ-

ence that the newspaper is directly

responsible for its circulation; in other

words, for the list of people who re-

ceive the advertiser's message when
run in the newspaper. The advertiser

himself has no control over the selec-

tion of people to whom his message
should go when placed in newspapers,
and, therefore, has a perfect right to

consider seriously whether or not the

medium is a good medium if it does

not produce results.

To the contrary, the advertiser does

have very clear control of the list to

whom he sends a direct mail message.

He picks his own list. Therefore, the

postofflce and the mail carrier do not

stand in any way in the same relation

to the direct mail message as does the

newspaper to the message through
newspaper advertising.

A fairer comparison would be be-

tween the newspaper carrier boys and
the postoffice. They would be equally

blameless for results. The newspaper

itself, however, must shoulder the re-

sponsibility of having picked out the

list of names to which a newspaper
advertising message goes, and if their

selection is poor for any particular

product, the advertiser has a right to

hold them responsible.

The postman does "merely deliver

the message," but to a list selected by
the advertiser. The newspaper likewise

"merely delivers a message," but to a

list of people selected by the newspaper.
There is a striking difference.

Norman E. Olds, Advertising Manager.
Perfection Stove Co., Inc.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Theatre Audiences Receptive

WHERE is the connection between
"paid testimonials" and word-of-

mouth advertising, as connotated in Mr.

Kraus's letter in your latest issue?

No one waits eagerly, impatiently,

receptively, before a receiving set,

waiting to hear the announcement that

"This program is furnished through

the currency, I mean the courtesy, of

Muck & Mike's Pastry Patties." And
yet they say that radio broadcast men-

tion of a commodity is profitable ad-

vertising. Certainly the patrons of a

theater sit with eyes and ears and emo-
tions unguarded, actually exerted them-
selves so as not to "miss a single

point." I cannot imagine a more will-

ing audience.

That actor's mention of "Paris Gar-

ters," coupled with their slogan, "No
Metal Can Touch You," even while it

may have been ludicrously applied, was
exactly as it is stated in all of their

paid magazine advertising. Could

there be any better advertising of a

certain cigarette than to have one actor

say to another: "Here, stop that cough;

take one of these Gold Cigarettes; not

a cough in a carload?"

To pay an actor or vaudeville per-

former to use the name and slogan of

an article is another matter. But be-

fore disparaging all stage-spoken ad-

vertising, paid or unpaid, even though

it be a ludicrous reference to one's

product, Mr. Kraus might first get the

opinion of Henry Ford. I would hard-

ly class Mr. Ford among dishonest ad-

vertisers, as Mr. Kraus hoped that his

reply to the actor "would be a help to

honest advertisers."

Gridley Adams,
New York.

I
]
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cAdvertising /iNoT
a Side Sh

DVERTISING is a side show in most maga-

zines. The advertisement competes with the

fiction, the articles, the features for which

magazines are usually bought and read. If

illustration and headline catch and hold the eye and

interest of a reader—score one for the advertisement! But for everyone who
does read the advertisement, there are ten who won't, because advertising in

most magazines is still a side show. But it isn't in Good Housekeeping.

Buying for her home and family is an important part of every homemaker's

job. Advertising helps her, as it helps buyers in any business, to know of

new things, of better ways of using familiar things, and what best suits her

needs and pocketbook. The woman who does her job skilfully and well

calls on advertising as frequently* as on any other source of information.

For years Good Housekeeping has urged its readers to use its advertising

pages as a buying guide, to depend on them as they do on its editorial pages.

Every issue of Good Housekeeping carries in its advertising section what is

almost an editorial* on advertising. All advertisements, too, are listed in a

special index** classified by products for ready reference. Further, this index

is itself listed in the magazine's table of contents, along with fiction and

features, so important has it become. And, that readers can depend on these

advertisements, every product advertised in Good Housekeeping is guaranteed.

Advertising in Good Housekeeping is not a side show. It is integral with

all the services of this magazine. Advertisers who are compelled by increasing

necessity to analyze magazine values more carefully are urged to investigate

the truth of this. It is one reason why more advertisers depend on Good

Housekeeping than on any other leading woman's magazine.

*For example, Page 162, July issue. *Page 6, any issue.

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
Chicago Boston New York San Francisco
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FROM OUR CODE OF ETHICS
" Our Endeavor should he to earn the reputation in

our community of being intelligent^ honesty firit-class

Craftsmen ivhom people can trust with their work."

HE mere fact that the

larger advertisers now

use professional typog-

raphy exclusively should be

conclusive evidence to the small

buyer that what is good for the

goose is good for the gander.

A. T. A. in typography is the

same as A. B. C. in circulation.

^Ew Fork ^^roup of

^Advertising Typographers ofayfmerica

461 Eighth zAvenue, ^A(ew York

H. MEMBERS 'i-

Ad Service Co. ' Advertising Agencies' Service Co. ' The Advertype Co., Inc.

Associated Typographers ' E. M. Diamant Typographic Service ' Frost Brothers

David Gildea & Co., Inc. ' Montague Lee Co., Inc. » Frederic Nelson Phillips, Inc.

Standard Ad Service ' Supreme Ad Service ' Tri-Arts Press, Inc.

Typographic Service Company of New York, Inc. ' Kurt H. Volk, Inc.

The Woodrow Press, Inc.
^. >-

SEND FIFTY CENTS FOR A COPY OF THE A. T. A. SERVICE BOOK

Topeka Daily Capital
The only Kansas dally with circulation

thruout the . state. Thoroughly covera

Topeka, a midwest primary market. Qlveo
real cooperation. An Arthur Capper
publication.

Topeka, Kansas

The American Architect
A. B. C. Est. 1876 A. B. P.

•Advertising and Selling to Architects." a booklet

prepared to give you a better understanding of

the architectural field. Is now arallable.

Your copy will be sent upon request.

239 West 39th St. New York

Figures in Advertising

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38]

information thiat 624 music schools used

that particular make of piano to the

utter exclusion of all other pianos.

That is interesting information, the

sort of information that would make
the prospective piano purchaser think

of that make of piano.

When a soap manufacturer wanted
to impress non-users of the quality of

his soap he published a long series of

mighty interesting advertisements

showing the percentages and the num-
bers of those people who are in the

public eye who used that brand of soap

exclusively: figures showed the number
of young misses in certain select schools

and colleges who used it, the number
of moving picture actresses, and so on.

One advertisement, I remember, stated

that 180 leading actresses of the New
York stage used that brand of soap.

. . . One wonders if there exists

180 leading actresses of the New York
stage

!

Exploiting the same idea, a safety

razor manufacturer has been advertis-

ing about the number of college men,
the number of business executives and
the like who express a decided prefer-

ence for their brand of safety razor

(Durham Duplex).
What is the one dominant and im-

pressive thing about Heinz advertis-

ing? The numeral "57" of course.

. . And Heinz continues to do a

fairly brisk business in a highly com-
petitive field. The numeral is still

being used. Very likely the Heinz peo-

ple consider it a primary advertising

asset.

FIGURES and statistics are not nec-

essarily dull or prosaic. It all de-

pends on how they are used. Skillfully

used and dramatically presented, they

are sound material for the building of

a sincere, persuasive, effective adver-

tising unit.

In the hands of a novice or m the

hands of those who prayerfully accept

the mandates of traditional tyranny,

they are poor building material.

The public is interested in figures

and statistics, providing they are made
interesting and are given a personal

appeal or application. The life of the

average human being is hedged in by

figures and statistics that start on the

exact date a baby is born, its weight,

etc. That figure-fixation continues

through life and stops only when the

local paper publishes the exact date of

death and the exact age of the indi-

vidual. People are used to figures;

they quote understandable figures every

day: batting averages, the current

prices of certain automobiles and for-

bidden fluids, the speed attained at the

last Indianapolis race, the real estate

value-increases in their city, the salary

or the earnings of others, the number
of nights a certain popular show lasted,

the mileage they got on their last car,

the number of miles that can ran be-

fore it was traded in . . . who isn't

interested in figures that have a per-

sonal appeal?
"Tell it not in Gath; publish it not

in the streets of Askelon" . . . but

what is more convincing than a clever

presentation of figures and statistics?

When one is told that one motor car

out of four is a General Motors prod-

t

Jjiy

i
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The Lillibridge Viewpoint
Number Fifteen Issued by Ray D. Li//ibn\/ge Incorporated New York

From Barter to Friendliness Progress Toward Better Earnings

II'
ycni have read Trader Honi, you will

remember that Mrs. Ethelreda Lewis

is visited by an old trader while she

is in Africa. The trader sells her a cooking

utensil from his stock, and is about to

depart.

We quote now from the book:

"We had said our mutual thanks and

adieux. The old man's steps were again

turned to the road when he paused and

said: 'I could tell you how to make oat-

cakes if you'd like me to, Ma'am. You'd

find it useful for that thing you've bought.'

" It was at that moment I said to myself:

'This man is an artist. Having successfully

sold a thing, he is not basely content with

the money. It is necessary to him to put a

sort of bloom and finish on the transaction

which will lift it from commerce into art.

From barter to friendliness'."

§ § §

Unless a business succeed in getting this

"bloom" and friendliness into its ad\'ertis-

ing so that it works before the sale as well

as after, the advertising is falling short of

its mission and of its possibilities.

« Simplicity, sincerity, friendliness and

good humor, all are important in adver-

tising.

Competition

SAMUEL Revburn, president of Lord &
Taylor, made a very shrewd observa-

tion when he said:

"The man who talks most about compe-

tition is usually the man who is neglecting

what he can do most efficiently in order

to buck what another man can do better."

BIG advertising appropriations are com-

fortable to work with, but they are not

always necessary.

Frequently a business can make con-

siderable progress merely by doing some

obvious things that will help it to show

better earnings very soon.

We are advertising agents, and we ex-

press our clients in advertisements.

But we are also business counsellors, and

in some cases our recommendations go so

far back of advertising that the business

starts to show improvement in organiza-

tion and earnings before a single adver-

tisement is run.

This sort of unbiased counsel is made

possible by our Fee-and-Budget system.

A descriptive bulletin will be sen t on request.

In advertising, neither effort nor

expenditure count vcithoiit an idea.

When Northcliffe Curbed His

Weil-Known Impetuosity

HE recent experience of a company that

went off at half-cock in its advertising

reminds us of Lord NorthclifTe's sagacity at

the time he started the London Daily Mail.

Having invested something like two and

one-half millions of dollars in laying the

foundation for his new newspaper, it may
fairly be assumed that he was impatient for

it to begin making money for him!

Yet his natural impetuosity was over-

ruled by his better judgment, with the

result he set out methodically to make very

T
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sure that the paper's pohcies were right

and the machinery of its organization was

in good working order by having the paper

published daily for three months i^eforc a

single copy ivas put on sale!

The news was gathered; the type was

set; the cuts were made; the forms were

stereotyped; the paper was put to press and

a few copies were run off. But not a copy

was circulated outside the office. For three

months he subjected every issue to the

same rigorous criticism that it would have

received had it been placed in the hands of

the public. During that period he appraised

material and writers, sounded public ten-

dencies, studied, changed, improved, built

up a staff of the ablest newspaper men he

could find. When at last the new morning

paper was presenteci to the British public,

the organization behind it was functioning

as smoothly as the great presses which

printed it, and the Daily Mail had a real

individuality. Its publisher had deliber-

ately "wasted" three months to gain six.

§ § §

A little more of this kind of time" wast-

ing" in connection with advertising pro-

grams would result in swifter progress and

a considerable saving of dollars.

It is not how soon one starts that counts,

but how quickly one arrives.

Momentum

No business has arrived at its full poten-

tialities until it has progressed to a

point where it develops momentum. Mo-
mentum represents progress which has be-

come partly self-accelerating.

Few businesses ever get into momentum
without advertising. That is a thought to

be pondered by the man who feels that his

business doesn't need advertising.

Creative Aptitude

Up
to the point where the advertising

message is determined, Lillibridge pro-

cedure approaches the scientific in its

exactness and completeness.

At this point, the problem becomes one

of expressing the message with what we

always term "creative aptitude."

This is a combination of solid, accurately

aimed content, with creative sparkle. It is

what lifts advertising above the common-
place.

"The thing that makes life possible,"

says Don Marquis, "is that you not

only cannot tell what is going to hap-

pen next, hut thatyou cannot tell what

you are going to think about it lohen

it does happen."

Clever Advertising

THE tendency to professionalize adver-

tisements—to make them so profession-

ally"advertisy" that they lose that straight-

forward simplicity and sincerity which is

calculated to focus attention on their mes-

sage and carry conviction, is, we believe,

something to be avoided. So also is the temp-

tation to make advertisements "clever."

We experience a sense of failure when
anyone says of one of our advertisements,

"That's a clever advertisement." Our aim

is to build advertisements that will cause

people to say, "This is very interesting to

me;" "This is something I must look into;"

"I must order one of these."

RAY D. LILLIBRIDGE IN c:<)R PORATED

^Jldvertising

NO. 8 WEST 4OTH STREET ' NEW YORK

Telephone : Longacrc 4000

Established in 1 S99

6133-7
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'BoOi FREE!

REVISED THIRD EDITION
OF

"Sales Contests'

Every Sales Executive Needs

This ISetv Book

TT CONTAINS a wealth of

accurate information. . . .

Analyzes Contests. . . . Re-

lates rules and "stunts.'" . . .

Discusses Quota Plans. . . .

Rewards. . . . Cash or Mer-
chandise. . . . Contest Costs.

. . . Discounts. . . . Service.

... In fact you will find

this small volume quite thor-

oughly exhausts the entire

subject of sales stimulation by
Sales Contests.

'J"he new edition is greatly en-

larged to include detailed in-

structions for the successful

developments of contests. Like
the second edition it epitomizes
the exjieriences of Sales Man-
agers who are pre-eminent in

their field. It will prove of
jiivaluable assistance to any
executive interested in Sales.

... ft is yours for the asking—without obligation.

UPSCO, Inc.

Chicago

RIGHT NOW—
is the time to use
this book for 1927
programs.

MAIL THIS
COUPON
TODAY

UPSCO, Inc.

307 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Please scud mc one copy of "Sales

Contests," gratis and zvithout obliga-

tion.

Name

A ddress

uct, he is convinced of the nverit of
General Motors. Being convinced, he
is likely to have a vast respect for that
volume and for the string of dealers
and service stations that are available
to owners of General Motors automo-
biles.

For years, makers of fountain pens
have been advertising the strength and
durability of their pens with, I suspect,
little result. People read the advertis-
ing, but were not convinced to a point
where they would invest. It was not
negative advertising by any means;
but it failed, as a rule, to convey the
idea of strength and durability. Then
a fountain pen maker started using
figures . . . today their sales are
soaring. They took a pen in an aero-
plane to a height of over 2000 feet and
dropped it. And it was not damaged!
Stressing the 2000-foot angle of the
experiment, this made sound advertis-
ing. They dropped a pen in the street
and permitted a heavy motor bus to
run over it. . . . No damage!
Stressing the weight of that truck, plus
ample pictorial matter, they had an
interesting and dramatic advertising
story. A pen was dropped from the
highest point of a building under con-
struction. ... No damage here.
. . . Another advertisement. . . .

And very, very convincing advertising,
too, understandable by everyone, prince
or piker, butter-and-egg man, or George
Jean Nathan. Stuff that builds sales,

adds to good will. . . . Stuff that
breaks down sales-resistance.
The world's best story starts out in

a decided stati.stical manner.
See Genesis.
Some advertising stories would make

easier and more persuasive reading if

spiced with the condiment of judiciously
applied statistics. . . . But it must
be done skilfully.

Dealer Advertising
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 34]

I flatten out the magazine so I can
give the copy closer inspection. "The
leader of all second spare equipment
that brings a five way profit is the sale
of an extra tire, tube, rim and tire

cover," I read. Here is something I

had not thought of. It is a splendid
idea. On my next trip to Columbus I

will bring back a stock of this mer-
chandise.

I have pictured my reactions in

these three cases in order to illustrate
the working of the retailer's mind as
he looks through the advertisements
appearing in his trade magazines and
to indicate how he may be brought into
the picture. He is not particularly in-

terested in you or your business. His
interest must be aroused by interpret-
ing your merchandise in terms of his
profits.

It cannot be done simply by dealer
advertising which stresses the consumer
advertising that the manufacturer is

doing, holding out to the retailer the
supposedly great demand this adver-
tising is going to create. That old
bugaboo, "created demand," wore out
its welcome long ago, for the retailer
has the knowledge, born of experience,
that "created demand" turns out more
frequently to mean simply "customer
acceptance," and that in spite of a mil-
lion dollar advertising campaign, he
has to sell the merchandise.

FREE
to you!

Hatrs new
book with
Hall's great

Library

Are you breaking
into advertising?

niill^ new book—GKTTl.Vr, AHEAD
IN ADVKUTISING—Is a book you will
want If you are tr>inK to Ket a rotdhold
In this fluid: In fact you will bo clad
to have a copy If you are already cngaKcd
In tills work, regardless of how, or whore,
or at Mhitt i>rlcc.

The book is a meaty littlo volume of
how lo use advertisinK and sellinK ahlllly
to your own best aiivantaco; It gives you
hundreds of bits of pracllpul experience
In making your efforts count. Ii comes
to you FKl-JC with

S. Roland HaU's
LIBKARY OF

ADVERTISING
AND SELLING

4 Vols.. 3323 pase?, 1000 Illustrations,

flcxlhlo binding. $1.00 In 10 days and
$2.00 monthly.

This is the Indispensable advcrtl<lnB
and KcMlng reference and home-study set.

JTundrt-ds nf men and women are using It

to [lusli themselves ahead. Hundreds of
expert H In all branches of marltetlng have
It liainly for reference. Apencles through-
out the country have these books In their
libraries. Colleges and universities use
the books as texts. If you're In advertU-
ing. or selling, or any branch of inarkot-
tng. <lon'l be without the good this set can
hrliiL' you.

$20 worth of books for
$17.50

Only 7 cents a day
Ttio big, well-paying jobs call for men

with all around kmnvlcdgo of the entire
selling business — advertising, personal
salesinansbip. planninu', managing, etc.

Add to your own experience a working
command of the principles and methods
that have been proved In the experlencea
of the most su-xessful selling organiza-
tions. You get tbeni—hundreds of Ihem—In this great set.

Examine /or 10 dayt FREE
ISo money down

Small monthly payments
Try Iho sot for yourself. Examine It

at our expense. If you like it. keep It;

If you dnn't, send It back. It has helped
and Is helpinn others. Tliere's personal

wisdom in seeing, at least, what It can
do for yiju.

Prove it for yourself
Mail the coupon now

Business Sales '^'anoB ;.'=;:

^H,xL hau. Hi:,
-"^

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
MrGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.

370 Seventh Avenue, New York
You may send me the HALL LIBRARY' OF

ADVBRTI.SrNC; AND SELLINQ for ten days-
free examination.

If the hooks are satisfactory, I will send
$1.50 In ten days and $2 a month until your
special prire of $17.50 has been paid. With
the LUirary I am to receive a free copy of
Hairs OKTTING ABEAD IN ADVERTISIXO
AND sra.LIN*;. If not wanted, I will write
ynu for shipping Instructions.

Name
A ddress

Position

Cotnpany
AS-7-27-27
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Who started"

that New York is the

IT JUST ISN'T so

The perspiring genius who looked out of his office window

onto teeming streets and damply typed the statement that

New York is "the great summer playground' —was either a

master satirist or was giving voice to what the psychoanalysts

call a baffled wish fulfilment.

That swept by ocean breezes ' line may beguile Belleville,

Illinois. There is no rise to it on the part of your true New

Yorker. He knows, she knows, that New York in summer is

hot. Damned hot. Oh, very damned hot, indeed!

So down at Deal and over at the Hamptons and up at New-

port, you will find New York s Own, happily exiled from the

sweltering heat of the town.

Wonder to us why we manage to hold up a decent volume of

advertising these dog days. What with all these absentees so

far from town and from convenient access to the New York

shops.

I
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he myth
Ideal Summer Playground?^^

Perhaps it is because no matter where they go, they send for

The New Yorker to go with them. Indeed, a full third of

The New Yorker*s subscribers are receiving their copies of

their favorite weekly through summer residence post offices;

and our statisticians are busy now figuring the total foot

poundage involved in the commuters march upon news-

stands at railway stations, ship landings and summer resort

newsstands where The New Yorker is for sale.

While their bronzed fingers turn the pages of The New Yorker

each week, while their nostalgia for New York survives above

the roar of surf on summer beaches, the whisper of trees above

wilderness lodges, the rune of running waters, advertising in

The New Yorker keeps right on working regardless of the Rise

and Decline of Fahrenheit.

THE

Nt¥ \OllKER
25 West 45th Street

New York City
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Here^sPartof

aLetterWe^d
Like to Have
You Read!

{With

44 Subscriptions)

.... "I have been
reading the Jour*

nal formany years,

and for the past

twelve months I

have found it of

such value that I

thought it would he

good business toput

it in the hands of all

of the officers and
heads of depart'

ments of this Bank;
hence, the sub-

scriptions and, as

one of our Direct-

ors termed it, I be-

lieve it the best

investment we
have made in a

long time."

The Journal is the only maga'
xine of paid circulation tvith a
complete covern^e of every
member bank of the American
Bankers Association.

American Bankers
Association Journal

Edited by James E. Clark

110 East 42nd St., New York City

Advertising Managers
ALDEN B. BAXTER. 110 East i2nd St..

New York Citv-

CHARLES H. RAVELL, 332 8. La Salle
St.. ChicaffO, III.

STANLEY IKERD, 120 W. 2nd St.. Loa
Angeles.

(MEMBER A.B.C.)

ther weeV^

Money Cramps Her Style

When Mrs. Jamoc and I want to go

to a theatre or a picture-show, we hop
on a subway train or a bus and get

where we are going in a very few min-

utes. Not so with some of our friends

who have more money than we. To
them, going to a concert ov any other

amusement is a serious matter, not to

be undertaken lightly. It calls for the

most careful prepai'ation. Engagements
are made days in advance — and as

often cancelled, because the car is out

of order or the maid away or the

chauflfeur ill. It is to laugh.

More than a month ago, a friend of

my wife's who is blessed with more
than her fair share of this world's

goods, 'phoned her asking if she would
not go see a certain notable film which,

at the moment, was being exposed on

the screen of an uptown theatre. Mrs.

Jamoc agreed. A date was decided

upon—three or four days hence. "I'll

call at 2.30," the wealthy one said. Did

she? She did not. She 'phoned at two
that her Pierce-Arrow was out of or-

der. Another engagement was made.
In due time, it was broken. That sort

of thing has been going on for weeks.

The dear lady has spent more time

making and unmaking engagements
than it would take to see the film, twice

over. The plain fact is that money
has cramped her style.

Narrcnv Columns—Why Not?

Before me is a copy of a recent issue

—it happens to be a Sunday issue

—

of a Vienna newspaper which, I am told,

is one of the most important in Austria.

Judged by our standai'ds, it is not

particularly impressive. In size, it does

not compare with the Sunday issue of

an American newspaper published in a

city with a population one-tenth that of

Vienna. And many a small-town

weekly is far better printed.

The pages are 13 inches wide and

about 19% from top to bottom and

there are 40 of them in the issue which

lies on my desk. The columns are of

varying width. Those on the first page

are 2%, 4% and 3%; those on the in-

side pages are also 3%. That seems to

be the standard width. There are three

pages of want ads, and these are

printed in columns only 1% inches wide.

That width, narrow as it is, seems to

be wide enough to fill the bill.

Two or three of Vienna's depart-

ment stores use a page, but, outside

of them, the advertisements are small

—a column by two or two and a half

inches deep. The motion-picture the-

atres are almost painfully modest in

their announcements—two lines, or, at

most, three are enough, apparently.

The reading matter is, as far as I

can judge (I am not familiar with Ger-

man) rather heavier than is the case

with us. Much of it is "by" stuff, re-

printed from Berlin and Munich papers.

Half a column is enough for automo-
bile news and another half column
takes care of sports. But, to my way
of thinking, the outstanding feature

of the paper is the way in which the

want ads are set—in very narrow col-

umns. Yet, as I say, they are wide

enough.

They Flourish on Criticism

Some of us—I for one—do our best

work when we get a friendly pat on

the shoulder or a cheery "that's good!"

But thei'e are others who seem to thrive

on criticism and discouragement. A
man I know has achieved greatly in

spite of the fact that for years and
years after he was married, his wife

threw cold water on him whenever he

voiced his ambitions. Her invariable

comment was "you can't do that."

Not very wifely of her, was it? Yet,

more than once, the thought has come
to me that, possibly, she was wiser

than she seemed to be. Perhaps, that

"you can't do that" was just what was
needed to make her husband grit his

teeth—and do it.

Shoicmauship

Just to show that I had his interest

at heart, I made a suggestion, a few
weeks ago, to a motion-picture man
whose programs are so fine that it is

difficult to see how they can be finer.

My suggestion, as I outlined it, was
crude, embryonic. But it was enough.

The picture man "got" it and developed

it in a way that thrills me every time

I think of it. He has the great gift

of showmanship. Give him only the

faintest glimmering of an idea and, if

it has vitality, he transforms it into

a thing of amazing beauty.

Some advertisers are like that. More
are not. Put before them an idea,

worked out to the final detail. They
cannot grasp it. With others, the

merest "flash" is enough.
Jamoc.

i
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The Score
a/fheendofthe4

: L-^\ .^

LINEAGE figures are valuable only because

-^ they are the record of dollars invested by

advertisers for more dollars returned in sales

and profits.

Therefore, it is with no desire to boast or brag

that The Chicago Evening American submits

the following figures oftotal advertising lineage

gains and losses of local daily newspapers for

the first four months of 1927.

CHICAGO EVENING lines

AMERICAN . . . Gained 207,858

Daily News Lost 310,032

Post Lost 239,911

Journal Lost 145,902

Tribune Lost 155,415

Herald-Examiner Gained 6,091

The gratifying feature about the gains being

recorded by The Chicago Evening American

lies in the fact that they are in all departments

—local, national and classified advertising.

The above figures would never have been

written into the newspaper history of Chicago

were it not for the fact that The Chicago

Evening American is producing bigger and

bigger returns for its advertisers.

With the second largest evening paper

circulation in America and reaching more

HOMES in Chicago than any other daily

paper, The Evening American continues

to make progress almost without parallel in

the history of modern journalism.

CHICAGO EVENING AMERICAN
a good newspaper
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and ifte Q'OO'fii

29 Rich Counties
More than a miUion people

The G. C. O. M. (Great Central

Ohio Market), with Columbus its

trading center and Capital, is one

of the most attractive fields in

America for the sale of all kinds

of Merchandise. The wealth of

this territory is more than 2J^
billion dollars.

One newspaper . . . The Co-
lumbus Dispatch, can give you the

key to sales in this fertile terri-

tory.
During 1926 The Dispatch car-

ried more agate lines of paid ad-

vertising than any other Ohio
newspaper.
The Dispatch, with a circu-

lation of 113,678, reaches prac-

tically all of the worthwhile homes
in Columbus and covers the great

Central Ohio Market as no other

newspaper even claims to do.

Ohio's greatest home daily
j

$58,490
In College Newspapers

You can buy a 14,000 line

campaign in each of the 107

biggest college papers for

^58,490.

Some advertisers spend this

amount in college papers every

year.

Full details in *'The

Collegiate Salesman."

Send for it.

EsIafalUhed 1913

Collegiate Special
AdvertisingAgency, Inc.

503 Fifth Ave, New York

612 North Michigan Ave., Chicago

Abusing Complaint

Department
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36]

absolutely flat. It is impossible to fig-

ure out how that happened unless a

truck ran over it; perhaps one did.

Here are several brushes on which
the bristles or hair have become matted
on one side; instead of being hung up
they have been shoved back of the
wash bowl or bath tub when wet. Do
that long enough and any bristle or
hair will mat down. The remedy is

simple, however. We will steam it,

comb it so that it is as good as new,
and return it to the customer. She
could have done the same thing with a
little soaking in hot water and combing
back of the hair or bristle. We won't
worry about those items.
We won't worry about them; al-

though we have spent years and dollars
endeavoring to educate the customer
to take care of brushes. We suppose
we have educated a good many thou-
sands of them and that we and other
brush manufacturers are benefitting
from it. However, apparently the job
of education will never end.

HERE is one of the prize articles of
the morning's collection—a hair

brush. There is nothing the matter with
it except that it is badly in need of
cleaning ; some one to comb out the hair
and give it a good bath under scalding
water, and the job is done.
A few more broken and dirty combs,

one or two more well-worn tooth
brushes and a collection of obsolete
brushes which have been worn out in

service, and the morning's mail is fin-

ished. Of the entire lot there was
some excuse, in a greater or less de-
gree, for sending back not over seventy
per cent. In the cases of the remaining
thirty per cent there was not the slight-
est shadow of an excuse for returning
them to the manufacturer. Yet in every
case we made them good. The only
time we balked was when the customer
sent us a brush made by some other
manufacturer and wanted us to replace
it. We really felt that was carrying
the fun a little too far, and we sent
the brush to her with a letter trying to
explain how she could identify Fuller
Brushes by looking for the trade mark
and the Red Tip Tag we have spent a
few million dollars to advertise.
We are not the only sufferers from

this sort of thing, and perhaps we are
not the worst. Only that it would be
too good to spoil the joke, I would tell
the name of a product which lasts,
under any circumstances, only a few
months and on which, as a test, Mrs.
Smith and myself kept ourselves sup-
plied for a period of three or four years
by returning them each time just be-
fore they reached an impossible stage,
and getting a new one for nothing.
Meditating thus, I rise somewhat sad-

ly from my seat in the adjustment de-
partment, give my clothes a thorough
brushing, wash my hands three times
with a disinfectant soap, spray myself
thoroughly, and wonder what in
thunder we can do about it.

The public has been taught that the
reputable manufacturer, the national
advertiser, stands behind his goods.

Granted that the manufacturer must
stand back of his goods, how far is he
gomg to be compelled to ro?

Thousand
Commodities
manufacttired in 443 establishments
by 50,000 wage earners, the largest
number of any city in Connecti-
cut, is the reason behind the pros-
perity of Bridgeport. There are
no dull or slack times. Industry
always hums, because there are
no seasonal occupations in this

area.

W f^

is always a good market for the
national advertiser. 236,000 con-
sumers live within the Bridgeport
13-mi!e trading radius and patron-
ize the neighborhood stores. They
buy everything worth while. You
can cultivate this rich, easily ac-

cessible market with one small

cost by advertising in the

44.446

The POST-TELEGRAM en-

ters practically every home in and

around Bridgeport and reaches a

buying power of importance that

no advertiser can afford to ignore.

I

li

Jfational RepreaentaHveti

GTLMJlS. NICOLL & RUTHMAN
Uew Tork, Boston, Chicago. San Francisco.
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Mr. Chase Broadcasts the Beaas
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28]

that justly offends the co-authors used
to sell "A Sure Rule To Get Rich."
When the consumer opened the envel-
ope he got back for his dollar, he found
a typewritten slip reading

Work like the Devil and never

spend a cent.

That, in its way, is just as rich and
juicy a program as Mr. Chase's idea of
having everything we buy analyzed in
advance like bootlegger's alcohol. The
only real pleasure in sin, after all, is

the fun of kicking over the traces. So
long as people enjoy foolish things,
they will buy them—with or without
advertising. So long as the great mass
of Americans are indifferent, extrava-
gant and careless, they are going to
keep on enthusiastically selling each
other inferior stuff. And—let us mark
it in italics for Mr. Chase

—

until our
118,000,000 can be educated to buy
wisely, it is far better for them to

spend prodigally than not to spend at
all.

In the matter of waste—the general
subject of his book—Mr. Chase is ad-
mittedly an authority. And waste is

the most important single problem be-
fore business today. But getting the
waste out of selling is, for the moment,
infinitely more important than getting
the waste out of buying. As the co-
authors, once more, point out:

The amazing growth in the technical
arts has provided the machines and the
organizations for turning out goods in in-
credible quantities. One cotton mill opera-
tive is nov? able to handle more looms than
60 operatives could manage in 1870. One
garment worker running 6 rib-cutting ma-
chines, replaces 25 hand workers. Two
nn-ii witli an elt'Ctric-rnagnet can imload as
much pig Iron as 128 men could formerly
dispose of. One bottle-making machine
operator replaces 54 hand workers: one
cigarette machine tender replaces 100 hand
rollers.

ADVERTISING and "intensive" sell-

ing are doing much to keep business
from being swamped by the backwash
of over production. In the long run,
however, the only thing that can save
us is to wipe out waste. This will lower
prices without killing profits. And
open vastly wider markets without
suicidal sales expense.

Advertising is blatantly wasteful, of
course. But even in Mr. Hoover's pro-
gram, inefficient advertising is only one
of thirteen major wastes. With the
single exception of manufacturing,
every sort of American business activ-

ity is blatantly wasteful. Throughout
out nation, the ordinary dictated busi-
ness letter, counting all charges, is es-

timated to cost not much below $1. One
institution I know, spends at least
twice as much on totally unproductive
statistics as it does on all its advertis-
ing.

Conferences, sales conventions, un-
necessary bookkeeping, showy systems,
outworn routines, institutional mum-
mery of every sort, easily waste more
money in a month than advertising
does in a year. "Meeting" competition.

unwarranted expansion in lines of
goods or sales territory, prideful sub-
stitution of experience for experiment,
stubborn refusal to make even the most
elementary preliminary tests—these ex-
travagances regularly cost American
business ten times as much as its whole
advertising expenditure.

Businesses, quite naturally, reflect

the men who run them. Each wastes
money with real pleasure at the par-
ticular point which most intrigues its

vanity. When one considers that the
average American corporation pays
shareholders only about 3% cents out
of every dollar profit; and that the av-
erage American business, wholesale or
retail, lasts only about 6V2 years, one
wonders why Mr. Chase lends advertis-
ing so flattering a share of his atten-
tion.

ADVERTISING, according to Mr.
Percival White, is only one of the

six steps in modern merchandising. It

is fast becoming the Goat for all six.

How much that is advertising's own
fault is another story. Mr. Chase takes
his swing at it apparently out of sheer
exuberance. In his attack on waste, on
the other hand, Mr. Chase is a veri-
table Daniel come to judgment. His
remedy, however, is either ten years
too late or a hundred years too early.
The U. S. Engineers in charge of the
last Mississippi flood didn't consider
pushing the water back up the river.
Or building obstructions to slow down
the muddy current. They blew up the
levees. And let the Flood spill its

force. Then only did they take up the
question of scientifically preventing a
recurrence.

Until the United States gets adjusted
to its new postwar wealth, it seems
reckless to argue for less spending

—

even as intelligently as Messrs. Chase
and Schlink argue. Until our great
mass of solid citizens loses its fear of
poverty and learns to play—cheerfully—comfortably—confidently—while ma-
chinery does the drudgery, we shall
still have to lure them with over-
colored advertisement!! and trap them
with intensive selling. Until bankers
themselves organize rightly to finance
consumption, in.stead of worrying about
feeble installment selling in the hands
of others, their education, too, may
have to be continued by our present
wasteful methods.

Insofar as "Your Money's Worth"
may lead to more buying, instead of
less, it is welcome. Whenever it helps
replace bad selling vrith good selling,

wherever it scares away wasteful ad-
vertising and attracts effective adver-
tising, it will be a godsend to our pres-
ent emergency. If somebody would onlv
endow Mr. Chase with a $10,000,000
advertising appropriation he could, no
doubt, educate enough people to make
better buying a real factor for more
buying. Until—and unless—he can do
that for himself, he can hardly hope to

be of any huge constructive ser%4ce by
hamstringing the selling forces that
might be made to do it.

Back through centuries of world his-

tory, we can count on the fingers of

two hands all the bloody revolutions
that really contributed to human prog-
ress. Our development comes rather
from those thousands of broad visioned
men who labored patiently, day by day,
with the instruments at hand. The
able authors of "Vuur Money's Worth"
should line up with advertising; not
against it. They will find no greater
or more profitable field. No industry
has ever suffered more than advertis-
ing for lack of scientific standards.
Any man who can sell an idea to an-
other can call himself an "adver-
tising man." Or, if he can't sell his
idea to anybody, he can always print
it himself and call it an "advertise-
ment." The one common denominator
-^results—is still practically unrecog-
nized. If only two hundred thinking
advertising men will read Mr. Chase's
argument for the Bureau of Standards
with a bit more sympathy than Mr.
Chase has read their copy, that 200 cir-
culation may ultimately prove of great-
er value to "Your Money's Worth" than
all the "200,000 intelligent consumers"
promised by Macmillan.
With or without Mr. Chase's help,

accurate self-supporting advertising is
coming fast. It is more than a trade
reform. It is an industrial necessity.
One hundred and twenty thousand
wage earners depend on the printing
payroll, alone, of some 10,000 periodi-
cals which derive 70 per cent of their
income from advertising receipts. And
to justify itself economically, that bil-
lion dollars ($923,272,67.'3, in 1925)
the nation pays each year for this ad-
vertising in only those newspapers and
magazines must -move a stupendous
bulk of goods.

IX/I R. CHASE may comfort himself
J-'-l that advertising has passed its
high point of waste. On the other hand,
he must realize advertising hasn't yet
even begun to approach its peak of ex-
penditure. With sincere admiration for
all its splendid selling of itself, some
more sympathetic critic might suggest
that advertising has not yet been prop-
erly introduced to the right people. As
advertising's own standards of exact-
ness begin to approximate those of suc-
cessful chain stores and mail-order
houses—and in other ways to conform
to those excellent principles Messrs.
Chase and Schlink have so engagingly
set up^advertising will find itself draw-
ing closer to many giant organizations
now cold to its seductive glory. As soon
as advertising learns really to help these
business behemoths, competition will
compel them to use it. Even today the
gesture of independence by chain
-stores, buying syndicates, and famous
industrial leaders in many lines comes
from an intelligence far too keen to ac-
cept advertising as now oflTered. Yet
not quite keen enough to penetrate its

tremendous possibilities!
Gorgeous self-assurance remains our

greatest weakness. There, at least,
"Your Dollar's Worth," should do some
real good. Dazzling cocksureness that
advertising can benefit everybody has,
to be sure, brought in its multitude of
golden moths. But the accompanying
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7,022
5,038
4,718
6,572
3,836
7,462
4,480
2,880

Total Newspaper
Advertising

1927

8,240
9,872

12,702
7,426

8,014
9,478

11,988
8,370

^^^^=========,^,,,^^^^^^^^^^^/ "^^ i^vening Post, Inc.

6,950
4,708
5,056
6,448
3,726
7,534
4,380
3,194

'°''»14 lOO.oTT
•No Sunday edilion.

American
He'-ald Tribune'
'imes
World

.

[rror tT,u
Lews

Eve. Journal
.

Jve. Post..
Eve. World

.

'Sun
. .

'^Telegram
Brooklyn Eagle
Brooklyn Times.
Standard Union

Totals
.

'"•l n,rt 1927

lOq f.443,284
ISS ,^655,694

lo '^'954,094
"•"

7,986,028

7,297,046
2.869,752
''.999,397

8.465,552
2,994,071
9,027,445
3.387,276
2,863,612

1926

6,851,764
9,642,818
15,251,876
9.173,772

7.'725'458

2,618,302
5.165,330
8.402,130
3.055,086
9,359,124
3.720,052
2,966,420

25i;450

63^422

American
Herald

. .
' '

HwaW Tribune
limes

World

tve. Journal
.

've. Mail .

Eve. Post .

£" World
Eve. Globe
Sun

Te'egram
.

B^yn Eagle
'.

f "'yn Times
•^'and. Union

.

Totals .

1927

6.443,284
'-•"'

',i62,I04

hK J^f«J« 7,794.822
rMe.02S ^^j;«^ U587,39.

Loss

408,480

297,782
1,187,744
191,945

59,246
428,412

165,9^3

61,015
331,679
332,776
102,808

2.629,585
(N't Los.)

1924

7.808,098

2,335,910

6.206,288

7:297:046
iTzsl'lf

2.868,752

4,999,397

8,46S:SS2

2,994,071

9.027,445

3,387,276

2,863,612

2,618;302

•5.165,330

8.402:130

3,055,086

9,359,124

3,720,052

2,966,420

«S.794,,7S
91:423770

7.751,838

2^07,736

4.3S7,518

7,012;S32

3,562,044

8,577,076

2.518,888

3,436,764

1923

6,153,872

5,927,014

i3,293-,732
itfsli'l ^•"^:^«6'

8.600,114 9 25S57„' '?""'>«9'<='.':S5,570
8,243,470

1.643,000

1922

5.668,330

5,982,182

4.737,786

Lg6^ ZUXsoT
7.475,876

ft6I2,782

2,209,886

3,951,176,

6,815,856

4.824,988

8,804,036

2.389,888

3,811,696

.
"""' changed to T n^ e a to TeJee,a„ May 16

6,794,786

3,214,534

2,077,672

4,511,140

W,82S,302

5,290,192

3,438,312

8,289,030

1.934,896

3,944,698

''''''''
''2.044,390 84-.^

5,970,288

3,055,906

2,047,812

4,597,850

3,693,968

4,901,150

3,516,492

7,789578
1,762,750

3,873,502

1921

5.236,928

6,287,834

4,841,259

10,930,804

7,345,998

J.126,11

5.383,034

3,223,622

3,142,521

4,650,308

3,555,150

4,221,880

3,430,878

6.829,310

1.621,564

3,447,546

"-'"•"58 75^7^:^

1925.

DST

r&.cus

Eleven New York newspapers show losses

in lineage for the first six months of 1927

as compared with the same period of 1926.

Only four show gains. Note The News!
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Thank You...
FIVE years ago a certain prominent ad-

vertising agent expressed the opinion

that he doubted whether a tabloid

paper would ever get support enough from
either the public or from advertisers to

justify its publication. Hisdayof doubting,
as far as this tabloid paper is concerned,

is definitely ended.

The public speedily answered for itself.

For more than three vears The News has

had the largest Daily and Sunday circula-

tion in America. No newspaper in the

United States ever gained public support

or approval so rapidly and in such volume.

And year after year, advertisers have
been turning to The News in increasing

number with increasing volume. The first

six months of 1917 furnished specific and
conclusive proof of the advertising accept-

ance of The News.

FOR many types of business 1917 has

been an off year. Advertising in all types

of media ran somewhat behind the 1916
record for the first six months. Newspaper
advertising for the six months period ran

i% to 10% behind last year.

In the New York field, eleven papers

sustained losses in the first six months of

this year.

Only four papers showed gains.

One of the four is The News

—

A gain of 610,487 agate lines. An in-

crease far greater than the gains of the

other three combined.

An off season brings out strength. The
News gain shows The News strength; its

growing appreciation among advertisers.

It costs monev to use The News. The

News has the highest newspaper line rate

in the United States. Advertisers in 192.7 as

a whole are paying from ten to twenty
cents a line more to The News than they
paid last year. So increasing News ap-

propriations on shrinking schedules are a

very substantial form of recognition.

Department store volume and advertis-

ing lineage throughout the country, and in

New York, is behind last year. But The
News gained 156,494 lines in this classifica-

tion. In a buyers' market, the New York
department stores are looking to The
News for new business, and getting it.

This is also an off year for the auto-

mobile industry and also for automobile
advertising. The News gained 38,570 lines

in this classification.

Other News gains are in foodstuffs,

furniture, jewelry, musical instruments,

public service, book publishers, railroads,

real estate, resorts, tobacco, and women's
specialty shops.

These gains prove the value of TheNews.
Advertisers are coming more and more to

realize that it is not just "one of the tab-

loids" but a new selling influence of super-

lative efficiency , of extraordinary economy

.

It reaches approximately 70% of all fami-

lies in New York City. Its cost is lower.

The high visibility of the small paper and

the small page helps advertising do a bet-

ter job. It is the one newspaper in New
York today that really covers and really

sells the whole market.

THE second six months of the year will

show the profits. Before you settle on
your Fall schedule for New York, give

serious thought to The News.

THE aNEWS
New York's Picture Newspaper
Tribune Tower, Chicago 25 Park Place, New York
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Entire block

fronting Central Park

Advertising Men Find—
superlative comfort, convenience and pleasant surroundings
at the Hotel Majestic—favorite stopping-place for traveled
people. They know.

Whether alone or wfith family, the location is ideal—only a
step from theatre and shopping districts and a few minutes
to all business centers.

With a "front yard" of 843 acres, the big, cheery rooms at

the Majestic are exceptionally attractive. The cuisine is un-
surpassed, and good music, comfortable lounge and other fea-
tures combine to make you glad you came.

Try it when next in New York

and

RESTAURANTS
r'

Two West 72nd Street

Entire block fronting Central Park

NEW YORK
Telephone Endicott 1900

THE HOTEL MAJESTIC
Central Park West at 72nd Street
New York City

Without obligating me, please send me
booklet and information as to arrangements
for a party of people

~]

Name

Address
Adv. & Selling 7-27-27

J

The Standard Advertising Register
la the best tn Its field. Ask any user. Supplies
valuable Information on more than 8.0 00 ad-
rertleers. Write for data and prices.

National Register Publlsiilng Co.
Incorporated

15 Moore St.. New York City
R, W. Ferrel, Manager

Folded Edge Duckine and Fibre Signs
Cloth and Paraffine Signs

Lithographed Outdoor and Indoor
Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
Masflillon, Ohio Good Salesmen Wanted

Shoe and Leather Reporter
Boston

The outstanding publication of the shoe,
leather and allied industries. Practically
1 00% coverage of the men who actually
do the buying for these industries. In its

67th year. Published each Thursday. $6
yearly. Merober ABP and ABC.

Bake
A.B.P. and A.B.C.

Plpirp Pnbllshed

"/oj?* Twlce-a-month

Baken' Helper Is the oldest magazine Id
Its field. It has given practical help to
bahery owners for 40 years. The tact that
over 75 per cent of Us readers renew their
sutjsorlptlons by mall shows they want It.

New York Office
17 E. 42nd St.

431 S. DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

uncertainty as to exactly what adver-
tising will do for any specific user has
been equally effective in preventing
really adequate use by the great con-
cerns which could—and should—adver-
tise most profitably. As advertising
tightens up, we shall see a great
squeezing out of those who have no
really vital idea to proclaim. But, as
competition becomes keener, there will

be an even greater influx of those who
use advertising neither as trumpet nor
weapon, but as a practical, profitable
tool.

Export Orders
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21]

houses in New York. Whenever he
issues a new catalog or circular he
posts copies to the list headed "Ex-
porters" in the Red Telephone Book,
a list, by the way, conspicuously in-

accurate both by omission and com-
mission. When he has spare time one
of this manufacturer's New York sales-

men calls on some of the exporters
whose acquaintance he has worked up
in the course of several years. His
personality has found congenial spirits

in some of the buyers and department
managers of some of the exporters, and
they are quite willing to favor him
with such orders as they have in this

manufacturer's line, at least when the
foreign customers do not imperatively
instruct some other line, and are will-

ing, too, to send abroad to some of their
customers and agents the manufac-
turer's catalogs and occasionally small
samples. To a few of them he has
been induced to give a small extra,
confidential, commission. Orders are
occasionally received. The salesman is

pleased because he has increased the
volume of his sales; the manufacturer
is pleased because he has some export
orders which have cost him, almost
literally, not one red cent. To be sure,

the export houses sometimes suggest
to the salesman that the manufacturer
ought to make a contribution towards
the expense of the house in trying to
work up a foreign business, or to have
his samples carried by a salesman for
the expoi'ter who is just selling for
some foreign markets, that much larger
business might be done if the manufac-
turer would carry part of the burden,
say $500 or $1,000 a year. Both manu-
facturer and his salesman are deaf to
this proposition. It is none of the
salesman's proper business; the manu-
facturer gets an occasional order that
doesn't cost anything, he shrugs his
shoulders at the suggestion that more
or bigger orders might otherwise be
secured.
Now you can call that salesmanship,

or order-taking, as you please. Per-
sonally I call it order-taking. Yet it

is the plan and policy of a great many
manufacturers who are commonly re-

garded as shrewd and able business
men, as well as successful. In any
case the New York export house is

undeniably to be called an export sell-

ing agency. As such we may very well

examine some of its functions as well
as its facilities, which manufacturers
like our Number One seldom do.

Whatever its origin and past history,
the fact is that the export house of
today looks must eagerly toward the
selling end of the business, even though
the great bulk of its annual turnover
comes from no sales efforts of its own
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Business
1028
AGOOD indication of business

for 1928 is found in the un-

usual volume of orders for adver-

tising space that have already been

placed in Collier^s for 1928,

427 national advertisers have
placed orders in Collier^s for the

first six months of 1928. And this

represents—by far—the largest

volume of advertising ever run in

Collier^s for any one year.

Collier^s circulation is gaining

even through the summer months.

It is at present well over 1,350,000

—newsstand sales over 456,000.

Collier's
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When people t/imi they are most original

t/iev are often only doing ix-liat everyone else is

doing, what is in the air. Don't bother about

originality and don t be afraid ofriot being new.

Novelty is ?iot worth the price of beauty which

is cotnnionlypaidfor it. It rs ofno use trying to be

new; the thing to try for is good work, beauty,

the right solution of the problem before you.

And never mind who says your work

is not modern— iftt is good.

LEWIS F. DAY

(^ood PRINTING here

II4EAST I3TH STREET
telephone; stuyvesant i 197

NEW YORK

forged
in the white heat of controversy

Issues of the clay dramatize themselves most in controversy and
debate. . . . Place your advertising in the Forum and you have
set it squarely across the rushing mainstream of America's

interests where they are most (juicl;encd.

The Forum is discussed and
quoted everywhere. In every

state in the Union and in

every city of importance the

Forum and its controversies

are being talked about. It

offers an audience of 75,000

influential people. And a message?

quality audience too; a

recent survey of 2500 of its

readers showed average in-

comes of more than $10,000.

Have you considered the

use of so vital a setting as

the Forum for your sales

FORUM
Member ofAudit Bureau ofAdverthing

WALDO W. SELLEW, Ad-verthing Manager, 441 Lexington Avenue, New York

and in merchandise in which it has no
direct interest of any sort. Here are
some elementary facts that should be
understood by all: 1. No export house
does business in all countries of the
world. 2. An export house does busi-
ness in one of the markets where it

operates in one way, in another way in
a different market. 3. An export house
may do business in certain kinds of
merchandise in one market, but in
entirely different kinds in another mar-
ket. 4. The sales facilities of an ex-
port house vary greatly in the markets
where it does business, in one market
having its own representative, or even
large branch house, in another depend-
ing only on the divided efforts of a
general local sales commission agent.

Obviously its usefulness as an export
selling agency in any given case is

indeterminate until these factors are
investigated and known. Yet orders
may be had from them and at practi-
cally no cost. They pay the manufac-
turer's invoices and take care of ship-
ping the goods. These are potent
considerations, when the manufacturer
has no interest in knowing who his ac-

tual customers abroad are, or in in-

tensively cultivating them. Such
ambitions the export house consistently
discourages. It strenuously endeavors
to keep the business in its own hands.
In a word, the lazy or indifferent

manufacturer can get some chance or-

ders for export from such occasional,
haphazard, attention to export houses
as Manufacturer Number One devotes
to them, and he is an actual case that
I have in mind, thoroughly typical of
hundreds.
Then there's Manufacturer Number

Two, also a typical case. We will say
that he makes files. He does not be-
lieve that New York export houses are
of any use to him as sales agents. He
regards them as strictly purchasing
agents for foreign importers whose
orders the exporters merely execute
mechanically, with complete indiffer-

ence as to what goods their customers
choose to order, as indeed it is the fact
that they are bound to buy and ship
precisely those goods which the im-
porters abroad prefer and instruct, no
matter what their own preferences and
no matter what conflicting selling agen-
cies they hold. So Manufacturer Num-
ber Two never calls on the exporters
but cultivates direct connections abroad
in those markets where he has the
best fields. Some orders arrive through
export houses, because there are cer-

tain merchants who import American
goods in foreign countries, notably in

Australasia and South Africa, who
prefer this fashion of financing and
shipping, even though their interest in

the goods has been developed by the
manufacturer directly, without any in-

tervention.
Manufacturer Number Two believes

in cultivating and developing foreign
trade through local manufacturer's
sales commission agents, living in the
countries where business is sought.
There are such commission agents in

every country, representing manufac-
turers of Europe and the United States.

The trouble is to find a good one, for
thev are of all sorts, old and new, in-

telligent and morons, the good, the bad
and the indifferent. The good ones, at
least the best ones, are quite sure to

be prettv fully engaged, representing
as many big and successful lines as they
can give adequate attention to. Some
of them also represent New York ex-
port commission houses in markets
where large houses of this sort have
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T/ie Grayhnr is llu-

largest office building

in the uorld. 12^00
people lii// fnciipy its

1^00,000 square jeet

of floor space, ixhile

eOflOO visitors iiill

use its thirty-fife eir-

\- valors daily.
.K^-f-X^-^-^M'

A multi-phased industry

kept humming ,

Just a few

of the 18,027 units

reached by POWER
OFFICE BUILDINGS

Equitable BuildinR. N. Y.

Woolworth BIdK.. N. Y.

Sincer Bldg.. N. Y.

S. W. Bell Telephone Bids-. SI.

Louis. Mo.

Hearst Tower Bldg.. Baltimore

Ames Building, Boston, Ma.ss.

Peoples Trust & Savings Bldg.,

Chicago

Monadnock Block, Chicago

Farmers Bank BIdg., Pittsburgh

Candler BIdg., Atlanta, Ga.

National City Bank BIdg., Los
Angeles, Calif.

General Motors BIdg., Detroit

by the services of a great office building's

chief engineer!

His duties, in addition to maintaining the elevator service

with which to move the thousands of occupants, call for

the provision of heat, hot and cold water and sufficient

"juice" for lights, dictaphones, electric fans—or what

have you?

There is a vast amount of equipment you should be sell-

ing him—equipment of every variety! He is buying it in

quantities that should give rise to reflection on your part.

Think of it! Then think of him as being but one of simi-

lar thousands who weekly read

POWER
lOth Ave. at 36th St., New York City
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The Dallas Morning News

The Dallas Journal

The Semi-Weekly

Farm News
Announce the appointment as

National Advertising Representatives

OF

THE JOHN BUDD COMPANY
New York Chicago St. Louis Atlanta

San Francisco Los Angeles Portland

Effective August 1st, 1927
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To Select the Proper

Advertising Mediums—^You Need

STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE

It gives up-to-the-

minute information on

rates, discounts, color

and cover charges, spe-

cial positions, classified

advertising and read-

ing notices, closing

dates, page and column sizes

—

and circulations on publications

in the United States and
Canada.

The rate-cards and circula-

tion statements are practically

duplicated and placed in one
convenient volume.

Published Monthly

—supplemented with bulle-

tins—and, covers daily news-
papers, farm papers, general

magazines, business

papers, religious and
foreign language publi-

cations.

Confidence

Every great business

enterprise, that has endured
over a span of time, has been
founded upon—and, has pros-

pered through—the confidence

of those comprising the market
to which it sought to sell its

merchandise or service—confi-

dence in honor, intelligence,

appreciation and goodwill!

During the short span of eight years

STANDARD RATE & DATA SER-
VICE has done what it has taken other

successful institutions many years to

accomplish.

USE THIS COUPON

Special 15-Day Approval Order

.192

STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE.
536 Lake Shore Diir^
Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen; You may send to us. prepaid, a copy of the current number of Standard Rate & Data Serrice, together with all bulletins

issued since it was published for "15 days** use. Unless we return it at the end of fifteen days you may bill us for $30.00, which is the

cost of one year's subscription. The issue we receive is to be considered the initial number to be followed by a revised copy on the iirst

of each month. The Service is to be maintained accurately by bulletins issued every other day.

Firm Name Street Address.

City State

Individual Signing Order Official Position
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Your Product Recommended
at Meetings like these/

How much would 25,000 such meetings be worth to you?

piCTL'RE for a moment a group such as
*- that shown above—50 or 60 women meet-

ing to discuss the new fac^s about child rearing.

"What are the raoA wholesome desserts for

kiddies?" "The beS
games and toys?" "Leg-

gings?" "Dresses at rea-

sonable prices?" "Men-
us, recipes?" These are

the kind of practical

queSions discussed.

There are more than

25,000 Parent-Teacher

Associations, Mothers'
Clubs and Child Study
groups throughout the

country. Here is a phase of American life

which many advertisers are completely over-

looking. It is the leaders in these groups who
are perhaps more influential than any other

similar body of women in determining the

purchasing habits of women as a whole. And
these leaders are almoS invariably readers of

Children, The Magazine for Parents.

Word-of-Mouth Advertising

—Now It Can Be Bought
Advertisers have always sought

widespread word-of-mouth recom-
mendation of their products as an
ultimate objective. Now comes_ a
really effective method of securing
it—and. too, with a backing of real

authority.

The leader of one mothers" club, for in

Sance, writes as follows:

"It has become such a habit that we look

forward eagerly for the magazine each month.
Many of the articles are

read at meetings. . . .

The magazine has also

been circulated among
the club members so

that in their leisure they

may read other intere^-

ing articles, ads and
suggestions.

What would it be

worth in the sale of

votir produiit to have

such sponsorship behind it? The advertising

rate in Children is $J75 a page, based on a

circulation of 60,000 net paid, A. B.C., average

12 months.

Childpem, The Magazine for Parents, j5j
Fourth Avenue, New York. Chicago repre-

sentative: Straud Galey, 111 W. Monroe
Street.

—AND SO OUGHT YOU!

ADVERTISING AND SELLING
9 East 38th St., New York City

Please enter my subscription for one year at $3.00.

n Send bill. Check attached.

Name Position

Company

Address City State.

that this one wholesale merchant would
turn in as large a business as he had
had before through the intensive cul-

tivation of the whole trade by adroit
salesmen, but he thought that perhaps
there might be as large net profits in

whatever trade he got. Incidently,
the result was surprising. The whole-
sale merchant promptly discarded nine-
tenths of the many varieties of goods
included in the manufacturer's whole
line, concentrated on one-tenth and in
those few varieties has turned in as
large an annual business as was form-
erly secured on the whole line from
600 buyers, each of comparatively small
orders.

This Manufacturer Number Three
uses yet another export selling agency
—one of those firms of New York ex-
porters who are exporters and yet are
different, several of whom have grown
up in the past few years. This class
confine their efforts to selling those
certain lines which are given to them
exclusively to control and which (usu-
ally) they are paid to sell. They send
their own salesmen into the markets
where they work with samples of the
goods they control. Yet, unlike the usual
selling agent, they finance and ship the
goods which they sell. That does in-

deed sound ideal, but when one of these
concerns controls over 300 different
lines of American goods one is tempted
to query how much time and attention
can be given to each and every line

by a human salesman. Manufacturer
Number Three has made it his busi-
ness to know the salesmen personally
and thoroughly hypnotise each. He
does not intend his line to be one of
those neglected.

Publishing Thrills

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30]

Soon there came a time when, giving
our readers the same number of read-
ing pages as Hai-per's and The Cen-
tury, we felt that we were entitled to
more than ten cents a copy. But to raise
the subscription price of a magazine is

an important step. I was well aware of
this, for the Home Journal had doubled
its subscription rate a few years
before I went to it and I knew the diffi-

culties which had ensued. With our
mounting circulation and low adver-
tising rate, profits were small. At fif-

teen cents a copy there would be little

loss on circulation. When to make the
change was the problem.
Then one morning the daily news-

papers did us the kindness to print the
statement that Everybody's Magazine
was to be suppressed ! The attoi'ney for
Henry H. Rogers, of Standard Oil

fame, had written the American News
Co. that if the magazines were dis-

tributed and put on sale throughout the
country, action at law would be taken.
The elevated train on which I rode that
morning seemed to creep at a snail's

pace. Arriving at my office, I burst in

on Mr. Ridgway.
"Now's the time!" I cried.

"With the dignity of a foreign ambas-
sador, the active partner of my troubles

leaned back in his chair and smiled.

"Yes; for what?" said he.

"To increase our price!"
My co-worker took fire himself. In

a moment he had our printer on the

telephone, the presses were stopped,

and the change was made. The free
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Double Audits
Memphis Press 'Scimitar Circulation

SHOW OVER 93,000
*UOiT 8»J«L*U Of

tfiumw

AUDITOR'S REPORT
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THF

HUMAN APPEAL
IN COPY

^^ " HERE is nothing that one man sells and

/ ^ another man buys that does not have
^^^ its angle of human appeal.

It must meet a human need, satisfy a human
desire or gratify a human whim.
A musical comedy gratifies the very human

wish for color and sound; a drama appeals to

human sentiment; a story to human under-

standing, and a sermon to human conviction.

The successful advertisement approaches the

reader along the same lines.

There is no business organization that does

not have in it and of it an individuality

—

whether of one man or a composite ot the in-

dividualities of many men.
The greater this individuality the greater the

success of the business organization. Advertis-

ing is the expression of this individuality—of

this human appeal.

You cannot submerge or suppress individu-

ality. Advertising, to be good, must extend the

individuality of the concern to its prospective

customers.

It is just as much apart of the policy and the

operation of the concern as is its product.

Good advertising is virtually a product of the

house it advertises. It serves the customers ot

that house. lit
GOOD advertising is good nature. Good

nature is the greatest human appeal on

earth. Not "jollying," not lightness of ver-

biage, but the good nature of sincerity, ot

friendliness.

That sort of advertising makes people glad

to read it. If a man can write that kind otcopy,

people are always going to stop at the page

holding his advertisement, and stop with pleas-

ant anticipation. You can read an advertise-

ment and come pretty near telling what kind of

treatment the advertiser will give you. His

individuality cannot be kept out of his adver-

tising—if it is his advertising.

Ill
^XDVERTISING is the advance agent of

yj^ satisfaction. It is the good faith of the

house and must be as trustworthy and as con-

fidence-begetting as the guarantee that goes

with the goods. Some people buy things be-

cause they need them, some buy things because

they are curious to know about them, some buy
things because somebody else buys them—but

all buy things because they want them.

Good advertising creates the want, good
merchandising meets it.

Successful advertising is interwoven with

successful merchandising, and vice versa. The
successful house, large or small, is the one that

makes a human appeal, day in and day out, to

its possible and its present customers.

W F OU can hear two men make the same

t^ speech, and you will believe the one and
disbelieve the other. Oratorically they may be
equal, their gestures may be similar, they may
receive the same amount of applause, but one
man will he sincere and you will know it. The
other man's heart will not be in his speech, and
you will know that. How.' You find it hard
to tell.

The advertiser who believesin himself and in

his goods inspires other people toshare his belief.

The man who writes his copy approaches

him as do his potential customers. It is for him
to acquire the advertiser's enthusiastic beliet.

If he does that he cannot fail to show it in

the copy. This kind of belief projects itself in

simple, strong, earnest copy which commands
the confidence of the reader and convinces him.

That is human appeal—contagious belief.

Human nature is the same in all phases of

life. There has to be—there is— a human side to

every advertising problem. Nine times out of

ten it is the individuality of the organization

whose product is to be advertised.

Put that individuality, that sincere, earnest

belief, into it, and there is a natural and willing

response.

A good advertisement follows the line of

human appeal, which is by way of the heart

and mind.

M /"ET us tell you how we have used the

J-«,"human appeal in copy" in serving our

customers by the use of Magazine, Newspaper,
Farm Paper, Trade Paper, Outdoor, Street Car
and Radio Broadcasting.

Wm.H» V
RANKIN
COMPANfY

Advertising
Established 1899

342 Madison Avenue Tribune Tower
New York City Chicago, III.

MuTTuy Hill 9300 Superior 6600

San Francisco - Seattle - Los Angeles

Portland, Oregon - Toronto, Canada

Charter Member of the American Association of
Advertising Agents

Member National Outdoor Advertising Bureau

The American Handbook of Printing
Here is a remarkable opportunity to obtain a complete knowledge of

the uses and relations of the various printing arts. The American Handbook

of Printing is indispensable to the workman desirous of extending his knowl-

edge of the other branches of printing and to the advertising man interested

in this important branch of his activities.

Size 5l^ X 71/2 inches, cloth boards, $2.50; 20 cents extra for postage and

packing.

The American Printer, Inc., 9 East 38tli St., New York, N. Y.

advertising given us by the magic name
of Standard Oil was so immense that
the edition for the month, though larger
than before, was swept from the news-
stands on the day of publication.
Our horizon was sometimes troubled

with clouds without this silver lining of
gratuitous advertisement. We never
worried about the money for the pay-
roll or for the paper or for the printer,
or for our notes at the bank. Our "si-

lent" partner, Mr. Wilder, kept us from
these nightmares which haunt the bed-
sides of many publishers. We did, how-
ever, face breath-taking situations.

One such episode had its storm center
in a picture of Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan,
to whom Mr. Lawson referred in one
of his chapters of "Frenzied Finance."
Not finding a good photograph for re-

production, we asked Mr. Lawson if he
had one we might use, with the upshot
that we made a plate from a steel en-

graving. After the magazine appeared
on the newsstands we were waited
upon at our offices by the publisher of

the engraving—a limited edition—and
he came fully prepared. He had with
him, in fact, the law of copyright,

which clearly stated that one dollar a

copy could be claimed for every im-

pression we had made. Inasmuch as

our output that month totalled 700,000

copies, we were liable for $700,000!

As the art department came under
my jurisdiction, this was a matter Mr.
Ridgway turned over to me with the

remark: "There's a gentleman in the

art room who wants to get $700,000

away from us. That's a lot of money.
"The treasurer had better see him."

Not knowing what I was getting into,

but interested to find out, I listened to

the brief "cause of action" which the

publisher of the steel engraving pre-

sented. I looked at the reprint of the

Copyright Law, which he had in his

hand, and while doing this, formulated

what I thought was the best method of

meeting the situation.

First, I admitted that we were guilty;

the plate had been made without re-

moving the engraving from the frame,

and therefore the copyright mark had

not been seen. Under the law we were

liable, and we were willing to pay a

just amount for our error.

THEN I mentioned a number of

letters which had come to us warn-
ing us that suits at law would be en-

tered if certain authenticated stories

were printed; of Henry H. Rogers's

threat that the sale of Everybody's

Magazine was to be suppressed; of the

dire consequences which would ensue if

we printed the story of Henry W. Whit-

ney bribing the Massachusetts Legisla-

ture. These threats, I said, had not

disturbed us personally or the progress

of Everi/body's. In fact they had been

a help, not a hindrance.

To all of this he listened without in-

terruption, with an imperturbability

which disclosed nothing.

Deciding on a tour de force, I there-

upon stated that he had come to us

with his demand just at the psychologi-

cal moment; he could begin his suit at

once. It was evident. I continued, that

he was an emissary of Henry H. Rogers

and Standard Oil, and this was another

attempt to put us out of business.

"Only yesterday," I declared, "Lord

Northciiffe told us in our office here

that Everybody's should have three, not

one, million circulation."

I then explained that such a tremend-

J
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ous increase in circulation could only
be obtained quickly by an expenditure
in advertising of about the sum he de-
manded—$700,000, and that we didn't
have the money. Such a suit as he pro-
posed would give us adequate reason
for making an appeal to the public
through page newspaper advertise-
ments through the country, thereby
selling some two million dollars' worth
of stock in Everybody's.

"Then," I declared, "if you won your
suit, you would get the full penalty."

I arose abruptly, declaring that the
interview must close, as other matters
pressed for attention. Then as a cli-

max, I said: "We always try to be fair

in our dealings with everybody. I be-

lieve that $500 would be an equitable
amount. I will pay you that sum if

you decide to accept it now."
He accepted it—then!

ONE more incident before I finish this
article. Rapidly advancing prices,

due to increased circulation, made our
back cover page costly, for this position
in most general magazines is valued at
four times a regular page. It so hap-
pened that one of these back covers
was, for once, not sold in advance. A
week remained in which to find a cus-
tomer at the fixed price. I was in a
quandary. We had announced an edi-

tion of a million copies, and this page,
which at the old rate had brought as
high as $2000, had now doubled in

value. Who would buy a page at
$4000? Then I had an inspiration;
why not advertise it? Such a thing had
never been done, but if anything of
value could be sold by advertising, why
not this? The "For Sale" advertise-
ment of the unsold cover was inserted
in the New York Su7i, and the very day
of its appearance brought a customer

—

The Waltham Watch Company.
Everybody's Magazine was pur-

chased in 1903 for $75,000. Three
years later its cash value was in excess
of a million dollars, with a potential
value of at least another million. My
one-third interest actually cost $5000,
as my "nest egg" of $30,000 in stock of
the Butterick Co. was returned to me
in our second year, our debts having
been paid.

Since then much water has flowed
down the Mississippi. Reflecting on
Everybody's rapid and successful flight,

there comes the impelling thought that
our unexampled prosperity was due to

our "silent partner," Mr. Wilder. Pos-
sessing the willingness and ability to

finance the operations of the company,
he gave fair and impartial judgments
on the few conflicts of opinion which
arose. It was also Mr. Wilder who
suggested that if we could get Thomas
W. Lawson to write the story of Amal-
gamated Copper, we should have some-
thing worth telling, something people
would be eager to read, something
which would boom our circulation.

In this series of articles, of which
this is the last, I have tried to picture
not only the restless spirit and the love
for work which dominated me but my
solicitude for making an honorable po-
sition in the world, to achieve the re-
spect of my co-workers. And I suc-
ceeded. If what I have written proves
helpful to those who are now fighting
the battle of life, I shall be gratified.

This is the last of a series of articles
3y Mr. Thayer. The first appeared in our
ssue of April 20.

-T

F
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Arthur Henry Co., Inc.
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Qor. Madison Are., New York
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Everybody's Business
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5]

would find a way to take cornstalks,
ordinary straw, the sage brush of the
prairie, or the cactus of the desert and
convert these things into wardrobe
trunks, milk containers and high ex-
plosives ? Who would have believed
that the same vegetable fiber from
which we make paper would one day
be transformed into materials tougher
than horn, lighter than aluminum and
nearly as hard as iron? Surely no one
dreamed that a way would be devised
to convert a kitchen table into silk

shirts, durable shoes, unbreakable
glass, imitation ivory or a satisfactory
automobile paint.

JT is no wonder that complacent
managements of sleepy corporations

ai'e being shaken out of their lethargy
by overnight developments in unsus-
pected quarters. It is time to sit up
and take notice when a business like

the steel industry finds itself in compe-
tition with articles made of paper.
Car wheels are being made out of cal-

endered rye-straw board subjected to a
pressure of 500 tons. After steel tires

and iron hubs are added, the finished
product is a wheel capable of standing
up under heavy railroad service.

In this age of speed there is no time
to wait for things to grow slowly. We
must force trees to reach a size in 50
years that required a century or more
in the past. Efforts in this direction
indicate that plant life is greatly ben-
efited by the application of metals to

growing vegetation. Manganese, cop-
per, zinc, arsenic and boron greatly
stimulate plant growth when not pres-

ent in excess. In Ireland they have
perfected a super-flax seed that prom-
ises to help a lot in making linen as

cheap as cotton. The fiber grown from
this seed is free of the sticky sub-
stance that has made hand work neces-
sary in preparing the raw thread.

Often we go ahead and design some-
thing to fill a specific need or perform
a certain task, and then later discover

that our invention has a far greater

usefulness in performing work or sat-

isfying a demand than we ever dreamed
of in the beginning. The new vitaglass

that allows the violet rays to pass
through was perfected primarily as an
aid to human health. Recently the di-

rectors of a zoo became worried about
animals that were sickly and ill-na-

tured, and when they substituted the

health glass for the ordinary window
glass in the cages, the animals at once
started growing new coats of healthy

hair and quickly regained normal vi-

tality.

Vegetables and flowers grown be-

hind these ultra-violet ray windows
at a western university not only be-

came more luxuriant, but matured
faster. Hens under the glass became
healthier and produced more eggs.

While the introduction of unskimmed
natural light into our lives will mean
fewer malformed bones, better attend-

ance at school and less sickness among
indoor workers, doubtless it will also

mean the production of tropical fruits

in northerly latitudes and the eventual

elimination of the seasonal factor in
the growing of vegetables.

Dr. Coolidge's cathode rays will
likely have so many uses before long
that they will surpass the X-ray as an
asset to life. Ever so many possibil-
ities are developing with this new
form of radiation and among these is

the likelihood of using the ray to test
for impurities in metals. But of su-
preme importance are the successful
experiments which utilized these mar-
velous waves to turn acetylene gas into
a solid yellowish compound, and also
to solidify castor oil. Who can say
but that these remarkable accomplish-
ments may end up by showing us the
way to such an epoch-making achieve-
ment as the chemical transmutation of
liquids into solids?

Chemists in Denmark have a process
ready for commercialization that
makes it possible to produce synthetic
milk by using vegetable fats to re-
place the butter fat of cow's milk and
at the same time to add a sufficiency
of essential vitamins. The billions of
grasshoppers that have caused such
losses to the farmers in South Africa
now perish in deep trenches dug across
their line of march, and a superior au-
tomobile lubricant is being pressed
from their bodies. Out on our Ameri-
can prairies rabbits have become so
destructive to crops that the animals
are rounded up by organized drives.
If a plan recently proposed is brought
to realization, Kansas and other west-
ern States will have rabbit-packing
plants that will produce a highly nu-
tritious meat, a base for cosmetics and
fur for felt. This will provide an in-

come to off^set the estimated yearly
damage of $1.04 per rabbit.

p'ACH day discloses something new
-L^ that is sure to upset established
plans in one industry or another.
Twenty-five years ago when platinum
was nine dollars an ounce no one
wanted it. Gold was supreme in the
jewelry business. But everybody wants
to wear what looks like money, so
when platinum went to a hundred dol-

lars an ounce, it immediately became
the rage for jewelry settings.

"White gold"—an alloy of gold,

nickel and zinc—which may contain as
much as 80 per cent base metal, looks
exactly like platinum. Nickel also re-

sembles platinum so closely that not
even a jewelry expert can distinguish
between it and platinum by a mere
visual examination. Government offi-

cials who are experts in rare metals
tell me that lots of folks today are
wearing diamonds set in nickel, or an
alloy of gold, believing that the setting,

is pure platinum. Surely here is a
market where the average person must
be guided by faith. Furthermore, a
recent find of platinum ore in the

Transvaal may cut the price of the

metal in half.

Fortunately, business ethics are im-
proving, and this is particularly true

in the jewelry industry. We are too

prone to condemn the whole body in-

dustrial because of the many little de-.
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ficiencies that still exist in the great
structure we have set up. Little Abie
heard people talking about "Business
Ethics," and asked his father the
meaning of the term. "Well," said his
daddy, "I will explain. A customer
comes in the store and buys a six-dol-
lar pair of shoes. He hands me a ten-
dollar bill. On the way to the cash
register I notice that there are two
ten-dollar bills sticking together. Now,
here's where the 'business ethics' come
in—should I tell my partner?"
A tremendous movement is under-

way to eliminate waste and make life

easier, happied and better. But let no
one overlook that the present moment
is a time of great necessity for analyz-
ing everything we are doing to see if

some improvement can be introduced.

British Reading

Habits
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 40]

two thousand or even three thousand
copies. These libraries have branches
in many places, and each branch must
have a number of copies.

Add to this book-lending business

the fact that second-hand bookshops
are scattered all over the place, and
you get at least a suggestion of the
really great difference there is be-

tween the general reading habits of

the United States and Great Britain.

While this book-reading habit does
most certainly militate against the
circulation of magazines, it may be
said to operate in favor of the read-
ing of advertisements, both magazine
and newspaper, in that it encourages
completeness in reading. British thor-
oughness is carried into reading habits
as it is into all activities. The com-
bined habits of thrift and thoroughness
cause the public to give an attention
to advertising that can actually be
traced in results secured from the use
of coupons for checking up replies.

Just as they refuse to skim and
throw aside, they refuse to rush at
things. They are more apt to absorb
and remember.

This was strikingly illustrated by a
recent advertising campaign carried on
in a daily paper. Coupons offering a
free booklet were inserted at the bot-
tom of the advertisements, each of
which was keyed. The coupons from
the first advertisement were still ar-
riving in fairly strong numbers eight
days after it had appeared. On the
eighth day the second advertisement
was released, and the situation was
repeated. A third advertisement was
inserted in another seven days, fifteen
days after the first had appeared. And
still a few coupons were dribbling in
as a result of the first copy. This
overlapping of replies continued dur-
ing the entire campaign. In several
of the advertisements the space used
was but eleven inches over two col-
umns, so the continued arrival of re-
plies could not be attributed to any
unusual prominence of the text.
Yet another proof of the thorough-

ness of the British reading habit was
emphasized by the fact that these
coupons invited the sender to state his
particular interest in the commodity
advertised (a building material) and

V

<=(et's Look At It

As a Matter of

Dollars and Cents!

(9HE black and white page rate in The
Shrine Magazine is $1,350. The adver-

tiser, therefore, reaches 449 subscribers

for each dollar invested.

And here are the number of subscribers

per dollar reached through The Shrine

Magazine ar\d seven other weekly and
monthly publications of importance.

THE SHRINE MAGAZINE 449
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Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is $3.00 per inch. Minimum charge $1.50.
Forms close Saturday noon before date of issue.

Position W anted

ADVERTISING MANAGER of bank magazine
with exceptional record as salesman and copy-
writer desires a position with larger company or
one oflfering

_
greater opportunities. Age 26,

college education, honest, industrious and willing
to work until MIDNIGHT for the right com-
pany. Address Box 470, Advertising and Sell-
ing, 9 East 38th St., New York, N. Y.

Digging up plenty of facts and ideas about the
business, to keep salesmen and customers inter-
ested—and sometimes to get them enthusiastic—
has been one big part of my present job. I
have disseminated the facts and ideas through a
"house organ" prepared from stem to stem by
me. My job also includes preparation and super-
vision of sales literature and advertising.

I wish now to connect with an organization,
preferably in or near Philadelphia, where my
experience and qualifications would be attractive.
Address Box 469, Advertising and Selling, 9
East 38th St., New York, N. Y.

Help W anted

ADVERTISING MANAGER—Experienced in
preparing trade paper ads. catalogs, direct-by-mail
advertising, making lay-outs, writing copy, buying
art work, printing and engraving. Must be
familiar with advertising in the industrial field.
Location near New York. Opportunity for
rapid advancement. Give complete experience,
age, salary expected. Address Box 472, Adver-
tising and Selling, 9 East 38th St., New York
City.

ADVERTISING MANAGER
A high grade pharmaceutical house requires the
services of an advertising manager.

(a) He must be a graduate of medicine.

(b) He must be able to do creative work,
prepare booklets for distribution to phy-
sicians and write copy for medical journals
and direct by mail campaigns.

(c) He must be fond of reading current medi-
cal literature.

(d) He should be able to translate French and
German medical articles into English.

Ce) He must be an e.xecutive in every sense
of the word.

(f) He should possess a pleasing personality
and be able to cooperate in an agreeable
manner with other executives.

(g) His ideas must be broad and his experience
must be such that his judgment is mature.

Application must give medical college graduated
from and the year, how employed since graduation,
time as interne in and name of hospital, nation-
ality, religion, whether married, age, height,
weight, references and salary expected.

If you prefer to enclose samples of advertise-
ments you have written, you are at liberty to
do so.

Absolute confidence will be maintained.
All of our executives know of this advertise-

ment.

Address Box 467, Advertising and Selling, 9
East 38th Street, New York City.

Help W anted

PRINTING SALESMAN who lacks "talking
points" in present connection can locate with
organization capable of helping him increase in-

come. Drawing account to man with following.
Address Box 465, Advertising and Selling, 9 East
38th St., New York City.

Business Opportunities

I vrant to sell an automobile publication founded
over fifteen years ago. Published monthly, cir-

culation over 20,000 per month, principally among
automobile owners in New York State. Publica-
tion is printed by outside printing concern, so
there is no printing plant to bother with. Ex-
cellent opportunity for a live man with reasonable
capital to pick a good business investment. Ad-
dress P. O. Box 619, Homell, N. Y.

Multigraphing

Quality and Quantity Multigraphing.

Addressing, Filhng In, Folding, Etc.

DEHAAN CIRCULAR LETTER CO., INC.
120 W. 42nd St., New York City

Telephone Wis. 5483

Direct Mail Service

Productive Sales Literature. Sales letters, $3.00;
3x6 circulars, $2.00: 6x9 circulars, $5.00; 2 inch
display, $2.00; classified, $1.00. Branch office

service and mail address, $5.00 monthly. For-
warded daily. Circulars, booklets, samples, etc.,

distributed house to house. $3.50 per thousand.
Address the Egyptian Exchange. Barclay. Fair-
field, Illinois.

Miscellaneous

BOUND VOLUMES
A bound volume of Advertising and Selling makes
a handsome and valuable addition to your library.
They are bound in black cloth and die-stamped in
gold lettering. Each volume is complete with
index, cross-filed under title of article and name
of author making it valuable for reference pur-
poses. The cost (which includes postage) is

$5.00 per volume. Send your check to Adver-
tising and Selling, 9 East 38th St., New York
City.

BINDERS

Use a binder to preserve your file of Advertising
and Selling copies for reference. Stiff cloth
covered covers, and die-stamped in gold lettering,

each holding approximately 9 issues. $1.85 in-

and Selling. 9 E. 38th St., New York City,
eluding postage. Send your Check to Advertising

for what purpose it was wanted. More
than 95 per cent of the replies, and
they ran into thousands, answered the

two questions. Yet they were in no
way emphasized or made to appear im-

portant, nor was a response to them
in any sense made essential to receiv-

ing the booklet.
This same leisurely manner is dis-

played in the writing of advertise-

ments. If the advertising copy is

short, it is frequently so because of

omission, and not because of condensa-
tion. I recently had arguments on
that point with the heads of depart-
ments of two London agencies. They
denied my contention, and each gave
me an advertisement with challenges

that I could not cut a word from them
without injury. From a ninety-nine
word advertisement I cut twenty-eight
words and added two selling points.

A two hundred word advertisement
was reduced by seventy-two words
and the selling- points were given
clearer expression. It is evident that

the reading of books and the slower
movement of industrial life in Britain

is directly reflected in both the writing
and reading of advertisements.
The use of humor is widespread in

British advertising. If it is not strictly

in keeping with the subject, it is likely

to be dragged in just the same.
Emotion is used just as consistently,

and logic is ignored just as continu-
ously, in British advertising as in

American; but the British public has
not been made familiar, as yet, with
the appeal of what might be termed
"energy copy," the dynamic, tele-

graphic form of expression, though
copy is tending that way.
Of all the subjects used to focus

attention on any commodity, from a
cigarette to a loaf of bread, sport holds
the lead. Instead of reading, writing
and arithmetic, you might translate the
British "Three R's" into reading, walk-
ing and cricket. All are done thor-
oughly.

How True Is "Truth

in Advertising"?

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25]

in which familiar landmarks become
grotesque, distorted monsters, or
shrink to tiny miniatures. All this

sort of fantasy probably can't do any
particular harm, because there is

enough gay cynicism in most Ameri-
cans to stand for an unmerciful
amount of kidding, even when they
know perfectly well they are being
kidded. How many people buy adver-
tised products, with a cynical tongue
in their cheeks, and a mental reserva-
tion to the effect that "this won't come
within a mile of doing what they claim,
but I've got to have something." In
an increasing number of American
homes, advertising is good-naturedly
regarded as a lot of hocus-pocus that
displays wares to sell and keeps ad-
vertisers' names before the public

—

but rather than considering it as a
real, dependable guide to unadulter-
ated truth, the public receives it with
a sniff and a "humph."

Sales curves continue to mount up-
ward, which is excellent proof that no
matter what anyone says against it.
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the advertising is bringing in the jolly

dollars; and that being so, who cares?
But where is it going to end? It is

not impossible that in the scramble to

outdo our neighbors, we may all reach
a stage of unreality in which prodigal
sums of money will be poured out in

telling elaborate advertising stories

that no one will believe, and the whole
sober business of advertising become a
sort of opera bouffant in which no-
body but the cast will take much stock
in the performance.
The danger seems to lie in the

alacrity with which staid old adver-
tisers clamber on the "whoop-la"
wagon, put on frilly caps aivd blow
their tin horns. The wagon is already
beginning to show signs of topheavi-
ness. The automobile advertisers are
beating their tin pans with gusto, and
putting up such a clamor of superla-
tives that the bewildered prospect
wants to stop up his ears and get away
to a corner where he can hear himself
think. Each tire on the market is

summa cum laude, and the proof of
supremacy is merely the maker's say-
so. Grand opera stars, grand dukes
and princes swear that they would be
desolated without such and such a
cigarette. Athletes become champions
by drinking lemon juice for breakfast,
or taking Somebody's Iron Pills.

Who is the victim of all this kid-
ding? The public is a dear, gullible
creature which will gorge all kinds of
taffy up to a certain point. But there
is a limit even to tractability of the
public. We may reach a point where
we will be so blinded by our own mag-
nificent fireworks that we won't be able
to see over the footlights. And then,
by the time we have discovered that we
have forced the public to believe we
are only putting on a show, it will take
a lot of weary reconstruction to win
back the place in national confidence
which rightfully belongs to advertising.

Photo-Engravers Elect

Officers

THE thirty-first annual convention
of the American Photo-Engravers
Association was held at the May-

flower Hotel, Washington, D. C, July
14, 15 and 16. Many fine speeches
were made at the various sessions on
processes, costs, inks, and other sub-
jects of interest to the engravers. A
resolution which called for the raising
of a .$1,000,000 fund for a five-year co-
operative advertising campaign was
submitted and received a unanimous
vote for adoption.
The convention closed with the elec-

tion of officers for the ensuing year.
Victor W. Hurst of Rochester, N. Y.,
was elected president of the association
to succeed Charles A. Stinson of Phila-
delphia. M. C. Gosiger of Cincinnati,
was elected first vice-president ; Elmer
Held of St. Louis, second vice-presi-
dent; 0. F. Kwett, of Canton, Ohio,
secretary-treasurer.
The meeting of the Employing Pho-

to-Engravers Association of America
was held at the same time. The elec-
tion of officers resulted in the choice of
Charles Buckbee of St. Paul as presi-
dent; Charles Clark of Denver, vice-

president; Frank H. Clark of Cleve-
land, treasurer; Tanner H. Freeman
being reelected as secretary.
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Name

CHANGES IN PERSOISNEJ^— {Advertisers, etc.)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

James G. Lamb Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa., Adv. Mgr. and
Vice-Pres Resigned

H. L. Williams Chilton Class Journal Co., Phila Bendix Corp., South Bend,
Ind Sales Pro. Mgr.

A. H. Gray Royal Worcester Corset Co., Worcester, Mass.,
Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr Same Company Pres.

Paul D. Wilson Maltop, Inc., Buffalo, Dir. of Sales The Frontier Products
Corp., No. Tonawanda,
N. Y Pres.

W. M. Edwards Pratt & Letchworth Co., Buffalo, Treas The Frontier Products
Corp., No. Tonawanda,
N. Y Vice-Pres. and Treas.

S. E. Gibson Western Clock Co., La Salle, 111., Ass't Adv.
Mgr Resigned

R. H. Paddock Murray Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J., Gen. Sales
Mgr The Malcolm Tire Co.,

Inc., New York Dir. of Sales

Harry Burr Houde Engineering Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., Sales
Mgr Torridaire Div. of Ameri-

can Metal Products Co.,

Detroit Sales Dir.

Carl H. Beck Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Wilmerding, Pa.,

Ass't Eastern Mgr Same Company Gen. Sales Mgr.

R. M. Douglass Kelvinator Co., Detroit, Adv. Dept Same Company Ass't Dir. of Adv.

G. C. Whitney Kelvinator Co., Detroit, Ass't Dir. of Adv. ..Resigned

C. Knoble The Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit, Adv. Dept.. .Same Company Ass't Dir. of Adv.

H. L. Dollahan ,Vac-A-Tap Washing Machine Co., Holland,
Mich., Sales Mgr Holland Electric Sales

Corp., Newark, N. J Vice-Pres. in Charge of

Sales

J. H. Kinney Cyclone Fence Co., Waukegan, 111., Gen. Sales
Mgr Same Company Gen. Mgr.

John W. Meaker ....Cyclone Fence Co., Waukegan, 111., Gen. Mgr. .Resigned

H. G. Chapman Cyclone Fence Co., Waukegan, 111., Eastern
Sales Mgr Same Company Gen. Sales Mgr.

R. T. Romine Hudson Motor Car Co., Detroit, Sales Mgr Same Company Gen. Sales Mgr.

R. B. Flershem The American Radiator Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,

Vice-Pres. & Gen. Sales Mgr Marine Trust Co., Buf-
falo Vice-Pres.

Name

H. B. Thompson

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL—(4 ^^nciV*. etc.)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

. . . The Powers-House Co., Cleveland Henri, Hurst & McDonald,
Chicago Prod. Staff

H. B. Means Street Railways Adv. Co., New York C. P. McDonald Co., Inc.,

New York Acc't Executive

P. R. Crandall K. C. Shelburne, Inc., Oklahoma City The Burkett Co., Kansas
City, Mo Vice-Pres. in Charge of

Sales

H. B. Wells Buckley, Dement & Co., Chicago, Industrial
Service Dept Same Company Gen. Mgr. in Charge of

Merchandising, Sales and
Service

I

^
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W/mn Aheadfor Fall?
Let This Council of 21,000
Business Leaders Answer

\

ngnst
]

Brings You^
Henry Ford's Problem

by Samuel Cronther
IIow K-. he meeting it? What ihc
national - even international - con-
sequences should he fail? Henry
Ford's collaborator - biographer, if

you please - reveals some startling
facts about this leader of American
business on whom the eyes of the
business world are focused. "Does
iiusiness Xced a Xew Bag of
Tricks?* Samuel Crowther has done
a sequel to this masterpiece in
Henry Ford's Prnblem."

Our Five Billion Dollar
Local Tax Bill Is There

a Bright Side To It?

by Walker B. Brockway
Controller, Brown Company

A Constructive discussion of a sub-
ject which has a lot to do with the
business cash register. Also, a sug-
Kestion for Business itself and an-
other that Business may well pass
on to those to whom it delegates
the expenditure of its assessed
dollars.

"The 'Nickel and Dime
Stores' of Nomadic

America"
by Frank E. Brimmer

Cnncludins a liftable. applicable
and yet highly enjoyable discussion
of that Si.300.000.000 market
which the motor car, improvefl
luKluvays, our great national i)arks

-

anfl that inherent American ten-
dency to be on the ko - have de-
veloped. Are you gettine your share
of these ''nomadic billions?" Not
unless you know where and how
I hey are spent.

For you in August, these in

ad<lition to other articles and
features, and an unchal-
lengeable answer to the ques-
tion "How's Business?"

CORN is little more than ankle-high on July 4th The motoi
industry seethes with rumors of new models, broader policies,

greater sales pressure More continental enterprises make pro-
visions for branch plants in America. . . . Money remains easy.
The flags on the Business Weather IMap signal varying degrees of
prosperity.

What's the outlook for Fall?

Present car loadings, bank clearings, market trends - these are but
the results of past decisions of the country's executives. But what is

business thinking now? What results of present thinking will the
Fall bring?

Let the Council on the Trend of Business answer. August's quota of
those more than 21,000 top executives in America's first rated busi-
ness enterprises have replied to the question "How's Business?" in

significant terms, reflecting that current business thinking which in

September, October, November and December will influence railway
traffic, commercial loans, and Federal Reserve ratios.

You can better help shape your own or your clients' policies for Fall
by studying the Business Outlook, the Underlying Trend of Business
and the Business Weather Map. in The M.agazinf. of Business for

.-\UGUST. Here you will find the answer to that question which is

on the tongue of all Business today:

UHAT'S THE OUTLOOK FOR FALL?

And because Business mill he watching jor this answer,
eager jor it as well as a word from business leaders as
to what policies and what methods are proving most!

effective and most productive, you own or your clients'

advertising in forthcoming issues of The Magazine of
Business is bound to be read and harkened to.

WHERE BUSINESS LE k WITH BUSINESS LEADERS"
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A dvertising

& Selling TAe NEWS DIGEST Issue of

July 27, 1927

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (^^^«c;V5, etc., continued)

Name Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

Allen Billingsley .... Fuller & Smith, Cleveland, Ohio, Service Mgr. . . Same Vice-Pres.

George F. Fullerton.The Harm White Co., Cleveland, Ohio The Krichbaum-Liggett
Co., Cleveland, Ohio Acct. Exect.

W. F. Kohn Rand McNally & Co., Chicago Osgood Co., Chicago In Charge of Direct Mail
Dept.

H. C. Macdonald. . . .Walker & Co., Detroit, Vice-Pres Same Company Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

C. E. T. Scharps The Chrysler Sales Corp., Detroit, Dir. of Adv.. MacManus, Inc., Detroit. .Member of Staff

H. Kempner American Engineering Co., Phila., Sales Mgr.
of Monorail Electric Hoist Div Technic-Ad Service, New

York Partner

T. F. Blackburn ... .J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago Carroll Dean Murphy,
Inc., Chicago Copy

F. S. Owen Royal Tailors, Chicago, Sales & Adv. Mgr Williams & Cunnyng-
ham, Chicago Acc't Executive

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (M<'<//a. etc.^

Name Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

J. T. Walker, Jr The Farm Journal, Philadelphia. Adv. Dir. ..Resigned

F. L. Crafft Denver Post, In Charge of Adv. Dev Public Ledger and The
Illustrated Sun, Phila.. .. Classified Adv. Mgr.

W. Eickelberg American Legion Monthly, Chicago, .Western
Adv. Mgr True Story Magazine,

Chicago Western Adv. Staff

E. H. Roberts Liberty, New York, Western N. Y. State Rep.. .Good Housekeeping, New
York Western New York State

Rep.

J. R. Hoyle Buckley-Dement & Co., Chicago, Copy Ben C. Pittsford Co.,

Chicago Sales Dept.

G. H. Hall Harper's Bazar, New York, Adv. Rep Same Company Eastern Adv. Mgr.

R. K. Hay Harper's Bazar, New York, New England Mgr.Same Company Dir. of Trade Service
Dept.

L. G. Ament United States Veteran Bureau Hermis Press Corp., New
York Gen. Mgr.

E. P. Wilcox Trade News Service, New York, Adv. Mgr.
and Editor W. B. Ziff Co., New York.Eastern Mgr.

W. A. James Yale Alumni Weekly, and Yale Review, New
Haven, Conn., Business Mgr Harper's Bazar, New

York Dir. of School and Travel
Dept.

John F. Cole The Cleveland Press, Radio Adv. Mgr Same National Adv. Mgr.

CHANGES IN AGENCIES AND NEW ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS
Name Address Product Now Advertising Through

Thomas G. Plant Co Boston Queen Quality Shoes. . Pedlar & Ryan, Inc., New York

The Sterling Chemical Corp New York Kem-O-Zone The Corman Co., Inc., New York

The Kolb Building Co., Inc New York Sectional Garages and
Bungalows C. P. McDonald Co., Inc., New Y'ork

Dover Hotel New York Hotel C. P. McDonald Co., Inc., New York

Milburn Hotel New York Hotel C. P. McDonald Co., Inc., New York

Gramercy Park Hotel New York Hotel C. P. McDonald Co., Inc., New York

The Frontier Products Corp No. Tonawanda, N. Y..Yummv Malt Drink ..E. P. Remington Adv. Agcy., Inc., Buf-
falo, N. Y.

The New Haven Clock Co New Haven, Conn. . . .Clocks Blaker Adv. Agcy., Inc., New York
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Lopsided Economy
is Expensive

I
F commercial America is enjoy-

ing a degree ol prosperity the

like of which hasn't been seen

in a cycle of blue moons, and econ-

omists and business analysts say it is

—

If this prosperity wave is attended

by razor-sharp competition, and a

marked decrease in commodity
prices, which very obviously is true —

Then sooner or later a rock-bottum

will be hit beyond which it will be

suicidal to attempt to cut production

costs in an effort to keep up the pace.

There is a limit to manufacturing

efficiency. It is becoming impossible

to "produce at a price" without sacri-

ficing quality standards. There is a

cracking point beyond which em-
ployees cannot he driven. Mass
production already has been carried

to the point of overproduction.

Many manufacturers are casting

frenzied glances toward ways and

means that will enable them to make
still further reductions and still stay

in the running. They are finding it

difficult to stand thegafiot prosperity!

And strangely enough, few seize

upon the obvious solution to this

drastic merchandising problem.

Selling costs must be lowered just

as were production costs. The over-

balanced scales must be leveled. The
same efficiency that was sweated into

the factorv must be ground into the

sales structure. Lopsided economy
is expensive.

We are working on fine points now.

The usual, ponderous selling strate

gies aren't swilt and sure enough.
They get in their own way. Their

bulkincss costs money. They must

step aside for the modern, sharp,

decisive selling technique that works

on the same par ot efficiency as the

production department.

Those who are weathering the pros-

perity wave are those who have
found the partial answer in the

reduction ofselling costs. Those who
hope for a "50-50 break" must dig

to the source of selling expense.

We have helped and are helping many concerns ^
to discover lower selling costs. Perhaps our
story will interest you. Perhaps it won't. You
should recei\ e it, at least. If you are a responsible

executive, you may have it for the asking. j/U

James F. Newcomb £^ Co. inc.
Direct Advertising :: Merchandising Counsel

330 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone PENnsylvania 7200
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CHANGES IN AGENCIES AND NEW ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS {Continued)

Name Address

Engineers' Service Co New York

Butterick Publishing Co., Trade
Division New York

Product

.Radios

Now Advertising Through

. The Dauchy Co., New York

Federal-Brandes, Inc Newark, N. J. ..'....

Lanman & Kemp, Inc New YorK

The Murphy Varnish Co Newark, N.J

The Blue Valley Creamery Co. . .Chicago

National Shoe Retailers Assn Boston

E. C. Vahle Chicago

Televocal Corp West New York, N. J

The Blasine Products Co Newark, N. J

The New Haven Clock Co New Haven, Conn.. . .

Elliot Co Jeannette, Pa

Texarkana Orchards Co Chicago

The Wescalder Preservers Beaumont, Texas . .

Tannersville Chamber of CommerceTannersville, N. Y..

Milton Linen Co New York

Trust Company of Jersey City. . .Jersey City, N. J. .

City National Bank Dayton, Ohio

City Trust & Savings Bank Dayton, Ohio

Arnheim New York

The New Orleans Furniture Mfg.
Co New Orleans

The Presto Products Co New York

. Trade Div. of Butterick
Publications The Dauchy Co., New York

.Kolster Radio Equip-
ment Hanflf-Metzger, Inc., New York

. Cosmetics Hanff-Metzger, Inc., New York

.Paints and Varnish ..John O. Powers Co., New York, Ef-
fective, Jan. 1928.

.Butter Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago

. Shoes The Kenyon Co., Boston

. Song Birds Hurja-Johnson-Huwen, Inc., Chicago

Radio Tubes Sherman & Lebair, Inc., New York

.Cosmetics Joseph E. Hanson Co., Newark, N. J.

Clocks Blaker Adv. Agey., Inc., New York

. Turbines, Motor Gen-
erators, Etc Technic-Ad Service, New York

. Pecan Orchards Hurja-Johnson-Huwen, Inc., Chicago

. Magnolia Figs The Chambers Adv. Agcy., Inc., New
Orleans

. Community Adv Martin Adv. Agcy., New York

. Linens Martin Adv. Agcy., New York

. Finance Edwin Bird Wilson, Inc., New York

. Finance Edwin Bird Wilson, Inc., New York

. Finance Edwin Bird Wilson, Inc., New Yoi'k

.Custom Tailor Ray D. Lillibridge, Inc., New York

The Sillcocks-Miller Co South Orange, N. J.

Tecla Pearls, Inc New York

The Newichawanick Co South Berwick, Me.

The McDougall Co Frankfort, Ind. . . .

The Bell & Howel! Co Chicago

Erkins Studios New York

The Colson Co Elyria, Ohio

The Plow-Mate Co., Inc Cleveland, Ohio .

Chemical Toilet Corp Syracuse, N. Y.

Porter-Cable Machine Co Syracuse, N. Y.

American Decalcomania Co Chicago

. Furniture The Chambers Agcy., Inc., New Orleans

. Time Clocks and
Flashers J. X. Netter, Inc., New York

.Celluloid Golf Tee ...Joseph E. Hanson Co., Newark, N. J.

. Jewelry Dorland Agency, New York

.Blankets and Steamer
Robes William Irving Hamilton, New York

.Kitchen Equipment ...Williams & Cunnyng'hani, Chicago

. Filmo Motion Picture
Equipment Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago

. Garden Furniture . . . Wilson & Bristol, Inc., New York

. Children's Vehicles . . . The S. M. Masse Co., Cleveland, Ohio

. The Henry P. Boynton Adv. Agcy.,
Cleveland, Ohio

. Farm Implements

.Septic Tanks E. R. Remington Advertising Agency,
Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.

. Sanders E. R. Remington Advertising Agency,
Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.

. Decalcomania .4ustin F. Bement, Inc.. Chicago

I

t

T
I,

!

NEW ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND SERVICES, ETC.
The Taylor-Preston Corp.. Buffalo, New York Advertising D. S. Taylor and A. G. Preston
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Asking a question of Mr. J. E. Grinnn of the C/icvro/et Motor Coinpan\

Can you sell STYLE on the farm^ Mr. Grimm?

Are farm people as interested in good lines— beauty— in the car they buy,

as city iolks?

You've sold too many Chevrolets to the farm Mr. Grimm, not to

know what a big, responsive market it is. So why not consider our section

of the market for a minute?

There are a million well-to-do-homes where Comfort is read. 75% of

Comfort subscribers own their own homes. The average size of these farms

is 198 acres.

Comfort readers have money— spend it. They're buying new cars

—

turning in old ones— like other up and coming citizens. Some of them

own Chevrolets. A lot more would own them if you got them headed,

through some of your hne, provocative advertising, in that direction.

A million possible customers! . . Comfort has a very small duplication

in circulation with other magazines.

Wouldn't you like us to tell you the whole story?

COMFOtiT THE KEY TO HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS IN OVER A MILLION FARM HOMES AUGUSTA, ME.

JULIUS MATHEtyS SPECIAL AGENCY BOSTON - NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO
LAST FORMS CLOSE 28th OF SECOND MONTH PRECEDING DATE OF ISSUE
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Ts:i:;: The NEWS DIGEST Issue of

July 27, 1927

NEW PUBLICATIONS
Name Published by Address First Issue Issuance Page Type Size

Real Life Stories Magazine Builders,
Inc 49 West 45 St., New York Sept Monthly 7 5/16 x 10 5/lG

CHANGES IN ADDRESSES
Advertising Agencies and Services, Publications, etc.

Name Business From To

The Modern Hospital Publication 22 East Ontario St., Chicago. .660 Cass St., Chicago

PUBLICATION CHANGES AND APPOINTMENTS
Telegram-Forum, Bucyrus, Ohio Has been sold to R. C. Holies, publisher of the Mansfield News and the Lorain

Times-Herald.

The American Needlewoman, New York . . Name changed to Modern Homemaking.

The Ninth District Banker and the Com-
mercial West, Minneapolis, Minn Have been merged into the Commercial West.

Outdoor Life and Outdoor Recreation, Den-
ver, Colo Have consolidated. Beginning with the September number, the two maga-

zines will be published as a single magazine under the name of Outdoor Life
and Outdoor Recreation

Chieftain, Pueblo, Colo Has appointed the William J. Morton Company, New York and Chicago, as

its national advertising representative.

The News Standard, Uniontown, Pa Has established a direct mail department. W. F. Kohn is in charge.

Ing representative.

MISCELLANEOUS
Osgood Co., Chicago, Photo-Engraving. .. Has established a Direct Mail Department. W. F. Kohn is in charge

A. Stein & Co., Chicago Has purchased the Ivory Garter Co., New Orleans.

t

I

I

i
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AN ADVERTISEMENT

BY L. E. McGIVENA. THE NEWS, NEW YORK

i
i
c
i
c

The only targetfor advertising—

HUGH WALPOLE once synopsized the

life of an artist in three parts: The be-

ginning, all imagination and little technique;

the golden mean, when technique becomes ad-

equate to imagination; and the decline, when

imagination dwindles and the realized technique

carries on. Now in this synopsis, for imagina-

tion read ideas; for technique, substitute what

is casually called thinking; and you have the

intellectual evolution of most people, even ad-

vertising men.

Every man starts open to some ideas. Most men

get some somehow, at considerable expense and

effort. But after a certain point, visiting hours

for ideas are limited or abolished. Age sets in.

Curiosity becomes cataleptic. Eagerness evapo-

rates. Vision turns microscopic. Success brings

an oyster's armor. Or, the man may be too busy

using the ideas he has, trying to get back their

cost price and some plus.

Strike the most malleable metal often enough

and it gets brittle. Step on the gas for several

years and valves and crankshaft crystallize in

even the best motors. Similarly we have crys-

tallized capitis—hard heads, closed cerebra, in-

terned intellects with S.R.O. over the eyebrows.

Men with such minds know all they want to

know. Consequently they are extremely hard

to sell. If egoism or megalomania have set in

concurrently, they are almost impossible to sell

— that is, with ideas; you must marry their

banker's daughter, or try golf, goofing, good

listening, the pride punch, or the acquiescent af-

firmative attitude vulgarly known as "yessing."

Advertising is wasted on crystallized caputs. It

doesn't touch them. It doesn't even re.-'.ch them.

Advertising has only one target

—

the open mind.

The open-minded office boy is worth more than

the Tutankhamen often years ago. The boy can

be influenced; the mummy only exhumed.

Wherefore Advertising &: Selling ,

It is no secret that this is an accelerated age.

Yesterday is farther behind today than it was

ten years ago. Yesterday is virtually history,

and history doesn't help much. Elbert Gary's

biography is no recipe for success in the steel

business of the present. Pulitzer's life holds no

hint for the publisher of today. George Rowell's

anabasis won't take you far in the agency busi-

ness A.D. 1927. Only today's ideas are good

for today's business.

Advertising & Selling follows today's ideas

—

redhot, deadline, fledgling, sometimes half-

baked, but of the hour. It is comprehensive,

concerned, somewhat callous to conservatism.

Its contributors are generally informed, always

interested, and usually interesting. Sometimes

they are fiinny, sometimes wrong. (They can't

all be as good as you are!) You won't always

agree with them—but stimulants are worth

more than sedatives.

But the point is— that you don't read Adver-

tising &: Selling unless you are c to k, inquisi-

tive, and rather more than less openminded.

Wherefore Advertising Si Selling as an adver-

tising medium because it carries your ad-

vertising to open minds. This side of Paradise,

who can ask more?

THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT T
FOR ADVERTISING & SELLING j

For the slalislically minded: Founded as Advertising Fortnightly in May, 1923, the name was changed (o Advertising Si. Selling

upon purchase of that publication in 1924. In four years its circulation has increased HI "i. Its volume

of business has increased from an average of 2 1 pages per issue in 1923 to an average of

59 pages per Lssue in 1926. It will continue to capitalize its courageous

editorial policy and through able business management

make further substantial progress in 1927

C<i=P<U=P5=il<l=Pt=P<i=P<*=P^s=P!i=P^=J'i=P<iaP«Uii'<i=i><i=P<^
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76 Years
1875 %^,<rr>

of DOMINANCE
in the Oregonian Market j

Dr. J. Russell Smith, professor ofEcc
nomic Geography at Columbia Univer-
sity, says in the June American

:

"It is in the Northwest where I expect Ameri-
can civilization, in many ways, to reach its

maximum. The particular section to which I

refer ... is the Puget Sound, Willamette River
Valley Region. The population of this area is

now about a million. It will most certainly

increase to 5 or 6, perhaps 10 millions."

The Oregonian Market is the heart ofthis terri-

tory— great now—gro^ving, productive. It has
been dominated for 76 years by the Oregonian
— in circulation— in leadership. This is the
market that is better reached through Oregon'
ian advertising than in any other way.

Where American civilization is destined to reach its peak.

Leads in advertising

Leads in circulation

Leads in influence

1^ #rfpEtiw
Portland, Oregon . . . Circulation over 104,000 daily, over 154,000 Sunday

Traditionally . . . and Today . . . The Great Newspaper of the Pacific Northwest

'Nationally Represented by VERREE & CONKLIN
NEW YORK 285 Madison Ave. CHICA(;0 Stcgcr Buililinj: DETROIT Fnn Pros Buildins SAN FRANCISCO Monadnock Buildina R
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No 3 A.M. Closing at Nedick^s/

THIRSr STATIONS never close u dnnking habit iweep*

New York . . . New stations jppejr each week . . , More

than 20,000,000 oranges needed lo tatisfy thirsty New Yorker*

N":

N*Ad[.\ (rt»b r*tTy J*y, in Mucdy

<oauioti» n take vhcn y«u

will . . . Cm wbM you <nU

111 unquoilontbly fonc
JNcdkk'i! If iikn mCttljXO onncn

-U.19* 1 di« -3Stv,,,60
tKondt — m uiwfy the ihlnuof <iUcnmin»'
int N** Yorker*.

All inMnJ <ht (own 13} tl«imin( »hji<

Thim-SiiuxM HI) uptn diT in(t,pl|hi. Ju.
prnunt h«ilth ind mutlni ihlni wiih>4iilKli'i

fimout golden ininic JnnL
AlinoM d»l« bfifhi nrv winon* ipnn| up
.
In Broolltn mj (h« Sfoiu tn MinKinan

ind in Qucmi cvcttoKcn N«* Yorktn
itt ip< f.. |[i(K*t •

. . ArkJ illol iKu To mi«f in tnuirmi Sc*
Yijrk Jrmiml A iltmand fur t pun, Ktilch-

ful ihirM'i)ucncKcr- A dnnind lu grcaKr
rhin ofT btK>n xoDrdnJ i fmlvfrult dnnlc.

nch mirw i>f Kcilih-buildtni ulct *nd minciiU
ln>n, pociNlum ind taleluin, Mltcon, lulrhuf
*nJ wdlum ill cutnilili lo humin Krilrh

TKfTt. 11 ihc (pixlni Ntdicli plinn. ihrw
Coldin hdlfh-buildcn «>r!d thtit «rit>ir<(

julft While tkillnJ mum pnion iKt duly
upply ol or»n(« dunk, tittlul iniptvtoit

Miloudt wiTih avn lU putiri ind quiliiy

Then, ioil), ihli (rahnurt onnic dnnk it

>hipp(diul»N«OI(k'iThin(-S(in.H». TKnc

wrvtd from ktkiIt unlcin pumpt — in i*ll,

<TTM>l<l«st iluHt Or, inMnlun ciniMii I.'

Chilled ra <h* prtcut piMni mow welcivnr
ro (Klrudrv iKnMBL NedKk'i • un)oubuJI>
fir* \oik\ fvvonn <rah.frulr rhtrit churi

I I httif-quencher^

^*jy i;^^w»1 tOiM

ST-'TC-.-S;

WttMho irou (Ike U •• ihtnf-qi

ti ui cue4l<^ &nt omiw at brabi
I cherrtul mliCT loaal fuiKiUrru. Ncdich'i

brinp Tou Ui full mruumhe heilchful fnni

ulci ind vltimlni of im-np* onnett.
&i£>i mOTUnt ilw Ntdick pUntirnavt itni

of ihouiinjiot oriniti— frtih, If(|igni,

ti>Ll«n-np« Orintn ijimmJ bi (mfik turn,

lurned to |old andn orirm tununn ikin. aged
I.I iKeii njim gmn (To^'m. Euh oringi a

%edicAd
THIRST-STATIONS

e

To paraphrase an old saying ...

You can lead a horde to Nedick's
and you can make them drink

Facts need never be dull. Convincing copy need not

be heavy-footed.

Finding out what people want to know about a product

and then telling them pleasantly and convincingly is one of

the many jobs of a good advertising agency.

We shall gladly send interested business executives ex-

amples of advertising that have succeeded in being both inter-

esting and. according to sales figures, productive.

Joseph Richards Company, Inc., 253 Park Avenue, New
York City.

Richards Facts First— then Advertising
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6 Blocks or 60 Miles—The NEWS Gets There on Time!

npHE INDIANAPOLIS NEWS has
-^ one of the most efficient and order-

ly systems of distribution of any news-

paper in America.

93% of The NEWS city circulation is home-
delivered by carriers, who usually have their

entire routes delivered vi^ithin 180 minutes

after the actual press-time of the paper. . . .

At the same time, fleets of motor trucks are

speeded to the various cities and towns of

The Indianapolis Radius, delivering their

papers promptly to the carriers in those

towns and to motorized carriers who cover
the rural districts.

The NEWS performs a distinct service to

its readers in giving them the latest and
most complete news within the shortest pos-

sible time after the actual press-run. . . .

No wonder The NEWS is the dominant
paper of The Indianapolis Radius!

The IndianapolisNews
jsiSJU ^he IndianapolisRadius

FRANK T. CARROLL, Advertising Director

New York: DAN A. CARROLL
110 East 42nd St.

Chicago: J. E. \.\jJ7.

The Tower BIdg.
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Everybody's Business

By Floyd W. Parsons

How Long Prosperity?

THERE is no possible way for us to tear aside the

curtain of uncertainty that hides the future. It

is the essence of folly for one to speak with abso-

lute confidence about
the business of tomor-
row. .\lthough we af
far better informed to-

day concerning the

trends in hundreds of

fields of enterprise

than we ever were in

the past, this immense
supply of vital statis-

tics is not sufficient to

insure us against the

effects of unforeseen

and unexpected hap-
penings.

Years ago I formed
the habit of carefully

filing away the predic

tions of eminent lead-

ers in industry who
were bold enough to

express their opinions.

Subsequent event-;
proved beyond doubt^

that we are living in

an age of loose talk.

There is something inherent in human nature that

makes us want to engage in prophesies even in this day
of kaleidoscopic change. We would not be so quick to

gratify this desire to exhibit our wisdom if all expres-
sions of opinion were hung up for the public to see and
read later on when final judgment might be passed.
We have come again to an era when confidence is

deep-rooted. Folks who were skeptical of prosperity

a year or two ago have lost their timidity. We are told

that conditions have changed completely and industrial

depressions banished for all time. The disciples of sun-

shine e.xplain to us that there can be no serious state

of unemployment or important slackening of trade
when money is so abundant, shelves so bare and labor

efficiency so high.

When we examine the situation carefully it becomes
apparent at once that our recent rise to higher planes
of living and working has resulted chiefly from our
having been supplied with better tools and more effec-

tive methods. On every side are devices doing the
work once performed by human hands. When we buy
a steak from the butcher, the scale used to do the
weighing also tells the exact price of the article. So
accurate are such devices today that we no longer have
to waste time in calculating or counting. Even the

tickets collected by conductors of trolley and subway
systems are totaled by delicate weighing mechanisms.
The manufacturer of paper employs a scale that will

indicate a deficiency of one sheet in a package that
should contain a thousand letterheads.

On every side are automatic devices designed to

eliminate human effort. A few years ago the tele-

phone companies used laborers to dig the holes for the

Machines for Men © DKlnt: Galloway

poles. Now the electric earth drill bores a pole hole

in less than a minute, and a swinging derrick raises

the pole and drops it into the hole in a few seconds.

Electric pumps have made possible the introduction of

high pressure hydrants that permit water to be thrown
to a height of 250

feet, thereby doing
away with the more ex-

pensive fire engine.

Electric compressors
reduce the volume of

a bale of cotton two-

thirds making it pos-

sible to load more bales

in a car. In many
places lights are being

turned on and latci-

turned off by nothing

more tangible than the

break of dawn or the

coming of dusk. In

fact, some of the de-

vices now in practical

use are so delicate that

the mere shadow of a

passing cloud would
produce an effect suf-

ficient to turn on the

lights of an entire

city.

industrial hazards

are being brought under control. Automatic signal

systems on land and sea have materially reduced the

loss of life and property. A panel of light in the cab

of the railroad engineer now reproduces the warnings
of the wayside block signals even when outside vision

is shut off entirely by rain or fog. If the engineer
fails to observe the warnings, the train is quickly

brought to a stop. New types of magnetic brakes
are cutting down the stopping distance of cars by as

much as .35 per cent and this not only permits higher

speeds, but means fewer front-end accidents.

Even the farmer is being provided with ways and
means to save his crops from the blight of pests and
the unruly forces of nature. Berry crops having a

large percentage of damaged fruit had to be thrown
away in years past because it was too expensive to try

and separate the decayed berries from the sound one?

by hand. Now in many places machines perform this

work at small cost in a satisfactory manner. We think
the prices of eggs are high. But this common food

would be out of the reach of many people if it were not

for the mammoth hatcheries equipped with incubators.

Even in making hay it is now possible to use mechan-
ical means to cure the grass, so it is not so necessary
any longer to "make hay while the sun shines."

Electric lights now get the hens up earlier on wintei'

mornings and this results in more eggs and more
revenue. Electric pumping and heating apparatus in-

stalled by dairymen supplies the cows with drinking
water at a higher temperature in the cold months and
this means that the animals drink more water and give

more milk. Better methods of flooding the cranberry

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 62]
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Preferred by Every Type
of Automotive Advertiser

The Detroit Nezvs Leads for First
Six Months of 1927 in Total
Automotive, Retail Automotive,
Passenger Car and General
Automotive Advertising

Not only does the six months' record show The News leading both other local newspapers,
but it also shows The News with an increasing lead over the next newspaper. Each succeeding
year since 1923 The News showed increasing leadership in automotive advertising, and during
the first six months of 1927 The News led the second newspaper by 221,018 lines—a greater lead
by 38,908 lines over the same period of a year ago.

Nothing But Tested Results Would
Bring This Preference

Space in agate lines—Daily and Sunday Combined
Retail Merchants' Automotive Advertising

NEWS
Second Paper
Third Paper

First 5 Mos. 1927
183,904
43,050
78,988

News Lead

140,854
104,916

Passenger Car Advertising

587,622
538,328
363,818

NEWS
Second Paper
Third Paper

Other General Automotive Advertising

NEWS 188,370
Second Paper 157,500
Third Paper 81,060

Total Automotive Advertising

NEWS 959,896
Second Paper 738,878
Third Paper 523,866

49,294
223,804

30,870
107,310

221,018
435,030

The Detroit News
L

354,000 Sunday Circulation
The HOME newspaper

325,000 Weekday Circulation
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THE MGreTHOW
FOURTH EDUCATIONAL

Graphic Arts Exposition
GRAND CENTRAL PALACE .^ NEW YORK

This is the great event to which all Printer

dom is looking forward.The progressive

spirit is abroad in printing just as it is in

architefture and fashion. After many

years ofconservatism, printing buildings

carefully planned from engineering stand

points and fine environment are today in keeping

with the most advanced ideas. Of equal economic

importance is the great extent to which old equip-

ment is being replaced with labor-saving and greater

produftion facilities. fi^This new status of printing

and its allied industries will be demonstrated in a

most remarkable way at the coming Graphic Arts

Exposition. Many of those who are most active in

the great organizations which hold their annual

conventions during the period of the Exposition

will profit by the demonstrations ofnew composing

room, photo-engraving, electrotyping, pressroom.

binding and other equipment, and material

and processes employed in present-day

craftsmanship, fi^Still more stimulating

to progressive plants will be exhibits

of finished produas in comprehensive

groupings of advertising typography, pro-

cesses of illustration, printing and binding which

will comprise a department to be known as The

Graphic Arts Gallery. No one should miss this very

important feature. S'There will be no other great

event of this kind for the next five years. This Expo-

sition will be the starting point for new equipment

and better printing. Owners of plants, executives,

salesmen and craftsmen may well be planning now

to have the advantages to be derived from attending

this Exposition. fi^If you require any information

about Convention programs, space in Exposition,

hotel or other reservations, write for particulars.'

National Graphic Arts Expositions, Inc.

461 Eighth Avenue-; Roo?fi 1916

NEW YORK
A. E. GlEGENGACK,
> Vice-President and Exposition Manager Telephontj Lackawanna 5831-2
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Cease f//e Vacillation
"Father dear, what is that red-hot

object darting back and forth be-

tween the Sales and Advertising

Departments?"

"That, Oswald, is the buck."

"But, father dear, in this contest,
why does not one department
ultimately retain the buck?"

"Because, my lad, the object of the

game is to pass the buck."

"And what is a buck, father?"

"In this case, son, the buck is the

blame for insufficient sales and high

selling costs."

"But, father, shouldn't the factory

be awarded permanent possession

of the buck for overproduction?"

"No, my child; they tried that

but the buck wouldn't pass. The
problem here is one of distribu-

tion."

Buck passing is not listed in the

records oi economics as the cause

for failure; hut it undoubtedly is.

And when the contest is waged be-

tween Sales and Advertising Depart-

ments, it is particularly pathetic, be-

cause 6ot/i sides are right. The hitch

is in the tact that each side expects

the other to perform an impossible

function.

The usual conception is that selling

is one thing and advertising is

another. Coordination between the

two so that ma.ximum sales result

trom minimum advertising expense,

and advertising reduces selling ex-

pense, is a third function which
neither department shoulders. Yet

each department teels its need.

Our experience in handling market-

ing problems has provided the bal-

ance for many clients— nationally

known organizations with com-

petent advertising departments,

excellent advertising agency con-

nections, and well directed sales

forces.

Their satisfaction is a matter of

history available to you if you are

seeking to economize on distribu-

tion costs by making distribution

methods more profitable.

James F. Newcomb & Co. inc.
'Direct Advertising :: Merchandising Counsel

330 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Telephone PENnsylvania 7200
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It's the same
T> &>€ Superb

I

Dill & Collins Co's.
Distributers

Atlanta—The Chatfield y Woods Co.

Baltimore—The Baiter Paper Company
Boston—John Carter i^ Co., Inc.

Buffalo—The Union Paper ^ Twine Co.

Chicago—The Paper Mills Company
Cincinnati—The Chatfield i^ Woods Co.

Cleveland—The Union Paper iff Twine Co.

Columbus, Ohio—Scioto Paper Co.

Concord, N. H.—John Carter y Co., Inc.

Des Moines—Carpenter Paper Company
Detroit—The Union Paper i^ Twine Co.

Greensboro, N. C.—Dillard Paper Co., Inc.

Hartford—John Carter Iff Co., Inc.

Houston, Tex.—The Paper Supply Co.

Indianapolis—C. P. Lesh Paper Company

Jacksonville—Knight Bros. Paper Co.

Kansas Citt—BerminRham Iff Prosaer Co.

Los Angeles—Blake, Moffitt y Towne
Milwaukee—The E. A. Bouer Company
Minneapolis—Minneapolis Paper Co.

New York City—Marquardt, Blake
Iff Decker, Inc.

New York City—Miller W Wright Paper
Co.

New York City—M. y F. Schlosser

Omaha—Carpenter Paper Co.

Philadelphia—The Thomas W. Price Co.

Philadelphia—Raymond y McNutt Co.

Philadelphia—Riegel y Co., Inc.

Pittsburgh—The Chatfield y Woods Co.

Portland, Ore.—Carter, Rice y Co.

Providence—John Carter y Co., Inc.

Richmond—Virginia Paper Co., Inc.

Rochester, N. Y.—Geo. E. Doyle Company
Sacramento—Blake, Moffitt y Towne
San Antonio, Tex.—San Antonio Paper Co.

Seattle, Wash.—Carter, Rice y Co.

St. Louis—Acme Paper Company
St. Paul—E. J. Stilwell Paper Co.

Salt Lake City—Carpenter Paper Co.

San Francisco—Blake. Moffitt y Towne
San Francisco—General Paper Co.

Springfield, Mass.—John Carter y Co.,
Inc.

Tacoma—Tacoma Paper y Stationery Co.

Tampa—Knight Brothers Paper Company
Washington, D.C,—Virginia Paper Co., Inc.

Y'
ESTERDAY"—When the Woolworth Building

was new, Rogers & Company produced on D d? C
Superb for the Atlantic Terra Cotta Company a book-

let as striking and as excellent as its subject, this building.

"Today" an equally unusual structure, the Cathedral on

Mount St. Albans above the national capital, has also

been commemorated in book form. And again the printer,

this time the Select Printing Company, of New York

City, has chosen D Gf C Superb.

Achievements like the Woolworth Building and the Cathe-

dral are doubtless their own best records. But many whom
distance keeps from enjoying them on the spot will

truly treasure these books. D & C Superb and the rest of

the D © C line are papers made to carry not only the actual

ink impression, but also the very spirit, of fine workman-

ship. That is why the printers in each instance found

D & C Superb so appropriate for these two books.

There is a D 6c C paper for every printing need.

DILL & COLLINS
SJIaster^a^s <^^^ ofTriniing Papers

i

H I A D H I
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The Sure Hand
for any advertiser to play

in the Oregon Market

The Oregonian is a

ROYAL FLUSH
in the Oregon Market

FEW, INDEED, are the markets where

the per capita buying power is so

high; few, if any, where one paper so

definitely dominates—and there is no

other market, to our knowledge,where

one newspaper has maintained an un-

broken dominance for 76 years .... in

advertising, in circulation, in influence.

y ^wpnim
PORTLAND, OREGON— Circulation over 104,000 daily ; over 154,000 Sunday

Traditionally ...and TODAY . . . The Great Newspaper of the Pacific Northwest

Nationally Represented by VERREE & CONKLIN
New York— 285 Madiion Ave. Chicago— Steger Building Detroit— Free PreM Building San Francisco-Monadnock Building
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Portland's

Newspaper
Situation in Brief!

First Half of 1927 Compared with First

Half of 1926. | Figures are given in lines

Second After-
noon Paper

Third After-
noon Paper

JOURNAL* Morning Paper

Total Display 264,054 Gain 333,480 Loss 118,342 Gain 917,378 Loss

Classified 124,362 Loss 284,116 Loss 28,238 Loss 53,368 Loss

Total Paid... 133,994 Gain 621,628 Loss 99,372 Gain 955,178 Loss

During the first six months of 1927 there were 1,340,920 lines less advertising

placed in Portland newspapers than during the first six months of 1926.
In the face of this tremendous total loss in advertising linage. The

Journal showed this phenomenal record of GAINS:

*Local Display. . . 140,574 Lines Gain

National Display 123,480 Lines Qain

Total Paid 133,944 Lines Qain

I

•

^(.JOURNAL
Vorttand , Oregon

BENJAMIN & KENTNOR COMPANY -' Special Representatives
2827

CHICAGO
Lake State B'k Bldg.

NEW YORK
2 \V. 45th Street

LOS ANGELES
401 VanNuys Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO
58 Sutter Street

PHILADELPHIA
1524 Chestnut Street

V
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-^LITTLE DRAMAS IN THE LIFE OF A GREAT NEWSPAPER SYSTEM {s-

"There's the man
who wrote that story and we all know

he writes the truth
yy

FOR several days, the minority leader ofthe
Senate had been demanding an investiga-

tion of alleged corrupt practices in the Sena-

torial elections. But the resolution calling for

an investigating committee seemed doomed
to defeat.

And then, in its noon edition, a SCRIPPS-
HOWARD Newspaper published an exclusive

story that bore the headlines:

"Millions Spent in Pennsylvania Elections."

The story, when read into the Senatorial

record, was immediately challenged by the

opposition, and ridiculed with these words

:

"It's only a newspaper story."

But the minorityleaderwas sureofhisground.
Pointing to the SCRIPPS-HOWARD corres-

pondent in the press gallery, he cried:

"It is a newspaper story. But there's the man
who wrote it, and we all know he writes the

truth."

The resolution was passed, the famous Reed
committee created, and the wholesome work
of cleansing the election system started.

Like the senator, you, too, can be sure that

what you read in a SCRIPPS-HOWARD News-
paperistrue. Facts areneverdistortedtomake
a sensation, nor concealed to curry favor with
any individual or party, because SCRIPPS-
HOWARD editors value too highly the faith of

the public whose confidence they have won.

PAINTED BY
KARl GODWIN

NKW YORK . Tilitram

CLEVtLAM) . . /V»i/

BALTIMORE . . . ft/r

PITTSBURGH . . Friu

lOVINGTON .

SAN FRANCISCO. .\>m

WASHINGTON . AV-j..

CINCINNATI . . . ftn

INDIANAPOLIS . Timj

DENVER ««i,.W(. K€tx-,

DENVER. Evening Seivl

TOLEDO . . KrwiSa
COLUMBUS . . Ci/ism

Ktnluch Pelt— Kfnlu.it EJilhn if Cinrinnuli Peir

SCRIPPS-HOWARD
MEMBERS or THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS bvE^^

AKRON . . Timts-Priu YOUNGSTOW S r</<rr</n VMOWiUS. NrwiSeniinrl

BIRMINGHAM . . Ptit FORT WORTH . . Pr.i. EL PASO ftrt

MEMPHIS Pr,„-Stimiur OKLAHOMA CIl V Siv.i SAN DIEGO .... Sun

HOUSTON . . . Pt<u EVANSVILLE .... P.ni TERRE H.\UTE . . ftH

AI.BlyLKROtL . . . Kr^ Mt^-iit Sijit Tnbunt

NEWSPAPERS
AND MEMBERS OF THE UNITED PRESS

.A. L L 1 E D .NEWSPAPERS, INC., National ReprMntatives

250 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SEATTLE • SAN FRANCISCO
CLEVELAND • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES
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Insert shows a Greek Kylixjrom the age

of PraxitcleSy whose particular distinc-

tion is in the decoration and finish of

the surface. In all things beauty de-

pends upon the surface. Beautifully

surfaced {coated) paper is the sine qua
non of successful printing.

EAUTIFULOURFACES
THERE are papers you love to touch. The

surfaces are smooth, polished, finished.

They make halftones look like studio

prints. They make typography inviting.

You like to see what is printed on them.

You find these surfaced papers in maga-
zines and trade papers that are published

•-with pride; in catalogs of really fine

iHerchandise; in the booklets and mailing

pieces of concerns who think enough of

themselves and of you to dress up the

printed messages they send to call upon
you.

Headquarters for such papers are the

Cantine Mills, which for nearly forty

years have been devoted exclusively to the

coating of papers for good printing and

lithography. Any printer can get Can-

tine Coated Papers through a nearby paper

distributor. Catalog on request.

How Skillful are you? Send us samples

of all work that you produce on any Cantine

Paper. We will enter them without charge

in our contests for skill in advertising and
printing. Address: Martin Cantine Com-
pany, Saugerties, N. Y. Dept. }4i.

\

The Martin Cantine Company, Saugerties, N. Y.

New York Office, 501 Fifth Avenue

Cantuie^

I

Can FOLD ASHOKAN
NO I ENAMEL BOOK

Esopus Velvetone UthoCIS.
COATED ONE SIDE
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What a retail map
of Boston shows / /

\)^HAT is the real measure of a trading
'* area? Not square miles or population

alone, but the buying pozver of the people

who live in those square miles.

A business map of Boston reveals valuable

facts for the sales manager and advertiser.

It shows that Boston's great buying ter-

ritory is a concentrated market located

within a 12-mile radius from Cit\' Hall. In

this area live 1,567,000 people the great-

est concentration in New England. And
these are the people who support the greatest

concentration of retail stores.

The Globe leads in this Key Market

^'ou can cover this rich market through tht-

Boston Globe, fhe Globe's Sunday circulation

in this territory is the largest of any newspaper.

And the daily circulation exceeds that of the

Sunday. Here is a luiiform 7-day coverage con-

centrated right in the heart of the Boston market.

Boston's own retail merchants— the depart-

ment stores appreciate the value of this circula-

tion by placing more advertising in the (jlobe

—

both daily and Sunday than in any other paper.

Why is it that the Globe is the choice of the

people who know Boston best?

Because the Globe appeals to all classes of

Boston people without regard to race, creed or

political affiliation.

Freedom from bias and tavoritism in general

news, editorials and sports— this is the secret of

the Globe's popularity with men. Its widely

known Household Department and other women's
features, make the Globe the daily counselor of

New England women.

Merchants who know Boston have found that

the Cilobe's readers constitute the strongest

buying group in this territory. That is why the

Globe is the backbone of successful advertising

efforts directed at the Boston market.

BOSTONS KEY MARKET

DEPARTMENT
STORE ACCOUNTS

64%

GROCERY
STORES
61%

AUTOMOBILE DEALERS
AND GARAGES

46^^

The Boston Globe
The Qlohe sells H^oston's IBuying Qrotip

Audited Net Paid Circulation for 6 months ending March 31, 1927— Daily 286,361 . . . Sunday 333,452
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12 POINTS OF DISTINCTION IN THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY

News Today

—

History Tomorrow!
Swiftly moving days these, yet the

record is written as we run, forming the

current history of contemporary times

reflected each month in

VII. THE ATLANTIC

This magazine mirrors those important

events and their human reactions which

have an influential bearing on Ameri-

can progress.

PROGRESSIVE READERS PROGRESSIVE ADVERTISERS

PROGRESSIVE CIRCULATION

Buy On A Rising Tide

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY
A Quality Qroup Magazine

8 ARLINGTON STREET BOSTON, MASS.

RATES BASED ON NET PAID CIRCULATION OF 110,000

(ABC) BUT INCLUDE A VERY SUBSTANTIAL BONUS
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THE salesman of today, in the

more progressive and far-

sighted companies, is more than a

mere seller of certain merchandise.

From the increased tribulations en-

gendered by the distribution prob-

lem, there has arisen a new con-

ception of salesmanship. Here the

stress is laid as much upon moving
merchandise from the dealer's

shelf as upon placing it there. In

his article, "Things a Salesman
Can Do Besides Selling," De Leslie

Jones discusses with examples this

new phase of modern business.
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7

There is good reading matter

in the advertising pages

There is good reading matter in

the advertising columns of Pic-

torial Review for August , for

instance on the pages listed below,

which show^ examples of adver-

tising prepared by The H. K.

McCann Company for its clients:

Page 30 Hawaiian Sliced and Crushed

Pineapple

Page 34 Canners League of California

Page 43 Del Monte Peaches

Page 68 Twenty Mule Team Borax-

Page 71 Zonite

Page 93 "Vaseline" Petroleum Jelly

THE H. K.MXANN COMPANY

NEW YORK
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Things a Salesman Can Do
Besides Selling

By De Leslie Jones

SOME years ago, a Western man-
ufacturer of farm machinery

discovered that he was entirely

wrong in his conception of what his

salesmen's duties should be. For dec-

ades this manufacturer had been in

the habit of securing

salesmen from his fac-

tory. His standard of

judgment regarding a

salesman's ability was
to a large extent based

on how well he knew the

mechanics of the firm's

machinery. It had al-

ways seemed to him and
to his directors that it

was absolutely basic,

that the salesman
should be an expert in

the goods the firm made,

and be ready to take off

his coat and fix any ma-
chine under any circum-

stances.

The di.'^covery he made
was that while expert

•mechanical salesmen
were very convenient

indeed for farmers in

need of mechanical help

and advice and, for

dealers who were me-
chanically curious, the

fact was that from a

selling point of view
the scheme was not a

success and probably would never be. remember. But they were very well

Accordingly he made some experi- trained in salesmanship and par-

ments. He took on a few men who ticularly in advertising. They were

knew practically nothing about me- familiar with small town merchan-

chanics or even about farming, ex- dising conditions, and they under-

cept what a farm-bred boy will stood the problems of a small town
retailer. These men
were put on the job and
made unusually good

records almost immedi-
ately. Then at one

stroke this manufac-
turer engaged a com-

plete corps of repre-

sentatives who were
primarily advertising

counselors and sales-

m e n . The factory-

trained handy-men who
had been traveling with

dealers and doing the

selling were called in.

Some of them went back

to the factory where
they really belonged.

The new salesmen occu-

pied themselves with a

whole new round of

duties never before
touched by the old ones.

They put the greater

part of their energy and

time when visiting a

dealer upon such ques-

tions as:

"How is your store

arranged?"

THESE Poslum Cereal Company light trucks arc

manned by highly organized crews who travel about

continuously rendering service of nearly ever)' conceiv-

able kind to Postum dealers throughout the country.

They do practically no out-and-out selling, but rather

attempt to build up the retailer's capacity to make
greater sales. This is but one example of the new trend

in salesmanship which Mr. Jones discusses herewith
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"What are the shopping habits of

the farmers in this vicinity?"

"What is your situation in rela-

tion to neighboring towns?"
"Just how are you handling the

various booklets you get from manu-
facturers?"

"What kind of books are you

keeping?"
"What local advertising are you

doing?"
"What signs have you on the out-

side of your store?"

"What percentage of your total

business is in agricultural equip-

ment?"
"What are the soil conditions

around here, and are the farmers
raising the crops best suited for

this type of soil?"

There was much more. In one in-

stance a salesman spent a half day
with one dealer writing for him a

series of ads and arranging for their

proper display in the local news-
paper. With another dealer he
argued a long time entirely on the

subject of the compiling of a local

mailing list, and then, not satisfied

with the dealer's own resources, he

went out and did some of the work
himself. The mechanical details of

the machine he was selling were
absolutely in the background; in

fact the whole subject of his goods

was in the background for the mo-
ment. He was trying to teach that

retailer how to be an up-to-date ad-

vertiser. This concern has ever

since been a big factor in its field.

THIS is some hint of the general

evolution of selling which has

taken place in a great many lines of

business in the last decade or more.
Salesmen seem to be changing into

merchandising counselors. They are

forgetting the old tricks of catch-

word salesmanship. They know that

no matter how great is their suc-

cess in selling to a dealer, what
really counts in getting repeat or-

ders and larger volume is whether
that dealer is a merchant using the

full battery of modern selling helps,

and whether he understands retail-

ing economics.

The change has been constantly in

the direction of other things for

salesmen to do besides selling. Your
old-time salesman had all the time

in the world to do the old-fashioned

job of selling, and he did it in the

old-time manner with all the old-

time trimmings of stories, enter-

tainments, drink and palaver. The
new salesman spends just as much
time, if not more, on his prospects

;

but instead of "playing" his man as

a wily fisherman plays trout, he is

doing practical auxiliary selling

work.

A friend of mine, sales manager
for a fountain pen company, once

put it to me in this way

:

"Why should I expect a busy re-

tailer to give me an hour or two of

his time frequently, when the cold-

blooded facts are that fountain pens

constitute less than one per cent of

the total volume of business of an
average store selling them? The
better a merchant he is, and the

clearer his knowledge of mathe-
matics, the surer he will be to figure

it out that he can give me a very

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 46]

Double-Barrelled Guns
By Albert Leffingwell

Vice-president, Olmstead, Perrin and Leffingwell. Inc.

THE jurymen's faces might have been cut

out of stone as the old lawyer got slowly to

his feet.

Neither side had found a grain of comfort in

trying to read those twelve impassive masks.
"Gentlemen of the jury," began the old man,

"I will be perfectly frank with you. I am going
to present my summing up in three parts.

"First, I shall give you the facts in the case.

"Then I shall give you the law in the case.

"And finally, gentlemen, I shall make a desperate

lunge at your passions."

More and more we realize that advertising

—

good advertising—must be much like that today.

It fires—to mix the metaphor—with more than
one barrel.

Definite, tangible facts ("average 43.28 miles

per gallon in 3559-mile trip"—"27 per cent more
milk than any other loaf we know") on the one
hand; sincerely emotional interpretation of such
facts ("The man you left behind you"—"One Boy-
Powei-—Just how much is it") on the other.

No longer is "reason-why" copy a mere dull

cataloguing.

No longer dare "emotional" copy be a sickish-

sweet blurb.

The iron fist in the velvet glove—the kernel of
fact held up between the finger-tips of imagina-
tion—the flower of fancy on the branch of reason
—or it's not good copy today.

It has become a truism that glittering generali-

ties bounce back from the modern reader's

hardened cranium.

But it is becoming equally true that the

Approach Analytical is also about to fall down.
You can prove with mathematical precision that

you are the One and Only—but your audience has
seen that trick before.

The red balloons of sheer enthusiasm may have
pleased ingenuous youth, and a statistical sum-
mary often impresses the buyer of plant machin-
ery, but the consumer today is both sophisticated

and a trifle bored.

Fire with both barrels. The facts in the case

—

7jes, now and always; but these or similar facts

are all too often public property. Given the facts

it is, more and more, the desperate lunge at your
passions which decides the verdict.

Always provided, of course, that it is a skill-

ful lunge. For it is in lunging, of all forms of

exei'cise, that the foot is most apt to slip.

I
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The New Milline Tables
By Benjamin Jefferson

THE interest shown when
I first introduced the Mil-

line, some seven years

ago, and the very general

opinion that such exact meth-
ods of computation would be of

lasting value, have inspired

me to carry these computations
out somewhat further, and to

add to the original scope of the

work by advancing a method
of gauging the reader-atten-

tion presented by a given news-
paper or magazine.
As the Milline system now

stands, it presents the follow-

ing tabulations, which supple-

ment the ordinary columns de-

voted to circulation and rate

per agate line

:

MiLLlNRATE
MiLLINDEX
MiLLINPAGE

The first of these, the Millin-

rate, is destined to end the

loose designation of the Mil-

line. Thus many publications

have been talking about their

Milline, when what they really

meant was their rate per Mil-

line, or as it will be known
henceforth, as their Millinrate.

Here I wish to advise a very
simple manner of finding the

Millinrate. Originally I gave
three ways of ascertaining the
Milline. But all three involved
working in decimals. Now I

find, after further experience. =
that it is not necessary to

bother with the decimal point. All

that is needed is to have a clear un-
derstanding of the starting point.
Simply remember that if a publica-
tion has a circulation of 1,000.000
its Millinrate is the same as its agate
line rate, and you can find the Mil-
linrate of any publication by divid-
ing the agate line rate by the cir-

culation.

Suppose a magazine has a circula-

tion of 1,000,000 and an agate line

rate of $5. As I have just pointed
out, its Millinrate is also $5. Let
us say this magazine has only 500.-

000 circulation, but that its agate
line rate remains at |5. Dividing
the first two figures of the agate
line rate by the first figure of the
circulation we have 10. Therefore
the Millinrate is $10. It is obvious

b:
E,\JAMh\ .IKFFERSON'S connection
with advertising has been a long and

active one. As vice-president of Lvon &
Healy, Chicago musical instrument nianu-
(aeturers, his experience was varied and
eminently successful. But his principal
claim to enduring fame was earned when he
(ievisejl the milline rule for lineage compu-
tation, which has been universally adopted
by publications. In the accompanying
article he describes various ramifications
of the milline and propounds a simpler
metiuxl of computing the actual figures by
means of simple elementary arithmetic

we have as a result 481. There-
fore, the Millinrate of the

Country Gentleman is $4.81.

The next term, Millindex, is

a combination of Milline and
Index. By the simple expedi-

ent of amplifying the space

from one agate line to 100

agate lines, I show at a single

glance the Milline weight of

an advertisement. Therefore
the Millindex is always to be
found by pointing off four fig-

ures of the circulation.

A magazine having a circu-

lation of 1,000,000 would have
a Millindex of 100, and a maga-
zine with a circulation of 500,-

000 would have a Millindex of

50. That is to say, an adver-

tisement of 100 agate lines in-

serted once in the first maga-
zine would weigh 100 Millines,

and in the second magazine
would weigh 50 Millines.

Let us list a few magazines
from current reports:

Magazine Circulation Miu.index
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My Life in Advertising—VI

Bringing Liquozone to Success

From Bankruptcy
By Claude C. Hopkins

MY years in Racine gave me
unique experience in adver-

tising proprietaries. My
methods were new. Testimonials

had been almost universal in those

lines. I published none. Reckless

claims were common. My ads said

in effect: "Try this cough remedy;
watch the benefits it brings. It can-

not harm, for no opiates are in it.

If it succeeds, the cough will stop;

if it fails, it is free. Your own
druggist signs the warrant."

The appeal was overwhelming.
Ever since then my chief study has

been to create appeals like that.

When we make an offer one cannot
reasonably refuse, it is pretty sure

to gain acceptance. And, however
generous the offer, however open to

imposition, experience proves that

very few will cheat those who offer

a square deal. Try to hedge or pro-

tect yourself, and human nature likes

to circumvent you. But remove all

restrictions and say, "We trust you,"

and human nature likes to justify

that trust. All my experience in ad-

vertising has shown that people in

general are honest.

A certain man in Chicago had
made a small fortune out of the

Oliver typewriter, but the line was
not to his liking. He was a natural

advertiser, and had long been search-

ing for the product.

While he was building a factory

in Montreal, a number of men came
to tell him of a germicide made in

Toronto. It was called "Powley's
Liquefied Ozone." Many institutions

in Canada were endorsing and em-
ploying it. And, without any adver-
tising, countless people had learned
of it and used it with remarkable re-

sults.

Finally this man was induced to

go to Toronto to investigate the
product. He found a gas-made
germicide, harmless for internal

use. He interviewed hundreds who
had tried it, including hospitals and
Catholic institutions, and became
very enthusiastic.

He bought the product for $100,-

000 and changed the name to Liquo-

zone. Then he started to advertise

and market it. He sought out an

advertising man and made a year's

contract with him. The next year

he selected another man. In four

years he tried out four advertising

men who had convinced him of their

ability, but the result was utter fail-

ure. All the money invested in the

business had been dissipated. The
company was heavily in debt. Its

balance sheet showed a net value of

some $45,000 less than nothing.

Which demonstrates eloquently how
rare is the experience and the ability

to advertise successfully a proprie-

tary product.

Still this determined advertiser

remained undiscouraged. He be-

lieved in his product, and he felt

that some man, somewhere, knew
how to make it win. "We will try it

one year more," he said, "and this

time we'll find the man."

ON the last day of the fourth year

he called on all the leading ad-

vertising agents of Chicago. And he

asked each one to name the best

man he knew of for a product of

that kind. His last call was on J. L.

Stack, and here he propounded the

same question. Just then a telegram

came in from me, accepting an invi-

tation to dine with Mr. Stack on
New Year's Eve. Mr. Stack showed
the telegram and said, "That is the

man, of course. No doubt others

have told you. But his employer is

my client. I can do nothing to harm
his interests. Hopkins is my friend,

and I never could advise him to con-

sider your hopeless proposition."

The advertiser replied, "If Hop-
kins is the man you say, he can prob-

ably take care of himself. Let me
dine with you tonight and meet
him."

That was my first contact with
Liquozone. Its promoter was a

charming man. His powers of per-

suasion were almost resistless. So,

against my wishes, he induced me to

stay over and meet him the next day.

That was New Year's Day. I

wanted to be at home. The Liquo-

zone office where we met was a very

dingy affair. The floors and the

desks were rough pine. The heat

came from a rusty, round, wood-
burning stove. The surroundings
were disheartening; the company
was bankrupt. I resented being kept

in Chicago for New Year's Day on
such a proposition, so our interview

was neither pleasant nor encourag-
ing.

But the man who could smile and
start over, after four years of fail-

ure, was not to be blocked by my
attitude. In a few days he followed

me to Racine. Then he asked me to

accompany him on a three-day trip

to Toronto. I accepted for the

pleasure of his company and because
I wanted a vacation.

In Toronto he placed at my dis-

posal a vehicle and a guide. For
three days I visited institutions and
people who had seen the results of

Liquozone. I had never heard such

stories as they told. At the end of

the third day I said : "I have found
here a still greater reason why I

cannot join with you. I am not a

big enough man to tell the world
about that product. I cannot do it

justice. So I beg you again to for-

get me."
But the man was not to be denied.

In a few days he came again to

Racine, and we discussed the project

all night. At four o'clock in the

morning, worn out by importunity,

impressed by the argument, I ac-

cepted his meager proposals.

I
WAS to be given no salary, be-

cause there was no money to pay
salaries. In lieu of that I was to

have a one-fourth interest in a bank-

rupt concern. I was to leave my
beautiful offices and take a pine desk

on Kinzie Street. I was to leave my
friends and go out among strangers.

I was to exchange my apartments
in a hotel on Lake Michigan for a

dingy, forty-five-dollar-a-month flat

in Chicago where the wife had to do

[continued on page 51]
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Local Conditions That Influence

Trade Wants
Traditions and Climate in the Southwest Exert a

Powerful Influence Upon Sales

li

"F it were possible to find a

perfect index to buying power,

.it would still leave something
to be desired ; for a human equation

would still remain as an unknown
but important factor." That sen-

tence is quoted from the Sales Quota
study of The Curtis Publishing

Company, finding, too, a counterpart

in the statement by Paul T. Cher-
ington

:

"In some ways the United States

is a unified market, but notwith-

standing its unity in the matter of

language . . . and commercial cus-

toms, it presents wide variations in

By H, A. Haring

detail and enormous diversity in

buying power as well as in the na-

ture of the people. . .
."

The more detailed a market re-

search in its coverage the more
likely is the manufacturer to un-
earth disconcerting facts. As the

study is projected into trading cen-

ters, one at a time, the more certain

does it become that plans for na-
tional distribution should be, and
must be, modified locally through-
out the country. Only recently a
maker of household heating equip-

ment made a painstaking selection

of nine states for an intensive

^ market survey, extending from
Massachusetts to Texas. With-
in each of these states, three

counties were picked ; the ones
standing highest, lowest and
( lo.sest to average sales. It

was thought thus to sample
the country for his product,
and, from the resultant ex-

hibit, to obtain a fair cross-
section of their market.
The outcome was quite un-

expected. The survey pro-
duced, instead of single com-
posite results, twenty-seven dif-

fering pictures, nearly every

one of them clashing with accepted

indices of population, income, auto-

mobile registrations, circulations,

etc. Even the in.jection of climate

as a factor failed to reconcile the

variations. The facts could only be

explained by further studies (1)

into the kind and cost of fuel locally

available, and (2) into the racial

antecedents of the people now living

in the twenty-seven counties. Thus,

for a particular product, "the nature

of the people" and local conditions

(in this instance, fuel) showed the

United States to be far from "a uni-

fied market."
Some such breaking-down of the

country into trading areas is, how-
ever, a requisite step for any prod-

uct whose makers covet distribution

to the saturation point. New York
is a rather homogeneous market of

ten million people. Other metro-
politan centers exist, with several

millions apiece. Yet the fact re-

mains that other tens of millions of

our people dwell in sections less

known to the man with New York
horizon, sections ob.scured too often
from the survey's coverage because
the metropolitan markets bulk so

large in concentrated consuming ca-

PTlotos © Ewing Galloway

THE hot. dry climate of the south-

western states gives rise to local

needs such as are found in no other sec-

tion of the country. Certain products
will never find a market here, wliile cer-

tain others will sell more readily than
anywhere else. Such cases are glaring
examples of the danger of too much
generalizing in national merchandising
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pacity. The hinterlands are, it is

undeniable, less concentrated. They
must, esp€cially beyond the Missis-

sippi, many times be "discovered"

anew for each product.

Out of a recent opportunity to

study the semi-arid country, center-

ing about the state of New Mexico,

have come to attention once more
the contrasts that enter mai-keting.

Some of these human equations shed

an alluring sidelight on the romance

of merchandising over this vast

country.

Within that state it is possible,

even in this year of 1927, to see

wheat threshed by treading of the

feet of sheep and goats, with the

winnowing done over large pans or

blankets, in the fashion of centu-

ries now almost forgotten. "Some
Pueblo Indian living in a cave!" may

be your reaction. To which the facts

reply: "One such farmer, whom 1

interviewed, owns a 1926 Cadillac and

his home has a Heatrola." And, fur-

ther, the manager of a nearby farm-

ers' coojierative elevator states

:

"No; it's just the custom here;

probably one-fourth of our wheat is

threshed that way."
One's first fortnight in New

Mexico, outside the four or five

cities, is a series of startling ob-

sei'vations, chief of which relate to

sanitation. Fresh food is handled

through the marketing stages, and

later kept within the homes, with a

disregard to accepted principles that

is to city eyes positively shocking.

Protection from dogs, thieves and
bandits is, apparently, the only end

sought.

Hotel s—not construction-gang

shanties but modern places for fifty

or a hundred guests with "rooms
and bath"—hotels with refrigeration

plants, too, keep their meat and milk

and butter and cheese in the "air

cooler." This consists of a small

detached building, thoroughly

screened against flies and padlocked

against pilferers. Within this in-

closure, fresh meat keeps perfectly

for weeks, even for months. Such
hotels, and tens of thousands of in-

dividuals with similar air coolers,

refuse to purchase "Chicago meat"
for the reason that "it spoils too

soon." They buy, rather, from local

slaughter houses that "know how to

dress it right." Most astonishing,

I>erhaps, of all these hotel experi-

ences was the encounter with the

owner of one particularly fine house,

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 671

How Full Is an Empty Barrel?

By Kenneth M. Goode

"AN empty barrel tosses in the

/\ high seas. Whitecaps burst

/\ into foam. Towering crests

topple into terrifying troughs and

sweep endlessly, irresistibly, over the

horizon.

But the barrel just bobs up and

down!
That barrel is in closest contact

with colossal forces. All ai'ound it

is magnificent action. Millions of

tons of water toss it to and fro. But

what does the barrel itself accom-

plish?

Substitute now for our empty bar-

rel some notably impressive but not

very compelling advertisement in

any armful of Sunday newspaper or

bulging magazine. Take practically

at random from a leading publica-

tion copy that reads:

"The larger pocketbook demands
the economy of quality—to the lim-

ited purse it is essential."

Or, a few pages further on,

"In these facts, too, is found justi-

fication of the painstaking methods
employed by in perpetuation of

quality."

These are entirely good sentences

from excellent living advertise-

ments. Make your own most gen-

erous allowance for their unques-

tioned loss through removal from

context. Then try and figure out

just what impression a statement of

this sort will at best make on the

minds of a million people.

Suppose, for example, the man in

the street car seat next to you looked

up from his newspaper and said

earnestly

:

"The larger pocketbook demands
economy of quality."

Would you answer:
"To the limited purse it is essen-

tial."

Or suppose your wife, speaking

kindly of the superintendent of the

apartment building for fixing her

refrigerator, told you

:

"In these facts is found justifica-

tion of the painstaking methods em-

ployed by Mr. Petersen in perpetu-

ation of this building's quality."

Would you rush the maid down to

Petersen with a $5 bill ?

Printed by the millions, words
such as these—good words in

well arranged sentences—fill fast

mail trains. They sweep by the ton

across 3,000,000 miles of territory.

Like a swarm of locusts they search

out 15,000 towns and cities. They
are carried thi'ough snow and dust

of 45.000 far-flung R. F. D.'s. They
pile and flash on innumerable city

newsstands. They search out sub-

scribers in scattered cottages and
towering apartments.

Amid all this magnificent activity,

what do these words do?
Advertising gentlemen have al-

ways bought wide circulation for

messages they wouldn't, by any
chance, themselves deliver at their

own bridge or dinner table. One
wonders what effect they imagine
their investment is having on the

public mind. And why? Are they

satisfied to contribute blindly to

advertising as a great economic
force? Or do they expect advertis-

ing in some unseen way to reinforce

the dullness of their messages with
some supernatural power they can't

even attempt to calculate?

If this seems unreasonable to any
advertiser, let him make his own
tests. Let him learn by heart a

dozen lines of copy from his own last

advertisement. Then try them on
his wife, his partner, or even his

office boy.

Let him repeat those lines in a

quiet conversational tone.

Let him try to detect any quick

glint of response in his listener's

eye, an attentive flash of the ear, an
exclamation:

"That's certainly true ! I'm mighty
glad you mentioned it to me!"
Why does any one spend thousands

of dollars distributing among mil-

lions of miscellaneous strangers a

bunch of words that he can, in five

minutes, prove definitely won't hold

the interest of the first three friends

he meets on the street?
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Vice-Presidents and Adding

Machines
Are Our Large Iiisuranee Companies to Be Condemned for Tlieir

Apparent Lack of Commercial Imagination?

By An Insurance Advertising Man

WHEN Earnest Elmo
Calkins rose to ad-

dress a recent joint

luncheon meeting of the Hart-

ford Advertising Club and

the Insurance Advertising

Conference, the insurance

men present presumably sat

back in anticipation of a

complimentary speech, full of

commendation of their efforts

in spreading the gospel of in-

surance before the benighted

heathen of these United

States. But Mr. Calkins pro-

ceeded right at the start to

let the wind out of their sails

in vigorous fashion. His

definition of any large insur-

ance company as being a "big

building full of vice-presi-

dents and adding machines"
is so painfully near the truth

that it ought to find its way
into the standard dictionary.

There is no business in the

world that concerns itself so

intimately with human wel-

fare; no enterprise of a com-
mercial nature that is made
up so completely of the age-

old drama of life, death, and

the protection of hard-earned

wealth. Yet, composed as it ==
is of the very essence of

human existence, insurance is less

human in its contacts with humanity
than the veriest quack patent medi-

cine that ever was refused advertis-

ing space in a reputable journal. It

is almost inconceivable that a busi-

ness which is so vitally essential to

the daily bread and butter of practi-

cally everyone could be so shrouded

in austere mystery that not one

average person in a hundred has the

remotest idea of what it is, what it

does or what it stands for.

The first thought of most enter-

prises when public education is

necessary, is to advertise widely and
consistently. If the public is to

Editor's Note

''PHIS article will uiuloubtedly arouse a storm

J. of criticism, but we believe that the thought-

ful reader will agree with us that underlying

its apparently destructive criticism there is a

certain hard fundamental truth. The problems

of the insurance company are far different ex-

ternally tiian those of the average manufacturer,

but each has the one basic problem of winning
public good will. If it is true, as this writer

declares, that liie insurance men have fallen far

behind their merchandising contemporaries in

tills respect, it can harm little but a few men's

feelings to look into the matter at some length.

The writer of this article knows intimately

both the insurance field and tiie advertising

field. Here he tries to point out some of the

problems which appear the most vexing, but

he does so with every effort at least to hint at

possible solutions. ADVERTISING & Selling does

not necessarily subscribe to his theories, but it

does feel that they are worthy of publication

per se. If anyone desires to take exception to

them, he is perfectly welcome to do so. Our
columns are always open for frank discussion

of any subject pertaining to sales or advertis-

ing, and we stand ready to welcome any con-

structive contributions which may be aroused
by the accompanying article.

grasp the significance of an indus-

try, the story of the industry must
be told, over and over again, until it

becomes thoroughly impregnated in

the fibers of human understanding.

What has insurance done to make
an impression on the public which
furnishes the consuming market for

its ware?
It has maintained a lofty sil-

ence, except for the annual pur-

chase of page space in newspapers,
whereon it blazons its annual state-

ments and the names of the officers

and directors. It has furnished its

agents with slick brass cartridge

pencils, paper cutters, folders con-

taining reduced reproductions

of their sample policy forms
by way of exciting reading;

any number of cutting little

vest pocket memorandum
books. And it charges off

these trinkets to "advertising

expense" in the annual budget,

and shakes its head pensively

at the terrific cost of obtain-

ing the public's good will.

In examining the subject of

insurance advertising, it is

necessary to make a partition

between fire insurance and

life insurance. Life insurance

and fire insurance face two
different problems of distribu-

tion. The life companies,

generally speaking, control

their market to a much
greater degree than is possi-

ble for the fire companies.

Many of the life companies

operate under the branch of-

fice system, in which the .sell-

ing agent is an employee of

the home office, and his efforts

are consequently centered

upon the sale of his own com-

pany's policies.

The fire companies are rep-

resented by independent

agents, who are unlimited in

the matter of company rep-

resentation. These agents are free

to have one or fifty companies in

their agencies. An agent's placing

of fire insurance business is purely

a matter of choice. He owns the

market and distributes the sales ac-

cording to his own notions of fitness.

And he resents any attempt on the

part of the fire companies to go over

his head with consumer advertising

and tamper with his own private

market. Moreover, fire insurance ad-

vertising could easily flood the ad-

vertiser with business that he

wouldn't touch with a ten foot pole.

So when the fire companies skate

around the edges and advertise fire

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 44]
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Have You a Sales Opportunity

in the Small Towns?
By F. G. Hubbard

Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., New York

CUSTOMS, as

well as times,

have changed in

the small towns of

the United States.

With the advent of

the automobile and
radio, Main Street in

the small towns offers

greater sales oppor-

tunities than the side

streets of the cities.

Our lady country
cousins know the

styles as soon as we
do. Skirts are as

short and heels are as

high, hair is bobbed,
and the local drug
store or the mail or-

der houses do a good
volume on cosmetics and lip sticks.

The male of the younger generation

doesn't walk a mile, but he smokes
them. And his haberdashery is on

a par, as far as style is concerned,

with the college sophomores.

What do these changes mean to the

advertiser?

They mean that in many lines the

same merchandise and the same vol-

ume per capita can now be sold in

these communities as is being sold

in the cities.

True, this does not apply to every

industry, but the opportunities are

so numerous that it is worth an ad-

vertiser's time to give this field some
real study.

If you are selling gas stoves, the

chances are you would waste your
money unless you are .selling a com-
plete gas outfit such as that pi'oduced

by the J. B. Colt Company.
On the other hand, if you sell elec-

trical appliances, consider these fig-

ures as offering an opportunity to

sell electric ranges, toasters, irons,

vacuum cleaners, oil burners, electric

refrigeration, etc.

:

There are in the United States

10,603 cities and towns in which a

newspaper is published. Seven thou-

sand four hundred and fifty-three of

these towns have a population of

Comparison
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Hidden Values of Advertising

By Theodore F. MacManus

THERE is a hidden ele-

ment of value in advertis-

ing of which few take

note. It operates especially in

the case of products which seem
incapable of advertising. This

hidden element is the forma-
tion of a habit of thought; the

habit of unconsciously giving

a product or a name first place

in the mental processes.

Products sold on a strictly

competitive basis are usually

presumed to be beyond the

reach of benefit by advertising.

This is not so. Even though
the prices be the same in the

case of several similar prod-

ucts ; even though superiority

be indistinguishable or incapa-

ble of demonstration—the man
who entei's a buyer's office rep-

resenting a product which in-

stinctively and automatically

enters first into the public

mind—that man enters with
an intangible but very real ad-

vantage.

It matters little how the pub-
lic has formed the habit of

thinking first of this steel or

this electrical equipment or _
this glass or this automobile

~

body, or whatever it may be. There
is registered in the buyer's mind an
innocent and probably unconscious
tribute to the priority of the institu-

tion or its product.

This habit of mental deference
may come from the size or wealth
of the beneficiary. It may come
from the eminence of the man or

men at the head of the preferred in-

stitution. It may come from the

patient suggestive reiteration of ad-

vertising. But it is very real.

It does not always win in compe-
tition, but it always carries a little

or a great deal of weight in the
processes of competition and selling.

No preferential thought which
lodges itself in the public mind is

ever entirely without value, even
though nine-tenths of the public

never has occasion to use or buy the

product in question.

When generated slowly but per-

sistently by advertising—which is,

or should be, nothing more nor less

than the infiltration of the public in-

telligence by information or propa-

MK. MacMANllS is president of the ad-

vertising agency (Detroit I which
bears his name, and is the author of "The
Sword-Arin of Business," published last

spring by The Devin-Adair Company

ganda—it has a special effect on

public conception of the value and
desirability of the stocks, bonds or

other securities which the institu-

tion issues.

It is no slight thing to have the

average man say or think of a busi-

ness institution that is as solid as

the rock of Gibraltar; or as honest

as the day is long ; or as good as

gold.

These seemingly casual thoughts,

aggregated, have a hard, definite

value monetary as well as moral.

Many an advertiser of some prod-

uct remote from individual or public

consumption has doubtless wondered
at times whether he was doing
wisely in advertising.

There is no occasion for such mis-
givings as a rule. Precedence, pri-

ority, success, high repute, recog-

nition of superior skill; all of these

things have an asset value. They
filter up through the mass to the

minds of the few who actually do

the buying. The "hard boiled" con-

tractor or manufacturer or builder

or architect who specifies those

"remote" products is not nearly

so hard boiled as he thinks

he is.

He is human, and his sus-

ceptibility to greatness or pre-

eminence or success is pre-

cisely the same as that of any
other human. He knows as

well as the next man that in-

stitutions do not win the in-

stinctive award of first place

in the public mind without in

some way deserving it.

They may deserve it through
size or facilities or financial

strength or integrity or any
one of a dozen factors. But if

they hold it they deserve it,

and that implies an advantage
in doing business with the or-

ganization.

Perhaps it is only a mental

advantage; the assurance that

"everything will be all right"

if the favored concern is dealt

with. But it is none the less

a real advantage.

Millions of dollars' worth of

specifications and orders are

placed almost exclusively on
_ this basis every year as a rec-

ognition of size or strength or

fitness, and all that they imply.

Why then are these not invaluable

business assets? Why should they
not be subserved and cultivated as

precious possessions?

And how better subserve and cul-

tivate and extend and expand them
than by a suggestive advertising

process which goes straight to the

individual and public mind and pro-

ceeds forthwith to build the desired

mental structure?

Advertising in this respect is still

at the dawning and the cock-crow of

its possibilities. It has looked in

the glass and failed to recognize it-

self and its powers and capacities.

Its real name is propaganda. Its

real goal is public esteem.

And because this is a commercial
age and we are a commercial nation,

it is the one dominant and trusted

literature of the day.

Its field is limitless—as soon as it

finds itself. When it will find itself,

we do not know, for this depends on-

ly on how soon it wakes up to its

reality.



THE EDITORIAL PAGE
Paid $1000 for Being "Too Busy to Read"

THE lomixitition for the business man's hearing

timt' has become so acute that many men have let

themselves almost get out of the habit of reading.

Even the journals of their industry or profession arc

wont to pile up on their desks because they are "too

busy" to read them.

The result is that today hundreds of executives are

busily making mistakes and overlooking oiiportunities

because they are denying their minds and their busi-

nesses the benefit of the experience and stimulus of

other men's ideas and findings.

This train of thought comes to us as the result of an

experience of a New York executive last week. This

man called in a well-known business counsel to advise

with him on a certain problem in his business. The
"expert" told him a story of another business in a

similar line which had worked out the particular prob-

lem that faced this business. That was all.

The bill was $1,000, and it was paid cheerfully, for

it unquestionably pointed the right cause.

That executive does not know that the story he paid

$1,000 to hear was told in a business magazine that lay

unopened on his desk even while he was talking with

the "expert." And he probably never will discover it,

for he is "too busy to read."

Some Chain Store Gymnastics

WE do not always seem to appreciate the re-

markable gymnastics of success which the live

chain stores are performing nowadays. They give a

new meaning to retail store operation. No wonder the

chain store is the most rajiidly gi-owing distribution

factor of the day.

Take, for instance, the facts about the Kress stores.

Ten years ago, with 130 stores, a volume of business

of about fifteen millions was done, with an average
profit of about $10,000 per store. Today the average

profit per store is $27,650, or nearly three times that

of a decade ago. Thus by adding only thirty-nine stores

in ten years, the volume was raised from fifteen to

fifty-one millions; from $115,000 to $.306,919 per store.

The volume and the profits per store were almost

trebled.

The earnings per share were raised in these ten years
from $8.95 to $37.23, and the good will, carried first at

twelve million, was written down to one dollar.

These are some of the typical chain store perform-
ances of recent years. The J. C. Penney Co. recently

made a complete volte-face on its old policy of manager-
partners—the company having grown too large for

such a plan ; and now this concern, always heretofore
in small towns, is to invade the cities.

Keep your eye on the chain stores; they are the

astounding adventurers of modern distribution, and are
not yet at their peak of development.
Another interesting chain store fact that has just

come out is that 8 per cent, or 272 millions out of the

$3,400,000,000 business done by the chain stores of the

country, was sold at an actual loss; while 26 per cent,

or 884 millions, was sold at cost. Most of this non-
profit business was in the grocery field, where 58,000
stores sold 812 millions at bare cost; getting their profit

in IV4 billions of sales in meats, dairy products, coffee,

tea and baking goods.

The Farmer Is the Biggest Truck Buyer

THE average city dweller sees thousands of trucks
of corporations and business houses, and fleets of

several hundred owned by one company. Naturally, he
has the idea that the city is the great stamping ground
of the truck. If he were a truck manufacturer he
would immediately think of the city market as the

greatest.

This city-bred man is due for a jolt in regard to his

truck ideas. The Automobile Chamber of Commerce
has now made a study of trucks and finds that the far-
mer leads, by a wide margin, all other truck buyers.

There are 248,298 trucks on farms, and the next largest

group (grocers and food handlers) is 100,000 less. And
this check-up is only of farmers living along R.F.D.
routes

!

The day of the horse seems thus to be passing, even
on the farm. What with trucks and tractors, it is

proved that gasoline instead of hay is the stuff that
makes the farm go 'round.

This item of statistical news should do something to

readjust the [lerspective of some folk who have im-
agined that the farmer was once more back in the days
when he traded his eggs for sugar and salt at the
village store and never spent anything.

Advertising Is Paying Its Way
BUSINESS is going right on, undisturbed by dis-

astrous floods, peak brokers' loans, high money and
adverse railroad decisions, says the Wall Street Journal.
Good times have continued in the face of a sharp fall-

ing off in steel production, textile depression, a break
in oil prices and not too good a rubber situation.

And this journal of finance goes on to point out that
this new stabilization is the result largely of new in-

dustries that did not exist a quarter of a century ago,
or were merely infants at the opening of the i)resent

century.

This is an interesting fact, and true. Furthermore,
it is worthy of note that had there been no such force
as advertising, these infant industries would not yet be
out of the adolescent stage and we should not be en-

joying our present prosperity. For it is advertising
that has "put over" the automobile, advanced the elec-

trical industry to its present standing, created a market
for the phonograph, the radio, and the mechanical re-

frigerator, and a dozen other products that have grown
into industries.

Let those who will criticise advertising as being
wasteful and uneconomic; nevertheless, our present
economic security would hardly be possible without its

broad influence in American life.

'?ib=
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Courtesy Vlsugraphic Company

How the Motion Picture

Helps the Salesman
By A. L. While

ANEW help has been found dur-

ing the past few years for the

salesman on a hard job. This
is the industrial motion picture to be
used with a small portable projector

which can easily be carried about by
the salesman. Certain commodities
by their veiy nature can hardly be
demonstrated, or are too heavy for

a salesman to take around. A stick

of dynamite is just a bit dangerous
for use as an illustration of the
efficacy of dynamite, but a reel of

film can set forth clearly and truth-

fully how useful dynamite can be in

many lines of construction work, in

mining and in clearing land. It is

not always feasible for a salesman
to take around a tractor to the farm-
ing districts, but a movie of a tractor

can show that useful farm drudge in

action, doing drawbar work, pulling

stumps, threshing, and working on
the roads.

So many companies now have
equipped their salesmen with motion
picture projectors and reels of film

illustrating the various points con-

cerning a product which a salesman
would naturally want to get over to

a prospect. In a flivver and with a

projector and a reel of film, a sales-

man may press his way into the most
remote parts of the country with the

assurance that he can properly and
interestingly present to a prospect

the uses and action of the most com-
plicated piece of heavy machinery or

the most dangerous type of explo-

sive.

A salesman might talk himself

hoarse and never be able to convince

a group of politicians and city offi-

cials of the efficiency of a snow loader

as thoroughly as can the picture of

a snow loader at work which the

Barber-Greene Company uses for

demonstration purposes. The picture

is one reel, which can be used with a

portable machine and easily pro-

jected onto a clear space on a wall

or against a good-sized sheet of

white paper. The story begins by
showing the old methods of remov-
ing snow from city streets by the

use of hand shovels. Then, contrast-

ing with these slow methods, the

operations of the Barber-Greene
snow loader are shown.

Shots have been taken of actual

operations in various cities after

heavy snow storms, and include

views of the machine pushing into

great banks of snow and automat-
ically lifting the snow and dumping
it into the trailers which come up
one by one for rapid loading. The
views are supplemented by captions
which explain the good points of the
apparatus as illustrated by each op-

eration. The reel takes from twelve
to fifteen minutes to run and is a
most convincing proof of the efficien-

cy and possibilities of the machine,
for it is shown in actual operation.

No salesman's arguments could be
so convincing. Nor is it always pos-
sible to find a snowstorm all ready
for demonstration purposes.

Another of the Barber-Greene
films shows the work of a ditcher.

In fact, this company has films show-
ing at work respectively each one
of its various large pieces of big

[continued on page 49]
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The Voice In the Sky That

Talks to MiUions
By Edgar H, Felix

JUDGING from the rapidity with

which new means, mediums and
methods of urging the innocent

consumer to buy are evolved, it will

soon become impossible, either sleep-

ing or waking, to escape the ubiqui-

tous advertiser. So long as atten-

tion to advertising is voluntary,

there can be no objection to the in-

crease of mediums, but if there is

no escaping except by suicide, faint-

ing or deafness, we may pause to

wonder whether advertising is re-

maining uniformly pleasing and
effective.

Advertisers will soon be offered a

new means of impressing them-
selves upon the public—the combina-
tion of an airplane and a super-

power public address system. "The
Voice in the Sky" will hover over

crowded cities and shout down with
millions of lung power to the crowds
below. This aero-advertising ven-

ture is being sponsored by Charles

Lawrance, vice-president of the

Wright Aeronautical Corporation,

and C. D. Ludington of Philadelphia.

A three-motored Fokker plane at

Teterboro Field, near New York
City, is being equipped with a

microphone, a powerful amplifier

system, and two huge loud speakers,

which will focus voice and song from

the plane above to attentive multi-

tudes below.

Unlike most existing mediums,
there is no escaping the attention-

compelling power of this device. You
cannot concentrate on the pursuit

of life, liberty and happiness, while

this loud-voiced plane entertains

you. When you read a magazine,
you may enjoy its text and disregard
the advertisements; with your radio,

you may shut off a station or tune

to another, if a goodwill program
bores you. But, when the "Voice in

the Sky" is doing its stuff, there is

but one thing humanly possible

—

extend your chin some seven inches

above the collar line and listen.

Tests have already proved the un-

deniable effectiveness of this new
creation for the advertiser. Flying
two thousand feet above a city, an
area of five square miles is flooded

by its voice radiations. Only the

deaf, or those possessing sound-
proof rooms to which they may re-

treat when the vocal bombardment
is under way, can escape.

Perhaps this is an unfair esti-

mate of the possibilities of the me-
dium. The test, after all, lies in

how it is used. The amplifying sys-

tem is designed to transmit music
as well as speech with fidelity. The

automobile-towed calliope is not such

a serious embarrassment as to be

considered a dangerous nuisance

;

the aerial singer may be entertain-

ing to millions. The "Voice in the

Sky" may be used judiciously with

magnificent effectiveness. Sky writ-

ing, just as effective a neck stretcher

and gaze winner as the voice-plane,

did not send any trucks into the

Woolworth Building, threatening to

level it in a heap of ruins. The ad-

vertiser who uses the voice of the

sky may win tremendous attention

and, so long as the broadcast ma-
terial is judiciously selected and the

plane used with moderation, he may
overcome any objections brought to

discourage its use.

During the World War experi-

ments were made to develop just

such an equipment as a means of

directing troops on the ground in

operations covering a large area.

The town crier of the Middle Ages
is humbly dwarfed by this new mon-
ster of the air. Perhaps it may
serve in a new and welcome capacity,

haranguing millions with melodies

and slogans. And perhaps it may
be condemned as a noise making
nuisance. It all depends upon how
the new advertising means will be

used by its sponsors.

<j(i >i»- ••'.*«

This is the type of plane which is heing equipped witii loud speaking apparatus for advertising purposes
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The Electrical Market in the

Steam Railway Industry
ELECTRICAL energy is used in practically

every branch of railway service and the

steam railway industry represents not only a big

market at the present time, but a rapidly grow-
ing market for electrical etjuipment and ma-
terials.

The electrical officers are responsible for speci-

fying, installing and maintaining Shop Elec-

trical Equipment, Locomotive Headlights and
Turbine Generators, Heavy Electric Traction,

Car Lighting, Flood Lighting for Classification

Yards and Terminals, and general illumination

throughout buildings and other railway facili-

ties.

As one of the five Simmons-Boardman depart-

mental railway publications, the Railway Elec-

trical Engineer is devoted exclusively to the

electrical problems of the steam railway

industry.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company
"The House of Iransportalion"

30 Church Street New York, N. Y.

105 W, Adams St., Chicago
Mandeville. La. San Francisco

6007 Euclid Ave., Cleveland
Washington, D. C. London

One of the Five Simmons-Boardman Departmental Railway Publications

That Comprise the Railway Service Unit
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Wanted—A New Kind of

Annual Report
By James M. Campbell

ABOUT this time of year annual

/\ reports are menacing. They
X A. troop in with almost every
mail. Some of them are noteworthy
for what they say; others for what
they do not say. But, with surpris-

ingly few exceptions, they are alike

in this respect: they make little

effort to "sell" the company to its

stockholders.

They may, or may not, contain

views of the plant. They may, or

may not, include a certificate to the

effect that the books and accounts

have been examined by a firm of ac-

countants and auditors. They may
—and almost always do—show the

names of the directors and executive

officers. You are pretty sure to find

in them information regarding the

location of the factories, branch of-

fices and warehouses. A balance
sheet, which is supposed to show the

company's financial condition, is in-

variably prepared so only about one
person in ten can make head or tail

of it.

But most annual reports are weak,
mainly, in the president's letter "to

the stockholders." Here is an ag-
gravated instance of what I refer to

:

February 14, 1927.

To the Stockholders of the Company:
The audited and certified accounts

of your company covering operations
for the fiscal year ended December 31,
1926, and showing the financial posi-
tion as of that date, are hereto at-
tached.

Net sales for the year, of the parent
company and its subsidiaries, amounted
to 000,000,000, as compared with 00,-

000,000 for the corresponding period
of 1925.

After making full provision for de-
preciation, bad and doubtful debts, and
all other known losses, and after de-
ducting interest on borrowed money,
there remained net profits of 0,000,000.
Our earnings for 1926 were adversely
affected because of the rapid decline
in the prices of crude doodle-daddies
during the early part of the year, ne-
cessitating downward revisions in sell-

ing prices. This condition was gen-
eral throughout our industry.
Your company is adequately covered

for its raw material requirements at
prices approximating current market
quotations.

In accordance with the provisions of
the company's charter, the directors

have voted, subject to your approval,
at a meeting called for that purpose,
to retire 00,000 shares of its preferred
stock, 0,000 shares of which were in

the treasury as at the close of the year,
the balance of 0,000 shares having been
purchased since January 1, 1927.

For the Directors,
A. Dingus, President.

Now, I happen to own fifty shares

of the preferred stock of the com-
pany this letter concerns. They cost

me $5,000, or thereabouts. Regularly

every quarter, I get my dividend

check. On that score, I have no
ground for complaint. But I should

feel much more kindly toward the

company and more inclined to buy
its products if, in his letter to stock-

holders, the president took me into

his confidence to a gi-eater extent

than he does. He may not realize it

—he probably does not—but I am
just as much interested in the prob-

lems of his company as he is. Or,

rather, I would be, if his attitude

were not so damned impersonal. It

is a curious fact that not once, in

this company's annual report for

1926, is any reference made to any
of its products. What do they
manufacture? One would never
learn from the annual reports.

THE General Motors Corporation
does not err in this respect. Its

president recognizes that there is a
community of interest between the

company and the men and women
who own stock in it. He speaks of

the corporation's employees as "part-

ners," as "members of the General
Motors family." Several times a

year, stockholders receive communi-
cations which keep them informed
as to the company's plans and poli-

cies. All this tends to cement the

relationship which should exist be-

tween the company, the stockholder

and the employee. From a recent

letter to stockholders, I make this

extract: "You have shared in

this prosperity through dividends

amounting to more than has ever

been paid in any one year by any
corporation on its common stock in

the entire history of industrial en-

terprise." This seems to indicate

that fx-ankness with stockholders and
a high degree of prosperity are not

incompatible. . . . Rather the con-

trary.

The annual report of the Ameri-
can Sugar Refining Company is

pretty nearly perfect—as an annual

report. It gives the stockholder a

conception of the sugar industry as

a whole. In the president's letter to

stockholders, detailed reference is

made to the company's problems and,

under the heading "Conclusion,"

recognition is made of the fact that

"the stockholders, bondholders and
active organization constitute a pow-
erful force of over 40,000 people,

capable of advancing in their own
interest the merchandising efforts

of the Company." Furthermore, the

balance sheet is presented in a way
which makes it understandable to

the layman.

THE year 1926 was unprofitable

for the American Woolen Co., and
I have no desire to say anything that

might make a bad situation worse.

But I would be more friendly toward
the company if President Pierce, in

his letter to stockholders, had gone
into greater detail regarding some of

the organization's difficulties. Now,
if ever, he needs the support of the

men and women who have put money
into his enterprise. "Hand-to-
mouth" buying, which is supposed to

be the bugbear of the textile indus-

try, is referred to, in the annual re-

port of the American Woolen Co.,

to the extent of three lines. Surely

the stockholders are entitled to more
information than that! Doubtless,

it would be given if one specifically

asked for it. But why not volunteer

it? If hand-to-mouth buying is to

be the rule rather than the excep-

tion hereafter, the stockholders have

a right, it seems to me, to expect the

company to adjust itself to meet that

condition. The annual report throws
no light on the subject.

The annual report of the National
Lead Co. is no triumph of the

printer's art. It does not go into

detail to anything like the extent

that the report of the American

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 65]
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.There is a difference between this and the usual run of advertising photo-

Igraphs. If there were not, you wouldn't be reading this copy. Good taste,

lione, is sufficiently rare to be interrupting. Good taste is the basis of the

[national advertising of Golflex Clothes, prepared for Wilkin & Adler, Inc.

Iby the Federal Advertising Agency, Inc., of 6 East 39th Street, New York.
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Let's Plug Leak Number One
How One Form of Advertising Waste Can Be Lessened

By S. E. Kiser

MR. CLAYTON
APTHORPE,
advertis-

ing director, was look-

ing over an assort-

ment of layouts.

"Some of these are

good," he said, ad-

dressing Berwin, the

agency's account man-
ager. "The ones you
have numbered 2, 3,

5, and 8 are the best,

I think. You can go

to a finish with those.

Here's something else

I want to talk to you
about. We've just

gone into production

on a new safety lock.

I wish you'd get up a campaign on
it for general magazines."

Berwin's interest was aroused im-
mediately.

"Can you give me any dope on
it?" he asked.

Apthorpe had a description of the

iock, and some blue prints.

"It will be a good idea," he said,

^'to get busy on it right away."
"What about space? It will 'prob-

ably be best to start with pages to

get the lock introduced."

"No; I think we'd better have
some good smashing half-pages.

Suppose you have your contract de-

partment work out an introductory
campaign, using half-pages, and
we'll see how it shapes up."

Berwin's report caused a flurry

at the agency. Conferences were
called, and there was much discus-
sion concerning the manner in

which the new lock ought to be an-
nounced. That being agreed upon,
a careful statement was prepared
for Mr. Apthorpe's consideration.
The advertising director thought

the agency's plan was "all right in

a general way," and he asked to see
about a dozen pieces of copy with
roughs.

When the copy and layouts were
ready, Berwin, accompanied by the
president of the agency, the head
of the art department, and a copy
man, called on Apthorpe, supposing
that his superiors would be present.

and that arrangements for the
launching of the new campaign
could be closed. They found the
director of advertising alone in his

office, and he asked them to leave

their material with him for future

disposal.

It developed later that Apthorpe
had not been authorized to do any-
thing about advertising the new
lock, and that he had merely tossed
an idea of his own to Berwin.
Nothing more ever came of it, and
the time and money that had been
spent by the agency were wasted.
But that probably didn't cause Mr.
Apthorpe to lose any sleep. As far

as he was concerned, the agency
had merely done something toward
earning its commission.

There are directors of advertising,

or advertising managers, who give
serious thought to the manner in

which their agencies are asked to

render service. They know what
they want, why they want it, and
are sure before they ask for it that
producing it will not be simply a

matter of going through the mo-
tions. Such men can usually have
the benefit of sincere and enthusias-
tic agency cooperation.

On the other hand, there are many
advertising managers who have the

Apthorpe idea, if it can be called an
idea. Mr. Hooper announces to Mr.
Jones, the agency man, that he
thinks it would be well to get up

the material for a
brisk newspaper cam-
paign, or for a try-

out in class publica-

tions.

The agency man
starts things going,

and when he is ready

to submit the mate-
rial that has been

produced, Hooper
has changed his

mind, or has learned

from his superiors

that they are not in

favor of his propo-

sition. The agency
has gone to a lot of

trouble, done a lot

of e.xtra woi'k, and
probably spent money for nothing.

I daresay that every agency of

any consequence has had experiences

of this kind.

On almost every big account there

is likely to be a lot of wasted effort.

Much of this waste is unavoidable.

Advertisers are compelled sometimes
to change their plans. Campaigns
that are undertaken in good faith

have to be abandoned. There are

always plenty of legitimate reasons

for changes in advertising programs,
and the losses sustained by agen-
cies, because of such changes, must
be assumed without complaint.

There is no help for them, no way
in which they can be obviated, for

neither the seers nor prophets in ad-

vertising can map out a course six

months in advance and be sure that

no deviation from it will be neces-

sary.

I believe I am conservative, how-
ever, in estimating that 75 per cent

of the superfluous advertising mat-
ter prepared by agencies is a result

of poor judgment, lack of consider-

ation, and carelessly given orders

for which clients and their repre-

sentatives are accountable. In many
instances advertising managers and
their subordinates have an unfor-
tunate tendency to order "stuff"

without having any well-grounded
reasons for be'ieving that it will

ever be used, or, at least, without
having assured themselves that it

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 60]
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^^We All Made Money"
I am privileged to conclude that the business press

for us as manufacturers and advertisers is all-power-
ful.

I can best illustrate from the pages of experience
the high spots as well as the depressions that have
been my experience in the administration of this busi-

ness since 1914—a period ripe

with experiences likened unto ^^^^^^i
which there has been no prece-

dent in our line.

lor us. Our campaign and our success grew and grew
and grew. The results were in like proportion to the

expenditure and the Business Press as we saw- it was
certainly a vision most delightful to behold.

Wc all made money.

When I came to New York
from the Pacific Coast in 1912,

as a junior I spent a year trying
to adjust myself and to definitely

plan an advertising policy that
would be of substantial benefit.

I saw the Business Press as a

medium.

I saw some of the opportuni-
ties.

I saw with apprehension that it

cost real money, and at that time
because of my limited expe-

rience, I was led to believe that
there was a considerable element
of hazard in the undertaking of

an advertising campaign, but I

was convinced that the Business
Press could be made a profit-

able medium for us.

In 1914 we undertook a con-
tract for four one-quarter pages
in the Dry Goods Economist, a

total of $160 expenditure.

TRUE
TALK

by the General Manager of
one of the largest

Glove Manufacturers

Read this interesting story

of glove marketing—and
remember that where
"Business Press" is men-
tioned Dry Goods Econo-
mist is meant—since the
Economist has carried 90
to 100% of this nipnufac-
turer's trade advertising
every year for the last

twelve years.

ECONOMIST
GROUP

Dry Goods Economist

Dr>- Goods Reporter

Drvgoodsnian

Offices in Prinriftal Cittrx

At that time this expenditure caused me some
anxiety because of its magnitude.

We prepared our cop.v, we launched our campaign
(as we, with expanded chests called this venture into

advertising) and the remarkable thing was that imme-
diately after the appearance of our small ad we got
results.

Then came the difficulties, coal

strikes, labor troubles, transpor-

tation strikes.

The year 1920 was the warm-
est winter in the Weather Bu-
reau's history.

Cancellation after cancellation

came in to us.

The Glove Business probably
suffered more severely than any
other line of regular merchan-
dise. What could turn the tide?

No one could carry on unless

there was a complete rehabilita-

tion. How could this be brought
to pass? Style, style, style, kept

ringing in our ears. Induce peo-

ple to come back. Take interest

again. Create new styles, etc.

But how to put it over—-and the

answer was the Business Press.

We were all in the same Boat,

irrespective of whether we were
manufacturers or retailers. Anx-
iety was very wearing, but out of

the anxiety came the answer.

Fortunately we commenced to

see favorable possibilities again,

^^^^^^^^^ and we saw the Business Press,

not with the same fear and trepi-

dation as we viewed it in 1914, but saw it through the

eyes of experience, and in August, 1925, we inaugur-

ated a campaign with greater investment and more
fixity of purpose.

The year 1925 closed showing us ahead in sales

considerably out of proportion to the amount of ex-

penditure involved.

Our experience with the Business Press carried on
and on and on. Each issue was being prepared with
most meticulous care.

The years 1915, 1916 and 1917 were banner years

Portions of an address delivered at the annual meeting of the
Associated Business Papers, Inc.

We inaugurated on December 29, 1925, a selling

campaign for deliverj^ Fall 1926. Our record goes

down in the annals of glove experience as one almost
incredible.

The Business Press has taken our business, and
has placed us in a position where we are at peace.
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INDUSTRIAL ADVERTISING
and

SELLING

Merchandising

Turpentine

Through the

Jobber
By C. S. Landis

Advertising Departraenl, Her-
cules Powder Company

PRIOR to 1925 when the
Hercules Powder Com-
pany worked out its

merchandising plan, turpen-
tine distributors who sold
the jobbers were quoting
the dealers only 3c to 4c
higher than they quoted the
jobbers. No national adver-
tising or dealer helps came
from the turpentine pro-
ducers. There were few, if

any, tie-ups between the in-

dividual producer, the job-
ber, the dealer and the con-
sumer. A customer merely
bought turpentine. Yet, in
spite of this situation the
jobbers managed to sell

about 60 per cent of the
turpentine placed in the
hands of the dealer. The
reason was largely that of
personal acquaintance and
the fact that the jobbers
handled many other products in ad-
dition to turpentine and rendered the
dealer a variety of service which it

was not possible for the turpentine
distributor to match.

Recognizing these conditions, the
Hercules Powder Company started to
advertise turpentine to consumers
throughout the country, and established
a price differential which gave the job-
ber a flat profit of 10 cents a gallon in
drums and 15 cents a gallon in cans.
Instead of maintaining the usual daily
market change, we made a firm price
which continued unchanged from Mon-
day through Saturday each week. This
removed the necessity of speculation in
the handling of turpentine, gave the
jobbers an opportunity to figure their
actual cost and selling price for a week,
established firm prices on steam-dis-
tilled wood turpentine, and so elimin

This department is devoted to discussions and news of
particular interest to industrial advertisers. Other articles

that apply to both industry-to-industry and manufacturer-

to-consumer marketing will be found elsewhere in the issue.

vertising material."
We let both the

jobber and dealer
know that we are ac-
tively interested in
pushing the sale of
turpentine through
them, and we also

keep them informed on how
we are advertising tur-
pentine.
Our merchandising plan

has made it easier and more
profitable for the jobber to
sell our product. And when
the jobber knows that he
can make a satisfactory
profit on a product used in
the paint trade, it is nat-
ural for him to push this
in conjunction with paint,
instead of carrying it

merely as a necessary side
line.

salesmen

Hercules Turpentine Store Display

able to jobbers. Hercules salesmen
show this motion picture to the mem-
bers of the jobbing firm and to their
traveling forces, explain the produc-
tion of turpentine and the magnitude
of Hercules operations, and make their
listeners more familiar with the com-
pany's ability to supply turpentine of
uniform quality. When they so re-
quest, jobbers' salesmen are supplied
with prints of the turpentine film to
show to dealers. Sometimes Hercules
salesmen visit dealers with the job-
ber's salesmen. Another merchandis-
ing aid is the motion picture projector
which shows the turpentine motion pic-
ture continuously in the dealer's vdn-
dow or inside his store. This is a sure
way to attract crowds of people.

Each Thursday we mail a post card
to the jobbers, giving them our prices
on Hercules turpentine for the follow-

Some Reasons for Being

Most of the men in this
organization are, and have
been trying to help them-
selves through various
other and worthy clubs
and associations. It was
difficult howexyer, scattered
as we were, to pull together

toward the fulfillment of a common
purpose.
Simply to improve methods of selling

and advertising is a very general ob-

ject. The purpose of this association

is more specific. It is to improve pres-

ent methods of selling and advertising
engineering products by trying to bring
the truth to bear on our oivn problems;
by each one laying down his own meth-
ods and submitting to friendly criti-

cism ; by co-operating in various active

efforts, and by the interchange of ideas

and experiences.

From the recently issued revised Consti-
tution and By-Laws of the Engineering Ad-
vertisers Association.

Henry von Phul Thomas

ing week. The salesmen see these cards
ated most of the unattractive selling on Friday or Saturday when they call
conditions associated with the market- at their home office. When the jobber

B'

ing of this product.
To compete successfully in other

ways, the Hercules Powder Company
established stock or shipping points at
the various recognized turpentine dis-
tributing centers. The jobber, there-
fore, could obtain Hercules turpentine
from the usual shipping points at a
definite price and at a known gross
profit. In addition, we cooperated
with the jobbers and their salesmen by
giving them a complete sales plan and
copies of our advertising material, such
as the guarantee, leaflets and window
trims.
Our motion picture, "The Doings of

Turp and Tine" has been made avail-

has a differential sheet to add to his
base cost, the jobbers salesmen have a
standard and reliable basic sales fig-

ure. This eliminates the cut price idea
and prevents one salesman from cutting
prices in another salesman's territory.
One method of cooperating with job-

bers which has proved quite popular
has been to ask the jobbers to send us
the names and addresses of dealers to
whom they have recently sold Hercules
turpentine. We then write to these
dealers saying, "To help you sell the
Hercules turpentine you recently pur-
chased from , we shall be
very glad to send our 5 piece turpentine
window display and other Hercules ad-

ORN 1 n

St. Louis
while Grover
Cleveland was
still on the
D e m o c r atic

throne. After
completing a

high school
education
studied chemi-
cal engineer-
i n g at St.

Louis Uni-
versity and the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology. In 1914 plunged
into the business world with no money
but great aspirations.

At this time the chemical industries

A
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Z^HE PrintingExposition ana Crafts-

menNumber ofthe AmericanPrinter
comes out September ist. Adver-

tising in this issue, at this opportune

time, "will be uncommonly effective.

We should be notified immediately—
before August t8th. ^ Incidentally, in

the last feiD months, over five hundred

more printers and craftsmen have be-

come readers of the American Printer.

THE AMERICAN PRINTER, Inc
9 EAST 38TH STREET, NEW YORK
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around St. Louis were flat on their

backs. The Great War had not yet

come along to resuscitate them. Find-

ing nothing in the chemical engineer-

ing line available for one with my
presumed great ability, I decided 1

would leave engineering and go into

business.

Believing that a little knowledge is

a dangerous thing I decided to start at

the bottom of business and took a job

as a stock boy at the Shapleigh Hard-

ware Company. After about a year

and a half of this during which time I

worked many jobs and received some
promotion, I decided that, I knew
enough of the inside working of a dis-

tributor's business. Having made this

decision I severed that connection.

Knowing of my engineering training

the Killark Electric Manufacturing

Company offered me the position of as-

sistant manager. The salary they

offered was to me in those days a

wonderful one and made me feel very

important and independent. My duties

with this company were to assist in tht'

actual management of the factory and
to do the purchasing. The experience

I gained with them in two years' time

has been some of the most valuable

that I have ever had.

After the war I decided that selling

was a more remunerative field than
buying, so took a positon as salesman
for the Gereke Allen Carton Company
of St. Louis. For three and a half

years I worked with this company
handling local business and also all the

correspondence on out-of-town ac-

counts. As one of my main endeavors
was the selling of display material, it

seemed that I should know something
of advertising. I joined the Advei'tis-

ing Club of St. Louis and began to

study the themes and methods of ad-
vertising. Finally I reached the point
with this company where it did not
seem to me that there was much chance
for further advancement, so again I

severed my connection in a most
friendly way.
About this time the Bussmann

Manufacturing Company was looking
for an advertising man. They hap-
pened to mention this to Mr. Gereke,
who immediately suggested that they
get in touch with me. And they did.

That was some four and a half years
ago. I am still with them, in the
capacity of merchandising manager.

The National Industrial Ad-
vertising Association's

Work
By J. R. Hopkins
President, N. I. A. A.

Seven years ago sales and advertis-
ing executives looking for guidance in

the industrial field found that they had
to work out their problems as best they
might with but little assistance from
outside of their own organizations.
They found that industrial selling

had problems of its own—-markets of

its own—separate and distinct from the

other fields. They had but little knowl-

edge of what might be accomplished

with advertising, of how to go about it,

how much to e.xpend, how to avoid

waste—what to expect from their ef-

forts, etc.

Today, through the work of the

strong district groups that comprise

the industrial advertising associations,

assisted by the national body, any in-

dustrial manufacturer finds the trail

blazed, the roads built; has a wealth

of successful precedent to draw on, a

wealth of knowledge of how others

have worked out problems similar to

his own; has guidance and expert ad-

J. R. Hopkins

vice on how much to spend for adver-
tising, how to tie up this expenditure
with his selling efforts, how to handle
his sales promotion, advertising and
sales with the least waste, and has a
reference literature of experience and
research available whenever he wants
it, with a consulting body of experts
to advise him.

"The above is the briefly sketched out-

line of the work to date of the National
Industrial Advertising Association.

The Association was organized in

1922 and is made up of district indus-

trial advertising associations in New-
York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Chicago
and Milwaukee, of which St. Louis,

Cincinnati and Pittsburgh are the most
recent additions. There is also a large
and rapidly growing number of mem-
bers-at-large who are members of the
national body without being members
of any district group. The total mem-
bership is now over 800 and will prob-
ably be over 1000 by this time next
year.

The Association holds a national con-
vention once a year together with an
exhibit of industrial advertising so that
mem,bers can meet and study the best
work being done in the industrial field.

The talks, addresses and discussions
at the annual convention are printed in

what is called the "Book of Proceed-
ings." This annual volume has long
been considered as the standard text
book of industrial selling and advertis-

ing and is available to all who desire

a copy upon payment of a small fee.

Of the new undertakings of the As-
sociation the most noteworthy are as
follows:

1. The formation of a committee to study
space buying contracts of members and to
suggest a standard contract that will per-
mit of as much flexibility as is required.

2. A committee to study and survey in-
dustrial advertising and selling depart-
mental cost accounting systems and sug-
gest a standard master system that can be
adapted to the problems of individual manu-
factui-ers. This survey to result in an ex-
hibit of existing forms to be passed around
and shown at tlie monthly meetings of the
district associations. The work of this com-
mittee also includes a survey of selling
costs in the industrial field which we hope
will result in a better understanding of
what constitutes sales and advertisng costs
and their inter-relation.

3. A conmiittee to study what surveys are
most essential and required in the industrial
field so that we may supply the Department
of Commerce with information as to statis-
tics and information needed the most to
further the lowering of distribution costs in
our field. Probably will work with a simi-
lar committee appointed by the A. B. P.

4. The educational committee which last
year—through the initiative of its chair-
man, Mr. Ezra Clark—fathered and fostered
the present educational program adopted by
the International Advertising Association,
continues to be an important committee
with broad scope and undertaking a large
work. The different district associations
have perfected plans for assisting colleges
and universities in their advertising studies—and are working out some very interest-
ing plans.

Of the former committees being con-
tinued the Harvard Award Committee
and Shaw Award Committee assist
members desiring to compete for these
important awards and foster an ever
growing number of contestants.
The committee on standardization

also has a large and important work,
and during the year to come will prob-
ably have some noteworthy reports to

make.
The Postal Committee is assisting in

the work of securing a fair and equit-
able rate on business postage.
The Association is co-operating with

the A. N. A. in their research into costs
of magazine space in the industrial
field—a survey which it is hoped will

be a constructive work and productive
of considerable good.

In all of the work of the N. I. A. A.
the small as well as the large indus-
trial advertiser receives careful con-
sideration. A small company with a
product of merit can now find its mar-
ket and build a successful, reasonably-
wasteless sales and advertising plan
through the work of the N. I. A. A. and
its district member associations. A
great deal is being accomplished in this

direction each year and the standards
of successful sales practice for small
industrial advertisers (relatively small
I mean, as appropriations under $30,-

000.00 to $40,000.00 come in this class)

are being augmented and bettered
steadily.

The major portion of the active, con-
structive work of the national associa-

tion is done by the local groups, where
considerable more than is indicated bv
this brief resume is being accomplished.

I

l'
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Records of results prevented

a false economy program!

JOHNNY WARREN dropped his hat on the agency

chief's desk with the announcement: "They sure liked

our new copy and sampHng ideas but when the maga-

zine list came up for an O. K. ."

"They balked?"

"Yes, somebody threw the proverbial monkey wrench

by starting a false economy program. When Smart Set

fell under the blue pencil, I opened up—told them just

how carefully that list had been made up, just why each

magazine had been selected. On Smart Set, I showed

them how one advertisement of a similar product to theirs

brought 1298 inquiries with 20c. each—more than paying

for the cost of the advertisement. They finally O. K.'d

the entire schedule."

Think of it—returns exceeded the advertising cost.

Enthusiastic testimonials and increased schedules both

tell us that SMART SET produces sales at the lowest

cost. It should, for SMART SET, published "for the

4,000,000—not the 400," reaches the younger, buying

element before preference becomes prejudice.

MMIT
Stories from Life

119 West 40th St., New York

Chicago Office, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
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The 8pi. Vage
1 L O

Q^AS

ABOUT this book, "Your Money's
UL Worth," which the Book of the

-^ ^ Month Club has just put on the

map; it reminds me of a scene in "The
Round-Up," which held the stage for

several seasons a few years back. You
will remember, if you saw "The Round-
Up," that the curtain went up on one act

disclosing a camp scene at dawn, with
the cowboys rolled up in their blankets.

One by one they stretch and yawn and
get up as the sun rises over the moun-
tain. All but Buck McKee (or what-
ever his name was) ; he slept on.

"Guess I'll wake Buck," says one of

the company.
"Never mind," advises another,

"leave him snore. In a few minutes
he'll wake himself up."

And sure enough, presently Buck rips

off a perfectly awful snore and startles

himself awake.
If Messrs. Chase and Schlink con-

tinue to slumber on in this vein long

enough they will presently wake them-
selves up. They may even make the

awful discovery that, whereas their

book sells regularly at retail at $2.00,

it costs something less than 31c. to pro-

duce. And that it is being put over by
salesmanship (and what salesmanship

it must have taken to "sell" to the

Book of the Month Club a book so ill

matched to the expectations of its sub-

scribers ! ) , to say nothing of that force

with which the authors find so much
fault, but on which their royalties are

so largely dependent—advertising.

Would it not, after all, be wiser to

have all our books written and printed

by the Bureau of Standards, and sent

out numbered instead of named, per-

haps distributed exclusively by the

Book of the Month Club, and paid for

out of the Income Tax?

—8-pt—

Anent the goat picture from T. J.

McManis' office which graced this page
recently, Grosvenor K. Glenn, of the

Glenn gi'oup of headwear publications,

writes

:

Dear Odds

:

In reference—goat and treadmill—wronp?
The grade is too easy. Set at that grade,

the darned thing would not work and. be-
sides, no self-respecting goat unleashed
would stay put.

The same mail brings a letter from
Irvin F. Paschall, of Chicago, inclos-

ing a carbon of a letter to T. J.

McM.:
Dear Mr. McManis :

I perceive that you are a goat.
Down in Philadelphia there was once an

advertising convention.
To run the convention there was a com-

'^odkins

mittee of approximately thirty. After do-
ing all the hard work preliminary to the
convention, we organized the Goats Club on
the basis that there were two classes of
animals at all conventions—goats, to do the
work, and badgers who wore the badges and
had a good time.
The Goats Club has been kept alive more

in a spirit of fellowship than anything else.
It has come to be quite an organization and
once in a while it turns to and does a job
for Philadelphia or the community or for
some worthy enterprise.
Judging by the picture in Advehitising &

Selling you certainly have the goat idea,
so r think this note about the Philadelphia
situation may be interesting and informa-
tive to you.

I publish this letter because I think

every community might well take up
with this Philadelphia idea of separat-
ing the goats from the badgers.

- 8-pt. -

There isn^t any advertising or sales

moral to this picture. It is inserted

L

Punishment of a

frothblower '\n 1 666 who
ignored the motto—

" Lubrication in

Moderation
"

Truman's
Beer

has made friends since 1 666

The A.O.F.B. is a charitable organisation to

benefit the wee waif charities

merely as optical refreshment for hot

weather.

Study it and froth!

- 8-pt. -

It was inevitable, I suppose that
Time should have a house organ in

time, and doubly inevitable that it

should be called Tide.

"Dedicated to the Flow of Business,"

it is edited in the style of its parent
publication, which likewise was in-

evitable.

But that is as far as the inevitability

goes. In content it is fresh and in-

formative and unlike anything else

published, so far as my reading goes.

Personally I'd like it better if it were
printed on a dull coated paper and kepx
down to four pages.

—8-pt.—

"Why hasn't some magazine done
this before?" I asked myself, when I

came upon the page in Liberty, show-
ing the progressive steps in color

printing.

The mystery of process color print-

ing interests almost everybody, and I

think the editor of Liberty is to be con-

gratulated on his perspicacity in tak-

ing his readers behind the scenes and
showing them the magic of yellow, red

and blue. The American public is me-
chanically minded and likes this sort

of thing.

—8-pt—

There is good vacation philosophy in

this sentence from one of Walter
Prichard Eaton's books: "We see our
forebears at their amusements, which,

as everybody comes in time to learn,

are the important things of life."

- 8-pt. -

One of my correspondents, in a vaca-

tion letter, quotes the following pictur-

esque phrase: "Mix your blood with
sunshine and take the wind into your
pulses—conducive to pellucid thought."
Having quoted it, he wants (unrea-

sonably, I think) to know where he got

it. Well, I've tried Bartlett and I can't

find it. Can any reader come to the

rescue?
- 8-pt. -

At the Jewel Tea Company's Branch
Managers' Convention at Grand Beach,
Michigan, last month, Charles Henry
Macintosh coined a phrase that I shall

never be able to keep house without
in the future. He referred to much
selling talk as little more than "the

loose steam of words." That describes

much advertising copy, too!
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Sate based
on this

Circulation

This

Circulation
^actually delivei'ed

Saute
Old
Rate

163,753 circulation
SEPTEMBER 1, 1920, Th% Weekly Kansas City Star established its

advertising rate of $1.25 per agate line, basing the rate on its

circulation of 330,972.

Today The Weekly Kansas City Star has a circulation of 494,725,
yet the same old rate of $1.25 per line is still in effect. An additional
16.3,753 circulation! No increase in rates! This extra circulation
alone would be a sizable circulation for a farmers' newspaper. Yet
it comprised less than a third of The Weekly Kansas City Star's
present circulation.

"The Weekly Kansas City Star's advertising rate, based on cir-
culation, is the lowest of any farmers' publication in America. This
fact would still be true even if The Weekly Star today had only the
circulation it had in 1920. But it has 163,753 more!

In short. Weekly Star advertisers pay for 330,972 circulation
and The Weekly Star delivers them 494,725 circulation. A pretty
good buy for advertisers, don't you think? "The best advertising buy
in the world," you'll say, particularly when you consider that over
90^^ of The Weekly Star's total circulation reaches the rural two-
thirds of the Southwest not covered by daily newspapers.

$1.25 is mighty cheap for nearly half a million of this kind of
circulation.

And an Additional 257^ DISCOUNT
Not only does The Weekly Kansas City Star give advertisers

163,753 circulation free. It gives them an additional 25% DIS-
COUNT from the regular rates providing they use an equal or greater
amount of space in The Daily or Sunday Kansas City Star.

The Daily-Weekly combination provides nearly a million circula-
tion at a rate scaling down to $1.35 a line. The Sunday-Weekly
combination provides nearly 800,000 circulation at a rate scaling
down to $1.17 a line.

Largest Farmers' Weekly in the World

^t Wttki^
Chicago Office:

1418 Century Bldg. Wabash 1067
New York Office:

15 East 40th St. Lexington 10122.
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Vice-Presidents and Adding Machines
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25]

way are not enough to take care of
prevention and the fury of fire as an
avenging demon, they are doing it with
their eyes open. The fire companies
problem is a problem of public en-
lightenment through other channels
than paid advertising space.

THE situation with regard to life in-

surance advertising can stand con-
siderable renovation. A few of the life

companies have approached the public
through national advertising; two no-
table examples of genuine educational
or institutional advertising have made
themselves felt to a considerable de-

gree. But as yet not a life company
in this country has used a tithe of the
wealth of human material that forms
the pattern of its daily business. They
have portrayed the advantages of an
income in old age; of an assured col-

lege education for Young Hopeful; they
have shown how a man can create an
estate by a stroke of the pen. All of
which is lifting the log by the heavy
end.
The advertising that has been done

is the best that could be done, because
the advertising cannot be greater than
the advertiser if it is to be sincere.

Aud genuine human feeling cannot
issue from an institution which is so
submerged in its own processes that it

views its market only in the abstract.
The reason why both life and fire in-

surance are outside the ken of ordinary
people is this: The public is not insur-
ance conscious, because insurance is not
conscious of the public.

Strange as it may seem, the business
that is closest to human welfare is at
the same time most remote from it.

Human welfare is only a laboratory ac-
cessory in the great experiment which
insurance is carrying on. Fire insur-
ance and life insurance have different
problems of distribution which affect
the possibilities of their advertising;
but they are alike in their aloofness
from their supporting public.
No doubt this is because the insur-

ance companies have never been com-
pelled to keep an alert watch on shift-
ing markets or fickle public taste. They
have had no need to maintain an am-
bassador at the Court of The People.
Style changes, shifts in buying habits,
temporary business depressions—these
bugbears of the commodity manufac-
turers cannot penetrate the cloistered
calm of the home office. Insurance has
withdrawn into its contemplative self,

and only a sparse handful of the many
companies in the country feel any need
to cultivate the good will of the people
who buy their wares.

Cold, formal, precise—yes. and in-
human in the sense of detached indif-
ference. That is the average man's
conception of the insurance companies.
He thinks of insurance companies as
huge machines, vacuum cleaners, suck-
ing in fabulous torrents of gold, and
reluctantly dribbling out coppers when
there is no escape possible. Even the
newspapers help further this miscon-
ception. Let an insurance company
make a false move, and the story makes
the front page, spread across eight col-

umns in 72 point italic caps: "Commis-
sioner So-and-so Flays Insurance Com-
pany," and all the scandalous details
are retailed with gusto. Yet day in
and day out human tragedy is averted
by the insurance companies, hundreds
and hundreds of times, and nothing is

ever said about it. The steady old
wheel horses of insurance, who drag
an incredible proportion of the eco-
nomic load of the country, are lucky to
make a corner of the financial page
when they settle a three million dollar
claim twenty-four hours after receipt
of proof.

Can insurance advertising as it is

practiced overcome this poisonous state
of affairs? I don't believe it can. Ad-
vertising that would reach the heart
strings of people—advertising that has
the genuine touch of human under-
standing and human sympathy—could
you expect it from an institution that
revolves around actuarial tables and
financial statements? The man who
actually sells the insurance is the one
who really sees the human side of the
business, but he is playing the game
against the stacked cards of official in-
difference and apathy.
He stands in the shadow of an insti-

tution as impersonal as the Pyramids
and as stubbornly silent a^ the Sphinx.

EVEN if the insurance companies
were suddenly confronted by a pan-

icky situation which would make im-
perative the need of sustained public
education, it is doubtful whether the
present condition would permit a real
job to be accomplished. The man who
controls the publicity policies of his
company is likely to be an officer well
up in the ranks. And in reaching an
official position in a big insurance com-
pany, a man would have to be more
than human to resist the atmosphere
of statistics, risks, hazards, claims, and
what not, together with all the multi-
farious ramifications of investments,
agency relations, legal snarls and the
like. When he is finally in position to
wield his influence toward bringine
about a better public understanding of
the humanity of insurance, he has lost

the essence of it himself. His eluci-

dation of what insurance means would
take the form of financial statements
and the dollars paid out in claims in

the last fifty years.
Would he listen to a rank outsider

who ventured to recommend a course
of action in reaching out toward the
public? Can't you just imaqrine him
smiling in a pitying way and saying:
"Why my dear man. this business take"
a lifetime to absorb! I've been in i*^

thirty-five years and haven't learned
half of it. How can iion expect to in-

terpret it accurately?" The men in in-

surance companies who have power to

control public education find it hard to

think of the business in any other
terms than the business itself. As thev
see it, the prime renuisite for teaching
the nublic the meaning of insurance i =

a lifetime spent in the business; and
that course of study is the most certa'i
method of removine any existintr abil-

ity to reach into human understanding.

Another fatal obstacle is the ever
present influence of traditions which
have been handed down on velvet cush-
ions for generations. Most of these are
the kind of tradition that is put on an
easel and set in the parlor along with
the haircloth sofa and Grandpa's crayon
portrait. Traditions? Hush! There are
so many of these sacred traditional
cows in the insurance pasture that no
one could shy a brickbat in any direc-
tion without making a carom off the
flank of one of these sacrosanct cattle.
Suppose a gripping human story were
to be evolved and made ready for pub-
lis consumption. What would it be like
when it emerged from the far end of
Officers' Row? Let us pass over the
comments that would be speared into
its writhing sides. It is enough to say
that when it had received the accolade
of the final 0. K. it would be a cross
between a Mid-Victorian temperance
tract and a financial statement as of
January 1st.

The composite obstacle made up of
all the little and big taboos in insur-
ance can probably be best described by
the term "an underwriting state of
mind." The first step of the insurance
companies toward direct warmth of
contact with people is to become reck-
less and devil-may-care. To throw
overboard some of their stifling tradi-
tions and import some impractical
dreamers who can tell the difference
between a heart beat and the click of a
tabulating machine. And then, pain-
ful as it would be, the next step is to

let these dreamers have their own way
without too much supervision by the
underwriting departments. When the
public finds the story of insurance
brought home to it as enthusiastically
as the baseball scores are published,
and when people begin to realize the
significance of insurance as a force that
does more than any other individual in-

fluence to keep our national progress
on the upgrade—then advertising will

mean something.

'^PHERE is such a Golconda of human
1 drama in insurance that it is a cry-

ing shame to see it go to waste. The
business is made up of human joy,

human grief—tragedy averted, and
sometimes tragedy unaverted.
Every twenty-four hours brings its

new and manifold contribution to the
kaleidoscopic pattern. Poignant human
stories that pour in by the hundred
. . . these are turned to cold jelly

and put in the ice box for laboratory
analysis by the actuarial department.
As long as human beings and their

misfortunes are "claims," to be filed

and classified like carbon copies of let-

ters; as long as the dissemination of in-

surance education and the promotion
of public relations is governed by tra-

dition and underwriting principles, just

so long will insurance as an institution

be compelled to get along with the
crumbs under the table instead of tak-
ing its rightful place in a seat of honor.
The crumbs are pretty succulent, I'll

admit, and there seem to be enough of

them to make insurance a prodigious
financial power in the nation. But

i
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Ask Calumet, Kellogg, or Quaker
They will tell yoii that as a food market

Iowa is right up to par

T

up-to-date, accu-

rate information

on the Iowa imtr-

ket has been con-

densed into a 32-

page book. If

yoti do business

in lotva, you'll be

interested in

reading it. Free
to executives on
request.

IMES have changed since the days when lowans raised what

they ate. Today the grocery store is as vital to the 220,000

families on Iowa farms as to the 350,000 families in Iowa cities.

Business men, whose mental picture of Iowa is largely agricultural,

should remember that the latest figures show Iowa's annual factory

output as more than $80,000,000.00 above the annual farm output.

And employes of the average Iowa industrial plant enjoy a standard

of living far higher than that of most industrial markets. They have
their own homes, their own cars. They have kitchens, not kitchenettes.

On their kitchen shelves you will find the same food products that you
and your family enjoy.

Calumet, Kellogg, Quaker and other leaders in the food product

field are consistent users of newspaper advertising in Iowa's twenty-

one trading centers.

They have found that such advertising is necessary in getting their

full volume of business from the rich Iowa market.

Iowa Daily Press Association
Davenport, Iowa

Ames Tribune
Boone News-Republican
Burlington Gazette
Burlington Hawk- Eye
Cedar Rapids Gazette &

Republican
Centerville lowegian &

Citizen
Council Bluffs Nonpareil
Davenport Democrat &

Leader
Davenport Times

Dubuque Telegranh-
Herald and Times
Journal

Fort Dodge Messenger
& Chronicle

Fort Madison Democrat
Iowa City Press Citizen
Keokuk Gate City
Marshalltown Times

Republican
Mason City Globe-

Gazette & Times

Muscatine Journal &
News-Tribune

Oelwein Register

Oskaloosa Herald

Ottumwa Courier

Sioux City Journal

Sioux City Tribune
Washington Journal
Waterloo Evening Courier
Waterloo Tribune
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FoUowini

the customer

home

As excellent as you know your product to be,

don't you wish that you could be with the cus-

tomer when he unwraps or puts your product

to use for the first time?

You would sum up the story that induced

the customer to buy and you would show him

how to use and how to care for it. You would

make him a customer absolutely satisfied and

then, perhaps, you would sell him some of your

other products.

You can do just such things with a form of

direct advertising that is attached to the prod-

uct or inserted in the package. You can follow

the customer home and make him a better cus-

tomer. Let's discuss this kind of customer

advertising.

EVANS-WlNTER-HEBB/nc. Detroit

822 Hancock Avenue West

there are other things to eat on the

table: public good will, for one thing;

genuinely sympathetic understanding;

yes, and a real affection for this insti-

tution, that will inevitably come about

when its functions are really spread

out in the open for everyone to look at.

Here is the great need of genuine

educational advertising of insurance,

and a campaign of public relations

promotion that will reach and convince

everyone. In one year more than 2500

pieces of legislation adverse to insur-

ance were submitted to State legisla-

tures in this country. When a political

St. George seeks for a dragon to slay

to win the fair haired princess of pub-

lic approval, he couches his lance and

rides atilt at the "insurance interests."

It is a great dragon, with golden scales;

a fierce, gluttonous beast in appearance.

Yet before the might of public opinion

it writhes impotently as the darts of

spite and malice crunch through its de-

fensive armor.
Give insurance a human personality

like the American Red Cross (and it

deserves to be called one of the great-

est "Mothers of Humanity") and the

atmosphere of public spite and suspi-

cion will melt away. When insurance

unbars the sacred portals and invites

the public to come in and see; when
insurance is regarded in its true light

as a great, strong, kindly hand, sup-

porting, strengthening and protecting,

instead of a miserly fist that srasps

and clutches with calloused fingers;

then insurance itself will be amazed to

see how many of its present irritating

and costly handicaps will disappear

like magic.
But mark this: Insurance will never

wear the robes of a gracious and benev-

olent mother-of-mankind as long as the

cold marble of its material buildings

is outchilled by the cold marble of its

own personality. The public will never

venture to enter the portals of the in-

surance temple as a guest until it i^

welcomed by a human hand clasp and a

genuine smile of friendship, instead of

being greeted by the cool hauteur of

Kelvinated statistics and the sepul-

chral odor of mortality tables.

The business o( the Evans .WioIer.Hehb organization is the execution of direct advertising as a deBnite medium, for

the preparation and production of which it has within itself both capable personnel and complete facilities: Marketing

Analysis • Plan • Copy • Design • Art . Engraving • Letterpress and OOeet Printing • Binding • Mailing

Wliat Salesmen Can Do
[continued from page 20]

small amount of time, commensurate

with the very small part fountain pens

play in his stock.

"But suppose that instead of coming

to him to discuss the less than one per

cent of his interest which fountain

pens represent, I came equipped to

discuss the entire one hundred per

cent circle of his interests—knowledge

of better store salesmanship in general,

better advertising, better window dis-

play, etc. Is it not apparent that I

have then a right to expect, and will

usually get, a greater amount of at-

tention and interest?"

Here then is the definite philosophy

of the whole matter. Those who are

complaining of the great waste repre-

sented by the considerable number of

salesmen' who call upon a retailer each

day, fail to take into account this new
development. It is quite true that if

all the salesmen who enter a dealers

store were mere order-takers, or even

if they were merely good salesmen

selling only their own product and

I
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YoM will find oee of these ALL-FICTION
FIELD Magaziees oe the Library table of

rei

BuTTERicK Publishing Co.—Doubleday, Page & Co.

Frank A. Munsey Company—Street & Smith Corporation
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Just Out!

Is

Radio

a Qood
Medium ?

No advertising man or sales pro-

motion expert can aflord to disregard

radio broadcasting; he must be pre-

pared to decide wliethev or not bis

product lends itself to successful use

of the radio medium and, if it does

so, how that medium may be used ef-

fectively to achieve the desired good-

will.

Using Radio
in Sales Promotion

By Edgar H. Felix

Broadcasting and Merchandising Consultant

Contributing Editor, Radio Broadcast; Mem-
ber, Institute of Radio Engineers.

386 Pages, 6x9, 43 Illuslralions—
$5.00 net, postpaid

Here is a book that gives you the

"How and Why" o_f up-to-the-minute

practice in commercial radio broad-

casting. It is the first book to cover

this new field. The subject is dis-

cussed from every possible angle,

from a consideration of who should

use the radio medium, to the relation

of broadcasting to advertising and

publicity.

Some of the Chapters
I.^Lo^ical Users of llie Itadio

Medium ;

III.—Qualities of Successful Good
Will Programs;

VIII. Formulating the Program
Policy

;

X. Directing the Broadcasting Ef-

fort :

XI.—^Opening and Closing An-
nouncements.

EXAMINE THE BOOK FOR
10 DAYS FREE

Send for this new book for 10 days' free

examination. This does not place you under
any obhgation to purchase. You merely
agree to return the book, postage prepaid, in

10 days, or to send us $5 as payment in full

at that time. Mail the coupon NOW!

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McCRAW-HILL BOOK CO., Inc.

370 Seventh Ave., New York
You may send me for 10 days' examinatlnn

Felix's USING RADIO IN SALES PROMO-
TION, S5.00.

I agree to return the book, postpaid, wUhln
10 days of receipt or to remit lor It.

Name

Address

Official Position

Name of Company
A.F.S-10-27

sticking entirely to the job of selling,

the pressure on the retailer would be

rather unbearable. He would sicken,

as he often does now, when the sales-

men who see him are not up to the

new standard, and give them very little

time. But when salesmen come in to

do other things than merely selling,

the retailer is a distinct gainer.

WHETHER he is a small town or a

large city merchant this remains
true, for the large city retailer gets

the best-trained and most informative

of the salesmen to call on him. I do

not think there can be any question but

that thousands of small retailers, in

large and small towns, could not stay

in business -were it not for the things

besides selling which salesmen do for

them. The salesmen represent the

ideas of high-powered merchandising
departments at their home offices,

which in many cases spend thousands
of dollars merely to help work out the

retailer's general problems.
Many decades ago such policies be-

came necessary in the fields where the

merchants were especially backward.
For instance, the Standard Sanitary
Manufacturing Company, which did a

great job in making modern bath tubs

standard American home equipment,

was obliged to conduct a school of

training for the plumbing and plumb-
ing supply dealers in order that bath

fixtures might be properly understood,

displayed, installed and merchandised.
Then things happened. Sales spurted.

There are other backward types of re-

tailers today, and if a manufacturer is

aiming to sell through them, or to de-

pend entirely on selling alone, very
little would happen.

Another source of extra duties for

salesmen is the increased analytical

work piled on salesmen by headquar-
ters. In modern times, -with our far

greater analytical approach to selling,

the salesmen are called upon for much
greater detail than ever before. Such
detail often includes:

Studying credit information
Making surveys
Making collections

Making out detailed records
Checking advertising-

Checking up competition

Less and less, however, are salesmen

called upon to do survey and market
research work. It has long been recog-

nized that this is one job that they

should not be given, because there is

too much opportunity for local bias;

also too much effort is required -which

must be subtracted from selling energy.

At one time when the new duties for

salesmen were developing particularly

fast, there -was considerable agitation

for extra pay for salesmen who were
doing -work besides selling. This was
naturally most noticeable in the field

where salesmen were being paid on
commission only. In the task and
bonus system worked out by an en-

gineer for a typewriting company, this

situation -was definitely noticed and
provided for. Salesmen were paid so

much for a demonstration, so much for

a new prospect, so much for various

other items of service and non-selling

activities.

A definite tendency is noticeable to

specialize selling work in such a way
that one man will do a certain type of

work in the field, and another man will

do still another type. The field of

missionary effort in selling has been

SENTINELS OF SAFETY
The Explosives Engineer trophy.

Designed and executed by the cele-

brated sculptor, Begni del Piatta. A
bronze cast is awarded each year to

the bituminous coal mine, the an-

thracite tnine, the metal mine, the

non-metallic mine, and the quarry

adjudged the ivinners in the Na-
tional Safety Competition.

THERE is probably no
other common activity in

which coal mines, metal

mines, non-metallic mines
and quarries throughout the United

States are engaged that holds the

interest of as high a percentage of

the management and men in these

industries, as does the Annual Na-
tional Safety Competition for The
Explosives Engineer trophy illus-

trated above.

This competition, conceived by The
Explosives Engineer, is conducted
under the auspices of the United
States Bureau of Mines. In 1926 it

involved the tabulation of all acci-

dents occurring during the course

of 95,000,000 man hours of labor.

Herbert Hoover wrote a personal

letter of congratulation to each of

the winners, and every employee of

the winning plants received a certifi-

cate of honor signed by the Director

of the United States Bureau of

Mines,

A story by Scott Turner, Director

of the United States Bureau of

Mines, in our July number, describes

the purposes and scope of this great

industrial safety contest and the en-

couraging results it has already ac-

complished.

The
Explosives Engineer

Memfepr of the A.B.C,

1000 Delaware Ti-ust Bldg.

Wilmington, Delaware

I
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considerably enlarged in recent years.

The Postum Company, for instance,

has very finely organized crews, using
light trucks, who travel about render-

ing service and advice of many kinds,

and do practically no selling whatever.
They are out to build up the capacity

of the retailer to make sales. The
Thermos Bottle Company at one period

traveled specialists around the coun-
try who concentrated entirely on train-

ing retail salespeople in salesmanship.
It is quite conceivable that this ten-

dency toward specialization will con-

tinue its rapid growth, since the field

of selling is adding so many new tasks

to the primary task of securing the
order. It is now a familiar phrase
that selling is a fifty-fifty proposition:
one-half selling of goods and one-half

a miscellany of service. This probably
appro.ximates the actual situation for

most up-to-date concerns. Whether
this proportion of half and half will

be changed, or whether selling will

occupy a still smaller part of the

picture, is not at all improbable. The
development by several large concerns
which have worked out inventory sys-

tems whereby dealers are kept auto-

matically stocked with a certain pre-

arranged proportion of various items,

has proved itself thoroughly efficient

for certain lines, and it has put sell-

ing alone upon a mere 10 per cent

ratio, leaving the other 90 per cent to

represent service.

It is becoming more and more plain

that the real job of a manufacturer is

to develop consumption broadly and
strengthen the hands of dealers for the

creative work which must be done
locally in order to bring this about.

This means increasingly important
tasks for the salesman aside from his

selling function.

Motion Picture Selling

[CONTINUED FROM P.\GE 30

1

machinery which it would be im-
possible to demonstrate clearly in any
other way without great expense and
time. The branch offices of the Barber-
Greene Company throughout this coun-
try and in many foreign countries are
equipped with prints of these films and
with portable projectors for the use of

salesmen. The company has found
this method of demonstration a splen-
did time saver and a convincing argu-
ment in regard to the efficiency of its

machines.
In many cases the use of the movie

by salesmen is such a new departure
that the companies are not yet fully

convinced of its efficacy. One large
boiler company which for some time
has successfully used a movie to be
shown before technical schools and
clubs, has just recently tried the ex-
periment of equipping its salesmen
with projectors and a reel showing the
use and action of the boilers. Some
of the company's branch offices have
taken up the plan with more or less

enthusiasm, but many of the salesmen
say that they do not want to be
bothered with carrying the projector
around with them, and prefer the old

methods of presentation.
On the other hand, the Dorr Com-

pany, engineers, who have just recent-
ly adopted this method, are pleased
with results so far obtained and enthu-
siastic in their belief that the motion

1920 CHANGINGYEARS 1927

u
Postmaster Charles

C. Kellogg in reply to

questions regarding the

growth of Detroit says:

"We now have in the Detroit

Post Office 1045 carriers as

compared to 550 in 1920.
Each carrier will average
1742 people or a total of

1,806,454. There are ap-

proximately 405,501 families

receiving mail from the
Detroit Post Office."

Are they receiving your ad-

vertising message? Detroit
has had its greatest growth
in the last seven years—
so has the Times,

1920 1927

DETROIT TIMES 5,025 241,834*
(City Circulation)

DETROIT NEWS 205,911 249,036
(City Circulation)

EVENINGS EXCEPT SATURDAY

The Times Is Growing With Detroit
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Entire block

fronting Central Park

Advertising Men Find—
superlative comfort, convenience and pleasant surroundings
at the Hotel Majestic—favorite stopping-place for traveled
people. They know.

Whether alone or with family, the location is ideal—only a
step from theatre and shopping districts and a few minutes
to all business centers.

With a "front yard" of 843 acres, the big, cheery rooms at
the Majestic are exceptionally attractive. The cuisine is un-
surpassed, and good music, comfortable lounge and other fea-
tures combine to make you glad you came.

Try it when next in New York

and

RESTAURANTS
r

Two West 72nd Street

Entire block fronting Central Park

NEW YORK
Telephone Endicott 1900

THE HOTEL MAJESTIC
Central Park West at 72nd Street
New York City

Without obligating me, please send me
booklet and information as to arrangements
for a party of people

~\

Name

Addr,

l_.
Adv. & Selling 7-2 7-2 7

J

PRACTICAL
BUSINESS
FORECASTING

by DAVID F. JORDAN

Associate Professor of Finance. Nezv
York University: Investment Consult-
ant, Halsey, Stuart & Co.; formerlv
Economist, General Electric Company.

Author of "Investments."

Sent on Approval

Prentice-Hall, Inc.

IVEW YORK

This book gives a concise survey of accepted princi-

ples as distinguished from debatable theories. It is

a composite answer to

"How may Ameriran business plan intelli-

gently for the future?"

Here, for the first time, is revealed how numerous
companies plan ahead so that their businesses con-
tinue growing, regardless of local or national de-
pressions. The material used in the preparation of
this work was gathered from many sources includ-
ing hundreds of representative American business
houses.
285 pages 6x9 inches $5

FKEE EXAMINATlOy COVPOIS --
PRENTICE-HALL. Inc.,
70 Fifth Ave.. New York, N. Y.
Without cost or obllcation. you may send me PRACTICAL
BITS1.NESS FOIIECA.STING for csamlnatlon. After flv-e

(lays I will either remit 54 In full payment or return the
book.

Name
Firm
Address

PO-503

picture is an exceedingly efficacious aid
to their sales engineers. They have
been using the motion picture particu-
larly to demonstrate the application of

their sewage disposal apparatus and,
like the Barber Greene people, have
taken views of actual operations. The
Dorr Company always "services" in-

stallations of their equipment and
while their engineers are supervising
the initial operation of a new installa-

tion, movie shots are taken of the work.

WHILE the motion picture is use-

ful in the demonstration of large
machinery, it is also used extensively

for the explanation of technical points

which might be talked by a salesman
but could only be proved by a clear

illustration. The Pocahontas Fuel
Company found that their customers
and prospects did not appreciate what
the company's processes meant and
what a vast difference is made by care-

ful grading and washings of coal.

Consequently the company had made a
motion picture which is a fine example
of a well-constructed sales film. It

secured an equipment of thirty-two
portable projectors, and now, equipped
with a projector and the reel, each
salesman of the company can give his

prospects a pictorial visit to the mine,
and let them see for themselves in less

than twenty minutes the whole process
of mining and producing clean coal.

Not only for big machinery or for
technical processes has the motion pic-

ture proved a good sales aid. The
Kraft Cheese Company has a very in-

teresting picture which portrays
cheese-making from earliest times
down through the present factory
methods of the company. While the
views were taken in the Kraft Cheese
factories, the company is mentioned
only incidentally; consequently, the
picture is suitable for public showings
to general audiences as well as for
straight advertising and selling pur-
poses. Inasmuch as Kraft Cheese
Company sells through jobbers, it does
not use the picture for direct selling

to the individual, but shows it before
groups of distributors and their sales-

men, as well as using it within its own
ranks to instruct its own salesmen.

Besides these showings for direct

business purposes, the picture has an
educational value which makes it in

constant demand for showings before
schools and other general public

gatherings. The company is proud of

its movie, as well it might be, and with
its equipment of prints and portable
projectors, it has been showing the pic-

ture to good-sized groups three and
four times a week.

Several companies which began by
having a motion picture for showing
before large audiences have had such
success with them that they have
developed other pictures suitable for

use by their salesmen. The Westing-
house Electric Company has two won-
derful films, "White Coal" and "Trans-
portation," which have carried the
story of electricity all over the world.
These two are not primarily advertis-
ing films, except in an indirect way,
but are educational contributions from
the electrical industry showing the ad-
vances of electricity and merely in-

cidentally, the part that Westinghouse
has played in that advance.

Besides these two big films, the com-
pany has others designed for use by
the company's salesmen. These films

show the construction and the main
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THE FIRST CENTURY OF
TYPOGRAPHY

IN THE
WARD OF FARRINGDON WITHOUT

IN THE CITY OF LONDON

PYNSON'S DEVICE, RECUT ON WOOD, FROM PIERRE GRINGORE'S

CASTELL OF LABOURE," 1505
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BOOKSELLERS



" this is a book face worthy

to rank with Caslon for usefulness, with Centaur for

beauty ; sharp enough for pubHcity, clear enough
for a didiionary. For some reason the face is called

'Granjon.' It would seem that Garamont's name
having so long been used on a design he never cut

is now by stern justice left off the face which is

undoubtedly his."
—From " The ' Garamond ' Types " by Paul Beaujon, in The Fleuron.igiS

^v.^<5w w^;^^HE Editor o( T/ie Fleuron, in a Notice

of The Linotype <(j^ ^Printing ,^J[4achinery

T^ecord for July, 1926: "We await with

intere^ a definitive specimen, worthily

'printed, of all the sizes of the 'Granjon'

face of the Linotype ^ Machinery Ltd.

designed by Mr. George William Jones.

As Mr. Beaujon has pointed out in this

number the importance of this roman for

contemporary book-work, it only remains here to report on the sizes

now available to composing-rooms, and shewn in the July Linotype

Record. The fourteen-point, being neare.^ in size to the face which

served as a model (a roman used by Jean Poupy in Bourchier's

Historia EcclesiaHica, Paris 15 82), is the moft successful, although

there has been no unwise attempt to produce a facsimile. The light-

ness and condensation of the lower-case gives the authentic spirit

of the sixteenth-century letter; only an inftructed designer, work-

ing from personal convictions, could so successfully have avoided

the heaviness ofmo^ revivals from inked impressions. The capitals

have been subdued by narrowing, and so improved."

I
Set in 24 £>> i8-|ioint Linotype Granjon Old Face]



^£^^^ THIS EXHIBIT ^f^'^'^
C^ ^^A^^ ^^ GEORGE W. JONES AT THE SIGN OF THE DOLPHIN

^^^'n^^^-S^^

V*^^^ IN GOUGH SQUARE, LONDON ^ iT M ^C „ THE MEMBER FOR GREAT BRITAIN AND E ff

ij)^rt IRELAND OF THE INTERNATIONAL d^ ^
^/f TYPOGRAPHIC COUNCIL A^
K^ojAJ has been designed to express the flexibihty of the Linotype ^^ (Ttl

^ u. method of composition, and is printed in two impressions " %,

^ * * direct from the slugs. It is set throughout in Linotype ^ q"

}iJ^ Granjon Old Face types, with specially designed borders ^^**^s>,ji

f^Y from the ^udio of Guido and Lawrence Rosa. The work »»^
h)^c?j*'^5i of George W. Jones has long been known to printers ^^^(T^

.» * * throughout the world, and as far back as the eighties of * * «
^ *

the last century it was probably as well known and appre- B
^ « ciated in the United States ofAmerica as in his own coun- m ^
^ - a try. His collection of American printing of that period, '' * S

jLJ' CStjjff^iJ now in Saint Bride Foundation Library in London, is ^^'^•s^M

^6 probably one of the most interefting and informative of ^^
^^c^^'ta its kind that has been preserved. He was selected by the (^^^(T^
S^ n m Federation ofMafter Printers of Great Britain and Ireland * * «

Q " as their Representative on the House of Lords Committee g.

\^J^ to advise H.M. Stationery Office on the choice of Types j^
(PV and Modes of Display in Government Printing. He holds ^^T^

^Q^ many positions on public bodies in London devoted to the ^^
^ advancement of typography. _

C ^
•jJ)(ii-^(Ktb kj The whole of the material in this Exhibit, type, rules, P'^^*'^^^
>^i^ A^ and decoration, has been set on the Linotype ^^ ^^
^ca^'^'tsf^ ^"^ printed direct from the slugs. hSi^^'^^^

i^^^^^ ^i&^^ ^&^^^i
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points of advantage of the Westing-
house apparatus. The distribution of
the pictures is handled entirely by the
salesman with individual customers or
groups of customer's engineers. Here
the company has concrete evidence of
actual results in sales vi-hich can be
attributed to the use of the films.

Many companies have their own
cameras, but others have pictures made
by regular industrial motion picture
companies which are equipped with
powerful and expensive lighting ap-
paratus which is necessary for the
taking of interiors, and the standard
sized motion picture cameras with
which is used 35 millimeter film. From
the original picture as many copies as
desired may be made, either in the
standard size to be used with a
regular-sized motion picture projector,
or by reduction for use in a small pro-
jector. The cost of having a picture
made by one of those companies ranges
from $1,000 to $5,000 per reel, accord-
ing to the technical difficulties involved
in taking the picture. For the original
price many of the motion picture com-
panies make one negative and one posi-
tive print. Additional prints may be
obtained at a cost of around seven
cents a foot or about $70 a reel.

There are several makes of motion
picture projectors. The larger sized
projectors which take 35 millimeter
film range in price from around .$195
to $365. The highest priced machines
have a stereopticon attachment. Small-
er projectors which take 16 millimeter
film do very eflScient work. The price
of some of these runs as low as $125.
One of these smaller machines, which
is very handy for the use of salesmen
and is popular with several of the big
companies, weighs around nine pounds
and retails at $190. Still smaller pro-
jectors sell as low as $60, but these
are generally not considered so suitable
for industrial use. Constant eflFort is

being made to improve the small pro-
jectors so as to make them efficient
aids to salesmen with the least possible
expenditure of energy.

Liqiiozone Success

[CONTINUED FROM P.4GE 22]

her own work. I was to walk to the
office to save street-car fare so that my
savings might be conserved. I had a
steam automobile, the first in Racine,
and the joy of my leisure. I had to
leave that.

Friends gave me farewell parties,
but the conversation at all of them
centered on my foolishness. A delega-
tion was sent to ride with me to Chi-
cago, and to argue against my folly all

the way. My closest friend repudiated
me entirely. He said that good sense
was a prime requisite in a friend.

I am sure that few men ever entered
a business adventure under darker
skies. But I want to say here that
every great accomplishment of my life

has been won against such opposition.
I have always had to meet emergencies
alone. I have had to decide for myself,
and always against tremendous opposi-
tion. Every great move I have made
in life has been ridiculed and opposed
by my friends. The greatest winnings
I have made, in happiness or in money,

;')Yramu/Saies \

Pyramid for

new Accounts''^

credit to

opening

DUTCHESS TROUSERS, a larte national
advertiser with dealers in all parts of

the world, is finding the "Pyramid Sales
Portfolio" a distinct help in opening new
accounts as well as a method for getting
attention and holding prospects' interest.
The Pyramid will do the same for you. May
we send you our Ifi page booklet describing
both the single and double visual Pyramid
Sales Portfolio?

".1.1* Ihe Man fl ho Vies One"

Michigan Book Binding Co.
Schmidt Power Bldp., Detroit, Mich.

FACTOR IKS
Dclroil, Mich. Wnlkcrvilb-. Ont.

27
letters

for Dr. Niles
Dr. Jolin G. Niles of Somerville, Mass.,
lia<l a liitle article in April Oral
Hygiene.

On ihe day Dr. Niles' ohti copy of
the issue arrived at his office the letter
carrier also brought 27 letters from
readers commenting on the article
and asking for more information.

This is no unconunon experience for
an Oral Hygiene contributor.

Is it necessary to analyze the incident
for advertising men?

Oral Hygiene
Every Dentist Every Month

1116 Wolfendale Street, N. S.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
CHICAGO: W. B. Conant. Peoples Cas Bldg.,

Harrison 844S.
NEW YORK: Stuart M. Stanley. 62 West 4 5th St..

Vanderbllt 3758.
ST. LOUIS: A. D. McKlnney, Syndicate Trust Bldg..

OUre 43.
SAN KUANCISrO: Rocer A. Johnstone. 155 Mont-

cmiinry St.. Ki'iirnv snsB,

M. C. Eaton Wins Prize in
Cost-Reducing Contest V-

MC. EATON, Vice-President in Charge of

• Production of the Norwich Pharmacal
Company, wins the August prize in
Manufacturing Industries' monthly contest

for brief articles on cost-reducing ideas and methods.
His article describes methods that are saving
$200,000 per year in payroll for his company and
have reduced inventories by a million dollars.

Five other contributions to this contest are also

published in August. They describe methods that
M. c. EATON save from $7,500 to $540,000 per year for the

Bettendorf Company, The Pollak Steel Company, Fayette R. Plumb,
Inc., the Beckman Company, and the Hydraulic Steel Company.

Manufacturing Industries goes to important executives in
the big plants of the country—men who are always studying manufac-
turing economies and reduction of costs. If you sell equipment on
this basis, let them know about it.

MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES

Puhlicaiion of The Ronald Press Company, 15 E. 26th St., New York

Member A. B. C.—A. B. P.
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SERVICE
Through a Staffof 6 55

Editors and Correspondents

/T is difficult for the layman to comprehend
the workini^s of an organization such as the

United Publishers Corporation, for the details

of business-paper publishing are multitudinous.

For example, there are over 600 editors and

correspondents in all parts of the world regularly

contributing to the reading pages of the group

of publications owned by the United Publishers

Corporation.

This vast army of news-gatherers accounts for

the great reader interest of the U. P. C. journals,

which are leaders in their respective fields.

The United Publishers

Corporation is made up

cif many different units

which deal thoroughly

with all phases of the

publishing business.

This type of organizaiinn

has the advantage of the

individual initiative of

the units and the ad-

visory direction of the

parent corporation.

M^SSl^;^ ^

UN ITED
PUBLISHERS
CORPORATION
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Who Buys Artists' Material?

THE readers of THE POSTER
offer a compact, fertile field to those

who sell art materials. Besides

commercial artists, student artists, teach-

ers and supervisors of art, THE POSTER
is used in art school class work by thou-

sands of students who are building up a

knowledge of and a preference for certain

brands. It is also in constant use in art

departments of advertisers, advertising

agencies and poster plants, a profitable

market for the sale of art supplies.

THE POSTER
Published monthly at 307 South Green Street, Chicago

^U'r

Special Notice

The Architectural Record with its enlarged page

and its many improvements in format and

presentation—all effective January, 1^28—is go-

ing to attract a degree of attention never before

accorded to any architectural journal.

To its present advantages of dominating circula-

tion and intimate contact with the field will be

added this very real and important factor of

exceptional news and attention value.

On request—full information on The Archi-
tectural Record for 1928

—

latest A.B.C. Audi-
tor's Report—new enlarged and revised edition
of "Selling the Architect" booklet—latest sta-
tistics on building activity—and sample copy.

(Average net paid 6 months ending December, 1925, 11,409;

T/ieArchitectural Record
119 West Fortieth Street, New York, N. Y.
Member A. B. C. Member A. B. P., Inc.

have been accomplished amid almost
universal scorn.
But I have reasoned in this way: The

average man is not successful. We
meet very few who attain their goal;
very few who are really happy or even
content. Then why should we let the
majority rule in matters affecting our
lives?

I went into Liquozone under the
circumstances stated. I was playing a
desperate game. Four men in four
years had failed utterly. Yet on this
dubious venture I was staking all I

had. Night after night I paced Lin-
coln Park trying to evolve a plan. I

held to my old conceptions. Serve bet-
ter than others, offer more than others,
and you are pretty sure to win in the
long run.

ONE morning I came to my office with
the winning idea. "Let us buy the

first 50-cent bottle," I said. "Then, to
all who accept, let us offer a guarantee
on six dollar bottles. We pay for the
first bottle. If that test leads the pros-
pect to continue, we take the risk on
the rest."

My associate was appalled. "We
are bankrupt now," he said. "Your
proposition will throw us into chaos!"
But I obtained his permission to try

my plan in a dozen small Illinois cities.

We offered a 50-cent bottle free. To
each inquirer we sent an order on a
certain local druggist for the bottle,

and said, "We will pay you the entire
price."
Then we sent to each inquirer a

guarantee, offering six dollar-bottles
for five dollars. The druggist would
sign the warrant. If results from those
six bottles proved unsatisfactory, every
penny would be returned.

Consider how resistless was such a
proposition. A fifty-cent bottle free.
Then a five-dollar lot under warrant.
"Just say to your druggist that you
are dissatisfied, and your money will

be returned without argument."
I had a proposition which no reason-

able person could refuse. As most peo-
ple are reasonable, I knew that most
of those in need would accept it with-
out hesitation.
We found in those test cities that

our inquiries for free bottles cost us 18
cents each. We waited thirty days, and
we found that our sale was 90 cents
per inquirer. The profit on our sales
far more than paid the advertising be-
fore the bills were due. And the
claims made under our guarantee
amounted to less than two per cent on
our sales.

I secured statements from the drug-
gists advertised, citing those results.

Then I sent those statements to other
leading druggists, one in each city. I

also recited the results I had obtained
for them in other proprietary lines.

With each letter I enclosed a contract.

It specified the advertising to be done.
It promised that all inquiries for the
free bottle would be referred to one cer-

tain store. The condition was an order,
the amount of which would more than
cover that advertising. The order was
a definite order for a product they had
never seen. But we secured those or-

ders from leading druggists—all by
letter—to an amount exceeding $100,-

000.

Then we took the orders to our ad-

vertising agent. "We have no money,"
we said. "We owe you $16,000 whicli

we cannot pay. But here are orders

I
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from good druggists for $100,000. Let
us assign them to you for that amount
of advertising. That is the only way,
and a sure way, to get bacl< wnat we
owe you."

The agency accepted that proposi-
tion, because they had no alternative.
They had too little conception of proved
advertising to realize our position.
They ran the advertising, and the re-
sults came from everywhere, just as
they did in our test towns. We received
in the ne.\t year over 1,500,000 requests
for the free bottle. The average cost
per request was 18 cents, just as it

was in our test cities. The average
sale per request was 91 cents, or just a
trifle more than it had been in our test

cities.

1CAME with Liquozone in February.
We had no money, save enough to

pay our rent. In our first fiscal year,
commencing July 1, our net profits were
$1,800,000. The next year we invaded
Europe. We established a London of-
fice where we employed 306 people.
We built a factory in France and fitted
out one of the finest oflices in Paris.
In two years we were advertising in 17
languages and were .selling Liquozone
in nearly every country of the entire
world.

Germicides are uncertain proposi-
tions. New ones come to supplant the
old. We recognized that, so we moved
rapidly. In three years we bought for
people nearly five million 50-cent bot-
tles. We made hay while the sun
shone. But that Liquozone business
still exists, and it still is very profita-
ble.

What was the secret of that success?
Just the very daring which led me to

abandon safety for uncertainty. Then
to buy a .50-cent bottle for everyone who
sent a coupon. Then to guarantee re-

sults. We had confidence in our prod-
uct; we had confidence in people. All
the way along, every man consulted
told us we were reckless. Every di-

rector, every adviser quit us in deep
disgust.
There are other ways, I know, to

win in selling and in advertising. But
they are slow and uncertain. Ask a
person to take a chance on you, and
you have a fight. Offer to take a
chance on him, and the way is easy
for you.

I have been robbed in plenty, but the
robbery cost me ten times less than if

I had tried to enforce a safe proposi-
tion. Now most leading merchants
have come to the same conclusion. Any-
thing bought in a leading store is sub-

ject to return. So with goods ordered
hy mail. And countless advertisers
send out goods to strangers on ap-
proval. They say, "Try for ten days,"
or "Examine these books," or "Smoke
ten of these cigars at our risk." The
man who tries to play safe against this

almost universal trend finds him.self

handicapped. .\nd the cost of his sales

is doubled or trebled, with the best that

he can do.

The seventh Installment of Mr. Hopkins'
autobiography will appear in the August 24

issue of Advertising & Selling. In that
chapter he describes how he was indured tn

join Lord & Thomas. Chicago advertising
agency, although his mind had been fully
made up to retire from active business. His
seventeen years association with that com-
pany began auspiciously with the securing
of the Van Camp Packing Company account,
the handling of which he describes in some
detail.

N
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SBe OPEN FORUM
Individual Views Frankly Expressed

Universal Demand and
Perpetual Competition

MR. JOHN CLEARY'S inquiry
into automotive advertising ap-

propriations in the July 13 issue was
certainly accepted in the spirit in which
it was written, but the point is that the

challenge was directed toward an indus-

try which enjoys the keenest vigilance

in space buying practice. It is well to

consider any huge outlay of money with
a questioning attitude whether or not it

is spent for advertising, and it seems
that Mr. Cleary's query is answered by
automotive account executives, sales

managers and space buyers each time
money is spent for space in the various
media.

The whole answer to the large auto-

motive appropriations is one of cov-

erage. The automobile, being a uni-

versally demanded product, must be
advertised in all possible markets.
Since competition appears to be perpet-
ually alive and fast-moving, the mes-
sage must be heralded along the entire

front of battle.

The automotive budget for several
automobile companies has become more
than a lump sum set aside to do an
advertising job. It has become more
or less of a flexible quantity arrived at
by taking into consideration all the
sales outlets it is expedient to cover.
All this is done with the idea in mind
of using only those media which give
pi-omise of producing results moi'e eco-
nomically than all others. In no case
does the urgent necessity of competition
prevent the constant use of judgment
to obtain the desired representation at
the lowest cost of sales.

H. C. Roth,
Foreign Language Newspaper Service,

Inc., Detroit, Mich.

Introducing a New Method
for Lineage Computation

APROPOS the discussion in your
I.
pages on the valuation of lineage

figures, let me suggest, the ctrcu-line—
and the buying power of the adver-
tiser's dollar in terms of it, as a new
yardstick of lineage.

To an advertiser faced with the need
of giving some meaning to a maze of
lineage figures before him, I believe it

will prove a more exact measure of
lineage significance than he has had
To define it, the circu-line is the ad-

vertiser's agate line, circulated once.

••»*<5).

(The circulated line.) That is simple
enough. Further, the single circu-line,

times the medium's circulation, is the

total number of circu-lines the medium
delivers to an advei'tiser at the cost of

one agate line.

And reducing this to a common basis

of cost comparison for all agate-line

media, the total number of circu-lines

delivered by a medium of one-agate-

line cost, divided by the line rate actual-

ly charged, multiplied by 100—is the

exact number of circu-lines of adver-

tising force the advertiser's dollar buys
in a given medium at a given time.

Or in a formula:

(a) Advertiser's agrate line X 1 = one
circu-line : (b) One circu-line X circulation
of the medium = number of circu-lines de-
livered by the medium at the cost of one
a^ate line : (e) Total i-ircu-lineK at tme a^ate
line cost (line rate charge) — exact num-
ber of circu-lines an advertiser in a given
medium may buy for a dollar.

Armed with this gage of lineage,

and equipped with a proper knowledge
of the character and buying tempera-
ments of those who read the medium,
as well as of the extent to which these

compose the market which he desires to

reach, the advertiser will have at his

disposal a true measure of lineage

sales-force—the energy component of

lineage reckoning.

Without incurring additional expendi-

tures for the A. B. C. (as someone sug-

gested), the use of circu-lines per dol-

lar as a standard term of comparison
for all media, will give to advertisers,

publishers and agencies alike a measure
not of space alone, or of rates and line-

age figures only, but actually a unit of

dynamic sales force, of agate line volt-

age. And all other factors being equal,

all will be in a position to tell at any
one time exactly which medium, line

for line, and rate for rate, represents

the most effective space buy.

Richard Barron, Publicity Dept.

The News, New York.

Editor's Notb: Elsewhere in this issue
will be found a detailed discussion of miUine
computation, containing several new ramifi-
cations of this yearly universal lineage
measuring unit. Benjamin Jefferson, the
author, was the originator of the milline
and hence is in a position to speak with
some authority on the vexing subject of
lineage computation.

Improving Direct Mail

THE letter on Direct Mail IneflS-

ciency, appearing in your July 27
issue, over the signature of E. P.

Blanchard, advertising and assistant
sales manager, the Bullard Machine
Tool Company, Bridgeport, Conn.,
arouses interest.

There is no question that the magni-
tude and degree of inefficiency in the
field of direct advertising is sufficiently

great to warrant Mr. Blanchard in

pointing the finger at it. Whether he
really believes, however, that increas-

ing postal rates would ameliorate the
condition is open to conjecture.

The probability is that responsible

parties, to whom the inefficiency of the
bulk of printed salesmanship may be
traced, are entirely unaware that their

mailing is ineffective. And, as long as
they are not conscious of its lack of
quality and value, there is no reason
to suppose that an increased postage
will inhibit their putting the material

into the mail any more than it would
so inhibit producers of the most effec-

tive mail that can be planned and pro-

duced.

It seems that some other method of

improving the general run of direct

mail advertising needs to be found. The
advancing importance of this method of

selling, the yearly increasing total of

expenditures in this direction, are prob-

ably factors that operate as an influ-

ence toward raising printed salesman-
ship to a position where the proper re-

gard for merchandising in the sales

plan and degree of perfection of ma-
terial will greatly improve the con-

ditions which Mr. Blanchard criticizes.

Emory L. King,
E. G. Yerg Printing Co., Inc.

New York.

Regarding Media Analysis

LET'S not get tools confused with
the use of them. C. B. Don-

ovan, in your issue June 29, is 100

per cent right in his theorem that

standardized information won't do

away with the need for media analysis

on the agency's part. I never said it

would. Quite the reverse. Acquisition

and handy arrangement of data are

two steps—general analysis, a third

—

specific review in a given situation, a
fourth. My whole point was that sim-

plifying the first two would afford

more time for the third and fourth,

which I allowed was devoutly to be

wished. When we do get to the later

steps, which were quite outside the

scope of my article, all Mr. Donovan
says is sound as can be—but that's an-

other story.

Lynn Ellis,

Lynn Ellis, Inc.,

New York.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 72]
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Three quarters of a billion-

in new wealth.

J

i

^

='='reacii icne Jtieaciiiig again
*three quarters of a billion of new wealth—that's
what Iowa's fertile soil plus sunshine and rain will

create this year.

And in addition Iowa's factories will manufacture
products valued at another t three quarters of a billion.

An inviting market for good merchandise. No adver-
tising medium problem here. Des Moines is Iowa's
market center. And The Des Moines Register and
Tribune-Capital with a circulation of 224,000 reaches

better than one out of every three homes in Iowa.
By far the most thorough market coverage of any
middle-western newspaper.

Ask for folder showing circulation by counties, cities

and towns in Iowa.

'Wealth traduced by Iowa farms in 1926. $772,279,000.00

Walue of Iowa manufacturei 1925, $757,771,000.00

The JiJes iVioiinLes ixegisfer and 1 rilbuiiie^Oapifal

REPRESENTATIVES:

I. A. Klein, New York; Guy S. Osbom, Chicago; Jos. R. Scolaro. Detroit; C. A. Cour, St. Louis;

R. J. Bidwell Company, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle.

1
/
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Beauty and

Permanence
for the

Parts
Catalogue

2863 North Western Avenue

CHICAGO

Branches in Principal Cities

Commercial Covers
for Every Purpose

OTUDEBAKER has found
kj the way to insure lonfj life

forihe Parts Cataloguel This
Molloy Made Cover carries a
worth while suggestion for

every manufacturer of me-
chanical merchandise.

Shop mechanics must refer

often to such a book—they
may be in a hurry, and more
accustomed to handling a
wrench than a book. But
here they have a cover which
will withstand any amount of
shop treatment, holding the
leaves intact until this cat-

alogue is superseded by the
next.

Your next book will do its

work better—and longer—it

bound in a Molloy Made
Cover. Beneath the beauty
of your embossed design will

be the stern, wear-resisting
ruggedness of Molloy Made
leather cloth, combining good
looks with good service; as no
other cover can. Write for

samples and suggestions!

The

DAVID J. MOLLOY
COMPANY

W

Standardization of

Four Colors

By Joseph Farrell

The Blackman Company

IT is a matter of record that the
American Photo-En^avers Associa-
tion is for the standardization of

process inks. You understand what the
agents are up against and we under-
stand fully the problems confronting
the engraver and the publication.

Standardization of colors is the only
way out.

Just as an example, let us take a
situation of the present time between
us, the advertising agency and you, the
engraver.

The agency works with the photo-
engraver for days trying to get the best

possible reproduction of a piece of copy
for a four-color advertisement. Several
re-proofs are ordered. Then thei'e are
many comments, both good and bad,

from both sides.

After a certain amount of "aches"
all around, we finally arrive at a com-
promise that we agree upon as fair.

Much time and no small amount of
money have been put into this set of

plates. Having in mind the individual

colors used by the magazine, the en-

graver has selected the color best

adapted to the copy.

Now, after all our efforts, what hap-
pens after this advertisement is sent

to the publisher? Several other adver-
tisements, from just as many agencies

made by different engravers are also

delivered to the publisher. All hope
that their progressive proofs will be
followed.

The publisher then starts to com-
promise and dopes his inks—with the

result that the appearance of the ad-

vertisement is different from what the

agency, the engraver or the advertiser

expected.

Then alibis start from all sides—and
everyone knows that they are alibis,

and alibis only. Now the agency order-

ing a number of duplicate sets of

plates from the one piece of copy is up
against this. Some, perhaps it may be

but a few, of the duplicate plates will

not reproduce as well as some of the

others. They are not nearly uniform

and sometimes far from the original

copy. We are forced to release them
because the publisher says we must use

his colors. The engraver then proceeds

to use the publication colors whether

they are good or bad. The result is an

advertisement that may be good in one

publication is poor in several others.

There can be no uniformity of repro-

duction because of the variety of colors

used.

In the practical working out of this

problem, we are confronted with such

facts as this. Suppose the idea behind

a campaign is clean, spotless clothes.

When the advertisement appears

printed in the various publications the

consumer often receives six or seven

IT isn't the south-

ern farm paper of largest

circulation, but how it is

read by 200,000 plus who
subscribe! Few advertise-

ments escape them.

This is a delightful pecu-

liarity of the Southern
Planter, a distinguishing

characteristic.

An advertising agent recent-

ly conunented that in 1914
it led 17 of the most repre-

sentative national sectional

and class farm papers in

low sales cost of a $750 ma-

chine and again in 1927 led

10 of the best farm papers

in low inquiry cost on feed

stuffs.

The past 87 years have

brought to the Southern

Planter ever-growing pres-

tige and manifested unto it

none of the infirmities of

age. 70% of the farmers

in its territory own their

own farms, and their crop

values average $41.00 per

acre. The Southern Plan-

ter, Richmond, Va., Estab-

lished 1840.

J{ome ofVie ^outhcni'j^lanW
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EARLY POMPEIAN WALL INSCRIPTIONS
In the year 79 A. D. the eruption of Vesuvius buried Pompeii. Today
in the excavated city its advertising is still visible; wall inscriptions
depicting gladiatorial combats, shows, sales, and houses to let. Here
perhaps began our bill boards.

AWESTVACO SURFACE FOR EVERY PRINTING NEED

Copyrig/it jg2y West Virginia Pulp & Paper Company See reverse sidefor list of distributors



The Mill VncelAst Distributors of

WESTVACO MILL BRAND PAPERS
^YLANTA GA The Chatfield & Woods Co.

73 I S.W. Glenn Street

AUGUSTA, ME. The Arnold-Roberts Co.

BALTIMORE, MD. Bradley-Reese Company
308 W. Pratt Street

BIRMINGHAM, ALA. Graham Paper Company
I 726 Avenue B

The Arnold-Roberts Co.
1 80 Congress Street

BOSTON, MASS.

BUFFALO N. Y. TheUnionPaper&TwineCo.
Larkin Terminal Building

CHICAGO, ILL. Bradner Smith & Company
3 3 3 S. Desplaines Street

CHICAGO, ILL. West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co.
732 Sherman Street

CINCINNATI, O. The Chatfield & Woods Co.
3rd, Plum & Pearl Streets

CLEVELAND, ( ). The Union Paper& Twine Co.
1 16-128 St. Clair Avenue, N.W.

DALLAS, TEXAS Graham Paper Company
1001-1007 Broom Street

DES MOINES, lA. Carpenter Paper Co. of Iowa
106-1 1 2 Seventh Street Viaduct

DETROIT, MICH. The Union Paper & Twine
Co. 551 East Fort Street

EL PASO, TEXAS Graham Paper Company
201 Anthony Street

HOUSTON, TEXAS Graham Paper Company
1002-1008 Washington Avenue

KANSAS CITY MO. Graham Paper Company
332-336 W. 6th Street, Traffic Way

LOS ANGELES,CAL.WestVirginiaPuIp& Paper

Q,o. ' 22 East Seventh Street

MILWAUKEE, WIS. TheE.A. Bouer Company
175-185 Hanover Street

MINNEAPOLIS,MINN. Graham PaperCompany
607 Washington Avenue, South

NASHVILLE, TENN. Graham PaperCompany
222 Second Avenue, North

NEW HAVEN, CONN. The Arnold-Roberts Co.
1 5 Orange Street

NEW ORLEANS, LA. Graham Paper Company
S, Peters, Gravier &c Fulton Sts.

NEW YORK,N.Y. West Virginia Pulp & Paper

Co. ^°° F'"h Avenue

OMAHA, NEB. Carpenter Paper Company
Ninth & Harney Streets

PHILADELPHIA, PA. West Virginia Pulp & Paper

Co. Public Ledger Building

PITTSBURGH, PA. The Chatfield c\- Woods Co.
Second & Liberty Avenues

PROVIDENCE, R. I. The Arnold-Roberts Co.
86 Weybosset Street

RICHMOND, VA. Richmond Paper Co., Inc.

201 Governor Street

R0CHEST]ER,N. Y. The Union Paper & Twine
Co. ^5 Spencer Street

ST. LOUIS, MO. Graham Paper Company
1014 Spruce Street

ST. PAUL, MINN. Graham Paper Company
16 East Fourth Street

SAN ANTONIO, TEX. Graham Paper Company
1432-1434 South Alamo Street

SAN FRANCISCO,CAL.WestVirginiaPulp& Paper

Co. 503 Market Street

WASHINGTON, D.C. R. P.Andrews Paper Co.
804 First Street, S. E.

YORK, PA. R- P. Andrews Paper Co.
33 North Pershing Avenue

CManufactured by

West Virginia Pulp
£c Paper Company
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ideas of our interpretation of how
clean, spotless clothes should look.

Thus the basic thought behind an
advertising campaign can easily be de-

stroyed by the various and varying
printed results.

Where the publisher has many ad-

vertisements of different colors in his

forms—he certainly compromises.

Now if all engravers making publica-

tion plates would use the standard

colors, the publishers would be spared

the present grief of which they, and
we, and the engravers complain.

The publisher certainly would be

benefited because he would save money
in the matter of increased production

and would have less explaining to do

as to why he could not follow our

progressives.

The advantages for all of us to use

uniform colors seem to be so obvious

as to require no argument.
Get selfish for a moment. Think of

yourselves and not us, or the publisher.

You would increase your production

with one set of standard colors—and
thereby make more money. In addition

you should be able to turn out several

sets of plates from one piece of copy

—

insuring better and more uniform re-

production of this copy. No doubt, you
must realize that after you receive an

okay on one set of proofs it would be

much easier for you to make the dupli-

cate plates when you know that the

same colors are going to be used for

all duplicate plates. This should over-

come some of our problems of the pres-

ent time with duplicate plates. We are

not claiming standard colors as a cure-

all for all of our difficulties, but they

most certainly will be a step forward.

Y^E know for the present at least,

' ' that the colors suggested are en-

tirely practical. In my own every-day
experience with the engravers with
whom we do business, we have im-
proved some of our color advertise-

ments by using standard colors where-
ever the publisher has permitted us.

A few of our engravers are always
asking us to try to get permission to

use the standard colors.

We feel it is practical for all of us

to use the same shade of yellow, red

and blue. You and the publisher have
problems. So have we. It is no easy
task for the production department of

any agency to try to keep the four-color

advertisements at a high standard, es-

pecially when we have to be continually

explaining why there is such a vast

difference in the printing of the same
advertisement in several magazines.

We must always be trying to find

ways to secure better results and we
feel that the standardization of four-

colors will give us better results.

When I was appointed national
chairman of the Mechanical Production
Committee of the American Associa-
tion of Advertising Agencies, we
thought the way to start activity among
the publishers was to get the opinion
of the individual publisher. With this

in mind a letter was mailed to 165

An Interpretation of

Sokerljfohjpaijioi)
The National Monthlij for Men and Women

Editorially—a new idea in publishing. All types of people

compose a family—here is a magazine for all of them. A cross

section of ten leading (in circulation in their fields) maga-
zi'nes.

. "Thp: smokers companion"
LIBERTY \ takes one typical article from each.

UTKRARY^DiGEST V t^""'''" High-Brow to Low-Brow and
AMERICAN WEEKL-^' \^' from Finance to Baseball, etc. From

piCTom..\L '^^REvrnw \. I^-flwin M a r k h a m ' s articles on
ALL FICTION FIELD \i "What to Read" to popular short

1tl.antic 'monthly % ^t'"-ies- Combining all the ele-

S.4TURD.4Y EVENING POST \ ments ncccssary to run the cir-
^ culation into millions. Com-

bining the best features of these magazines with some (jriginal

features of its own.

Circulation 19 Millions
PRIMARILY FOUNDED FOR

Principle and Progress, for Rights and Righteousness
for Tolerance and Temperance and for Love of Liberty

i:Xfl,l SIA'E TRADE MARK CAMPAHiX
The only magazine in America featuring the pictorial Trade "Mark Syndicate drawings

—

George Ingraham Copyrighted 1927—a service that actually sells to the readers at a
glance the various fundamentals involved in proving the value of the best-known Trade
Mark Products—through pictures, parables, similes and logic. Advertise your trade mark
products to readers that we have already prepared for the reception of your message.
This is an invaluable aid to advertising.

Circulation figures of first issue (March): Print 100.000; Net Sales 70,000: remaining copies given
away in Doctors and Dentists Offices, Barber Shops and Factory Huildings.

A frank confession bttt good circulation.

GEORGE INGRAHAM. Business Manager
Murray Hill 5798—441 Lexington Ave.. New York City—Vanderbilt 5456

AMERICA'S MOST POI»l'l,AR HOME MAGAZINE
Publishers—The Companion Publishing Company, Inc., New York City

Western Office—A. T. SEARS & SON, 122 South Michigan Ave.. Chicago. Harrison 8362.

Selling your Services?

9000 potential buyers
IN

The Market Place
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Bona Fide Security

Owners

constitute our complete subscrip-

tion list which is the largest of its

kind in existence. The value of

this stock and bondholder appeal

to the advertiser is obvious and it

is proven to us in the content of

our intimate editorial mail.

Manufacturers use our columns

to mould favorable public opin-

ion through inducing public own-

ership of their securities.

V. E. GRAHAM
Advertising Director.

Magazine
^WallStreet

Member A. B. C.

42 BROADWAY
No. 6 of a Series

NEW YORK

<^~7he Only'Denne'ut
iOl

We BlTi

TA-J

the 8in>t" Counsel
and Service In your Canadian Ad-
vertlslnp, based on yesrs of oractlral
esperience In this field. Aak
advice on methods and media.

DEKMECCompansr Itdj
Retard Bldf. TORONTO.

Jewish Daily Forward, New York
Jewish Dally Forward Is the world'8 largest Jewish
daily. A.B.C. circulation equal to combined total
circulation of all Jewish newspapers published. A
leader In every Jewish oommunltT throuehout the
United States. A Home paper of dlstlTKtlon. A
result producer of undisputed merit. Carries the
largest volume of local and national advertising.
Renders effective merciiajidiElng service. Ratee on
regaeat

Bake ^ C/i/c^^^

A.B.P. and A.B.C.
Published

Twlce-a-montfa

Bukura' Helper ts tlio oldest magazine tn
Its field. It has given practical help to
babery owners for 4 years. The fact that
over 75 per cent of Its readers renew their
subsorlptlons by mall shows they want It.

New York Office
17 E. 42nd St.

431 S. DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO. ILL.

•^^«*i.7tf.^ii1
Send 10c for proofs 500
cuts and plans for mak-
ing your ads pay better.

SELLING AID
616 N. Michigan Are., Chicago

publishers of general magazines and to

more than 2U0 publishers of trade
papers, asking them to adopt the four
standard colors, and also asking them
how long it would take them to put the
new colors into operation. A very large
number of replies have been received.

Out of 165 letters mailed to general
magazines 157 have replied in favor of
adopting the standard colors, 7 have
not answered. More than 150 trade

papers are in favor of the standard
colors. There are over 50 from which
we have not heard, and most of them
do not use four-color work.
A second letter was sent out a few

days ago—requesting a reply to our
original letter. Up to the present time

only one publisher out of 165 publish-

ers of general magazines has refused

to adopt the four standard colors.

We hope to come to an understanding

with this particular publisher. Perhaps
when we sit down and talk things over

—this one publisher will also be in

favor of our standard colors. I feel,

personally, that if we can not have 100

per cent standardization, then we all

ought to be in favor of 99 per cent

standardization.

Portions of an address delivered before
the annual convention of the American
Photo-Enirravers Association held recently
at Atlantic City. N. J.

Plu^ Leak No. One
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36]

ought to be prepared on any such basis.

If even 50 per cent of the matter
that is worked up by agencies were
published, the total volume of advertis-

ing would doubtless be multiplied many
times. The files of the agencies are
clogged with material that will never be
utilized. Tons of it are scrapped every
year.

Let no one make the mistake of sup-
posing that the waste involved in the
preparation of all this unused matter is

inconsequential. Added to the efforts

that are spent upon it by copy writers,

layout men, and artists, there is the
work of clerks and bookkeepers, not to

mention the time that has been devoted
to it in conferences at which executives
have found it necessary to participate.

If I could collect the cost of the paper
for copy and drawings and the price

paid for typing all the unused adver-
tising matter that coes into the discard
every year, I'd cease to envy ball play-
ers and prize fighters.

It may be assumed by advertising
managers and others who heap needless
work upon agency people that the ex-
pense can easily come out of the com-
missions on such matter as finally is

published. Does it? One might specu-
late at length upon the part agency em-
ployees are compelled to contribute
toward the price that is paid for work
upon which there are no returns. Owing
to increased expenses due to the prepa-
ration of unused material Smith may
not get the raise he expected, and to
which he is entitled, or it may be neces-
sary to dispense with the services of
Williams or Coakley, and even the of-
fice boy's promotion may be retarded.
The agency cannot be expected to hold
the bag for everybody. It must take up

it

\
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slack somewhere. Charging up the

waste to overhead doesn't dispose of it.

The agencies and the people they em-
ploy are not, however, the only ones
who are affected by ill-considered de-

mands upon the part of clients or their

representatives. Asking for the prepa-
ration of matter that is not likely to be

used is pretty sure, if it becomes a
habit, to cost the client something in

the end. It upsets confidence, causes
indifference to supplant enthusiasm,
and finally becomes expensive all

around.

What Advertising Has

Done in America

By S. E. Conyheare

TOIJ.W the whole business world
is aghast at the cost of moving
merchandise from factory to user.

The heads of our production depart-
ments have gone a long way toward
employing machinery and methods that
will produce goods at cheaper cost.

Ideas of efficient engineers promoted
only a few years ago as startling inno-

vations are now put into everyday
practice. We make and deliver our
goods to the warehouse at increasingly
lower cost. But what it costs to sell

!

Fundamentally the successful busi-

ness or the successful advertiser is one
who is able to use advertising in his

selling effort to benefit both the public
and himself. Broadly speaking, adver-
tising is used to create increased de-

mand for products, wider distribution,

development of new business and en-

larging the volume so that production
costs may be still further lowered.
When advertising is so used it does ben-
efit the public because the public in the
long run gets a better product at less

money.
So we may say that advertising in a

general way accomplishes several im-
portant results:

1. It decreases the cost of selling

2. It lowers the cost of production
because of increased volume

3. It makes the product available at
a lower price to the consumer and
thereby raises the standard of living

4. And this is not to be lightly con-
sidered—advertising aids in the educa-
tion of the general public, creates new
desires, makes people want to do better
work to earn more money to buy bet-
ter things.
Anyone who has made a study of

industrial conditions in European
countries as contrasted with those of
this country realizes the enormous dif-

ference that exists between the so-

called middle and lower classes in com-
parison with conditions that pi'evail

among American people. In Europe
the great mass of the consuming pub-
lic has not been educated to higher
standards of living and to want mate-
rial benefits in housing, clothes, and all

of those things that combine together
to make life more interesting and
worth while. Of course, our country
is rich in resources, but we are also
a country of quick response to new
ideas, new merchandise. As a result,

the general level of prosperity contin-
ues at a pace that was undreamed of by
economists a few years ago.

Extracted from an address delivered be-
fore the convention of the American Photo-
Engravers Association. Washington. D. C.
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'Ch e BAUER TYPE FOUNDRY iiic

Make Your Letters

Do MORE!
—Score.s of Firtn.s are Getting 50%
to 100% Greater Returns Through
Using the Methods in the

MAIL SALES MANUALS
RI'X'KNTL^' a map manufacturer received $7,500

. worth of business from 15,000 names: a sales organ-
ization received 7% returns to an inquiry letter for
leads for salesmen; a wholesaler reopened 50% of in-

active accounts by a single letter; a bank obtained 1,723
new savings accounts in a brief letter campaign: a re-
tailer substantially enlarged his customer list—these are
but representative results of tlie application of James H.
Picken's rules for building business by mail which are
now set down in these Mail Sa!cs Manuals.

I'Ne the 2.'t41 Trxtefl PlaiiN in tlieKe SaleM Manuals
for HooiirinK leadx, (»i»<'nin;; iip«- ;i<><'iMin(.s. folloct-

inK iiKMiey or adjastiiitc coiiipliiiiilM'

WHVjTIII:r you mall nm- leUcr or
will nveil Ilu'se ri>niarkahle hooks,

over their paRcs voii will fln<i Pirken
for wrltinK letters—fnnmilas for "story." "testl
monlal," "conversational." "repetition.*' ami "announce-

milllon, yuu and neetl when mall problems puzzle you. You will

As you turn tttid srores nf charts and dlaKrams that will help
own mvthcid.'; crystallize your Ideas—on the use and preparation of

catalogs, premiums, letterheads, broadsides, niwellles.
and so on. Reasons why letters differ in response,

menf letters; letters to sale-^men—for every business sourres of Ideas for letters, tests for a projected cam-
use. YfHi are shown the steps to take In building cf- palgn. the various possible appeals, letter costs, and
fective sales letters, collection letters, adjustment let- dun'ts for adjustmenl correspondents,
ters. There are cul'les for sizlnc up the work vour
letters must do. There are rules for market, customer With mall sales strategy such as this, by James H.
and product surveys. Tliere are rules for openers,
closers, and Itodies of letters.

On pace after pace they show—with hundreds of ex-

Plcken. coiLsulIant in direct mall advertising and mem-
ber of the faculty of the School of Commerce, Norlh-
western University—you don't need to try so many

amples of actual letters that paid—the facts you want costly experiments. They have been made.

1210 pages. 124 tahlea, charts and forms. 297 letters reproduced. 2:i41 mail sales ideas.

Spend 2c to Mee these books

A. W. SHAW COMPANY, Cass, Huron and Erie Stre<>ts, Chicago
Please send me, on approval, James H. Picken's "Mall Sales Manuals," green buckram binding, professional

stampln;:, goM, black ami crimson. Wllbln five days after receipt. I'll send you ?3.50, plii> a few cents for

postage and packing, and $3 a month for 2 months—$13.00 In all. Otherwise, I'll return the books and end
the matter then and there. AS-I5
Same
Utrcet and A'o

City and State ,

(Canada $15 prepaid. same tern:s: U. S. Territories and Colonies, $13.50 cash with order; all other countries,

$13 cash with order).
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157,864,523
for Florida's Farm

Products

A^
LTHOUGH

less than

one-tenth of

Florida's tilla-

ble land is yet

i n cviltivation,

Florida farmers

last year re-

ceived for their crops a total

of $157,864,523.

This production, moreover,

represents a greater yield per

acre than was received in any

other state. According to the

Blue Book of Southern prog-

ress, the average value of

Florida's farm production

per acre was

.S107.00.

No wonder
Florida farmers

arebuildingnew

homes, buying

newfarm equip-
ment, new mo-

tor cars, in fact, every sort of

manufactured product.

The farm wealth of Florida

is just one indication of the

high buying power of this

great, fast-growing market

which you can confer com-

pletely and economically by

advertising in—

The Associated Dailies

of Florida
4m DtLand Dailv J^ewt

Fort Mynrs Press
Foit Myers Tropical News
Jacksomnlle Journal
Lakeland fitar-Teteoram
Miami Herald
New 8t}iVT»a News
Orlando Sentinel
Palm Beach News

Palm Beach Post
Pensneola News-Journal
Plant City Courier
St. AuoHxtiii^ Record
St. PctershuTO Independent
St. Petersburg Times
Sanford Times
Tampa Times
Tampa Tribune

I.IKE many other cus-

tomers, you will not
judge Diamant typog-

raphy by the amount
of the bill. The quality

of the craftsmanship
speaks for itself—

and it costs no more!
Write fur bo.,ldil

Diamant
Typographic Service
195 Lex. Ave. CALedonia 6741

^
EASTERN

REPRESENTATION
for

Publications of Merit

JohnSchaefer
Publishers' Representative

55 WEST 41 St.

New York

Everybody's Business

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5]

bogs, watering crops and spraying

orchards have increased yields in hun-

dreds of places. Refrigerating and

storing processes enable us to pre-

serve perishable foodstuffs for sate

marketing months after the articles

were first produced. New knowledge

concerning the advantages of rapid

freezing made it possible for the resi-

dents of Kansas and Colorado to eat

fish that are quite as palatable as those

served on tables in coast cities.

What were once waste products in

thousands of American plants have

now been converted into merchantable

articles that are a source of profit in-

stead of expense. For instance, that

which was sawmill refuse is now

steamed and cooked, then shot out in

the form of pulp and finally pressed

into boards for use in building and

manufacturing. The utilization oi by-

products in many places has become a

more lucrative business that the initial

processes originally established with

only a single purpose in view.

All of which indicates the why and

wherefore of our present prosperity.

The corporations that have reached the

highest pinnacles of success have ac-

complished their aims by taking ad-

vantage of every art of science and

invention. Recognizing that producing

capacity has already outstripped con-

sumption, wise managers have devoted

practically all of their time recently to

cost reduction. New machines and

new methods have taken the place of

those that were old.

Typical of this policy is the case of

a large cement corporation. Two
million dollars were spent for harbor

improvements to reduce the charges

incurred in receiving raw materials

and shipping cement. The new ships

that were purchased are self-unloading,

and these dump their cargoes onto a

belt conveyor almost a mile long. A
change in trucks brought a ten per

cent increase in trucking efliciency.

New dust collectors at a single plant

not only save $25,000 worth of cement

a year," but protect valuable machinery

from damage by dust. A new in-

stallation of coal grinding machinery

has brought a saving of 20,000 tons

of fuel annually. And all of these

things were done solely to cut costs,

not to increase output.

NOW when we inquire concerning

the permanence of our present era

of good times, we must not only take

into consideration the revolutionary

character of recent developments, but

we must form a reasonably definite

opinion with reference to the likelihood

of there being a continuance of radical

changes of no less importance. How
far can we go with cost reduction .'

Can we accomplish as much in the next

few years in eliminating accidents and

cutting out industrial waste as we did

in the decade that has past?

It is perfectly clear that the age ot

marvels is not at an end. The future

will disclose types of apparatus that

will perform astounding feats. Com-
paratively little things such as the

introduction of roller-bearing trains

and trolleys will still further reduce

friction, conserve fuel, increase speed

and cut down maintenance costs. Ac-

complishments in the field of chemistry



THE pictorial capacity of rotogravurefor

merchandise is illustrated by two scenes

here in which you can see a dozen products

—fabric, leather, wood, pottery and silver.

(Men's Clothing coun«sy of Capper ft Capper)

ROTOGRAVURE
JL %i Prints 'Per/ec^ Pictures - the Universal Language
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OTOGRAVURE sections are

_ published every week in fifty-two

cities of North America by these

eighty-one newspapers

Albany Knickerbocker Press

Atlanta Constitution

Atlanta Journal

Baltimore Sun
Birmingham News
Boston Herald

Boston Traveler

*Bufialo Courier Express

BuSalo Sunday Times

Chicago Daily News
Chicago Sunday Tribune

Cincinnati Enquirer

Cleveland News
Cleveland Plain Dealer

Denver Rocky Mountain

News
Des Moines Sunday Register

Detroit Free Press

Detroit News
Fort Wayne News-Sentinel

Fresno Bee

Habana, Cuba, Diario De La

Marina

Hartford Courant

Houston Chronicle

Houston Post-Dispatch

Indianapolis Sunday Star

Kansas City Journal Post

Kansas City Star

Long Beach, Calif., Press

Telegram

Los Angeles Sunday Times

Louisville Courier Journal

Louisville Sunday Herald

Post

MemphisCommercial Appeal

Mexico City,

El Excelsior

Mexico City,

El Universal

Miami Daily News
Milwaukee Journal

Minneapolis Journal

Minneapolis Tribune

Montreal La Patrie

Montreal La Presse

Montreal Standard

Nashville Banner

Newark Sunday Call

New Bedford Sunday

Standard

New Orleans Times Picayune

New York Bollettino Delia

Sera

New York Corriere

D'America

New York Evening Graphic

New York and Chicago

Jewish Daily Forward

NewYork MorningTelegraph

New York 11 Progresso

halo Americano

New York Evening Post

New York Herald Tribune

New York Times

New York Sunday News
New York World
Omaha Sunday Bee

Peoria Journal Transcript

Philadelphia L'Opinione

Philadelphia Inquirer

Philadelphia Public Ledger

& North American

Providence Sunday Journal

Richmond, Va., Times-

Dispatch

Rochester Democrat

Chronicle

St. Louis Globe-Democrat

St. Louis Post Dispatch

St. Paul Daily News
St. Paul Sunday Pioneer Press

San Francisco Chronicle

Seattle Daily Times

South Bend News Times

Springfield, Mass., Union-

Republican

Syracuse Herald

Syracuse Post Standard

Toledo Sunday Times

Toronto Star Weekly

Washington Post

Washington Sunday Star

Waterbury Sunday

Republican

Wichita Sunday Eagle

Youngstown, C,Vindicator

R.OS ROTO PL ATE
the perfect paper for rotogravure printing is supplied

by Kimberly-Clark Company to above

papers marked with a star

^im berly-(Jark (bmpany
K"

Esublnhci 1872

Neenah, Wis.

NEW YORK
5/ Chambers Street

CHICAGO
2oa S. La Salle Street

A
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LOS ANGELES
716 Sun Finance Building
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will bring far-reaching results, one of

them probably being the liquefaction
of coal on a commercial scale. No one
can predict the ultimate end of such
developments. Coal oil at five or six

cents a gallon would mean the com-
plete overhauling of industries.

The utilization of the electrical

energy of the atmosphere in the fer-

tilization of crops will turn the farmer
into a technician and transform cul-

tivated acres into queer looking areas
spiked with thousands of antenna poles
and networks of wire. The fact is

that our advance has been so fast that
we are quite unable to see the ultimate
end in a practical sense of such de-

partures in practice as the electrolytic

method in the manufacture of articles

from rubber, and the substitution of
the electric arc for the noisy riveter,

which change will eliminate the neces-
sity of drilling thousands of holes and
will make the steel skeleton of the
future building a single welded unit.

BUT while the main trend of busi-
ness and industry must continue up-

ward, there are many reasons for be-
lieving that we will again be compelled
to pass through short periods of re-

adjustment that will allow us to catch
our breath, take stock of our surround-
ings and straighten out the front of
our advance. Prosperity is not uni-

form in its distribution. Many have
not participated in the benefits of five

years of high wages and record ac-

tivity. A part of the public has com-
menced to show signs of discontent
over the present tendency of capital

and the power that goes with it to

gravitate into the hands of great
centralized groups, such as are repre-

sented by chain-store and other sys-

tems that make the going very hard
for the small dealers.

Let us not be caught in the whirl-
pool of over-confidence. The busines'5

millennium has not yet been reached.
Competition in nearly all lines of trade
is becoming keener and more destruc-

tive each succeeding day. Two or
three years ago the electrical industry
was adding new customers to its lines

at the rate of two million yearly. Now
only a half million are added annually
and it becomes necessary for the elec-

trical companies to make up this loss

by developing new loads like that of
refrigeration, which will practically
double the consumption of current in

several million homes. The auto-
mobile industry is in the same fix so

far as new customers are concerned
and is now engaged in converting the
American nation into a country of two-
car households.
There is much that can be set down

on the favorable side of our national
business ledger at the present moment.
Bank clearings, the consumption of
power and general building all con-
tinue at a high rate. Labor disturb-
ances are nil and workmen do less

soldiering on the job than ever before.
But not far off on many of the roads
ahead are breaking points and satui'a-

tion limits. No exercise of Yankee
ingenuity will enable us to avoid a day
of reckoning that will correct excesses,
clean up the business structure and
restore the body industrial to robust
health. The present day is a time to

pay off debts and proceed with caution
Wonderful days lie ahead, but thought-
less people who disregard the lessons
of history -will pass through anxious
moments before such a time is realized.

'thousands of

monthlylfilk Gtecl

THE 25th of the month is pay day for the tens of thousands of

dairy farmers who make up the membership of the Dairymen's

League Co-operative Association. These milk checks are mailed

from the New York office of the League so as to reach the farmers

on the 25th—a red letter day for country merchants and bankers as

well as for the farmers. For the month of June these checks amounted
to ^5,982,477.40.

Formerly, farmers suffered heavy losses through the frequent

failures of small individual milk companies. Such losses are unknown
to League members, who can count upon their milk checks with abso-

lute certainty.

Consider that every member of the League is a subscriber to the

Dairymen's League News and you will understand the sustained

buying power of our subscribers.

Sample Copy and Rate Card sent on request

Dairy farms of ihU
area supply New York
Cily Willi fluid milk.

Dairy!

.
Paper

New York City
-Milk Shed r'l

Dair^m ens
NEWS

New York

120 West 42nd Street

W. A. Schreyer, Bus. Mgr.

Phone Wisconsin 6081

Chicago

10 S. 1-a Salle Street

John D. Ross

Phone State 3652

"impressive Facts About tiie Gas Industry"
With an investment of $4,000,000,000, the gas industry

stands high among the country's leading industries. To
familiarize advertisers with the enormous mar-
ket which this business affords, we have pre-

pared an attractive little booklet entitled "Im-
pressive Facts about the Gas Industry." You

are invited to send for a copy.

Robbins Publishing Co., Inc.

f^Q East 38th Street New York

' OAf EMOIMEERIWO a"'
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Company
AN old adagf runs "A man is known by

the company he keeps.'*

A modifiration of this is applicable to

magazines ; "A magazine is known by the

companies that advertise in it/'

Of late months, prospective customers of

ours have commented on the large f and
growing larger) number of America's best

concerns that consistently advertise in "In-
dustrial Power." As more than one man
has expressed it, the list of advertisers in

"Industrial Power" is literally a section out
of "Who's ^ho" in American industry.

Subjoined are the names of just one-half
of the advertisers using the August issue of
"Industrial Power." They are arranged in

the order in which their advertisements ap-
pear;

The Bristol Company
SKF Industries, Inc.
Detroit Stoker Company
Peerless Unit Ventilation

Co.
Combustion Engineering

Corp.
Skinjier Engine Company
The Lunkenheimer Co.
The Texas Company
CoKal Stoker Corporation
Skimier Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc.
Edwin L. Wiegand Co.
The Spen.cer Turbine Co.
Heine Boiler Company
L. Sonneborn Sons, Inc.
Walsh & Weidner Boiler Co.
Magnolia Metal Co.
F. L. Smidth & Co., Inc.
The Nitrose Company
The United States Electrical

Tool Co.
Century Electric Company
The Cutter Company
Neemes Foundry, Inc.
Johnson Fati & Blower Co.
Marion Machine, Foundry &

Supply Co.
General Coal Company
The Griscom-Russell Co.
The Moto Meter Co., Inc.
Jenkins Bros.
Reliance Electric & Engi-

neering Co.
Builders Iron Fottndry
The Babcock & Wilco.v Co.
Irving Iron Works Co.
Stone & Webster
The Permutit Ccmipany
Oxweld Acetylene Company
Johns-Manville Corporation
Jos. Clark, Jr., Electric Co.
Sarco Co., Inc.
Bethlehem Steel Company
Plibrico Jointless Firebrick

Co.
Warren Webster & Co.
Wayne Company
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.
Clipper Belt Lacer Company
Foote Bros. Gear & Machine

Co.
Geo. M. Stowe, Jr.
Area Vacuum Corporation
The Toledo Five Threading

Machine Co.
Power Plant Equipment Co.
W. N. Best Corporation
The S. Obermayer Company
The Engineer Company
Riley Stoker Corporation

"Your Money's Wortli'

In "Mr. Chase Broadcasts thL'

Beans," which appeared in a recent

issue of Advertising & Selling, Ken-
neth Goode reviews "Your Money's
Worth" in a way which meets with
my whole-hearted approvaL
May I add this: Messrs. Chase and

Schlinl^ know, as almost everybody else

does, that there is something wrong
with certain phases of business. They
see fit to lay a very large share of the
blame for this at the door of advertis-
ing. They would have us believe that
advertising is the black sheep of the
modern business world; that it is re-

sponsible for high prices, a low stand-
ard of ethics and I do not know what
else.

I admit, without discussion, that it

is advertising and nothing else that
enables the patent medicine man to sell

his nostrums for fifty times what they
cost to make—and a hundred times
what they are worth. I admit, again
without discussion, that the price at
which every advertised article is sold
includes—or is supposed to include

—

its proportion of the money the adver-
tiser spends for advertising. But that
the price which the buyer pays is in-

creased thereby, is something which
has not yet been proved to my satis-

faction. None of the scores of would-
be competitors of Ivory Soap sells for
less than it does, in spite of the fact
that their makers assure us that they
"do not spend millions for advertising."
Nor will you find any other non-adver-
tised product, equalling in quality the
advertised product which sells for less.

That is the test.

The biggest advertisers in the United
States are not, as one might think
from reading "Your Money's Worth,"
those who make and sell articles of
dubious—or no—value. The expendi-
tures of such advertisers are negligible.
The really big advertisers are those
whose reputations for fair dealing are
second to none. They employ advertis-
ing, not to mislead or deceive, but to
help reduce selling cost. Right there—the high cost of selling—is the weak
spot in the modern method of doing
business. And if the authors of "Your
Money's Wprth" will prescribe a rem-
edy for it, they will put business under
everlasting' obligation to them.

Prices are what they are because

most of us insist on getting what ive

leant, when we want it and ^vhere we
want it—that is, in small quantities,

at all hours and in the nearest store.

WaJip Up, Brethren!

In a recent advertising contest, the

first prize—$2,500—was won by a
woman; the second prize—$1,000—was
won by a woman who had collaborated

with a man ; the third prize—$500

—

was also won by a woman. The hun-
dred dollar prizes—there were ten of

them—went to men. But the out-

standing fact remains that four-fifths

of the total prize-money went to

"loidies."

What makes this all the more
extraordinary is that the concern which
engineered the contest is in the busi-

ness of financing industrial organiza-
tions and managing public utilities.

You would think that women would
not know enough about such things

to write about them with authority
and conviction. They do, they do.

Lewis' Next Book

Sinclair Lewis' next book—so the

papers say—will deal with advertising.

For Lewis' sake, as well as for the
sake of advertising, I hope he will do
a better job than he did when he
wrote Elmer Gantry.
Main Street and Babbitt were books

which any writing man would be proud
to father, and though, I imagine, it

was not so widely read, Arrowsmith
was quite as good. But Gantry—-!

i
A Floating City

I was one of the fifteen or twenty
thousand New Yorkers who visited the

He De France, the latest addition to

the French Line, when she made her
maiden voyage to this city.

Though not by any means the largest
vessel in the north Atlantic, the He De
France is, I am inclined to believe, the
most beautiful. She is not merely a
floating hotel, she is a floating city

—

a city with shops, a chapel, a theater,

swimming pools, restaurants. There
is even a merry-go-round for the little

folks—and a Punch-and-Judy show!
More than one of the public rooms

look as though they had been lifted

bodily from a king's palace. In fact,

I am not at all sure that one can find

anything finer in any palace than these

splendid halls which the genius of
,

France has provided for the pleasure
j

and use of everyday Americans.
Jamoc.
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A New Kind of

Aiiiiiial Report

[continued from page 34

1

Sugar Refining Company does. Yet it

ranks high as a builder of good-will
between company and stockholder.
There is an intimacy, a kindliness, a
personal touch to it which is unusual
in a document of this kind. In it one
finds a tribute to four of the company's
employees who died during the year
covered by the report. Last but not
least, is the fact that recognition is

made of the services rendered by O. C.

Harn, ex-advertising manager. The
balance sheet is understandable. And
the company's products are listed. I'd

call the National Lead Company's an-
nual report nearly if not quite perfect.

The annual report of the General
Electric Company also approaches per-
fection. To a surprising e.\tent, it con-
cerns itself with the human side of in-

dustry — employees' earnings, home
ownership plan, savings plan for em-
ployees, the Charles A. Coflin Founda-
tion, etc. No owner of stock in the
General Electric Company can read the
annual report of that company for l'.)2G

without feeling proud of the fact that
he is identified with it. For not only
is the report a record of growth, it is

also a record of the activities of a
sanely-managed and humane organiza-
tion. And the balance sheet is decipher-
able. And that, I take it, is about all

that one has a right to ask.

Some extracts from the annual re-

port of Endicott-Johnson follow:

"Our national advertising campaign ha.s

been under way for one and one-half years
and ha.s cost approximately $1,000,000. The
consumer is asking for Endicott-Johnson
siloes and the better merchants are supply-
ing this demand.
"Kapid changes in style shoes and 'hand-

to-mouth' buying are increasing, necessi-
tating several of our large plants, originally
organized for mass production, being divided
into smaller units, resulting in quicker turn-
over and better service.
"We accept the situation of 'hand-to-

mouth' buying (so-called) as a fact that
must be reckoned with. Mass production
can only be considered practical in a few
'style shoes' sold at low prices, which do
not change in style from season to season.
Retailers can buy such freely. Manufac-
turers who supply them should feel safe in
carrying such in stock. Style shoes de-
manded by the women folks, with frequent
and expensive changes, limit production and
increase cost, to both manufacturers and

. distributors. My opinion i.s—had as this
situatii^n is. it must be met and answered.
I would not expect any change. Manufac-
turers will have to invent new methods that
will permit them to move quickly in style
changes. The manufacturer who can move
quickest — produce and deliver what is

wanted—will be most successful."

It is precisely this sort of thing that
I have in mind when I suggest that a
new type of annual report is wanted

—

one which really informs the stock-
holder regarding the problems of the
industry of which he is a part-owner.
I_ believe he is entitled to this informa-
tion. It happens that in the majority
of cases herein referred to, it is given;
but for one instance where that oc-
curs, there are two others where the

:>; very natural desire of the stockholder
for facts is ignored. That policy does
not make for understanding, for good-
will.

Balance sheets, too, should be simpli-
fied. It can be done. One of the New

J
York banks has proved that. It has

A Brand New
Boy ScoutHandbook
37 ('.tuisfculivr Editions sinci*

1910.

Almost 3.000.000 copies sold.

Afprage life of each copy 3
rears.

Official guide of 637,000
Scout members.
An accepted authority on
outdoor-life.

Complete coverage of the
Scout field.

TOD.W there are more than 637,000 active meml^ers
in the Boy Scout ranks, the largest definitely organ-
ized group of its kind in the world, and a market

evciy far-seeing manufacturer must eventually cultivate.

The Roy Scout Handbook is the textbook of Scouting, the

close companion of every scout on his journey from Tender-
foot to Kagle rank. Further than this, tlie Handbook is

uiK|uestionabl)- the most popular of outdoor publications.

You will find it on the book shelf of the naturali.'it, with
the greenhorn in cam]j, with the explorer in the outlands
and sometimes in the housewife's kitchen drawer. It has
the broadest appeal imaginable in a single book and there is

iiotliiiii^ else like it.

The present edition will see the last of the Handbook as
it has api)eared for thirty-seven consecutive editions. A
new Handbook, revised and rewritten from cover to cover,
is to supplant the old. Combining the best features of the
old with new illustrations and new editorial content, the
Handbook is now right in step with the latest developments
of the Boy Scout Organization.

The Handbook has not been merely revised : it has been re-made,
l-undamcntal changes have been embodied in the new book such as
better \a\KT and improved printing. .\ high grade fabricoid cover,
illustrated l)y Xorman Rockwell, insures an even longer life for
each copy than heretofore, and a vastly impmved appearance. The
Handbook is built for iwrmanency. Editorially, the Handbook is
up-to-date, entirely new in treatment and illustration, and strictly
in accord with the latest Scouting program.

.Advertising values in the Handbook will increase tremendously,
especially during the first editions in its new form. New editorial
features will effect an even higher degree of reader interest than
previously.

Advertising rates will remain the same, based upon a guaranteed
circulation of 100,000 copies for each Spring and Fall edition, and
may we call your attention to the new page, type size.

First New Edition Closes Sept. 10th
PACE— (3 A X 6 inches) $200
HALF PAGE

—

(size 1 H x 5 inches or 3 /j x 3 inches) $iio
QUARTER PACE— (size I ?i, x 3 inches or 3 A x IV. inches). $60
SECOND OR THIRD COVER. OR PACE FACINC COVER (one

color
) $500

BACK COVER (four colors) $i OOO

AN A. B. C. PUBLICATION

Boy Scouts of America
200 Fifth Avenue, New York
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'liseds adueri
in the

BOOT and SHOE
RECORDER
B o ]isr

TheHamilton-Brown Shoe

Co. of St. Louis, "Quality

Makers" ofAmerican Lady,

American Gentleman and

Twinkies for children,

advertises dominately and

consistently in color in the

Boot and Shoe Recorder.

A. B. p.

A.B.C

Chicago New York Philadelphia BOSTON Rochester Cincinnati St. Louis

The American Handbook of Printing

Here is a remarkable opportunity to obtain a complete

kno^dedge of the uses and relations of the various printing arts.

The American Handbook of Printing is indispensable to the

workman desirous of extending his knowledge of the other

branches of printing and to the advertising man interested in

this important branch of his activities.

Size 514 X 71/2 inches, cloth boards, $2.50 ; 20 cents extra

for postage and packing.

The American Printer, Inc., 9 East 38th St., New York, N. Y.

eliminated all the complexities which

are so dear to the heart of chartered

accountants and has produced a "state-

ment" which a child can understand.

A few words to the advertising man-
ager might help. For instance: "We
have forty—or fifty—or sixty thousand

men and women on our list of stock-

holders. Surely, many of them are pur-

chasers of goods such as we make.

Say something in a paragraph of two
hundred words that will make them
want to buy our products."

New Milline Tables

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21]

the office who can do the figuring."

The Millinpage is a term made up
from Milline and Page, and as must

be obvious, gives the Milline weight

of a page. This table will present at a

glance the strength of a page message,

and as it is found by multiplying the

size of the page by the circulation,

and then reducing the product to Mil-

lines, it will be a time-saver. For
example, a publication with a page

containing 1000 agate lines and with

a circulation of 1,000,000, would have

a Millinpage of 1000. If the page

were only half the size, the Millinpage

would be 500. Or if the page were the

same size and the circulation only half,

then the Millinpage would be 500. It

is when we reduce this to practice in

the form of tables, that the advantage

of this measurement becomes fully ap-

parent. I will quote a few well known
farm papers:

Farm Papers
Sicccessful Farming
Farm Journal
Prairie Farmer
Farm & Ranch
Iowa Farmstead
Rural Neio Yorker

Millinpage
459
616
145
105
120
176

The Millinpage, in connection with

the price per page, lends itself ad-

mirably to the analysis of a medium.

The price per page, of course, divided

by the Millinpage, gives the rate per

Milline; or as it will now be known,

the Millinrate.

Small Town Sales

Opportunities

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27]

the story might present an unbiased

picture of newspaper versus magazine

coverage in small towns and communi-

ties.

City circulation only has been ap-

plied to that city in which the paper is

published, circulation outside applied

to the cities in which the newspaper

has distribution. Some suburban cir-

culation undoubtedly is lost in this

process, as well as out-of-city circula-

tion of papers where the breakdown

could not be obtained. There is also a

slight loss for distribution in towns

not represented in this study because

they have no newspaper. We have

roughly estimated this loss of news-

paper circulation at 30,000 and believe

that this figure represents almost en-

,

tirely small town circulation and doesi
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not greatly affect the story since it

would simply further increase the fig-

ure of newspaper circulation in towns
of 2500 and under and the rural sec-

tions.

The out-of-city breakdown of news-
paper distribution was obtained on all

newspapers in towns of 5000 and over,
with the exception of Beatrice and Ne-
braska City.

This article was not prepared with
the idea that it advocates any change
in the list of magazines or newspapers
now being used by any advertiser.

There are already agents and adver-
tisers who have studied this field and
are using it profitably, so the thought
is not a new one. But it is so easy to

follow precedent when preparing a list

that it is well to inject new interpreta-
tions of old ideas such as this from
time to time.
Most lists are carefully prepared

through experience and study, and the
only question to ask yourself is "Can
the present list be extended to include
these small town newspapers; and
should they reasonably be expected to
produce a volume of new business that
would show a profit on the additional
expenditure?"

Local Conditions

[continued from page 24]

with previous experience in Chicago,
who delights to exhibit to easterners
his air cooler with its shelves of tule
grass for dairy products. Ice cubes he
has for his table, steam heat for his

guest rooms, but "clean, dry air for
keeping things fresh"!

For explanation one must look to the
wonderful climate. ".Jerked meat" sug-
gests to the inexperienced beef, smoked
and tough, hung on the pole of an In-

dian teepee; "jerked meat," in the
Southwest of today, is meat, air dried
in that land where all moisture evapo-
rates before decomposition can pos-
sibly set in and where bacteria are re-
tarded by the dry atmosphere to the
same extent that zero temperatures ac-
complish in Chicago.
The dry sunshine has induced another

custom which is, at first, repulsive to

easterners. When a dog is killed in

town, it is thrown over the fence. When
a mule ends life on the farm, the
owner drags the carcass to some con-
venient gully. When a steer is run over
by a train, the body is rolled down the
embankment. To give burial, ever so

slight, to a beast is almost unknown.
The town's garbage dump has no odor.
Under that dry sunshine, twelve

months unfailingly, without moisture
always, animal matter will desiccate
before it putrefies. "It took me months,"
declares a government sanitary agent
of the Indian Bureau, "to unlearn my
medical training. Care of refuse and
manners of personal sanitation that
would start an epidemic in Baltimore
are perfectly safe in Santa Fe."

Bacteria, we know, breed in moisture.
Dry heat kills them. Climates such as
that of the Southwest, accordingly, cre-
ate poor markets for disinfectant mak-
ers, for plumbing equipment, for pre-
servatives. Nature does the job un-
aided.

Life in such a climate brings forth,
however, other demands. Electric fans
are sold out of all proportion to quotas

^

G^'
;ns

June. . . .143%

July .... 49%

August . .109%

September 85%

* In adtertisiug lineage over

the same issues in 1^26

The Shrine Magazine
1440 Broadway • New York

'Phone: Pennsylvania 7827

H.
Tribune Tower
CHICAGO

Little Building

BOSTON

LAUNDRIES
Use tremendous quantities of steam
plant, electrical, office, automobile
delivery and other equipment,

Over $4,000,000 • is being raised to

advertise and sell the laundries to

the public.

The Laundry Business Will Be Dou-
' bled in Less Than Four Years' Time!

There is an opportunity for everyone
whose product or services can be used

by power laundries.

The StarcHroom Laundry Journal
-^monthly trade journal—over 200
pages, covers this industry. For copy,

.rates, etc., address

The Starchroom Publishing Co.
421 Commercial Square, Cincinnati, Ohio
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'Boo. FREE!

REVISED THIRD EDITION
OF

'Sales Contests"

Every Sales Executive Needs

This ISew Book

TT CONTAINS a wealth of

accurate information. . . .

Analyzes Contests. . . . Re-

lates rules and "stunts." . . .

Discusses Quota Plans. . . .

Rewards. . . . Cash or Mer-
chandise. . . . Contest Costs.

. . . Discounts. . . . Service.

... In fact you will find

this small volume quite thor-

oughly exhausts the entire

subject of sales stimulation by

Sales Contests.

The new edition is greatly en-

larged to include detailed in-

structions for the successful

developments of contests. Like

the second edition it epitomizes

the experiences of Sales Man-
agers who are pre-eminent in

their field. It will prove of

invaluable assistance to any
executive interested in Sales.

... It is yours for the asking

—without oblia:ation.

UPSCO, Inc.

Chicago

RIGHT NOW—
is the time to us«
this book for 1927
programs.

MAIL THIS
COUPON
TODAY

UPSCO, Inc.

307 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Please send rnc one copy of "Sales

Contests," gratis and without obliga-

tion.

Name

A ddress

elsewhere. Outside the towns, even on
the endless wastes of the pitiless sand,

the greatest boon to life is a gasoline

pump at the well. The pump, with a

section of garden hose terminating in a

spray nozzle, plus a few yards of can-
vas or burlap, becomes the symbol for

bodily comfort. The cloth is hung on
wires on the windward exposure of the
porch, or in some shaded outdoor spot.

The spray serves to play the water
over the surface, and the resultant
evaporation tempers the air to a fair

degree of comfort. When the thermom-
eter stands at 116, men will shiver as

they sit. understanding then, as none
can until he has tried it, how milk and
butter may be kept in the desert by a
similar spray over the burlap that
covers the crude box or frame of

shelves. Burlap and hose play a promi-
nent part in household economy in rural
sections. Gasoline pumps have an un-
limited market.

GOLD creams and lotions find, in

these sections, a surprising market.
Two manufacturers of such products
have each reported that their highest
ratio of sales to population lies in the
semi-arid southwest, not in Hollywood
but "in the sandy desolations of the
interior." Income, as a buying motive,
fades into nothingness before climate.

Circulation, as a measure of purchasing
ability, is no weather vane under such
circumstances.

Continued living under unbroken sun-
light seems, moreover, to evaporate out

of the blood some of its fluidity, with
the result that blood remedies, "bit-

ters," and the like show a demand that

seems insatiable. In the realm of food
products, for another matter, the mar-
ket for condiments is great; while a

leading cannery corporation states that
ordinary canned foods yield in popu-
larity to dried products. Canned
peaches are far from popular, but
evaporated ones are; fish in tins moves
less readily into trade than fish smoked
or dried. Here, again, custom rules:

the climate has so deeply ingrained the

habit for things dried that food pre-

served in sirup or oil fails to appeal.
During the 1925 season, one Oregon

concern put up an immense pack of

dried apples, designed primarily for the
baking trades. Conditions were such
that it proved impossible to market the
pack. The concern failed. Meanwhile,
however, the dried apples had been
warehoused and loans negotiated
against the stock. The outcome was
that, as the 19'2fi pack approached, the

merchandise of dried apples was aban-
doned to the banker. He, too, found
disposition difficult, but as the result of

persistent inquiries finally met a man
who knows the Southwest and who sug-

gested the popularity of dried fruits in

parts of six states. Within four or

five months the bank loan was entirely

liquidated and some $41,000 handed
over to the defunct borrower. The
thinnest market in the whole United
States, as measured by all the usual

criteria, proved to be the best in its

consuming capacity for dried apples.

Another group of food products faces

peculiar marketing in five of these

states. Coff'ee and tea ! Consumption
of these is low. The cause lies, in this

instance, not in the climate, but it is

hidden in the history and religious

background of the people. For, among
the tenets of Joseph Smith and Brig-

ham Young, was a "revelation" that

$29,159
You can buy a full page in

every issue of the 107 most

important college humorous

magazines for ^29,159 per

year.

Many advertisers spend this

amount in college papers every

year.

Full details in "The

Collegiate Salesman."

Send for it.

Eslablishnd 1913

Collegiate Special
AdvertisingAgency, Inc.

503 Fifth Ave., New York

612 North Michigan Ave., Chicago
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A Booster! \
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ET the kld«, old and
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'" yon. Every phlld loves

bullonns — they brlnp

tlifir parents to your
dealers' stores to pet

them.

National adT«"rtl8ers ar*

using millions cTery
month-rcseillrg to their

(lealors (or «kp In sales

promotion eampaleos ol

all binds.

Write ns for list of bl|t

national adveriisera

*>sing"Ppr[oct*'bBl loons.
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and plans for promot-

ing Ihelr sale to yonr
dealers.

^ PERFECT RUBBER CO.

K 62WayneSt.,Mansfield,0
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followers of Mormon should touch
neither of these beverages. Although,
in recent decades, strict abstinence has
slipped from the high ideals of eighty
years ago, observance of the edict is

yet sufficiently general to upset sales

quotas for these two products wherever
those quotas are based on the ordinary
factors of population, income, etc.

Probably nowhere else in this country
will one find leaves of the desert
quinine-bush and Mormon tea offered

for sale by grocers, as also it is start-

ling to find chicory in packages. Corn
and barley, both roasted and "green,"
are everywhere on sale. Coffee substi-

tutes find, correspondingly, a ready
market, although the word "coffee" on
the package as a part of the name mili-

tates against certain products of this

class.

In some places of this Southwest a
peculiar prejudice exists against photog-
raphy, especially of the amateur sort.

I have been in three towns, each over
a thousand in population, wherein local

regulation prevails against "kodaking."
Other towns have been reported with a
similar attitude.

In these three towns not a camera
is to be found for sale, and the familiar
supplies are lacking. The mayor of one
warned me to leave mine in his care or
incur the risk of havinp it "smashed
on the streets"; in another, we were
searched as we might have been for
pistols or bottles. Nor are these towns
unknown in the outside world. One
(Taos) is famed for a near-by artists'

colony, and another (.\coma) is the site

of the great battle for Spanish pos-
session of New Mexico. Another town
that forbids photography does not
boast, according to its mavor, a single

bath tub or toilet; naturally it has no
circulation of either the Curtis or the
Crowell group; it has not a movie place.

But seven income-tax payers live in it;

radio antennae are conspicuous, tire

dealers flourish,, and, on the single day
of my visit, two electric I'efrigerators

were being installed.

These are contrasts in marketing,
with much of the human equation to

explain the wide variations in detail

from the unified market of the United
States.

Things I Shouldn't

Tell

By Dwight Pmvcr

BIG Business was apparently unaf-
fected by Valentino's death last

year. And yet his funeral should,
certainly have been attended by repre-
sentatives of every well-known firm
selling to women. Or better, all adver-
tising agencies should have had pro-
fessional observers with telescopes,
amplifiers and note books, stationed in

windows overlooking Campbell's Fun-
eral Parlors, muttering "So that's what
little girls are made of."

Motion picture cameras and phono-
graphs should have recorded the hulla-
baloo so that records might have been
taken back to the laboratories to make
a thorough analysis of this phase of
that strange marketing problem

—

"woman."
An ingenious engineer listening to

the mighty volume of sighs might have
thought merely of the compressed air
drills now put-put-ing up and down
Park Avenue and dreamed of the great

I

First in Circulation in Indiana

THE INDIANAPOLIS
SUNDAY STAR

First in Circulation in Terre Haute

THE TERRE HAUTE STAR
DAILY AND SUNDAY

First in Circulation in Muncie

THE MUNCIE STAR
DAILY AND SUNDAY

Save 4 Cents

SPr.CI.\I. KEPRESENT.\TIVE

KELLY SMITH COMPANY
Neuf York Chicago Boston Philadelphia

Alco-Gravure

Incorporated

(Indianapolis Only)

New York—Chicago

Folded Edge Duckine and Fibre Signs

Cloth and Paraffine Signs

Lithographed Outdoor and Indoor

Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
MassUIon, Ohio Good Salesmen Wanted

Bakers Weekly Aiw vort cify
NEW YORK OFFICE—45 West 45th St.

CHICAGO OFFICE—343 S. Dearborn St,

Maintaining a complete research laboratory

and experimental bakery for determining the

adaptability of products to the baking industry.

Also a Research Merchandising Department,
furnishing statistics and sales analysis data.

PHOTOSTAT SERVICE
RAPID—ECONOMICAL

\ FACSIMILES - ENLARGEMENTS - REDUCTIONS

Commerce Photo-Print Corporation
: 42 BROADWAY SO MAIDEN LANE

Hanover 8993 John 3697

llLl A SALES AID
\'uiir ijk^fTicn ihouM sIiom skeptical prospects the

tcsiimonul Icucrs and orders received from satisfied

cu-tiomcrs—ihcy lupply proof and get the orders.

Dont Icaie tcsnmonia] letters lyin^; idle m your

IiLt—^i\c [hem to yOur men and increase sales

rhfnit-Il ihcif use t" StnJ far a lopj ef bniH/t Itiity,

AJAX PHOTO-PRINT CO.. 31 W. Adams Slree-.Chic
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The Dallas Morning News

The Dallas Journal

The Semi-Weekly

Farm News

Announce the appointment as

National Advertising Representatives

OF

THE JOHN BUDD COMPANY
New York Chicago St. Louis Atlanta

San Francisco Los Angeles Portland

29 Rich Counties
More Uian a million people

The G. C. O. U. (Great Central
Ohio Market) , with Columbus its

trading center and Capital, is one
of the most attractive fields in

America for the sale of all kinds
of Merchandise. The wealth of
this territory is more than 2 Y2
billion dollars.

One newspaper . . . The Co-
lumbus Dispatch, can give you the
key to sales in this fertile terri-

tory.

During 1926 The Dispatch car-

ried more agate lines of paid ad-
vertising than any other Ohic
newspaper.
The Dispatch, with a circu-

lation of 113,678, reaches prac-
tically all of the worthwhile homes
in Columbus and covers the great
Central Ohio Market as no other
newspaper even claims to do.

OHIOS GREATEST HOME DAILY /

RIGHTWH IE AIMED!

''The Red Book"
The Standard Advertising Register

aims to furnish

Accurate and Timely Information

about National Advertisers and Agencies

IT HITS THE MARK
Its Listings are the Most Complete, Best Planned,

and most Accurate of any Service

Put the Register m Your

Reference Library

Publishers, Agencies and all serving

National Advertisers

Can Use the Register to Create Business

National Register Pub. Co.
R. W. Ferrel, Manager

1 5 Moore St New York
140 S. Dearborn St Chicago
209 California Si San Francisco
92S Walnut St Philadelphia
7 Water St Boston

engineering feats made possible by
collecting the sighs exuded whenever
a hero dies.

But to copy writers who dig deeper,
there was exposed a great female
yearning. Any advertising man must
have stood transfixed wondering "What
the dickens do they want, who manu-
factures it, and how can I get the ac-

count?"
Every new slant on woman's complex

make-up (and I don't mean anything
to do with toilet goods) is fresh ma-
terial for the old meanies who per-
suade women to spend more than they
intend. And if women are not to be
persuaded to spend the money, who is ?

This outburst of emotion showed, I be-
lieve, a weak point in the enemy on
which we have not turned our big guns
sufficiently.

To claim that women respond to sex
appeal in men is a very bald way of
putting it. Men are cogs in the wheels
of business. Women are the things that
live in homes and carry easter lilies in

their arms and rock cradles. "It" has
no place in commerce.

Mr. Snodgrass, who manufactures
beans, says my job as a copy writer is

to think about his beans, analyze the
soil they are grown in, learn the tem-
perature of the ovens in which they are
baked, and count the calories of the
tomato sauce which is stewed up with
them and report on these facts to
women.

It is undoubtedly a waste of bi'eath,

but every so often it seems necessary
to say, "Mr. Snodgrass, nobody really
cares about you and your beans. Your
factory could burn down tomorrow and
all your beans be baked to a fare-you-
well and not a tear would be shed by
any woman in America." And until

advertisers do learn what women shed
tears about, this will continue to be
true.

The place for the advertisers of Mr.
S's beans is not in Mr. S's factory.

That is. not exclusively. Let them
watch the women in the audience when
.Tohn Barrymore uncoils his lovely long
legs or turns his profile to the moon.
Colonel Lindbereh I leave out of this,

because that was something else again.
It was a romance that lifted people out
of themselves. We want the emotions
that turn in.

If I were buying the covers for any
woman's magazine I would run what
seems to me the obvious appeal—men.
Attractive, well groomed men, many of
them holding children in their arms.
Does it not seem extraordinary that

men should feed themselves pretty girl

covers ad nauseam, and never offer the
women so much as a taste of a similar
treat?

It may be argued that all of this ap-
plies to young girls and to many pi'od-

ucts the market is largely older women,
the home makers. And it stands to

reason m.iddle aged women ai-e not sub-
ject to attacks of inflammatory ro-

manticism, any more than middle aged
men. Surely no one over thirty went to

Valentino's funeral armed with an
onion. Maybe not. I know, but I won't
tell. There are limits to treachery.

Lest this all be taken too seriously
and advertising managers rush to the
photographers and coy gentlemen flash

their smiles from every advertising
page, it should be explained that this

is very subtle business and can be
handled adequately only by the ladies

themselves.
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I 111 I) a t i 11 ii; Rising

Selling"
"Co
Cost of

Direct Mail Keynote
The following is the list of addresses

scheduled to be made at the tenth
International Direct Mail Advertising
Association convention and exposition
at the Stevens Hotel in Chicago on
Oct. 19, 20 and 21.

"The Call to the Conflict—The Bat-
tleground—and the Strategy of Direct
Mail." E. St. Elmo Lewis, National
Services, Inc., Detroit, Mich.

"Selling in a Hand to Mouth Mar-
ket." Merle Thorpe, Nation's Busi-
ness, Washington, D. C.
"What's the Matter with Us?" Tim

Thrift, American Sales Book Co., El-
mira, N. Y. (A talk in which the
skeleton is dragged out of the closet
and his bones well rattled.)

"How We Tie Direct Mail into Our
Advertising and Sales Campaign."
Dave Darrah, Hart-Parr Co., Charles
City, Iowa.
"How to Plan a Direct Mail Pro-

gram." James H. Picken, Northwest-
ern University, Chicago, 111.

"Getting Orders from Small Towns
That Are Too Costly to Cover with
Salesmen." Dan Gerber, Fremont Can-
ning Co., Fremont, Mich.

"Advertising a Big Business in a
Little Town." Robert J. Murray, Mur-
ray Co., Honesdale, Pa.
"How to Convince Star Salesmen

That Mail Help Is as Valuable as Male
Help." Charles Henry Mackintosh,
Mackintosh Advertising Service, Chi-
cago, 111.

Subject to be announced. J. L. Fra-
zier. The Seng Co., Chicago, 111.

"Copy—The Priceless Ingredient."
G. Lynn Sumner Advertising Agency,
New York City, N. Y.
"Reducing Selling Costs Through a

Properly Managed Sales Promotion
Department." P. .A. .lohnston, sales
promotion manager, The Philip Carey
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

In addition to the general program,
there will be seven departmentals, in-

cluding Financial Advertising, Indus-
trial -Advertising, House Organs (sales
and employees), Better Letters, Ad-
vertising Production and Retail Adver-
tising.

Carl Hunt Dies
Carl Hunt, former manager of the

International Advertising Association,
died at his home in Orlando, Fla., on
Aug. 6. Mr. Hunt came to Orlando
two years ago to act as vice-president
of the Orlando Chamber of Commerce.
After a year's work with this organ-
ization he organized the Florida Liquid
Fruit Company and served as its pres-
ident.

Mr. Hunt was born 47 years ago
near Indianapolis. When he was twen-
ty-one years old he entered the news-
paper business but retired to open his

own advertising agency some years
later. He continued in the agency busi-
ness until he joined the Associated Ad-
vertising Clubs of the World (now In-

ternational Advertising Association),
where he spent eleven years, serving a.o

general manager during this time.

New England's Second Largest Market

An Optional

Combination Rate

The Providence Journal and The Evening Bulletin

are published by the same company in the same build-

ing. This is sane business and an economical saving.

Advertisers benefit by this economy.

The circulation of these newspapers is sold separately

and not in a forced combination, so there is com-
paratively little duplication between them.

For illustration, the combined daily net paid circula-

tion of these papers for June, 1927, was 112,884,

while the net paid circulation of the July 4th issue

of The Providence Journal (The Evening Bulletin

was not published on this date) was in excess of

102,000.

Display advertising in these newspapers is sold sepa-

rately but local and national advertisers are given an

opportunity to buy the combined circulation at a de-

cided saving—a matter of economy.

The Providence Journal-Bulletin optional combination

rate represents the best advertising buy in the con-

centrated Rhode Island market and enables advertisers

to reach a very great majority of the English speaking

homes in this state at a minimum cost.

Providence Journal Company
Providence, R. I.

Representatives

Chas. H. Eddy Company R. J. Bidwell Company
Boston New York San Francisco Los Angeles

Chicago Seattle
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Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is $3.00 per inch. Minimum charge $1.50.
Forms close Saturday noon before date of issue.

Help W anted

MAN to solicit SCHOOL ADVERTISING.
College graduate with some advertising experi-
ence preferred (although not required ) . Sales
ability and intelligence essential. Box 474,
Advertising & Selling, 9 E. 38th St., New York
City.

ADVERTISING—JUNIOR SALESMAN
On trade publication well known in specialized
field. State age. experience and salary expected.
Box No. 473, Advertising & Selling, 9 E. 38th
St., New York City.

ADVERTISING MANAGER—Experienced in
preparing trade paper ads, catalogs, direct-by-mail
advertising, making lay-outs, writing copy, buying
art work, printing and engraving. Must be
familiar with advertising in the industrial field.

Location near New York. Opportunity for

rapid advancement. Give complete experience,
age, salary expected. Address Box 472, Adver-
tising and Selling, 9 East 38th St., New York
City.

ADVERTISING MANAGER
A high grade pharmaceutical house requires the
services of an advertising manager.

(a) He must be a graduate of medicine.

(b) He must be able to do creative work,
prepare booklets for distribution to phy-
sicians and write copy for medical journals
and direct by mail campaigns.

(c) He must be fond of reading current medi-
cal literature.

(d) He should be able to translate French and
German medical articles into English.

(e) He must be an executive in every sense
of the word.

(f) He should possess a pleasing personality
and be able to cooperate in an agreeable
manner with other executives.

(g) His ideas must be broad and his experience
must be such that his judgment is mature.

Application must give medical college graduated
from and the year, how employed since graduation,
time as interne in and name of hospital, nation-
ality, religion, whether married, age, height,
weight, references and salary expected.

If you prefer to enclose samples of advertise-
ments you have written, you are at liberty to
do so.

Absolute confidence will be maintained.
All of our executives know of this advertise-

ment.

Address Box 467, Advertising and Selling, 9
East 3Sth Street, New York City.

Business Opportunities

I want to sell an automobile publication founded
over fifteen years ago. Published monthly, cir-

culation over 20,000 per month, principally among
automobile owners in New York State. Publica-
tion is printed by outside printing concern, so
there is no printing plant to bother with. Ex-
cellent opportunity for a live man with reasonable
capital to pick a good business investment. Ad-
dress P. O. Box 619, Hornell, N. Y.

Press Clippings

FRANK G. WHISTON AND ASSOCIATES

offer reliable National or regional press clipping

service. Branch offices Everywhere. General

offices. One Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y,

Multigraphing

Quality and Quantity Multigraphing.

Addressing. FiUing In. Folding, Etc.

DEHAAN CIRCULAR LETTER CO.. INC.
120 W. 42nd St., New York City

Telephone Wis. 5483

Miscellaneous

BOUND VOLUMES

A bound volume of Advertising and Selling makes
a handsome and valuable addition to your library.

They are bound in black cloth and die-stamped in

gold lettering. Each volume is complete with
index, cross-filed under title of article and name
of author making it valuable for reference pur-
poses. The cost (which includes postage) is

$5.00 per volume. Send your check to Adver-
tising and Selling, 9 East 38th St., New York
City.

BINDERS

Use a binder to preserve your file of Advertising
and Selling copies for reference. Stiff cloth
covered covers, and die-stamped in gold lettering,

each holding approximately 9 issues, $1.85 in-

ckiding postage. Send your Check to Advertising
and Selling, 9 E. 38th St., New York City.

"GIBBONS knows CANADA"
TORONTO

IS Limited, Advertising Anents
MONTREAL >VINNIPEG

Open Forum
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 56]

Concerning Mr. Goode's

Article

KENNETH GOODE is, as you say
in your note, vehement in his ar-

ticle discussing "Your Money's Worth."
That the article is characteristically

thorough I question ; that it is even

adequate I seriously doubt. Mr. Goode
won't mind, I hope.

The present book, "Your Money's
Worth," is a sequel to the "Tragedy of

Waste." Advertising is raked over the

fires in both volumes. In the former
book the chief criticism is that adver-

tising is used to sell a lot of wasteful,

harmful merchandise. In the latter

book the chief point raised is that ad-

vertising is being used to obscure the

unworthiness of merchandise, and that

the consumer who buys by brand is

buying in ignorance of the real merit

of the goods. As a solution the book

recommends that impartial laboratory

tests be made of competitive products

and that people buy with a knowledge

of these tests rather than "by brand,"

as advertised at present.

Mr. Goode allows the former book,

with its tirade against waste, to take

him off the track. One reads para-

graph after paragraph asking, "Well,

Kenneth, how about this question of

the laboratory test method of buying,

rather than the acceptance of the ad-

vertisers' competing claims?" But the

answer just isn't there.

The fault is not all with Mr. Goode,

but with the authors who confuse the

issue. The chief fault which the lab-

oratory seeks to correct is that the con-

fused buyer does not know which way
to turn in choosing one of several com-

peting brands of goods. That is a

plausible assertion, and if the authors

stuck to their last the soundness of

their reasoning could easily be gauged.

But they do not stick to this question;

they go off into the realms of quack

medicines on the style of "The Great

American Fraud" published by Col-

lier's many years ago. As a result the

reader is presented with a lot of ills,

and with a remedy specifically de-

signed for one of them but hopefully

dangled before his eyes as a cure for

all of them.

Let's follow through on the one idea

which the book sets out to advocate.

At the outset we preclude all products

bought because of style, fancy, whim
or vanity. We apply ourselves strictly

to articles bought because of their ab-

solute utility. (How many articles are

bought for this reason alone is not

stated. How many can you count?

What proportion of the total?)

The government does not buy the

brands, says the book. It tests goods

and buys by specifications at a much
lower price than the brand price.

(How much of the reduction is due to
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the quantities in which the govern-

ment buys?) The consumer should buy
the same way.

Let us overlook the stupendous or-

ganization which would be necessary

to conduct similar tests for the con-

sumers; let us discount the unwieldy
character of such an organization.

Let us grant that the organization

would be able to issue its results

quicker than new products appear,

containing improvements. We grant

that all obstacles in making such

tests could be overcome just to see

what would be accomplished.

We would simply have a change in

the advertising copy. One advertiser

would show how, in such and such a

test, /li'.s product came out first for

these qualities. Another advertiser

would show how in the selfsame test

his product came out first for another

quality. The reader would have the

option of taking a dozen such adver-

tisements and making up his mind
which product would best serve his

purpose despite all these tests. Ad-
vertisers would have to spend as much
energy as they do now to convince the

public of the importance of these tests

and their significance. Conversely, the

public would have as much "competi-

tive" advertising to "combat." Adver-
tisers would have to spend as much
space as they do now in the pioneering

work to get people to appreciate the

usefulness of the products that were
tested.

But the people, having been properly

informed of these points, would merely
remember the brand name of the prod-

uct they chose and continue buying by
brand name very much the way they-

do now.
Otto Kleppner, President,

The Kleppner Company, Inc.,

New York.

Pittsburgh Papers

Merge
PITTSBURGH newspaper proper-

ties were involved in a realign-

ment on August 1, when the

Pittsburgh Post, the Gazette-Times,

the Pittsburgh Sun and the Chronicle-

Telegraph changed ownership and
were merged into one morning and
one afternoon paper. The purchasers

were William Randolph Hearst and
Paul Block. Mr. Hearst is o^vner of

the Sun and Chronicle-Telegraph,

which have merged into one after-

noon newspaper to be known as

the Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph. Mr.
Block purchased the Post and the

Gazette-Times, which papers will be

consolidated into the Pittsburgh Post-

Gazette. This will be a morning paper.

With the consummation of this deal,

Pittsburgh has one morning, two after-

noon and one Sunday paper. The
other Pittsburgh newspaper, which is

published afternoons and Sundays, is

the Pittsburgh Press, a Scripps-How-

ard property.

Advertisers' Index
(SNj^
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Ajax Photo Print Co 69

All Fiilion Field 47
AnuTiiMii Press Ass'n 7
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TheNEWS DIGEST
A complete digest of the news of advertising and selling is here compiled

for quick and aonvenient reference ^ The Editor will be glad to receive

items of news for inclusion in this department 5fr Address Advertising
AND Selling, Number Nine East Thirty-eighth Street, New York City

Name

CHANGES IN PERSONNEl^^iA dvertisers, etc.)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

F. W. Nichol International Business Machines Corp., New
York, Asst to Vice-Pres Same Company Pres. Dayton Scale Co.,

i

—
Div.

W. H. McLauthin . .Walter Baker & Co., Ltd., Boston, Adv. Mgr Resigned

L. Tomkins Chickering & Sons, New York, Adv. and Pro.
Mgr American Piano Co., New

York Adv. Dir.

A. P. Brown H. B. Humphrey Co., Boston Waltham Watch Co.,

Waltham, Mass Adv. Mgr.

W. D. Thrane American Cyanamid Sales Co., New Yorik, Adv.
and Sales Pro. Mgr Eberhard Faber, Brook-

lyn, N. Y Adv. Mgr.

J. J. Swenson American Cast Iron Pipe Co. In Charge of
Los Angeles Office Same Company Gen. Sales Mgr.

P. A. Ivy American Cast Iron Pipe Co., Birmingham,
Ala., Gen. Sales Mgr Resigned

D. P. Hanson The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., Jersey
City, N. J., Ass't Adv. Dir Same Company Adv. Dir.

P. S. Willis Comet Rice Co., New York, Gen. Sales Mgr.. . .Same Company Vice-Pres. & Mgr.

W. S. Davis Comet Rice Co., New York, Vice-Pres. & Mgr.. Resigned

Frank Sawdon Foreman & Clark, Chicago, Ass't Adv Joseph Hilton Co., Chi-
cago . . . . , Adv. Mgr.

H. G. Kelbe American Molasses Co., New York, Adv. Mgr. .Magazine Repeating Ra-
zor Co., New York Sales & Adv. Dept.

K. P. Aschbacher . . . The Swan Creek Lumber Co., Toledo, Ohio,
Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr Kelsey & Freeman Lum-

ber Co., Toledo, Ohio Gen. Mgr. Retail Dept.

W. F. Dickson Endicott-Johnson Corp., Endicott, N. Y.,

Auditor Same Company Treasurer

G. V. Baillard R. L. Polk & Co., Inc., New York, Adv. Dept.. .Lee Bros., Inc., New York. Gen. Mgr.

W. B. Blood Topics Publishing Co., Mgr. Editor American Bosch Magneto
Co., Springfield, Mass.. .. Sales Pro. Mgr.

Name

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (^^^wc/>*, etc.)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

Lynn Ellis Lynn Ellis, Inc., New York Honig-Cooper Co., San
Francisco, Cal Management Counsel

C. M. Seymour F. J. Ross Co., Inc., New York, Secy.-Treas.. . Same Company, San
Francisco Vice-Pres. and Secy.

C. P. Pelham F. J. Ross Co., Inc., New York, Dir. of Service. Same Company Vice-Pres.

D. Volkmar F. J. Ross Co., Inc., New York, Comptroller . .Same Company Ass't Secy.

G. DeWolf Wever . . . F. J. Ross Co., Inc., New York Same Company San Francisco Office

Joseph Dillon Whitaker & Co., St. Louis, Mo Chappelow Adv. Co., St.

Louis Copy
Kenneth O'Mara Hamilton National Bank, New York, Adv. Mgr.G. Allen Reeder, Inc.,

New York Acc't Executive

C. F. Spolen Reuben H. Donnelley Corp., New York,
Prod. Mgr . G. Allen Reeder, Inc.,

New York, Acc't Exec- Acc't Executive

A. G. Peart Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, Jersey
City, N. J., Adv. Mgr Paris & Peart, New York. Partner

T. V. Hendricks Joseph Laronge Co., Cleveland, In Charge of
Adv Hendricks & Nourse,

Cleveland Partner
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Starting
January^
10 2 8
427 advertisers— starting
January 1st — have ordered
space in Collier's for the
first six months of 1928
—a greater volume of busi^

ness than Collier's has ever

carried in any one year.

Collier's circulation is stead-

ily going up—now w^ell over
1,350,000—over 450,000
newsstand*

NEWSY * PICTORIAL * BRIEF

oUier's
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CHANGES IN PERSONNEL^ {Agencies, etc., continued)

Name Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

Roy Quinlan Potts-Turnbull Adv. Co., Chicago The Quinlan Co., Chicago. Pres. & Treas.

John H. Kelly Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago The Quinlan Co., Chicago. Sec'y

R. L. Nourse, Jr Kangesser Co., Cleveland, Adv. Mgr Hendricks & Nourse,
Cleveland Partner

William S. Power. .. Power, Alexander & Jenkins, Detroit, Partner. Pratt-Moore Adv. Co.,

Detroit Vice-Pres.

W. C. Savage Chicago Better Business Bureau Fisher-Wilson Adv.
Agcy., St. Louis Contact

W. R. Howell Dodge Bros., Inc., Detroit Burton Bigelow Adv.
Agcy., Buffalo, N. Y Acc't Executive

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (M^t/za. etc.\

Name Former Company and Position Now Associated With _ Position

Frank W. Maas....The Magazine Advertiser, New York,
Adv. Mgr Resigned

C. E. Seitman Evening Graphic, New York American, New Yortk . . Adv. Staff

Perry Githens Harper's Bazar, New York, Pro. Mgr Life, New York Adv. Dept.

J. R. McDonough . . .Chicago Herald-Examiner Thomas F. Clark Co., Inc.,

Chicago Chicago Mgr.

B. A. Pincus Charles A. Fuller Adv. Agcy., Chicago Thomas F. Clark Co., Inc.,

Chicago Ass't to Chicago Mgr.

Frederick Ohm American Agriculturist, New York Same Company Gen. Mgr. of Poughkeep-
sie Office.

(

D. B. Hassinger . Robert Gair Co., New York, Art Dir Atlantic Lithographic &
Printing Co., New York. . Vice-Pres. in Charge of

Art and Merchandising

F. O. Williams Courier Journal, Louisville, Ky., Adv. Staff. . . .Yale Alumni Weekly, New
Haven, Conn Adv. Mgr.

R. W. Read John M. Sweeney Co., Boston Read & Wildes, Boston. . . Partner

N. B. Wildes John M. Sweeney Co., Boston Read & Wildes, Boston. . . Partner

John Cornell The Magazine Advertiser, New York, Ass't to

Adv. Mgr Same Company Adv. Mgr.

J. 0. Boyd Best & Co., New York, Adv. Dept Scheerer, Inc., New York. Ass't to Eastern Mgr.

CHANGES IN AGENCIES AND NEW ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS
Name Address Prodtul Now Advertising Through

John Warren Watson Co Philadelphia Watson Stabilators . . George Batten Co., Inc., New York

The Marchant Calculating Machine
Co Oakland, Cal Adding Machines The H. K. McCann Co., San Francisco

The San-Tabl Tub Co Cleveland Wash Tubs The Richardson-Briggs Co., Cleveland

Geo. W. Walker Co Cleveland Victoreen Carpenter Adv. Co., Cleveland

Blake Mfg. Co Cleveland Golf Specialties Nelson Chesman & Co., Cleveland

Best Lincoln Radio Co Cleveland Radio Products Nelson Chesman & Co., Cleveland

Massillon Power Shovel Co Cleveland Gasoline and Steam
Shovels Paul Teas, Inc., Cleveland

Swedish State Railways New York Transportation Husband & Thomas Co., Inc., N^w York

Raw Milk Tom Jones Parry, Seattle *|

George D. Roberts & Co San Francisco Stocks and Bonds Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco

The Le Blond-Schacht Truck Co.. .Cincinnati Trucks The Keeler & Stites Adv. Agcy., Cin-
cinnati

The Natural Raw Milk Products,
Inc Seattle
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^ rise above nicdiocrCtij -^-^ rccjLiires aitliusLasm

and a ddmiunatLOii not to bt satisfifd wall ajuitbuig jbort

ofotitis ideals." -Ti':Rnji^r(L[f

qA
T the sivth annual exhihition of advertising art, held by the Art

Directors' Club of New York, this poster for the Chicago, South

Shore and South Bend Kailroad received the Medal Award and
the Barron G. Collier Prize. It xcas painted by Oscar Rahe Han-

son {Deceased).

It demonstrates very clearly the relation of the illustration to the copy.

The caption reads, "Homeward Bound by South Shore Line" and Mr.
Hanson bears this out in his clever portrayal of the wild goose fleetly

winging its way southward.

Faithful reproduction brings out every detail of the original—nothing

of the artist\i technique is lost.

Gotham Photo-Engraving Co.
INCOMPARABLE

229-239 West 28th Street Telephone Ungaae j^gyj^ge NcW Yorlc, N. Y.
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CHANGES IN AGENCIES AND NEW ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS {Continued)

Name Address Product Now Advertising Through
The Gelfand Mfg. Co., Inc Baltimore Mayonnaise The Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore

The J. B. Williams Co Glastonbury, Conn. ..Shaving Soaps and
Toilet Preparations . . The Manternach Co., Hartford, Conn.

Effective, Sept. 1

Pennsylvania Rubber Co Jeannette, Pa Tires J. Walter Thompson Co., Inc., New Yoxtk

The Robeson Rochester Corp. ...Rochester, N. Y Electrical Goods and
Cutlery J. Walter Thompson Co., Inc., New Yorik

The Chelsea Clock Co Chelsea, Mass Clocks George Batten Co., Inc., New York

Scott Paper Co Chester, Pa ScotTissue Products . .J. Walter Thompson Co., Inc., New York

Union Products Co., Inc New Orleans Old Union Brew Fitzgerald Adv. Agcy., Inc., New Orleans

General American Tank Car Corp.Chicago Glass Lined Milk Tank
Cars Fitzgerald .\dv. Agcy., Inc., New Orleans

Standard Fruit & Steamship Co. . New Orleans Bananas and Steam-
ship Lines Fitzgerald Adv. Agcy., Inc., New Orleans

Guaranty Development Co New Orleans Hotels Fitzgerald Adv. Agcy., Inc., New Orleans

Gulf Crushing Co Morgan City, La Building Materials and
Poultry Feed Fitzgerald Adv. Agcy., Inc., New Orleans

Union Indemnity Co New Orleans Insurance Fitzgerald Adv. Agcy., Inc., New Orleans

The Globe Mfg. Co Sheboygan, Wis Metal Stampings The Koch Co., Milwaukee

The Spillman Engineering Corp. . .No. Tonawanda, N. Y. Heat-Rite Hot Water
Auto Heaters J. Jay Fuller, Buffalo

The North American School of
Drawing Buffalo, N. Y Correspondence School. J. Jay Fuller, Buffalo

Mary Brooks Picken Fashion &
Fabric Studio New York Fabric Style Courses .The G. Lynn Sumner Co., Inc., New York

Glenridge Textile Co New York Textiles Martin Adv. Agcy., New York

Scranton Lackawanna Trust Co. . .Scranton, Pa Finance Edwin Bird Wilson^ Inc., New York

First National Bank Easton, Pa Finance Edwin Bird Wilson, Inc., New York

Curtice Bros. Co Rochester, N. Y Blue Label Foods Griffin, Johnson & Mann, Inc., New York

E. Frederics, Inc New York Permanent Hair Wav-
ing Machines Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York

Radiart Laboratories Co Chicago Radio Coil and Trans-
former Units Hurja-Johnson-Huwen, Inc., Chicago

Albert Rifkin & Co., Inc New York Coats Bolland-McNary, Inc., New York

M. Levy, Inc New York Costumes Bolland-McNary, Inc., New York

John E. Hanifen Co., Inc Philadelphia and New
York Sweaters and Knitted

Goods Bolland-McNary, Inc., New York

A. Davis & Sons, Inc New York Coats Bolland-McNai-y, Inc., New York

Reger-Gallinger Co., Inc New York Sport and Tailored
Dresses Bolland-McNary, Inc., New York

The Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co West Allis, Wis Tractor Division Freeze & Vogel, Inc., Milwaukee

Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co Winsted, Conn Clocks Street & Finney, New York

Clayton & Lambert Mfg. Co Detroit Gasoline Stoves and
Industrial Torches ...Pratt-Moore Adv. Co., Detroit

The Robert Walker Co Detroit Toilet Preparations ..Pratt-Moore Adv. Co., Detroit

National Home & School Assn. . . . Chicago Books Hurja-Johnson-Huwen, Inc., Chicago

Standard Varnish Works New York Paints and Varnishes,
Foreign Advertising
Only G. Allen Reeder, Inc., New York

Kraft Cheese Co New York Kraft Cheese, Foreign
Advertising Only . . . . G. Allen Reeder, Inc., New York i,'

Fellows Medical Mfg. Co New York Medicinal Products,
Foreign Advertising
Only G. Allen Reeder, Inc., New York

The Keen Waving Co New York Permanent Waving
Machines & Supplies. . The Chambers Agcy., New York

:
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circiLiiation

in America
daily and Simday

self expression—
but to show their

interest, to ask or

offer help, to find

a solution to their

A great man dies . . .

His clubs and colleagues offer

resolutions of sympathy. There

are an impressive number of frock

coats at his funeral. The press

gives him a column. People read

about him, wonder a little, and

go their daily \vay.

Another man of eminence dies.

The newspapers print pages about

him, treasuring every

known scrap of information

and anecdote. People speak

of him in hushed voices, as

though the death were in

their own family. And on

the day of his burial, half a million

people line the curbs for weary

hours until the flower laden

hearse goes by.

Bothwere great men. Bothwere

eminently and successfully serv'

iceable of their kind and among

their fellows. But one had the

personality that makes friends,

the habit of making friends. There

are newspapers like both men.

One merely gives excellent service.

The other serves \vell and makes ten or twenty'five cents apiece.

problems.

You bring your

problems to either

a friend or an cx'

pert. In thousands of cases The

News has this dual role.

You know^ howr most folks are

about going to- see a doctor. But

last year, 14,560 people w^rote to

Dr. Evans of The News, asking

advice on hygiene and health, diet

and exercise, the care and feeding

of children.

Do you ever look at yourself

in a mirror? Everybody does. So

25,748 women in 1926

wrote to Antoinette
Donnelly on matters of

health and beauty. Doris

Blake answered 12,670 rc'

quests for help on personal

problems, etiquette and social

affairs.

Twenty'two hundred
readers bought sets of plans

for building new homes;

22,777 automobile owners

bought more than 28,000

copies of The News atlas

of automobile maps; 23,279
women bought News cook'books

;

and women readers bought more

than 800,000 News patterns at

friends in serving.

Last year, more than a million

people wrote letters to The News.

They w^rote, not as the English

w^rite to the London Times, in

More than 90,000 people con'

tributed to various departments.

As for information—The News is

library, museum and referee; the

Reader's Service Bureau received

1 8, 157 inquiries for data on every

thing under the sun! More than

5,000 people called in person;

those who wrote were answered

by individual letters.

The baby needs a pair of shoes?

A tragedy when true! The Friend

in Need column gets such requests

and fulfills them; 31,920 letters

last year, of which less than one
fifth were requests, and more than

four'fifthswereoffersofassistance.

A settlement house asked for an

old piano—and got offers oftwelve

!

1 HE NEWS ismorethananews'

paper. It is a friend to its millions

of readers. Its friendship is based

on service, helpfulness, and a

community of interests. Perhaps

this fact more than any other eX'

plains why forty'five out of every

hundred morning newspaper
buyers in and around New York
City buy The News. They have

six papers to select from—but
they buy this one.

The News circulation of

1,200,000 copies is a force no ad'

vertiser in the New^ York
market can ignore or neg'

lect ; but The News friend'

ship, with its millions of

readers, and their confidence

in it are factors that make a

superlative advertising medium
as well as the largest circulation

in America.

Get all the facts before you
make your next New^ York
schedule

!

THE a NEWS
New York's Picture Newspaper

Tribune Tower, Chicago
25 Park Place, New York
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NEW ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND SERVICES, ETC.

Hendricks & Nourse .... Cleveland .Advertising .... T. V. Hendricks and R. L. Nourse, Jr.

The Quinlan Company ....35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago ....Advertising Rov Quinlan. Pres. and Treas.; John
H. Kelly, Secy.

Read & Wildes Boston, Mass Publishers' Repre-
sentatives Richard W. Read and N. B. Wildes

PUBLICATION CHANGES AND APPOINTMENTS
Electric Light & Power Magazine Co.,

Chicago Has been sold by Harry G. Winston and A. E. Gardiner to Ell C. Bennett and
Marshall Haywood.

Winston, Incorporated, Chicago Has been purchased by E. C. Bennett and M. Haywood. The name will be
changed to Bennett-Watts-Haywood Company.

Current History, New York Has appointed the John M. Sweeney Company, Boston, as its New England
advertising representative.

The Lenoir News-Topic, Lenoir, No. Caro-
lina Has changed its page size from a six-column to an eight-column page.

The Vindicator, Youngstown, Ohio Has appointed Kelley-Smith Company, New York, as its national advertising
representative.

Evening Post, Indianapolis Has appointed Thomas F. Clark Company, Inc., Chicago, as its national ad-
vertising representative.

The Woman's Farm Journal, Columbia City.Has appointed Harry R. Fisher Co., Chicago, as its national advertising rep-
ine resentative.

I

MISCELLANEOUS
The National Outdoor Adv. Bureau, Inc., Is establishing a new service in outdoor advertising for the benefit of its

agency members. This department will be known as the Field Service De-
partment and will have representatives in all parts of the country.

Engineering and Contracting Publishing
Co., Chicago Name changed to Gillette Publishing Company.

B. J. Paris Adv. Agcy., New York Name changed to Paris & Peart.

Shields & Colcord, Inc., Chicago advertis-
ing agency Name changed to Shields & Vanden, Inc.

The F. J. Ross Company, New York adver-
tising agency Has opened a Pacific Coast Office at 405 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

C. M. Seymour is in charge.

Franklin Press and the Franklin Offset
Co., Detroit Have consolidated under the name of the Franklin Press and Offset Company.

CHANGES IN ADDRESSES
Advertising Agencies and Services, Publications, etc.

Name Business From To

Electric Light & Power Publication 50 Church St., New York 8 West 40th St., New York
G. Allen Reeder, Inc Advertising 220 West 42d St., New York ..Graybar Bldg., 420 Lexington

Ave., New York
Blaker Adv. Agcy., Inc Advertising 110 West 40th St., New York . .Graybar Bldg., 420 Lexington

Ave., New York
B. J. Paris Adv. Agcy Advertising 1457 Broadway, New York. . . . Lexington Tower, 41st St. &

Lexington Ave. as Paris &
Peart

American Agriculturist Publication 461 Fourth Ave., New York. .. North Cherry St., Poughkeep-
sie, N. Y.

Simmons-Boardman Publish-
Co. (Chicago Office) Publications 608 So. Dearborn St., Chicago. 105 West Adams St., Chicago
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To Select the Proper

Advertising Mediums—You Need

STANDARD RATE ft DATA SERVICE

It gWes up-to-the-

minute information on
rates, discounts, color

and cover charges, spe-

cial positions, classified

advertising and read-

ing notices, closing

dates, page and column sizes

—

and circulations on publications

in the United States and
Canada.

The rate-cards and circula-

tion statements are practically

duplicated and placed in one
convenient \ olume.

Published Monthly

—supplemented with bulle-

tins—and, covers daily news-
papers, farm papers, general

magazines, business

papers, religious and
foreign language publi-

cations.

Confidence

Every great business

enterprise, that has endured
over a span of time, has been

founded upon—and, has pros-

pered through—the confidence

of those comprising the market
to which it sought to sell its

merchandise or service—confi-

dence in honor, intelligence,

appreciation and goodwill!

During the short span of eight years

STANDARD RATE & DATA SER-
VICE has done what it has taken other

successful institutions many years to

accomplish.

USE THIS COUPON

Special 15-Day Approval Order

.192....

ST.\XDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE,
536 Lake Shore DriTe.

Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen: You may send to us, prepaid, a copy of the current number of Standard Rate & Data Service, together with all bulletins

issued since it was published for "15 days" use. Unless we return it at the end of fifteen days you may bill us for $30.00, which is the

cost of one year's subscription. The issue we receive is to be considered the initial number to be followed by a revised copy on the first

of each month. The Service is to be maintained accurately by bulletins issued every other day.

Firm Name Si'-eet Address

City Stale

Individual Signing Order Official Position
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The VERDICT of the

MILLION DOLLAR BELLWETHERS

ADVERTISER

Standard Oil Company

^^*^«-~i»ii^l^!f£S^

OAKLAND

l«> J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

NEWSPAPER
receiving most

money

Tribooc

Tribune

AMOUNT SPENT
io first paper

$1S3,713.«)

JI07,992J0

$104,581.60

S962I520

Willys-Overland Motor Co.

Lambert Phaimacal Company

p A 1 G E&Jewett

Dodge- Brothers

Tribune

$95,819.00

J94J04.00

$8i291.75

$76,715.20

$76,068.00

ddlwethm
prfer

IheTribune
above allother Chicago mmpapers.

BY a vote of 21 to 2. the "million dollar"
national advertisers piek The Tribune
aliove all other Chieasro newspapers. .411

Init two of 23 mannfaeturers vvlio spent Sl.-
O<lt».«(»0 or more for advertisins In Newspapers
in li>2<i' save more of their appropriation to

The Tribune than to any other Chioago news-
liaper.

\n overvvhelminc decision vvhieh leaves no
doubt as to The Tribune's overwhelming
leadership!

(an the man who spends more than a million
dollars a vear for advertising be far wrong f

lonld vou'tool ni'^-, of the largest advertisers
in the eountry f Head the list at the left ot

big newspaper advertisers and note carefully
how they spent their advertising funds in
Chicago.

Making It lOO'^/cl

\11 but one advertiser in this list used The
Chicago Tribune— and that one, I.ever

llrothers. is spending approxim.ttely !f.->0,(MM»

lor advertising in The Tribune during 1!»-.

.

The other 22 spent more than !iil,500,(>00 in

The Tribune. The rest of their appropriations
were divided among several newspapers.

Can They Afford to Be Wrong?

Follow the lead of those who have made great
atlvertising successes. AVhen you buy I he
Chicago Tribune you are getting a tangible
f<»rce.

You get more families in Chicago and suburbs
than any other newspaper can give you.

Yon get more readers in The Chicago Terri-
tory outside Chicago than you can get with
anv- other newspaper. You are given exact
information on circulation in the city districts

of Chicago and in every city, village anil

hamlet outside Chicago. You can easily check
the quality of the circulation.

There are manv evidences of the value ot
Tribune good will built in The Chicago Terri-
tory for SO years. .Manufacturers who have
niaile the greatest advertising successes have
not placed their money on the .strength ol

theory and intangible claims. They knew
tbey were buying an actual value which no
other newspaper could give them.

Increases in sales in The Chicago Territory
have so substantiated their judgment that
they have continued to use The Tribune each
year in Increasing measure.

'From the lint prepared !<!/ the Bureau of Advertisinff of

the American Newspaper Publishers' Association. If there

lire any "million dollar" newspaper advertisers omitted

it is because the Bureau of Adrirtisinn was unable to

s'Cure estimates of their newspaper expenditures. Two of

the 23 manufacturers have asked that their names be not

mentioned.

Cijicaso tE^ribune
THE WORLD'S GREATEST NEWSPAPER

Circulnlion: 769,645 daily; 1,090,215 Sunday

SUPREME IN CHICAG O—F IRST IN ADVERTISIN G—F IRST IN CIRCULATION

Curtis Publishing Co.

OLDSMOBILE

Fri<*ldairc

Tribont-

Tribune

I.EVER R R O S .

B ^V E /^

LIGGETT Si MYERS TOBACCO CO

Wff^^

i{Mr^

CAUIMEW

p. LORILLARD CO.

$67,100.00

$65,342.20

$63,682.80

$63,471.00

$S4,7S3J5

Tribune

WRIGLEYS

$S2.976i»

$41J87.00

$37500.80

$J4.418X)0

$28,056.85

$20,758.00

Herald-Exsm. $18,938.37

ibovf iix- ILsttd "1 1,1 tin' S.i luillion d'lltar IjellWL'thers. Two who used more advertisiuK

in The Tribune tlian in an.v other Cbie.lKO Newspiiper nsked tbnt their names be omitted.
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l-"r(tni an adverlist-ment of the Postum Cereal Conii)aiiy for Post Toast ies

AUGUST 24, 1927 15 CENTS A COPY

In this issue:

"What's Right With Distribution'" Hv I.ovd Ring Colkmax; "When Does

a Caption Outlive Its Usefulness?"' Bv Ray Giles; "Slot Machine Retail-

ing Arrives" Bv DeLeslik foxEs; "W^hy All the Sadness About Duplicate

Circulation'" By Kenxeth M, Goode; "The News Digest" on Page 74
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The National
Advertiser Speaks:

^TIRST, our entire interest is to enable the ad-

vertiser to buy circulation which represents a
maximum degree of profitableness to him.
This implies concentration in local trading
areas, sound character of readers, and a sus-

tained reader interest»*'

A. H. Ogle, Secretary Association of National
Advertisers, in Editor and Publisher, May 28, 1927.
(The italics are our own.)

The Daily News Replies:
CONCENTRATION

The accepted "local trading area" of

Chicago comprises that territory with-

in a forty-mile radius of the city's

center. In this area 95 per cent of

the circulation of The Daily News is

concentrated.

CHARACTER
The more than 400,000 circulation of

The Daily News reaches a majority of

the financially responsible families in

Chicago. These readers have been

won to The Daily News by no induce-

ments except The Daily News itself,

convincing indication that they reflect

in their personal characteristics its

sane, clean-thinking, progressive spirit.

READER INTEREST

The best proof of the reader interest

in a newspaper is the responsiveness

of its circulation to the advertising in

its columns. Advertisers have put

their stamp of approval on the re-

sponsiveness as well as on the quality

and distribution of the circulation of

The Daily News by placing in its col-

umns more lines of display advertising

than in any other Chicago week-day

newspaper.

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Advertising Representatives:-

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT
J. B. Woodward
no E. 42d St.

Woodward & Kelly
360 N. Michigan Ave.

Woodward & Kelly
Fine Arts Building

SAN FRANCISCO
C, Geo. Krogness

253 First National Bank Bids

Average Daily Net Paid Circulation for the Six Months Ending June 30, 1927,

441,414—95 Per Cent in Chicago and Its Suburbs

Published evevv other Wednesday bv Advertising Fortnijjhtly. Inc., East 38th St.. New Yorl<. N. Y. Subscription price .$3.1)0 per
„ca,. ifnliimc "q No. 9 Kntered as second class matter Mav 7. I'M',, at I'ost O tliCi^ aj_ J^w Yorl; under .^ct of ilarch 3. IST9.
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one newspaper— the Pitts-

burgh PRESS—blankets the

great Pittsburgh market, the

fifth largest market in the

United States. The PRESS has

overwhelming leadership. At

one cost, through a single news-

paper, the advertiser quickly and

thoroughly sells both

dealer and consumer.

198,046 Daily

259,155 Sunday SCRIPPS - HOWARD

Pittsburgh Press
A Scripps-Howard Newspaper

Chicago

Represented by Allied Newspapers, Inc., 250 Park Avenue, New York

Detroit Atlanta San Francisco Los Angeles Seattle Portland
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INDIANAPOLIS T/ie 21st City in Population but I3th in Retail Sales

Cultivate Markets that are Able to Buy!
MONTH after month, national statistical

organizations have been pointing out

Indianapolis—and Indiana in general—as ex-

cellent territories for sales activity.

This fact merely emphasizes the basic sta-

bility of this rich market, with its favorable

geographical characteristics—its thorough

diversification in industry and in agriculture

—its intelligent and progressive population.

over 92% native born white. Such elements

as these preclude business depressions.

The Indianapolis Radius, comprising the

two-thirds of Indiana directly influenced by

Indianapolis, is an outstanding market for

buying power. And The INDIANAPOLIS
NEWS. Indiana's dominant daily newspaper,

is equally exceptional for the selling power it

gives to its advertisers.

The IndianapolisNews
jfJUU ^he IndianapolisRadius

FRANK T. CARROLL, Advertising Director

NEW YORK: DAN A. CARROLL
110 East 42nd Street

CHICAGO: J. E. LUTZ
The Tower Building
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Everybody's Business

By Floyd W, Parsons

The Black Age Passes

THE invention of the

steam engine ushered in

a "black age." All

other considerations were
quickly subordinated to the

utilization of heat and power.

Almost everywhere smoking
chimneys were looked upon
as evidences of progress and
enterprise.

Decades passed without

there being any material

change in the situation. Re-

cently science came to the

rescue of a long-suffering

humanity. The chemist called

attention to the astounding
waste of precious values en-

tailed in the burning of raw
coal. The doctor came for-

ward with irrefutable figures

proving how severe was the

damage done human health

by the acids pouring forth

from the nation's chimneys.

The housewife awakened to

the drudgery caused by sooty

air, and property owners as

well as merchants finally be-

came conscious of the enor-

mous losses they were com-
pelled to sustain as a result

of barbaric heating practices.

Now we enter a new age in

which human aspects are

commencing to decide vital

issues. The intelligent citizen

no longer has any sympathy
for the notion that the earth's

atmosphere is a proper dump-
ing ground for the refuse
cast off by crude furnaces.

The government is support-
ing the proposal that there shall be an end to prac-

tices which largely reduce the hours of sunlight

and cut off a substantial percentage of the valuable

ultra-violet rays contained in unskimmed solar radia-

tions.

A new philosophy of sunlight has swept over the

world. It has been disclosed that plants live because

of the light of the sun and not its heat; that solar radia-

tions are bactericidal; that natural sunlight enriches

human blood in calcium, phosphorus, iron and probably
iodine; that it is absorbed by the blood increasing the

number of white cells and the number of plateletes,

thereby rendering the individual more or less immune
to disease; that the radiations we get from the sun are

most potent in the early morning hours, and that their

value to the body is due to chemical reactions which

take place and not merely to warming the blood. If

this were not true it would be equally beneficial for us

to warm our blood by taking hot baths or remaining in

warm rooms.

Suiulay in a largo industrial city

Monday in the same city

People everywhere are turn-

ing their homes and offices as
far as possible into solar-

iums. They have dismissed
the idea that the efficacy of

sunlight is principally con-

fined to such ailments as

rickets and tuberculosis. The
dermatologist uses sunlight

extensively in the treatment
of cutaneous affections, and
no less successful results

have been obtained through
the use of this same great

agency as a remedy for di-

gestive disorders and rheu-

matic conditions. The annual
curves of both the phos-
phorus and the calcium con-

tent of the blood of infants

in New York City follow

the monthly height of the

sun.

Cellar-grown children, like

cellar-grown plants, will not

continue for long in normal
health. There will be a de-

ficiency of chlorophyll in the

plant and of haemoglobin in

the child. The great Rollier

found in his many clinics in

Switzerland that when the

sunlight failed to appear for

days at a time, his patients

wei'e injui'ed, and they would
not start again on their rapid

advance to health until the

sun's rays returned.

People who live largely in

sunlight do not require so

much food as those who
spend their time in the shade.

When radiant energy passes
directly into the body by way
of the skin, there is less need

to burn up fats or carbohydrates in order to keep the
blood warm. Light is a food substitute that can be

made to afford material relief to our digestive

mechanisms.
The light of the sun is our benefactor— its heat our

enemy. We must try to use the hours of the day that

give us the light rather than the heat. Each indi-

vidual must take his solar radiations in doses, the

amount being determined by careful experiments.
Some respond to light more easily than others. People
who tan quickly are the best subjects. Those who
freckle instead of turning brown must move carefully.

Red-haired folks are usually refractory to sun treat-

ments, and in such cases time and patience must be

exercised. An over-dose of sunlight will do damage
just as will excessive eating and drinking.

Sunlight and cold appear to be a more ideal com-
bination than sunlight and heat. In other words, a

hundred clear days in Canada would benefit the human
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 50]
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PHOTCB-ENGRAyI7VG
THE DY^IAMIC ILLUSTRi^XOR

f OF KIARDBX CROWTfH •

<lyour story in picture
ieaves nothing untold

AMERICAN PHOTO^ENCRAVERS
©ASSOCIATION®

GENERAL OFFICES ••• 863 MONADNOCKL CLOCK -i- CHICAGO

Copyright, igsy, American Photo-Engravers Asspciatinii
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A
"Hoxv Sensible"

OH dcnlilne* (or oa« purpoic o*b—

M

<LEAN ^
-TW ^.

~ni>T "— (pfHti •U«(l]r la rlin(ia( IodJ partcln. Ukd

Ika laUllugrm of BunVr* piJutiti (11 laelb nWaMS.

VBim. Tbt b «kr 'm Nral. 1^ loUd. is * dtlrr-

^ ItoB •at Culo<''i lluo r'»l-""k'nf ••"- •••»•

> oth« ^nlJort F*f OVTT IwU. U*(v. fuo^
Cvlfilr'a > nuJi la tlu iml Buliiiic >U »vrfw*v naw>-

Ht U^ — b c1m> — IW i>e Ikr Try c*Mn (4,t»U

lkia« Bk^b Wvtjw dinul •in;

•ulUn><n>(n« > ^alifnrc Cal((lr'i tlltopti lo io

Ba>t ik. M BKiT Ibia fku. bniuH
RiU.-a DtaUl rm_ ii JratitU lajr llul • >halJnn

«]• In fWu U»<h, iBd it •*«*' <*» »:o o»rr B»t, <*

rbaulk<vh>*(nt>rlh*l'vl' jsur drnliil la rurr ji^

tav-at'"')^ AijmbnaL l<w(h-rTtj*«Celt><<

b.t>tJ.s( r<uL l> l^u r«ua

rSvlV^ilrir" FREE
*

^

^LGATE ^g>.

has been

manufacturing

toilet goods

since the year

1806. It is

rather trite to

remark here

that an organ-

ization doing

business for a

hundred and

twenty one
years should have some pretty defi'

nite information on how to make

good merchandise, plus equally

definite information on tt'here and

\iow to sell it.

c
But said trite remark brings us

to the point of this advertisement.

c
Colgate 5? Co. advertising is ap'

pearing exclusively in The Detroit

Free Press. And with the acquire'

ment of the Pompeiian Company,

an exceptionally generous rotogra-

vure advertising schedule telling

the Pompeiian story pictorially

will also appear exclusively in The
Detroit Free Press.

c
But we don't claim all the credit

for the manner in which Colgate

merchandise is moving in the

Detroit market. Mediums aren't

the whole "seance." There's the

advertising itself handsomely pre-

pared and ably merchandised by

the George Batten Company. And
then there is a very capable sales

manager in the Detroit territory,

one "Ed" Powers, by name, plus

a staff of capable sales-creators.

Colgate 6? Co. is a bit canny in

choosing The Free Press. This

canniness can be best expressed in

a quotation from the Curtis Pub-

lishing Company's 'Book for Sales-

men," which reads Hke this: "for

products of universal consumption

you will find it advantageous first,

to see\ distribution in better areas,

especially in those American dis-

tricts where people live closely enough

together to exchange bac\door opin'

ions on brands they buy."

c
That is what you buy when you

buy The Free Press—"distribution

in better areas," which means

every other home in the Detroit

market.

Qiht ^ttto^LgttJC ^vt^^

VERREE &
National

CONKLIN, Inc.

Representa fives

New York Chicago San Frwnclsco
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CHATEAII IN THK I.OTRE TAI.T.Trr

A FEW WEEKS IN FRANCE
Instead of summering in the sloughs of business

Frnnce of a thousaml years meets you at the gangplank . 3.000 miles ol it
France ashore with all her

the lunyest mingpiaiik in the uorl-V

"'"ve%Vae'™ie\"irrsr"service by the. He de France Paris and r„„ce.

t.^^t:So^! .'r^s ".°.'"."\1S."?r.ei;,f nf Va-d. ^^orS?^^. .".h,ee

Sir. .aid Ss ; . to beguile you >Mth her Um tless eharn,

Kour One-C'ass Cabin liners direct to Le Havre ile

Paris . . The New Vork-Vlgo-Bordeaus Service, three

liners . . . to Southern France and Sitaln.

^fpenfihilne
UJ.rsTRATEn BOOKLETS OR INFORMATION FROM ANY FRENrH LINE AGENT OR TOIRIST OFFICE. OR WRITE TO IS ST.^TE ST. X. Y C
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Advertising is

a Valued Service

GOOD THINGS can be said

about most magazines. Nearly

every one can point to the superior

results produced for this advertiser,

for that advertiser.

But it is another thing when a

magazine carries more pages of

advertising and more accounts, year

after year, than any other in 'its

field. That tells a great deal

more.

There is one distinctive reason for

Good Housekeeping's record:

Your advertising in this magazine

is not advertising in its usual sense.

It is a contribution, really, to one

of the services of Good Housekeep-

ing. It is used as such.

For years Good Housekeeping has

devoted a great deal of space in

every issue to sell its readers on

the usefulness to them of advertis-

ing—to use its advertising section

as a buying guide. Every advertise-

ment is listed in a special index

classified by products. And every

product is guaranteed.

Good Housekeeping has made your

advertising valuable to its readers.

It is something they want with the

magazine— not something they

must take whether they would or

not. They may not rush to buy,

but they will look for your adver-

tisement when they are ready. You

can check this by asking any woman

whose opinion you respect. It is

something to remember when gaug-

ing magazine values.

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
Chicago Boston New York San Francisco
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/02,6 70j/
The DAWN of A NEW DAY in

BUSINESS-PROFESSIONAL Advertising

THE fact that ABP papers carried 102,670 pages of advertising, placed by 1,209 adver-

tising agents in 1926—as compared with 82,716 pages placed by 1,679 agents in the year

preceding—has been broadcast to the general advertising world, through announcements in the

advertising journals, including the ABP Honor Roll.*

The Relative Rank"^ of the "First 200" Advertising

Agents Using the Greatest Amount of ABP Space

The keenest interest has been displayed by agents

everywhere in this ABP "Honor Roll"* announce-

ment—indicating that Business and Professional

Publicity is now being given a rightfully adequate

share of attention by an increasing number of the

better agents in planning the sales-development

work of their clients.

All signs indicate that the advertising profession

is on the threshold of a new and greater develop-

ment in the use of Business-Professional publica-

tions. For, of course, Business and Professional

publicity is a vitally important factor in every sales

campaign and of the service rendered by the agent

responsible for its success. To be on the ABP
"Honor Roll"*—therefore, is evidence of such

service by an agent to his client.

THE ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS, Inc.

52 VANDERBILT AVENUE NEW YORK

^SPECIAL PRINTED COPIES OF THIS LIST—comprising the names of the 753 agencies that used 12 or

more ABP pages—will be sent on request.
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po/d Ihe Uazard
oflhe Queslion Jiark

Photographs never fail to

catch ana hold the tnterett

of the prospective buyer.

Autcmobtle salesmen ap-

prectate the selling power

ofphotographs.

Watches and other arti-

cles of jewelry are beauti-

fully Ji splayed "with

photographs.

And realtors rely on photo-

graphs to give most con-

vincing selling pictures of
their properties.

wiih Phoiooraphs

C/ holographs leave nothing unsaid.

They tell the story accurately, quickly and

clearly. They shield your producft from the

selling hazard of the question mark better

thananyother type ofadvertising art. Proper-

ly made and reproduced, Photographs bring

to prospects the complete understanding

that quickens buying decisions. Use them

freely in your advertising—for the easier,

faster sales they will bring you!

DHonnoGRAPHs
JL &e/l the :Storp
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The Failure . .

.

Only a day or two ago, this catalog was a

matter of keen pride to somebody. When
it was mailed, high hopes went with it.

Hundreds of dollars' worth of orders might

have come from its clean-cut, well-printed

pages. But they tvon't.

THIS catalog is a total failure—because somebody tried

to "save" money on envelopes. And the "saving"

amounted to just a fraction of a penny on each envelope.

You avoid tragedies like this when you send your

catalog in Improved Columbian Clasp Envelopes. The

strong paper used in these envelopes doesn't give way

when a Niagara of packages flows over it in the post office.

The malleable metal clasp doesn't break off when the

post office opens the envelope to inspect its contents.

The seams of Improved Columbian Clasps don't give way

under sudden strain. The flap doesn't tear out under the

pull of the Improved Columbian Clasp.

Thirty-one stock sizes make it easy to find the very one

you need— in Improved Columbian Clasp Envelopes.

And you get away from the delay and high cost of having

envelopes made to order.

Your printer or stationer can supply you— or write us.

UNITED STATES ENVELOPE COMPANY
The world's largest manufacturers of envelopes

SPRINGFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS

With fourteen manufacturing divisions covering the country

Improved
COLUMBIAN CLASP ENVELOPES

The Improved Columbian Clasp Enve-

lope is made of tough, strong, hard-to-

learpaper. The clasp is malleable, doesn't

break off after three or four bendings.

The metal tongues always line up with

the flap-punch.

THE IMPROVED COLUMBIAN CLASP No. 90
PAT. JAN. 7, -lO

OK UHinO SI«H» Ei»UWt CB.. JPMSnttD. HUt.

The name, Improved Columbian Clasp.

and the size number are always printed

on the lower flap.
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yl New Market for Fireman s Helmets

The manufacturer, whatever he may make, however basic and staple, can

no longer settle down and let things take their course.

He must hold himself ready to act and act quickly, interpret the

signs, anticipate the new attitude of the public, analyze each new invention

or discovery for its effects, immediate or ultimate, on his own business.

He must sleep like a fireman—his helmet on a hook—ready to dash

out at a moment's notice.

Three forces now enter into business to produce this condition;

fashion, new ideas, and changing habits.

What makes these forces so powerful in business today is the speed

with which they spread and the unanimity with which they are adopted.

Advertising is responsible for both the speed and the unanimity.

It has created a public that reveals an amazing willingness to toss

old methods and manners into the rubbish heap where lie the tall hat,

the moustache cup, and the antimacassar, and take on a new set.

Advertising may be called both the cause and effect.

It helped create the new business era and the new type of manufac-

turer—one who knows how to use advertising and who will welcome

the new adventures in store for him and his comrade-in-arms, the ad-

vertising agency.

CALKINS O HOLDEN, inc.. ADVERTISING
2.47 PARK AVENUE . NEW YORK CITY
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New Yorker Found

Bright Mind

No, all of the bright people in New York certainly do

not see The New Yorker every week. In fact, our

Secret Service reports that an exceedingly bright young

woman who lives on Little West Twelfth Street has never

even seen one copy of The New Yorker.

There are a large number of earnest folk who are bright

as anything who survive somehow without this magazine.

Most of them have Missions, home, foreign and Missions

of assorted shapes and ends. Some of them think that

everything that is, is wrong and that if there is any change

it will be for the worse. Others believe that Something

Can (and should) Be Done About It.

With many of them we deeply sympathize. Particularly

The Crusaders. Every now and then we have an urge to

do some heavy Crusading on our own. And sometimes we

do tilt a mean lance at certain exasperating abuses of New
York s decent urbanity.

But on the whole, the thought of ourselves armed cap a pie

is not engaging. It s so warm for armor and you have to

wait in line so long to get a good fit, what with all the Cru-

saders ahead of you.
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^ot Guilty of

\lonopoly

So, much as we love these serious-minded ones, we are

forced to pass them by, bowing respectfully as we do so.

For, after all, The New Yorker is edited for the majority

of the bright men and women in New York—a majority,

if you please, more interested in living well today than

ideally tomorrow.

In short, The New Yorker is edited in the spirit of the

town. This we understand to be a spirit that is cosmopoli-

tan, perhaps a trifle too suave, surely not easily ruffled and

withal most approachable from any angle of appeal, to wit,

intelligence and the love of good living.

With such an approach The New Yorker has found ready

acceptance. May we suggest to advertisers that under New
Yorker auspices and introduced in similar vein their goods

and services may find like acceptance among the bright

people of the town?

THE

NE¥VOaKER
25 West 45th Street

New York City
"^

mj.y
cM

^
w
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Septcmbor ign 25c

Delineator d

i

"SiMO\ KKNT"
A new M.ri;il by Aki HlK Train

Smar/ A'ltc Fashions ji

IN ro the buying demands oi a new

- day and age has hrnily stepped

one magazine that has changed as

modern America has changed— !

B \
eauty

.

.

.

is introduced into material ob-

jects to enhance them in the

eyes of the purchaser. The ap-

peal of efficiency alone is nearly

ended. Beauty is the natural

and logical next step. It is in

the air...

Modern color and design are

st\ ling not only products hith-

erto in the st\le class— silks,

prints, fabrics, textiles, gowns,

hats, shoes and sports clothes

— but social stationery, foods,

motor-cars, building materials,

house furnishings, book bind-

ings, interior decoration, furni-

ture and bric-a-brac.

. . .from

"Beauty, the New Business Tool"

hy Earnest Elmo Calkins

171 the Auguit Atlantic Monthly

\

}

the new Delineator
CL/j[ s practical, as

useful, as a magazine can be made,

it has, in addition, an atmosphere

all its own... It has the appeal ot

beauty about which Mr. Calkins

writes. It is distinctly styled. It is

the one magazine of large circu-

lation that is smart >

^7id every mo?it/i

more advertisers are

realizing the ?iew

Delineator's value*

*The September issue, for instance,

shows an almost spectacular gain

in advertising lineage . . . Compared
with the September issue

of the preceding year...

thle g^r-85^
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WHAT'S right with distribu-

tion? is Mr. Coleman's inquiry

in the lead article in this issue.

He maintains that present distri-

bution methods are best for con-

ditions today because they are most
efficient in satisfying the needs of

the greatest number. It presents a
fresh viewpoint at a time when our
entire system of moving merchan-
dise is under the microscope of

economic inquiry.
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Whats Become of

the OourJ£mdredP
Remember when New York's Four Hundred set the pace for

the rest of the Nation?

They and their handful of followers in the big cities through-

out the land were the folks who knew and had the money to

buy all those delightful appurtenances of pleasant living that

helped to symbolize their class — the sophisticated class of
luxury buyers. They bought the ermine, and the silks, and
the expensive exotic fruits and spices. They were the "carriage

trade". For them alone a few exclusive florists kept a limited

supply of orchids.

Where are the Four Hundred now?

The last decade of our unprecedented prosperity has created

over a million of the four-hundred, luxury-buying class

!

They can buy ermine and silks and exotic fruits whenever they

want them. They ride in luxurious motor cars. And they buy
orchids, too, just around the corner. Never before has the

world seen anything like it!

And never before has the magazine world seen a class magazine that can claim a

circulation of a million and a half!

Cosmopolitan is the one class magazine that has grown up with the American luxury-

buying class. On the tenth of every month it goes to the reading tables in a million

and a half of the better American homes.

90% of its circulation is in the 2787 cities and towns and wealthy suburbs where

80% of the Nation's business is concentrated . . . where those folks live who have

more, want more, and buy more.

Lef a Cosmopolitan representative give yon more complete information.

lyLdverthing Offices

326 West Madison Street 119 West 40th Street 5 Winthrop Square

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS NEW YORK CITY BOSTON, MASS.

General Motors Building 625 Market Street

Detroit, Michigan San Francisco, Cal.

^Heii
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What's Right With Distribution?

By Loyd Ring Coleman

To say that our present distribu-

tion system works, is an in-

controvertible starting point.

To say that we are more prosperous

than we were in 1827, when we didn't

have it, is another. Among pragma-
tists, results count. And certainly

the consumer is consuming more,
and is therefore, presumably, hap-

pier than he was a century ago.

It would be a trouble-inviting

thing to say, but none the les.s ac-

curate, that under the existing psy-

chological and economic conditions

the much defamed distribution sys-

tem is the best possible system. By
postulating a new society, a better

system could be conceived. But it

seems a bit easier to make the sys-

tem fit the human race than to re-

make the human race to fit the sys-

tem.

Reformers of all sorts attempt to

make the human facts fit a theory.

When the two don't gibe, they discard

the facts. But, as President Cleve-

land said, "These are facts and not

theories that confront us." As hu-

man beings we have a certain definite

history, both psychological and eco-

nomic. We are a part of the endless

flux of life which overlaps from gen-

eration to generation. We cannot

take a cross-section of this life and
consider it out of all relation to what
it has evolved from. Economics, like

literature and art, is a part of pre-

ceding history.

Viewed in a detached manner, the

human method of getting goods

seems riotously wasteful. Here is a

farmer selling his wheat to a com-
mission merchant who in turn sells

to an agent of an elevator which, by

virtue of a salesman, gets its wheat
into a mill. Then follow several

transactions, separated in each case

by more salesmen. The wheat goes

from mill to jobber or bakery, pos-

sibly to another jobber, to retailer.

to consumer. Perhaps twelve peo-

ple make their livings in the mere
handling of this wheat, which one

man produces.

It does look wasteful, but what are

the facts? The farmer sells where
he can sell to the best advantage. It

is cheaper for him to sell as he does

than it would be to sell by any other

method. If it weren't, wouldn't he

be very foolish to sell as he does?

But no one has ever found a cheaper

way that was acceptable. Theroetic-

ally better systems have been

evolved, but the human equation

spoiled them. Take out any one of

the twelve people in this complicated

system, and the farmer's produce will

cost the consumer even more than

it does.

Apparently, specialization pays

even in distribution. Division of

labor brought down the costs in pro-

duction, and the splitting of distri-

bution into specialized units makes

,/^-

I leued in a detached manner, the human method of getting goods seems riotously wasteful
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it possible to market the increase.

Possibly the greatest contribution

made by this highly integrated and
developed scheme of marketing is its

creation of new wants for the pro-

ducers to satisfy. If the merchandis-

ing of goods were a merely mechan-
ical operation, it could be handled

by a lot of slot machines. But the

human factor is necessary that more
wants be created, to the end that

more wealth may be produced.

Merchandising is really an educa-

tion process. Thousands of salesmen

are educating millions of consumers
to buy more insurance, better auto-

mobiles and vacuum cleaners. They
are educating the consumer to dress

better, to take better care of his

health and to be cleaner and more
literate. And of course when sales-

men must spend much of their time
in teaching, some one has to pay for

that part of the job. The consumer
obviously pays. Were salesmen
merely order takers for already-sold

merchandise, the consumer would not

need to pay so much. But the longer

it takes to sell the goods, the higher
must the price be. That's the cost

of education.

Some question has been raised as

to the value of all these so-called

artificial tastes. People are said to

be taught to want things beyond
their means. But does this damage

the community? Prima facie, it

seems that the only way for the in-

dividual to get more wealth is for

him to produce more. But he can
produce dozens of times more wealth
than he can sell. He is too efficient a
producer. People are not educated
to the point of buying and using gar-
ters and toothbrushes as fast as he
can make them. What is to be done
then? Stop working? Or try to sell

what he makes? If he sells what he
makes, he must buy what other peo-

ple make. And the more he buys of
what they make, the more they will

buy of what he makes. And by this

interchange more wealth is produced
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 64]

Slogans and Such
By Earnest Elmo Calkins

IT
is cause for wonder that those groups of some-

times meaningless and irrelevant words, called

slogans, should continue to occupy the minds
of so many advertisers. If anyone doubts their

hold on the business world, he need only read the

pages of recent Printers' Inks, which with praise-

worthy hospitality has established a house of

record for these fugitive bits of advertising copy.

The rush to file claims resembles the mad horde

which descends on a newly discovered gold field.

One would think there was some value in the slogan

itself, so eager is its originator to get it down on

the list, and so prolonged is the discussion as to

who really owns such foolish phrases as "It's right

for you," or "It cleans so quick." Some of these

slogans read as if the houses presenting them had
just heard there was a slogan-bee on and hastily

prepared an offering after the best minds had gone
out to lunch. And having duly filed their slogan

in the clearing houses, the enterprising originator

apparently rests satisfied, as if the slogan itself

would get out and sell goods.

In reading over these long lists (there must be

thousands now) one realizes that not only has he

never heard the slogan before, but in the majority
of instances has never heard of the company claim-

ing it. When you learn that the phrase "All that

the name implies" is the slogan of the Stationers

Loose Leaf Company, you are tempted to say.

Well, what of it? There is nothing in a slogan

per se, even the best slogan, but copy for an ad-

vertisement. Its only value lies in making it

known. And even then it is doubtful if any one
phrase can do the business as much good as fresh

copy, changed regularly. But a slogan is some-
thing concrete that the average business mind
can grasp. He is influenced by the fact that some
slogans seem to catch on. People remember them.

They are used to make wise cracks with. They
do not ask themselves, when they hear a familiar

slogan, now what does that slogan advertise? If

they did, they would learn how seldom the best

known slogans suggest the goods they are supposed
to make favorably known.

The only slogans that carry even a smattering
of advertising power are those which include the

name of the article advertised, as "I'd walk a

mile for a Camel," and it is significant that the

Reynolds people have stopped using that. For
after all what did it say that would make you or

anyone buy a cigarette? If anything, it suggested
limited distribution. It proved that you can make
people remember any phrase if you repeat it often

enough.
Most slogans are innocent of any advertising

value whatever, and some of them are guilt-

less of sense. They clutter up the advertising,

crowding out better matter, and they fill the

memories of readers with irrelevant words. The
practice of advertising would be improved if

slogans were discarded, and the space filled with

reasonable, human, interesting copy which made
people want the goods, or even with white space,

instead of such sacred cows as "Eventually—why
not now?" "When better cars are built, Buick
will build them," or "Next to BVD I like myself
best." The most appropriate slogan ever made,
"You press the button," is no longer in use. The
business outgrew it. A slogan is too often a bed
of Procrustes, compelling the shaping of the copy
and display to fit it, and taking from the freedom
of expression which ought to mark the preparation
of each advertisement. Often they are aside from
the spirit of the advertising, out-moded by time,

being based on ephemeral slang, or timely allusions

which have been forgotten.
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Slot Machine Retailin;

Literally Arrives

By De Leslie Jones

FOR years we have been hearinK

the bleat of discontented re-

tailers who vow that the tend-

ency of the times is to make slot

machines out of them. They have

meant this only fiKuratively, referr-

ing, of course, to the ten-

dency to put up more and
more consumer goods in

packages, to standardize

price, and to make demand
more automatic by nation-

al advertising. It has been

the national advertiser's

boast from the beginning,

that he desired to make
purchase so simple and
easy, that a child could

be sent to the corner store

and buy identified, one-

price, quality goods as

readily as an adult and as

cheaply. It is surely a far

cry from the days before

A. T. Stewart, who intro-

duced the one-price sys-

tem, to the day we now
face — in view of a new
development now about to

make literal the complain-
ing retailers, figure of

speech about slot machine
retailing.

The Remington Arms
Company, famous f o r

guns, ammunition, and
more lately cash registers,

has now definitely em-
barked upon an impres-
sive program for the de-

velopment of actual slot

machine retailing. It has
just purchased the Uni-
versal Sales Machine
Company of Boston, pion-
eer in vending machines,
and has now organized a

subsidiary company to he
known as Remington
Service Machines, Inc. Its

direct objective is the =^=^
manufacture of machines
to automatically vend nationally ad-
vertised products. Various national
advertisers have already placed
orders with the new company aggre-
gating 55,000 additional machines to

be built each year. The majority of

these machines are to go into grocery

stores, drug stores, department
stores, cigar stores, restaurants, etc.

The vending machine is a coin-

operated device selling food and dry

T HE Reminfiton Anns Company, famous for guns,
aininunilion and more lately cash rcfiisters, has

now definitely embarked upon its profxrani for the
development of actual slot machine retailin<;. This
new movement towanl stanthirdization met the ap-
proval of various national advertisers who have placed
orders for a poodly number of machines. Nalurallv.
the retailer has objected to this tendency. In the
accompaiiyinfi article Mr. Jones asks whether this

turn is beneficial or detrimental for tiie retailer

products, cigarettes, etc.. without
benefit of salesmen. It will greatly

extend the present scope of machine
selling of nationally advertised goods
which at present includes handker-

/

chiefs, candies, cigarettes,

and also stamps, matches,

writing paper, etc.

It is interesting to know
that this development is

peculiarly the result of

engineering brains. The
first effort along this line

was fostered by Major-

General George Goethals,

famous Panama .Canal

builder. The device he

was interested in was a

comiilete retail store, me-
chanically operated,
housed in a steel booth

about the size of a small

newsstand.

John Smiley, the new
jiresident of the Reming-
ton Arms Company is also

an engineer. It is his ini-

tiative which has been re-

sponsible for this new
plan. He was rather late

on his way home from
downtown New York one

day, and stopped in to

-. buy some small article of

standard trademarked
variety, which he wanted to secure

without the delay of more than a

minute or two. He went into a store,

waited impatiently for three or four

minutes, was misunderstood when
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 60]
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My Life in Advertising—VII

The Start of My 1 7 Years With

An Advertising Agency
By Claude C. Hopkins

I
SPENT five years with Liquo-

zone; five very strenuous years.

I traveled from office to office,

here and abroad. Every country
presented new problems.

One night in Paris I called in a

famous doctor. He told me I was
a nervous wreck. "All that can save

you," he said, "is home and rest."

"I have no home," I told him. "I

live in a hotel. This hotel is very
much like it. I might as well stay

here."

But he insisted. Then I thought
of the fruit farm on Spring Lake,
Michigan, which I had so often

plowed as a boy. I remembered one
name there, Robert Ferris. I had
heard that he had built a hotel. So
I cabled him for accommodations.

I received his reply in New York.
The hotel had been torn down, but
he had cottages neatly furnished
with all one could desire. "All you
need to bring is your trunk," he de-

clared.

I sent him a check for the cottage,

and I came on with my trunk. For
three months I basked in the sun-
shine, sleeping, playing and drinking
milk. Then I went to Chicago, fully

resolved to give up those efforts

which had wrecked me and to live

the quiet life. I invited some friends
to a luncheon to say farewell to

business. I was the gayest of the
gay. I intended to keep busy, but I

would write in the future for fame
and not for money.

At the second course a young man
came to our table and addressed me.
"Mr. A. D. Lasker of Lord & Thomas
requests you to call on him this af-

ternoon," he said.

I knew what that meant. It

meant a new career of serfdom, as

I saw it. It meant night and day
service to show others ways to make
more money. And I was nervous,

distracted, ill.

I turned to my friends at the
table. "Mr. Lasker cannot do this!"

I cried. "I have played my part. I

will go to see him because I respect
him. But he can never induce me to

enter the vorte.x of advertising
again."

I kept the engagement. Mr. Las-
ker handed me a contract for $400,-

000 from the Van Camp Packing
Company. It was based on the con-
dition that copy be submitted which
would be satisfactory to Mr. Van
Camp.

"I have searched the country for
copy," Mr. Lasker said. "This is

copy I got in New York, this in

Philadelphia. I have spent thou-
sands of dollars to get the best copy
obtainable. You see the result.

Neither you nor I would submit it.

Now I ask you to help me. Give me
three ads which will start this cam-
paign, and your wife may go down
Michigan Avenue to select any car
on the street and have it charged
to me."

So far as I know, no ordinary
human being has ever resisted Al-
bert Lasker. He has commanded
what he would in this world. Presi-
dents have made him their pal.

Nothing he desired has ever been
withheld from him.

SO I yielded, as all do, to his per-

suasiveness. I went to Indian-
apolis that night. The next day I

started investigations to learn the
situation in respect to pork and
beans. I found that 94 per cent of

the housewives baked their own.
Only six per cent were amenable to

any canned bean argument. Yet all

the advertisers of pork and beans
were merely crying, "Buy My Brand."

I started a campaign to argue
against home baking. Of course, I

offered samples of factory baking.
1 told of the sixteen hours required
to bake beans at home. I told why
home baking could never make
beans digestible. I pictured home-
baked beans, with the crisped beans
on top, the mushy beans below. I

told how we selected our beans, of

the soft water we used, of our steam
ovens where we baked beans for

hours at 245 degrees. Then I oflfered

a free sample for comparison. The

result was an enormous success.

After a while, when others fol-

lowed us, we suffered substitution.

Our rivals tried to meet it by in-

sisting on their brand. They said

in effect, "Give me the money which
you give to others."

I
CAME out with a headline, "Try
Our Rivals, Too." I urged people

to buy the brands suggested and
compare them with Van Camp's.
That appeal won over others. If we
were certain enough of our advan-
tage to invite such comparisons, peo-

ple were certain enough to buy.

That's another big point to con-

sider. Argue anything for your own
advantage, and people will resist to

the limit. But appear to consider

unselfishly your customers' desires,

and they will naturally flock to you.

The natural instinct of a successful

man is to tell what he has accom-
plished. He may do that to a dinner
partner who cannot get away; but
he cannot do that in print. Nor can
he put over, at a reasonable cost, any
selfish undertaking. People will

listen if you talk service to them.
They will tui-n their backs, and al-

ways, when you seek to impress an
advantage for yourself.

Permit me to use this Van Camp
example as evidence of very com-
mon shortcomings. Several able ad-
vertising men created impressive
arguments. But not one of them
knew the situation. Had they gone
from house to house and interviewed

housewives, they would have reached
very different conclusions. But that

was too much trouble. They were
dealing with a man who knew as

little as they did about the existing

conditions. Their whole idea was to

impress that man with some inter-

esting copy. They never got by A.

D. Lasker. He was practical. He
knew that unless he sold the goods,

no temporary advantage could count.

In the last analysis, men are in busi-

ness for profit, not to exploit their

ideas. And their ideas vanish just

the moment that profit fails to show.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 44]
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Signs That Tell When the Cub
Is Ready to Sell

By Frank L, Scott

I
HAD listened in

for two days on

the training course

given to the latest

group of recruits to

the sales force of one

of the big manufac-
turers of automobile

tires. Every detail

of manufacture had
been covered. Every
good selling point had

been discussed. Every
jiossible buyer's objec-

tion had been brought

up and met by numer-
ous answers. It was
an excellent course as

these courses go. But
in the back of my head

there persisted the

old haunting thought

that has dogged the

heels of so many
.sales executives: "In

spite of all this care-

ful training these

cubs may still go out

and bungle their work
as badly as though
they were mere schoolboys." And
why? Oh well, because mere
facts and statistics gleaned from
training courses are only the raw
material of salesmanship. There
are too many ramifications to the

subject to make it possible for

any training course lasting

a few weeks to cover the ground.

And I thought: "What a wonder-

ful thing it would be if these chaps

could now make themselves invisible

and travel for two weeks or a month
with a real master salesman. It

might save them years of bungling.

They would see deft, quick touches

and tactics victorious because of

their sheer simplicity. They would
observe a sure directness of approach
that nearly always distinguishes the

veteran from the tyro."

Yes ;
young salesmen are some-

times sent out with veterans, but

even the best veteran is not entirely

natural when observed, while dealers

rarely are. I would have my cuTjs go

in the magic cloaks of invisibility

that we used to read about in the

fairy-tale books of the Brothers
Grimm.

Since that is impossible, what is

the ne.xt best thing? An attempt is

made here to set down some of the

points in selling technique which are

common among master salesmen but
many of which are rare in the cub.

IN the evolution of a salesman
these points are too often learned

only from long experience and
wasted time. In the case of some of

these factors it is hard for the cub
to believe that tactics of just the

reverse nature will not be more suc-

cessful. It is not my purpose here
to justify these points with long ex-

planations — there is not space for

that. I will simply put the points

down with just a bit of amplification

in the hope that the cub salesman
who sees them will at least pick up
a point here and there which may

be useful in his work.

1. Do not let anxi-

ety show: Every
salesman has his anx-

ious moments. They
are inevitable in this

competitive era in

business. The cub
often has too expres-

sive a face. His anxi-

ety shows too easily.

It loses him sales.

The veteran has at

least learned to mask
his face in cases like

this. The cub cannot

learn in a training

course how to hide

anxiety which he may
feel. But he can at

least make a deter-

mined resolution to

conceal it. And prac-

tice will perfect him
more quickly than he

realizes.

2. Hide personal

problems. Akin to the

foregoing is the mat-
ter of other mental or

emotional states which the cub shows
but the veteran hides. A friend of

mine who is one of the most success-

ful life insurance salesmen in New
York says that his early record was
a poor one. One day a kindly pros-

pective policy-holder said to him,

"Young man, you seem to have some
personal problem which is bothering
you and which shows in your expres-

sion. To succeed in selling you will

have to learn how to forget that

problem completely between 9 and
5." From that day on the cub sales-

man determined to follow this ad-

vice. He declares that it was the

turning point to success.

The cub is apt to show too much
elation over orders and too much
chagrin over orders lost. The veter-

an has learned that elation may
make the dealer suspicious while

chagrin will certainly brand the

salesman as a poor loser.

Salesmanship is no vocation for the

wooden-faced ; but negative thoughts
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or emotions should be masked to the

best of one's ability.

3. Handle dealers as fellow sales-

men. The cub too often looks upon
dealers as those who buy. The vet-

eran has learned that it pays better

to talk to dealers as fellow salesmen.

The dealer is at least twice as much
interested in selling as he is in buy-
ing. His real profits and fun come
from selling—not buying.

4. Plan calls ahead. Slam-bang,
hit-or-miss calls without thought be-

forehand are a sign of the cub sales-

man whether he be 26 or 62 years
old. The veteran takes an hour or

so at night or right after breakfast
to think for at least a few minutes
about each of his calls of the coming
•day. He sees the dealer in his mind's
eye, formulates a goal for that call,

thinks of special points which may
come up.

5. Cut prelimmaries. The best

salesmen I have known were the ones

who came quickly to the point. The
cub too often thinks he must discuss

weather, the world series, and in gen-

eral go through quite a lot of pre-

liminary talk before he begins to sell.

But dealers are usually busy men

;

the better they are, the quicker they
want to get down to brass tacks.

6. Promises don't count. The cub
considers dealer's promises almost as

good as signed orders. The veteran
counts promises as mere conversa-

tion—he presses on until he gets a

signed order.

7. Honey and vinegar. The cub
often takes some time to learn that

today, as in ages past, an ounce of

honey catches more flies than a gal-

lon of vinegar. He uses power, pep,

forcefulness, and the other fancied

TNT of salesmanship until he learns

that these high explosives antagonize

more dealers than they win.

8. Report facts only. The wise
cub will deny himself the pleasure of

reporting his hopes, the dealer's kid-

ding and the other joshing tactics

by which the wise old retailer strings

him along. The evolution of the cub
salesman is marked by the gradual
elimination of alibis from his re-

ports. To cut them out from the

very start is to make real orders

come that much quicker.

9. Chary about "trial" orders.

The cub in his eagerness is too ready
to accept trial orders. He lets the

dealer order little dabs of this and
that where the veteran salesman
would either keep right on selling

until the order came in a size big

enough to make the dealer really get

behind the%oods when they arrived.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 56]

Getting 90 Per Cent Convention

Attendance
By H. A. Haring

STATE business associations

everywhere face a common prob-

lem : how to draw a full attend-

ance. For nothing so chills discus-

sion as the sight of a sparse

gathering of organization members
and auditors. In addition lack of

representative attendance prevents

absolutely the launching of con-

structive plans for trade improve-

ment.
One association. The Colorado

Transfer and Warehousemen's Asso-

ciation, has solved the attendance

problem through the adoption of a

simple plan. The plan was adopted

in 1924, following a convention at

which the small attendance threat-

ened actual disruption to the asso-

ciation; but the results of the new
scheme have been so effective and
immediate that 90 per cent of the

membership put in appearance at a

recent convention. The plan, inter-

esting to record, was recommended
by a member who had seen the same
scheme work successfully with his

college fraternity, as applied to the

national situation, in order to equal-

ize the cost among colleges. Many
a man will recall that the fraternity's

annual convocation brought a flat

assessment on the chapters, regard-

less of distance from the convention

college, and then that "all expenses

were paid" by the national treasury

for the two regular delegates.

The Colorado plan is as simple.

Upon selection of a convention city,

the Secretary prepares a schedule of

railroad fares from each city within

the State where a member lives.

Figuring on the basis of one repre-

sentative from each member-firm,

the total railroad fares are aver-

aged ; to this average is added a sum
of $2 to cover convention entertain-

ment. Every member-firm is there-

upon assessed this sum whether or

not represented at the convention.

Those member-firms whose fare is

less than the average will pay to the

treasurer the difference while the

treasurer pays a "rebate" to such

members as have a fare higher than

the average. Settlement of differ-

ences is made at the convention, ex-

cept for collection from non-attend-

ing members.
A striking feature of the equaliz-

ing plan is that "it costs a member
as much to stay at home as it does

to attend." If, further, a member
drives to the convention city, his do-

ing so makes no difference, for he

still participates in the "collection"

or the "rebate" as outlined in the

scheme.

Inasmuch as such a plan lays an
obvious burden on members who re-

side in the centrally-located cities

(Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo)

where most memberships exist and
where conventions tend to meet, the

first procedure was to insure co-

operation of the member-firms of

these three cities.

The plan, according to the presi-

dent of the Colorado association,

"has had a very stimulating effect

upon attendance, and it has made it

possible for many small warehouse-
men distantly situated to attend our
meetings." Of the financial feature,

it was stated

:

"We have had no particular diffi-

culty in collecting the average fare

assessment. There are always a
few members on the delinquent list,

but usually they are also delinquent

in their dues and are eventually

dropped from the roster. To date

the treasury shows a nice little sur-

plus of several hundred dollars

which has accumulated since the

plan went into effect. In time, this

surplus can be used to lower the

average fare for future conven-

tions."

I
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Will Engineers Make the Best

Advertising Men?
By Lynn Ellis

DR.
HESS of the Wharton

School made a statement at

the N. I. A. A. convention in

Cleveland. It was made more or less

casually. I doubt if the significance

of it struck home to many in that

sweltering crowd. Yet to me it was
the echo of another statement made
well over ten years ago by an agency

general manager.

Mr. Hess said he was putting

marketing and advertising course.s

into the engineering division at the

University of Pennsylvania. He said

the engineer's training gave him a

deep seated faith in fundamental
principles. He was less apt to be

swayed by pleas of expediency.

Taught to express himself, given

the underlying principles of adver-

tising and selling, he promi.sed to be

the ideal advertiser and marketer of

the future. I cannot repeat the doc-

tor'.s exact words, but that was the

drift.

Fifteen years ago a young man
told me he was some day going to be

general manager of a certain agency

because he was the only man in it

who really understood organization.

Something over ten years ago, as

general manager of that agency, he

said to me. "There are exactly three

men in this outfit who can start at

the beginning and work out a really

consecutive advertising plan. Oddly
enough, all three are graduates of

technical institutions."

Ten years ago this chap was
drafted at a dollar a year and later

given a commission as lieutenant-

colonel, to help reorganize a national

relief society and, later on, the help

organize an international society of

the same sort. That done, he be-

came vice-president of one of New
York's big banks. I think he has

demonstrated something Dr. Hess
has in mind.

Some people are inclined to be-

lieve that advertising can't be made
a science—that it must remain an
art. Fear is often expressed that

too much science will cramp its style

—that the essence of advertising is

individualism. I wonder if they

Eddie, isn't

house!"
this a wonderful

realize the extent to which the so-

called arts themselves have been re-

duced to cold-blooded calculation.

Take writing. Herbert N. Ca.s-

son, fifteen years ago, stripped bare

for me certain rules of writing. He
gave me a certain cue which I found
confirmed by all sorts of masters.

When I follow the rules, I write well.

Othei-wi.se I don't, and I know it be-

fore anybody else says so.

Stanley Resor recently quoted
Anatole France, who said the first

draft of anything he wrote was
much like that of anybody else. It

was not until the sixth or seventh
writing that it became like Anatole
France.

PATIENT following of a precise

system produces individuality.

Masters of craft know it. Cubs who
write by instinct don't. There's

where faith in fundamental princi-

ple applies in the art of writing.

DeWolf Hopper, in a series of

articles on the stage, contrasts

Bernhardt and a stock company
actress in the role of Madam X.

Hopper found Bernhardt at the peak

of her biggest emotional scene,

nothing in view of the audience but

three fingers of her right hand, the

left hand waving gayly at the man-
ager while she exclaimed, "Hello,

HE met the stock actress at a din-

ner. She said she felt the part
so vividly that she had fainted twice
at rehearsals. Says Hopper to him-
self, "If that's so, my dear, you're
going to flop." And she did. Fg?ling
vs. fundamental principles again.

It was Stanford Briggs who first

gave me the cold-blooded viewpoint on
pictorial art. At the time I couldn't

follow quite all the geomcti-ical con-

struction he was trying to relay to

me from Frank Alvah Parsons. But
the idea that good pictorial compo-
sition was not a matter of individual

taste, rather a subject for deliberate

calculation, gave me a new set of
principles to run down, a new series

of checks and controls to use, a new
answer to the client who says,

"Somehow it doesn't hit me."
Color balance. How many adver-

tising men have heard the talk and
seen the demonstration by the Gair
man? Areas of color measured by
the very planimeter engineers use.

Segments on a disk representing the

proportions of the different colors.

The gray on the whirling disk that
shows perfect balance, or the faint

blush of color that shows too much
of this or that. What chance has
individual taste or instinct against
that brutal test?

But to me the amazing thing about
the Gair test is that the composite
taste of audience after audience,
ascertained by show of hands before
the whirling test, is almost invaria-

bly on or near the dot.

Henry Turner Bailey, dean of the

Cleveland School of Art, has sold

the cash value of good design to in-

dustry after industry nearby—gar-

ment, jewelry, even low-priced pot-

tery. Public taste does not have to

be educated, he figures. It will al-

ways respond to the application of

true principles—always swing back

after chasing a passing fad.

Granted that the plodding engi-

neer may be too much of a tortoise

to get the most out of every fad and

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 66]
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'^M^li^uM&M

•/^^^OtltKfy/

.... often you've experienced it. Crowded in. close

row on row . . , none too much air . . . tense. living

life as it is played on the stage or screen. Perfect cir-

cumstances— these— for one of Natures most un-

pleasant manifestations. Dampness creeping out in

dark half moons under the arms. Worse . . . odor.
But Nature never catches you off guard. You use your
CWorono regularly three times a week ! If you don'i
depend on Odorono, hadn't you better start todav?

..- outdoors as Will as in' Here, for example The htg

match
, . . the big crowJ pm points of blazing sun-

light sifting through the canvas top . . . excitement.

And the reaction . . . damp discomfort under the arms
. . . stains . . . odor. . . how well you know it! So well,

in fact, that, as for yourself, yoj take no chances. Like
millions of men and women the world over, twice a

week you use your Odorono for checking excessive

perspiration odor and moisture. Yours is an'^ssurancc

that soap and water alone can never give—of con-

stant after-the-baih freshness, of centinuQus daintiness.

. . . you know those evenings. Warm ... a live crowd
. . music . . . one must d.ince a little . . . proximity.

Perfect, these circumstances, for one of Nature's major
unpleasantnesses. Moisture under the arms , . . stains

. . . und aim V odor. Comforting, then, isyoursecuritv

Your precaution, the same that millions of men and
women the world over regularly take, can not fail

vou even here. Twice a week you use your Odorono
for checking excessive perspiration. And your assur-

ance is complete- as soap and water could never make
it— of constant a fter-t he-bath freshness, of contniuotis

daintiness.

WALLACE MORGAN has produced for Odorono a series of illustrations

that are unique in their attention-getting value. These advertisements,

however, embody none of the acknowledged "interest" devices. No glaring

type stands out on the pages; the product is not pictured, neither is color

applied. Instead, the half pages reproduced above are studies in soft gray
vibrating with life. Mass—bodies—crowds in motion—tell the story
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The Bogey of Brevity
By Bertram R, Brooker

JEAN COCTEAU, that young
Parisian prodigy who writes and
draws with equal directness, in

the foreword of his "Call To Order"
says :

"Simplicity must not b€ taken to

be the synonym of 'poverty,' or to

mean a retrogression. Simplicity

progresses in the same way as re-

finement . . . the simplicity due
to a reaction from refinement bene-
fits from that very refinement—it

detaches and condenses the richness

acquii-ed."

As so often happens with an ob-

servation derived from a source out-

side of advertising, these remarks
on simplicity have more bearing on
advertising than anything I have
lately seen uttered within the fra-

ternity.

Most pompous copy is written be-

cause somebody connected with the

campaign mistakes simplicity for

poverty of expression.

True simplicity is not achieved by
applying a blue pencil to a welter of

involved terminology masquerading
as thought. It is not a "retrogres-
sion," as Coeteau says, from rich-

ness to poverty of expression ; rather
it is a richer and more refined form
of expression ; a progression from
muddle toward order; a positive

—

not a negative—quality in writing.

It is the student or beginner
whose mentality is muddled by the
seeming jangle of isolated facts; it

is the master who sees through the

apparent muddle to the principle be-

hind it ; as Newton, by a progression
toward clarity, sensed the law of

gravitation behind the multitudinous
phenomena of falling.

Not from the poverty of the aver-

age mind, but from the crystal clear

vision of the poet, arise such simple
statements of infinite unity as this,

compacted in four brief lines in

William Blake's "Auguries of Inno-
cence" :

To see a world in a grain of sand,
And a heaven in a wild flower.
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand
And eternity in an hour.

This is indeed brief, but it is much
more than brief; it contains in

highly crystallized form almost all

that can be gained from all the pre-

tentious' tomes of scores of meta-
physicians.

This Bogey of Brevity which lurks

at the shoulder of so many cojjy

men, whispering eternally "Be
Brief! Be Brief!" is easily satis-

fied by slashings of the blue pencil,

by the omission of adjectives, by the

substituting of rows of dots or as-

terisks for natural connectives. He
can be banished by the simple and
negative process of cutting down.'

But the Muse of Simplicity de-

mands much more. Her insistence

is ever upon positive qualities in

writing, calling for the laborious

exercise of that infinite capacity for

taking pains which is said to con-

stitute genius.

THE advertising man is apt to

overlook or mistake her urgings,

for his whole trend of thought is

sharpened toward impression. He
must make an impression on his

audience, and the whole lingo of ad-

vertising, surrounding him and sat-

urating his consciousness, suggests
to him that impressions are made by
"driving" facts home, by "hitting"

prospects in the eye, by "knocking
them dead."

Actually, of course, advertising

should not differ from those forms
of art which it combines for com-
mercial ends, and whose aim, ever
and always, is expression.

Obviously things cannot be made
clear and plain through the medium
of an ornate vocabulary or an in-

volved syntax.

There are a few writers—• and
Henry James was perhaps the most
notable of them—who can with some
justification plead legitimate excuse
for an ornate and involved style, on
the ground that their whole aim is

to convey subtleties—chiefly of feel-

ing—that it has never been the

business of language previously to

transmit.

Yet even this excuse fails, in-

asmuch as Katharine Mansfield and
Virginia Woolf, to name only two
of the more modern fictionists whose
subtleties of emotional reaction par-
allel the Jamesian experiments, have
greatly simplified both the vocabu-
lary and the style of psychological
fiction without in any degree lessen-

ing, but rather sharpening the eff'ect

aimed at.

Simplicity of expression, of course.

is more difficult for us than for our
forebears; first, because life today is

more complicated; and second, be-

cause it is more public—which means
that we are all more concerned to

make a good impression on the con-

tinually growing number of people

with whom we come in contact. We
"show off" more.

Consider for a moment the com-
plete simplicity of this extract from
Dorothy Wordsworth's "Journal at

Grasmere." Dorothy, the sister of

the poet, was not concerned with im-
pressing anybody. That was her
brother's business. But in her daily

journal she did try to express—to

make plain and memorable—the
things that happened day by day:

I walked with William on our own
path. We were driven away by the
horses that go on the commons; then
we went to look at Rydale; walked a
little in the fir grove; went again to the
top of the hill, and came home. A mild
and sweet night. William stayed be-
hind me. I threw him the cloak out
of the window. The moon overcast.
He sat a few minutes in the orchard;
came in sleepy, and hurried to bed. I

carried him his bread and butter.

Simplicity is the end-result of a
definite progression toward pure pic-

turization. That is the aim of ex-

pression : To reproduce the object

or sensation that has been experi-

enced so that others may recognize it

and experience it also.

THIS does not mean, of course,

that the ultimate in expression is

the art of line and color, and that ad-

vertising inevitably progresses away
from copy toward artwork. Just as

there are aspects of experience which
cannot be reproduced in words, so

there are aspects which the painting

fails completely to express. Is there

any combination of line and color

which can as quickly and poignantly

convey the emotion that shines

through the word lovel

To advertising men who find their

finished copy "sicklied o'er with the

pale cast of thought," this final in-

junction may be helpful: See into

things further, feel into things

more, and think less! Devotion to

this principle would mean less copy
of which one might say, with Milton,

that it is "marble with too much
conceiving."
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Why All the Sadness About
Duplicate Circulation?

By Kenneth M. Goode

I
SLID last week into the

mahogany elegance of the

office of a big Detroiter.

(All big Detroiters are ad-

vertising men, just as all big

Pittsburghers are million-

aires.) He was up to his ears

in figures. A quartette of

blond secretaries, accompa-
nied by a solemn young man
on the adding machine, was
filling the air with close sta-

tistics.

"Estimating profits for

1928?" I suggested.

"Hell, no," he replied in

pure Detroitese, "I'm figuring

out my losses thi-ough dupli-

cate circulation. Two inde-

pendent investigations, backed

up by one of my own, show
an average of three-and-one-

half magazines to the home
and—"

"Don't be an ass!" I an-

swered in his native tongue.

"Come to the Club and get

something to settle your
brain."

Walking down Woodward
Avenue, he continued excited-

ly that not only were there

these S'lo duplicate magazines
in each home but that the cir-

culation of the best newspa-
pers, theatre programs and, of

course, expensive circulars, all

"duplicated" into these very
''~~

same homes. "It's appalling," he al-

most sobbed, "when I consider—

"

"That's the trouble," I answered,
"You don't."

"Don't what?" he snapped.
"Don't consider! If you did, you'd

forget duplicate circulation and save
your strength for something impor-
tant."

If you really did stop to consider
you would see that every circulation

proposition has two distinct sides:
1.

—

Seller's Gross — A. B. C.

physical circulation delivered fully

and honestly.

As fixed and safe a buy as the
highest class bond.

2.

—

Buyer's Net—or the advertis-

© Herbert Piiotos

MR. GOODE in the present article takes issue

with the somewhat general practice of

considering duplication of coverage as a loss.

He asks, "Is there really any difference between
advertising repeatedly in the same publication
and attempting to reach the ssune people with the
same advertising through another magazine?"

er's try-and-get-it share of the above.

Vai'ying and unknown.
That is why advertising always

needs two entirely separate sets of

calculations. Newspapers, maga-
zines, billboards, circulars do their

whole duty when they deliver to the

public the number of copies an ad-

vertiser has paid for. They can't

deliver to that advertiser an equal

number of the public. Or anything
remotely near it. To paraphrase the

old proverb, sellers of circulation can
carry water to the horse, but they
can't make him drink.

That is up to the advertiser.

Theoretically, duplicate circula-

tion is a matter of advertisements

distributed. Practically, it is a

matter of advertisements
read. Any man who hasn't

seen your advertisement can
never be "duplicate circula-

tion" for you, no matter if

he buys a hundred different

magazines containing your
advertisement.

For advertisements are like

bullets in a battle. Only those

that hit count. All others fly

unnoticed. Mere repetition

will no more polish a pros-

pect into a purchaser than a

hail of passing bullets will

gradually kill a soldier. To be

affected at all, each individ-

ual must some time or other

definitely notice one of your
advertisements. Unless that

advertisement sells him, then

and there, you have lost your
best chance. To continue to

hammer that individual with
the same advertisement, or

even one which resembles it,

is like trying to teach fish to

bite bait they won't touch.

Risking a bad pun to drive

the point home—it's the mind
that miJ^t be mined. Minds
make the market—not pocket-

books, not circulation, not lo-

cality. Attract a man's real

interest and he will buy far

beyond the average of his cir-

culation—of his locality—or

of his pocketbook. On the other hand,

the richest dowager in the classiest

circulation in the finest neighbor-

hood counts a low zero if she won't

read your advertisement. Divisions

of wealth that work out smartly on

red, blue and yellow maps function

more slowly in greenbacks. Unlim-

ited ability to purchase—statistically

—doesn't necessarily represent quick

sales. That comes in human tides.

Flesh and nude stockings, for ex-

ample, have been worn for so long

that we get a delightful shock from
legs in modest black. Every woman
outside the poorhouse has money
enough to buy herself a pair of black

stockings the minute stores open to-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 711



THE EDITORIAL PAGE
Easy Money and High Hat Advertising

IN financial circles it is pretty generally admitted that

we are facing a period of "easy money" when busi-

ness men will find it possible to get money very cheaply

as well as very easily.

It is to be hoped that this will not result in "easy
advertising" such as was done during the war period,

when men spent money lavishly in all sorts of ways
rather than pay it out in taxes. During that period

there was a deal of very careless, splurgy advertising

that was inexcusably wasteful. And the result of the

orgy was to sour a good many business men on adver-

tising. They had "tried" it—and on a grand scale

—

and it was not nearly as eflfective as they had hoped it

would be.

Advertising done on a "grand scale" seldom is effec-

tive in proportion to the scale, for it is very apt to be

high hat advertising rather than the overall brand that

works and produces sales.

In the coming period of "easy money," it behooves
every man who has the spending of a dollar in advertis-

ing to spend it as carefully as if the president of his

company had been obliged to I'aise the money on his

per.sonal note and it simply had to produce sales or the

whole business would go under. The day for high-hat

advertising is past.

Business Paper Appropriations

APUBLISHER correspondent writes us: "I wish
something could be done to influence manufacturers

to buy advertising space like they buy everything else

—

on known values.

"If a jobber buys a thousand barrels of your flour he
does not phone or write the General Flour Company in the
same breath and say: 'Well, I bought some Hercules flour.

You can enter my order for a similar amount, because I

want to treat both concerns absolutely alike.' But when
it comes to business paper space—well, 'that's different.'

Time and again we have spent several years and a good
deal of money selling an account first on the idea of adver-
tising, then on our papers, only to have the man who signs
the check say, 'Well, if we go into your paper we will have
to go into all of the others, so we will divide it up among
all of you.'

"In our opinion there is nothing that retards the

!
progress of efficient business paper advertising so much as
this attitude. .Advertising managers are expected to judi-

ciously invest the money allotted them, but the boss comes
along and says: 'Well, Blank is a good fellow, and I think
you ought to give him some space. Blankson has always
treated you pretty well, and I think he ought to get some
space, and you know that Blankenship is supporting our
association and he ought to get something."

"This practice has kept and is keeping papers alive in

many fields that have no real excuse for existing. Their
solicitations are on the basis that 'we ought to get a share
of your business, we ought to be supported, etc' This
company has one competitor who tells me, nearly every
time we meet: 'Well, I certainly hand it to you fellows.

You go out and dig up business that we never knew ex-
isted, and we get a share of it.'

"

There is considerable truth in this publisher's con-

tention. The only cure is for advertisers to stiffen

their resistance to the solicitations of spineless publica-

tions which attach themselves onto industries, leech-

ap-like, and contribute nothing but regularity of

pearance.

Truth in Wall Street Advertising

IN a recent issue the Wall Street Journal courageously
points out that Wall Street advertisers need to look

to the language of their advertising.

It says:

An offering of new bonds in any quantity is followed by
the announcement, on the day of issue, that "the bonds
have been sold and the subscription books closed." Not
infrequently this is emphasized by the statement that the
issue has been "heavily oversubscribed." If this meant
that the bonds had been taken directly by the investor of
moderate means, the announcement would be gratifying.
When it only means that the dealers have taken up their
portions of the issue, the outsider is warranted in asking
if plain English means one thing in Wall Street and an-
other elsewhere. Some issues which weeks ago wei'e an-
nounced as having boon all sold are now quoted several
points below the offering price. The inexpert investor
naturally asks what an "all sold" announcement really
means. To him it means nothing, or even worse than noth-
ing.

Some day, continues this publication, a strong house may
withhold its "all sold" announcement until it represents the
facts as the public sees them. If some rival house chuckles
over the delay in the conventional announcement, it may
even be lured on to selling some of the bonds short at the
issue price. One experience of covering such a sale at a
loss would do a great deal of good and would establish an
admirable new precedent.

This use of phrases that mean one thing in the minds
of the sophisticated and another in the public mind is

not confined to Wall Street. Most trades have their

terms that mean one thing to the trade and another

to the uninitiated.

We need more of the "name the wood" type of house-

cleaning in advertising.

Broken Case Lots and Package Practice

IT seems impossible for some advertisers to sense that

hand-to-mouth buying is a reality, and apparently

a permanent one. Some still tilt against it quixotically.

But in most cases the eri'or is of a different kind.

The manufacturer persists in putting his goods up in

100-package or fifty-package cases, when he would do

very much better to recognize the new distribution

situation and pack his goods in twenty-five or thirty-six-

package cases.

That this is no mere theory is proved by the petition

of the wholesale grocers to the Sun-Maid raisin grow-

ers to stop the fifty-package case plan. Grocers have

been buying in broken case lots, and buying, on this

basis, twenty-four or less packages ; whereas, the whole-

salers believe they would gladly buy whole cases of

thirty-six if they were made up that way.

It would seem that such an advertiser is penalizing

himself. Retailers of today regard fifty of anything

as a lot of goods to stock. There is no use getting

heated up or sarcastic about this. The sound thing to

do is to provide a case quantity that fits the field and
will encourage adequate buying, but not what dealers

today regard as unsafe buying.
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Who Is John E. Powers?
By Gridley Adams

AFTER reading Mr. Calkins' in-

/% teresting "Scenario," in a re-

/~m cent number of Advertising &
Selling, in which appeared "...
John E. Powers . . .

," I heard an

advertising man ask, "Who is John

E. Powers?" He was somewhat sur-

prised to learn that Mr. Powers was
a most outstanding figure in the ad-

vertising world about twenty-five

years or so ago, and although it is

some time since he passed on, his

impress upon merchandising and ad-

vertising will be felt for many years

to come.

I was fortunate in having for my
father a man who was a college class-

mate of John E. Powers, for Mr.

Powers took an unusual interest in

his classmate's son, and his office was
always open to me whenever I called.

Mr. Powers would spend hours read-

ing to me his prospectuses, and an-

alyzing them. It so happened that

I had a business card which met his

approval, and he took a whole after-

noon showing to me the various busi-

ness cards he had designed—and

"designed" is the correct word, for

every line, every variation of size

and style of type, carried its particu-

lar meaning.

Mr. Powers had about completed

a contract for the sale of some sev-

THIS IS THE AGE OF
\'ARNISH.

We have passed the age of paint,

because we have learned to appreciate

the beauty of natural woods— because

we have learned that nature is a finer

artist than man.

No canvas can equal a sunset, or a

bunch of orchids, or the curl and

plunge of a great breaker, or that un-

conscious glory in the surprised smile

of a child.

Into the grain of fine woods nature

has woven all her wondrous charms of

color, and more delicacies of pattern

than were ever dreamed by lace-makers.

We paint only soft and coarse woods,

now, to hide their defects. We varnish

fine woods, to reveal and preserve

their beauties. Fine varnish does both.

Ordinary varnish does neither.

Murphy Varnish Co.
FRANKLIN MURPHY, Presiden.

Hcjd Office Ne">rit. N. J.
Olhu OHkei. Bclon, CIcvdaad. Si. Louis, iQiI Chicago.

Ficiorin: ^fe«*>k and Chicago.

THE above photograph shows
John E. Powers, outstanding

figure in the advertising world of

another day. Below are reproduced
two pieces of his copy, one for him-
self and the other for one of

his leading accounts. Both ap-

peared in Century Magazine, 1896

eral square miles of land in Virginia

to an English syndicate just previous

to the election of President Cleve-

land. Cleveland's election spelled

disaster, so the English group felt,

and the deal was never consummated.
But the particular prospectus he had
prepared was considered by Mr.

Powers to be his masterpiece, and he

used it as an example of what a real

merchandising survey should be.

THAT Virginia land possessed

some valuable clay beds, and he

had figured out the exact cost and

the profit possible in making bricks

and shipping them to Philadelphia,

for the character of the clay was ^such

as Philadelphia preferred. Within the

confines of that property were two
never-failing springs. He figured

what it would cost to bottle that

water and deliver it to New York
City, one bottle to but one house in

a block. He did not analyze that

water, as most waters are analyzed.

Instead, if my memory serves me
correctly, he said : "We have not an-

alyzed this water. Upon the prop-

erty are two small towns, the inhab-

itants of which get their drinking

water from these same sources. The
death rate of these two towns is the

lowest in the entire United States.

Do we need to analyze this water?"
Could any argument be more ob-

viously conclusive?

MR. POWERS was, without

question, the first exponent of

"Truth in Advertising." He used to

warn me against handling any propo-

sition which did not measure 100 per

cent; not, as he said, "because it is

easier, but because unless you know
that every word you say is the abso-

lute truth, the false note will be intu-

itively felt by the average reader.

You cannot take even one chance.

The public will not be fooled."

At the time Mr. Powers was ad-

vertising manager for Mr. Wana-
maker the man who owned the shoe

department sent in information re-

garding the quality of some shoes

that were to be advertised and which

Mr. Powers later learned was not the

truth. For one full year after that

no shoes were advertised in the

Wanamaker column as a penalty for

that shoe department manager's mis-

statement. Mr. Wanamaker claimed

that as he had not made the state-

ment his advertising should not be

John E Powers 54 Wall sireci New York

John O Powers Mills Building San Frattcisco

Writers and Helper I Busin<

The best of businesses suffer for want of good judgment and

skill in advertisements circulars forms and methods. The way to

remedy these defects is to get a fresh mind on your difficulties

—

which perhaps you do not see at all, being used to them.

Put it another way. The wisest of men— yes. even the most

successful of men — fall in a measure, because they do not see the

effects of these common mistakes. A man never knows the effect

of doing well what he does ill. This is reason enough for getting

help if he can ; and he can.

Still another way ; for it is as important as hard to see. We

think 90% of the money spent in getting and keeping trade is

misspent; we mean by honorable and successful men ,
we do not

mean by (he fiallics and frauds of the common run. We think

nine-tenths of the money spent for trade by the best nine-tenths

of business men is lost ; so little do men understand one another,

and women, in business.

You see it in others ; others sec it in you. It exisu
;
there is

scarcely a man exempt.

And a little such loss is enough to pay for stopping it all

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 46]
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When Does a Caption Outlive

Its Usefulness?
Good Old Bromides That Do the Business

By Ray Giles

asks, "Did you also consider the use

of some direct heading that had the

words 'you' and 'money' in it?"

"I did," admits the cub, "but that

type of heading seems worked to

death."

"Well," says the chief, "maybe it

is, but no one who needs money can

avoid reading a heading like this":

And he wrote down

Do You Want

to Make More Money?

That was one of the cub's earliest

and best lessons in writing headlines.

I am sure of it because the cub in my
story was I.

-» * *

The sales promotion manager for

one of the biggest companies in its

line was talking. He said, "We don't

try very hard for innovations in our

line. We let the other fellow do that.

The younger and less experienced he

is, the more he tries for them. We
are content to go on doing the

biggest business in our line by stick-

ing to the staples."

This principle is true in the

theater, the movies, in books, and in

advertising. There is the "sure-fire"

plot, the "sure-laugh" joke, the

"sure-hit" situation. It would be

vastly more fun to be turning out

novelties and trying experiments.

But commercial results are the

target and we have got to hit it

squarely on the bull's-eye. Hence
the need to think twice before using

trick headlines where the trite one

will get the business, hackneyed

though it may be.

« * *

Typical of one much-used class of

headline is this:

""T® Jujiira® Brides
—

"

Certainly that headline has been

worked to death. It has as little

novelty about it as a piece of but-

tered bread. But to get a reading

from June brides or October brides.

TIME : Fifteen years ago. Scene

:

The Advertising Service De-

partment of one of the largest

magazines. Characters : The head of

the department and one of his cub

assistants. Action: The cub assist-

ant brings to his chief a text for a

"house" advertisement designed to

get subscription agents for the

magazine.

The cub has been thinking the mat-

ter over for a day. He has come to

the conclusion that advertisements

of this type are too much alike. They
are entirely too obvious. For one

thing, the headings are so hack-

neyed! The texts always run along

in the same old way. Always there

is a picture of H. Oscar Llys of

Arkansas or Wendell P. Whoops of

Iowa who made $964.50 the first

hour, or week, or month, or how
much spare time have you?

So our young hero sees a great

chance to carve out a new niche for

himself as the writer of "agents
wanted" advertisements. He has
chucked traditions to the police

hounds and precedents into the slosh

box. Expectantly he hands to his

chief a nice raw chunk of copy. The
chief looks at it. He reads it politely

enough. Then with a patient smile

he asks, "What is your idea in using

this heading 'As evening falls'?"

"Why," says the cub, "doesn't the

copy explain it? Evening is the time
when we get recreation. Theaters,

parties and many other forms of

recreation cost money. The man or

woman who hasn't spare cash must
limit his forms of recreation to those

that don't cost money. That's where
we come in. We show them how to

make money during their spare

hours. 'As evening falls' they can

go out and make money getting

'subs' for our magazine. 'As evening

falls' at another time they can go

out and buy recreation with the

money they have earned through
working for us."

The chief looks unconvinced. He

for that matter, how are you going

to beat it? Ask me another! My
private opinion is that almost any
woman between 18 and 40 will at

least read a few words of the text

below that hackneyed heading, and
no doubt lots of young men will read

it, too. This heading is effective be-

cause it speaks straight out to a defi-

nite group of customers. It is what
may be called a "selective" headline

—like

yOUR DOG
If you own a dog, the chances are

that this headline will stop you, al-

though it has been used many, many
times. For catching dog-owners it

beats many a startling original head-

line that might be suggested. Then
there is another headline

—

Are You Going To Europe
This Summer?

If you are, you have to be very

sleepy indeed to resist sampling the

copy below it. It is very definitely

a selective caption. Other examples

of selective headlines are: "If you

are planning to build—," "Sales

Manager Wanted," "Advice to

Young Wives."

All of these headlines have been

used over and over again, but for

the most part they are so hard to

beat as selectors of desired groups

that they still pull more readers than

headlines which have perhaps a

great deal more originality in their

wording.
» * *

Another grand old type of hack-

neyed headline which is still unbeat-

able at getting a reading from the

right type of prospective customer is

what I may call the Problem Solver.

For instance

—

END DANDRUFF!
You have seen that one before. You

will see it again. But if you have

dandruff you will go right on read-
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"^^ TREASURERS Only

YOU TREASURERS, rightly or

wrongly, have a reputation as tough

customers. Because your job is hold-

ing on to some of the receipts, you
have a habit of saying "No" on ex-

penses. You v.'ant to save money al-

wavs, even when you spend it—save

it by the way you spend.

That's why wewant to talk to you.

We need your vote. Our proposi-

tion calls forspending money— to save

monev. The thing we are selling is

the highest priced commodity in its

field—but the cheapest.

What we want you to buy is this:

1—Advertising

2— in the New York market

3— in a certain medium.

Ai.T the risk of boring you with
what you already know, we take up
these items in order.

1—Advertising

Your firm needs it. Every firm needs

it today— to help the sales depart-

ment catch up with the production

departments. The engineers and plant

men seem to be always ahead of the

sales manager, always able to turn

out more stuff than the sales depart-

ment can sell. But then they work
with materials mostly, where the

sales manager has to work with
people. And people are funny— |ust

as hard to sell individually as you
are, and often a dam sight less in-

terested.

You know as well as we do that

there is no percentage in adding more
salesmen and opening up new terri-

tories if the new men don't sell any

more goods or any more cheaply than

the old ones. Freight and overhead

go up with such sales increases, and
dividends go down.

You need advertising—to sell

people by millions so they'll buy in

thousands. There are lots of other

reasons, which any smart agency man
can give you. We'll stop with one.

2—The New York market

^'our firm ought to he doing business

in New York if it isn't, and more
business if it is; unless, of course, your

customers are all farmers. There are

more customers here than anywhere
else in the world, customers for every-

thing. (For all we know there may
be more farmers here, too.) There are

more customers per square mile, per

store, per hour of daylight—because

there are more people. Six million in

New York City, exclusive of the three

and a half million in its suburbs;

6,000,000 people in 299.9 square miles;

over 20,000 per square mile, which is

some people.

There are more kinds of people

here, too, including Treasurers. They
have more money than people else-

where.

And they're not bad people to do
business with, either, if they like

vour firm and your goods. Thev spend

—freely. Only last month 80,000 of

them bought fourteen minutes of ex-

citement for $1,800,000 from the

Dcmpsey, Sharkey & Rickard Co.,

and some of them don't care much
for the firm at that.

Furthermore, more of them have a

certain habit in common than any

other group of people in the world.

You can sell them through this habit

of theirs. It is reading a certain news-

paper—which brings us to:

3—^the certain medium

This medium is a newspaper. More
people read it every day and Sunday

than read any other newspaper in

these United States. It has the largest

circulation in America, which is (July

1927 average) 1,177,817 copies—and
two hundred thousand more on Sun-

day. Of this figure quoted, 947,356
copies aredistributed inside New York
City, going to about 70% of all the

families in New York City. And
155,425 copies go into the suburbs.

Circulation is the vehicle of adver-

tising. This paper is by far the largest

and most comprehensive vehicle you
have in New York City.

It costs more to buy advertising in

this medium than in any other New
York newspaper. The rate is $1.60

per agate line daily. An agafe line

may not mean much to you; it is

merely the sales-unit of advertising

space. But, as we said before, this

medium is the cheapest in its field.

To reach as many people in as many
copies of papers, you will have to

buy three other papers; and the com-
bined agate line rate of these three is

$2.95 per agate line.

If you buy all the other morning
papers, you get only 31% more cir-

culation at 103% greater cost. If you
buy all the evening papers, you will

get only 52% more circulation at

150% increased cost.

And in no other newspaper, what-
ever its circulation, will you get the

visibility, the attention value, that

your advertising gets on the small

News page in a convenient, readable

paper.

T..HE NEWS is a comparatively new
advertising instrument or appliance,

doing more work more effectively and
morecheaplv. All other reasons aside,

that's why you should buy it. When
this question comes up in your firm,

may we have your vote? Thank you.

THE aNEWS
IS^ew York's Ticture ISlewspaper

Tribune Tower, Chicago

25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK
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ing it until either your hair or your
dandruff is gone forever. It has the

same perennial charm as "Do you
want to make more money." It

promises to solve a problem ? It is as

intriguing as the hole in a Life-

Saver—or

—

A New Way to Banish Corns

There's a heading for you—a real

old grand-daddy. But how are you
going to beat it if you want to sell

a corn-killer? All the originality in

the world cannot compete with that

same old arrow that still flies so

straight to the same old mark. If

your product really does solve some
one of the problems which beset a

large percentage of us poor humans,
shoot straight to the mark. Never
mind how hackneyed the headline

may be.

As you study these Problem Solv-

ers you will find that many of them
relate to problems of health. But
there are other problems that are

still being approached through ob-

vious and hackneyed headlines which
have, however, lost none of their

charm. The headline below will

serve as an example.

ttll[t>u l(ou. CaK Ct^Jo^ a—

"

There are so many things we want
which we cannot afford. When once

a manufacturer is able to offer a

thousand-dollar steam yacht or to

bring other luxuries within our
reach he can get our attention in-

stanter by breaking the glad tidings

through bromides. Why smother the

good news with the fried onions and
mushroom sauce of too much origi-

nality?

As I write this, I realize that my
good old hackneyed headings are all

more or less related. For example,

I suggest as the next group to be

awarded Bok medals for distin-

guished service, that group of cap-

tions which are Bait to Universal

Desires. It may be objected that

"Do you want to make more money?"
falls in this classification, quite as

well as functioning as a Group
Selector or a Problem Solver. That,

I think, merely goes to show what a

wonderful old headline it is! It

defies classification. It speaks to

everyone. It beckons to all of us.

But there are hackneyed old head-

lines which are Bait to Universal

Desires, but do not fall within the

other classifications which I have
suggested.

OWN YOUR OWN HOME
The need for shelter is primary.

The desire to own one's owti home
is therefore universal. You may
tickle your fancy by using some more
clever and more indirect approach

to an advertisement that has to do

with home owTiership, but the good
old bromide displayed above may far

outpull it in spite of the fact that

it has probably been used ever since

men, women and children gathered

in eaves. It appeals direct to the

primary need for shelter.

Another often-used headline is

this

—

Do You Want White Teeth ?

Of course ! We all want to be at-

tractive. If you are advertising

tooth-paste you may tinker around
with more dramatic health appeals.

You may play upon the fear of the

dentist's drill.

One well-known tooth paste hasn't

recovered yet from such a dose of

scare advertising that the public evi-

dently shied entirely away from it.

But nice, white teeth will never go

unwanted.

FREE!
Think how many times that

simple word has been used—one of

the most-worked captions in all Ad-
land! But it still gets attention be-

cause it appeals to the desire to get

something for nothing.

Here is another doddering old

athlete that has a great appeal

—

You Can Make One Too !

Its strength comes from its direct

appeal to the instinct of construc-

tion that most of us have to some
degree at least. And how about

this

—

Do You Fish ?

Maybe not. But the hunting in-

stinct is a part of most humans. So

we might go on, putting down many
more of these hackneyed old head-

ings which are still strong because

they remain Bait to Universal De-

sires. Perhaps the best of this group
is that promise so often made

—

NO MORE DRUDGERY!
When this state is achieved by all

of us, what bliss! We realize that

the promise is entirely too good to

be true, but we read just the same
for we all want to escape work and

get back into the Garden of Eden
where food, light, heat and shelter

are free for all.

Some years ago I worked on the

advertising for a manufacturer who
was in a desperate position. Like

many others who start their own
business with a new type of product,

he miscalculated when he estimated

how long it would be before the pub-

lic took hold of his product. So

things soon came to the point where
it seemed as though every advertise-

ment might be the last. In six out

of about twenty advertisements run

during five months I used the head-

ing

—

Announcement I

If there is any one other word
(except "Free!") which will get

more reading than that one, I

haven't yet met it. This word I

am going to class as a Bromide News
Heading. Of course, news items

never carry the word "announce-

ment" as a main heading, but the

word promises news or information

just the same.

Well, the experienced advertising

man has several other words that

promise news. Most of them have

labored harder than Hercules, but

they still hit the public right where
it lives. They include

—

At Last!

Another is "An Amazing Inven-

tion that Revolutionizes "

(washing, cooking, shaving, or what-

ever it may be). Then there are the

bromidic headings that start out

with "Now!" or "New." Then comes
"Here at last!"

The News Bromides appeal to us

because News appeals to us and a

News appeal might almost be called

the life of advertising.

* * *

This is no plea for hackneyed
headings regardless of quality.

Those boastful, merely trite head-

ings such as "296 years of Quality,"

or "Such Goodness," or "We lead the

world in Button-Making," or "Smith
Supremacy" are as bad today as they

were in 1889.

Having always been weak, no

amount of repetition can ever make
them strong. Our grand old bro-

mides, on the other hand, were born

strong and no amount of repetition

seems able to weaken them.

They are strong because they

touch with firm fingers the sensitive

springs of human action. They are

strong because any advertisement is

no more than a collection of words
in cold storage until it gets itself

read. These whiskered old workers
are still "champs" at getting read-

ing!
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British Empire Poster by F. C. Herrick

Advertising and Distribution

Problems of Australia

By W. B. Edwards

AUSTRALIA is a primary-pro-

/\ ducing country. We are the

/ m largest wool-producers in the

world, contributing 25 per cent of

the world's wool production, and we
rank very high as an exporter of

wheat. All our exportable surpluses

must come from the land, for though

we have many industries catering

to the requirements of our 6,000,000

people, it is not difficult to see the

obstacles that stand in the way of

Australian manufacturers launching

their wares on the v.cr'd's markets
with any degree of confidence that

prices can meet world competition

on a par basis.

The solution of our economic
problems rests mainly on our ability

to increase our population suffi-

ciently properly to exploit the po-

tential wealth of our soils, both dry
and wet, temperate and tropical. It

is basically an advertising problem
—the courageous spending in the

likely markets of the world (includ-

ing our own domestic market) an

advertising appropriation of dimen-
sions great enough to withstand any
imputation of niggardliness. Tied up
with it, essentially of it, is the prob-

lem of more effective production of

all sorts, and at lowered costs,

through higher priced (and more
efficient) production media.

For an American to appreciate the

problems of production, and of ad-

vertising and selling too, that con-

front the Australian manufacturer
or manufacturer's agent, he must
keep in mind the fact that in area

the United States and Australia do

not differ materially. The advan-

tage is with the United States by,

say, the area of the State of Ne-
braska. We start, then, with the

same "geography." We are both

living in countries of great dis-

tances. But jettison the facts tem-
porarily, and let the American draw
on his imagination to the extent of

picturing the United States, in this

era of commercial and industrial

progress, with a population of but

6,000,000, and that population dis-

tributed something like this:

Portland (Maine) 300,000
Norfolk (Virginia) 1,000^000
Jacksonville (Florida) 1,100,000
Miami (Florida) 60,000
New Orleans (Louisiana)... 350,000
San Francisco (California) . . 200,000

with the remainder, to make up the

6,000,000, occupying proportion-

ately the immediate hinterland of

the centers named. Then he can, per-

haps, envisage many of our economic
problems and difficulties.

I am endeavoring to make the dis-

tances between the American cities

named conform to the distances be-

tween our points of concentration of

population; thus Portland becomes
Brisbane (Queensland), Norfolk
corresponds to Sydney (New South
Wales) , Jacksonville to Melbourne
(Victoria), Miami to Hobart (Tas-

mania), New Orleans to Adelaide

(South Australia) and San Fran-
cisco to Perth (West Australia).

This must be accepted as an illus-

tration of distance only, and not an
analogue of characteristics, for

Brisbane, as an example, is sub-

tropical, while Portland, to a native

of Brisbane, would be sub-arctic.

It will be seen that about 50 per

cent of our population is to be found
in the capital cities; that we have
six more or less isolated buying
groups of differing sizes; that each
group represents the state's point of

contact with neighboring states, and
with the outside world, and also that

the capital is not only the seat of

government, but is, as well, the

dominating influence in the state.

Tasmania and Queensland show
the best balance between city and

[continued on page 701
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Why I Failed
.^

This Man Failed in Less Than a Year. Is He Justified in Shouldering

at Least Part of the Blame Upon the National Advertiser?

By a Retail Druggist

ONE fine day a few weeks ago
the sheriff posted a notice on

the front door of my drug
store. This marked the end of my
career as a proprietor.

At the risk of being called a

quitter and a poor loser, I say that

I attribute no small part of the

cause of my failure to the advice

and recommendations of salesmen
from whom, it seemed to me, I had
every right to expect wise and ex-

perienced counsel, at least with re-

gard to the lines they sold. I am
speaking not of the fly-by-night can-

vasser who peddles questionable

merchandise from store to store at

so-called bargain prices. I refer to

the supposedly well trained and well

informed representatives of the best

known houses in the United States.

These salesmen may have thought
they were smart, selling me as they

did, but where are they now? I

have lost everything, but so have
they, as far as my business is con-

cerned. Their companies have had
to write off a loss on my uncollecti-

ble account. They have lost all

prospect of future business from the

store with which they once did a

prosperous and growing business.

And then, most ironical of all, some
of the very merchandise they sold

me will plague them for weeks to

come because at the sheriff's sale it

passed into the hands of gyps who
will sell it to other merchants at

demoralizing prices.

Why do I blame these salesmen
for part of my troubles ? To answer
that question at all convincingly I'll

have to run over briefly a little of

the early history of my career in

business for my.'^elf.

In November, 1925, I succeeed to

the ownership of a drug store which
had been in successful operation for

over 40 yeai's. Just a little more
than a year later I stepped out of

the wreckage of this once fine busi-

ness with absolutely nothing left but

the well worn clothes on my back.

My adventure in running a store

of my own was literally forced on

me. For a number of years I had

been first assistant to the man who
had founded the business in 1885.

During the later years of his life

his health was poor and he was not

in the store more than an hour or

two a day. To all intents and pur-

poses I ran the store during these

years. Then one day his weak heart

failed him entirely.

A drug store as a going concern

can have a high value. At a forced

sale, its physical assets often won't
even bring junk prices. Conse-
quently the heirs were particularly

anxious that the store be kept going,

if possible, along the lines which had
proved so successful in the past.

What was more natural than for

me to be asked to take charge of the

store, especially as its management
had been practically in my hands for

some years before. The store was
offered to me at a very fair price

and on terms so liberal that, as far

as one could anticipate, the entire

purchase price could be paid from
earnings within a few years.

THERE aren't many retail drug-

gists who have had such a favor-

able environment in which to launch

a business of their own. Yet I failed,

and I ho'd accountable, at least in

part, the salesmen who called on me.

Here's one example. With an in-

fectious smile and a handshake that

would warm the heart of a clam,

an enthusiastic chap told me of the

special fi'ee goods offer of his house,

in effect that month only. The line

was an excellent seller with me, but
the quantity purchase required to

obtain the free goods meant order-

ing a three months' supply.

The salesman blithely waved away
my cautious objections. "Take 90

days to pay if you want to. You'll

have the stuff aH sold and the money
in your pocket before the bill is

due."

"Yes," I replied, "but suppose it

doesn't sell as fast as we think it

will. Why should I take the risk

when I can get all I want from the

wholesaler here in town in quarter-

dozen lots?"

"But if you do that, you don't get

the free goods. Man, those free

goods on this new deal bring the net

cost down to twenty-eight cents a

package. You can make moi-e money
selling this number at forty-five

cents when you buy the deal than

you could selling it for fifty cents

and buying at the regular price

from the wholesaler."

That argument rather apijealed to

me because a couple of new com-
petitors near me were indulging in

some rather reckless price cutting.

Then came the salesman's clinch-

ing statement: "You know the old

man always used to buy the deals."

He spoke the truth. My only con-

clusion could be that if such a policy

had proved successful with my prede-

cessor for over forty years, it ought
to be an all right way for me to do

business.

Now if free goods offers, deals

and other forms of quantity dis-

counts were something unusual or

out of the ordinary, the problem
would be entirely different. The
facts of the matter are that, with

perhaps a few exceptions, practical-

ly every good seller was and still is

subject at one time or another to

some kind of a quantity discount

offer. The worst of it was that

these fast sellers and well known
goods are always the items which
are selected for riotous price cutting.

The salesman always stressed the

argument that the savings offered

by quantity discounts made the drug-

gist better able to meet such price

competition.

MY situation was somewhat dif-

ferent from that of my nearest

and most vigorous competitor. T!:is

store was but one branch of a chain

which had a dozen stores scattered

over the downtown section. When
they bought a gross on a deal that

meant only a dozen for each store

and this might be only a normal
stock for each store. On the other

hand, when I bought a gross of that

same item in order to get the quan-

tity discount price, it meant that I

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 51]
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Correction!
Population Figures—The TRUE Cleveland Market
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IN an advertisement on
page 90-91 of the July

21st issue of Printers' Ink
Weekly an error was made in

giving the population figures

for the TRUE Cleveland Mar-
ket as shown in paragraph
nine of Cleveland Publishers'

statements to the Audit
Bureau of Circulations.

The advertisement should
have read as follows

:

The population of the Cleveland
trading area as shown in Cleve-
land publishers' statements to the
Audit Bureau of C'irculations is

1,525,000.

The population of the Cleveland
trading area as given on page 278
of "Population and its Distribu-
tion," J. Walter Thompson Co..

1926 is 1,227,733

"A Merchandising Atlas of the
United States," issued by Cosmo-
politan Magazine, 1926 gives the
number of literate native white
families in the Cleveland trading
area as 153,148

Standard Rate and Data service
gives the total population of the
Cleveland trading area as 1,500,000

F.ditor and Publisher's "Space
Huycr's Guide" gives the popula-
tion of the "Metropolitan District"
(or trading area") as .... 1,116,892

The unanimity with which every
unbiased authority sets the TRUE
population of Cleveland's trading
area at not more than a million-
and-a-half is additional proof of

the fact that the TRUE Cleveland
Market is limited to a 35-mile ra-
dius of Cleveland Public Square.
The Press has always contended
that the population of The TRUE
Cleveland Market is . . . 1,500,000

The Cleveland Press
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Are Advertising Men Too Much
on the Defensive?

Kenneth Goode and Percival White Discuss

"Your Money's Worth"

Percival White's Lettei

Dear Mr. Gk»ode:

I read your review of "Your
Money's Worth" with considerable

interest. It seems to me rather a

fair statement, though I have not

finished reading the book, and so am
not much of a judge.

But, in general, are not advertis-

ing men rather too much on the de-

fensive for their own good? Their
impulse is to excommunicate their

critics. The executive who reads
your review would say, "Here is a

partisan statement, a heated re-

buttal. Here is a condemnation of a

point of view inimical to advertis-

ing."

Then, with some surprise, he re-

members that he has never read a

real criticism of advertising. He
has never had a chance, until recent-

ly. So he buys the Chase book. He
reads it. It is well written. And it

is new, which is a tremendous stimu-
lus to make him read, and even, per-
haps, to make him think.

Personally, I am glad Mr. Chase
has "broadcast the beans." I ap-
prove of his endeavor "to reform ad-
vertising by exposing its weaknesses
to the man on the s^treet " Attempts
at reform are apt to be quixotic. Mr.
Chase's attempt may be no excep-
tion; but it seems to me that he is

right if he assumes that the man on
the street will give him a hearing,
and that the advertising man will

not.

Advertising has never yet been un-
der fire. Advertising men have had
a smoke screen to protect them.
When the fire does come, and I be-
lieve it is coming, they will learn to

take it without wincing, as others
3n the public eye have done. In their
.attitude toward the enemy there will

then be less animus and more good
nature. Their voices will not carry

the note of rancour which they are

so ready to condemn when they hear
it in the throats of their critics.

I have an idea you must be an
awfully good advertising man. Your
review is certainly better copy for

Chase's book than any Macmillan
will write.

Yours faithfully,

Percival White,
175 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

ICenneth Goode's Reply-

Dear Mr. White:
Thanks a lot for your letter. I

might quibble about some minor
points, but the main issue is too im-

portant.

You say:

(1) That advertising men are on
the defensive.

(2) That advertising men have
never been under fire and resent any
criticism.

(3) That real criticism of adver-

tising is so fai-e that the average
business man has never seen any.

Taking your last point first, may
I remind you of Aesop's story of the

shepherd who argued with the lion?

To prove man's supremacy, he point-

ed out a statue of a hunter with his

foot on the neck of a dying lion.

"Ah, yes!" retorted the King of

Beasts. "But wait until I show you
a statue put up by the lions."

Admittedly, the present concep-
tion of advertising is not scientific.

It has, like the shepherd's statue,

been built in masterly fashion by
those who profit by the mle of adver-
tising.

But who is going to circulate the
criticism that will unbuild it? Money
may not rule the world. But it cer-

tainly controls its channels of com-
munication. No magazine or news-
paper is going to take any part.

Three dollars out of every four dol-

lars revenue—all their profits and
most of their expenses—come from

advertising money spent as it now
is!

Even when some magazineless

book publisher lets loose a blast like

Borsodi's or Chase's, the delicately

handled book reviews gently smother

the real issue.

On the other hand, skipping back

to your first point, who shall blame
advertising for jealously protecting

the power it has built up?
One of the perquisites of being es-

tablished is the ability to squash
"destructive" criticism. Everybody
does it. Mr. Jack Dempsey, for ex-

ample, was warned by the referee

for hitting below the belt in one

fight and illegally pushed back

through the ropes in another. In

spite of this and his war record, he

will soon make half a million dollars

for an hour in a stadium dedicated to

fallen American soldiers.

That only one outsider in a hun-
dred gets out of Wall Street with his

shirt is widely known. Also that by

a little bookkeeping legerdemain the

mass of money that operates against

that small outsider is the combined
funds of thousands of other small

outsiders from all over the United
States. Yet one hardly imagines
any reputable publisher attempting
to develop the real facts against

speculation.

Hayti was a republic long before

the United States. Eight hundred
black soldiers came up to help us get

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 66]
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Bmlding A $20,000 Income

In Seven Years

THE casual observer finds little of interest in a florist,

but when anyone so young and delightful as Irene

Hayes builds up an income of $20,000 in seven years

by selling flowers, it becomes a story of unusual interest

to people who are themselves reaching out for those

things w/hich will make their lives more complete.

Thus the new McCLURE'S, with stories of youthful

struggle and achievement, appeals to an ambitious audi-

ence, young people who demand the better things of life.

The result—a growing list of prominent advertisers are

finding, as you will find, that it pays to

—

include McCLURE'S!

The

The ^JMagazine of %omancQ^
119 West 40th St., New York

Chicago Office, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
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The 8 pi. Fa^e
± ly O

Q^^
^odkins

TS not this panel from a Melo Water
* Softener advertisement an excellent

device

:

^ .r —
HARD WATER PLUS MEL'O MAKES SOFT WATER

—8-p^-

Now the syndicate idea seems to
have been adapted to a new field—clas-
sified ads.

I learn of a new classified advertis-
ing service which provides simultane-
ous publication of classified ads in
thirty-two national magazines, ranging
from Cupid's Diary to Review of Re-
views.

With 7,000.000 circulation guaran-
teed, it would seem that one should be
able to get or get rid of
about anything one wanted
to, from a new job to an
old jinrikisha.

—8-pt—
Not from any desire to

reveal organization secrets,
but because I think it

should be published as a
worthy example, I am
printing an internal mem-
orandum which is being
circulated in the oflices of
the Neu' York American:
The Neiv York American has

no more important ta.sk than
the building: of goodwill.
The management hears much

criticism from many direc-
tions, of difficulty and delavm reaching executives on the
telephone. People on whose
favor our business depends re-
sent questioning as to their
pedigree on the 'phone before
they are permitted to give us
busmess or information whichwe are anxious to receive.
This evil has spread through-

out the organization to such a
degree that even clerical em-
ployees take themselves so
seriously as to require in-
quisitorial methods applied to
callers.
We believe that New York

American men can do few
things that will bring quicker
commendation of the spirit of
our organization than to talk
directly, without questioning
by secretaries or assistants
with whomever does the favor
of calling them.

C. R. Lindner.
Three cheers, say I. Do

I hear a fourth?

—8-pt—
Sometimes when I see

men following along, sheep-like, after

each other in an advertising way, a
portion from Mark Twain's "The Mys-
terious Stranger" comes to mind:

"They hanged the poor lady, and I

threw a stone at her, although in my
heart I was sorry for her; but all

were throwing stones and each one was
watching his neighbor, and if I had not

done as the others did it would have
been noticed and spoken of."

—8-pt—

How can one do justice to a "find"

such as this treasure sent me by Laur-
ence F. Calahan of Grand Rapids?
A letter from J. Walter himself, writ-

ten in his own hand, under date of Dec.

27, 1893. Better still, a letter of solici-

tation, sent out apparently with a

pocket calendar for 1894. Study the

text:
If a man is in business and handles

money it is imperative that he be accurate
in his dates.

If he hasn't any business or money, one
date is as good as another.

tl.WALTER THOMPSON,

K^ ^^L^"^^^^^^

V

t^c;^ ^ .a<_j<&e-.^. t/£^..<L^ „-^-~^„:^.

A business man often wants to write a
letter, check or note outside his office.

To avoid all waste of time in looking for
a calendar, the inclosed, made very light in
weight, legible in print, and withal durable,
is sent you.

Whenever you refer to it remember that
that is the day you should send your adver-
tising order to me.
Wishing you a happy and prosperous New

Year, I remain at your service.

J. Walter Thompson.

Those were the happy days of adver-
tising, when an advertising agent's

wares could be displayed on his letter-

head, and when we had only to land an
order, not to seduce an account! Then
one had "a standard list of 30 maga-
zines," and they were practically all

standard magazines, at that.

And that was only 34
years ago!

—8-pt—

Seeing a sign from the

train window on the way
to Philadelphia this morn-
ing—Fred M. Wood, Coal

—

makes me wonder why it

is that men by the name
of Wood and men by the

name of Cole seem to be
drawn inevitably into the

coal and wood business.

Had you noticed it?

—8-pt—

Here are words of wis-

dom from Hendrik Van
Loon:

"The human race, as far

as I can make out, is di-

vided into two sorts of peo-

ple; those who say 'yes'

unto life and those who say

'no.' The former accept it

and courageously they en-

deavor to make the best of

whatever bargain fate has

handed out to them.

"The latter accept it too

(how could they help them-
selves?) but they hold the

gift in great contempt and
fret about it like children

who have been given a new
little brother when they

really wanted a puppy or a

railroad train."

I suspect that we advertising men
and salesmen are responsible for con-

siderable of the fretting; darn us any-

how!

.-<r
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^

BRASS TACKS
Useful little units for

decorating decorations

Symbols, too, of pointed facts on single

subjects—to which they hold fast.

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
Shows how to use them in decoration and

conforms to their symbolism by dealing

only with homes and how to make them

beautiful.

BRASS TACK ADVERTISING
for

Building'Furnishing-Decorating

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
PUBLISHING CORP.

8 ARLINGTON STREET BOSTON, MASS.

A Member of the Class Group

RATES BASED ON NET PAID CIRCULA-
TION OF 80,000 (ABC) WITH BONUS OF

OVER 10,000 MORE
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17 Years With An Advertising Agency

Van Camp's Pork & Beans oflFered

no unique arguments. They were just
like other pork and beans. When we
met in the factory and served a half-
dozen brands, not a man present could
decide which was Van Camp's. But we
told facts which no one else ever told.

We told of beans grown on special soils.

Any good navy beans must be grown
there. We told of vine-ripened toma-
toes, Livingston Stone tomatoes. All
our competitors used them. We told

how we analyzed every lot of beans, as
every canner must.

WE told of our steam ovens, where
beans are baked for hours at 245

degrees. That is regular canning prac-
tice. We told how we boiled beans in

soft water to eliminate the lime which
made skins tough. Our rivals did that
also. We pictured the beans, whole, un-
crisped and mealy. We compared them
with home-baked beans. We told why
beans, when baked in home ovens, fer-

mented and were hard to digest. And
how we baked in sealed containers, so
that no flavor could escape
We told just the same story that any

rival could have told, but all others
thought the story was too common-
place.

Then I noticed that men at their
noon-day luncheons down town often
ordered pork and beans. These dishes
were factory baked. Apparently these
men liked factory baking better than
home baking, as did I. So we sent out
men to supply Van Camp's to restau-
rants and lunch counters. Soon we had
thousands of places serving them at
noon-day. We announced the fact, told
the number of places, estimated how
many men were every day going some-
where for Van Camp's. And that set
women thinking.
Housewives were very ready to stop

baking beans at home. It was a long,
hard task. We went after those house-
wives—the 94 per cent—and told them
how they could stop easily. We told
and pictured the difference in results;
told them how many of their men folks
were buying baked beans downtown.

There we had the arguments on our
side. We could bake better beans than
any woman could ever bake at home.
But we could not bake better beans
than our rivals. So we centered our
attacks on the weak spots, made Van
Camp's seem the one way out. And we
created an enormous demand. Not only
that, but the Van Camp brand com-
manded a much higher price than some
of our rivals.

Then Van Camp began producing
evaporated milk; first in one plant, then
in seven or eight. He wanted to adver-
tise that, but we advised him against it.

Evaporated milk is a standard product.
It must meet Government requti-ements.
One cannot establish or claim an ad-
vantage on natural or standard prod-
ucts. One might as well 'ay, "Buy my
eggs, because they come from Hillside
Farm." Or my butter, or my lard.
Many millions of dollars have been
wasted in trying to tie people to some
certain brand of a staple.

[continued from page 22]

I analyzed the situation on evapo-
rated milk. I found that certain
brands, regardless of advertising, dom-
inated and controlled certain markets.
Some they had held for many years
against all efforts to displace them. The
only reason seemed to be a familiar
brand. Housewives naturally continue
using the brands they know.

So I devised a plan for making Van
Camp's Milk familiar. In a page ad I

inserted a coupon, good at any store
for a ten-cent can. We paid the grocer
his retail price. For three weeks we
announced that this ad would appear.
At the same time we told the story of
Van Camp's Evaporated Milk.
We sent copies of these ads to all

grocers and told them that every cus-
tomer of theirs would receive one of
these coupons. It was evident that they
must have Van Camp's Milk. Every
coupon meant a ten-cent sale, which, if

they missed it, would go to a competitor.

HE result was almost universal dis-

tribution, and at once.
We proved out this plan in several

cities of moderate size; then we under-
took New York. There the market was
dominated by a rival brand. Van Camp
had very slight distribution. In three
weeks we secured, largely by letter, 97
per cent distribution. Every grocer
saw the necessity of being prepared for
that coupon demand.

In the meantime we announced in the
newspaper the coupon that was to ap-
pear. We told housewives what to ex-
pect in this milk. And we tried to con-
vert them from bottled milk to evapo-
rated.
Then one Sunday in a page ad we in-

serted the coupon. This just in Greater
New York. As a result of that ad 1,-

460,000 coupons were presented. We
paid $146,000 to the grocers to redeem
them. But 1,460,000 homes were try-
ing Van Camp's Milk after reading our
story, and all in a single day.
The total cost of that enterprise, in-

cluding the advertising, was $175,000,
mostly spent in redeeming those cou-
pons. In less than nine months that
cost came back with a profit. We cap-
tured the New York market. And Van
Camp has held it ever since with enor-
mous yearly sales.

Compare that method with distribut-
ing samples from house to house. They
are offering something unasked for
and unwanted. It has no prestige. The
very giving of a sample cheapens the
product, when done in that careless
way. The stores are not stocked.
Grocers are offended by your free dis-
tribution of things they sell.

Under our plan grocers had to stock.
The woman had to make an effort if

she wanted to get a sample. She could
not know of the sample without reading
the facts about the milk. If she pre-
sented the coupon, it was because the
ads had led her to desire this product.
The grocer made his profit on the sale,

so he was happy. The woman found
Van Camp's in stock when she used
that sample can. Thus we captured
market after market, and we held them.

No casual sample distributor ever made
an impression on them. Such is the dif-

ference between making a show and
really getting what you are after.

Few makers of evaporated milk can
accomplish national distribution. They
cannot produce enough milk. So the
problem there usually is to develop local

markets to take care of increased pro-
duction.
The time came when rivals used our

sample plan, so we had to invent some-
thing else. Millions of homes had by
that time been converted to evaporated
milk. The sale had reached 24,000,000
cases annually. The main question then
was to establish a familiar brand.

In the new cities which we tried to
capture we offered a secret gift. We
offered to mail the housewife a present
if she sent us the labels from six Van
Camp cans. Or we piled wrapped pres-
ents in the grocers' store windows,
without telling what they were. Any
woman could get one by buying six
cans of Van Camp's.

Curiosity is the strongest factor in
human nature, esnecially with women.
Describe a gift and some will decide
that they want it; more will decide that
thev don't. But everybody wants a se-
cret gift.

There are things to consider in such
an offer. The gift must not be disap-
pointing. It should be somewhat better
than women are led to expect. Then the
offer must be treated in a rather in-

siduous way.

THE result of this offer was to induce
countless women to buy six cans of

Van Camp's Milk. They paid regular
price, but they received a gift which
made the bargain attractive. The gift
cost more than our profits on the sale.

But milk is in daily consumption. There
is hardly a limit to what one can pay
to get a new user established. The six
cans made Van Camp's a familiar
brand. The user had read all about Van
Camp's. She was ready to find it su-
perior. So she asked for Van Camp's
when she needed a new supply. We
captured and held many a big market
in that way.
The i-eader may say that this is

sampling, that it is scheming and mer-
chandising, not dignified advertising as
we know it. I have no symnathy with
dignified and orthodox advertising. We
are in business to get results. The
finest palaver in the world, if it fails to

pay. is useless. Hundreds of millions
of dollars are being wasted on it every
year.

I want to sell what I have to sell,

and sell it at a nrofit. I want the fig-

ures on cost and results. We can pose
as artists and as geniuses for only a
little while. Business men find us out.

Those who have tried that plan have
perished—every one I know. But a
real result-getter never loses his charm.
We meet men sometimes whose ideas

are centered on the non-essentials. They
want to boast of their accomnlishments.
And thev are often big men in some
ways. One can easily please them if

he wishes to sacrifice all practical ideas,
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KNOWN MERIT

REV. JOSEPH F

NEWTON. D. D
9
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We announce with pleasure

the appointment of

James L. Demoville
as Managing Editor of the

TOPICS PUBLICATIONS
Drug Topics, Wholesale Druggist, Display Topics, Drug Trade News

JAMES L. DEMOVILLE is one of the outstanding figures of the

drug trade.

Following his graduation from the Philadelphia College of Phar-

macy, he was for years owner and actively in charge of the Demoville

Drug Company, of Nashville, Tennessee, one of the best known
retail stores of the South.

Mr. Demoville was one of the original 40 retail druggists chosen by
Louis K. Liggett for the foundation of the United Drug Company;
and later, because of his marked merchandising ability, was induced
by Mr. Liggett to join his organization, and to help in building up
the Rexall Agencies on the Pacific Coast.

In 1916 Mr. Demoville was made
Manager of the Sales Promotion De-
partment of the United Drug Com-
pany.

In 1923 Mr. Demoville was elected

President of the National Drug
Stores, operating a chain of 22 retail

drug stores in New York, Chicago,

Rochester, Newark and New England.

WE have appointed Mr.
Demoville Managing Edi-

tor of our publications. In

that capacity, in collabora-

tion with Jerry McQuade, Editor in

Chief, and his Associates, Mr. Demo-
ville's knowledge and drug trade ex-

perience will add to our present highly

developed equipment, increasing our

ability to serve our industry in the

most effective possible manner.

We have gathered together on the staff of the Topics Publishing Company
the most complete group of highly trained, experienced men from every

branch of the drug trade ever assembled by any publishing organization, and
we are always glad to place at the disposal of advertising agencies and manu-
facturers operating in this field, the specialized knowledge and vast store of

drug trade facts and information which these men possess, to help in the

solution of drug trade merch-andising and marketing problems.

President

TOPICS PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
Publishers of Drug Topics, Wholesale Druggist, Display Topics,

Drug Trade News
291 Broadway New York City

Atlanta Boston Chicago Cleveland St. Louis San Francisco
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for advertising to them is a maze. But
do that, and you are bound to lose.

The ultimate object of business is

profit. Cater to any other side, and you
will shortly find yourself discredited.

In the eighth installment of his auto-
biography, scheduled to appear in the
September 7 issue of AcvEajTisiNG & Selling
Mr. Hopkins discusses the bioad subject of

automotiile advertising. In this particular
line his experience was wide and varied.

The first automotive vehicle he owned was
"a steam car made in Milwaukee," and his

personal experiences with this sold him
thoroughly upon automobile.s in general, at

that time considered largely as playthings
of the rich. Starting with his early ad-
vertising for the Chalmers Company, Mr.
Hopkins' next chapter takes up the Hudson,
Overland, Reo and Mitchell advertising and
continues down to his highly successful and
widely known 1924 campaign for the
Studebaker.—toiTOR.

Who Is J. E. Powers?

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30]

made to suffer, but Mr. Powers said
that anything over the Wanamaker
name was the same as if Mr. Wana-
maker himself had uttered it. As Mr.
Powers told me, "I did not say that I

would not include any shoe advertising,

but (and with his merry chuckle) it

never appeared."
At one time Mr. Powers and Mr.

Wanamaker were not on speaking terms
for some months, although they passed
each other in the store daily. The first

instance of the Wanamaker "column"
causing national comment was when a
convention met in Philadelphia, and in

place of any store advertising, Mr.
Powers devoted the entire column to an
editorial on "Trade." The following
morning Mr. Powers received from
Mr. Wanamaker a clipping of that
article, and along the margin were
written such notations as "Good,"
"Well worked up," "Excellent," etc. Mr.
Powers and Mr. Wanamaker were then
on good terms. But the follovdng year
they were not speaking when the same
body met again for their annual con-
vention. Mr. Powers inserted the iden-

tical article on "Trade" which had ap-
peared the previous year. The follow-

ing morning Mr. Wanamaker's clipping
came to him with "Bad," "Rotten," "A
lie," etc. Mr. Powers used to take these
deadly parallels from his desk and show
them with great glee, as he said, "Don't
forget that the public whims are a
changing factor in all advertising."
At President Garfield's death Mr.

Powers devoted the Wanamaker column
to a eulogy on Garfield. This also was
commented upon far and wide by the
newspapers of the country. Mr. Powers
was fond of work. Instead of spending
his month's vacation at some summer
resort, he came over to New York and
solicited insurance for one of the large
insurance companies. It so happened
that he was on one of these vacations
when President Grant died, and he re-

ceived a telegram from Mr. Wanamaker
to furnish an article on Grant.

Mr. Powers replied that his time was
another's, but after four o'clock he
would see what he could do. He told me
that he went to the editorial rooms of

the Evening Post and wrote what he
thought was even a better article than
his Garfield editorial. Mr. Wanamaker
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SCRIPPS-HOWARD NEWSPAPERS

Little Dramas in the Life

of a Great Newspaper System

Figures . . . figures . . . figures! Everv space-

buyer is deluged with them and often bewildered

by them . . . True, figures are indispensable

to the space-buyer, in his appraisal of an

advertising medium. Hut figures alone are not

enough.

What's back ot the figures ... in communitv-

influence, in reader-confidence and reader-respon-

siveness? The number of readers a newspaper has

is not so important to the advertiser as the number

of its friends.

So, in preparing the 1927 national advertising

campaign for the Scripps-Hgw.'^rd Newspapers,

we have dealt, not merely with Scripps-Howard

figures, but with Scripps-Howard public-spirited

accomplishments and conquests.

As the "copv-basis" for the Scripps-Howard

storv to the American ad\'ertiser, we have selected

typical instances of public service from the pages

of ScRi pps-HowARU history. Actual episodes

which typify the unswerving devotion to public

welfare, rendered by this great group of news-

papers, throughout its 47 years of clean, efficient

and non-partisan news-service.

CLIENTS: INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANV ilS4T ROGERS BROS. Sitvtrptale) ; BAUER & BLACK; ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY;

r. LORILLARD COMPANY; THE HOUSE OF K UPPEN H E I M E R ; SCRIPPS-HOWARD NEWSPAPERS; REID, MURDOCH A COMPANY (/or I92i]

LENNEN & MITCHELL, Inc.
j4n Ad'vet tisjn^ jigtncs Sefving a Lr7niieii A'umher of Lafge-f'^olurnf .'idverUsers

17 EAST 45TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

09
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A Direct

Entrance to

An Extensive

Market

In the four states of Vir-

ginia, North Carolina, West
Virginia and Maryland,
there are 460,000 farms
that yield their owners un-

usually substantial incomes
—more than enough to sat-

isfy every personal and ag-

ricultural need. And the

needs of these people are

many and varied. They buy
the most modern of labor-

saving farm implements
and machinery. They buy,
also, "all the comforts of

home," which they can eas-

ily afford, since their farms
provide them with four-

fifths of what they use for

living purposes.

These people are readily

influenced by advertising,

and they are most strongly
influenced by the advertis-

ing in their own home
newspaper, the Southern
Planter. Going twice a
month to one farm in every
three, the Southern Planter
presents the most direct

entrance to this extensive
market.

NOTE: In the states con-
taining 62.5% of our circu-

lation, 65.66% of the farm-
ers' income is derived from
livestock and livestock
products.

The
Southern

Planter

1

Richmond, Va.
JAMES M. RIDDLE CO.

Chicago New York Atlanta
Kansas City San Francisco

:

used it, I believe, but said that it was
one of the poorest things Mr. Powers
had ever written.

WHEN the Gimbel stores were opened
in Philadelphia, Mr. Powers was en-

gaged to handle the advertising, and
he induced the management to conduct
the first /((// month's sale of everything
at absolute cost—that is, all merchan-
dise was to be offered to the public at
not one cent's profit for full thirty
days. Mr. Powers said the store was
so crowded that one could hardly get
about, and the sales were enormous. In
fact, they were so enormous that he
could hardly keep the management from
raising their prices slightly so as to
gather some profits, and he threatened
to resign if they did. The thought of
losing so much possible gain became too
great, and on the twenty-first day the
store dropped its guarantee of "thirty
days sale without a cent of profit."
Mr. Powers walked out.

Mr. Powers was engaged to write a
book for the Cleveland Y. M. C. A., and
the book he produced made the Cleve-
land branch next in size to the one in

Brooklyn, then the largest in the United
States. It also brought down upon him
hundreds of condemnatory letters from
ministers all over the country. Mr.
Powers felt that a great many men
would miss the benefits of the gymna-
sium and other classes from a feeling
that they would be asked to attend the
religious classes as well, so he treated
the religious side of the work almost
contemptuously. As I remember it, he
wrote: "The religious side will not in-

terfere with your having a good time.
Every Sunday, and sometimes on other
days or evenings, a few zealots gather
around a squeaky organ upstairs some-
where and get rid of their feelings, but
this will in no way interfere with
your having a good time." As above
noted, the campaign made the Cleveland
the second largest in size of any Y. M.
C. A. branch, but the letters he re-

ceived and read over to me with great
glee were worth more to him than the
money he received for conducting the
advertising campaign.
One of his greatest successes was with

the Vacuum Oil Company. When he was
told that their product was a lubricat-
ing oil, he asked what "lubricating"
meant. Before anyone replied, he said,

"makes things run easier, doesn't it?

If poor oil is used, does machinery run
any harder? Does the machinery ever
have to be stopped because of bad lubri-

cation? How long, perhaps? Thirty
minutes? What do the workmen do
when the machinery has been shut down
for that thirty minutes? So much of
your payroll is wasted, isn't it? If

poor oil makes machinery run harder,
how many more tons of coal is neces-
sary to run machinery with poor oil

than with good lubricating oil?"

The Vacuum Oil Company had been
selling its lubricating oil on the reputa-
tion of the company, not upon what the

oil would do. They were getting, as I

recall, 65 cents a gallon for their oil

against 35 cents that the Standard Oil

asked for its best oil. Mr. Powers's in-

terrogations, the answers to which were
so obvious, showed the Vacuum people
that they had been working upon the
wrong angle, and within a half hour
Mr. Powers was engaged to spend a

month at Rochester teaching the hun-
dred or more salesmen, some of whom
came from foreign countries, how to

sell oil upon the oil's merits; for, as he
said, "the product always makes and
keeps a concern's reputation. And no
matter how great a company may be-
come, it must never forget that its name
alone is never a barrier against com-
petition."

A pronounced characteristic of Mr.
Powers's work was his use of the nega-
tive, or perhaps "improbabilities of
success" would be a better term. In all

of his prospectuses he would treat at
length the possibilities of non-success
of any product he was selling, and then
he would close so optimistically as to
dispel any objections that the prospec-
tive buyers might have had. He con-
tended that no man will accept your
statement without reservations. It is

the very nature of man to combat any
ai-gument another man puts up, and
if a prospect can pick out a single point
that the seller has not or cannot suc-
cessfully meet, that prospect will cling
all day on that one point. Therefore,
Mr. Powers followed the plan of rais-
ing every impossibility and improbabil-
ity he could muster at the start, hoping
thus to leave his prospect practically
defenseless.

Mr. Powers was a stickler for the
plainest typography. He would never
italicize a word, nor use any other at-
tempt at display in his text matter.
He said: "When I am not able to find
words to express all the emphasis I

desire to make, then I will begin again
the study of the language." He was
offered a very large salary to become
the advertising manager of one of New
York's large and most conservative dry
goods houses. At a conference at which
the contract had been all but signed,
Mr. Powers casually said, "I intend to
use another type face than you have
been using." To which the head of the
firm replied: "Oh, no. We have used
that italic face so long that I would not
consider any change." "All right," re-

plied Mr. Powers, "I will not accept any
handicap; type is for but one thing

—

it is the track upon which the thought
travels through the eye to the mind,
and the quicker the thought reaches the
mind without any hindrances, the less

the abstractions, then the greater and
more favorable the impressions will be.

If that is your decision, then I am not
interested in any contract."

MR. POWERS was not a stickler for
the best English. "I don't care,"

he has told me, "if your English limps
a bit here and there ; the main thing is

to get your idea across. Don't deviate
from good English merely for the sake
of getting away from it for eff'ect, but
if you can best convey to the readers
the thought you want them to grasp
by using words that they are more ac-

customed to use in their talk, then by
all means get your thought to them
that way. But get it there at any cost.

Stories are not written to be set in

type; they are written to be taken out!"
It may interest many Advertising

AND Selling readers to see one of Mr.
Powers's personal advertisements, since

they best paint his peculiar, convincing
style. When he showed to me the full

page reproduced here from an 1896
issue of the Century Magazine, he told

me of the many letters he received from
the heads of several of the then largest
concerns in this country. It is an ad-
vertisement that, I believe, might well

be copied by advertising men seeking
accounts today.
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ITS THE MAN WHO
BUYS AND BUYS

Modern advertisers know very well

that the time-honored myth about the

woman being the "Purchasing Agent

of the Home is interesting, but not

true. They know that more and more

men are going to market these days for

more and more products and services

and that the male judgment is being

looked to in the selection of almost

everything that comes into the home.

^,100 a page

All'-Fidionpeld
Magazines of Clean Fiction

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO
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a more productive

market than in

B r i dgeport,
Co n necticut
trading area ?

It Is compact, unified, ac-

cessible and easily cover-

ed at one cost.

50,000 families live well,

earn and spend in this terri-

tory. They are all good pro-

ducers, their incomes are

steady and there is no such

thing as hard times because

in Bridgeport 443 manufac-
turers producing over 5,000
different commodities are
busy all year 'round.

For complete coverage, the

BRIDGEPORT
PostTelegram.
with its 44,446 daily circula-

tion is the medium that stands

supreme in circulation, reader

interest and prestige, in a

trading territory that is re-

markable for thrift and for its

compactness.

Everybody s Business
[continued from page 5]

Natiojial Representatives
OILMAN. NICOLL, & RUTHMAN

New York. Boston. Chicago. San Francisco.

body more than a hundred clear days
in I'lorida. 'J. he trouble is that in our
northern States the winter days are so
genei'ally cloudy and the daylight hours
so few. One of the best arguments
favoring daylight saving is the fact

that this permits us to utilize the light

of the sun in the early morning hours
when the heat is not so great. Our an-
cestors knew that it was good to get
up early but they didn't know why.

ALL of this represents merely a non-
technical scratching of the surface

of a few sunlight fundamenatls. It is a
fascinating subject that anyone can
take up as a hobby with much profit.

Never before were we so sunshine-
conscious. In a few years the average
person will refuse to buy an automobile
or work in an office that is not equipped
with glass that lets through the ultra-

violet rays of the sun.
This new attitude toward hygienic

living will prove a powerful factor in

putting an end to our present dirty

civilization. Dirty desks, sooty window
sills, blackened buildings and soiled

tapestries will disappear. Laundry bills

will be substantially less and there will

be a huge saving to industry as a re-

sult of the material decline in absentee-
ism and inefficiency now caused by
sickness.
Everyone dislikes smoke, but many

have believed that its evils are exag-
gerated and the remedies too theo-
retical. Such may have been the case

in the past. But the demand for smoke
abatement today is established on a
foundation of facts that are wholly
tangible.

In one smoky community last year
794 tons of soot and dust were de-

posited per square mile. In a com-
paratively clean community the total

deposit was 101 tons. Smoke from in-

dustrial towns of this kind will often

travel 50 miles. The average soot par-

ticle settles under the influence of

gravity at a very slow rate. Sometimes
a particle shot from the top of a chim-
ney 100 feet high will require three

weeks to reach the ground in still air.

Industrial smoke contains much ash
and little nitrogen, so it is of very
little use as a fertilizer for crops. The
soot from domestic chimneys is richer

in nitrogen, but is rendered useless as

a fertilizer by the large percentage of

tarry matter that goes with it.

Crops for many miles are seriously

affected by the drift of sulphur from
the chimneys of nearby towns. Even
hearty evergreens in some manufactur-
ing districts become so damaged by
smoke that they fail to flower in the

summer and lose their leaves in the

fall. The cost of washing tarry deposits

off glass houses amounts to about $23

per acre, and sometimes this work must
be done four or five times a year where
the atmosphere is continually smoky.
People in such sections pay a smoke
tax every time they buy a bunch of

flowers.
Smoke acids lower the nutritious

value of grass, and cause the farmer

to purchase more feed for his stock.

Also the soil in smoky regions suffers

a serious loss of lime, resulting in a
deficiency of lime content in the milk
obtained from local cows. In some
regions the soil is so acid from smoke
that constant dressings of lime are

necessary. This encourages the growth
of rank weeds and thick grasses.
A recent investigation in an eastern

community disclosed that in twelve
months the hours of sunlight totaled

1167. A few miles away with climatic
conditions precisely the same, except
that there were fewer smoking chim-
neys, the hours of sunshine totaled

1402—a 17 per cent increase of sun-

light. Any number of measurements
throughout the country have indicated

as much as a 40 per cent absorption of

total daylight by smoke clouds.

Smoke doubles and triples the ex-
pense of cleaning. It means more
window-washing, more servants, more
speedy blackening of curtains and
quicker discoloration of pictures and
other household articles, especially

those made of silver and brass. The
sulphuric acid in smoky air damages
mortar, masonry and metal-work as
well as fabrics and vegetation. Even
the steel rails of a railroad have shown
a loss of weight of more than a pound
per year per rail in a smoky atmos-
phere as compared with a loss of only
0.18 pound in a district where the air

is clean. The examination that brought
forth this fact was continued for 17
years.

Coal dust, smoke and soot increase

the death rate from acute lung diseases.

Two large towns located in the same
industrial district are built in precisely

the same style, and differ only in the

amount of coal smoke in the air. The
first town is situated on the eastern

edge of the district and receives coal

smoke only from the west. The second
tovvn lies in the center of the region

?.nd has an atmosphere constantly

charged with smoke. In the first com-
munity the death rate per 10,000 from
acute non-tubercular lung diseases,

taking people between the ages of 15

and 60, is only 11. In the nearby smoky
town the death rate is 35. Another
similar survey covering 24 cities, half

industrial and the other half non-indus-

trial, showed a death rate of 26.5 in the

smoky communities, and a death aver-

age of only 17.5 in the tovms having a

clean atmosphere.

UNFORTUN.ATELY many of us
preach one thing and practise an-

other. We praise sunshine and then

manufacture smoke to shut it out. It

is time we recognized the truth that it

is not the cold that kills, but the dark-

ness of our winters. Such a realiza-

tion, coupled with an already full ap-

preciation of the multitude of evils

that result from living and working in

a dirty environment is certain to bring

us to a clean civilization where our

buildings will be something more than
huge piles of blackened masonry. '

I
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More gratifying than all else is the
clear evidence that smoke-abatement
campaigns throughout the country have
been taken out of the hands of emo-
tional faddists and self-seeking poli-
ticians. Present programs to clean up
the air and let in the sun are being
directed by trained engineers who not
only recognize the necessity of sug-
gesting remedial measures that are
practical, but who appreciate the need
of gaining the interest and cooperation
of present smoke offenders by doing all

that is possible to work no unnecessary
hardship on American business gen-
erally.

Wliy I Failed

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38]

was buying twelve times a normal
stock. This, however, was a condition
which was not peculiar to me alone.
Every other independent druggist has
to meet it.

The acceptance of one of these free
goods deals will not make or break a
druggist, but the acceptance of even a
few dozen of the hundreds available
will cause financial grief quickly
enough if one hasn't available a con-
siderable surplus of cash. My predeces-
sor had .succeeded and grown because
in the long years of his career he had
accumulated surplus cash which he
found he could invest profitably in sur-
plus stock.

When I came along with barely
enough cash for normal needs, this
working capital was quickly tied up in
my first few quantity purchases. Here
was the way it happened. I started
with .$2000 cash working capital. I

could count on no important increase
in this amount for some years because,
unless the business took an unexpected
spurt, I needed practically every cent
of surplus earnings to meet the notes I

gave for the purchase price of the
store.

Ten deals each involving $200 were
enough to commit me to the full extent
of my available cash. The way things
were and arc, almost any druggist can
easily commit himself to ten deals in
as many days. Don't misunderstand
me. I rather pride myself on the fact
that I bought no lemons or slow sellers
9n these quantity deals. It was all

merchandise which I knew was readily
salable.

But when a man in ton days com-
mits himself to the purchase of enough
merchandise of only ten specific items
:o last him for months ahead, he is in
:or trouble. The first three months I

'ound were comparatively smooth sail-
ng. Of course I discounted no bills
jecause my commitments soon were
'ar in excess of my available cash.
True to the salesmen's promises, ninety
lays' credit was extended without much
luestion. Those who did make polite
nquiries were easily put off with the
•lausible explanation that I was just
retting started for myself and things
reren't running as smoothly as they
rould be later.

When three months had passed my
iroubles began in earnest. In some
|ases the goods had not sold as well as
expected and a quantity was still on
and, although they still were selling.

1920 CHANGINGYEARS 1927

u
Bankers are keen business men
—always alert to changing con-
ditions, they took immediate
steps to serve the 700,000
people who came to Detroit
from 1920 to 1927.

The leading banks have greatly increased the

number of their branches since 1920—again
confirming the growth of Detroit.

1920 1927
6 branches— Bank of Detroit —17 branches
13 branches— Dime Savings —25 branches
7 branches— First National —30 branches
9 branches—Griswold-First State—17 branches

23 branches— Peoples State —46 branches
20 branches

—

Peninsular State —30 branches

Has your advertising been planned
to reach the Detroit of 1927?

These 700,000 people who have come
to Detroit since 1920 have expressed
a decided newspaper preference
indicated by these figures.

as

1920 1927

DETROIT TIMES 5,025 241,834*
(City Circulation)

DETROIT NEWS 205,911 249,036
(City Circulation)

EVENINGS EXCEPT SATURDAY

The Times Is Growing With Detroit
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A SHRINE

SERVICE

<L^ symbol ofdiredt edi-

torial appeal to women

through the pages of a

magazine subscribedfor

by men ^^^

Q Q

The results of this unique

publishing experiment prove

a definite family interest in The

Shrine Magazine. May we tell

you about them?

The net paid circulation of The Shrine Maga-

zine is 607,112 copies monthly. A distribution

statement, by states, will be mailed upon request.

The Shrine Magazine
1440 Broadway • New York

Thone: Pennsylvania 7827

f CHICAGO BOSTON f

J
U

otT'

WINDOW,
COUNTER,

o-^S-EXHlBITS

[im"iii'i'i '

]

Effee tive - Dvgnifted
Planned Inexpensively

CONSULT WITH EXPERTS

ANIMATED PRODUCTS CORP.
NEV^ VOR.K.

Voided Edge Duckine and Fibre Signs

Cloth and Paraffine Signs

Lithographed Outdoor and Indoor

Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
Masaillon, Ohio Good Saleimen Wanted

'^ C/,7S^

A.B.P. and A.B.C.
Pulilishcd

Twice-a-month

Bakers' Helper is llie oMesI magazine in

its field. It lias Riven practical lielp to

battery owners for 4 years. The fact tliat

over 75 tier cent of its readers renew tlieir

siitiscriptions hy mail sliows tliey want it.

. York OfTii-e

E. 42nd Si.

431 S. DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO. ILL.

But payment for the entire quantity

couldn't be postponed any longer.

Other goods sold put before even three

months had passed and a re-order was
necessary. This reorder, as time

passed, was not received with any
great amount of enthusiasm until I had,

somehow, scraped together enough
money to pay the previous balance. In

an effort to get more time from my
creditors I tried everything from post

dated checks to trade acceptances.

These expedients, however, only post-

poned the evil day.

''PHE whole thing boils down to this.

A Suppose a $5 stock of any one item

is sufficient for all ordinary needs. Then
if a person starts buying this and other

items in $100 quantities instead of $5

quantities it stands to reason that

twenty times as much capital will be

involved. I had enough working capi-

tal to finance purchases in ordinary

quantities, but when I started buying

in huge quantities you can see how
quickly I forced myself into financial

straits.

I am willing to take my full share of

the blame for my failure, but I do feel

that the condition which forced me on
the rocks is bound to have some mightv
serious effects upon people other than
retail druggists. If a druggist has to

buy twenty or fifty or a hundred times

a normal quantity of merchandise in

order to buy it at a price which will

permit a fair profit, he either will be

forced out of business or be compelled

to employ so much additional capital

that his costs will be increased. Thus
begins a vicious circle.

The quantity discount gives an un-

fair advantage to chain stores and de-

partment stores, because with their

size they can accept such offers without

risk of overstocking. If this sort of

thing goes on it looks to me as if a

monopoly in retailing is bound to de-

velop. Any national advertiser who
has tried to get any great amount of

cooperation from department stores or

chains knows what that will mean.
Then there is this constant effort of

every manufacturer to increase his own
volume of business. I could see that

from the way the salesmen talked and
from the flood of literature which the

postman brought in every day. Of
course it is only natural for a manu-
facturer to want to increase his busi-

ness, but unless judgment is employed
in the sales methods used, results which

are disastrous for him as well as for

the retail druggist will be brought
about.
The salesman who sold a $200 order

of his goods when a $10 stock would
have been sufficient increased his volume
on that one trip, but on the other hand,
he was a direct contributor to my down-
fall. He got one or two $200 orders

from my store, and now that is all he
will ever get from there as long as he
lives. If he had been content to let me
buy a quantity which permitted fastest

turnover and smallest stock he probably
would have gone on receiving $10 or-

ders from me or my wholesaler every
week for the next forty or fifty years.

For the sake of a few immediate large

orders this and other salesmen killed

my business and their own. I admit I

should have been more alert about pro-

tecting my own interests, but I contend,

too, that they should have been more
alert about protecting theirs. In that

way we both would have prospered.
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For sixth consecutive year,
—Capper^s Farmer gains
T S the best record in the

national farm field.

According to the mid-

year figures on advertising lineage

just released by the Advertising Rec-

ord Company, this outstanding fact

is revealed: that in the first six

months of 1927, Capper's Farmer

gained more commercial lineage than

any other publication in the national

farm field, which includes Country

Gentleman, Successful Farming,

Farm and Fireside, Farm Life and
Farm Journal.

1927 makes the sixth consecutive

year that Capper's Farmer has made
a gain in commercial lineage.

And it s the sixth consecutive year,

too, that Capper s Farmer has gained

in circulation.

Capper s Farmer has gained not only

in total lineage, but in practically

every one of the important classes of

advertised merchandise, imtil it now
ranks second in the following classi-

fications: automobiles, tires and

tubes, radio, tractors, house furnish-

ings and equipment, lighting devices

and classified advertising.

Capper s Farmer gained lineage on

each of the above classifications.

Capper s Farmer ranks third on the

following: agricultural implements

and machinery; fencing, posts and

garden fixtures; transportation, har-

ness and accessories, lubricants and

fuel oil.

Capper s Farmer is now going into

the homes of 828,000 farmers of the

prosperous Middle West. They read

it through, from cover to cover.

It's their monthly guide-book. They
follow religiously its advice on

radio, building, farm machinery,

automobiles, lubricants, house fur-

nishings and equipment, and count-

less other items which vitally inter-

est the prosperous Midwest farmers.

M. L. CROWTHER
Advertising Manager

Graybar Bldg., Netv York City

&^@ip^efS Rnner
I
Circulation—828,000 Published at Topeka, Kansas, by Arthur Capper.

JTHE MIDRIFF OF THE WTQRLD IN THE MIDWEST OF THE NATION
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V^^at kind

of products can you

BEST
/Xdvertise?

We are often asked to name the kind of products for which our adver-

tising talents are best fitted.

We do not think we are equally good on all kinds ot adv^ertising. We

do think we can produce good advertising tor any meritorious article

that can be sold in volume.

It this is too general and all-inclusive, we hereby produce in evidence

Exhibit A^— a list ot the products we advertise, broadly classitied.

FOOD AND C^ROCERY SPECIALTIES

Clicquot Club Ginger Ale

Minute Tapioca

Steero Bouillon Cubes

Sanka Coffee

United Fruit Company Bananas

Blue Goose Fruits

Dry-Ice

Colgate's Laundry Soaps, Fab, Octagon, etc.

TOILET ARTICLES

Pompeian Beauty Powder

Pompeian Bloom

Pompeian Night Cream
Pompeian Day Cream

Pompeian Massage Cream

Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream

Colgate's Rapid-Shave Cream

Colgate's Cashmere Bouquet Soap

GEORGE BATTEN COMPANY, INC. *
NEW YORK
383 Madison Averue

CHICAGO
McCormick Building

BOSTON
I o State Street

t
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TOILET ARTICLES— ronlinu.d

Colgate's Goleo Soap

Pro-phy-lac-tic Tooth Brush

Johnson & Johnson's Baby Powiier

Johnson & Johnson's Baby Soap

Johnson & Johnson's Nupak
Fiberloid Toiletware

Schick Repeating Razor

Hygeia Nursing Bottle

Dioxogen

HOUSE FURNISHINGS AND SPECIALTIES

Armstrong's Linoleum

Florence Oil Stove

Ostermoor Mattress

Hampton Shops Furniture

Bluebird Curtain Rods

Vollrath Enamelware

Easy Washer

Crawford Coal, Gas and Klectric Range

Petro Oil Burner

The Rome Co. DeLuxc Reds, Springs

Ponsell I'Moor Machine

Mendets

WEARING APPAREL

McCallum Silk Hosiery

Bail-Band Rubber Footwear

Walk-Over Shoe

Spur Tie

blildim; matekial

Celotex

Curtis Woodwork
Anaconda Copper Roofing

Dutch Boy Wh'te-Lead

Armco Ingot Iron

At TO MOTIVE

F.xide Batteries

Schrader's Gauges and Valves

Pan-Am Gasoline and Oil

Watson Stabilators

PAPER PRODUCTS

Hammcrmill Bond

PAPER PRODUCTS— ronx'nur.!

Old Hampshire Bond

Warren's Standard Printing Papers

United States F.nvelopes

Greeting Cards (Association)

OFFICE APPLIANCES

Elliott-Fisher and Sundstrand Machines

Art Metal Office Equipment

National Loose Leaf and Bound Books

Multikopy Carbon Paper

TEXTILES

Boott Mills Towels

Indian Head—Amory Browne Fabrics

Parkhill Ginghams

Abertoyle Fabrics

SPORTING GOOIIS, IIAIIDWAKE, ETC.

Goodcll-Pratr i coo Good Tools

Ivcr Johnson Revolvers, Bicycles and Shot Guns
US Shot Shells and Cartridges

Ray-O-Vac Flashlights and Batteries

J E W E I, K Y

Hamilton Watches

Shreve, Crump and Low, Jewelry, etc. (Retail)

CIGARS. TOBACCO A M> CIGARETTES

Kdgeworth Tobacco

Yorktown Cigarettes

Shivers Cigars

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

The Anipico antl Ampico Recordings

I I .N A N C I A L

The Dime Savings Bank of Brooklyn

Wm. R. Compton Company, Investment Bankers

P i; B 1. 1 S H I N G

McCall's Magazine (McCall Street)

.Adventure Magazine

GEORGE BATTEN COMPANY. Inc.

(Advertising

ifl^ GEORGE BATTEN COMPANY, Inc. r
NEW YORK
383 Madison Avenue

CHICAGO
McCormick Building

BOSTON
10 State Street
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When you
and this

book
get to-

gether
—something's

going to hap-

pen illiistra-

tionwise.

Look through the

book. Send for a

copy to examine
free.

Cub Selling

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24 J

I LARNED'S

Illustration

in Advertising
319 pages, 6x9, 212 illustrations,

$4.00 net, postpaid.

THIS book explains the methods, prlnciplfs and pos-

ElblUtles of Illustrations In meeting the reaulre-

irents of modern advertising.

The charaeterlstics of different treatments are fully

explained. The technique employed, the advantages

aSd disadvantages, the effects the Umltatlons the

psychology, the many and varied uses of dozens of

illustrative methods are described In detail.

Practically every type of advertising, f"""--'''
.J"'

fleeted In magazines and newspapers—is S'"?" »"«"-

tlon The b(J>k has valuable data on ever>1hlng from

. ine-llme Insertion right through to a seasonal

campaign or a continuous advertising program.

It Indicates thoroughly the hundred and one differ-

ent ways in which illustrations can be brought to the

Bid of sales.

Some Special Topics

—how to secure Individuality;

—how to use white space

;

—how to use pen drawings:

how to use photographic illustrations.

—how to Iniecl life Into Inanimate products:

how to picture a family of products:

—how to employ black treatments:

—how to feature a trade mark:

—how to use woodcut technique

:

how to use negative Illustrations:

.—how to outline technique.

Examine It for 10 Days

Let us send vou a copv ot this boot for !'" ""Tpjl
„ation. Look rtroui;). it xcith some "'i^'^"""?P^°"i"

'l Hour mm in mind. Send Ihe coupon nouy—ejamt-

nation U tree.

Examine this book ^„r,r-
for 10 days FREE1

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

370 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

Send me Lamed's IIXCSTRATION IN AD-

VERTISING, $4-00. 'or 10 days free eiaml-

natlon.

I will return the book, postpaid. In 10 days

or remit for it then.

Name

Address

CilK State

Position

Comvanv
A F ^-21-27

10. Quiet confidence. The confidence

that counts in selling is the deep,

iiuiet kind—not bragging, hand-waving,

lable-fisting, or other mere eye-and-ear

appeals. It is expecting too much to

ask a cub to have this attitude from

the first day, but it will pay him hand-

somely to keep it in his mind's eye as

a goal.

11. Handling abuse and objections.

When he meets the occasional dealer

who delights in abuse or unreasoriable

objections, the cub gets rattled and ex-

cited He thinks he must stand up with

a machine gun defence for his house

and his product. The veteran has

learned that these gusts of the dealer

usually die down more quickly when

the dealer is allowed to give them tuU

vent. No need to answer every point.

No use in placating every "wild man
who happens to be a merchant. Let

them talk themselves dry. Then buyer

and seller can then meet on a more ra-

tional basis.

12. Avoid arguments! The cub thinks

that arguments are the life of sales-

manship. The veteran knows that even

if the dealer can be argued into buy-

ing, the victory is won as a pitched

battle, and no dealer likes to be beaten

into buying.

13. Listening salesmanship. The

longer a man sells, the more artistic he

becomes at listening. The best sale is

the one where the dealer talks himselt

into buying, while the salesman simply

listens and puts in a word or question

here and there to keep thfe dealer going.

14. No sympathy appeals. The cub

sometimes gives way to the temptation

to tell about his aged mother, crippled

sister, or tiny kiddies. The veteran

knows that the dealer's private prob-

lems and obligations are probably quite

as serious as his own—so he sticks to

business.

15 Persistence vs. nagging. Another

sign that the cub is ready to sell shows

in his freedom from nagging tactics.

Real persistence is a very different

thing.

16. Elimination of the "I." Master

salesmanship has little or no "I in it.

It is all "you" talk—valuable informa-

tion appealing directly to the dealer s

selfishness. Cubs will hasten their

progress by cutting out the word l.

17. The call for help. One sales ex-

ecutive says, "The new salesman thinks

it is a sign of weakness to call for help.

The veteran knows that it is a sign ot

strength. It shows that he is big enough

and wise enough to use every resource

of his house to make the sale."

18 Underselling beats overselling.

One of the best salesmen I have ever

known savs, "For years I have always

sold so that the dealer discovers that

he gets just a little bit more than i

promised. This makes my ti;ade have

faith in me and my house. They tmd

that I more than make good on my
promises.

. j. j
"For example, if we talk about de-

liveries I may promise them in two

weeks when I know that the goods are

sure to arrive in ten days. This sort

of selling gives the dealer more than

he* expects, and it has made my rela-

tionship with my customers a most

pleasant one."

The cub in his desire to break rec-

ords is too prone to shoot the whole

works and then some. He puts the best

interpretation on everything when the

transaction falls short of his claims

and promises. In some respects the

dealer wonders if there aren't other

flaws as well in the relationship.

19. Cornered buyers. The purchas-

ing agent in a big Rochester factory

once said to me, "There's one young

chap who is probably wondering why
he doesn't get my business. He has

some particularly good reasons why we

should buy his product, but he fairly

gets me into a corner when he comes

to sell I haven't a leg left to stand

on. Actually I ought to be buying from

him, but it hurts my pride too much to

give in to a kid on that basis. No
master salesman ever handles buyers

in this fashion, but many cubs at-

tempt it.

20 Respect your ou'n time. The vet-

eran salesman respects his own time

and shows it in the right way to his

trade, who in turn respect him and his

house all the more for it. Time is a

big ingredient in the individual sales-

man's success. The more calls he

makes per day, the more business he

will probably get. j , ,.„

The cub too often stands around, lets

the dealer waste his time in talking

everything but business, lets them put

him off until the next trip, etc., etc., etc.

21. Hardest to sell^easiest to hold.

The hard nuts look too discouraging to

the average cub salesman. To the vet-

eran they are often the most inviting

names oA his list. He knows that the

hardest dealers to get are usually the

easiest to hold. So he puts in relative-

ly more time on these tough fellows

than the salesman who is just begin-

ning.

22. Too many selling points. The cub

too often uses on the dealer all the sell-

ing points he has. He thinks this is

being thorough. In this assumption he

is wrong. Thoroughness goes much

further than that. The thorough sales-

man goes on studying the individual

dealer's business until he hits upon the

two or three points which will make a

real dent in this particular case.

If these fail he has other material

in reserve. No heed to put the whole

darned army into action if one bat-

talion can win the day.

23. Keep repeating. Once the cub

has told his whole story and been

thrown down, he wonders what he will

say next. This gets him into the futile

realms of mere defensive salesmanship.

The veteran is an adept at telling

the old story over and over "i slightly

different ways. He knows that the

chances are that it didn't sink m suffi-

ciently at the first telling. So he keeps

on throwing the same old troops at the

same old point until the opposition
j

gives away.
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9Be OPEN FORUM
Individual Views Frankly Expressed

Boomerang Slogans ?

HAVING always been in the indus-

trial advertising field exclusively,

and not an authority on what catches

the public attention in aiding the mer-
chandising of a mass production ar-

ticle, I cannot help but wonder whether
the recent advertising campaigns, un-
dertaken by two prominent cigarette

manufacturers, are not harmful to

their own industry as a whole. "Not
one cough in a carload" is a slogan
that indicates that smoking as a gen-
eral rule is harmful, but if the public

will use this company's specific brand,
they will find it will not be as detrimen-
tal to their health as other brands. No
doubt they felt forced to it due to the
ancient testimonial campaign of a com-
petitor, "It's toasted, therefore does not
hurt your throat," but it seems to me
that any advertising that hurts or
brings into a bad light a particular in-

dustry and its product to aid one indi-

vidual manufacturer in that industry,
is harmful advertising. I know that it

brought my attention to the fact that
maybe I was indulging a little too free-

ly in a habit that might be injurious
to my general health. Maybe I am
wrong.

Abbott F. Riehle
RiEHLE Bros. Testing Machine Co.,

Philadelphia.

More About Messrs. Chase
and Schlink

IT seems to me that the official report
of the first skirmish of the advertis-

ing forces after the offensive (and be-
lieve me, it was offensive) launched by
Generals Chase an;i Schlink, will have
to be reported in some such evasive
phrases as "consolidating our lines."
This eager "eye-witness" cannot ob-
serve much damage to the enemy either
in material or personnel.

If the original salvo was really an
unfriendly act toward advertising as a
whole, let's get our heavy artillery into
place. I'm not sure that it is. I am not
sure that the Chase-Schlink opus is

really an attack on advertising. No
more than an indignation meeting over
Deacon Smug's long prayers and short
cords of wood is an attack on the
Church. The whole isn't just soma of
its parts. It's a lot more. There has
been a good deal of shooting at adver-
tising in its day and where the lines
were rotten they broke.

This is a scientific age. We have de-

bunked a number of our institutions by
the laboratory method and it has not

hurt the legitimate ones. Why should

not advertising stand up to the test?

In any case, let's not try to answer a
barrage of high explosives with an
angry war-dance, or by simply calling

on the ancient gods for vengeance.

I'm waiting with interest for the

counter-attack and only wish I had the

qualifications to enlist.

H. R. Baukhage, Business Manager,
Consolidated Press Association,

Washington, D. C.

Mr. Chase is at present in Europe. He
has been invited to reply to Mr. Goode's
criticism of his book. We hope to publish
his article this fall.

—

Editor.

The Post Office and the

Newspaper
PERMIT me to comment on your

editorial by Harry A. Casey (July

1.3 issue). Mr. Casey compares the

postman and the post office to the news-
paper—its physical aspect only. He
says that the merchant doesn't blame
the post office nor the letter carrier if

the mailing piece is a flop; therefore,

the merchant should not blame the

newspaper, which does nothing but de-

liver the message at the lowest cost to

thousands of families.

True, the merchant doesn't blame the

post office or the letter carrier. He
blames the medium, which may be a

letter, booklet, folder, brochure, broad-
side and what not. Sometimes a letter

pulls better than a folder, as one peri-

odical may be more resultful than an-
other. All other things being equal,

the merchant should blame the news-
paper, which may be any one of a num-
ber of newspapers or magazines. If

this weren't so, the advertiser could ex-

pect equally good or bad returns from
any newspaper.

I believe that it's strictly a question

of media. Depending on the product,

it's sometimes more economical to tell

your story to the masses through the
medium of the newspaper than it is

through direct-by-mail advertising. The
selection of the medium must be de-

cided after careful analysis.

The comparison between the post of-

fice and newspaper is a very poor
analogy. The newspaper must be com-
pared with the folder, booklet, letter,

etc. Newspapers, too, are carried and
delivered by newsboys and postmen.
The success of direct-by mail advertis-
ing depends primarily on the mailing
list—the market. The success of a

newspaper advertisement depends on
the market—the subscription list, its

readers. Select a proper medium, write
a good message, and the rest is easy

—

provided the product is meritorious.
Irving Rothstein, Vice-President,

Ahrend Letters, Inc., New York.

Divided By;—Not Multiplied

IN the printing of my letter on the

circu-line in the issue of August 10

a typographical error crept in which,
though small enough in itself, may
cause your readers some confusion:
The line, in the paragraph beginning

"Or in a formula . . .," which now
reads,

. . . (c) Total circu-lines at one agate
line costs (line rate charge) r^ . . .

should read correctly,

. . . (c) Total circu-lines at one-agate-
line cost: line rate charged = . . .

The important point being, divided
by, and not multiplied by, as the paren-
theses might indicate.

Richard Barron, Publicity Department
The News,
New York.

Applying Advertising

Principles

MR. LEWIS BREWER'S letter

(June 15) is interesting. While,
of course, the principles governing
present day advertising practice are
pretty well defined, they are certainly

not as clearly defined as are engineer-

ing principles. It is doubtful, in the
writer's opinion, whether the applica-

tion of advertising principles will ever
\

be an exact science.

Industrial advertising, which neces-
sarily rests its case upon specific I

mechanical and economic facts rather
1

than upon enthusiastic generalizations,

is gradually but surely gaining a place

leadership in the whole field of com-
mercial publicity.

It is the business of industrial ad-
vertising to present vital performance
facts where they will do the most good
for the product to be sold; this it must
do in a clear, straightforward and au-
thoritative manner. At the same time
it must be done in an attractive and
human interest way.
American industry is expecting more

and more from advertising as the years

go by. Every year it is becoming more
and more an integral part of indus-

try's contribution to modern civiliza-

tion. William E. Kerrish,
Wollaston, Mass.

«»<£)•' .gx»-
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Einson-Freeman Co., Inc.

Double-Tier Container Patent
sustained by United States Court

The "loo per ccfit'

Counter Display
(Pat. Sept. 3.1922}

'^
.

F'lU/i and ships

compactly

Takes 'j the

counter space-"

gives 3 times

the advertising

space—and
shows 2 rows
0/ merchandise.

I
Sets up v_^

instantly

OUR basic patent covering the double-tier container has
been sustained by the Honorable Grover M. Moscowitz,

Judge of the United States District Court for the Eastern Dis-
trict of New York in an opinion handed down July 2, 1927,
in an action brought by us against one of our competitors.
A decree was entered in said case on July 6, 1927, reading in
part as follows

:

"ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED, as follows:

1. That Letters Patent of the United States, granted
on DISPLAY DEVICES, No. 1,428,226, dated Sep-
tember 5, 1922, being the Letters Patent in suit, are
good and valid in law.

2. That the plaintiff, Einson-Freeman Co., Inc., is the
sole and exclusive owner of the entire right, title and
interest in and to said Letters Patent No. 1,428,226.

3. That the defendant, * * * has infringed upon claims 1,

2 and 3 of said Letters Patent No. 1,428,226, and has
violated the exclusive rights of the plaintiff thereunder
by making and selling DISPLAY DEVICES embody-
ing and containing the invention ofsaid Letters Patent
as set forth in said claims 1, 2 and 3 thereof * * * "

This decision fully protects the basic rights of the Einson-
Freeman Co., Inc., on the double- tier container. It is definite
protection to those of our customers to whom we have given
exclusive license to use this container, and who recognize the
distinctive sales producing value of this device. Among our
many customers whom we are protecting by such exclusive
right to use the double- tier container for their products are
the American Tobacco Company, Yale Flashlights, LePage's
Glue, Hohner Harmonicas, Ward Baking Co., etc.

The distinctive features of this device are

:

It ships compactly; it sets up instandy; it takes up a third of
the usual counter space display; it shows two tiers of products:
it has thrice the advertising space; it receives attention quicker;
it gets up, stays up and sells.

Y
Our basic patent is No. 1,428,226, dated September 5,

l[ 1922. All infringers thereof will be vigorously prosecuted.

ElMyONfPOEMiqn CQ^
Offices and Lithographic Plant

511-519 East 72nd Street

New York City LITHOGRAPHER/ Specializing

ihwindowj/k/

store display

advefTising
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that it has made mere order takers out
of thousands who might be good mer-
chants today.
"You would not send out a salesman

who is not sold on your house or your
produ.ct. You would not send out a
salesman who would carry a competi-
tor's merchandise as a side line. Yet
many manufacturers believe that na-
tional direct-to-consumer advertising is

all that is necessary to build up a per-
manent output, while the very man in
who.se hand lies the privilege of actual-
ly consummating the sale is not prop-
erly sold.

'''PHE retail merchant is the man
1 who contacts with your public. He

is the one who can tell you what reac-
tion there is on your product. He is the
first to know if thei'e is real merchan-
dising possibility in your quality. He
receives the hard comeback when your
quality belies your label. You should
not impair his confidence, nor humili-
ate him by .selling him sub-.standard
goods or go over his head and rob him
of the incentive to do his own merchan-
dising."

In spite of Mr. Janssen's able pres-
entation, is the retailer's case substan-
tial ? In view of the economic history
of a century, I, personally, do not think
so.

I believe that the "slot machine"
tendency represents the retailer's best
hope for future profits, because it is

such an efficient developer of turnover.
In most cases usually cited the retail-
er's complaint concerns itself far more
with the decreasing margin of profit
offered by national advertisers than
with any objection to the rapidity and
ease with which consumers buy nation-
ally advertised goods.

Retailers want the inci'eased turnover
of today and the old slow turnover rate
of profit as well. This is surely not
fair, for the cost of producing the in-
creased turnover must be paid; and
there are plenty of makers of slow
turnover goods willing to offer very big
profit margins to retailers.

But what live retailer wants these
shelf-warmer brands? Even the chain
stores have come to stress nationally
advertised goods, despite their power-
ful efforts to sell their own brands.
The chain store has done much to

make retailing a slot machine affair, but
still the chains are growing mightily.
I agree with Smiley that we will soon
see far more cafeteria-like retail stores.
The cost and declining quality of
clerks, the pressure of competition will
bring more and more efforts to make
retail buying quick, safe, simple and
laboi'-saving.

Willnir p. Nesbit Dies

Wilbur D. Nesbit, vice-president of
the William H. Rankin Company, Inc.,
New York and Chicago advertising
agency, died in Chicago on Aug. 20.
He was 54 years old. Mr. Nesbit was
active not only in advertising but also
in literary fields. He was president of
the Forty Club and had gained a wide
reputation as a poet and writer. He
started his career by doing humor and
feature writing and held positions as
feature writer and columnist on the
Baltimore American, the Chicago
Tribune and the Chicago Evening
Post.

picture readers

-npHE Straphanger is a symbol of the age.

A Though subway, elevated and trolley may
not serve every community, the spirit of hurry,

of snatch-as-you-go, permeates the land.

The picture story is instantaneous; it tele-

graphs its message at a glance; no barriers of

age, of race, of literacy, bar its readers. Reach
your biggest market through— pictures.

And remember, that while it is true econ-

omy to buy the best in illustration, that best

is wasted unless it is faithfully reproduced.

And the finest photo engravings actually cost

no more than engravings less carefully made;
in tact, they make both printing and results

cost less.

For three generations zve have helped

advertisers, publishers and printers

to make their pictures TALK. The

best picture in the world is no better

than the photo engraving that

reproduces it.

Gatchel £^ Manning, Inc.
C. A. Stin.son, President

[.Member of the .American Photo Engravers .Association]

'Photo Engravers
West Washington Square <r^ 2jo South Jth St.PHILADELPHIA
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Advertisers
IN iho preceding number uf "Ad* frlising

& Selling" we lifted half of the adver-

tisers usin^ ihe August issue of

"Industrial Power."
We complete the list herewith.
The total number of concerns using space

in the August INDUSTRIAL PO\S ER is 106
and their advertisements occupy 94y:; pages,

August issues are not notable for bulginf^

volumes of advertising'; on the contrary
they are often notorious for the advertising

they do not carry.
How well and how favorably ^'Industrial

Power" has come to be known by the
companies advertising in it may be judged
by the fact that in this August issue of
"Industrial Power" there are 61% more
pages of advertising than in the best

previous August issue.

M. H. Detrick Company
Cling-Surface Company
The Powers Regulator Co.

The Prest-0-Lite Company, Inc.

The Standard Scale & Sup-
ply Corp.

Allen-Bradley Company
The Vastine Sales Corp.
The Leavitt Machine Com-

pany
Anti-Hydro Waterproofing Co.

S. F. Bowser & Company, Inc.

The M. A. Hofft Co.
McLeod & Henry Co.
Cooke Seal Ring
The Terry Steam Turbine

Company
Midwest Firebrick Construc-

tion Co.
Combustion Service Corp.
Diamond Power Specialty

Corp.
The Conway Clutch Co.
ClemcJit Mfg. Co.
Elliott Company
Henry Vogt Machine Co.

The Garlock Packing Co.

Nuway Boiler & Engineer-
ing Co.

Smooth-On Mfg. Co.
The Engineering Products

Corp., hie.

Alexander Bros., Inc.

Boiler Room Improvement Co.
Grindle Fuel Equipment Co.

International Filter Co.
Charles Engelhard, Inc.

Viking Pump Company
Clarage Fan Company
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

The Swartwout Company
Chicago Chemical Co.
Iron Fireman Corporation
Rectigraph Company
Mead-Morrison Mfg. Co.
Mathews Conveyor Co.
The Browning Crane Com-

pany
Conveyors Corporation of

America
Goodman Manufacturing Co.
The Fate-Root-Heath Com-

pany
The Lamson Company
Box Crane & Hoist Cor-

poration
Weller Mfg. Co.
The Kent Machine Co.

Godfrey Conveyor Company
American Engineering Com-

pany
Easton Car and Construc-

tion Co.
York Heating & Ve^itilating

Corp.
Link-Belt Company

^her weeVV

"There Was a Decrease"

"Notwithstanding the heavy travel on the
Oriental Limited, and other fast trains,
there was a decrease of 6% per cent in the
total passenger revenue compared with
1925."—Extract from the annual report of
the Great Northern Railway for 1926.

You will find some such statement

in the annual report of practically

every other American railroad.

Through travel—that is, travel be-

tvi^een points hundreds or thousands
of miles apart—holds up; indeed, it

never was better than now. Local

travel, which used to be the backbone
of the passenger department, has
shriveled up and died. The privately-

owned automobile and the motor-bus
have killed it. I suppose I know
twenty New Yorkers who hail from the

Middle West. Most of them are out-

of-town at the moment; they've gone
to their old homes in Indiana, Ohio or

Illinois. The railroads have not bene-

fitted by their going to any great ex-

tent because, with hardly an exception,

they have made the trip by automobile.

Overdone, Just a Trifle

The four men who flung themselves
noisily into the barbershop where I

was having my hair cut were, I

thought, Columbia students out for a

good time. Their clothes, very evi-

dently, had just been pressed. Their

hats were adorned with the very latest

thing in hatbands. Their shoes were
immaculate. So was their linen.

They were, in short, dressed "to the

nines," And because they were, I

said to myself "these men are not

collegians, they are barbers out on

strike," Which they were.

If, in their get-up, had been even a

touch of carelessness, they might have
passed for what they tried to be. But
no! The imitation had to be better

than the thing it imitated.

That same afternoon, I saw in a

subway train, a woman of perhaps
forty, who had just had what her

beauty-specialist had doubtless told

her was "a perfect facial," It was.

It was so perfect that it made people

say "Huh! She needs it,"

More than a little advertising copy
is like this. It is so self-conscious

that it betrays itself.

In Great Britain, if I am correctly

informed, the leader of His Majesty's

Opposition is paid a salary consider-

ably larger than the average Member
of Parliament gets. It has always
seemed to me that this was a very

sensible arrangement; but why should

its benefits be confined to Parliament?
Why should not every municipality

—

every business, too, for that matter

—

have its paid fault-finder? By "fault-

finder," I do not mean merely a man
who goes around stirring up trouble,

but one who puts his finger on things

which should not be and howls about
them so loudly that those in authority

are bound to take cognizance of them.

A Secondary Transportation System

Some day, when I have time, I am
going to write an article which will

bear the title set forth above. It will

deal with the changes which the al-

most universal use of the gas-propelled

vehicle has brought about.

Those of us who seldom venture far

from New York have no conception

how far-reaching these changes are.

They affect the day-by-day life of mil-

lions of men and women. They have

altered—and not for the better—the

appearance of a good part of the to-

pography of the land we live in. They
have transformed thousands and thou-

sands of farmers into amateur hotel-

keepers. They are responsible for a

new point of view, not only of the

people of the community but also of

legislatures. That these changes have

been beneficial in many ways is beyond

doubt. That they have been harmful

in as many more is equally beyond

doubt.

Yet He Seems Happy Enough

Last night, in Riverside Park, an old

friend told me of his plans for the

future. "Two years more," said he

"and I'll sell out and go back to the

town where I was born,"

"Will you be happier there than you

are now?," I asked.

"I think so," he answered, "For
one thing, I can do what I please,"

"You do that now, don't you?"

"I do not," said C, "What is more,

I never have. All my life, I've done

what I did not want to do,"

Jamoc.
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EveningAmerican Grows
Faster than Chicago

5? 5>
o

c^ o^

22.4^

207o

The above chart, drawn to scale, is striking proof ofhow the Chicago Evening American
is building city circulation far more rapidly than Chicago is growing in population.

The Chicago Evening American increased its city circulation 195,209 copies during

the last ten-year period. This is a gain of 84.4%. The Chicago metropolitan population

increased 161,955 families during the same period, or an increase of 22.49i

.

rf The Chicago Evening American Has More City Circula- fe

!_ tion Than the Second Evening Paper Has Total Circulation J

•f^EHt^s; ij©)^
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JricK YOUR PRINTER as you pick a man

for a responsible job. Find one whose

work is outstanding, whose ability is

recognized and discuss with him your

printing needs. Work out your print-

ing problems with him. That way lies

good printing, and by careful planning,

more economical.

y
.<»"

ff^e recommend

The Marchbanks Press
114 EAST I 3 TH STREET

Telephone: stuyvesant 1 197

NEW YORK.
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Turn these 77,000

brilliant searchlights on your wares
It takes positive and nega-

tive to make electricity. It

takes hotli currents to put

action into a brain. Forum
readers are in live contacts

with yes and no. The Forum
starts the sparks. It is a

magazine of controversy. Its

readers are roused out of

hammock lassitude into
crackling hrain action

!

Turn these 77,000 pene-
trating searchlights on your
wares. Their brilliance
streams down from the very

top of magazine lists. 11 %
of these brains are control-

ling all the wires in orte or

more corporations. Another
11% are earning from
$25,000 to .f80,000"a year

... to % of the total" are

earning over $10,000 a year

... an additional 20 % over

$5000. You submit your
product to a searching in-

terest in all that makes for

comfortable living.

Will the Forum carry jour
advertising ?

FORUM
Member of Audit Bureau of Circulations

WALDO W. SELLEW, Ai/rerfis/ng Manager, 44l Lexington Avenue, New York

What's Right mth
Distribution ?

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20]

and everybody is supposed to be
happier.

That's where this twelve cylinder
distribution system gets in its good
work. It has the task—by no account
a mean one—of selling everything that
everybody makes so that everybody will

be enabled to go on producing. Even
if it takes twelve steps for the farmer's
wheat to enter the consumer's ab-
dominal viscera in the form of a Pai'ker
House roll, it has arrived there by the
cheapest possible route.

'"pHE consumer may feel revenged by
A knowing that the radio he makes has
taken nearly as many steps to reach
the farmer. In either case one or all of
the steps could be eliminated ; but every
step eliminated would mean a rise in

the cost to the consumer.
Perhaps the crafty advertising man

persuades an impressionable movie star
to admit that her stage success is, in

a great measure, augmented by her
use of his face powder. Ethically, this

is not horribly dishonest. The lady un-
doubtedly uses face powder, and face
powders are pretty much alike, and the
consumer will be better off if she
uses some. Certainly the method does
not create unhappiness and disillu-

sionment or it would fall of its own
rottenness. It may be that the shop
girl wants a breath of romance in her
life; she may want the illusion of her
kinship to beauty, of her relation to

the great people of her world. Or
have all of us passed the fairy tale age?
A reforming contemporary would

supplant salesmanship by testing bu-
reaus. The intelligent public would be
empowered to decide what it wanted,
and then submit an accurate bill of

specifications, as the government does
when it buys maple syrup. It seems
possible that the famous Latin observa-
tion de gustibnn non disputandum has
never crossed the horizon of this gen-
tleman. Translated, this means that
you can't dispute another's taste. The
government can jam any specifications
down the throats of its employees, and
get away with it by saying that it's

healthy. But try to do it to a civilian.

The only way he can be standardized
in his taste is by advertising. People
have been educated to dress and eat
and motor enough alike so that cheap
products can be made for them. But
a new choice will always get converts,
even if the old has been satisfactory.

If a testing bureau were to decide
that maple syrup with 40 per cent water
was the correct formula, the advertis-
ing man would advertise that his 45
per cent watered stock was more pleas-

ing to the taste, or that his 45 per
cent watered syrup was richer and
was used by movie stars and baseball
players. It would seem that even a
testing' bureau would need considerable
of an advertising appropriation to con-
vince people that they should have what
was best and cheapest.
There seems to be as yet only one an-

swer to the high cost of having innu-
merable distributers to do all the edu-
cating. In advertising parlance, these
gentlemen are said to be doing mission-
ary work. Any advertising man knows
that the correct answer is more and

I
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better advertising. Each time we buy '

a car or insurance or soup without be-

ing sold — in other words, educated —
we are reducing its distributing cost.

Each time we stall around and look at

three or four articles before deciding,
we are raising its cost. Campbell's

j

soup is cheap because we are educated
j

to it and we don't look at competitors'
products. We can not be educated
without paying and we can't stay un-
educated without paying even more.

UNFORTUNATELY, one person
cannot be educated ahead of the

rest of the country. While he is reach-
ing the radio stage, the new milk choc-
olate he is making must be taking hold
of other consumers. In other words,

[

these producers swap commodities via
United States currency. As economics,
this is simple, but it is pitifully mis-
understood.

.Advertising men have been too fre-

quently hoist with their own petards.
They know that repetition makes an im-
pression, and yet they have yielded to

the persistent hammering of the semi-
professional reformer in his conten-
tion that the distribution system is

wasteful. Recently from such unim-
peachable quarters as Dominick &
Dominick, figures were issued showing
the horrifying increase in distribution
costs. They were swallowed, with no
critical gagging at the dose. Business
men nodded at Abe Martin's wise-crack,
"What we want is less service, and
more of what we're payin' for", as
though he had uttered a profound scien-
tific truth in his homely words.
Maybe Abe Martin and Dominick

& Dominick are right, but here is one
advertising man who will go to bat
with them and throw in Chase &
Schlink for good measure. But we'll in-

sist on a genetic, dynamic interpreta-
tion of the facts, and the opposition must
be as scientific as we shall try to be.

To those who insist on drastic
changes in the economic scheme, a par-
agraph from an inoffensive psycholo-
gist, W. B. Pillsbury, will seem very
appropriate. He wrote it in a book far
removed from the so-called taint of
business. His book is called The Fsy-
chnhfji/ of Reasoviny. He says:

"One nearly always overlooks some
essential part of the problem until the
solution is transferred to material con-
struction. I have been told by a scien-
tist of great ingenuity in the construc-
tion of physical instruments that he has
frequently tried to think out a device
that should need no modification when
it is actually built, but always with-
out success. He finds that some essen-
tial factor is always forgotten until the
parts are really seen. His memory for
details is not sufficient to recall or con-
struct all the factors of the problem."
There is no need in going on and

drawing a painful parallel. Perhaps
to the reforming mind the conception of
a new physical instrument is difficult

compared with the conception of a new-
social order. To those of us who have
to observe the present social order
carefully enough to make our livings
from it, it seems that it would take a
better man than ourselves to under-
stand even the world we see. Far be
it from us to try to understand a
world, the details of which we must
imagine. But possibly other people do
understand the whole of the present
social order. If so, we hope that some
day they will take time to explain it.

PRPfood
fi^«|^li|^ THREE TIMES A DAY

ON THE FARM
THE FARM FAMILY

eats three substantial
meals at home every

day. There are no restau-

rants, no delicatessens,
so the farm woman must
purchase food in quantity
and always be prepared
for emergencies.

THE FARMER'S WIFE
reaches 820,000 farm
women throughout the
United States. Here is a
market for enormous
quantities of foodstuffs.

Make sure that these
women know your brand
— advertise in their own
magazine. It is the most
effective method of reach-
ing the real ''purchasing

a^ent" on the farm.

THE FARMER'S WIFE
is the only magazine in

America published exclu-

sively for farm women.

THE

Farmers Wife
A Magazine for Farm Women

Webb Publishing Company, Publishers

Saint Paul, Minn.

WestPrn RepresPfitatiwes

Standard Farm Papers, Inc.

307 North Michigan Awe.

Chicago, III.

Eastern Representatives

Wallace C. Richardson, Inc

250 Park Avenue

New York City "^B
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations
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WHO
Uses Our Service Now?

The Knapp Company
Palmolivc Soap Company
Continental Casualty Company
Williams Oil-O-Matic Company
Orange Crush Company
Drackett Chemical Company
Stark Bros. Nurseries

And hundreds of other large organizations.

WHY
DoTheyUseOurService?
Because it guarantees tremendous re-

sults. Here's what our clients say of it:

Ditto, Inc.
—"Getting wonderful results.

Men and families enthusiastic."

Reliance State Bank—"Using your ser-

vice in bond drive, we did 228% of

quota. Greatest contest we ever staged."

D-A Lubricant Corp.
—"Your contest

has developed more interest than con-

templated. First week results indicate

that contest will run far above our most

optimistic expectations."

Book House for Children—"Your Pickit

& Winit service increased our business

52%. Will repeat."

WHAT
Sort of Service Is It?

A service that secures larger volume,

new prospects, new accounts, speeds up
turnover and collections, opens new ter-

ritory, stimulates house and distributors'

salesmen, etc.

THE ANSWER
ToTheseBriefQuestions
can be found in our booklet "Sales

Contests." Every Executive interested

in Sales should have a copy on file, for

it contains very valuable information on
Sales — Campaigns — Stimulation —
Contests, etc.

WftlTF /"' " ^"W "/ "Sales Con-

implies no obligation.

UPSCO
Pickit and Winit Service

Executive Offices:

307 N. Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO

Engineers as

Advertising Men
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25]

fancy, I am still wondering if he
won't come closer than the purely
instinctive person to knowing the prob-
able duration of popularity for the very
latest wrinkle, judging it wholly by the
distance to which it sways from an
even keel.

This is not an argument for the ex-
termination of butterflies. I always
want someone close by who reads The
New Yorker before the ink is dry, who
knows what a Basque cap is before
I've found out what became of the eye-
shades, who spots bell-shaped trousers
before President Coolidge gets them on
the front page. Only, in building an
advertising organization I'd put him (or
very likely her) up on top of the wall,

where he can bounce freely without
shaking it.

One kind of individuality is instinct-

ive. It is quick, valuable for its speed.
Another kind is carefully and deliber-

ately built, by studied rule. It accom-
plishes more lasting results, even in

artistic expression. I think Dr. Hess
is on the trail of something that will be
felt not only in industrial advertising
but increasingly in the more "emo-
tional" fields.

Are Advertising Men
Too Defensive?

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 40]

our Independence. A century or so later

we returned this visit with United

States Marines on a more practical, if

less glorious mission. Few adminis-

tration newspapers found fault, and
none, I presume, ever pointed out in

whose financial interests we took over

the tiny Government.
These flashes of radicalism may seem

quite beside the question. Yet if you
will try them on your friends and note

carefully the various resentful reactions

they arouse you will have achieved for

yourself an exact sample of the response
of the advertising world to any sug-

gestion—especially from an outsider

—

that advertising is not an overwhelm-
ing economic force, uniformly success-

ful and universally beneficial!

History will, I believe, support a

contention that there is absolutely noth-

ing that, seasoned by time and sup-

ported by the right people, doesn't be-

come an Institution. And therefore

immune to criticism.

Admittedly, the present conception of

advertising has been built in masterly
fashion by those who profit by the sale

of advertising.

Even so, advertising is on the defen-

sive today not through any fault of its

own. Or through any sudden enlight-

enment of outsiders. Our nation's busi-

ness happens simply to have reached
the stage where oil forms of selling and
distribution are under criticism. Ad-
vertising can and will work out its own
salvation. Our greatest weakness is

A New 300 Room Hotel

and a

22 Story Skyscraper

Two of the many evidences

of Unusual Prosperity in

ALLENTOWN
PA.

75% of its 250,000

Trading Area

Read The

Allentown Morning

Call

Story, Brooks & Finley
National Representatives

''Ask Us About

Advertisers Cooperation'

National Advertisers

Cover the Fertile German Field

in Rochester, N. Y.

Here are some the National

Accounts appearing in the
Rochester Daily Abendpost:

Bon Ami
White House Coffee

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
Dodge Brothers Motor Cars

United American Lines
Borden's Milk
Odeon Records

Wurlitzer Pianos and Musical
Instruments

Victor Talking Machines
Glastenbury Underwear

Cass Washer
St. Jacob's Oil

Kellogg's Food Products
Cantilever Shoes

National Biscuit Co.
United Slates Lines

Zonite
Holland- American Line

Camel Cigarettes
North German Lloyd
La Touraine Coffee
Baume Bengue
Creomulsion

Hill's Cascara
Auto Strop Razor
Standard Oil Co.
Equitable Life

These National Advertisers have
found upon investigation that the
vast Gernjan-reading population of
Rochester and surrounding towns
can be reached effectively only
through

ROCHESTER'S GERMAN DAILY

ABENDPOST
50,000 GERMANS IS ROCHESTER
Rochester has received a large share
of the 260,000 German. Austrian and

Swiss immigration since 1923
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SOUTHERN RURALIST
ATLANTA, GA.

appoints

National Ad\ ertising Representati\ es

E. Katz Special Advertising Agency

New York
58 West 40th St.

Atlanta
22 Marietta St.

Chicago
.307 No. JMichigan Ave.

Kansas City
\\alclheim Bldg.

.

^ ^ ^

St. Louis
Syndicate Trust Bldg.

Effectiue September i, igiy

Detroit

General Motors Bldg.

San Francisco
Monadnock Bldg.

The Southern Ruralist, established 1893,

serves every interest of the farm home with over

4:^0,000 net paid circulation.
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pvISPLAY advertis-

ing forms of Ad-

vertising and Selling

close 7 days preceding

the date of issue.

Classified advertising

forms are held open un-

til the Saturday before

the publication date.

Thus, space reserva-

tions and copy for dis-

play advertisements to

appear in the September

7 issue must reach us

not later than August

31. Classified advertise-

ments will be accepted

up to Saturday,

September 3.

THERMOMETERS
Your Local Dealers AVill

Pay for and Vse
Tlieniioiiieters

National advertisers find ther-
nionu'ters a valuable dealer help
wliifh costs them little or noth-
inff.

Let us present a plan for
using thermometers, tieing up
your advertising with the local
(it'alers. The dealers will pay
fur them.
We manufacture reliable ther-

liiometers for hundreds of ad-
MTtisers. Write us for samples
and plan.

THE CHANEY
MANUFACTURING CO.
!>0O Kast Pleasant St.,

Sprin^rUeltl, Ohio

The American Architect
A. B. C. Est. 1876 A. B. P.

"Advertising and Selling to Architects,*' a booklet

prepared to give you a better understanding of

the architectural field. Is now available.

Your copy \vill be sent upon request.

239 West 39th St. New York

that we have in the past tried to emu-
late the generous hospitality of Noah
and, at the same time, enjoy the chaste

immunity of Caesar's wife.

The reason I called Mr. Chase's book

"narrowly parti-san" was not because

he attacked advertising. But because,

with unquestioned proof easily avail-

able, he chose to ignore completely

everything advertising is definitely

known to have accomplished. The fact

that advertising as a whole is open to

anybody's criticism doesn't alter the

fact that some advertising has accom-
plished mii-acles everybody ought to

know.
More than anything else just now,

advertising needs the aid of trained

engineering minds like yours and Mr.
Chase's. It is barely possible that

Messrs. Chase and Borsodi may them-
selves get more kick out of a sensa-

tional deliberately uninformed atti-

tude. But I can't agree with your
optimism as to the effect of that sort

of presentation on the man on the
street.

Whenever these gentlemen have some
real facts, soberly presented, they may,
I believe, count on the most earnest

consideration by plenty of good adver-

tising men. Where they haven't these

facts—on both sides—shouldn't they as

scientists be a bit ashamed of indis-

criminate broadcasting ?

Very truly yours,

Kenneth M. Goode,
250 Park Avenue,

New York.

Fair Trade Resolutions

Passed
4T the request of the Federal

_[\_ Trade Commission, a trade prac-
tice conference comprising repre-

sentatives of the correspondence schools
cf the counti'y was held at Pittsburgh
on April 30. The purpose of this con-
ference was to consider the unfair
methods of competition prevalent in

this field. Hon. J. F. Nugent, commis-
sioner of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion, presided. Section by section, the
set rules which had been adopted by
members of the industry at an un-
official meeting was read and discussed.
Finally twenty-six regulations were
drawn up to be effective Jan. 1 1928.

Those published below should be of es-

pecial interest to the readers of Adver-
tising AND Selling.
Be It Resolved, that over-statements

or misrepresentations relating to ac-

tual or probable earnings are unfair
practices.

(Adopted unanimously.)
Note: Inspirational copy can be

written which will prod the Ambitious
to better their incomes through addi-

tional training without holding forth
salaries that only the very exceptional
can win.

Illustration: Statistics can be gath-
ered to show the average earnings in

any industry. If competent and expe-
rienced draftsmen command an average
of $100 a week, schools should not ad-
vertise "Earn $250 a Week as a Drafts-
man."
Be It Resolved, that over-statements

which set forth the demands and op-

jes Sin I
ROOMS ARE

LARGER AT THE
DETROIT-LELAND

Where Luxury
is Homelike

It is truly amazing how swift

and far this news has traveled
—thatrooms are larger atthe
nezv Detroit-Leland. One-very
train someone istellingothers

the good news.

Important for sales travelers,

too, are the really finer, and
far larger sample rooms, with
bath and in-a-door bed. All

are outside rooms so that
goods may be shown under
natural light. Outstanding
advantages in all rates and
prices will gratify you.

^f\f\ Large Rooms
/ \j\J wilh Bath

85% are priced from S3.00 to $5.00

DETROIT-LELAND
HOTEL

Bagley at Cass, Detroit, Michigan
(a few steps from the Michigan Theater)

WM. J. CHITTENDEN, Jr.. Manager
Direction Continental-Leland Corporation

Larger Sample Rooms
from $5.00 lo $8.00 per day
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portunities in any vocation or field of
activity constitute unfair practice.

(Adopted unanimously.)
Note: Base demand for trained men

on existing conditions: The job that
additional training may command is

Worth poundinjiT home to the prospect.
The employment market, however, sets

limitations which should be recognized.
Rare opportunities open only to the ex-
ceptional, should not be represented as
usual.

Illustration: It is a known fact that
the motion picture industry does not
generally consider the scenarios of un-
known and inexperienced writers. A
school, therefore, should not advertise
that there is a big demand for new
scenario writers.

Be It Resolved, that to promise or
guarantee a job or a raise in pay con-
stitutes unfair practice.

(Adopted: Vote, 38 for; 5 against.)
Note: To lead a prospect to believe

that a certain wage or type of position
is guaranteed upon the completion of
a certain cour.se of training without
the student being aware of the diffi-

culty within the course and the very
small percentage who are able to com-
plete the same, is basing enrollment
upon the ignorance of the enrolled and,
tnerefore, unsound merchandising.
Be It RESOLVEn, that the use of the

marked up or fictitious price is mis-
leading and constitutes unfair practice.

(Adopted unanimou.'sly.)
Note: .\dvising the prospect that the

regular price of the course or service
is a certain amount when as a matter
of fact the regular price is the one be-
ing quoted.

Illustration: "The regular price of
our course is $40 but for the next fif-

teen days we are offering it for one-
half price, $20." is a misleading and
confidence destroying statement when
$20 is the regular price.

Be It Resolved, that to resort to a
subterfuge of offering a scholarship or
a partial scholarshiD that is merely
used as a selling device constitutes un-
fair practice.

(.Adopted unanimously.)
Be It Resolved, that the use of any

name which indicates or implies that
the institution is a plant, factory, shop,
association, or other than an institution
cf learning, unless the name of such
institution is always used in connection
with explanatory words or phrases
which clearly indicate its nature as an
educational institution, constitutes un-
fair practice.

(Adopted unanimously.)
Note: Offer instruction under an

accurate firm name. A correspondence
school is not a plant, factory, associa-
tion, laboratory, or a shon within the
public understanding of the term and
should never be so represented. It shall,

therefore, he required that schools
having such corporate names shall

either change the same or always add
explanatory .words or phrases there-
after which clearly indicate the nature
of the institution.

Be It Resolved, that to inaccurately
list or state the relationship of mem-
bers of faculty, advisory boards, in-

structors, writers, or others, consti-
tutes unfair practice.

(Adopted unanimouslv.)
Note: Differentiate between active

and advisorv faculty members. Readers
have the right to assume that those
listed as faculty members are in fact
active instructors. If educators are

>;X3<3<3<3iXS<3iX3<3(XX3<»a<J<»i^^

n Suppose yiou have a

product that can be ad-

vertised and sold to the

gas industry—

fl
Would you mind if

your advertising missed

fifty-three hundredths of

one per cent of all the

possible coverage in this

market ?

n If fiotf <we can guarantee

you the rest through

GAS AGE-RECORD
9 EAST 38th street
NEW YORK CITY
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FROM OUR CODE OF ETHICS

" f-Fe should have a thorough knowledge of pro-

duction costs and base our selling prices upon these

costs, realizing that these prices are the lowest for
•which our product can be sold without loss of money."

LTHOUGH your busi-

ness is small there is no

reason why you are not

entitled to the best in typog-

raphy. Select a good advertising

agency and insist that your

typography be set by a member

of the A.T.A. Next to copy,

typography is most important.

^EW Fork ^roup of

'lAdvertising Typographers ofAmerica
^61 eighth zAvenue, U^^ew York

-<•
; MEMBERS ^K

Ad Service Co. ^ Advertising Agencies' Service Co. ' The Advertype Co., Inc.
Associated Typographers ^ E. M. Diamant Typographic Service ^ frost Brothers
David Gildea & Co., Inc. »" Montague Lee Co., Inc. * Frederic Nelson Phillips, Inc.
Standard Ad Service * Supreme Ad Service ^ Tri-Arts Press, Inc.
Typographic Service Company of New York, Inc. ' Kurt H. Volk, Inc.

The Woodrow Press, Inc.
-<•

-t-

SEND FIFTY CENTS FOR A COPY OF THE A. T. A. SERVICE BOOK

The American Handbook of Printing

Here is a remarkable opportunity to obtain a complete
knowledge of the uses and relations of the various printing arts.

The American Handbook of Printing is indispensable to the

workman desirous of extending his knowledge of the other

branches of printing and to the advertising man interested in

this important branch of his activities.

Size 514 X 71/2 inches, cloth boards, $2.50 ; 20 cents extra

for postage and packing.

The American Printer, Inc., 9 East 38lh St., New York, N. Y.

affiliated only in a nominal or advisory
capacity, distinguish them from the
active staff.

Illustration: A practising attorney
who is retained for the sole purpose of
giving occasional advice to the staff,

or the students, serves in an advisory
capacity. The author of a lecture or a
series of lectures, who has sold his text
outright, and who is not personally en-
gaged in its administration, should not
be listed as a member of the faculty.
Be It Resolved, that the use of

"blind" advertisements to attract pros-
pective students when the copy does
not clearly set forth that instructions
are offered, constitutes unfair practice.

(Adopted unanimously.)
Note: "Blind" advertisements are

misleading and preiudicial to confi-

dence in the advertiser, unless their
purpose is clearly stated. Good will
and sales are promoted by straight-
forward approach.

Illustration : Training offered by
educational institutions should not be
veiled as an economic opportunity com-
ing from a "Mr. at the
Hotel," or in other language which
withholds the essential purport and
oriE;in of the copy.
Be It Resolved, that the use of state-

ments of papers simulating court docu-
ments in the collection of accounts con-
stitutes unfair practice.

(Adopted unanimously.)
Note: Conduct collection activities

openly. Collections are an integral
part of home-study merchandising.
They should be conducted without re-

sort to pseudo-legal documents or rep-
resentations that the agency is non-
affiliated with the organization unless
this be the fact.

Illustration : A school may conduct
collection procedure under a distinct

name and from a diffevpnt location tut
such a department should not hold
thereafter that it is an outside holder
of a contract: nor should it simul'^te

court documents or otherwise employ
legal status which it does not possess.

Advertising and

Distribution
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36]

rural interests. Along her great length
of coastline Queensland has some small
but progressive cities which, through
distance from the capital, must be
treated as individual communities by
the advertiser who wishes to reach
their citizens. Queensland, with less

than a million population, covers an
area equal in size to all that part of

the United States east of an imaa-inary
line drawn southward from Chicago
to Pensacola in Florida.

Queensland is the only Australian
state where the railways do not all con-
verge on the capital. Big and rich and
tropical and almost empty today, the
world must hear more of Queensland
in the years to come. While the whole
of the commonwealth has somethins
very specific to advertise to the world
at large, Queensland seems to have
been more richly dowered and to offer

a wider diversity of attractions.
Tasmania I want to mention, because

this state does not appear to be gen-
erally associated with the Common-
wealth by both Englishmen and
Americans. Tasmania, with a popula-
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tion of about 250,000 equals in area
the combined States of New Hampshire,
Vermont and Massachusetts.

Victoria, slightly larger than Min-
nesota; South Australia, covering
about four times the area of Colorado,
and New South Wales, equalling ap-
proximately the combined areas of
Louisiana and Texas, make up the
rest of the states. The Northern Terri-
tory, whose administration is in the
Federal Government's hands, has not
yet attained its statehood. The terri-
tory equals in size the combined States
t)t Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New
Mexico and Arizona.

Brisbane seems to follow Sydney in
its buying habits, some more observant
than others, detecting an American in-
fluence at large in these two places.
Undoubtedly they are "different" in
many ways, though it would require a
liberal stretch of the imagination to
regard them as "suburbs of New
York."

NATURALLY enough, one sees in the
cities of greatest population the

highest standards in advertising. Syd-
ney is ahead of Melbourne, and the peo-
ple appear to possess a better adver-
tising sense and greater courage in the
spending of advertising appropriations.
Both Melbourne and Sydney are a long
way ahead of the other cities, Brisbane
possibly ranking third.
The American advertiser, securing

an Australian agency to place his ad-
vertising, would do well to consider the
appointment of firms operating either
in Melbourne or Sydney, which have
the staffs to understand Australian
conditions generally, irrespective of
state. But sometimes I fear the agen-
cies exhibit a fairly prevalent failing
of shutting their eyes to the actual
possibilities offering, and do not al-
ways appear to appreciate that the
population of Australia is very limited,
and offers to the most successful ad-
vertiser only a very restricted field for
his merchandise.
The relationship of the market to

the advertising has to be properly un-
derstood, and one feels that this has
been one of the principal pitfalls
which advertising has encountered in
Australia.
The volume of advertising in all

its forms has been out of all pro-
portion to the possible demand for
them, costs have been too great, and
there has been no reaction on produc-
tion or as a natural consequence on
price. If the goods have been import-
ed, the Australian market, raked
clean, has not been sufficient to show
this reaction. The efforts of a vacuum
cleaner proprietary always seem to
me to be a classic example of this fail-
ure to gage the potentialities of the
market offering for their machine.
Their expenditure has been more in
line with that justified by a country
of four times the population of Aus-
tralia, and while it is generally under-
stood that the landed cost of this
cleaner is no more than that of other
•competing machines, the selling price
is greatly in excess of most of them.
The buyer is consciously or uncon-
sciously paying for the advertising.
We, who sometimes seek industrial

and merchandising counsel in America,
are apt to lose sight of the fact of this
hopeless disparity in our respective
populations, though, on a per capita
.basis, the purchasing power of Aus-

f MR. AGENCY EXECUTIVE |

I READ ITATTHE OFFICE

"

lUT do you really read it? Of

course your agency receives it

regularly e

—

o—w, but if you're not the

lucky one to get it fresh from the en-

velope—how long does it take to reach

you—if ever

Enjoy the pleasure of a personal copy,

yours to read leisurely from cover to

cover.

ADVERTISING and SELLING
9 East 38th St., New York

Please enter my subscription for one year (26 issues) at $3.00 and send bill.

Name Position

Company

Address

City State.

8-24-27

NOTE: The readers of Advertising

& Selling are the best men in

the advertising business to

work for. We'll introduce

you m

"ikt Market T>tace
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Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is $3.00 per inch. Minimum charge $1.50.

Forms close Saturday noon before date of issue.

Help W anted

MAN to solicit SCHOOL ADVERTISING.
College graduate with some advertising experi-

ence preferred (although not required). Sales

ability and intelligence essential. Address Bo.x 474,
Advertising and Selling, 9 E. 38th St., New York
City.

ADVERTISING—JUNIOR SALESMAN
On trade publication well known in specialized

field. State age. experience and salary expected.
Address Box 473. Advertising and Selling, 9 E.
38th St., New York City.

Position W anted

ADVERTISING MANAGER—Experienced in

preparing trade paper ads, catalogs, direct-by-mail
advertising, making lay-outs, writing copy, buying
art work, printing and engraving. Must be
familiar with advertising in the industrial field.

Location near New York. Opportunity for

rapid advancement. Give complete experience,

age. salary expected. Address Box 472, Adver-
tising and Selling, 9 East 38th St., New York
City.

ADVERTISING MANAGER
A high grade pharmaceutical house requires the
services of an advertising manager.

(a) He must be a graduate of medicine.

(b) He must be able to do creative work,
prepare booklets for distribution to phy-
sicians and write copy for medical journals
and direct by mail campaigns.

(c) He must be fond of reading current medi-
cal literature.

(d) He should be able to translate French and
German medical articles into English.

(e) He must be an executive in every sense
of the word.

(f) He should possess a pleasing personality
and be able to cooperate in an agreeable
manner with other executives.

(g) His ideas must be broad and his experience
must be such that his judgment is mature.

Application must give medical college graduated
from and the year, how employed since graduation,
time as interne in and name of hospital, nation-
ality, religion, whether married, age, height,
weight, references and salary expected.

If you prefer to enclose samples of advertise-

ments you have written, you are at liberty to

do so.

Absolute confidence will be maintained.
All of our executives know of this advertise-

ment.

Address Box 467, Advertising and Selling, 9

East 38th St., New Y'ork City.

Production Manager, ten years practical experi-

ence in printing plants. Thoroughly understands
ait work,, photography, engraving, typographic
layout, electrotyping. presswork, paper, etc., also

had publication experience. Twenty-eight years
of age, Christian, American, Married. Excellent
record for results. Available September first.

Address Box 475, Advertising and Selling, 9

East 38th St., New Y'ork City.

Business Opportunities

I want to sell an automobile publication founded
over fifteen years ago. Published monthly, cir-

culation over 20,000 per month, principally among
automobile owners in New York State. Publica-
tion is printed by outside printing concern, so

there is no printing plant to bother with. Ex-
cellent opportunity for a live man with reasonable
capital to pick a good business investment. Ad-
dress P. O. Box 619, Homell, N. Y.

Multigraphing

Quality and Quantity Multigraphing,

Addressing, Filling In, Folding, Etc.

DEHAAN CIRCULAR LETTER CO., INC.

120 W. 42nd St., New York City

Telephone Wis. 5483

Miscellaneous

BOUND VOLUMES

A bound volume of Advertising and Selling makes
a handsome and valuable addition to your library.

They are bound in black cloth and die-stamped in

gold lettering. Each volume is complete with

index, cross-filed under title of article and name
of author making it valuable for reference pur-

poses. The cost (which includes postage) is

$5.00 per volume. Send your check to Adver-
tising and Selling, 9 East 38th St., New York
City.

BINDERS

Use a binder to preserve your file of Advertising
and Selling copies for reference. Stiff cloth

covered covers, and die-stamped jn gold lettering,

each holding approximately 9 issues, $1.85_ in-

cluding postage. Send your Check to Advertising
and Selling, 9 E. 38th St., New York City.

tralia would be higher than that of the
United States. And Americans who
think they see the error of our ways
show the same tendency to forgetful-
ness.

''I'^AKE, for instance, the case of
-l transportation, whicli seems to sup-
ply an example which the thoughtful
can apply to so many of our activi-

ties.

We have in Melbourne and Sydney
the principal centers of population.
They are served by a railway over which
the daily run of trains would be deplor-
ably low. The distance between these
points is nearly 600 miles, and the in-

termediate point of greatest popula-
tion is a little city of 12,000 inhabi-
tants. The capital cost of that line

is much the same as if it were dotted
with cities, and the train service ap-
proximated a suburban schedule.

Some American visitors, notably the
globe-trotting Samuel G. Blythe, ex-
press concern at the British sentiment
of the Australian people, but one re-

members with a certain degree of rel-

ish that a war issue of New York Life
ironically voiced Kaiser Wilhelm's
complaint that President Wilson was
"almost an Englishman."
The strongest tie of all, the tie of g

common blood, unites us firmly with
Great Britain, and must be reflected in

the habits and mentality of any people,

no rnatter to where they might spreads
I judge that a "Pennsylvania Dutch-
man" continues to look at life's prob-
lems through German spectacles, "bal-
loon-tyred" though they might b&
through a "go-gettive" environment.

Influenced by an Empire Marketing
scheme, this British sentiment creeps
into advertising- and selling, and ex-
hortations to buy British goods are by
no means uncommon. Britain is today
Australia's best customer, and the
English manufacturer who makes the
appeal to Australians to "buy from
those who buy from you" is getting du&
attention.

Australia's exports and imports to
and fi-om both Great Britain and the
United States can be appreciated by
the following:

Total Total
Exports Imports

Great Britain ...42.67^'r- 43.939'o-

United States ... 5.65^'^ 24.657o

AS the figures show, Australia is an
- excellent market for American

goods, though those of us who endeavor
to emulate Henry L. Doherty and take

advantage of a clear day to look ahead
ten or fifteen years, see the time when-
our agricultural products will be eager-
ly sought by Americans—when the
balance of trade between the two
countries will be more favorable to.

Australia.

Duplicate Circulation
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28 j

row morning. Some day the whole
world of women, like a line of tumbling-

tin soldiers, will decide to change. And,
one after another, regardless of com-
parative wealth, will in turn see black
stockings as her one great necessity.

Her place in that buying parade will

depend not at all on her pocketbook.

Simply on her stocking sensitiveness.
_

As you can easily see, it is the public-

—not'the individual—that absorbs ad~
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vertising. Instead of regarding his

audience as millions of sixpenny nails

each waiting patiently for his next tap

on the head, an advertiser might more
helpfully picture it as millions of ten-

pins, each falling or standing accord-

ing to the force and accuracy with

which each new appeal hits him indi-

vidually.
My lawyer, for example, counts two

hundred names on his list of clients.

According to their own needs, they turn

up in irregular rotation often enough
to keep him busy every day. My den-

tist tactfully reminds me, now and
then, that a filling in time saves a gold

crown. But my own ache determines

my visit. No matter how alile a young
doctor, he must wait patiently until his

"practice" averages enough ills a day
to keep him busy.

Just as statistics represent a market
without estimating its one vital factor
—desire—so statistics measure circula-

tion without estimating its one vital

factor

—

attention. Coverage is a noble

term. But it doesn't mean much. It

belongs to the same type of abstract

conception as the protection we have
had when we start a new year without
having collected any insurance.

Nobody can deliver a market. Nor
even a circulation. Each time our big

Detroiter runs a good enough advertise-

ment in a good medium he will get some
of its circulation. If he runs simul-

taneously in several media he will natu-
rally have a slight overlap. But he cer-

tainly needn't lie awake nights worry-
ing about people who are not interested

reading his advertisement twice. For
those who are interested he can_ afford

to duplicate his advertisement just as

often as they will read it. It's the peo-

ple who don't read the ads that waste
the money. Not the repeaters. If

single advertisements really dip very
deep into any publication's entire cir-

culation, the one surest way to assure
the maximum duplication of circulation

would be to keep right on advertising

in that same publication. Yet a whole
year's schedule in a good magazine

—

"100 per cent duplicate circulation"

—might ea.sily pay very much better

than any less stable program.

RIGHT here, however, we encounter
one of those crazy quilts of reasoning

which makes advertising such a fasci-

nating game. Repeating advertising
to the same people in the same maga-
zine is unanimously agreed to be bene-
ficial. It is understood to produce
"cumulative" results. Attempting to

reach those same people with the same
advertising through another magazine,
however, becomes "duplicate" circula-

tion. And, therefore, our big Detroiter
weeps about his waste, just as if he had
really paid twice for something he
could have secured by paying once.

So far as "waste" goes, skillful and
patient repetition of the same idea is

the only known formula for certain ad-
vertising success. Whether advertise-
ments are repeated tandem or abreast
makes little difference. Which course
is better in any given case depends en-
tirely on what the advertiser is trying
to accomplish. And even if an adver-
tiser makes a mistake and works back-
wards, the margin of safety in any
reputable circulation is so generous
that loss can safely be forgotten. Dupli-
cate circulation is one of the most badly
judged and badly juggled factors in ad-

vertising.

Advertisers' Index
(3^tt£)
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CHANGES IN PERSONNEL (Advertisers, etc.)

Name Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

D. W. Coutlee Charles C. Green Adv. Agcy., Inc., New York.. Plough Chemical Co.,
Memphis, Tenn Adv. Mgr.

Walter C. Hellmann.A. B. Kirschbaum Co., Philadelphia, Adv. Mgr. . Resigned

G. 0. Everett Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., New York ..A. B. Kirschbaum Co.,

Philadelphia Adv. Mgr.

P. H. Barringer .... Eberhard Faber, Brooklyn, N. Y Same Company Export Mgr.

Herbert H. Hyman . . Homer McKee Adv., Co., Indianapolis, Ind.,

Vice-Pres Keystone Knitting Mills,

Ltd., London, England . . . Dir. of Merchandising

E. R. Hodges The May Co., Cleveland, Asst Adv. Mgr Same Company Adv. Mgr.

C G. Durfee Society for Electrical Development, New York. Pyrene Mfg. Co., Newark,
N. J Sales Engineer

H. 0. Raymond W. B. Wilde Co., Peoria, 111., Adv. Mgr Haag Bros. Cor., East
Peoria, 111 Adv. Mgr.

Alfred H. Bartch . . . American Bosch Magneto Corp., Springfield,

Mass., Gen. Sales Mgr General Motors Corp.,
New York Export Div. Gen. Sales

Mgr.'s Staff

Gates Ferguson The F. B. Goodrich Co., Akron, Adv. Mgte. . . . Same Company Adv. Dir.

Frank Tucker The F. B. Goodrich Co., Akron, Mgr., Local Adv.
Mgr Same Company Mgr. Goodrich Branch

Office, Toledo

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (.4 ^^wc/V*, etc.)

Name Former Company and Position Now Associated With

David D. Lee Charles C. Green Adv. Agcy., Inc., New York. . Same Company

T. J. Laurimore Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York Stanley H. Jack Co., Inc.,

Position

Vice-Pres.

Keed G. Landis Arnold Joerns Co., Chicago Same Company, Now
Reed G. Landis Co

Arthur Wright Potts-Turnbull Co., Chicago, Acet. Executive. . Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Chicago

J. H. Welsh Portage Adv. Agcy., Akron, Pres Welsh & Johnson, Inc.,

Akron

James H. Johnson . . Plain Dealer, Cleveland Welsh & Johnson, Inc.,

Akron

New York, Omaha, Neb.. Member of Staff

Pres.

Copy

Pres.

C. E. Reese The Battle Creek Gas Co., Battle Creek, Mich. . The Buchen Co., Chicago

Alfred F. Jones The Farm Journal, Philadelphia, Adv. Mgr. ... Morris & Jones, Inc.,

New York
Ed. B. Gardiner . . . .John Ring, Jr., Adv. Co., St. Louis, Mo.,

Vice-Pres ^ . . . Adamars .Ydvertising
Company, St. Louis ....

C. A. Vogenthaler ..Bergen Adv. Co., St. Louis, Mo., Pres Adamars Advertising
Company, St. Louis ....

R. M. Singer D'Arcy Advertising Co., St. Louis, Mo.,
Placing Dept Adamars Advertising

Company, St. Louis
Charles H. Gillette. .Aetna Life Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.,

Adv. Dept The Electrograph Co.,

Detroit

, Vice-Pres. and Secy.

Copy

Partner

Production

.'Account Executive

Production

A. K. Higgins Campbell-Ewald, New York, Mgr Edwards, Ewing & Jones,
New York

.Sales Rep. in New En-
gland

Copy Chief
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The Akron Beacon Journal will move into

this modern nevj plant about Sept. 15.

GROWING—
with the AKRON MARKET

The Akron Market, in the center of the rich "Ruhr District" of Northern Ohio, is

constantly growing and taking in more territory.

Akron is, according to the latest U. S. Census of manufacturers, second in Ohio in

amount of wages and in volume of manufacturers, surpassing even three larger

Ohio cities. Akron is tenth in volume of manufacturers in the U. S., a remarkable
record for a city ranking 32nd in population.

The AKRON BEACON JOURNAL
—paralleling this growth, has constantly increased its circulation until it is now
over 60,000, more than one to each family in the Akron Market;

—has frequently taxed the capacity of its presses to meet the advertising de-

mands of national advertisers and local merchants, often turning away copy
because the former maximum was filled. Even so, the Akron Beacon Journal
ranked 1st in Ohio and 6th in the U. S. in advertising lineage among six day
newspapers.

AKRON BEACON JOURNAL

i

Member of The 100,000 Group of American Cities

STORY, BROOKS & FINLEY, Representatives

New York Philadelphia

Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco 1
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CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (^^^«c/>s, etc., continued)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

W. P. Lloyd Charles Daniel Frey Adv., Inc., Chicago, Art.
Dir. .The Geyer Co., Dayton,

Ohio ." Art Dir.

Ray C. Beery Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc., New York, Copy Chief .The Geyer Co., Dayton,
Ohio Acc't Executive

E. D. Kennedy Time, Cleveland, National Affairs Editor Frank Seaman, Inc., New
York Copy

W. R. Enyart Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, Adv. Dept.. . Buckley, Dement & Co.,
Chicago Sales Promotion

Name

Roger Patterson

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (M^^/ia, etc.)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

.Lord & Thomas and Logan, New York, Mgr.
Magazine Media Dept Walter C. McMillan, Inc.,

New York Eastern Sales Staff.

S. F. Needham ..... Globe-Democrat, St. Louis Adv. Staff Allied Newspapers, Inc.. . Chicago Staff

W. L. Ralston Penton Publishing Co., Cleveland Engineering and Contract-
ing Publishing Co., Chi-
cago Adv. Dept.

E. L. Rea Straud B. Galey, Chicago Children, The Magazine
For Parents, New York. .Eastern Staff.

Alberta H. Williams. J. Walter Thompson Co., New York Children, The Magazine
For Parents, New York.. New York Staff.

G. C. Sevey Phelps Publishing Co., Springfield, Mass.,
Vice-Pres Same Company Pres.

J. A. Falconer Phelps Publishing Co., Springfield, Mass.,
Treas Same Company Treas. & Business Mgr.

CHANGES IN AGENCIES AND NEW ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS
Name

The A. P. W. Paper Co.

A ddress

.Albany, N. Y.

Product NolC Advertising Through

Brown, Dux-rell Co

The Piso Co

Lacquer-Well Spray Co

Art Stained Shingle Co., Inc.

The Smith & Hildebrand Co.

Arthur Perry & Co

The Scutan Co., Inc.

Bourday, Inc

International Proprietaries, Inc.

E. & J. Bass, Inc

The Sonora Phonograph Co.

The Underwood Battery Co

The American Maize Products Co

A. P. W. Paper Prod-
ucts Frank Seaman, Inc., New York

. New York Gordon Hosiery Calkins & Holden, New York

.Warren, Pa Cough Medicine The Richardson-Briggs Co., Cleveland.

. Cleveland Spray Guns Nelson Chesman & Co., Cleveland.

.Buffalo, N. Y Stained Shingles J. Jay Fuller, Buffalo.

. Olean, N. Y Kitchen Equipment . . . J. Jay Fuller, Buffalo.

.Philadelphia Finance Charles C. Green Adv. Agcy., Inc., Phil-
adelphia.

.New York Waterproof Paper . . .The Gorman Co., Inc., New York.

. New York and Paris . Perfumes and
Cosmetics United Adv. Agcy., Inc., New York

.Dayton, Ohio Tanlac, Hypolac and
other proprietary
medicines Charles C. Green Adv. Agcy., Inc., New

York

. New York Vanity Case United Adv. Agcy., Inc., New York

. Saginaw, Mich Radio Receiving Sets
and Phonographs .... Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit

. Cleveland Batteries The H. L. Stuart Co., Cleveland

New York Food Products E. T. Howard Co., Inc., New York

i
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Columbus Dispatch Advertising-^^
Steal Factor in Sales Demonstration

9^/> combination

makes H easy
forOie Dealerf
to say yes!
The most influential ve-

hicle that can be em-
ployed in opening new

accounts as well as the main-
taining of satisfactory relations with

established dealers in Columbus and Cen-
tral Ohio is an advertising campaign in Ohio's

Greatest Home Daily — The Columbus Dispatch.

A Dispatch advertising schedule installs enthusiasm and inspires confidence in both the salesmen
and their prospects. Repeated tests have proven that tremendous prestige is created, sales re-
sistance minimized and that necessary thing to complete success—(|uiek-buying action on the part
of consumers.

Salesmen are requested to make the

Columbus Dispatch their headquarters
Here every available service is provider! such as statistical and merchandising information, route
lists, portfolios of the advertising campaign, etc. The Dispatch representatives are in constatit con-
tact with Distributors in all lines and can arrange for personal introduction when desired.

FIRST

IN

NEWS mith FIRST

IN

CIRCULATION

Ohio's Greatest Home Daily
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CHANGES IN AGENCIES AND NEW ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS {Continued)

Name Address Product Now Advertising Through

Adolf Gobel, Inc Brooklyn, N. Y Meat Products Lord & Thomas and Logan, Inc., New
York

Alpina, Inc Berne, Switzerland . . .Snake, lizard and other
leathers Hanff-Metzger, Inc., New York

Shanklin Mfg. Co Springfield, 111 Battery Clips Hurja-Johnson-Huwen, Inc., Chicago

The Brooklyn Bureau of Charities. Brooklyn, N. Y Publicity Robinson, Lightfoot & Co., Inc., New
York

The Tech Food Products Co Pittsburgh Ice Cream and Soft
Drinks Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Inc., Pitts-

burgh

John G. Paton Co New York Golden Blossom Honey. Michaels & Heath, Inc., New York

U. S. Mineral Wool Co New York Mineral Wool Insulat-
ing Material Michaels & Heath, Inc., New York

United Electric Motor Co New York Motors and Motor At-
tachments Michaels & Heath, Inc., New York

Tyrrell Hygienic Institute New York Toilet Requisites M. P. Gould Co., Nek York

Gateway Club of El Paso El Paso, Tex Community Advertis-
ing .... Hailwy & Lewis, Inc., El Paso, Tex.

The Cuno Engineering Corp Meriden, Conn Electric Cigar Light-
ers The Steddiford Pitt Co., New Haven,

Conn.
The Boyer International Labora-

tories Chicago and Paris . . . .Toilet Preparations . . . The Quinlan Co., Chicago

The Lloyd Mfg. Co. (Heywood-
Wakefield Co.) Menominee, Mich Lloyd Baby Carriages

and Reed Furniture... The Quinlan Co., Chicago

Crosman Arms Co., Inc Rochester, N. Y Crosman Pneumatic
Rifles Hutchins Adv. Co., Inc., Rochester, N. Y.

The Farrell Lumber Co Seattle, Wash Lumber The Daken Adv. Agcy., Seattle

MISCELLANEOUS
The Lyddon & Hanford Co., New York

advertising agency Is now represented in the British Isles by H. Stuart Menzies, Stuart Adv.
Agcy., Ltd., London.

Frank G. Morris Co., Inc., New York Ad-
vertising Agency Name changed to Morris & Jones, Inc.

Walter Baker & Co., Ltd., Dorchester,
Mass Has consolidated with the Postum Co., Inc., New York. The advertising of

products manufactured by this company will be under the direction of the
advertising department of the Postum Company, Inc. Barton, Durstine &
Osborn, Inc., New York, continues to handle the account.

Arnold Joerns Co., Chicago Name changed to Reed G. Landis Co.

NEW ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND SERVICES, ETC.

James H. Johnson and E. J. Welsh.
Welsh & Johnson, Inc Ohio Bldg., Akron,

Ohio Advertising

Mortimer-Solan-Goodman, Inc. ... 67 W. 44th St., New
York Advertising Lester F. Mortimer, Benjamin Solan

and Frederick F. Goodman

PUBLICATION CHANGES AND APPOINTMENTS
Pioneer Press and Dispatch, St. Paul Has been purchased by Bernard, Victor and Joseph Rider and Leo E. Owens

from C. K. Blandin.

The Youth's Companion, Boston Will be changed, effective with the September issue, from a weekly to a
monthly.
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3,321 VaidJldveTtiscments
(Aug. 1926 TO AUG. 1937)

"Classified ^^ Volume Unmatclied
By All Others Combined!

The Kayon Issue

On September 24th, Textile

World will publish its Annual
Rayon Review. This issue

will be the third of a series

which has proved tremen-
dously popular with textile

men. The past year has been
a notable one for rayon. It

has entrenched itself in every
branch of the industry—cot-

ton, woolen, silk and knitting.

Here is an excellent oppor-
tunity for advertisers. A sell-

ing message in this issue will

go hand in hand with the
most provocative topic the in-

dustry has ever known.

There is no more convincing evidence of Textile World's
leadership of its field than its "classified" columns. Here
is revealed unmistakably the preference of textile men,
for Textile World actually carries more paid advertis-
ing than all the rest of its competing papers combined.

The seasoned advertiser knows the importance of the
"classified" ad test. It is a determining factor in scores
of campaigns. Scan the pages of Textile World's Clear-
ing House in any issue. The story is there.

A comparison of Textile World's circulation with the
units of the great industry it serves reveals practically
complete coverage. There is no sectional demarcation.
All branches of the industry are reached.

Out of the flux of changing conditions in the textile in-
dustry, there is emerging a new spirit of progressive-
ness. Age old traditions are in the discard—there sel-
dorn has been a time when mill men have been more
willing to listen to ways and means for improvement.
What have you?

Member
Audit Bureau of

Circulations
lbdi]e\KnM
Largest net paid circulation and at the

highest subscription price in the textile 6eld.

Member
Associated Business

Papers, Inc.

334 FOURTH AVE. NEW YORK

-'MS)[is um^-
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A dvertising

& Selling * rhe NEWS DIGEST Issue of

Aug. 24, 1927

PUBLICATION CHANGES AND APPOINTMENTS {Continued)

F. N. Doubleday Head of Doubleday, Page & Co., will launch a new monthly magazine, "Per-
sonality." The first issue will be limited to 377 copies, which will be distrib-

uted among Mr. Doubleday's friends and associates. This will be a test issue,

open to suggestions and criticism. The November number will be sent to

news stands for public distribution.

The Century Publications, New York Have appointed Samuel D. McFadden, San Francisco, as their Pacific Coast
representative.

The Soda Fountain, New York Has been purchased by Federated Business Publications, Inc., New York.

The New Bedford Times, New Bedford,
Mass Has appointed Cone, Rothenburg & Noee, Inc., New York, as its national

advertising representatives in the eastern and western territory, effective

immediately. The New England territory will continue to be represented
by Carroll J. Swan of Boston.

Southern Ruralist, Atlanta, Ga Has appointed the E. Katz Special Adv. Agcy., New York, as its national ad-

vertising representatives.

Municipal and County Engineering,
Chicago Has been purchased by the Gillette Publishing Company of Chicago and will

be renamed Municipal News.

Times-Leader, Wilkes-Barre, Pa Has appointed Story, Brooks & Finley, Inc., New York, as its national adver-

tising representative.

Herald, Huntington, W. Va Has merged with the Huntington Advertiser.

CHANGES IN ADDRESSES
Advertising Agencies and Services, Publications, etc.

Name Business From To

Lynn Ellis, Inc Advertising Service 1 Madison Ave., New York 247 Park Ave., New York.

Carpenter Adv. Co Advertising 506 Sloan Building, Cleveland. .Union Mortgage Bldg., Cleve-

land.

The Cramer Krasselt Co.
(Western Office) \dvertising 649 So. Olive St., Los Angeles,

Cal 727 West 7th St., Los Angeles
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To Select the Proper

Advertising Mediums—^You Need

STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE

It gives up-to-the-

minute information on
rates, discounts, color

and co\ er charges, spe-

cial positions, classified

adxertising and read-

ing notices, closing

dates, page and column sizes

—

and circulations on publications

in the United States and
Canada.

The rate-cards and circula-

tion statements are practically

duplicated and placed in one
convenient volume.

Published Monthly

—supplemented with bulle-

tins—and, covers daily news-
papers, farm papers, general

magazines, business

papers, religious and
foreign language publi-

cations.

Confidence

Every great business

enterprise, that has endured
over a span of time, has been
founded upon—and, has pros-

pered through—the confidence

of those comprising the market
to which it sought to sell its

merchandise or service—confi-

dence in honor, intelligence,

appreciation and goodwill!
During the short span of eight years

STANDARD RATE & DATA SER-
VICE has done what it has taken other

successful institutions many years to

accomplish.

USE THIS COUPON

Special 15-Day Approval Order

.192.

ST.iiNDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE,
536 Lake Shore Drire,

Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen: You may send to us, prepaid, a copy of the current number of Standard Rate & Data Service, together with all bulletins

issued since it was published for "IS days" use. Unless we return it at the end of fifteen days you may bill us for $30.00, which is the
cost of one year's subscription. The issue we receive is to be considered the initial number to be followed by a revised copy on the first

of each month. The Service is to be maintained accurately by bulletins issued every other day.

Firm Name Street Address.

City State

Individual Signing Order Official Position
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AN ADVERTISEMENT BY

STUART S. SCHUYLER, PRESIDENT, ALLIED NEWSPAPERS, INC.

Reader Interest

h not measured by millines

Advertising & Selling gives the reader the oppor-

tunity to study both sides of every question or

controversy. . . It picks a leading contender from

each side and invites them to "go to it". It discus-

ses in its columns the most vital issues facing ad-

vertising today—honestly and without favoritism.

This editorial policy creates reader interest, the

most important asset of any publication . . . And

reader interest is not measured by millines nor

weighed by audits. The love of a reader for his

favorite journal has no mathematical formula.

The articles in Advertising & Selling are keen

and clever — they are intelligent and fearless.

Yet with all its sophistication and controversy

Advertising& Selling is well balanced and dignified.

The circulation o/ADVERTISING & SELLING

represents a valuable audience for the newspaper publisher

seeking to reach the national advertiser

and his agency

3jxaxi^aa]gjaMirmii'i'rri^N'acaaTi7iTTCin3^i^
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&Selling
PUBLISHED FORTNIGHT^^^

Drawn by Wallace Morgan for llii- Staiulanl I lil Conii'any of .New >Ork

SEPTEMBER 7, 1927 15 CENTS A COPY

/// this issue:

"Nine Factors That Changed the Status of the Farmer" By John Allen

Murphy; "Bite Yourself An Advertisement" Bv Ralph McKixlev; "Sales-

men Who Travel Abroad" Bv B. Olnev Holgh; "Canadian in Name

—

American in Ownership" By )ames M. Campbell; "News Digest," Page 102
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The National

Advertiser Speaks:

"FIRST, our entire interest is to enable the ad-

vertiser to buy circulation which represents a
maximum degree of profitableness to him.
This implies concentration in local trading
areas, sound character of readers, and a sus-

tained reader interest.^

^

A. H. Ogle, Secretary Association of National
Advertisers, in Editor and Publisher, May 28, 1927.
(The italics are our own.)

The Daily News Replies:
CONCENTRATION

The accepted "local trading area" of

Chicago comprises that territory with-

in a forty-mile radius of the city's

center. In this area 95 per cent of

the circulation of The Daily News is

concentrated.

CHARACTER
The more than 400,000 circulation of

The Daily News reaches a majority of

the financially responsible families in

Chicago. These readers have been

won to The Daily News by no induce-

ments except The Daily News itself,

convincing indication that they reflect

in their personal characteristics its

sane, clean-thinking, progressive spirit.

READER INTEREST

The best proof of the reader interest

in a newspaper is the responsiveness

of its circulation to the advertising in

its columns. Advertisers have put

their stamp of approval on the re-

sponsiveness as well as on the quality

and distribution of the circulation of

The Daily News by placing in its col-

umns more lines of display advertising

than in any other Chicago week-day

newspaper.

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Advertising Representatives:

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT
J. B. Woodward
110 E. 42d St.

Woodward & Kelly
360 N. Michigan Ave.

Woodward & Kelly
Fine Arts Building

SAN FRANCISCO
C. Geo. Krogness

253 First National Bank BldB.

Average Daily Net Paid Circulation for the Six Months Ending June 30, 1927,

441,414—95 Per Cent in Chicago and Its Suburbs

Published every other Weilnesday by Ailvertisins Fortnigbtl.w Inc.. ;i Ea.st SXtli .SI.. -New Viuk. N. V. Subscriptinn price J3.iiii per
vp;ir. Vnbime ». Xc HI. I'lntered a.s .^second class matter Mav 7. V.t.1.;. at Post UfHce al .\e\v York under Act o( March 3, 1S7S).
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of its remarkable absorbency
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Every ineh absorbs! ... no
extravagant waste of material
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Is the Doctor in?
The best "brass tacks" advertise-

ment in the world won't sell a nickel's

worth unless the advertisement is read.

This agency always has contended
that to get an advertisement read in

competition with the content matter

of magazines or newspapers, both

headline and copy must be far above
ordinary—whether the interest is at-

tained by skillful writing, by perti-

nent facts or by both.

.... Consequently when we ad-

dress doctors and hospital authorities

we talk in facts they cannot afford to

overlook—sparing no effort to make
those facts vitally alive and interesting.

If you are the "doctor" in a com-
pany whose sales need stimulation, we
shall be glad to show you examples
of advertising that have helped to in-

crease sales for several manufacturers.

Joseph Richards Company, Inc.,

255 Park Avenue, New York City.

JaICHARDS '
' ''Fads First ^ ^ then Advertising'
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Meeting Exactly

the Space Buyers

Specifications

'*WR*»»*'

I!
'~!^«!t"liWac*-. i.^..

THE INDIANAPOLIS NEWS
measures up—thoroughly and pre-

cisely—to the definite requirements that

the experienced advertising space buyer

holds so essential for wise selections.

The largest daily circulation. . . . The
most complete coverage in Indianapolis,

plus the proper ratio of suburban and
outlying coverage. . . . Journalistic

prestige and advertising standards that

command respect for every advertise-

ment. ... A permanent audience as-

sured by carrier-delivered home circula-

tion. . . . Constant leadership in local

and national advertising linage ....
Intelligent merchandising cooperation.

When the space buyer writes The IN-

DIANAPOLIS NEWS on his list, he

knows absolutely that he has made the

correct selection.

I

The IndianapolisNews
jsiUJU ^he IndianapolisRadius

FRANK T. CARROLL, Advertising Director

NEW YORK: DAN A. CARROLL
1 10 East 42nd Street

CHICAGO: J. E. LUTZ
The Tower Building
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Everybody's Business

By Floyd W. Parsons

A Pattern to Model After

[T is time we appreciated
the necessity of developing
a proper understanding of

man himself. We brag about
how scientific we are and then
in our handling of business and
industry, we fail to make care-

ful application of fundamental
principles that Divine Wisdom
has seen fit to employ in con-

structing that most perfect of

all machines—the human body."
We had just finished dinner,

and the doctor, who had been
speaking, settled back in his

most reflective mood.
"I don't quite get just what

you are driving at," said the
manufacturer, a bit nettled

over the thought of a medical
man presuming to lecture man-
agement.

"I'll try to make myself
clear," continued the doctor.

"First let me remind you that

no machine ever constructed is

so efficient as man himself. As
an organization the human
body is unequalled. It is so

flawless in its functioning un-
der a wide variety of condi-

tions that no great change has
been made in it for thousands
of years.

"May I ask if anyone has
ever created a pump as perfect

as the human heart? Here we
have a machine that makes
more than two and a half bil-

lion strokes and pumps more
than nine million gallons in the

course of an average lifetime.

The heart makes 4320 strokes,

pumps 1.5 gallons an hour, and
stays on the job for more than 600,000 hours unless

the owner does something foolish that closes down
the plant.

"Where is there a telegraphic mechanism equal

to that comprised in our nervous system ; a wire-

less apparatus so efficient as the voice and the ear;

a motion-picture machine so perfect as the human
eye, and a ventilating plant so wonderful as the

nose, lungs and skin?

"No electrical switchboard can compare with the

spinal cord, and no other system of power transmis-

sion is so efficient as the red corpuscles which carry

oxygen to the tissues. The nerves of odor are so

sensitive that they will detect less than one-mil-

lionth of a gram of oil of roses, and they are so

reliable that there is never any mistake in the mes-

sage they carry from the nose to the cerebrum or

Th<' human
perfect of

executive headquarters. Our
sensory nerve of light and color

sensation which carries im-
pulses from the organs of vi-

sion to the cerebrum is so won-
derfully made that a cross sec-

tion of it will show more than
half a million nerve fibers."

"But what has all this got to

do with the policies of manage-
ment?" interrupted the sales

manager who was one of those
at the table.

"I once had an interesting

talk with an extremely clever

industrial engineer whose ser-

vices were in great demand
throughout the country," con-
tinued the doctor. "Perhaps it

was because this fellow talked
in a language I understand, or
maybe it was due to the fact

that his conclusions were so en-
tirely plausible; at any rate he
outlined the best pattern for

business executives to model
after that ever came to my at-

tention.

"He started with the assump-
tion that the human body is the
best example of organized con-
trol that can be found in the
world. Its component parts are
of a finer design than we shall

ever approximate, and the func-
tions and their relations are co-

ordinated more smoothly than
we shall ever be able to ar-

range human relations.

"All of this being true and
easy to accept, he proceeded to

the next step which is to pat-
tern our industrial organization
after this perfect model, with
the full expectation of securing
both economy in the expendi-

ture of energy and efficiency in the attainment of
results.

"A careful study of the body as a mechanism, as

an organism, and as an organization discloses prin-

ciples of prime importance for application in our
industrial life. First comes the delegation of au-
thority. Regardless of from which point instruc-

tions are received, the brain decides and then dele-

gates the task to be done to the function or func-

tions designed to perform the job. The body is

run by experts.

"The heart never attempts to breathe, nor the

stomach to carry blood from place to place. The
ear does not make an effort to see, nor the tongue

to smell. Everywhere the work is done by special-

ists. There is centralization; the body does not

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 70]

body—the most
all machines
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Detroit is third in building

in America; the News is

Detroit^s building medium

AMERICA'S fourth city has the

distinction of being the third

in the value of buildings constructed

during the first six months of 1927.

During 1926 building construction
in Detroit amounted to $183,721,438,

not including the value of the land.

It was third in building in 1926 and
is third for the first half of 1927.

During last year $103,384,805 was
spent in dwelling construction alone.

This gives some idea what a wonder
market Detroit is for building and in-

sulating advertisers, and particularly

since Detroit can be thoroughly cov-

ered by one newspaper.

Five of the six insulation advertisers
in the Detroit field use The Detroit
News; three of them employing The
News exclusively. The local builders—
those on the ground—place the bulk of

their advertising in The Detroit News.
During the first half of 1927 The News
carried 16,000 lines more builders' ad-
vertising than both competitors com-
bined.

Through the use of The Detroit News,
alone, advertisers can get the maximum re-

turns at the lowest cost per unit of sale

—

a fact well known to insulating and building

advertisers.

The Detroit News
354,000 Sunday Circulation

For 54 Yeirs Detroit's HOME newspaper
325,000 WcdtJiy Circulation
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/ / f that man named Zilch

JOSEPH ZILCH is a skeptic, a

crab, and a tightwad. lie is

genial, trusting, and tree spend-

ing. He has more money than any

other man in the world, with a bit

more of common sense thrown in

for good measure. Mr. Zilch is the

American buyer — jobber, retailer,

and ultimate consumer.

Every manufacturer wants to sell

him something. Many find the go-

ing very rough. The trouble is they

think of Mr. Zilch as a very com-

plicated piece ot mechanism who
can be won only by dogged solicita-

tion or by hip-hip-hurrahing him

into a trance of enthusiasm. If the

spell lasts until the opportunity pre-

sents itself, he'll buy.

Underneath his coat of many colors

Joseph is truly orthodox. His re-

actions to the application of certain

r

sound fundamental principles have

liecn charted. They can be counted

on to the //th degree.

The good advertising he sees in his

newspapers and magazines is doing

all that can be expected of it. Per-

sonal salesmanship is of a higher

order today than it ever was. Hut

there is something between advertis-

ing and selling—an ingredient that

molds them into one harmonious

force. It is marketing strategy.

All our experience has demonstrated

that there seldom is a satisfactory

solution to any marketing problem

except through careful research and

analysis, sound planning and concen-

trated sales work that takes the in-

terest aroused by the advertising and

nurses it into a friendly reception for

the salesman.

Our clients find our service particularly invaluable *^
in influencing: jobber and dealer cooperation. We'll

•^ be glad to explain our methods to any executive

who is meeting with stubborn resistance in that H

V» field, or in any domicile of Joseph Zilch. a/*

James F. Newcomb &' Co. inc.
Direct Advertising ::

330 SEVENTH AVENUE,
Merchandising Counsel

NEW YORK. N. Y.
Telephone PENnsylvania 7200
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11
AN ADVERTISEMENT BY
G. LYNN SUMNER AND ROBERT K. LEAVITT

"R.K L

He w^as a Fimishedl Speaker

"What this great country needs, my friends .... from the sun
kissed shores .... bequeathed to us by our forefathers .... land
of golden opportunity .... inspiring prospect .... brook no inter-

ference .... entangling alliances .... of the people, for the people
.... fair daughters .... noble sons .... ideals of your great or-

ganization .... I am reminded .... two Irishmen . . . .
"

Thunderous platitudes; resounding generalities.

And we suspect that somewhere in the audience was the editor

of Advertising and Selling. We don't know where he learned how
to edit, but as a long suffering, professional listener, he has learned
how not to. He knows how easy it is to get someone to speak and
how hard to get anyone to listen. He knows the one sure way to get
attention is to say something worth while.

On that idea he has built the editorial success of Advertising and
Selling. He has got his audience into the habit of expecting something
worth reading in every page of the magazine—and he never disap-
points them. "When I write for A & S," says one contributor, "I

know my stuff is read because I get such a raft of letters about it."

People READ
Advertisie

WHEN PEOPLE READ A MAGAZINE, ITS
A SAFE BET THAT THEY ALSO READ ITS
ADVERTISING PAGES.

Sellmi
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- doyou hnow^^
these prominent Advertisers
use the Journalexclusively?

Sanka
COFFEE

LIPTOhTS

TILLAMOOK
Full Cream
CHEESE

KftAFTOOCHEESE

L/Ocal advertising leadership is

the forerunner of exclusive ad-

vertising in any one newspaper.

The Journal has led in local display

advertising linage for the last six

years. This accounts for more and
more keen buyers of advertising us-

ing the Journal, exclusively, to cover

the Portland market.

The Journal has the largest daily con-

centrated circulation ofany newspaper
in Portland and, with a local daily cir-

culation of 69,065, has a lead of 3,112

over and above the second paper.

Here are a few of the Journal's exclu-

sive national advertisers.

If you would sell Portland, concen-
trate in the Journal!

ofe JOURNAL
i^J Vortland-Ore^on

Days
tailored -^

Trousers

WestcloX*

^WATCHES >^

B,jrownie
•^ simplest aai eamott

m
FLAKES

S Old Dutch S

Lcieanser

3327

BENJAMIN &. KENTNOR COMPANY
Special Representatives

CHICAGO—Lake State Bank Bldg.

NEW YORK—2 West 45th St.

PHILADELPHIA— 1524 Chestnut St.

LOS ANGELES—401 Van Nuys Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO—58 Sutter St.

The JOURNAL has the

largest local DAILY city

and suburban circulation

in

Portland/
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It's the same
D gf C BlackandWhite

Dill y Collins Go's.

Distributers

Atlanta—The Chatfield ^ Woods Co.

Baltimore—The Baxter Paper Company, Inc.

Boston—John Carter ^ Co., Inc.

Buffalo—The Union Paper ^ Twine Co.

Chicago—^The Paper Mills' Company
Cincinnati—The Chatfield y Woods Co.

Cleveland—The Union Paper y Twine Co.

Columbus, Ohio—Scioto Paper Company
Concord, N. H.—John Carter l^ Co., Inc.

Des Moines—Carpenter Paper Company

Detroit—The Union Paper i^ Twine Co.

Greensboro, N. C.—Dillard Paper Co.. Inc.

Hartford—John Carter ii Co., Inc.

Houston, Tex.—The Paper Supply Compan\-

Indl\napolis—^C. P. Lesh Paper Company

Jacksonville—Knight Brothers Paper Co.

Kansas City—Berminpham l^ Prosser Co.

Los Angeles—Blake, Moffitt Ej" Towne
Milwaukee—The E. A. Bouer Company
Minneapolis—Minneapolis Paper Co.

New York City—Marquardt, Blake t?

Decker, Inc.

New York City—Miller Iff Wright Paper Co.

New York City—M. W F. Schlosser Paper
Corporation

Omaha—Carpenter Paper Co.

Philadelphia—The Thomas W. Price Co.

Philadelphia—Raymond ^.f'McNutt Company
Philadelphia—Riepel y Co., Inc.

Pittsburgh—The Chatfield Iff Woods Co.

Portland, Ore.—Carter, Rice y Co. Corp.

Providence—John Carter tff Co., Incorporated

Richmond—Virginia Paper Company, Inc.

Rochester, N. Y.—Geo. E. Doyle Paper
Company, Incorporated

Sackjvmento—Blake, Moffitt y Towne
Salt Lake City—Carpenter Paper Co.

San Antonio, Tex.—San Antonio Paper Co.

San Francisco—Blake, Moffitt l^ Towne
San Francisco—General Paper Company
Seattle, Wash.—Carter, Rice i^ Co. Corp.

Springfield, Mass.—John Carter if Co.. Inc.

St. Louis—Acme Paper Company
St. Paul—E. J. Stilwell Paper Co.

Tacoma—Tacoma Paper if Stationery Co.

Tampa—Knight Brothers Paper Company
' Washington, D. C.—Virginia Paper Co., Inc.

WE'VE forgotten how we trimmed the wicks,

polished the smoky chimneys and filled the bases

of the kerosene lamps of our childhood— but in

our files is a permanent record, beautifully printed in proc-

ess colors, of the lamps of those days. Edward Stern &
Co., Inc., of Philadelphia, produced it for the Pittsburgh

Lamp, Brass & Glass Company years ago, and the color

work is as pleasing today as when it came from the press.

It is on Black and White.

A generation later another type of lighting book, produced

for the Pittsburgh Reflector Company by the Meyer-

Rotier-Pate Co., of Milwaukee, tells the same message of

quality on the same paper.

Continuously recognized, preference for one paper over a

span of years cannot be accident or temporary vogue. It

must be based on merit. D & C papers have stood the

test of time. If you are not familiar with the complete

line ask your paper distributer to show it to you. It con-

tains a quality paper for every printing purpose.

DILL & COLLINS
^SMasterSMa^s <^^^^ ofTriniing Tapers

I

{

H A D H I A
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It's a Cap
froTTi ^vliicli

the Contents
Cannot
Escape
Yet with only a quarter turn the con-

tainer is unsealed or resealed. It gives

your product an extra sales value

—

one that is being used and pushed by
others.

Cash in on this part of your package. Send
for samples and data.

American Metal Cap Compaiiv
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Branch Offlt-es

(Chicago
Cllrveland
Detroit
St. Louis
Lo-i Angrier
^an Francisco
Portland
Si-ulllr

l.oui-ville

Winst
-ihis ounace
forms a Positive

All around Contact
thcre-by making
3 Perfectlij Air ti^ht Cap

TA/s Slightly Inclined

'uliiple ThreadForces Even

Pressure all 3round
iSealind, Surfaces.

,ru'""'<=''*"-^^^^^

The
AmERSEAL

jreG.t/.s. PAT. OFF.

Cap
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on a new idea

in merchandisin

THE principles of visual selling—or

selling through the eye are outlined

in this remarkable new Book. It will

be wanted by every sales and advertis-

ing executive facing the problems of

training salesmen; of selling direct-by-

mail; of personal selling. The edition

is limited to one thousand copies,

printed in colors and beautifully bound.

Mailed without charge upon request.

Size 6 inches by 9 inches. 44 pages.

Printed in colors. Sewed. Bound in

a flexible Bvrk-j^kt process co'ver.

More than 40 half-tone illustrations.

''''Visual Selling^' is one of the finest

contrihutions e-uer made to merchandis-

ing literature.

"The eye gets it"

1 he ourkhardt C-ompany, Inc.

Burkhardt Building Detroit, Michigan ^
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Ciiurusy N. Y. Tribune. The ink brush in the hands of Mr. Falls is as boldly moving as a piece of charcoal and as value sensitive as an

etchinK needle. In poster manner Falls is BranRwynesque. When an elephant bulks in a Falls Poster it bulks like the great span of a bridge.

C, B, FALLS
O anyone that might ask who stands

in the same relation to American
Art, abstractly, that Professor Lud-

wig Holwein does to the German we
should answer, C. B. Falls. If any-

thing, the German is limited com-
pared to this distinctly American
contemporary.

C. B. Falls is probably the most
distinguished of America's potential Poster

artists. Potential is the word — for that poorest

of America's commercial art expressions has

hardly been intelligent enough to capitalize the

fact of this man's special talent. Rather it has

been content to dabble with mediocrity and
ugliness while practically every other field of

applied art seized the opportunity to divert to

itself an artist intelligence ('TFETRK) that can

touch nothing unless to embellish it.

Thus one does not know exactly, where to

look for the next specimen of Mr. Falls' work.

It comes upon you unexpectedly from the pages

of a book. Or a trade-mark for some especially

significant merchant. The graphic decoration for

some fine volume. A beautifully decorative bit of

lettering. An alphabet in striking block tints.

A design for some fabric. Costume and setting

for some unusual theatrical presentation.

Always for some distinguished client. Always

a masterpiece of drawing,— a triumph of

color. Ever dominated by a distinctly decora-

tive composition that is as typical of Falls

as another historic decorative manner indicated

Albrecht Durer.

C. B. Falls is the panacea for

many of the ills attendant upon
an age of artistic specialization.

When an art director falls heir

to some important art problem

that is a bit too hot for him he

can act on the variation of an

old adage — "When in doubt —
make a desperate effort to get

Charley Falls."

*Thanks for expression to Rockwell Kent

THE WALKER ENGRAVING COMPANY
An engraving assignment from an artist

like C. B. Fails would surely be an inter-

esting example to a layman getting ac-

quainted with engraving. The paper is

selected to influence the ultimate design.

The sketch covered with an apparently

TMr>s'ALKER.
EMOPAVlNCf <S

\&z^r\/ >fx/(^

chance coating of blue tells only to the in-

telligent engraver how a preconceived

knowledge of the mechanics ofengraving is

expected to serve the artist. There is a ready

understanding between craftsmen who are

artists and the artist who is a craftsman.

NL'MBER TWENTY-TWO OF THE SERIES WILL BE HERBERT r.'VL'S
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12% less
but

22% more

While Department of Commerce figures show
a decrease of slightly more than 12% in the

number of manufacturing plants, between the

period 1919 and 1926...

They also show a 22% increase in the amount
of horse-power utilized

!

The enlargement and consolidation of plants

. . .the use of improved machinery. . .the de-

mand for greater production. . .all have been
made possible through the more efficient pro-

duction of power. . .with fewer workers.

Remember. . .whether from central station

or private power plant. . .this energy is gen-

erated by the readers of

FOWEB
The recognized authority on power plant design,

operation and power application.

Tenth Avenue at 36th Street New York, N. Y.
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Boston's shrewdest merchants

sell their market i I li .2

AMONG Boston's department store

XJk. managers are numbered many of

the most successful merchants in the

country— some of them national au-

thorities on sound and aggressive
marketing methods.

These men know the Boston market
—and know how to reach it. Their

actions can be studied with profit by
all who look for greater sales volume in^
the Boston territory.

Boston's department stores concen-

trate their selling in Boston's 12 -mile

trading area. Here they make 74% of

their package deliveries. This area is

Boston's Key market— the greatest con-

centration of people and wealth in New
England.

How the Globe covers this buyinggroup

And to sell this market these stores use
the Globe first— daily and Sunday. The
daily Globe carries more department
store advertising than any other Boston
paper. The Sunday Globe carries more
than the 3 other Boston papers com-
bined.

The Globe has attained and held this

position of leadership because it appeals
to all classes of Boston people regard-

Jess of race, creed or political views. It

is the only Boston paper to hold a
uniform circulation seven days out of
every week.

To men the Globe offers general news, edi-

torials and sports, free from bias or favoritism.

To women the Household Department is

; a daily guide in thousands of New England
' homes.

Merchants who know Boston have found
that the Globe's readers constitute the
strongest buying group in this territory.

That is why the Globe is the backbone of
successful advertising efforts directed at the
Boston market.

RMFBaemtjbi

Department stores concentrate their

selling in Boston's 12-mile Trading

Area

In this area are

—

74', of all department store pack-
age deliveries

61% of all grocery stores

60% of all hardware stores

57% of all drug stores

57% of all dry goods stores

55% of all furniture stores

46% ofall auto dealers and garages

me Boston Globe
The Globe sells Boston's Buying Group

Audited Net Paid Circulation for 6 months ending March 31st, 1927— Daily 286,361; Sunday 333,452
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vfl..\NTlV M^IVmi.N

TKe stitched, binding
does it

12 Points of Distinction in

The Atlantic Monthly

III

Circulation 110,000, ABC
Net Paid—Rebate Backed

Guaranteed

OPENS EASILY—
STAYS OPEN!

No need to jump on The Atlantic before

reading, to keep the magazine from snap-

ping shut when each page is turned.

Mere mechanical detail, but important,

because it establishes the line of least re-

sistance to each advertising page.

An Original Atlantic

Feature Since 1857

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY
8 Arlington Street

A Quality Group Magazine
Boston, Mass.
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'T'HE status of the farmer, par-
-•- ticularly the economic status,

has changed greatly within the

past few years. This change has

vitally affected his needs and buy-

ing habits, and the wide-awake ad-

vertiser is the one who keeps

abreast of this change and meets
the new conditions as quickly as

they arise. In this issue John
Allen Murphy contributes an arti-

cle which discusses in some detail

nine of the most important influ-

ences which have conspired to

bring this change about. This ar-

ticle is in part supplementary to

a previous article of his, "Getting
Farm Business Today," which ap-
peared in the June 15 issue of

Advertising & Selling.
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The new Ladies' Home Journal

is on the stands

The new Ladies' Home Journal is on

the stands, containing a representative

showing of advertising prepared by

The H. K. McCann Company for its

clients. Please note particularly the

versatility indicated by the advertise-

ments on the following pages:

Page 148 Borden's Evaporated Milk

Page 165 Canners League of California

Page 190 Twenty Mule Team Borax

Page 196 "Vaseline" Petroleum Jelly

Page 197 Hawaiian Sliced and Crushed

Pineapple

Page 210 Beech-Nut Foods

THE H. K.MCCANN COMPANY

NfEW YORK
CHICAGO

CLEVELAND

LOS ANGELES

SEATTLE

MONTREAL
DENVER
TORONTO

SAN FRANCISCO
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Nine Influences Thai Changed

the Status of the Farmer
By John Allen Murphy

G
ETTING Farm Business To-

day" is the title of an article

which I wrote for Advertis-

ing and Selling a few months ago.

That article attracted much atten-

tion. It has been reprinted, it has

been made the subject of advertise-

ments, and it has been alluded to in

several publications. For in-

stance, Dr. Glenn Frank,

president of the University of

Wisconsin, epitomized the ^
article in one of his syndi-

cated newspaper editorials.

The article attempted to

depict the present status of

the faiTn market. It showed
that the farmer is not nearly

as badly off as he thinks he

is. The average farm income
for the United States is

$2,350. The average farm in-

come for the good counties in

such rich agricultural states

as Illinois, Kansas, and Iowa,

is well over $4,000. Further-
more the farmer's income has
much greater buying power
than the city man's.

However, statistics do not

do justice to the farm mar-
ket. Citing the farmer's in-

come and estimating his buy-
ing power tells only part of

the story. It is true that

half of the country's popula-
tion lives on farms and in

towns that are dependent on

A. I

farm trade. It is true that the in-

come of the rural half of the popula-
tion, in buying power at least, does
not fall far short of the income of
the urban half. But this does not
fully explain the importance of the
farm market.
To explain it, we must strike out

on another tack entirely. Let us
compare the farmer of today with
his father of thirty years ago.

There is a vast difference between
the two. The farmer of thirty

years ago was popularly known as

a "rube" or "hayseed". The hick

type of farmer no longer exists, ex-

cept in funny pictures and in

:
vaudeville. The 1927 model
farmer does not differ from
the city man as far as knowl-

edge, culture, clothes and
appearance is concerned.

What has brought about
this change? There are nine

factors or influences which
must be given the major
credit for having placed the

farmer on a social par with

the city resident. 'These in-

fluences are:

Rural Free Delivery

The Telephone
The Motor Car
Good Roads
Concrete
Water Systems
Moving Pictures

Radio

igK*' Electric Light and Power.

Other influences played a

part in the metamorphosis of

the farmer. Some of these

other factors are: the gaso-

line engine, central heating

plants, the phonograph, the

I,,
I Chautauqua, the agricultural
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college, consolidated rural schools

and the county agent. In the pres-

ent study, however, we are con-
cerned with only the nine influences

first enumerated.
The thing that made the farmer

a "hick" was his isolation. Cut oflf

any person from frequent contact
with the outside world and in a few
years he will become a "hick". As
a "hick" he will think, talk, act and
live differently from city people.

People who are in constant commu-
nication with the outside world, are
greatly influenced by this contact.

They come under the power of sug-
gestion and 'before they realize it

they begin accepting the suggestions
which they are daily receiving from
society.

It is for this reason that all per-

sons living in an urban society, tend
to live on the same plane as their

neighbors. Some one in a commu-
nity puts a composition roof on his

house. Presently others follow suit.

In a few years, the composition roof

has become the vogue in a locality.

Remember the first owner of an
automobile in your town? His
townsmen laughed at him. After a

time, some one else got enough nerve
to buy a car. Shortly, a few more
joined the automobile-owning class.

In a few years the mental resistance

of the whole town against automo-
biles was broken and everyone
bought them that could scrape the

money together.

It was the same with short skirts,

balloon tires, furs in summer, rayon,

the vacuum cleaner, the washing
machine, sending children to a sum-
mer camp, and every other innova-

tion that has ever been introduced.

People scoffed at them at first and
wound up by accepting them.
Anyone who understands psychol-

ogy knows • that these people could

not help themselves. As soon as

they fell under the subtle influence

of suggestion, they were doomed to

accept the innovation that was being
proffered. Suggestion, if it is kept

up long enough, always works.

People think that they will be able

to hold out against it, but even-

tually ninety-nine per cent of them
will capitulate. Trace the history

of any new thing that you please

and it will be found that that has

been the invariable history of the

public's attitude toward it.

But until the nine influences, that

have been mentioned, came into

existence, the farmer was compara-
tively immune to suggestion. Not
having daily contact with society, he

did not receive the innumerable
suggestions that are constantly be-

ing sent out by fashion, by change
and by the every-day actions and
habits of people.

As soon as the nine influences did

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 48]

Is Newspaper Experience an

Aid to Copywriters?

By S. E. Riser

IT
might be supposed that a man who has had

newspaper training, especially on the edi-

torial side, would be peculiarly qualified for

the production of advertising copy, but there are

certain reasons why such a supposition would not

always be well-founded.

The successful editorial or feature writer is

pretty sure to develop style. His work takes on
certain characteristics by which his associates are

able to identify it immediately, though it may not

be signed.

Having developed a style of his own, the editorial

man is likely to find, when he begins to write ad-

vertising copy, that, instead of having an advan-
tage, he is burdened by a handicap.
The advertiser usually knows exactly what he

wants, as far as copy is concerned, and it is use-

less to argue with him if he does not happen to

like the individual style the writer has acquired.

He is not paying for style, nor is he interested in

the enhancement of the copy man's literary repu-

tation. His one purpose is to sell his product. If

he has found that a certain kind of copy is effec-

tive in advancing that purpose he will not be

persuaded to change it for the sake of artistic

improvement.

To the former newspaper man, keen upon the
scent of subjects, and trained to strive for
originality in presenting them, it will probably
seem absurd to work one idea over and over, or to

say the same thing in about the same way time
after time.

He will want to introduce ideas of his own, and,

perhaps, try to make each piece of copy tell an
entirely new story, or tell the old story in an en-

tirely new way.
If his ideas happen to find favor with the ad-

vertiser, or if his new copy "slants" and "appeals"
win approval, he may consider himself lucky, but
if there are objections it will be wise for him to

submit without argument. Making a stand for an
idea or for the manner in which it shall be pre-

sented may be effective in an editorial council. It

is useless, however, to try to convince an adver-

tiser against his will. The thing isn't being
done.

Here, then, is a bit of advice to former editorial

men who are endeavoring to write advertising

copy, and it is offered by one of them:
Give the advertiser what he wants, no matter

how badly it may hurt. If you don't, somebody
else will.
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Bite Yourself An Advertisement
By Ralph McKinley

SHE was rumbling along
toward home atop a Fifth

Avenue bus when she
glanced up and noticed in the

seat ahead a certainly big, and
probably tired, business man
intently reading an advertise-

ment in his Sun. As her own
salary flows from an advertis-

ing pen, the young lady read

over his shoulder. And this is

what she read

:

"Bite Yourself an Alphabet"
"What did she spell?"

"They were sitting. The sun was
setting. He said, 'You are the only
one I ever loved.' She was a pret-
zeleer. She srablied a handful of
O-So-Guds from the lunch basket.
She bit rapidly and laid each com-
pleted letter on the green grass. The
first three letters were :

A P P
"Can you supply the other seven

letters of this compound word and
tell what her answer w.as?

"You, too, can pretzeleer. but
you'd better eat about seven before
you start making letters. The O-So-
Guds are so good that it's hard to
stop eating to spell—-unless you eat
first."

And SO on to the end. The
gentleman reader then went
back to the "A P P" and began
moving his lips and counting
on his fingers as he concen-
trated on the problem of find-

ing a ten-letter compound word
beginning with "A P P."

This is the only one of the
sixteen advertisements in the
newspaper series on National
Biscuit Company pretzels

which requires any head work.
The rest of them have no puz-
zle department. All are rec-

ommended to those who are
interested in advertising that
is worth reading because it

amuses the audience to which
it is directed.

The National Biscuit Com-
pany is one of the very largest
units in the food industry,
with thousands of employees,
hundreds of products and mil-
lions in sales. It is refreshing
to find a concern of this size ^^
and importance willing to run
copy completely free of that silk-

hatted pomposity, mistaken for dig-
nity, which makes the advertising of
so many large concerns stuffy and
dull. The National Biscuit Com-
pany treats its pretzel advertising
with the lightness and frivolity that

Bite yourself an
Alphabet I

Bite yourself an
Alphabet

*'Mr. Pretzeleer is

busy in conference"
What did she spell?

"nifv - irt ni n>t lun .» imlni. H*

Sh. .(. • (irr[»l.n. Sh( ftbhtd t h.ni.

Sh« Mr npidiv *». laid nth rornplitrd

Imrt en ll>c (rnn gntt. The lini tUrtt

ha htatt rm Ilk* u. Pnul hrlan »Maa

drink ilnftr !*. Il ihx wmntmn (.411 »i

OSOOUD
xPRETZELS

rcicri Th( O-^^GudiiliU'twxlll'il'i'rd

1. nHd* Bakcn t<(k( [««ul> brown.

OSOOUD
PRETZELS

the subject deserves, yet the copy
has plenty of straight selling punch.
The advertisement above goes on to

say:

"Uneeda Bakers bake pretzels brown,
bake them brittle, bake them crisp, bake
them crunchy. That's what makes O-So-
'^uds so good to eat and so easy to digest.

'.\nd they're .salty.

"Pretzeleers eat pretzels with hors
(ru'uvi'es, with soup, with salad.
with dessert, with cheese, with Iced
drinks, with tea, on picnics, between
meals and all the other times there
arc to eat.
"Good for children."

Then in small type beside the
illustration of two styles of

pretzels

:

"O-So-Gud is a full grown pretzel
all tied up in knots. Who tied it?
Uneeda Bakers. Ask us another.

".Slim Jim: Not so big but just as
goftd to cat. Slim Jim is long, lean,
lanky. Sold in handy packages."

All the advertisements sug-
gest the formation of letters

by biting away certain sections

of the twisted pretzel. The
first of the series explains:

"There's a new order—the Order
of Pretzeleers. Any man, woman or
ihild, from 6 to 60 can Join. AH
you need to belong Is a set of teeth
( first teeth, second teeth, or store
teeth) and some O-So-Gud pretzels.

You initiate yourself by bit-
ing out an A. Like this. . . . Bite
your .A. and you're a member. After
you bite your A, eat it. Then go as
I'ar as you like up to Z."

Another one begins like this:
"Very, very high pressure execu-

tives make it a rule to pretzel at least
once every afternoon. They find that
biting out letters rests their 90 hp.
I)rains. Try it. Lock the doors.
.Send out word you're in conference
and start biting. A good word to
bite is

BUST
because it lielps make you believe
you are—busy, at least, being a
pretzeleer."

And another:
"Back in '73 Grandpa was the

pretzel biting champion of Kokono
County—.and he's still good. He can
bite .straight through the alphabet
without spoiling a single pretzel.
Itobliy can already make a 'B' in a
single bite, hut he's apt to leave
rough edges on his 'Q's.'

"In a statement recently bitten,
for the pre.ss. Grandpa said ; 'Uneeda
Bakers' pretzels are

O K
Pretzels today are better than ever.
Crispier than the kind we had when
f.irant was president."

What a lot more fun for the
writer to write and the reader
to read this kind of copy than
some of the things that might
have been

:

National Biscuit Pretzels are crisp
and abounding in flavor because of
the skillfulness of our pretzel
benders, some of whom have been
with us for 97 years."

Or this one:
"Pretzels baked by Uneeda Bakers

h:n-e that supreme goodness because they
are made from handpicked flour, garnered
with the dew still on it and rushed to the
foundry at the gardenside."

Or this one:
"Science says )io«: you. too, can have the

apple cheeks of perfect health if you will
eat a peck of pretzels a day."

That had better be enough.
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My Life in Advertising—VIII

From Steam Car to Studebaker
My Automobile and Tire Advertising Experiences

By Claude C. Hopkins

I
WROTE my first advej- ^^^^^r^^-r^^^^^^^mmme m m>^^ would rather do that, I have
tisements for an automo- HBHP''*fBPVH^^^^BViil I ^^^B found, than deal with soul-

bile in 1899, I believe. ^P^ |^^a^^^K '"^ I ^^^B less corporations. The nam-
They were in the interests of #<«, ^jf ^^^^HRbI^ E^^^B ^"^ °^ ^^ expert in an adver-
a steam car made in Milwau-

" W^ i^^^H Rising- campaign indicates a
kee. My book on the car was % W I ^^^^| "^^" °^ unique ability and
entitled "The Sport of Kings." ^_^ ^"'"'^ .^ JB W- flj^^K prominence. He may be un-
The model I owned was the ^'Mjw ^ ^^^^* known to the public. He gen-
first motor car in Racine. W^ ^| ^^.y, erally is at the start. But
My first day of ownership WM ||B|^KS|V1[ when a manufacturer fea-

cost me $300, through the ^ ^flHB.^Hp ? tures him, people accord him
scaring of hack horses and -^^j^^^^PB' respect. He soon becomes
other forms of damage. Jgj^Hfljj^^^^K* •

a,;
famous; then his name be-

I was chauffeur and garage \ i^^^^^^^^^^nHl^ comes an exclusive feature of
man. It required thirty min- f \^^^^^^B4^^HH < I ^^^^^ value. Howard Coffin

utes to start the car, which t \.^^^^^^^^ijyl J was unknown when I first

we had to count on in catch- » V ]1w>^^^|P^"^JCB featured him. Advertising
ing a train. And on more l|MW l^SK "^ *^ff5? ^^""'^ h'™ ^"'^h prominence
than that. Starting was a Hh L:. ^C-^^^Jfc that he was made head of the
small problem when compared fg/f .^ '^^^^^BBHI Aircraft Board in the war.
with keeping the car going. i|y4 A^I^K.'y IBI^Iu ^°'' ^^o^ew^^t similar rea-
When we drove ten miles El. ^,„;^flfl^n^i^^^^^^^^Bl sons an individual's name is

without a breakdown, we 5^" ^^''^^H^^K^^^^^^^^B usually better than a coined
boasted of the record. When ,^^^i^ ^»|^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ product, and far
we ever got through to Mil- H^^HL _„ _^-,^^|^^^^^^^^^| better than a trademark. It

waukee, about 25 miles, we ^^^^P^^^aBQ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H identifies the sponsor as
to the factory ^^^j^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H man

for repairs, and we rarely re- ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^" It is far easier to make a
turned that day. "•'""> '"• ™'"^ ^"""" man famous than to make
Every ten miles we stopped for He had been, it was said, the famous an institution. Consider

water. Then we watched the boiler highest paid sales manager in the how much names count in theatrical
gage. As the car moved it pumped United States while with the Na- productions, in the movies or in
water, but it often moved too slowly tional Cash Register Company. I authorship. They are often names
on the roads of those days to keep learned much of salesmanship from created for the purpose. This is also
the boiler supplied. Our .seat was on him. And I was gratified to note
top of the boiler. I remember nights that in all our years together he and
on muddy roads when we watched I never disagreed,
the water gage go down. At a cer- The problems in automobile ad-
tain point we knew the boiler would vertising then were very different
explode, but we kept on going to from the problems now. For years
shorten our walk back home. There the situation was constantly chang- turing of Howard E. Coffin gave to
are pleasanter experiences than sit- ing, like a kaleidoscope. One had to the Chalmers a distinction which
ting over a boiler on a gloomy night, keep very well informed to strike brought it great success.
waiting for it to explode and con- the responsive chord. We met other conditions as they

came up. We found a growing im-
'N connection with Mr. Chalmers' pression that automobile profits were
.advertising I featured Howard E. excessive. We met the situation

Coffin, then chief engineer for the with headlines announcing, "Our I

true in mei'chandising.

In those early days Cadillac and
Chalmers cars sold at about the same
price—around $1,500. The Cadillac

had an older reputation and was a

much handsomer car. But the fea-

I

templating the long muddy road
ahead.

But that experience made me an
automobile enthusiast. In the time

E
since then I have written successful Chalmers Company. As we go along Profit Is 9 Per Cent." Then we

my readers will note that wherever stated the actual costs on many hid-

possible I inject some personality den parts. The total was over $700.

into an advertising campaign. This and it omitted all the conspicuous
has always proved itself a very im- parts, like the body, upholstery, etc.

pressive idea. People like to deal That brings up another point in

with men whose names are connected advertising : the advantage of being

automobile ads about some twenty
cars.

During my early days with Lord
& Thomas, Hugh Chalmers bought
out the Thomas-Detroit car, and he
came to consult me about it. Mr.
Chalmers was a remarkable man. with certain accomplishments. They specific. Platitudes and generalities

[continued on page 88] ,^
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Salesmen Who Travel Abroad
By B. Olney Hough

"S
t AWDUST was

still in his hair

-he came to

us directly from a

mill. His clothes were
something fantastic

—

they still are—and he

never has learned to

buy a hat that fits.

He can't spell, you

ought to see his let-

ters. But good Heav-

ens, how that man
can sell saws! When
it comes to foreign

traveling men, as for

me I don't give a tink-

er's damn whether ho

can read and write so

long as he can sell

goods." It is an ex-

perienced and success-

ful export manager
talking.

Is there something
of a shock in this for

those of us who have
been impressed by

the strenuous teach-

ing that no represen-

tative of an Amer- Drawn by Kenc 11;

ican house must ever be sent into long and speaks twelve languages,

foreign fields who is not a combina- including the Eskimo,

tion of the Admirable Crichton and On the other hand there is the

Beau Brummel? We need not be type of exporting manufacturer
shocked, we need not revise our represented by a friend of mine who
ideas and our theories, for the an- makes cheap jewelry. He came to

swer to the puzzle,
—"What sort of the conclusion that he could prob-

men should be chosen as foreign ably increase his trade in some of

traveling salesm.en"—is simple in the Latin American markets if he

expression, if exceedingly difficult in were to send a factory representa-

execution. That answer is, the first tive to them. So one day the repre-

qualification of a salesman any- sentative he had chosen appeared at

where, abroad just as at home,—the

ability to sell. All else is secondary.

But there comes the rub. How can

one determine whether a man can

sell, or not? The answer is try him
out at home first.

Scores of men have been de-

my office to get advice, or tips, in

regard to his trip and the markets
he was to visit.

AS I talked to the man I was more
and more dumfounded at his

choice as representative, not so much
spatched into foreign countries to because he was a rough-neck of the

sell the products of American manu- crudest description, not so much be-

facturers whose sole recommenda- cause he knew not a word of Span-

tion has been the ability to speak a ish, had never been outside the State

foreign language, or a residence (in of Rhode Island (we will .say) and
apparently any sort of capacity) in had no comprehension of other peo-

the foreign markets to be visited, pies of the world, as because he had
This seems to be a variation of the had no selling exi)erience whatever,

old notion that used to prevail When he had gone I wrote a letter to

among manufacturers that an ex- my friend the manufacturer protest-

port man is one who wears his hair ing against his choice. The manufac-

turer thereupon paid
me a visit in person.

"Well," he said, "that
man has been in our
employ for twenty
years, he knows the
business inside and
out, he is the most
faithful and loyal

employee we have. We
lately made him book-
keeper. For years he
had been the most
expert of our oper-

ators of machines.
We thought that he
deserved this trip

abroad." "Oh, I didn't

know that you were
running a Home for

the Friendless or an
Orphan Asylum," I

obsei-ved with some
feeling. "That's a
long and expensive
trip, you know. Don't
you want to make it

pay ? That man won't
do a thing except

spend your good
.ark for Crane & cii money." And he did

not. A year later the manufacturer
confessed to me that the trip was
an utter fizzle from start to finish.

Something more than an intimate,

inside knowledge of goods and plant

is necessary.

Absurd, it seems, to emphasize so

elementary a principle, but equally

absurd is the ridiculous fashion in

which so many manufacturers kiss

all common sense goodbye when for-

eign work or export trade rises on
their horizon. A foreign trip is not

a junket, nor is there anything mys-
terious about it. It is a strictly

business proposition, involving dol-

lars and cents—plenty of them. If

worth doing at all. it is worth doing
right.

It is by no means infrequently re-

marked that the best of all ways of

selling goods is through their per-

sonal presentation by an adroit

salesman. If true at home, this is

even more true abroad. Expense
and a fear of the unknown deter the

great majority of manufacturers
from sending salesmen into distant

countries, and undoubtedly, as well

as rightly, few manufacturei's un-
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dertake that policy until their trade

in export markets has been started

and gives encouraging promise.

When that point is reached, then

every aggressive manufacturer sends

his salsmen abroad, regularly or

occasionally. Many years ago a cer-

tain American manufacturer of

hardware specialties was the butt of

much ridicule because he supinely

allowed German manufacturers to

imitate his goods and steal trade

away from him. Today that manu-
facturer maintains twelve salesmen

of his own in other countries of the

world, and laughs at the poor Ger-

man goods. No illustration better

indicates the present disposition of

modern manufacturers.
But the saw manufacturer whose

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 62]

The New Thought in Industry

By Fred W. Shibley
Vice-President, Bankers Trust Company, New York

THE new thought in industry em-
braces a system of scientific man-
agement having three primary es-

sentials :

1. Advance knowledge (research)

2. Planned operation

3. Management control of operation

as planned.

This conception of a scientific indus-

trial system is by no means new in

point of time. It is really very old.

It is termed new because it appears

bright and fresh, having been polished

up a bit in recent years and maae to

sparkle when employed by certain effi-

cient individuals and corporations.

Commercial bankers have learned

within the past few years a great deal

about sales research and its potentiali-

ties as a basis of merchandising and
distribution and as a foundation for

building a balanced industrial or com-

mercial structure.

One of the first problems that I had

to tackle during the depression of 1920-

21 was the reorganization oi a concern

manufacturing chewing gum, a busi-

ness that I new absolutely nothing at

all about. This business was greatly

over-expanded; it was out of balance

in every particular.

In order to liquidate the surplus as-

sets without undue sacrifice it was
nessary to continue operations. Cur-

rent operating losses, however, were
excessive and therefore the problem

confronting us was, in the first place,

to continue operations without loss and,

secondly, to establish the business on

such a profitable basis as would enable

the company to pay its debts and re-

establish its credit.

The first step was to separate the

good, active assets from the surplus

and questionable assets. The question

of my banker associates which I then

had to answer was, "Could the good ac-

tive assets be utilized in an operation

without loss?"

To answer this very pertinent in-

quiry it was necessary to determine in

•what amounts and at what price the

several products of the company could

be sold and where they could be sold.

The key salesmen covering the sales

Portions of an address delivered before
a dinner to the officers and clients of
Cowan, Dempsey & Dangler, Inc., New
York.

territory of the company in the United
States and Canada were called in and
consulted as to sales conditions in their

several locations. They were asked the

size and conditions of current stocks in

jobbers' retailers' hands, sales methods
and the selling influence of advertising

and other sales stimulants. Finally

they were requested to estimate for the

coming year what they thought could

be sold and to whom, in their terri-

tories

The salesmen so consulted realized,

as I did, the gravity of the situation

and gave serious consideration to each

question propounded. They hesitated to

estimate possible and probable sales.

Their jobbers were in every instance

overstocked and demand was by no
means as great as during the war pe-

riod.

Nevertheless a sales estimate by
months was obtained, an estimate well

under the sales volume of preceding

years, but each of the salesmen when he

had submitted his estimate, assured me
it was conservative and that he would
go back to his territory and produce the

volume of business he had forecasted.

rp'HE next problem was to plan a pro-
J~ duction schedule which would har-

monize with the sales volume forecasted

and to relate working capital, plant re-

quirements and personnel to the oper-

ations so planned. It had to be co-ordi-

nated with the sales forecast so that

the income from sales should exceed
somewhat the costs of material, labor,

sales expense, advertising, administra-

tion and interest on active capital em-
ployed. To demonstrate the ability of

the management to do this the dollar of

sales was broken down into its consti-

tuent parts, as above enumerated. The
dollar of expense had to be fitted into

the dollar of income.

The planning and accomplishing of

this desired result was our greatest

task. The first sales dollar set up
showed, as I recall, that the cost of

each dollar of sales was one dollar and
fifteen cents. Then began a process of

squeezing a $1.15 bulk into a $1.00

space and to do this each item of ex-

pense had to be scrutinized, pared
down wherever possible and in some
cases decimated.

In particular, I remember clearly

that we had a tremendous struggle,

lasting several days, over the expense
item "Advertising" which had been left

to the last in the squeezing process.

Advertising was considered the life

blood of this business and I was warned
to go slow in reducing it. After pa-
tient study of this acute problem, the
knife had to be used for the simple
reason that no other expense item could
be pared further, and this was done
with the feeling of the surgeon who
conducts a kill-or-cure operation.

The making of the sales dollar ac-

complished, the next thing to do was
to find a man as president of the com-
pany to put the plan, as outlined, into

action and control its operation. The
old management was not in sympathy
with our proceedings and went its way.
At the end of the first year the sales

were only a few thousand dollars less

than had been forecasted and a small
operating profit had been made. The
second year, sales were increased and
we of the bankers' committee, watch-
ing this company convalesce, saw that
under the system of control originally

devised, every dollar of increased sales

bore only a cost covering raw material,

direct labor and a small variable bur-
den. In brief we saw that profit is

made in largest volume on the last $10,-

000 of sales within the fiscal year.

I said to the president of this com-
pany several months ago, "We have
done so well let's go after another
million dollars' worth of business."

I did not wish to break that sacred
budget of ours, but I wanted to be
shown. So it was planned to feel

our way by testing different advertis-

ing methods in various markets, em-
ploying them as advertising laborato-

ries on different styles of product.

This experiment convinced us that

when other expense items of a sales

dollar iLve fairly well standardized, the

result of increasing or decreasing the

percentage allocated to advertising can
be observed in a convincing way. The
float feed in a carbureter must be so

adjusted that it will permit the flow

of exactly so much gasoline into the ex-

plosion chamber of an engine and no
more. In a similar way the advertis-

ing budget should be so planned that it

will obtain the maximum result with
the minimum of cost.
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I Speak for Cinderella
By Christopher James

IT
is in some such rough and

ready way as this that mo.st ad-

vertisers determine their adver-

tising appropriations

:

Sales last yi-ar So much
Bxpendituivs lor adverlisiiig So much
Advtrlisinp cost ptr unit So much

. , ,,, . ) more I than last
Raw materials will cost,

j j^j^j, j year
„ .... ,,, , ( keener 1 than last
Competition will be.

| 1^53 keen ( year

Other factors, such as labor,

freight and selling expense, are con-

sidered. These, however, do not

vary greatly. Indeed, they vary so

little that the estimates which well-

organized enterprises set down as

covering them are astonishingly close

to actuality. In most cases the ad-

vertising appropriation is fixed with-

out very much regard for these

factors. What the sales and adver-

tising managers chiefly concern

themselves with is—how much did

we sell last year? What was the

advertising cost? How much sliould

we sell next year? In what way and
to what extent will raw-material

costs and competition interfere with

our ambitions? When approximate-
ly correct conclusions are reached

on those points, the rest is

easy.

The next step, usually, is

to apportion the appi'opria-

tion. So much is set a.side

for magazine advertising, so

much for newspapers, so

much for outdoor advertising,

so much for store signs, so

much for street cars. It is

all very simple.

In the last year or two, an-

other medium has insisted on

being recognized. This is the

radio. To provide for it,

many advertisers have in-

creased their appropriations.

Others, and I imagine they

are in the majority, have re-

arranged their appropria-

tions. They have lopped off

ten or twenty thousand dol-

lars from this and as much
more from that. In this way
they have found money for

the air-man.

May I point out that all

these media are brought to

the advertiser's attention in

ways that leave little to be
desired from the seller's

standpoint? An extremely ef-

fective business-creating ma-

chine is constantly at work in their

behalf. Letters are written, calls

are made, the telephone and tele-

graph are requisitioned. Equally

important is the fact that the ad-

vertising trade journals, quite un-

consciously of course, further the

interests of these mediums in that
a very large percentage of the arti-

cles they print have to do with some
phase of new.spai)er, magazine, street

car, billboard or store advertising.

MEANWHILE, an extremely
potent foi-m of advertising is

in grave danger of being overlooked.
This refers to sampling. This medi-
um has no paid advocates. No ad-
vertising trade journal devotes pages
to it. Such a thing as an annual
convention of samplers is unheard of.

No high-powered salesman ever calls

on advertisers and tells them they
ought to sample, regardless of what-
ever else they do.

There are more than a few things
in Claude Hopkins' reminiscences
now appearing in ADVERTISING and

Selling regarding which there is

room for honest difference of opin-

ion. However, when he says the fol-

lowing in the June 1 issue, he puts
into words the undying con\iction
of every man who has practised ad-
vertising, not merely theorized
about it:

The hardest struggle of my life, has
been to educate advertisers to the use
of samples; or to trials of some kind.
They would not think of sending out
a salesman without samples. But they
will spend fortunes on advertising to
urge people to buy without seeing or
testing. Some say that samples cost
too much. Some argue that repeaters
will ask for them again. But per-
suasion alone is vastly more expensive.

Advertising copy is more brilliant

today than ever before. It is, if any-
thing, too brilliant—so much so, that
often it defeats its own purpose.
Art work is far better than it was
only a few years ago. Outdoor and
street car advertising have been put
on a sound basis. But most men
who have to do with advertising
are so busy passing judgment on
the details of what might be called

the accepted mediums of ad-

vertising, that they forget
that such a thing as sampling
exists.

Sampling is the Cinderella

of advertising. The great
trouble with being a Cinder-
ella is that one is apt to be
forgotten. The dear gijl sits

in a corner and waits, hoping
against hope that Prince
Charming will see her—not
only see her, but speak to her
and ask her to dance with
him. Sometimes, he does;
but the chances are all against
it. It is for that reason that
I speak for her.

Mr. Hopkins will bear me
out when I say that there is

hardly an advertising prob-
lem which sampling, in some
form or other, will nor help
to solve. This may seem to

be an extreme statement.

But it isn't. Any advertising
agent who is worth his salt

can, if the advertiser insists,

find work for Cinderella.

That is. he can figure out a
method whereb.v sampling can
be applied to his particular

problem.

[continued on page 87]
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<!<? VVBe Yourself

!

By Laurence G. Sherman

SUPPOSE I have just

purchased a

new-fangled e g g -

beater, widely advertised

as being everlasting in

point of wearing quali-

ties, finish and material.

It is a good egg-beater,

which beats eggs better

than anything yet de-

vised. But it has little

crannies in the blades

which are very hard to

clean, and my wife says

that this defect offsets its

admirable qualities, be-

cause the yolk of egg is a

notably obdurate sub-

stance which will not

readily yield to hot soap-

suds, but must needs be

scoured off; and scouring

in the narrow crannies is

a laborious task.

Now, suppose further

that I personally know
the sales manager of the

egg beater company. I

take the offending beater

to him one day and tell -

him that I think it is a

world-beating egg-beater, but it has
one serious fault, which I proceed to

point out to him in a spirit of con-

structive criticism. What does the

sales manager say and do? First,

he expresses his appreciation of the

criticism; and if it is something
that lends itself to practical correc-

tion, he starts the wheels turning

to eliminate the trouble. Or he may
explain to me just why it would be

utterly impracticable to cure the
fault. In any event, when I leave

his office, I feel satisfied that this

concern is sincerely trying to pro-

duce a real egg-beater, and is on the

alert to perfect it in every possible

way. And I go home and stoutly de-

fend the egg-beater to my wife.

Now let us suppose that I don't

know the sales manager or anyone
else connected with the organization.

The company is located in a distant

state, and is a personality to me only

as I have visualized it through its

advertising.

I have been told in four-color

double spreads in the national mag-
azines that this company is the vei-y

dickens of a going concern; that it

IT would be folly to suppose that the highly paid
executive of a large corporation gives his personal

attention to ever)' letter that conies to his desk.

Rather he passes his mail on to some thirty dollar

a week correspondent who answers it in his charac-
teristic thirty dollar a week style. In a single in-

stant good will built up by long years of extensive
advertising may be destroyed.

is just what all the rest of the big
advertisers are, if I make myself
clear. My plaintive note about the

crannies in the beater blades must
perforce be sounded by mail, in-

stead of in person. So I write a

letter which says exactly the same
words I would say in the hypotheti-

cal interview cited in the first para-

graph.

THREE weeks later I receive this

reply: "Subject: Defective Egg-
Beater. Dear Sir: Yours of the

20th ult. received and contents

noted. We are sorry you have ex-

perienced trouble with your Beatem-
up Egg-Beater, and will be glad to

replace same if the fault is due to

any defect of material or workman-
ship. If you will mail the egg-

beater to us, securely packed, we will

examine same and will make re-

placement if the trouble is not due
to abuse or rough handling. Please

be sure to write your name and ad-

dress plainly on the package. Yours
very truly, (stamped signature)
Sales Department, The Beatemup
Mfg. Co."

Now just who is the

Beatemup Company try-

ing to be when it writes

that kind of a reply to

an intelligent letter? It

surely isn't itself. It has

spent hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars each year

to invest itself with a

personality which stands

for cheerful willing per-

formance; it has human-
ized itself so that people

will think of it as a real

group of regular people,

understanding the knotty

problems of egg-beating

in the American home.

And when the pinch

comes, it falls down with

a resounding whack, and
assumes the form of a

meager, thirty-dollar-a-

week sales department
correspondent, whose job

it is to sort out the mail

and fit form paragraphs
together to compose a

reply which in his opinion

=;=^^^ answers the question.

Day after day, all over

the country, this process of con-

cealing the real personality of im-

portant companies by a shoddy cloak

of apathy and indifference goes on.

Years ago I was in the sales de-

partment of a large small-tool

manufacturer. I saw letters go

out to important customers which
would arouse a shout of laughter, it

the situation weren't so tragic.

Imagine this one—and it's gospel

truth: "We have your valued inquiry

of the steenth instant, and are

pleased to advise that we do not

make this model any more, so can-

not quote you prices. Thanking you
for your inquiry, however, we beg
to remain. Very Truly Yours," . . .

When the sales manager saw the

carbon copy he groaned and said,

"Poor M doesn't view with
alarm, but points with pride 1"

Just this last spring, I bought two
or three phonograph records of a

type that was a distinct innovation.

After playing them a few times, I

noticed that where the volume of

sound was greatest, the material of

which the record was made broke
down, and the result was a scratch

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 72]
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How
Advertisers are xIC

^ Using Humor ^

Id illuslrule "The Singing Slum'" iin

advertisement prepared by Federal
Advertising Agency for Americiin
Safety Razor Corporation. Photograph

by Lejareii u lliller
One of a series of ingenious photographs by Anton
Bruehl to animate the Fabric (iroup trade-mark of

Weber & Heilhroner

wmmemmmmsim
EHC BY JOHH HFI

n

jr

Instructing the Cook—a long time ago ^S=
'//lis conies from London. It is taken
from an order bbmk of Fortnum and
Mason. H. Stuart Meiizies, London

A domestit: tragedy pictured in noodciil style by John Held, Jr. The product:
Hind's Honey and Almond Cream. The agency: Barton, Durstine & Osboni
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AT /e/t, humor meets a peculiar marketing
situation. Picture and text by Don Her-

old. Agency: Barrows. Richardson & Alley.

Above, illustration for The Sesamee Company:
Lyddon & Hanford Company, agency. Drawn
by J. W. Williamson.

JjriLLACE MORGAN drew this pic-

yy lure for O. K. Cigarettes. C. W.
Hoyt Company, advertising agency. At
right one of the Macy pages from "'The
New Yorker."

I
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• o A «1 4 h e

MERCl

A STORE card designed by
jjL Lucian Bemhard for Am-
frican Mercury. At right one
of the notable cartoon series by Brigps. The product. Old
Hold Cigarettes; the agency, Lennen and Mitchell.

The best way
out of a scrape— Barbasol

At left, one of a series for McCreery's.
Above, part of a letterhead design by
Lucian Bemhard for Jerome Walter
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rttt NEW MCMeeR of the LITTLf SCOKPIONS' CLUE IS EXCUSED VAOM INITIATION
|

S^^'^^^QnCCCOCHOC PEfpS 010 it)

When a nickel

means riches
Five pennies can buy real candy now,

N-c-c-e-o makes boys and 6"ls happy till they're

100 years old. Aie you little, middlc-siicd or big?

Here's Necco Candy just right for you.

Spend your nickel like a millionaire! It gets SO

big Nccco Wafers— the same long sweet roll chil-

dren or twenty years ago still love . It buys the

great Necco Bolster— the flavor of sugar-cane fields,

peanut butter to sing about, a chocolate coating

with a blessing on it ,, it rrxakes you the owner of

8 big Necco Chocolate Peppermints—a boxful

you'll tell your fncnds about tomorrow

Choose your Nccco Candy at the next candy

counter. The name is yout safeguard. The New

England Confectionery Company. Boston. Mass

Makers of 500 kJnds of fine candy

"ANYWAYS, I ._-,

bolster! _

Si: Necco %^>^
PURE CANDY C'f ^H-I^lJIe

Young folks ~ older folks

Your nickel has grown up

Neccoj_
PURE CANDY ^ ^

There's Magic
in the nickel now

-^"WlLL t LET YA
Ride home f-'R

SOME CHOCPBPPS?
][ CFRTAINLY WIUU
PROVIDED they're

p^^^NECCO
j

AGOOD FAIRY has touched the Buffalo

with her wand—the httle nickel has

grown up. Children, even when they're

grey-haired, love good candy—

And today Nccco is a nickell

There's Necco Candy to charm every

boy and girl; millionaires can't buy finer.

For mothers and fathers, too. And they

all say, "Necco sweets are bigger and

better—and pure and safe
—

"

Half a dime—just aa many pennies as

you have fingers on one hand—that's all

you need : for the famous long roll of Necct*

Wafers, for the big crackly Bolster, for 8 of

the finest chocolate peppermints you e

Bet your teeth in.

Pick out the Necco packages—the n

5 fine S cent candy- Every Nccc

product is made of the finest

Up to the highest New England standard.

The New England Confectionery Company,
Boston, Mass.

Better and Bigger Nickels

IT'S a little enin-but il ha, big
candy in it. Hold the nickil titbc

till you B« to the candy counter. It

wilt buy fine candy todsy , , .

Lc»k . . . here ore three wporate
NeceD treat) that you anlt tirag about.

Remember: every Necco poclragt ii

bi£ in i\jc, but every bite is as pure as

the richest ting could buy.

Children no* grown-up and [elting

grey still eat the Necco Wafer) they

learned to love long ago , , . Try the

new Boliter Bar. loo. Such molaiso,
tudi peanut butter, you think, mult

eome out of magic kettle* And
there'i been an eitra charm put on
the thick chocolate cover . , . Do you
favor pcppcrminu— bracing natural

mint centers covered with chocolate
that'i B joy to the heart? Here are
eight big ones— cool, tangy ones— for

the party. For any time.

Pick out your Necco Candy today
Bl the ncomt candy store. Every bile

measures up to the highat ilandird.

The New Englond Confectionery
Company. Boston. Mauachutettt.

Makers of 500 kinds of fine canify

so-
A NECCO BOLSTER
IS THE BIG lOEAl

mey' look what 1

^,^ >&OT'FOft josTCurriWJ) ,
~.^p:l THIS OLO LAWN >—^ ( OH 5MN-N^y

RNIN& THE FIRST QOARTER
„. ,„ TRtAT THE OAMO

Necco ,

PURE CANDY O*" <Q.

BRIGGS, Gene Byrnes, Payne, Fontaine Fox and other fanwiis comic strip artists collaborate in making

campaign one oj the most interesting oj the season. J. fFalter Thompson Company, Advertising Agent.
this newspaper
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If You Have Tears, Prepare To
Shed Them Now!

By Carroll Rheinstrom
Director, Advertising Service Bureau, Macfadden Publications. Inc.

s

I
WAS very much pleased

to read the caption of Mr.

Goode's article in the

Aug. 24 issue of Advertising

AND Selling: "Why All the

Sadness About Duplicate Cir-

culation?"

I had not realized that there

yet existed any sadness about

duplicate circulation. Accord-

ing to my previous cynical be-

lief, advertising men stil!

bought magazines of about
2,000,000 circulation each, and
sincerely believed that they

were talking to 10,000,000

readers. And, to continue the

reasoning, they multiplied the

circulation by a mystic "four,"

insuring a coverage of nearly

half of these United States!

I hope that Mr. Goode is

right about this "sadness"

business. And if he is, some
one should really take five

valuable minutes and give him
the answer to his question.

For when an advertising man
in these days of diminishing

returns spends stockholders'

money to buy a theoretical

10,000,000 circulation

—

and is ac-

tually delivered a tnimher that has

been expertly estimated at less than

ONE-THIRD of 10,000,000—it is

time to thoroughly investigate just

what investigations that "big De-
troiter" wept over, and whether or

not his tears were warranted.

The most I'ecent of these investi-

gations is the National Advertising
Survey conducted by R. 0. Eastman,
Inc. A staff of trained reporters

visited 6849 urban homes. They
found that not 4000 or 6000 or 10,-

000, but actually 23,469 copies of

magazines went regularly or fre-

quently into these 6849 homes.
An advertiser buying a dozen

magazines with a theoretical 23,469

circulation, according to this investi-

gation, practically receives only 6,-

849 readers. Less than 30 per cent

of the circulation that he paid for.

For each hypothetical $1,000 worth

Editor s Note

OMEWHAT to our surprise, an article in

Jour August 24 issue has already elicited one
emphatic rejoinder. When Mr. Rheinstrom's
accompanying contrihulion came into the office,

we sent it. with discreet smiles, to Kenneth M.
Goode, author of '"Why All the Sadness About
Duplicate Circulation?" the article wliich

started all this. We hereby proclaim our neu-
trality, and quote a portion of Mr. Goode's letter

of reply in the belief that it reflects very aptly

our editorial policy in controversial matters of
this kind:

Tli.inks for letling me see Mr. Rlieinstroni's story.

Other "old timers" like myself will remember when
Mike Donliii of the New York Giants stepped into the
Knickerbocker Bur and fomid the floor covered with a

magnificent brawl of punching arms and kicking feet.

Mike stood il as long as his Irish would allow. Then
he stepped up to the bartender and whispered, "Say, bo.

is this a private fight? Or can anybody get into it?"

This topic is too big for a private controversy. Why
not let everybody in?

We herebv announce that this fight is not

private. Evei-ybody in the business is cordially

invited to participate—everybody but ourselves,

that is.

of prospects that he plans to reach,

he really only talks to $300 worth!
A previous investigation made in

192.5 by no less an authority than

the A.ssociation of National Adver-
tisers disclosed that the average
magazine group of 1,000,000 circula-

tion reaches approximately only

282,485 readers. This survey cor-

roborates the Eastman conclusions

that the advertiser using a full list

of magazines actually receives only

about 30 per cent of his total "guar-
anteed" circulation. For every dol-

lar of his appropriation that he
spends, seventy cents goes to this

mythical master, "Duplication."

But hold your tears. . . .

Jason Rogers, through his former
property, the Advertiser's Weekly,
conducted duplication surveys in New
Rochelle. N. Y. ; Waterbury, Conn.;

South Bend, Ind., and Newburgh,
N. Y. His findings indicated that

a magazine list of 2,000,000
circulation actually reached
little more than 600,000 read-
ers. Again, the advertiser
using a number of magazines
was shown to be receiving

only 30 per cent of the mer-
chandise he had contracted
for. . .to be paying a 70 per
cent premium to the powerful
"duplication" factor which
Mr. Goode, for some unknown
reason, defends.

The Thresher Service, Inc.,

since dissolved into the Batten
organization, conducting one
of the earlier duplication

studies, reported conditions

almost identical with those

later found by Rogers, the
A. N. A. and Eastman.

Over and over the story
runs, thousands of magazines
published but only hundreds
of readers reached. Millions

of dollars expended for adver-
tising and 70 per cent of the

appropriation thrown to the
great god, "Duplication."

^= Just think for a moment.
The advertiser buys one

magazine with 2,000.000 circulation

at $10 a line. Are advertising rates

high today? Perhaps. But let's see

what happens when this advertiser

adds another 2,000,000 magazine at

$10 a line. Does he receive 4,000,000
readers for his $20? These surveys
prove that the total is closer to 2,-

800,000! And when the advertiser

adds another magazine at $10, his

real circulation has become, not 6,-

000,000, but more likely 3,000,000.

With the addition of each new
magazine, the adverti.ser's real rate

does not add, but multiplies. Many
economists complain at a theoretical

$50 line rate for 10,000.000 circula-

tion, but what would such gentlemen
as Messrs. Chase and Schlink (well

known to Mr. Goode) have to say
about that line rate as actually ap-

plying to 3,000,000 circulation!

Weep? Why, there should be such
a moaning and beating of advertis-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 78]
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Canadian in Name—American
in Ownership
By James M. Campbell

GETTING into Can-

ada is so easy—so

gratifyingly free
from complications—that

one is apt to lose sight of

the fact that the Do-

minion is not a part of

the United States. Two
minutes after one crosses

the border, however, one

realizes that one is in a

foreign land. The Union

Jack flutters from a score

of flagposts, the buildings

have a solider appearance

than on our side the line

and there is something

about the people—the

men rather than the wo-

men—which stamps them

as of a different race.

Unmistakably Eng-

lish, Scotch and Irish faces are more

common than with us. But the feel-

ing that one is outside the United

States wears off quickly, if one

strolls through the business section

of any Canadian town and examines

the wares with which the shop-win-

dows are filled. All or nearly all our

old friends are on display—soaps

and collars and breakfast-foods and

ready-mixed paints and tooth-pow-

ders and typewriters and talking-

machines the names of which have

been familiar to us since childhood.

And on at least one corner, just out-

side the shopping district, is a fill-

ing station or a garage which is

plastered all over with signs of tires

and automobiles and lubricating oils

whose names we know as well as we
do our own.

It gives one a home-like feeling

—

so much so that one is likely to say

:

"It's just the same here as in 'God's

country.' " Which is not at all the

case. For, if you look deeper, you

find that these things which are dis-

played so prominently are not the

products of factories located in the

U. S. A., as you might suppose, but

of factories located in Canada. And
the vast majority of Canadians, I am
sure, regard them as "sure enough"
Canadian goods.

For example: The Ivory Soap

(c) Herbert

which the Belleville, Ontario, grocer

sells you was manufactured at Ham-
ilton, Ontario, and not at Cincinnati,

Ohio; and the name of its maker is

Procter & Gamble, Limited, not The
Procter & Gamble Company. The
pork and beans, a dozen cans of

which you buy before you start out

on a camping trip, is not the product
of the H. J. Heinz Company of Pitts-

burgh, Penn., but of the H. J. Heinz
Company, Ltd., of Leamington, On-
tario. In like manner, the Quaker
Oats which you buy in Canada were
not made by the Quaker Oats Com-
pany of Chicago, 111., but by the

Quaker Oats Company of Peter-

borough, Ontario. The B. F. Good-
rich Company of Akron, Ohio, is

known in Canada as the Canadian
Goodrich Company, Kitchener, On-
tario; the Postum Company of Bat-
tle Creek, Mich., as the Canadian
Postum Company, Limited, of To-
ronto. Ontario ; and The Sherwin-
Williams Company of Cleveland,

Ohio, as the Canadian Sherwin-Wil-
liams Company—"largest paint and
varnish makers in the British Em-
pire."

SO it goes. Scores and scores of

concerns which are owned in the
United States and whose policies are

dictated by American business men.

are, by a slight change in

name and also, of course,

by the addition of the

word Limited to their

corporate title, given a

truly Canadian flavor.

This is as it should be.

Canada, though small in

population as compared
with the United States

(9,000,000 as against

120,000,000), is a self-

contained and self-suffi-

cient unit; as much so as

the United States. Not
only that, it is a part of

the British Common-
wealth of Nations. The
very natural inclination

of its people is to buy
British goods. And the

attitude of the buying
public of Canada is: "If you want us

to buy your goods, establish a fac-

tory here." And that is what
American manufacturers have done

and are doing.

The largest American-owned
manufacturing plant in Canada is

that of the General Motors Corpora-

tion at Oshawa, Ontario, thirty-five

miles or so east of Toronto. The
plant of the Ford Motor Company of

Canada is at Windsor, Ontario, op-

posite Detroit. The Ford Motor
Company of Canada is not, I under-

stand, a branch of the Ford Motor
Company of Detroit. Nor is it owned
solely by H. F. and his son, Edsel.

These two factories turn out five-

sixths of the automobiles produced
in Canada.

In view of the fact that the gen-

eral run of wages in Canada is con-

siderably lower than in the United
States, it is rather curious that

motor-car prices in Canada are no-

ticeably higher than in the United
States. Another curious circum-

stance is that thousands of motor-
cars, made in Canada, are exported

to Great Britain and other parts of

the British Empire; and, though
made in factories owned by Ameri-
can capital, are regarded as "British

made."
The American motor-car manufac-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 87]



THE EDITORIAL PAGE
The "Vanishing" Independent Retailer

IT has been the fashion to talk of the decline of the

independent retailer. Year by year the chain stores

grow. The Western PiRgly Wiggly led all chain store

increase in 1926, with 82 per cent. Other increases are

15 per cent for Liggett stores, 29 per cent for J. C.

Penney stores.

The Progressive Grocer has made a survey in eighteen

cities in which the population grew 48 per cent in ten

years. The number of independent grocers had grown
53 per cent. There is one grocer to every 319 people,

as compared to 331 ten years ago. A study of the

rating of grocers in Ohio indicates that 30 per cent

of them are rated at |3,000, and over 51 per cent at

$1,000 and over.

The truth appears to be that the number of stores

of all types is increasing faster than the population, and
that independent stores are increasing with almost the

same rapidity as chains. The situation is distinctly

inflated, unless modern consumer service demands seem
to indicate a real need for more neighborhood outlets.

Whether this is so is not yet proved, but it is proved
that the indepndent retailer is not "vanishing."

A City's Family Budget

THE first distribution survey made by our govern-

ment is a noteworthy event in itself, but it shows
some very interesting things. The 11,466 retail stores

of forty-eight different types in Baltimore (which was
the city studied) do an annual volume of $390,000,000,

an average per resident of the city of $489. On a family

basis this would be $2,102 per "stati.stical family" (4.3

people). The average volume per store was $17,000 in

the grocery- field, and $2,000,000 for department stores,

which did 27.96 per cent of all the city's volume, while

the groceries did 13.9 per cent. The stores doing the

next highest in volume were automobile, 4.6 per cent;

furniture and house furnishings, 4.2 per cent. Drug
stores did only 2.8 per cent. If a luxury-necessity com-
parison be made, the result is surprisingly poor for

luxuries: candy, 1.6 per cent; jewelry, 1.5 per cent;

tobacco, 0.9 per cent; ice cream and soft drinks, 0.8

per cent; music, 0.5 per cent; radio, 0.2 per cent—the

entire luxury class not running up to more than 11 per

cent, inclusive of automobile, which is at least one-half

necessity. The Baltimore figures are something of a

shock. Perhaps we are due for more shocks as the

seventeen other cities now being researched are re-

ported upon.

Tea Gathers Speed

THE other day a five million dollar tea merger was
put through, merging the Carter, Macy Co., New

York, with Brooke, Bond & Co., Ltd., of London. Tea
enters the "big business" class.

The vigorous campaign conducted by the India tea

interests, under the lively direction of Sir Charles Hig-
ham, has now really resulted in starting us along the

oad to tea drinking ; something we've merely toyed with
i3efore. The annual volume of tea business in the United

States has attained the interesting total of $30,000,000
—more than double what it was not many years ago.

It is to be hoped that our genial visitor and yachts-
man, Sir Thomas Lipton. will be spurred to put more
thoroughly modern energy behind his American busi-
ness. It has only occasionally been pushed with real

enterprise and adequate advertising; and when it was
so pushed, it always went forward. Our American
trademarked teas, too, should gird themselves for a
new tea day for America. We may yet become a nation
of tea drinkers!

Breakfast Food Giants in Battle

THE Shredded Wheat Company is striving to pre-
vent the Kellogg Comi)any from use of the word

"shredded," which the latter is trying to use for a
whole wheat biscuit. The Shredded Wheat plaint in

court discloses that it has expended a grand total

of over $24,000,000 in educational work, until, so it

claims, the words "shredded wheat" (descriptive, as
so many inexpertly selected trade-names are) have
come to mean but one thing to the public. The
Shredded Wheat Company says an average of 100,000
people a year have gone through its factory in the
last 20 years, thus adding to its public prestige.

The breakfast food field, once a shambles, but of
latter years working fairly quietly and effectively,

seems once again to be on the verge of a battle royal.

Advertising, for a breakfast food very particularly,

is the very breath of life. It will now be seen whether
such advertising can lay complete hold of words of
the English language and exclude others. It is a
moot point of some delicacy.

England's Big Advertising Job

IT has already been pointed out that although the

English, with characteristic self-criticism, consider

themselves behind America in advertising, nevertheless

the per capita expenditure for advertising is actually

slightly greater in England than in the United States.

Those who are curious to know how this can be, need
only to consider how fully the British Government itself

is "sold" on advertising. The new Empire Marketing
Board, which aims to increase trade between the Do-
minions, has just started an annual advertising expen-
diture of $4,866,000. A large part of this is to popu-
larize Empire products sold in Great Britain. The
result of success with this enterprise is frequently to

drive American products out; therefore it is distinctly

a matter of American interest.

The English Government proved during the war that

it knew a good tool when it saw one, and set a record

for a government's u.se of advertising. It has not hesi-

tated to make use for peace purposes of the trusty

advertising tool. The job of commercially integrating

the Empire and encouraging Dominion intertrade is

a job of gigantic, world-encircling proportions; but ad-

vertising is equal to it. It was once said that what
held the British Empire together was a state of mind.
It will apparently soon be a state of advertising.
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Question Your Questionnaire
By Kenneth M, Goode

IN
1917 our nation divided. The

young men went to war. Those

too old to fight sent out question-

naires. The war ended. But not the

questionnaire. It became our na-

tional substitute for thought.

Honestly handled by an impartial

expert, the questionnaire prevents

advertising mistakes. Even a few

simple questions to the people you

meet at dinner tonight may avert

disaster. But in ignorant, careless

or stupid hands, posing as impartial

testimony from a cloud of distinter-

ested witnesses, the questionnaire

often furnishes information less ac-

curate than the Ouija board.

Let's assume that John Dodo
blows up the New York Public Li-

brary. He is about to hang. Our
good Governor leaves the question of

a reprieve to a mail vote of the first

thousand names chosen alphabeti-

cally from the New York Telephone

Book. The first name is a lawyer;

the second, a carpenter; the third, a

stenographer; the fourth, an avi-

ator; the fifth, a manicurist; the

sixth, an advertising WTiter; the

seventh, a chauffeur; the eighth, a

clergyman ; the ninth, an editor ; the

tenth, a subway guard. And so on

down the whole list.

Now it is only reasonable to sup-

pose that John Dodo's crime against

literature has particularly preju-

diced all who write for a living

Therefore, let us divide the

names picked into those

with desks and those with-

out desks.

"A"
Desk workers

Lawyer
Stenographer

Advertising Writer
Clergyman

Editor

"B"
No desks
Carpenter
Aviator

Manicurist
Chauffeur ^

Subway Guard

Not alone the Governor's
questionnaire, but any good
letter on any subject, ought
easily to draw two replies

from every ten people in

Group "A." But in Group
"B" the most skilled letter

on any imaginable subject

could hardly hope to aver-

age more than one reply

from every twenty. To the clergy-

man at his sermon—the lawyer at

his brief—the editor at his proof

—

answering letters is just part of the

day's job. To a sailor, civil engi-

neer, cowboy, writing is an adven-

ture. Chauffeurs and subway guards
are as glad to write a letter as you
are to put in half an hour with a

crowbar. A stenographer and a

manicurist in adjoining offices are at

different ends of the earth when it

comes to filling out a questionnaire.

So friend John is hanged—as he
no doubt deserves—by a large and
enthusiastic majority of those who
write easily. But when some editor

claims that the mail returns, show-
ing, say, 360 votes for hanging to

only 40 votes against it, indicate

that all New York strongly favored
Dodo's execution, he is talking rot.

And one good re]X)rter from the New
York Evening Post might in one
day's investigation prove a vast ma-
jority favored a reprieve, if not a
pardon

!

All that this mail questionnaire
does show is the biased opinion of a
small special group to whom Dodo's
hanging was important enough to

offset their respective difficulties in

writing a letter about it. Somewhat
the same way, all ordinary question-

naires tend sharply
away from the aver-

: age. In the first place.

not enough people answer to be rep-

resentative of any great class. Sec-

ondly—and infinitely more impor-

tant

—

those ivho do answer are not

representative people. On the con-

trary, they are a particular minority

who, for one reason or another, are

especially interested in your product

or your questions.

To say a certain "cross-section"

questionnaire is absolutely false

when universally extended doesn't

mean it isn't true as it stands.

Nor vice versa.

Nevertheless, probably not one

questionnaire in a hundi'ed repre-

sents a true cross-section of any

greater group. And, unless extraor-

dinary care is taken against this

fallacy, any argument adduced from
a questionnaire is likely to be alto-

gether fantastic. Especially when
expressed in percentages. A loaded

shot-gun in the hands of a seven-

year-old cowboy is safer than the

questionnaire recklessly turned into

a testimonial.

Or worse yet, used as proof of

facts.

Therefore, in judging any informa-

tion announced as a result of any

questionnaire—in fact, in judging

any advertisement or news article

—

an outsider does well to keep in mind
the improbability of spontaneous,

unselfish action on a large scale.

There are two sides to every ques-

tion. All advertising, and

a lot else, consists in stat-

ing one side so plausibly

that the other is forgotten.

As someone has said : "Fig-

ures don't lie; but they

lick the hand that feeds

them." Just as anybody
can get plenty of signa-

tures on a petition to hang
his most popular friend, so

a smart statistician can

—

quite honestly—make his

researches prove whatever

he has in mind.

For impartial research,

undertaken by skillful out-

side agencies for the pur-

pose of getting real facts,

no praise can be too high.

Far too few advertising

researches, unfortunately,

can be undertaken purely

in interests of science.

[continued on page 801
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This Nervous Shifting of

Accounts
An Advertising Agent Tells a Prospective Client Why Some

of His Accounts Changed Hands

By H. W.L.

IT
lies before me—another of

those questionnaires by means of

which many manufacturers are

trying today to discover which new
advertising agent can serve them
best. The quizzes vary in many re-

spects, but one question has hap-
pened to be on all of the lists that

have come to me. It reads, "What
accounts have you lost since starting

business?" Such an easy question
to ask! And so easy to answer.

I might as well admit that my com-
pany has been long enough in busi-

ness to have lost quite a few accounts
—including many good ones, too.

The mere listing of them almost
gives me an inferiority complex.
But this time I have decided to an-

swer the question in a new way—

I

am through with merely typing off

lists of names. In the hope that the

broadcasting of my reply in this

publication may be of service both
to advertisers and to agencies, I am
including that part of my letter

which may be of general interest.

I am not going to list our lost ac-

counts by names. A mere catalogue
of them means nothing. The rea-

sons why they were lost are of more
importance to you ; in some cases I

do not think I know the real cause.

But I am going to do my best to tell

you. The explanations are peculiar

in some cases, involving confidence,

so that is why I am not going to give

the names of the companies.

Cases 1, 2 and 3. These companies
were all involved in mergers. In

each instance my client was smaller

than the company which absorbed it.

In these cases my organization had
served the client for from three to

twelve years, so naturally I tried to

hold the business when the merger
took place. But the new executives

in each case would not allow me
even to talk with them. They had
agencies serving them with whom

they were satisfied, and they simply
transferred these new products to

them. In each case the client had
been well satisfied with our service.

Case 4. We served this advertiser

for only two years. We proposed a

novel type of advertising which
showed quick and definite sales im-

provement—the first actual gains in

six years. During the first year

there was a gain of ten per cent

;

during the second year, of sixteen

per cent.

The president was thoroughly sat-

isfied. The group of executives

under him were not. They insisted

that the product should be adver-

tised in a more dignified way, but
the president stood pat. Then he
was laid up with a severe attack of

influenza, and came back without his

normal health. He was pestered so

persistently to change the advertis-

ing that he consented to go back to

the old style of copy, which meant a

break with us. Sales dropped off

again, and last year the company
was bought out by a competitor.

C<ise 5. This company came to me
saying that they had been much im-

pressed by work we had done for

another manufacturer in a related

field. They wanted us to prepare the

advertising for their commodity ; an
inexpensive, somewhat perishable

article. I ''•ommenced the work in

good faith.

SOME activity was noted during
the first six months. The manu-

facturer was non-committal, then

began to show a negative attitude,

abruptly dismissing me at the end of

the year in a three-line note. He
refused either to see me or to talk

with me over the telephone.

Confidentially, from one of his ex-

ecutives, I learned why the advertis-

ing was stopped. He had never
believed in advertising. For years

he had counted on loading his job-

bers so heavily with goods that they

.would be forced to sell hard and
work for store display. He had got

his jobbers to a generally over-

loaded condition—and their goods

were old and stale. The manufac-
turer then decided to try advertis-

ing as a means of unloading. The
adv.ertising induced people to try the

product, but they naturally found it

disappointing and there were no re-

peat sales.

Case 6. This was a textile busi-

ness. The president believed in ad-

vertising and used it for three years

with satisfaction. Then he died.

The newcomers did not believe in ad-

vertising and cut it off.

Case 7. This company was with
us for four years. Their success

was marked and they wished to do

some new financing to permit im-

mediate large expansion. Another
agent had financial connections with

which he put them in touch. The
contact resulted in a solution of their

financing problem and they felt it

only right to transfer their adver-

tising account to the agent who ren-

dered this unusual service.

Case 8. This was an account

where about $100,000 a year was in-

volved. A rather difficult product to

advertise. I put one of our highest

priced men on it. Another agent

proposed putting a man on the ac-

count on a full time basis. This ap-

pealed to the manufacturer and he

told me about it, proposing that our

man give up work on any other ac-

count except his. I told him that

such a change would result in an un-

profitable situation as far as I was
concerned. It would also block my
man's chance to advance in business.

More important, I explained why I

believed that part of a star's time

would accomplish more for him than

full time from a less capable man.
However, I lost out and the account

went to the other agent.

Case 9. This advertiser induced

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 54]
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8,303

9,228

2,751

5,349

13,443

39,074

AverafiP

Net Pai.l

("irculatidri

Jan. to Juiit

1927

To Signal Officers.

Siy;nalii!g. Telephone and
Telegraph. Automatic
Train Control.

To Executives, Operat-
ing Officials. Purchasing
( )fficer,s and Department
Heads.

Total Average Net Paid Circulation
All \ H r. nn.l \.R.P.

Departmental Publications That Select

the Railway Men You Want to Reach
That is the outstanding vahie to

you of the five departmental pub-
lications in the Railway Service

Unit.

The net paid circulation figures

listed above prove that the men in

each branch of railway service

want a publication which is de-

voted exclusively to railway prob-

lems from the standpoint of their

department-—and the classifica-

tion of subscribers given in the

A. B. C. statements proves that

these departmental publications

reach the men who specify and
influence purchases in each of the

five branches of railway service.

Our research department will

gladly cooperate with you to de-

termine who specify and influ-

ence purchases of your railway

products and how those railway

men can be reached most effec-

tively.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, 30 Church St., New York.
, "The House of Transportation"

Chicago: 105 West Adams Street Cleveland: 6007 Euclid Avenue Washington: 17th and H Streets, N.W.
Mandeville, Louisiana San Francisco: 74 New Montgomery Street London: 34 Victoria Street

The Railway Service Unit
Five Departmental Publications serving each of the departments in the

railway industry individually, effectively, and without waste.
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© Herl)ert Pliotos

Since 1900
By Nelson R, Perry

Advertising Manager, Liberty

Ji

"UST a few years ago, a charm-

ing miss in a bright red one-

piece bathing suit would have
started a riot. Outraged housewives
in beach front cottages would have
drawn the blinds and pulled in their

husbands.

Look at the beaches today.

We are just beginning to realize

the changes that have taken place in

this country during the last decade

or so. Many powerful new currents

are struggling daily to turn the

trend of our lives and consume our
leisure time and money.
The individual in a vast spectacle

seldom realizes the force of the

great drama he is helping to enact.

One must get off the stage and climb
high in the gallery to get a true

overview.

Just a few years back the news-
papers never carried the words air

mail, lipstick, rum-runner, chain

store, step-ins. Federal Reserve
Bank, boyish bob, camouflage, parcel

post, jazz. League of Nations, Agri-
cultural Bloc, tractor, income tax.

Get out some of your old magazines
and read the ads. Here is what you
will find: Two and three-roll wire
bustles, fifty cents each and guar-
anteed not to rust; steel waist bands
to equalize the strain on the shirt-

waist and upper skirt, that resulted

from milady strangling her waist-

line to produce the unnatural con-

tours style demanded; flannel ki-

monas; rats; and bicycles with high
frames and special guards to keep
long skirts from catching in the

wheels. Manufacturers of electric

carriages such as the American Bi-

cycle Co. guaranteed a speed of

eighteen miles per hour "to the phy-

sician to whom rapid transit is often

a matter of life and death." Frank-
lin Automobile advertised a thrill-

ing booklet as a result of their car

actually being driven from New
York to San Francisco in less than

thirty-three days.

c ONTRAST these statements

with what we have today.

Lindbergh hops from New York
to Paris in thirty-three hours. Air
mail now carries our letters from
New York to San Francisco in

thirty-one hours. Since 1905, 5,500,-

000 miles of telephone wire have
been extended to over 58,000,000

miles, and we are still kicking about
the split second we have to wait for

our connection. The speed devil

who got a cup and made roaring

newspaper headlines for driving his

car sixty miles per hour, has been
shoved aside by a man driving over

203 miles per hour—an item which

hardly interested the public for

more than a few moments.
Consider the movies. In place of

the old melodrama, swaggering to

the rattling tattoo of the electric

piano in the old nickelodeon, we
now have luxurious million dollar

productions dancing across the sil-

ver screens of the greatest theaters

the world has ever seen.

In 1895, Will Hayes tells us, the

capital invested in films (not produc-

tion costs) was slightly over $1,000.

Today the estimated figure is well

over $86,000,000. And every day
over 15,000,000 men and women ex-

change their money for the little

tickets that carry them into the ro-

mantic world of moviedom.
The legitimate stage is still thriv-

ing. The amusement industry is the

seventh largest in this country to-

day.

Consider the automobile. In 1905

England was reported to be driving

more cars than this country. The
United States registration in 1906

was approximately 106,000 cars. To-
,

day we have some 27,000,000 families

driving over 19,000,000 automobiles

—yet thousands of shiny new cars,

resplendent in all the color combina-

tions conceivable to man, still glide

away from the shipping platforms

daily.

[continued on page 71] I
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T TRADE MARK REGISTRATION PENDING

.HIS is a great American emblem which comparatively few Americans

know. Yet in Liverpool, Bremen, Havre, Barcelona, Vienna, and other

spinning centers throughout Europe and the Orient, to say nothing of

the great mills of this country, it is the familiar symbol of the 300,000

farmer members of the American Cotton Growers Exchange.

XhE marking of cotton bales, and the advertising of the emblem to

the cotton industry has been planned and executed by the Federal

Advertising Agency, Inc., 6 East 39th Street, New York City.
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INDUSTRIAL SE
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ColdWanning
Facts

By
WiUiani E. Kerrish

Advertising Manager, Boston
Works Sales Co.

This department is devoted to discussions and news of
particular interest to industrial advertisers. Other articles

that apply to both industry-to-industry and manufacturer-

to-consumer marketing ivill he found elsewhere in the issue.

Gear
wm^mmmim^ "STAnoABDizAT/on pays' t^i^^a^m

INDUSTRIAL marketing and ad-

vertising involve, among othev

things, an untiring search for

hard, cold facts—and also the

translation of these facts into a

sales story which is warm, human
and convincing.

In marketing, for example, a line

of three thousand sizes and styles

of standardized gears—stocked lor

immediate delivery anywhere in the

country—important mechanical and
economic facts have to be driven

home.
As soon as a buyer is thoroughly

aware of, and practically informed
about the advantages of, standard-

ized gears over other gears, he

readily turns from a prospect into

a customer.
We say to a gear user: "You

can set gear No. 441B over the

counter from our Chicago stock. It

will meet your exact specifications

and cost you $5.80, whereas if you
have it made to order you will have

to pay about $12 for it plus a four

day wait." When thus addressed

that man will pay attention to what
we say.

Therefore, reduced to its simplest

terms, our problem is to find out

definitely who the almost countless

gear buyers really are, and then •

place before them in a clear and ^
positive manner the facts about ^-^

gear standardization as they relate

to (1) price, (2) workmanship, and (3)

what is vitally important in this case,

performance.
In presenting such a sales story to

the proper persons, pictures help

greatly. To secure pictures which are

to the point, we send to our branch
managers and salesmen throughout the

country such bulletins as this

:

INSTALLATION PICTURES
Prospective buyers of gears are mainly

interested in one tiling : What our products
will do for them.
The size of our factories, the process ot

gear manufacture, etc.. are of secondary
importance : it is results and performance
that count.

Performance facts, therefore, are the

real basis of any effective industrial ad-
vertising, whether in the industrial publi-

cations, by direct mail, booklets, or other-

wise. ,

When we present, in an attractive ana
convincing manner, proven performance
tacts, showing Just what our gears, speed
reducers, and silent chains are doing for

others in production increased and money
saved, we have the material from which
effective industrial advertising is built.

Less missionary work is then required of

the salesman, and he can devote more
effort to actually getting orders.
We are therefore asking every salesman

to send to the advertising department at

the home office pictures of our products in

action in industrial plants. With such
photos a short statement telling about the
aoplication is needed. The more promi-

uct is,

thing-

^ ~ ADVERTISING
^and \

LLIN G G

I think that this is

due principally to the
frequently disregard-
ed difference between
news and "write-up"
copy. If you send an
editor a story telling
how good your prod-

how much better than any-
else on the market, and so

on, he is bored. But if you are an-
nouncing a new product that is

quite different. Publishers are pay-
ing news correspondents money for
just such copy. Your sending it in
not only saves time and money, but
insures accuracy.
Such publicity is worth while,

and costs nothing. I think every
large concern ought to have some
one in the advertising department
responsible for publicity; some one
who would study each paper's field,

become familiar with its closing
dates, and send all of the news copy
that is applicable. If I were run-
ning an agency, I would have some
one in my organization do nothing
but work virith clients in getting
such publicity; always bearing in

mind that pretty nearly every
editor knows his job and his lim-
itations as to space, and that copy
should be sent to help him rather
than to antagonize him.

GEARS and BUTTER!

Boston Standardized Gears were
used when this butter packaging
machine was designed, because

tliey simplify construction—and
can he replaced immediately.

More and more man-

ufacturers are adapt-

ing standardized

gears. They find that

standardization dues

pav— in initial costs

reduced as well as in

time saved and incon-

venience avoided.

A copy of Gem C'ltaloe No. 47 /'

yours for the asking.

BOSTON GEARS
E. A. A.

BOSTON GEAR WORKS SALES CO.

NORFOLK DOWNS. MASS.

• V..V niUdd^ia ct..

nent the manufacturer in %vhose factories
the application is shown, the better we like

it. His name or picture will not be used
without his permission.

Besides photographs, we need statements,
if possible signed, from master mechanics,
shop superintendents, and other plant exec-
utives telling in a few words what our
gears mean to their organizations in ser-
vice and performance.
Our advertising cannot be 100 per cent

effective without such data : therefore send
all you can, and our advertising will work
for you more than ever before.

These pictures, as received, are
turned over to our advertising depart-
ment, and then soon appear in technical

publications under such titles as,

"Gears and Butter" (reproduced here),
"Evidence," "They Save Time and
Money, That's Why There Are Millions

in Use," and "Standardized Speed Re-
ducers Save Your Time and Reduce
Your Costs."

to Continue Tuesday
Luncheons

The Engineering Advertisers As-
sociation, Chicago, will continue
during the coming year the Tues-
day luncheons, which have in the
past proved so helpful in providing
a means for interchange of infor-

mation between their members who are
buyers of advertising space.

The following are a few of the sub-
jects that will be discussed at an early
meeting: Relative merits editorially of
various trade publications and a com-
parison of their results in producing
inquiries for advertisers; methods em-
ployed by various members in handling
inquiries; frank, constructive criticism
of advertisements which members care
to submit.

4

D. J. Benoliel

THEY
f

"Dear Mr. Editor"

By Charles-Allen Clark

General Manager, American Paint

Journal Co.

I
BELIEVE that about 99 per cent

of the industrial advertisers do not

get the publicity that publishers would
be glad to give them and their products.

tell me
that I was

born on October
21, 1899 in New
York City, but
moved to Niag-
ara Falls, N. Y.,

when I was
about a year
old. At any rate,

I first came into
consciousness at

a snowball fight

between the Russians and Japs
place near the Niagara River.

This must have cast a shadow upon

some

a
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^^The next thing is to begin

treating department store dis-

tribution as a unique problem^

different from that of the corner

drug store.^^

TRUE TALK, by ralph l. yonker, advertising
MANAGER, THE J. L. HUDSON COMPANY, DETROIT, IN

PRINTERS' INK

^^ 7E VE said the same thing many times before. We II

^ " say it again with Mr. Yonker: obtaining and maintain-

ing department store distribution is a unique problem, vastly

diflFerent from selling the corner drug store, or selling the

consumer, or selling any other factor.

It is unique, it is difficult, it requires informed thinking and

strenuous effort—but the rewards in this field are richer than

in any other. Once you sell a department store on your prod-

uct you have retained the most powerful existing sales advo-

cate to plead your case with the consuming public. You have

employed an assistant who works for you at the point of final

sale, where your success is determined. And where the prod-

uct and price are right the department store never fails.

The way to success in merchandising your product to and

through department stores is charted; the proper approach is

known; and the influence which can help j-^^ ^^^ ^^jj ^^^ ^^^
you make and keep contact is at your chant and he'll tell and
service

—

sell the millions.

Dry Qoods Economist
239 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

[T The most effective, most economical way to reach 71

y^ and influence dry goods and department stores jj
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my inner consciousness because I moved
to the City of Brotherly Love in 1906,

attended the public schools, and gradu-
ated at the University of Pennsylvania
in 1920. During the many hours of

leisure afforded by a combined course
in Arts and Sciences and Chemical En-
gineering I had fun editing the Pennsyl-
vania Pnnch-Bowl, and doing much ex-

tra curricula work.
Immediately upon graduation I

started selling for the International

Chemical Company, traveling in special

territories throughout the East. Right

at the start I began to dabble in ad-

vertising, and by 1923 I was awarded
the fancy title of Advertising Manager.
During the past year I have also been

held responsible for sales. And that's

that.

Back in 1924 I read with great inter-

est about the T. P. A. of New York
City and the N. I. A. A. of Chicago.

Several kindred spirits interested in in-

dustrial advertising discussed these or-

Can Renewal Percentages Be
Too High?

By a Business Paper Publisher

A few years ago 1 used to believe
that it was highly desirable that a
paper show a very high renewal per-
centage. I think that in some fields

a 60 per cent to 80 per cent renewal
percentage is desirable. But I have
changed my opinion, decidedly, in re-

spect to many other fields.

When we started a new member of
our group of publications a few years
ago, we solicited only two-year sub-
scriptions, and our subscription promo-
tion job was completed—for two years
—two or three months before the first

issue appeared. We had promised ad-
vertisers a guaranteed minimum circu-
lation of 10,000 and instead had over
18,000! A manufacturer ran full pages
the first year and when it came around
to renewing his contract he told us

dropping, without soliciting renewals,
subscriptions that are not especially
valuable to our advertisers. We are not
seeking renewals as persistently as we
did. In spite of this the renewal per-
centage of the June issue of one of our
publications was over 60 per cent—and
instead of being pleased about it I al-

most wish that it were around forty
per cent! Another of our magazines
showed a renewal percentage, for June,
was around forty per cent—and I won-
der if that figure isn't about right.

This is an interesting subject, one
that I think is deserving of discussion.
I wonder if advertising managers would
not prefer, in a great number of fields,

a renewal percentage of say 30 per cent
to 40 per cent, the publisher bringing
their advertising to the attention of a
lot of new subscribers who are desir-
able customers.

ganizations with me, and we thought it that while they were not measuring the Bested that we compile

would be wonderful if we could have an value of their investment entirely by °i?/"'°mportint subject'
organization on this order in Philadel

phia. I believe the three or four of

us wrote independently to the N. I. A.

A. headquarters in Chicago, and

Brother Wolff introduced some of us

by mail. As a result Bill Hays, Greens-

felder, Charley Simon and myself met
one day at luncheon, and this gather-

ing germinated the Eastern Industrial

Advertisers Association.

All of us rounded up a number of

other industrial advertising men, and

we had a nice turnout at the Adelphia

Hotel. The E. I. A. A. was formed,

and we petitioned the N. I. A. A. for

a charter, which was quickly forthcom-

ing W. S. Hays was elected Presi-

dent, N. S. Greensfelder, Vice-Presi-

dent; R. L. Bonard, Treasurer, and D.

J. Benoliel, Secretary. During the first

year we had regular monthly dinner

meetings at the Hotel Adelphia and

regular Tuesday luncheons at the Rus-

sian Tea Room. Great enthusiasm was

prevalent throughout the year, and the

E. I. A. A. was really a success right

from the start.

the number of replies received, that the
nature of their copy had brought a
large number of direct replies at the
beginning of the campaign, but that
each month saw a decreasing number
received. We changed the copy angle
—but the number of inquiries did not
increase to any extent. We finally con-
cluded that they had heard from most
of the people who were interested or
who might be interested in their propo-
sition.

That started me thinking, and in-

vestigating. It seemed to me that it

was highly important that we get a lot

of new names on our subscription lists.

I heard that a certain farm paper has
little or no paid circulation and that it

guarantees to mail its paper every
month, or every three or four months,
to an entirely different list. I was told
that they did this after they found that
they could get 12-time contracts by
proving that they were "revitalizing"
their list every few months.
We have, accordingly, changed our

ideas about circulation a bit. We are
carefully scanning all expirations and

The publisher of a well known group of
business publications who submitted these
thoughts on renewal percentages has sug-

symposium of the
advertising managers on

important subject.
Discussion is invited, and the letters re-

ceived will be published for the informa-
tion of all our readers who are interested.—Editor.

A Valuable Book for

Industrial Advertisers

The 1927 Book of Pro-

ceedings, now being com-

piled by the N ational
Industrial Advertisers As-

sociation., is one which every

industrial advertiser should

own and keep.

It will contain all of the

papers presented at the

annual convention of the

Association held in Cleve-

land last May. as well as

complete reports of the

general meetings, breakfast
round table sessions, busi-

ness and group meetings.
This book, which contains

over 200 pages, is priced
at $1.50 to members of the
N. I. A. A.; $2.00 tp non-
members. As the editioyi is

limited, all who wish to be

sure of securing a copij

should forivard their orders
at once to H. von P. Thomas,
care of ftussman Manufac-
tiirina Co., 3819 North 23rrf

St., St. Louis. Mo.

A GROUP of miners in the Grand Rapids Gypsum
Mine of the Beaver Products Company, Inc., re-

cently adjudged winner in the Non-Metallic Group of

the National Safety Competition conducted by the

United States Bureau of Mines

Cleveland Industrial Division

Organizes

At a preliminary meeting of the In-

dustrial Advertising Division of the
Cleveland Advertising Club, the follow-

ing committee chairmen for the coming
season were appointed by Division

Chairman George H. Corey, advertis-

ing manager of the Cleveland Twist
Drill Co.

Program Committee: Ernest H.
Smith, president Hollow Center Pack-
ing Co. (Member N. I. A. A. Board of

Directors).

Promotion Committee: Joseph C.

Bowman, president The Jos. C. Bow-
man Co.

Membership Committee: Theo. H.
Ball, T. H. Ball & Staff. (Treasurer
of the Division).

National Contact: C. B.

Cook, advertising manager
The Elwell Parker Co.

(Secretary of the Division).

Educational: Paul Teas,

president Paul Teas, Inc.

(Division Vice-Pres.).

Entertainment: Harry
W. Dankworth, president

The Dankworth Co.

The new national contact

committee seemed desirable

in view of the increasing

activities of the N. I. A. A.

Mr. Cook's work on this

committee will be to keep
in close touch with the offi-

cers of the national asso-

liation, and to make regu-

lar reports of his findings

to the division. He will also

cooperate with each of the

other seven local groups in

the N. I. A. A.

The first regular meeting
of the Cleveland Industrial

Division will be held on
Friday, Oct. 7, 6:30 p. m. in

the Allerton Club residence

ballroom.

J
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Reaching 462 Readers

for One Dollar

/|N EXCEPTIONALLY LOW RATE, as shown by the

_jCjL figures below, is one reason why so many advertisers have

found that SMART SET produces sales at the lowest cost.

Another reason—SMART' SET reaches the younger buying

element, many of whom are just establishing their own homes.

Thus, SMART SET, published "for the 4,000,000 not the 400,"

reaches this younger buying element, when they are for the first

time ready to buy many new products—a youthful market, buyers

of everything from table silver to kitchen cabinets, from tooth-

paste to automobiles.

Timber of Readers Reached per Dollar Spent

for Advertising {Figured on a Page Rate Basis)

Smart Set ^6:

Average for three leading Average for four leading Average for six leading

monthly general maga2ines weekly magazines women's magazines

388 320 279

Source: Current rate cards and Standard Rate & Data Service

'AmrSET
Stories from Life

119 West 40th St., New York
Chicago Adv. Office, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
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Cleverness versus Character

In Modern Selling

By James H. Warren

THE swing of the sales pendu-
lum during the jjast five years
has been to the right. We have

come, not unscathed, through an era
in which cleverness was vaunted to

the skies. In that era the straight-

forward in selling all but needed
ai)ology when sales executives con-

vened. It was a disgrace to admit
that sales success came solely

through rigid adherence to sound
ethics as well as sound selling.

Thinly disguised as "stunts" and
"strateg}'," the cleverness of the

dishonest was encroaching on the

mines of many inherently honest

sales executives. The Get-Rich-

Quick-Wallingford sales and adver-

tising manager was in his glory.

In that era sales managers looked

for cleverness rather than chai-acter

when hiring salesmen. They did not

intentionally overlook the impor-

tance of character. But they in-

sisted upon cleverness. As a result,

the younger salesmen were, primar-
ily, "slick talkers." They dressed

well and lived well and out-talked

many a buyer. But it is an axiom in

credit circles that the buyers who
are easily out-talked are the same
who crowd bankruptcy courts.

In the war and immediate post-

war era a Pennsylvania manufac-
turer of factory equipment was im-

pressed by the number of "clever

young salesmen" who applied to him
for positions. His older salesmen,

under the pressure of higher costs

of living, were demanding higher
compensation. Finally the sales

manager lost patience. He quietly

began hiring and training, not a

couple, but thi-ee score of these

clever live-wires. Then he dropped
his old-time sales force, leaving but

a few.

By this coup he cut a payroll of

.just under $400,000 down to just

over $135,000. It was a seller's para-

dise into which his new crew ven-

tured—but a paradise that could not

last. While rising prices and specu-

lation in the most absurd of com-
modities existed, these clever young
men brought in orders, more than

the old-time, high-jiriced squadron

of sound, seasoned salesmen had
brought.

The sales manager congratulated
himself. No one, apparently, thought
that the government was paying 80
per cent of the bill and that the

saving was a paper-saving rather

than a real one.

When 1920 and then 1921 hit

American manufacturers a straight-

from-the-shoulder blow, this organ-
ization was wrecked. There was no
market for clever young talkers. It

was a market that demanded the

seasoned judgment of mature sales-

men—men who had won the con-

fidence of their customers.

That manufacturer is still suffei'-

ing from 1921 and is, by stunt sell-

ing, endeavoring to keep up volume.
His stunt selling costs more than
the one-time saving in salesmen's
.'.alaries. It is not only less effec-

tive but already has led to rumors
of a receivership.

It is as true, however, that clever-

ness is desirable, provided it is

honest cleverness, as it is that char-

acter is desirable. There is need

today in advertising and in sales

circles for intelligence which justi-

fies the true use of the word "clever-

ness." But, with the swinging back

of the pendulum, deiiendability is

now rated above clevei-ness in sales

cii'cles and is about to pass clever-

ness in advertising circles.

THE year-in-and-year-out value of

blunt honesty has reached others

besides sales and advertising execu-

tives. It is now ringing in the

Boards of Directors' rooms and, in

some cases, even in the conclaves of

entire industries.

Only five years ago one of the most
brilliant sales executives in the

United States told me that he didn't

mind a slight touch of dishonesty in

a youngster provided the lad was
clever. He added, "I don't mean
dishonesty of the type that would
borrow money from customers and
cheat on hotel bills. The lad I speak

of is one with enough nerve and
imagination to try to lick me at the

start on expenses oi- to pick up a

side dollar here and there. . . .

I'll beat that youngster at his own
game, and once he sees that I am
riding him with both spurs and a

bit, I've got a high-spirited salesman
who will bring home the bacon while

the tortoise that you prefer is ju.st

leaving headquarters."

It was doubly amusing, as well as

pleasing, to me a few weeks ago
when I heard him read the riot act

to a sales manager who was at-

tempting to build up a compensation
system along military lines. This

sales manager had included twenty
out of one hundred points for hon-

esty. My friend stung him with a

single query, "Would you hire a man
who was even 1 per cent dishonest?"

THE Welch Grape Juice Company
has for years been noted for its

skill in selling—international selling.

It has proceeded soundly in its mer-
chandising, and it has never yielded

to the lure of the clever stunt, lack-

ing in basic character. But in its

1927 marketing in this country it is

taking an angle which is clever in

its truest sense.

Welch in 1927, building on the

foundation it laid so carefully in

1926, is merchandising, with char-

acter, the idea of drinking Welch's

raw fruit juice—grape juice. It

has not merely been placed on the

menu of a few dining-cars, but is

being prescribed by thousands of

physicians. It is appearing on the

menu of clubs, hotels, steamships,

and dining-car systems as well as

innumerable restaurants.

They simply play up the idea that

the American public needs a greater

consumption of raw fruit juices. A
decade ago some other manufacturer
of a similar product might have
played this across sensationally,

cleverly, and with a world of surface

appeal, but it would have lacked

dignity.

A. E. Philips, vice-president in

charge of sales of the Welch Grape
.Juice Company, has a rigid belief

that first of all any deal must be a

square deal. In this "Declaration of

Belief" to the American Grocery

I
CONTINUED ON PAGE 79]
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completecomage

Each Dot

Represents 10

Star Subscriber

THE chart and map on this

page tell a story of circu-

lation coverage which reflects

an unusual condition.

The Kansas City Star pos-

sesses the quality of appealing

to the masses as well as to the

classes.

So broad is The Star's scope

of service, so manifold are its

uses to the business men of

Kansas City and its territory,

that The Star is an integral

part of the city's social and
commercial life.

Star's City Subscribers (evening) 144,496
Star's City Subscribers (morninfj) 139,1,53
Star's City Subscribers (Sunday) 139,788
Families in Greater Kansas City. . . 146,341
Electric Light Connections 143,542
Telephones 132,383
Water Rent Payers 120,122
Gas Connections 115,150

(Figures and Circulation as of July I, 1927.)

TOTAL Net Paid Circulation (July Averages)
Evening 242,705 Morning 238,441 Sunday 279,162

THE KANSAS CITY STAR
New York Office, 15 East 40th Street.

Lexington 10122
Chicago Office, 1418 Century Bldg.

Wabash 1067
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The 8pi. Page

OfW*

IT
has always been an interesting

subject of conjecture with me as to

what our advertisements would read
like if the men responsible for the copy
were required to set them up in type

from the case directly, without writing

them on paper at all, and without any
opportunity to revise their original

set-up.

I have now ceased to "conject" about

this. I have witnessed what happens

when an earnest soul with a message
composes from the case. For I am in

receipt of a newspaper published in a

Pennsylvania village which is hand set

and head set at the same time, without

benefit of revisicn^ I quote one para-

graph as a sample:

The timely and harmonious singing^ the

sweet accord in the voices of the Girls'

Choir in St. John's Lutheran Choir at last

Sunday morning's service caused a passing
thought. If they ever valued the opportuni-
ty in church music to a higher study of

vocal art, if they set real value on the
membership side of choir vooalism, which
has an artistic side, a more brighter side, a
more sacred and sweetly joyful side, than
the weekly rehearsal hour. Very near
where we sat a young mother very sweetly
raised her voice in the hymns and her low
intoning in the litany was perfect. We
wondered who she could be ! If she was a
St. John's girl? She was, a former choir
girl, one who was in a seat it seemed as it

were yesterday. A half dozen years had
passed. Girls, it is one of your chances in

a lifetime. Be perfect in study.

If this can be done over a simple
Sunday morning sei'vice, what might
we not expect to come out of a com-
posing stick in the hands of one of our
modern copy geniuses in the throes of

immortalizing a breath sweetener or a

waterproof lip-stick?

—8-pt.—

Perhaps advertising copy can be clas-

sified as to style. I know it has been
tried, and that one ambitious classifier

has achieved a list of forty-two styles

of copy, from "reason-why" to "philo-

sophical."

Actually, there are only two classifi-

cations of copy, to my way of thinking.

One is copy that produces results, (in

terms of sales, good-will or prestige)

and the other is copy that does not pro-

duce results.

Personally, I have little patience with
the classifiers. They remind me of the

story of Zuloaga, the Spanish painter,

who was guest of honor at a dinner.

When the coffee was reached there were
speeches, and one speaker said that

they were all curious to know with
what school the painter identified hini-

self, and who of the great masters had
influenced him.
According to newspaper reports, the

painter, somewhat embarrassed, arose

'^odkins

and asked indulgence on the ground of

his lack of English, and that he felt

the questions would be difficult to

answer in any language.
"I just start out and paint," he said.

"I do not think who is influencing me.

What I try to say upon the canvas is

here in me."
This appeals to me as the best for-

mula for writing advertising that pro-

duces results: to get full of the subject,

and then get it on to paper in terms of

the lives of people you want to influ-

ence, rather than in terms of any par-

ticular style or school of copy.

-8-pt-
The other evening at the theater I

ran across this quarter-page advertise-

ment in the program

:

Someone
Is in this audience

Who would not

Be here

If tuberculosis

Were killing

As many
As it did

Twenty years ago.

For information on the preven-
tion and cure of tuberculo.sis call
or write the New York Tubercu-
losis and Health Ast-ociat ion.
244 Madison Avenue, New Vork
City. Caledonia 2240.

It carried me back to a previous edi-

torial incarnation, when I was crossing

t's and dotting %'s for Leroy Fairman
on the old ADVERTISING AND Selling,
back in 1910.

Ever since hanging my hat in the

editorial sanctum I had cherished a

secret ambition to write a world-stir-

ring editorial. The only trouble was, I

didn't seem to know where editorials

grew!
But one noon while returning from

lunch I came upon one most unex-
pectedly in Madison Square in the win-

dow of a tuberculosis display. Hasten-

ing back to the office, I devoted the

entire afternoon to writing and rewrit-

ing my masterpiece. Toward five o'clock

I tremblingly handed it to L. F. He
puffed on his pipe stolidly as he read

it, and I stopped breathing as he neared

the bottom.

"It's all right, Jake," he grunted.

"Set it up."

Thus did I become an Editor

!

Following is the masterpiece, and I

quote it because it has a bearing on the

theater program advertisement:

A ONE-LIGHT ELECTRIC SIGN
A very unusual electric sign is being used

bv the Committee on the Prevention of

Tuberculosis of the Charity Organization of

the City of New York. This sign forms the

window display at one of its free exhibition

rooms in New York City.
Though the sign bears but a single elec-

tric light, it is attracting almost as much
attention from the passers-by as the elab-

orate Broadway signs. The light is mounted
at the top of a sign about three feet high
whicli reads

:

EVERY' TIME
THIS LIGHT
GOES OUT

some one in the
civiliziop world

dies from
consu:mption

2 every minute
120 every hour
2s80 every day

1,000.000 every year
There is something about this sign that

causes people to stand in silent awe and
watch the light go out every 30 seconds. It

is impressing the serious nature of the dis-
ease, and the enormous number of deaths
resulting, upon the public mind more in-
delibly than could tons of literature. Once
having seen the sign you are not likely to
forget it soon.

After fighting the disease in the dark, so
to speak, for many years, those arrayed
against it have at last put into practice
their own doctrine of light: they have
brought the subject into the light of pub-
licity. They are telling their story to the
world, graphically and convincingly ; and
thus again has advertising come to the aid
of humanity.

While this was not quite twenty
years ago, it was seventeen, and I think

we would all like to know how many
times that light would flash now. Per-

haps the New York Tuberculosis and
Health Association will enlighten us.

—8-pt.—

Ray Giles' article (When Does a

Caption Outlive Its Usefulness?) in

Advertising and Selling of a fort-

night ago is given further point by the

fact that a well-known mail-order ad-

vertiser discovered recently that his

advertising of 14 years ago was better

than his late copy, and this fall he is

going to repeat it verbatim.
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12T 201 251

(^OU^b UTOpSj cut stone, or circulation—carloads cost less

than case lots *^ Small packages step up costs— in space buying as

well as commodity purchases "^ When you can cover approximately

70% of the families in the New York market in one paper, naturally it

costs more to use several for the same coverage ^ If you buy all the

other morning papers (but The News) in NewYork, you get only 31%

more circulation at 103% greater cost. If you buy all the evening

papers, you get 52''( more circulation than The News offers, at 150%

greater cost ^' And whatever papers you use, none is a better ad-

vertising medium. Other papers carry more advertising, but The News

carries advertising to readers' eyes. The small page gives visibility to

all sizes of copy. The contents compel attention to every page. The

make-up gives a continuity of interest to the whole paper. Consequently

no advertisement blushes unseen on waste pages! *' Every advertiser

in the New York market needs The News for its efficiency alone.

Add the tremendous concentrated coverage of more than 1,200,000

circulation, and the low cost—and The News is easily the indispen-

sable medium in New York ^' Inquiries cost nothing and may save

much! When may we tell you more about

—

THE^ ffl NEWS
New York's Picture Newspaper

Tribune Tower, Chicago 25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK
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Courtesy Society Tor Electrical Development

Nine Influences That Changed the

Status of the Farmer

start to work on the farmer he, too,

came under the power of suggestion

and began to accept fashion and the

dictates of society, just as city peo-

ple have been doing. Let us see

what each of these influences accom-
plished.

Rural Free Delivery: The free

delivery of mail in the rural dis-

tricts was the first big step that was
taken to remove the fanner's isola-

tion from the rest of the world. It

enabled him to get his mail every

day, regardless of the weather or the

condition of the roads. Thus he got

his letters, farm papers, newspapers
and magazines promptly.

This placed him in daily touch

with what was going on outside.

It made him a more
systematic reader. He
became interested in ad-

vertising. He began to

answer advertisements

more than he used to, and
to correspond about goods

that he was thinking of

buying. He wrote to the

agricultural paper, the

state agricultural college,

and his representatives

in Congress about his

problems.

And then, later, when
the Parcel Post system
was inaugurated, the

farmer began to buy more
by mail—not necessarily

from the mail-order

houses, but from the

[continued from page 201

stores in his nearby towns. As a

result the farmer could get goods

quicker and easier than he could in

the old days. He was less fre-

quently out of necessities because he

was too busy to go to town to get

them, or the roads were too bad to

permit him to go to town. A note

given to the rural mail carrier one

day, would bring him salt or coffee

or bacon or whatever he wanted, the

next day.

The Telephone: While the tele-

phone is older than Rural Free de-

livery, it naturally did not immedi-

ately come into such widespread use

as did the Government's free mail

service. Rural America is still less

than fifty per cent telephonized.

although in the states that produce
the bulk of our agricultural income,

about three-quarters of farm homes
have telephones.

Anyway, the telephone is de-

cidedly one of the influences that

removed the farmer's isolation. It

enabled him to increase the number
of his contacts with outsiders. It

made it possible for him to com-
municate quickly with his neighbors
and with business institutions in

the surrounding towns. It enabled
him to call up the local grain, cattle,

or produce markets and ascertain

current quotations. In case of ill-

ness, the telephone could be used to

summon a doctor instantly. Before
the telephone, a long trip had to be

made to town to get a

doctor. As a result,

many hours often elapsed

before the physician was
able to reach the sick per-

son's bedside. Never did

farm life seem so cut off

from the world, as it did

when there was serious

illness in the family.

The Motor Car: The
coming of the automobile

wrought a bigger change
in country living than
any other influence that

came into it in modern
times. No one, who has

an automobile, can be cut

off from society. For all

practical purposes the

automobile has made the
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^''This Year Our Advertising
Covers These Key Centers ^^

up-to-date, accu-

rate information

on the loK'a tnar-

ket has been con-

densed into a 32-

page book. If

you do business

in Iowa, you'll be

interested in

reading it. Free
to executives on
request.

Selling Iowa Is Not an Open-and-Shut Proposition.

To build a successful sales and advertising plan for the

Iowa market, it is necessary to know more about the state

than merely "bounded on the east by" etc. Certain factors

in the Iowa situation are unusual, and are worthy of careful

study.

One of these factors is the number and location of Iowa's
chief distribution points. Iowa has a population of two and
a half million, but only one city of more than 100,000. Com-
mercial activity, rather than being concentrated in one or
two tremendous centers, is divided among a group of im-
portant cities, each serving some particular section of the
Iowa market.

Advertisers who understand the Iowa situation know that
newspaper advertising in these cities is necessary in getting
your full share of the business on any general commodity in
the rich Iowa market.

Iowa Daily Press Association

J

Ames Tribune
Boone News-Republican
Burlington Gazette
Burlington Hawk-Eye
Cedar Rapids Gazette &

Republican
Centerville lowegian &

Citizen
Council Bluffs Nonpareil
Davenport Democrat &

Leader
Davenport Times

Davenport, Iowa

Dubuque Telegraph-
Herald and Times
Journal

Fort Dodge Messenger
& Chronicle

Fort Madison Democrat
Iowa City Press Citizen
Keokuk Gate City
Marshalltown Times

Republican
Masnn C'tv Globe-

Gazette & Times

Muscatine Journal ft

News-Tribune
Oelwein Register

Oskaloosa Herald

Ottumwa Courier

Sioux City Journal
Sioujc City Tribune
Washington Journal
Waterloo Evening Courier
Waterloo Tribune
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1 he interviewing mask ! That is what the

salesman faces when he calls on a prospect

cold.

The prospect listens (business courtesy)

either with his mind on other things or for

a turn that he can use to bring the interview

to a decisive end.

Only the exceptional salesman, calling

cold, can make the prospect shed his inter-

viewing mask. But when the prospect has

been prepared by interest-arousing direct

advertising, he reserves his mask for other

occasions. He is reasonably willing to talk.

Evans-Winter-Hebb/«c. Detroit

822 Hancock Avenue West

The buttioess of the Evane-Winler-Hebb organization is the execution of direct advertising as a definite medium, for

the preparation and production of which it has within itself both capable personnel and complete facilitie«: Marketing

Analysis • Plan • Copy • Design • Art • Engraving . Letterpress and Offset Printing • Binding • Mailing

town and the country one. Befoi'e its

advent, farmers went to town omy once
every two or three weeks, and during
bad weather they did not go that often.
Besides, when they did go to market,
they visited a nearby village where
stores were few and stocks extremely
limited.
With the horse and buggy or wagon,

the farmer's buying range was limited
to towns within eight or ten miles of
his home. Two or three times a year
he might travel to the large town fif-

teen or twenty miles distant. But
now, with the automobile, the farmer's
buying range has been extended to two
hundred miles. If he chooses he can
run into the nearby town in his car,
every day. He can visit his county seat
once or twice a week. He can drive in

to the movies any evening in a few min-
utes. He can go to the big cities in his
state, even though they are one hun-
dred or two hundred miles off, as often
as he wishes.
The automobile has removed the

farmer's last trace of isolation. Com-
ing into contact, as he does now, with
society every day, the farmer accepts
the habits and customs of society as
readily as do city people.

ANOTHER thing the automobile has
done for the farmer is that it has

given him accessibility to merchandise.
Most goods are bought on impulse
rather than on deliberate intention.
City folks used to buy more than farm-
ers, not necessarily because they had
more money to spend, but because they
were accessible to mei'chandise. They
had more opportunities to buy than did
farmers. Now that the automobile has
given the farmer merchandise-accessi-
bility, he is just as ready a buyer of
the fads and vogues of the hour as any
city resident ever was.
Good Roads : The automobile brought

good roads, as without them the auto-
mobile's own usefulness was limited.

Poor roads, as much as anything else,

detached the farmer from society. For
months each year, country roads used
to be impassable. The farmer's contact
during this time was shut off to all,

except his nearest neighbors. But
now, with many country roads as good
as city streets, impassable roads are no
longer a very acute cause of rural iso-

lation.

Concrete: For the same reason that
country roads were bad during winter
and rainy weather, the farmer's yards
were a sea of mud and slush during
several months of the year. Wallowing
around in this mire had a depressing
mental effect on the farmer. It was
one of the things that caused him to re-

gard his lot as hard. It was this eter-

nal slush that drove thousands of

young farm lads to the city. But the
widespread use of portland cement, in

recent years, has largely removed this

condition. Farmers have become
adepts in the use of cement. Now the
progressive farmer's barnyards are
paved. Cement walks are laid out be-

tween buildings. Mud is no longer an
adjunct of farm chores in this day and
age.

Water Systems: Another cause of

farm drudgery was the lack of water
systems. Water had to be hauled to

barns and carried into the house.
Pumps often froze in winter, adding to

the difficulty of getting water. Because
of the job it was to carry water into

the house, water was seldom as plenti-

ful in the house as it should be. For
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WHEN THE BUYING
MOOD IS ON

Wide-awake advertisers are bringing to

bear upon the proverbial responsive-

ness of the more generous spending

male the forces that are tied up with

the sheer pleasure of fiction reading.

Nowhere else in the field of magazine

making do they find so ideal an ap-

proach to man in his most generous

mood than is to be found in the ad-

vertising pages of the magazines that

make up the All-Fiction Field.

ill

if

[I

.\

^3,100 a page

All-FicBonFeld
Magazines of Clean Fiction

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO

./

'7 -
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IFYOUSELLTO
MINES—QUARRIES-

CONTRACTORS
WE CAN HELP YOU

Explosives

ingineer
MEMBER OF THE A. B. C.

For five rears we have been serv-

ing some of the country's best-

known industrial advertisers,

most of whom have been in every

issue. A number of these firms

have written us most enthusias-

tically regarding traceable results.

FORERUNNER
OF PROGRESS
One reason for the exceptional

pulling power of this magazine

is the unusually high standard

of its illustrations, typography,

and printing. In this respect it

ranks among the finest publica-

tions in the country. Another
reason is—we are the only maga-
zine devoted to an important

phase of operation in four basic

industries.

IN MINING
QUARRYING &
CONSTRUCTION
Because our space available for

advertising is limited, we give

preference to manufacturers

whom we can serve most effec-

tively and economically, namely
those who are interested in the

important markets in which we
have become so influential.

For our A.B.C. statement, rale eani
or other information, zcrite The E.v-

piosizcs Engineer. 1000 Dclatvare
Trust Building, W'ilwington, Delaware.

kkkkkk

this reason farmers did not wash or
bathe as frequently as city people. But
the adoption of water systems has re-

moved this point of inferiority, thus
elevating the farmer in one more re-

spect on a par with the average
urbanite.

Moving Pictures: Moving pictures
have had a far-reaching influence on
all those who see them regularly. Since
the automobile has made it as easy for
the farmer to see moving pictures as
anyone else, he, too, has fallen under
their influence. The movies have
shown their audiences how people live

all over the world. Through the movies
are exhibited the customs, habits, dress,

food, housing, furnishings, and every-
thing else of the nations of the world.
Watching these pictures has increased
the farmer's number of outside con-
tacts, breadth of view, and just to that
extent has made him more a man of the
world in place of the near-hermit that
he used to be thirty years ago.

Radio: It is significant that farmers
have accepted radio more than have city

people. Proportionately more farm
homes have sets than have city homes.
With a radio set in the home, it is im-
possible for the farmer to regard him-
self as being removed from society. By
means of it he can sit at banquets with
the great and the near-great. He can
have the music of the Waldorf-Astoria
or any other famous hotel, while he is

eating his evening meal. With radio,

he can turn the voice of the world into

his home any time he chooses and bene-
fit accordingly.

Electric Light and Power: This sub-
ject has been placed last only because
it Is the most recent Influence to change
fundamentally the farmer's method of

living and of doing business. As yet
rural electrification has not proceeded
very far, but it has advanced far
enough to show the tremendous change
that it will bring about in farming
methods and in rural living, before
many more years have passed. Farm
homes will soon become as completely
electrified as city homes are now. A
market in the country will be found for

the dozens of electrical appliances that

are now being used so extensively in

the city.

But it is in the operation of farm ma-
chinery of every kind that electricity

will undoubtedly play its biggest part.

Long ago farmers learned to make
money from the use of machinery.
Farmers, however, have not learned to

make money out of labor as the city

business man has. To be sure, the
farmer hires labor, but he regards it

as an expense instead of an investment.
One reason for this is that farmers have
found it difficult to get competent
labor.

So, most farmers have only on°
second-rate hired man. The rest of

the labor done on the place is limited
to what can be performed by the farm-
er and his family..

BUT with the coming of electricity to

the farm, an equivalent of many
hired hands can be put to work. There
are at least 175 operations that can be
oerformed on the farm by electric mo-
tors. Most of these operations may be
at present neglected, because the farmer
hasn't the time to get to them. Elec-
tricity will not only do this work, but
it will do it at a satisfactory profit to

the farmer.
As yet, the rural districts of the

pvISPLAY advertis-

ing forms of Ad-

vertising and Selling

close 7 days preceding

tlie date of issue.

Classified advertising

forms are held open un-

til the Saturday before

the publication date.

Thus, space reserva-

tions and copy for dis-

play advertisements to

appear in the September

21 issue must reach us

not later than Septem-

ber 14. Classified ad-

vertisements will be ac-

cepted up to Saturday,

September 17.
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Effective January i, igiS

The Advertising Rate of

SOUTHERN RURALIST
Will Be $2.50 An Agate Line

Cover Positions in Rotosravure

Back cover $2,500

2nd and 3rd covers . 2,200

Yz page inside covers 1,100

34 page inside covers 550

Circulation Over 435,000 Net Paid

SOUTHERN RURALIST
Established 1S93

Serves Every Interest of the Farm Home

ATLANTA, GA.

National Advertising Representatives

E. Katz Special Advertising Agency

New York Chicago Detroit
58 West 40th St. 307 No. Michigan Ave. General Motors Bldg.

Atlanta Kansas City San Francisco
22 Marietta St. W'aldheim Bldg. Monadnock Bldg.

* * *

St. Louis
1411 Syndicate Trust Bldg.
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The men who wear this

emblem have climbed

high upon the ladder of

success f

Every member of the Shrine

is a reader of The Shrine

Magazine. The circulation is

607,112 copies monthly. A
diSirihtition statement, by states,

will he mailed upon request.

The Shrine Magazine
1440 Broadway • New York

Thone: Pennsylvania 7827

CHICAGO BOSTON

^ %,

EASTERN
REPRESENTATION

for

Publications of Merit

JohnSchaefer
Publishers' Representative

55 WEST 41 St.

New York
'YbarGianuner Campa^

with Trade Publicity

firSample (hpies addrtssi

I

KNIT GOODS PT7BUSHING COIU>
I «Worth ai«t Nw York Oty
mwniiiinnimiminnairiiiiiiniiBMimiiimiiaimiiiiiinnniiiiiiiii."'™™'''''"'!™^

United States are not extensively elec-

trified. Forty-five per cent of the

farms of California are electrified, 30

per cent of the farms of Utah, 27 per

cent of Washington and 18 per cent of

New York State farms. Less than five

per cent of the farms of the United
States, as a whole, are electrified.

There are two reasons why rural

electrification has proceeded slowly. In

the first place the power companies can-

not afford to extend service into the

country until they are sure of a profit-

able rural load. In the second place,

it has been necessary to do a lot of ex-

perimenting to find out just what sort

of farm work electricity is able to do
economically. To determine this, The
National Committee on the Relation of

Electricity to Agriculture, has been

carrying on experiments in twenty-
three states. The tests are made under
scientific conditions. Average farms
are selected for the experiment. From
ten to twenty farms are wired for

the experiment. Electrical machines
are installed to do every imag-
inable sort of work from wash-
ing dishes to milking cows. These
machines are furnished free by
the manufacturers especially for the

experiment. The oldest of these tests

has been going on for three years at

Red Wing, Minnesota. The farmers
selected were not prosperous. Most
of them contended that they could not

pay for the current, let alone for the

necessary machinery. Time, however,
proved to these farmers that electricity

enabled them to make more money than
ever before. The farmers find that they

can pay for the current, buy machinery,

and have a good profit left over be-

sides.

These various experiments are deter-

mining what types of motors are best

suited for farm work. They are dem-
onstrating the practicability of elec-

tricity in farm work, and because farm-
ers are being convinced that electricity

pays, we may expect from now on to

find the rural districts being electrified

much more rapidly than in the past.

The other eight factors mentioned, by
removing the farmer's isolation, placed

him on a social par with city people.

Electricity, the ninth influence, will

place the farmer eventually on an eco-

nomic par with the city business man.

Nervous Shifting

of Accounts
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 361

his advertising agent to quit business

and go with him in an executive ca-

pacity. The ex-agent gave us the ac-

count. The plan did not work out. He
left the manufacturer, went back to his

agency work, and asked for the ac-

count back again.
Case 10. This company was headed

by a group of executives all of whom
were over sixty. It was handled by our

president who was well over fifty. He
tried to transfer the account to me.

At that time I was thirty-five. I found
that these gentlemen could not believe

that a man had sound, mature judg-

ment until he was over fifty—but I

found it out too late. We lost the ac-

count to another advertising agent with

white hair.

Case 11. This was purely a pro-
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motion scheme. I had every reason to

believe that it was a reg^ular business
with a promising future. We started

with a bang, and then the young men
at the head told me they had sold out
at a handsome profit to another com-
pany.
Case 12. This was one of those War

Babies. I should have known better
than to try general advertising on so
technical a product, but a lot of us
made the same mistake during war
time. After the armistice I lost this

client—and quite justiy, too.

Case 13. There were four changes of
administration in this company within
seven years. We lasted through three
chaonges, but the fourth group dis-

missed us with the general statement,
"We think perhaps a new broom will
sweep cleaner."

Cast 14. This company was so firmly
wedded to one artist—a brother-in-law
to the two partners—that I had orders
to use only his work. I did not know
of this limitation until we were en-
gaged and had done several months of
preliminary work. The artist was a
good man in his line, but his style did
not fit in with the kind of copy we felt
was best for the product. Aiter two
years of rather futile compromise I

asked this manufacturer to find another
agent.

Case 15. This was a small national
account. We were particularly suc-
cessful in working out an appeal that
resulted in almost immediate and phe-
nomenal success. The manufacturer
was so badly oversold that he insisted
on quitting the advertising. That was
two years ago. He writes me oc-
casionally, telling me that when they
begin to sag again he will want our
services, but so far as I am concerned
it is a lost account.
Case 16. I gave a new employee a

great deal of responsibility in handling
this account. He had an unfortunate
personal mannerism which antagonized
the client. I discovered this when it

was too late.

Case 17. This big corporation was
full of political currents and cross-cur-
rents. We served them for three years
and managed to keep pretty well out
of the feuds and cliques. But one
day we were in a conference where
we had to line up with one side or the
other, and as we are not good at that
sort of thing we found ourselves com-
pletely out of the picture very soon
thereafter.

I am well awai-e that my organiza-
tion must have been lacking in one re-
spect or another to have lost these
seventeen accounts during half as many
years. However, the facts put down
here may suggest that not every ac-
count changes hands because of some
deficiency in the advertising agent who
loses it.

I consider it significant that we have
lost only one account at the end of our
first year with them.
And now, my dear sir, I am tempted

in return to ask you two questions,
either or both of which may sound im-
pertinent. They are:

(1) How many big accounts (either
retailers or wholesalers) have you lost

since you started in business?—and

—

(2) Why have j'ou changed adver-
tising agents four times in the past
seven years?

^
ChangingYEARS

1920 / / 1927

'W
^Here's a story that bears re-

peating- 700,000 people have

moved into Detroit since 1920.

The city is no longer the Detroit

of seven years ago.

^ These people have created a

new newspaper market and in

your fall advertising plans you

must consider seriously the

effect these 700,000 people

have had on newspaper circu-

lations which is evident from
the figures below.

^The growth of the Times
indicates that it has kept pace

with the expansion of the

market and is the only news-

paper which has done so,

1920 1927

DETROIT TIMES 5,025 241,834*
(City Circulation)

DETROIT NEWS 205,911 249,036
(City Circulation)

EVENINGS EXCEPT SATURDAY

The Times Is Growing With Detroit
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Behind
every enter-

prise — the

Banker.
Talk to him

through the

one maga-

zine he reads

thoroughly

each month
—^the Amer-

icanBankers

Association

Journal,

Write us for information on how
Banker Influence can help the

marketing of your product.

American Bankers

Association Journal
Edited by James E. Clark

110 East 42nd St., New York CitT

Advertising Managers

ALDEN B. BAXTER. 110 East i^nd St.,

New York City.

CHARLES H. RAVELL. 332 S. La SoJIo
SI.. Chicago. III.

STANLEY IKERD, 120 W . 2n(i St., Lot
Angeles.

(MEMBER A.B.C.)

New Officers of the

I. A. N. A. E.

The International Association of

Newspaper Advertising Executives an-

nounces the new officers and directors

to serve for the coming year. The
complete list follows:

President : Harvey R. Youne. Advertis-

ing Director, The Columbus Dlspatrh.

First Vice-President: Jolin F. Tims. Jr..

Business Manaser, 7*716 New Orleans Tinies-

Pienynne.
Secretart-Treasl-ber : Don Bridse. Mgr.

Merchandising and National Advertising.

The InflianavoJis Xews.
Directors : L. M. Barton. Advertising

Manager, The Chicago Daily News: Frank
T, Carroll, Advertising Director, The In-

dianavolis Neios : Frank I. Carruthers, Ad-
vertising Manager, The Dnwer Post; Thos.
F. Collins. Advertising Manager, The Mil-

waukee Journal: J. Carr Gamble. Mgr.
Rotogravure Advertising, The St. Louis
Olobe-Democrat: Harry D. Ouy, Advertis-
insr Manager, The Dallas Neu^s: C, M. Ken-
rtall. Advertising Manager, The Waterto-mi
Daily Times.
Advertising Commission. International

Advertising Association : Geo. M. Burbach.
Advertising Manager, The St. Louis Post-
Dispatch : Frank T. Carroll. Advertising
Director. The Iniliunn polls Neu's : Wni. E,

Donahue, Mgr. Local Display Advertising,

The Chicaao Tribune. (The President and
Secretary-Treasurer automatically are mem-
bers of the Advertising Commission.)

Advisory Council : M. F. .\ronhine, Ad-
vertising Director. LouisriUe Courier-
Jourual and Times: O. S. Bruck. Advertising
Director. The Beaumont Enterprise-.Journal

:

Geo. M. Burbach, Advertising Manager, The
St. Louis Post-Dispateh : ,T. K. Groom,
Director of National Advertising, Northern
Illinois Group-Aurora; Wni. D. Keenan.
Advertising Manager, The Indianapolis
Star: A, G. Newmyer, Associate Publisher,
The New Orleatis Ttem-Tribuue : A. L. Poor-
man, .Advertising Manager, The Providence
Journal-Hu'letin : G W. Roche, Advertising
JIanager, The Spokane Chronicle : A. L.
Phuman. Advertising Director. The Ft.
Worth Slar-Teler/ram : Carl P. Slane, Pub-
lisher, The Peoria Journal-Transcript

:

Rhe.v T. Snodgrass, Advertising Manager,
The .Mijiiieapolis Journal: H. A, Sprague,
Business Manager, The St. Joseph Neics-
Press: M. R. Thomas. Advertising Manager.
Tlie Columbus Citi::en: Harry T, Watts.
Business Manager. The Des Moines Refi-
ister-Tribune-Capital : Louis W. "Wiley,
Business Manager. The .Veto York Times.
Committee Chairmen : Earl H. Maloney.

Advertising Manager, The Peoria Journal-
Transcript — Convention Displays ; L. M.
Barton. Advertising Manager. The Chicano
Daily Neivs—Convention Programs ; H. W.
Roberts. Advertising Manager. The Clerc-
Ic.ud Plain Dealer—Speakers Bureau; James
A, Austin. Advertising Manager, The Omaha
Bee-News—Idea Exchange.

Vice-Presidents

ENGLAND—Lt. -Col. Edward F. Lawson.
Asst. Managing Proprietor. The Loudon
Dailii Teleoraph : FR.\NCE—Dr. Marcel
Knecht, General Secretary. The Paris Le
31atinj HAWAII—H. S, Hayward. General
Business Manager, The Honolulu Star-Bul-
letin: I'HILIPPINE ISLANDS — Carson
T.aylor, Pub. The Manila Bulletin: AL-
BERTA (Canada)—George B. Cooper, Adv.
Mgr., The Edmonton Journal: BRITISH
COLUMBI.\ (Canada)—R. J. Cromie. Pub..
The V'aftto?ii)e7- Slot . MANITOBA (Canada)—A. W. Moscarella, Adv. Mgr., The Win-
nipen Tribune: NOVA SCOTIA (Canada)—G, P. Greene, Adv. Mgr., The Halifax
Chronicle: ONTARIO (Canada) — R. K.
Stocks, Adv. Mgr., The Toronto Globej
QUEBEC (Canada)—C. P. Buckland. Adv.
Mgr., The Sherbrooke Daily Record; ALA-
BAMA—Geo. C. Biggers, Adv. Mgr., The
Hirmiur/ham News and Age-Herald : ARI-
ZONA—Wesley W. Knorpp, Bus. Mgr., The
Phoenix Republican: ARKANSAS—K. A.
Engel, Gen. Mgr.. The Little Rock Demo-
crat: CALIFORNIA—W. R. Penney. Adv.

600 replies
from

V2

Mr. J. C. Clissold, manager of Odontex

Products Corp., writes ORAL HYGIENE:
"We thought you might be interested in

knowing the results we have obtained from

our half page advertisement in the July

issue of ORAL HYGIENE. As near as

we can compute, this advertisement

brought over six hundred (600) requests

for samples and information."

Oral Hygiene
Every Dentist Every Month

1116 Wolfendale Street, N. S.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
CHICAGO : W. B. Conant. Peoples Gas Bldg..

Harrison 84JS.
NEW YORK: Stuart M. Stanley. 62 West 4 5th St..

Vanderbilt 3758.
ST. LOUIS: A. D. McKlnney, Syndicate Trust Bide..

Olive 43.
SAN FRANCISCO; Roger A. Johnstone. 155 Mont-

gomery St.. Kearny 80SR.

»^!NSS^5K:a^^^

["R Write ns for Hat of big

^ national Bdverii§ers

n aslnB*'Perfert"balloon«.

NZ Wc lurnish llteratnre

f"

and plans for promot-
ing their snip to yonr
dealers.

^ PERFECT RUBBER CO.
K 62 Wayne St.,Mansfield.O.

%^MS^!!&if'P!77!m^'^ii(&^«f^.

l]liii„„i,iii:iiiiiiiiii,i |'i;!'i',jiiiiiiiii'i:ii i,iiiiiiiii'',i,„iiiiiiiii,iiii:iiiiilllii,^

PHOTOSTAT SERVICE
RAPID—ECONOMICAL

FACSIMILES - ENURGEMENTS- REDUCTIONS
;

Commerce Photo-Print Corporation
42 BROADWAY 80 MAIDEN LANE :

Hanover 8993 John 3697
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CARTOONS—The "friendly" style

of Advertising Illustration

Ca^iROUGH the constant viewing
^-^ of newspaper and magazine car-

toons, readers of all ages and classes
have cultivated a sense of humor. So,
now, cartoons have become a factor
in modern advertising. ^ In advertise-
ments of any size, cartoons are
the 'bull's eyes' of the advertising sec-
tion. They receive the friendly atten-
tion that makes it easier for copy to
deliver a sales punch. Readers prefer
illustrations that entertain. 5 When
well planned and developed, you can
use 'friendly and entertaining' car.
toons to tell a selling story which the
public will read as readily as they now
read news cartoons and comic strips.

5 There is an increased amount of
competition among advertisers for
reader attention. Recreational inter-
ests are also competing for the readers*
time and are getting it. Advertising
is not taken as seriously by readers
as it is by advertisers. We must now
bid for their time and attention with
more interesting bait. ^ To employ
the services of the country's leading
cartoonists, whose styles and signa-
tures are immediately recognized by
readers, is true economy, for it assures
a receptive audience for your adver>
tising.

Bruce Bairnsfather
Ralph Barton
Reginald Birch
Clare Briggs
Gene Byrnes
Lang Campbell
Fred G, Cooper
Percy Crosby
Thornton Fisher
Fontaine Fox
Chester 1. Garde
Rube Goldberg
Don Herold
Ellison Hoover
G. B. Inwood
Merle Johnson
Eldon Kelley
Rollin Kirby
Henry Major
Winsor McCay
C. M. Payne
Ray Rohn
Herb Roth
Dick Spencer
H. T. Webster
Walter Wellman
Robt. J. Wildhack
Gluyas Williams
Crawford Young

1 We will co-operate in adapting to
your requirements, the work of these
and other cartoonists or in offering

suggestions for your consideration.

T/jere are also available through m, the sen ices of mmiy popular story writers, ithho call prvJuce iiileresting and colorfui advertising matter for you

FRED A. WISH
INCORPORATED

12 EAST 41st STREET NEW YORK CITY
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Reviving a Business

with IndustrialAdvertising

How OFTEN have the major markets of some

great business disappeared without notice, be-

cause of fashion's change, a revolutionary

scientific discovery or some strong, uncombatable force.

What is a great business to do? Retire with honor? Or
revive with glory? Here is the story of one manufacturer

who chose the latter course.

Life in the Balance
The Armistice, shortly followed by the "5-5-3 agreement"

on naval limitations, cut this manufacturer's market to a

critical fraction of his plant capacity. His corporate life

hung in the balance. With the vanishing of the old

market, this producer resourcefully turned to a compara-

tively new, and at that time little used secondary

product.

A research bureau was established to determine the

adaptability of the new product to different industries.

As sales opportunities unfolded, salesmen were trained

as specialists in the specific fields. The selling was pitched

on the high plane of genuine service to the buyer. There

was no promiscuous selling—no knocking at doors in hope

that prospects would be found within.

Industrial Advertising, conceived to build industrial

recognition for this new product and its salesmen, was

planned and scheduled with the same shrewd regard for

specialiiation. The counsel of an experienced advertising

agent was obtained. The Industrial Advertising, geared

to the self-interests of the different classes of industrial

buyers, was persistently published in McGraw-Hill

Publications.

A Sensational Kecovery

Aided by the power and force of Industrial Advertising,

this producer "cheated the mourners" by developing a

volume for the new product far in excess of the highest

peak of any previous prosperity. And this achievement

took place while the general business trend in collateral

industries was in a declining direction.

If Industrial Advertising, co-ordinated with an

Industrial Marketing plan, can rehabilitate a declining

business, who can estimate its power and force when

aided by favorable circumstances?

This sensational recovery was not the result of some

miraculous chance. It was the outcoine of just such

common-sense marketing methods as are formulated in the

McGraw-Hill book, "Industrial Marketing at Work."

If you are an executive interested in the national indus-

trial market, a McGraw-Hill representative will leave a

copy of this book with you or your advertising agent.

Notify the nearest McGraw-Hill office.
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McGraw-Hill
Zlcctricat

ELECTRICAL UEST
ELECTRICAL U'ORtD
ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISING

CmStruction ^iS" Civil Engineering
ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD
CONSTRUCTION NtETHOOS

Industrial
POWER
AMERICAN MACHINIST
INDUSTRLU. ENGINEER
CHEMICAL & METALLURGICAL ENCINEEAINC

Tuhlications
Catalogs and Directories

COAL FIELD DIRECTOtY

«*DIO TRADE CATALOG

ELECTRICAL TRADE CATALOG
CENTRAL STATION DIRECTORY

ELECntIC miLWAT DIRtCTORV

KEYSTONE COAL BUYER5 CATALOG

ICEYS10NE COAL MIMNC CATALOG

LUCTHtCAL E>JC1NEERtNG CATALOG
KEYSTONE METAL QUARRY CATALOG

ANAllSIS OF METALUC AND NON-

METaUJC MINING.QUARRYING and
CfMENT IMD(BTRIES

eONBHIGHT WKVtY Of ELEcTlIC POWER * LiGHT COMPANIES IN THE U S

Kadm
RADIO BILTAILING

Transportation
PUS TRANSPORTATION

ELECTRIC RAILttAV JOURNAL

Mining
COAL ACE

COAL AC.F. NEWS
CNGINBERING h MINING JOURNAL

Overseas
INCENIERIA INTERNAfKWAI

AMERICAN MACHINIST
tELHOPtAN tOIIION)

4r..nflO ADVERTISINX] F'AGES USED AWUALLT BY 3.000 MANUFACTURERS TO HELP INOISTRY BUY MORE EFPBCTIVELT
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A $100,000,000 Market

for FOOD
j^ Products

TN spite of the
^ fact that
Florida is a rich

agricultural
state and ex-

ports aiinuallv

nearly $160,'-

000,000 worth
of farm prod-

ucts, the demands of the

state for food products of

many kinds are far out-

stripping supply.

According to reports of

the State Marketing Com-
missioner, Florida has to

import annually more than

1100,000,000 worth of

food products to care for

the needs of its

fast increasing

population.

In this fact

the producer of

meats, dairy
and poultry
products,
canned goods,

and various food '^.ij^plies

will find a real oppor-

tunity.

You can sell food prod-

ucts profitably to this fast-

growing Florida market,

if you will cultivate it

through advertising. And
you can reach this mar-

ket economically by ad-

vertising in

—

The Associated Dailies

of Florida
DeLand Daily NewB
Fort Myers Press
Fort Myers Tropical Netos
Jacksonville Journal
Lakeland i^tar-Telegrmn
Miami Herald
New Smyrna S'etos

Orlando Sentinel
Palm Beach Neu)$

Palm Beach Post
Pensaeola News-Journal
Plant City Courier
St. Augustine Record
St. Petershurff Independent
St. Petershurff Times
Simford Times
Tampa Times
Tampa Tribune

( The Only Denne' m ,

\Canadian Advei'ti5in
C:iii3i.I;i [iiay bf "just over thf

Iwraur," but when aJvertlsin-^

there you need a Canadian Agency
thorouglily conversant with local con-

ditions. Let us tell you why.

DEHMECCompany Itd-i
jford Bids. TORONTO. ^

Bakers Weekly fti^-^ortcir;
NEW YORK OFFICE—+S West 4Slh St.

CHICAGO OFFICE—343 S. Dearborn St.

Maintaining a complete research laboratory

and experimental bakerv for determining the

adaptability of products to the baking industry.

Also a Research Merchandising Department,
furnishing statistics and sales analysis data.

folded Edge Ducltinc and Fibre Signs

Cloth and Paraffine Signs

Lithographed Outdoor and Indoor

Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
Masslllon, Ohio Good SiUimen Wuted

IhLl A SALES AID
Yuiif sjlomcn should show skt'pticjl prospccis the

tcsiimonul letters and otders received from sansticd

cuMomcrs—ihcy supply proof and get the ordcts

Don't leave rcsiitnoniil letters 'y)"^ '^^^ '" YO"''

tiloi_^nu [hem to your men and increase sale*

thf..u-li their use f .SfnJ/or a (opy of bo.,ikl to^aj.

MAX PHOTOPRINT CO.. 3i \v.Ad.n„Sire<-i a.c

Dir., The San Francisco Call: COLORADO
—W. C. Bussine. Adv. Mgr.. Tlie Denver
News: CONNECTICUT—F. B. Dalton, Gen.
Mgr., The Danbury News: DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA—C. I. Putnam, Pub.. The
Washinaton Tiines-Herahl: DELAWARE

—

C. J. Pyle, Gen. Mgr., The Wilminaton
News-Journal: FLORID.A— J. M. Elliott.

Jacksonville Times-Union : GEORGIA

—

Boykln Paschal, Vice-President, The Savan-
nah Morninn News : ILLINOIS—Louis
Proehl, Adv. Mgr., The Peoria Star: INDI-
ANA—Frank E. Hollis. Adv. Mgr.. The
Terre Haute Star; IOWA—F. Russell, Bus.

Mgr., The Davenport Times: KANSAS

—

Knowlton Parker. Adv. Mgr., The Kansas
City Kansan : KENTUCKY—Robt. J. Breck-
inridge. Bus. Mgr., The Lexington Herald:
LOUISIANA— C. P. Manship, Publisher.

The Baton Rouge Advocate and State

Times: MARYLAND—Wm. F. Schmick,
Bus. Mgr.. The Baltimore Su7i: MASSA-
CHUSETTS—Jas. T. Murray. Bus. Mgr.,

The New Bedford Standard-Mercury

:

MICHIGAN—H. S. Conlon. Adv. Mgr., The
Grand Ravida Press: MINNESOTA—W. F.

Johns, Adv. Dir., The St. Paul Dispatch rf

Pioneer Press: MISSISSIPPI—W. G. John-
son, Gen. Mgr., The Jackson Daily News:
MISSOURI—J. T. Barrens. Adv. Mgr., The
Kansas City Star: NEBRASKA—Walter E.

Lamb, Adv. Mgr., The Omaha World-
Herald: NEW JERSEY—D. P. Olmstead,
Gen. Mgr., The Perth Amboy Evening News:
NEW YORK—Frank E. Tripp. Gen. Mgr.,

Gannett Newspapers, Elmira, N. Y. ;
NORTH

CAROLINA—K. B. Jeftress. Pub.. The
Greensboro Daily News: NORTH DAKOTA
—Norman B. Black, Gen. Mgr.. The Fargo
Forum OHIO—H. A. Brandt, Adv. Mgr.,
The Dai/ton News: OKLAHOMA—H. S.

Dreier, Adv. Mgr., The Oklahoma City
Oklahoman-Timesj OREGON—W. J. Hof-
mann. Adv. Mgr., The Portland Oregonian;
PENNSYLVANIA—Homer B. Moyer, Adv.
Mgr., The Harrisburg Patriot-News;
RHODE ISLAND—Chas. O. Black, Gen.
Mgr., The Pawtucket Timesj SOUTH
CAROLINA—Wm. P. Etchinson, Adv. Mgr.,

The Columbia State; TENNESSEE—Mar-
tin Clark, Adv. Mgr., The Nashville Ban-
ner; TEXAS—A. L. Shuman, Adv. Dir.,

The Ft. Worth Star-Telegram; UTAH

—

H. F. Robinson, Bus. Mgr., 'The Salt Lake
Tribune: VIRGINIA—L. E. Pugh, Bus.
Mgr., The Newport News-Press and J'imes-
Herald: WASHINGTON—J. Fred Braid,

Adv. Mgr., The Seattle Times; WEST VIR-
GINIA—H. W. Manz, Adv. Mgr., The
Huntington Herald-Dispatch; WISCONSIN
—Irving C. Buntman, The Milwaukee Her-
ald; WYOMING—W. S. Sopris, Bus. Mgr.,
The Sheridan Post-Enterprise.

Veteran Advertising Manager
Dies

Charles H. Smith, widely known ad-

vertising executive associated with

Berry Brothers for the past fifty

years, died at his Calvert Avenue home
in Detroit, Friday, Aug. 26. He is sur-

vived by his son Craig, a young adver-

tising man connected with Printers' In-

corporated.
The death of Mr. Smith marks the

passing of the oldest and one of the

most respected of Berry Brothers em-
ployees. Born in London seventy years

ago, Mr. Smith went into the Canadian
Northwest before reaching his ma-
jority. A few years later he came to

Detroit and joined Berry Brothers' or-

ganization, then operated by its found-

ers, Thomas and Joseph Berry.
When advertising became an impor-

tant factor in the business, Mr. Smith
was placed in charge of the work. He
was a close observer, natural student

and versatile writer. So he became
Berry Brothers' first advertising man-
ager.
He soon became recognized as an

authority on varnish making, and he

possessed that happy faculty of being

able to translate technical information

into interesting and understandable

language for popular consumption.

f
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427 national advertisers have placed

orders for space in Collier's for the

first six months of 1928. 40 of these

are among the 75 advertisers who
lead all others in yearly magazine
expenditures.

This represents by far the greatest

volume of advertising that has ever

been run in Collier's for anyone year.

Another striking indication of

Collier's growth.

NEWSY - PICTORIAL BRIEF

oUiers
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Salesmen Who Travel

Abroad

Qjiality
in a catalog cover should
be in keeping with the
quality of the product

advertised

GOULD QUALITY millwork
and interior finish—Molioy

Made Covers—there's an exam-
ple of perfect selHng teamwork!

Designed by Molioy artists

especially for this book; em-
bossed in heavy Molioy leather-

cloth to withstand constant
handling by architects, contrac-
tors, and builders ; on the whole,
a book you would hardly lay
down without looking through it

—now, would you?
Ever think seriously of the

value of Molioy Made Covers to
your business? Let us send you
samples and a sketch which will

bring the matter home to you
with a new significance! What
will be the purpose of your next
book? Page size? How many
pages? How many books? Write
to us—no obligation!

The

DAVID J. MOLLOY
COMPANY

2863 North Western Avenue

CHICAGO

[continued from page 24]

Commercial Covers
for Every Purpose

I emarks opened this article must not be
accepted as oui' preceptor in the choice
of foreign travelers. We must remem-
ber, and contrast, the conditions and
circumstances which always have to
govern in any business even more in

foreig-n markets than here at home.
The saw-dusty man was sent to Au-
stralia where the chief part of his duty
was the cultivation of the good will.

He was to impress saw mill operators
with the tremendous superiority, from
a practical point of view, of his special
brand of saws, whether their orders
were placed direct with the manufac-

I

turer or passed through importing mer-
chants in the larger cities. The cul-
tivation of the importing merchants,
with that sort of a background of "ser-

: vice" to the actual users of saws was
1 easy. But the same representative

j

might not make a success in another
market, or where prospects were of a
different sort. The saw manufacturer
confesses with a grin that when he
found he could sell his American saws
in Sheffield, England, the very heart of
the British steel industry, he thought
that the trade of the world lay at his

feet.

But he discovered shortly that while
high quality was recognized and de-

sired in England, the buyers in South
American markets cared nothing at all

about quality. To sell them he had to
make an entirely different appeal, and
it was much more difficult selling them.
So the market to be cultivated and the
character of its trade has to be con-
sidered.

So must the calibre and personality

of the prospects who are to be cul-

tivated. If the attack is to be upon the

big, rich, millionaire importing houses,

the mental and physical equipment of

the traveling salesman who is to call

upon them should be rather different

than it need be if small retail or native

dealers only are to be approached. In

the first case, the traveler had better

carry a wardrobe trunk and pack in it

his evening suit and dinner jacket—and
know how to wear them. In the other

case, he may, if he choose, travel with
a suit case and a change of shirts

—

though I do not advise it by any manner
of means.

IT seems extremely doubtful if an
automobile manufacturer, should he

emulate the example of the saw mill

man, will secure large and important
distributors and dealers by entrusting
the intrdouction and sale of his motors

to a grimy taxi driver or a greasy
garage mechanic, no matter how ex-

pert. Not only are his sales likely to

suffer, but—what is even worse—his

prestige, which counts for more abroad
than it does here at home. Intimate,

expert knowledge of the merchandise
to be sold is, indeed, desirable. When
all is said and done, however, it is not

half as essential as selling ability, and
in this respect markets in other coun-
tries of the world do not differ mate-

rially from our own. But I am sorry
for the salesman 3000 or 15,000 miles
from home who cannot give explicit
and satisfying answers about his line.

References back to the factory for de-
tails, glittering generalities, are not
satifying. Hence we have one more
reason for deciding that the foreign
traveling salesman should have experi-
ence, should have been tested in the
home markets before he is sent abroad.

CLEARLY enough we cannot gener-
alize on this subject of selecting

foreign traveling salesmen, or, for that
matter, in any other regard to export-
ing trade. The line, the market, the
class of the prospects, all have a bear-
ing on it. So does something else which
is all too commonly forgotten, or disre-
garded. This is the responsibility that
resides, or should reside, in the repre-
sentative of a firm far from home,
among buyers, strangers to him and
perhaps to his house. In principle the
representative should be creditable to

his house, but in any event he must be
absolutely trusted by his house. When
he takes an order, that order is re-

garded in other countries of the world
as a contract binding on the house that
has solicited it.

The buyer may cancel, if immediate-
ly or promptly, but the manufacturer
must not. The manufacturer's repre-
sentative has offered prices and terms;
the manufacturer is bound by his rep-
resentative's acts. It therefore behooves
the manufacturer to send abroad no
representative whom he is not willing
to back to the limit.

Two or three years ago a nationally
known American manufacturer sent
his assistant export manager on a
foreign sales trip. Either because it

was the man's first actual experience
abroad, or because the manufacturer
did not fully trust his judgment, he
was instructed that no order was to be
taken except subject to factory ap-
proval and acceptance by the credit de-
partment at home. He was provided
with a special cable code by means of
which he was to report back home daily
the names of customers, secured terms
and amounts of their orders, on receipt
of which the factory would wire back
its approval or disapproval. Now, there

are several things the matter with this

complicated scheme.
There is the indignity to any self-

respecting salesman, with his possible

embarrassment in having to explain
to each customer that he would have
to wait a few days before confirming
the order—or returning to some cus-

tomers and reporting that the order he
had solicited had been turned down by
the factory.

There is the usually unwarranted
assumption by the factory credit man-
ager that he is a better judge of the re-

liability and responsibility of a dealer

in Calcutta (perhaps) than is the

traveling man on the spot. Yet no
salesman ought to be sent abroad who
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newest Kraft Cheese delicacy

is nationally advertised in

The Christian Science Monitor

The dealer "tie-in" advertisement above
is one of

277
which appeared in the Monitor, from
51 different cities, within less than four

months after the national advertising

began to appear.

A folder describing this free "tie-in"

service will be sent on request.

THE
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

AN INTERNATIONAL DAILY NEWSPAPER
107 Falmouth Street, Boston, Massachusetts
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AH for One
Jn Advertisemejjt of

the American Telephone and Telegraph Company

A SLEET storm de- i*( ^̂ f\ System, all construc-

scends, carrying ^^^Z^^ tion and practice are

down trees and ^~~!b^ standard, so that men

wires. A wind turns outlaw and supplies, when neces-

and blows down a pole line, sary, may be sent from one

Or some swollen river ram- state or company to another,

pages through a circuit of There are twenty- five

destruction. Bell Companies, but only

But wherever angry na- one Bell System—and but

ture attacks the Bell Tele- one Bell aim and ideal;

phone System there are stated by President Walter

repairmen trained to meet S. Gifford as:

the emergency, and every- "A telephone service for

where trained in the same this nation, so far as hu-

schools to the use of the manly possible free from

sameefficient tools. Supplies imperfections, errors and

of surplus equipment and delays, and enabling anyone

materials are kept at stra- anywhereatany time topick

tegic points whence they up a telephone and talk to

may be rushed by train or anyone else anywhere else in

truck to the devastated area. this country, clearly, quickly

Throughout the Bell and at a reasonable cost."

Send 10c for proofs 500
a »<« cuts and plans for mak-

ing your ads pay better.

SELLING AID
616 N. Michigan Atc., Chicago

Jewish Daily Forward, New York
Jewish Dally Forward Is the world's largest Jewish

dally. A. B.C. circulation egual to combined total

circulation of all Jewish newspapers published. A
leader In every Jewish community throuchout the

United States. A Home paper ot distinction. A

result producer ot undisputed merit. Carries the

largest volume of local and national advertisiriK.

Renders effective merchandising service. Kates on

request.

cannot exercise good credit judgment,
and while on the ground he has twenty
times as many and better opportunities

of learning details of the customer's re-

sources and character than has the fac-

tory in Philadelphia. No traveling rep-

resentative ought to be sent abroad who
cannot be trusted to know all about a

prospect before ever he solicits an

order from him, and know definitely

what credit he deserves and what terms

may be extended. Such powers ought

to reside in the representative. He
should be chosen and trained with them
in view.

ANOTHER story, of another aspect of

- the foreign traveling representa-

tive's relations. Once, when visiting

Venezuela, I was asked by a large manu-
facturer of pumps to tell them what

in my judgment would be an adequate

allowance for expenses of a traveling

salesman in that country.

They had had a man there who had
turned in what they regarded as an ex-

orbitant expense account which they

were holding up until they could hear

fi-om me. I made inquiries and found

that the representative was well re-

membered in Caracas where he had cut

a pretty wide swath during his stay.

There had been nightly champagne din-

ners and daily automobile excursions

which must, indeed, have cost a lot of

money. But then—the representative

had been stalking big game. He was
after certain large government con-

tracts; he got some of them, with more

to follow. Since when have government

officials ceased to be susceptible to en-

tertainment, even in our own country?

The representative's expenses may have

been huge, but it seemed to me to come

with peculiarly bad grace from this

manufacturer to quarrel with them, m
full knowledge of the kind of busmess

sought and results actually secured.

Even if no business had been secured,

there was no other way of trying for

So this is another thing that must,

largely, at least, depend on the discre-

tion and judgment of the foreign

traveler—his expenses, and the time he

can or should devote to a given market.

The distant factory cannot judiciously

control such things. The man actually

on the ground must adapt himself to

necessities as they arise, and he should

be given a reasonable amount of lee-

way when he deviates from cut-and-

dried methods.
It should not be forgotten that we

have been speaking of the selection of

salesmen to sell goods abroad, having

in mind new men for their first trips,

or new markets not previously culti-

vated by travelers. There is another

kind of foreign traveling: the regular,

systematic, continuous cultivation ot an

established market, where the often

trodden ground becomes as common-

place, the traveler himself as familiar

a face, as is the case with any

"peddler" in his district in the United

States.
There are a few manufacturers who

have such conditions to meet and who

may standardize traveling practices as

they do at home. But even they had to

make a start, as most of the rest of us

have to do today, and the moral of this

article is: Choose only creditable, re-

sponsible representatives for work

abroad, reliable men whom you can and

will trust and who (you know) are

salesmen.

I
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nEasyl^
to Recruit

Salesmen for
Specialties

If your product requires demonstra-

tion, sell it through your own direct

representatives. Thousands of work-

ers are ready to sell for you on a

straight commission basis.

Reach them through these magazines:

Salesology

Extra Money
Opportunity

How to Sell

Spare Time Money Making

Does Your Product Meet
I, Can it be demonslraled be-

fore the prospect's eyes?

Is it portable?

Is it a specialty, prefer-

ably not usually found in

stores? I

Is the retail price at least

double the manufacturing

cost?

These Requirements?

}. Has your product unusual

features which the sales-

man can stress in his

selling talk?

5. Are you equipped to manu-
facture on a large enough

scale to fill orders in great

volume?

Chech your product analnst the require-
ments listed above. Then writ© us at
once. Our rerresenlatlve will, without
ot>liKatlon, analyze your sales possibilities
in this field and answer your questions.

CThe
7u/o CMULion Professional Go^Gettet Readers EvetjfMonth

565 FIFTH AVENUE • • • NEW YORK
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Buying Space in Britain
By Amos Stole

THINGS have considerably im-

proved in the mighty realm of

Fleet Street, in the matter of

buying advertising space. No longer

are you likely to have a publication

return your copy with the state-

ment that it does not pay agency
commissions, does not appreciate

your offer of advertising, and feels

quite capable of soliciting its own
accounts without any help from you,

the agency.

Yet not so many years ago one of

the oldest agencies in London had its

proffer of twenty-eight pages for a

trade paper returned to it with a

brief note embodying the spirit of

the message just given. Fortunate-

ly for the agency the client in that

case was willing to back it up, with
the result that the agency was
finally, and reluctantly, given a seven

per cent commission, but no thanks
for the substantial business.

Yes, things have changed in that
direction and it is seldom that a

publication will not now give the

standard ten per cent commission.
But there are other features con-

cerning the buying of space in

Britain which it will be well for the

American agency and manufacturer
coming into this market to know
something about.

The mechanics of the situation

over here are not without interest.

And there are two divisions to the

mechanical problem. The mechanics
of buying space; and the mechanics
of using the space bought.

The mechanics of space buying
are easily mastered and the I'outine

of procedure is much the same as in

the States. The agency space buyer
has the job of making out the

schedule (pronounced s/iedule),

dealing with the publications and
buying the space. Buying the space

is still a matter of buying, in some
instances even of bargaining. Few
publications have absolutely fixed

rates and there are favoritisms

and friendships which still carry

weight when it comes to settling on

terms.

There are also conditions and sea-

sons when rate bargaining has very

great possibilities. What are

termed "drapery rates," meaning
the special terms offered the great

stores by the newspapers, are given

to the department stores direct, and

no agency can get this business.

There are also what are known as

"holiday rates," meaning special

terms given by even the biggest

papers during the height of the

summer holiday season. At that

time it is quite possible to secure

reductions of hundreds of dollars on

a single page. And then there are

the "last minute" rates. A space

which had been reserved is cancelled

within a few hours of going to press.

The advertising department of the

newspaper gets on the telephone to

some of the big agencies and offers

this space at a very considerable re-

duction.

Then there is the other extreme
to be considered. You may calmly
decide, in conjunction with a client,

to run a big program (still spelled

programme), using large space on
certain days in certain great daily

papers. Naturally you would ex-

pect these papers to welcome such
profitable business laid in their laps

with expressions of keen apprecia-

tion.

You instruct your space buyer to

secure you such and such spaces on

such and such days. You send him
a memorandum to that effect. An
hour, or even perhaps twenty min-
utes later, he comes to you with the

astonishing news that you can have,

if you take it at once, such and such

spaces on such and such days;

neither the spaces nor the days be-

ing what you had ordered. In

other words you take what you can
get, and take it in a hurry. You do
the special pleading and show the

special appreciation—not the publi-

cation.

THE fact is that large papers,

especially the London national

dailies, have their best spaces

booked long in advance. So instead

of saying that you will take speci-

fied spaces on certain days your

space buyer, in his most diplomatic

manner, telephones the paper and
requests infoiTnation as to what
spaces are available, or when any

space will be available.

Or perhaps you want a "solus" po-

sition, meaning the only advertise-

ment on that particular page. Of
course you must pay an extra rate

for it, and you are usually fortunate

if you get it at any rate, and then it

can be had only on certain pages.

Again, you may want "turn of page"
position, which means the first page
after the big general news page, and
here again you pay an extra rate.

The publication will tell you that a

page on which you wish special po-

sition must bring in a certain reve-

nue. It is not a question of the

paper merely wanting that revenue.

It is a question of the paper deciding

it must have it, and it usually gets it.

SPACE is no longer bought by
lines in Britain. That method of

measurement has been abandoned for

some time. The unit of space in the

daily papers is an inch. The maga-
zines work from the page rate down-
ward. In the daily papers, the big

ones, you can buy a page, if the

space is available, or three full col-

umns, but you cannot buy four full

columns, nor five columns nor six

columns of a seven column paper.

You can buy a half page across the

paper.

On certain days you may be able

to secure defined spaces on the front

pages of some of the big dailies.

These pages and spaces are allotted

to some of the general stores (de-

partment stores) for certain days of

the week on long standing contracts.

On the other days of the week this

page can be had, a t a price of

astonishing proportions, until you
consider circulation, by national ad-

vertisers; but in these cases the full

page must be taken.

As an adequate national circula-

tion in Britain has to come through
the daily press the mechanics of

using space are decidedly hamper-
ing. Color is not to be considered.

Fine wash drawings, soft toned

photographs, in fact anything other

than coarse screened half-tones of

illustrations having great contrast

in tone values, are certain to lose

much of their virtue in the press-

room—assuming that virtue may be

lost in part without being lost alto-

gether.

So, if pleasing results are to be

secured, the matter of illustration

reduces itself to line work and the
flat contrast drawings which are

almost fool proof.

While you can be quite sure of the

circulation you are buying when you
deal with the larger publications,
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there still remains a disconcerting spec-
ulative phase to this subject when many
of the lesser journals are up for ap-
praisal. Some of these attempt figures.

Others ignore the subject as being be-

neath their journalistic dignity and in-

fluential position—and they get away
with it.

There are a number of good maga-
zines in Britain, but few so good, either
in contents or composition, as those
the American advertiser is accustomed
to use. This is probably due to several
conditions, chief among them being the
fact that the reading public does not
take too kindly to magazines when it

can buy second hand books and belong
to lending libraries for small sums.
Two other direct influences against

magazines in Britain becoming the
great advertising forces they are in the
States arise from methods of distribu-
tion and price.

Magazines do not endeavor to secure
yearly subscribers, on account of the
cost of delivery by mail, there being no
such bulk rate for publications as our
second class postal service oflFers.

The second of these two influences
may be said to grow, to a certain ex-
tent, from the same cause. Because of
the difficulty good magazines experi-
ence in securing circulation, and so re-
ducing cost per copy while increasing
advertising revenue returns per copy,
they are forced to charge a price for
their journals which makes them pro-
hibitive to the majority of the people.

'PHERE are other factors which mili-
1 tate against the development of
strong national magazines in Britain,
and I here refer to strength only from
the standpoint of circulation, for there
are some very powerful journals over
here, when adjudged from literary-cul-
tural standards.
However, the great conclusive reason

why weekly and monthly magazines do
not top the field when it comes to se-
curing national circulation for adver-
tising general commodities is simply
because the newspapers do the work so
well; at least so far as distribution is

concerned.
The limited miles to be covered, the

remarkable speed, frequency and com-
pleteness of the British railway system,
the highly developed organizations for
the rapid distribution of the daily
papers all conspire to make these the
national media. What you lose in
beauty of illustration and reproduc-
tion you make up, to a great extent, in
time and directness of results.

Instead of having to wait weeks after
a national campaign has been prepared
and released to magazines, and the
weeks usually grow into months, as is

the case in the States, you can rush
through a campaign in "Britain in a
matter of hours. You can watch prog-
ress with the knowledge that you can
make changes to meet emergencies, al-
most up to the hour of going to press,
and but a few hours before the nation
gets the message. From day to day
you can check up response; test ap-
peals, revise to secure results which
an advertisement released forty-eight
hours earlier has indicated as the more
responsive method.
You may lose in appearance, but you

get elasticity—opportunity to speed up,
slow down, make the curves safely

—

when you have a national daily press.
And how it helps you to get distribu-
tion and move goods over night!

66
Sales-
man's

"Salesman's Fright" is an enlargement of

an article which aroused so much interest

that many of the leading manufacturers in

the United States—and several in foreign

countries—privately reprinted it for circula-

tion among their salesmen.

by
Ray Giles

The Blackman Co.

Author: "500 Answers to Sates
Objections," "Breaking Through

Competition," and "Developing and
Managing Salesmen."

"Salesman's Fright" is the first of the

Kellogg Pocket-Profit Books. Constructive

selling philosophy. Inspirational. Practical.

Every salesman in your employ will appre-

ciate a copy.

10 copies or more 25c per copy
50 copies or more 2.^c per copy
100 copies or more 22c per copy
500 copies or more 20c per copy

1000 copies or more 18c per copy
(Examination copy, 25c. postpaid)

Kellogg Publishing Company
6 Lyman Street

Springfield, Massachusetts



SBe OPEN FORUM
Individual Views Frankly Expressed

Criticism or Defense ?

DOESN'T Mr. Buakhage in his let-

ter (Aug. 24 issue) really ask
for a genuine counter-attack from the

advertising fraternity instead of a de-

fense from Mr. Chase?
I have read both the book itself and

the article by Mr. Goode which in your
foot-note to Mr. Baukhage's letter is

termed "a criticism of the book." I

cannot see where Mr. Goode's article

is either a criticism of the book or a
defense of advertising. True, Mr.
Goode began his lunge with a large

sized road and some angry pawing up-

on the ground but he became milder

and milder as the text progressed until

at the end it seemed that he was at-

tempting to persuade Messrs. Chase
and Schlink that advertising was duly

chastened and would now be good.

I cannot see where "Your Money's
Worth" is any attack on advertising,

save indirectly. It is really an attack

on modern business methods first, and
only incidentally upon copywriters who
write without knowing whereof they

speak.

It seems strange that none of those

who have attempted to reply to the

book have caught the full force of the

idea that any attempt to educate the

dear public to "standards" would re-

quire quite a bit of advertising on the

part of the Bureau of Standards—that

to follow the recommendations of Bar-
sodi, Chase, and Schlink, would make
Uncle Sam the biggest advertiser of

them all.

Allen W. Rucker,
The University Staff,

Cambridge, Mass.

Had You Thought of

This Side?

THERE'S been a power of well-

aimed stones thrown at "Your
Moneys' Worth." To many of us, too

many have been thrown farther than
necessary. Occupying, as I am, a posi-

tion on the cross arm of a telegraph

pole looking down on the excitedness,

too few have really taken any aim.

Consequently a power of glass has
been broken and no particular good
done.

It doesn't take any great acumen of

grey matter to agree or disagree with
these two Knight Errant Collaborators,

who through the kindly indulgence of

The Book of the Month Club, have so

successfully hopped off into the fog.

To see this thing straight, therefore,

let's look at it crooked.

For instance, there's the so-called

new school of painting. That yeasty

group of brush bungling somebodies

who pride themselves on having things

out of whack, and using only colors

that yell.

To "us safe and sane folks" first

it's amusing; then it riles one.

A week at Provincetown amid the

Havirthornesque monstrosities, and we
yearn for a chance to beat the whole
thing to a pulp.

Or we take down last winters coat

from its moth ball hook, and laugh in

its sleeve.

But there's more to it than that. A
lot more.
Last night I sat with half a dozen

artists at the Salmagundi Club. Five

of them ranted at and ridiculed the

Off Whackers. Finally the sixth one
said calmly: "Well, fellows, these

whacksters are doing us all good. We
had grown a bit smug. Our work had
become a bit stodgy. Slaves we had
allowed ourselves to be to precedence.

These off-eyed color rioters get on our

nerves. But they also got under our
skins.

"It's doing us all good. Somewhere
between where they think they are

and where everybody knows us to be,

is the next great awakening. Let's not

have to be handed Big Bens when that

time comes. Let's call our own selves

right here and now."
In like manner, folks, let's do some

cup-handed listening to "Your Moneys'
Worth." It may be blurby. It may be
painfully out of whack with facts. But
some of us who "practice advertising

as a money getting pastime," know
that advertising in its larger sense

seriously needs debunking.
Even as the circuses no longer have

their parades, advertising agencies
might well cease walking the mahogany
topped elephant around.

His ears have really grown rather
floppy.

The fact-facing-fact that the aver-
age life of an advertising account, with
the average advertising agency is but
three years, is of itself a challenger
for such young armor bucklers as the
authors of "Your Money's Worth."

Looks to us, from up here looking
down, as if in the years of tomorrow,
we are going to be "powerful indebted"
to these two for giving a good husky
shove to advertising's debunking proc-
ess so long—so strangely long—over-

due.

Yes. Let's cup our hand.s and do a
little early listening.

L. W. C. TuTHiLL, President,

Tuthill Advertising Agency, Inc.,

New York.

Answering Mr. Ellis

JUDGING from Mr. Ellis' article in

your issue of Aug. 24, the day is

not far off when corps of engineers
will invade our advertising agencies

equipped with protractors, compasses,
dividers, planimeters, verniers, tables

of Powers, Roots and Reciprocals and
Mantissas of Logarithms.
Good Heavens ! The City of New

York finds it hard enough to get suffi-

cient engineers to build its subways
now. What will happen if a real exo-

dus of engineers should take place?

Perhaps the advertising men will take

to building subways.
No, Mr. Ellis, advertising is neither

an art or a science. Advertising is a

business. Business of selling goods
through printed word. But by no
stretch of imagination can engineers

be considered business men. That old

bogey of "Factor of Safety"—the

training of engineers' minds to pro-

vide three or four times the necessary

amount actually required to carry a

certain load—is too much of a handi-

cap in any business. Any honest engi-

neer will admit this in his sober mo-
ments.

Advertising and engineering are far

apart. Engineering is an exact sci-

ence, whereas advertising cannot be

considered as such.

Whether an advertisement is good or

bad is always a matter of conjecture

until after same has been published

and we can check the results. Before

two advertisements on the same sub-

ject are published—assuming that both

have been written by well trained men
and not novices—it is impossible to

predict which one will be more result-

ful. Experienced advertising men
agree that good advertising is the

product of good judgment, good taste,

good ideas and many other good things

which cannot be reduced to a mathe-

matical formula. At least it has not

been done up to the present time.

When that happy day comes, our

copywriters will have to go back to

running speakeasies, or whatever pro-

fession they were pursuing before en-

gaging in the advertising business.

Louis Brewer,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 98]
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More than 220,000 copies
of The Register and

Tribune-Capital are

printed in this plant

and distributed
throughout Des
Moines and Iowa
every twenty-four

hours.

Most thorough

city and

trade territory

coverage of any

large middle-

western newspaper
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The Des Moines register
and Tribune-Capital
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Sans
Bunk
Tulsa's complete market unit . . .

designated as the Magic Empire . . .

comprises a rich, resourceful area 70

miles in radius covering 21 counties

of eastern Oklahoma. It has a pop-

ulation of 750,000 . . . produces about

60% of the federal income tax of the

state . . . and has nearly three-fifths

of the paved highways of the state.

In the annual registration of automo-
biles there were a total of 449,960
in the state of which 188,554 or 42%
were in the Magic Empire.

Of the 35,952 new automobiles reg-

istered in the state during the first six

months of 1927, the Magic Empire
had 16,466 or 46% of the state total.

There's the rich Oklahoma market
for automotive and other manufac-
turers. And, of course, the Tulsa
World is the newspaper to depend
upon to win the Magic Empire trade.

No other newspaper even claims to

reach this market as does the Tulsa
World day after day.

The World's fast motor transport
service, employing 38 motor trucks,

and its city carrier type service

throughout the Magic Empire assures
distribution of a complete newspaper
throughout this market as early as
in the city of Tulsa . . . Morning,
Evening and Sunday.

Detailed information concerning the
market possibilities of the Magic Em-
pire furnished on request.

Sworn Average Net Paid
Circulation, July, 1927

DAILY (M. 8C E.)

79,358

SUNDAY
64,198

>ATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

THE FORD-PARSON'S CO.
3 00 N. Michigan Ave.. Cllicaeo;

5S Sutter St.. San Francisco

BRYANT, GRIFFITH & BRUXSON.
9 East 41st St., New Yorlt ; 201 Defoiisliire St., Boston-

Walton Bldg., .\tlanta, da.

DAVIBS. DILLON & KELLY,
70 7 Land Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

AN ALL DAY NEWSPAPER

Oklahoma's Greatest Newspaper

MORNING EVENING SUNDAY

Everybody s Business
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5]

tolerate lines of divided authority.
There is no indecision as regards what
is to be done—each organ acts defi-

nitely and promptly.
"In the operation of the human body

there is no passing the buck, and there
is no butting in by major officials in

the work of other major officials, nor
in the work to be done by minor offi-

cials. The body is a 'we' proposition

and not an T affair. It concentrates,
placing within a function all the fac-

tors that affect its performance. Fin-
gers are not under the jurisdiction of

the lungs, and the stomach is not or-

dered about by the heart. There is no
element of know-it-all by the major of-

ficials of the body. Advice from every
source is given respectful attention

and acted upon promptly. At precisely

the right moment, the body transfers
work.

ifpHE Bible says: 'Go to the ant,

L thou sluggard; consider her ways,
and be wise.' Let me suggest that a
similar truth may be stated with refer-

ence to the benefits that would accrue to

organized business from making a study
of the human body. Capital and labor

fight because neither fully under-
stands the theories upon which good
organization must rest and round
which it must be developed.
"What a grand mixup there is today

in many corporations where the per-

forming machinery and the service

machinery have been merged under a

single head. This situation is prac-
tically the same as if the hands and
feet and heart and liver were all a

part of the same function. Just think
what would happen to the human body
if the hands or feet had to wait until

the heart pumped a certain amount of

blood or the stomach digested a defi-

nite quantity of food.
"In an efficient industrial organiza-

tion, just as in the human body, rout-

ine performance must proceed unham-
pered and without interruption. Ser-

vice must be rendered and require-

ments anticipated. The two must be
directed and coordinated by some
agency which can rely for information
and advice on experts or specialists

who are in possession of the required
knowledge to reason, conclude and act.

"When the body organization vio-

lates any of the laws of health and
nature, trouble quickly results. Like-

wise in business every violation of ac-

cepted principles brings confusion and
waste. Things are disarranged the
moment the big boss fails to place re-

sponsibility on the proper people.

Each worker must be held accountable
for certain results and must have au-
thority to get them in his own way.
It is the results that count, not the
methods used. The executive who suc-

ceeds uses man-building methods which
develop doers—not detail-chasing tac-

tics which develop leaners. He never
departs from the policy of giving full

credit for work well done, and as a
result this same policy quickly extends
on down the line until it permeates the
whole organization."
Having ended his Interesting exposi-

tion of business philosophy, the doctor
settled comfortaljly back in his chair
and looked rather skeptically at the
notes I had scribbled on the pad that
lay before me. "Don't take me too
seriously," he added. "You know it is

only human nature for one to believe
that he might improve on the methods
of the other fellow. The comedian al-

ways aspires to play parts that are
tragic."

Looking at his watch, the doctor left

hurriedly, so he failed to hear the
comments of the two highly successful
corporation executives at the table.

"Interesting thoughts, cleverly pre-
sented," said the sales manager.
"Good idea, that of imitating the hand-
iwork of the Master Designer. If one
organ of the body, such as the eye, has
given us the basic knowledge needed to

develop a wonderful photographic ap-
paratus, then surely this same model
may contain interesting possibilities

for improving on the designs of pres-
ent industrial organizations."

"You're dead right," said the manu-
facturer. "When Bell got his idea for

the telephone, practically all of his

time for several months was given up
to a study of casts that showed as
nearly as possible the human skull

with every detail of our hearing mech-
anism. I remember an interesting talk

given by an eminent automotive engi-
neer. He suggested the use of the
human body as a guide in mechanical
work. Said that within us is the most
amazing system of devices ever as-

sembled in a single unit. Some parts
turn like bearings, others move up and
down like pistons and quite a number
give all of their attention to control-

ling and regulating the operations tak-

ing place on every side.

4tTT would probably be a good thing
A for all of us if we were to regard

our bodies as machines for getting the

energy out of food and using this en-

ergy to do various kinds of work. Such
a viewpoint would certainly make it

easier for the average person to under-
stand many of the disorders that upset
health and destroy individual effi-

ciency. We know that the digestive

apparatus is the body's power house;
the muscles are the engines that do
the work; the bones are the levers;

and in all of the joints are ropes and
belts and pulleys. We are aware that

none of the muscles ever push—they
always pull, and they do this by short-

ening their length. But no one can
explain why this contraction takes

place. In fact, we know very little

about the operation of the glands and
practically nothing at all about the
ways in which the nerves of the organs
of sense receive their sensation."

"Well, it was a profitable hour," said

the sales manager as we arose from
the table. "I have a couple of ideas in

my mind that I want to work out."

On the way back to the office I could

not help but think how foolish it is for

anyone to believe that no worthwhile
suggestions concerning his particular

business can be obtained from people

outside his own industry or profession.
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Since 1900

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38
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A few weeks ago a notice was pub-
lished in the office of the marines at
Washington, D. C, stating that women
employees could not be discriminated
against in the matter of smoking—that
they were just as free to enjoy a ciga-

rette if they cared to do so, as the men.
A few years back such a statement
posted in a Government office would
have been important enough to form an
issue in a presidential election.

In 1907 there were only about five

hundred and twenty-eight officially reg-
i.stered golf clubs, valued at approxi-
mately nine million dollars. Today we
have about four thousand clubs, and an
e.^'timated value in excess of seven hun-
dred and twenty-eight millions of dol-

lars.

The attendance at inter-collegiate

football has increased from two million

to about twenty million in the last few
years.

The radio audience has come from an
estimated figure of seventy-five thou-
sand, five years ago, to about twenty-
six million today. Sales have increased
from sixty million to an estimated fig-

ure in excess of five hundred and thirty-

five million in 1926.

These statistics give but a few indi-

cations of the way various industries
have grown, organized, and are success-
fully competing for the leisure time and
money of Mr. and Mrs. Consumer. Yet
one thing has remained static. A day
is still made up with twenty-four hours.
.A.11 these industries are bidding for our
time and money, yet we have but the
same twenty-four hours a day to live

and invest that our forefathers had be-

foi-e us.

This terrific new competition for
the leisure time and money of the
public has put a new requirement on
the sales policy and methods of all

national manufacturers.
On the other hand, the physical,

mental and economic status of the aver-
age American family has kept in step
with this program:

(1) We live longer.

(2) Our health is better.

(3) Higher education is free to all.

(4) Grandmother is mentally inter-
esting and dresses very attrac-
tively.

(5) Our wives and children are in-
sured.

(6) Women may travel anywhere
in safety.

(7) Our population has increased
many millions.

(8) Vye have free libraries, hos-
pitals and clinics.

(9) Fewer children and mothers
are lost in child birth.

(10) Employment is steadier, and
panics fewer.

(11) We have more leisure time on
our hands.

(12) Despite increased prices, the
average family has one-third
more purchasing power than it
had in 1914.

Portions of an article written for the
October Issue of the Red Barrel, the house
organ and dealer magazine of Coca-Cola,as part of their program to show their
salesmen and dealers what advertising will

New England's Second Largest Market

An Optional

Combination Rate

The Providence Journal and The Evening Bulletin

are published by the same company in the same build-

ing. This is sane business and an economical saving.

Advertisers benefit by this economy.

The circulation of these newspapers is sold separately

and not in a forced combination, so there is com-
paratively little duplication between them.

For illustration, the combined daily net paid circula-

tion of these papers for June, 1927, was 112,884,
while the net paid circulation of the July 4th issue

of The Providence Journal (The Evening Bulletin

was not published on this date) was in excess of

102,000.

Display advertising in these newspapers is sold sepa-

rately but local and national advertisers are given an
opportunity to buy the combined circulation at a de-

cided saving—a matter of economy.

The Providence Journal-Bulletin optional combination
rate represents the best advertising buy in the con-

centrated Rhode Island market and enables advertisers

to reach a very great majority of the English speaking

homes in this state at a minimum cost.

Providence Journal Company
Providence, R. I.

Representatives

Chas. H. Eddy Company R. J. Bidwell Company
Boston New York San Francisco Los Angeles

Chicago Seattle
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tptme
When they asked
an Eastern customer

ofoiirs why he per-

iled ih\sending his

\to Grand
replied that

one reason—rOne reason

—was that/we made it

^ very easi/ for him to

get His printing done
just the way he wanted
it done.

%
Var^llConiJiany
Grand Rapids

Be Yourself!
[continued from page 26]

DISPATCH SETS THE
PACE

During the first six mouths «if

1927 Tlie Columbus Disimtcli
carried more paid advertisiu;;

than the second Colmnbus paix-r

by 4,639,750 agate lines.

For years The Columbus Dis-
patch has enjoyed the distinction
of being first in Ohio in paid
advertising volume.

Columbus and central Ohio is

one of the most attractive fields

in America for the sale of all

kinds of Merchandise. The wealth
of this territory 1b more than
2y. billion dollars.

One newspaper . . . Tlie Colutn
bus Dispatch, can give you the
key to sales in this fertile terri-

tory.

The Dispatch is first in news,
first in circulation, and first in

advertising.

NET PAID CIRCULATION
City 60,210

Suburban 28.937

Country 24.525

Total Circulation 113. 07S

(Balumbu^fiiSBatth
' OHiOfS CWegTEST MOW6 WAVC .

that sounded like very bad static over
the radio. The records were dance
records, and not worth quibbling about.
However, I didn't want to replace all

my expensive records with the new
style if this breaking down was likely

to happen.

^0 1 wrote the manufacturer and told
*^ him painstakingly all the details.

I made it plain that I did not want a
replacement of the records, as they had
served their purpose; but that I would
send them to him for examination if it

would be helpful. My only point was
that I wished to be assured that the
same condition wouldn't crop up later

in three dollar records. In four weeks
the reply came racing back, substan-
tially the same as the one I have man-
ufactured in the case of the egg-
beater company. "Glad to replace same
if the fault is due to poor material or
workmanship."
Not a sign of attention to my burn-

ing question of whether or not I shall

buy new expensive records, nor to my
unspoken question of whether or not I

shall buy a radio, when I do start buy-
ing.

I haven't a radio, and am one of the
few who have vowed never to get one.
Yet That Day is probably approaching.
Little by little I am being inched along
the road to aerials and dials and bat-
teries and what not. My phonograph
is twelve years old. Probably the
course of two or three years will see

me buying either a new phonograph or
a radio. It won't be both, you may be
sure. Who is going to win mv little

$250 when that day dawns? Did the
rubber-stamp-wielding clerk at the
phonograph company put a kindly
hand on my shoulder and benignly
point my feet toward the path that
leads to another phonograph? He did
not.

If I knew that this company was
slipshod, and was being its real self in

that letter, it wouldn't have been so

bad. But I know that it isn't. I know
that a wall has been erected, shutting
me off from the real concern which is

combatting the encroachments of radio

;

which is bending every eifort to keep
my friendship, as long as I am sub-
merged in the great gray mass of the
public. In its beautiful advertising

—

beautiful in art work, color effects, and
copy—this company is being itself. I

wonder to how many people besides
myself it has appeared as a sniffly, of-

fice-coat-and-grubby-shoes clerk, bored
with the monotony of grinding out a
sheaf of letters every day, and count-
ing his score on the basis of quantity
production instead of thorough analy-
sis and intelligent answers?
Of course, it takes time and thought

to give the personal attention that the
individual letter requires. It would
probably require a staff of three times
as many twice-as-good sales correspon-
dents to attend to the day's mail. Still,

the company pays, let us say, two hun-
dred and fifty thousand dollars a year
for advertising space; the art work is

done by famous artists; high priced
men polish and re-polish the copy that

goes in the many-thousand-dollar ad-
vertisements. These advertisements go
all over the country, in the hope that
the casual reader, who perhaps is not
personally interested at the time, will
absorb a little of the essence thereof.
The directly interested individual who
has for a moment stood forth from the
crowd and written in for some reason
or other . . . this individual gets a
flat che.sted letter which wouldn't be
accepted for copy in the Bhigville
Bugle. Millions for the casual reader—but darned small change for the man
who is directly interested.

If ever there was a point of contact
at which the company ought to be it-

self, it is right there at the spark be-
tween a customer and the sales depai-t-
ment. To be sure, there are ten thou-
sand readers of the advertisements to
every one who writes in himself; but
that one represents either an accom-
plished sale to be groomed for future
business, or a potential sale that needs
smoothing and stroking to bring it into
the fold. The other 9,999 in the ten
thousand are unknown factors.

I T seems as if there is something lop-
^ sided somewhere. Your average
sales correspondent in a large house is

probably a man who could successfully
answer an advertisement for "High
school graduate, quick, accurate, not
afraid of work; good chance for ad-
vancement. State age and salary ex-
pected." I was one of them for quite
a while during the war. When the
boys who ran the steam hammers in

the forge shop drew down from $90 to
$120 a week, including war-time
bonuses, I was awarded the princely
sum of $27.50 a week, also including a
bonus. If the hammermen made a mis-
take, the result went out in the scrap
heap and was salvaged. My mistakes
ended up in the front office, started a
hullabaloo, and perhaps involved some-
body in a flying trip on the Wolverine
to Detroit or Chicago or whatever.
Something like 60 to 80 letters crossed
my desk each day. I had to start in

the raw, look up every bit of informa-
tion on each letter and dictate the an-
swer. When I told my superior that I

couldn't be human and thorough with
such a mass of letters, he said, "Treat
'em rough ! Use form letters. Tell
the girl which paragraphs to take. Use
your time for something more valu-
able." Something more valuable, for-
sooth !

On the other hand, if the customer
comes into the office in his own sacred
person ... ah ! This way, Mr. Addi-
son Sims, of Seattle! Into the special
guest's reception room, fitted up with
velvet hangings and Circassian walnut
furniture. Pall Mall cigarettes on
hand-wrought iron stands; overstuffed
lounging chairs, and deep-piled rugs.
And the customer goes away glowing
with warmth at his royal reception,
and perchance, with a little tonic
against the possibility of inclement
weather nestling under his heart.

I wonder if there isn't an unsus-
pected and staggering propertion of
the total number of enterprises in this
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THE "COMBiNY
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// you want to know about our work,

watch the advertising of the following:

BON AMI
CONGOLEUM RUGS
VALSPAR VARNISH

GRINNELL SPRINKLERS
McCUTCHEON LINENS

PETER SCHUYLER CIGARS
ANSCO CAMERAS AND FILM

• COLUMBIA WINDOW SHADES
ARCADIAN SULPHATE OF AMMONIA

TARVIA
DUZ

WOODTONE
HAVOLINE OIL
WALLACE SILVER
THE DICTAPHONE
BARRETT ROOFINGS

NAIRN INLAID LINOLEUM
COOPER HEWITT WORK-LIGHT

McKESSON sc ROBBINS PHARMACEUTICALS
NEWSPAPER INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

PLYMOUTH BINDER TWINE
SBMET-SOLVAY COKE
TAVANNES WATCHES
INDIAN GASOLINE
BONDED FLOORS

NEW-SKIN

What we've done for others we car\ do for you.

Member of the American Association of Advertising Agencies

Member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations

Member of the National Outdoor Advertising Bureau
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HARPER
licacv.

BAZAR
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L he BAUER TYPE FOUNDRY inc

Hew 2jorL'- 2S9 QO 43'^ cJtreel

When and how and why do women use cold cream?

Why (or why not) does a man going to Chicago on
business choose to stop at a certain well-known hotel?

What is the probable market demand for a new water

heater in ten large cities?

Does the husband or wife select the oil for the family

motor?

Have women popularized a certain grocery product
because they like it or because it keeps them thin?

Is the continued demand for small felt hats due to bobbed
hair?

What percent of specified dealer material is used?

These and hundreds of other problems influ-

encing adi-ertising appeal and determining
methods of distribution hai'e been solved, by
specific and confidential surveys, for Adx'ertis-

.tig Agencies and Manufacturers.

ARNOLD RESEARCH SERVICE
4910 West Pine Bouleva

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Martr/nXe, Let Us Find Your Ans...
Consumer reactions

country doing this same sort of thing?
The average morning's mail is certain
to assay a far higher proportion of
slipshod letters than genuine and in-

telligent answers to inquiries. Maybe
I have been singled out by fate to run
into more than the average share of
this kind of thing. And I write plain
enough inquiries. I try to picture an
earnest young man, just out of high
schoolj reading my letter. I say what
I want in short and simple words; and
I say it not once, but twice. And, oh,

what sort of things come back!
There was the case of my old .22

rifle which had outlived its usefulness.
The sights were expensive, and there
was a special stock on the gun, so I

wanted to save it. I wrote the manu-
facturers and asked if it would be
practicable to bore it out to a .25 cali-

ber and make it a center fire instead of
a rim fire; if they could do it at the
factory; if they could not, where could
I have it done; and, finally, if it could
not be done, whether I could get a .25

barrel fitted to my old stock and have
the sights transferred. You know
what the answer was. "We are sorry
to say in reply to your inquiry, that
we do not rebore rifles of our own or
other makes. Very truly yours."
Of course it would be a troublesome

job to answer this question, which was
not new business, but a request for ac-
commodation. Yet in the matter of
new business perhaps there was a re-

flex. About three years later I bought
a repeater for a friend, who had given
me carte blanche in the matter. And
it wasn't of that manufacturer who
couldn't be bothered to bore out my
old .22.

Such things rankle for years. They
are probably out of proportion, from
the standpoint of the real values in the
case. But an offhand, superficial letter

is a slap in the face of the man who
has written in. He took his time to sit

dovvrn with a fountain pen and vn-ite,

and he can't help feeling that he has
been belittled. And after such a snub,
all the grand splurges in the magazines
are sounding brass and a tinkling cym-
bal. He has seen at first hand what
stands for the company. You can't fool

him with high-hat institutional copy.
It may seem trifling; but there is no
such thing as a trifle in these days
when competition is so keen that it will

go to incredible lengths to win a point.

There are lots of maxims laid down in

the Ijusiness-building handbooks; but
one I haven't seen is this: "To every-
body at all times

—

Be Yourself!"

The Drug Store Has

Become a Conve-

nience Store

By De Leslie Jones

MOST undeniably the drug store

is a changed institution. Oc-
casionally on a side street, one

sees a real old-time pharmacy, without
a soda fountain and with a cat in the

window as well as red and green lights.

It's a musty, forbidding place.

What has happened? Distribution
has progressed, that is all. Consumers
have got what they wanted. If you
want the contrast, try to buy a tube
of toothpaste late in the evening in
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Come to Chicago

ABC WEEK
The 14th CONVENTION of the AUDIT BUREAU OF
CIRCULATIONS will be held at the new Stevens Hotel,

Chicago, Oct. 20 and 21, 1927.

Thursday, Oct. 20—At 10 a. m., group meetings to discuss

subjects which will be announced before the meetings.

Divisional lines will not be drawn and all who are interested

in the given subject are invited to take part. This is a new
feature of the Convention.

Thursday, Oct. 20—At 2 p.m., regular divisional meetings.

Prospective members in all Divisions are invited.

Friday, Oct. 21—All Divisions will join at 9 a. m, in the

general meeting as usual.

The ANNUAL DINNER will be held Friday eve-

ning in the Grand Ball Room, Stevens Hotel. Never

has an A. B. C. dinner been held under such comfort-

able conditions as will be enjoyed this year. The
Grand Ball Room will seat the entire company without

crowding or overflow.

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY

Amidit Bereae of Circnilatioms

CHICAGO
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s aduerlised

in the

HOOT and SHOE
RECORDER

Because HOSIERY is a

genuine inspiration to the

sale of more stockings in

shoe stores, The McCallum

Hosiery Co., Northamp-

ton, Mass., is a regular

advertiser in this smart

monthly section

of the Boot and

Shoe Recorder.

Chicago New York Philadelphia BOSTON Rochester Cincinnati St. Louis

16% Gain in

Circulation

In the last six months Bakers'

Helper has gained 16% in cir-

culation. It now has over 9300

net paid in advance subscribers,

more than 84% being execu-

tives and owners of bakeries.

t5lol>tl5hcJ

ABC pAM* EIPEFabp
illfCUgO

PuMishrd Tuicr a Month ^1

431 SOUTH DEARBORN St., CHICAGO!.

'A^^UR compositorswork
from clear instructions.

They do not guess.They
know, from the start,

the requirements of

each advertisement.
An extra care this—

a

Diamant care—
and it costs no more!

Writu for booklet

lamant
Typographic Service
195 Lex. Ave. CALcdonia 6741
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London or Paris. You will find that

this is no easy task. But in any fair-

sized town in America you may alight

from a train, note that you are minus

a hairbrush or a toothbrush and stop

at almost any corner and be served

promptly. Doubtless in your hotel

there's a drug store, and lifting the

receiver in your room is all the enort

you'll need.
, ^ ^,. j

What has occurred is that the drug

store has sensed its mission as an all-

around conveyiience store. It began by

being open at call by means of a night

bell, for emergency reasons. Then it

stayed open late. Finally it added a

soda fountain to making staying open

nights pay.
From this point forward the evolu-

tion has really been urged on the drug-

gist by the public itself. Person after

person came into the drug store, seek-

ing some article which he needed and

couldn't obtain because the other stores

were closed. On the other hand, once

the process started, manufacturers

making specialties began seeking a

more lively distributor.

Take cameras, for instance. With-

in the last few years drug stores have

passed the photographic stores in

volume of camera and camera supply

distribution. As a matter of fact, they

sell more fountain pens than stationers,

and are the biggest outlets for safety

razors. Numerous other items claim

places of more or less prominence, too.

The accompanying list does not include

all items other than drugs, but at least

the most interesting:

Paper clips

Daters and pad.s

Fire extinguishers
Cleaning outfits (dusters, mops, etc.)

Cigar lighters, tobacco pouches, etc.

Pipes
Billfolds
Thermos bottles

Watches
Auto tires (Columbia brand)

Rubber aprons, baseballs, tennis balls, rub

Cribbage^bolTds, checkers, dominoes, dice

^il^ifflasut salfand pepper shakers

l;°ofv%icture frames and infantf-^^f/

Ivory trays, soap boxes, puff boxes.

receivers

Shell jewel boxes and bridge sets

Toy autos
Christmas cards

Vacuum <^l^^"^;^,<^.'^;Js^ score pads, place
Playing cards, tallj caras, scu.

"'S srss. r=s%S'.ss

kins

SohoJTup^pnes! note books, composition

books
Social, stationery percolators
Electric irons ana sioveo, k

Fitted leather cases

Razors and razor blades

One iobbing house selling such drug-

gists' undrifs does nearly ajn.Hi^n

Hollars' worth of business a year with

a customer list of 2000 independent

Hrtf^list™ And here is a peculiar fact.

Moie^of these miscellaneous articles are

foldVy druggists i"
.^-^^J

- l^-^^h'^s''

s

than in the very big if^l'TT by

rS^7eopi:, buTthl log^ ofTSf,u|many i'*^"^'^; ^^^y few specialty

^pj inM^r cltieT {nd^owns, and

fo^sefuTn^^ rthTthe'drul^toJ is

more of a convenience store there than

in the large city.

boxes, hair
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UNBROKEN
DOMINANCE

•JcV iij

THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST, with otily 2 *Ao% ofthe population,

uses 25% of the nation's electric ranges. Such an amazing

market for household electrical appliances is an index of the

progressiveness and prosperity ofthis region. The Oregonian

leads all Portland newspapers in volume of electrical goods

advertising, just as it leads in total advertising and in circu-

lation. Its dominance and influence in the Oregonian market

enable it to sell goods for advertisers quickly— economically.

PORTLAND, OREGON
The Great Newspaper of the Pacific Northwest

Circulation over 104,000 daily; over 154,000 Sunday

Nationally Represented by VERREE & CONKLIN
New York

285 Madison Ave.
Chicago

Steger Building
Detroit

Free Press Building
San Francisco

Monadnock Building
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FREE
to you!

Hairs new
book with
Hall's great

Library

Are you breaking
into advertising?

Hall's new book—GETTING AHEAD
IN ADVERTISING—is a book you will
want if you are trjing to get a foothold
in this field; in fact you will be glad
to have a copy if ynu are already engaged
in this work, regardless of how. or where,
or at what price.

The book is a meaty little volume of
how to use advertising and selling ability
to your own best advantage; it gi\'es you
hundreds of bits of practical experience
in making your efforts count. It comes
to you FREE with

S. Roland HaU'8
LIBRARY OF

ADVERTISING
AND SELLING

4 Vols.. 3323 pages, 1090 illustrations,
flexible binding, J 1. 50 in 10 days and
12.00 monthly.

This is the Indispensable advertising
and selling reference and home -study set.

Hundreds uf men and women are using It

to push themselves ahead. Hundreds of
experts In all branches of marketing have
it handy for reference. Agencies through-
out the country have these books In their
libraries. Colleges and universities use
the books as texts. If you're in advertis-
ing, or selling, or any branch of market-
ing, don't be without tlie good this set can
bring you.

$20 worth of books for
$17.50

Only 7 cents a day
Tlie big, well-paying jobs call for men

with all-around knowledge of the entire
Belling business — advertising, personal
salesmanship, planning, managing, etc.

Add to your own experience a working
command of the principles and metliods
that have been proi,'ed in the experiences
of the most successful selling organiza-
tions. You get them—hundreds of them—in this great set.

Examine Jor 10 days FREE
No money down

Small monthly payments
Try the set for yourself. Examine ll

at our expense. If you like it, keep it;

if you don't, send it back. It has helped
and is helping others. Tliere's personal
wisdom in seeing, at least, what it can
do for you.

Prove it for yourself
Mail the coupon note

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.

370 Seventh Avenue, New York
Tou may send me the H.\LL LIBRARY OF

ADVERTISING AND SELLING for ten days'
free examination.

If the books are satisfactory. I nill send
$1.50 in ten days and S2 a month until your
special price of 517.50 has been paid. With
the Library I am to receive a free copv of
Halls GETTIXG AHEAD IX ADVERTISING
AND SELLING. If not wanted, I will write
you for shipping Instructions.

Name
A ddress

Positwn

Company
AS-0-7-'27

If YouHaveTears,Prepare
to Shed Them Now

[continued from page 31]

ing breasts as would strike fear into
the hearts of a dozen sedate publishers

!

Adverttising rates are theoretically
gaged to sell goods at a profit. But
when those rates, unknown to the ad-
vertiser, actually double and triple, how
can advertising continue to sell goods
at a profit! If advertising space is not
given away in the first place, how can
advertising pay for itself when its costs
advance three steps while its effective-
ness advances only one?

Mr. Goode, unwittingly states the
case in the entire body of his article.

He writes: "Coverage is a noble term.
But it doesn't mean much. . . . Adver-
tisements are like bullets in a battle.
Only those that hit count. All others
fly unnoticed. Mere repetition will no
more polish a prospect into a purchaser
than a hail of passing bullets will grad-
ually kill a soldier. To be effected at
all, each individual must some time or
other definitely notice one of your ad-
vertisements. Unless that advertise-
ment sells him, then and there, you have
lost your best chance. To continue to

hammer that individual with the same
advertisement, or even one which re-

sembles it, is like trying to teach fish

to bite bait they won't touch."

EXACTLY ! Mr. Goode, to repeat Mr.
White's compliment, must be an ex-

cellent advertising man. He realizes the
truth (and states it in his article) that
the advertiser may buy a unit of cir-

culation, but he is only going to find a
certain percentage of that circulation
open to his proposition. He can repeat
his ad again and again, or diffei-ent ver-
sions of it, but only a definite group in

that circulation will be interested in it.

His statement agrees with Claude Hop-
kins' assertion that the first advertise-
ment is the most important, that it

skims the cream from the milk in one
fell stroke and subsequent advertise-
ments derive their profit from the mil-
lions of nerv faces appearing monthly
in the market place.

Which is a good argument for re-

peated advertising over a period of
time, rather than duplicated advertis-
ing to one month's crop of prospects

—

two entirely different matters, in spite
of Mr. Goode's "crazy quilt of reason-
ing," which does not apply to modern
advertising men so much as Mr. Goode's
article would seem to indicate.

Mr. Goode is something of an old
timer in advertising, and he probably
remembers well the days when advertis-
ing consisted mostly of nameplate repe-
tition. It did not attempt to sell, then
and there. It did not need to. Adver-
tising rates and advertising competi-
tion were negligible. When the pros-
rect was in a mood to buy, he remem-
bered the name of the product that had
been impressed on his mind over such
a long but, nevertheless, inexpensive
period.

Today, with advertising costs at such
a fi{?;ure as to make the most hardened
financier gasp; with advertising com-

petition so keen that each piece of copy
vies to offer an ever more convincing
reason, the successful advertisement is

only Successful, as Mr. Goode states,
when it sells the reader right on the
s]>ot.

A/IODERN advertisement writers
-LVJ-have less use for the woman who
may be in the market for a tooth paste
next month, than they have for the
woman who is in the market for that
tooth paste today. Look at the most out-
standing pieces of copy in this month's
magazines. Complete jobs of hard pan
selling are they, obviously designed to

sell interested persons on the spot.

That same advertisement pushed again
and again under the nose of a non-
prospect, we agree with Mr. Goode, is

waste. Efficient advertising should con-
sist in placing the sales story before
the greatest number of real prospects,
rather than before the same proportion
of prospects and non-prospects the
greatest number of times. As Mr.
Goode himself says: "Minds make the
market—not pocketbooks, not circula-

tion. . .
." In every 3,000,000 audience

there are just so many prospects. The
simultaneous hitting of that audience
with 3, 4 or 5 copies of the same adver-
tisement will not increase the number
of those prospects. Nor will the third,

fourth or fifth repetition of the same
reasoning convince a prospect who dis-

believed the story the first time.

One of the greatest evils of duplica-

tion is rooted in its cause. Many ad-
vertising men believe today that cir-

culations are too high. Yet daily goes
on the battle for more and ever more
circulation to raise—or merely hold the
advertising guarantees. When you go
home tonight, ask your wife how many
magazine solicitors have posed on
your doormat during the day. She will

describe them: college boys contesting
for scholarships, old men begging for
charity, youngsters trying to make pin

money, otherwise respectable ladies so-

liciting funds for a new roof for the
First Baptist Chui-ch; magazine solici-

tors all, selling their wai'cs by playing
on the prospect's pity rather than by
offering a desirable service. Only on
such a basis could we find the situa-

tion where nearly 50 per cent of homes
receiving magazines take from 4 to 10
magazines each month (Advertisers'
Weekly) or where 64 per cent of the
homes receiving magazines take from
3 to 10 magazines each month (Na-
tional Advertising Survey) ; far more
than any normally busy human being
could really want to take the time to

read.
What home, as a result, has not one

or more magazines still in the wrap-
per at the end of the month? What
subscriber is able to give that thor-
ough attention to each and every pub-
lication for which the advertiser has
paid?

Advertising results, claim many
keyed copy experimenters, are dimin-



ROTOGRAVURE
•• V» Prints Verfect Pictures - the Universal Language

I

One picture can tell a story that a thousand words might fail

to convey ^ •» , Your sales message, whether it be for men's
wear, furniture or "what nots," can be effectively delivered to
most every worthwhile person in your trading area by the
medium of rotogravure •.•»-* Ask the roto man on your paper
to submit some suggestions for further popularizing your store.
He'll be glad to do it with not the slightest obligation to
you. And you will find his help surprisingly valuable.

Mane & Haas Clothing Company

Photograph by J. IV. PonJtlUek
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OTOGRAVURE sections are

published every week in fifty-two

cities of North America by these

eighty-two newspapers

•Albany Knickerbocker Press

•Atlanta Constitution

•Atlanta Journal

•Baltimore Sun
•Birmingham News
•Boston Herald

•Boston Traveler

•BuSalo Courier Express

•BuSalo Sunday Times
Chicago Daily News

•Chicago Jewish Daily

Forward
•Chicago Sunday Tribune

•Cincinnati Enquirer

•Cleveland News
•Cleveland Plain Dealer

•Denver Rocky Mountain
News

•Des Moines Sunday Register

•Detroit Free Press

•Detroit News
•Fort Wayne News-Sentinel

•Fresno Bee

•Habana, Cuba, Diario De La
Marina

•Hartford Courant

•Houston Chronicle

•Houston Post-Dispatch

•Indianapolis Sunday Star

•Kansas City Journal Post

•Kansas City Star

•Long Beach, Califs Press

Telegram

•Los Angeles Sunday Times
•Louisville Courier Journal

•Louisville Sunday Herald

Post

•MemphisCoramercial Appeal

Mexico City, El Excelsior

•Mexico City, El Universal

•Miami Daily News
•Milwaukee Journal

•Minneapolis Journal

•Minneapolis Tribune

•Montreal La Patrie

Montreal La Presse

•Montreal Standard

•Nashville Banner

•Newark Sunday Call

•New Bedford Sunday

Standard

•New Orleans Times Picayune

New York Bollettino Delia

Sera

•New York Corriere

D'America

•New York Evening Graphic

•New York Jewish Daily

Forward

•NewYork MorningTelegraph
New York II Progresso

Italo Americano

•New York Evening Post

New York Herald Tribune

•New York Times

•New York Sunday News
•New York World
•Omaha Sunday Bee

•Peoria Journal Transcript

•Peoria Star

•Philadelphia L'Opinione

•Philadelphia Inquirer

•Philadelphia Public Ledger

& North American
•Providence Sunday Journal

•Richmond, Va, Times-

Dispatch

•Rochester Democrat

Chronicle

•St. Louis Globe-Democrat

•St. Louis Post Dispatch

*Sl Paul Daily News
•St.Paul Sunday Pioneer Press

•San Francisco Chronicle

•Seattle Daily Times
South Bend News Times
•Springfield, Mass., Union-

Republican

•Syracuse Herald

•Syracuse Post Standard

•Toledo Sunday Times
•Toronto Star Weekly

•Washington Post

•Washington Sunday Star

•Waterbury Sunday
Republican

•Wichita Sunday Eagle

•Youngstown, O.,Vindicator
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the perfect paper for rotogravure printing is supplied

by Kimberly-Clark Osmpany to above

papers marked with a star

Kimberly-Qark (bmpany
E*:4blith<J 1872

Neenah, Wis.
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716 Sun Finance Building
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ishing. It is only logical that the les-
senetl reader interest due to forced
circulation duplication should be an un-
derlying cause. Another cause for
tears, Mr. Goode!

Competition for business is growing
keener every year, tf'or every addi-
tional dollar that the competing ad-
vertiser spends, he Is entitled to re-
ceive a dollar's worth of new prospects.
Entitled ! Nay, the ever more rigid
economic situation dentands that he re-
ceive his money's worth.
The advertiser who is talking to only

3,000,000 people today while he believes
he is reaching and is paying to reach
10,000,000 may not notice a difference
in his next semi-annual statement, but
two years from now, or three, he will

have to bow to the competitor who ha.s

Ix'cn all this time talking to a real
10,000,000 persons at no greater adver-
tising expense. He will have to study
circulation duplication intensively, and
buy space scientifically, or else cease
all advertising.
Why wait? and why weep? Now is

the time to fiyht. The duplication re-
ports of authoritative surveys should
be studied and acted upon; not wor-
ried about. Regular combination lists

should be constructed from magazines
that duplicate each other to a mini-
mum, with the heavily duplicating
magazines used for supplementary
purposes only. Such a list is not only
practicable but simple to devise. Some
pairs of magazines will be found to

duplicate each other heavily. As high
as 40 per cent. Others will be found
to have a minimum duplication. As
low as 1 per cent and 2 per cent in
many cases.
The average duplication of 10 maga-

zines may be nearly 4, 5 or 6 copies to
a home, but a schedule combining mag-
azines A B, and C, one month, in
alternation with combinations of mag-
azines D, E, F, and G, and H, I, and
J, in rotating months, might give the
same artiial coverage, capitalize on the
trade and reader good-will value of all—at ovc-ihird of the heretofore ac-
cepted cost.

Wipe away their tears about dupli-
cate circulation. Brother Goode. But,
do a permanent job by showing them
how much stronger they are than the
Bogey Man; don't hastily rock them
to sleep so that you can continue to
work undisturbed. A sudden tummy
ache and a piercing shriek in the night
may bring you back to do the job all

over again.

ClevernessVs.Character
[continued from page 44]

Specialty Manufacturers' Association,
he goes on record with the precept that
the manufacturer must be guided by
the fundamental principle that his busi-
ness is dedicated to paramount public
service. The declaration states that
the motivating force of the manufac-
turer must be a true spirit of justice,
amity, responsibility and service. He
must try to preserve the opportunity
and rights of all, for the benefit of all

concerned.
Ten years ago the so-called clever

sales executive would have deemed Mr.
Philips of low mentality if he made an
open statement involving the funda-
mentals of character. They would call

it far-fetched and useless from a sales

WHEN YOU SIGN ONE OF THESE—

ADVERTISING and SELLING
9 East 38th St., New York

Please enter my subscription for one year (26 issues) at $3.00 and send bill.

Name Position

Company Business

Address

City .State

THIS IS WHAT YOU GET-

ONE EVERY OTHER WEDNESDAY FOR A YEAR

AND THIS—

Advertising and Selling
Domestic $3.00
Canadian 3.50
Foreign 4.00

Nine East Thirty-Eighth Street

New York City

Date

z'- "^

_^

Subscription to Advertising and Selling
for YEAR ENDING

To Insure Proper Credit, Please Return This Bill

No receipt will be sent unless requested. Our endorsement on
your check Is your receipt.

$3 00
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A creation—
Lake Decatur is more than a picture . . .

It has been created to solve the last hampering problem
of the corn belt. Central Illinois is in the heart of a sec-

tion enjoying the joint wealth of farms and mines, but
the country is flat, Decatur, the city of greatest interest

in this same territory, with more than a hundred diversi-

fied industries, saw that water was an essential need to

further development, and so its citizens created an arti-

ficial lake fourteen miles long.

The reward has been new industries, a permanent
water supply for a city three times the present size, and
recreational facilities that draw an increasing number of
visitors into the city the year 'round. All this has meant
a retail market widening in all directions, and THE
REVIEW, known as "The Community Paper," is of
greater value than ever before as an advertising medium.

In addition to 86% coverage of the city, it goes
throughout rural districts and lesser towns for a wide
radius, east, west, north, and south.

IV(iLLmois)

ans
We are the producers of some of the
oldest and most successful house
organs in the country. Write for copy
ofTHEWlLLI.AMFEATHErtM.'KCAZINE.

The William Feather Company
605Ca5ton Buildinii Clcvsland, Ohio

y^
r

At the conclusion

of each volume an
index ivill be pub-
lished and mailed
to you.

standpoint. Today big business as
well as small business is insisting in its

advertising and in its selling that the
one royal road to maximum profits can
come only through confidence from the
buying public.

Confidence rarely comes instinctively
from a recognition of cleverness; it has
always come from a recognition of
character.

Question Your
Questionnaire

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 34]

Somebody must spend money.
If intended for publication, the only

profitable return for that money is dis-
tinctly favorable testimony. In these
circumstances no intelligent person
could be expected to investigate a poor
locality. Or to frame a set of ques-
tions that would fail to bring in favor-
able answers. And if anything slips

—

so that the answer turns out less favor-
able than expected—the results, natu-
rally enough, are never published.
The man who intelligently consults

public opinion before committing him-
self to the smallest move may get lots

of bad news—and die a millionaire.
But the advertiser using a questionnaire
to dig up favorable evidence is in the
fortunate position of the young man
who tossed up Sunday morning to see
whether he should play golf or go to
church. And had to flip the coin six-

teen times in succession for the right
answer.

A. N. A. to Discuss

"Modern Trends in

Marketiui
nn

"Modern Trends in Marketing" will

be the key-note subject of the program
for the annual meeting of the Associa-
tion of National Advertisers, Inc., to

be held at the Hotel Roosevelt, New
York, on Monday, Tuesday, and Wed-
nesday, October 31—November 2, in-

clusive.

"A New Local Medium Through Stan-
dardizing Direct Mail Units" suggests
an interesting tie-up between national
advertisers and dealers. Other sub-
jects which indicate that the program
will be one to appeal, not only to ad-
vertising managers, but also to sales

managers and other marketing execu-
tives, are: "The Purchasing Agent's
Attitude Toward Advertised Merchan-
dise," and "Economic Aspects of Price
Maintenance."

Speakers on these and other subjects
for the program will be announced
later.

The following program committee
has been appointed by the A. N. A.
president, S. E. Conybeare, Armstrong
Cork Company: Merle Banker Bates,
Life Savers, Inc., chairman ; Lee H.
Bristol, Bristol-Myers Co.; S. Bayard
Colgate, Colgate & Co.; W. S. Lock-
wood, Johns-Manville, Inc.; Carl J.

Schumann, Hilo Varnish Corporatiton

;

Aldrich Taylor, Pacific Mills, and P. L.

Thomson, of the Western Electric
Company.
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And now the famous Arrow
Shirts and Gotham Underwear will

be made in ATLANTA

I HE liistorjof Cliu'tuPcalxMly

l.ui-uilels closely the history of many of the 86 1 nationally-

known concerns that have e»tal>lish«-cl Southern head-

iiuarters in Atlanta. To bepin with, these great concerns

plueeil their Southern sales offices here because of the

transportation facilities, the economy of routing men and
merchandise.

The coming of hand-to-mouth buying caused them to

warehouse their goods In-re, so as to better serve their

Soulliern trade. They found that quick service, "over-

night" delivery, meant increased volume and profit.

Then, as the Southern market expanded and developed,

with amazing celerity, they analyzed the field for branch
plant location from which to produce for this rich market.

And as it developed that Atlanta location offered vital

economies in the fundamental factors—savings in labor,

power, raw materials, building costs, taxes and many other

economies—they have, one by one, located their branch
factories in the Atlanta Industrial Area.

Report Gains
A year ago. Sears Roebuck opened up their three million

dollar branch in Atlanta. On the first anniversary they

made this statement : "We have accomplished in our first

year what we had hoped to accomplish in two . . . Atlanta

taught us we were losing business."

Selecting the more aggressive concerns that sell the

South from Atlanta, the Industrial Bureau secured

from them statements of business gains since their

Atlanta branches have been in operation. These
concerns cover a widely diverse group of industries.

The executives replying report gains that average

41.07 ?S a year for a period averaging twelve years.

That is what an Atlanta branch actively and ag.

RRO^V
SHIRTS

Abuve is shown
Cluctt, Peabody & Company's new factory
in Atlanta, which will produce the famous

Arrow Shirts and Gotham Underwear

gressively managed, can mean
to a business. We will be glad

to make a survey to determine

whether or not it can mean
as much to your business.

Without cost or obligation,

the Atlanta Industrial Bureau
will report to you, in full de-

tail, the economic factors in-

volved in your consideration

of Atlanta as a location for

your branch office,warehouse

or factory. Write

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
J 1/2 Chamber of Commerce

AtLAN
Industrial Headquarters of the Soull\
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Agencies

IN advertising agencies, collec-

tively, wiU be found all that

has thus far been discovered

about advertising and selling.

To use a current slang ex-

pression, "They know their gro-

ceries."

It would seem, then, logical to

conclude that a publication fre-

quently selected by advertising

agencies—experts in sales pro-

motion— had a considerable

something of value as an adver-

tising vehicle.

These representative and rep-

utable advertising agencies are

placing space in INDUSTRIAL
POWER at this time.

Draw your owTi conclusions.

Advertisers Individual Service
The Aitkin-Kynett Co.
Anfenger Advertising Agency. Inc.

Aubrey <t Moore, Inc.

T. H. Ball d Staff
Barrett-Kneibler, Inc.
Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.

G. M. Basford Co.
Breeding, Murray & Salzer
G. W. Brogan, Inc.
CampbeU-Ewald Co.
David H. Colcord, Inc.
E. C. DeWolfe
Dorrance. Sullivan d Co., Inc.

Doyle, Kitchen d McCormick, Inc.

Eastman Advertising Service
A. H. Fensholt
Paul A. Florian
Fonda-Haupt Co., Inc.
Freystadt-Juraschek, Inc.
Geo. n. Gibson Co.
Russell T. Gray, Inc.
Hanff-Metxger, Inc.
Hannah-Crawford,. Inc.
C. A. Heineckcn Co.
Carl I. Henrikson
Interstate Advertising Service Co.
Robert June
I. L. Kenti.sh-Ra^ikin
George J. Kirkgasser d Co.
Wni. G. Kreicker d Co.
Landen Advertising Co.
R. E. Lovekin Corp.
F. J. Low Company, Inc.

McJunkin Advertising Co.
McLain-Simpers Organization
Mace Advertising Agency
MacManits, Inc.
A. Eugene Michel d Staff
The Morgan-Todd Co.
Moscr d Cotins
The Moss-Chase Co.. Inc.
Newell-Emmett Co., Inc.
John W. Odlin Co., Inc.
P. F. O'Keefe Advertising Agency, Inc.

C. J. Oliphant Advertising Agency, Inc.

Irvin F. Paschall, Inc.
Picard, Bradner d Brown, Inc.

The Powers-House Co.
Rickard and Co.. Inc.
Sando Advertising Co.
Shankweiler Advertising Agency. Inc.

Smith-Elliott Co.
Smith Endicott Co.
Walter B. Snow and Staff, Inc.

Street d Finney, Inc.
Paul Teas. Inc.
Technic-Ad Service
C. H. Trapp Advertising Agency
O. S. Tyson d Co.
R. E. Tweed Co.
Walker d Downing
Whipple d Black. Inc.
Edmund S. Whitten, Inc.
Wightma7i-nicks_, Inc.
W. J. Williams Advertising Service
H. C. Winchell Advertising Agency
Yost Advertising Co.

Iher weeVv

"Bonnie Blair"

There is a tiresome sameness in the

way most towns make themselves

known to those who enter them by

automobile. Almost invariably, on the

right-hand side of the highway lead-

ing into the town is a sign which reads

about as follows:

You are now entering

the incorporated village of

BLANKVILLE
Reduce speed to 20 miles an hour

Occasionally the announcement is

like this:
This is

BLANKVILLE
Rotary Club Luncheons Every Thurs-

day at the Grand Hotel

You are invited

A week or so ago, while motoring in

Ontario, I saw a greeting sign which

sticks in my mind. Here it is:

Welcome to the Sporting Town of

Bonnie Blair

—the heart of the world

I call that pretty nearly perfect.

They Begin Young
Nowadays

Myself: "What are you going to do

when you're a man, Gordon?"

Gordon (aged seven) : "I'm going to

sell automobiles."

Myself: "What kind of automo-

biles?"

Gordon: "Chryslers."

Myself: "Chryslers, eh? Why not

Fords?"
Gordon: "Aw, you don't get enough

money for Fords."

The Perfect Home
My sister-in-law has just returned

from a visit to relatives in—well, never

mind where.

"I met all sorts of nice people," she

says, "but I was appalled by the fact

that they all seemed to have the same

ideas about how their homes should be

furnished. Their thought seemed to

be that no home was completely and

properly furnished which did not have

a radio, a self-playing piano and a

suite of overstuffed furniture."

Standard [?} Time

I am not half as enthusiastic about

this daylight saving time as I used to

be.

It's all right, quite all right, as long

as one stays in New York. It is an

infernal nuisance when one travels at

all.

This is about what happens: The

first city you reach operates on D. S.

time. "Fine!" you say to yourself.

"Just like New York." The next city

doesn't. You get there at 8.30 a.m. by

your watch and find, to your disgust,

that none of the stores and only a few

of the restaurants are open. You say

to yourself "I guess they stick to rail-

road time this far from New York."

You turn back your watch an hour,

only to discover, when you enter Blank-

ville, thirty miles away, that that en-

terprising burg has its own ideas as to

what it should do in the matter of

time. The thing is a good deal of a

nightmare—you never know where you

For—I don't know how many years

—we've tried the "double" standard.

Isn't it about time we abandoned it?

I do not mean to say that we should

give up daylight saving time, though

that would be better than the present

plan of having one standard in one

city and another standard in the next

Possibly, if the advocates of railroad

time were to concede half an hour one

way and the advocates of daylight sav-

ing time conceded half an hour an-

other way, the problem would be solved

satisfactorily.

We Can Always Afford Luxuries

In the chair in front of me, at last

night's concert at the Stadium of the

College of the City of New York, sat

a small, bushy-whiskered man who

looked not unlike the pictures one sees,

sometimes, in the tabloids of "The Ac-

cused." He was enjoying himself

hugely. As much cannot be said, how-

ever, of those of us who got an occa-

sional whiff of the "two-fers" he

smoked. Poison-gas was heavenly per-

fume in comparison with them, to put

it mildly.

It seemed strange to me to see so

roughly dressed a man occupying a

seat for which he had paid a dollar,

when hundreds of seats at a quarter

that price were available. Then the

thought came to me: "Aren't we all

like that? We stint ourselves on the

necessities of life, but we always have

money for the luxuries."
Jamoc.
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-*i I. ITTLE DRAMAS IN THE LIFE OF A GREAT NEWSPAPER SYSTEM }«-

While the walls tottered around them

.

. they buried

the linotypes . . and saved the city's news service
When the great fire of 1906 swept San Francisco,

not a newspaper office was left standing.

But while the walls were still tottering, the

men of the SCRIPPS-HOWARD Daily News were
feverishly digging under the press room floor

to bury and protect the linotypes.

So it came that the San Francisco Daily News
was the first paper in the stricken city to resume
news service.

Men do intrepid things when they work on
their own. If they share in the profits, they will

not weigh their share of the toil and hardship.

That is one reason why the history of SCRIPPS-

NEW YORK . Ttlicr^m

CLEVELAND . . Pr,„

BALTIMORE . . . /«!

PITTSBURGH . . fr,,,

COVINGTON , .

SAN FRANCISCO . Nnui

WASHINGTON . Nnni

CINCINNATI . . . ftn

INDIANAPOLIS . Time,

DENVER gMh Ml, Umi
DENVER . Evinine Ntwj

TOLEDO . . Nnvi-Bii

COLUMBUS . . Cliiztn

Ktntuth Post— Ktntittkf Editim of Cincinnati Felt

8 C RI P P S -HOW^ARD
MEMBERS OF THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS

HOWARD Newspapers is illuminated by so

many pages of heroic achievement by individ-

ual staff members.

For these newspapers are owned and con-

trolled from within, by the men who make
them, by the editors, writers, executives and
publishers. Their concerted efforts to make
SCRIPPS-HOWARD Newspapers still greater

never lessen.

For there is ever sounding in their ears that

stirring Marseillaise to ambition— the worker's

right to share in the fruits of the progress he

helps to create.

AKRON . . Timii-Prri, VOUNGSTOWN Tilrgram KNOXVILLE NmnStnlind

BIRMINGHAM . . fitt FORT WORTH . . Pr,,, EL PASO Ftn

MEMPHIS Frtli-Siimilar OKLAHOMA CITY Nnct SAN DIEGO . ... Sun

HOUSTON . . . Pr,„ EVANSVILLE .... Pr«, TER RE HAUTE . . ftn

ALBUQUERQUE . . . Ntw Mixiu Siatt Trituni

NEWSPAPERS
AND MEMBERS OF THE UNITED PRESS

ALLIED NEWSPAPERS, INC., National Representatives

250 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SEATTLE • SAN FRANCISCO

CLEVELAND • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES
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ever

Pyramid

.

'^Don't know how I

got along without

THAT'tS what one salesman wrote in to the
Carter-Mayhew Manufacturing Company

of Minneapolis, regarding his use of the
Pyramid Sales Portfolio. And in matters
such as these, salesman are, after all, the
best judges. That is the reason so many
manufacturers are supplying their men with
Pyramids. Our booklet completely covers both
the single and double visual Pyramid Sales
Portfolio—may we send you a copy ?

Ask tkf Man Who Uses One

Michigan Book Binding Co.
Schmidt Power Bldg,, Detroit, Mich.

FAd'olUES:
I'.'trnit, Mi.'h. Walk.Tville. Out.

RJGHT AMEDI

''The Red Book"
The Standard Advertising Register

aims to furnish

Accurate and Timely Information

about National Advertisers and Agencies

IT HITS THE MARK
Its Listings are the Most Complete. Best Planned,

and most Accurate of any Service

Put the Register in Your
Reference Library

Publishers, Agencies and all serving

National Advertisers

Can Use the Register to Create Business

National Register Pub. Co.
R. W. Ferrel, Manager

15 Moore Si Sew York
140 S. Dearborn St Chicago
20Q California St San Francisco
925 Walnut St Philadelphia
7 Water Sf Boston

An ^^Amazing'' Epidemic
By Ira Fleming

Advertising Manager, Geo. P. Ide and Co., Inc.

IN a recent issue of Advertising and
Selling, Henry Eckhardt related

his experience in discovering the

"greats" of automobiles during a twen-
ty-five mile motor trip.

The writer recently took a twenty-
five minute trip in perusing periodical

advertisements, with these "amazing"
results:

"In Cadillac, we see one of those
amazing paradoxes with which Amer-
ica is continuously astounding the

world."
"Any owner will tell you anm:iny

facts on Franklin economy."
"Chrysler conquest of Europe as

amazing as its resistless advance in

America."
"This a ma zing super-six performance

and quality is economical to buy and
own," says Esse.x.

"For at its amazing price, it is cer-

tain to be in high demand from the out-

set," adds Paige.

"Drive it—feel its responsiveness, its

liveliness, the amazing power of it," is

the way Willys-Knight puts it.

"Consistent progress and proved de-

sign have resulted in the most amazing
quality in Chevrolet history. And too,

amazing low prices."

And from Buick:—"Truly amazing
performance! But amazing only in

comparison with other cars."

Amazing qualities are not confined,

however, to automobiles, as will be seen

from the following:

"Send for this amazing book—how to

work wonders with words"—North
American Institute.

"And they started by reading
this amazing book" — National
Salesmen's Training Association.

"You must see this amazing book
to appreciate it fully"—Walter J.

Black Co.

"It can be written with amazing
rapidity"—Brief English System.

"This amazing test proves the
effectiveness of the Eureka High
Vacuum principle of cleaning."

"The Bee-Vac meets evei^y need
at an amazingly low cost!"
"Now you can do amazing

things"—Berry Bros, (paints).
"Amazing new shaving invention

means no more blades to buy."

—

Kriss Kross.
"Even blase New Yorkers mar-

vel at this amazing lipstick"

—

Tangee.
"You'll be amazed at the trans-

formation which will take place"—Ovaltine.
"You will be amazed by the im-

proved appearance of your hair"

—

Pinaud's Eau de Quinine.
"Discover the amaziyig whiteness

of your own skin."—Gervaise Graham.
"Amazing invention gives you a new

kind of tire."—The Coffield Tire Pro-
tector Co.
"Amazing new invention banishes

puncture trouble forever"—C. F. John-
son & Co.

"Amazing anti-glare device for auto-
mobiles"—The Lee See Co.

"This amazing new electrical discov-
ery will end your dandruff—stop fall-

ing hair"—The Larson Institute.
"Until you hear the new Orthophonic

Victrola play the new Orthophonic Vic-
tor Records, you cannot have the re-
motest conception of the thrill chis

anmzing combination will bring you."
"Obtain a cake today. Then note the

amazing difference one week makes"

—

Palmolive Soap.
"Cost of operations is amazingly

low"—Frigidaire.
"Costing- five whole dollars, and

placed on the market when other ra-
zors were practically given free with
shaving soap, Schick Repeating Razor
has had an amazing sale."

"You will be amazed at the beauty of
the lustrous, deep-toned polish so easily
and quickly produced."—Johnson's
Liquid Wax.
"And you'll be amazed at the im-

provement in the tone and feel that
Mennen's brings to your face."

Advertising a City

to Its Citizens

THE Schuman Trophy, presented
annually by the Association of
Newspaper "Advertising Executives

for the most constructive story of a
newspaper advertising success, was
won this year by The Milwaukee Jour-
nal. The campaign thus recognized con-

sisted of twenty-six full page inser-

tions, published bi-monthly in the Sun-
day edition of that paper, designed to

promote various phases of the welfare
of the city of Milwaukee. It was con-
ceived and executed by the Promotion
Department of the Jmcmal and was
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^ PRIZE WINNER
The (demonstration sheets planned by the Stamford Wall

Paper Company and printed by Gillespie Bros. Inc.^ Stam-

ford, Conn., won the Catitine Contest ending June 30th,

Awards are made every three months for highest skill in

advertising and printing on any Cantine paper. To enter

the current contest, send samples ofyour work to The Martin

Cantine Company.

Use Beautiful Surfaces

to Sell Beautiful Surfaces
I EAUTY is surface deep only. Barren walls cov-

ered with a very thin decoration instantly

become things of beauty and charm. The Stamford

Wall Paper Company clearly demonstrates this

through paintings of interiors reproduced in color

on Cantine Coated Paoers.
i.

In planning your own booklets, catalogs or other

literature, remember that it always takes beauti-

fully surfaced paper to show beautifully surfaced

merchandise adequately on a printed page.

The Cantine Mills have been devoted exclusively

to the coating of paper since 1888. Here the art of

coating has reached its highest development. For

any purpose designing to show beauty in merchan-

dise, you will find a Cantine paper that suits the

requirements exactly.

Cantine jobbers service the country with quick

deliveries. For free sample book showing Cantine

Papers for all requirements, and name of nearest

distributor, address Dept. 341.

The Martin Cantine Company, Saugerties, N. Y.

New York Office, 501 Fifth Avenue

Cantute^
Can FOLD ASHOKAN

NO I EHAMEt. eOOK

Esopus
Ha 3 ENAMEL SOOH

Velvetone
SLMI DUU - Lvy u

UthoCIS.
COATED ONE SIDE
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J

Advertisers sometimes play

jL V sheep-following and fall into

a typographic rut. But there is no

sheep-following here. "We strive to

give to each advertisement an indi-

vidual character that is at once ap-

propriate and sensible.

It sometimes takes a little more

effort to think it out. But it helps

our clients' advertising and that is

what we're here for.

WIENES TYPOGRAPHIC SERVICE, Incorporated

203 WEST FORTIETH STREET

NEW YORK

"We do not advertise enough abroad.

"The feature of modern advertising is

pecuHarly American, and should be in-

didged in abroad to a greater extent. It

surmounts the barrier of price, if con-

vincing, for it conveys the thought of

quality and service. Corollary thereto,

it represents quaUty and service, for only

a product which embodies these features

justifies such an expenditure."

From ^'Markets for Prepared Medicines" by
M, C. Berlin, Chemical Division, Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

LA PRENSA of Buenos Aires is

"South America's Greatest Newspaper"

JOSHUA B. POWERS
Exclusive Advertising Representative

250 Park Avenue New York

financed by a group of fifty concerns
and individuals of the city.

The scope and handling of this cam-
paign is described in the accompany-
ing article, a somewhat abbreviated
version of the JnurnaVs original story
which carried off the award in ques-
tion.

"On the theory that civic interest,

like charity, should begin at home, The
Milwaukee Journal devised a plan by
which to 'sell' the people of Milwaukee
on the merits of their city.

"That the campaign produced satis-

factory results will be seen in the suc-
cessful drive for industrial promotional
funds conducted by the Milwaukee As-
sociation of Commerce, and by the fact
that after the first twenty-six pages
had been published, the fifty sponsors
who paid for the space were so well
pleased that enough subscriptions were
received by The Journal to continue
the series for an additional twenty-six
pages.
"The copy carried well executed

drawings and photographs of Milwau-
kee parks, the zoo, library, museum,
churches, schools and colleges. Manu-
facturing and business districts and
institutions were treated in a similar
manner. Good roads and streets, sani-
tation, health records, amusement and
outdoor sport facilities, transporta-
tion facilities, financial advantages and
institutions, and Milwaukee's beautiful
residence sections were written up and
illustrated in the series.

"The copy itself was handled in an
i n s p i r a t ional, enthusiasm-breeding
manner. For instance: It was shown
that Milwaukee had a certain number
of industries which are the largest of
their kind in the world. It was shown
how these industries contribute to the
welfare of every citizen and the city at
large by bringing money into Mil-
waukee from all parts of the world

—

money for the wage earners, who in

turn use it to purchase commodities
from Milwaukee merchants and others,
thus providing a means of livelihood

and profit for a large portion of iMl-
waukee's citizens.

"Detailed information on the activi-

ties of Milwaukee's educational insti-

tutions and churches, its library, mu-
seum and parks, and the benefits de-

rived by Milwaukeeans from these in-

stitutions were featured in a number
of pages.
"The entire series was aimed at cre-

ating, in the minds of the readers, a
feeling of confidence in Milwaukee and
its institutions; to make people feel

satisfied with their citizenship. It was
hoped to accomplish two things by this,

namely:
1. To reduce the migration of people

to other localities, and
2. To encourage Milwaukeeans to in-

vest their money in Milwaukee pi'op-

erty, or enterprises.

"That the campaign succeeded in both
seems evident from the fact that Mil-
waukee's population shows an enor-
mous increase and that its building rec-

ord exceeds, by far, that of any other
period in its history. Since the cam-
paign started running, Milwaukee has
added a two million dollar hotel, sev-

eral other hotels in the half million
or more class, several new bank build-

ings, a half million dollar college for

girls, a million dollar fraternal club-

house, and numerous apartment houses,
office and store buildings, and additions
to industrial and business institutions.

IJ
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"The cost of the campaign was ap-
portioned equally among fifty subscrib-
ers whose names were listed in a panel
under the heading, 'Civic Leaders.'
Aside from this, there was nothing in
the nature of advertising. Yet so
readily did Milwaukee's leaders and
others see the advantages of the under-
taking that the full fifty subscribers
were secured by interviewing less than
100 people. Publication of the second
series of full pages has now started."

American Ownership
[CONTINUED FRO.M PAGE 32]

turer who has no branch factory in
Canada is handicapped in his effort
to find a market for his cars there.
The production of motor vehicles in

Canada in 1925 was 1(')1,970, valued at
5110,835,380. In the year ending
March 31, 192G, Canada imported from
the United States, 14.844 passenger
cars and 1,153 trucks. These figures
are illuminating. They seem to show
that if a manufacturer wants to make
a real dent in the Canadian market,
he must, as they say there, "set up"
a branch factory. Labor conditions in

Canada are good—that is, there is an
abundance of skilled and unskilled
labor. Canada's laws are at least as
good as ours and Canadian manufac-
turers enjoy certain tariff preferences
throughout the British Empire. That,
in itself, explains why so many Amer-
ican manufacturers have established
branch factories in Canada. There
will be more.
One thing which the visitor to

Canada notices is that the prices of
all sorts of products, especially those
sold through grocery and drug stores,
are almost always higher than in the
United States. Any number of toilet

preparations which retail at 25 cents
on our side the line—and for less at
the "cut-rate" stores—are priced at
35 cents in Canada. As for cigars and
cigarettes, prepare for a shock when
you ask for your favorite brand. It

will cost you about three times what
you pay at home. Coffee is equally
high-priced. Friends told me they have
to pay a dollar a pound for a fair
grade.
The people of Canada are extremely

optimistic as to the future of the
Dominion. Not once, but a dozen
times, during my recent visit, I heard
some such statement as "The nine-
teenth century belonged to the United
States. The twentieth will be ours."

Cinderella
[continued from page 25]

The great advantage which sampling
offers is that it shortens the period of
hesitation. Advertising may, and
usually does, arouse a desire to possess.
But it is sampling that makes the
buyer decide whether he will buy.

Sampling is not a substitute for
some other form of advertising. It

does not take the place of newspaper
or magazine or street car or outdoor
advertising, any more than selling does.
Many a manufacturer gets along
without advertising. Some get along
without salesmen. Relatively few make
use of sampling. Those who employ all

three— advertising, salesmanship and
sampling—travel fastest.

ULT,
iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii«iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin!iiiiai

in ARGENTINA
After all, results count in

ARGENTINA as in every market

LA NACION
of Buenos Aires

not only continues but is steadily increasing its leadership of

years in the volume of display advertising carried in all classi-

fications.

1927
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L,fOUIS PHIL-
LIPPE was on the throne of

France . . . there were no

telegraph lines . . . no
sewing machines . . . the

gold rush of '49 was un-

dreamed of . . . Texas

belonged to Mexico. But

even then the Southern
Planter was a regularly ex-

pected guest at the famous
manor houses just as it is

today.

In 1840, John M. Preston

subscribed, and there has

been a John M. Preston on
our books ever since. Three

of that name can be found
among our readers. This

year brought a subscription

from grandfather for his

grandson, John M. Preston

IV.

Advertisers in the Southern

Planter are most hospitably

received in over 200,000
homes in Virginia and her

neighbor states, and 70 ^r of

these farmers own their own
farms. Less than 20% are

mortgaged. Their crop

values average $41.00 per

acre. The Southern
Planter, Richmond, Va.

Established 1840.

Jfome ofthe SouthernfUnter

From Steam Car to

Studebaker
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22

|

make no more impression than water
on a duck. To say, "Best in the world,"
"Cheapest in the long run," ''The most
economical," etc., does not create con-
viction. Such claims are expected.
The most carefully censored magazines
accept them as merely expressions of
a salesman trying to put his best foot
forward. Thty are not classed as
falsehoods, but mere exaggerations.
They probably do more harm than
good, because they indicate a looseness
of expression and cause people to dis-

count whatever you say.

But when you make specific and
definite claims, when you state actual
figures or facts, you indicate weighed
and measured expressions. You are
either telling the truth or telling a lie.

People do not expect big concerns to
lie. They know that you cannot lie in
the best mediums ; so you get full

credit for those claims.
The Hudson Company was an off-

shoot of the Chalmers Company. Mr.
Chalmers was interested. The Hudson
Company was organized because the
Chalmers Company was over-manned
in the selling end. Howard E. Coffin
went with the Hudson, and I featured
him there. But we went further. We
pictured and named our board of 48
engineers. Thus we advertised the
Hudson as an engineering accomplish-
ment. That accorded with the condi-
tions of the times. Motor cars were
not then perfected. Troubles were
very common. The average buyer
thought more of good engineering than
of any other factor. VVe made the
Hudson stand for that in a very con-
spicuous way.
That proved itself a very sound

foundation. The Hudson car has been
a great success, and it remains so still

The reason lies largely in that under-
pinning which we built in those early
days. I advertised the Hudson car for
seven years, then relinquished the ad-
vertising to a protege of mine who
continued very similar policies.

The story of the Overland reads liku

a romance. John Willys ran a store in

Elmira, N. Y., called the Elmira Arms
Company. I believe. He sold bicycles
Then, when the automobile made its

appearance, he secured the agency for
the Overland, then built at Indian-
apolis.

The Overland proved itself at that
time one of the few satisfactory cars.

One sold another, until the demand in

the Elmira territory far exceeded the
supply. Mr. Willys took orders with
deposits and sent the deposits down to

Indianapolis. But the cars failed to

come. So he went to Indianapolis to
learn the reason. Arriving on a Sun-
day morning, he met the Overland
owners at the hotel, and they told him
they were bankrupt. They had failed
to meet their pay roll the night before.
They owed some $45,000 more than they
could pay.

Mr. Willys could not return his de-
posits, so he sought a way to obtain the

cars, even though the owners told him
frankly that they were quitting the

business.
"Then suppose I can continue it," Mr.

Willys said. "Will you turn it over to

me, debts and all?"

They told him they would. The de-

faulted pay roll was $450. Mr. Willys
set about to raise it. He borrowed some
money from the hotel clerk. He had a
little "of his own. The next morning
he called the workmen together and
paid them the wages due. Then he said,

"Get together a car. Find parts
enough, and quickly. We must raise

more money."
They managed to put together a car,

and Mr. Willys shipped it to a friend
in Allentown, Pa. With it he sent a
letter somewhat as follows:

"Dear Albert: I have shipped you
an Overland car, sight draft with bill

lading attached. It is necessary that
you accept it, for I have cashed the

sight draft and have used the money."
"Dear Albert" did accept it. Then

they made up other cars and shipped
them in the same way. About four in

five of them stuck. The demand came
for more cars, and the problem of

financing became acute.

Mr. Willys went to the creditors with
his famous inimitable smile. He said.

"You will get nothing if you close us
up, for we have nothing there. But
give me a chance and I will try to pull

through, to pay you every dollar we
owe."
The creditors accepted that proposi-

tion, because they saw no other way
out.

Mr. Willys raised some more money
—a very little—and went on. Soon the
factory capacity was oversold. There
was no time to build more plants, so he
erected tents. And in these tents he
made that season, I believe, $365,000.

I do not vouch for all the figures. I

am telling the story from memory. But
the essentials are correct and indica-

tive.

Then Mr. Willys decided to go back
to Elmira, his home town, and build

a factory there. While he was shaving
one night before taking the train, his

agent in Toledo called him up. He told

of a plant in Toledo—the Pope-Toledo
plant—which was closed and bankrupt.
"Come and see it," he urged, "you will

find it wonderfully equipped. And you
will find steel enough and parts enough
to pay the price they ask."
As a result, Mr. Willys stopped off

at Toledo. He walked through the
plant the next day, then went on to

New York and bought it. The next
day he sailed for Europe. When he
returned he found that his people had
sold the steel alone for far more than
the cost of the plant.

As I said before, this story may not
be quite accurate, but it illustrates th?
point I bring out. The essentials are
there.
The next season I took up the Over-

land advertising—the first advertising
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CLEAMIMCS^COTIIAn

T is the things
additional we like to

do for you, not merely
the things traditional!
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A Constant Group of Loyal Readers

ADVERTISING is most effective when it hammers away, year after year,

at the same group of people. This is particularly true of farm and
" household equipment which may be renewed only at long intervals.

The readers of the Dairymen's League News are a constant group com-
posed of the dairy farm famiUes concentrated in the "New York City Milk
Shed"—an area shown on the map below.

These readers are loyal to the Dairymen's League News because they are
themselves the owners and publishers. The subscription list changes only as

farmers retire from the dairy business and new ones take their places. This
turnover is less than 10%, while the turnover in the subscription lists of gen-
eral farm papers may run 40% or more.

A schedule in the Dairymen's League News will produce big results if

consistently maintained.

Write for Sample Copy and Rate Card

The territory can be ef-
fectively covered througli
the use or tile Dairymen's
League News and one
general Tarm paner.

WThci il

Dairyl
Paper!

New York City
-MllkShedri

dairumens
News

New York

120 West 42nd Street

W. A. Schreyer, Bus. Mgr.

Phone Wisconsin 6081

Chicago

lOS. La Salle Street

John D. Ross

Phone State 3652

Advertising Specialty Men
Manufacturer of high grade Metal Advertising Specialties, Etched. Em-
bossed, Lithographed, Printed or Hard Enameled Signs, Name Plates and
Emblems is looking for experienced Specialty Men who:

—possess creative ability—know advertising specialty merchandising

—

can associate with and sell executives—recognize the value of representing
a concern rated a million high, and conducting an extensive national ad-

vertising program—are open to represent, along with your other non-
conflicting lines, the most complete Metal Specialty line ever assembled.

If you are one of these, address your selling experiences to

Box 479 c/o Advertising and Selling, 9 E. 38th St., New York City

they ever did. I analyzed the situation

to find its most appealing features. But
nothing in all the data I gathered ap-
pealed to me like the romance. So my
first ads were headed: "The Wonderful
Overland Story." I told how demand?
from users had led John E. Willys to

undertake to supply them. How that
demand had grown and grown, until

it was necessary to erect a plant of

tents.

It was also my lot to pioneer tire ad-
vertising. Tires had been advertised
somewhat since bicycle days, but with
scarcely more than a name. The Good-
year Company had for many years been
customers of our agency. I believe that
their expenditure never exceeded $40,-

000 a year. Nobody suspected that tires

could be popularized.

One day it occurred to us that we
could increase our advertising business
by increasing accounts on our books.

Thereafter that became our dominant
principle. Along those lines we grew
to be one of the largest agencies in the

world.

I
HAVE rarely taken an account
from another advertising agent. I

have never tried to do so, save where a
big opportunity was being spoiled by
wrong methods. Nearly all my large

accounts have been of my own creation.

1 have started with very small sums
sometimes and made the advertising
grow out of earnings. Such develop-
ments form the real satisfaction of

advertising.

The Goodyear people, after much
persuasion, were induced to enlarge
their expenditure. For the first season
they gave us $200,000. It seemed to

them a reckless amount.
They were then pioneering what they

called the straight-side tire. I had
heard about it, but did not know what
it was. I was interested both in tires

and in advertising, but was never
enough impressed by their ads to learn

what straight-side meant.
I asked them about it, and they

showed me the difference between
straight-side and clincher tires. I

asked the reason for that difference.

They told me the straight-side would
not rim-cut, and that type of construc-
tion had, size for size," ten per cent

greater air capacity.

"Then why," I asked, "don't you em-
phasize those i-esults? Results are what
men are after. They do not care how
you get them."
That was a new idea to them. They

wei-e manufacturers, interested mainly
in a type of construction. Being inter-

ested in manufacturing details, they
naturally talked them to the public.

There lies the chief reason why no
manufacturer should ever conduct his

own advertising. Few attempt it now.
The advertiser is too close to his fac-

tory. His own interests tend to blind

him to the interests of his customers.
He fails to appreciate the consumer's
side.

He tells of the things he takes pride
in—his methods and processes, the size

of his plant, the age of his business,

etc. The advertising man must study
the consumer and tell what he wants to

know.
I coined the name "No-Rim-Cut

Tires." Across every ad we ran the

heading, "No-Rim-Cut Tires, 10% Over-
size." TThe results were immediate and
enormous. Sales grew by leaps and
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EXAMINE THE SEPTEMBER PRINTING EXPOSITION

AND CRAFTSMEN NUMBER OF THE AMERICAN PRINTER

AND YOU WILL AGREE THAT
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A SURVEY of the newspaper-reading

tendencies of Dallas homes has just

been completed. In every section of the

city where substantial homes and good

buying power prevail, The Dallas Morning

News outstripped all other papers in both

circulation and preference.

A report of this survey is now being prepared and icill he

ready for mailing by September \5th.

The Dallas Morning News
Dallas is the Door to Texas

The Ne^vs is the key to Dallas

More Subscribers

—and the larger size

The Architectural Record has hicreased its numlier of

architect and engineer subscribers to 7,202. and its lead

(iver the nearest competitor to 36%. To this dominating

].osition will be added, with January 1928, the advantages

of the larger size, a new and striking typographical dress

devised by Frederick W. Goudy, and many improvements

in editorial presentation—all resulting in a special atten-

tion value that no other paper will enjoy.

On request—full information on The Archi-
lectiiral Record for 1928

—

latest A.B.C. Audi-
Tor's Rcf^ort—new enlarged and re7nsed edition

of •'Scllinii the .4rchitec!" booklet—latest sta-

tistics on butldintj activity—and sample copy.

(Average Net Paid 6 months ending June, 1927—11,586)

T/ieArchitectural Record
Division F. W. Dodge Corporation

119 West Fortieth Street, New York, N. Y.
Member A. B. C. Member A. B. P., Inc.

bounds. Goodyear th-es soon occupied

the leading place in tiredom.
Another result was to force all rivals

to this type of tire. In two or three

years the time came when Goodyear, on
that point, could not claim advantage.
So we gradually reduced the name No-
Rim-Cut and featured the name Good-
year.
By that time, however, we had an-

other talking point even more impres-

sive. That was the sensational growth
in demand. We featured it in pictures

and in type, until it seemed that the

whole motor world was turning to Good-
year tires.

That is in most lines a great sell-

ing argument. People follow the

crowds. It is hard for them in most
things to analyze reasons and worth,
so they accept the verdict of the ma-
jority.

We did another thing there through
a name. We called the anti-skid tread

All-Weather. We figured out what
claim could count most and made the

name imply it. So the name told our
main story. It formed an ad in itself.

Our main purpose then was to induce
motorists to use this type of tire on

all wheels in all weathers. That has
since become the custom, largely

through that infleunce.

There is a great advantage in a name
that tells a story. The name is usually

displayed. Thus the right name may
form a reasonably complete ad which
all who run may read. Coining the

right name is often the major step in

good advertising. No doubt such names
often double the results of expenditures.

Consider the value of such names as

May-Breath, Dyanshine, 3-in-One Oil,

Palmolive Soap, etc.

ANOTHER problem we had to solve

was to get dealers to carry tire

stocks. Few of them did so in those

days. They bought from the Goodyear
branches as they sold. We prepared a

large newspaper campaign and offered

to name in each ad all the dealers who
stocked. The minimum requirement
was a $250 stock. In a few months we
induced some 30,000 dealers to stock

Goodyear tires on that basis. And that

campaign did much to change the whole
complexion of the tire business.

This naming of dealers in local adver-

tising is an almost resistless induce-

ment to stock. Few plans are more ef-

fective. No dealer likes to see his rivals

named in a big campaign and his own
name omitted. The more who join in

the plan the easier it is to get others.

I have often secured on new products

almost universal distribution in this

way.
The Goodyear campaign was one ot

my greatest successes. It placed Good-
year tires in the lead, where they re-

main, I believe, today. Never have I

met changing situations in more effec-

tive ways. The advertising grew from
$40,000 to nearly two million dollars a

year.
Still I lost it. There developed

a desire for institutional advertising

which I never could approve. It is natu-

ral. Great success brings to most men
a desire to boast a little. But boasting

is the last thing people want to hear.

Men like to picture their plants, to tell

how they grew, and to preach a little

on methods and policies. That may be

satisfying, but it isn't salesmanship.

No man in advertising, or in anything
else, can afford to offend his own prin-

cinles. The moment he compromises for
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in "Rochester, for instance . . . 270 mana/acturers
ivith problems in industrial heating . .

."

INDUSTRIAL GAS—
The Cusiom-Made Advertising Medium
For Manufacturers of Equipment for The
Application or Control of Gas Heat in Industry.

The application and control of heat in

manufacture is a problem of vital concern

in thirty-two of the so-called manufac-
turing industries in this country.

Every manufacturer having such a

problem is a desirable, maturable pros-

pect for the manufacturer of heating or

heat-controUing apparatus. Furthermore,

every last one of these prospects is ap-

proachable through INDUSTRIAL GAS.

INDUSTRIAL GAS is a publication of

selective circulation. Wherever there is

a manufacturing plant that has a problem

in industrial heating, the plant officials

responsible for the solution of the problem
are reading this instructive practical mag-
azine.

Take the city of Rochester, for instance.

A careful survey made by the Rochester

Gas & Electric Co. indicates 270 firms in

the city that have a heating problem in

one or more of their manufacturing proc-

esses. INDUSTRIAL GAS covers every

one of these 270 leading firms in the city's

leading industries, such as Eastman Ko-
dak, Todd Protectograph, Taylor Instru-

ment, Hickey-Freeman, etc. These 270

companies are the best— and only

—

prospects in Rochester for the manufac-
turer of gas equipment.

Rochester is just one of the legion of

industrial cities in which INDUSTRIAL
GAS has 100% coverage of firms hav-

ing a problem of heat in manufacture.

With an absolutely wasteless circulation

of 21,000, it is literally a custom-made
advertising medium for any firm making a

product that can be used to solve the proi--

lem of heat in manufacturing processes.

Every manufacturer of such products

can realize 100 cents on the dollar through

an advertising investment in INDUS-
TRIAL GAS.

This is the first ad-Oettisement of a series citing sorrte of the industrial cities in
tiihich If^DUST'RIAL CAS delivers lOO'/o coverage of the market for gas equipment.

Industrial Gas
Tublished by the "Robbins Publishing Company , Inc.

9 East 38th Street. New^ YorK
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why we don't print

"Ghost Stories'

THE GHOST materialized in our

reception room and wandered vague-

ly down the hall toward the editorial

offices. We did not immediately recognize

him as a ghost, for he wore none of the

conventional trappings. He was a dapper

enough individual with something of the

lean and hungry look about the jowls, but

with a steely glitter in his eye.

"I have here," said the ghost, passing us

a twentv-five cent ciijar, "a choice, not to

say select, assortment of articles bv presi-

dents, vice-presidents, treasurers and chair-

men of the board. All of them hail from

large corporations which spend lots and lots

of money tor national advertising; they are

men who have done BIG things and whose

names mean SOMETHING., .and names,"

he added complacently, "are what I special-

ize in."

"Yes?" we encouraged.

"Yes!" said the ghost. "There are

twenty-two of them in all. Nineteen of

them are signed— and how ! Names that will

knock your eye out— to say nothing of the

collective eyes of your subscribers. And
these articles are the REAL THING."
(He talked just that way— in upper case

letters; ghosts frequently do.)

"But who wrote these articles.'" we in-

quired naively.

"Wrote 'em?" said the ghost. "I wrote

em.

That was the point at which we recog-

nized him. "Oh, " we said disappointedly,

"So you are a ghost!"

He looked a bit uncomfortable and hur-

ried on. "Now, as I say, there are twenty-

two of these. I'm willing to make you a

good price at wholesale. Or I guess I can

even slash the retail price a bit without get-

ting into trouble with the American Fair

Trade Associatiort— eh?"

"Wait a minute," we interrupted. "We
don't use —

"

"How about Henry Ford at three cents

a word?" he suggested insidiously. "Or
perhaps Joe Cadillac, the big sedan magnate,

at two and a half?"

"Sorry —" we began again.

"I'll cut it to two cents. ..No? Well, a

cent and a half— and I'm giving it away at

that price—positivel."

"Listen!" we cut in with some determi-

nation. We do not use ghost stories!"

He viewed us in amazement. "Just think

how those signatures will build up your cir-

culation ! And think of the wonderful series

of promotional advertisements you can put

out— 'Big men who write for Advertising

and Selling' or something original like that."

"Sorry!" we told him.

"But —" began the ghost.

"Sorry!" we repeated still more firmly.

"Oh, well
!

" said the ghost resignedly, and

made a ghostly exit down the elevator shaft.

We watched him turn south at the near-

est corner, and we grew very thougtful in-

deed. All we had derived from that inter-

view was one twenty-five cent cigar and
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considerable food for thought. We chewed

reflectively upon both, and as a result of our

cogitation we decided to make our attitude

known upon this particular vexatious point.

Does it seem extraordinary that a publica-

tion which serves exclusively the business

field should deliberately reject material

signed by some of the most prominent fig-

ures in that field— men whose names alone

would carry more than a little weight with

nearly any business man ?

The reason is not far to seek. Simply,

articles of this type are not written by the

men ivho sign them—except in a microscopic

minority of cases. They are not so written

for the easily understandable reason that, as

a rule, the important executive is not an

especially able writer— any more than the

average successful writer is an able execu-

tive. (We are speaking of manufacturers,

not advertising agents, trained to write.)

Furthermore, the "big" man who is doing

a "big" job has little time in which to tell

the world what he is doing and why. His

"bigness" translates itself in terms of action

rather than words.

Usually these "signed" articles are writ-

ten by reporters—like the "ghost" previously

discussed. Such reporters sometimes get

their facts from interviews and conferences

at first hand; sometimes they interview

minor executives, and at still other times

they simply study advertising and market-

ing plans and weave their tales in their own
minds from whole cloth. Once the article

is written, it is submitted to the so-called

"big man" with an explanation which is

calculated to flatter him, and he is persuaded

to grant permission for the use of his name
as author.

In granting this permission he is swayed

by two strong considerations: First, pub-

licity accruing to his company (and this

may be considerable, especially when re-

prints are made and sent to the trade) , and,

second, personal publicity (and it would sur-

prise you to know how many"big men" have

the personal publicitv complex developed to

the point where they will sign interview

articles on nearly any conceivable subject.)

When all is said ami done, we do not con-

demn the "ghost." Nor do we necessarily

cast any reflections upon the publishers who
do use his material, for the ghost is generally

a capable writer, better able to express the

"big" man's ideas clearly and concisely

than is that executive himself. We do not

employ him in our publication for two good

and simple reasons: We consider that this

particular form of traffic in names is just a

trifle absurd on the face of things; and

further, we flatter ourselves that the tvpe of

reader who enjoys our publication has

passed through his period of childish naivete

to the stage of adult sophistication where

his intelligence will make him resentful

of any such bland, though harmless sub-

terfuge.

We are taking the trouble to explain our

policy at this length simply to forestall any

possibility that our comparative dearth of

"big" names of presidents of manufacturing

enterprises,may be used to our disadvantage.

We shall use "big" names in the future

—

as we have in the past—when the men be-

hind those names have something important

to sav. But the writing under those names

will be botiti fide^ unless it is clearly stated

in the headline that the material is derived

from a first hand interview. And we shall

continue to give our readers clear, con-

structive articles on advertising, sales and

marketing subjects — written by real peo-

ple, by men whom they ma)' know and

who, while perhaps not internationally

famous, are recognized for their personal

contributions to the progress and devclop-

m&nt of the fields of endeavor with which

they, together with our readers and our-

selves, are associated.

cfcU/J

Editor, Advertising & Selling
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Make Letters

Bring Big Returns

THE LETTER LABORATORY is a treasure
house of business letter ideas, plans and
secrets that you can put right to work

in your businesc. Maxwell r>roke reveals
methods that have made him master of in-

tensive get-the-order copy. He explains prin-
ciples that make letters make good, and
analyzes hundreds of examples. Material
packed in sturdy portfolio. Price $7.50.

How About Collections?

The CREDIT LABORATORY contains collec-

tion secrets and stratagems that get the
money without losing customers. Hundreds
of result -getting letters for accounts 15, 3 0,

45, 60 and 90 days past due. Experiences of
scores of manufacturers, merchants, jobbers,
mail order houses. Tells how to handle
touchy debtor, the good but slow, the chronic
promiser; how to get credit information; how
to judge credit; how to turn poor credit
risk into cash customer, etc. Price $7.50.

Do You Sell on Installments?

Institute Survey No. 25 is a comprehensive
study of Installment Selling. Discusses pos-
sibilities, limitations, policies; what merchan-
dise can be safely sold on installments;
what terms should be given; finance plans,
and experiences in variety of line. Price
$5.00.

All offerings subject to money-back Guar-
antee. Sent on 5 days' approval to rated
concerns. All three of above items for

total price of $17.50

BUSINESS LETTER INSTITUTE,
Box 611-E, Indianapolis, Ind.

Send following Items subject to yoiir money back guar-
antee, n Check encIo.se(I. Q Send on 5 days' approval.

Kame

Firm

Address
Attach to letterhead and mail.

Selling your
Services?

9000 POTENTIAL
BUYERS

IN

TheMarket
Place

money's sake he is lost. Not as a suc-
cess, perhaps, but as an artist; as a
man who contributes to his profession
or calling and brings it to higher levels.

There lies the cause of most conflicts

in advertising. The layman pays the
bills. He naturally assumes the right
to dictate. He is not apt to exercise
that right in the early stages. The
scheme is too new to him. But there
comes a time when he feels that he is

also an advertising expert. It is curi-
ous how we all desire to excel in some-
thing outside of our province.

THAT leads many men astray. Men
make money in one business and

lose it in many others. They seem to

feel that one success makes them super-
business men. And they fail some 19
times in 20, as I've learned by compar-
ing notes.

These men would not ventui'e to dic-

tate to a surgeon. Or tell a lawyer
how to win a certain case. Or an art-
ist how to paint a picture. Tjiey recog-
nize technical knowledge in vocations
like those. But not in advertising,
which seems so simple to them because
it aims at simple people. They do not
realize that no lifetime is long enough
to learn much more than the rudiments
of it.

Later I advertised Miller Tires. The
situation had changed entirely. Buyers
in general had come to regard good
tires as about alike. It was necessary to
upset that impression and to secure a
preference in some way.

Miller Tires were largely used on bus
lines on the Pacific Coast. I secured
the data and the records. The figures
on buses using Miller Tires were im-
pressive. The mileage records were sur-
prising. The trend toward Millers in

commercial uses was significant.
I made those facts the keynote of my

campaign. The ordinary tire buyer
makes no comparisons. He rarely
keeps track of tire mileage. When he
does so, it is not done in a scientific

way. But he knows that large tire

users do not adopt a certain make on
guess. I played on that knowledge. I

stated in exact figures the results of
comparisons. I pictured the trend
toward Millers in commercial uses
where men knew to exactness what
they were doing.

I told of the tests made in the Miller
factory, where great machines wore out
all sorts of tires under actual road
conditions. I created the impression

—

and a right impression—that the Miller
people were doing their utmost to se-
cure the maximum tire mileage.

That was a short but successful cam-
paign. I wish I could have followed
it out. Today the Miller tire commands
vast respect. It is one of the leading
factors in tiredom.
Our diff'erence there, as in many

lies, lay between dealers and consum-
ers. My idea is that we cannot afford
to sell anything twice. We cannot
snend large sums in expense and con-
cessions in selling our goods to deal-
ers. Then spend other large sums in
selling for the dealer. The tax is too
great on the consumer. We must
choose.

If a line can be sold by interesting
dealers, let the dealer sell. But if we
are going to sell our goods for him. we
cannot pay him more than the profit of
a mere distributer.

The greatest calamities in advertis-
ing come through doubling the sellins
expense. The advertiser wins the con-

jes Sin I
ROOMS ARE

LARGER AT THE
DETROIT-LELAND

Where Luxury
is Homelike

It is truly amazing how swift

and far this news has traveled
—thatrooms are larger atthe
tiezv Detroit-Leland. On every
train someone is telling others

the good news.

Important for sales travelers,

too, are the really finer, and
far larger sample rooms, with
bath and in-a-door bed. All

are outside rooms so that
goods may be sho^vn under
natural light. Outstanding
advantages in all rates and

prices will gratify you.

'7/^/^ Large Rooms
J \J\J with Balb

85% are priced from $3.00 to $5.00

DETROIT-LELAND
HOTEL

Bagley at Cass, Detroit, Michigan
(a few steps from the Michigan Theater)

WM. J. CHITTENDEN, Jr., Manager
Direction Continental-Leland Corporation

Larger Sample Rooms
from $5.00 to S8.00 per day
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sumer, and that is expense enough.
Then he gives his profits to jobbers and
dealers in an effort to interest them.
He gives free goods and other costly
inducements, and gets nothing at all.

The dealers and jobbers supply the de-
mand. Then they become mere order
takers.
There is one of the greatest questions

in merchandising. An unadvertised
line without consumer demand must de-
pend on distributers. And they demand
a big toll. But however large you make
it, somebody else will bid higher. The
margin soon diminishes to insignifi-

cance.
If you are an advertiser, creating

consumer demand, you must ignore to
some e.xtent these intermediary factors.
Treat them fairly, but do not pay them
for what they cannot do. The jobber
will charge you, if you let him, his ex-
pense of competition. The dealer will
compare your allotted profits with prof-
its on lines he owns. They do not figure
that in one case you do the selling,

while in the other they do practically
all of it.

Most lines which I have advertised
have never employed a salesman. The
whole idea has been to win consumers
and to let them sell to dealers and to
jobbers. Tho.se who have tried to sell

to consumers, then to dealers and job-
bers, have attained prohibitive expense.
One must choose. Margins in selling
are not sufficient to accommodate both
factors.

This is the eighth chapter of Mr. Hopkins'
lutobiography. The ninth will appear in
L>ur issue ot September 21.

—

Editor.

.Honesty Is the Best

Policy

By Ralph McKinley

I
REMEMBER working in my
younger days for an advertiser who
distributed butter. Each print ot

butter contained a coupon. A certain
nurnber of coupons, plus a little cash,
entitled the thrifty housewife to a set
of dishes. This premium offer was to be
the theme of the advertising.
"Now, sir," said the butter man, "we

must be careful about this. The dishes
we give away are made by The Limoges
China Company of So-and-So, Ohio. In
your copy, do vot say that this is

'Limoges china.' That wouldn't do.
We must tell the truth. We have played
straight for twenty years and our suc-
cess . . . (here he waved a hand)
. . . our success is due to belief in that
good old sentiment, 'Honesty is the best
policy.'

"

"Quite right," said I. "In order to
make sure that no one thinks these
dishes are the imported French
Limoges china, suppose in all our copy
we say—'Beautiful set of dishes made
by The Limoges China Company of So-
and-So, Ohio'?"

"Oh, no, you needn't do that," replied
the butter man, "just say 'China made
by the Limoges Company.' That's
enough. That's the fact.

"

If anybody
thinks something else, we can hardly
help it."

And some of us wonder why folks
still say: "Oh, that's just an advertise-
ment."

Public Ownership In

Industry

The stocks and bonds of most of

our leading companies are owned

by the public and have market-

ability through their listing on the

Stock Exchange.

Executives of these corporations

read our magazines to keep in-

formed of the financial progress

of their industry and competitors.

There are only 720 industrial

securities listed on the New York

Stock Exchange.

Magazine
•s^WailStreet

Member A. B. C.

42 BROADWAY NEW YORK
No. 7 of a Series

The American Handbook of Printins

Here is a remarkable opportunity to obtain a complete
knowledge of the uses and relations of the various printing arts.

The American Handbook of Printing is indispensable to the

workman desirous of extending his knowledge of the other
branches of printing and to the advertising man interested in

this important branch of his activities.

Size 514 X 1^2 inches, cloth boards, $2.50; 20 cents extra
for postage and packing.

The American Printer, Inc., 9 East 38th St., New York, IV. Y.
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^rt Prints
from covers of THE POSTER
"Leo Ornstein at the Piano" bv Leon

KroU.
"The Northwest Wind" by Chas. H.

Davis.
"The Port Douarnenez'*, Britany, by

George Elmer Browne.
"Early Morning in Tarpon Springs" by

George Inness.
"Moonlight in a French Village" by

George H. Bogert
"The Cavalier" by Mariano Fortnny.
"The Little Shepherdess" by Jean Fran-

cois Millet.

"Pilots, Puerto de Los Pasajes", Spain,
by Frank W. Brangwyn.

"Geese"* by Jessie Arms Botke.
"Love of Winter" by George Wesley

Bellows.
"To the Dance (Apaches) " by Leon

( Jaspard.

With each new subscription to THE POSTER, the magazine
of outdoor advertising and poster art, your choice of one of

these beautiful color prints, framed, size 9x12. or a portfolio

of six of the above masterpieces suitable for framing.

FREE This offer ^ood only until Decomber 1st. Siibsrrip-

tinn prirf S3.00: Canada and Mexiro $3.25: all othfr coun-
tries $3.50.

THE POSTER
307 South Green St. Chicago, III.

<^I?&.
The Bausch & Lomb Sport
Glass is small enough for the
7'cst pocket, has an enormous
field of riew and is fully

corrected -fjr color. Sold by
high grade opticians every-
where.

Your Company's Christinas Gift

Not too expensive looking—sure to be ap-

preciated— something not everyone will

give

—

Bausch & Lomb

SPORT GLASS
Specially priced for Christmas Giving

Can be engraved with your Company's Signature or

the name of each recipient—this, however takes time

and orders should be placed now.

A Sample On Memo If You Desire

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
694 St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

C Other optical gift suggestions include the magnarule. Podset magnifiers,

reducing glasses, etc. Ask for our booklet of these items.

The Open Forum
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 68]

No Work; Big Money

IN glancing through the current is-

sue of a magazine edited for sales-

men, I was attracted by the following

advertisement, set in bold, mail oi'der

stlye

—

"Advertising Piiys Big Money"—You can
qvickly master this profitable profession.
Many earn $5,000 to $25,000 yearly. Per-
haps you think adverti^in'? is dimcult to

learn—you are wrong. It is the easiest of all

professions to master—the one profession
that is quickly and easily learned at home.
No difficult formula ; no hrain-rackins math-
ematics, no heart-breaking examinations.
—If you have an ordinary common school
education you can quickly qualify for a
big advertising job through this school.

Send tor this Amazing Book—FREE. _
'In-

creased Salaries and Promotion—ADVER-
TISING.'—It tells the whole story ! For
over thirty years this school has been train-

ing men and women in advertising. Many
of our students now hold positions paying
them handsome salaries. This book tells

how they won success—how you can win
it. When you enroll with you
take no chances for—This School Guaran-
tees Your Satisfaction. Surely you want
one of the big-paying advertising jobs

—

there are thousands of them to be filled

right now. Then mail the coupon below
and get started in this pleasant, profitable
profession without a moment's delay. We
are here to help you—that's our job."

I wonder what some of our leading

advertising men would say to this ? Is

advertising "easy to learn," is it "the

easiest of all professions to master,"

—

are there "no heartbreaking examina-
tions."—no "difficult formulas," no

"brain-racking mathematics"?
By reading this through, one would

be led to suppose that all advertising

men are mere fops. That any on^
with "an ordinary common school edu-

cation" could do as well, if not better,

than the presidents of our great

agencies, after a few weeks of pleasant

reading in the hand book advertised.

That advertising is mere child's play,

that it's all a bed of roses.

Maybe it would be well for embry-
onic advertising aspirants to learn the

histories of a number of our successful

advertising men. I dare say that in

their steady climb to success, they have
solved some of the most difficult formu-

las encountered in the business world.

That they have had thousands of

"heart-breaking' examinations," and
have seen a great number fail of solu-

tion. That they have spent many a

dreary night endeavoring to solve

"brain-racking problems" more intric-

ate than those represented by figures.

And then those "big-paying advertis-

ing jobs—thousands to be filled right

now". It's wonderful isn't it, to know
that there are so many opportunities

going begging. If these positions are

so prevalent, I wonder why the six-

teen men who interviewed me for jobs

just this last week, and some of them
were seasoned, capable advertising

men, too, have not secured some of

them.
It's the same old story. Get rich

quick, no work, big money—forever the

pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.

Just clip the coupon and your working
days are over.

I suppose there will always be
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spiders and flies in every walk of life.

But the sooner young men, and old

ones, too, realize, in advertising as in

everything else worth while, that the

surest road to success is the road of

hard work, paved with difficult formu-
las, heart-breaking examinations, and
brain-racking problems—the less there

will be of dilettante and transitory

opportunity seekers.

John Falkner Arndt, President

John Falkner Arndt Company,
Philadelphia

Not Altogether Clear

I
NOTE that you quoted a paragraph
from my book : "How to Sell

Newspaper Advertising," on your edi-

torial page. Following this, several of

your readers have offered comment
upon it.

When a local merchant publishes a
single advertisement in a newspaper
and does not sell the merchandise of-

fered, he immediately blames the news-
paper.

It is possible, however, that his
copy may have been poor, his merchan-
dise untimely or over-priced. The same
merchant, if he had used any form of

direct mail advertising without success
would have been forced to analyze his

failure rather than merely to "blame"
somebody.

This point is, I believe, perfectly
clear in the book but the person read-
ing the single paragraph, without
knowing its context, might totally mis-

understand what I was arguing about.

In fact, two of your readers have writ-

ten excellent letters to the "Open
Forum" presenting excellent argu-
ments on subjects which my book does
not undertake to discuss in any way
whatsoever.

Assistant to President,

Harry A. Casey,

Allied Newspapers, Inc.,

New York

American Photo-Engravers

Assn. to Puhlish Book
An announcement which will un-

doubtedly be of interest to all those
engaged in photo-engraving, advertis-
ing and the allied arts, is that the
American Photo-Engravers Association

will publish "Achievement in Photo-
engraving and Letter Pi-ess Printing,

1927," some time in December, 1927.

This book, containing 700 pages, will

have over 500 pages of illustrations

embodying a great variety of unusual
photographic effects. It will contain

suggestions that should be helpful to

those engaged in art work, advertis-

ing, publishing, printing, eloctrotyping,

paper making, ink making and photo-

engraving.

In order to insure receiving a copy

of this book, an order should be placed

with the American Photo-Engravers
Association, 862 Monadnock Block,

Chicago. The price of the volume is

ten dollars.

n Suppose you have a

product that can he ad-

vertised and sold to the

gas industry—

% Would you mind if

your advertising missed

fifty-three hundredths of
one per cent of all the

possible coverage in this

market ?

\\\ if notf <we can guarantee

you the rest through

GAS AGE-RECORD
9 EAST 38TH STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is $3.00 per inch. Minimum charge $1.50.

Forms close Saturday noon before date of issue.

Help Wanted
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two other shorter series were started,

one "Steel and Its Heat Treatment" by
Professor H. M. Boylston, another,

"Heavy Clay Products and Their Man-
ufacture," by Professor C. W. Parmelee.

These have been found equally val-

uable.

Are We a Nation of

Snobs ?

By Helen M. Rockey

TAKE a beautiful advertisement
which teaches bad manners by
using negative appeals. Any per-

son from another country would think
us a nation of snobs—reading our mag-
azines and seeing the story of the girl

who comes home from college ashamed
of her home because it is not fully

equipped with the furniture that she
has seen in homes of wealthier class-

mates; of the people who leave their

hostess' table remarking how they
would have had a better time had she
had the full complement of silver. The
parody on this type of advertisement
which lately appeared in the New
Yorker is particularly good: "They
laughed at him when he stirred his

soup with his finger, but they stopped
smiling when he addressed the waiter
in flawless Greek."
Then there is the whispering, back-

biting type of advertising—of the man
with dandruff, or the girl who needed
a deodorant—all again rather amaz-
ing instances of what we Americans
think permissible, if we consider that
our advertising columns reflect na-
tional tastes.

In my estimation, advertising not
merely reflects our tastes; I feel that
it molds them. After all, an advertise-
ment is a manufacturer's statement of
faith. A publicity story comes as a
news item or a statement of someone
else regarding your product; but your
advertisement is your public declara-
tion of your motives, of yourself.

Advertising is so educational that I

tremble when I see it reflect an atti-

tude of snobbishness and bad taste.
Think of the children who have been
urged—just in their formative years
when they have the tendency to be
snobbish—to examine their home sur-
roundings and to condemn their parents
because the latest fish fork is not to
be found on their home table! Can we
blame the outspoken language of the
younger generation, and their discus-
sion of matters formerly taboo, when
we see these matters discussed in the
advei-tising columns of newspapers
and magazines ? Thank goodness, al-
ready we have seen the passing in the
best known publications of much of
this ill-bred appeal in advertising

—

evidently the reaction could not have
been any too favorable. Still there is a
great deal of this raised-eyebrow and
whispering advertising in the cheaper
type of magazines, and even now, what
about the woman who is afraid her
guest will want to look into the one
closed room in the house? And that
room was a Bluebeard's closet because
its plumbing fixtures were old!
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TheNEWS DIGEST
A complete digest of the news of advertising and selling is here compiled

for quick and eonvenient reference S^ The Editor will be glad to receive

items of news for inclusion in this department 5fr Address Advertising
AND Selling, Number Nine East Thirty-eighth Street, New York City

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL {Advertisers, etc.)

^'«tne Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

E. R. Haddox The Pacific Coast Borax Co., New York. In
Charge of Pacific Coast Packaged Goods Sales Same Company Sales Mgr. for Packaged

Goods
L. O. Koons Plough Chemical Co., Memphis, Tenn. Ass't

Sales Mgr The Golden Peacock Co.,

Paris, Tenn Gen. Adv. & Sales Mgr.
Dudley R. Morean. .. American Colortype Co. of Illinois, Chicago.

Sales Mgr American Colortype Co.,

of New York Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
George A. Behrens . . .American Colortype Co. of Illinois, Chicago.Same Company Sales Mgr.
Russell A. Brown. ... Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago. Gen. Adv.

Mgr Broadway Department
Store, Inc., Los An-
geles Sales Mgr.

M. B. Garber Sanderson-Cyclone Drill Co., Orrville, Ohio.
Sales Mgr The Thew Shovel Co.,

Lorain, Ohio Sales Dept.

•James F. Hayes William H. Rankin Advertising Agency
The Fifth Avenue Asso-

ciation, New York . . . Manager Publicity Bureau

iVame

F. W. Schnirring. . .

.

T. Dartnell

D. E. Robinson

C. V. Dugan
Edward Hopkins, Jr..

W. C. Savage

Rich Cross

James Harley Nash . .

Francis D. Crosbey. .

William E. Hawkins,
Jr

Geo. P. Nolan

W. H. Butler

W. E. Simler

E. Julian Birk

George R. Marek . . .

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— {Agencies, etc.)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., New York, Adv.
Mgr Grace & Holliday, New

York Member of New York
Staff

Federal Adv. Agcy., Inc., New York, Mgr. Re-
search Dept The Blackman Co., New

York Marketing Executive

Federal Adv. Agcy., Inc., New York Same Company Dir. of Research

Porter Eastman Byrne Co., Chicago The Quinlan Co., Chicago Space Buyer
Celotex Company, Chicago, Ass't to Pres The Quinlan Co., Chicago Acc't Representative

Chicago Tribune, Mgr., Business Research
Dept Fisher-Wilson Adv. Agcy.,

St. Louis, Mo Acc't Executive
Wales Adv. Co., New York, Rep. in Central New
York Same Company Acc't Executive

Lee & Nash, Inc., New York, Partner George Batten Co., Inc.,

New York Copy
James F. Newcomb & Co., Inc., New York. . . . Evans-Winter-Hebb, Inc.,

Detroit Member of the Staff

Doyle, Kitchen & McCormick. Inc., New Yoi-k. .Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York Account Ex.

United States Advertising Corp., New York.
Copy Director The Andrew Cone Adver-

tising Agency Executive Vice-President

Charles Austin Bates, New York C. J. Oliphant Advertis-
ing Agency, Inc., New
York Plan & Copy Dept.

Philip Kobbe Advertising Agency, New York,
Vice-President Andrew Cone Advertising

Agency, New York Vice-President

Advertising Club, St. Louis, Executive Secre-
tary Harrison Company, En-

gravers, St. Louis Sales Staff

Northam-Warren Company, New York, Adver-
tising Manager Frank Seaman, Inc., New

York Assistant to Production
Manager

i

I
il
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Dealer's ZirlfourSemce
Completes Stadium on Time

WHP^N construction work started on the Northwestern University football stadium during

the summer of 1926, the contractor was faced with unusual conditions and an emergency.

How these conditions were met, and how this emergency was solved thru the cooperation

of a building supply dealer forms a convincing story of the importance of the dealer, the scope

of his activities and the e(]uipment investment necessary to successful operation.

The material contract was awarded to the Central Coal & Material Co., Evanston, 111., a build-

ing supply dealer. Because of their adecjuate handling equipment—including private railroad

sidings, concrete storage bins, automatic con\'eyors and a fleet of motor trucks—the stadium was

completed without loss of time and without the need of storing supplies on the grounds.

Most building supply dealers are equipped to deliver materials for the large spectacular con-

struction jobs as well as for the every day demands of home building. As merchants they are

outlets for everything that enters into the construction and maintenance of buildings, and, as

building supply dealers, they are always prospects for practically every character of labor-sav-

ing handling equipment.

New York

mnn^iDiM'
"Edited for the Merchant of the Building Industry"

407 South Uearborn Street, CHICAGO
Member: A. B. C. and A. B. P. Cleveland
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Name

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (M^^/a, etc.)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

F. M. Tibbitts Dairymen's League News, New York, Business
Mgr The Dairy Farmer, New

York New York Sales Staff

Ned Costello Associated Farm Papers, Cliicago Same Company Mgr. New York Office

G. N. Findlater, Jr. .Wm. J. Morton Co., New York, Rep. in New
York Field Same Company Chicago Office

W. H. Ferris Charles W. Hoyt Co., New York Personality, New York. . Adv. Rep.

R. A. Mooney The Wall Street Journal, New York The American Sketch,
New York New York OflBce

W. Calver Moore. . . .C. M. Wessels Company, Phila Vice-President The Keystone Publishintr
Co., Phila., General
Manager

A. F. Pcrrin Pitt & Quarry Gillette Publishing Co.. . . Adv. Staff

Nigel D. Campbell. .E. R. Crowe & Co., Inc Western Manager Same Company, Chicago.
Vice-President

W. H. Ferris Chas. W. Hoyt Co., New York Frank N. Doubleday, Dou-
bleday, Page & Co.,

New York Advertising representative

Urban J. Kraemer. .Cleveland Press, Dept. Store Adv. Mgr
Baltimore Post, Balti-
more Adv. Mgr.

Grant Stone Cleveland Press, Local Display Staff Same Company Dept. Store Adv. Mgr.
Frank T. Carroll. .. .Indianapolis News, Indianapolis, Advertising

Manager Pittsburgh Press, Pitts-

burgh (Effective Sept. 20)

Don Bridge The Indianapolis News, Manager National Ad-
vertising & Merchandising Same Company Adv. Mgr. (Effective

Sept. 20)

Earl Shea Indianapolis News, Manager Local Display Ad-
vertising Same Comuanv Asst. Adv. Mgr. (Effec-

tive Sept. 20)

Wm. H. Pickett . . . .Indianapolis News Same Company Manager Classified Adv.
Division (Effective Sept.

20)

Dick Jemison United States Advertising Corp., Toledo, Space
Buyer Cleveland News Assistant to National

Adv. Mgr.

CHANGES IN AGENCIES AND NEW ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS
Name 'Uitlress Product Now Advertising Through

Andrew Smith Co

The Pale Moon Co. of America, In

The Zenith Radio Corp

The Climax Engineering Co
Reynolds Spring Co

The Reynolite Division.

The Dan Ross Tailoring Co
American Screw Co
The Dorfan Co
Cellucraft Co
Julian M. White Mfg. Co

Aluminum Company of America.

The City of Coral Gables.

The Federal Radio Corp...

Eclipse-Needles Co.

The Coal Operators' Association
of Illinois

The Ph. Postal Milling Co.

The Stutz Motor Car Co..

Milwaukee, Wis Bal-Ring Oar Locks. . Hurja-Johnson-Huwen, Inc., Chicago

.Philadelphia Pale Moon Beverage. . George Batten Co., Inc., New York
. Chicago Radios United Adv. Agcy., New York
. Clinton, Iowa Engines The Buchen Co., Chicago

Newark, N. J Reynolite Campbell-Ewald Co., New York
. New York Wearing Apparel Arthur Rosenberg Co., Inc., New York

. Providence, R. I Hardware Larchar-Horton Co., Providence

. Newai'k, N. J Toys Joseph E. Hanson Co., Newark

. Chicago Celluloid Products .... Hurja-Johnson-Huwen, Inc., Chicago

.Sioux City, Iowa White Radio Socket
Power L'nits LTnited Adv. Agcy., Siou.x City, Iowa

. Pittsburgh, Pa Lynite Pistons and Con-
necting Rods Grace & Holliday, Detroit

. Coral Gables. Fla. . . . Community Adv Grace & Holliday, Miami

. Buffalo, N. Y .Federal OrthoOsonic
Radio (Canadian Sub-
sidiary) Baker Adv. Agcy., Ltd., Toronto

. Philadelphia Fruit-of-the-Loom and
Eclipse Shirts United Adv. Agcy., Inc., New York

Cliicago Cooperative Advertis-
ing The Buchen Co., Chicago

Mascoutah, 111 Flour Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit

Indianapoli.; Motors The Glen Buck Co., Chicago

%
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OA/5-MachineAge ~

;^^Where Is It Taking Us ?

Qhe
Airplane-A New
Tool ofBusiness

TS the airplane ready for
•* business use? Must \vc

await those rumored "tre-

mendous developments just

around the corner" before

giving this new arm of

transportation a place in our

commercial scheme?

Paul Henderson, President,

Aeronautical Chamber of

Commerce of the United

States, tells how hundreds

of large business enterprises

have found practical, prof-

itable use for commercial
airplanes. He shows the air-

plane as an essential factor

in industry's trend toward

uninterrupted productionand

lower inventories.

And in connection with this

timely article, the A. W.
Shaw Company announces a
business lest of the airplane

by adapting a standard ship

to its daily needs and main-
taining a complete "log"

thereon for the information

of its business readers.

A RE we as business men and American citizens paying too

±\. high a price for the luxuries of our machine civilization?

Has it forced us to sacrifice some of the finer things born of the

days of hand production? Are we developing a generation of

super-men or breeding a race of automatons? What are the

dangers of this machine age? Where the opportunities?

The answer - Dr. Glenn Frank, President, the University of

Wisconsin, has written one for business. In three tremen-

dously interesting articles he summarizes the study and obser-

vations of a decade. The first of these articles appears in the

September issue of The Magazine of Business, along with:

"You Can't Compete With Careless Overhead"
by Alvan Macauley, President,

Packard Motor Car Company.

"Using Ford's Ideas in Czecho-Slovakia"
as told to the editors by Richard Gibian.

"One Ship at a Time" — in which John Rowntree goes to school.

A hitherto unpublished chapter of "Captains in Conflict."

"HOW'S BUSINESS?" The Council on the Trend of Business

tells you what Business executives are thinking NOW about

the outlook for Fall. It presents a graphic picture of the cur-

rent planning by which the volume of the last quarter of 1927

will be determined.

I: WHERE BUSINESS LEADERS TALK WITH BUSINESS LEADERS'
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CHANGES IN AGENCIES AND NEW ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS {Continued)

Now Advertising ThroughAddr Product

The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
Co Jersey City, N. J Chain Stores

The Ansonia Clocli Co New Yorl^ Clocks

C. W. Beggs Sons & Co Chicago Toilet Requisites . . . .

The James Boring Travel Service,
Inc New York Travel

Wm. Parke, Inc Camden, N. J Oven Shelves

The Vapo-Cresolene Co New York Proprietary Medicine .

Richmond Radiator Co New York Heatomat Gas Boilers.

Paris & Peain, New York
Newell-Emmett Co., Inc., New York
Bisberne Adv. Co., Chicago

Wales Adv. Co., New York
J. X. Netter, Inc., New York
M. P. Gould Co., New York
Reed G. Landis Co., Chicago

Pycope, Inc Joplin, Mo Pycope Tooth Powder
& Tooth Brushes. ..Stanley H. Jack Co., Omaha, Neb.

Johns-Manville Corp New York
Asbestos & allied prod-

ucts

Federal Oil Burner Corp Bridgeport, Conn Oil Burners . .

Mickleberry's Pood Products Co.. .Chicago Pork Products

The Oneita Knitting Mills Utica Men's rayon under-

The Vac-A-Tap Company Holland, Mich Mfg. electric washers.

The Edgewater Athletic Club Chicago Club

Newsom & Halle Cleveland Wood Working Ma
chines

W. L. Brann Agency, New York. Effec-
tive Jan. 1, 1928

Winsten & Sullivan, Inc., New York
Henri, Hurst & McDonald

Reimers & Osborn, Inc., New York
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Chicago

Campbell-Ewald Co., Chicago

The Sidway-Topliff Company ... .Washington, Pa Children's Vehicles &
Wicker Furniture . .

.

. T. H. Ball & Staff, Cleveland

The Irwin L. Rosen-
berg Co., Chicago

NEW ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND SERVICES, ETC.

Middle Class Group, Inc. ..171 Madison Ave., New York; 608 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago Publication Repre-

sentatives William B. Ziff, J. Fred Henry, A.
Henry Young, Sam Craig, Arthur
Green, Phil Willcox, J. V. Hotaling,
B. George Davis, M. L. Weiss-
niann, S. Huttner

PUBLICATION CHANGES AND APPOINTMENTS
The Midwest Merchant and Commercial
News, Kansas City, Mo Name changed to the Retail Review.

Management Magazines, Inc., Chicago Has purchased Clubhouse and Fairway magazine, Chicago. This maga-
zine will be merged with Club Management.

The Evening Recorder and Morning Olym-
pian, Olympia, Wash Have consolidated into one publication to be known as The Daily Olympian.

Magazine Builders, Inc., New York Has appointed Middle Class Group, Inc., New York and Chicago, as its

national representative. Middle Class Group, Inc., has been organized for
the selling of the three magazines published by Magazine Builders—namely:
Screenland, Real Life Stories and America's Humor.

Food and Health Education, New York Name changed to The Home Economist.

Air Stories New York Has appointed the Harry R. Fisher Co., Chicago, as its western advertising
representative.

Chronicle-Telegram, Elyria, Ohio Has been sold by J. F. Burke to A! C. Hudnutt.

Postage, New York Has purchased The Mailbag, Cleveland. These publications will be merged
under the name Postage and The Mailbag.

Nassau Daily News, Rockville Center, N. Y.Has appointed Prudden, King & Prudden, Inc., New York, as its national adver-
tising representative.

Talbot Publications, Des Moines, Iowa Has appointed A. G. Krabe, 1 Union Square, New York, representative and
P. W. Henkel, 306 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, representative for the Iowa
Farmer and the Corn Belt Farmer, both published at Des Moines, Iowa.

MISCELLANEOUS
The L. Needles-Brooker Co., Phila Hrs been merged with the Samuel Sternberger Co. of Philadelphia under the

iirm name of Eclipse-Needles Company.

The Packer Corp Cleveland Outdoor Advertising. Has purchased the Amsterdam Advertising Co., Amster- \

dam, N. Y.
-*
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In the 224 pages of this Book of Pro-

ceedings are recorded all the convention

happenings, the speeches and cummcnis

<i eighty industrial advcrtii>ingauthun[ics.

Read the records of this important busi-

ness conference . . . the stirring remarks

of Dr. Glenn Frank . . . the agency dis-

cussion by W. W. Galbreath. Lynn
Ellis and B, H. Miller . . . Educational

RccomiDendafions by Dr. Hess . . .

Tifft-: iiOOk OF . . . the "prosecution" and "defense"
presented in "The Trial ". pioving
that industrial advertising methods pay
. . . \\'cstinghv>u8c ncwbp.ipcr policies

outlined by McQuistun . . . U. S.

Dcpt. of Commerce cooperation offer-

ed by W. H. Rastall . . . valuable

data on export marketing, direct mail,

catalogs, trade papers and other medi.i

. . and hundreds of "brass tacks"idc;i&.

^Twas a Great Convention
— and here it is ... in Book Form /

A DVERTisiNG history was written at Cleveland in June. What was it that

xV brought together this record-breaking group of several hundred indus-

trial advertisers from every corner of the industrial map? What urged them
to pack so much action into those three days . . . starting with Breakfast

Round Table Meetings and continuing through to midnight? What magnet
drew forth that marvelous Exhibit of over 500 panels? What has attracted

an increase of nearly 70% in N. I. A. A. membership during the past year?

There's a 224 page answer to those questions in this 1927 Book of Proceed-

ings. You'll get the spirit of this go-getting, serious, constructive-minded

organization from this printed record of the great Cleveland Convention.

What happened at Cleveland? You can't afford to miss seeing this in print

— whether your interests are those of an industrial advertiser, an agency

or a publisher. You need this Book. You'll cherish it! Incidentally, if you
aren't a member of the N.I. A. A., this Book will make you want to be.

Less than 300 copies are being offered for sale, in addition to those

reserved for members. Use the coupon to order your copy now.

Some Copies of Boo\s of Proceedings of former JS[. I. A. A. Con-
ventions are still available. 1924 Bool^s are sold out, hut some

1923, 1925 and 1926 Boo}{s can he furnished. Use the Coupon!

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL ADVERTISERS ASSOCIATION

l^ijii To: H. P. VON Thomas, Secy.^Treas., National Industrial Advertisers Association

l^iJISl c/o BUSSMANN MFG. CO.. UN IVERSIT Y AT JEFFERSON, St. Lou.s, Mo.

Please send, on approval, post-paid, the books indicated below, and mail invoice to the undersigned:
lt)27

Br.ok

$1.50 to members
o others.

Name..

Delii.xc iq:5
I—

I

if 1926 Combined I I

$1.50 to members
$2.00 to others.

i'i:6

Boole

$0.50 to members
$1.00 to others.

D 11)25

Book
$0.50 to members
$1.00 to others.

I I Book
23

Book
$0.50 to members
$1.00 to others.

—Firm Name...

Address - —City and State.
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MISCELLANEOUS {Continued)

Allied Newspapers, Inc., New York Has opened an office in Atlanta, Ga., with George M. Kohn as manager.

The Akron Barrow Co., Akron, Ohio Name changed to General Wheelbarrow Co.

Caroline Fleischer, New York Artists' Rep-
resentative Has been appointed to handle the work of John Alonzo Williams, illustrator.

Miss Fleischer also represents Walter D. Teague, George Illian and Alice
Donaldson.

The Nassau Daily Star, Lynbrook, N. Y... Has appointed The Geo. B. David Co., New York, as its national advertising
representative.

The Dartnell Corporation, Chicago Has bought Printed Salesmanship from the University Press, Cambridge,
Mass.

The Kable-Spalding Company, Inc Mount Morris, 111. Name changed to The Spalding Publications, Inc.

Name

CHANGES IN ADDRESSES
Advertising Agencies and Services, Publications, etc.

Business From To

Fay Leone Faurote Technical Writer 677 Fifth Ave., New York.... 420 Lexington Ave., New York
Emil Brisacher and Staff (San

Francisco Offices) Advertising Flood Building, San PranciscoCrocker Building, San Fran-
cisco

A. B. Research Service Advertising 5717 Kingsbury Boul., St. Louis,
Mo 4910 West Pine St., St. Louis,

Mo.
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To Select the Proper

Advertising Mediums—You Need

STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE

It gives up -to'- the

-

minute information on
rates, discounts, color

and cover charges, spe-

cial positions, classified

advertising and read-

ing notices, closing

dates, page and column sizes

—

and circulations on publications

in the United States and
Canada.

The rate-cards and circula-

tion statements are practically

duplicated and placed in one
convenient volume.

Published Monthly

—supplemented with bulle-

tins—and, covers daily news-
papers, farm papers, general

magazines, business

papers, religious and
foreign language publi-

cations.

Confidence

Every great business

enterprise, that has endured
over a span of time, has been
founded upon—and, has pros-

pered through—the confidence

of those comprising the market
to which it sought to sell its

merchandise or service—confi-

dence in honor, intelligence,

appreciation and goodwill!
During the short span of eight years

STANDARD RATE & DATA SER-
VICE has done what it has taken other

successful institutions many years to

accomplish.

USE THIS COUPON

Special 15-Day Approval Order

.192..

ST.ANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE,
536 Lake Shore DriTe,

Chicago. Illinois.

Gentlemen: Vou may send to us, prepaid, a copy of the current number of Standard Role & Data Service, togelher with all bul!elin<.

issued since it was published for "15 days" use. Unless we return it at the end of fifteen days you may bill us for $30.00, which is the

cost of one year's subscription. The issue we receive is to be considered the initial number to be followed by a revised copy on the f.rst

of each month. The Service is to be maintained accurately by bulletins issued every other day.

Firm Name Street Address.

City State

Indhiduat Signing Order Official Position
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These bell-wether food advertisers

have found it wise in Chicago to put
most of their eggs in one basket

Adi'i'rtiser
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Advertisins'
. &Selling

PUBLISHED FORTNIGHTTjY^

Drawn by Lucian Iteriihaid tor thf I't-pperell Manufacturing Lompaiiy

SEPTEMBER 21, 1927 15 CENTS A COPY

In this issue:

"Every Smokestack a Potential Advertiser" By H. A. Harixg- "Some
of the Fundamentals ot Headline Writing" Bv Ralph McKinlev; "Per-

sonal Letters" By Frank L. Scott; "Applying the Scientific Test to

Advertising Returns" Bv Rov Quinlan; "The News Digest" on Page 90
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Circulationin Chicago^s BetterHomes Gives

The Daily News Educational

Advertising Leadership

THE family that believes in higher iL

education, that can afford to send

the bov to college, the sub-deb to

boarding school, is representative of

that solid, financially responsible citi-

zenry to which the most effective ad-

vertising is directed.

This class is predominant in the more

than 400,000 Chicago families reached

by the circulation of The Daily News.

Educational advertisers, accordingly,

choose The Chicago Daily News above

every other Chicago week-day news-

paper. During the first six months of

1927 The Daily News carried 24.143

agate lines of educational advertising

2,775 lines more than the highest

week-day morning newspaper . . .

18,266 lines more than the next eve-

ning newspaper.

Leadership in educational advertising

is indicative of "character." that \m-

portant factor of circulation which,

linked with concentration, produces

the effectiveness in advertising for

which The Daily News is notable. c^

September's here, bringing

oysters, radio, the earlv

frost, grid practice and

College Days
Thousands of young members of The

Daily News family are leaving this

month for college, boarding and prep

schools and the first great adventure

of youth.

In this, as in many other activities of

the Chicago home. The Daily News is

glad to serve as an adviser and a

friend. Its educational advertising

pages offer each week-day the most

comprehensive index to educational

opportunities published by any Chi-

cago newspaper. Its Personal Service

Bureau furnishes literature and advice

on educational subjects. In addition

it issues "What School and Why," a

yearly guide to the leading schools and

colleges of the United States.

The Daily News performs those serv-

ices because it believes in the value

of college training—because it is eager

to maintain as a predominant factor

in its circulation the alert, progres-

sive young men and women that higher

education develops.

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

Advertising
Representatives:

NEW YORK CHICAGO
n^^Jfl^Kellv

J.B.Woodward Woodward & Kelly
.^rprne Ar^s BWr

"° " ^"
"memb^h" o^p";Hrr:..r-.Hot/;\.riM^.?^cA^cmK«

SAN FRANCISCO
C. Geo. KroRness

253 First National Bank Bldg.

.„„,e D.UV N« raid O„...io,. ^^T..,0.nv N.„. ,». ,We .„ S.

-:-^j,;si"s: s-ss.'J.^cS£-S!^=iS«-»-! r.^^S" 'at ?»£-.s?'3's cyt".K'
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IhE Pittsburgh PRESS covers

the Pittsburgh market thoroughly

and completely* In advertising

linage, too, the PRESS has over-

whelming leadership. ThePRESS,

alone, puts the advertiser in con-

tact with the huge buying power

of America's fifth largest

market.

198,046 Daily

259,155 Sunday SCRIPPS- HOWARD

Pittsburgh Press
A Scripps-Howard Newspaper

Represented by Allied Newspapers, Inc., 250 Park Avenue, New York
Chicago Detroit Atlanta San Francisco Los Angeles Seattle Portland
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Talking in Terms that Dealers Value
WHEN a salesman calls on any Indianapolis

retailer, explains the merits of his product,

and then shows a portfolio of advertising definitely

scheduled to appear in The INDIANAPOLIS
NEWS, he is talking in terms that the dealer under-

stands and values.

The day has passed when a salesman can talk

The dealer wants to know what kind of adver-

tising—where it will appear— how long it will

continue.

To the dealer, a definite advertising campaign

scheduled in The NEWS means: (1) that the

product is meritorious or The NEWS would have

rejected it; (2) that the usual prompt response from

glibly and vaguely about "our advertising program." NEWS advertising justifies an initial order.

"The IndianapolisNews
jsM^ ^he IndianapolisRadius

DON BRIDGE, Adve'rtising Manager

NEW YORK: DAN A. CARROLL
1 10 East 42nd Street

CHICAGO: J. E. LUTZ
The Tower Building
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Everybody's Business

By Floyd W. Parsons

The modern

Some Essentials

of Business Success

INDUSTRY is cursed with executive loafers draw-
ing large salaries. The fellow who comes to his

office early and stays late has become a business
novelty. Work has become a painful necessity instead
of a sacred duty. Cor-
poration officials once
died in their office

chairs—now the popu-
lar place for cashing
in is the golf course or

the verandah of a re-

sort hotel.

Labor-saving devices

have revolutionized not
only our methods but
our ideas. The greater
part of the time re-

leased by improved
machines is being de-

voted to pleasure in-

stead of being utilized

to take care of addi-
tional work. About the
only person who does
any real labor is the

private secretary of

the boss. If the secre-

taries had a union and
went on strike, a lot of
businesses would go to pot in short order. The time
of many managers today is devoted almost entirely to

attending endless conventions, conferences, luncheons
and dinners.

Noon-hour lunch clubs are now numbered in the

thousands, and this means hundreds of thousands of

man-hours given over to listening to many speeches

that represent a complete waste of time. Also many
bosses appropriate far more hours to trudging over

the links of five thousand American golf clubs than
are necessitated for the requirements of health. The
short summer vacation that was once the vogue is no
longer considered sufficient. Months of absence from
the office are now as common as weeks were a gen-

eration ago.

Take a walk through any large office and inquire

for the whereabouts of the different heads "of depart-
ments. It is a two-to-one bet that the sales manager,
the purchasing agent or the fellow who handles the

advertising is away at some trade or association meet-
ing. It is also conservative to say that while frank
exchanges of opinion today are necessary in industry,

we have carried the conference idea to such an ex-

treme that hardly one man in three returns from these

pow-wows with value received for money and time ex-

pended.
Profits have come so easily in recent times that many

businesses have gone on making profits through ac-

cumulated momentum without having received any-
thing more than i-outine attention from the men occupy-
ing the positions of authority. A lot of foolish execu-

© Kiiickcrliot'kui- riiiild

lunch counter

tives believe this condition will continue, and have
kidded themselves into accepting the idea that success

is due to the exercise of their own genius. As a result

of this condition, human effort has been reduced as fast

as mechanical effort has been increased. This spirit

has extended on down from the big bosses to the

members of skilled trades and as a result we must
now spend $50,000 to build a $20,000 house.

Before long there

will be a show-down
and it will be disclosed

to modern business

executives that instead

of being easier, the

task set for them today
is far more difficult

than in the past. Years
ago it was only neces-

sary to keep sales

stimulated and watch
costs in order to insure

continued success. Now
a change in thought or
custom on the part of

a fickle public may
darken the whole out-

look for the best or-

ganized corporation in

less than a week's time.

An upset in one indus-
try spreads rapidly to

a dozen other lines of
business.

The wide use of the automobile has been largely
responsible for a material drop in the consumption
of men's shoes. The vogue of short skirts has helped
to balance this loss by increasing the footwear pur-
chases of the ladies. The growth of the big baking
companies has almost put an end to the making of
bread in the home and has changed the entire market
outlook for the milling companies that produce and
sell flour. Instead of millions of hou.seholders, a few
score agents now purchase more than half of the flour
produced in the United States.
A short time ago chief emphasis was placed on thrift

and economy. Today the note sounded loudest by the
advertiser has to do with comfort, convenience and
the gratification of human desires. The old arguments
concerning the advantages of low first costs have been
relegated to the rear by the present plethora of money.
Each passing day is now likely to disclose some new
change that is needed in the selling appeal of a prod-
uct, and all of this indicates that disaster lies ahead
for managements that insist on traveling a beaten road.
Of course it is true that changes have always been

taking place in our industrial life. But those of
yesterday took place so slowly that business had plenty
of time and notice to bring about the needed modifica-
tions of policy or practice. Now there is small oppor-
tunity to exercise deliberation in the interpretation of
market signs. The modern executive must literally

sleep with his hat on in order to be ready to meet the

effects of an unexpected discovery. Markets now dry
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 50 J
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(''^iocusiNG attention on the name, in an
»-^ environment that reflects true quality,

has been the underlying theme in the prep-

aration of General Tire art work for nation-

al magazines. The art of photo-engraving

makes possible a fidelity to detail in repro-

duction so essential in tire advertising today.

a^(&Me.^

I

Advertising Manager

The General Tire and Rubber Co.
AKRON, OHIO

Tour Story in Picture Leaves J^othing Untold

AMERICAN PHOTO^ENGRAVERS
©ASSOCIATION®

GENERAL OFFICES •: 863 MONADNOCK BLOCK * CHICAGO
Cn-hvricrht 7927. Ainerican Photo-Enp-favers Association m
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TO the uninitiated may we say

that the map above is an outhne

ofAmerica's Fourth City—Detroit

—divided into forty districts.

You will observe that there are

twenty'five shaded districts. In

these particular districts live the

greatest number of English speak'

ing people, including the wealthy,

the average well'to-do, and the

thrifty mechanic for which Detroit

has gained distinction.

In these districts lies the greatest

concentration of the city circuk'

tion of The Free Press. As near

as can be accurately determined

there are 164,249 homes in the

twenty'five districts indicated, and

125,425 copies of The Free Press

are sold or delivered to those

homes, being equivalent to a cover'

age of 76% or BETTER THAN
THREE OUT OF EVERY FOUR,

Included in the fifteen other dis-

tricts are some more sparsely settled,

in which The Free Press has a very

complete home coverage; also the

foreign and colored settlements,

which comprise 52% of the total

population of the city.

This coverage offered by The Free

Press goes to the Detroit commu'

nities where the merchant or the

manufacturer will secure more than

80% of his Detroit city business

by volume. It eliminates a mass of

non-productive, non-English speak-

ing homes. It concentrates selling

ammunition where sales are made

.... where dollars flow fastest from

pockets to cash registers.

This is the very best productive cir-

culation available in Detroit today.

VERREE &
National]

CONKLIN, Inc.

Representatives

San Franci^ro
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This wasn't' Luck

>See the aJiertising index

tfthe October time (page 6).

Z
AST month a large manufacturer completed a countrywide

J investigation among representative department stores.

His objective, primarily, was to determine which of two

magazines— Good Housekeeping and another of still larger

circulation— would reach the customers of his dealers more

effectively.

500 merchandise buyers in as many stores were asked to give

their opinion— and to base it on experience. 208, or 41.6^

replied, of whom 109 gave first preference to Good House-

keeping. 89 favored the second magazine. The remainder

were non-committal.

Retailers, you know, are not given to theory when the cash

register is concerned. Expressions such as this are directly

traceable to the knowledge prevalent among first line mer-

chants that Good Housekeeping is read mostly by women
of higher purchasing power. And that it is most influential

in selling goods to them.

You can check this yourself by conducting a similar investi-

gation in your market. But it's not really necessary unless

you feel that the keenest judges of space— advertising agents

and successful manufacturers both— are wrong in their al-

most unanimous use of Good Housekeeping.*

Good Housekeeping
Chicago Boston New York San Francisco
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njDatch his interest quicken—
his attention concentrate—when

you back up sales talk with the

convincing evidence of
photographs.

I

naccuraciesjeopardizejales

illuslrale with Vholographs

'How can I use it in

plant?" asks the prosper/

and thousands of saUsiii

give effective answer » j

photographs.

or'HERE verbal

written descriptions

Outstanding differ-

ences between your
machineryandcom-
petitive lines can be
clearly displayed in

photographs, the

modern barometer

of accuracy.

Points in tapestry

design and wood
finish can he tnost

effectively put be-

fore the prospective

furniture buyerwith

photographs.

W
often fail, Photographs

_

always convince. Properly

made and reproduced,

Photographs bring quick

and easy understanding.

For after all, the camera

tells the truth.—'shows pro-

ducts, with their parts and

features, as they really are

!

HCrroGRAPHS
&e/i fhe Story
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How Much
is

TIME'S Mihstones:

In 1923

In 1924

In 1925

In 1926

In 1927

18.500 ave. net paid

43.465 ave. net paid

75.22S ave. net paid

110.522 ave. net paid

140.000 estimated net

In 1928 • 175,000 guaranteed net

In 1929 • 200.000 plus!

TIME guarantees 175,000

circulation in 1928. That much
circulation is - - -

Nineteen Times the circulation oi

the first issue in March, 1923 " " "

Nine Times the average circulation

for all of 1923 ^ ^ ^

More Circulation than is guaran-

te&d for next year by any one g&neral

magazine claivning quality of readership!

Do advertisers feel that true quality circulation comes only

in lots of 100,000 or less? TIME is proving otherwise ' ' '

just as it is proving that high quality circulation does not

always mean high cost per page. ^ ^ ¥ "V 1" T~^

Ti M h
The Weekly Newsmagazine

^^ ^Compile d, wr itt&n, editid in New York. Printed and di strihute d in Cleveland, i^''^

^^--^Cof)y transmitted b> air mail and telegraph. To press Tuesday, to readers Friday.jl
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12
AN ADVERTISEMENT BY

WILLARD G. MYERS, MYERS AND GOLDEN, INC.

Jceherqs

O N that world-birring flight of May
21^, Lindbergh says, dramatically,

"I saw icebergs
—"'

Now here's the queftion for psychologies:

What were the thoughts aroused in Lindy's

mind by the sight of these pale ghoSts on the

gray monotone beneath him? Did he think,

"Ah, what I see is only one-seventh of that

entire mass of ice. Below the surface is the

moS important part of that berg."

He did not!

He probably thought (all-in-a-flash), "danger-

ous to fly too low—might hit one in the fog

—

how low is safe?—what is the average height

of an iceberg?—muA be terrible Arain for

Seamship pilots—glad I'm up here."

When Mr. Average Consumer leisurely flies

across the pages of his newspaper or maga»

zine, does he say, "Ah, think of the tre-

mendous amount of work that is hidden be-

low the production of this page of advertising

—the people who inve^igated my likes and

dislikes, the interviews with my garage man

or my corner grocer or my drug ^ore to find

out why I buy, the work of the man who first

thought of the single idea back of this page

—

the man who wrote this—what he thought

of me when he wrote it—the arti* who

painted this lovely girl who looks so happy

and carefree

—

\\i& like my own girl—what

sort of a model did he have—what did she

really look like—did the art director Uke the

painting the firdl time—what changes were

made so that I would like it better—what

about the typographer who set this ad—bet

he used to be juA a printer who got tired of

setting type the regular way and tried to do

it a little better—and a little better—well he

does it fine now—what about that engraving

in color—think of the photographer who
made the color negatives and the printer, the

etcher, the proofer—the number of times

they compared it with the painting, cursed

the artiA for the unusual colors he used, tried

again, final proofs, more corrections, more

final proofs, the assembled ad, the complete

proof, the conference with the advertiser,

the dra^ic changes, ad all pulled to pieces,

put together again, changed here, altered

there—all with the idea of making a deeper

impression on me. All this excitement about

me! Well, there's the ad printed in this

magazine at last."

No, he does NOT think that.

He thinks (all-in-a-flash) "Hum, another car

ad. Wonder if those Hoosis cars are any good.

Jim Barnes has one. That argument sounds

good. That girl looks hke Jane. Pretty.

Those kids have a good time. Jane's been

kicking about that bus of ours. Maybe I

ought to get a new one. Perhaps
—

"

He turns to the next page.

yipw, the people who do wctp and wail and

gnash their teeth over the submerged six-

sevenths of advertising are the readers of Ad-

vertising and Selling.

Mr. Average Consumer u;ould have to get a

new-size hat if he l{new how he is wept over,

prayed over, cursed over and discussed m the

pages of this magazine.

T^ohody agrees about Mr. Average Consumer

{and his own testimonv on the subjeA is mis-

leading), but It is this conilant discussion, this

fresh presentation of evidence about him, that

is adding constantly and Readily to Adver-

tising and SeIImg'5 ^^buying-power^' circulation.

If you have anything to sell to these people who

are worried about Mr. Consumer, this would

seem to be the place to sell it.
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''WHAT DOES IT SAY,
DANIEL?''

To the ordinary man-sized job of selling an established product in an

established market advertising now is shouldering two other problems:

What to do with an established product when its established market

dries up.

How to present to the public a new idea when acceptance of that idea

demands sloughing off old habits and acquiring a new set in their stead.

It is like going from simple arithmetic to differential calculus. Instead

of dealing with tangible digits, we must reckon with x, an unknown

quantity raised to the ;zth power.

The advertising man is expected to find the answer. More and more

in this complicated modern business world the manufacturer is turning to

him for advice; for prophecy almost, as Belshazzar turned to Daniel.

The advertising man must interpret what the hand is writing on the

wall, or be thrown to the lions. The manufacturer must have reasonable

faith in advertising or in he goes too.

CALKINS & HOLDEN, Inc • ADVERTISING • 147 PARK AVENUE • NEW YORK
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Another Milestone

in 37 years of

Advertising Progress

AndrcAv Cone Advertising Agency
Frederick H. Conej President

Announces
the following additions to the staff:

GeOrZe r. iSolilfl Executive Vice-President—formerly

of the United States Advertising Corporation, New York,

and the Charles F. W. Nichols Company of Chicago.

GercZld C. STTlith Vice-President in charge of National

Accounts—formerly Account Executive Frank Seaman, Inc.,

and the Dorland Advertising Agency, New York.

]V. E. Sitnler Vice-President in charge of Trade Pro-

motional Division— formerly Vice-President of the Philip

Kobbe Co., Inc., and recently Merchandising Counsel of

James F. Nevvcomb & Co., Inc., New York.

Charles C. Baldwin Dimtor of Col-r— formerly

of Albert Frank & Co., New York, Joseph Katz, Baltimore,

Md., and Eastman Scott & Co., Atlanta, Ga.

For 37 years this Agency has maintained com-

plete advertising service. With these appoi.it-

ments to its already strong staff, the organization

t

is in a better position than ever to serve its pres- {

ent clients and to handle a limited number of •

additional national accounts.

Andrew Cone Advertising Agency
Established 1890

18 East Forty-First Street . New York
Member: American Association of Advertising Agencies

International Advertising Association . . . Audit Bureau of Circulations

I
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Do You Carefully Analyse

the Medmm and Its Market?
THE MEDIUM

GRIT—a unique combination of Weekly Illustrated

Newspaper, Family Magazine and Story Section

— is made especially for its own readers in 12,000 small

towns and villages throughout the United States. It

is delivered each week by its own 15,000 agents into

more than 350,000 homes—reaching over l,(i20,500

people.

Grit is more than an informant. It is a trusted and
looked-for friend, welcomed by every member of the

family, encompassing, as it does, news and editorials

which instruct, fiction and features which entertain and
magazine and miscellany articles which enlighten.

And Grit is read and remains in many of these

homes until the succeeding issue arrives. It is truly

—

Americ.v's Gre.vtest Family Newspaper

THE MARKET
BETWEEN the congested cities and the isolated

rural homes are a great group of small towns and
villages of from 100 to 5,000 population comprising
Smau, Town America. Years ago these were com-
monly known as the hick towns of America.

With the advent of automobiles, concrete roads,
movies, radio and the World War, new interest was
aroused in these communities. Homes and business
places were s])ruced up. The missing necessities were
provided and today the luxuries of life are being added
to an amazing extent.

Small Town America today cannot be neglected
from any merchandising plan. It is a live, awake,
buying market.

Grit Readers in Small Town America

I

msk

N these small towns and villages, wherein lies 77 per cent of Giiit's circulation, lives, perhaps, the

most happy, prosperous and progressive group of people in our country. Possessing most of the con-

veniences of the large cities, yet enjoying a spirit of neighborliness, friendliness and home pride un-

known to the city dweller, these home-loving folks still form, as they always have, the backbone and
stability of our nation.

Unaffected by big industrial shut-downs—not seriously influenced by less than bumper crops, 75 per
cent of the heads of Grit's 350,000 Small Town America families are steadily engaged in work which pays
them larger than average income ; 69 per cent own their homes ; nearly as many own automobiles, while 79 per
cent of these families have bank accounts.

Grit families are large families, too. They average 4.63 persons. And 70 per cent of the heads of these
families are under 50 years of age—still in the active buying period

;
planning, creating, building up higher

living standards.

These Grit readers in Small Town America present an aln

And this marlipt can he reached, persuasively through Ghit.

ost unexcelled market for any advertiser.

GRIT PUBLISHING COMPANY . '. williamsport, pa.

the JOHN BUDD COMPANY /. National Advertising Representatives
NEW YORK CHICAGO ST. LOUIS ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES PORTLAND

SMALL TOWN AMERICA
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44%
'-^//e October

Delineator closed

with an increase in

advertising lineage

of 44^ compared

with the October

issue of last year.

Another spectacular gain

••^^ for Delineator in a year

of consistent progress

i
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own local territory. Seldom does
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brilliantly; more often he fails as

the business mortality tables indi-

cate. Mr. Haring analyzes this

situation and in this and succeed-

ing articles suggests a basis for

examining the smaller manufac-

turer's business objective.
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nDhati become of the

ckL TJlovie paLojcc?
Ik

(ly/L

^1

.LONG with a lot of other good things of yesterday, the

old movie "palace" is fast becoming a mere memory— passed

on to make way for something better.

more than any similar group of people
in the world. In fact, they have become
accustomed to demand the best of every-
thing that this age in which we are liv-

ing has to offer. And they no longer
count such things luxuries. They rate

them common, everyday necessities.

\

1^'

h\

The past decade has deluged the market
with hundreds of new luxuries. At the

same time it has deluged the country with

a prosperity that has put those luxuries

within the reach of hundreds of thou-
sands of folks who never dreamt of such
things a few years ago.

The luxuries then were for a favored few.

Today they are for a jatored million and
a half-

There may be more, but we know of a

million and a half families, prosperous,

educated in the ways of pleasant living,

with their homes in the better sections

of 2787 towns and cities and wealthy
suburbs where over 80% of the Nation's

business is concentrated.

These folks make up the great expanded
class market of America.

They buy the smartest clothes, the most
improved household equipment, and the

highest priced foods. Their children go
to expensive private schools. They travel

I
As it is with everything else, so it is with
what they read.

From the grab bag of newsstand publica-

tions, nearly a million of these people
month after month select their favorite

magazine and pay 35c for it. Over a half
miUion more have Cosmopolitan sent to

them through the mails.

Cosmopolitan is their favorite magazine
because it caters to their more sophisti-

cated tastes for the best and smartest in

contemporary literature.

And it is just because Cosmopolitan is the

choice of this great expanded class market
that it is the logical medium for talking to

them about any quality brand of goods.

Let one of our representatives tell you more fully of Cosmopolitan's interesting story.

ftyldvertising Offices

1 19 West 40th Street, New York City

326W. Madison St. General Motors Bldg. 5 Winthrop Square 625 Market Street

Chicago, Illinois Detroit, Michigan Boston, Mass. San Francisco, Cal.

m^hm.
ax
I
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Every Smokestack a Potential

Advertiser
A Study of the Marketing Problems of the Local Manufacturer

Who Is "Too Small to Advertise"

By H, A. Haring

" /'~~\ F course we don't

I 1 advertise," was
\^_^the half-indignant

retort of an Indiana

manufacturer of tools.

"We've run the plant two
shifts every month for

three years, we're turn-

ing out $80,000 a month of

tools at a nice profit and
they all go to seven ac-

counts, with two of them
swallowing up 72 per

cent of the total. We
don't need to advertise

If we did, it would just

add to our costs. I've

built up this business

from scratch since I came
home from France and
I'm sitting pretty without

squandering all I make
in ads."

Those words were
spoken in October of

1926. Six months slipped

by, when, in the month
of May of the present

year, the factory was sold

at receivers' sale after

being boarded up for ten

weeks. When next en-

countered, the former
owner, now working in
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ness, even when I was doing nearly

a million a year. And that's where
I hung myself, for, when the crash

came, my tools hadn't a friend in the

world. I didn't even have a name for

them. I discovered that half the

men in our country club didn't so

much as know what came out of my
plant except the smoke from the

stacks."

Out of this incident grew the com-
ment of a banker in the Indiana

city

:

"A retailer would not dare try to

do without advertising. He knows
his market is local and he must build

a reputation. But not one in five of

our local manufacturers think of it.

They fall for the lure of the distant.

They think their market is in New

England or Chicago or somewhere
far off where they do everything by
telegraph and long distance."

In order to check this banker's

summary, a trained investigator was
employed to make inquiries. The
city is of the 25,000 class. Of 84

local merchants interviewed only 15

did no advertising during 1926, and
[continued on page 44]

Stuart Chase's

King Charles' Head
By Earnest Elmo Calkins

EVER since Chase and Schlink's book, "Your
Money's Worth," came from the press commen-
tators have been discussing it, and its errors

have by now been pointed out by more competent
hands than mine. Note particularly Harford Powel's
all too short review in the September Atlantic, Tom
Masson's entertaining satire in Printers' Ink, and the
pertinent comments of Kenneth Goode and Robert
Updegraff in Advertising and Selling. I also com-
mend Roy Durstine's i-eview in the September Review
of Rei'iervs, though I have not yet seen it, to any
business or advertising man who is disturbed by the
reasoning of this entertaining and readable book.
Little remains to be said about it, and I will proceed
to say that.

Mr. Dick, you will remember, never succeeded in

bringing off any of his literary undertakings because
he could not keep King Charles' head out of them.
Hatred of advertising is Stuart Chase's King Charles'
head. His premise is always that advertising is

economic waste, and whenever he needs a villain for
his plot he pins the crime on advertising. This
obsession of his has spoiled two good books, which
were otherwise worth the serious attention of the

business world. With the rest of his findings most
advertising men are in agreement.
The thesis of "Your Money's Worth" is that there

is something wrong with our distribution system.
There is too much spi'ead between manufacturing
cost and the i-etail price. We pay too much for

everything because we do not know any better. If

some benevolent agency, government or private,

would test and analyze the things we buy and tell

what was what, we could buy with our eyes open,

and advertising would no longer be needed.
The first thing an advertising man asks is, how

are these findings going to become known? Who is

going to tell us which is the best carburetor, floor

wax, sheeting, or breakfast food? The authors say
the government already knows these facts. So do

many corporations which maintain laboratories. But
they do not share that knowledge with us. The sig-

nificant thing is that Stuart Chase also knows them,
or some of them, apparently, and he won't tell us

either. He describes a test of thirty-four carbure-

tors, of which only four were found good, but he

does not give us the names of the four. Why not?

He mentions tests made of sheetings, in which the

first in the advertising was last in the test, but he

does not say what sheetings. Here was an oppor-
tunity to put his Utopian idea into eff'eet on a small

scale by giving us information we could use in our

buying, a demonstration in short, and the authors'

neglect to take advantage of it. Why? Probably
because they hesitate to incur risk of libel suits, even

when backed up by the findings of physicists. If

this suggestion is so practicable, why doesn't this

book inaugurate it? If it shrinks at the outset from
the responsibility, it but emphasizes the need of some
machinery to get all this new information about.

If this method of helping the consumer is work-
able, it will not do away with advertising. It will

need it more than ever. Advertising is an elastic and
adaptable means of spreading information about

goods. It makes no difference whether this infor-

mation consists of the belief of the manufacturer
or the findings of a laboratory. It still must be

made known. And the machinery for making it

known will be very much like the present advertis-

ing machinery. Advertising is not wedded to any
system. It is prepared to disseminate whatever in-

formation it has to the best interests of everybody

concerned.

The authors' bias against advertising is shown in

many places, as one instance will show. They praise

the progress made in stamping out the false names
and labels for dyed furs and veneered furniture, but

nowhere state that the money to finance the Better

Business Bureau, which is responsible for this re-

form, is furnished by advertising men. If they had

devoted to the part advertising is now playing in

bettering conditions as much research as they have

to digging up devastating facts about goods and sell-

ing, they would know that most of their objectives

are also the objectives of advertising, and that they

will be reached, if they are reached, only by the aid

of advertising.

Later.— I have just read Roy Durstine's article,

and commend it more highly than ever. It puts

the theories of Chase and Schlink in the proper per-

spective.
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More Net Profit in Spite of Lower
Gross Profit on Sales

By J. George Frederick

EVERY business man in the

United States should closely

scan the change that is occur-

ring to American business both in

manufacturing and distribution.

I refer to the remarkable decline

in gross profits on sales while net

profits have been increased. This

has been going on for the last three

or four years. One hears much gen-

eral talk and sees many general

"trend" statistics about business,

but in my opinion nothing has the

authority and the finality that the

Federal corporation tax figures

offer. Business men have been miss-

ing the significance of these figures,

buried deep as they are in the dull

official reports of the Treasury De-
partment. It is true that tax
figures are always about a year and
a half behind and as the figures for

1925 have just been issued, it seems
to me important to examine them.

The facts are that gross profit on
sales in 1923 for all types of busi-

ness was 23.7 per cent of receipts,

[n 1924 it sank to 17.8 per cent and
in 1925 dropped to 16.1 per cent.

Thus, in three years' time there has

been a 7.6 per cent decline in gross

profit on sales in business in the

United States. But equal in impor-

tance and more spectacular still, is

the tale of how our business men
have met this situation.

American business, in spite of its

large gross profit percentage in 1923,

showed only 5.6 per cent of net profit

after taxes; and in 1924 it sank to

4.9 per cent. It however rose to 5.9

per cent in 1925. This is a high
mark in net profit for all American
business despite the low mark in

gross profit from sales. As these

figures are for 1925 and this is 1927,

it becomes an interesting specula-

tion as to whether this process has

been continuing its trend.

Before we proceed to study the

meaning of this phenomenon in

American business, let us examine
how the thing stands when you sepa-

rate manufacturing only and dis-

tribution only. In 1923, the gross

profit from sales in all manufactur-
ing lines was 26.1 per cent; in 1924
it was 22.4 per cent, and in 1925 it

sank to 20.6 per cent. It will be

seen here that the decline in gross

profit from sales was less for the

manufacturing field than for the

complete range of American busi-

ness. Now as to profits (after

taxes) in the manufacturing field.

In 1923, they were 6 per cent; in

1924, 4.9 per cent, and in 1925, 5.8

per cent. And so manufacturing has
not, like American business in gen-

eral, been able to outdo the 1923 rec-

ord for profit even though the drop

in gross profit from sales was less.

Now taking the retail and whole-

sale trade, including department
stores, we find that in 1923 the

gross profit from sales was 19.3 per

cent. In 1924 this gross profit had
shrunk to 18 per cent, and in 1925

it was 16.4 per cent. This decline

in gross profit was smaller than that

of business in general, and that of

manufacturers slightly less than 3

per cent. The net profit after taxes

was 2.6 per cent in 1923, which de-

clined to 2 per cent in 1924 and rose

to 2.2 per cent in 1925.

The striking thing to note in all

fCONTlNlIED ON PACK 62 1
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My Life in Advertising—IX

Early History of Palmolive
By Claude C. Hopkins

WE organized in our agency
an "Advisory Board" over

which I presided. We an-

nounced that anyone could bring his

advertising problems, in person or

by letter, and receive without obli-

gation the advice of the best men in

our agency. Some sixteen able ad-

vertising men sat around the table.

They offered an inviting opportunity
to advertisers, existing or prospec-
tive. Some hundreds of men with
dubious prospects came there and we
advised nineteen in twenty of them
not to proceed. The men who hesi-

tated were large advertisers who
had most at stake. That is gener-
ally so.

Our object in these meetings was
to foster good advertising, to warn
men against mistakes and to try to

discover in the mass of suggestions
some jewels of advertising oppor-
tunities. Under the same policy we
published numerous books offering

advice based on our many experi-

ences. We felt that our own inter-

ests depended on the prosperity of

advertising as a whole. Mistakes
and disasters hurt advertising. One
conspicuous success may encourage
many ventures. No doubt our help-

ful and unselfish policy was a large
factor in the growth of advertising
during the past twenty years.

One morning there appeared at

our meeting Mr. B. J. Johnson of the

B. J. Johnson Soap Company of Mil-

waukee. With him came Mr. Charles
Pearce, a newly-appointed sales

manager who was seeking a way to

make good. They came to discuss

Galvanic Soap, a laundry soap. After
due consideration we advised them
against entering that advertising

field. It was too difficult, too hard-
fought to offer encouragement to a

new advertiser. On the facts we
cited the owners soon came to agree
with us.

Then we asked if they had any-
thing else. They said that they had
a toilet soap called Palmolive, made
with palm and olive oils. It had
slight distribution ; they had not

considered it as an advertising pos-

sibility.

At that time the men around the

table only dimly recognized the

strength of the beauty appeal,

though later we were destined to de-

velop on that line some of the

greatest advertising successes. One
man suggested that Cleopatra used
palm and olive oils. Another re-

minded us that Roman beauties did

likewise. Gradually we came to

recognize the germ of an advertis-

ing opportunity, and we asked the
soap makers to let us make an ex-

periment. We suggested a trial in

Grand Rapids, Michigan, and we
estimated that it could be made for

about $1,000. But that was too

much money to stake on so uncertain

a venture, so we were forced to com-
promise on Benton Harbor, Michi-
gan, where the cost was $700. In

that little city appeared the first ads
on Palmolive Soap.

W'E evolved a plan of introduc-
tion which I have used in

many of my best campaigns. I origi-

nated that plan, so far as I know, and
it has been one of the chief factors in

my success. We ran two or three ads
telling the story of Palmolive Soap,
bringing out the beauty appeal.

Above the ads in a box we announced
that in a few days we would buy a
cake of Palmolive for every woman
who applied. That offer multiplied
the readers of our ads. When you
offer to buy something for a woman
she wants to learn about it. Thus
we interested most women readers
in our complexion soap. When we
felt that we had created a sufficient

desire for it, we came out with a

page ad with a coupon good at any
store for a 10-cent cake. The coupon
authorized the dealer to deliver one
cake to the bearer and charge us
ten cents for it.

This plan has many advantages
over a "Free" offer. It is much more
impressive, for one thing. There is

considerable difference in the psy-

chological effect when you offer to

buy an article for a woman to try,

and pay the dealer his price for it,

as compared with offering that arti-

cle free to all. The "Free" offer

cheapens a product. There is a cer-

tain resistance when we ask people

afterward to pay for a produc
which came to them first as a gif

But when we ourselves buy the art

cle, just as the consumer does, w
show supreme confidence in the bt

lief that the article will please. "W
Will Buy" is a much better headlin

than "10-Cent Cake Free."
Then the buying method force

dealers to stock the product yo
offer. No salesmen are needec
Simply mail a proof of the coupo
ad to dealers. Point out the fac

that practically every home will re

ceive it; also that the coupon is a
good as a dime. Women will no
throw it away. If one dealer fails t

redeem it, another dealer will. W'
gain by this plan universal distribu

tion immediately at moderate cost

That is of course the first essentia;

in advertising.

I have never found that it paid tf

give either a sample or a full-sizi^

package to people who do not re

quest it. We must arouse interest ir

our product before it has value t(

anybody. I consider promiscuous
sampling a very bad plan indeed
Products handed out without asking

or thrown on the doorstep lose re-'

spect. It is different when you

force people to make an effort or

when you buy the product at retail

price on request.
\

I

SUCH was the plan we used in!

Benton Harbor on the initial!

Palmolive ads. The cost, including the'

redemption of coupons, was $700, I

believe. As a result several thousand
women were started on this soap with
full knowledge of its qualities and
purpose. Then we waited to see the'

effect. What would users do when
they tried the soap? The answer
to that question is the most vital

factor in advertising.
'

Now I come to some figures which'

may not be exact. This campaign
was started in 1911. My memory
may be somewhat but not seriously

at fault. The repeat sales in Ben-

ton Harbor paid the advertising be-

fore the bills were due. We knew
then we had struck a responsive

chord. We knew we had a winner.

We tried the same test ads in

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 74]
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Personal Letters
An Undervalued Tool for the Salesman

By Frank L. Scott

rHREE traveling ^sales-

men were scratching

away in the writing

om of the Essex Hotel in

)ston. As I was signing a

til- to my wife, one of the

legmen called out to his

Mghbor, "Say, how do you

iell Margery?" And then

e fun began.

"M-a-r-j-e-r-y," said the

I lad in a brown suit.

".M-a-r-g-e-r-i-e," submitted

nther.

The questioner himself held

1 the opinion that it was
'[-a-r-g-a-r-e-y," on the basis

ht the girl's name was Mar-
(iL't, and when put in pet

1 ni. it ought to correspond
\th the name as it was used

. hir christening. There is

I i>articular point to this

a u.sing incident except that

i eminded me that salesmen
Mit always at home when
mes to writing letters,

more's the pity, because

:
sonal letters to dealers and job-

li s can be very valuable indeed to

tl man on the road. But the ma-
j(ity of traveling salesmen still

91 11 to make but infrequent use of

P'^onal letters to their trade, and
fi any one or all of three reasons.

Fst, their pride in their personal

Bting prowess makes them discredit

tl selling power of a hand-written
li T. Second, their belief that the
dt er is too busy to read letters

rn:es them feel that he too dis-

is written sales talks. And
.1, the salesman says he can't find

tii time for letter writing.

he kind of letters I am talking
al it here are not the formal or

'lie letters which may wait until

alesman gets back to the home
They are the letters which

-alesman may write out in long-
":i I and mail while he is busy in his
'" tory. They are courtesy notes,

iiders, simple suggestions, writ-

m repetitions of a single sales

p> t, and other shorter forms of let-

vhich do not take too much time,

vhich may go a long way toward
nc iasing sales and building up still

friendlier feelings between the sales-

man and his trade. The longer forms

of letters are more likely to deal with

important emergencies and should

be turned over to a public stenogra-

pher if the matter cannot wait until

the salesman gets back home.
One of the most successful sales-

men I know once told me, "In many
lines of business the personal letter

may easily be one of the best tools in

a salesman's kit." This salesman
sold pianos. His trips over a terri-

tory were made only three or four

times a year. But while on his trips

he made it a point to send hand-
written letters to many of the deal-

ers in other towns with whom he

was doing or wanted to do busi-

ness. For example, he might open

up a new account in Oswego. Two
days later, from Buffalo, he would
write the new Oswego dealer a note

repeating his gratification at having
that merchant actively handling his

goods. At another time he might
have come close to signing up a very

desirable dealer in some other town.

The next day he would sit down and
write to the merchant, repeating in

varied form the arguments he

had previously made in per-

son. He thus reinforced his

sales talk and planted it

deeper in the dealer's mind
than if he had waited until

his next call, which might be

four months later.

In my fifteen years of ac-

c|uaintaiice with salesmen in

many lines, I have found only

a few salesmen who made
much use of letters to dealers

while they were on the road.

But without exception these

men were enthusiastic over

this means of keeping old

dealers interested and pros-

pective dealers warmer. Ob-
viously the value of or need
for such letters diminishes

with the frequency of the

salesman's calls and increases

with the infrequency. But
even in the average case

where the salesman may cover

his trade every two weeks or

so, an occasional hand-written

letter may go a long way toward
getting more business.

Here are some of the definite

values which the salesman may find

in letter-writing:

(1) Wai-mer personal feeling be-

tioeen dealer and salesman. One
salesman admitted to me, "Lots of

salesmen make friends more easily

than I do. Quite early in my selling

experience I woke up to the fact that

personal letters to my trade might
go a long way toward warming up
the feeling between my dealers and
me. Since then I have made it a

point to write short, friendly notes

to my more important customers
every now and then. For example,

one of my best dealers has a passion

for Scotch jokes. Sometimes if I

hear an exceptionally good Scotch

story that seems to be new, I will sit

down in the evening and simply

write that joke in a note. Its value

to me is far beyond the value of the

same joke if I had saved it for the

next trip. At other times, I will

run across a dealer who has solved

some problem that has bothered an-

other of mv customers."
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(2) More effective selling. In the

selling of some products several im-

portant points may be involved.

One salesman who uses letters rather

freely has a definite purpose in mind.

On his personal calls he may cover

several or all of his selling points.

In his letters he takes up one point

at a time, thus centering the dealer's

mind on that one factor longer than

he could in a personal selling talk.

(3) More effective advertising.

Very often the salesman is given an

advertising or merchandising pro-

gram to put before the dealer. Such

a plan may contain many elements.

To put them all before the dealer at

one time may only confuse him. In

those companies where an effective

advertising department is main-

tained it may accept the responsi-

bility of laying the various elements

at the proper times before the indi-

vidual dealer. But in many cases

this work is delegated to the sales-

man. After he has covered the

ground in a broad way with any
given dealer, the salesman may fol-

low up with his own tetters on sepa-

rate factors in the plan.

(4) Nursing new account^:. Where
the account is a new one, special at-

tention in the form of personal let-

ters from the salesman to the dealer

is often worth the effort it takes.

(5) Increased frequency of calls.

Finally, practically every salesman

will agree that he has at least a few

dealers on whom he would like to call

more frequently. It is humanly im-

possible to get around oftener to

these dealers in person but there is

no limit to the number of letters the

salesman can write to them. The
letter won't do to sign up new ac-

counts or settle big issues but it

keeps the account sweetened up to

some degree at least and on a better

basis than where no such effort is

made.
But there are other values to let-

ter writing. One very obvious one

is that so little of it is done that the

salesman who writes letters to im-

portant dealers while in the field is

pretty sure to stand out in the

minds of his trade if his letters are

any good at all. In spite of the dis-

belief of some salesmen, dealers do

read letters of this kind. The hand-
written note of thanks or suggestion

for a promising store innovation

stands out in the mail like a plain-

clothes dancer at a masquerade ball.

The dealer knows that it was more
or less bother to write that letter and

he appreciates the trouble taken by

the salesman.

The personal field letter has an-

other value. Through it the sales-

man may deliver a sales talk with-

out interruption, where the same talk

in person might only start an ar-

gument. One salesman who writes a

splendid letter tells me, "I have had
great success with letters on such

topics as bad credit situations, and
other matters where personal discus-

sion might easily result in argument,

excitement and hard feelings. In

some cases I have written ahead to

the dealer that I would be in within

a few days to discuss his credit prob-

lem with us. Ahead of my call I

would ask him to listen to my story

before he made any comments. In

fact that particular sort of a letter

has helped me in several cases to

avoid what otherwise might have re-

sulted in a lost account. When I

got around to the actual call, I would

smile and say, 'Remember, I warned
you ahead that this call might not be

a pleasant one. But there's no rea-

son why we can't come to an under-

standing easily if you will only listen

first to what I have to say, without

letting yourself get excited.'
"

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 88]

The Hop Fiend
By Percival White

A MAIDEN lives demurely, shrink-

/\ ing from view. One day she

J. A-is held up by customs officials

for petty smuggling. She breaks

into the headlines. From that time

on she basks in publicity, bathes in

publicity, and drinks publicity, all

at once. She becomes a publicity-

addict, a hopeless incurable—a hop
fiend.

An industry, a tiny, puling, infant

industry, yells for the light. Pub-
licity this youngster must have, even
if he cries his eyes out. He won't

be happy till he gets it.

Aviation begs at the sanctum door.

But the editor is out. He stays out,

for years. Then the big story

breaks. Aviation finds itself in the

flood light. A million-milline-power

ray is focused on it, a beam strong

enough to illuminate an airway from
Columbus Circle to Piccadilly Circus.

Aviation has received publicity

enough this year to have made every

press agent in the country a million-

aire. Front page, every time. Two-

column cuts. Seven-column heads.

Free, gratis, and for nothing.

That actresses, murderesses, and
queens should smoke the opium
pipe to its dregs is in their nature.

But aviation, we suppose, is a busi-

ness, and no business can afford nar-

cotics.

Into the azure soars the ruler of

the hive. Instantly every drone

preens his wings, wings hitherto

lazily folded. He gives chase. He
will follow her flight, to Paris, Ber-

lin, Rome, Hawaii, to any garden
which drips with the honey he so

loves. Indeed, the hop of the hop
fiend is more like that of the grass-

hopper than that of the bee: he
never knows when he takes off where
he will land.

The oriental emperor dies. His
consort kills herself. His delirious

followers ape her example. Should
the empire of aviation permit its

subjects to commit hari kari? Has
it no prime minister to point out

the hideous folly of thus destroying

its leading men? Cannot this indus-

try yet boast a man sufficiently

versed in the lore of advertising to

show its members their mistake? Is

there no one to tell them that the

American people is beginning to re-

gard aviators as trapeze performers,

as daredevils whose idea of achieve-

ment is to ride over Niagara in a

barrel ?

The publicity which it now courts

will do more harm to aviation than

it can live down in a decade.

If an enemy wished to build up

barrage of propaganda, to frightei|

us to the point of never daring

fly, if that enemy wished to intimjl

date our would-be aircraft-user

(whose patronage alone can mah
this industry a success), he woul(

be hard pressed to devise a more in

sidious campaign, a campaign bette

calculated to prevent us from buil(j

ing that tool, which ought to be or

of the greatest factors in the growti
of American industry and in the de

fense of the United States.
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A capturfil rum runner lying in doik
© HiTlurt I'hcitos. Inc.

The Idle Sword
A Challenge to Advertising

By James F, Hayes

WITH rapidly increasing mo-
mentum the whole question

of Prohibition is approach-
ing a climax. After nearly a decade
of constitutional inadequacy and pro-

hibition jokes, the dry forces, dry
agents, or call them what you will,

are laying down a determined block-

ade on Rum Row. In Indiana a

"bone-dry" law is chasing the liter-

ary center of the country southward.
Elsewhere conditions are no better.

The attempted blockade achieves a

measure of success when the

weather is fair and the shore de-

mand is only fair. When the neces-

sity arises, and a providential fog
descends, cases of Scotch, real and
German, and barrels of liquors are
carried in like a tidal wave from our
eastern shore line to sweep across
the thirteen original states. From
the south and west come other
waves, and from the north a veri-

table ocean threatens.

The practice of making wine,
manufacturing gin, and distilling

whiskey goes on unabated in our
cities. Visitors to our shores are

amazed at the flagrancy of our law-

violators ; they return home to scoff

at the idea of America being
"dry." Walk along any street in the

"blind-pig" district and see the

number of men under the influence

of liquor; attend almost any social

affair and see with what tolerance

law violations are accepted; live in

any section of our large and small

cities for a time and discover the

number of stores, restaurants, and
soft-drink places where drinks can
be obtained.

And why? Is prohibition a bad
law? Is it a law or is it a joke?

What is the reason for the disre-

spect so openly practiced? Is the

narcotic law a bad one? Many will

think so. Was the slave amendment
unpopular? Millions in the South
will answer yes. Was the suffrage

amendment in disfavor? Millions

still believe it is. And yet public

opinion, generally, favored these

legislations. One great hindrance

to the enforcement of prohibition is

that the mighty force of public

opinion is unfavorable to it.

But what has the United States

done to create favorable public

opinion on the side of law-observ-

ance and respect for the prohibition

amendment? In this emergency,
what has the government done to

call forth support of law-respect and
national pride? The only answer is.

that the United States Government
has done nothing to bring out the

value of the prohibition law either to

the country, state, or individual.

From reflection and discussion the

good is apparent, but how many in

America discuss prohibition fair-

mindedly? How many reflect on the

intentions of those who created the

law, and upon the results they were
striving for? Few indeed. The
United States Government has never,

as a measure of enforcement, or as

part of its gigantic plan to cram the

law down the throats of Americans,

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 82]
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Monosyllables^ Etc.

Don't Be Afraid of Length If It's a Word
the People Know

By Theodore Watson

A
MAN representing one of the

bifr insurance companies was
Lspeakinji: before the advertis-

ing,' club. He was telling about some
of the principles that govern the

preparation of his company's book-

lets and folders.

Among other things, he said in

substance : "We never use words of

more than two syllables." This in-

surance company considered sim-
plicity of so much importance in

writing to the masses, that iron-clad

rules of composition were laid down
to assure this end.

We hear and read a great deal

about using short words. "Make it

simple—make it easy to understand
—don't use long words." Now sim-

plicity in advertising is much to be
desired, of course, and rules are

sometimes in order. But what copy-
writer is there who would not find

his style fearfully cramped by such
a foi-mula? Most copy-writers
would regard such a rule as a

hindrance to free and forceful

expression, even when selling to

Sweeny.

So far so good. But what has been
5aid is only personal opinion. What
Is the actual practice in word-selec-

ion of writers whose messages to

Sweeny have got to get across? Do
:hey use short words or long words,
)r mix 'em up, or what?
There is a group of writers whose

obs are dependent entirely upon
laving their writings clearly under-
itood and appreciated. These are
he editors of publications whose
'ollowers are strictly of the hoi-

loUoi. Therefore the practices of

hese men in word-selection should
hrow considerable light on what's
vhat in word-use.

Following up this excellent sug-
restion, let's first look at the edi-

orial columns of a leading Union
^abor publication. Our examination
eveals some results that would

! oubtless startle our insurance
riend. Here are a few of the words
sed by the editor in his own de-

artment

:

spectacle
contradiction
deliberately
effectually
commencement

inspiration
oppressed
uninterrupted
complacency
paramount

straightforwardness civilization

document international

None of these words can be said to

be short. Now then, just read the

following extracts from the editorial

columns of the same publication:

"The spectacle presented by the

Soviet representatives at the Interna-
tional Economic Conference, just con-

cluded at Geneva, developed into no

more than shoddy stage setting and
bungling actors. Their entry to Geneva
was intended to be spectacular.

"At the very beginning they com-
promised their position by expressing
their willingness to enter into commer-
cial treaties and understandings on an
international scale endeavoring to

prove their straightforwardness of
purpose by referring to some such un-
derstandings entered into with capital-

istic countries."

Sounds more like the Atlantic

Monthly than a publication appeal-

ing to laboring men. Yet this par-

ticular publication is strong and has

an enthusiastic following. Its arti-

cles are assuredly understood and
appreciated.

Next let's turn to the editorial

page of a metropolitan new.spaper

(a strong, popular newspaper) that

has the distinction of practically a

100 per cent following among the

"common people"—wage earners,

clerks and small merchants—

a

simon-pure Sweeny audience if there

ever was one.

Here is a list of words selected

from five short editorials found in a

single issue of this newspaper:

transportation
subsistence
conservative
abhorrent
individual
initiative

adequate
interference
phalanx
fearlessness

eminent
optimistic
auspiciously
defective
addlepated
authentic
conjectural
disarmament
astounding
inaugurated

enthusiastically interrelated
distinguished

Extracts from the editorials of

this newspaper reveal a high order

of discrimination in word selection,

force and expressiveness. Its edi-

torials compare favorably to any
writing to be found, devoted to cur-

rent matters. Here are two exam-
ples:

"The criminal waste in production is

such that before long transportation
will starve for want of fuel and our
country become the helpless victim of
any enemy having petroleum.
"The prospect is enough to convert

the most radical conservative to that
most abhorrent species of socialism re-

ferred to as 'government in business,'

such processes as 'private enterprise'

and 'the individual initiative' threat-

ening to put both business and the
country on the road to ruin."

Nothing particularly "elemen-

tary" about this writing, is there?

One of the world's greatest col-

umnists, a man who has probably the

largest following in the country,

though writing in a style remarkable

for its simplicity, does not by any
means confine his vocabulary to

words of one and two syllables. In

one day's column are to be found the

following

:

alludes competition
combining operating
institutions comprising
prosperous individual

supervision

Evidently this man who can be

credited with knowing his audience

thoroughly and is not afraid to use

polysyllabic words, if they are

strongly expressive, and if they have

a familiar look and sound to the

reader.

Right there is the crux of the en-

tire question of long and short words.

If we want to be understood by the

mass of the people, we must select

words with which the people have

an acquaintance, whether the words
be long or short. The only worth-

while rule for word-selection is:

does the word to be used have easy

entree into the consciousness of the

masses ?

The examples cited in previous

paragraphs prove that many of our

most easily comprehended and wide-

ly used words are long words. They
have become familiar by repeated

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 89]
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Applying the Scientific Test

to Advertising Returns

By Roy Quinlan
President, The Quinlan Company, Chicago

RECENTLY the advertis-

ing manager of a large

.department store in De-
troit made an address before

the Association of National

Advertisers, wherein he made
the interesting statement that,

"I doubt if an advertisement

ever sold anything to anybody."

This statement is, of course,

rather ridiculous in the face of

the fact that there are hun-

dreds of advertisers today

spending millions annually on

advertising who know to a

penny the relative pulling

power of various headlines

—

the comparative cost of buying
new customers by one appeal

versus another—and whose cou-

pon returns furnish a definite

measuring stick of the selling

force of every advertisement
they run.

There is, admittedly, a large

volume of advertising appear-
ing in national publications today
which is so utterly lacking in any
power of persuasion, so lacking in

even the elements of good salesman-
ship, that it is doubtful if these par-

ticular advertisements will ever sell

"anything to anybody."
On the other hand, there is an in-

creasing host of advertisers who test

their advertising as carefully, as sci-

entifically as their product is tested

in the chemical or engineering labo-

ratories; advertisers who test one
appeal against another, who check
the effectiveness of one headline
against another, who know definitely

which mediums are paying them and
which are not. and by means of con-

tinuous tests in small circulation be-

fore releasing copy on an extensive

scale, eliminate the non-productive
ads and multiply the circulation of

the "haymakers."
Personally, I want to register the

belief that there are still too many
people in the advertising business
thinking soulfully of the aesthetic

value of an advertisement, instead

of its supply of two-fisted salesman-

ship-in-print. Too many advertising

men put the "cart before the horse"

by fitting copy to a beautiful scheme
of layout, rather than vice-versa.

Perhaps the trouble is that there

are more people with a "literary

bent" writing advertising than there

are practical salesmen-in-print ; too

few men who have received their ad-

vertising education from the hard
school of mail order and medical ad-

vertising where copy is measured by
the cold standard of direct sales,

rather than some mysterious, esoter-

ic impression it may have made.

LET me illustrate by one or two
I instances.

As I write this I have in front of

me a single advertisement, run once
in a national weekly, that created

direct sales amounting to over $1,-

000000.
The interesting point to me about

this particular advertisement is not

alone the unusual returns that it

brought, but the fact that the pull-

ing power was carefully pre-tested

at low cost before it was run nation-

ally at a single insertion cost of

$15,000.

This advertiser recently em-
barked in a new field with a
specialty which could not be
sold effectively through his ex-

isting dealer organization. The
problem was to sell one or two
men in each principal city or

town on the idea of starting a
new business, a business requir-

ing a working capital of $5,000

to $50,000, depending on the

size of the community served.

Due to anticipated competi-

tion, the advertiser decided

that it was wise to secure a
large organization of dealers,

scattered from one end of the

country to the other in as short

a period of time as possible.

Instead of turning his sales

force of forty men loose to dig

up prospects, this manufac-
turer hoped through the right

type of advertising to attract a

large volume of interested inquiries

from men so equipped from the

standpoint of experience, ability and
capital as to be considered logical

prospects, worthy of the time and ex-

pense required for a salesman's per-

sonal presentation. Three full-page

newspaper advertisements were pre-

pared, identical in general text and
differing only in the fact that each
had a different approach in the

major headline and sub-head. Each
of these advertisements had a sepa-

rate key number in the address.

These three pieces of copy were
inserted in three Sunday newspapers,
each with approximately the same
circulation. The test cities selected

were all of medium size, where the

cost of newspaper space was low, and
where the general economic condi-

tions were similar. The cost of the

test was approximately $3,300.

One of the pages with a headline

which the advertiser liked least,

produced over four times the num-
ber of live inquiries that the next
page (in order to cost per inquiry)

brought in.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 52]



Behind a Grocery Trade Statistic

THE 1927 Hawaiian pineapple pack will total ap-

proximately 216,000,000 cans, according to reliable

reports. The value of this crop will be more than

$35,000,000.

Looked at as a grocery trade statistic, this may not

seem very significant. But looked at as an advertising

accomplishment, it furnishes remarkably clean-cut

proof of the power of advertising.

Twenty years ago Hawaiian pineapjile was practically

unknown in the continental United States. An associa-

tion of pineapple growers was formed and they launched

a modest advertising campaign. They had a good prod-

uct. They advertised it intelligently and backed their

advertising with effective sales work. And they made
a place for themselves on the pantry shelf of America
alongside of Royal Baking Powder, Heinz Baked Beans,

H-0, and many other old standbys.

Today more pineapples are produced in Hawaii than

in all the rest of the world together. Most of the canned

portion of the crop is consumed in the United States

and Canada, though the trade is now being extended to

other countries. Without advertising, the conquering

of this great American market and the spreading out

of this crop so that its cultivation now requires nearly

fifty thousand acres, would not have been possible in

fifty years.

Even a moderate advertising expenditure, skilfully

used, not only buys a market but it buys time as vv-ell.

Why Architects Don't Advertise

THE American Institute of Architects has drafted

a new code of ethics, one of the nine "canons" of

which reads in part:

"An architect will not advertise for the purpose of

self-laudatory publicity, but publicity of the standards,

aims and progress of the profession is to be com-
mended."

So far as we know, no advertiser in any line adver-

tises "for the purpose of self-laudatory publicity." Ad-
vertising is generally done for the honest purpose of

selling the goods or service one has to offer.

This architectural "canon" throws an interesting

light on this whole question of professional advertising

in its confusion of publicity with advertising. The real

trouble is that, failing to differentiate between straight-

forward advertising of a character that any profes-

sional man or firm could do in the best of taste and with

all proper modesty, and laudatory "publicity," profes-

sional men are prone to assume a holier-than-thou atti-

tude toward legitimate paid advertising while pulling

all the wires they can to secure "laudatory publicity"

free and without the "self" showing through.

To be more specific, an architect might with perfect

propriety publish in paid advertising space a page

showing the residence of Mrs. B. Stuyvesant Cabot, or

a picture of the Village Hall at Greenfield, and under

it a simple description of the building and his name as

architect. That would be a perfectly proper and a
rather effective advertisement—a sample of his profes-

sional skill. But it is more professional, seemingly, to

get this same picture and information (though more
laudatory if possible) into the same publication in a

roundabout way (over the editor's desk) without pay-
ing for it.

The Auto Again Shows the Way

IT is now part of our industrial history that the

automobile industry set a great example, followed

by striking results, in making all automobile improve-
ments open to all makers. It has put the automobile
so far ahead of other industries that most of them look

like backnumbers. The aeroplane has now also adopted
the automobile scheme of cross-licensing, thus insuring
the rapid development of the aeroplane industry.

But the automobile has now taken a new step of great

significance. The largest market development for

American cars is now in foreign countries; but being

faced with violent opposition from foreign automobile
makers, the American Automobile Chamber of Com-
merce has just concluded an agreement on policy with
motor manufacturers of Britain, France, and Scandi-

navian countries. They will unitedly develop the roads

of the respective countries and also exchange informa-

tion. The ear makers will cooperate to put motor trans-

port within reach of more people, and make it more
useful and usable. Thus both will grow rich. This

policy is not to be for Europe alone, but for backward
countries also, where cars are exported.

Certainly the new policy is wise for the foreign

makers, for while American car sales to England
doubled in the first half of 1927—despite a 33 1 3 per

cent tariff—British-made car sales shrank considerably.

American cars are now sold in ninety-three countries

of the world, and if the foreign car makers will heartily

espouse this far-sighted new policy, the motorization of

the world will proceed apace, and reduce the enormous
difference now existing, with America owning 88 per

cent of the world's cars.

Social Prestige for the Hot Dog

WHEN Mrs. John D. Rockefeller. Jr.. donated $5,000

as a prize for the most artistically designed hot

dog stand, the cynic may well smile at the bountiful

lady's sense of humor. But when the president of

Alfred Gobel, Inc., one of the largest of the wurst

manufacturers, offers an additional $10,000 for the

same purpose, one sees in the action the well-considered

step of a forward-looking business man. The small

stand, particularly the roadside stand, is assuming in-

creasing importance in modern distribution. It stands

sorely in need of any cooperation the large manufac-

turer can give and should eventually repay such aid

most generously. Some interesting sidelights on the

situation are presented in a series of articles by H. A.

Haring (ADVERTISING & Selling. April 21, May 5,

August 11, 1926).
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The Long Wait for Sales

Why the Advertiser of Package Goods Should Not

Expect Immediate Results

By S. H, Giellerup

IF
you insert a "Help

Wanted" advertisement

in the paper Sunday,
you will receive scores of

replies on Monday, more
on Tuesday, and one or two
stragglers on Wednesday.

That, however, will be

all. Three days after that

ad appears its potency will

have been spent. In three

days you can count up the

number of worth while

applicants and know with
mathematical exact-

ness your advertisement's

effect.

When effect follows

cause with such rapidity,

there is little chance of the

effort being misjudged; no

likelihood of merit going
unnoticed, of error re-

maining undetected. Your
department store adver-

tises today, and tomorrow
figures profit or loss. Your
brush manufacturer sends

out a canvasser on Monday
and by Saturday enters the

trip either in red figures

or in black. Each pro-

ceeds with celerity and as-

surance in the direction

indicated by the results,

because those results are

immediate and unmistaka-
ble.

Contrast the foregoing :=^^
examples with that of a

certain manufacturer of package
goods who advertised once a week
for twenty-five weeks. He there-

upon decided that the twenty-fifth

advertisement must be better than
any of the others because sales

during the twenty-fifth week were
greater than during any of the other

weeks.

This actual but rather ridiculous

incident is not to be taken as any
reflection on package goods manu-
facturers. The only reason they are

likely to be wrong more frequently

than other advertisers is because

NUMBER of packages purchased during the year
by customers gained in successive months:

Assuming that a customer buys several packages every
twelve months, her purchases for tlie year will vary
according to how early or late in the year she became
a customer. In this example the purchaser buys one

package a month.
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Chart B

tising into monthly installments, and
fourth is the long period while the

customers created live out their

span of preference for your brand.

You know, for instance, that

magazines are not bought the day
they appear on the newsstand. Some
remain there for a month. And your
advertisement can't be seen until

the magazine is bought. Even after

it is bought, the ad may not be seen

for some time. Few people read a

magazine from cover to cover in one
evening. Months may pass before

the eyes of many readers fall on the

page where your message is printed.

HAVE you ever reflected on the

extent to which this condition

delays action? Do you realize how
long it will be before your July ad-

vertisements, let us say, will appear
before the eyes of all the people who
will eventually read them?

There is much statistical evidence

to show the extent of the delay. Re-
fer to page 27 of the September 9,

1925, issue of Advertising & Sell-
ing, upon which appears a table

showing the period over which read-
ing occurs as indicated by the receipt

of inquiries.

Thirty days after a monthly maga-
zine has been issued, your advertise-

ment is only half read. Just as

many people will act on it after that

period as during it. I remember one
magazine page that produced in-

quiries steadily for over a year. For
six months there wasn't a day when
somebody's response did not come
in. The analysis of inquiries by
several authorities, analysis that is

easily checked up, shows that a

monthly produces half its returns

the first month and half the re-

mainder each month for the next

tour or five. This is how that con-

dition postpones your results

:

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May
Jan. —50J —25J —12J — 6J — 3J
Feb. —50F —25F—12F — 6F
Mar. —50M —25M —12M
April _50A—25A
May —50M

In January only fifty per cent of

a month's reading is due in the

future, but by the time May is

reached approximately one hundred
per cent of a month's reading is in

Results Receivable. Of course, if

you advertise in weeklies, the initial

delay won't be so long, and if in

newspapers, very much shorter. But
many package manufacturers favor

monthly magazines, and to these

comes the first of a series of post-

ponements which throw the year's

advertising all out of mesh with the

year's sales.

The second delay is due to the

advertiser's separation from the ulti-

mate consumer. Increased consumer
buying, unless it be phenomenal,

does not usually show up in the ad-

vertiser's sales as soon as it occurs.

There is an interval while retailers

become aware of the increased de-

mand. Perhaps two or three weeks
pass before they notice that the

number of packages they have been

in the habit of ordering are not

enough to maintain their stock.

Your average storekeeper, let us

say, is in the habit of buying about
a dozen packages of your brand a

Chart C

month. He doesn't wait until he is

all out of stock before ordering; he

keeps half a dozen always on hand.

A fifteen per cent increase in de-

mand will reduce that surplus to

four packages by the end of the

month, and your storekeeper, even
if he notices the difference, is likely

to ignore it.

Something of the same sort hap-

pens with wholesalers. The increase

in retailer buying is usually so

gradual that several weeks pass be-

fore they realize that they too will

have to boost their periodic pur-

chases.

OF course, quite frequently the

advertiser does something just

prior to this which befogs results

considerably more. He makes a drive

on the trade, urging them to stock up
preparatory to the increased demand.
Most of the time the trade stocks up
quite heavily. Then it takes longer

for retailers and wholesalers to re-

flect the public's action in their or-

ders to the advertiser.

So far, then, we have one month
lost while magazines are being read,

and four to six weeks probably while

the trade adjusts itself to the change
in consumer demand.
An even greater delay, however,

comes from a third cause and post-

pones the effect of your intensified

efforts several months more.

This third postponement is the re-

sult of the manner in which men and
women buy most packaged goods.

Having decided on a brand, they

keep on buying it for comparatively

long periods. Of course, I am
[continued on page 64]
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The Subscribers Who Count Are Those

Who Represent Buying Power
npHE leadership of Marine En-
-*- giueering and Shipping Age

stands pre-eminent in the marine
industry regardless of the yard-

stick used. This publication

comes closer to 100% coverage of

the buying power of the marine
industry than is shown by the

published circulation statement

of any other marine publication

in this country.

Your 1928 sales program should

include an adequate advertising

campaign in Marine Engineering

and Shipping Age, thus placing

your message each month before

the men who are the buying
power in the three branches of the

marine industry—ship operation,

shipbuilding and ship repair.

And your sales staff should have

the benefit of the timely informa-
tion regarding bids, contracts

awarded and marine projects

planned, contained in the Bulletin

of Advance Information, pub-

lished weekly and mailed each

Friday to advertisers only.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, 30 Church St., New York.
"The House of Transportation"

Chicago: 105 West Adams Street Cleveland: 6007 Eurlid Avenue Washington. D. C: 17th and H Streets, N.W.
New Orleans, Mandeville, La. San Francisco: 71 New Montgomery Street London: 34 Victoria Street, S.W.I

Marine Engineering and Shipping Age
A Member of ihe Audit Bureau of Circulations and the Associated Business Papers, Inc.
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Ten Cents Worth of

Cigarettes, Please

By Dwight Power

DID you ever
hear a man go
into a tobacco

shop and ask for "a
package of cigar-

ettes"?

Did you ever ask a
man what cigarette

he smoked and have
him answer, "I don't

really know. I'll look
at the package and
see."

And yet that is the

way women buy food
today in spite of the

huge volume of money
spent every year to

make them behave
themselves and say
"Zu Zu" to the grocer.

Each month I am
fascinated by the
beautiful ham adver-
tising but I listen in

vain to hear a woman
ask my butcher for
ham by brand name.
Occasionally I do hear one say:
"What kind of hams do you carry?"
But then my hopes are dashed when
I see her accept willingly an unad-
vertised ham. A smile and a word
from the grocer and hundreds of

dollars of advertising are thrown out
of the door.

I have waited a long time in a
grocery store before I heard a
woman ask for bread by brand name.
An investigation made in Baltimore
and Chicago about two years ago
showed that somewhat less than
twenty per cent of the women asked
for bread by brand. The proportion
has probably increased since then.

But the average housewife is spend-
ing from fifty to one hundred dollars

a year on bread. She eats it three
times a day. Doesn't she care what
she gets?

Copy writers say that the trouble

is standardization. Among the big

competitive products there is so little

difference in production methods and
ingredients that it is impossible to

dramatize any point of differentia-

tion and make a convincing story.

Each month the magazines are

filled with strangely similar excla-

mations of joy over the flavor of

sun-ripened fruits and vegetables

and crisp golden grains and pure

delicious jellies and cooking fats

—

all of which are not only good but

good for you. And the blithely un-

conscious housewife walks unscathed

through this bombardment of mil-

lions of dollars to take whatever that

smiling grocer hands her. Or she

chooses the brand that will save her

a few cents.

CAN we hope for more? Can we
make women find a difference

in brands if the difference is not ap-

parent ?

Well, how about the cigarettes?

Is there such a whale of a difference

there? If you are looking for a new
parlor game, try this. See if your
friends can pick their favorite

cigarette from five or six kinds,

smoking them all blindfolded. One
out of ten, maybe.*

Nevertheless, cigar-

ette advertising has]

succeeded in convinc-
ing 100 per cent of

the men that the dif-;

ference is there. Andi
food advertising has
failed in attempting
the same thing. Is

there an obvious rea-

son? We are going
to make some wild
guesses.

Perhaps men are

more easily influenced

than women. But
women can be reached.

They buy face pow-
der and soap and cold

cream by name. Per-

haps men can be in-

fluenced by cold type,

and women respond
better to suggestions

combined with per-

sonality. That may
be the reason testi-

monial advertising is

so successful with women.
When Dorothy Parker was asked

the age of Ernest Hemingway, the

author of "The Sun Also Rises," she
answered, "But all novelists are

either 27 or Thomas Hardy. A simi-

lar indictment could be made against
advertising writers—they are all

men or Sarah Field Splint.

This, then, is my last and best

guess. Food advertising fails be-

cause it is based on the assumption
that housewives feel the same joy

in food that men (including women
copy writers) or domestic science

experts feel. And as a housewife I

protest. The life-like chocolate cake

with the frosting ready to run right

down over the headline makes the

advertiser and the advertising man-
ager and the account executive and
the copy chief all exclaim, "Great
stuff!" and run and get their hats

and go to lunch. But what does it

do to mama ?

*This test was originated by John B.
Watson, of the J. Walter Thompson Co. A
report of it was given in the J. Walter
Thompson News Bulletin, July, 1922.

[continued on page 48]
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Why
asked the account executive

change horses
in the middle

of the stream ?
We've used the same list for

several years on this ac-

count," said the agency executive.

"It seems to do the work. The ad-

vertiser shows a small gain each year

in new business in the New York
market. I don't see why we shouldn't

stick to this list. Why change horses

in the middle of the stream?"

Success is conservative, and rightly

so. Proven methods and proven media

should not be abandoned unless ob-

viously better arc available.

1.000,000

600,000

655,000

400.000

200.000

Why change horses in the middle

of the stream? As far as the use of

New York newspapers is concerned,

this question has two answers:

I

—

The stream is not
what it was!

The strongest media of a few years

ago are not the strongest media of

today. Life has changed. Times have

changed. Manners, customs and val-

ues have changed. The new pros-

perity of the mass population has

created immense new markets for

every sort of commodity. Price bar-

riers are down. More leisure uitb

more money makes different interests,

different habits.

There is no longer a middle to the

stream for any business. The stream

flows on unendingly, swifter, deeper,

more capricious than ever before.

Present day marketing has new re-

quirements, as has present day adver-

Comparative sizes of circula-

tions of New York papers are

shown on this chart.

tising. Change is the rule rather than

the exception. And present day ad-

vertising, particularly in New York,

must meet changed conditions and

changed audiences with media that

meets the changes and the audience.

II—There is a better

horse available

The eight year old News is today a

giant among New York media. With

two or more times the circulation of

any New York paper except one, it

more nearly covers the New York

market than the next two largest

papers combined. Its circulation of

more than 1,200,000 copies daily

—

(94% concentrated in city and sub-

urbs) is the largest single advertising

force in the market, reaching ap-

proximately 70% of the families. It

is a big medium that does the work
of several smaller media—more com-

prehensively, more thoroughly, more

economically. It reaches more kinds

of people than any other newspaper,

and more of each kind.

And it works mo'-e efficiently. It

not only reaches more people ,but

more eyes and minds. The small page

gives visibility to even small adver-

tisements. And the small paper that

can be thoroughly read within the

limits of the reader's time insures the

advertisement's getting to readers.

It cuts down advertising waste, in-

creases advertising's productivity.

When more than 1,200,000 news-

paper buyers prefer one paper, that

paper must be an outstanding adver-

tising medium. And it is.

When maywe tell you more about it?

THE a NEWS
New York's Picture Neivspaper

Tribune Tower, Chicago
25 Park Place, Ne^v- York
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Who Pays for the Advertising?

Rhey T. Snodgrass
Advertising Manager, Minneapolis Journal

A TRAVELING salesman covers

/\ forty towns within his terri-

/ m torv and out of them gets a

volume of $100,000 in a year. On
this business his house makes a

profit of $10,000. For the following

year the house furnishes him an
automobile. In this car he keeps

within the same territorial limits

but is able to make eighty towns and
obtain a volume of $150,000 within

the year. On this business the

house makes a profit of $17,000.

Who pays for the car?

In Pittsburgh a man named Heinz
had a little pickle shop. He made
good pickles and a poor living. Be-

lieving that his goods were worthy
of a wider market, he advertised

them. In a few years he had a large

trade. In a few more years he had
an enormous worldwide trade. He
died a millionaire and one of the

country's greatest manufacturers.
His goods were in daily competition

with those of other manufacturers
who did not advertise. Who paid

for Heinz's advertising?

Down in North Carolina there is

a town called Winston-Salem. Never
heard of it. In that town was a

tobacco manufacturer named R. J.

Reynolds. Never heard of him either.

Among his various lines was a
brand of smoking tobacco which just

happened to be called Prince Albert.

It was good tobacco. Mr. Reynolds
thought it was good enough to sell

everywhere in the open market
against the brands of the tobacco

giants. And so he advertised and
told the world about it. Prince Al-

bert tobacco, advertised, was fully as

good as the former obscure product.

The price remained the same. A
worldwide trade was built up. In

fact, when Uncle Sam in wartime
called for the records of tobacco

production, Prince Albert tonnage
exceeded all other brands of smoking
tobaccos packed in tin combined.
Who paid for the advertising?

About fifteen years ago, the

American Telephone & Telegraph
Company, which is the parent com-

Portions of an address delivered before
the Twelfth Annual Convention of the
Financial Advertisers Association. West
Baden. Ind.

pany of the Bell system, entered

into a campaign of advertising

which is commonly regarded as the

pioneer of so-called institutional

campaigns. One purpose of this

campaign was to develop more traffic

over the long distance lines, which
had always been operated at a heavy
loss. In less than two years of ad-

vertising, these lines were showing
a substantial operating profit. There
were other objects, and other bene-

fits of this campaign, which, by the

way, is still running. But if the

total cost of the campaign were as-

sessed against the long distance

lines, without any reference to the

other benefits, the enterprise would
have proved more than profitable.

Who paid for the advertising?

SUPPOSE the consumer pays for

the advertising. If this be true,

then the price which he pays for a

given value in merchandise must be

higher than he would pay if that

merchandise were not advertised. If

the price were just the same, then
the unadvertised value must be

greater than the advertised value.

Is this the case ? You remember the

celebrated Ingersoll dollar watch, of

which some thirty or forty million

had been sold at the time the war
jostled the manufacturing cost of all

of our goods. Where could you get

a better watch for a dollar? Where
could you get as good a watch for

less than a dollar?

You may consider as many adver-

tised brands of goods as you will

take time to consider. You might
find here and there an apparent or

temporary contradiction; but in al-

most all cases, certainly enough to

thoroughly establish the rule, you
will find in the advertised goods
better service for the same money
or the same service for less money
than you will find among the non-
advertisers.

Certainly, therefore, the advertis-

ing does not cost the consumer
money. Now suppose it costs the
advertiser money. If this were
true, then the prosperous business
would be the non-advertiser—the
one whose resources were saved in-

stead of spent. And the more money

a business put into advertising, the
poorer it would become. This, of
course, is too ridiculous for serious

contemplation, because it is contrary
to all the history of American busi-

ness, whether manufacturing, whole-
saling, or retailing. Since, therefore,

both of these suppositions are
clearly contrary to fact, then the
money for advertising must have
some original source other than from
the pocketbook of the advertiser or
the consumer.

Here are two shoe stores on the
same street, side by side. They are
alike in size, general appearance,
general character of stock, and gen-
eral conduct of business. They give
equal values to their customers per
dollar of sales. Both are doing a
fair business, but neither one has
been advertising. After a while, one
of these shoe merchants enters upon
a regular, consistent campaign of

advertising in his daily newspaper.
You know exactly what happens.
The advertised store not only de-

velops trade from customers who
have not been patronizing either

store, but also absorbs a considerable
share of the volume from the non-
advertised store. The one becomes a
fine, growing, profitable business.

The other loses ground, loses money
and probably ultimately fails. Who
pays for the advertising?

FROM these several questions,

asked in reference to several

commonly observed business experi-

ences, it is clear that the real and
original source from which money
for advertising is derived is not the
purse of either party to the transac-

tion of buying and selling. The
money comes from volume. This is

a very definite and tangible source.

As long as a merchant or manufac-
turer can keep increasing his vol-

ume without a proportionate in-

crease in his fixed expenses, he is

not only adding profits, but increas-

ing his percentage of profit. This is

common economic law.

Well, where does the increased
volume come from? It may come
from one or more of many sources,

but there are four principal ones.

1. Direct Competitors. By this is

[continued on page 84]
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One reader spends only

a few cents per copy a

day, but all our Iowa
subscribers pay $2,100,-

000.00 a year so that

they may have The Des

Moines Register and

Tribune in their homes.

Circulation now ex-

ceeds two hundred and

twenty thousand copies

daily. Most thorough

trade territory coverage

of any middle western

newspaper.
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No Need to Apologize For

Alliteration's Odor, Mr. Heywood

!

By Warren E. Kraft
Vice-President, Honig-Cooper Company, Seattle, Wash.

" A LLITERATION," says John-

/\ son Heywood in an other-

J. JLwise outstanding article on

"Figures of Speech" in Advertising
AND Selling, "seems to be in bad
odor, perhaps because used so gen-

erously in circus advertising."

True enough, as far as text-book

traditions are concerned. But is it

the whole truth, in view of the best

current practice? Let us see!

Please understand me. I have no

brief to present for such phrases as

"Mamie the Marvelous Maid Who
Amazes With Her Magic, Mystical

Mind." Granted—the halitosis that

Mr. Heywood imputes to circus

blazonry is deep-seated there, and
not so insidious, either. Nor do I

rise to champion even such a lesser-

offending mouthful as "Love's Labor
Lost," although something might be

said in its favor.

Now, in spite of this confession, I

maintain, and hereby publicly pro-

pound, that one of the copy-writer's

most effective tools is alliteration.

IF ... If . . . used subtly.

Furthermore, a little later in this

article I am going to explain a

very definite principle of making al-

literation effective and subtle. It is

a principle I have used in copy work
for fourteen years, have observed in

the writing of many others engaged
in our craft, and yet have never seen
sponsored in text book or business
paper article.

Before we get to that point, how-
ever, let us examine the works of

leading copy-writers, and see if al-

literation as we commonly under-
stand it, is not in more widespread
use than Mr. Heywood prefers to

admit. Book titles, captions, epi-

grams, headings, memorable phrases,

forceful text, slogans?—these are the

haunts of the effective copy device

;

for they are the handles by which the

public is able to grasp and retain the

distilled essence of thought. And
when copy is credited with building

cash good will assets, look to the

handle—the title, the slogan. This is

the part that has come to stand for

the whole in the eyes of the public.

Looking at best-selling books of

this and previous years, written by
men who are credited with a knowl-

edge of copy, we find many examples
of alliteration, among which are:

"The Book Nobody Knows," "The
Man Nobody Knows," "The Man
From Maine," "Letters From a Self-

Made Merchant to His Son," "From
Immigrant to Inventor."

One of our best-selling automobiles

uses the slogan, "When Better Cars
Are Built, Buick Will Build Them."
General Motors is not ashamed of

alliteration—nor ashamed of its

sales

!

THE fact is, the human family in-

stinctively rallies around the

right kind of alliteration. Consider:

"Remember the Maine!" "Fifty-Four

Forty or Fight!" "World War,"
"Liberty Loan," "Watchful Waiting,"

"Taxation Without Representation

Is Tyranny," "Far Beyond Our Poor
Power To Add Or Detract," "Save
the Surface and You Save All,"

"When a Feller Needs a Friend,"

"Polly and Her Pals," "Dumb Dora,"
"Flying Fool," "Lucky Lindbergh,"
"Woodrow Wilson," "Calvin Cool-

idge," "Manassa Mauler," "It's the

Cut of Your Clothes that Counts,"
"Shake Hands with Health," "Not a

Cough in a Carload," "From Con-
tented Cows," "That's the Insidious

Thing About it," and "Paper Is Part

of the Picture."

Let us suppose that you are writ-

ing an advertisement. You have
learned through experience that copy
should be a vehicle to impress the

reader—not necessarily to express

yourself. The skeleton must not

stick through. You have been told

that the test of a good sermon is not

that the listeners go away saying,

"What a fine sermon!" but that they
individually feel, "I am going to lead

a better life!" You have likewise

been warned that an advertisement
should leave no taste of technique,

but that it should make the reader
say, "I want that product!"

Mr. Heywood no doubt would
point out that old-time circus al-

literation, typographically and vo-

cally obvious to the point of being
offensive, simply called attention to

itself as a technique, and detracted
attention from the thought, if any,

that was meant to be conveyed.
Granted

!

Modern, skillful use of alliteration,

however, does nothing of the kind.

It speeds the message, the thought,
because it makes it easier to read
and to remember. And anything
that speeds thought must be given
proper recognition by the advertis-

ing profession.

Thought can never be divorced
from technique. The bridge on
which you enter the reader's heart
is built on technique, or surely one
advertisement would be as appealing
as another.

The test of alliteration, then, as a

copy tool, should be: "Can it be
used to make thought more compel-
ling, and can it be used without the
layman being conscious of its use?"
Emphatically, yes. The answer to

both questions is, restraint.

You ask, "What is effective copy?"
One answer is, "Copy that is easily Ml
read and copy that creates a definite

™
picture—a vivid picture—in the
reader's mind." The vivid picture is

obtained by use of several rhetorical

devices: the specific example, the

metaphor (without doubt the most
valuable tool in copy-writing), the
simile, onomatopoeia, use of nu-
merical figures and proper nouns.
There are also many devices to help

bring about ease of reading: sentence
arrangement, reasoning from the
known to the unknown, typographical
display . . . and alliteration.

ALLITERATION gives the depth
of an echo to copy. Alliteration

lends to mere words that touch of

genius marked by the "refrain" in

music. Alliteration is like the marked
measure of dancing. Alliteration is

rhythm. And rhythm, is the basis

of every art.

[continued on page 57]
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Di

These illustrations represent just a

fe'w o£ the important railroads of the
United States 'which are subscribers

to The Iron Age. The complete list

includes practically every road op-

erating 500 or more miles of track. Which
simply sho'ws that this big industry also

finds an authoritative and dependable metal
trades paper of value in the conduct of its

business.
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aWe See the Blotters Everywhere
By Frederick C. Heitkamp

9?

WHENEVER we send

out a major piece of

direct mail advertis-

ing, a blotter is inclosed with

it. At our periodic sales

meetings our field men bring

up for discussion the ques-

tions of direct mail advertis-

ing, and many ideas are pre-

sented which are helpful in

improving this phase of sales

promotion work. The ques-

tion is invariably put to them:
"Do you believe that the

right prospects are receiving

our direct mail advertising?"
Sometimes the answer is fa-

vorable and sometimes there

is room for distinct improve-
ment. When the blotter ques-

tion is brought up, the answer
usually is, "We see the blot-

ters everywhere."
We are sold on the use of

blotters for direct mail adver-

tising. After attending direct

mail advertising conventions
and listening to arguments
pro and con with regard to the

use of blotters, we confess

that we were still somewhat
at a loss as to know what to

do. However, the best way to

test out a particular method
or scheme of work in your
own field is to try it, and this

we did. We heard that every-
one sent out blotters, that it

was not dignified, that it cheapened
the company, that blotters looked
gaudy, that there was only one right
size which could be used, and that, in

short, money spent on blotters was
money wasted.

On the other hand, we were seek-
ing some particular method whereby
our name and our products could re-

main permanently in front of the
prospect. We had thought about the
souvenir idea, paper weights, calen-

dars, desk pads, and the thousand

ju-fiMof Centeiless Grindi«^

'Httli Staffs ti> ten-loot roll

crs - the CL'tiicrlrss methoJ covers
thf ficlJ- Because :i fvirt h»s not
bivn t\-ntLTli;.ss ground hcfnrc is

llVii'M jfiu have Grinding Prublcins,
>i:n(l fttr Our StHxinll^t.

ffijICINNATI GRINDERS INCORPORATED
CINCINNATI. O. DANBURY, CONN.

which fit a No. 10 envelope, but so

far, we are satisfied with the size

which has been adopted.

The illustration which accom-
panies this article shows three ex-

amples of the numerous blotters

which we have prepared Of course,

the color does not stand out here, but

in each case the color has been varied

from a brilliant pleasing scarlet,

down to a pale blue, with orange,

green, yellow and dark blue between.

Each particular piece carries a
and one other schemes that come up special message; one single central

and are to a certain extent used sue- idea. For instance, on one of the
cessfully. But we fell back to our
blotters.

We adopted the size 5% x 3i,4

chiefly because blotters of this size

had appealed to us, both from their

makeup and convenience. Much has
been said about the use of the blot-

ter about twice this size, or one

blotters we have emphasized the divi-

dends which can be paid by a very

productive machine, and give a few
examples, or suggestions as to what
type of work can be put on the ma-
chine with profit.

Another deals with the accuracy
of the product, and a third takes up

the question of service. This
one presents some new ideas

and also features the working
capacity of our plant. And
so. from blotter to blotter a

brief message is presented.

Care has been taken to have
the art work and layout at-

tractive. The copy has been
written with the distinct pur-

pose of securing a favorable

reaction. The quality of the

blotter is the best that can be

obtained.

The distribution of these

blotters, it might be said,

costs nothing, for we found
that our first class direct mail

advertising material did not

quite consume the 2c. rate,

and by sending a blotter along

we really mail it free.

Do blotters have real value?

It is always hard to put an

accurate measure on any sort

of advertising, but we have
made it a practice to keep a

record of comments on our
direct mail advertising in

what we call our "comment
record book." Taking a few
of these comments at random,

I quote here some of the

statements from our men in

the field, giving their point of

view on the value of these

blotters to them.

This one comes from the

Pacific Coast:

Just a note to tell you that the writer
notices a great many of the little Milling
Machine Company blotters that go out with
your direct mail advertising on the desks
of the various executives. It is certain that
your material is reaching the right people
you are after.

From New York and from the

plant of a customer to whom we have

been trying to sell our products for

a long time, comes this report:

When we were at the Company, Mr.
picked up from his desk one of your

blotters showing the plant. During a dis-
cussion of details in which I was trying to
impress upon him that we always assume
the responsibility for successful operations
of our product. Mr. stated he could
believe that any company that had a plant
like that (referring to the blotter) could
not have grown to that size, had they not
continued their interest in the equipment
which they sold, after delivering it to the
customer. In this case the blotter carried
over the main idea that we wanted to put
over, and at the crucial time in the sale
helped turn the tide in our favor.

Another report from one of the

field men says:

[continued on page 68]
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First in Food Lineage
and One Reason Why

rHE daily "Home
Page"pktwed bc-

loTU is one reason

for The Press' domi-
nance in food and
grocery Uncage. More
women read lliis page
than any other pub-
lished in Clci>eland.

PRACTICALLY every food prod-

uct sold in Cleveland was adver-

tised in The Press in the first seven

months of 1927. No other Cleveland
daily and Sunday newspaper pub-

lished in seven days as much food line-

age for local advertisers, or for na-

tional advertisers, as The Press did in

its six week-day issues.

Here are the figures, expressed in lines,

for the first seven months of 1927:

Local National

PRESS 234,505 416,453

D. PLAIN DEALER 123,454 211,988

S. PLAIN DEALER 19,327 66,714

D. & S. P. D 142,781 278,702

Daily NEWS 147,662 279,422

Sunday NEWS 10,732 22,182

D. & S. NEWS 158,394 301,604

Figures compiled by The Advertising Record Co.,

Chicago, III.

The Press published 32% (76,111

lines) more LOCAL grocery advertis-

ing in six days than its nearest com-

petitor published in seven days.

The Press published 27% (114,849

lines) more NATIONAL grocery ad-

vertising in six days than its nearest

competitor published in seven days.

The Press published 29% (190,948

lines) more TOTAL grocery advertis-

ing in six days than its nearest com-

petitor published in seven days.

The Press is Cleveland's FIRST Ad-
vertising Buy. For every product.

The Cleveland Press
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:

250 Park Avenue, New York City

Cleveland Detroit • San Francisco

FIRST IN CLEVELAND SCRIPPa-HOWARD

ALLIED NEWSPAPERS. INC.
410 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago
Seattle Los Angeles Portland

LARGEST IN OHIO
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The 8 pi. Va^e

Odd^

THE Century has earned its

letters! This afternoon when I

entered the train gate at Grand
Central and walked down the carpet

toward the third section of this

national-institution-on-wheels, I became
aware instantly of something new.
On the rear rail of the observation car

hung a sign spelling out in burning
letters

:

20TH
CENTURY
LIMITED

"How long," said I, addressing the

rear-end trainman, and pointing to the
electric sign, "how long has the Cen-
tury been carrying this?"

"This is the first trip," he replied,

surveying the glowing letters with
what seemed to me a reflecting glow of

pride.

I glanced at the rear platforms of

the other two sections. All proudly
bore their new electric name plates.

"Very good," said I. "The Century
has served faithfully for a quarter
century; it has earned its letters of

light."

This evening for several hours I sat
out on the observation platform and
watched hundreds of miles of people
salute the train's new signs as we sped
through upper New York State.
Farmers and farmers' wives, tramps

and track-walkers, towermen and sta-
tion agents, automobilists at grade
crossings—all followed the receding
train with their eyes, many of them
plucking their companions by the
sleeve and pointing to the Century's
proud new signs, glowing cheerfully in

the dusk.

When we stopped at Syracuse, and
I could see clearly the features of the
New York Central men who handle
the Century at that point, switching
off its diner and grooming it for the

next leg of its journey, it seemed
to me that I noticed just a little

more pride in their faces. Their
train had suddenly been hon-
ored by having its name put in

electric lights, and they ap-
proved.
And as I write this, sitting

up in Lower 10, Car 162, I like

to think of the people in the

little dark houses we are flash-

ing past, looking out of their

windows at the Century pass-

ing, and reading its name in

burning letters for the first

time. It is their train, too. It

passes their houses every night

^odktJiS

with a friendly rush. I wonder if from
now on it will not seem just a little

more friendly?
—8-pt—

Perhaps other New Yorkers have
shared my curiosity as to the results

from the full-page advertisement, "A
Taxicab Locarno," published last month
in the New York papers by the Taxi
Weekly, which contained a coupon
reading:

WILL YOU AS A PUBLIC-SPIRITED
CITIZEN EXPRESS YOUR OPINION?
Are you willins to pay a just rate of

fare for a taxicab ride and secure :

(a) Greater safety and efficiency?
(b) More comfortable cabs and better

upkeep?
(c) A decent living wage for the driver?

Yes No

I took the trouble to chase the thing
down, and found that within a week
18,381 people had sent in coupons,
postals or letters as a result of this

advertisement pointing out the chaos in

the New York taxicab situation result-

ing from the rate war. Of this number,
only 171 were unfavorable.

The letter of my informant goes on
to say, "The amazing thing is the

secondary reaction in improving the
volume of taxicab riding and in the
public reaction in giving more substan-
tial tips, etc."

The results from this advertisement
just go to show that advertising has
many possibilities that we are not using
to the full. We will take up many of
our problems with the public in the ad-
vertising columns of our newspapers
and weekly and monthly publications
when we acquire a little more faith.

—8-pt—
Fred Dibble brought a scrap-book of

old advertisements to the office the

other day and we all gathered around
and studied it with interest, punctu-
ated with loud guffaws. How funny
advertising was only twenty-five years
back!

V Restores Gniy Hairtails tlatcr.if VfialjtyendCohr

For instance, here is how the makers
of Ayers Hair Vigor sought to influ-

ence the feminine mind. It might be

termed the Shipwreck School of adver-

tising. Contrast this with toilet goods

copy of the J. Walter Thompson or

Listerine Schools of today!
It might still be very popular, though,

for poster copy, with some such legend

as, "Keep that school-girl simplicity."

—8-pt—

Now that I have taken my fling at

"Your Money's Worth" (and I couldn't

resist that 31c. crack!), I arise to state

that I am reading the book through a

second time in a more judicial frame
of mind. And I find myself coming to

the conclusion that it warrants a second

reading by every advertising man and
sales executive. If they will read it

through glasses that filter out all the

red rays, they may find in it, mistaken
as it is in some of its premises, con-

siderable food for earnest thought.

As a matter of fact, "Your Money's
Worth" may be more than a book; it

may be a symptom of an awakening
public interest in the cost of those op-

erations which are added to raw ma-
terials to make them useful and avail-

able. And until the public does be-

come interested, to the extent of under-

standing and cooperating, there is not
much hope of cutting distribution costs,

which form a large part of the margin
about which Messrs. Chase and Schlink

are so worried.
—8-pt—

When I went through the Ford plant

at River Rouge and saw the way
they used tractors, I thought

1 to myself, "They ought to get

this over to American industry,

in some way. This is important
to industry."

Imagine, then, my pleasure

when I came upon one of the re-

cent Ford advertisements show-
ing various ways the Fordson
tractor is used by the Ford in-

dustries, and bearing the head-
ing, "A challenge to the imagi-
nation of American industry."

This should attract attention,

and it should sell tractor-power
to industry.
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Lowest Cost Per Inquiry
Won by

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
In the record of advertising returns to

June 30th, 1927, of the California Redwood

Association.

Just another demonstration of THE
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL'S dominance in

the advertising field of

Building Furnishing Decorating

Buy On A Rising Tide

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
PUBLISHING CORP.

8 ARLINGTON STREET BOSTON, MASS.

A Member of the Class Group

RATES BASED ON NET PAID CIRCULA-
TION OF 80,000 (ABC) WITH BONUS OF

OVER 10,000 MORE
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Every Smokestack an Advertiser

of these 15 an even dozen were fruit
and vegetable dealers, two were con-
fectionery store keepers and one a
garage man. Of local manufacturing
plants all the 18 were interviewed

:

five are local branch plants of larger
corporations; 13 were "local," but of
them just four expended as much as
$5,000 during 1926 for advertising,
three spent between $1,000 and $5,000,
while six spent nothing. The tool

maker, who failed early in 1927, fell

within the last grouping of six.

SO disconcerting was this quick sur-
vey that the same investigator was

brought into New York State to pro-
ject a similar coverage over a New
York City of the same size. A similar
result followed. Out of 107 local mer-
chants, all did newspaper advertising
except 27; again with fruit and vege-
table dealers leading the "do not's"
with a role of 18, the balance of the 27
being four notion stores, two candy
stores, one all-night restaurant and
two bicycle-and-lock repair shops.
Even the peanut-popcorn man with a
portable outfit that stands on a bank
corner reports: "I pay $2.10 a week
for a tiny ad in the papers that go out
into the country."

Local manufacturing plants number
34. All were interviewed. Of them,
four are plants of larger corporations
elsewhere controlled. The 30 "local"
plants make a sad showing as adver-
tisers: 22 spent nothing (or less than
$1,000) last year; seven paid out be-
tween $1,000 and $5,000; one advertised
to the extent of $41,000. Of the 29
which thus invested less than $5,000 in

advertising, 12 sell their output to a
limited group of customers numbering
in no instance moi'e than 10—merchan-
dise made up on a mass-production
without makers' brand, to be sold either
unbranded or with others' brands upon
it. The goods, for this gi'oup of 12
with limited customer list, are: hosiery,
shirts, overalls, cigars, brooms, piston
rings and similar parts, refrigerators,
men's belts and other leather goods.
Of illuminating comments from the

merchants in these two cities there are
none. They advertise as a matter of
course. Many of them reported inter-

esting examples of the drawing power
of copy, a few of them exhibited cost

sheets of absorbing interest—all of

which relates not at all to advertising
of smokestacks.

But when manufacturers are inter-

viewed, the story changes.
It is, possibly, pertinent to run over

some of the comments of the non-
advertising manufacturers. Selected

from them are these:

"Advertising's too risky. $5,000 wouldn't
do any good, when the big refrigerator
fellows are spending millions."
"My business doesn't allow a margin

for advertising. Sears-Roebuck take most
of it and a Baltimore concern the rest, and
anyone that .sells them can't hold out any
money for advertising." [Maker of brass
fixtures.]

"I'm too small to advertise [but he does
a business of $2,500 a week]. It's all right
for Puller and some of the others. My
brooms all go to three jobbing houses any-
way—all they want is my lowest price and
carload maximums."

"I make a specialty. It all goes out of

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20]

town to be assembled into bigger units.

What could I advertise? now tell me that,
will you?"

"The advertising men talk too big for
me. [Doing an annual volume of $450,000.]
Yes. they call on me, but when they spiel

about thousands of dollars for one page.
I'm swamped. Maybe it would bring me all

the business they talk about : then, maybe,
it wouldn't. How's a man to know? No,
I'll stand pat with my eighth-ot-a-page in
the two trade papers. That's enough to
keep my name in the 'Index' and give me
a free copy of the paper."
"A manufacturer doesn't have to adver-

tise. It's the thing for the cut-raters and
the department stores. They sell the
women. I make overalls and ship them in
carloads. If there's work for men in the
U. S. A., I'm busy ; if men are idle, so'm
I. I'm ahead what the others pay for ads.
If they'd cut the ads out of all the papers,
there'd be time to read the news."

"I have no selling expense because every-
thing is gobbled up by three or four com-
panies. They flght for my stuff [leather
goods]. I can't even sell the stores right
here at home because I never can catch
up with the big orders."

"It's all I can do now to come out even
[stove manufacturer] without spending a
lot for ads. The big trouble now is to get
dealers to shove my stoves. They say it's

easier to sell the makes with big names,
and the only way mine go at all is by
cutting my profit down to nothing. I have
to sell close to home on account of the
freight to far-away places ; ray stoves are
guaranteed and all the dealers know I
make good if anything's wrong ; but I have
to cut the cizzard out of the price. If the
fellows with the big names would quit
spending so much for ads tliey could reduce
the price, but it stands to reason, doesn't
it. that the goods have got to stand the
ads."

NUMEROUS variations crept into
the interviews, but the quoted sen-

tences fairly well represent the angles
of belief on the part of these 38 non-
advertising manufacturers. One is al-

most shocked when faced with such sen-
timents, for it is apparent that these
manufacturers look upon advertising
as they do on private yachts: utterly
beyond their reach. Advertising—and
this means any advertising—to their
thinking is wedded to huge expendi-
tures. More significant yet is the con-
viction that an annual advertising
budget of $5,000 can not possibly pro-
duce results, nor be the start of mer-
chandising and advertising growth.

Said one of these non-advertisers:
"I spent $16,000 last year for ma-

chine equipment. What I tore out of
the plant I sold for scrap. This year
my payroll costs are less by $300 a
week. That's an investment. It pays
its way. Now if you can show me
where another $16,000 for ads will pay
its way, I'll give you half a day of
my time, just as I did those machinery
salesmen, but—I want figures that'll

stand alone after you've gone home.
Hot air won't do the trick."

Possibly it is not amiss to add that
this interview fell in the first week of
June of the current year. Through
friendly connections an appointment
was made for "half a day of my time,"
as the manufacturer phrased it, with
tising for the balance of 1927, on a
the result that before the end of July
he had contracted for $7,100 of adver-
developing schedule with a large ele-

ment of test copy. It is a certain
prediction that the relation of cost to

results will be closely watched by this
advertiser!

An unexpected bit of information

that grew from the interviews in these
two cities was the high ratio of facto-
ries that sell their entire output
through one, or a handful, of outlets.

The product may be manufactured
primarily for mail-order houses, for
the five-and-ten stores, for a single
jobbing concern, for a "parent" cor-

poration or for assembly by another
manufacturer into a complicated unit.

Factories of this type live in constant
terror for their very existence.
"Every time one of our big contracts

expires," confesses one such owner,
"we hang in the air. If it's renewed
for less quotas, our overhead ratio is

shot to pieces; if they want bigger
quantities, we'll have to expand the
plant and that only means that we'll be
worse off when we do lose the con-
tract."

Friction with the single outlet may
be disastrous for the local concern; a
rival plant may underbid ; the "outlet"
may decide to go into manufacturing
for itself. The threat, moreover, of
any one of these events is continually
used, in the bargaining, to club down
the prices nearer and nearer to the
point of no profit. Situations of this

general sort exist far more commonly
than one would expect, until he inves-

tigates. Smokestacks have, unthink-
ingly, been accepted as evidence of
comfortable prosperity, whereas the
facts are that manufacturers, in un-
told' numbers, are worrying themselves
to death not so much over problems of
production as over methods of mar-
keting. They are dying under the men-
tal load during the years that should
be the prime of life, and are leaving
to widows and under-age sons factories

that drain, rather than maintain, the
family's income.

A MULTITUDE of American smoke-
stacks—and this word "multitude"

is used advisedly—are producing goods
for other concerns to brand and trade-

mark and market. A week's time spent
among them will uncover as many sob

stories as "the hundred neediest cases"
of a New York charity organization

—

the pitiful side of the story being that
as a going concern the factory earns a

fair living for the owner but is unable
to set up reserves for depreciation or

reduce its borrowed money. The owner
"hasn't had a week's vacation at one
time in five years" or, as another puts
it, "it's not the farmer that needs gov-
ernment help; it's the manufacturer
who employs a hundred men with a
hundred families on his pillow every
night. The farmer gets his five months
of rest when there's no overhead to

prevent his going to St. Petersburg.
With me, it takes all night to plan how
to 'make good' before three o'clock

shuts the bank's door tomorrow."
Far from truth would it be to aver

that "the answer is: advertise!" No
simple remedy will cure all the ail-

ments of competitive manufacturing. At
the same time, no doubt can exist but
that effective advertising, built up sol-

idly and painstakingly, off"ers a method
for "painless extraction" of many of

these smokestacks from their perils.
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^ Ncwji/Nmel hy theAuthor of

iHEAUGESTE

OCTOBER
On Sale^NOW

"Beau Ideal
99

... the last and greatest of the three Geste novels . . .
Beau

Geste, Beau Sabreur, Beau Ideal starts in the October

McClure's. Full page advertisements, reaching well over

19,500,000 readers, will build circulation history.

Circulation gains, however, tell their own story. Most important

is the fact that in McClure's you will find unusually vivid,

interesting stories and articles that reach a fast-growing, respon-

sive audience, an audience of proved value.

That's why an ever-increasing number of well-known adver-

tisers always ....

.... include McCWRE'Sl

The

119 West 40th St., New York

Chicago Office, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
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RetailAwareness*
Has your Product "IX"?
Tl^/HAT happens when your consumer advertising sends

f f people into drug stores to ask for your product?

Does the customer's request for your product—the mere men-

tion of its name—flash into the mind of the druggist or his

clerk—INSTANTLY—a mental picture of your product, its

sizes, its prices, the purpose it is designed for, its exact loca-

tion in the store—and your method of making customers for it?

If so, your product has "retail awareness."

The customer then receives the kind of quick and willing service that

creates confidence and makes for repeat purchases of your product.

Or does this happen?
"Sorry, we don't stock it."

"How do you spell it?"

"What is it like?"

"What is it for?"

"Never heard of it."

—then you lose both the confidence of the customer in your product

and his business.

Scores of leading drug trade advertisers are promoting "retail aware-

ness" of their product through DRUG TOPICS.
DRUG TOPICS reaches every worthwhile druggist in the United

States and Canada; circulation guaranteed in excess of 51,000 copies

per issue. A low advertising rate, an enviable record of trade paper

performance for its advertisers, a receptive reader circulation—makes

DRUG TOPICS the ideal medium to use in creating this "retail

awareness."

This is proven by the fact that more advertising of drug store

products appears in DRUG TOPICS than in any other magazine

in the world.

If your product is now sold, or can be sold to, or through
drug stores, you owe it to yourself to investigate DRUG
TOPICS Service. Our close contact and intimate knowledge
of the drug trade are at your service—Write or 'phone.

DRUG TOPICS
The National Magazine of the Drug Trade

TOPICS PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.

Also Publishers of Wholesale Druggist, Display Topics, Drug Trade News

291 Broadway, New York
Atlanta Boston Chicago Cleveland St. Louis San Francisco

9

To one of these manufacturers the
effort was being made to show how he
might expand his market, without
.ieopardlzing present outlets. He jolted

the explanation by interrupting:
"They expect too quick results. All

the advertising men are dreamers. If

a few ads'll do all they say, what'll
happen when I quit?"

OVERLY enthusiastic advertising so-

licitors have killed much potential
advertising. The man who worries how
to keep the smoke curling from his

stacks has attained ownership of his

factory by dogged plugging. He knows
that attempts of rivals to substitute
brilliance for the slower workings of
time have produced sky-rocket effects,

with the sheriff next year and boarded-
up windows for all the years to follow.

Yet factories of this kind, existing

as they do in dread of extinction, are
a fair field for the business publica-
tions, the newspaper and the agency.
Every such smokestack is a potential
advertiser for the man who can demon-
strate to them how to develop or ex-
tend their markets ; how to intrench
themselves locally so as to be safe from
disaster from afar. Locally in this

instance means in their home radius
for certain products, and in their natu-
ral trade outlets for other commodities.
Every such manufacturer, even

though he doe's not know the phrase
"advertising appropriation," offers op-

portunity. It is, however, the oppor-
tunity of small beginnings. Reluctant
moods must be overcome in the initial

solicitation; hard-headed and narrow-
view objections will emerge with every
consultation ; the plan must be concrete
to the last detail. The greatest diffi-

culty, for the man who undertakes to

develop such accounts, is accurately to

determine objectives for the advertis-
ing and definitely to demark reasonable
markets for expansion. It will be
found often that the obvious has been
overlooked, merely for the reason that
smokestacks are owned, and operated,
by men more skilled in making than in

selling.

In Ohio there is a maker of bath-
tubs. Three times in twenty years the
concern has been reorganized. Some
$600,000 of losses have been, through
these disruptions, passed on to stock-

holders and bankers. With each new
beginning, the horizon was rosy with
hopes for a market, the expectation
being fortified by encouraging testi-

monials from users and from dealers.

Disappointment regularly came until,

of recent years, common-sense entered
the marketing. The management quit

all effort to rival Kohler and Standard
for national distribution, and, for that
attenuated marketing, they substituted
an ambition to "push ourselves into the

dominant place for a restricted area."
Today, after four years of marketing
that parallels certain newspaper circu-

lations, their product, as they report
to their stockholders, "outsells all other
makes." A greater volume has been
attained, in a circumscribed territory
than previously had been possible in

all the United States.

The change of policy, strange to re-

late, originated in the sales talk of an
advertising solicitor who was fighting

for $100 a week of their "appropria-
tion." Today he is salesmanager for

the factory.

Examples of the same character are
without number. Canneries, as an-
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Upsetting Pet Vieivs
of the Northivest

Tradition, handed down from pioneer days, has made
advertising men think of the Northwest as a wheat
country. This new book upsets old ideas; it gives a true
picture of the modem Northwest.

Minnesota is first in creamery butter pro-
duction andmakes nearly five timesasmuch
from dairy products as it does from wheat.

North Dakota is first in rye and gets 11.2%
of its income from dairy products.

Sixty-fiveper cent ofSouth Dakota' s income
is from hogs, cattle and dairy products.
Less than 7 cents out of every dollar comes
from wheat.

These and other facts give you a clear picture of this
territory where 68.4% of the population lives on farms
and in towns under 2,500. Farm paper advertising
decisively influences trade trends here, and you can cover
the territory through the only weekly farm paper.

Ask for a copy of "Northwestern Farm Facts and
Figures". Make it a part of your data files.

THE RMER
Saint PmJ, MIdamdU

The Northwest's Only Weekly Farm Paper

Wallace C. Richardson, Inc.,

250 Park Avenue,

New York

Standard Farm Papers, Inc.,

307 No. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

Northwestern Member Standard Farm Paper Unit

other example, are found in all States.
They number upward of 3,000. Yet
few of them dare claim their own souls
—compelled as they are, to sell in a
highly competitive market where sup-
ply exceeds demand year after year
and where the buyer brands the goods
with his own name. The opportunity
for achieving independence through
zone advertising is wonderful, with the
purpose of establishing a local market
for a quality product under a distin-
guishing name.

This is one of several articles by Mr. Har-
ine analyzine the marketing problem of
the manufacturer who must necessarily
confine his distribution within local limita-
tions.

"Ten Cents Worth of

Cigarettes"

[continued from page 34]

To men food is a three times a day
pleasure. To the housewife it is a three
times a day nuisance. To men food is

something to eat. To women it is some-
thing to get. It is duty and drudgery
and dirty dishes.
Some time ago a toothpaste was ad-

vertised by showing a sialometer, an
instrument which measured the flow of
saliva before and after using the paste.
If the toothpaste makers are finished,
I would like to borrow this. I should
put it in operation, first on a group of
men and then on a group of house-
wives, while I went through the pic-
tures of the chocolate cakes and the
cherry pie in the current Ladies' Home
Journal and read aloud the adjectives.
I cannot but believe that the men's re-

sponse would ring the bell. At the
same time I would have the women
hitched up to the fatigue measuring ma-
chine, used, I believe, by a rubber heel
company. By the time I finished read-
ing of the cakes to be baked, the pies to

be made, the deep frying and the may-
onnaise making, I fear I would have on
my hands a crowd of dry-mouthed, ex-
hausted housewives, begging for mercy.
Do we suggest then, that food ad-

vertising should be addressed to men?
That men are more responsive gus-
tatorily? That it is the men's tastes
that are followed in the home? "Tell
your wife to give you Bosting's Baked
Beans." "Ask the Madame if she
realizes that Blank's Chili Sauce is

made of pedigreed seeds from tested
soil." I am not sure that this is as
foolish as it sounds.

If food advertisers are not prepared
to spend their appropriations in men's
magazines, let them admit at least, that
their market is women. Not their own
wives, but women who do their own
housework, care for their own children,
probably make their own clothes.

Once I asked a man to let me do
some free lance copy writing for him.

I knew his agency had two large food
accounts and no women copy writers.
He answered that in his agency the
writers must be on hand to study the
accounts, they must fairly live with a
product before they write about it, and
know it backward and forward. Later
I heard this same man read a copy
plan on a food account, and in a half-
hour discussion women were not once
mentioned. When I questioned this, the
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The Story of the v^artoon Otrip
in ^ationayAdpertising

THE COST OF A YEAR'S CIGAR TIPS WOULD PAY
PATAGONIA'S NA'noNAL DEBT

E^ERY INCH A CIGAR

"i^ Old Virginia Cheroots
X ^4 Good Cigars [y-) forYQ*

1924

F you II take the time to question

any veteran cigarette jobber or

dealer these days, he'll tell you

that no cigarette advertising in

his memory everproducedquicker or more wide-

spread consumer-response than has thepresent

''cartoon-strip " series/or old gold cigarettes.

And thereliy lurks an interesting advertis-

ing story.

The "cartoon-strip" idea was first tested

by Lorillard in a campaign for Old Virginia

Cheroots— prepared by the undersigned

advertising agency in the summer of 1924.

Old Gold
TJie Smoother and Belter Cigarette

... not a cough in a carload

1927

Clothed in droll and whimsical pictures

by Rea Irvin, was a hard-hitting selling

message for these famously good little

cigars. And results were rapid and remark-

able.

So when Lorillard launched its new
cigarette, old gold, the "cartoon-strip"

idea was logically adopted as the fastest

copy-vehicle for flashing to the multitude

the biggest cigarette story of all time

—

"not a cough in a carload."

The unexampleti success of the old gold
cartoon advertising proves, once more, that

Readability . . . easy and assured read-

ability ... is the first and foremost essential

in an effective advertisement.

CLIENTS: international silver company (/«/? ROGERS BROS. Silvertilaie); bauer &

black; ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY; P. LORILLARD COMPANY; THE HOUSE OF

kuppenhbimer; scripps-howard newspapers; beid, Murdoch * company (/or /».'«)

LENNEN & MITCHELL, Inc., i? east 45TH street, new YORK CITY

An advertising agency serving a limited number of large-volume advertisers

L M
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)^EVEN counties border on

Marion County (Indianapolis).

In all save one of these counties,

The Indianapolis Star is the favorite

Indianapolis newspaper.

And Indiana has good roads,

Hoosiers have automobiles, and can

easily reach Indianapolis.

By using The Indianapolis Star,

The Muncie Star and The Terre

Haute Star, the advertiser saves four

cents.

Special Representatives

KELLY-SMITH CO.
New York Chicago Boston Philadelphia

^)tlMll.^^lltl^tl^lltIIII rii..tnmt»»tiinumniii .tniiMitiiint»nt»nttitttttm.»iiin»tti..ttf

ELECTRICAL
ANIMATED

AND
STILL

of
WINDOW,
COUNTER,

owEXHlBlTS

Effective -Dignified
Planned Inexpensively

CONSULT WITH EXPERTS

ANIMATED PRODUCTS CORP.
19 WEST 27tt ST. NEW VOR.K.

THERMOMETERS
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it impossible to park their automobiles
in the immediate neighborhood. The
bus travels over a route covering sec-

tions of the city where unlimited park-
ing is permitted.

ANYONE who will investigate care-

fully will find that successful man-
agement is due nearly always to the ob-

servance of a multitude of little things

that are so simple and obvious one
wonders how they could be overlooked
by any watchful executive. In one
store customers discontinue their

patronage and the boss goes around
wondering why. Next door, or across

the street, when the same thing hap-
pens, the manager starts an investiga-

tion and finds that 20 per cent of the
discontinuances were due to errors in

delivery, and he takes steps immediate-
ly to remedy the trouble. The first

manager is a sort of fatalist and as-

sumes that nothing can be done. The
second manager corrects all possible

deficiencies and even goes so far as

to send a letter expressing regret and
signed personally by himself to each
customer who has not made a purchase
within recent months.

I know of an auto-accessory dealer

who got the jump on his competitors

by merely introducing a self-service

system, the different automobile parts

were arranged on long stands and cus-

tomers picked out what they needed.

With this plan three clerks were able

to take care of 60 customers. I also

know a restaurant manager who ex-

perienced difllculty in taking care of

his trade because so many patrons
lingered to chat or smoke. He was the

sort of fellow who always searches for

an answer to every question, so he got

an idea one day and immediately set

the big clock in his restaurant ten

minutes fast. This scheme not only

speeded up his regular patrons, but
proved to be a permanent incentive to

quick motion on the part of transients.

A store manager in New England
arranged a prize contest for useful

suggestions from employees and
secured 21 practical ideas out of 83
plans submitted. Among the schemes
were proposals for the appointment of

a public style adviser, lectures on styles

in local newspapers, a mailing list of
students about to enter college, a

searchlight on the roof, free telephone
service to customers, electric directories

over the elevators and a cage of

monkeys to serve as a display attrac-

tion.

A retailer of hardware has a clerk
tie a tag on every battered ashcan that
is found along the street. The card
reads, "You can get a new can at

moderate prices from Smith, 84 Main
Street." Another dealer succeeded in

developing a feeling of business reci-

procity by having a slip printed and
attached to all checks that he sent out
in payment of bills. The slip is

printed on red paper and suggests to
the person receiving it that if he be-

lieves in reciprocal trade, some of his

business will find its way to the store
of the dealer whose check is inclosed.
An automobile agency, helped sales by
establishing a school for the owners of
its make of cars, and for all prospec-
tive buyers.
No matter in what realm of business

it may be, the opportunity to show
originality and exercise ingenuity al-

ways exists. A company standardized
its samples of automobile tires by sub-

picture readers

TT7ATCH the youngsters at a pile of
* ' magazines. Invariably they pore over

the illustrations. It's been so from the

beginning. The very letters of our alpha-

bet are simplified symbol pictures.

This is so obvious it hardly seems worth

repeating. But there is one thing we don't

always remember.

Whether it's a simple line drawing, a

photograph or an elaborate color illustra-

tion

—

the photo engraving perfects or ruins

ycjur printed picture. And you pay no

more for a perfect plate than for the one

that spoils your storv.

For three generations lue have helped

advertisers, publishers and printers

to make their pictures TALK. The

best picture in the zvorld is no better

than the photo engraving that

reproduces it.

Gatchel £^ Manning, Inc.
C. A. Stinson, President

[Member of the American Photo Engravers Association]

'Photo Engravers
West Washington Square <r^ 2jo South Jth St.PHILADELPHIA
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To Users, Producers,

Installers

of window display advertising!

HERE'S the one big chance of the

year to get the latest informa-
tion on what is being done in window
display advertising—the 1927 Con-
vention of the Window Display Ad-
vertising Association.

Remember—you can't buy books
or get elaborate statistics on window
display advertising. And knowledge
gained from experience is often
mighty expensive!

But experience will be free at this

Convention—lots of it! You can get

the benefit of what others have
learned—some of them at no little

cost—by just attending.

Here is only a small part of some
of the interesting discussions

planned

;

Advertisers whose problem is to

get the dealers to use their display

material will be able to hear how

some large concerns distribute theirs

—by crews, by salesmen, by install-

ers, by mail.

The Agency Viewpoint on window
display will be the subject of a spe-

cial talk by the representative of a

large advertising agencv.

Producers will get some really

definite information from "Applying
the Principles of Retail Window Dis-

play to the Problems of the National
Advertiser."

There will also be an exhibit of

everything new — different — novel,

from which to draw inspiration for

your program for coming campaigns.

Reserve October 4th, 5th and 6th
NOW. Place: Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York City. Everyone interested

—whether member or not—is cor-

dially invited. Write at once for

complimentary tickets.

WINDOW DISPLAY ADVERTISING ASSOCIATION
Narional Headquarters: 8 West 47th Street, New York City

stituting one-inch samples for the five-
inch variety and the resultant saving
was $5,000 the first year. Another
concern came to the conclusion that we
have entered a picture age and in ac-
cordance with this thought it sub-
stituted the colored photograph for the
sample case and has effected a material
economy in transportation charges and
sample-room rentals as a result of this
departure. The boss of a big corpo-
ration started nosing around and dis-
covered that as many as 50 of his
workers were absent from their posts
in the main office at one time, deliver-
ing messages or interviewing people in
other departments. He quickly issued
the dictum: "Say it, but write it," and
then took steps to install an efficient
system of distributing inter-depart-
mental mail.
What we are going to need before

long in many companies is a return to
work. Thousands of managers are
going to be busy effecting reduction in
the volume of credit business handled.
Others will be giving attention to
shortening the time on charge ac-
counts, working out budget systems
and finding ways and means to sub-
stitute automatic devices for hand
labor. The executives who will safely
weather the next period of readjust-
ment will be those who have not de-
parted too far from the old idea that
eight hours a day and eternal vigilance
are still the two chief essentials of
business success.

Testing Advertising

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28]

It is interesting to note in this con-
nection that both the advertiser and his

advertising agent initially picked as
being best the two headlines that
actually brought the smallest number
of inquiries, again substantiating the
fact that the only way to test a play or
an advertisement is to "take it to the
public."
The "haymaker" — the copy that

brought the greatest response in the
newspaper test—was now set up for a
double spread to run in a national
weekly, at a cost of $15,000 for a single
insertion.

Please note you who think of adver-
tising primarily from the standpoint of
beauty and also you who oppose "long
copy," that the spread that ran con-
tained approximately 2600 words, set

solid in 8-point type. The headlines
were given bold display, but no illustra-

tions were used. It resembled in ap-
pearance a rather ugly giant "want ad."

To shut off inquiries from the id'y
curious this statement was prominently
displayed: "unless you have the qualifi-

cations cited—and at least $5,000 in
capital—please do not answer this ad-
vertisement."

Here is the summary of the returns
from this advertisement that was built
on mail order principles:

Cost of space $15,000
Total inquiries 4,231
Number prospects interviewed by

salesmen 1,109
Number closed 306
Amount of sales $1,026,000

This particular advertiser simply ap-
plied principles that have long been
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OF, BY AND FOR—
MEN

Just as the great majority of those who

write stories of the West, of adventure,

mystery and romance, for the maga-

zines of the All-Fiction Field, are men,

so, too, the far-flung audience which

they command is predominantly male.

Here are no boudoir broncho bust-

ers, no tea room pirates, but, rather,

the sort of upstanding men of action

about whose adventures every man
with blood that is red loves to read.

^3,100 a page

yiagazims of Clean Fiction

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO
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Picture a Busy
Industrial City

With Its People

Employed in

Skilled Indus rie&

—who earn good incomes
—who live in their own homes or

in two-family homes
—who are busy all year 'round

—who are seldom unemployed
—who spend freely and who pat-

ronize their neighborhood
stores.

and you have

a Picture %

w
Oo»»'

,ecX»'
cvJi

Trading

Market

Merchants will tell you that

the POST-TELEGRAM reaches

a buying class whose 64.000 wage
earners alone have an $84,000,000

payroll to spend annually.

The POST-TELEGRAM
with: its 44.446 daily circulation

represents quality, quantity and
volume. Manufacturers of lux-

uries or necessities can obtain

quick and economical distribution

in Bridgeport, and the entire trad-

ing area can be merchandised as

one unit with one cost, because

98% of the POST-TELEGRAM
circulation is concentrated in this

territorv.

National BepreeentativeE
HITMAN, NICOLL & RtlTHMAN

New York. Boston, Chicago. San PranclBco.

fundamental with mail order adver-

tisers, i.e.

:

1. Test your copy in limited circula-

tion before running it in extensive cir-

culation.
2. Compare the relative pulling

power of various headlines, abandoning
the "high cost" headlines and multiply-

ing the circulation of the "haymakers."
These are lessons that every success-

ful mail order advertiser has had to

learn, but which are applied by only

a small percentage of general adver-

tisers.

I
HAVE in front of me another piece

of copy for another advertiser sell-

ing an electrical product retailing for

$12.50. This particular copy—only 56
lines single column—pulls far more in-

quiries and orders at a lower cost per
order than any other advertisement he
has used. It is the result of compara-
tive testing of over eighteen pieces of

copy in various mediums. This best

pulling ad produces inquiries at an aver-

age cost of 33 cents, whereas other

pieces of copy, that on the surface ap-
peared equally good, ranged in inquiry
cost from $1.20 to $5.00. This adver-

tiser knows exactly what he can afford

to spend to buy a new customer; he
knows further exactly what his ad-

vertising is buying those customers for,

which appeals pay best, what size units

of space are most profitable, and he
has steadily increased his advertising
expenditure with the sales curve p:'o-

portionately mounting.
Take one final instance of a com-

pany which looks upon advertising as

a practical science rather than a theo-

retical art; a company which has ap-
plied the mail order method of "testing"

to general advertising.
This advertiser sells through drug

and department store channels, invest-

ing about $1,500,000 annually in a list

of 600 daily newspapers throughout the

United States. They manufacture cos-

metics and proprietary i-emedies.

WHEN they launch a national news-
paper campaign on a product, each

advertisement cost upward from $20.-

000 per insertion. So they use "tests,"

first, to find out the fundamental facts

upon which to base their policies, and
second, to test each advertisement to

make sure it will bring a profitable

volume of business.
Their plan is to select three gi-oups

of eight cities each ; small groups of

papers typical of the entire United
States. Before any advertisement is

inserted in their complete list, it is care-
fully tested in the eight papers of one
group. These people know—from ex-
perience—that if a single piece of copy
is inserted in all of the eight papers of

one group and sells, say, $5 worth of
merchandise (at wholesale cost) for

every dollar's worth of advertising, th^^n

the same advertisement, multiplied in

their entire list of 600 papers, will pro-

duce pro ratio returns. Never have the

results of a nation wide insertion been
more than three per cent off the figures

given by the test.

These people can tell you in connec-
tion with each product they advertise
the following basic facts about their

advertising:
1. What size of space is most effective

for each product.
2. How often it pays to repeat an

advertisement.
3. What the cumulative effect of their

advertising is.

jes Sin I
ROOMS ARE

LARGER AT THE
DETROIT-LELAND

Where Luxury
is Homelike

It is truly amazing how swift

and far this news has traveled
—thatrooms are larger at the

nezv Detroit-Leland. On every
train someone istellingothers

the good new^s.

Important for sales travelers,

too, are the really finer, and
far larger sample rooms, with
bath and In-a-door bed. All

are outside rooms so that

goods may be shown under
natural light. Outstanding
advantages in all rates and

prices will gratify you.

^/~i/^ Large Rooms
J \J\J wi:h Bath

85% are priced from $3.00 to $5.00

DETROIT-LELAND
HOTEL

Bagleyi at Cass, Detroit, Michigan
(a lew steps from the Michigan Theater)

WM. J. CHITTENDEN, Jr.. Manager
Direction Continental-Leland Corporation

Larger Sample Rooms
from $5.00 to $8.00 per day
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The Lilli bridge Viewpoint
Nuiiiliir Six/c'c'fi I ssKc'd by Ray D. Lillibridge Incorporated New York

Russell Sage's Test Questions

ASTORY is told of the late Russell Sage
that he was once riding with a rail-

road i)resident in his private car.

The railroad jiresident showed Mr. Sage a

device which indicated the speed at which
the train was traveling.

"Does it earn anvthing.'^" asked Sage.

"Why, no, it doesn't earn anything."
" Does it save anything?"
"Why, no, it doesn't save anything; it's

intended just to tell how fast the train is

traveling."

"Well, if it doesn't earn anything, and
doesn't save anything," remarked Mr. Sage,
"

I would not have it on my car."

?^ J^ 5?

Russell Sage's iortune was built on the

principle of eliminating the non-essentials

from everything. We lav no claim to pos-

sessing the business sagacity of Russell Sage
nor is it necessary for us to agree with

him that a speedf)meter does not serve a

usetul purpose. Hut we do plead guilty to

sharing his antipathy for non-essentials.

We can recall several instances in our
quarter century of experience in advertising

and sales promotion where whittling off the
non-essentials and planning for careful

"tollow-through " reduced the required
marketing appropriation by half, and that
halt accomplished more than the client had
ex|)ected to accomplish with the approj)ria-

tion as originally concei\ed, because it was
applied in unconventional ways with a com-
plete disregard of precedent. Appropria-
tions so worked out and applied meet botii

Russell Sage's test words: they save and
they earn.

It may be very gratifying to know how
fast a business is going, but to our way of
thinking its earnings form a better and
safer speed indicator thnn its advertising

appropriation.

Birth of Advertising— 1441

IN 1441 printing was discovered, wrote
Robert (I. Ingersoll. At that time the

past was a cemetery with hardly an epitaph.
The ideas of men had mostly perished in the
brains that jjroduced them. The lips of the
human race had been sealed. Printing gave
pinions to thought. It preserved ideas. It

made possible for man to becjueath to the
future the riches of his brain, and the
wealth of his soul.

§ ^ §

Also, Mr. Ingersoll might have added
that it made possible for men to influence

their fellow men by means of advertise-

ments. Indeed, it is probable that the first

things that were printed were advertise-

ments. Not that they were set in borders
and bore headings and urged somebody's
waros. But they did offer ideas for sale, and
ideas offered for sale are advertisements.
So after all, can we not date the birth of
printed advertising from 1441.?

Before and After

MARKET research in advance of adver-
tising, and painstaking follow -through

in continuation of advertising involve a

great deal of work not contemplated bv
commissions on space.

That is why we work on a fee-and-budget
basis.

Follow -the- Leader

SOME concerns could pay their dividends
out of the money they now spend

thoughtlessly in playing the conventional
advertising game of follow-the-leader.

Convention is the line of least resistance;

it saves everybody concerned "from mental
stress of conflict and decision," as Burnham
expresses it. But convention is lazy and
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wasteful. It does not earn the largest divi-

dends.

Unconventional methods are difficult to

work out, often laborious. Independent
action and a disregard of precedent require

courage and conviction. Stripping off the

non-essentials of a sales promotion program
and reducing it to a sound basis, so that

every dollar will do the biggest job that

dollar can be made to do for the business,

requires a fixed determination to hew to

the sales line, regardless.

But stripping off the non-essentials is

profitable, and worth all the courage and
labor required. For it leaves a business in

a healthy condition as to working capital

and funds for meeting dividend dates, with-

out robbing it of the benefit of aggressive

sales promotion.

Curiosity

IF you have a curiosity to know about the

Lillibridge " Fee-and-Budget " system of

advertising compensation, write for a copy
of our bulletin explaining it.

"For My Dignity"

"tn France," writes Eugene Brieux, the

1 French dramatist, "the workman likes

to understand what he is doing. When his

job is done he likes to look at it, pass his

hand over it, as if caressing it, and to think,
' It is done. It is not for the boss that I do
this, it is for myself, for my contentment,
for my pleasure, for my dignity.'"

Could there be a finer spirit to bring to

any task.'' And could it fail to improve our
work and develop our characters, to do
things "for our dignity"?

IF the Viewpoint has interested you and
you would like to talk about our service

or see samples of our work, we'll promise
not to make it embarrassing for you.

Products Made to Sell

SIR Johnston Forbes Robertson tells of
an unbroken Highland pony which his

familyownedduringhis childhood, attempts
at the breaking in of which were peculiar

and not highly successful.

A pair of old trousers were stuffed with
hay, and a brick or two included to add
weight, and this figure was gently placed on
the Highland pony's back.

The pony promptly threw his strange
rider and then proceeded in a businesslike

way to eat the hay from the seat thereof!

Reminds us of the way the public some-
times throws a stuffed dummy in the form
of a product that is put out to sell, not
really to serve.

Straw claims, weighted with bricks of
bunk.
The public detects. Over goes the product.

The only difference is, the public sniffs

at the straw stuffing and leaves it severely

alone!

We want no advertising accounts of

products that are made merely to sell.

No Scattering

WE have only one office. It is conve-
niently located at No. 8 West 40th

Street, New York. Here all of our principals

are working together. We serve clients as

far away as St. Louis without difficulty.

RAY D. LILLIBRIDGE INCORPORATED

^Advertising

NO. 8 WEST 4OTH STREET - NEW YORK

Telephone: Longacre 4000

Established in i 899

f.in-9
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4. How long a single insertion con-
tinues to pull.

5. What position on the page is best
—and which page is best.

6. What appeal is most resultful for
each product.

To test a single piece of copy in tliis

way costs only 1 per cent of the cost of
a broadcast insertion. When two are
tested to determine which is best the
cost is 2 per cent. A low insurance
premium to pay against possible losses

of .$20,000 or more.
The sheer volume of advertising to-

day, the intense competition for atten-
tion in our advertising pages calls tor
the same scientific approach that is

spreading to all other branches of in-

dustry. I believe that it is not too
broad a statement to make that the
future of this billion dollar industry of
advertising will depend to a lai'ge ex-
tent upon the further development of
methods of pretesting advertising, with
the same skill and care shown in the
testing of the more material products
of engineering and chemistry. And that
this must start with the elementary
principles of advertising long since dis-

covered by the mail order and patent
medicine man.

No Need to Apologize,

Mr. Heywood!
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38]

Mr. Heywood's first example is fully

as much a testimonial to effective use
of alliteration as to mastery of meta-
phor. Easily read? Read it: "tiled

temple of cleanliness." An epigram-
matic swing that is almost classical!

"Not pure alliteration," you say? Allit-

eration of the first order, as I shall

show a little later.

His second example consists of only
one word, but his third, illustrating

onomatopoeia, also is alliterative: "ding
dong."

Next, his quotation from Arnold Ben-
nett is a gem of alliteration, "The
trains start with the imperceptible
stealthiness of a bad habit, and come
to rest with the softness of doves set-

tling on the shoulders of a young
girl." Again, Mr. Heywood yields, and
labels Irvin Cobb's vivid picture, "re-

spectable alliteration."

Going on to Oliver Wendell Holmes'
quotation, "The world has a million

roosts for a man, but only one nest," we
find more masterly alliteration. And
the two Ivory Soap quotations are more
than similes; they are alliterative epi-

grams: "Ivory lather develops as

quickly as pride after a twelve foot

putt," (notice the echo of the v's and
the p's) and "There may be men who
enjoy diving for soap, like pickaninnies

after an elusive penny," (alliteration

of sound more than letter, as we shall

presently see.

The fact is that the word "allitera-

tion" is a misnomer. It is not so much
the repetition of the letter itself with
which the writer is concerned. It is

the repetition of sound. And therein,

of course, lies the difference between
the blatant barrage of "The big black

bug bit a big black bear," and Wash-
ington Irving's subtle "Conquest of

Granada." (Study that one; there is

more to it than at first appears!)
I promised to tell of a definite prin-

.g^ ^^^ ^f̂

Giye tKose feem
oyerworked^v^ords a rest /

Use this "sales

out "go-getters"
weah, old "order-tahers."

manual" to send
in place of those

riiiTc IS ten iinu h yuii.l .nlvcrtisiiik' I'cinR written toJ.iy

for bad nr '
'j ii st nn 1 iiiar y

"

' copy to ^et across.
Competition is too kt-cn to expect the poorly-written sales

letter or booklet to bring home the orders which make it

pay. It is necessary today to present your facts in a

striking way- -scrai> the trite, old, vapid words and phrases
that have lost their selling punch and arouse an active
interest with "words tliat fit like gloves."

Whatever you are describing, whatever your argument,
there is always one best word which fires your prospect's
imagination to the point of creating the sale. Find these
words antl your success as an advertising man or salesman
is assured.
And here is the sales manual which finds them for you

instantly—the new Amplified Edition of

MARCH'S
THESAURUS DICTIONARY

Xo other t>ook in the EnsUsh LinKuaBO Is like It— iio other

approiches its usefulness In aiding you to create advcrtlsiiiK that

sells. By means of Its patented arrannoiiient you are enabled to

use the best word in the lanKiiage for your every purpose—and you

can stick to words which won't be misunderstood.
Without this "sales manual" to KUide you it Is very easy to

overlook the value of the eonimon word used In an uncommon way
to enii)hast/.o some Important fact.

Xo wadlnc throuRh a hundred paces of definitions to find your

word either—-just a lllp of the pages In this sales manual and ll

11 Is before you tlrfinrd no that you ktunc j/ow arc uHriff it eorrectlv.

und with it all other words related to the same Idea, Adjoining

(columns contain those opposed in meaning.
In addition, this new Amplified Jjlltion Is full of facts that give

you new copv Ideas or supply added force to your present arguments.

Biblical facts, historic facts, geographic and scientific facts; and

a complete concise text book on English and Composition which will

help you with your writing.

Us list of all the Important words and definitions used In the arts

and KClences^no need to leli you Its value when talking to techni-

cal or professional men. Leading magazines In every field are prais-

ing It.

"The copy writer's first aid.** says Mailbaa.

"The Bcxik we have wanted for twenty-five years, says

John Howie Wright in Postage.

"A real treasure chest of English undeflled. We commend
it unreservedly," says liepiew of Revit-ws.

•Will be of constant use on the WTltlng desk. lays

Amrriran Mercury.
"The greiilesl single-volume reference work In the worlu.

says Writrr'H Monthly.

TRY IT OUT AT OVR RISK! /

Send in the coupon at the right. Keep the

book on your desk where it is handy. Try
it out for ten days whenever you need a

word or fact to snap up your copy. / Please s.-nd me (postpaid In U. S. and Canada) a

See for yourself if it does not make / copy of the new Amplified Edition of March e

innw J«™ ^ffiri^it hv nHrintr ' Thesaurus Dictionary. I will pay the postman |3.00.
you 100% more efficient by placing

^.^ ^^^^^^^ postage, and If I keep the book wlU
the entire Knglish language at your , ^^^^ ^^^ j^ p^ ^^^ ^,,0^,^ f^r three months. If for any
instant command. Then if you don t / r^.^^on I do not wish to keep It I will return It In good

think it is the very "sales manu- ^' rnndltlon within 10 days ai».l you are to refund my J3.12,

al" you neefl to equip your ad- ' which Includes postage I have paid,

vertising with words that bring /

back the orders, you
_
simply

need return it and Jt has
not cost you a cent. ,'

__^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^iv/ Address

A thesaurus, plus a diction-

ary, with encyclopedic Infor-

mation, 1462 pa9«s, T/a % 10,

on thin opaque paper. Bound
in handsome Buckram.

HISTORICAL PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. AS-9, 1334 Cherry St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Name

-AND SO OUGHT YOU!

ADVERTISING AND SELLING
9 East 38th St., New York City

Please enter my subscription for one year at $3.00.

Send- bill. D Check attached.

Name . . .

Company

Address .

Position

.

City State.
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I

C. A. MUSSELMAX
Vice-President of the

U.P.C.
President of the Chilton

Class Journal Co., Phila.

F. C. STEVENS
Treasurer of the U.P.C.
President of the Federal

Printing Co.. N. Y. C.

i^:::--

Philadelphia Plant of U.P.C.

A'. //'. Cor. Chestnut and 56th Sts.

Hcac!";ua:ters Chilton Class Journal Co.
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I

Purchasing Power

Paid Circulation

I'ADFR interest is the essential, of a

u'Dod business journal, and this can be

(ibtaiiicJ only as a result of a policy

\\hich builds large paid circula-

tions among the most desirable

trade units on the basis of editorial merit.

The right kind of paid circulation is a guar-

antee of purchasing power and U. P. C. publi-

cations represent the maximum of that kind of

circulation in the fields covered.

Upon rciiucst we will furnish detailed proof.

^

UN ITED
PUBLISHERS
rORPOR ATTON[
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^^yl distinctive list of

leading manufacturers^

contributed to making THE SHRINE
MAGAZINE for October the largest in

advertising lineage and revenue to date.

INCLUDING:
Listerine

Plastic-Wood
Mohawk Rugs
Bayer's Aspirin

Boston Garters

Foot-Joy Shoes

Camel Cigarettes

McCoy's Tablets

Murad Cigarettes

Fatima Cigarettes

Karpen Furniture

Hupmobile - Eight

Old Briar Tobacco
Vertex File Pockets

Allen -Speigel Shoes

Molle Shaving Cream
Champion Spark Plugs

Nelson's Encyclopedia

Lucky Strike Cigarettes

King Band Instruments

Ingram's Shaving Cream
Barbasol Shaving Cream
Fidelity Mortgage Bonds
Yale & Towne Hardware
Palmolive Shaving Cream
Holton Band Instruments

Johnnie Walker Cigarettes

LaSalle Extension University

Alexander Hamilton Institute

Kellogg's Tasteless Castor Oil

Brunswick-Balke Billiard Tables

National Union Mortgage Bonds
International Correspondence Schools

National Lumber Manufacturers Association

The Shrine Magazine
1440 Broadway • New York

Thone: Pennsylvania 7827

Tribune Tower Little Building

CHICAGO BOSTON

We are the producers of some of the

oldest and most successful house

organs in the country. Write for copy
0fTHEWlI.LIAMFKATHERMAC;A7.INE.

The William Feather Company
605 Caxton BuildinU CU'veland, Ohio

Shoe and Leather Reporter
Boston

The outstanding publication of the shoe,
leather and allied industries. Practically
100% coverage of the men who actually
do the buying for these industries. In its

67th year. Published each Thursday. $6
yearly. Member ABP and ABC.

Topeka Daily Capital
Tha only Kansas dally with circulation
tbruout the state. Thoroughly ooren
Topeka. a midwest primary marttet Olrof
real cooperation. An Arthur Capper
publication.

Topeka, Kansas

ciple for making alliteration subtle and
effective. Here it is: There are "half-
steps" in alliteration, as in music. I

first ran across the principle when
studying shorthand fifteen years ago.
I have used it, and have checked its im-
portance by observing the works of
others. As those of you know who have
studied shorthand, certain sounds are
grouped together because of their pho-
netic similarity. These sounds are

made with practically the same effort

of the vocal muscles. They constitute
definite half-steps in alliteration.

The sounds that are related are:

"t" and "d"
"1" and "r"
"k" and hard "g"
"£" and "v"
"m" and "n"
"p" and "b"
"j" and "sh" and "ch"
"z" and "s"

Thus, "t" is a "half-sister to "d"
insofar as alliteration is concerned.
"1" is related to "r" and so on.

I will not attempt to go into a tech-

nical explanation of gutturals, dentals,

labials, labiodentals, etc., such as a
phonetician would delight in develop-
ing. Consult the front part of your
dictionary, however, and you will find

that the shorthand classifications are
based on pure science.

F^NOWING the half-steps, it is easy
^ to apply them. Notice, for instance,

in the title, "The Conquest of Gran-
ada," how the hard "g" echoes the "c"
and the "qu" which are, of course, the
sound of "k." Observe the same subtle

repetition in the slogan, "Keep That
Schoolgirl Complexion." Watch the

half-steps in "Only Packard Can Build
a Packard," (the "b" echoes the "p's").
Notice how the "f's" and "v's" comple-
ment each other in "Fifty-Seven Va-
rieties." And the slogan, "Such Popu-
larity Must Be Deserved," embodies a
real subtle handling of alliteration.

Going back to the Bible, itself, notice

the pleasing half-steps in alliteration

afforded by the association of "I's" and
"r's" in the Twenty-Third Psalm!
A recent advertisement for Wesson

Oil is headed, "She Prefers to Be Ob-
served." Don't you feel a thrill in the

rhythmical way in which the "v"' rein-

forces the "f," the "b's" echo the "p"

and the "d" rounds out the "t"? That
i.s perfect alliteration under the "half-

step" plan; yet what printer could com-
plain of running short of sorts in set-

ting it?

How can the alliterative principle be
applied to^strengthen writing? First of

all, by setting the machinery of alliter-

ation at work in the subconscious while

the fine creative frenzy dominates. De-
velop the feeling, or the "hearing" for

alliterative phrases. Second, and more
important, by deliberately editing into

"cold" copy, full and half steps of allit-

eration. Imagine, for instance, that

you were creating a slogan for the

Packard car. You have your basic

thought: that no one else can make a

Packard except the company, itself.

You see a chance to get the trade-name,
"Packard" into the slogan twice, there-

by increasing its value. You say, "Only
Packard can make a Packard," and it

sounds good. Can the alliterative prin-

ciple help it further? You seek the out-

standing consonant sound in the phrase.

It is "p." The half-step of "p" is "b."

You look for a chance to get a "b" into

the phrase. Vou think of a synonym
for each word, looking for one that em-
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LEADERS
Have Chosen

Collier's
Of the 427 advertisers who have

placed orders for advertising in

Collier^s for the first six months of

1928, 40 are among the 75 largest

magazine advertisers.

This represents the greatest volume
of advertising that has ever run in

Collier^s in any one year.

c<^

A circulation now over 1,350,000

with 450,000 on the newsstand!
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When you
and this
book
get to-

gether
—something's

going to hap-

pen illustra-

tionwise.

Look through the
book. Send for a
copy to examine
free.

LARNED'S

Illustration

in Advertisin
3i9 pagps, 6x9, 212 illustrations,

$4.00 netf postpaid.

THIK hook esplaitis the methods, principles and pos-
•^ibilities of illustrations in meeting the require-

ments of modern advertisinp.

The eharactertstics of different treatments are fully
explained. Ttie technique employed, the advantages
and disadvantages, the effects, the limitations, the
psycholO(3", (he many and varietl uses of dozens of
illustrative methods are described in detail.

Practically every type of advertising effort— as re-
flected In magazines and newspapers—is given atten-
tioa The book has valuable data on everything from
a one-time insertion right through lo a seasonal
campaign or a continuous advertising program.

It indicates thoroughly the hundred and one differ-
ent ways in which illustrations can be brought to the
aid of sales.

Some Special Topics
—how to secure individuality;
—how to use white space

;

—how lo use pen drawings;—how to use photographic lllustratloas

;

—how to Inject life into Inanimate products;—how to picture a family of products;
—how to employ black treatments;—how to feature a trade mark;—how to use woodcut technique;—how to use negative illustrations;
—how to outline technique.

Examine It for 10 Days
Let U8 send you a copy of this hotik for free exami-

nation. Look through it vtith (tome ativrttisintj problem
of your t4on in mind. Bend the coupon }imc-—exavH-
nation is free.

Examine this book
for 10 days FRi:!.

McGrnw-Hill Book Co.. Inc.

370 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

Send me Larned's ILLURTR.\TION IN AD-
VFniTISING. $4.00, for 10 days" free exami-
aation.

I will return the book, postpaid, in 10 days
or remit for It then.

Name

Address

City State

Position

Vonipiir.y
A. F. 9-2 1-2 7

bodies a strong **b" sound. You find

it in the word "build." Immediately
the slogan is strengthened with the
staccato emphasis that only apt alliter-

ation can give.

And if you had created the slogan,
''Save the Outside and You Save All,"

you would have lost the echoing quality
of the slogan, "Save the Surface and
You Save All," for it is the "f" that
echoes the "v's" and the **r" that clicks

with "1" and the *'ce" that swings into
the sound of the "s*s."

When you edit and revise, try inject-

ing the "half-step" in alliteration. It

may convert a mediocre phrase into a
gripping epigram!

More Net Profit

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21]

three instances above given, is that in

1925, despite markedly lower gross
profits from sales, net profits were iii-

creased out of former ratio to gross
profits. This is surely a remarkable
demonstration on which to focus atten-
tion. It is obvious that the whole busi-

ness fabric in America has suffered a
general decline in gross profits; but it

is also equally obvious that greater
stress upon management has stimu-
lated brains to stop the familiar action
of economics and turn disadvantage
into advantage.

It is certainly pertinent to inquire
deeper as to how such an accomplish-
ment has been brought about. Bear in

mind that we are here discussing not
from observation or generality, but
from carefully audited corporation tax
reports of the 430,000 odd corporations
of. the United States. This is what we
find: First: that operating expense
has been reduced. Operating expense
was 64.1 per cent in 1923. It rose dan-
gerously to 65.5 per cent in 1924 and
then was brought down with vigor in

1925 to 63.3 per cent. It might be
argued that the item of miscellaneous
expense also rose, which is a fact, for
it was 22.7 per cent in 1923 and rose to

24.7 per cent in 1925. If the govern-
ment report for 1925, gave, as it did in
1923 and 1924, the salaries paid to offi-

cers, we would doubtless see an in-

crease for 1925, because 1924 showed a
slight increase over 1923. In this fact
lies significance, for to accomplish
greater profit under conditions of lower
gross profit calls for more and better
brains.
Another striking point is that "mis-

cellaneous income" other than sales has
increased. In 1923 this income in-

cluded interest, rents and royalties, as
well as profits from operations other
than sales. This represented 17.6 per
cent of the total receipts of business.

In 1924 it shrank to 17.5 per cent, but
in 1925 rose to the remarkable height
of 19.2 per cent.

We have been talking so far of

American business as a whole. Taking
manufacturing alone, we find that the
operating expense in 1923 was 72.3 per
cent. This rose to 74.6 per cent in 1924
and dropped in 1925 to 73 per cent. In
the distribution field, the operating ex-
pense in 1923 was 80 per cent, which
rose in 1924 to 81.1 per cent and
dropped in 1925 to 79.2 per cent.

It is impossible to read from the
above figures any other story but that
of a very vigorous and alert manage-
ment struggling with might and main

Sans
Bunk
By every standard of market values

the Magic Empire is the complete
Tulsa market unit . . . and Okla-
homa's richest market.

To cover this market your advertising

must not only reach the big purchas-
ing power of metropolitan Tulsa, but
must also reach into the surrounding
towns within an average radius of 70
miles.

Only one newspaper can give you
this coverage: The Tulsa World.

In 98 thriving towns of the Magic
Empire the Tulsa World is delivered
by carrier as in the city proper. Sixty-

one of these 98 communities had a
population of 1,000 or over in 1920
and many have grown to much larger
populations during the past few years.

Only 19 of these 98 towns have daily

newspapers of their own, and only 8
of them have Sunday newspapers of
their own.

88% of the World's total city circu-

lation is home delivered by carrier
and it is read by more than 30,000
families in the Magic Empire outside
of Tulsa. Its supremacy is not even
approximated.

Here is selling power. Selling power
increased by an efficient coverage of
the Magic Empire that no amount of
money can buy in any other Okla-
homa newspaper.

Detailed market information on re-

quest.

Sworn Average Net Paid
Circulation, July, 1927

DAILY (M. 8c E.)

79,358
SUNDAY

64,198

IVATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

THE FORD PAHSONS CO.
360 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago:

58 Sutter St.. San Francisco

BRYANT. GRIFFITH & BRUNSON,
9 East 41st St.. New York: 201 Devonshire St.. Boston:

Walton Bldg.. .Atlanta. Ga.

DAVIES, DILLO.N & KEIJ.T.
707 Land Banii Bids,, Kansas City, Mo.

AN ALL DAY NEWSPAPER

Oklahoma's Greatest Newspaper

MORNING EVENING SUNDAY
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OurAtwater Kent Sales in Gblumbus

haPe TRIPLED in three jfears A^^^^
Here is Mr. IVm. Bennett, manager of sales and advertising for the Columhus Ignition Company.

Central Ohio distrihutors for Atxvater Kent, deeply engrossed in a sales presentation to Robert Eiehenhofer.
manager of the Radio Department of the F. & R. I.acants Company, Columbus' largest department store.

Coiurabfis.Ohio """i:, ::::/'
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7ns Colust'JS DispBton,
v4 S. Tuird 3'..,
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It 10 uttarly Inposslbl* for '>b to am
iw.y %»js ycur -jercnarillBlra dapartmert iiia aoeLstod bb tr^t

tue tnoaotloo of tna flrot ecaedula. R otnor noBBpBpor dbb

avat approBcoao tha oonsisfent parBooal cara you na*s al^tr

our aaco'Jnt,

Tt 18 a ffannlna pl^astira to attach onr rens«al
rtcl era eneloBe an outlino of our foil cappoUn whloh

HI find larKflr mon for prevl^ua veare. Our obIob atarf

act tna pMlilnft oowor of ycr papar to "uch a lavrAa tnat

tuameaa-auloia- to io othor than gl»a you taa

or port. on of our odtartiainf.

Tna 4o->inar,c« of tha Dlapatah In clrcilatLon ana

artielnr m Coluntiia warrsnta tha careful oooaldarBtlon of

iry sJTar'.la^r.

TojrB very truly.

'The Col'j«biie Iffnition Ca^pany,

3 ale 9 ^arki'

(biumbm Dispatch
MVertisin^didthis
TAKE note of Atwater Kent success in Columbus

and the Great Central Ohio market ... a

sjilendid story of intelli,s:ent merchandising . . .

spirited salesmanship . . . and strong advertising

reaching for and attaining ever increasing volume

hv ])lacement in the Columbus Dispatch.

For the initial campaign in the Columbus Market,

.\t\vater Kent selected the Disi^atch and the dealers

enjoyed sales in such unprecedented volume that the

original selection was not only justified but de-

manded continued use of the Dis])atch.

The New Radio Season finds the Columbus Dis-

patch again the main-stay of Atwater Kent sales and

advertising effort in the Great Central Ohio Market

—positive proof that the Dispatch is one of America's

greatest result-producing newspajjers.

^t)e (SitomtJU^

N=

Yir^l in news—in circulation—in advertising

General Representative: O'Mara & Ormsbee, Inc.

NEW Y O R K — C H I C A G O — D E T R O I T— SAN FRANCISCO
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Courtesy of
B. Altiuan & Co.. N. Y. C.

e)onie say

"Tell your story!"

We say

"Show it!"

Photographically

What do you say?

^ " PHOTOGRAPHERS

212 West 48th Street,
New York

Chickering 3960

The American Architect
A. B. C. Est. 1876 A. B. P.

"AdTertlslng and Selling to Architects." • booklet

prepared to give you a better understatMllns of

tho architectural field. Is now available.

Your copy will be sent upon request.

239 West 39th St. New York

The Standard Advertising Register
ll the best in Us field. Aib any user. SuppUee
raluable Information on more than 8, Oft* ad-

rertlsers. Write for data and prlcet.

National Register Publishing Co.
Ineorporaied

15 Moore St.. New York City

B. W. Ferrol, Manaeor

Bakers Weekly ^f^%-:^^^i
NEW YORK OFFICE—tS West 4Sth St.

CHICAGO OFFICE—343 S. Dearborn St.

Maintaining a complete research laboratory
and experimental bakery for determining the
adaptability of products to the baiting industry.
Also a Research Merchandising Department,
furnishing statistics and sales analysis data.

FoUed Edge Dturfcine and Fibre Signs
Cloth and Paraffine Signs

Lithographed Outdoor and Indoor
Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
Maaeillon, Ohio Good Salesmen Wanted

to meet the general business situation.

It faces declining margins and rising

costs, to say nothing of curtailed vol-

ume in some fields. No finer tribute
could be found in a whole dictionary
full of adjectives or chamber of com-
merce oratory than in the simple and
unassuming figures given above. They
demonstrate almost as though by magic
the paradox of an increasing net profit

in the face of declining gross profit.

Particularly is the situation interest-

ing in the field of distribution where
cost of operation is relatively higher
than in any other field of business, and
the net profit lower than almost every
other line of business. In fact, in 1925,
the net profit in the distribution field

was down in the same class with leather

and mining—two fields known to have
been thoroughly in the dumps in those
years. Notwithstanding distribution

has practically never known a much
higher ratio of profit. Little wonder
that distribution today occupies the

center of the stage of business!

IN order to give a general background
to the figures above, it may be

well to indicate that of the total of 430,-

072 corporations, 177,736, or 41.3 per
cent, showed a deficit in 1925. In 1924
the proportions had been 43.3 per cent.

American business made a record profit

in 1925, nevertheless, of $7,621,000,000.

And for every dollar successful Ameri-
can business made in profit some un-
successful corporation lost twenty-three
cents; $5,189,000,000 were disbursed as

cash, dividends—68 per cent of the total

net profit. In the manufacturing field

95 individual corporations made over
$5,000,000 profit each, which was 25.4

per cent more than in 1923—a total of

44.5 per cent of all the profit of all the
other manufacturers. The rest of the
manufacturers, comprising 98.8 per
cent, instead of showing a profit, ac-

tually lost 11 per cent as compared with
1923. In these figures we have the

most searching white-light of analysis

of American business that will prob-

ably ever be possible, for there is not

much "fooling" in corporation tax re-

ports.

Waiting for Sales

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32]

speaking of average buyers. There are

some people, to be sure, so fickle in

their tastes as to change brands two or

three times a year. In contrast to them
is a substantial number of others who
having adopted a brand are only parted

from it by death. The tendency of the

average is to continue buying for sev-

eral years, and this tendency has a pro-

found effect upon the manufacturer's
sales.

Because of it, the effect of his adver-

tising is to create customers rather

than to sell packages. In telling the

story of Van Camp's Milk, Claude Hop-
kins says: "... milk is in daily con-

sumption. There is hardly a limit to

what one can pay to get a new user

established."
Practically every advertiser of "re-

peat goods" will concede that it is not

possible to advertise one month or two
months in any given community and
sell a sufficient number of packages in

that time to make the advertising ex-

penditure profitable. However, the

overage customer created by the adver-
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How to Keep In Touch with

the Business Trend
OT only industrial executives throughout the
country, but bankers, financiers, high govern-
ment officials, and many others turn constantly
to the business-trend service of the Penton
Publications for definite answers to those all

absorbing questions—"How's business? Is the
tendency toward contraction or expansion?"

Every week in the editorial section of IRON TRADE
Review such questions are answered in a graphic
form so condensed and yet so clearly and com-
prehensively presented that only a few minutes
are required to absorb the vital facts on the
trend and condition of American business.

Conducted by a staff of experts, this service is

representative of the practical, vital way in
which Penton Publications meet the needs of
their readers. It serves to show why Penton
Publications offer a channel of approach to manu-
facturers of industrial products leading right to

the final buying authorities in the great iron,

steel, metalworking, machinery, foundry, abra-
sive, and marine transportation activities of this

country.

The Penton Pubbshin^ Ca
Penton Building Cleveland, Ohio

The Penton Press

—

Printers of newspapers, business

papers, national magazines, books, catalogs, etc.

Member, Audit Bureau of Circulations Member, Associated Business Papers.
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tell
your public what kind

of house you are and

how you serve them.

Do it with a book. We
will write, design, illus-

trate and print one you

will be proud to use.

CURRIERC^HARFORD • LTD
468 FOURTH AVENUE • NEW YORK

A New 300 Room Hotel

and a

22 Story Skyscraper

Two of the many evidences

of Unusual Prosperity in

ALLENTOWN
PA.

75% of its 250,000

Trading Area

Read The

Allentown Morning

Call

Story, Brooks & Finley
National Representatives

"Ask Us About

Advertisers Cooperation"

tising will go on buying for years to

come. (See "Uncapitalized Habits,"
page 19, Dec. 1, 1926, issue of Adver-
tising & Selling.)

If the entire year's advertising ap-
propriation were to be spent in the very
first month of the advertising year, in-

creased sales would be noticeable much
sooner. But the whole appropriation
never is spent during the first month.
Most campaigns are distributed over
the entire twelve months, and it is this

circumstance which slows up results
several months more.

If you examine the accompanying
chart you will see that if January ad-
vertising starts a group of customers
buying, many of them will continue to

buy all through the year, some buying
even in December. But the December
advertising can have no effect on the
buying of the previous January. This
situation tends to postpone results be-

cause even though you do the same
amount of .advertising each month, the
later months of the year get credit for

the purchases made by many a house-
wife who became a customer during the
earlier months.

IN the hypothetical situation forming
the subject of the chart, the increased

buying does not make itself felt com-
pletely for at least twelve months, al-

though beginning with January it grad-
ually rises to reach the high mark. The
delay, therefore, amounts to about six

months, if no other circumstance inter-

feres. There is another, to be sure,

and it does in effect reduce the delay.

All customers do not continue buying
for as long as twelve months. If they
did, then their first twelve months'
buying would occur as illustrated in

Chart B.
Just half of the buying would occur

in the year during which the custom-
ers were secured. Assuming that the
less-than-twelve-month customers con-

stitute one-half the total number (a

purely arbitrary figure; the proportion
varies with different products) and
that the average buying' of this one-half

lasts three months, we have to amend
our estimate of the amount of buying
which occurs later than the current
year. Instead of a 50-50 relationship,

we have one of 60-40. We arc consid-

ering, remember, only purchases made
by those customers created during the

current year and made by them within
twelve months after they became cus-

tomers. This situation is depicted
graphically in Chart C.

So now we have three circumstances
which delay results: the period while
the publications are being read, the pe-

riod while merchants adjust their buy-
ing to meet the increased demand, and
the delay while the year's campaign
swings into full operative effect. The
total loss of time, I believe, will extend
anywhere from three to eight months.
The first-year purchases of the cam-
paign's new customers will be retarded
just that period in reaching the manu-
facturer's sales books.

It is not hard to see the significance

of these delays. They have a vital

bearing not only upon advertising and
sales, but also upon manufacturing and
financing. At least one of them can
be somewhat reduced. If the actual

rate by which demand increases can be
ascertained approximately and in ad-

vance, the overstocking of retailers and
wholesalers can be avoided.
On the other hand-, there still re-

If you are

a "business

climber"
I'd like to guide you in the systematic study
of Advertising, Selling and Business Writing
for the next twenty months.

1 have combined several high-grade busi-
ness courses in one broad treatment that
aids the subscriber in qualifying for plan-
ning, preparing and managing both sales and
advertising activities. The usual drudgery
of correspondence courses has been reduced.
The reading is of the live sort. Textbooks
of college standard used. Loose-leaf Sup-
plementary Helps. Tests are on major topics.
Personal correspondence. Friendly editorial
service by me. No cut -and -dried criticism.

The coaching reflects the varied practice
of the njodern advertising agent and my
experience of more than twenty-five years
in sales -planning, advertising, writing and
teaching. My present group of keen men
and women are doing fine work. I can help
others of similar caliber and spirit.

S. Roland Hall Box 619, Easton, Pa.

Member, American Association of Advertising
Agejicies, Authors' League of Avierica.

1 O every/buyer
of a CargiH print-

ing }oV there^
come At lea,84

two oreasur^ble
momen tsy^one
when he first sees

tl^ finisned job,

yt\e otjier when
/the /Big Boss
passes judgment
on /it

mpany
Grand Rapids

Don't miss an issue uf <
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You, too, Can Cash in

—

—on the growth of the Akron Market which has made this—our new home,
possible.

We have looked years into the future, altho basing our plans on past

performances, and have seen a definite need for a home such as this one
into which we will move this month.

Mechanical limitations have held down the size of our issues to the extent

that we have often had to turn away advertising copy, to maintain the

proper ratio between news matter and advertising copy, a ratio we have

guarded jealously in the best interests of our readers.

In spite of our limitations, we have won the position of ranking first in

Ohio and sixth in the U. S. in advertising linage among six day news-

papers.

The new building is designed for five stories, with utmost efficiency and

speed the keynote. The press capacity is 112 pages at the rate of 72,000

per hour, fully adequate for the demands of this growing Akron Market.

AKRON BEACON JOURNAL

I

Member of The 100,000 Group of American Cities

STORY, BROOKS 8C FINLEY, Representatives

New York Philadelphia

Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco 1
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66
Sales-
man's

"Salesman's Fright" is an enlargement of

an article which aroused so much interest

that many of the leading manufacturers in

the United States—and several in foreign

countries—privately reprinted it for circula-

tion among their salesmen.

by
Ray Giles

The Blackman Co.

Author: "500 Answers to Sales

Objections," "Breaking Through
Competition," and "Developing and

Managing Salesmen."

"Salesman's Fright" is the first of the

Kellogg Pocket-Profit Books. Constructive

selling philosophy. Inspirational. Practical.

Every salesman in your employ will appre-

ciate a copy.

10 copies or more 25c per copy

50 copies or more 23c per copy

100 copies or more 22c per copy
500 copies or more 20c per copy
1000 copies or more 18c per copy

(Examination copy, 25c, postpaid)

Kellogg Publishing Company
6 Lyman Street

Springfield, Massachusetts

mains the greatest factor of all in pre-

venting the advertiser from immediate-
ly making a profit on the money spent
in space. That factor lies in the na-
ture of the consumer's buying. Instead
of spending at once all of the money
he eventually tvill spend on the prod-
uct, he spreads his purchases package
by package, and from year to year.

This common characteristic has so

great and complicated an influence

upon the relation between advertising

and annual sales that the year's vol-

ume of business sheds practically no
light on the effectiveness of the year's

advertising.

"We See Blotters

Everywhere"
[continued from page 40]

It Is not unusual for the shop superin-
tendent or foremen to comment on some
special feature he has noticed in one of our
circulars on Milling Machines or Grinders.
When we call we are frequently surprised
at tlie questions asked about something
shown in the circular previously sent them.
A considerable percentage of the inquiries
which we receive in this territory were
stimulated by direct mail advertising from
the factory—and I see the blotters, which
go out with our advertising, everywhere.

In many cases we have worked out

a series of blotters to tie in with a
particular campaign, extending over a

period of from six to eight months.
Sometimes these deal with particular

machines, sometimes with a general

idea that we want to put over, but at

all times they are coordinated with and
supplementary to the main pieces of

direct mail advertising. Perhaps by
changing the size, or otherwise con-

forming to standards, greater results

might be obtained, but we doubt it.

The value of the use of blotters in

direct mail advertising for our com-
pany, and for the purposes for which
we expect to use them, has been estab-

lished once for all and the returns are

i

extremely satisfactory.

New Color Service

Announced
The Class Group Color Service,

placing color pages and aquatone proc-

ess inserts in a group of class periodi-

cals, will be known hereafter as the

National Shelter Group Color Service.

The change has been brought about by
the acquiring of several additional pub-
lications and the subdividing of the

total number into three main divisions.

T'ne aim is to provide complete cover-

age of the "shelter" market—that is,

the market for all materials for the

construction or improvement of the

home. The wide variety of products

in this field and the many different

promotional methods necessary to mar-
ket them has led to the three divisions

previously mentioned, which may be

sold as three separate units. These
are: The Class Group—Consumer Di-

vision, consists of Arts & Decora-
tion, Country Life, Garden & Home
Builder, and House Beaut ifid; Ad-
visory—Investment Division, consist-

ing of Architecture, Bankers Monthly,
Buildivg Developer, and Building In-

vestment; Contractor-Builder Division,

consisting of American Builder and
Building Age & National Builder. This

service is being placed through Walter
C. McMillan, Inc., New York.
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Liberty
A^itnotiitces an Iitcreasie in Gruaranteedt

Net Paid Circulation for l9^8
**^y(Q)' '•(5v<a»»

i» J^OR the issues of

January 7, 1928, to March

17, 1928, inclusive (11

issues), LIBERTY guaran-

tees an average net paid

^» r^OR the issues of

March 24, 1928 to Decem-

ber 29, 1928, inclusive (41

issues), LIBERTY guaran-

3. LjIBERTY'S guar.

UHtee for 1927 was
1,100,000 average net

weekly. It promised
1,350,000. It is exceedmg

tees an average net paid

II • '^1 *• * c weekly circulation of ,i _ „• • iweekly circulation or ^ the promise with generous
tic^^n^ 1,450,000. ^1,350,000. ' ' overage

Liberty Advertisers who Bought for 1927 are Getting 2S0,000 ^'Velvet**

Liberty Continued Over-Sold Through July & August

THERE is no let-up in LIBERTY'S over-sold condi-

tion. Jun^; demand rose over demand in May;
July exceeded June; August showed no abatement in

news-dealers' telegraphic pleas for more LiBERTYS.

"Sold out," is the cry from all over the country.

LIBERTY'S rising favor keeps pace with rising

Fahrenheit.

Liberty gives to advertisers ftdl reader-pouer

through the summer season, when such co-operation

is an important contribution to the maintenance of
advertisers' sales levels.

LIBERTY'S Circulation
Is 100% Voluntary

Liberty is the o>//y magazine of big circulation that

has99% news-dealer sales. Subscriptions are not solicited.

Every week, LIBERTY holds a new referendum on
its popularity. Its vast army of buyers lay their nickels

down and say "Give me LIBERTY!" because they want
it. There is never any "dead timber" in LIBERTY'S
circulation.

LIBERTY'S promised circulation of 1,350,000 for 1927 is

maintained—and exceeded—without recourse to high-pressure
sales schemes or special inducements of any character what-
soever.

Liberty sells "over the counter" solely on its merits as a
magazine

—

every buyer a reader.

"Why Doesn't LIBERTY Increase its Print'Order
to Meet Demand?"

SOME advertisers find it difficult to understand why LIBERTY
restricts its sales. Here is the answer: Most LIBERTY adver-

tisers, having contracted for the year of 1927 at rates based on
the 1,100,000 guaranteed circulation, have been getting better
than 250,000 average EXCESS weekly circulation.

This additional circulation has cost LIBERTY advertisers
nothing at all. It is over and above the conservative g««r<7H/ffrf
circiilalioii on which advertising rates were based. I'or adver-
tisers, it is "velvet"— for LIBERTY, a costly item unbalanced by
revenue. Beyond a certain limit of excess circulation LIBERTY
can not go, consistent with sound business principles. Thus,
print-order is restricted and circulation held in check auto-
matically by lagging advertising rates.

The insistent news-dealer demand for more LIBERTYS must
eventually be met. To deny it deprives a numerous public of
the magazine it wants to read, and the dealer of the additional
profit he can make through additional sales.

There is only one way to relieve the restriction on cir-
culation—re-adjustment of advertising rates. Itmustcome.

A buy of space in LIBERTY is a buy on a rising market, no
matter when bought.

^ "N,

^Advertisers who contract now will get the

1928 GUARANTEED CIRCULATIONSfor
that ENTIRE YEAR at the advertising rates

listed in Rate Card dated February 75, 1927
Protect yourselfby placing your order early.

J'

Liberty NEW YORK: 247 Park Avenue. CHICAGO : Tribune Square. BOSTON : 10 High Street.

DETROIT: General Motors Building. SAN ERANCISCO: 820 Kohl Building.

LlBERTY^S Circulation is 99% News-Dealer Sales—Eyerj Buyer a Reader



^m OPEN FORUM
Individual Views Frankly Expressed 1

1Are Advertising Executives

All "Yes Men"?

THE claim that training and ex-

perience as a newspaper writer

is more of a hindrance than a help

in the writing and preparation of ad-

vertising copy, seems to be a trifle out
of cadence with the composition of the

modern advertisement—especially the

more conspicuous and most successful

copy being used at the present time.

To go further and state that the edi-

torial and feature story writer is due
for a sad awakening when he essays

ad writing and attempts to inject "in-

dividuality" into paid for space, is an
indirect reflection on the ci'eative

ability of all recognized advertising

copy writers. To say that the average
advertiser "knows what he wants" and
that it is better to "give it to him, or

some one else will," is somewhat of a
puncture in the ego of advertising
"experts" and, by implication at least,

an indictment of all advertising
agencies.

It places the executives of industrial

and commercial organizations in the
class of intolerant egotists and classi-

fies the advertising profession as a col-

lection of servile "yes men." These
are designations which even the dis-

torted perception of an "editorial"

writer refuses to accept as just or

proper.

Within the range of the "editorial"

writer's vision, it is possible to perceive
the existence of advertising writers
who believe that a commission in sight
is worth two in prospect, and that it

should be hypnotized by "yeses" and
captured by stereotyped copy. But
under analysis it seems improbable
that such methods will ever build up
a client's business or increase an ad-
vertising appropriation.

It is true that the average advertiser
"knows what he wants," but most, if

not all of them, will admit their in-

ability to convey their thoughts in the
interesting style of the trained writer.
They go to the advertising agency for
this service. They want style and in-

dividuality—and that means "novelty"
applied to their otherwise cold com-
mercial facts.

The degree of novelty applied to com-
mercial facts distinguishes one adver-
tising agency from another; and it is

the real secret of the progress of cer-

tain agencies and the dormancy of
others.

Novelty, style, technique, or any
other term, applied to advertising copy,

means nothing more than the drama-
tization of facts. And dramatization
requires at least the instincts, if not

the actual training, of the editorial

and feature story writer.

Charles J. GiEGiaiicH,

Bayside, N. Y.

Advertising Courses in

Advertising

I
AM glad to see John Falkner Arndt
take a shot at the school of adver-

tising that is exploiting the business as

being so profitable, so easy to learn

—

no difficult formulas, no brain-racking
mathematics, no heart-breaking exami-
nations, and so on.

This same school for a long time
used, in its advertisements, the state-

ment, "Tremendous demand for our
graduates at big pay." On being
sharply criticized, the school made the

plea that it was revising its literature.

Advertising men realize, of course, the

enormous amount of work required to

make a single sentence accurate. The
sentence here quoted was finally

changed to "Constant demand for our
graduates at splendid pay," which is

very little improvement over the
original, yet a number of publishers

are allowing it to be put before their

readers.

It is probable that every patient,

conscientious and persistent teacher of

advertising can truthfully refer to

pupils who have won good jobs. I

wonder why all instructors are not
satisfied to say "Many of our former
pupils now hold good jobs."

All that any sensible man or woman
has any right to expect is that a busi-

ness affords good opportunity. No in-

structor has any right to assure a pupil
of success.

When the school that Mr. Arndt
refers to asked me about a year ago
to consider a proposal for improving
its course, I had the satisfaction of

telling the proprietors that I lacked
faith in their standards.

S. Roland Hall,
Easton, Pa.

them will be a strong element in main-
taining my interest as a reader to your
paper.

Other elements of the Sept. 7 issue

which appealed to me as being worth
the time were the following:

Is Newspaper Experience an Aid to

Copywriters?
If You Have Tears, Prepare to Shed

Them Now!
Everybody's Business.

And in an earlier issue Lynn Ellis'

article on "Engineers in Advertising"

was of decided interest. I am finding

from personal experience that the con-

ditions he cites are those I have met
with and naturally do not agree with
Mr. Louis Brewer.
H. F. Marshall, Advertising Manager,

Warren Webster Company,
Camden, N. J.

More About Ghost Stories

I read with more than usual interest

your two-page statement in the Sept.

7 issue of Advertising and Selling to

the effect that your policy is to refuse
to publish "ghost stories." The definite

knowledge that you are not publishing

Why Cows Are Discontented

AMONG the "Nine Infiuences" that

^ have changed the status of the

farmer, Mr. John Allen Murphy lists

rural free delivery, the telephone, the i

motor car, good roads, concrete, water
|

systems, moving pictures, radio and
electric light and power.

I don't know which of these things

is responsible—although the photo-

graph would seem to indicate it was ,

the radio—for modifying the farmer's
J

status with regard to the common dairy '

cow.
When I was a young man on the

farm, we did not have these modern
inventions and it was then customary,

when milking, to place the milk pail at

the starboard or right-hand side of

the bovine critter, just prior to the

period of lactation.

The cow always cooperated most

wholeheartedly in this arrangement,
chiefly by kicking the whey out of any
milker who attempted to sit on the port

or larboard side.

The milker, who inadvertently

strayed over to the left-hand side of

Bossy's rear deck, was very likely to

find first his pail over on yon side the

barnyard, closely followed by his milk-

ing stool and—unless he was exceed-

ingly active—shortly followed up by
himself in a more or less well kicked

condition.

Apparently the radio has altered all

this. Science is doing wonderful things

but then, as Mr. Murphy so ably says,

times have changed on the farm.
G. W. Freeman,

Griffin, Johnson & Mann, Inc.,

New York.

~**<g)- •SVtt
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Th'^ first yearma
the hardest, BUT
THIS month Childrkn, fltc Ma^aciiit- for I'meiits.

celebrates its first birthday. Editorially. Childre.n

is today recognized as the leader of the whole Parental

Education Movement in this country. Sjxjnsored as it is

by 53 of the leading authorities in education, psychology,

nutrition and child care, it presents each month the most

authoritative data in popular, readable form. In literally

thousands of Parent-Teacher Associations, Mothers

Clubs and Child Study Groups, its articles are regularly

j

studied and discussed.

Its circulation has gone far lieyond even the bounc

of our expectations. Today we are guaranteeing 60.00()

net paid, A. B.C., average 12 months.

Finally, Children has attracted a group of advertisers

which we venture to say is almost unmatched, as a first-

year showing, in the history of American magazine

publishing.
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folder called "Word - of -

Mouth Advertising—A'otc it

Can he Bought"—a copy of
which we kHI be glad to send
you upon request.

A Partial List of Advertisers {and their agencies) who have
used space in Children

FtKll)

Cream of Wheat /. Walter Thompson Co.
Wheattna Company McKec & .Albright
Koyal Baking Powder Company

/. Walter Thomfson Co.
.Tell-O Dauchy Comt*any
Knox Gelatine Company

Federal Adv. Agency
IlilU Brothers Company (Dromedary Dates)

Barton. Durstine & Oshorn
F. H. Bennett Biscuit Co. (Wheatsuorth)

(ilmsted-Pt'rrin.I.effingwcll
Joseph Burnett Company

fFlavorintr Extracts) O'Counell-lngalU
Thompson's Malted Food Company

/. R. Hamilton Adv. Co.
Horlick's Malted Milk Co.

/. Walter Thompson Co.
Skooknm Frnit Exchange

(Skookum Apples > ls:;ard Companv
\'itamin Fmul Company (Vegex)
Kaffee-Hag Corporation

Kting-Gibson Company

C1.OTHING
I. B. Kleinrrt Rubber Company

Federal Adv. Agency
Cantilever Corp. (Cantilever .Shoes)

Cutafar & Prm^ost
Branigan. Green & Co.

(Man O'War Middies)
Cutajar & Provost

Nazareth Waist Company
H. F. Lesan Adv. .Agency

Ground Gripper Shoe Company
Frank !seaman. Inc.

Hnwiett & Hockmeyer fZipons)

.
/. Waller Thompson Co.

Capitol Silk Corporation
Wildman Adv. Agency

A. DePinna Ceo. I.. Dyer Company
George Frost Companv

ff. B Humphrey Co.
F.. Z. Wai<ts H. B. Humphrey Co.

Household
Scott Papt-r i uMi|..iiiv \ .^n.tti^^iif

)

I'. Wallis Armstrong Co.
I-ever Brothers (Lifebuoy Soap)

Rulhrauff & Ryan
V'itagtass Corporation N. W. Ayer & Son
Jacobs Scale Company

Lawrence Feriig Adv. Agency
Kitchen Craft Co. (Cooking Utensils)

Cramer-Krasselt Co.
Aeroshade Company (Porch Screens)

Kla u- 1 'an Pietersom .Diinlap- Younggreen
Standard Textile Products (Sanitas)

H. E. Lesan Adv. Agency
Toys

J. I^. Wright (Lincoln Logs)
John L. Sugden

Merremaker Corporation
(Playground Equipment)

Mitchell Adv. Agency
Strombeck-Becker Company

(Building Toys)
Mitchell-Faust .4dv. Atjencv

Standard Pressed Steel ("Busy Kiddie")
Irrin F. Paschatl, Inc.

Playground F-()uipnicnt Company
(Junglegym)

Kiddie Gym Company
.Addison Lewis & Associates

Wollensak Optical Company
(Microscopes, etc.)

//. C. Goodwin, Inc.

Victor Novelty Mfg. Company
Adv. CompanyBrady

Interstate School Service
Chambers Adv. Agency

Baby Supplies
Juvenile Wood Products ("Little Toidey")

Jrvin F. Paschall, Inc.

South Tamworth Industries
(Nursery Aid)

A. IV. Ellis & Company
Rockaway Manufacturing Company

(Babywalker) Proctor fr Collier

Kussell i\Ifg. Co. ("Rusco Babegard")
Burnham & Fishier, Inc.

Child Welfare (luild (Jackson's Sanitary
Thumb Guards) Piatt Forbes Service

Baby Pal Chair Company
Wm. Lewin .Adv. Agency

Miscellaneous
National Piano Mfgrs. Ass'n.

Frank Prcshrcy Co.
Kntona Company (Suppositories)

The Kenyan Company
Dcnnison .Mantifacturing Co.

Barton, Durstine & Osborn

Publishers
W. F. Quarrie Companv (World Book)

hr. W. Ayer .S- Son
Grolicr Society (Book of Knowledge)

H. n. Levey
Doubleday, Page & Company

Willuims 6r Saylor
E. P. Dutton Company

Churchill-Hall, Inc.

Houghton MifHin Co.
Wood, Putnam fi- Wood

The Macmillan Company C. /. Oliphanl
Charles Scribner's Sons
The Century Company Albert Frank Co.

Alfred A. Knopf Company
yredenburgh-Kennedy

Dodd, Mead & Company
Charles H Pcnhard

Boni i I iveright Alfred H'allerstein

Little, Brown & Company
G. Hoivar.l Harmoi

^

J. B. Lippincott Smith. Sturgis- .'^ Moort]

D. Appleton Company Charles H. Dt-

O. P. Putnam's Sons Charles H. P.

F. A. Stokes Company C. J.

F. E. Compton (Picture Encyclopedia;
F. R. Hamilton Adv. Co.

Schools and Camps
53 of leading ones throughout the country

m

L
CHILDREN, The Magazine for

353 Fourth Ave., New York
Chicago Representative: Straud B. Galey, 111

Parents

W. Monroe St.
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Agencies
IN advertising agencies, collec-

tively, will be found all that has

thus far been discovered about adver-

tising and selling.

To use a current slang expression,

"They know their groceries."

It would seem, then, logical to con-

clude that a publication frequently

selected by advertising agencies

—

experts in sales promotion—had a

considerable something of value as

an advertising vehicle.

These representative and reputable

advertising agencies are placing

space in INDUSTRIAL POWER at

this time.
Draw your own conclusions.

Advertisers Individual Service

The Aitkin-Kynett Co.

Anfenger Advertising Agency, Inc.

Aubrey d Moore, Inc.

T. H. Ball <4 Staff

Barrett-Kneibler, Inc.

Barton, Durstine d Osborn, Inc.

G. M. Basford Co.

Breeding, Murray £ Salzer

0. W. Brogan, Inc.

Campbell-Ewald Co.

David H. Colcord, Inc.

E. C. DeWolfe
Dorrance, Sullivan <t Co., Inc.

Doyle, Kitchen d McCormick, Inc.

Eastman Advertising Service

A. H. Fensholt

Paul A. Florian

Fonda-Baupt Co., Inc.

Freystadt-Juraschek, Inc.

Geo. H. Gibson Co.

Russell T. Gray, Inc.

Hanff-Metzger, Inc.

Hannah-Craivford, Inc.

C. A. Heinecken Co.

Carl I. Henrikson
Interstate Advertising Service Co.

Robert June
1. L. Kentish-Rankin
George J. Kirkgasser & Co.

Wm. G. Kreicker d Co.

Landen Advertising Co.

R. B. Lovekin Corp.

F. J. Low Company, Inc.

McJunkin Advertising Co.

McLain-Simpers Organization
Mace Advertising Agency
MacMa/nus, Itic.

A. Eugene Michel d Staff

The Morgan-Todd Co.
Moser d Cotins
The Moss-Chase Co., Inc.
Newell-Emmett Co., Inc.
John W. Odlin Co., Inc.

P. F. O'Keefe Advertising Agency, Inc.

C. J. Oliphant Advertising Agency, Inc.

Irvin F. Paschall, Inc.
Picard, Bradner d Brown, Inc.
The Powers-House Co.
Rickard and Co., Inc.
Sando Advertising Co.
Shankweiler Advertisiiig Agency, Inc.
Smith-Elliott Co.
Smith Endicott Co.
Walter B. Snow and Staff, Inc.
Street d Finney, Inc.
Paul Teas, Inc.
Technic-Ad Service
C. H. Trapp Advertising Agency
O. S. Tyson d Co.
R. E. Tweed Co.
Walker d Downing
Whipple d Black, Inc.
Edmund S. Whitten, Inc.

Wightman-Hicks, Inc.
W. J. Williams Advertising Service
B. C. Winchell Advertising Agency
Yost Advertising Co.

^ber weeV^

Too Much of a Muchness

I give the editors of New York's

daily newspapers credit for having an
uncanny understanding of what their

publics want in the way of news. Just

the same, those same editors are, I

feel sure, 'way off when they devote

as much space to aviation as they are

now doing.

My own interest in flying was pretty

thoroughly satisfied by the stories

which were published when Lindbergh
got back to America—so much so that

I have read mighty little of the stuff

which has been printed since. And I

am not alone in this. I have taken the

trouble to query several of my friends

on the subject and they tell me they
are quite "fed up" on aviation.

All of which reminds me that there

is such a thing as working a "pay-
streak" too deep.

Plumbers and Paperhangers

I wish that some of the Europeans
who have visited America in recent

years for the purpose of "studying in-

dustrial conditions" in this country—

I

wish, I say, that some of these men
had had a "look in" at my modest
apartment last week. If they had, it

is not likely that their impressions of

American efficiency would have been so

favorable as seems to be the rule.

For this is what happened.

The owners of the building in which
I live had agreed to make certain im-
provements—to paint and repaper the

foyer, a small bedroom and two halls.

This, they and I figured, would take

three days—possibly three and a half

days. Actually, it took five and a half

days; and it was not finished then.

The men who were assigned to do the

work went about it as though they had
all eternity ahead of them. They dis-

cussed and conferred as if the fate of

empires depended on their decisions.

This might have been endurable if

their work had been good. It was not

good. It wasn't even passably good.

To add to our joy, a plumber was
called in to make some minor adjust-

ments in the bathroom. He—but,

really, I decline to talk about him.

Individuality

Over in the Turtle Bay Section—if

vou know where that is—is a tea-room

which bears a name that is much more
suggestive of a club than of a restau-

lant. It is presided over by two young
women who have their own ideas as to

what's what.
To mention one way in which their

individuality expresses itself: At the

cashier's desk—oh, yes, there is one

—

are half-a-dozen "membership cards,"

signed by the "President" of the "club."

You are at liberty to take as many as

you please. The cards are really busi-

ness cards, showing the location of the

tea-room and its prices. But, because

they look as though they conferred

something of value on the holder, pa-

trons treasure them and carry them
'round with them. I've got one myself.

If it were an out-and-out business card,

it would have gone into the waste
basket long ago. But a "membership
card"—that's different.

The Curse of Wealth

Among my intimates is a dear old

lady who happens to have a much
larger income than most of us are

blessed with. Her favorite subject of

conversation is the curse of wealth, and
the blessings of poverty. To hear her

talk, one would suppose that happiness

and the possession of a comfortable in-

come—like hers, for example—are an
impossible combination. And she never
tires of telling of friends of hers who
are living in France or Italy on next

to nothing. "Why," she says, "they

pay only a dollar and a half a day for

three good meals and a beautiful room."
Yet, when, as happens quite fre-

quently, she proposes that Mrs. Jamoc
and I spend an afternoon with her

—

"Dutch Treat, you know—and very in-

expensive," I take pains to see that my
pocketbook is well lined, for I have
learned by experience that I'll need
every cent I have. "We'll go to some
quiet little restaurant for luncheon,"

she says. Do we? We do not. We go

to a I'estaurant which is neither quiet

nor little. Very much the contrary. And
the matinee we attend later in the day
IE invariably the highest-priced attrac-

tion in town—the sort to which if you
want to gain admission, you must seek

a ticket-broker and pay and pay and
pay.

In short, Miss Blank's interest in the

blessings of poverty is wholly theoreti-

cal. She is quite willing to talk about

them but not to enjoy them. She leaves

that to others.

Jamoc.
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There is a Thief in That Crowd!
yy

Six men were

standing togeth-

er in a crowded

hotel lobby. A
seventh man
standing at a dis-

tance pointed

his finger toward

the group and

SQUABBLE 'Department

Just another newspaper squabble. Don't waste

your time on it!

Even if nobody is in-

terested, we can't help
mentioning one Chicago
newspaper's scheme to

acquire some out-rate

lineage.

Here's the dirt. A
number of retail deal-

ers handling one na-
t i o n a I I y distributed

product join with the

manufacturer in adver-
tising the product. The
advertisements are sim-
ilar to many in which
a manufacturer lists his

dealers in the city or

in the territory. This
is considered national
advertising, taking the
national rate. But our
contemporary, with
whom we have sparred
in this corner from
time to time, is offer-

inK it at a local rate.

We don't particularly
''ke this bargain coun-
ter competition. It isn't

pleasant) in selling
Tribune space, to be

asked: "Why should we
b\iy your paper at the
national rate when the
other paper gives us a
local rate?" And to a

manufacturer who does-
n't consider circulation
closely—this other pa-
per is half The Tribune
weekday and one-third
The Tribune Sunday
circulation—the bargain
seems greater than it

actually is.

And though we get
excited for a while, and
devote this department
to our wrath, we know
in our hearts that The
Tribune policy of giving
every advertiser fair

and equal treatment is

not going to hurt The
Tribune's business. We
can well afford to lose

a little lineage for the
present to maintain a
policy that guarantees
"no privileges to one
advertiser not enjoyed
by every other."

shouted so that

all could hear:

"There is a thief

in that crowd!"

To everyone else

in the lobby, all

six men were

immediately un-

der suspicion.

In its "Squabble Department," appearing in many advertising trade papers, the

Chicago Tribune recently indicted five of its contemporaries by charging that

ONE of them was not playing the game fairly in the matter of Local and National

advertising rates.

The culprit was not named, so all the rest of us are naturally under suspicion, and

the Tribune's skirts are clean.

Why not go the whole distance and name the newspaper? Surely the Tribune is

not so timid as to let the innocent suffer with the guilty!

CHICAB ICAN
a good newspaper

"tP. 5.

—

WE are not the newspaper I
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Do YOU READ THE

FORUM?
ff^e challenge you to read the October

Forum and not get some new ideas

Disraeli—biofrrapliical novel by
Andre Muurois.

SiroiLn TiiF. Nkgro rk Encoir-
AGEI) TO ClLTlEAL EQUALITY?
—debate by Alain I.ocke and
Lothrop Stoddard.

Tin: Si:xATE as Cexsor — by
Senator Thomas J. Walsh.

Wives in Politics—by Emily
Newell Blair.

Science Axn the Xew Era—bv
E. M. East.

Chicago, Hands L'p!—an in-

vestigation by Kate Sargent.

Hobgoblins ok the Flesh—by
John Hodgdon Bradley, Jr.

What is Trith ?

—

Fanuii Defi-
nitions—Seventeenth Series.

Mv Golfing I.ick—bv A. A.
Milne.

\ FroiTivE Seeks Sanctiahy—
by Margaret Prescott Mon-
tague.

Pessimis.ai and Depress! -^iis.m—
by J. B. Priestley.

The Taming of a Wild Oat—
by Mclla Russell McCallum.

All the World's a Crfise—by
Henry Hubbard Kinyon.

The Forum clears away prejudices—opens the minds of its 77,000
readers every month to new thoughts and new ))roducts.

Tt is sound investment to advertise in the Forum.

FORUM
Edited by HENRY GODDARD LEACH 441 Lexington Avenue, New York

CONTINUED ON PAGE . . .

There you are reading an interesting article

on (distribution and you come to that inevit-

able continued on line. Expectantly you
turn—only to find the page torn out. On
the other side there was an illuminating article

on Direct Mail, torn out by the Sales Promo-
tion Manager for his special file.

Prevent a recurrence by having a personal

copy. Mail the coupon back—but do it now!

ADVERTISING and SELLING
9 East 38th St., New York

Please enter my subscription for one year (26 issues) at $3.00 and send bill.

Name Position

Company

Address

City State.
9/31/27

History of Palmolive
[continued from page 22]

numerous other cities, always with like
re.sults. I believe that they spent about
.f50,000 in local advertising to prove
that our appeal was effective. Always
the advertising paid for itself as we
vvent along. Then we went into maga-
zines and gained national distribution
and sales in ways I shall describe.

LET me pause for a few remarks. In
the tales I recite in this history

there is no desire to over-emphasize any
parts I played. Our agency was ail
organization of experienced men who
worked together. The head of the
agency often said that we never suc-
ceeded for anybody who could not have
succeeded without us. I do not agree
with him. On most of our successes
we were the ones to discover and de-
velop the advertising opportunities.
That was naturally so because that was
our business. The plan, the theory and
the strategy of the advertising all" were
our creations. But one necessity was
an acceptable product. That depended
on the makers. Another necessity was
good business management. I coiisider
the Palmolive success as particularly
due to that after the route was dis-
covered. The leading factor was the
Charles Pearce who came to us that
fateful morning in 1911.
The purpose of this business bio-

graphy is not to claim personal credit.
It is to point out to those who follow
me certain principles which I dis-
covered by hard work. I have no wish
to minimize any other person's part
or hurt anybody's pride. No business
is created by one man.

After those local newspaper tests on
Palmolive it was decided to attain na-
tional distribution quickly. There we
followed the same lines as in our local
efforts. We contracted for a page in
the Saturday Eveninfj Posit and one in
Ladiea' Home Jourrtal. There we in-
serted a coupon good at any drugstore
in the country for a 10-cent cake of
Palmolive. We sent advance proofs of
that page to drugo-ists everywhere,
giving figures on the circulation by
localities, and pointing out that the
coupon was as good as a dime to the
woman and the druggist. As a result
we received orders from everywhere
for a soap which the dealers had never
seen. As I remember, those advance
orders exceeded $100,000.

Jobbers were well stocked—on con-
signment, I think— so that dealers could
quickly get new supplies. When the
ads came out the coupon demand was
tremendous. After a few days tens of
thousands of women were using Palm-
olive Soap, seeking the virtues de-
scribed in our advertising. And the
drugstores of the country, almost to
a store, were supplying it. The results
in repeat sales were even better than
in our local anweals.
Such were the wavs in which Palm-

olive Soap was established, so far as
advertising was concerned. Now the
sales run to many millions yearly.
Palmolive is tbe leading toilet soar) of
the world. The annual advertising
expenditure runs into enormous figures.
Makers, advertising agents and pub-
lishers have g-ained fortunes in the
evolution of this $700 test.

Some lessons I should like to draw
are these: Human nature our country

fl
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BOYS'tLlFB
THE BOY SCOUTS* MAGAZINE

37 So. Wabash Avenue

Chicago, 111.

200 Fifth Avenue

New York City

"Lincoln Building

Los Angeles, Cal.
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Your hardware
sell

Paint, oil stt)\ cs. liK^ks, electric drills, vacuum cleaners, tires,

sporting goods, scooters—his w indow displays represent a panorama of

merchandise required tor every day living.

The hardw arc merchant is an exceedingly busy man. He has

little patience for selling appeals which are not planned to meet his specific

requirements.

15.000 manufacturers industriously appeal to him to sell their

products. To be successful he must be generally conversant with more than

twent\- basic lines.

He has found it unnecessary as well as impossible to read

special publications devoted to each department of his merchandise stock.

He has found it unessential to read a sporting goods paper, a paint publica-

tion, an electrical journal or an\ other specialty paper.

He demands a paper having a sympathetic understanding of his

individual viewpoint and problems—a publication expressly designed to

serve hardicare merchants and no other trade.

The failure of specialty papers to develop any appreciable vol-

ume of paid circulation in the hardware field, conclusively indicates that

these merchants regard them as a superfluous luxury.

To treat each basic line concisely and completely, to give this

busy merchant an accurate report on market prices and conditions, to pro-

vide him with the current news when it is alive and valuable—to accomplish
this task efficiently and keep each issue readable and easily digested, requires

publication on a iceekly basis.

HARDWARE AGE meets this opportunity. It is

the only iceekly publication in the hardware trade. It is accurately designed

to meet all of the requirements of successful hardware merchants.

HARDJFARE AGE has performed this task com-
pletely for more than 72 years. Hardware merchants gladly pay $3.00

yearly for it, although they receive free and uninvited a deluge of hardware,
electrical, sporting goods, automobile, paint papers—almost all mailed
without the hardware dealer's desire, request or interest.

s
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liiercliant

6000 items .

.

HARDWARE AGE has formulated its editorial

policy exclusively for the hardware merchant. It has carefully departmen-
tized each issue.

[1] The first issue of each month features cutlerv- and tools.

[2] The second issue of each month features sporting goods
and toys.

[3] The third issue of each month features automobile acces-

sories.

[4] The fourth issue of each month features paints.

[5] Even" fourth issue contains a complete section,

"ELECTRIC AL GOODS" devoted to the mer-
chandising of electrical appliances, radio and equipment.

"Electrical Goods" Offers Manufacturers a

Liiique Advertisiug Opportunity

This section is published even.- fourth week ( 13 times aimuallv l

as a part of HARDWARE AGE and die DRY GOODS
E C O X O M I S T. It otters manufacmrers a circulation of 36.rKXI paid

readers covering two of the most important outlets for electrical merchan-
dise—the hardware and department store field. 5-KH3.rKX).000 worth of elec-

trical merchandise pass over the counters of these rvvo retail outlets during
the year.

Almost without exception even- leading manufacturer of elec-

trical merchandise is realizing on the opportunin,- ottered to him in these

two great merchandising circulations.

Hard\^:\re Age
239 West 39th Street New York Citv

Charter ^^lember—A.B.C
Charter Member—A.B.P.. Ine,
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make 'i4unt Karrie' %^Mm
^appy x^-r.

^Vn^

\^ ^^ ^^

" aUNT KARRIE" is the capable conductor of the "Ko-op" Kiddie Korner"

/\ in the Dairymen's League News. Her mail is tremendous; more than

25,000 letters were received during 1926.

This enthusiastic juvenile response is but an indication of the real reader

interest on the part of Dairymen's League News families. From earliest child-

hood the youngsters are taught that this is their paper.

Mother studies the Home Page where she finds the problems of the busy

farm woman treated with insight and understanding. Dad himself pores over

the market reports and the Savage Feed Service. When tired, he enjoys one

of George Duff's droll stories.

Your advertisement will go before keen eyes and responsive hearts when
published in the Dairymen's League News.

Dairy farmers in this

territory enjoy assured
incomes frotn milk
sales.

»Thci
1

Dairy!
, Paperl

New York City
-Milk Shed rii

DAIRYMEN'Sye a g tc e -j

News
New York

120 West 42nd Street

VV. A. Schreyer, Bus. Mgr.

Phone Wisconsin 6081

Chicago

10 S. La Salle Street

John D. Ross

Phone State 3652

The American Handbook of Printing

Here is a remarkable opportunity to obtain a complete

knowledge of tlic uses and relations of the various printing arts.

Tiie American Handbook of Printing is indispensable to the

workman desirous of extending his knowledge of the other

branches of printing and to the advertising man interested in

this important branch of his activities.

Size 514 X 71/2 inches, cloth boards, $2.50 ; 20 cents extra

for postage and packing.

The American Printer, Inc., 9 East 38th St., New York, N. Y.

over is about the same. The appeal
which won in Benton Harbor won from
coast to coast.

One aoes not need to sell a product
twice. One can rarely afford to sell

to both dealers and consumers. If you
sell the consumer the dealer will supply
the demand. That is more important
today than in the old days. Both per-

sonal salesmanship and advertising are
more costly than they were.

Quick volume is more profitable than
slowly-developed volume. When one
proves that a plan is right and safe,

the great object is quick development.
Attain the maximum as soon as you
can.
The simple things, easily understood,

striking a popular chord, are the ap-
peals which succeed with the masses.
They often sound to the intellectual

like excerpts from Mother Goose.
Dutch Cleanser chases dirt ; Ivory
Soap Floats; Gold Dust Twins Do
Your Work; Children Cry for Cas-
toria; Keep That Schoolgirl Complex-
ion—such things win the nine-tenths.

I once knew a man who was adver-
tising business books. They were in-

structive, based on exceptional experi-

ence; books that any business man
should read. But the publisher could

not sell them at a profit. He consulted

an advertising expert in our office.

About all the expert did was to suggest
the announcement, "Your name will be
printed in gilt on each book." We
might naturally say that such an an-
nouncement to a business man would
not prove important. But it made that

set of books a success. It gave the

books some distinction, some person-
ality that won, beyond all the logical

arguments.
A life insurance company solicits

business by mail from men considered

wise. The usual arguments would stir

few men to action. But this company
states that a leather-covered memoran-
dum book with his name in gilt is wait-

ing his acceptance. Simply tell them
where to send it. At the same time tell

them the date of your birth, etc.—facts

on which to present an insurance
proposition.

THIS off'er, I believe, goes only to men
of affairs; men who are supposed

to be absorbed in large business prob-

lems. But it gains a reply from a very
large percentage. Those men of affairs

dislike to think that some little book
which belongs to them—perhaps a ten-

cent book—is being overlooked. Such
is human nature.
Now back to the Palmolive Com-

pany. The success of Palmolive Soap
led these good people into many ad-

vertising adventures. Some proved
difficult, some impossible, though^ the

sarrie people were behind them. Which
goes to show how essential is a popular
appeal, the selection of which is a

gamble.
One difficult one was Palmolive

Shampoo. One would think that the

millions of friends of Palmolive Soap
would mean a wide welcome for this

shampoo. But things seldom work out

that way. Each item in advertising

must depend on its own appeal. The
world is not willing to concede that the

man who can do one thing well can
equally well do another. I have never
found them willing to approve me as a

singer.
Palmolive Soap had a beauty appeal;

,

Palmolive Shampoo did not. So the 1

products were wide apart, despite the]
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MAKING SALES
IN THE FALL OF 1927

THE LITERARY DIGEST enters every week the

homes of o\er a million alert, intelli<a^ent, thinking

families. Further, it reaches them with the speed of

a weekly newspaper. For The Digest, in spite of the

increase in size and number of copies printed weekly, con-

tinues to adhere to the close schedule by which it reaches

its readers e\ erywhere seven days after it goes to press.

The Digest is an ad\ ertising medium that is quick and
sure in its service. It is read the week it is received,

and referred to again and again because it is a mag-
azine of fact and authoritative news.

The readers' demand for news and the late editorial

closing date necessitate speed. Advertising copy re-

ceived in New York on \\ ednesday can be delivered

eight days later to 1,400,000 homes in every state and
every community.

Speed in editorial serv ice makes The Digest the most
necessary and informative of magazines.

Speed in adv ertising service has led it to adopt the slogan

IMMEDIATE V^TIONAL TUBLlCrTT

The Jiterdr;^ Ditest
Advertising Offices: NEW YORK : BOSTON : DETROIT ; CLEVELAND : CHICAGO
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^.VI
FROM OUR CODE OF ETHICS

"Estimates given on new work shall

be considered as approximate only."

ROFESSIONAL typog-

raphy, as practiced by

the members of the

Advertising Typographers of

America, means economy for

the producer and consumer.

A good product, a good agency,

and A.T. A. typography create

that irresistible desire to buy.

^EW I^ORK ^ROUP OF

<tAchertising Typographers ofzAmerica

461 eighth a^venue, JA(£w York

MEMBERS

-

Ad Service Co. ' Advertising Ageireies' Service Co. ' The Advertype Co., Inc.

Associated Typographers ' E. M. Diamant Typographic Service ' Frost Brothers

David Gildea & Co., Inc. ' Montague Lee Co., Inc. ' Frederic Nelson Phillips, Inc.

Standard Ad Service ' Supreme Ad Service • Tri-Arts Press, Inc.

Typographic Service Company of New York, Inc. >• Kurt H. Volk, Inc.

The Woodrow Press, Inc.

^ •>-

SEND FIFTY CENTS FOR A COPY OF THE A. T. A. SERVICE BOOK

NOTE: The readers of Advertising

& Selling are the best men in

the advertising business to

work for. We'll introduce

you in

lU. 1t[Q.Ykd T>tace

same famous name. They had no
unique claims for the shampoo, nothing
to win users from their favorite
brands. So I asked to be excused from
attempting that line until we had cre-

ated an appeal as strong as the com-
plexion appeal on the soap.

In time they presented several pos-
sibilities. The one I liked best was a
fruit oil from an island near Japan.
They brought me many photographs
of Japanese women living on that
island who had luxuriant hair. The
pictures were taken with the women
standing on chairs, their hair trailing

to the floor. The story was that French
hair tonic makers had for years mon-
opolized that oil. The contract was
about to expire, and because of the
war it was not to bo renewed. That
was before the vogue of bobbed hair,

and I felt that this fruit oil offered a
strong appeal. I may have been right

or wrong. We would have proved that

by testing had the oil been obtainable.

I wanted them to drop the name Palm-
olive and name this Itzu-Oil Shampoo,
after the island which produced the oil.

But the deal fell throup'h for some rea-

son, so I have no way of knowing what
those claims might have done. My ob-

ject in bringing the subject up is to

contrast products with certain strong
appeals and without them. Palmolive
Shampoo proved exceedingly difficult.

ANOTHER product in the same line

shows the contrast. That is Palm-
olive Shaving Cream. When the Palm-
olive people brought that to me I argued
in the same manner as I had argued on
Shampoo. The fact that Palmolive
Soap had struck a popular chord vvas

no evidence in favor of Palmolive
Shaving Cream. But they asked me
to try it out. The problem was hard.

Every shaving cream customer must
be won away from some other cream
or soap. The fact that they buy the

other cream indicates that they like

it. Most men are wedded to some fa-

vorite brand. Investigation revealed

no distinctive factor in Palmolive
Shaving Cream effective enough foi

our purpose. It is one of the best

creams made. But a claim of "the

best" is too common to impress. So I

did in that line what I have in done in

numerous lines with success. I based

the claims on factors which were not

unique, but which rivals had never

stated in a specific way.
I sent out some research men to in-

terview men by the hundreds. I asked

them what they most desired in a shav-

ing cream. Then I took those answers
to Milwaukee, then the home of Palm-
olive, and submitted them to V. C. Cas-

sidy, chief chemist. I said, "These are

the" factors men want. They may get

them in other shaving creams, but no-

body yet has told them. Give me actual

data "on these results as applied to

Palmolive Shaving Cream."
Men wanted abundant lather. The

chemists proved that Palmolive Shav-

ing Cream multiplied itself in lather

2.50 times. Men wanted quick action.

The Palmolive chemists proved by tests

that within one minute the beard ab-

sorbed 15 per cent of water, and that

made the hairs wax-like for cutting.

Men wanted enduring lather. Chem-
ists proved that Palmolive Shaving

Cream retained its creaminess for ten

minutes on the face.

Palm and olive oils were accepted as

a lotion. But I asked Mr. Cassidy if

there was anything else about shaving
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Are Readers of Industrial

Advertising Below the

Average in Intelligence?

facts
ThcyounR tctlow at the gasoline filling station said he didn't get time for

much reading, but he certainly got a lot out of that '"Slor)' of Philosophy"

The plumber thought Jack Dempsey wtjuld come back but we had in-

terrupted him while deep in the Harvard Classics

The mining engineer was wild about Hcnr>' Raleigh's illustrations

The service manager had composed a fox trot although he was more
interested in more serious work and was a devotee of Charles Gounod

The works manager was sure Dean Cornwell was the American Frank
Brangwyn

The electrician had been a German aviator in the war. He knew Goethe
and of course Shakespeare

The general manager had just finished "Revolt in the Desert." He went
back to "Plutarch's Lives" which he had been reading from time to time

t He also reads
\ Petroleum Marketer

\ He also reads
i Domestic Erig/tieerillg

1 He also reads Etigiiieerillg

J & Mitling journal

I He also reads
I National Petroleum News

I He also reads
I Automotive Industries

}He also reads
Electrical Record

' He also reads
I Iron Age

A LARGE part J~

/\ of the ad-
;

/^k vertising
I

M m. executed

by this agency has

been what is

known as "indus- pa™E<2^™*s.

trial advertising", that is, of a

technical or semi-technical
nature, usually addressed to

manufacturers or to whole-

salers and retailers, though a

great deal ofour work continues

on to the ultimate consumer.

* * *

The consumer magazines are

filled with advertisements de-

signed to sell the great mass of

American people who, asJames
Montgomery Flagg once said,

look, think and and act exactly

like George Horace Lorimer.

These advertisements areusually

of a pretty high calibre as to

general theme, language, art

treatment and typography. They
are an intelligent appeal to an

average of intelligence that

seems fairly high.

It must pay.

* * *

But look at your busi-

ness and trade maga-

zines. Outside of a few

shining examples, the

average industrial adver-

tisement usually over-

looks the fact that the reader

is a human being, interested in

the human side even of engin-

eering, that his education has

fitted him to understand the

proper use of the English lan-

guage, and that even a high

school education develops an

aesthetic sensibility to good art

work and typography.

We believe that any advertiser

who takes the pains and

spends the money (re-

gardless of its relation

to the cost of the pub-

lication's page rate) to

bring his story up to

the level of the average

industrial reader, will

get a return for his

money that will surprise him.

* * *

.... Oh yes, we believe in

coupon advertising, too.

I

GRAYBAR BUILDING
NEW YORK

Myers and Golden, Inc.

Graybar BIdg., New York City

We are spending $-

I in the following magazines:

I

I
What should -we spend to make that advertising of more value'

I Name of AJvertiser

! Product

Address
Who wants to know.
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I
'T IS with pleasure and grat-

tification that we present to

the theatre-going pubUc of

Chicago THE PLAYGOER, a

brief skeleton ot which appears

above. Fully cognizant of our

responsibility in producing a pub-

lication to be read by this critical

public, we have endeavored to

make this magazine so attractive

smart and interesting that it will

not only be a welcome diversion

during intermissions at the play,

but will find its way to the home
of every patron. Furthermore

it will be our constant aim to add

features that will increase the in-

tereift of theatre patrons in THE
PLAYGOER—and further en-

hance its value to the advertisers;

practical suggeaions to

that end are welcome.

Distributed in all

THE PLAYGOER being the

onlv publication in Chicago

whose circulation is confined ex-

clusively to the great theatre-

going public merits the serious

attention of those advertisers

whose produces or services meas-

ure up to the standard of this

group. They are people ot afflu-

ence and influence, and, there-

fore, shape the public's demands

.* .< .-l

The 1927-28 theatrical season is

now under way and both local

and national advertisers should

avail themselves of this opportu-

nity to present their message in

the moS direft and effedlive man-

ner to this Selected Market
—that IS, through

the Leading Theatres

-^•^e eiydelV. RILEY ADVERTISING Systern

Impressive Facts About the Gas Industry"
With an investment of $4,000,000,000, the gas industry
stands high among the country's leading industries. To

familiarize advertisers with the enormous mar-
ket which this business affords, we have pre-

pared an attractive little booklet entitled "Im-
pressive Facts about the Gas Industry." You

are invited to send for a copy.

Robbins Publishing Co., Inc.

9 East 38th Street New York

, <i»4# EMGVMEERIWO '^^^^

cream which the ordinary man did not
realize. He said that the greatesc lac-
tor was unrecognized. 'inis was the
leason why men could not use in shav-
ing an ordinary toilet soap ; the tact
that the bubbles are not strong and en-
during. They must wedge in between
the hairs and hold them erect, like
wheat prepared for mowing. So we
calmed for Palmolive Shaving Cream,
and r.ghtly, bubbles that meet the re-
quirements.

Probably other shaving creams could
meet the same specifications. I have
no idea that one manufacturer far ex-
ce.s some others in this line. But we
were the first to give figures on results.
And one actual figure counts for more
than countless platitudes.

I am told that in 18 months Palm-
olive Shaving Cream dominated the
field it entered. If so, it was because
we substituted actual figures for at-
mospheric claims.
Anybody who reads this, interested

in real advertising, should get the
points I introduce. You cannot go into
a well-occupied field on the simple ap-
peal, "Buy my Brand." That is a
selfish appeal, repugnant to all. One
must off'er exceptional service to in-
duce people to change from their fa-
vorite brands to yours. The usual ad-
vertiser does not offer that exceptional
service. It cannot be expected. But
giving exact figures on that service
which others fail to supply may estab-
lish great advantage.
Take the example of Mazda lamps,

or tungsten lamps in general. The
claim that they give more light than
carbon lamps makes slight impression.
Everybody expects one seller to claim
advantage over others. But when you
state that tungsten lamps multiply effi-

ciency three times is something for all

to consider.
Back of all this lies the principle of

personal salesmanship. All advertis-

ing should be based on that. Meeting
a woman at her door is much like meet-
ing her around her evening lamp. The
same principles of salesmanship apply.
And advertising is salesmanship-in-
print.

In the tenth chapter of his autobiography
in the October 5 i.ssue ot Advertising and
Selling. Mr. Hopkins will describe his suc-
cess in the arlvertising development of
Puffed Grains and Quaker Oats.

The Idle Sword
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25

]

taken into consideration the mightiest
weapon it could possibly employ—

a

weapon swift in accomplishment, thor-

ough in results—the weapon of public

opinion.
Anti-Saloon League propaganda, and

that term itself carries with it a stigma,
has only been a feeble step in the direc-

tion of the goal. An appropriation of

$50,000 some time ago for a billboard

campaign (none of which billboards I

ever saw) is negligible when it is

placed alongside the $100,000,000 neces-

sary for proper enforcement. From
an editorial on the subject we learn

:

"In order really to enforce it

(prohibition) by land or sea, officials

in charge of it believe more than $100,-

000,000 annually will be needed.
Borders must be patrolled, the 'dry

navy' increased, the secret service ex-

panded, and the personnel of existing

units recruited. ..."
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Selling seasonal goods the year around is

possible, if you sell to Argentina. Its winter

is our summer, our summer its winter.

Argentina is one of the richest per capita

countries in the world, and U. S. exports in

1926 amounting to $143,600,000 were
bought at the rate of about fifteen dollars for

every man, woman and child in the republic.

With 60% of the population in cities—

2

million in Buenos Aires—marketing and
distribution problems are simplified. A
ready made market already sold on American
goods, it will respond to carefully planned

advertising in the same way that brings suc-

cess in America.

LA PRENSA, the national newspaper, with a

net circulation of 250,596 in July (330,783
Sunday) and more than 1,200,000 lines

monthly in 1927 to date, is the one necessary

medium to increase sales in this eager, grow-

ing market.

JOSHUA B. POWERS
Exclusive Advertising Representative

250 Park Avenue New York

F. A. Parkhurst Gives Proved
Methods for Cutting Costs

TT IS with sincere gratification that we an-

F. A. PARKHURST

nounce a series of eight articles by Frederic

A. Parkhurst. "Applied Methods for Manu-
facturing Control" begins in September
Manufacturing Industries.
Mr. Parkhurst is one of the most eminent

engineers in the country—a recognized author-

ity on questions of management and organiza-

tion. He is working with firms of national

reputation like White Motor, Gilbert and
Barker, Prophylactic Brush, Dayton Steel

Castings, and the Fiberloid Company.
This series gives full details of methods

which are proving extraordinarily successful in reducing costs and
increasing profits under current conditions. No other articles of

equal importance to all manufacturing executives from superinten-
dents to presidents have been published in many years. They will be
read and used in hundreds of leading plants throughout the country.

MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES

Puhlication of The Ronald Press Company, 15 E. 26th St., New Yort^

Member A. B. C. A. B. P.

There is no word here of educational
publicity, no attempt to abolish the
demand for liquor; simply a gigantic

effort to control the supply—an effort

which, so far, has failed. "Millions for
enforcement, but not one cent for

education," seems to be the slogan of

the prohibitionists.

LET us "heckle" the government
with a few questions, and let the

government answer those questions in a
nationwide campaign for law enforce-

ment, and I believe with every question

answered it would recruit thousands to

the side of law-observance and pro-
hibition.

Was the Prohibition law "slipped
over" on the country during the war?
Would the votes of the men overseas

have materially affected the passage of

the law?
What was the need of prohibition in

the United States?
How does it benefit the country?
Why believe that it helps me per-

sonally?
How can personal liberty be recon-

ciled to prohibition?
Isn't prohibition doing as much harm

as good in making drinking "fashion-
able"?

Won't the continually increasing
costs of enforcement weary the tax-
payer?
These are some of the questions asked

in every prohibition discussion. These
are the questions that remain, unasked,
but they are present, nevertheless, in

the minds of millions who realize there
is a law, but who cannot understand
the reason for it.

Why has the government left idle its

most powerful sword?
A nationwide advertising campaign

which would put the message of the
government in editorial form in every
newspaper, magazine, trade paper,
farm paper, and, in fact, in every
medium known to advertising, would
not approach the expenditures now cast
into secret service, rum blockades, and
padlocking campaigns. A series of
sincere, logical, convincing appeals in

the pages of our great metropolitan
dailies signed with all the dignity of
the United States Government could do
more to accomplish what our govern-
ment is striving for with force and
secrecy, than an army of agents and
informers.
To cite only random examples of the

possibilities of an advertising cam-
paign of this nature, consider the suc-

cess of the "Safety First" campaigns,
the "Health Week," the flood and
earthquake appeals, the Liberty Loan
call, the 18 to 45 draft law, the Red
Cross drives, all of which owe their
successes to advertising and publicity.

Who Pays for Adver-

tising ?

[continued from page 36]

meant those dealing in the same gen-
eral class of merchandise. This opera-
tion quite common occupies a great
deal of the attention of business people
and is often resolved into what may be
called trade battles. It is what
economists are apt to call the life of
trade. It is the commonest and most
devious manner of increasing business.

2. Other Kinds of Goods. Some
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jewelers will tell you that their trade
is suffering because of the automobile.
Perhaps butchers and clothiers will say
the same thing. Perhaps these mer-
chants entirely overlook the fact that
this same automobile also widens the
possible area of their trade and may
be made the means of increasing their
volume, instead of lowering it. Per-
haps people can be induced to buy
chewing gum instead of cigarettes, or
tea instead of coffee. Every dollar
held by the consumer is the object of
competition on the part of all classis
of business. Volume in any line may
be developed by diverting dollars from
entirely different lines.

3. Increasing Wants. Before radio
arrived, the consumer had no dollars
of appropriation for radio equipment.
.Suddenly he had many such dollars.

In just this manner, though not always
with such dramatic suddenness, new
wants are created and volume de-
veloped for many new things. This
is the story of our rapidly advancing
civilization. Through advertising we
are taught new desires and needs.
Our process of satisfying them is the
process of building volume for new
manufacturers. Most goods begin their
history as novelties, then become luxu-
ries, then staples. Some pass on into
the field of necessities. All of which
makes the possibility of volume. This
volume is very apt to flow in the direc-
tion of the advertiser.

4. From Non-Advertisers. This is

one of the most fruitful sources of
volume. It may not occur to the non-
advertiser that he is paying for adver-
tising without enjoying its benefits, but
such is certainly the case.

1^"* ROM these four sources and per-
haps some others, volume may be

and is increased through the process of
sound advertising. The advertising not
only develops volume, but also general-
ly shortens the period required for such
development. It has been 'truly said
that advertising is to merchandising
what the element of time is to banking.
Just as interest accrues to invested
capital so profit and good-will accrue
to advertised merchandise. The more
powerful the advertising, the greater
the profits and the shorter time re-

quired to make a small business into a
large one.

Since, therefore, the cost of adver-
tising comes not as an extra price from
the consumer, nor as a tax upon the
manufacturer, but as an economic re-

turn upon the development of volume,
it will not do to regard advertising
as an expense item. We advertising
men should not use the word "appro-
priation." When you put $1,000 in

the savings bank do you call it an
appropriation? Advertising is an in-

vestment. It should always be so
called, particularly by us advertising
men. We should by our very termi-
nology teach the business men of
America to think of advertising in

terms of investment.
Don't buy advertising—don't sell it—don't have anything to do with it

unless you can regard it as an invest-
ment and a very sound investment.

If we will train ourselves, our cus-
tomers, and our employers, to think
along these lines, then their question
will be not how little advertising they
can get along with, nor how cheaply
they can buy it but—how much can
they invest in advertising—and how
can it be most wisely invested.

fHALFONTE
Haddon Hall
JLl ATLANTIC CITY

In the very center of thmgs

on the Beach

and the Boardwalk.

"Dual Trio" Radio Concert

every Tuesday evening—
Tune in on WPQ at 9

FIFTY years of hospitable, homelike
service, with ever-increasing material

charm, have made Chalfonte - Haddon
Hall more like personal friends than
hotels to those who love to go down to

the seashore for rest or recreation.

Fall and winter days are especially

invigorating on the Boardwalk and the
beaches— luxuriously comfortable in

steamer chairs on the broad deck porches.
Fascinating shops—theatres—music—and
fine GOLF.

American Plan Only ' Always Open
Illustrated Folder on Request

LEEDS AND LIPPINCOTT COMPANY

The Art and Practice of Typography

Edmund G. Gress

615 high-class type arrangements of permanent applicability

—the majority in color—with approximately 100,000 words of

text relating directly to the examples shown, constitute this

indispensable book written for the typographer.

Historical information combined with practical instructions

make this an extremely interesting, as well as an instructive

volume.

300 pages, 41 inserts, 615 illustrations, size 91/^x1214 inches,

strongly bound in cloth, $10.00; 45 cents extra for postage and

packing.

The American Printer, Inc. 9 East 38th St., New York, N. Y.
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I

Marketing from

. . . announcing a series of im-

portant articles by Professor

Melvin T. Copeland of Harvard
Beginning with the next issue

and continuing for twelve

consecutive numbers, we shall

])ublish a series of important

articles on the marketing
problems of the manufac-

turer selling from industry to

industry — as differentiated

from the jjroblems of the man-

ufacturer marketing a product

for popular consumption.

For several years Professor of

Marketing at the Harvard

School of Business Adminis-

tration, Dr. Copeland has

made an intensive study of

this subject. For the past six

months he has visited the

major executives of plants in

"vertical" as well as "hori-

zontal" Hues of manufacture,

discussed current marketing
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Industry to

Industry . . .

.

prohlciiis and the methods by

wliich the most enterprising

manulaeturers are meeting

them. His articles are neither

"inspirational" nor theoret-

ical. They are based on the

well known case method of

stndying actnal problems and

their solutions.

We believe this series con-

stitutes a new literature on

the subject, since it compre-

hends the entire movement
of merchandise from the ship-

ping floor of one mamifac-

turer to the receiving depart-

ments of other industrial

organizations. Whatever ar-

ticles have been published in

the ])ast have been in the

nature of single incidents.

This series starts at the basis

of determiniu}!; a marketino;

])rogram and logically de-

velops every step of an
analysis of industrial buying
habits, market study, distri-

bution, servicing, dealer rela-

tions, etc.

The articles have been I'ead by lead-

ers in industry as well as the most
prominent industrial publishers who
have generously opened their files and
research records to Dr. Copeland. Not

only will the articles serve as an ad-

mirable sales-method check for the

alert industrial manufacturer, but

will be helpful to advertising agents

who ordinarily would have to dig out

such material at their own time and

expense. Moreover, they will give to

the manufacturer of articles of popu-

lar consumption a clear picture of the

commercial re([uirements of Industry,

and suggest new markets that perhaps

at present are being neglected.

People READ
Advertisin;

WHEN PEOPLE READ A MAGAZINE, IT'S

A SAFE BET THAT THEY ALSO READ ITS

ADVERTISING PAGES.

& Sellini
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Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is $3.00 per inch. Minimum charge $1.50.

Forms close Saturday noon before date of issue.

Help W anted

ADVERTISING SALESMEN

The development of our business has made an

opening for an alile advertising salesman.

A record of initiative is of vital importance. A
good knowledge of sales and marketing is neces-

sary and such experience in grocery and hard-

ware fields would be desirable.

Please give us a brief outline of your career.

The information will be held strictly confidential.

Trade Division. The Butterick Publishing Com-

pany, 79 Madison Avenue, New York City.

Publishers of "Good Hardware" and "The Pro-

gressive Grocer."

Position Wanted

A MAN

A man whose work has attracted attention in his

industry and who is now doing important work
for a large corporation.

A man who can plan, write and layout your

advertising the way you want it done.

A man who can put your ideas and your thoughts

into result producing advertising campaigns.

A man whose experience will save your money
on art work and production.

A man whose selling, engineering and advertising

experience of fifteen years qualifies him for the

position of advertising manager (probably for

some industrial advertiser), or copy writer for

some agency.

If this man interests you let him tell you his

story. He is thirty-five years old, married, and
his hobbies are gardening, birds and writing

fiction.

Address Box 4S0, Advertising and Selling, 9

East .18th Street, New York City.

ADVERTISING — MERCHANDISING
SALES PROMOTION — SELLING

Advertising executive—age 29—experienecd all

phases advertising—nieichandising—sales promo-
tion—sales management—desires association with
national advertiser.
Worked with retailer, jobber and their sales

organizations. Now advertising and assistant

sales manager of prominent manufacturer with
factory chain stores and national distribution.

Has university education, fundamental business
background, ability to produce results and suf-

ficient energy and perspective to plan and com-
pletely execute successful retail and national sales

and advertising campaigns.
Present earnings $5,700.00.
Address Box No. 481, Advertising and Selling.

9 East 38th Street, New York City,

Positions U anted

SALES AND ADV. EXECUTIVE WITH
THE FOLLOWING EXPERIENCE

IS AVAILABLE
10 years as advertising and sales promotion

man with a large manufacturing cimipany.

11 months in the Publicity Division of the

U. S. Marine Corps.
7 years in newspaper editorial and advertising

work.
This man has developed and conducted a suc-

cessful statewide advertising and sales promotion
campaign for an organization of retailers.

He has also taken over the salesmanship of a

laundry which was losing money four years ago
and which today is the best paying laundry
property in its territory and one of the out-

standing laundries in the country.
Box No. 4.S3. Advertising and Selling, 9 East

38th Street, New York City.

Stationery and Printing

STATIONERY AND PRINTING
Save money on Stationery, Printing and Office

Supplies. Tell us your requirements and we will

be pleased to (.juote lowest price';. Champion
Stationery and Printing Co.. 125 Church Street,

New York City, Phone Barclay 1295,

Multigraphing

Quality and Quantity Multigraphing,

Addressing, FilHng In, Folding, Etc,

DEHAAN CIRCULAR LETTER CO,, INC.

120 W. 42nd St.. New York City

Telephone Wis. 5483

Miscellaneous

BOUND VOLUMES

A bound volume of Advertising and Selling makes

a handsome and valuable addition to your library.

They are bound in black cloth and die-stamped in

gold lettering. Each volume is complete with

index, cross-filed under title of article and name

of author making it valuable for reference pur-

poses. The cost (which includes postage) is

$5.00 per volume. Send your check to Adver-

tising and Selling, 9 East 38th St., New York

City,

BINDERS

Use a binder to preserve your file of Advertising

and Selling copies for reference. Stiff cloth

covered covers, and die-stamped in gold lettering,

each holding approximately 9 issues, $1.85 in-

cluding postage. Send your Check to Advertising

and Selling, 9 E. 38th St., New York City.

Personal Letters

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24]

Another value of the selling type of
letter lies in the fact that the dealer
can put it aside and read it at the
most convenient time. He may receive
salesmen in person at inconvenient
times but the experienced salesman al-
ways detects this and knows also that
while the dealer may appear to be
listening to him, he is paying only
half attention. So one letter-writing
salesman says, "When I have to tell

my story to an obviously preoccupied
dealer I always follow the call up with
a personal letter covering the same
ground. The dealer may be pre-
occupied when he gets the letter, but
the chances are that if he is he will
put it aside until he can give it proper
attention. If the letter is really good,
he may even want to read it two or
three times.
At this point any salesman who may

be reading these words may object,
"But I haven't time to write letters."
The ob.iection is valid up to a certain
point, but no further. The suggestion
here is not that the salesman should
turn himself into a direct-mail artist,

but merely that he may use an
occasional letter in a very effective
way. The chief time-taker in writing
a good letter is the time required to
think out what is to be said or to find
some happy and striking way of put-
ting it.

All through the salesman's day are
time losses. He waits half an hour to
see Mr, Blarney, Well, why not—dur-
ing that waiting period—think up a
good letter to write Mr, Blaine who
has just taken on the line? All that is

needed is a fountain pen and a pocket
notehook, Mr, Blarney is furnishing
the time!
During train rides also there is time

to think out such letters. And there
are lots of worse ways to spend an
evening than writing letters which help
to build up the salesman's volume.
Where only a limited number of

dealers are in a town, and in the small
towns and villages where only a single

dealer may be called on, the salesman
may have waits for trains which may
be turned into opportunities to write
effective letters.

Many salesmen will remain salesmen
all their lives. But the ambitious sales-

man looks forward to winning an ex-
ecutive position. Here his effectiveness

will depend in part on his ability to

write a good letter. To write good
letters requires practise. A salesman
cannot go on for years without prac-

tising this art and then expect to

be proficient just because he is plopped
down into a sales executive's chair. So

it is to his own best interest to cultivate

the ability to write a good letter. Such

a talent when developed may count

heavily in his favor when promotion

time comes round.

To sum up, then, the personal letter

is a very effective tool which is too

often missing from the average sales-

man's kit. It can be used in many
ways to tie the dealer closer, to keep

him warmed up, and to develop the

salesman himself.
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Monosyllables
[CONTINIED FROM PAGE 27 1

use, and register as quickly with the

day laborer as with the most accom-

plished scholar. Also, it is very evi-

dent that practical writers who ad-

dress the masses and who know what

will be understood, select words by

their degree of public-familiarity and

not bv dimension.
On the other hand, a great many of

our least understood and seldom used

words are monosyllables, and the copy-

writer who is shackled by rules regard-

ing word-length, might easily, just for

.spite concoct some wonderful examples

"of incomprehensible English. He would

be strictly in obedience to the rule, but

few indeed could understand his writing.

How many of the brethren can give

the meaning of the following words

without looking them up in the dic-

tionary?

alt
nock

.1.,,.-, vril -

All good monosyllables, every one of

them. The dictionary contains many
more. So why not use them next time

you wish to "impress Sweeny? You
can't find any shorter ones.

acne
chyle
marl

aine
bere
tret
keok

tud
tor
tun

Pittsburgh Press Re-

organization

Harry C. MillhoUand, for many
years an outstanding factor in the op-

eration of the Pittsburgh Press, a

Scripps-Howard newspaper, has been

advanced from the office of vice-presi-

dent and advertising manager to that

of president of the Press Publishing

Company. Owen M. Phillips, business

manager, has been made vice-president.

Frank T. Carroll, formerly with the

Indianapolis News, comes to the Press

as assistant business manager. Other

changes in the reorganization include

the appointment of C. A. Mewborn as

national advertising manager and N.

H. Tomlinson as local advertising man-

Mr. MillhoUand succeeds William G.

Chandler as president, Mr. Chandler

now being general business manager
of all the Scripps-Howard newspapers,

with headquarters in New York.

His connection with the Pittsburgh

Press dates from 1S84.

Frank T. Carroll, who now leaves

the post of advertising director of the

Indianapolis News to become assistant

business manager of the Press, will

take up his new duties Sept. 20. Mr.

Carroll began his career in Detroit

with the Detroit News. He was later

advertising manager of the Bay City

Times and from llUl to 1013 was asso-

ciated with his brother, Dan A. Car-

roll, in New York. In 1911 he was
appointed assistant to the business

manager of the Indianapolis News, be-

coming advertising director in 1924.

Mr. Carroll has taken an active inter-

est in the advancement of advertising

practice and for four years was pres-

ident of the Association of Newspaper
Advertising Executives, declining re-

election at theDenver convention injune.

C. A. Mewborn, now national adver-

tising manager of the Press, is a for-

mer New Yorker, having been asso-

ciated with the Capper Publications,

Wallace C. Richardson, Inc., and the

W. D. Boyce Company.
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TheNEWS DIGEST
A complete digest of the news of advertising and selling is here compiled

for quick and convenient reference 5^ The Editor will be glad to receive

items of news for inclusion in this department 5^ Address Advertising

AND Selling, Number Nine East Thirty-eighth Street, New York City

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL {Advertisers, etc.)

\'ame Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

P. J. Kellv Mason Tire & Rubber Co., Kent, Ohio, Adv.
Mgr The B. F. Goodrich Co.,

Akron, Ohio Adv. Dept.

J. L. Marshall Bryan, Koeltz & Marshall, Louisville, Ky., Gen.
Mgr The Buda Co., Harvey,

111 Adv. Mgr.
P. H. Riegel McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., New York, Adv.

Service Dept Stevens, Walden-Worces-
ter, Inc., Worcester, Mass. Adv. Mgr.

H. W. Topley Spicer Mfg. Corp., Plainfield, N. J., Western
Sales Mgr Lord Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa. . In Charge of Sales,

Detroit Office

J. A. Mitchell McKesson & Robbins, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.,

Gen. Sales Mgr Resigned

H. W. Wilcox Gantner & Mattern Co., San Francisco, Cal.,

Adv. Mgr Caterpillar Tractor Co.,

San Leandro, Cal Adv. Staff

F. L. Pierce Federal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Vice-Pres.
in Charge of Sales American La France Fire

Engine Co., New York... In Charge of Truck Sales

Phyllis Beveridge . . . Russek's, New York, Stylist Same Company Adv. Mgr.

Vflmp

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (/4£t>wc/V5. etc.)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

H. G. Foster National Broadcasting Co., New York Barton, Durstine & Os-
born. Inc., New York . . Mgr. Radio Bureau

S. E. Kiser Frank Seaman, Inc., New York Barton, Durstine & Os-
born, Inc., New York . . Executive

E. J. Ryan (At one time) Lord & Taylor, New York, Adv.
and Sales Mgr James E. Newcomb & Co.,

Inc., New York Acc't Executive

H. A. Barton Albert P. Hill Agcy., Pittsburgh. Pa., Vice-
Pres The H. K. McCann Co. . New York Staff

C. L. Funnell Graybar Electric Co., New York, Ass't Adv.
Mgr. .The H. K. McCann Co.. New York Staff

B. W. Elliot Moser & Cotins, Utica, N. Y Chappelow Adv. Co.,

St. Louis Copy

J. H. S. Ellis William H. Rankin Co., Chicago Same Company Vice-Pres., in Charge of

Copy

Wm. S. Nordburg . . . William H. Rankin Co., Chicago Same Company Vice-Pres.

D. M. Stoneglass .... Proctor & Collier Co., Cincinnati

H. H. Hawley Chamber of Commerce, Detroit, Research.

. C. C. Winningham, Inc.,

Detroit Copy

. . C. C. Winningham, Inc.,

Detroit Research

G. S. Pattillo Charles W. Hoyt Co., Boston, Sec'y Same Company New York Office

W. E. Simler James F. Newcomb Co., New York, Merchandis-
ing Counsel Andrew Cone Adv. Agcy.,

New York Vice-Pres.
G. C. Smith Frank Seaman, Inc., New York, Acc't

Executive Andrew Cone Adv. Agcy.,
New York Vice-Pres.

R. L. Burdick American Gas Assn., New York, Secy, of Com-
mercial Section Marquis Regan, Inc., New

York Member of Staff

H. C. Sayre Association of National Advertisers, Inc., New
York, in Charge of Pub. Data Dept Percival K. Frowert Co.,

Inc., New York Dir. of Research and Mer-
chandising
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OF NINE industries mentioned by a

prominent statistical service as repre-

senting the best sales opportunities

for the balance of 1927, three of them are

textile industries, as follows :

Cotton lAaniifacturing

Rayon Manufacturing

Woof Manufacturing

From your angle, this means that you can

cover three of the nine through a single

publication — Textile World. These three

branches of the textile industry are decided-

ly on the "up." In other words, the adver-

tiser who appeals to mills handling cotton,

rayon or wool is truly justified for every

ounce of energy he spends to put his story

across. . . .
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CHANGES IN PERSONNEL-(^g^«ci>*, etc., continued)

Now Associated With Position

Name Former Company and Position

N. Y., Head of

Walter Mann Z. L. Potter Co Syi-acuse, N. X., "'^^'^ "association of National
Market Research Dept

Advertisers, Inc., New

RobertE.Nuese, Jr.. Gotham Silk Hosiery Co., Inc., New York
^in;^,,,, & Saylor, New

Adv. Mgr York Member of btatt

York ' Research Dir.

Williams & Saylor, New
York Member of bt

Same. Company Mgr. New York Office

Stanley Holt Livermore & Knight, Providence, R. I

Arthur L. Dean Livermore & Knight, Providence, R. I., Vice-
^^^^^ Company In Charge of Sales

Pres
^, . Miller-Knopf, Inc., Colum-

^ H Utt Dispatch, Columbus, Ohio ^'^^'^^ Acc't Executive

M J. Monaghan ....Royal Baking Powder Co., New York,
Warwick & Cecil,

Adv. Mgr
Inc., New York Vice-Pres.

W. H. Schrader Monroe Calculating Machine Co
QevelTnd^'^Ohit^'.^.". Sales Mgr.

Allard H. Jenkins. . .Nichols-Evans Co., Cleveland, Ohio,
^^^'^-^^'^^•K?a"nd^-Ohif^ !"?:.. Mgr. of Plans and Copy

Dept.

A. W. Rimanaczy....Free Lance Artist
.The Bayless-Kerr Co., ,

^ ^. , ^
Cleveland, Ohio Art Director

N. E. Petitt Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.
^^^_ Co.,

, , ^ ^Adv. Dept Cleveland, Ohio Staff Member

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (M^J/«. etc.)

Now Associated Witli

/Vu,„(, Former Company and Position

Harry C. Milholland. Press Publishing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., Vice-

Pres. and Adv. Mgr .Same Company

Position

.Pres.

Owen M. Phillips ... Press Publishing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., Busi-
^^^^ Company Adv. Mgr.

ness Mgr ^

C. A. Mewborn Wallace C. Richardson, Inc., New York
^^^^^^^ ''r."!'.

.^'.""
• National Adv. Dir.

A. F. Perrin Pit & Quarry, Chicago.
.Roads and Streets, Chi-

cago .
Representative

E. H. B. Watson People's Home Journal, New York Adv. Mgr. .. The Farm J""^'"^'' P|^";.
g^.tern Adv. Mgr., Nev

adelphia
York

gfield, Ohio . . . Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

E. A. Neutzenholzer. Beacon, Akron, Ohio, Adv. Mgr Sun, Sprm;

Miss A. M. Quinn . . Butterick Quarterly, New York, New £"^1^"^^^^^^ Company In Charge of Chicago

Territory Office

J. W. Mersereau • • •
B5«-l< PubH^^^^^^^^^^ Quarterly ....Ad-

f„°f^°ew EngS

E. R. Strempel . . .
.Matthews-Northrup Works, Buffalo, N. Y. ••• Th«^

f;!^^.
.''.""'. .'"-Direct Adv. Staff

James A. Francis . . New York World

A P McNamee .. .The Farm Journal, Phila., Eastern Adv. Mgr.. Resigned

Marvin S. Knight . . The Caples Co., New York, Vice-P^es ^Erwin^^Wasey & Co.,
^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^
Staff

.Brooklyn Citizen, Brook-

lyn, N. Y Adv. Mgr.

i
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The ace in this hand

carries no spot-

btit ivith the light behind

yoti can see it easily

Time was when the non-expert could hardly tell one

white envelope from another— until after he'd used

them.

Those days are gone forever. You can buy enve-

lopes now with the same confidence with which you

buy your collars.

Columbian U. S. E. White Wove Envelopes are

made by the world's largest manufacturers of envelopes.

They are made of high-grade white wove paper.

They type well, write cleanly, work perfectly in

addressing machine or multigraph, never give trouble

in sealing. They are good enough for your first-class

mail, and are so reasonably priced that many firms

use them for circulars.

You can get them in every commercial and official

size, from No. 5 to No. 14, and Monarch. If your reg

ular stationer or printer does not stock them, write us.

UNITED STATES ENVELOPE COMPANY
The world's largest manufacturers ofenvelopes

SPRINGFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS
Vf'ithfourteen manufacturing iiivisiovi covering, the muntry

COLUMBIAN

The u'atermarJc appears in et'co

envelope

ThisattractUehox with ihe U.S. E.

all-over design will not soil or

skoiv dust in your stock

C U A B A N T K K

TirE.se com

The guarantee protects your cus-

tomer—and YOU

ENVELOPES
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Name

CHANGES IN AGENCIES AND NEW ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS
Address I'loduct Now Advertising Through

The Silent Automatic Corp Detroit Silent Automatic Oil

Burners Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit

The Fyr-Fyter Co Dayton, Ohio Fire Protection Eqaip-
ment Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit

The Monroe Auto Equipment Mfg.
Co Monroe, Mich Hydraulic Shock Elim-

inators Austin F. Bement, Inc., Detroit

Southern Cypress Mfg. Assn. . . . Jacksonville, Fla. . . . Cooperative Campaign
on Cypress Woods . . . Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York

Bard-Parker Co., Inc New York Detachable Blade
Surgical Knife Frank Presbrey Co., New York

The McMillen Co Ft. Wayne, Ind Feed for Poultry and
Live Stock The Geyer Co., Dayton, Ohio

Mint-0-Lax, Inc Milwaukee Candy Laxative The Koch Co., Milwaukee

The Apex Stamping Co Riverdale, 111 Hold-Tite Bottle Caps. The Irwin L. Rosenberg Co., Chicago

Reynolds Airways, Inc New York Airplane Transporta-
tion Wilson & Bristol, New York

The Flake Products Corp New Brunswick, N. J. . Food Products Churchill-Hall, Inc., New York

Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.. Jersey City, N. J. ...Chain Stores Paris & Peart, New York

*Thos. A. Edison, Inc Orange, N. J Phonograph Division.. Federal Adv. Agcy., Inc., New York

The Revere Clock Co Cincinnati, Ohio Clocks Wells Adv. Agcy., Inc., Boston

Priggen Steel Garage Co Boston Steel Garages Wells Adv. Agcy., Inc., Boston

Amorskin Corp. . New York Importers of Amorskin
Rejuvenating Cream . Hicks Adv. Agcy., New York

Modernmode Footwear New York Shoe Shop Arthur Rosenberg Co., Inc., New York

John E. Fast & Co Chicago Condensers Hurja-Johnson-Huwen, Inc., Chicago

Cannon & Miller Co Springwater, N. Y. .Radio Loud Speakers. O. S. Tyson & Co., Inc., New York

Faspray Corp Red Bank, N. J Dishwashers 0. S. Tyson & Co., Inc., New York

Standard Mailing Machines Co. .Everett, Mass Mailing Machines ...The Greenleaf Co., Boston

The Broadmoor Hotel Colorado Springs, Colo.Hotel The H. K. McCann Co., Denver Office

Roger & Gallet New York and Paris . . Perfumes J. C. Bull, Inc., New York

The Guld Burner Corp Philadelphia Oil Burners Charles W. Hoyt Co., Inc., New York

Murray Hill Trust Co New York Finance Hazard Adv. Corp., New York

Charles Engelhard, Inc Newark, N. J Industrial Equipment. C. J. Oliphant Adv. Agcy., Inc., New
York

The Coal Operators' Association
of Illinois Chicago Coal The Buchen Co., Chicago

S. Robert Schwartz & Brother. . . New York Lamps E. T. Howard Co., Inc., New York

The Steinite Laboratories Atchinson, Kan Radio Accessories .... Pickus-Weiss, Inc., Chicago

Edgar, Ricker & Co Milwaukee Investments Freeze & Vogel, Inc., Milwaukee

Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co Indianapolis Vending Machines ...The Richardson-Briggs Co., Inc., Cleve

i

Orbon Stove Co Belleville, 111 Stoves

Krakauer Bros New York Pianos

land

.The Chappelow Adv. Co., St. Louis

.Paris & Peart, New York

•Not to be confused with the Ediphone divisio
Hanff-Metzger Company, New York.

[>f the Thomas A. Edisnn Company, the advertising of wliich is handled 1>\ the

Crumrine Company, Inc., Advertising
Agency

MISCELLANEOUS

With offices in Chicago, Boston, Detroit, Columbus and San Francisco, has
opened a New York office in the Fisk Building, 250 West 57th Street. Arthur
M. Crumrine is in charge. This company has also recently opened a branch in

Los Angeles.
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The Appeal to Leadership

!

Now is the time to get your message to the leaders of

each business or profession you want to sell or serve

r-

Vacation is over ! Back to

the full days work! Bus-

iness and professional men

everywhere are resuming

their work and planning

the job ahead I

AT this very moment the leaders and

•*- ^ managers of every line of business

—catering to every industrial, commer-

cial and professional group—are plan-

ning their ADVERTISING AND
SALES ACTIVITIES.

Now—at this nioniont—more than

at any other time of the year such men

are consulting the A. B. P. publication

serving their own field—for guidance,

practical information and helpful sug-

gestions.

Now—-particularly at this season

—

both editorial and advertising pages of

A. B. P. papers are filled with helpful

material of every sort—in recognition of

the need of the moment.

Shrewd advertisers will be at the center

of this timely interest in each field with

copy and space intelligently and appro-

priately planned for use in the A. B. P.

PUBLICATIONS.

Every A. B. P. Paper is a Leader
—and appeals to the leadership in its field

'^

AliVKKTISING AND SELLING
Ambrican Abckltect (The)
a m k r 1 ca n 1'" t' n era l director
American (jarace and Auto Dealer
Am kri can M ach I n ist
Amkrican Motorcyclist and Bicyclist
Amkrican Paint Jol'bnal
Amkrican Paint and Oil Dealer
Am KR It AS Painter and Decorator
Amkrican Printer (Tme)
American School Board Journal
Architectural I-'orum
Architecturai, Kkcord (The)
Automobile Trade Journal
Automotive I ndx'Stries
Bakers' Helper
Bakers' Review
Bakers' Weekly
Boiler Maker (The)
Boot and Shoe Recorder
Brick and Clay Record
Building Ace and National Bi-ilher
Building Materials
Building Supply News
Buildings and Bi'ilding Management
Bus Transportation
Canadian Automotive Trade
Canadian Drygoodsman and Wo.men's

Wear
Canadian (Grocer
Canadian Machinery and Mfg. News
Canadian Railway and Marine World
Ceramic Industry
Chemical and Metallurgical

Kngineering
Class and I ndurtri \l Marketing
Coal Age
Concrete
Contract Record and Engineering

Review
Cotton
Daily Metal Trade
Domestic Engineering
Dry Goods Economist
Dry Coods Merchants' Trade Jocrnal
Dry (iooDs Reporter
I>rygo(.dsman & Southwest

Merchant-Economist
Dry (iOods Review
Editor and Publisher
Electric Railway Journal
Electrical ATerchandising
Electrical I'ecord
Electrical West
Electrical World
Kmbalmers' Monthly (The)
Engineering and Mining Joirnal
Engineering News-Record
Factory
Earm Implement Xews
Fire Engineering
Fire Protection
l-'oiNDRv (The)
Furniture Age
Furniture Journal (The)
Furniture Manufacturer
Furniture Record

(.AS Age-Record
Gift and Art Shop (The)
Good Furniture Magazine
Hardware Ace
Hardware and Metal
Heating and \'entilating Magazine
Hide and Leather
Hospital Management
Hotel Monthly (The)
11 OTel Management
House Furnishing Review
Ice Cream Trade Journal (The)
Implement and Hardware Trade

Journal
Industrial Arts Magazine (The)
Industrial Engineer
Industrial Management
Inland Printer (The)
Iron Age
Iron Trade Review
Jobber's Salesman
AfANUrACTURING INDUSTRIES
Manufacturers Record
Marine Engineering and Shipping

Age
Marine Review
Metal Industry (The)
^TILL Supplies
Modern Hospital (The)
Motor Age
Motor Trade
Motor World Wholesale
X\TioN\L Cleaner and Dyer
National Hotel Review
National Laundry Journal
National Miller
National Petroleum News
National Provisioner (The)
National Real Estate Journ\l
National I'nderwriter (The)
Power
Power Boating
Power House
Power Plant Engineering
Printers* Ink
Purchasing Agent (The)
Railway Age
Railway Electrical Engineer
Railway Engineering and

Maintenance
Railway Mfchanical Engineer
Railway Signaling
Restaurant News and Management
Rock Products
Sales Management
Sanitary and Heating Engineering
Shears (The)
Shoe and Leather Reporter

Shoe Retailer (The)
SovTiiERN Power Jocrnal
Southern Textile Bulletin
Tea and Coffee Trade Journal (The)

Textile World
Water Works Engineering
Welding Engineer (The)
Wood Worker (The)

riir A. H. p. is a nnn-profil orfianizal ion who-.- imml»4Ts have

yUtWffX thrmvelv.". lo a wnrkinc rn.?.- ..f prartirr in whirh

ihe iiiltri-^fi of thr mil* of American indti-^lry. trado and pro-

fessions are plarorf first a rod*- dcmaiidinK unbiased editorial

paces, elassified and \erified paid suli-rriber'*. and honest

advertisint: of depenilahle prodtirts.

V

r
THE ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS, INC.

52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York
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NEW ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND SERVICES, ETC.

The Phillips-Perry Adv.
Service 165 Broadway, New York Advertising George Perry and A. P. Phillips

PUBLICATION CHANGES AND APPOINTMENTS
The Talbot Publications, Des Moines, Iowa. Have appointed B. A. Ohlander, Denver, Colo., and Ralph W. Mitchell, Kansas]

City, as advertising representatives in their respective territories.

The Times, Laredo, Texas Has appointed the Geo. B. David Company, New York and Chicago, as its
J

national advertising representative.

Taxi News, New York Has been sold by John Ullman to F. E. Lewis.

News-Sentinel, Rochester, Ind Has appointed Scheerer, Inc., New York and Chicago, as its national advertis-j

ing representative.

Times-Register, Salem, Va Has been sold by M. J. Anderson to Joseph A. Osborne.

CHANGES IN ADDRESSES

Name

Advertising Agencies and Services, Publications, etc.

Business From To

Wightman-Hicks, Inc Advertising 50 Union Square, New York ..21 East 40th St., New York
Picard, Bradner & Brown,

Inc Advertising 16 West 46th St., New York . . 420 Lexington Ave., New York

i
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To Select the Proper

Advertising Mediums—You Need

STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE

It gives up-to-the-

minute information on
rates, discounts, color

and cover charges, spe-

cial positions, classified

advertising and read-

ing notices, closing

dates, page and column sizes

—

and circulations on publications

in the United States and
Canada.

The rate-cards and circula-

tion statements are practically

duplicated and placed in one
convenient volume.

PuJ)lished Monthly

—supplemented with bulle-

tins—and, covers daily news-
papers, farm papers, general

magazines, business

papers, religious and
foreign language publi-

cations.

Confidence

Every great business

enterprise, that has endured
over a span of time, has been
founded upon—and, has pros-

pered through—the confidence

of those comprising the market
to which it sought to sell its

merchandise or service—confi-

dence in honor, intelligence,

appreciation and goodwill!
During the short span of eight years

STANDARD RATE & DATA SER-
VICE has done what it has taken other

successful institutions many years to

accomplish.

USE THIS COUPON

Special 15-Day Approval Order

.193.

STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE,
536 Lake Shore DriTe,

Chicago. Illinois.

Gentlemen: You may send to us, prepaid, a copy of the current number of Standard Rate & Data Service, together with all bulletins

issued since it was published for "15 days" use. Unless we return it at the end of fifteen days you may bill us for $30.00, which is the

cost of one year's subscription. The issue we receive is to be considered the initial number to be followed by a revised copy on the first

of each month. The Service is to be maintained accurately by bulletins issued every other day.

Firm Name Street Address.

City State

Individual Signing Order Official Position

'
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Tiiuros fxpniris thf radio frequfiicy of
iSmst' massivp-psycholoKy vibrations.

stint: cupv with iiis iii;i;;ii.' uaml.

How „uch Science? S°."
.""" "Bunk"?

\\'e all want to get rid nl the 'bunk" as tar as we can, do we not? Let's

see how Old Sox tries to do it; and perhaps we can help him a hit.

Gundlach^s book justout)

"Old Sox on Triiinpeting"

while written as a burlescine, filled page after page with comical business

situations, is underneath a challenge to those who can think and analyze for

themselves. Old Sox sets up

theories. He just asks questions. It's

up to you. ^Ir. Reader, to give him

your theories, your ideas.

THE EDITORjOF ADVERTISING & SELLING

uarned Mr. Gundlach not to publish this

book for fear Old .So.x would raise more
Hell than Helen raises in the book. So
the author induced us to publish it for liini.

Consolidated Book Publishers, Iiii.

Clip
The Coupon

^Send no /no/iey)

On Approval: $2

Story of This Cheerful Tragedy

Tauros and Bnllem. in spite of the

Hell-raising Helen, arc just about to

sign up Zeus-ikin, the merchant prince

of .Athens, on a trumpeting contract,

when a street-corner' loafer. Old Sox
by name, butts in. He is followed

later by his two <lisciples, Aristoteles

and Platon.—Old Sox asks so many
questions that the tragedy ends where
it began—on the Rock of Faith, amid
a \'ision of Mist\' Mysterionsness,

Here are some of the
questions:

t -If soinelHMl.v kt^ps trunipeting tho niutie

befiire tlio piihlic. "Si-arlet Fever." (hies

the 'euiiiulMtive effect" liiitke nie run to
;:et the searlel fever V If not, tlien,

what is salesmanship in tiMitini;?

Consoliflalfd Ku
2242 Grove St..

.>k PuLIKhtT-, Inf..

Chicago. III.

Send me E. T. Gundlach's story "Old Sox
on Trunipetins" on your IRON-CLAD guaran-
tee that it will not teach me mass-psychology
but thai it may make me laugh and may thus

wake me up a bit (3 62 pages. 5 x 7 '4 . cloth

. !)ourKl. 43 full-page illustrations by Farkas. 1

If. after looking thru the book. I do not care

to read il. I may return it; other%vise I'll send

%-l in 10 days.

iVome

Finn Samr

Address

\any of t,fu):s

-Is there nlways reiisoniny
sou Why"?—^and

—

:t-— If tbon knowest the sh>

who is the s'o;,'aii-eer V

In thiit "Rea-

;an. do tell Tiit

a

-Wlio pays for the truiiii»etinjr? Tlu'
piihlicV The irniiipeters? Or nobody V-

But. if Uncle Zeiisy (the Merchant I'rlnce)
must foot the hill, what Hell will HcUmi
r;iise V

\\ Iiy a tiniiiiietin^ aueuoy ? Is it a
johlier. an ii;nMit or a sieve? A master
or a mistress? A power or a peanut?

THE QUESTIONS may soioid

like joktr^ ;—hut. please, sit ti])

and answer Old Sox in cGrncsf

!

The Miiltmjht Ontli: Meeting' of the
Tip-Tnp Ti Miii[iclin;j; Trust, the niatiniti-

cent Miuithly Meowers and the Daily
I>rama Duhs at tlie Temple of Apollo
in Iielphi to bottle up that lii9(

.

Zi us ikin it!nls truison: Tlie kin^' (if

iht- Athenian U i^e Oil Monopoly (after

iiellini.' FHKK all of the ideas he couUI
-it I ilecidps to bust the trumpetim; tru-t

In- roppiiij: out hoth the 200'/c "dive i>il

jintl the \'''( ajrenry profits.

Hut Tnums I'mys t,> 7aus: And the

hhIs <if ( ilympus hai' Zeus-ikin 's home
made atjent-ikin from the \T^% temple
(if the trumpeters.
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wHAT THE NEIGHBORS
say about

THE DAILY NEWS
Best friends are often our severest

critics. The man next door knows us

pretty much as we are. It is almost

impossible to fool the immediate
family.

So when "home folks" and "neigh-

bors" alike approve the character and
efifectiveness of The Daily News by
placing in its

columns more
a d V e r tising

than in any

other Chicago

week-day
n e w s p a per,

their judg-

ment is im-

portant.

Local adver-

tisers prefer

The Daily
News above

every other
Chicago
week-day
n e w s p a per-

They are our "home folks." They
live within our circulation territory

—know the type of newspaper The

WESTERN NATIONAL ADVERTISING
The Chicago Daily News carried L581,021 lines

of Western national advertising for the first

eight months of 1927; 26,212 lines more than

the highest week-day morning paper; 442,765

lines more than the next evening newspaper.

LOCAL ADVERTISING
The Chicago Daily News carried 8,204,737 lines

of Local advertising in this period; 2,193,700

lines more than the highest week-day morning

newspaper; 2,290,857 lines more than the next

evening newspaper.

TOTAL DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The Chicago Daily News carried 10,810,166

lines of total display advertising for this

period; 1,821,191 lines more than the highest

week-day morning newspaper; 2,909,448 lines

more than the next evening newspaper.

Daily News is, the class of readers it

reaches, the response that advertising

in its columns evokes.

Western national advertisers — rep-

resenting American industry from

Pittsburgh to the Pacific — also

choose The Daily News above every

other Chicago week-day newspaper.

And these are our "neighbors." Their

judgment
speaks elo-

quently of the

prestige of

The Daily
News in a n

ever widening

field.

There are
many e v i-

dences that
The Daily
News is a

good news-

paper and an

efi^ective a d-

vertising me-

d i u m. But
none of them is more convincing

than the fact that those who know
it best value it most.

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Advertisi,,g ^^^^ ^OK^

Representatives: ^i^-^lif'sl^

CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FKANCISCO
Woodward & Kelly Woodward & Kelly C. Geo. Krogness

360 N. Michigan Ave. 408 Fine Arts Bide. 253 First National Bank BIdg.

MEMBER OF THE 100.000 GROUP OF AMERICAN CITIES

Average Daily Net Paid Circulation for the First Six Months of 1927, 441,414

Published every other Wednesday bv Advertising Fortnightly. Inc., 9 East 38th St.. New York. N. Y. Subscription price $3.00 per
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DO YOU PAY

$800,000
for a single magazine page advertisement?

. . . Some advertisers do!

CONSIDER two advertisers

in the same field. The first

invests $8,000 in a single

magazine page, which his agency

fills with such skillful copy that the

page interests the 2,600,000 readers

of the magazine and influences their

buying -habits.

The second advertiser also in-

vests |8,ooo in a page in the same

magazine. But his agency prepares

a dull and hard-to-read advertise-

ment which interests only 26,000

readers. One one-hundredth as many
as those who read the first adver-

tiser's page.

Obviously, the second advertiser,

with his mediocre copy, would be

forced to buy 100 pages in order

to reach as many people as the first

advertiser reached with i page.

From the standpoint of value re-

ceived, the second advertiser is

paying $800,000 for a page that

costs the first advertiser $8,000.

An exaggeration?—Perhaps. Yet

not nearly as far-fetched as many
complacent advertisers believe. For

the day has long since passed when

any advertisement gets a reading.

Competition for reader attention

has grown too strenuous.

Business executives, in choosing

an agency, would do well to re-

member that they get no more

circulation in a magazine or news-

paper than their advertising is able

to interest.

Joseph Richards Company, inc.

257 T*ark 'i^venuBy D\(ew York Qity
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Everybody's Business

By Floyd W. Parsons

Air and lis

Possibilities

THIS is the Age of

Air. The devel-

opment of air

travel and radio and
processes for getting

an abundance of cheap

oxygen, will not mark
the end of the story.

Out of the atmosphere
will come still more
wonders to amaze us.

Being creatures of

land and water, it is

not surprising we have

given our chief atten-

tion to the earth and
its oceans. Now we
find we must either

reckon with the air. or

restrict our advances

in the field of science.

Speed in transporta-

tion has become an ele-

ment of greatest value.

There are only three

media through which
we can travel, and
many of the possibili-

ties of two of these

—

earth and water—have
already been exhausted.

Fast trains on rail-

roads operate on about the same schedules they did a

quarter of a century ago. In fact, our fastest trains

were faster years ago than they are now. Also
through th& water we .seem to be approaching the limit

of our speed accomplishments. Air travel still offers

unlimited opportunities.

It does not require any large exerci.se of our imagi-

nation to visualize an early era when the earth's oceans

will be literally bridged with floating landing fields, re-

pair and fueling stations for air machines, and ade-

quate accommodations for travelers who would tarry

on their way. Planes for travel over land will be cheap
in price due to quantity production, and most of the

hazards will be taken out of flying. As has always
been true in the case of a radical departure in current

customs, no one is now able to comprehend the full

effects of such a revolution in life generally. The motor
car entirely upset realty values and air travel will

bring about another and even more extensive revision

of land prices. Mountain tops will probably sell at a

premium.
But there is another sort of recognition we must give

to the great mass of gas that enshrouds the earth. The
sun's radiations would be fatal to our bodies if there

were no atmosphere to intercept and protect us from
certain classes of destructive light waves. We would
be without food to eat if the air did not make possible

nature's most fundamental process which is the fixa-

tion of carbon by plant life in every part of the earth.

The sand blaster at work

We call this process

photo-synthesis. What
this really means is

that green plants
through utilizing sun-

light in some strange

way are able to con-

sume for their suste-

nance and growth the

small amount of car-

bon dioxide normally
in air.

Although this puz-

zling accomplishment
on the part of nature

has baffled man in all

of his attempts to du-

plicate the feat, we rec-

ognize tha' the possi-

bilitie; ;or future ex-

periments in this field

are tremendous. The
average plant utilizes

only one per cent of the

solar energy that falls

on it. Supposing we
should find a way to in-

crease this efficiency

even in a small way,
the result in food pro-

duction alone would be

of unmeasured value.

It was proved conclu-

sively during the War
that plant growth can

be greatly accelerated and the final yield increased by
adding carbon dioxide to the surrounding air. The re-

sults are even more favorable when at the same time
we also supply high temperatures and greater light

intensity.

The final outcome of this line of research will be

farming methods enabling us to produce cereals, vege-

tables and flowers in a fraction of the time now re-

quired for such plants to reach maturity. Recent ex-

periments with combinations of daylight supplemented
with h'gh-intensity artificial light, providing 24-hour

illumination, proved beyond doubt that under such con-

ditions many plants can be grown from seed to matur-
ity in a remarkably short time. Spring wheat has been

brought to maturity in 35 days by using this method.

But not all varieties of plants will stand up under
the strain of constant growth. When the tomato is put

on a 24-hour schedule, it wilts and dies in about two
weeks. Twelve hours of daylight with six hours of

artificial light, making an 18-hour day, is as long a

period of photosynthesis as the tomato can stand. Let-

tuce will produce a large head in three weeks on an
18-hour schedule, but after this length of time it sends

up a seed stalk. On a 12-hour growing day the lettuce

produces no seed stalk at all. Red clover, like spring

wheat, is able to withstand a 24-hour day, and in one

instance a crop of clover was grown from seed to

flower in 38 days. Such investigations are leading to

[CONTINUED QN PAGE 52)

© Ewing Gallovva
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The News Is Detroit^s

HOME Newspaper

—

82% of Detroit homes taking any
English newspaper take The News

A survey of 77,056 representative

Detroit homes has recently been com-
pleted. Forty men were employed
two months to make this survey and
every item of information was check-

ed for accuracy. The results of the

survey proved conclusively The De-

troit News' assertion that it is the

home newspaper of Detroit. Of all

homes taking any English newspaper

The News was found in 82%, the

morning paper in 26% and the second

evening paper in 52%.

(

The News, moreover, duplicates 85% of the morning paper's
coverage and 66% of the second evening paper's coverage,
proving that in Detroit you can get maximum returns at the

lowest cost by concentrating in Detroit's HOME newspaper

11

J

The Detroit News
For 54 years Detroit's HOME newspaper

354,000 Sunday Circulation 330,000 Weekday Circulation
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"Give Me a Fulcrum . .

."

ARCHIMEDES of Syracuse,

J. \. now deceased, got a sterling

kick out ot his mechanical discov-

eries. Playing around with crowbars

and bricks, he discovered the prin-

ciple ot leverage in tlie days when

that was front-page news.

"The bar is powerful as far as it

goes," he explained, "but it's not

much good without this little gadget

to rest it on. However, with a proper

fulcrum—why, just give me a ful-

crum and I'll move the world!"

Nobody gave him one, nor did he

find anv, so our old world has stuck

to its trolley. But he started a tribe

of fulcrum hunters. You meet them

everywhere today. Some of them

don't know that a fulcrum is what

they need, but they want it badly.

Discussing their sales problems,

puzzled executives tell us,"We think

our advertising is sound and we have

a first-rank sales organization—yet

w e're not getting half the sales vol-

ume that we should. Why is it that

we don't pry more business out of

our market?"

For the same reason, dear sirs, that

Archimedes failed to budge the

world. No fulcrum.

The Newcomb organization is in

business to supply the missing ful-

crum. Our specialized work is the

filling of that empty point in the

marketing line-up on which the

crowbar force of men and advertis-

ing can become a world-moving

power for profitable sales.

Advertising alone won't do it; per-

sonal selling alone won't do it—and

every day it becomes more and more

difficult for those two forces (as ordi-

narily organized) to do it even to-

gether. When this condition faces

a business, the fulcrum musthe found,

or sales will continue to decrease

and selling costs continue to mount.

We don't keep a supply of ready-made fulcrums,

for there are no such things. Each problem pre-

sented for our solution is individual—often unique.

The records that show how James F. Newcomb
& Co. Inc. goes about the job of discovering what
to do for a client, how to do it, and why, are always

open to interested inquirers.

James F. Newcomb Sf Co. inc.
Direct Advertising :: Merchandising Counsel

330 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW N'ORK, N. \'.

Telephone PENnsylvania 7200
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To Select the Proper

Advertising Mediums—You Need

STANDARD RATE ft DATA SERVICE

It gives up-to-the-

minute information on

rates, discounts, color

and cover charges, spe-

cial positions, classified

advertising and read-

ing notices, closing

dates, page and column sizes

—

and circulations on publications

in the United States and
Canada.

The rate-cards and circula-

tion statements are practically

duplicated and placed in one
convenient volume.

Published Monthly

—supplemented with bulle-

tins—and, covers daily news-
papers, farm papers, general

magazines, business

papers, religious and
foreign language publi-

cations.

Confidence

Every great business

enterprise, that has endurec

over a span of time, has beei

founded upon—and, has pros-

pered through—the confidence

of those comprising the market

to which it sought to sell its

merchandise or service—confi-

dence in honor, intelligence,

appreciation and goodwill!

During the short span of eight years

STANDARD RATE & DATA SER-
VICE has done what it has taken other

successful institutions many years to

accomplish.

USE THIS COUPON

Special 15-Day Approval Order

.192..

STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE,
536 Lake Shore Drive,

Chicago, niinois.

Gentlemen: You may send to us, prepaid, a copy of the current number of Standard Rate & Data Service, together with all bulletins

issued since it was published for "15 days" use. Unless we return it at the end of fifteen days you may bill us for $30.00, which is the

cost of one year's subscription. The issue we receive is to be considered the initial number to be followed by a revised copy on the first

of each month. The Service is to be maintained accurately by bulletins issued every other day.

Firm Name Street Address.

City State

Individual Signing Order Official Positicn
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Sell Portland ....

as Portland Merchants sell it!
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DENTISTS

DEPT. STORES

DRUG STORES

FOOD, CROC
ERIES AND
BEVERAGES
GASOLINE

The Journal leads in hocal Advertising

in the above classifications'.

nhe T

MEN'S WEAR
SHOES

WOMEN'S WEAR

OURNAL
Cljternoon-Sundaj)

Portland merchants have learned

through long experience that the

Journal possesses dominant pull-

ing power in the Portland market.

Department stores are the most
careful buyers of space in the busi-

ness.The Journal is unquestionably

the choice of every Portland de-

partment store*—for six consecutive

years it has led in department store

advertising.

A majority of Portland's leading

specialty merchants place the bulk

of their advertising in the Journal,

because it reaches and sells the

market they must cover.

If you would sell Portland, use the Journal

!

the JOURNAL
l^J Vorttand, Oregon

BENJAMIN &. KENTNOR COMPANY, Special Representatives

CHICAGO
Lake State Bank Bldg.

4027

NEW YORK
2 West 45 th Street

LOS ANGELES
401 Van Nuys Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO
58 Sutter Street

" R<i

PHILADELPHIA
1524 Chestnut Street
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Its the same
D &^ C Offset

Dill & Collins Go's.

Distributers

Atlanta—The Chatfield if^ Woods Co.

Baltimore—The Baxter Paper Company, Inc.

Boston—John Carter Sj? Co., Inc.

Buffalo—The Union Paper c^^ Twine Co.

Chicago—^The Paper Mills' Company
Cincinnati—The Chatfield l^ Woods Co.

Cleveland—The Union Paper U Twine Co.

Columbus, Ohio—Scioto Paper Company
Concord, N. H.—John Carter ^'Co., Inc.

Des Moines—Carpenter Paper Company
Detroit—^The Union Paper y Twine Co.

Greensboro, N. C.—Dillard Paper Co., Inc.

Hartford—John Carter l^ Co., Inc.

Houston, Tex.—The Paper Supply Company
Indianapolis—C. P. Lesh Paper Company
Jacksonville—Knight Brothers Paper Co.

Kansas City—Berminpham U Prosser Co.

Los Angeles—Blake, Moffitt y Towne
Milwaukee—The E. A. Bouer Company
Minneapolis—Minneapolis Paper Co.

New York Cm-—Marquardt, Blake y
Decker, Inc.

New York City—Miller W Wright Paper Co.

New York City—M. ^ F. Schlosser Paper
Corporation

Omaha—Carpenter Paper Co.

Philadelphia—^The Thomas W. Price Co.

Philadelphia—Raymond IrMcNutt Company
Philadelphia—Riegel ^ Co., Inc.

Pittsburgh—The Chatfield y Woods Co.

Portland, Ore.—Carter, Rice ^ Co. Corp.

Providence—John Carter ^ Co., Incorporated

Richmond—Virginia Paper Company, Inc.

Rochester, N. Y.—Geo. E. Doyle Paper
Company, Incorporated

Sacramento—Blake, Moffitt y Towne
Salt Lake City—Carpenter Paper Co.

San Antonio, Tex.—San Antonio Paper Co.

San Francisco—Blake, Moffitt ^ Towne
San Francisco—General Paper Company
Seattle, Wash.—Carter, Rice l^ Co. Corp.

Springfield, Mass.—John Carter y Co., Inc.

St. Louis—Acme Paper Company
St. Paul—E. J. Stilwell Paper Co.

Tacoma—^Tacoma Paper i^ Stationery Co.

Tampa—Knight Brothers Paper Company
Washington, D. C.—Virginia Paper Co., Inc.

B
EFORE the war— offset work was somewhat of

a novelty. Today, its position is justly well

established.

In 191 3, The W. F. Powers Company lithographed an

admirable catalog for the Bullard Machine Co.

The recent series of folders produced fur Studebaker by

Marquette Lithograph Company, of Chicago, are more

beautiful, but no better done, because both are as near per-

fection as possible.

An important element in securing this excellence was

the paper: the same D fif C Offset was used in both.

For several generations T) & C papers have been helping

quality printers and lithographers produce quality results.

New finishes, new colors, but always the one dependable

quality— D & C.

DILL & COLLINS
^SMaster ^SHa^s <;^^§^ ofTrinUng Papers

H I A D E H I A
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AH (/lingj masculinely beautiful are in the realm of Mr. Paui. Particularly machinery. There is a beautiful relationship between the mighty thews

of the symbolic figure and the steel muscles of wheels and gear and chain and engine in the Certain-ieed advertisements.

And incidentally this series is a good example of intelligent advertising art-direction.

P A U S
"GodincreaseHerbertPaus."

For the reason that his every

poster is a beautiful mural.

And in faith to that robust

art— every poster-mural of

Herbert Paus is full of the

spirit of glorious legend. Be-

cause his color is as daring as

the scale of his monumental
figures. (Daring—but beau-

tifully arranged.) Because his

feeling for line in mass and an over-all decorative

composition stirs in you a feeling of strange elation.

For these good artistic reasons the admirers of fine

poster art might wish Mr. Paus that rich Celtic

blessing. "God increase Herbert Paus." Especially

his Posters.

Art for Commerce, particularly in the infrequent

Posters that represent that art in this country— is

either just mediocre, or else "faddish"— following

some art style that enjoys the passing vogue.

One type of poster art continues unaffected by

the fickleness of the sensation makers. It is based on

excellent draughtsmanship. Bold, masterful color,

well arranged. Equally good arrangement of detail

in composition. And a strong sense of ornament.

There have been and there are a number of artists

that are so capable. Penfield, Falls, Leyendecker,

Wildhack, Cooper, Treidler— some others. And
very representative—Herbert Paus.

THE WALKER ENGRAVING COMPANY
MEMBER AMERICAN PHOTO-ENGRAVERS ASSOCIATION

We borrow from the theme of the illustra'

tion, in proof that a poster by Mr. Paus is

ever the ideal mural for a temple of industry.

The force of mechanical science is nowhere

more evident than in the laboratory of the

Iht'aALKER,
enobkVino o

I^H15 EAST M tB 31

engraver who subjects it to the greater force

of intelligent human guidance. Art, here,

is the master— Science, the lackey. t^^

NUMBER TWiNTY-THREE OF THE SERIES

WILL BE GEORGE WRIGHT
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Automobile Leadership

ROM January to June, 1927, twenty-four automobile

manufacturer*4)Iaced advertising in ten publications

constituting the class magazine field. Of the 24 manufac

turers, 16 used Town & Country, and one more account

has been added to the list since July 1, 1927, making a total

of 17:

BuiCK Motor Co.

Cadillac Motor Co.

Chevrolet Motor Co.

Chrysler Motor Co.

Dodge Bros., Inc.

Franklin Automobile Co.

Lincoln Motor Co.

Marmon Motor Co.

Nash Motors Co.

Packard Motor Car Co.

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co.

Rolls-Royce of America, Inc.

F. B. Stearns Co.

Studebaker Corporation

Stutz Motor Car Co.

Willys-Overland, Inc.

The White Company

Town & Country
NEW YORK, 119 West 40th Street

CHICAGO, Wrigley Building

LONDON, 1 1 Haymarket, S. W. 1

SAN FRANCISCO, 822 Kohl Bldg.

BOSTON, 5 Winthrop Sq.

MILAN, Via Bossi, 10

PARIS, 60 Rue Caumartin
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The
Boston Market
9^^ in Size • • 4^^ in Wealth

MEASURED by population
alone Boston ranks ninth

among great cities. But measured by
total wealth—Boston is fourth in

sales importance— outstripped only

by the much more populous cities of

New York, Chicago and Philadelphia.

In Boston's Key Market live 388,000

families worth $9,000 each— a tre-

mendous concentration of people and
wealth.

From this Key Market— within a

twelve-mile radius of Boston's City

Hall— the Boston department stores

draw three-quarters of their total busi-

ness. In it retail outlets of every

description are most numerous and

most prosperous.

Here the Globe dominates

In this key area the Globe concentrates

its circulation. Here the Sunday Globe
has a larger circulation than any other

Boston paper. The circulation of the

daily Globe exceeds the Sunday.

Successful advertisers recognize this

leadership by placing more lineage in

the Globe than in any other paper.

The Globe stands out as a leader be-

cause it covers Boston's buying group

— every day in the week. The reason

for this day in and day out hold upon
its readers is that the Globe appeals to

all classes of Boston people— regard-

1 essofrace, creed or political affiliations.

Men like the Globe's impartial editorial

discussions— the facts in general news, free

from bias. Women find in the Globe a

Household Department that guides them in

their daily problems.

These people form Boston's buying
group. To reach them the Globe must be

the back-bone of every Boston advertising

campaign.

Our new booklet, "Boston—4th Market, " con-
tains valuable sales data about the Boston
market. We shall be glad to send you a copy
on request.

The Boston Globe
The Qlohe sells Boston's Buying Qroup

Audited Net Paid Circulation for 6 months ending March 31st, 1927 — Daily 286,361 .... Sunday 333,452
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jfSTOI\ISHMEI\T is the essence of advertis-

^-^ / m ing and wise is the advertiser who selects

Q/1'his illustrations with this in mind.

The increasing popularity of essentially modern
illustrations, such as this scratchboard work by

the well-known Zero, reveals the new spirit abroad

in advertising.

ISeed we say further that the engraver, as well

as the artist, should be selected only after the

most serious consideration?

gotham photo-engraving co.
INCOMPARABLE

229-239 west 28th Street telephone longacre j^gyj^^e ncw yotk, n. y.
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THE DAVID J. VIOLLOY COMPANY
2863 North Weslern Avenue

CHICAGO
Branch Offices in Principal Cilia

Pomp and
Circumstance

CEREMONY attends the presentation of

this book to members of the Gruen Watch
Makers Guild. To receive a copy of the

Guild Book, they must ask for it—and the Gruen
Watch Company has spared no effort to make it

well worth asking for. Conspicuous among its

many impressive features is its MoUoy Made
Cover, fashioned in the character of mediaeval
hand-tooled leather, to instill the respect and
admiration called for by the Gruen plan.

"But," you observe, "that is a special cover.

It would not do for my book."

Every Molloy Made Cover is a special cover,

sir, designed with full consideration for the re-

quirements of each book. A letter of inquiry from
you will bring prompt response, with samples and
suggestions for the treatment of your own purpose,
without obligation to you.

COMMERCIAL COVERS FOR EVERY PURPOSE
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12 Points of Distinction in

The Atlantic Monthly

Vlll

CIRCULATION 110,000 NET
PAID A.B.C. WITH SUB-
STANTIAL BONUS.

PRESTIGE OF THE
ATLANTIC'S EDITORS

A list of The ATLANTIC'S editors beginning with

James Russell Lowell in 1857 is a roll call of America's

most distinguished men of letters.

Their discernment as to what topics have appealed to

contemporary eminent leaders in commerce, finance, and
the professions accounts for the constant expansion in

influence and prestige of THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY.
This is reflected today in the largest circulation yet

achieved by The Atlantic—a circulation of unsurpassed

buying power, offering remarkable bonus values at your
current advertising rates.

Buy on a Rising Tide

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY
A Quality Group Magazine

8 Arlington Street Boston, Mass.
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THE laborer requires tools and
machinery before he can work;

the industries that hire him and
the industries that supply him and
his employers with all the intri-

cate equipment essential to the
elaborate needs of modern manu-
facturing offer alike to the world
of selling the great industrial
market. Strangely enough this
market in spite of its importance
is by no means as well known or
understood as is the consumer
market with which it is often con-
fused and from which it contains
significant differentiations. That
marketing in this field may be at-
tacked with a more certain knowl-
edge of the elements peculiar to it

Melvin T. Copeland, professor of
marketing at the Harvard School
of Business Administration, has
wo-itten on this subject a series of
papers of which the leading arti-
cle in this issue is the first.
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Alaska
Almonds
Apples
Apple Butter

Apple Sauce
Animal Spray
Antiseptics

Apricots

Artichokes
Asparagus
Asphalt
Axle Grease

Bacon
Bangor, Maine
BasementVVindows
Beans
Beets

Belt Dressing

Berkshire County,
Mass.

Blackberries

Books
Borax
Boric Acid
Boric Talcum
Powder

Brake Drums
Breakfast Food

Calculating
Machines

Camphor Ice

Camphorated
Cream

Candles
Candle Holders

Candy
Caramels
Carrots
Carriage Oil

Catsup
Channels
Cheese Coating
Cherries

Chewing Gum
Chili Peppers

Chili Sauce
Chocolate
Chocolate Bars

Cigars
Clamps
Cleaning Pads
Clutch Discs

Coal Doors
Coffee

Cold Formed
Channels and
Angles

Cold Cream
Commercial Banks

We advertise:

Corn
Corner Beads
Crackers
Cranberry Sauce
Crank Cases
Crayons
Cream Separator

Crow Repellant

Crushed Pineapple

Cultivator Parts

Cup Grease
Cylinder Oil

Depilatory
Dish Washing
Powder

Disinfectant

Douglas, Arizona

Drains
Dry Milk
Drygoods Store

Electric Light
Service

Electric Power
Service

Electric Railway
Service

Electric

Refrigerators

Encyclopedia
Erie, Pennsylvania
Evaporated Milk
Expanded Metal

Factory Sites

Farm Paper
Farms
Fibre Grease
Floor Dressing

Flour

Flv Spray
Fuel Oil

Furnace Oil

Furniture Polish

Floor Wax
Fruit Cake
Fruit Drops
Furrow and Gong
Wheels

Gasoline

Gasoline Engine
Oil

Gasoline Rail Cars

Ginger Ale

Glenwood Springs,

Colorado
Graphite Lubricant

Grease

Hair Tonic
Hair Groom
Ham
Harness Oil

Harrowtooth
Clamps

Harvester Oil

Hawaiian Islands

Hominy
Honey
Hoof Oil

Hotels
Household

Lubricant
Housing Covers
Hub Flanges

Ice Cream
Industrial Car
Wheels

Insecticide

Ironing Wax

Jams
Jasper National

Park
Jellies

Joist Pin Anchors

Kerosene

Land Roller Heads
Lever Latches

Lift Truck
Platforms

Lima Beans
Live Stock Oil

Macaroni
Machine Guard
& Factory Parti-

tion Material
Magazine
Malted Milk
Maritime

Provinces
Marmalades
Meats
Metal Lath'-ng

Milk Products
Milking Machines
Mineral Oil

Mineral Water
Mints
Motor Buses
Motor Oil

Motor Trucks
Motorized Fire

Apparatus

Municipal Water
Service

Mustard

Noodles

Oil Cookstoves
Oil Heaters
Ointment
Ohves
Optical Products
Ovens

Paints

Paraffine Wax
(Refined)

Peaches
Peanut Butter
Pears
Peas
Petroleum Jellies

Phoenix, Arizona

Pickles

Pimentos
Pineapples

Pipe Joints

Platform Boxes
Plows
Plumbers' Thread

Cutting Oil

Plums
Pork and Beans
Poultry House

Spray
Preserved Milk
Preserves

Pressed Steel

Prunes
Pumpkin

Radiator Shells

Radio Broad-
casting Stations

Radio Store

Railways
Raisins

Real Estate

Redwood Lumber
Roof Spray

Salad Oil

Salmon
San Diego,

California

Santa Barbara,
California

Santa Monica,
California

THE H.K.M^CANN COMPANY

Sauerkraut
Savings Bank
Seats

Securities

Separator Oil

Shampoo
Shelled Walnuts
Skin Lotion

Sliced Bacon
Sliced Beet

Sliced Pineapple

Soap Chips
Spaghetti

Spices

Spinach
Sprouts

Squash
State of Cahfornia

State of Maine
Step Hangers
Steel Budging
Steel Platforms
Strawberries

String Beans
Stucco Mesh
Sweet Potatoes

Tank and Barrel

Heads
Tea
Throat Spray
Tin Foil

Tool Boxes
Tomatoes
Tomato Sauce
Tours
Trains
Transit Service

Tree Spray
Trust Service

Tucson, Arizona

Tuna Fish

L'nderwear

Vanishing Cream
Vegetable

Shortening

Vermicelli

Walnuts
Water Heaters
Washing Machines
Washing Machine
Soap

Weight Boxes
Wheel Discs

Wicks

Yosemite Park

New York

Chicago

Cleveland

Los Angeles

Seattle

'fl/ Montreal

Denver

Toronto

San Francisco
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Alert Marketing in the

Industrial Field
By Melvin T. Copeland

ALERTNESS in marketing mani-

/\ fests itself first in a compre-
X^M-hension of the market to be

served. It manifests itself secondly

in an understanding of the motives
which induce users or consumers to

buy a particular product or to pat-

ronize a particular

firm. Its third mani-
festation appears in

the adaptation of the

product or service to

the requirements of

the market. Then
follow the selection of

channels of distribu-

tion, the setting up of

an effective market-
ing organization, the

recognition of re-

sponsibility for guid-
I ing and aiding sales-

I men, the formulation
of plans for sales pro-

motion and advertis-

ing—if the product is

advertisable—the de-

termining of brand
and trade-mark poli-

cies, and finally the

adoption of price policies which not
only will assure a profitable return
Ito the business, but aid actively in

fsales promotion as well.

"Goods well made are half-sold,"

to paraphrase an old adage; but the
selling is fully as important as the
making. Profits can be reaped only

when the marketing of the goods is

completed and when it is done effec-

tively. These statements hold as

truly for industrial goods as for con-

sumers' goods.

The importance of marketing ef-

forts to the prosperity of an indi-

vidual business is indicated by the

basic position which sales estimates

occupy in a company's budget. Dur-
ing the last ten years, various types

of businesses have made a good deal

of progress in the budgeting of their

operations. The purpose of a budget
is to facilitate control of purchases.

inventories, and operating costs.

This the budget does by serving as

a thoroughly coordinated plan with
which actual performance can be
checked. In the preparation of a
budget, the proper starting point is

an estimate of sales. Sales are the

least controllable fac-

tor in the budget and
furnish the most use-

ful guide in controll-

ing purchases, inven-

tories, and operating
expenses. For bud-
geting purposes, sales

must be estimated,

and the amount of

sales which a com-
pany can expect to

secure is largely con-

trolled by the market-
ing methods used.

A business can jus-

tify its existence only

by producing an ar-

ticle or by rendering
a service which others

wish to buy. From a
practical standpoint,

a man engaged in

manufacturing, for instance, cannot
expect to succeed if he undertakes to

produce merely those things which
he likes to produce in the way he
likes to produce them. To operate
a real business enterprise, he must
carry on production, not to please

himself, but to please his potential

n\rln;: Galloway
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customers. Unless he does please

them, he cannot hope to hold their

patronage. Inasmuch as competition

is pressing in most industries, a

manufacturer, to succeed, must be

alert to sense what the market re-

quires.

Within the last two years, because

of insensitiveness to changing mar-
ket requirements, a company which
manufactures pumps faced a

crisis which has necessitated

a complete reorganization of

its marketing program. This

company, which is of medium
size, had a strong reputation

at one time for the production

of pumps of the duplex and
triplex types. Then the cen-

trifugal pump came upon the

market and was taken up by
competitors who were alert to

market conditions, and those

competitors cut into the com-
pany's sales. The company
struggled for nearly ten years

to hold business by methods
that were becoming more and
more costly and which were
not productive.

Now, however, the company
is modernizing its line of

pumps, eliminating many of

the irregular types and sizes

which it had been making in

job lots, and is guiding its

program by a careful market-
ing study. The company had
attributed its difficulties to its

production methods, whereas
the real fault lay with its

failure to comprehend the re-

quirements of its market and
to adopt a suitable merchan-
dising and selling program.
The new plan which is being
introduced already has en-

abled the company to reduce
its inventory one-third, and it

is clearly evident that the
company will be able to re-

duce its manufacturing costs

and also to increase its sales

volume.

activities. Among those who re-

main in business, however, a trans-

formation in point of view similar to

that experienced by the pump manu-
facturer is gradually occurring.

This is true both in the field of con-

sumers' goods and in the field of

industrial marketing. In the textile

industry, to cite one of many ex-

amples, a few companies are begin-

THE experience of this

pump manufacturing com-
pany, forced by vicissitude to

take a new approach to its

operating problems, is not un-
common. Prior to this change
of attitude the company had been
governed largely by what it desired

to make and by tradition rather than
by an understanding of what its

potential customers desired. In nu-
merous instances, furthermore,
manufacturers are still operating as

traders, order takers, or job pro-

ducers, without careful and sys-

tematic planning of their marketing

MELVIN T. COPELAND. Professor of Market-
ing of the Harvard Business School, is widely

recognized as an authority in the complex field of

business. The accompanying is the first of a series

of twelve articles upon the various phases of in-

dustrial marketing which give to this intricate

subject the most comprehensive treatment it has
ever received in print. Tliese will run in consecu-
tive issues of Advertising and Selling for the next
six months.
The following brief record will serve further to

identify Professor Copeland, although his standing
is already well known:

Graduate of- Bowdoin College, Class of 1906.

A.M. 1907, and Ph.D., 1910, Harvard. Member of

the faculty of the Harvard Business School since

1912. Professor of Marketing since 1919. Consult-
ing economist for several large companies. Direc-

tor of the Harvard Bureau of Business Research,
1916-1926. During that time suiJerintended studies

of the cost of doing business in various retail and
wholesale trades and also special studies, such as

international comparison of cotton cloth prices and
distribution of textiles. 1917-18, Executive Secre-

tary, Conservation Division, War Industries Board,
which developed the program of industrial simpli-

fication for aiding industry in meeting war-time
conditions. Author, The Cotton Manufacturing
Industry of the United States, Business Statistics,

Principles of Merchandising, Problems in Market-
ing, Editor of Volume III, Harvard Business Re-
ports. Author of numerous articles published in

professional and trade journals. Chairman of the

Jury on the Bok Awards, 1925-27.

ning to manifest alertness in mar-
keting; others will be forced to

follow their example.
In arriving at an understanding

of his market, it is necessary for a

manufacturer to ascertain just where
his particular market lies, what the

requirements of each segment of the

market are, what its limitations are,

and where latent demand exists. A

good example of success in the loca-

tion of a potential market is fur-

nished by the experience of a

company which was manufacturing
a variety of industrial products. As
a result of careful study of the op-

portunities for selling products of

the general type that it was making,
the company decided that its best

markets lay among public utility

companies and mining com-
panies. Accordingly, the com-
pany is specializing on five

classes of products which can
be sold in those markets. This
company is more prosperous
than some of its competitors
which are following a pro-

miscuous marketing program.

ANOTHER example of the

^discovery of limitations to

a market is furnished by the

Standard Conveyor Company.
In an article published in Sys-

tem in November, 1926, Mr.
H. L. Donahower, president of

that company, stated that, un-

til within a year of the time

when he was writing, his com-
pany maintained a list of over

120,000 prospective customers.

When the sales promotion
manager of the company be-

]

gan to examine this list, he i

concluded that many of the so-

called prospects were not op-

erating on a large enough
scale to require use of elabo-

rate conveyor installations.

As a result of the sales pro-

motion manager's analysis,

which extended over about a

year's time, the company re-

duced the prospective cus-

tomers on its list from over

120,000 to 39,000. This de-

termination of the limitations

of the potential market un-
doubtedly was of great assis-

tance to the company in

laying out an effective mar-
keting program and in avoid-

ing wasteful sales effort.

The third example to be

cited is that of a small new-
comer in the ventilating fan
business who was able to gain

advantage over several large J
competitors through compre- ^
hension of market possibilities

and limitations. This company, some
years ago, began to manufacture i

mining equipment, including among
other products ventilating fans for :

coal mines. The company gave spe-

cial attention to the marketing of the '

fans, adjusting its product with care

to the requirements of the coal min-
ing companies and telling those com-
panies about the product in their i

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 64]
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Cigarette Advertising Blazes

the New Trail

By Kenneth M. Goode

TO keep the United States happy
takes 90.000.000,000 cigarettes

a year. Through trood times

and bad the industry grows about

ten per cent a year. This is more
than twice the normal increase of the

average business. To make real

profits, a popular fifteen-cent ciga-

rette must sell about 15,000.000.000

a year. Since the retail price of

cigarettes runs but a little under a

cent apiece, the $900,000,000 mar-
ket offers advertising a magnificent

field.

Now remember that cigarettes are

about the only article in which

brands are practically indistinguish-

able except by the maker's mark. At
the same time, paradoxically, ciga-

rettes are practically the only article

universally asked for by name. Add
also the fact that popular taste in

cigarettes seems to sw^ing in fickle

fashion every five years, apparently

regardless of merit or promotion
men. Keep all this in mind, and
you will begin to appreciate the set-

ting of the great cigarette "war"
everyone is talking about.

Even then you will still have to

consider what might be called the

political situation. George J. Whal-

world has ever seen. Add the Loril-

lard Company's courageous resolve

to buy itself a market for a popular

fifteen-cent brand, absolutely regard-

less of cost. Add the Union Tobacco
Company's response with an entire-

ly new cigarette "radically different

Luckies First

for Flavor and Goodness
Then note the verdict of 11,105* doctors

IB quality ttui Mano Chamiee. Rotcno Eaulon. Marw

Wdlam Hodfs. sfld oUm> bntoui iincCTi, acl

public tpvkfln have found thai make* LUCKY STRIKES ddllchl-

hil and of no pebble injury Id (haU volcci ?

For (heiniwcT welurnm] lomedKaJ men and aaked them thuquouon

n.105 doctora answered this queaOon 'YES"

Old Gold
The Smoother and Better Cigarette

— not a cough in a carload

en, with his United Cigar Store
chain, and D. A. Schulte, with his

own stores and his far reaching mer-
chandising interests, join to make
the greatest tobacco combination the

from present day blends." And
finally picture for yourself all the

chain grocery stores, from A. & P.

down, selling fifteen-cent cigarettes

at two packs for a quarter.

In the old days when an editor was

mightier than the circulation man,

George Horace Lorimer used to take

great pride in keeping away from all

other editors. They, he said, were

meeting at lunch—and editing maga-

zines for each other. He wanted
to be free to edit the Sntitrdaij Eve-

ning Post for the man who wouldn't

recognize an editorial coup if he met
it on Main Street.

Much the same situation lasted for

years in cigarette advertising. The
gigantic selling was largely concen-

trated in the hands of half a dozen

exceptionally strong men. They
were primarily practical tobacco

men. Where .selling occujjied their

minds at all, it was in terms of stores

—stores were the natural dynamos
to pump tobacco into the people's

pockets. Store windows, naturally,

liecame the inspiration for all the

early tobacco promotion. Small

wonder then that cigarette advertis-

ing gradually developed a technique

all its own. Even the newspapers

echoed the influence of the window
display. And everywhere was seen

the mould of the lithographer and

billboard artist.

The copy, too, developed qualities

that reflected the tobacco barons

themselves. It seldom stooped to

wheedle or coax or even to persuade.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 76]

^^ince Eve raised Cain with Adam
' •<

; does have been man's best

friend. But nobody loves a dog

only because he doesn't bite jL

and nobody smokes a cigarct«

^j^ merely to avoid a cough...

^ Barking Dog Ggarettes are

friendly to your throat — but

they're master-blended for people

who smoke for pleasure Mr

BARKING DOG^
C IGARETTES

Ihet/ NeverBite/
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Six Principles for Appropriating

Advertising Funds
With Special Application to Industrial and Association Advertising

By Malcolm McGhie
Principle 1. Appropriate for

Advertising—As a Legitimate
Current Sales Expense or as

an Investment in Future Sales

OUND advertising does

one (and usually both) of

two things:

Affects current sales (either
through increasing sales volume or
decreasing sales cost.)

Consolidates future sales by con-
solidating recognition and good
will.

s

Apparently these simple

functions are not as well un-

derstood as they should be.

When appropriations are

made, it is surprising in what
ways advertising is sometimes
considered as an expense; for

example

—

as a charge against "net available
for dividends after taxes"

as admission to the "band wagon"
as charity
as personal display
as a luxury, and so on

Nobody ever questions
transportation o f finished

goods, or insurance of goods
in transit, as regular operat-

ing expenses, nor salesmen's
salaries as regular sales ex-

penses. Yet when it comes
to advertising, they set up the

expense as something differ-

ent, although actually it is

usually used to do some of the
work formerly done by sales- =^=
men.
When advertising is planned for

effect on current sales, set it up
as a current sales expense and ex-

pect current sales returns. Where
it is planned for investment in

future sales, appropriate the funds
and expect the returns on an in- of first setting aside a sum and later

vestment basis. Until the advertiser
determines to appropriate for ad-
vertising in this way, and gets these
results from his expenditure, he is

not really ready to advertise.

fives are obviously ruled out.

Practical objectives can al-

ways be drafted. They can be

founded on reasonable expec-

tancy in the light of past sales

volume, business conditions,

or the "feel" of the market.

Or they can be worked out

more thoroughly by study of

each market, past volume in

that market, recent and prob-

able growth, possible volume
which could be reached

through a given effort, and so

on. When an objective is set

in this way, it should natur-

ally be checked for its prac-

ticability, against special com-

petitive situations, fundamen-

tal market changes, sectional

slumps, etc.

The following are the types

of objective usually set. Dif-

ferent objectives often occur

in different markets, and the

final objective may combine

a number of those listed

:

To increase sales volume by a
certain percentage.
To decrease sales cost by a cer-

;

tain percentage.
To purchase a desired number of

inquiries or sales.
To add a desired number of new

customers or distributors.
To dispose of a given inventory.
To gain a certain degree of recog-

nition. To establish new products.
;

^^^ These objectives can all be

expressed in figures, and at

it can generally be traced to an at- the end of the year the results can

titude of "so much per cent, how shall also be measured in figures. To com-

we spend it?" While most men who pare the results with the original

are at all familiar with advertising objective provides figures and exper-

principles rarely go to this excess, ience upon which to base future ob-

the unfortunate psychological effect jectives and appropriations.

Editor's Note

THE accompanying article by Mr. McGhie
was presented as a paper at the annual

meeting of American Trade Association Execu-
tives. Mr. McGhie is a member of the market-
ing counsellor's staff of the McGraw-Hill Pub-
lishing Company. The essence of the paper can
be expressed in the six key paragraphs found
below:
"The appropriation should be built around

the following six principles:"

1. Advertising expenditure should always be appropri-
ated either as legitimate current sales expense, or as

an investment in future business—or as a combination
of both.

2. The appropriation should always be founded on tlie

kind and amount of advertising necessary to accom-
plish certain objectives. Past figures and experience
can well be used as guides or checks, but sliould not
be the underlying control of the appropriation.

3. If the minimum expenditure required to accomplish
the set objective is loo large a sum, trim tlie appro-
priation by trimming the olijective. rather than fjy

aiming at the original objective with inadequate effort.

4. Budget llie appropriation carefully for all legitimate

advertising expenditure. Hold the advertising account
as sacred as any other account. The budget may in-

clude sub-appropriations for separate departments.

5. Plan the appropriation as far as possible on long-term
objectives, with intelligent provision for flexibility to

meet clianging conditions.

6. Where possible, and where circumstances demand,
budget a reserve for contingencies or unforeseen spe-

cial effort, tlie needs for which arise between fiscal

dates.

planning what to do with it is con-

siderable. This backward approach
usually appropriates either too much
or too little — rarely the right

amount. Set the appropriation to

pay for the job to be done. If it is

necessary to trim the appropriation,

first trim the job, but keep the same
Advertising money spent for the amount of advertising per "unit of

spending is usually grossly inefficient, objective."

Where waste exists in advertising The Objective. Impractical objec-

Principle 2. Appropriate to Reach
Specific Objectives

Some objectives are abstract. They

must be set and measured by judg-

ment, in abstract terms. But they

are none the less practical. For ex-

ample.

To lick certain resistances.
Tn correct false impressions.
To form or correct bu.ving habits.
To clothe an organization or sales force

with a definite personality.
To build prestige and confidence.

The Plan and the Appropna-
tion. With a practical objective

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 881
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How ShallWe Put More Pull Into

Our Advertising for 1928?
By Ray Giles

ABOUT this time of the

year the big shove be-

Lgins. Plans are hiid for

the year ahead. The proofs

of expiring 1927 are tacked to

the bulletin board. We all

gather around, roll up our

sleeves, polish our spectacles,

sharpen up the pencils, fish

out yellow pads, and go

through the various other

preliminaries to settling down
to sober thought about copy

plans for 1928.

If the advertising man has

New Year's resolutions to

make, now is the time. Janu-

ary will be very much too

late.

But getting back to those

1027 proofs. They are not so

l)ad, to be sure; but are they,

after all, any too good? Of
inurse the best advertisement
in the world looks pretty sad
til the creative group that la-

bored over it, threw out prelimina-

ries, revised the first acceptable

draft, re-wrote it into a text that re-

I t'ived approval. For an advertise-

ment runs much the same course as

an amateur theatrical performance.
I!y the time the dress rehearsal is

I lached and the one irrevocable per-

I'lrmance ready to put before the

public, the whole affair has gone
^tale to those who participate. The.v

liave .seen it too much and too often.

The recollection of its crude begin-
nings is still too active in their

iiemories. The struggle for polish

md apparent spontaneity has been
• 1 great that they are sure the per-

Virmance lumbers along too clumsily

even get by.

And so it is with the advertise-

Inents of 1927. We saw the rough
preliminary sketches and copy, the

econd to tenth revisions, the finals,

he finished art, the proofs in type
.nd then the advertisements as they
ame out in the magazines and news-
lapers. Now we look at the product
nd wonder how on earth we worked
p high blood pressure over such
tuff one short year ago! Well, may-
e we can redeem ourselves in 1928.

But another thing comes up. Per-

haps the business hasn't shown such

spectacular advances. And some
one voices the hope of all present

when he says, "How can we get more
pull from our advertising for 1928?"

So it seems timely to put down some
of the reasons why advertising fails

to pull as hard as it might. And to

make this article helpful I am as-

suming that these may be some of

the most serious defects that are

found in advertisement writing. We
are looking here at copy technique

only, not at such factors as competi-

tive disadvantages in the goods, mar-
keting short-comings, poorly chosen

mediums or other reasons for copy

failure which lie outside of the copy

itself.

AS we sit about exchanging ideas

^and comments, several doubts

have come into my mind. I will raise

them one by one in the hope that

they will help you as much as they

helped me.
Did ive really appeal to the read-

er's otvn selfish interest iv himself?

That's my first question. One of the

best copy writers I have ever known

was a man who helped me a
great deal when I was trying
to break in. His simple for-

mula was summed up in the
injunction to remember that
everyone is selfish. We all

know that isn't entirely true-

but for practical purposes we
ought to feel that way when
we sit down to write those

advertisements for 1928. Even
the philanthropist has his off

days when the serpent of self-

ishness claws at his bosom.
Let's not run the risk of

catching him on an off day
with some copy built to sat-

isfy our own selfishness in-

stead of his.

Quite seriously, though,
there is a vast amount of ad-

vertising that calmly assumes
that people read ads just for

the fun of it. The headlines

never reach out to the selfish

interests of the reader. Some-
times, even, a big display name of

the product tops off the copy with
no heading at all. Only last night a

cigarette advertisement appeared
with a significant and effective mes-
sage. But there was no headline that

baited us to read—only a huge name
of the cigarette on top with a gen-

era] boast in a headline beneath.

The appeal to the reader's self inter-

est was nicely buried in smaller type

beneath.

And so it is with many of us. We
fail to appeal to basic wants not
quite sure as to which want we can
appeal to most effectively. We fail to

test out appeals in personal sales-

manship before attempting to make
them sell in print. Let's remember
the other fellow's selfishness for 1928.

Next

—

"Did we really pass out in-

formation of real value?" Was there

a paragraph of real news in our half-

page of copy? Was there some odd
fact that repaid him for reading it?

Was there new light on old facts?

Was there something so interesting

that he remembered it even if he
was not at the moment in the mar-
ket for what we had to sell? Ex-
amples: A tool manufacturer offers
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a plan for making a work bench.

You are interested in that, even

though you may not soon need more
tools. Or a shortening advertise-

ment gives pointers on making pie

which arrest you even if you are

wedded to a rival product.

Then we might ask, "Were we
over-reaching in telling the reader

what he should do?" Did we tell

him to "insist on X ; accept no

substitutes"? Now, really, life is

too short to go out fighting one mer-
chant after another.

Did we attempt to sell him too big

a package at the start? Advertise-

ments have been known to attempt

that. Did we lose out through that

over-reaching claim that "a woman
is no more beautiful than her hair"

(Put a horse-hair wig on Miss Amer-
ica and she will still be something
to look at!) or "a car is no better

than its steering gear"? as though
there weren't times when brake lin-

ing was all-in-all

!

And perhaps I am wondering

—

"Did ive look too obviously like ad-

vertisers?" Did we smash the eye

with stud-horse type? Did we put

artificial enthusiasm into the mouths
of grinning faces? Did we shovel in

the outworn cliches of Adland such

as "Buy today and use tomorrow"?

"Another epoch-making achievement
in making X "? For 1928, let's

remember that the public is getting

so sophisticated about advertising

that it almost makes you shudder
just to think of it.

"Did we omit necessary pictures

and descriptions of product?" In al-

most any group of miscellaneous ad-

vertisements you can find some that

leave too much to the imagination.

For example, haven't you seen un-

derwear copy that really didn't tell

you how it felt and what the weight
was? Haven't you seen sealed pack-

ages of commodities when the con-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 48]

The Most Momentous Question

Facing Our Business Today:
"What Are We Going to Do to Stem the Rising

Tide of Exaggeration in Advertising?"

By R, L, Hurst
Vice-President, George Batten Corporation, Chicago

THE more one studies the pre-

vailing tendency toward exag-

geration in advertising, the

more convinced he becomes that it is

by far the most momentous question

to all advertising interests.

Advertisers, publishers and agents

are common stockholders in the pub-

lic's belief in advertising, and when
that belief is shaken or confidence in

the truth of advertising statements

is impaired, all advertising interests

lose through the decrease in adver-

tising efficiency.

There isn't any question about the

fact that the trend toward exaggera-
tion is costing advertisers more mil-

lions of dollars each year in round,

hard currency. This is, of course,

the result of competition. Adver-
tisers and agencies strain in the

effort to create interest. With some
it becomes a regular practice. A
statement was recently made by a

so-called advertising man to one of

our clients that "exaggeration is the

life of advertising."

It would be a very bad thing if

many men in advertising held this

point of view, but it would seem that

more and more are drifting in that

way. On the billboards Camel is

proclaiming that Camel advertising

tells the truth.

In a recent advertisement in The
Saturday Evening Post, the U. S.

Rubber Company said that "these

statements are facts, not advertising

copy." To anyone who reads that,

it must be clear that the U. S.

Rubber Company indicts the general

truth of advertising statements.

The publishers tell me that their

censorship difficulties are rapidly

mounting and in many cases are

quite out of hand. Let business have
another slump and in the high-pres-

sure anxiety to get immediate sales,

you will see further increase in ex-

aggeration in advei'tising.

The only way to curb this tendency

is by education. It must be pointed

out to all of the stockholders in ad-

vertising good will that the efl'ect of

exaggeration may eventually weaken
the most powerful leverage they now
have against competition. It could

lead to a legislative curb. It exposes

the whole advertising business to

action on the part of Congress and
legislators, to proposals of wide-eyed
dreamers of the inauguration of a

Will Hays in the advertising business

and to continued increase in the dis-

count with which the public reads

advertising statements.

I have heard men say that since

the public is going to discount the

statement anyway, it should be made
stronger so that its actual effect may
be more nearly that which is de-

served. Taking all factors into con-

sideration, it is high time that an

alarm bo sounded. While but a small

part of the advertising body is in-

fected, let us remember that this

infection is more than a "gray

spectre." It is a process of rot,

actually in effect at the heart of our

business.

Each advertising meeting is an op-

portunity for clarifying discussion.

Each convention may well deal with

the fallaciousness of over-statement.

Each publication may devote con-

tinuous attention to the subject, call-

ing upon a variety of contributors

for a variety of viewpoints. Through
such education, through placing this

vital subject in the center of the ad-

vertising forum, exaggeration will

decrease and such practices will be

held beyond the pale. The combina-

tion of authoritative factors would

accomplish the reform most needed

in advertising practice.
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Marketing By Zones
By H. A. Haring

IN
a previous article it was main-

tained that "every smokestack is

a potential advertiser." When,
however, the owner of the smoke-
stack befe'ins to think of advertising

as standing, in the organization

chart over his desk, at a par with
his sales force, he is plunged into

new terrors.

The unadvertised product is sold

where cu.stomers can be found. If

marketed through others than the

maker himself (jobbers, chains, or

mail-order), the manufacturer often

does not know what are the ultimate
outlets into consumption. An Akron
tire maker, as an illustration, was
selling a third of all his output in

Te.xas and almost nothing in Ohio.
The original promoter of the com-
pany, and its first president, had a
flair for Texas and Oklahoma. He
knew that country well and had
found it easier to establish jobbing
connections in this distant market.
It remained for a successor to ferret

out the fact that the tires were be-

ing re-jobbed in Chicago and were
actually being used
within Ohio in large

numbers.
If the manufac-

turer has nation-wide
distribution, his ad-

vertising program is

set for him. The re-

maining problem is

that of manner of

attack; that is, what
media to use. Even
for the smokestack ^.

without national dis-

t r i b u t i n , first

thoughts are apt to

be of "national" ad-

vertising coverage.
Every business man
knows of the smash-
ing successes where
an unknown product
has suddenly been
marketed through
daring methods so as
to make a million in

the first year. This
wild conception as to

the immediate re-

turns of national ad-
vertising requires
pruning to an extent
that agencies and so-

licitors never guess. Next to the

idea of being "too small to adver-

tise" the most current belief of non-

advertisers (at least among those

personally encountered) is some-
thing of this sort: "If some one
would loan me the money to push
this thing, I could do what Gillette

and Wrigley did."

Misconceptions of this sort abound
behind desks down there by the

smokestacks. Yet it is to the solicit-

ors for national advertising that we
owe much of the nation-wide vision

of our market. The general publica-

tions cover this country with their

space solicitors. These men are

"selling" advertising ideas on a

nation-wide basis. They are creative

salesmen of advertising, and with it

of national distribution. Possibly a

bank president of Pittsburgh, in a

luncheon talk, hit off this thought as

squarely as any could do:

"I can name a dozen manufac-
turers, doing business with our bank,

who never thought of national dis-

tribution until some energetic so- pate. There

IQ BROWN BBOn.

THE small factory' is often decisively ruined or obscurely

stagnant because of a misconception tliat is all too common:
the management feels that advertising must be national or noth-

ing. Yet there exists for it a system indicated by Mr. Haring by
which markets can be found, developed, and efficiently made use

of in a way whose essential logic assures satisfactory results

^-^

licitor tried to sign them up for

national advertising. Until that day
they had gone on making goods and
selling them where they could. Th,"

solicitor wakened up their slumber-

ing habits. A lot of them never will

do national advertising, but every

one of them knows there is such a

thing as an American market that

is bigger than the Pittsburgh dis-

trict."

When such a manufacturer as Mr.

Atwater Kent determined, in 1922,

to expand his radio making, it was
possible to launch a campaign of na-

tional advertising. His resources,

his aggressiveness, his reputation

for quality products and his experi-

ence in kindred lines were an as-

surance of success. Beyond all these

qualities, he already possessed out-

lets of distribution at all centers.

Hence, with a previous radio output

of but a few thousand sets, he was
yet justified in expending hundreds
of thousands for advertising. The
results were as one would antici-

never was the least

question as to the

outcome.

Mr. Kent is typical

of the rare few.

More typical of

the ordinary concern

was a factory which
in 1924 faced a

dilemma. This com-
pany made winter-

fronts for automo-
biles. Their product

was good. To perfect

machinery for fabri-

cation had taken four

months longer than

schedule; to get their

plant into production

had run them well

into August. Both
delays had eaten into

their capital of $50,-

000. which had, how-
ever, been augmented
by borrowing another

$25,000. They knew
no way to market
their product in the

short season ahead,

other than through
national copy. What
was their awakening
may be visualized

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 911
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My Life in Advertising—^X.

Puffed Grains and Quaker Oats
By Claude C. Hopkins

ONE of my greatest successes

came about through advertis-

ing puffed wheat and puffed

rice. And it came about in this way:
Mr. H. P. Crowell, the president

of The Quaker Oats Co., was a friend

of an old associate of mine. That
associate urged Mr. Crowell to learn

what I could do to help him. So one

day Mr. Crowell called me to his

office and said something like this:

"We have our long-established ad-

vertising connections, and they are

satisfactory. But we have many
lines not advertised. If you can find

one which offers opportunity, we will

experiment with you. We will spend

$50,000 or more to prove out your
ideas."

I looked over the line and I found
two appealing products. One was
called Puffed Rice, the other, Wheat
Berries. The rice was selling at ten

cents then, and the wheat was ad-

vertised at seven cents. The sales

had been declining. The makers
were convinced that the products

could not succeed.

I selected those products because
of their unique appeals. I urged
them to change the name of Wheat
Berries to Puffed Wheat so that we
could advertise the two puffed grains

together. I asked them to change
prices, so that Puffed Rice sold at

fifteen cents and Puffed Wheat at ten

cents. This added an average of

$1.25 per case to their billing price.

That e.xtra gave us an advertising

appropriation. I was sure that extra

price would not reduce the sale, in

view of our advertising efforts. And
it gave us a fund to develop new
users.

I went to the plants where these

puffed grains were made. Professor
A. P. Anderson, the inventor of

puffed grains, accompanied me.
During nights on the train and days
in the factories, we studied the pos-

sibilities.

I learned the reason for pufling.

It exploded every food cell. I proved
that it multiplied the grains to eight

times normal size. It made every
atom available as food.

I watched the process, where the

grains were shot from guns. And I

coined the phrase, "Foods shot from
guns."

That idea aroused ridicule. One
of the greatest advertisers in the

country wrote an article about it in

Printers' Ink. He said that of all

the follies evolved in food advertis-

ing, this certainly was the worst.

The idea of appealing to women on a

"Food shot from guns" was the

theory of an imbecile.

But that theory proved attractive.

It aroused curiosity. And that is

the greatest incentive we know in

dealing with human nature.

THE theories behind this puffed

grain campaign are worthy of

deep consideration, for it proved it-

self the most successful campaign
ever conducted on cereals. It made
Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice the

largest money-earners in the field of

breakfast foods.

First, I established a personality

:

Prof. A. P. Anderson. I have al-

ways done that wherever possible.

Personalities appeal, while soulless

corporations do not. Make a man
famous, and you make his creation

famous. All of us love to study men
and their accomplishments.
Then in every ad I pictured these

grains eight times normal size. I

made people want to see them.
I told the reason for the puffing.

In every grain we created 125,000,-

000 steam explosions—one for every
food cell. Thus all the elements were
fitted for digestion. I combined

every inducement, every appeal which
these food products might offer.

Puffed grains had been advertised

for years, and with increasing dis-

appointment ; advertised as one of

countless cereal foods. Nothing was
cited to give them particular inter-

est or distinction. The new methods
made them unique. They aroused

curiosity. No one could read a puffed

grain advertisement without wish-

ing to see those grains. And the

test won constant users.

Then we distributed millions of

samples promiscuously. The sam-
ples themselves did not win many
users. We had to first establish an
interest, a respect.

So we stopped giving samples to

uninterested people. Nobody gains

much in that way. Then we pub-
lished ads in tens of millions of

magazines, each with a coupon good
at any grocery store for a package
of Puffed Wheat or Puffed Rice. The
people first read our story. If they

cut out the coupon, it was because
our story had interested. Those peo-

ple welcomed the package, and they

found what they looked for in it.

That is so in all sampling.

We learned much from another ex-

periment. We published tens of mil-

lions of ads which offered Puffed

Wheat free to anyone who bought
Puffed Rice. The offer was ineffec-

tive, as all such offers are. It meant
simply a price reduction. It is just

as hard to sell at a half-price as a

full price to people not converted.

All our millions of ads along those

lines bi-ought us very few new users.

So advertisers always find it. A
coupon good for half the price is

very small inducement. A coupon
which requires ten cents for a sam-
ple appeals to a small percentage.

Remember that you are the seller.

You are trying to win customers.
Then make a trial easy to the peopi

whom you interest. Don't ask them
to pay for your efforts to sell them.
Economy on this point multiplies

the cost of selling. Inquiries for free

samples may cost twenty-five cents

each. Ask ten cents for the sample,

and the inquiries may cost you $1.25

or more. To gain that ten cents, you
may be losing one dollar. And you

may start only one-fifth as many

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 56]
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the so-called modern technique

in current advertising

is;

i/^

^^

The artist: Lionel S.

Reiss

The client: Paramount
Pictures

The agency: Hanff-
Metzger, In*.

"McCall Street" by Hugh Ferris. George Batten Company

A new technique devised by Samuel Da-vis Otis. Rogers, Lunt
and Bowlen Company, client. Calkins & Holden, Inc.
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Drawn by Vladimar Bobriteky. Courtesy of
Steinway & Sons and N. W. Ayer & Son

Polly Hill, artist; A. Jaeckel & Co. client;

Michaels & Heath, Inc. advertising agents

Trademark for Wyko Projector Company by
Lucian Bernhard

Border illustration drawn by Chappell for The '

Drake, New York. Uuber Hoge, Inc., advertising ",

agents ^
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One of the extreme moderns. Drawn by Jacques
Darcy for Saks-Fifth Avenue, New York
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A Literary Guild page. Drawing by Bobritsky.
Agents Reimera & Oebom, Inc.

Illustration by Witold Gordon for Cbeney
Brotbere. Csdkins & Holden, Inc., agents
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Weber a/T^ Heilbroner

A fuU page newspaper advertisement by Zero. At

right a theatre program by Bernhard

WBAF WT»»I WOAT
WCAE VOC WBC BSD
V]*H WSAI VEGI
W"J *GY «KAQ
Wn-WLIT

Tbe Impolte that lead* man lo boy Bom4
Watch is Ihe Bune as that which leads him lo

buy a hnc aoiomobUe.

Be acknowledgea that ''approxiiBalely the right

time" is uBuaUy all he wanl*, jwat as 30 or 40

miles per hour la all he nenally asks of his ear.

But there are occasions when he has lo know the ex-

act time, with hair-splitting accuracy, just as he ot«a*

sionally has to get a thunderboU response out of his car.

The Howard Watch has been carried by three genera-

tions of American men becouse of its extreme precision.

The making and adjusting of a single HowardWalch ukca

jost about twelve monlfaH-a year of the roost deUcate

workmaiuhip. The easing of each Howard is a work of ari.

As a conscqurncc. the Howard Ukc the 6nc car has anolher

ttnction for every man of la.lc and Bubslnoce. It is not

eommoD bwrause it cannot be cheap. There is no such UiinB

as a low priced Howard wsteh-as everybody knows. Sixty

doUars seetns lo be the leasl at which such workmanship cao

be sold. I8D*I it distinctly worth whUe lo secure a watch in

which yon can lake soch pride and place inch eonfideiwelTHEHOWARD
WATCH
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Frank Trufax's Letters

to His Salesmen
By A. Jos. Newman

General Sales Manager. Baynk Cigars. Ine.. Pliiladelphia

Analyze Your Territory

To My Salesmen

:

"Mr. Trufax, I cover five

counties and when I say

•cover,' I mean COVER. You
say you want me to get 50

additional customers. Well,

with all respect to you, Mr.

Trufax, it can't be done." So
said one of you boys the other

day when we were talking

about increasing our volume
of business.

I go along with S. M. Vauc-
lain's (President of Baldwin
Loi-omotive Works) ideas of

building business—he says,

"The secret of selling is not

altogether getting bigger
orders so much so as in get-

ting more customers." ^^=
Well, to be absolutely fair,

I'll grant it's easy enough to say we
want "more customers" but first we
must ascertain if it is possible to get

more customers.

How can this be determined?
There must be some basis of figuring

and surely we need not depend upon
mere guessing to find out if in any
territory more customers can be

secured.

You take N. A. Daze, the sales-

man I was talking to for instance.

He was sincere in saying "it can't

be done," but how does he know?
What knowledge has he actually got

as to the potential customers in his

territory and on what basis does he

compute? Just to illustrate, I asked

.him what was the population of

Easton, one of the good towns in his

territory.

He said, "Around about 18,000."

Population is 32.000.

I asked him, "How many cigar

outlets in a town about the size of

Easton?" He parried
—

"Well, some
towns about the size of Easton would

Editor''s Note

WE publi!<li herewith two more of the letters

wrillcii by A. Joseph Newman under the

name of Frank Trufax. Frank
iniagjinary distributor wlio write

Trufax is an

to his sales-

men every now and then on .subjects of vital

interest. Each letter treats a real problem in

the daily work of the jobber's salesman and
does nmch to remove some of the kinks of the
distribution problem. In the two letters pub-
lished here Mr. Trufax gives his views on the
following questions:

"Does a salesman really need guess how many
potential customers of his product are in his

territory':" And furthermore, need he endeavor
to figure without facts the possible sales of his

pro<luct in his territory?"

That is, a town or territory

of 20,000 population has a
minimum of eighty places
selling cigars. A town or
territory of 100,000 popula-
tion has 400 places selling

cigars and so on. Some sec-

tions of the country have a
higher average than four to a
1000—some have as high as

eight to a 1000, but you can
bank on a minimum of four to

a 1000 in any territory.

Now, take your own terri-

tory. How many customers
have yo7i? What is population

many

on vital matters of this kind and yet

we can get real concrete dope on the

number of potential customers in any
territory.

Let me analyze N. A. Daze's terri-

tory for you and you can follow

through and get the same data on
your own stamping grounds.

Daze has five counties for us. He
has 290 customers. We want fifty

more and Daze has time to get 'em

and hold 'em without skimping his

r.resent bread-earners. Now the

point is—is it possible to actually

get fifty more? All right—let's go.

The population of Daze's five coun-

ties is 130,000. In that population,

there are at least 520 outlets for

cigars. At least 520. We have 290

and a straight possibility of securing

230 more. Out of the 230 we are

not selling, can Daze get fifty? I'll

say he can and so said he when we
tackled the subject with facts in-

stead of fiction.

I hear you say^ 'Fine, Mr. Tru-

fax, but where do you get that eye-

have more than other towns the same opener that there are 520 outlets for

size and some towns would have less." cigars in a population of 130,000?" consumed annually?"

of territory? How
should you have?

Maybe, you have lall the

customers you should have

—

maybe, you haven't. Why not
find out? Say, facts show you
possibility of 200 more. Dis-

count the 200. Cut out a certain

number to eliminate the undesirable

accounts you wouldn't want for a

gift—cut out so many more for other

sane reasons and then you'll have
so many that you can get and then

go get 'em. You'll find it a hel-

uvacite easier to do that which you
KNOW can be done than to give a

tussle to that which you think
MIGHT be done.

While I was writing this so-called

sales letter, Billy Keepatem bounced
in the office to ask—"How many
cigars can be sold in my territory?"

That's another good question, Billy,

and the answer need not be a guess.

How many of you are interested

in that question? Drop me a line,

please. Best regards, boys.

Yours, factfully,

Frank Trufax.

No Guesswork

To My Salesmen:

"In a territory of, say, a million

population, how many cigars are

He sure was on thick ice in that

answer.

You see, boys, what I am getting

at is that most always we "guess"

On statistics just as accurate as

the U. S. Government Census, there

is an absolute minimum of 4 cigar

outlets for every 1000 population.

"All right, Teacher, the answer is

55,742,312 cigars. Ask me another."

Then, the question can't be
answered? Oh, yes! But—it cannot

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 63]
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Your Money Isn't Worth It

Being a Morning in the Existence of Mrs. S. F. J. Schhnk-Chase

Dramatized by Marsh K, Powers

SCENE—A break-

fast table.

Mr. S-C : Gosh, this

oatmeal is pretty

punk.
Mrs. S-C: Yes—

I'm afraid it is, dear,

but I don't know what
to do about it. It

seems to spoil so

since we started to

buy it in bulk to save

money and I don't

believe it is quite as

clean when we get it.

Perhaps if we could

add a large, mouse-
proof, cool room to

the basement, that

would help. We really

need more storage

space nowadays and
I don't think a new
room would cost more
than $500. Our house
wasn't designed for

our new way of living.

Mr. S-C (ignoring the digres-

sion) : Well, don't serve this stuff

again or we'll be paying doctors'

bills. (Changing subject abruptly)

Say, can't we meet out at the club

this afternoon and shoot h round or

two?
Mrs. S-C: Oh, I'm so sorry but I

just can't make it.

Mr. S-C (miffed:) : For Lord's

sake, why can't you ever do any-

thing I ask?

Mrs S-C: Well, today it's be-

cause I've just got to make tooth

paste, some face lotion and some sil-

ver polish and we haven't any ma-
terials in the house.

Mr. S-C : That shouldn't take even

all morning. Just run around the

corner to Nabor's Drug Store, get

the stuff and throw it together.

Mrs. S-C: But you don't under-

stand at all. Ever since you began
to insist on my getting my money's
worth Mr. Nabor isn't at all pleasant

to deal with. I never go to him any
more. He says he can't take time

from his profitable customers to

measuring out and wrapping up
three cents' worth of this, a dime's

worth of that and a nickel each of

Let me tell you here and now your money isn't worth it"

four or five other things for me.
I'm pretty nearly ashamed to go

into any drug store any more and
it always takes me half an hour to

get everything one of your formulas

calls for. And last week when I

spoiled the first batch of that per-

spiration recipe I could hardly force

myself to go back. Sometimes I

really wonder if it . . . (She breaks

off.)

Mr. S-C: Oh, all right—if you
don't want to play golf, don't. I'll

find some one else.

Mrs. S-C: Before you leave, dear,

I do wish you would go up into the

big storage room and see if we have
everything I'll be needing for the

floor-wax next week. I'm not exact-

ly sure what formula you said to

use—I thought you said it was No.

18,876-C but that seems to be a

waterproofing dope for basements.

Mr. S-C (rattling his netvspaper

ostentatiously) : Yumph.
Mrs. S-C (hopefully) : And, while

you're up there, see if you can see

any way we can put up some more

shelves. With all the carboys and

big cans and crocks and things we

keep getting under!

this system, I don't

see how the house isl

going to hold every-J

thing. When we get)

enough to save any

real money, the quan-

tities are so incon-

venient.

Mr. S-C: Yumph.
Mrs. S-C: And I

bought those scales

you wanted but the

kitchen's so crowded
I wish you'd find a

place for them.

(Plaintively) Am I

to weigh EVERY-
THING I buy?
Mr. S-C: Uh-

Yumph.
A clock strikes.

Mr. S-C (jumping

to his feet) : Did you

take that spot off my
driving coat?

Mrs. S-C (flush-

Y-y-y-yes—at any rate, I

I got the spot off but the

made a bigger stain. I

ing) :

tried,

cleaner

think maybe we didn't get that last

batch just right—either it isn't

clean or we put something in that

shouldn't be there. Maybe I got

hold of the citronella bottle instead

of that carbon-tetra-something-or-

other. It's so hard to keep them all

straight. I spoiled one of my dressei

with it and I don't know yet whethe:

Dyer's can fix your coat so thai

you'll want to wear it. Did the Gov-

ernment department you got thai

formula from guarantee it agains'

damaging fabrics?

Mr. S-C (huffily) : Of course not

— it costs money to guarantee things

and we're saving money. That's the

Big Idea in not buying branded

goods.

Mrs. S-C (uncertainly) : Well, I

just wanted to know. It just seems

to me all the fun's gone out of life

since you took this tack. I never

spent so much time in the kitchen

since we were married as I do now.

Frieda is so used to prepared foods

that she threatens to leave if we

don't go back to some of them. And

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 60]



The 1927-28 Farm Market

ABOUT one-fourth of the inhabitants of the United

, States—some 27,900,000 people in all—live on

farms. Their income totals over $12,000,000,000 a year.

A good proportion of this income is available to spend

for thinjTS among which the farmer may pick and

choose. That is to say, when all his necessary expendi-

tures are made, he has a sizable surplus left for pur-

chasing many things that he does not really have to

have, but which he wants to have—and he chooses these

items from a long list of possible purchases.

The amount of this surplus of purchasing power for

this year—much of which will be spent during the

1927-28 winter and the spring of 1928—has been esti-

mated at close to $1,000,000,000. This amount repre-

sents many advertisers' opportunity for sales in the

rural markets of this country.

The farmer is greatly influenced by advertising. He
is, in fact, largely dependent upon the advertising pages

of magazines and newspapers for his information about

new luxuries and conveniences for the farm and for his

household—for all the varied things that directly serve

to improve his standard of living.

With the probable exception of certain sections where
the corn crop is not so good, the farm market in the

United States as a whole this year should encourage all

advertisers to farmers to expect good returns—from
thoroughly informative advertising of the kind that

farmers like to read.

Watch Regional Organizations

AMERICAN organizing genius asserts itself in many
L ways. Not only do we have scores of trade and

technical associations, but also we have regional agricul-

tural organizations that take in definite parts of states.

There is, for example, Southeast Kansas, Inc.

This regional "combine" was organized in March,

1926. It embraces nine counties in Southeast Kansas,

with headquarters at Parsons, Kans. Its function

thus far has been primarily development of the poultry

and egg business. Commercial hatcheries are being

established in almost every community w'ithin these

nine counties. And the car loadings from this district

are increasing fast, carrying poultry and eggs to east-

ern markets.

Such developments are of considerable interest to

many advertisers. They give rise to new marketing
problems and they open up more active markets for

many of the comforts and conveniences of life. South-

eastern Kansas, for instance, should already be a better

market for hundreds of advertised products than it was
before the farmers of that region were organized to

secure a larger and steadier income from a greater out-

put of poultry and eggs—produced at lower costs

through more intelligent handling of their production
as well as their marketing problems.

Incidentally, regional organization of this kind lifts

competition up into the plane where group advertising

can be profitably employed.

Thirty-Nine Years Ago and Now
FIGURES being its daily grist, the Wall Street Jour-

nal has worked out a most interesting comparison
between 1887 and 1926; just thirty-nine years apart;

little more than one generation of American life. Or-

dinarily such contrasts would not be profitable, but as

the war period has proved itself such an amazing
change-maker, it is really necessary occasionally to

emphasize how fast we have traveled, in order to keep

ourselves up-to-date.

First, take bank clearings, which measure the relative

volume of business transacted then and now; 526 bil-

lions in 1926 as against eighty-four in 1887! The
money in circulation is five billions today as against

one and one-third billions then; a per capita circulation

of $42.62 as compared with $22.4.5. The bank deposits

rose from one to twenty billions; oil production rose

from twenty-nine to 743 million barrels; wheat and
corn production doubled ; and our exports rose from less

than one billion to five billions.

There now remains but to compute advertising vol-

ume to complete the Wall Street Journal's picture. Ac-
cording to J. George Frederick in his book "Masters
of Advertising Copy," the volume was approximately

$80,000,000 in 1887, and is today about $1,300,000,000,

an increase of sixteen to one; many times any other

increase in thirty-nine years.

©>^^

The American Center of Industry

ALTHOUGH we are used to the phrase "center of

population," we are not used to the term "center

of industry"—meaning the geographical location which

is the "middle" of the manufacture of the country.

The Government Geological Survey has just finished

a new calculation, to see how much it has changed, and
finds that it has moved 75 miles southwest. It was 110

miles east of Chicago, on the Indiana boundary, in

1908. By 1918 it had moved 50 miles nearer Chicago,

but now it is 25 miles southwest, at a point about 50

miles southeast of Chicago. Obviously industry is

trecking westward, with a slant south.

The center of population is in Owen County, south-

western Indiana, 170 miles south of the center of in-

dustry, while the geographical center is at about the

center of the northern boundary line of Kansas, 640

miles west by south of the center of industry.
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The Coming Competition

With Europe
By Dr. Julius Klein

Director, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce

ONE of the first

re percussions

of the business

comeback of Europe is

the increasingly evi-

dent preparation for

an aggressive drive

for foreign markets

—

not simply the recov-

ery of pre-war trade

but rather to capital-

ize the vastly in-

creased new oppor-

tunities which have

developed since 1918.

Foreign trade has al-

ways represented a

far greater proportion

of the commercial life

of Europe than is the

case in this country;

at least fifty to

eighty-five per cent of

the trade of each Eu-
ropean nation lies be-

yond its bordei-s as compared with

about ten or twelve per cent in the

case of the United States. The re-

habilitation and expansion not sim-

ply of exports and imports but of all

factors in international business —
improved cable service, new radio

connections, international air traffic,

better shipping, new overseas invest-

ments—constitute, therefore, a prime

element in the economic revival of

the Old World.
American merchants, manufactur-

ers, bankers, and shippers are thus

confronted with a new Europe of

vastly more effective competitive po-

tentiality, whose past operations can

by no means be used as an index to

what we may expect during the com-

ing months and years. Here are

just a few random evidences of this

change: France is today the world's

leading exporter of iron and steel

products (she was far in the rear in

1913). German electrical and chem-

ical manufacturing has enormously

expanded, partly as a result of the

Canadian Paciflt Rail\ia>

Portions of an address delivered before
the Export Managers' Club and the Na-
tional Credit Men's Association.

war and these changes have profound-

ly altered and strengthened her place

in world trade. The hydro-electric

development in Italy and France is

three or four times as great as in

1912. Britain has made an as-

tounding recovery from the depres-

sion of last year and is marshalling

the vast economic strength of her

overseas dominions, colonies, and
mandated territories in a manner
which promises most vigorous rivalry

with any American trade expansion.

The foreign trade of the Empire is

more than double that of the United

States and the overseas holdings of

British investors, though temporar-

ily retarded by the war, now total up-

ward of 20 billion dollars compared
Avith the approximately eleven and
one-half billions of American foreign

investments.

THERE have been loud lamenta-

tions of late that post-war devel-

opments in one or two desirable mar-
kets have impaired the sales of some
European commodities which were
more or less prominent in pre-war
trade. In most cases a careful scru-

tiny will reveal the

fact that the loss of

these items is actually

far less important

than has been as-

sumed and that they

are more than com-
pensated for by cer-

tain so-called "invisi-

ble" items of the

international traffic

which do not appear

on the balance sheets

of merchandise sta-

tistics.

Indeed, the Euro-
pean business world

is beginning to real-

ize more and more
that much of its fu-

ture competitive pow-
er in adjusting inter-

national balance is to

lie in the field of "in-

visible" items : profits

on overseas insurance operations,

returns from various services and
from the performance of distrib-

utive functions for other nationals

as middlemen, commission mer-
chants, agents, etc. There are, of

course, other more commonly men-
tioned elements in this category of

imponderables which contribute ma-
terially toward the balancing of Eu-
ropean commitments, notably remit-

tances of her emigrants in the

United States which totaled two hun-
dred and eighty-seven million dol-

lars in 1926, to say nothing of the

increasing returns from similar

sources in South America and the

exploitation of tourist traffic which
is ranidly becoming one of the lead-

ing Eui'opean "industries." The
United States is involved as a debtor

in each of these important functions.

So far as our own trade is concerned,

we shall probably always I'esort in

some measure to the facilities of

Europe for cables, insurance, and
certain distributive functions, es-

pecially in various colonial markets.

All of these elements are con-

tributing materially to the increasing

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 721
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Some of the Fundamentals of

Headline Writing
Notes for a Lecture Before an Agency Copy Staff

By Ralph McKinley

SEVENTY-FIVE per cent effec-

tiveness of an ad is in head-

line. Maybe. Certainly it's

important. Some insist on long

heads. Some short. That's like

argument on long and short copy.

Gets nowhere.
There are all kinds of headlines.

Forty-seven different ways to classify

them according to what you wish.

One of my classifications is "One
Word" or "One Phrase" headlines.

Look at this haberdashery page en-

titled "On Shipboard." Entitled is

right. Then here's a food house
with an "institutional" page also

entitled "Confidence." Saw issue of

Home Journal short time ago that
had two advertisements of food
houses headed "Confidence." Here's
another "Entitled" head. Fire in-

surance page. Says "The Tempter."
Not so good, these.

Another kind of headline is the
"News" headline. Takes name from
newspaper heads. Here's an origi-

nal: "Police Guard Held in Payroll
Murder." In advertising, "News"
headlines run something like these:

"Right and Wrong Ways of Remov-
ing Cold Cream." "How Corns Are
Conquered by the Opera Ballet."

"An Amazing New Principle for
Cleaning Your Delicate Novelty
Footwear." Sometimes a "One
Phrase" headline is a "News" head-
line too, and a terribly good one al-

though it only names the product.
Will any advertisement get more at-

tention and reading action than the

first one with this caption: "The
New Ford Car." News heads are

subject to all kinds of sub-classifica-

tions. Won't go into that now.
Lots of testimonial advertising

now. That's bringing lots of "Tes-
timonial" headlines. Here are some

:

"Six months ago I was miserable,

unhappy." "772 New York State

Doctors declare: 'Cream of Tartar
Baking Powder is most healthful.'

"

" 'The most luxurious one could pro-

vide,' says Mrs. Howard Linn, prom-

inent society woman of Chicago."

Some folks think the headline

should be a short advertisement of

itself, like this: "Old Dutch safe-

guards your family with Healthful

Cleanliness and protects porcelain

and enamel," or this, "You can trust

the name 'Squibb' as you trust your
physician."

People who insist on this kind of

headline say public doesn't read ad-

vertisements—that you've got to tell

everything quick. These adver-

tisers often defeat own purposes

—

bellow so loud no one hears what
they say. Here are more "Tell

Everything," or "Yell Everything"
headlines: "Seiberling All-Treads,

More Rubber—More Cotton—MORE
TIRE," "Flit will completely rid

your homes of Flies and Mosquitoes."

ADVERTISING men who insist

.on this kind of headline are coat

tail grabbers. They yell "Hey!" as

reader runs by. Try to substitute

noise for interest. Admit there's

nothing much to say, except what
headline whoops.
But don't be too sure all such are

N. G. Sometimes you see headlines

that would be improved if product

were named and head told more.
Here's an appetite headline that may
refer to baked beans, crackers,

cookies or, as it happens to, Grape
Nuts. It reads: "Baked to golden-

browTi crispness . . . baked to nut-

like sweetness, this is a food made
famous by flavor."

Think though, if it were my
money, I'd pass up the "Tell Every-
thing" heads and spend it on copy

with headlines like these

:

"Complexions are loveliest when
they have this simple care."

"Women were quick to discover

it! today the favorite salad dressing

everywhere."
"The best jam or jelly now is made

with only one minute's boiling."

"Pies men like—and a quicker way
to make them."

Refer back to the news heads and
testimonial heads. Many of these

good, too.

But probably best headlines of all,

those which are seductive—and are

keyed to illustration. Repeat keyed

to illustratiorr. Like "Gay times for

guests when the drain chokes up,"

"Dry when he wakes up," "All for

Science," (Ivory Soap boy bathtub),

"Waste's Red Figures Turned to

Black," "All the king's horses and

all the king's men cannot hurt '61'

Floor Varnish," "In ten minutes they

will be dead."

I think probably these last seven

headlines are best of all for in these

advertisements two attention getters

—headline and illustration—work
together to coax the reader into the

text.

To get this kind of advertise-

ments, however, we must stop think-

ing of copy as one unit and art as

another unit.

We must write things that can be

illustrated. Copy that will brin?

pictures into the minds of the men
in the art department.

When we do that we will have bet-

ter headlines and better advertise-

ments.

I do think folks will read your copy

when you write headlines like these.

And the more of your copy they

read, the more time they spend

thinking about your message, the

more your client will get out of it.

Believe that a headline on a maga-
zine advertisement is good or bad

to the degree that it encourages the

reader to read the copy which fol-

lows it.

If the headline coaxes or pushes

the reader into the text it is good.

If it doesn't, it's bad.

If I were trying to set down a

formula for headline writing that

formula would read something like

this:

Write headlines that will coax or

push the reader into the text.

I would use the same formula in

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 62]
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Largest Rail Program
in the World

THE purchase of 300,000 tons of steel was

recently authorized by the Pennsylvania Rail-

road for use in 1928. While this is the largest rail

program authorized in any year by any railway in

the world its magnitude may be appreciated by the

fact that this quantity of rail is sufficient to lay a

double track line between Philadelphia and Chicago.

This is but an indication of the size of steam rail-

way purchases that annually include locomotives,

cars and appliances; machine tools and shop equip-

ment ; bridge, building and track materials and

tools and labor saving devices ; and electrical mate-

rials and equipment for use in practically every

branch of railway service.

In reaching the steam railway market the five

Simmons-Boardman departmental publications that

comprise the Raihvay Service Unit can aid you

materially, for each one is devoted exclusively to

the interests of one of the five branches of railway

service.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company
"The House of Transportation"

30 Church Street New York, N. Y.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 6007 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland

MandeviUe. La. San Francisco Washington, D. C. London

A.B.C. and A.B.P.
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Are the Railroads Overlooking

Their Advertising Opportunity?

By Ernest John

A
STREAK of steel, a mighty
thunder of wheels, a billow of

spray as she fills her water
tanks and then two glowing red

spots fading into the West, to the

sharp staccato of clicking rail joints.

That's the obvious high light in

the railroad's picture—the appeal of

its crack trains. But, as an adver-

tising man with more than twenty
years' of practice. I wonder why most
railroad advertising never gets any
further—if indeed it gets as far as

this one advertising effort.

Have I grown callous to this thrill-

ing spectacle? Not at all.

The thing happens every night, and
not a stone's throw from my garage.

Summer, winter, seed-time or har-

vest, hot or cold, blizzard or thunder-
storm—nothing makes any appreci-

able difference. I can call off the

minutes on my watch and tell you
when she'll go racing through.
What's more, I do it often.

She comes suddenly around a beau-
tiful curve—she literally "bursts in-

to view"—and the weather must be

very bad or I must be very low in

my mind if I do not stop other occu-

pations long enough to enjoy that ex-

alted moment.
That's how I feel about one of the

famous trains of the country, and so

it may be conceded that I do not lack

appreciation. Still I wonder why it

is that such railroads as make any
widespread advertising effort feature
so little when they have so much to

feature.

A railroad is a business. It doesn't

happen to be confined within four
walls ; it may not have the same cen-

tralization, but it is susceptible nev-

ertheless to the same influences and
responds to the same stimuli as

other businesses. That it is less

centralized makes widespread public

appreciation and public acceptance

the more imperative.

The case of the railroad, as is the

case of all large corporations, is com-
plicated by infrequency of contact,

and of all such business organiza-

tions the railroad probably would be

voted the most impersonal. Hence

Mr. John was for many years Adver-
tising Manager of the Victor Talk-

ing Machine Company. He is now
associated with the McLain-Sinipers

Organization of Philadelphia

there is a greater need of offsets.

At this point I shall perhaps be
reminded that the railroads do make
a persistent effort and spend both

time and money to offset unfortunate
occurrences. No doubt—but why so

secretive?

The man who makes the welkin

ring with the tale of sufferings im-

posed upon him by some railroad,

has never in my experience hired a

hall to tell how pleasant a recom-

pense was subsequently provided. It

is reasonably certain that if the rail-

road does not tell its own story—so

that he who runs may read—then the

story will not be told.

Important as these unfortunate

occurrences may be in the aggregate,

they would be relatively harmless if

the policy of the railroad was to keep

itself "sold."

Heretofore, with possibly an ex-

ception or two, the purpose of most
railroad advertising has been to in-

crease or stabilize passenger traffic

by featuring the advantages of crack

trains or the attractiveness of cer-

tain resorts or routes. Most of this

"has been good; much of it excellent;

and no doubt it has accomplished its

purpose in a satisfactory measure.

There have been other advertising

or publicity efforts; for instance

those which for the greater part tend

to show that railroads do not make
exorbitant profits. This, too, serves

a purpose ; but an advertising effort

which takes the defensive attitude to

a disproportionate extent will con-

quer few new worlds, whether of

good-will or of increased receipts.

No program of such restricted

scope can be adequate to bring to

realization the advertising oppor-

tunities possessed by any railroad.

The development of freight and

passenger traffic, the building of

good-will in the commercial sense,

the reduction of accidents through

education of both public and em-

ployee, the tonic effect upon the rail-

road's organization of having its

ideas of personal service emphasized

to the public—each of these is desir-

able in itself ; but the sum of them all

still falls short of the accomplish-

ment that is possible for an institu-

tion of such importance and such far-

reaching influence.

WHEN we consider the extent

and character of the territory

served by a railroad; the degree to

which industry, commerce and agri-

culture are affected by it; the mil-

lions of people who are largely de-

pendent upon it for the everyday

comforts and necessities of life—it

is hard to believe that any advertis-

ing objective, however ambitious,

can be beyond the bounds of reason-

able expectation.

Is it so hard, really, to see a rail-

road as the dominant, constructive

influence throughout the territory it

serves, as a determining factor in

economic, industrial and social prob-

lems?

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 54]
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Herbert Tareyton is back at Federal. Federal created bini. Federal prepared

the advertising which helped him to achieve pre-eminence among the better

quality cigarettes. And now Federal is happy to announce his return, and to add

to its clients the name of the Union Tobacco Company, Purveyors of Better

Cigarettes and Tobaccos. Federal Advertising Agency, Inc., 6 E. 39th St., N. Y.
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To Scare, or Not to Scare?
Is Not Scare Copy the Logical Appeal in Insurance Advertising?

By Laurence G. Sherman

EVERY time.it falls to my lot to

escort my three-year-old son tn

his room for the afternoon nap,

I am confronted by an analogy be-

tween that particular situation and

the business of advertising some
kinds of insurance. My heir-appar-

tnt regards his nap as a hateful de-

vice invented by grown-ups with no

sense of perspective, who take sav-

age pleasure in shooing him off to his

room for a couple of unproductive

hours just when the day is going

most excellently. All my arguments
as to his health, sweetness of dispo-

sition at supper time and the like,

have no effect on his opinion.

There is only one cogent argu-

ment. That is the sight of the

bright orange gas-tank measure kept

on the kitchen cabinet for similar

persuasive purposes. Logic, appeal

to reason, pleading — pouf! They
don't make first base. But one brief

brandishing of the measuring .stick

alters his point of view miraculously.

Scare copy sells him that little white

bed so effectively that he scoots up-

stairs with one eye warily covering

his retreat.

I cannot escape making a compari-

son of this nap-time negative appeal

with the business of advertising in-

surance. I am sure that I am in the

decided minority when I lift up my
voice in praise of negative insurance

copy ; but when we take the situation

to pieces, the essence of the whole
business is composed of emotional
impulse in far greater proportion

than the cold workings of logic. The
real whip, after all is said and done,

is the economic fear of death or dis-

aster and the subsequent privation

of the individual or his family. So
I wonder a good many times when I

read the carefully fabricated life in-

surance advertisements which sedu-

lously avoid all moribund gestures
in urging the benefits of creating an
estate, if it isn't going around Robin
Hood's barn to tell a story, the sub-

stance of which is really this: "If

you die, will your wife and children

Fuffer financial hardship?"
Of course, no one would be eccen-

tric enough to suggest that all kinds
of life insurance be advertised with

THE inside of this booklet put

out by the Century Indemnity
Company of Hartford, Conn., reads:

That p,iralyzing moment . . . the sudden
looming of a frightened face . . . the

screech of brakes ... a desperate wrench
at the wheel . . . too late. . . . It's all

over: your savings . . your home . . .

plans for your children's education . . .

everything you have been planning, work-
ing, and hoping for . . gone . . because
you felt you could get by without public

liability insurance on your automobile.

a background of economic pressure

induced by fear of death. There are

forms of insurance which contem-

plate the actual preservation of life

as the big urge in buying. Annui-
ties aren't any good to the man who
dies before he is due to cash in on
his policy. And many of the big, im-

portant policies are sold to men who
are simply fitting one more unit into

their general estate scheme; mer
whose families would be eomfortablj
situated through sheer inheritance

of accumulated wealth. To this manl
nothing but the banking side of in-^

surance would appeal ; the death conJ

tingency is u.seful only as a guaran-]

tee that his plans will not miscarrj

if he is suddenly removed from hi^

endeavors.

And there are a good many mei
in not such affluent circumstances
who have a clear-headed understand-?

ing of insurance as a means to inde-J

pendence in old age, and who perJ

haps will be incited to action by thi
purely logical life insurance adverl
tisements picturing retirement i^
comfort at the age of 65 or so.

YET there is an insistent underj

tone beneath the whole works!

the undertone of life's uncertainty!

No man of 35 can picture himself

being a failure at 65. Something i^

going to break that will make hir

independent. If he could be guaranl

teed absolutely that he would live tfl

the age of 70, I wonder if he would

buy any form of life insurance ex|

cept possibly an annuity. All the aci

crued benefits which life insurance

will some day pour into his own lai

are really by-products. The rea

thought that impels him to buy hij

insurance is the reflection that be

fore another birthday, his wife and

his family may be facing the futurJ

without his income, or his plans fol

a well balanced and well regulateq

estate may be instantly demolished

Life insurance is a shield againsj

financial havoc wrought by death. Al?

the ramifications and specialized de-

velopments in the way of payment
methods, income arrangements, and

educational schemes are just trim!

mings added to the main structureS

This being true, is it really such

bad taste to come right out and talk

turkey about the pure essence of life

insurance, which is a simple statej«|

ment that in the midst of life we arfljll

in death? I know it sounds mourn-
ful and depressing. But The Phoe-

nix Mutual Life Insurance Company
is managing to put it over pretty

adroitly in some of their copy. They

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 86]
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TRUE
TALK

"Adequate retail

representation
and dealer cooperation in push-

ing your line are necessary ad-

juncts to a national campaign.

"The retailer has the strategic

position, and his aid must be

obtained. His interest must be

aroused and carefully continued.

"The retailer speaks with a voice

of authority to the people of his

community. They look to him

for that refinement of merchan-

dising—service. He is nearest

the consumer. He extends credit

to customers who would be un-

known to the manufacturer. He
makes possible small purchases.

He shows goods in alluring dis-

play. He performs direct ser-

vice, aiding in selection and mak-

ing exchanges readily. His boys

carry baskets to the neighboring

farms, or his motor trucks de-

liver swiftly for miles around."

FROM SELL-
ING FORCES,
CURTIS PLTB-

LISHING CO.

First ti'in an audience uith the man who can make or break your success.

Then show him why and hoiv he can make real money ivith your product.

Ill the dry goods and department store market, this man is the merchant.

His selections are guided by constant use of his business papers.

Dry Goods Economist
239 W. 39th STREET, NEW YORK

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

The most effective, most economical way to reach and influence dry goods and department stores
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The Baker's Dozen In

Agency Service
Some of the Things an Agency Does Besides "Advertising

By An Agency President

IT
happened after a particularly

busy day during which a half-

dozen non-routine matters had
wreaked such havoc with your pres-

ent scribe's plans that his intended

program had "gang" aft and widely

"a-gley." In campus language, "ex-

tra-curriculum activities" had played
hob with my normal assignments for

the day.

That evening we were on the ter-

race of a neighbor's home and had
just been introduced to a newcomer
to the vicinity and his better half.

When the feminine contingent had
withdrawn indoors, to inspect a re-

cent purchase of our hostess in the

millinery line, and the masculine re-

mainder had placed matches to their

favorite smokes, the newcomer asked

me a question.

"And what business are you in,

Mr. M ?"

"Oh, I'm an advertising agent," I

replied.

"Advertising agent?" he repeated

with very obvious interest. "As I

understand it, that means that you

prepare advertising for various ad-

vertisers and then place it with the

magazines, newspapers and so forth.

That's all an agency does, isn't it?"

I admit that I was tired, mentally

and physically. I plead guilty to

playing false to my associates and

contemporaries in my particular field

of activity. And I confess that I

answered, in apparently sprightly

and cheerful agreement, "Yes—that

covers it. That's what we do."

Later, when I was more relaxed

and partially rested, I regretted all

that I had left unsaid.

By the time I had entrusted my
head to what should have been a

drowsy pillow I was wide-awake

with a sense of irritation and resent-

ment at my inquirer's lack of under-

standing, even though I had fumbled

a wide-open opportunity to enlighten

him.
Before I finally coaxed myself into

dreamland I had mentally tabulated

the more recent services we had ren-

dered which could not, by any stretch

of the definition, be included under
"just handling advertising."

And since it seems to me that even
among the readers of Advertising
& Selling there are unquestionably
many who have only an incomplete
picture of the ramified activities of

an agency organization, I believe

that that midnight-made mental
tabulation, slightly expanded as to

details, should prove of some interest.

The agency which performed the

services which are listed later serves

twenty clients. It is not a. "big

agency" in the sense of its total

dollar-volume. On the other hand,

it is not a small agency, since its or-

ganization numbers well up into the

twenties, all departments included.

Whether we are more or less active

in rendering extra-services or above

or below average in our watchful-

ness for opportunities, I, of course,

cannot say.

IF,
however, our business is as-

sumed to be somewhere near the

"grand average" in size and volume

and reasonably typical in energy,

then this tabulation gives some pic-

ture and some measure of the "non-

advertising services" rendered by

the more-than-one-thousand agencies

now operating between the Atlantic

and Pacific coasts. If you keep in

mind that this tabulation covers less

than a half-year and then multiply it

by 1000, the total gives a rather

comprehensive— and impressive—
picture of the influence of agencies

on American businesses in other-

than-advertising matters.

In the tabulation are included only

the more interesting of the "outside

services" recently rendered. A few

of these were undertaken at the

client's suggestion, the lion's share

on our own initiative, but only where

specifically stated did any part of

the service involved appear on an

invoice to the client in question.

1. For Client A, initiated the pre-

liminary negotiations and assisted in

the later developments which led to a
$50,000 sale to another of our clients.

2. At the request of Client B called
on his largest customer and, from the
interview, discovered the reasons be-
hind a radical and unfavorable change
of attitude on the customer's part.

3. Recommended to Client C a
change of company name. The recom-
mendation was adopted and has proved
highly beneficial.

4. Initiated and prepared a program
of Salesmen's Contests for Client D,
which is now in successful and produc-
tive operation. (Compensation under
supplemental service fee.)

.5. Brought Client E, owner of a
patent, into touch with a manufac-
turer who is now financing E's produc-
tion.

6. When Client F was invited to ad-
dress an association of his customers
and prospects on an important mer-
chandising topic, he called on us for
assistance and a member of our organ-
ization wrote and delivered the mes-
sage. (Billed on a time-and-travel
basis.)

7. Sought and found a suitable new
product for Client B to manufacture.
Deal fell through only when owner
made his terms inacceptable.

8. Initiated a program for improv-
ing Client G's entire line of packages
—the improvements embodying rad-
ical changes both in the design and
construction of containers and in the

materials used, and redesigning of la-

bels. (No charge for preliminary work—^balance of assignment handled on
standard basis.)

9. Conceived the possibility of secur-

ing for Client H an "educational ex-

hibit" under the auspices of a public

institution and arranged for its ap-
pearance.

10. Initiated and made the presenta-
tion to Client I of a cooperative plan
which, if adopted after engineering-

tests ai-e completed, will result in Cli-

ent J's product becoming a standard
part of I's product.

11. Repeated above with Client K.
12. Prepared a bulletin for the guid-

ance of salesmen of Client L on the

subject of selling to one class of cus-

tomers, which Client L has published
in book form for permanent useful-

ness. (Compensation under supple-
mental service fee.)

13. Was instrumental in securing
for Client H an invitation to prepare
an aj'ticle on his specialty to appear in

a prominent magazine (the invitation

being: deflected from one of his com-
petitors).

14. Conceived, developed and sub-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 55]
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T]ie Record of

36
Advertisers

Just 36 advertisers of rlriio; store products keyed their copy in

Smart Set durino; 1926. Of these . . .

14

9

11

2

have written telling us of the extremely Imv cost at

uhich Smart Set produced inquiries and sales for

them.

rirr investing far more money and in most cases using

larger space in Smart Set than in 1926.

have made heavy cuts in the whole magazine field,

and 5 of these have so far used no space at all in the

principal magazines during 1927.

have made agency changes during the past year,

accompanied with an entire clmnge in their advertis-

ing plans.

Certainly, a startling record of results—and for commodities

other than drug products. Smart Set will produce results just

as effectively for it reaches the responsive, younger buying element

—buyers of everything from soup to silverware, from perfumes

to automobiles.

MAmrguT
Stories from Life

119 West 40th St., New York
Chicago Adv. Office, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
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ff

For Immediate Release

By Robert Douglas

9?

POOR old "publicity"—what-

ever that may be. Its lot is

certainly a hard one. Watch
the trade papers of the newspaper

business if you want to see what is

happening. The editors are on the

warpath, armed with blue pencils,

shears, and editorial invectives.

This is no news event; the edi-

torial war on publicity is a con-

tinuous affair, smouldering all the

time, except when some incident

provokes its burst into flame. And
the future outlook is for more of the

same, for the two forces which
started the feud, long ago, continue

to wrangle over each incident, while

they busily provide more incidents

like it. Publicity always has been,

and still is being, abused. As long

as the abuse continues so long will

the quarrel continue between the

men who write publicity material

and the editors who receive it. And
yet, to a by-stander, the quarrel

seems entirely unnecessary. Like

all quarrels, it is born of a misun-
derstanding of the other fellow's

viewpoint. It ought to be no harder

to bring peace to the warring fac-

tions than to—well, than to get the

lion and the lamb to lie down to-

gether.

Before we try to discover what the

fight is all about, and what can be

done about it, let me set down a few
dogmatic opinions on the subject of

publicity.

(1) We need a common interpre-

tation of what "publicity" is, when
the word is used in the sense in

which we are now considefring it.

The dictionary definition of "pub-

licity" heads off in a totally different

direction. The publicity which Prof.

W. Z. Ripley urges for corporations

is more nearly in line with our in-

terpretation. An excellent text book
on Public Relations uses "public re-

lations" as a synonym for publicity.

An advertising man considers ad-

vertising and publicity as two wholly

different things, but a great many
other people use the two words
interchangeably, without knowing
whether they mean one thing or the

other.

Suppose we define publicity, here,

at least for our own purposes, and
adhere to that interpretation

throughout this discussion. Let us

define honest-to-goodness publicity

news of a company or organization,

its affairs and activities, sent by an

interested person, to newspapers for

free publication." So simple a def-

inition requires enlarging, of course,

but only the word "news" needs ex-

amination now. Which brings up
the second point.

(2) Ninety per cent of the stuff

sent out in the shape of publicity

material is rubbish. The percentage

of rubbish would have decreased long

ago if the newspapers had not pub-

lished so much of it. As long as

newspapers accept rubbish, people

will write it and send it out. Which
brings up the question of responsi-

bility for the present situation.

(3) Publicity writers and news-

papers alike must share the blame.

The writers have tried every con-

ceivable trick to get free space, and
the newspapers now are on their

guard. But the newspapers con-

tinue to invite publicity material by
the puff articles which appear in

every issue. They are both defiant

and yielding.

(4) The advertising man or agent

who sends a press story along with

his advertising order is doing all he

can to make the situation worse.

The only contributing evil of equal

importance is the voluntary offer of

a newspaper to run a story along

with an advertisement. The adver-

tising man is demanding something
he has no right to expect; the news-
paper is deliberately lowering the

value of its columns and decreasing

its owTi self-respect.

(5) Publicity writers should leai'n

the genuine news value of their

news, and shape their releases ac-

cordingly. If they decline to do this,

they have no cause for complaint if

editors do it for them, using what
is good and rejecting what is rub-

bish.

(6) Editors should forget old

grievances and not class as rubbish

everything that comes to their desks

in the form of press notices. In

other words, they too, should gage
the news value of the item, and give

it a fair chance in competition with

other news, regardless of the source

from which it comes.

A prominent newspaper in the

Middle West has a form postal card

with which it acknowledges every

piece of publicity matter received.

The postcard shows a table, piled

high with bundles of manuscript.

The caption below says, "If you don't

see your publicity stuff in our col-

umns, it is in this pile."

Publicity men ought to keep that

photograph in mind. If any news-

paper in the country is receiving

press matter in such volume as to

load a table in a short space of time,

it is obvious that editors have no

time either for careful hunting to

find the news or for careful editing

to make it presentable. The burden
of editing, therefore, is clearly up
to the man who writes the stuff.

This burden involves three obliga-

tions: first, to judge impartially the

news value of what he intends to

write ; second, to discard the rubbish

before it is ever written and to write

the real news in usable form; third,

by these means to reduce the volume
and improve the character of the

stuff he sends out.

''pHE other half of the way to

X peace is up to the editors. Their

new code must include these obliga-

tions: First, to treat news as news

and to give the publicity man's news

an even break; second, to treat all

publicity alike in this respect and to

weigh its value solely on its news

merit; third, not to break down the

system and bring confusion again by

publishing rubbish—anybody's rub-

bish.

A few examples may clarify the

principles these generalities intend

to describe. Let us take, first, a re-

cent case in which the editor is the

guilty party. It will illustrate the

state of mind into which editors have

lashed themselves in their fury over

past indignities. The Evaporated

Milk Association sent out, as part

of its publicity service, a Hallowe'en

feature for the women's page. It is

well written, appropriately illus-

trated and contains an introductory

paragraph about Hallowe'en and

then four good recipes for party re-

freshments. Three of the recipes

call for "evaporated milk," and one

calls for "cooked salad dressing." It

is thoroughly good stuff for a house-

hold page, and only a suspicious

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 70]
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T/iJCorn of Plenty

«

OUT of the soil springs wealth!
Wealth for Kansas City! Wealth
for the whole Southwest ! Wealth

accruing to this fortunate territory from
a corn crop exceeding by far all recent
previous yields!

Every day increasingly optimistic re-

turns come in from the corn lands. Pres-
ent estimates predict 1,067 million bush-
els for the territory as against 881
million bushels last year. The combined
yield of Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska and
Oklahoma exceeds all records for the
past fifteen years.

Nor is this all! A kind fate has de-
creed that high prices for corn shall

stride hand in hand with the magnifi-
cent yield. Big yield—high prices!
Magic words which i,ummon the genii
of prosperity to turn a golden flow of
wealth into the Southwest. This com-
bination of circumstances soon will un-
leash more than 800 million dollars of
buying power in the territory

!

fCuCQj

Tap the Corn Wealth of the

Southwest Through

THE KANSAS CITY STAR

and The Weekly Kansas City Star

The Kansas City Star and The Weekly Kansas City Star saturate the prosperous Southwest with

amazing thoroughness. The Kansas City Star, with nearly a quarter of a million circulation twice

daily, completely covers Greater Kansas City and suburban territory. The Weekly Kansas City Star,

with nearly half a million circulation, reaches the rural two-thirds of the Southwest not reached by

metropolitan daily newspapers. In combination these two great newspapers have nearly a million cir-

culation throughout the seven states surrounding Kansas City. This vast circulation is available at the

lowest advertising rate, considering circulation, in America.

Plan your campaigns note—
Gel your share of the corn money!

THE KANSAS CITY STAR

New York Office, 15 East 40th St. Lexington 10122. Chicago Office, 1418 Century BIdg. Wabash 1067
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The 8pi. Page

Od^
WE Americans haven't much im-

agination, after all. This sum-
mer Mrs. Bodkins and I took a

1500-mile motor trip through New
England, and one of the things that
both of us marked was the paucity of
imagination in the signs along the
roadway, and the names of the towns,
and the streets in the towns.
Main Street, Maple Street, Walnut

Street, Elm Street, Center Street . . .

Main Street, Maple Street, Walnut
Street, Elm Street, Center Street.

East Conway, North Conway, South
Conway, Conway Center.

Antiques . . . Antiques . . . Antiques.
Tourists Accommodated . . . Tour-

ists Accommodated . . . Tourists Ac-
commodated.
We had quite given up hope of any

variation in the monotony (save for
the crude attempts at being clever in

the matter of heralding hot dogs),
when we rounded a curve and beheld
an antique shop bearing a sign read-
ing: "Early New Hampshire Furni-
ture."

"That," said Mrs. Bodkins, "is the
only sign so far on this trip that has
made me want to stop. It is both ap-
propriate to the place and pictur-

esque."

"Appropriate to the place—and pic-

turesque," mused I to myself. "A very
good specification for a sign."

—8-pt—

Another advertising man has written
a novel—my young friend Leon Kel-
ley of the Farnsworth & Brown agency.
It is called "Margherita," and it is re-

freshing to discover that it is not of
the world of commerce as might have
been expected of an advertising man's
novel—though not of Leon Kelley's, if

you know him. He has done a rather
exquisite etching of a woman's mind.
While the blurb sheet that Putnam's

send out on "Margherita" classing it

with "Monsieur Beaucaire," "Parnassus
on Wheels," and "Lolly Willowes," is

rather overwarm in its enthusiasm,
there is no gainsaying that the book
has a certain appeal and individuality
which lift it out of the ordinary run
of novels.

I have a feeling that Leon Kelley will

persist at novel writing—he is that
kind of a young man—and that he will

develop a style and a technique that
will be Leon Kelley's and his alone.

—8-pt—

This is a young magazine. It is kept
young purposely, because advertising
is young.

^odktfts

Yet we here in the editorial offices

had never realized quite so consciously

what we ai-e striving to do as when we
received a letter from Chicago this

morning from one of the old "war-
horses" of advertising, of whom the

Editor has requested an article.

We older fellows, who have met with
some degree of succes.s in advertising worli.
usually flatter ourselves that the younger
men like to have us tell them things that
seem important to us as guide posts for
their advancement.

But, after all, I wonder if it is not better
for them to ride on tlie front seat of the
pathfinder car and direct their search lights
ahead, down the rough, unending advertising
road—rather than to ask them to follow us
and keep their eyes on our tail light.

Advertising, too much so, has been a game
of "follow the leader." It ought to be more
of "lead the leaders."
And so I am going to ask you to excuse

me from the personal gratification of carry-
ing out your suggested assignment and I

propose, instead, that you get the younger,
the trail-blazers, to write articles that will
make us gray-heads wish Ave were again
j'oung in the business.

Isn't that an interesting point of
view, and a gracious one ? Of course,
our correspondent cannot escape so
easily—for his very letter proves that
while he may be gray around the tem-
ples, what's beneath is as young as ad-
vertising. We shall have an article

from his pen shortly, or I shall be dis-

appointed in the persuasive powers of
the Editor!

—8-pt—

Have you ever stopped to think what
a mofhid world this would be without
advertising?

Think of the novels that we (or our
wives) read. And of the stories. How
many of them are happy ?

Mostly they are unpleasant, and
leave a sense of hopelessness or dis-

gust.

It seems that unless they did this

they would not be "literature."

Thank Heaven, the advertising pages
smile! They may be commercial, but
certainly they are cheerful.
Between "Elmer Gantry" and a Con-

goleum advertisement, there is little

question which will contribute most to
the national happiness!

—8-pt—

I sometimes wonder, just what sort
of items you who read this page like

best to find here.

Do you prefer the ones which stick

closest to advertising and selling? Or
do you like to wander more afield? Are
my occasional reminiscences boresome,
and do I offend by seeming egotistical,

when at heart I am quite human and
humble?

I sometimes wonder.

This question of whether or not

executives should answer their tele-

phones themselves seems to have two
sides to it. The publication on this

page of the item about the New York
Americaji's policy has stirred up both
camps. Sample communications sub-

mitted herewith.

From a secretary to the president:

Dear Mr. Bodkins :

L'nfortunately. I did not give the fourth
cheer for the New Yo7'k American's letter
in regard to e.xecutives answering the tele-
phone. I should have felt like a tremend-
ously poor sport if I had.
Look in on this moving picture if you will.
The president is talking to BIG CUS-

TOMER from the West, try to sell him
tlie idea of buying more goods than he did
last season. He has reached the psychologi-
cal moment and the phone rings. A voice
asks for the President and the following
conversation takes place

;

"I represent Local No. 7 of railway i

yardmen We have a couple of fellows go- I

ing up to Saranac. We're fitting tliem out '

and wonder if you will be willing to supply
them with a couple of hats? We know you
don't like to advertise in our magazine and
thought this would be a good way of letting
you out."

After explanations the president resumes
the conversation with BIG CUSTOMER but
has to work up enthusiasm a<7ain. Just at
the psychological moment again another call
conies in. Etc.. etc.
Now. in all fairness to business progress

DO.\''T you think such calls should have
been intercepted before reaching the presi-
dent?

Anna M. Anderson.

This from the Director of Public Re-
lations of the Union Trust Company,
Detroit.

Dear Odds :

In your most interesting S-Pt. Page, on
August 24, you printed Mr. Clarence R.
Lindner's letter written to the personnel
of the Neio York American, in which he
suggests that the best way for the Ameri-
can to cultivate the good-will of the cus-
tomers of the institution is to say that
ottieers answer the telephone without too
much dela.v.
You gave three cheers for the letter

and you asked if you heard a fourtli. Here
is the fourth. President Frank W. Blair
of the LTnion Trust Company long ago issued
absolute instructions that every one of our
fifty-six officers should answer his own tele-
phone, under all circumstances, and should ,

not permit his secretary or stenographer '

to do so.
This rule is absolutely insisted upon by

Mr. Blair and we are very proud of the
fact that the Union Trust Company main-
tains what we believe to be the good-will
of all the people with whom we do business.

I congratulate you upon printing Mr.
Lindner's letter and hope that the excellent
example which he is inculcating in the New
York American will be more generally
broadcast among responsible business
houses.

Homer Guck.

I can't help it if people simply won't

agree on things!
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Sell the

Farm Market
with Roto

C7cOR nearly a year now So^

Ruralist has led the way ^vith roto^

gravure in the farm paper field.

This distinctive cover service has

given Southern Ruralist greater in-

dividuality, prestige, reader interest

and pulling pov/er.

Sell the Southern farm market with
picturi2;ed advertising. The covers

are produced in our own plant. Rates
for back covers, full pages or broken
pages on second and third covers,

: represent only a nominal advance
over black and v/hite rates.

Circulation over 43 ^,000 net paid.

Southern Ruralist
ATLANTA, GA.

Serves Every Interest of the Farm Home

Special Representatives: E. Katz Special Advertising Agency
New York Detroit Kansas City
Chicago Atlanta San Francisco

* * *

1411 Syndicate Trust Bldg., St. Louis

Special Features in This Issue

Oct. 1—Building Number

Rotogravure
riiiif cil' Pictures of Modern Home Con-

veniences.
Page of Fall Fashions.

Editorials
Better Homes.
Opportunity in Rural Sections.
What f'o-ops Must Have.
l'rci)aration lla.s Its Reward.
Congratulations, Clemson.
Another Forward Step by Government.

Special Stories
Out of Sacrifkcs We Have Built a Home.
Ciood Fence Alakes Friends and Sa^es Money.
ThrouBh My Window I Can See the Trees.
Pride. Like Murder. Will Out.
Back in Mexico With Editors.

Department Features
IMans for Farm Homes.
An Old House Made New.
Make Home a Place of Beauty.
Electric Lights in Farm Homes.
Wiring Farm Homes.
Poultry Houses for the South.
Concrete on the Farm.
Growing Everlastings.
Permanent Pastures.
Infections Transmitted by Water.
Greens in Gardens. Roses in Cheeks.
How to Ship Sweet Potatoes.

Serial
First Installment,
"Tom of Peace Valley.'
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How to Put More Pull Into Our Ads
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24]

tents themselves were what you were
interested in? Each advertisement for

1928 should be a complete sales talk.

If you once leave Mister and Missus
up in the air after reading one of your
advertisements, they may never read
another

!

AND

—

"Did ive include the price and
tell him how and where to buy?"

Many commodities may be safely ad-

vertised without any mention of price.

In some cases—such as chewing gum

—

all products are priced alike. The cus-

tomary price is known and taken for

granted. No mention is necessary. But
there are cases where failure to men-
tion price has been almost fatal. In
buying a great range of goods from
shoes to automobiles, we have a price

limit in mind beyond which we do not
go. If we buy $10 shoes of a staple

type, an advertisement which fails to

mention price range leaves us uncer-
tain as to whether we want to buy.
It is much the same with underwear;
the advertisement may well get us all

worked up, but if price is omitted we
may feel that the clerk will ask $10 a
suit when we are not yet convinced
that we want to pay more than $6.
And when we mention price, let's be

as definite as possible. A manufacturer
who once advertised simply "3 for 25,"

found that quite a few possible cus-
tomers thought he meant "$3 for 25"

instead of "3 for 25c." Another com-
pany which sold goods on the partial
payment plan, advertised "10 down"
to the lowbrows and discovered that
some of them thought he meant "$10
and lower" because "$10 and up" al-

ways meant "$10 and higher"!
I hope we won't have to say yes to

the question

—

"Did we order them to

buy xvithout telling them why?" I

know there are advertising men who
believe that commands are more effec-

tive than explanation, persuasion or
Inference. They think that an assump-
tion of authority is never lost on the
poor moron. He loves to be bossed.
But for every one who loves to be

bossed there are at least two who are
so darned contrary that when you try
to boss them about they do just the
other thing. So if we must order them
to buy, let's at least explain why.

"Did we fail to arouse curiosity?"
is a pertinent question as we look at
the headlines for 1928. The number of
headlines that still fail to do that is

astonishing. So many are mere state-

ments which give the whole works
away. One example: "Nothing but
quality can account for such popu-
larity." Now why on earth should we
read further? We know that fellow
is going to claim superiority to every
competitive product. We look for the
same from "The Ultimate in Riding
Luxury." If you insist that no one
reads anything but headlines, write a
good informative headline and stop
there. But if you want to get a read-
ing beyond that, counle the headline
with some provocative sub-head or

other bait. A headline that is simply
a complete statement implies that the

copy below merely amplifies the one

headline thought and so stops reading
then and there.

"Did we finish without leaving them
with something to think about?" In

planning advertising I have usually

urged that each text be a complete
sale. But a really good piece of copy
also leaves just a little to the imagina-
tion—something that starts an inter-

esting train of thought. It is a diffi-

cult point to cover in a few words. It

may be "the mysterious element which
is so valuable in art." It may be a

subtle implication that there are still

a lot of points in favor of the product

which have been left unsaid. We must
be complete but still not too photogra-

phically so. The most effective paint-

ings and music leave something to the

imagination. This may not be so with
drill presses or copper gutters, but it

may mean a world of difference in the

case of a dinner jacket or a bottle of

perfume.

"r~\/Z) ive get hung in mid-air be-
t-J tween our fear of long copy and

our inability to deliver the message in

short copy?" Here is a book subject.

On the one hand is the fact that there is

a very noticeable trend toward longer

copy among the more successful adver-
tisers. On the other side of the fence

are the lusty shouts that "no one reads

long copy." From most jobbers and
many salesmen, this latter shout at

times becomes siren-like. It is too

big a subject to cover here, but
there is one simple fact that is worth
a mountain of argument. Here it is,

brown and hot from the griddle: -4 sin-

gle convinced reader is worth a dozen
mildly interested ones. One reader of a
complete sales talk of 250 words may
buy more of your goods than a dozen
who are simply tickled a bit with a
fifty-word talk that is inconclusive. It

isn't "readers" we want for 1928

—

it's

customers !

As for short copy, some very success-

ful products have thrived on it—from
Dodge Brothers cars down to Life-

Savers. This is no plea for either short
or long copy or such. The hope is

merely (1) that we won't fear long
copy if only long copy can tell an effec-

tive story, (2) that we won't fear to

use a single sentence if that sentence
tells enough to sell the goods, and (3)

that we refuse to compromise on middle
measures if that sacrifices both the

crispness of short copy and the com-
pleteness of long.

Another: "Were tue all cold facts

with no ivarm emotion?" Then put
that in reverse: "Were ive all warm
emotion with no cold facts?" This
mere reminder should be enough.

Since the general public is getting
more and more hard-boiled about re-

sponding to advertising, we will want
to ask "Is every statement about the

product believable?" The conflicting

claims made for today's tooth pastes

can't all be sound. The claim is some-
times made that "you may pay more
but you can't get a better than

." and sometimes we can't believe

that either. Of a $1,500 car, we read
that "When better cars are built

will build them" and that's pretty hard
to swallow in face of the price limita-

tion. We read in the news columns
that this famous person denies her
endorsement of a certain cigarette and
that another got a big sum for endors-
ing a beauty preparation; aiid we grow
suspicious of all testimonials. Apart
from such elements in advertising are

the truthful statements which we must
avoid at times merely because they

|

sound suspicious. For example, the

tobaccos used in one cigar that is sold

at from 10c. to 15c., cost as much per

pound as the tobaccos used in any
50c. imported cigar. But the advertiser
rightly wonders if the public would
believe that statement, and so decides

to omit it from his advertising.
"Did ive waste too many ivords in I

the introdiictions of our copy?" The
first quarter of an amateur's copy can
usually be cut out entirely, the only I

noticeable change being a marked gain I

in directness and strength. The best I

salesmen in person or in print usually I

plunge right into the heart of theirl

message.
"Did we fail to picture the product\

in use?" Shoes are rarely pictured inl

use. Tools are not always pictured inj

use. Too often the product is de-
scribed merely from the manufacturing!
standpoint. We cannot always allow]
our audience to sample the goods them-
selves but we can at least write aboutl
them so that the reader mentally goes!
through the sampling process. Wei
appeal directly to his senses, make himi
see, feel, smell and taste the goods and!
hear what others say about them. Wei
picture the product in his home in-I

stead of describing it as it looks on|
the dealer's shelves.

"r^/D we look too much to prece-i
J-^ dents established by competitive\

advertising?"
Did we show a big half tone of our I

tire simply because all the other tire]

companies do that? Do we talk about]
our men's clothes to college students
merely because that has been done
since glorious 1900? It has been said

that the search for precedents is fatal

to originality. That is why the legal

type of mind is rarely successful in

pioneering. A quick glance backward
is all right in advertising so long as it

is coupled with the ability to forget,

if necessary, what one sees and treat

with the present on the basis of its

own needs.
At times some of the most successful!

advertising men deliberately disregard!
precedents to avoid reminding theirl

audience of a competitive advertiser^

who has done the same thing better

and for a longer period of time.

Sometimes we will want to ask.M
"Did we merely advertise onr type^\
of product without making our brand
stand out in its field?" For eximpls,
in the early days of motor-trick ad-

vertising there was a year when nearly

every manufacturer merely argued
that in most cases motor trucks cost

I
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loiro wholesalers nnil rvlailrrs recognize
netcspaper lulrertising in loirii's trade
centers ax an imporliint /actor in any suc-
cessful plan for nxerchantlising a general
product.

Your Distributors Can Tell You
How to make your selling plan fit the Iowa market

up-to-date, accu-

rate hifortnation

on the Iowa 'mar-

ket has been con-

densed into a 32-

page book. If

you do business

in Iowa, you'll be

interested in

reading it. Free
to executives on

request.

IN checking sales plans made to order for other states, your Iowa

distributors can often show how one or two alterations will make
these same plans much more profitable in Iowa.

They will point out, for example, that in contrast to other states,

Iowa's population is more evenly divided throughout the state.

Iowa has a population of two and a half million, but no city of

200,000 or more. As a result, commercial activity, rather than being

concentrated in one or two tremendous centers, is divided among a

score of important cities, each serving some particular section of Iowa.

In these key centers, retailers and wholesalers regard advertising

in the newspaper which serves their section as an essential factor

in a successful merchandising plan

To them, the sales-value of such advertising is definitely estab-

lished — an important reason why you will find it of vital assistance

in shaping sales plans to secure your full share of the business from
the rich Iowa market.

lowA Daily Press Association

Ames Tribune
Boone News- Republican
Burlington Gazette
Burlington Hawk-Eyc
Cedar Rapids Gazette &

Republican
Centerville lowegian &

Citizen
Council Bluffs Nonpareil
Davenport Democrat &

Leader
Davenport Times

Davenport, Iowa

Dubuque Telegraph-
Herald and Times
Journal

Fort Dodge Messenger
& Chronicle

Fort Madison Democrat
Iowa City Press Citizen
Keokuk Gate City
Marshalltown Times

Republican
Mason City Globe-

Gazette & Times

Muscatine Journal &
News-Tribune

Oelwein Register

Oskaloosa Herald

Ottumwa Courier

Sioux City Journal

Sioux City Tribune
Washington Journal
Waterloo Evening Courier
Waterloo Tribune
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Consider two conditions:

1) Few buyers will think of buying until

they know that it is to their particular advan-

tage to buy a certain product or service.

2) Few buyers will look at a dotted line se-

riously until they have confidence in the com-

pany from whom it is proposed that they buy.

Given sufficient time, good salesmen can

overcome these obstacles. But why make them

devote limited selling time to preliminaries

that direct advertising can dispose of econom-

ically and effectively?

Evans-Winter-Hebb Inc. Detroit

822 Hancock Avenue West

The busineBB of the Evans-Winter-Hebb organization is the execution of direct advertising a» a definite medium, for

tbe preparation and production of wbich it hae within itself both capable personnel and complete facilities: Marketing

AnalveiB • Plan • Copy Deeign • Art • Engraving • Letterpress and Offset Printing • Binding • Mailing

Lynn Ellis to Address

California Convention

Lynn Ellis of San Francisco, well-

known counsellor in agency matters,

will be the featured speaker at the

convention of the California Advertis-

ing Service Association, to be held at

Santa Barbara, Oct. 20-23 inclusive.

Among the subjects to be given ex-

tended consideration will be the mooted

two per cent cash discount by publish-

ers, in which many leading local news-

paper executives have been invited to

participate.

less than horse-drawn vehicles. In
effect these manufacturers were doing
an association type of advertising.

This was no doubt valuable at that
period, but one manufacturer whose
funds were limited decided that he had
to get the greatest possible amount of

sales out of his advertising. Letting
the field supply the background of
"Mr. Business Man, we can save you
money over horses," he told his story
from there on—why his chassis was
easier to load, why his engint was more
economical to operate, why green
drivers could learn quickly how to

operate his truck, and other facts

which would interest possible buyers.

So when we talk about our oatmeal in

1928 let's also put our best foot for-

ward for our own particular brand in

addition to talking about the food

values in oats.

Then, Did we let too many distrac-

tions enter into our advertisements?"
Did we have a strong center of in-

terest? Did we subordinate all details

to that central theme or idea? Or did

we clutter the space up with post-

scripts in the way of extra paragraphs
inside or outside of boxes, and thumb-
nail sketches of unimportant inci-

dentals put in to avoid a fight? Some
advertisements look like chicken-pox,
they are so spotted with name displays,

slogans, dealer paragraphs, boxes,

panels, bosses' signatures, and other

afterthoughts. If these things are

really important, they belong in the

main body of the text. Scattered

about, they make us suspect slovenly

thinking or a mistaken faith in the

power of a boxed paragraph to whip
up excitement all over again after the

body of the text is read.

" rj/Z) we try to high-hat our andi-
J-^ ence?" A great deal of advertis-

ijig today is built on the Bertha M.
Clay technique. Poor Bridget wants to

be a lady! Of course she does, bless her

dear heart. But let's be sincere. Let's

remember that even servant girls are

wiser than they used to be. This is a

technique that can turn very sour

through being mixed too much with

the vinegar of cynicism. Not too high

in the hats for"l928!
So we might go on. "Did we talk

against one set of conditions when the

consumer was interested in something
quite different?" "Did we hrag and
strut?" "Did we fail to arouse curi-

osity?" "Did we wistake placidity for

becoming modesty?" "Did we thump
tables under the illusion that they'd ,

mistake it for real strength?" And no >

doubt you have some very personal

questions of your own.
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THEN, THE FLOOD

It was a page advertisement in the maga-
zines comprising the ALL-FICTION
FIELD that started things. In the copy the

John B. Stetson Company offered to send a

book describing their famous product and
called "The Stetson Hat in Literature."

After that, the deluge. "The advertiser was

fairly flooded with requests," says a report

on the exceptional responsiveness of the

alert, young-minded readers of All-Fiction.

An audience predominantly male, econom-

ical to reach and with a warm responsiveness

unmatched in these days of "ad-hardened"

readers—this is yours when you use the

ALL-FICTION FIELD.

$3,100 a page

IsJlagazi^^s of Clean Fiction

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO

<k

.y^S^*^
*«i^:

li
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Explosives

INGINEER

Stood First
AND

Foremost
In Returns

THE quotation
above is from an

advertiser's letter. He
wrote it after checking

the orders received di-

rectly as a result of a

campaign run in a num-

ber of publications.

The Explosives Engi-

neer is a responsive me-

dium for advertisers

who have something to

sell to the mining,
quarrying, and construc-

tion industries, because

it is the only publication

devoted exclusively to

helping operators solve

the important problem

of using explosives safe-

ly and effectively.

For A. B. C. statetneiit and

rates, address The E.vl^lo-

sives Engineer, 1000 Dela-

ware Trust Building, IJ'il-

mington. Dela^vare.

FORERUNNER
OF PROGRESS

AAAAAA

Everybody's Business
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5]

great economic achievements in the
production of foods and fuels.

Although man has been surrounded
by air since life began, centuries passed
before this common medium was util-

ized to any considerable extent in serv-
ing the industrial purposes of civilized

peoples. It took us a thousands years
to discover that air possesses compres-
sibility which can be converted into a
useful force. About 60 years ago
George Westinghouse sat in the coach
of a railroad train brooding over the
delay caused by a wreck ahead. It was
then he first conceived the idea of using
air to operate brakes to stop moving
vehicles. Later he started experiments
to prove the merits of his idea and in a
few years the first air brake was com-'

pleted.

A RAILROAD superintendent offered
Westinghouse the use of an accom-

modation train made up of a locomotive
and four cars. The air brakes were at-

tached, the train steamed out of the
station, and in five minutes the new
device had been subjected to an un-
expected test. As the locomotive
emerged from a near-by tunnel, the
engineer saw a horse and sleigh stand-
ing upon the track only a short distance
ahead. The instantaneous application
of the air brake brought the train to

a sudden stop, a serious accident was
prevented and the world had evidence
of the wonderful work of a new me-
chanical marvel. Train control is now
I'ecognized as being as vital as tractive

power, and air is the heart of the whole
matter.
A few years after Westinghouse

started work on his revolutionary de-

vice, a young mechanic named Ingersoll

was riding in a horse car in New York.
He was explaining to the man sitting

beside him the details of an air device

that could throw a line through a sec-

ond-story window in case of fire. On
an opposite seat sat a prominent con-

tractor who was engaged in excavation
work. After the mechanic had finished

his story the contractor inquired of

him: "Why don't you invent something
worth while? For instance, why not
design a rock drill? Such a machine
would save hand labor."

Ingersoll replied that he could do it

if he had $.50 to make the model. The
contractor handed him that amount of

money, at the same time giving him
his card and telling him to go ahead.
The mechanic went back to the contrac-

tor for many times $50, but the ma-
chine was finally finished and put to

practical use. Since then rock drills

operated by air have been shipped to

every corner of the earth.
New uses for air now run all the way

from the harmless practice of painting
the body of an automobile to the deadly
act of pi-opelling a high-explosive tor-

pedo from the tube of a battleship. It

is compressed air that enables us to

salvage sunken vessels, build deep foun-
dations under water, transport grain
and other materials by means of pneu-
matic conveyors, and clean the fronts

of buildings and even automobile pis-

tons with blasts of sand or steel grit.

Pneumatic tie-tampers save the rail

roads money and cotton is cheaper be

cause of the vacuum picking machines
High-pressure air plays a part in th

long-distance transmission of gas, an
it is not only used to increase the fio\

of petroleum from wells, but to suppl
the force in great central telegrap
oflices that renders possible the trans
mission of 200,000 messages dail

through 150 tubes.
Although the most abundant of a

nature's elements, air still offers the iii

quisitive scientist unmeasured oppoi
tunities for investigative work. Oxyge
is found in the air in a perfectly fre

state and yet we have not perfected
way to utilize this most common eU
ment on a large scale in concentrate
form. Eventually cheap oxygen at
dollar a ton will revolutionize all of th

metal industries as well as gas manv
factux'e. Laboratory practices in chen
istry and medicine will likewise be m:
terially impi-oved.

For years science has discussed th

possibility of the development of a sai

explosive; one that would reduce tli

hazards of industry, be unworkable i

the hands of assassins, and yet woul
be abundant and low in cost. Liqui

oxygen would seem to be the substan(
sought.

Also in the earth's great mass of a

mosphere are a few nobles that ca

trace back their lineage to the begii

ning of creation. These lords of spac

form one per cent of the air we breatl

and not one of them ever did a lick (

work or served a useful purpose unt

a few years ago. The aristocrats r

ferred to are the noble gases, argo
helium, neon, krypton and xenon, ai

these five stand farthest aloof of all tl

elements known to man. No one h;

ever succeeded in explaining or combi
ing any of them and in the act of re

piration they exert no effect whatev
upon the human body.

ARGON forms about ninety-four hu
dredths of one per cent of the a

Imagine the infinitesimal quantities

which the rest occur. Of neon there

one part in 55,000 by volume in the ai

helium, one in 185,000 ; krypton, one

20,000,000; and xenon, one in 170,00

000. If a person were existing on xen

alone, it would take him 2100 years

get a normal breath.
Argon was discovered by Sir Willi;

Ramsay a third of a century ago, I

it continued in its happy state of Id

ness until Irving Langmuir put it

work in electric light bulbs where t

lazy argon not only refuses to serve

a conductor of heat, but its density d

courages the evaporation of the tun;-

ten filament. Argon now saves hum:-

ity tens of millions of dollars annua'
in lighting alone.

One of these days we will see elect:

lights in the homes of the rich givi;

off a strange and beautiful orange-ai-

pink glow, and inquiry will disclose tit

the striking effect is due to the use t

the rare gas neon in the lamps e-

ployed. Krypton and xenon are yel'

long way from earning their keep, H

it is proisable that if it were not for '-
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Painted for Scripps-Howard Newspapers by Frank B. Hoffman

The leaders got together

and a national crisis disappeared

li

An ominous coal strike appeared on the

horizon ... a threatening cloud to the

national prosperity.

A SCRIPPS-HOWARD Newspaper circu-

lated a petition, asking the President to

appoint an impartial arbitrator and get the

belligerents together.

A million signatures were secured. The
President acted. A peacemaker was named.
The leaders got together. And the black

cloud rolled away.
There would be few wars if the leaders

got together and smoked things out over
their pipes, while their tempers were still

cool . . . But the trick is to find a go-

KT.W YORK . Ttltiram SAN FRANCISCO , ^«tt/ DENVKR /!.f»7 .M:. .Vm//

tLE\F.I,AND . . /Vm WASHINGTON . A'ntj DENVER . £;»<ijii- AVu/i

BALTIMORE . . . Put CINCINNATI . . . ftii TOLEDO . . NiwiBii

PITTSBURGH . . Pre,, INDIANAPOLIS . Timii COLUMBUS . . Ciliim

COVINGTON . . KtnluiiyPun—KtntuujEJiuoniifCincinn^liFstt

SCRIPPS-HOWARD
MEMBERS OF THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS

between, trusted by both parties, to arrange

the harmony meeting.

That has often been the privilege and
achievement of SCRIPPS-HOWARD News-
papers. In a controversy between Capital

and Labor, both sides know that SCRIPPS-

HOWARD may be relied upon for a fair

and strictly neutral attitude, until the right

or the wrong of the issue has been justly

determined.

But these newspapers remain impartial

until they are sure which side has the

righteous cause.

And that is the side they then champion
. . . without giving or asking quarter.

AKRON . . Timii-Prm VOUNGSTOWN T</»rram KNOXVILLE A'raiSoiHn*/

lilRMINGHAM . . fti/ FORT WORTH . . Prtii EL PASO Put

MEMPHIS Prni-S<imilar OKLAHOMA CITY tinci SAN DIEGO . ... Sun

HOUSTON . . . Prm EVANSVILLE .... Pnii TERRK HAUTE . . Art

ALBUQUERQUE . . . AVur Strxna Suit Tribunr

NEWSPAPERS
AND MEMBERS OF THE UNITED PRESS

ALLIED NEWSPAPERS, INC., National Representatives

Ijo PARK AVENUE, NEW VDRK • CHICAGO • SEATTLE • S\N FRANCISCO

PORTLAND • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • ATLANTA

tl
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New England's Second Largest Market

Rhode Island

Resources
The total resources of Rhode Island

Banks for the year ending June 30,

1927, were ^571,440,938.60. This

represents a gain of ^39,458,582.00

over the previous year.

Savings accounts in Rhode Island

Banks for the year ending June 30,

1927, amounted to ^3 20,916,-

157.60, an increase of ^21,799,-

450.00 over the previous year.

This prosperous and responsive

market offers excellent sales oppor-

tunities to advertisers who use

The Providence Journal
. AND

The Evening Bulletin
Circulation 110,042 Net Paid

In 1926, these newspapers carried 24,717,446 lines

of paid advertising", an increase of 1,104,527

lines over 1925. This is 72.28% of all adver-

tising carried in Providence newsiiapers last year.

PROVIDENCE JOURNAL COMPANY
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Rcfiresciitafivcs

Chas. H. Eddy Comp.\ny R. J. Bidwell Comp.\xy

Boston New York Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco Seattle

former gas there could be no aurora
borealis to awe us with its weird
beauty.

Helium, which is the most buoyant of

gases, and so inert that no outlet can
explode it is making possible the more
practical use of dirigibles.

Let us therefore give thought to the

air and its possibilities. It is our friend
and benefactor if we would have it so.

It is our enemy when we rob it of its

natural moisture in barbaric heating
practices and then draw it into our
lungs to dry up and weaken the mem-
branes of the nose and throat. It all

goes to show how slow we are to under-
stand and utilize even the most common
of all nature's bounties.

Railroads and Adver-

tising

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38]

Is there any good reason why it

might not occupy the position of con-

fidential adviser to industry, and why
it should, not get the credit for all

these things?
Are there no stories in the history of

the railroad except those of wrecks

and law suits, crack trains and resorts?

Who tells them ? How often ? To how
many people?

I do not find it difBcult to visualize

an entirely new order, a new relation-

ship between the railroad and its pub-

lic; but before that is brought about,

the public will have to be weaned from
its present habit of thought. The rail-

road today is taken for granted. More-

over, as a matter of habit, it has be-

come something to growl at.

Consider for the moment an "un-

fortunate occurrence" in the concrete.

You get off the Broadway or the Cen-

tury in Chicago or New York. You
forget all the miracles that have been

performed in every mile of a thousand
miles and remember only that you're

twenty minutes late or that the waiter

spilled your coffee.

Why?
Because while you know all about

the late arrival and the spilled coflFee,

you know nothing about the miracles.

Because your knowledge of railroads

and their operation is limited to your

own journeyings and those of your

friends, you have only fragments to

judge by; whereas the complete pic-

ture would show that every day in the

year railroads are doing things which

would stir your imagination and ex-

cite your personal enthusiasm, but if

the railroads themselves do not show
this complete picture—it will not be

seen.

If I am not much mistaken, the

president of one of our great rail-

roads himself told how a child was
given into the care of the railroad to

be carried across the continent to wait-

ing arms. That story and others as

yet untold should be known to every

mother in the land—and maybe to a

few fathers.

I have heard the story of how a

bride and groom once had a most mar-
velous journey on a western railroad,

made marvelous because of the per-

sonal consideration afforded; but

—

and here is the point of my story—/ i

i
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heard of it only by mere accident.
I should have heard of it by design.

I should have heard of it and of the
countless other occasions when the
railroads, instead of beinp soulless ma-
chines, are groups of human beings in-

terested in the other fellow's well-
being.
Because my contacts with railroads

have been those of a passenger rather
than those of a shipper, I have written
in terms of passenger business; but I

ran imagine no more fascinating task
than that of delving into the freight
archives of a railroad for "copy" with
which to create business and good-will.

It is my sincere belief that all of the
objectives touched upon and those that
have been hinted at, can be realized
as a logical evolution when the public
sees the railroad as the far-reaching
influence and vitally important factor
in our daily life that it really is. When
the almost unbelievable ramifications
and the practical perfection of its

highly complex services are appreci-
ated, when together with this true val-
uation of actual performance comes a
humanizing of the organization, then
the railroad will become a personalized
friend rather than an impersonal foe.

We must become "railroad con-
scious"—a nation of interested partici-
pants in railroad affairs.

Difficult of accomplishment?
Quite possibly, but not nearly so

difficult as the miracles which the rail-

roads themselves perform every day.

Baker's Dozen in

Agency Service
[continued from page 42]

niltted to Client M, manufacturer of a
I'lishable product, a radically different
ilistitute for "sampling" which, when
-t.-ii. proved far more productive as well

t; r less expcn.aive than the actual sani-
pi-eviously carried by H's salesmen.

:
li' new "samples" are ordered through

15. Served as "scout" for Client A to
soover the key individuals in an impor-
iMt rifw project.
16. Initiated preliminary negotiations
li.'reby Client C secured retail representa-
II for the first time in an important
-ality.
17. Made three sales (all but the engi-

'I'l-ring details nec.-ssary tn the actual
' iders) for Client H in three widely sepa-
rated localities, totaling $2.n00—one of
which was an important first sale in a
I'reviously unproductive territory.

I am truly sorry, now, that I did
not tell our new neighbor what I have
i'1i"ited here. I would like him to
I'mIi/u both how far-reaching in its
.-icopc agency work can be and how
fascinatingly un-monotonous it is.

On the other hand, if this article,
which is a direct result of my passing
mood of that evening, has induced some
advertiser to stop and take stock of
the non-advertising assistance which
he has received from his chosen agency—help which it is all too easy to
forget because "thrown in" with the
service for which the agency is specifi-
cally paid—then I will stop" regretting
my act.

And if I convince some other ad-
vertiser who is now paddling his
own canoe without benefit of agency,
that "there may be something in
agency service after all," I'll feel that
I have erased the black mark that
might otherwise stand against my
name.

Automotive Executives

find our pages most interest-

ing reading because of our

authoritative information about

their industry; our analyses of the

financial condition of their com-

panies and those of their com-

petitors, and our intimate contact

with many of their security

holders.

They also find that 92 per cent

of our subscribers are owners of

from one of four automobiles, of

which 46 per cent own cars cost-

ing ^3500 or more.

There are only 100 important

automobile companies in the

United States.

Magazine
^WallStreet

Member A. B. C.

42 BROADWAY
No. 8 of a Scries

NEW YORK

^yC^Ql^ Renew Their

• ^"^ ' Subscriptions

The fact that practically 75'i of

its readers renew their subscrip-

tions by mail shows they get

real value from Bakers' Helper,

the oldest magazine in its field.

BAKEB^Eim ABP

Published Ticicf a Month
431 SOUTH DEARBORN St., CHICAGO

\\ f arc the producers ot some of tin-

oldest .Tnd most successful house

organs in the country. Wntc for copy
of Thf. William FeathekMagazine.

The William Feather Company
505Caiton Building Cleveland, Ohio
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A
HANDBoa Handbook

„BUSlNilS!) , ,
-"^^^

C(1B1BP(MBC ™ACEM£NI

h;;Il ^ Hall

.SSaS . S22^-*fe S«*»-»a

ADVERTISING AND
SELLING EXPERIENCE—at your fingers' ends
n^niS is tlie indispensable advertising and
-» selling reference and bonie-stndy set. Hun-
dreds of men and women are using it to push
tinMiiseivfs ahead. Hundreds of exI)erI^ in all
branches of marketing have it handy for ref-
erence. Agencies throughout the country have
these books in their libraries. Colleges and
universities use the books as texts. If you're
in advertising, or selling, or any branch of
marketing, don't be without the good this set
can bring you.

S. Roland Hall's

Advertising and Selling

Handbooks
Three Volumes, 2788 Pages. 5^. x 8,
Flexible Binding, 700 Illustrations,
$2.50 in ten days and $2.00 monthly

for six months.
The big. well-jMiying jobs call for men with an
all-around knowledge of the entire selling busi-
ness—advertising, personal salesmanship, plan-
ning, managing, etc. Add to your own experi-
ence a working command of the principles and
methods that have been proved in the experi-
ences of the most successful selling organiza-
tions. Ton get them—hundreds of them—in

The best experience
of leading organizations

Covers as much ground as course costing five
or ten times as much. Written in the most
Instructive style, profusely illustrated with
half-tones. line drawings, graphs, charts, maps,
tables. Complete campaigns of many kinds
outlined. Thousands of sales ideas and plans,
time saving methods and stimulating sugges-
tions for daily use in solving marketing prob-
lems of all kinds—manufacturer to small re-
tailer. Examples taken from scores of such
prominent concerns as Burroughs Adding Ma-
chine Co., Kuppenheimer & Co., Morris & Co.,
National Cash Register Co., American Radiator
Co., Conklin Pen Manufacturing Co.. Eastern
Kodak Co., etc.

Special Price $14.50
No Money Down

Small Monthly Payments
Examine the Library

for 10 Days
FREE

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc.
370 Seventh Avenue. New York.
Tou may send me the HALL LTBRAKY OP

ADVPTRTISINO AND SELLING for ten days'
free examtnatloa

Jf the Intuits are satisfactory. I will send
$2.50 in ten days and $2 a month until your
special price of SI 4. 5 has been paid. If not
wanted, I will write you for shipping instruc-
tions.

liajne

Aildresa

City and State

Position

Company .4S- 10-5-27

Puffed Grains and

Quaker Oats
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26]

users for the money that you spend.
That is one of the greatest follies in

advertising.

My success on puffed grains led th-^

Quaker Oats Company to ask me to

study their other propositions. The
main one was Quaker Oats. There I

made one of the greatest mistakes of
my life.

I figured that The Quaker Oats
Company controlled a large percentage
of the oatmeal business. If we could
increase the consumption of oatmeal,
we would reap most of the benefits.
So I planned my first campaign on
those lines.

I shall not describe the methods.
They were far-reaching and eff^ective.

so far as they could go. I employed
hundreds of men to gather data for
me, but I was wrong. The eating of
oatmeal has for centuries been re-
garded as important. Everybody
knows the value of oatmeal. Those
who do not employ it have a reason
hard to overcome.

I ran an educational campaign
which struck a new and appealing note.
But it did not pay. We found that
converting new users was a very ex-
pensive proposal. No new user would
pay us in his lifetime the cost of his
conversion.

That is so in many lines. For in-
stance, converting people to the tooth
brush to secure new tooth paste users.
New converts. I figure, cost at least
$25. No tooth paste maker could get
that cost back in decades.
New habits are created by general

education. They are created largely by
writers who occupy free space. I have
never known of a line where individual
advertisers could profitably change
habits.

IP that cannot be done on a big scale,
it certainly cannot be done on a

small scale. Every line, every word,
directed to that end is a waste. No
one can profitably change habits in
paid print. The advertiser comes in
when those habits are changed. He
says, "Here is the right method."
Many millions of dollars have been

wasted by advertisers who do not rec-
ognize that fact. They aim at people
not yet schooled to use the products
which they offer. The idea is fine and
altruistic, but it never can be made to
pay.

All my later advertising on Quaker
Oats was aimed at oatmeal users. I

never tried to win new users. I sim-
ply told existing users the advantages
we offered. And we gained large re-
sults on those lines.

Our greatest results came during
the War, when all of us were urged
to meat substitutes; when the study of
calories became a fad. The calorie's in
Quaker Oats showed conspicuously.
The cost per 1000 calories was about

one-tenth the cost of meat. We doubled
the Quaker Oats sales on that calory
presentation.

BUT we always had in mind that the
use of oatmeal was retarded by long

cooking. A competitor came out with
oats which cooked quickly, and he made
vast inroads on our sales. Just then
an inventor came to us with the idea
of ready-cooked oats. We called them
Two-Minute Oats. All they required
was the heating.
We considered this a gi'eat solution

of the oatmeal problem. Most of us
wanted to adopt it immediately. But
I urged experiments.
So we tried Two-Minute Oats in a

few towns. We offered a package free.

Then we wrote to the users and asked
their opinion. The verdict was against
us. The flavor was different from oat-
meal as they knew it. New users
might consider it a better flavor. They
probably would. But the regular users
of oatmeal rebelled at the change, and
new users were too few to consider.

So Two-Minute Oats proved a fail-

ure.

Later came the idea of oats that
cooked in from 3 to 5 minutes. The
flavor was not unique. Most of the di-

rectors voted against it, because Two-
Minute Oats had failed. But I urged
them to make a test, to learn what the
housewives said.

We named it Quick Quaker Oats and
made tests in a few towns. We offered
to buy the first package for trial. We
told every user we did not care whether
they preferred Quaker Oats or Quick
Quaker. All we wanted to know was
their preference. Some 90 per cent of

j

those users voted for Quick Quaker.
|And now Quick Quaker gives to

Quaker Oats a very decided advantage.
|

All of which teaches us lessons of
'

vast importance. Our success depends
[

on pleasing people. By a very inex- i

pensive test we can leai'n if we please
|

them or not. We can guide our en- i

deavors accordingly.
Two-Minute Oats failed because the

unique flavor did not appeal to most
people. But Quick Quaker gave to

the Quaker Oats Company a new hold

on the oatmeal business. The differ-

ence was decided by submitting the

question to a few thousand housewives
at small expense. That can always be
done. One can always learn what is

wanted, and what is not wanted, with-
out any considerable risk.

That is about the only way to ad-

vertising success. Perhaps one time in

fifty a guess may be right. But fifty

times in fifty an actual test tells you
what to do and avoid.

"Pepsodent" will be the title of the
eleventh chapter of Mr. Hopkins autobiog-
raphy, to appear in Advertising and Sell-
ing for October 19. Therein will be de-
scribed the advertising and merchandising
principles underlying the phenomenal rise
of that well known dentifrice.
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The Handbook of Illustrated Letters
The Elbow Companion
for Men Who Plan
Direct Mail Matter and
Dealer Help Material

Facts Taken from a Study

of Over
300 Letter Campaigns

Are Condensed
Into 32 Paqes

HAVE you ever checked the

pulllnR powfr of Illustrated

letters as compared with

the usual sales letter? One
mail-order test on 100,000 names
revealed W^c increased replies

in favor of the illustrated letter.

Another advertiser gets 20%
greater returns.

Whether you now use illustrated

letters or not. you will be inter-

ested in the Handbook which
we will send without cost to

men who buy, plan, write, or

produce printed matter.

The Handbook shows the kind
of letters used by Herbert D.
Shivers to sell millions of cigars

by mail. It reproduces the text

of a letter used by the Xew
Process Company of Warren,
Pa., who sold over a million

dollars' worth of traveling bags.

It describes the kind of letters

that enable Frank E. Davis of

STANDARD PAPER MFG. CO.
Richmond, Virginia

Matters of Tivo-Tcxt Illustrated Letter Paper

The Illustrated 4-fage
letter tuves the same
message as the single
sheet letter plus 5 (o 10
minutes' elaboration oi
the idea—a 10 minute
interview instead of a
2-winute one.

Arc 4 pages of advertising
worth more than oneT At
no increased postage ex-
pense the iUustrated letter
gives 4 pages instead of
one—permits showing the
produet and its uses in
colors.

Gloucester to sell a million dol-

lars" worth of fish a year by

mail.

You read about one publishinK

house that has sold .in.oon.oim

books without a personal .sales-

man. You see how the makers
of Fuller Brushes. Purina
Chows, make use of illustrated

letters In agent and dealer help

work.

The Handbook tells how illustra-

ted letters are used—the twelve
jobs they do best—and their

advantages. Specimens of many
of the letters referred to will be
found tucked in the handy
pocket in the front cover, and a
few dummies for layout pur-
poses are in the back.

If interested in making letters

pay better for direct mail or

dealer help work, the Hand-
book, which we will send free

of cost, should be constantly at

your elbow.

TWOTEXT
ILLUSTRATED

side-ti codt\,'d pet per -/or the

LETTER
5irfe-<3 bond

paper

The Problems
of Many

Advertisers Related
by the Men

JVho Solved Them

14 Advantages of Illustrated Letters
The illustr.ited letter on Two-Text gives the direct advertiser these
advantages:
—Carries letters and complete information for l^^sC. or 2c.

—Shows product in colors.

—Permits the selling of several articles in one letter.

—Lays entire information before prospect for ready action or reference.

—First page of letter can be shorter.

—Permits showing many uses for the article or many styles.

—Enables follow-up letters to continue, the selling job without seem-
ing unduly long.

—Permits pictures of installations or testimonials to be used.
Localized pictures or testimonials if desired.

—Allows the letter accompanying the catalog to call attention to
specials which can be pictured in colors even though the catalog
is limited to one color.

—Makes letters to old customers picture advantages of what they
have bought—keeps them sold—pictures new styles—models or
other desirable purchases.

—Permits class distinctions as to locality—seasons, uses, etc., im-
possible in the big catalog.

—Provides an unfailingly good sales letter on the inside regardless
of ability or mood of the correspondent with the first page avail-
able for personalizing the message.

—Pulls for a longer period of time than other letters.

—Gives from 15% to 33% more returns from the same skill in letter-
writing and the same postage expense.
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This Growing Recognition

of Industrial Advertising

Within one year McGraW'Hill Pub'

lications have gained 500 industrial

advertisers and 3,000 industrial ad-

vertising pages. Now 3,500 advertisers

are using 48,000 pages annually in

McGraw-Hill Publications to help in-

dustry buy more intelligently.

of authoritative industrial publications

to the men who buy or influence the

buying of what they have to sell.

These concerns are using specialised

hidustrial Advertising for the first

time— with continuous schedules in

McGraw-Hill Publications.

A study of this growth shows that

old and new advertisers alike are

recognizing more and more the business-

building value of Industrial Advertis-

ing. It shows, too, that their advertis-

ing agents and bankers are recognizing

its fundamental soundness— its min-

imum of waste.

Among these 500 new McGraw-Hill
advertisers are a number of good sized

concerns, who, after searching investi-

gations, have discovered the importance

Many ot these 500 new McGraw-
Hill advertisers, however, are new-

comers to the industrial field. Their

capital is limited. Their advertising

schedules are consequently small. But

—

in their ranks are the industrial leaders

ot another generation. Tomorrov,'

—

bankers, lawyers and advertising agents

will sense with pride their good fortune

in serving them. For they are starting

out no differently than today's leading

industries who were little advertising

fellows in McGraw-Hill Publications

10, 20 and 40 years ago.

f
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Electrical

ELECTRICAL WEST
ELECTRICAL WORLD
ELECTRICAL MtRCH.\MDlSlNG

Construction cb" Civil Engineering
ENGIMTJIING NEWSRECORD
CONSTRUCTION METHODS

Industrial
POWER
AMLKICAN MACHINIST
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL U METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

MtCRAW-Hia PUflUSHlNG COMPANY. INC. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. PHILADUTHU. CLEVELAND. ST. lOUlS, SAN FHA.NCISCO. LOVDON PUBUSIIOLS OF

McGraw-Hill
TubUcations

Catalogs and Directories
MfCRAWHILL ELECTRICAL ENOlNEtBINC CATALOG

McGRAW.KILL ELECTRICAL TRADE CATALOG McCRAW (.F-f^RAL STATION DIRECTOftY
KEVnONE COAL MINING CATALCXJ McCRAW ELECTRIC RAILWAY DIRECTORY

KEYyiONE METAL QUARRY CATAUX; METAL QUARRY DIRECTORY
KEYSTONE COAL BUYERS CATALOG COAL FTEJLO DIRECTORY

BONBRIGHT SURVEY OF ELECTRIC FOWER & UGHT COMPA.NIES LS THE U S

Kailw
RADIO RETAILING

Transportation
BUS TRANSPORTATION

ELECmiC RAILWAY JOURNAL

Mining
COAL AGE

COAL AGE NEWS
ENGINEERINC & MINING JOURNAL

Overseas
INCENIEKIA INTERNACIONAJL

AMERICAN .MACHINIST
(EUROPIAN EDITKW)

>ll,O00 PAGES USED ANNUALLY BY ).500 INDUSTRIAL ADVERTISERS TO HELP INDUSTRY BUY MORE INTELLIGENTLY
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Salesman
IN ANY Hue he is the man who

tells his story luost interestingly,

comprehensively and eonvincing-

ly—with the least expenditure of

valuahle time.

His greatest ally is the human eye.

By Uie use of graphic stories

—

visual presentations— he concen-

trates the buyer^s attention, he
never becomes side-tracked nor
overlooks an important point.

Burkhardt bindings, loose-leaf

devices, and display binders can
set the eye to work for your sales-

men, inspire confidence in your
product and definitely help to

close sales.

Burkhardt Visual
Selling Devices

The Burkhardt Company, Inc.

Burkhardt Building

Second at Lamed Detroit, Mich.

The Burkharflt Double
Vision Piaplay Binder

—

first aiil tu vi^-ual Belling.

Folds up Bat and com-
pact. Can be set into a
pyramitl in a few sec-

onds, r ifolding your
sale estorycorreclly, con-
cisely and convincingly.

** Visual Selling'*

A book that is creating
widespread interest
among sales and adver*
lising executives. Ifyou
have not already re-
ceived your copy mere-
ly ^ritc your name on
your letterhead and send
in. It is mailed without
charge or other obliga-
tion. Size 6x9 inches,
'14- pages, printed in
colore, more than 30
half' tone illustrations.

"Impressive Facts About the Gas Industry''

With an investment of $4,000,000,000, the gas industry

stands high among the country's leading industries. To
familiarize advertisers with the enormous mar-

ket which this business affords, we have pre-

pared an attractive little booklet entitled "Im-

pressive Facts about the Gas Industry." You
are invited to send for a copy.

Robbins Publishing Co., Inc.

9 East 38th Street New York

» 4kA^ EmCVMECRIWO '^•"V

Your Money Isn't

Worth It

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32]

the minute I get away from the kitchen,
then I'm either out buying odds-
and-ends to put together or else I'm up
in the bath-room making myself all

greasy and smelly mixing them. I

never see the children any more—I'm
just sort of a chemist's assistant and I

hate it. And I'm always burning my
hands or spilling some of the nasty stuff

on the floor!

Mr. S-C (soothingly) : There—there
—but you'll soon get used to it. Just
remember how much money we are
saving by keeping away from branded
goods. You're teaching their makers a
lesson they need! (He reaches in his

pocket and pulls out a cardboard box
of—cigarettes!)

Mrs. S-C (startled) : Why, dear, I

thought you were rolling your own!
Mr. S-C (patronizingly) : Oh, I just

did that for a couple of days as a
gesture. That way is an awful nuisance
and you don't really save much, count-

ing all you spill.

Mrs. S-C says nothing but she is

obviously doing some tall thinking

in the next half minute.

Mrs. S-C: By the way, how is that

paste you made for the office working
out?—^can you bring some home to-

night? We've just got to start some
better system of labeling for our store-

room or" we'll be poisoning ourselves and

the children.

Mr. S-C (condescendingly) : Oh, buy
a tube somewhere. We stopped making
it—not that it wasn't good but it took

too much time.

Mrs. S^C (with suspiciously sym-
pathetic interest) : But it saved money,
didn't it?

Mr. S-C: Yes—I mean no

—

(con-

fused) it did save money, of course, but

not as a business proposition. You see,

our time costs money down there.

Mrs. S-C : Oh—I see. I'm to get our

money's worth because my time isn't

wortli money. I'm to go back to my
grandmother's status as a woman with

no leisure and little comfort because it

doesn't matter what I'm doing. Next
year I suppose you'll want me to start

weaving homespun for my dresses and
pouring candle molds and twisting

paper tapers and keeping a cow to milk

instead of buying certified milk. (Her

voice rises) My time isn't worth any-

thing. I'm glad I've found that out.

Just as soon as you start down-town
this morning I'm going into our store

rooms and a couple of hundred dollars'

worth of home-made dopes and incon-

venient bulk food is going to make a

nice bon-fire in the vacant lot behind

us. And, furthermore, this afternoon,

while you're playing golf, I'm going to

the telephone and replace it all with

the best-known, most popular, most

widely advertised goods I can think of

and I'll get them in the most con-

venient packages that experts can de-

sign—and in just the most convenient

quantities, too—and tomorrow noon

I'll meet you at the club in plenty of

time for lunch and I won't be too busy

or too tired to play! But as for getting

your money's worth, let me tell you here

and now your money isn't worth it!
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this remarkahle selling team

to your business
Here are two publications that offer an ideal com-

bination for the manufacturer who wants to cover

the construction market thoroughly yet economically.

For Engineerint; News-Record and Construction

Methods are supplementary mediums—pulling together

in the field of civil engineering and construction.

Under the same management, each is doing a dis-

tinctive editorial job for its own group of readers by

means best suited to their respective needs. Work-

ing together, with a minimum of overlap, they

saturate this market from top to bottom.

How?

Engineering News-Record is the authoritative

technical journal of 30,000 responsible men in every

branch of civil engineering and construction—engi-

neering executives, civil engineers in every capacity,

and the contracting firms who handle the major jobs.

For more than half a century these men have valued

its technical articles and editorial comment, its trust-

worthy business and construction news service. It

assures the most effective possible CON'ERAGE of

these key men.

Construction Methods is the monthly journal of

field practice and equipment used by 40,000 con-

struction men—contractors handling the large volume
of moderate-sized jobs, field engineers, superinten-
dents, and others in charge of construction operations.
It brings to them graphically the latest developments
in their work. It pictures for them up-to-date con-
struction methods and shows lliem how contractors
everywhere are using most effectively modern con-

struction equipment and materials.

And through this strong appeal to this important
group, it supplements the coverage of Engineering
News-Record, so that the two papers effect a

SATURATION of the specifying, recommending and
buying factors throughout the field.

Use them together! These two publications will

keep >'our advertising message before every worth-
while bu\ing influence in the engineering, construc-
tion and allied industries with the utmost economy
of appropriation.

McGraw-Hill Publications
Tenth Avenue at 36th Street

New York, N. Y.
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3,7'%-

LJyencacv and Qyndiviclualiii;

COMBINE TO LEND EFFECTIVENESS

TO YOUR COPY

BODONI
BOD ONI ITALIC

BERNHARD ROMAN
BERNHARD ITALIC
BERNHARD CURSAT

BERNHARD CURSIVE
ORNAMENTS

lianasonif I ortrolio on iKfCjufit

THE BAUER 1 VpC FOUNDRY, Inc

-^%c

c

239 \( EST FORTY-THIRD STREET

NE\^ YORK

DESPITE the fact that wq printed

many thousands of copies over

and above our monthly requirements,

the Annual Design Number of 1927 is

sold right out.

We would suggest that you ensure for

yourself a copy of the 1928 Special issue

by sending in your subscription NOW
to

THE POSTER

?3.00 a Year

307 South Green Street

CHICAGO

^3.25 for Mexico and Canada
^3.50 for all other countries

Headline Writing

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36]

testing first sentences. And second
sentences. And all the other sentences
all the way through to the end of the
text.

I haven't said anything about the
pictures that take the place of head-
lines—and sometimes they do. But
that's another story.
Would you like a demonstration—

a

little action instead of so many words?
Maybe you'll believe what I say if I

pull a rabbit, or a headline, out of my
silk hat. So?

I'll ask you to think of an advertiser
who makes something for women to
wear. Style appeal. Let's start way
back with one of the world's oldest
headlines. It is the one word:

"Notice"
Yes, notice is the first thing we want

reader to do. We might get some at-
tention value by lettering the word in
some outlandish way.
One of the many things this one word

headline lacks is news interest. Let's
tack some of that on. Like this

—

"Notice
The Short Skirts"

Now we've got brevity, some atten-
tion, some news interest and a hint of
our subject. That's important—to hint
at our subject—not give it away, mind
you, but hint at it. Didn't mention
that before. Should have.
Seems to me it would be well to get

some of the YOU interest into our head
if we can. Let's try:

"Do you
Notice

The Short Skirts?"

So far, so good. The headline is now
in the form of a question. Thing that
bothers me, though, is we haven't got
enough news interest. Also we're
rather banal. Suppose we add this

—

"Do you
Notice

The Short Skirts
Are Getting Shorter?"

That helped a lot . . . but I don't
think our headline is right yet. It has
some of the elements of a good one, but
I wonder if we can't do something to

make it more seductive.
Can we do something more to it so

that it will have more pushing or coax-
ing power.
Remember, a headline is good to the

degree that it encourages the reader to

read the text which follows. I think
I'll add another phrase. So:

"Do you
Notice

The Short Skirts
Are Getting Shorter

—

And Do You Know Why?"
Now I think it's all there. It's kind

of long, though. Maybe it needs re-

writing. Most things do. Can we
shorten it and hold all its value? I've

done this trick before, so I think maybe
we can. Like this :

"Why Your
Short Skirts

are
Getting Shorter"

And there you are.

Have tried, in all I've said to do just

one thing: Tell you to T-H-I-N-K
before you write a headline.
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T>istirigiiished "Book M^ork on the

LINOTYPE
THIS INSERT of the series on Distin-

guished Composition is contributed by

William Edwin Rudge of Mt. Vernon, New
York, as a demonstration of the character

that can be imparted to this class of work, as

indeed to any other, by careful planning. It

should be borne in mind that the actual pro-

duction cost of such composition is but little

greater than the cost of ordinary, character-

less composition. Added on to the total cost

the increase is but slight.— Butwhat a differ-

ence it makes in the result!—The specimens

shown in this insert were composed on the

Linotype. Mr. Rudge operates three

machines, setting many of his most

distinguished works on the

LINOTYPE

Jcnitar,. 1927 320.01



TURN TO THE EAST was not SO vehement, so vigorous as is expected of one who narrowly misses

eternal ostracism. Loudly she bewailed the fact that being too wicked for the

proselyter's Heaven, which because of its exclusiveness was therefore undoubt-

edly superior in every way, she was compelled to resign herself to the prospects

of a Presbyterian Paradise, more easily entered, therefore, second rate.

However, there is one compensation for a grandmother—the Proselyter's

Lord has no free dispensary here below.

'^^e CVWoJ.cPj'g'oMH^CVWap

\>

HE is a modern young man. He assures me of this in flawless Eng-

lish, sitting upon the deck, legs folded Buddha-fashion, as only

an Oriental can. It is a fact patent to anybody. Instead of square-

cornered Chinese garments, constricting the body nowhere, he

wears a blue serge suit of Scotch weave, cut in Hong Kong by a

British tailor. His feet, noticeably small, are conspicuous in American sport

shoes, decorated with contrasting leather fancifully stitched. From a side pocket

protrudes a soft Italian felt hat twisted into a cone. Altogether he is pleasant to

look upon. His dark eyes, shadowed by thick fleshy lids, do not wince from the

sunlight as mine do. Cowering beneath a hat brim I hug the miserable ribbon of
j

noon-day shade lying along the cabin wall, while unaffected, he sits upon a i

blazing white scrubbed deck, with light raining from the sky, an inverted

molten bowl, light incessantly caught and splintered upon the points of waves.
:

His teeth shine, white and firm. His flesh, neither yellow nor white, is a smooth
]

olive. To the body, supple and young, angularities are alien. Gestures trail I

gracefully from his fingertips. And about him there is a gaiety, a consistent

gaiety, which at no time will get out of bounds, overflowing the reserve of his
j

Oriental temperament.

/F

ir' u/j; J-iii^ T.iu.vti'iiv'n' -

(""LINOTYPE"')

PACES FROM "turn TO THE EASt"

PUBLISHED BY MINTON, BALCH & COMPANY

Tyfe: 12 foint Caslon Old Face

(Leaded)

Ttf^ AND ILLUSTRATIONS

PRINTED BY THE AQUATONE PROCESS



By the event of last night, already gossiped about at breakfast in the Second

Cabin, his gaiety may be intensified. I know nothing. I have heard that this

charming youth came away from an all-night poker game in the First Cabin at

dawn. Having won more than his passage to America he left behind him among

others an enraged traveling salesman and a forlorn Australian bookie. Not one

of your trumpery peddlers this salesman but a traveler in something big, loco-

motives, steel rails, tractors. It may be he directly above us, a heavy man with

jowls, leaning upon the rail of the upper deck. The bookie, after seeing the

Treaty Ports, is going to horse-races in Canada. At this hour upon any other day

he and this Chinese youth have been playing mahjong for small stakes; but now

he stands alone, blazer collar pulled up to his ears, staring at nothing. Usually

so cheery, so needful of a sympathetic audience, there is something desolate in

this isolation. But my companion glances neither at him nor towards the rail

above.

This young man is fond of foreign dancing, but his performance as well as

being curious is something of a scandal. The most intricate steps he has mastered.

He is agile beyond any white man, but the white man's negroid rhythms do not

enter into him. From first to last his stepping remains unrelated to the emphasis

of the bass drummer. And at times his dancing is subtly impertinent. It was

found so by two wan half-grown girls traveling from mission stations in a

country which is not home to school in America, which is for them even a

stranger land. When he asked them to dance again they refused,glancingat him

with startled eyes. Privately the missionaries, of whom there are many among

the passengers, scold; but he is guiltless, his mannerisms being common to those

American dance-halls welcoming young Orientals.

To criticism by missionaries he would be indifferent. Already he tells me that

he is an agnostic, adding to this the commonplace of Young China that mis-

sionaries are the tools of imperialism. He is modern in all things except in

marriage. When he went away to an American college he had long been wed

to an old-style girl of his mother's choice. Of a university degree he is no less

47

TURN TO THE EAST
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CHARLES DAVIS

property of her son, Thomas Lawrence Motley ( 1835— 1909) of Groton, Massa-

chusetts, and at his death passed to his daughter, Maria Davis Motley, widow of

Lawrence Park, Esq., of Groton.

Exhibited— September, 1915, to September, 1916.

At the exhibition of Stuart's portraits, Bos- A copy, made by Edgar Parker about 1885,

ton, 1828, No. 186. is owned by Mr. Davis' great-grandson.

At the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, from Charles Motley Clark, Esq., of Boston.

[Illustrated]

<2i5>

MRS. CHARLES DAVIS
1783-1841

LIZA, daughter of Benjamin (q.v.) and Judith (Gay) Bussey (q.v.)

of Boston and "Woodland Hill," Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts.

She married in Boston in 1803 Charles Davis (q.v.) of Boston.

Boston, 1808. Panel, 32/^x26/4 inches. Life-size, half-length, showing her

seated in an easy attitude, three-quarters left, in a gilt Empire armchair, uphol-

stered in rich old rose velvet, with her gray-blue eyes to the spectator. She wears a

short-sleeved, high-waisted, low-necked, black velvet gown, trimmed about the

neck with narrow white lace. Her light brown hair is parted on her forehead and

worn in large ringlets at her temples. Her coloring is brilliant. A cord of black

velvet passes around her head. Her hands rest on her lap, with the fingers inter-

locked and her right forearm lies upon a cushion of the same shade as the chair

covering. The background is plain and of brown tones.

Painted for her father, her portrait remained in his possession until his death in

I 842, when it passed to her mother, and at her death in i 849 it was inherited by

Mrs. Davis' daughter, Maria Bussey Davis (1814-1894), wife of Thomas

Motley (18 12-1895) of "Woodland Hill." At Mrs. Motley's death, it became

the property of her daughter, Judith Eleanor Motley, wife of Edward Gilchrist

E

PACE FROM CILHERT STUART, nv LAWRENCE PARK

PUBLISHED BY WILLIAM EDWIN RUDCE
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Frank Trufax's Letters
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 31J

be answered to the point of the exact
number of cigars consumed, and yet

an answer can be given that will serve

as a basis of determining approxi-
mately the possibilities of cigar sales

in any territory.

Follow me through on this — if so

many million people in the good old

U. S. A. enjoy so many billions of
cigars annually, the per capita con-
sumption would be just so many and
that "so many" works out in round
figures to about fifty-five cigars per
capita per year.
That is, in a territory of a million

people, about 55,000,000 cigars are
smoked yearly. In a population of half

a million, 27,500,000 cigars give ease
and happiness to smokers during a
year.
Now, boys, get me right. I'm not

going to throw a lot of so-called inside

info at you nor am I even attempting
to give you other than closely estimated
figures as founded on absolutely correct
data furnished by the Government. All
I offer is a method of figuring potential
cigar sales in a territory based on the
"law of averages" with facts as a foun-
dation instead of just guessing.

Therefore, fifty-five cigars per cap-
ita, per year is the round number to

8tart your pencil working.
All right. Now, let's get down to

cases.

Billy Keepatem, one of our boys,
works five counties with a total popu-
lation of .'i00,0()0 population. He says
he gets "about twenty-five per cent of
the cigar business in his territory."
About how many must he sell to hit
the 25 per cent mark?
Approximately 1(1,500,000 cigars are

sold in his territory. To get twenty-
live per cent of this business, Billy
would have to sell 4,125,000.

Billy does NOT "get twenty-five per
cent of the cigar business" in his ter-
ritory, and now he admits he doesn't.
But, do all territories afford equal

consumption of cigars? Aren't some
sections better than others? I'd say
so and because of this situation, you
can make proportionate allowances or
additions to your estimated figures of
potential sales. That is, if for good
and valid reasons, Billy Keepatem would
arrive at the conclusion that his terri-
tory is "ten per cent poorer cigar terri-
tory" than some other section, then de-
duct ten per cent from the potential
sales of 4,125,000.
What percentage of the cigar busi-

ness in your territory do YOU think
you are entitled to by reason of your
brands, your house and because of your
own ability? Ten per cent? Fifteen
percent? Twenty-five per cent? What
percent? Are you getting it? W'hat'sthe
use of guessing? What's to be gained by
kidding ourselves? Let's find out.

The procedure as outlined is not
patented nor copyrighted—nor, by gad,
does it give 100 per cent accurate in-
formation BUT, I ask you. doesn't it

give you a concrete and authentic basis
of computing estimated sales possibili-

i

ties? Isn't that better than arriving

I

at a conclusion of what can and should
be done by mere (/ucsfitig with no facts
to guide you? The answer is "Yes."
Best regards, boys.

Yours, forandwithu,
Frank Trufax.

A WINTER Market

for SUMMER
Products

JUST about the

time when the

II o r t li « rn mer-

chant puts away
his remaining

straw hats, bath-

ing suits and sum-

m <• r dresses for
the winter, the

Florida merchant

sends in extra or-

ders for summer
goods in prep-

aration for his

biggest selling

season.

There's a year 'round market
for simimer products in Flor-

ida and it is greater in winter

than in summer because the

population of the state nearly

doubles during the tourist

season.

Ill \\ inter Florida

lias nearly three

million people,

residents and win-

ter visitors, who
offer a market for

all kinds of sum-

mer goods—sum-

mer clothing,
hathing suits, fish-

ing tackle, golf

equipment, motor

boats, molor cars

and the like. Here

is an opportunity

for tlie maker of summer
products to extend his selling

season.

Plan a special selling and ad-

vertising campaign for Flor-

ida during tlie winter months.

And n-meinher — vou can

cover Florida best with

—

The Associated Dailies

of Florida
DfLand Daily Neva*
Fort Mvern Ptetn
I'ort Mverg Tropical \e%c$
Jiicksonville Journal
Lakrland Htar -Telegram
Miami fh-tald
Seui HtitvTtui SrsDa
Orlnndo Sentinel
I'ahii Ftcafh \e\cii

Palm Beoeh Post
Prwtfionla S'etta-Journat
Plant Citv Courier
St. AuoUKtinr Jt'cnrd
8t. Petersburg Independent
St. Petemburg Timet
Sanford Timet
Tampa Timet
Tfirnpa Tritiurte

AND SO OUGHT YOU!
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Marketing in the

Industrial Field
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20]

BRIEFOLIO
ishelping
Mmmnmne
JMore Sales
A sales portfolio combined with a

handsome brief case. Compact, easily
convertible, convenient to carry. Mer-
chandisers and salesmen are enthusi-
astic oyer the results obtained with
Briefolio. It makes it unnecessary
for them to carry both a brief case

and sales portfolio
as separate units-
yet gives them the
tremendous advan-
tage of visual sell-

ing.

To convert
Briefolio from a
brief case into a
display portfolio it

is only necessary to
fold back the base and

press two snap-buttons into
place. It is ready for use for

catalogs, price lists, and other data.

Briefolio comes in one standard
size, equipped with 25 hinged display
sheets for mounting photographs and
other material. Equip your men with
Briefolios and watch the increasing
percentage of difficult accounts they
will close.

Send for illustrated folder
describing Briefolio and other
styles and types of Pyramid
Sales Portfolios. Mailed on

request.

;')yramiH^ales

"Ask the Man Who Uses One"

Michigjan

Book Binding Company
Srhmidt Power B]d^.. Detroit, Mich.

own language. As a result of these
specialized efforts, directed at a par-
ticular market, that company has se-
cured recognition as a leading producer
of ventilating fans for coal mines,
whereas some of the larg'e blower
manufacturers, who have not given
specialized attention to the mining
market, are said to have comparatively
little business in that field.

A MANUFACTURER'S comprehen-
sion of his market usually is re-

flected in the recognition which he se-

cures for his products. The McGraw-
Hill Company recently made a survey
of the markets for various industrial
products in order to ascertain the de-
gree to which different makes of goods
were recognized by buyers in the re-
spective fields. In the market for con-
crete mixers, for example, this inquiry
showed that two manufacturers stood
out far ahead of their competitors in
recognition by the contractors who
purchase such equipment. The market
for power shovels in the contracting
industry was shown to be practically
in the hands of six companies, and the
leading company in that field was one
which had attained its position within
a relatively short period. In the metal
working industries two manufacturers
of radial drills were rated far ahead
of other manufacturers of such equip-
ment.

In the rating of manufacturers of
coal handling equipment by industrial
power plants, the leader had secured an
unusually high degree of recognition,
and only three companies had secured
recognition from more than ten per cent
of the field covered, as compared with
an average of five companies for all
the industrial fields included in the sur-
vey. Among the manufacturers of
Diesel engines the ratings given by in-

dustrial power plants indicated that
there was no outstanding leader; seven
companies received almost the same
recognition rating. This also was true
of the manufacturers of mine hoists.
Prom these reports it would appear
that among manufacturers of mine
hoists and Diesel engines no company,
as yet, has manifested conspicuous
alertness in marketing. These ex-
amples, to which numerous others could
be added, indicate great variations in

marketing acumen not only between
industries but also in many cases
within an industry.
Marketing effort is partly informa-

tional, partly stimulative, and partly
competitive. The industrial revolution,
which has taken place during the last
170 years, has resulted in the establish-
ment of a large number of specialized
producers, served by a great variety
of distributors. Each business organiza-
tion must make purchases from many
producers or distributors. Consider, for
instance, the case of a cotton manu-
facturing company. In building its

plant the company has purchased build-
ing materials for construction from

numerous sources and mill machinery
from several manufacturers who spe-
cialize in that type of equipment. To
carry on its operations it purchases
raw cotton and a great variety of other
materials, supplies, and equipment, in-
cluding such items as starch, lubricants,
brooms, ledgers and account books,
stationery, motors, belts, gears, coal or
oil for fuel, factory trucks, delivery
trucks, time clocks, bobbins, shuttles,
electric lights, baskets and other re-
ceptacles, packing cases, paint, portable
blowers, and so on.
For every industry, a similarly di-

verse list of articles could be cited.
Each of these items is produced by
firms specializing in that particular
class of products. With this network
of potential business relationships, a
buyer cannot purchase intelligently and
economically without having informa-
tion regarding possible sources and the
merits of the various articles. Nor
can the buyer be expected to search out
of his own accord all the types of ma-^
terials, equipment, and supplies po-
tentially useful in his business, or toj
ascertain all available sources and the!
advantages of the various makes of?
products. It is the task of the pro-
ducer to furnish the buyer with this i

information, either directly by sales-
men and advertising, or indirectly

'

through his distributors. This informa-
tional marketing effort is especially
necessary in the industrial field. Jil
For goods for which the want is I

spontaneous, informational effort alone
is sufficient to effect sales. It is

rare, however, that any substantial part
of the demand for a particular article
or material is spontaneous. The lack
of spontaneity in demand results from
the difficulty of discriminating between
information that is dependable and mis-
information and also, in even greater
measure, from the lack of imaginative
ability in mankind generally. The po-
tential usefulness of an unfamiliar ar-
ticle or device usually is not grasped
by the prospective buyer until his

imagination has been laboriously
kindled. Consequently, sales effort is

necessary for stimulating the imagina-
tion and arousing latent wants. Stimu-
lative mai'keting effort is needed for

developing those parts of the market
from which satisfactory results have
not been secured and for introducing
new articles or old articles adapted to

new uses. Under such circumstances it

is incumbent upon the producers to

stimulate the imagination of potential

buyers to comprehend the characteris-
tics of the articles and their merits.

This is one of the outstanding features
of alert marketing.

THE third type of marketing effort

is competitive. Competitive effort

may not be necessary in the case of a

device which is protected by a patent.

Most goods are not covered by patents,

however, and the buyer, when he feels

a want, must choose the source from
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EWJIGE
25 Cents

Illtrs ted

Why
I Want
To Die
Before
IM Old

By

Anna
Steese

Richardson

Beginning

—

Bloody
Ground
JlNewNovelofthe

PioneerWc<t
Formerly

C UCCESS
^ MAGAZINE

See ^Innouncement Inside

The chapter of material success is written boldly in American life but we are only

tuiiiing the first pages of that deeper success which is the real challenge to our cour-

age in the new age.* All that is valuable in human achievement, all that is significant

in human progress, all that is important to human interest, we shall try to give to

you in The New Age Illustrated.*
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More Subscribers

—and the larger size

The Architectural Record has increased its number o£

architect and engineer subscribers to 7,202, and its lead

over the nearest competitor to 36%. To this dominating

position will be added, with January 1928, the advantages

of the larger size, a new and striking typographical dress

devised by Frederick W. Goudy, and many improvements

in editorial presentation—all resulting in a special atten-

tion value that no other paper will enjoy.

On request—full information on The Archi-
tectural Rrcord for 1928

—

latest A. B.C. Audi-
tor's Retort—netv enlarged and re-Ased edition

of "Selling the Architect" booklet—latest sta-

tistics on biitldintj activity—and sample copy.

(Average Net Paid 6 months ending June, 1927—11,586)

T/ie Architectural Record
Division F. W. Dodge Corporation

119 West Fortieth Street, New York, N. Y
Member A. B. C. Member A. B. P., Inc.

jreet advertfswg
today e/an only )^e"

pr6diiced by/an
o r g a'n i z a t/i oir-

vs^hich thinks and
i^o/ks in terms of

eeds and

ilCompany
Grand Rapids

•

DISPATCH SETS THE
PACE

During tlie first six months of

1927 The Columbus Disimtcli
carried more paid advertising'

than the second Columbus papt-r

by 4,639,750 agate lines.

For years The C-olumbus Dis-

patch 'has enjoyed the distinction

of being first in Ohio in paid
ndvertising volume.

Columbus and central Ohio is

one of the most attractive fields

in America for the sale of all

kinds of Merchandise. The wealth
of this territory is more than

2^ billion dollars.

One newspaper . . . The Colum-
bus Dispatch, can give you the

key to sales in this fertile terri-

tory.

The Dispatch is first in news,
hist in circulation, and first in

advertising.

NET PAID CIRCULATION
City 60,210

Suburban 28.937

Country 24,525

Total Circulation 113. (I7S

(flblumhu«]9i9Jialth
; OtntfS OBBCTEST MOH6 OAIUT .

which to buy: then competition enters.
To deal with these conditions, produc-
ers maintain competitive sales organi-
zations.

COMPETITIVE marketing effort fre-

quently results in economic waste.
The view is still held in the United
States, however, and correctly, I be-
lieve, that the wastes resulting fx'om
this competition are far more than
counterbalanced by the gains. Compe-
tition affords a continual incentive to

improvement in methods and products
and encourages the stimulation of new
wants, which directly or indirectly help
to raise the general standard of living.

With all its wastes and discomforts,
competition such as exists in the United
States is far healthier than the Euro-
pean system of "rings" and "cartels."

Some manufacturers manifest a desire

to have the Sherman Law repealed in-

sofar as it applies to their particular

sales activities, but few manufacturers
indicate willingness to have that ex-

ception extended to those industries

from which _they purchase materials

and equipment. As a practical matter,
the solution of the competitive problerns

in many industries must be found in

improved marketing methods.

The examples of marketing methods
which have been cited in this article

are from the industrial field. As re-

gards the importance of alert market-
ing, no distinction properly can be

made between consumers' goods and in-

dustrial goods; it is essential for both.

In the working out of sound marketing
plans, however, there are significant

differentiations between the consumer
market and the industrial market, and

it is on the less well-known industrial

market that attention is to be focussed

in this series of articles.

Thi.=! is the first of a series of articles on
industrial marketing by Professor Cope-
land. The second will appear in the follow-

ing issue.

Ice Cream Consump-

tion Gains

The ice-cream manufacturers decided

twenty years ago that if they were to

get anywhere they would have to get

there together. The realization of

common interests and common prob-

lems roused them into industrial con-
\

sciousness, and another industry

stepped into the competitive ring.

The industry drafted its best brains

for leadership, dug deep into its re-

sources, marshalled its forces into a

solid fighting line. Today, although

one of the youngest members of the

dairy products family, it ranks as one

of the foremost. Numbered in its

ranks are approximately four thou-

sand wholesale manufacturers with a

capital investment of close to half a

billion dollars.

The industry is meeting outside com-

petition by the organized force of co-

operative effort and without the im-

pairment of individual initiative or

individual sales promotion. In 1905,

every American consumed 1.04 gallons

of ice cream. Last year he ate more

than double that amount, or 2.77 gal-

lons. This was due to the cooperation

of those in the industry.

—

Nation's

Bushiess Magazine.
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Magazine Advertisers

are Buying More this Year

than Last. But buying differently

Example: Liberty's Advertising Gain for First 6 Months of 1927

over First 6 Months of 1926 is 83/8 pages more than that of

12 Other Leaders Combined, for the same six months"" period.

Liberty's

Gain 19 o>^ Pages

This is by far the largest gaiu made by any of the

following twelve magazines:

Net Gain, 12

Magazines:
107X Pages

^ Figures arc^
tabulated
jrom Reports

ofPublishers'

Information

"S Bureau



^m OPEN FORUM
Individual Views Frankly Expressed

Mr. Chase Declines

I
HAVE your kind invitation to an-

swer certain criticisms of our book
in the pages of Advertising and Sell-

ing.

It is evident that our minds do not
meet and it would be rather a waste of

time to attempt to enter into a lengthy

debate. I am quite content to let you
have the last word accordingly.

Stuart Chase,
The Labor Bureau, Inc.,

New York.

Where Is the Waste in Selling ?

Now that the Federal Trade Com-
mission has ordered a sales in-

quiry, to throw the spot light on waste
in selling, the question arises as to just

what is the sales waste to be elimi-

nated.

Incidentally, some big manufacturers
of the United States approached the

Federal Government at Washington
with the suggestion that selling as well

as producing activities be included in

the general movement against waste.
Such an inquiry, made by business

men, would be constructive and prac-

tical, and would have a direct bearing
on .practical ways and means of elimi-

nating waste in selling.

Nearly everybody admits that there's

a lot of waste in selling. But just

where is it—and what can be done
about it?

Does it lie in the fact that each of

several competing manufacturers sends
his salesman into the same town, where-
as one salesman could book all the or-

ders available from that town if he had
it all to himself.

If so, then the remedy lies in agree-
ments among the competing manufac-
turers on a split-up of the market

—

which is, and should continue to be,

illegal monopolistic restraint of free
trade.

Therefore, that is forestalled from
being the recognized trouble or cause of
waste in selling, because its only rem-
edy chokes off competition—and the ad-
ministration at Washington, while
bending the anti-trust laws, doubtless
would not care for the responsibility of
breaking them in two.

Then, where is the sales waste that
can be remedied without breaking the
law?
The answer is that this waste lies

mainly within the sales and advertising-
policies, plans, and methods of indi-

vidual business houses.
That there is great possibility for

eliminating selling waste by increasing

sales efficiency—few, if any, will deny.

This is a problem for the individual

manufacturer to solve as best he can.

He can get much staff help from the

Department of Commerce through its

excellent statistical reports. But this

problem of waste in selling is peculiar-

ly the manufacturer's own problem. It

is one very important avenue left open
for him to excel in his tussle with man-
ufacturers of competing products.

Vigorous competition for sales, the

kind of competition that many manu-
facturers have experienced in recent

jears, is the greatest hope for the elim-

ination of selling waste—and great

progress has been made in this direc-

tion during the past five years. Fur-
thermore, it seems to be certain that

greater progress is to come as the pro-

diicing costs of competing manufactur-
ers gradually get closer together and
more of responsibility in earning a sat-

isfactory net profit is placed on the
ability of the sales department to lower
its costs per unit of product sold.

H. McJoHNSTON, Director
Business Management Dept., La Salle

Extension University, Chicago.

Canadian Circulation of

American Magazines

JM. CAMPBELL says in his article,

"Canadian in name—American in

Ownership," that curiously enough,
prices of American products made in

Canada—or purchased in Canada, are
considerably higher than in this coun-
try. There is nothing curious about
that fact whatever. When you add the

amount of a protective duty to an in-

voice price, you are bound to arrive at

a higher figure.

Mr. Campbell may be right when he
says that the natural inclination of the

people is to buy British made goods but
the fact remains that for the past
twenty-five years they have been ad-

vertised to the point where the prefer-
ence is for American made goods. All

our magazines are circulated in Canada
and one at least of them has a circu-

lation much larger than any Canadian
or British periodical in that country.
Consequently, it is only to be supposed
that the products advertised in these
magazines would come to be in gen-
eral use in Canada.

I think we have found the ideal so-

lution for the average sized manufac-
turer who advertises and who wishes
to sell his product in Canada. Mr.

Campbell might have found, had he
J

tried, a Spur Tie in Canada at ex-
actly the same price as he paid in thisi

country by reason of the fact that it is]

made in a Canadian factory, by Cana-|
dian workmen, with Canadian mate-
rials and not those imported into the 1

country and on which a duty had to bej
paid.

In this way we get a return on the!

tremendous excess circulation of thel

magazines we are advertising in in thisj

country arid which circulation we other-

wise would be paying for with no pos-

sibility of getting any return for ourl
money. The business we get represents!

a clear profit because it is done on a
[

royalty basis and in addition to taking!
up the slack of our waste advertising!
circulation up there we also derive the!

benefit of having our name linked upl
with the largest company of its kindj
in Canada.

J. K. MacNeill, Sales Manager,
Hewes & Potter,

Boston, Mass.

Oceanic Advertising

ANEW medium for outdoor adver-l
tising which to my knowledge has I

neither been commented upon nor copied!

to any extent was observed by me re-

1

cently on the Italian steamer "Roma." I

With the resourcefulness, imagination!

and energy of the modern Italian, the!

line that runs this ship has used spaces
j

between the portholes of the cabins onj

the promenade decks to bear framed!
posters of watering places, jewelers,!

automobiles, tourist agencies and other!

such advertisers of articles and services]

that will presumably appeal to the type

of "prospect" who travels in the first

class section of an expensive liner. The
"shop" on the ocean has been with us

i

for some time, but it has never played
|

a prominent role in the life on the I

ships. These posters however held the
j

attention without irritating the sensi-

bilities of every passenger able to leave i

his cabin. The well known monotony of

mid-Atlantic scenery was happily enliv-

ened; no one could claim that Nature

was in any way desecrated; and the

tourists with their letters of credit still

untouched could be seen constantly ex-

amining the displays from which there

was for no one any feasible escape.

If our Shipping Board wants to increase

its revenues here is a chance; but let us

not have a Gay White Way where the

life boats now offer convenient shelter

on moonlight nights.

Malcom Bates,
Hartford, Conn.

~«xa). •SX*
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"This way to the hig show"

A million dulliir stock parade passed in front of ijrand stand of the Io-u.'a State Fair.

Always a "big show," this year the Iowa State Fair
hung up a new attendance record .... 429,000 paid admis-
sions an indication of a favorable trade outlook
for Iowa.

All records for attendance were broken at the 1927 Iowa State Fair. Not even dur-
ing the palmy years of war time prosperity was this year's fii;ure of 429.051 paid admissions even equalled.

Si.itt/-six thousand more lowans icent through the turnstiles of the Fair this year than in 192G.

The great success of this year's State Fair indicates to the business man here on the

ground a most favorable trade outlook for Iowa this fall and winter. And why not.'' Iowa's crops are

excellent. Iowa's factories are busy. Retailers and jobbers are reporting large sales of merchandise.

Fortunately, it is no difficult task to reach this responsive market. In Iowa, the
backbone of a successful advertising campaign is The Des Moines Register and Tribune-Capital. 220,000

copies are daily distributed over the entire state in more than a tiiousand towns and cities. Statistics show that

The Des Moines Register and Tribune-Capital covers Des Moines and Iowa with greater density than any

other middle-western newspaper in its trade territory.
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Dairy farms in this terri-

tory have sufficient ca-
pacity to meet the milk
requirements of the New
York metropolitan area.

TJm^Med"
ALAND literally flowing with milk and honey, its thousands of

hills dotted with a million heavy-milking cows. In summer these

cattle wade in spring-fed streams and graze in green pastures; in win-

ter, they munch succulent silage in sanitary modern barns.

From this favored region comes the milk required by the teeming

millions of the Greater City. The bulk of this milk is marketed
through one of the world's greatest farmer-owned organizations—the

Dairymen's League Cooperative Association, Inc.

It is this Association which publishes the Dairymen's League News
—the outstanding dairy paper of the East. Through the advertising

columns of this paper you can reach the prosperous, progressive dairy

farm families of this territory.

Write for Sample Copy and Rate Card

Dairymen^s League
News Circulation is

concentrated in this
"Milk-Shed."

^Thc.
i

Dairy!
Paper!

. \X WoffAeW
New York City
--Milk Shed"!

Dai RUMEN'S
NEWS

New York

120 West 42nd Street

W. A. Schreyer, Bus. Mgr.

Phone Wisconsin 6081

Chicago

10 S. La Salle Street

John D. Ross

Phone State 36S2

Folded Edge DucUine and Fibre Signs
Cloth and Paraffine Signs

Lithographed Outdoor and Indoor
Displays

THE JOHN IGELSTROEM COMPANY
MABsUlon, Ohio Good Ssletmen Wanted

;^ A SALES AID
Yuiir sjk^men should show skeptical prospccis the

(csiimonul letters and orders received from utisFcd

cu\romcrs—they supply proof and get ihc ordci3.

Dont \c2\e testimonial letters lyinf; idle in your
Klc-.—,ni\c them to your men and increase sales

tbfi)ui;li their use T^ Studfor a itpi of bonkUt twiay.

AJAX PHOTO-PRINT CO.. 31 W.Ad.m, Street. Chic

'he Only Denne'in ,

iCanadian Advex'ti5in
Canada may be "Just over the \

border," but when advert Isliw:

there you need a Canadian Agency
thoroughly rnnversant with local con-

ditions, liet us tell you why.

rA'J-DEHMECCompany ItdJ
Reford Bids. TORONTO. ^

Bakers Weekly ^^^'^Zr'H^^i
NEW YORK OFFICE—45 West 45th St.

CHICAGO OFTFICE—343 S. Dearborn St.

Maintaining a complete research laboratory
and experimental bakery for determining the
adaptability of products to the baking industry.
Also a Research Merchandising Department,
furnishing statistics and sales analysis data.

"For Immediate

Release"
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 44]

editor would characterize its 350 words
as "press agent pap," as does the news-
paper man's paper in which it is repro-

duced and pilloried.

What a lot of publicity stuff the

newspapers do publish, without a

whimper! In the country the circus

advance man still swaps the rural pub-

lisher two Annie Oakleys for a couple

of columns of reading matter. And al-

most every newspaper in the country

helps to perpetuate this ancient bar-

gain by publishing, daily, comments on

the local theatrical productions and
unlimited quantities of photoplay chat-

ter. Book publishers receive reviews

of their new offerings in return for

copies of the books.

(I anticipate, here, a loud wail that

comments on the theaters and notes of

new books are news, and that the pub-

lic does want this news; further, that

the free ticket or the free book is not

a consideration in return for the pub-

licity received. I admit that the pub-

lic wants the news; so do millions of

women want new recipes. The question

of consideration is beside the point,

just now. We are considering only the

relative value of news items from free

sources.)

No business in the strictly commer-
cial field gets any such attention, ex-

cepting one—the automobile industry.

It gets the lion's share. Why all the

world is waiting to hear of the im-

proverd gear shift on the Soandso Six,

and is not interested in the new
product of a golf club manufacturer
is something editors know, and I don't.

I seem to be piling up evidence

against the newspapers, but I have

charged them with only half the blame.

Before we dismiss them, let us just

sum up the case against them thus:

The newspapers are not consistent.

They do publish a great deal of public-

ity matter ; that which they publish has

had some shifting for news value, but

the chief distinction which separates

news from rubbish seems to_ be the

source from which the material ema-
nates.
What is the publicity writer's part

of the blame? First, he has too often

used a club to get his rubbish printed.

A nationally-known manufacturer of

food products recently brought out a

new cereal. That fact alone, because

the company was large and conspicu-

ous and because it was adding a

product to its established line, had a

certain element of news—say one per

cent. It was worth one paragraph of

news space. The rest of its story was
appropriate for paid space. But by
stretching and pulling and pumping in

air the story spread out to most of a

column in many of the papers which
carried the display copy. The story

never should have been sent; the

papers should have refused it.

A newspaper publisher, interested in

the works of a certain writer, recently

sent out mats of a large display adver-

tisement accompanied by a three-col-

umn news story. Editors in all parts

of the country protested, and rightly

raised the question as to whether the

offending publisher would have ac-

cepted the paid space on the same basis
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in his own publication. He had no
right to expect other ntwspaper men
to accede to terms he himself would
have indignantly refused.

What is legitimate news for a pub-
licity man to send out? The answer is

.^imply, newx.
A new product is news if the pub-

lic has an interest in it. The manu-
facturer's interest is secondary, and
of little or no consequence. A new
building is news, but the tine cloaks and
suits that are to be sold in the new
building are a subject the merchanl
should present in paid space.

Recipes are news, and if they use
evaporated milk as well as flour, su-

>rar, nutmeg and the whites of a couple
of eggs they are none the less news
for that reason. (I have not the re-

motest connection with the milk busi-
ness, by the way.)
The real test of the news value of

any piece of publicity is this:
Would you be interested in it if you

read the same article about someone
else's company or product? If not, it

isn't news.
I venture to prophesy that peace will

reign when publicity men gage their
stuff by this simple rule, and send out
their news as news, to stand on its own
feet without the support of an adver-
tising contract, and when editors apply
the same open and shut policy to all

publicity material alike, without pre-
conceived suspicions, and judge it on
MO other basis than its sheer news
value.

This, I predict, will be one day be-
fore the blast is heard from Gabriel's
trump.
Or possibly one day after.

Colored Stationery

Most Resultfiil

\\e have repeatedly stressed the
desirability of using colored letterheads
and envelopes. That they are more
resultful than white is again borne out
by the following:
An electrical jobbing house mailed

processed letters on white letterheads
and in white envelopes to a list of
12,000 prospects. The returns were
4 per cent. A follow up was prepared
and the list divided into 11 groups of
1000 names each and a different com-
bination of letterheads and envelopes
used on each list. Nine per cent re-
turns on one group of 1000 and 48 per
cent returns on another group were
the high and the low in the twelve
irroups.

The complete tabulation of the re-
sults of the various groups and the
colors used follows:

Pit Cent
of List

Responding
4S
34

26
26
21
IS
16
14
12
9

Color of
Letterheads

Pinii
Canary
Green
Pink
Corn
Canary
Wliite
Green
Corn
White
White

Color of
Envelopes
Blue
Blue
Blue
White
Blue
White
White
White
White
Blue
White

From "Mail" Published hn The Letter^Kecmlty Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

In ?<iine Out of Ten

Farm Purchases

THE WOMAN MAKES
THE DECISION
EADERS of The Farmer's Wife are important

factors to manufacturers of every commodity
used in farm living. They do 90% of the pur-

chasing for their farms; they keep the books;

they carry on the correspondence of the farm partnership.

They represent the best buying ability, the highest intelli-

gence among country women.

Farmer's Wife readers, when sold on your product, offer

a big market, one which no manufacturer should overlook.

The Farmer's Wife is the only magazine in America
published exclusively for farm women.

Farmers Wife
A Magazine for Farm Women

WEBB PUBLISHING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS
St. Paul, Minnesota

WfSlgrn Representatives Eastern Representatives

Standard Farm Papers, Inc. Wallace C. Richardson, Inc.

307 North Michigan Ave. 250 Park Avenue
Chicago, Illinois New York City

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

:^
IHCUeATOR

1^
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During the NEXT
Twelve Months

Salesmen
equipped with

BAUSGH & LOME
SALES PROJECTORS

Will have a great advantage

over their non-equipped

competitors. (After that

time, their use will be al-

most universal!)

y[3.\Lt first use of this new
dissolver of sales-resistance.

15 minutes explains it. Our
representatives call on in-

vitation. Please use

BAUSCH & LOME
OPTICAL CO.
Sales Projector Division

694 St. Paul Street. Rochester, New '\ork

Tell us how we can make our

selling easier with a Bausch

& Lomb Optical Co.

SALES PROJECTOR

Name

CompetitionWith Europe
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 34]

Addr

ABLE MEN USE COUPONS

strength of European traders, and in

appraising the competitive prospects
of America's overseas business.

''PHE question is incidentally raised
-I- occasionally in connection with this

European trade drive as to whether it

is specially directed against American
commerce. There are, of course, I'are

instances when American commerce is

singled out for sudden and frankly dis-

criminatoi-y restriction but these seem
to have been inspired by exceptional

motives. The abrupt projection of such
detour signs across the stream of busi-

ness traffic naturally results in dislo-

cation and a loss of good will which
is so peculiarly valuable a factor in

international trade. In the main, how-
ever, there is very little evidence of

any vindictive hostility in the European
business world toward its American
counterpart. European traders have
fixed their minds appai-ently upon the

direct objective of building up their

own trade in their own way and insofar

as the element of America's export has
entered into their calculations it has
been rather by way of profiting by the

general increase in overseas business
resulting from our eff'ort to improve
demand by such devices as good roads
movements, encouragement of better

living standards, opening up of new raw
material developments, etc.

There is obviously a growing appre-

ciation across the Atlantic of the mutual
value of such efforts—an increasing re-

alization that trade begets trade and
that the world has come a long way
from the mediaeval conception of exces-

sive nationalistic mercantilism. Inter-

national commerce is no longer a mortal
combat involving the annihilation of one

of the participants ; much can be gained

by each from the successes achieved by
the others.

This does not signify by any means
that henceforth the marts of the world
are to be transformed into paradises of

filial aff'ection, that terms of endear-

ment are to replace the blunt, strong

language which so often must cause the

submarine cable to sizzle. The first

purpose of business will still continue to

be profit. The search for that objec-

tive will be prosecuted with rapidly in-

creasing vigor in all parts of the world
but the feeling is growing that better

profits can be attained through new
and constructive efforts of trade ex-

pansion rather than through more
dubious methods. In fact, the real

triumph is apt to be achieved by that

trading group whose economic and com-
mercial organization is the more
resilient and quickly responsive to

changing opportunity and to the rapidly

altering conditions which are now pre-

sented in international business.

A clear indication of the speed and
effectiveness with which European
traders are readjusting their overseas

operations is shown by the rehabilita-

tion of the trade of Germany in certain

highly competitive markets. In 1910

she supplied seventeen per cent of Ar-
gentina's imports; she is now back to

twelve per cent and rapidly going up.

In Brazil she supplied seventeen per

cent of the total imports before the war

and now has recovered fourteen per
cent and similar figures might be cited
in other Latin American markets. Her
position in the Far East is likewise im-
proving rapidly; in fact, in India she
has reached her prewar portion of seven
per cent of the total trade. In general,
it is significant that her exports, com-
puted on a gold basis, have scoi-ed the
impressive increase of over sixty-one
per cent since 1923, having risen from
$1,453,561,000 to $2,338,676,000.
The increasing competitive ability of

European merchants, especially in
capitalizing the new openings in the
American market, is shown in the sub-
stantially increased proportion of Euro-
pean exports which are now sent to the
United States. In 1919 the United
Kingdom sold about 5.6 per cent of its

total exports in the United States; the
figure was raised in 1926 to 7.4 per
cent. French exporters found a market
in the United States for 6.1 per cent of ^j
their total overseas sales in 1913 and iB
are now selling nearly 6.6 per cent of
all their exports to this country. In
Germany a comparable increase was re-

corded—from 7.1 per cent before the
war to 7.6 per cent today. In the case
of Spain the increase was even more
rapid, our share of her exports having
risen from seven per cent to eleven per
cent. In the case of Belgium the ex-

ploitation of our market has made per-

haps the most impressive relative gain
of any European trade group ; we took
2.9 per cent of her total exports in

1913 and now absorb nearly ten per
cent. These gains are not due to ad-
vantages accruing from depreciated
currency since that deplorable condi-

tion has largely disappeared from Eu-
rope. They are due to an alert watch-
fulness, a readiness to exploit every
advantage afforded by the new buying
power of the American market and,
above all, the ability to readjust trad-
ing operations to suit new conditions.

THIS raises the question as to

whether a comparable effort might
be made by American traders to meet
European competition right on its own
ground. Proximity may be an advan-
tage to a European manufacturer in

exploiting other Continental markets,
but this does not mean that wt cannot
match such a geographic factor by su-

periority in other directions. In fact,

our manufacturers and merchants are

already doine so. It is not generally
realized that the exports of American
finished manufactures to Europe have
risen from a five-year prewar (1910-

14) average of 209 million dollars to

591 million in 1926—a formidable in-

crease of 183 per cent, which even with

discounts for price variations leaves a

wide margin for actual volume increase

in that time.
Much of this represents precisely the

most effective type of vigilance and
prompt exploitation of opportunities by
American manufacturers. They have

taken nothing for granted as to the "im-

possibility" of meeting European com-

petition right on its own threshold and

it is that spirit which will determine the

success of our efforts from now on both
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EflFective Oct. 3

Out Goes Another Paper

—

In Comes Advertising Economy
The Daily Pantagraph having purchased The Daily Bulletin, beginning Oct. 3 will offer

a combined paper to appear EVENINGS (except Saturday and Sunday) and Saturday

and Sunday mornings, with a special predate or morning edition to serve that portion of

The Daily Pantagraph's present large suburban reader following which cannot be reached

by afternoon deliveries. On Saturday and Sunday the entire circulation will be published

and delivered in the morning.

Just ONE Paper to Cover a $37,000,000

Market in Central Illinois—Home Contact

with City, Suburban and Rural Buyers
The HOME-DELIVERED circulation of this combined newspaper will cover 94'* of

the homes in the twin cities of Bloomington and Normal, 80^( of the homes of McLean
County, and 68';r of the homes in the outlying trading area—a region of 30,000 typical

American homes maintained at an annual expenditure of more than 37,000,000 Dollars.

A New All-Day Coverage— Without Duplication

In the Richest Spot in Illinois

THE DAIL ^ BULLETIN

Bloomington, 111.
REPRESENTATIVES

Chas. H. Eddy Co., 247 Park Ave, New York City F. E. Wales, Room 1501, 140 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

294 Washington St., Boston

Member A. B. C, A. N. P A., Associated Press
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IN
DALLAS a worthwhile

newspaper advertising com-

bination is available— The

Dallas Morning News and

The Dallas Journal. They represent

full market coverage and their

special combination rate means

maximum efficiency. One order,

one handling.

The Dallas Morning News

The Dallas Journal

Dallas, Texas

Advertising in LA PRENSA of Buenos Aires

reaches all classes in the rich

Argentine Republic

During the first seven months of 1927, LA
PRENSA puhlished an average of 1,264,758 lines

of advertising monthly, exceeding its nearest

competitor by 290,840 lines monthly. This in-

cludes advertising of all kinds.

In circulation also, LA PRENSA maintained its

leadership, its average net distribution for the

first seven months being 327,851 on Sundays and

248,670 daily and Sunday.

There are other yardsticks of newspaper value,

notably prestige, news and features. Any journalist

will tell you that it was excellence in these cate-

gories thet first earned for LA PRENSA its repu-

tation as "South America's greatest newspaper."

JOSHUA B. POWERS
Exclusive Advertising Representative

250 Park Avenue New York

in the rapidly expanding trade open-
ings in the Old World, as well as in the
opportunities afforded in trans-Pacific
and South American trade.

After all, the capacity of any given
j

market for our wares is determined pri-

marily by its buying power, and there
can be no doubt about the impressive
improvement in Europe in this connec-
tion. As one indication, the consump-
tion of luxury articles has advanced
rapidly. The reports of practically all

continental cooperative associations
show marked increases in demand for i

candies, tobacco, dried fruits, and other I

luxury or semi-luxury articles. In Ger-
many, the per capita consumption of

beer is double that of what it was in

1925 and that of the more expensive
liquors has increased thirty-five per
cent, while a recent report of the British il

Committee on National Debt and Taxa- !

tion indicates improvement in the
worker's buying power as against pre-
war, particularly in the qualities of
commodities which he now demands.

OUR exporters are capitalizing this
]

situation, as is shown by the fact '

that the sale of American canned fruits,

and vegetables, confectionery, nuts,

chewing gum, and honey to Europe
which totaled $42,910,000 in 1921 had by
1926 registered an increase of 90 per
cent, reaching eighty million dollars in

value. The demand for raisins has been
systematically exploited with highly ef-

ficient and characteristically American
advertising campaigns, sales organiza-
tions, etc., with the result that sales

have risen from $927,000 in 1921 to

$6,972,000 in 1926, an increase of over
600 per cent.

In this connection it is worth noting
that the supposedly devastating anti-

American feeling, which has been so

dolefully lamented by an earnest group
of professional mourners, though possi-

bly evident in other directions, has had
no appreciable effect upon our exports
of well known and clearly marked Amer-
ican commodities. In the case of auto-
mobiles, for example, a readily identi-

fiable American product, we find that
our exports to Europe rose from $8,-

265,000 worth in 1922 to the astonishing
figures of $63,911,000 last year—clearly
an indication of some profound emotion
on the part of the European consumer,
but evidently not one of bitterness to-

ward that particular American commo-
dity.

The sale of American tires in Europe, i

to take another instance, has nearly '

doubled since 1922 having risen from
about $6,600,000 to $12,141,000 last

year. A similar one hundred per cent
increase was registered in typewriters;
wheel tractors made a bound from $527,-

000 to $10,.363,0q0; adding and calcu-

lating machines jumped from $894,000
to $5,932,000; cash registers went from
$1,339,000 to $3,448,000; sewing ma-
chines from $1,825,000 to $2,042,000;
printing presses from $1,636,000 to $2,-

446,000; motion picture films from $1,-

027,000 to $2,981,000; hai-vesters and
binders from $1,521,000 to $2,138,000.
The total values of our European sales

of these eleven conspicuously marked
American specialties, whose identity

could not be lost as in the case of

cotton, wheat, or petroleum, show the

formidable increase of some three hun-
dred per cent, having risen from $30,-

950.000 in 1922 to $116,600,000 in 1927. ;

There is no doubt whatever of our

ability to take care of ourselves even in
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UNBR.gK£N

DOMINANl^
A SURE INDEX of a news-

paper's advertising value

is its classified advertising.

The Oregonian prints more classified than

all other Portland newspapers combined.

And it leads all other papers in total adver-

tising and in circulation This is one

important phase of the Oregonian's

dominance in the Ore-

gon market—unbroken

for 76 years.

PORTLAND, OREGON

The Great Newspaper of the Pacific Northwest
Circulation over 104>000 daily; over 154,000 Sunday

Nationally Represented by VERREE & CONKLIN
New York

285 Madison Ave.
Chicago

Steger Building
Detroit

Free Press Building
San Francisco

Monadnock Building
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s SLdueT^lised
in the

BOOT and SHOE
RECORDER

Because HOSIERY is a

genuine inspiration to the

sale of more stockings in

shoe stores, The McCallum

Hosiery Co., Northamp-

ton, Mass., is a regular

advertiser in this smart

monthly section

of the Boot and

Shoe Recorder.

K

Chicago New York Philadelphia BOSTON Rochester Cincinnati St. Louis

^ %,

EASTERN
REPRESENTATION

for

Publications of Merit

JohnSchaefer
Publishers' Representative

55 WEST 41 St.

New York

w.HEN Typog-
raphy of the most
exacting nature
is required ail

roads lead to
Diamant's shop—
and it costs no more!

Write for booklet

Diamant
Typographic Service
195 Lex. Aye. CALedonia 6741

I

at

the presence of the most strongly en-
trenched competitive positions, for there
is brisk European competition with
every one of these lines. In each case
the problem resolves itself into the ap-
plication of those fundamental virtues
which have always been conspicuous
factors in the success of American busi-

ness. A readiness to indulge in wide-
spread, carefully planned advertising
campaigns is peculiarly necessary at
this time in overseas trade because of

the need for demonstrating the special

;

virtues which distinguish the newer!
types of American goods and services]

from their rivals. A resourceful readi-

ness to change policies or products, to

capitalize any change in a given trade ^^.
situation, is another outstanding factor H
in the success of many American enter- flII

prises in export. Though we may dep-
recate our supposedly wasteful pro-

ductive methods in some lines, we may
well take pride in having the highest
junk heaps of cast off machinery and
antiquated ideas, in our impatience
with the hindering encumbrances of the

past. If one could scrape the dust and
rust off the machinery of those plants

whose managers are bemoaning the lack

of business, one would be apt to find that
they go back to the long forgotten pe-

riod of prewar subnormalcy. ManyJ
American manufactured exports have|
been eminently successful and can face

European competition in overseas mar-
kets with calm assurance not simply

because of up-to-date mass production

methods, but because of the vital quali-

ties of constant vigilance and resource-

ful adaptability.

Cigarette Advertising

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21]

It rarely bothered to prove or even

argue. Mostly it made magnificent

statements. After the fashion of a

good old poker game, it brought for-

ward one boast to meet another. It

stood off one man's claims to unsur-

passed quality by another's claims to

immeasurable popularity.

All of a sudden it jumped completely

over the fence. Not even the flop to

friendliness in bankers' advertising was
more sudden—or more startling.

The effect on the public has been

almost instantaneous. Funny papers

print jokes about "Mild as Hay" and

"The Smith Brothers in Search of an

Old Gold Salesman." Popular songs

ask, "Who Said Barking Dogs Won't
Bite?" And one enterprising citizen

has actually gone so far as to incor-,

porate a "Society for Tobacco Improve-j
ment of the Voice."
And here is how it came about. Upl

to a year ago, cigarette-advertisings
like rnost other advertising—was just

advertising: a primrose on the river's

edge and nothing more. Suddenly
Lucky Strike went patent medicine. It

dragged in 1100 doctors. It went back

half a century to the signed testimo-

nial. But, we opine, it was neither the

thousand doctors nor the world's great-

est voices, from Joe Humphries down, «
attributing their success to toasted tO"H|
bacco that really did the trick. It was ^11

the sudden discovery by a tobacco
advertiser that the advertisement reader
was interested only in himself.

Just as post-war ladies gratefully

discovered their legs, so post-war
smokers suddenly discovered their
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430,242
Average daily and Sunday net paid sale of The

New York Times as reported to the Post Office

for the six months ended September 30, 1927

An increase of 38,777 copies

over the corresponding six months of 1926.

Average daily and Sunday 430,242
reported September 30, 1927

Average daily and Sunday 391A^^
reported September 30, 1926

Qain over last year 38,777

The present net paid sale of The New York Times daily

edition is in excess of 400,000 copies, 45,000 more than last

year. Of this gain 81% is in New York City and suburbs.

The Sunday net paid sale exceeds 660,000 a gain of 80,000

copies over last year. Of this gain nearly 70% is in New York-

City and suburbs.

The New York Times is read more thoroughly than any

other American newspaper.

All the News That's Fit to Print
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IF you are selling anything to the Gas
Industry, the October 22nd Issue of GAS
AGE-RECORD is the best advertising buy

available, because ^

T is the special Post-Convention Issue, contain-I

ing a detailed report of the events and meetings
at the A. G. A. Convention, and therefore . . .

I r will be read attentively by gas men, after they
have returned home—just at the time when many
of them will be deciding on their purchases, and
moreover

It will be kept as a reference, to be consulted
throughout the year. Your page in this issue will

hold its selling power for 12 months.

Send in your space ressrvation, before October 15th, to

CAS ACE-RECORD
9 East 38th St. NevA^ York

throats. And were, consequently,
kindly disposed to any cigarette adver-
tiser who was considerate of them. At
any rate, the new sort of advertising
hit the old time sales as a dumdum bul-

let drills the eye of an oncoming ele-

phant.
That Lucky Strikes' achievement was

not a fluke but a fundamental, Old
Gold soon demonstrated. Phil Lennen's
facile and ingenious advertising is done
in a spirit exactly opposed to the pom-
pous publicity of a few years ago. But
apt as is his "cough in a carload" slo-

gan, and clever as are Briggs' cax'-

toons, the successful element in Old
Gold is precisely the same as in Lucky
Strikes. The public welcomes the ad-
vertiser's recognition that its throat
—its cough—is more important than
the skill of anybody's blend or the size

of anybody's sales.

One of the most depressing things
in the whole field of advertising is the
unwillingness of the average adver-
tiser to make sure enough that his own
method is right enough to stick through
thick or thin. And his willingness—his
eagerness—to follow the other fellow.
Since Listerine so successfully dug up
the scare appeal of Peruna and Dr.
Munyon, four out of five advertisers
seem to have adopted the Truestory
photograph and the breath-of-a-nation
copy formula. No doubt cigarettes will

creep closer and closer alongside. No
doubt we shall soon be hearing that
a faithful smoking of Turkish blends
made Hoover what he is today, and that
no young man can hope to l3ecome a
Mellon except through a skillful choice
of cigarettes.
On the other hand, we find the con-

solation that all these great fashions in

advertising move backward and down-
ward toward the simple fundamentals
of human nature. Fortunately for
advertising, one more great industry
begins to realize that it has no magic
force. That advertising, as such, is

not necessarily worth the paper it

takes to print it.

Just as the nation-wide war against
waste was about to begin, one more
great industry discards advertising as
a trumpet, turns away from advertis-
ing as a weapon, and takes up adver-
tising as a tool. A tool of infinite pos-
sibilities when wielded by a master
hand, but nevertheless a tool.

National Better Busi-

ness Bureau Confers
MANAGERS and representatives of

more than thirty Better Business
Bureaus attended the National Better
Business Bureau Conference held in

New York recently. James C. Auchin-
closs, member of the board of governors
of the New York Stock Exchange and
president of the National Bureau, of-

ficially welcomed the delegates, who at-

tended a lunch at the Exchange.
At the business session, the follow-

ing officers were elected : President,
E. L. Greene; vice-president, K. Bar-
nard; secretary-treasurer, W. H. Mulli-

gan.
The following were elected to the

board of governors: K. Barnard, De-
troit; D. Brown, Cleveland; G. Husser,
Kansas City, Mo.; R. K. Mount, Port-
land, Ore.; and D. West, Buffalo.
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Jane Martin Dies

After a lonj; illness, Jane J. Martin,
prominent advertising: woman, died on
Sept. 21 at Maplcwood, N. J.

Born in New York, Miss Martin en-

tered business as a stenographer when
she was sixteen years old. She was
connected in the course of her work
with Scott & Bowne, with the Alfretl

Rose -Advertisinpr Agrency, with the for-

mer Carpenter & Co., i)ublishers' rep-
resentatives, whom she served as man-
ager, and finally with Sperry & Hutch-
inson, for whom over a period of four-
teen years she was advertising: man-
ager until her retirement a few years
ago from active business work.

Miss Martin was a charter member
of the New York League of Advertising
Women, for two years its secretary-
treasurer, for seven years its. president.
and since last year honorary president
of the League. In 1919 the advertising
women assembled at the New Orleans
Advertising Convention conferred upon
her a notable honor when they elected
her to the office of woman executive
member of the executive board of t'^e

Internationa! Advertising Association.
Active among clubs and associations
she was at various times connected with
the Quota Club of New York, as hon-
orary president ; with the Conference
Club, with the League of Business and
Professional Women, with the State

~ Board of the National Federation of
Business and Professional Women, with
the City Federation of Women's Clubs,
and with the Women's Press Club.

New Tax Imposed by Canadian
Government

By a recent action the Canadian
Board of Customs has passed down a
ruling which changes the status of
5ome forty-nine periodicals of the fic-

tion class, now entering Canada free.
Henceforth there will be a duty of 25
per cent, plus four per cent sales tax.
Representatives of practically all of

:he affected publications met on Sept.
12 to discuss the new problem. It was
lecided unanimously to increase the
ales price in Canada in order to make
jp for the new expense and at the
:ame time to announce to readers the
eason for the increase.

\

The men who ivear this

emblem have climbed

high upon the ladder of

success §

Every member of the Shrine

is a reader of The Shrine

Magazine. The circulation is

607,112 copies monthly. A
dinribution statement, by states,

will ke mailed upon request.

s 9 a

The Shrine Magazine
1440 Broadway • New York

Thone; Pennsylvania 7827

CHICAGO BOSTON

AmERSEAL
nee OS PAT OFF.

CAP '

AMERICANMBTAL CAP CO.
BROOKLYN -NtWYOnK.

oxif^rj^'r"^^

YoitrGxisama' C^mpa^
with Trade Publicmr

firSample Copies addnsti

loar GOODS publishing corp.
»Worth Stntt Nrw York City
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Men
IF

I were privileged to take

my choice between money
and able men (for business

purposes) I would unflinchingly

and unanimously choose men.

An able man can take an
almost hopeless cause and win.

He makes what he has available

serve his purpose.

An imable man will squander
millions in futility. More busi-

nesses have been wrecked by
falling into weak hands than by
any other cause.

But, like the absence of golf
balls on the wondrous fairways
and greens of Hades, the hell of
it is that able men are scarce.
Believe you me, I know. I've
been up against the shortage for
years.

Another very distressing thing
about this situation is that there
is no reliable way in which to
predetermine a man's ability.

It isn't size; it isn't shape; it

isn't complexion, and it isn't
clothes. It's something liidden
away in the skull, out of sight
and out of reach, that makes
ability.

You can try all the phrenol-
ogy, soothsaying, abracadabra
or what have you, and vou'll
draw quite as many "fallen
arches" as the man who just
plunges his hand into the bar-
rel, so to speak, and pulls out
the first candidate he touches.

Then, if thou wouldst have
tliy business grow and thrive,
cling to the able men (and
women) whom good fortune
cast into thy company.

Don't let anything — short-
sightedness, false economv, poli-
tics, jealousy—wean them away
from you.

for

INDUSTRIAL POWER
608 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago, III.

The staff of INDUSTRI.4L POWERhas been budt up carefulh, soundlv. No
capable man has ever left us, whom' it has
been wtthin our abilitv to keep. This in
large measure, accounts for an nnusiiallv
swift success.

ther wee^^

An Advertising Classic

Says Gridley Adams in a recent issue

of Advertising and Selling: "His
(John E. Powers') impress upon mer-
chandising and advertising will be felt

for many years to come."
Right! John E. Powers was not only

"a most outstanding figure in the ad-

vertising world about twenty-five years

or so ago," he was the outstanding

figure—not in earning power, but in

sheer ability, courage and character.

I know of no man in the advertising

world of today who compares with him.

I came in contact with him only once.

For the Brownell Car Co. of St. Louis,

he had written a book which bore the

title, "The Car Buyer's Helper." I,

a youngster of twenty-two, just "edg-

ing" into advertising, wrote him for a

copy. I had little expectation that my
request would be granted. But it was.

Not only that, but Powers wrote me a

little note in which he made it clear

that my name was not unknown to him.

The book itself was a marvel. It said

comparatively little about the cars

which the Brownell company built; it

said a great deal about street cars in

general. It showed where and how
makers of cars cheapened quality. No
man could read "The Car Buyer's Help-

er" without being far better qualified

to buy cars than he had been. The
"strategy" of the book was superb.

Nothing finer in the way of an adver-

tising hand-book has ever been writ-

ten. Nothing finer could be written.

It is a classic.

Lefts and Rights

"The right sleeve is too long," I said

to the tailor who was giving my new
suit a final fitting.

He measured it. Then he measured
the left sleeve. "They're the same
length, exactly," he said. And he

showed me the tape to prove he was
right.

"Well, then," said I, "my left arm
must be longer than my right."

"Probably it is," answered the tailor.

"Most people's are. Fact is, I've never

run across anyone whose arms are ex-

actly the same length and I've been in

this business a good many years."

Poor—but dishonest. And noisy

Like many another building, the

apartment house in which I live was
leconstructed during the period of soar- ml
ing rentals which made life almost un-

"
endurable for the New Yorker of mod-
erate means. In the process of recon-

struction, the eight room apartments
were made into sixes and twos; and the

seven room apartments into fours and
threes.

The superintendent— New Yorkese

for janitor—tells me he has ten times

as much trouble with the occupants

of these smaller units as with the ten-

ants of the larger ones. Not only are

they almost always behind in their rent,

which is bad enough, but they "have

a party" every once in so often, which
is worse. "If hell breaks loose 'bout

two o'clock in the morning," said he,

"I know it's them two young wimmin
in 3F—'writers,' they call themselves

—

or that couple in 4D. You people in

the fives and sixes never give no

trouble. No!"

Is it an advertisement—or what?

Pour western railroads have recently

opened ground-floor offices on Fifth

Avenue. Three of these roads are

fairly prosperous; one is not.

What rentals they are paying I do

not know. Nor have I the least idea

what they paid for furnishings. But

my guess is that the sum-total of these

items would make a good-sized hole in

a hundred thousand dollar bill. The

thing that interests me chiefly is: Is

any such expenditure justified? That J
is, will these railroads, as a result of Hj

establishing Fifth Avenue offices, gain

enough additional business to make the

venture a profitable one?

It is worth noting that the three

most prosperous western railroads

—

the Burlington, Santa Fe and Union

Pacific—show no disposition to follow

the example which has been set them.

But they may—you never can tell what ^|
y railroad will do.*

A Little Knowledge

In the window of a fish market on

upper Broadway is a car card which

reads

:

FISH AND SEA FOOD
Recommended by Physicians

for its Iodine Content.

Iodine Content! Iodine Content!

Does any sane man believe that people

will buy fish because of its iodine con-

tent? Jamoc.

,at|j

4
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June10.1927'
We said:

". • . at this writing we are actually

delivering well over 1,350,000* We anticipate

1,400,000 the latter months of this yean"

Sept. 10.mi'

\

ollier's
— now has a total net paid circulation of more

than 1,450,000—an average increase of 22,000 copies a

month since January 1.

—now has more than 500,000 newsstand sales.

This assures the 427 advertisers who have already

ordered space for 1928 an excess circulation of more than

350,000 copies per issue.

This acceptance and recognition has been established by

careful building on the firm basis of a sound and brilliant

editorial program,

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY

427
'ADVERTISERS

are assured 350,000 "'=^^^
CIRCULATION

ii
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I MR. AGENCY EXECUTIVE }

"I READ ITATTHE OFFICE

pUT do you really read it? Of

course your agency receives it

regularly e—o—w, but if you're not the

lucky one to get it fresh from the en-

velope—how long does it take to reach

you—if ever ?

Enjoy the pleasure of a personal copy,

yours to read leisurely from cover to

cover.

ADVERTISING and SELLING
9 East 38th St., New York

Please enter my subscription for one year (26 issues) at $3.00 and send bill.

Name Positii

Company

Addr

City State
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PHOTOSTAT SERVICE
RAPID—ECONOMICAL

FACSIMILES - ENLARGEMENTS -REDUCTIONS

Commerce Photo-Print Corporation
42 BROADWAY 80 MAIDEN LANE
Hanover (993 John 3697

Jewish Daily Forward, New York
Jewish Dally Forward Is the world's largest Jewish
daily. A.B.C. circulation equal to combined total
circulation of ail Jewish newspapers published. A
leader in every Jewish community throUKhout the
United States. A Home paper of distinction. A
result producer of undisputed merit. Carries the
largest volume of local and national advertising.
Renders effective mercliandlsing service. Rates on
request.
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At the conclusion

of each volume an
index will be pub-
lished and mailed
to you.

International Advertis-

ing Association to

Establish Bureau

of Research

and Education

AT a meeting of the International
Advertising Association at the

Bankers Club in New York on Friday,
September 23, plans for a five-year

program of research in the fields of

advertising, marketing and distribution

were announced. The meeting was in

the form of a luncheon, presided over
by Francis H. Sisson, vice-president of

the Guaranty Trust Company and
treasurer of the International Adver-
tising Association.

Those who addressed the meeting
were: C. K. Woodbridge, president of

the association and president of the

Electric Refrigeration Corporation of

Detroit; Walter A. Strong, publisher

of the Chicago News and chairman of

the association's new Committee on
Education and Research, and E. D.
Gibbs, advertising director of the Na-
tional Cash Register Company of Day-
ton, Ohio, and a past president of the
association.
The Bureau of Research and Educa-

tion will be established in Chicago and
will be under the direction of N. W.
Barnes, associate professor of mar-
keting of the University of Chicago,
and secretary-treasurer of the Na-
tional Association of Teachers of Mar-
keting and Advertising. The work will

be incorporated in the re.gular pro-
gram of the association with a budget
of $175,000.
The purpose of the new bureau is to

coordinate the research and educa-
tional activities of the association's
affiliated groups to bring about a bet-

ter understanding of advertising. The
bureau contemplates the formulation
of standards for education in adver-
tising, including a statement of mini-
mum requirements for teaching adver-
tising, for practicing advertising and
for the general use of advertising
knowledge in business.
The plan had its inception at the

Baltimore meeting of The Advertising
Commission of the International Ad-
vertising Association in May and in its

tentative form was approved by the
commission and later by the associa-
tion at the annual convention in Den-
ver last June. A few days ago, the
plan, in specific detail, received the
unanimous indorsement of the execu-
tive committee of the International
Advertising Association at its fall

meeting in Chicago. It is subject to

the ratification of The Advertising
Commission at its November meeting
in Boston.

Mr. Gibbs has accepted the chair-

manship of the Committee on Finance
to raise the funds for the new work.
Mr. Swartz is vice-chairman of the

committee for New York and Homer
J. Buckley, president, Buckley-Dement
& Company, and president of the Ad-
vertising Council of the Chicago Asso-
ciation of Commerce, is vice-chairman
for the West; Paul S. Armstrong, of

the California Fruit Growers E.xchange
and president of the Advertising Club
of Los Angeles, is vice-chairman for

the Pacific Coast.
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A. M. Goddard
Editor

Mrs. Alice B. Mooers
Fancy Worit

Cousin Marion
(Mrs. Rul>v Dunham)
Talks With Girls

F. C. Sweeney, M. D.
Mother and Baby Dept.

POMFOKTS Editorial
folks are inspired trith the
motive to make evenj ixxtte

more valuahlc than the last.

For 39 Years

Comfort Has Led

Adoertisers to Success

Advertising history from COMFORT files

of 30 and 40 years ago is interesting.

W. L. Douglas was making rapid strides
with his $3 shoe.

Sapolio with familiar old sayings was
shining up to the hearts of the housewife.

Sears Roebuck & Co., with harness and
buggy copy was just hitching up to enter
the field of a National institution.

Mennen was dusting around with talcum
powder—sparring for an opening.

COMFORT was one of the first to prove
to these concerns the business-building power
of advertising.

COMFORT was the first magazine in the
world to have and to hold a million circu-

lation.

COMP^ORT was the first to elaborate the
departmental idea.

With the November issue COMFORT en-
ters its fortieth year a veteran of a long and
successful career, better able than ever to
carry the message of advertising to the farm
and country homes of America.

The seasoned advertiser knows that the
so-called buying center is often made so by
its country traders as by its local population.
They know that

"COUNTRY COVERAGE COUNTS"

Surely a magazine that has grown so
steadily for so long a time to such a com-
manding position in its field has proved
through years of serving that it gives value
and satisfaction to its readers and that it

pays its advertisers.

Coincident with the appearance of the
December issue the column width of COM-
FORT will be changed to meet the standard
requirements of ISi/o ems.

Two columns width will be 271/; ems,
3 columns 41i-_> and 4 columns 55' 2-

CLASSIFIED COLUMNS will also be set

13V-J instead of 11 14 ems and type size will

be increased from 514 to 6 pt.

'Country Coccrafe Counts'

JULIUS MATHEWS SPECL\L AGENCY
BOSTON—NEW YORK—DETROIT—CHICAGO

^^^L^

Miss Grace Pennock
Cooking Department

Adin Ballou
League of Cousins

Katherine Booth
Pretty Girls' Club

Lena B. Ellingwood
Cubby Bear Stories

COMFORTS Department
writers have developed a
reader ioUoiring that is ab-

solutely unique in the maga-
zine irorld.
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The

Eastman NLarketing Seminar

November 9, 10, and 11

The Engineering Societies Building

29 West 39th Street

New York

s
Tu.HIS Seminar will be a three 'day study of

market research methods, the results obtained,

and their practical application to management.

Our purpose is to make available to business

executives, in a condensed course of instruction,

the accumulated experience of this organi2,'ation

in the conduct of marketing and sales surveys.

The Seminar will be conducted by executives

of the Eastman organi2;ation who have made

market research and its application their life

work.

Each day will include five study periods, in

which subjects will be presented with an abun'

dance of practical illustration. The sixth period

will be an open forum for discussion, and the

consideration of practical problems presented by

those attending. Registration will be limited to

executives, department heads, and educators.

The group will be restricted to sixty, to insure

effective study and intimate discussion.

Details regarding program, terms, and registrar

tion, on request.

R •O •EASTMAN, Incorporated
7016 Euclid Avenue H3 West 42nd Street

Cleveland New York

National Publishers

Association Holds

Annual Meeting
REPRESENTATIVES of general,

trade, religious and agricultural

papers attended the Eighth Annual
Meeting of the National Publishers As-
sociation held at Sha\vnee-on-Delaware,
Pa., Sept. 20 and 21.

At tlie business session, A. D. Mayo,
vice-president of the association, and
secretary of the Crowell Publishing
Company, acted as chairman. Roger
W. Allen of the Finance Committee re-

ported on the finances of the associa-

tion; its general activities during the
past year were reviewed by the execu-
tive secretary, George C. Lucas.
An analysis of the wage situation in

the printing industry in New York City
was presented by John Clyde Oswald,
managing dix-ector of the New York
Employing Printers' Association. He
stated that the three-year contracts
with the Typographical and Pressmen's
unions expire Oct. 1 of this year, and
that the employing printers had refused
to enter into negotiations for renewal
of any contracts until the unions had
abandoned their demand for the forty-
hour week. T. J. Buttikofer of the In-

ternational Magazine Company called
attention to the increasing number of
ordinances being passed by municipal
authorities restricting the operations of
magazine solicitors. Although the Su-
preme Court had declared such licenses,

even if no fee were demanded, uncon-
stitutional and interfering with inter-

state commerce, nevertheless attempts
are being made to enforce them.

The report of the copyright commit-
tee was presented by Roger W. Allen,
chairman. He was followed by Fred-
erick S. Bigelow, associate editor of the
Saturday Evening Post, who gave an
analysis of the most important bills

presented in Congress last year provid-
ing for complete revision of our present
copyright laws.

A. C. Pear.son, chairman of the postal
committee and chairman of the board
of directors of the United Publishers
Corporation, reviewed the work done
by the association during the past year
in an effort to have Congress pass a
bill reducing the rates on second class
mail to those in effect in 1920.

William L Denning and William L.
Daley, Washington representatives of
the National Publishers Association,
gave some facts in regard to the atti-

tude of Congressmen and the Post Of-
fice Department on the revision of pos-
tal rates. The following officers and
directors were elected:

President, A. J. Baldwin, McGraw-
Hill Pub. Co., New York; first vice-
President, A. D. Mayo, Crowell Pub-
lishing Co., New York; second vice-
president, P. S. Collins, Curtis Publish-
ing Co., Philadelphia; secretary, F. L.
Wurzburg, Conde Nast Publications,
New York; treasurer, Roger W. Allen,
Allen Business Papers, New York.

Directors for term expiring 1930:
Charles Dana Gibson, Life, New York;
Guy L. Harrington, Macfadden Publi-
cations, New York; B. A. Mackinnon,
Pictorial Review. New York; Malcolm
Muir, McGraw-Hill Pub. Co., New
York; Henry W. Newhall, Modern
PrisciUa, Boston, Mass.; M. C. Robbins,
Advertising and Selling, New York.

M
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Are You Neglecting Your Opportunities in

America's Fastest Growing Market?

A 25 Year Record
1900 to 1926
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Ask your
Banker for

advice.

Tell other

Bankers
about your

company
and its prod-

ucts so they

will advise

correctly.

100,000 Bank Officers in 2I,0OO
banks read the American Bank-

ers Association Journal.

1^

American Bankers
Association Journal

Edited by James E. Clark

110 East 42nd St., New York City

Advertising Managers

ALDEN B. BAXTER. 110 East i2nd St..
Sea York Citu.

CHARLES H. RAVELL. 3 32 S. La Salle
St.. Chicago. III.

STANLEY IKERD. 129 »'. 2nd St.. Las
Angeles

(MEMBER A.B.C.)

To Scare Or Not to Scare?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 40]

say frankly that no one likes to think
of death. (And isn't it simple and
strong to say ''death" once in a wnue
instead of using vaguely veiled refer-

ences to mortality '.') They admit that
it's an unpleasant thought—and in the
same breath they dismiss it in an Oii-

hand way, but not until it has paused
long enough in the reader's mind to

make a sober impression in the middle
of the rosy clouds of a story about an
independent future. They are doing it

in excellent taste. And the matter of

taste is probably the turning point on
which the whole controversy about
scare copy rotates.

''PHE scare copy of other days was
A wisely abandoned, because it was
horrible stuff. It smacked strongly of
the old brimstone-hellfire revival meet-
ings when the unregenerate were given
a strong foretaste of sulphurous wrath
when the unregenerate were given a
strong foretaste of sulphurous wrath
to come and were fumigated into re-

pentance while yet there was time.
Of course such crude methods would

be distasteful today, but no one can
be offended at being made to think
seriously. Every reader of national
magazines remembers a life insurance
advertisement a while ago that showed
a little girl sitting on the floor, point-
ing to a magazine in her lap and asking
her father what "lapse" means. Could
the average father in moderate cir-

cumstances read that advertisement
without taking serious counsel wfth
himself? Could he picture himself ex-

plaining what "lapse" meant, with all

the corollary explanation of what life

insurance is and does, without feeling
uncomfortable if he knew his own life

insurance was inadequate? I, for one,

have long wanted to give three cheers
for the Prudential Life Insurance Com-
pany for so vividly presenting the true
essence of life insurance in such un-
forgettable pictures. The little boy
selling papers in a winter twilight

—

"His _ father let his life insurance
lapse." The little chap in the orphan
home, timidly twisting his cap and tell-

ing the visitors
—"They said father let

his life insurance lapse." Does that get
under your skin, or doesn't it?

If you are the average man, with
no independent means for your family
to fall back on, which appeal would be

more likely to jolt you into action:

The rather hazily pleasant mental pic-

ture of your son buckina: the line for

a touchdown eighteen years from now
—going to college because you took out
an educational policy when he was
three—or the torturing thought that on
his fourteenth birthday, perhaps, that
stinging picture in the Prudential ad-
vertisement might be a portrait to the
life of your boy? Of course you want
your son to go to college. And you ad-
mit the excellent features of a plan that
will assure his education. But the sharp
prod of urgency isn't provided in tell-

ing you all these fine things. You ex-

pect to prosper, and persistently you
put the thought of death out of your
mind. The thing that will make you
wake up to action and shake off the

state of placid inactive acquiescence, is

the cold chill of the thought that per-
haps day after tomorrow the shrouded
figure with the .scissors will have for-

ever taken away your opportunity to do
for your boy by clipping your silver

cord.
In the field of casualty insurance, a

good hair-raising scare is often the only
appeal that will get across. In selling

automobile public liability insurance,
for example, you encounter a situation
in which plain logic is powerless. The
man who could be moved by logic has
already moved himself. He wouldn't
drive a mile without plenty of insur-
ance, and he doesn't take his car from
the dealer's hands until all that has
been attended to. The man who prob-
ably needs the insurance most finds it

hard worTc to make ends meet without
paying out twenty-five dollars or thirty
dollars for an intangible life insurance.
He will agree that the insurance is a
good thing. But when it stacks up
against realities like tires, oil, gas,
windshield wipers and general upkeep,
the competition is too stiff. It is going
to take a hair-raising jolt to make him
choose to pay for insurance instead of
a spare tire, perhaps.

THE folder illustrated in this article
is something of an experiment in

putting the case-hardened prospect be-
hind the wheel of an automobile which
is running down a pedestrian. It por-
trays the fear-distorted image of the
victim-to be as it blurs before the brain
of the driver at the instant when
calamity is inevitable. The copy inside
is intended to carry out the thought of
breathless, disjointed terror at "that
paralyzing moment." This particular
scare folder had the virtue of being
either well liked or cordially detested.
There was no middle ground. The re-

actions of different classes of people to

whom it was shown bear out pretty well
the premise that scare appeal is all

bosh to the man who buys from the
standpoint of reason—but that it does
the trick for the man who won't listen

to logic. The substantial citizens who
consider liability insurance as neces-
sary as tires regarded the folder as
being frankly pretty rotten. Yet in

the field, where it is given to the man
for whom it is intended, it apparently
is ringing the bell, for it is now in its

third large edition after seven months
of circulation.

Casualty companies who write in-

dustrial insurance generally issue bul-

letins to post in factories in an effort

to lessen industrial accidents. Some of
these bulletins would mortally offend
the sensitive spirit of the white collared
critic who lives and works far from
the sweaty atmosphere of steam ham-
mers and bull ladles slopping molten
steel. Such bulletins are honestly out
to scare careless workers into being
careful. A very unlovely safety poster
comes to mind on this subject. It is

a photograph of one Joe Plasikowski's
right hand, showing the wages of neg-
lect in the matter of ienoring a steel

sliver in his finger. The hand looks
•.tartlingly like several sweet potatoes
bunched together, and it constitutes an
excellent reminder to Wladislaw Bom-
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bolitski to go to the shop doctor and see

about the sliver in his own thumb. Re-
volting? Oh, very I It violates all

1 ules of polite good taste. But taste
is relative, and if that ghastly picture
saves Mr. BomLolitski's hand, it is in

very good taste indeed. It's another
tase of knowing who's got to be scared,

and how to scare him.

NO discussion of scare copy in in-

surance would be complete without
mention of that grand old bugaboo of

them all, the Hartford Fire Hellion.

Ralph McKinley pigeon-holed him very
neatly in the caption of his recent ar-

ticle in -Advertising & Selling—"He's
(!ood Because He's Bad." Ghoulish as

is the Hellion, is he really out to scare

us? Doesn't he rather inspire the sober
thought that is the chief end of all

-i>od scare copy? I've never been
"vered with gooseflesh after seeing

tliat l)lack-and-red spook planking foot
iiiiwn on the unprotected roof of a
tiMiisr. But lire is an ever-present
111! iKire. and the Hellion keeps it always
in iiiiiul. He is spectacular and unfor-
>;c'ttable. He gets us to read the copy
underneath, which isn't an hysterical
ii-ar-message, but simple facts simply
-tated.
Aide from the Hellion's value as a

s(aiicrow, I wonder if he isn't worth
MiDie purely as an outstanding trade
iharacter, symbolic of the basic job of

tire insurance. If I were to go into an
insuraiue agency to buy fire insurance,
I don't think my acceptance of a Hart-
liird Fire policy would be the result of
any panic, or of any very serious
thought of the consequences of fire.

When the agent offered me a Hartford
policy, the accumulated impressions
made by the Hellion would all click to-

irether, and the Hartford Fire, as an old
acquaintance through years of consist-
ent repetition of the Hellion, would be
the easiest thing to accept. If I rea-
soned it out, I should probably say "The
cithers are all good, I suppose—but I

Iniow the Hartford." Just because the
Hellion wouldn't let me forget the
Hartford.
Probably most of the outcries against

scare copy in any kind of advertising
have been revulsions against bad taste
miployed in the scaring. Mere rattling
of skeletons may bo repugnant, or may
simply evoke the raucous laugh.
Xoithcr of which reactions leads to the
merry .iingle of the cash register. The
Prudential copy, to me, is the quintes-
sence of scare copy; scare copy with
the fine Italian touch of the Borgias,
because it makes the reader scare him-
self. The "paralyzing moment" folder
and the infected hand poster are out
and out bugaboos, directed at people
who won't listen to anything else but
the eerie screech of a banshee.

It seems to me that the foregoing
paragraph is the answer to the ques-
tion of whether scare copy is propar
and effective in advertising insurance.
It is easy enough to dismiss it with the
statement that scare copy is all wrong.
In a sense, all insurance copy is essen-
tially scare advertising, varying only
In its flavor and intensity. You can't
talk safety without having a state of
danger from which to be free. With
human nature what it is, I can't es-

cape the notion that the direct presen-
tation of the ailment ought to make
the best background for the cure, pro-
vided the proper degree of finesse is

employed in mixing the ingi-edients.

CINCINNATI
Overnightfrom nearly all cities

iriiissKKt 1 f n r Tn !! K I" r r. r; r;

UrjHLi:m;.iL!i.!rn r. r. Gj^r r

%i
Al Fotiiitain Square

HOTEL GIBSON
1,000 ROOMS ^2.50 Up

America V Logical Convention

Headquarters

2 Mammoth Ball Rooms
Seating Over 1000 Each

20,000 sq. ft. Foyer Space for Displays

Accommodations for more than 2500 guests

WRITE FOR BOOKLET
RALPH HITZ. Mauaqer

HENRY FORD Says—
"An employer ivno is yoini/ suincwlicrc aiicaxs attracts the right kind of employe."

I Want a Job
with a conKcnial and progressive organization "going somewhere."
I cannot offer the "atmosphere" and "prestige" of a nice-sounding title or a large salary.
However. I can offer you ability, intelligence, integrity and willingness to work and grow
with the growth of the business. I can offer you broad and very varied experience in

advertising, publishing and sales-promotion work in Chicago. New York, and in traveling
the Eastern States.

I have written a great amount of copy; sold merchandise to the trade and to consumers;
sold advertising space in magazines; newspapers, farm and trade journals; created and
managed an advertising service department for a group of trade journals.

Any employer interested in What I Know more than Who I Know and who will be willing
to give me an opportunity to work and prove my worth to his business is invited to

write me a brief outline of the job for which he needs an efficient and dependable man.
It does not have to be strictly advertising work. Any job requiring commonsense and
all-round business experience in a small or medium-size (but growing) concern will

interest me.

I am an American. Gentile. Single. Active and in good health. Right in the prime of

life and willing to start at a modest salary.

Address: Box Xo. 484, Advertising and Selling, 9- East 38th St., New York City.
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I.T is all very well

lo be a highly regarded voice

in farm affairs for 87 years

—

a paper that for almost a cen-

tury has been welcomed in fa-

mous Southern manor houses

—but we hold it equally as

important to be indispensable

to those younger spirits that

are writing new pages in our

agricultural history.

One subscriber writes us that

he woidd not be without it for

$150.00 a year.

Another writes, "I started

farming eighteen years ago on

a rented farm, one horse, two

cows, and today I have 568
acres, 75 head cows and heif-

ers and it is all paid for. I

have been a constant reader

of the Southern Planter all

this time and wish to give it

due credit for my success."

There's a more important

term than even "reader inter-

est"—it's ''^reader friendship'^

which the Southern Planter

evidently has. It means that

your advertising is hospitably

received in over 200,000
homes in Virginia and her

neighbor states. The South-

ern Planter, Richmond, Va.

Established 1840.

J{o>i::: a ira- ^o.itliC)'
a
'planter

Advertising

Appropriations
[continued from page 22]

jective set, the next step is to detei'-

mine the kind and amount of advertis-
ing needed to do the job. Where the
manufacturer has an advertising de-

partment this is their job. Drawing up
the plan is also the special province of

the advertising agency, trained and
experienced in just this work. The
plan should be built on a basis of de-
partments, industries, or products. It

should be complete in all major detail

involving expense, before the final cost

is figured. The blanket total obtained,
with all legitimate overhead and prep-
ar-ation costs figured in, is the appro-
priation.

With these considerations, the inad-
equacy of the "percentage of sales"
method should be apparent. Advertising
requirements for different products, for
different departments, or for different
markets rarely correspond to set per-
centages, due to unusual expenses neces-
sary to launch new products, to support
weak products, to ovei'come special re-

sistances, and so on.

The use of percentage figures for
guidance or check is perfectly justifi-

able, so long as the objective and the
advertising requirements are clearly
pictured. The advei'tiser should be
careful, however, that his percentage
figures are reliable. The figures given
by groups of advertisers are often not
comparable, due to the fact that no two
organizations are quite alike, due to

the variation in factors which affect

the sales plan, and due to the wide di-

vergence of items included by adver-
tisers in their advertising appropria-
tions.

Caution should always be observed
that the advertiser knows just what is

included in the figures that he uses. In
referring to percentage figures given
by groups of advertisers, these figures
should be regarded as minimum, due
to the fact that the majority of adver-
tisers appropriate much less for adver-
tising than they actually need.
As previously mentioned, appro-

priating for specific obiectives has pro-
found advantages. It forces the adver-
tiser to set an objective, it forces him
to make a complete plan at the start,

and it enables him to weigh his plan
intelligently in relation to its cost. These
advantages are being recognized more
clearly every day by progressive man-
ufacturers.

Principle 3. // Necessary to Trim
the Appropriation, Trim the Objec-

tive First

Sometimes advertisers follow sound
business methods in every business
function, except their advertising. Here
they seriously reduce the efficiency of
their money by playing with theories
or rule-of-thumb methods instead of
following commonsense principles and
sound methods.

If the advertising plan to reach a cer-

tain sales objective has been properly!
drawn up at first, no piece of it can be|
subtracted without correspondingly re-

ducing the likelihood of reaching thati
objective. When the appropriation adds|
up to a larger figure than the adver-
tiser should rightly use from his work-
ing funds, it simply means that his ob-l

jective has been set too high for that!
year. Obviously he cannot thin out the!
advertising effort and still expect toj

reach the same objective—not until ad-
vertising goes into performing miracles.!
The common sense move is to go backl
and set a practical objective that canl
actually be accomplished with the fundsl
available. Sometimes an objective!

cannot be modified at all and still re-

main practical, in which case it shouldl
be postponed altogether until sufficientj

funds accumulate to do it right.

Principle 4. Budget the AppropriaA

tion

The application of budget control tol
advertising funds is widely used, espe-l
cially among the larger advertisers. It

should be used by all advei'tisers. In
addition to providing a written plan for
income and outgo, it settles without ar-

gument the frequent questions of how
to charge different advertising expendi-
tures so as to reflect true results from
efforts on each product or department.
If seriously undertaken, it will protect
the advertising account from being
"what it sometimes becomes, a dump
for hundreds of miscellaneous items.

The budget can be prepared along
with the process of setting the objective

and drawing up the plan to get the final

appropriation figure. Where a num-
ber of sales departments exist, each
department should have its own objec-

tive, plan, appropriation, and in many
cases its own budget. In addition to

being divided by departments, the

budget is also often divided according
to products or markets.

Where the advertising for all depart-
ments, products or markets is handled
as one campaign, each charge on the
budget should be carefully thought out

to avoid confusing charges between de-

partments which would lead to false

result and profit figures at the end of

the year. In some companies each prod-
uct group has its own campaign, sep-

arately drawn up, handled, and
budgeted.

For the sake of simple business effi-

ciency, as well as faith in the adver-
tising work, the budget which has been
carefully dravm, should be conscien-

tiously adhered to. Increasing the ex-

penditure over budgeted amounts should
be surrounded with certain fixed for-

malities, such as requiring the depart-
ment manager, advertising manager, or

advertising agency, to present a "Re-
quest for Additional Appropriation," in

which the reasons and purposes must
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be fully stated in order to secure ap-
proval.

Principle 5. Plan the Appropriation

as Far as Possible on Long-Term

Objectives

Long-term thinking has probably
always existed in business, but actual
long-term planning is more recent. It

is now gaining wider acceptance in ad-
vertising work, as reflected in the fact
that more companies every year are ap-
propriating on a basis of several years,
in some cases five years or more.

Sales executives agree that many a
hard sales and advertising job cannot
possibly be put over in a single year.
Once a long-term objective is set and
planned for, it is wisest to set the ap-
propriation on the same basis. If the
executive is able to get his appropria-
tion regularly every twelve months no
harm is done by having it on this basis.

It may also be advisable for fiscal

reasons. But if there is danger of the
appropriation being curtailed in the
second or third year, the original ob-
jective and plan may easily be upset.

Obviously every long-term plan or ap-
propriation should provide for common-
sense flexibility and modification as
changing conditions may demand or as
progress may require. Wider adoption
of long-term planning in advei'tising

work will help industrial advertising to

do its real work effectively and effi-

ciently.

Principle 6. Budget a Reserve for

Contingencies

Of course, the main argument for a

reserve fund is that the advertiser
should have something on hand to take
care of emergencies or special oppor-
tunities that cannot be predicted and
provided for when the original budget
is drawn. The nature of these con-

tingencies will vary somewhat in dif-

ferent types of company, but the follow-

ing are apt to occur:

1. Necessity for bolstering weak ."spots.

territorially, by products, or by markets.
2. Necessity for meeting unforeseen

Strategic moves by conapetitors.
3. To bring out new products. This Is

not so common as other contingencies, since
new product campaigns are usually planned
well in advance.

4. Rise in advertising cost: unforeseen
advances in printing and engraving costs,
etc.

."i. Faulty advance accounting, a lament-
able but occasional contingency causing
original figures to be exceeded.

6. Special drives not planned in advance.
Reserves are often made for thi.s purpose
alone, so that the advertiser can seize
opportunities for unusual results or can put
extra pressure in certain quarters as oc-
casion arises.

7. Necessity to change advertising plans
at increased cost. This should not happen,
but must be provided for when it occurs
as a real necessity.

Whether or not to maintain a reserve
fund seem to be controversial among
advertisers. The school opposed to any
kind of reserve either recognizes no
emergencies, or feels that a reserve is a
temptation to spend money wastefuUv.
One advertiser says "we decide the ap-
propriation scientifically and then
follow an undeviating policy. In this
way we avoid temptations to go off on
appealing tangents." Another puts it,

"by adhering strictly to original plans,
we are now inclined to fall for new
ideas which may have advertising merit
but do not fit into our plans." This

OPENINGS
for

ADVERTISING
SALESMEN
The Public Ledger of Philadelphia has openings
for salesmen of advertising space, which offer

opportunity for men of ability and the right

haiiits of thought.

These men need not be salesmen with years of

experience and long records. In fact, younger
men are more desired.

We are adding to our present organization, men
who can learn the modern way of selling news-
paper advertising space by being of service tit

the adferttser—

1, In presenting fads in rela-

tion to his business

2, In offering sound advice re-

garding the market, and

3, The best viay to develop
sales in that market

Young men from 25 to 35 years of age, having
had a college education or technical merchan-
dising or marketing education of some sort, and
a year or two of experience in advertising agency
work, or newspaper space selling, or in merchan-
dising, or !n actual wholesale merchandise
selling, or experience as factory salesmen, could
qualify.

Apply by letter, giving an outline of your qual-
ifications, as you see them, paralleling our
requirements.

I. R. PARSONS
Advertising Director

PUBLIC LEDGER
PHILADELPHIA

Selling your
Services?

9000 potential
BUYERS

IN

TheMarket
Place

LAUNDRIES
Use tremendous quantities of steam
plant, electrical, office, automobile
delivery and other equipment.

Over $4,000,000 is being raised to

advertise and sell the laundries to

the public.

The Laundry Business Will Be Dou-
bled in Less Than Four Years' Time!

There is an opportunity for everyone
whose product or services can be used

by power laundries.

The Starchroom Laundry Journal
—monthly trade journal—over 200
pages, covers this industry. For copy,
rates, etc., address

The Starchroom Publishing Co.
421 Commercial Square, Cincinnati, Ohio
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nOCHESTE'R, A- y-
has a Gertnan-speaking popula-

tion of

47,282
according to the 1920 U. S.

Census, There are

74,719 GE-RMAJSfS
within the 40-mile radius of

Rochester

Rochester has also received a big share
of the 260,000 Germans, Austrians,
Czechoslovakians and Swiss who have
come to the U. S. since 1923.

ROCHESTER'S GERMAN DAILY

ABENDPOST
L. Klebahn Franklin A. Wales

12 East 41st St. 140 S. Dearborn St.
New York Chicago

Eastern Adv. Rep. Western Adv. Rep.

Oral Hygiene
goes every place

The circulation that goes all

the way . . . reaches every dentist

whose name can be secured . . .

East and West, North and South
. . . Oral Hygiene goes every

place, not just some places.

Oral Hygiene
Every Dentist Every Month

1116 Wolfendale Street, N. S.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
CHICAGO: W. B. Conant. Peoples Qaj Bldr..

Harrlsdn 844».
NEW YORK: Stuart M. Stanley. 62 West 4 5th St.,
_,Vand8rbilt 3 758.

ST. LOUIS: A. D. McElnney, Syndicate Trust Bldg..
Olive 4 3.

BAN FRANCISCO: Roger A. Johnstone. 155 MoM
eomery St., Kearny SORfi.

school seems to feel that judgment is

excellent when making the original plan
but that it can't be trusted afterwards.
Obviously, to administer advertising
funds at all, the sales or advertising
executives must be able, most of the
time at least, to recognize an emergency,
or to tell a real opportunity from a
temptation.

Other advertisers prefer to meet
emergencies by appropriating new
funds. This method amounts virtually

to maintaining a reserve, and is gen-
erally used where the appropriation is

not actually budgeted.
The majority of advertisers acknowl-

edge occasional emergencies and pro-

vide in some way for them. .\s a matter
of principle it seems best to call a re-

serve a reserve. Budget it as such, over
and above the cost of the basic adver-
tising plan, and meet all emergencies
out of it, not of funds planned for other
effort. The reserve can be amply pro-
tected by making certain formalities

and checks necessary before it can be
used.

Book PubHshers Consolidate

ANNOUNCEMENT has been made of

a merger between Doubleday, Page
& Company and the George H. Doran
Company, with a total capitalization

of between $5,000,000 and $6,000,000.

The Doran company will contribute to

the capitalization approximately $1,-

250,000; Doubleday, Page & Company,
which a few years ago absorbed the

London firm of William Heinemann,
Limited, will contribute the balance of

the capitalization and one-half of the
2000 active titles.

Until Jan. 1, 1928, when the consol-

idation will become effective through
an exchange of stock certificates and
by a joint directorate, the two houses
will be operated as at present, as sep-

arate units. From that date on the
company will be conducted : in Amer-
ica, as Doubleday, Doran & Company,
Incorporated ; in Great Britain, as
William Heinemann, Limited. The ex-
ecutive offices will be at Garden City,

Long Island, N. Y.. 244 Madison Ave-
nue, New York, N. Y., and 99 Great
Russell Street, London. The publish-
ing plants will be at Garden City,

Long Island, N. Y., and at Kings-
wood, Surrey, England.
The following magazines are pub-

lished by Doubleday, Page & Co.:

World's Work, Country Life, Garden
and Home Builder, Radio Broadcast,
American Sketch, Short Stories, Fron-
tier Stories, West Weekly, Educational
Review, el Echo, Spain, and Le Petit
Journal, France.
The companies and subsidiaries in-

cluded in the merger are, in .America

:

Doubleday, Page & Company, George
H. Doran Company, Nelson Doubleday,
Inc., Garden City Publishing Company,
and Doubleday, Page Book Shops, Inc.

;

in England : William Heinemann, Lim-
ited; The World's Work, Limited; and
William Heinemann (Medical Books),
Limited.
The directors of the corporation will

be: F. N. Doubleday, George H. Do-
ran, John J. Hessian, Stanley M.
Rinehart, Jr., John Fai-rar, Harry E.
Maule, Donald McDonald, Theodore
Byard, Nelson Doubleday, S. A. Ever-
itt, Russell Doubleday, W. J. Neal,
Reginald T. Townsend, W. H. Eaton,
C. S. Evans, Henry L. Jones.

RIGHT AIMED!

''The Red Book''
The Standard Advertising Register

aims to furnish

Accurate and Timely Information

about National Advertisers and Agencies

IT HITS THE MARK
Its Listings are the Most Complete, Best Planned,

and most Accurate of any Service

Put the Register in Your

Reference Library

Publishers, Agencies and all serving

National Advertisers

Can Use the Register to Create Business

National Register Pub. Co.
R. W. Ferrel, Manager

15 Moore St JVetr York
140 S. Dearborn St Chicago
209 California St San Francisco
925 Walnut St Philadelphia
7 Water St Boston

^ PERFECT RUBBER CO.
i \ rw -i,

62 Wayne St.,Mansfield,0. Xl LM (^
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Top coats or furniture, ra-

dio or mufflers, rotogravure

pictures them accurately.

(( The rotogravure repre-

sentative of your newspaper
can give you very interest-

ing facts about the puHing
power of his rotogravure

section and what it will

do to increase your sales.

I
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OTOGRAVURE sections are

published every week in fifty-two

cities of North America by these

eighty-two newspapers

*Albany Knickerbocker Press

*Atlanta Constitution

*Atlanta Journal

Baltimore Sun
*Birmingham News
*Boston Herald
*Boston Traveler

*Bufialo Courier Express

*BuSalo Sunday Times
Chicago Daily News
Chicago Jewish Daily

Forward
*Chicago Sunday Tribune

Cincinnati Enquirer

Cleveland News
Cleveland Plain Dealer

Denver Rocky Mountain
News

Des Moines Sunday Register

Detroit Free Press

Detroit News
Fort Wayne News-Sentinel

Fresno Bee

Habana, Cuba, Diario De La

Marina

Hartford Courant

Houston Chronicle

Houston Post-Dispatch

Indianapolis Sunday Star

Kansas City Journal Post

Kansas City Star

Long Beach, Calif., Press

Telegram

Los Angeles Sunday Times

Louisville Courier Journal

Louisville Sunday Herald

Post

Memphis Commercial Appeal
Mexico City, El Excelsior

Mexico City, El Universal

Miami Daily News
Milwaukee Journal

Minneapolis Journal

Minneapolis Tribune

Montreal La Patrie

Montreal La Presse

Montreal Standard

Nashville Banner

Newark Sunday Call

New Bedford Sunday

Standard

New OrleansTimes Picayune

New York Bollettino Delia

Sera

New York Corriere

D'America

New York Evening Graphic

New York Jewish Daily

Forward

NewYork MorningTelegraph

New York II Progresso

Italo Americano

New York Evening Post

New York Herald Tribune

New York Times

New York Sunday News
New York World
Omaha Sunday Bee

Peoria Journal Transcript

Peoria Star

Philadelphia L'Opinione

Philadelphia Inquirer

Philadelphia Public Ledger

& North American
Providence Sunday Journal

Richmond, Va., Times-

Dispatch

Rochester Democrat
Chronicle

St. Louis Globe-Democrat

St. Louis Post Dispatch

St Paul Daily News
St.Paul Sunday Pioneer Press

San Francisco Chronicle

Seattle Daily Times
South Bend News Times
Springfield, Mass, Union-

Republican

Syracuse Herald

Syracuse Post Standard

Toledo Sunday Times
Toronto Star Weekly

Washington Post

Washington Sunday Star

Waterbury Sunday
Republican

Wichita Sunday Eagle

Youngstown, 0,Vindicator

>»<."« ROTO PL ATE "«'

the perfect paper for rotogravure printing is supplied

by Kimberly-Clark Company to above

papers marked with a star

Kimberly-flark (bmpany
V Eiubluhed 1672

T

E^ubluhed 1672

Neenah, Wis.

NEW YORK
51 Chambers Street

CHICAGO
20S S. La Salle SiritI

LOS ANGELES
716 Sun Finance Building

"anni
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Marketing by Zones
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25]

from the statement of the manage-
ment:
"When we sat down and figured

what the magazine advertising would
cost we did not have money enough!"
"Impatient to grow quickly, they all

are." These are the words of a well-

known banker. "They see in national
advertising one means to fast e.xpan-

sion. Then, when they are advised by
publishers of the uselessness of 'spurt
advertising' and realize that a campaign
would eat up their entire capital in

one year, they rush to the other ex-

treme of opinion that 'I'll have to wait
'till I'm big enough to stiind the pace.'

"

Thanks, however, to the newspapers,
another set of advertising solicitation

has come into the field. All the vague-
ness of national copy vanishes when the
struggling manufacturer is told

:

"All newspaper advertising must in

final analysis be local advertising, de-

signed to sell merchandise or service to

individual readers of the paper. News-
paper copy does not vaguely build good-
will. The ad in the paper today usually
produces sales tomorrow."

''PHE smokestack, unable to finance
-I- and unprepared to benefit from a
national campaign, can yet do a zone
job near at home. And by extending
its efforts to other zones as it achieves
its initial objectives, eventually will

be able to sell and advertise nationally.

Zone marketing is, actually, the his-

tory of marketing. Gradual growth
outwards into farther and farther
centers was the only possible method in

all the decades before advertising en-
abled us to speed up all distribution. In
our plunge into nation-wide conceptions
it is easy to overlook the unnumbered
concerns which must still follow the
slow process of growth from within. In
our tribute to outstanding successes
through bold and costly national adver-
tising, we lose sight of all the others
who have tried and failed. Equally do
we miss recalling to mind all the grief
and financial losses buried in the his-

toiy of good products, rightly devised
but wfbngly marketed, with bankruptcy
and reorganizations as steps in the final

success—steps which usually squeeze
out the original geniuses and transfer
ownership to hands more practical
though less inventive.
Zone marketing is one of the advan-

tages of the newspaper. Only the local

medium can parallel printed selling

with the shoe leather of a district sales

office.

These statements are obvious to any
publisher or agency—so obvious, in

fact, that they fail to see that others
do not know them at all. To the local

department store and local retailer,

these truths are known; to the user of
classified space they are likewise fa-

miliar. But to the harassed manufac-
turer, wishing to advertise but alarmed
at the risks, these facts are, somehow,
so obvious that they have been over-
looked to large measure. Lest this be
misinterpreted, we hasten to add that
this ignorance applies to the non-
advertising manufacturer who sees no

other choice than the alternative be-
tween costly national campaigns and
nothing at all, implicating ignorance
to the many who already follow zone
marketing.
Zone marketing, with parallel local

advertising, is the golden opportunity
for the manufacturer who thinks him-
self too small to advertise, for those
who want to grow, as also for the one
whose distribution is less than national
or whose product fits the requirements
of but part of the country. Not only is

the opportunity given; zone marketing
is the common-sense procedure. Many
manufacturers, as is well known,
though leaders in their field, yet prefer
the lower selling and advertising costs
of concentrated markets over the more
scattered national market. Of this class
are Calumet in baking powders,
Holland in furnaces, Maytag in wash-
ing machines. Standard Oil in lubricants
and motor fuels—each doing, probably,
the largest volume of its class in the
country.

\ PROGRESSIVE lumber yard and
^ »- sawmill company, enjoying highly
favoring freight rates, for three years
studied a venture into "ready-cut
homes." For a radius of 1000-1200
miles they could discern a distinct ad-
vantage over the Bay City makers

—

the more favorable freight offsetting
their higher production costs. Through-
out those three years, every ingenuity
they could muster was directed on
plans to cut costs to a point where
they could compete in the market, it

being their intention to "lick Bay City
off the map." Better counsel, however,
prevailed. They are. instead, concen-
trating their sales efforts to a radius
of one-fifth of the 1000 miles, sup-
ported by parallel advertising, with
the result that volume of sales is al-

ready three times their fondest antici-

pations.
An Ohio maker of office wire baskets

died suddenly ten or twelve years ago.
His business fell into the hands of
a brother. Quickly the brother dis-

covered that what had been the boast
of the owner was a great danger. He
had been selling in carload lots to three
Detroit concerns and two New York
department store* Further than these
five, the humming factory had not a
sales connection. Death of the owner
had been hastened, as it proved, by the
threat of losing the Ford account, which
was the largest outlet; and this did
eventuate shortly after the change in
management. Forty per cent of the
market disappeared with the loss of
that customer.

All selling had been done by the
former owner in person and the brother
was no salesman. Sound advice, never-
theless, saved the situation. Again it

was a case of the obvious thing which
had been overlooked.

With a dozen years of successful man-
ufacturing behind it that smokestack
had never cultivated the market right
at home. The goods had always gone
in carloads to distant buyers. Not a
retailer in the home city had ever

WANTED:
A

Newspaper

Promotion

Manager

The Business Manager of
the leading and dominate
newspaper in a medium-
sized, highly prosperous
western city has asked us to
suggest the name of a suit-

able promotion manager.

This paper is looking for a
young man about twenty-
five years of age who can
write good copy about a
newspaper and its market; a
young man whose mind
naturally runs to practical
and alert ways of building
circulation through the
printed word; of continual-
ly selling the editorial con-
tact and the features to its

readers; a young man who
can translate the market op-
portunities through the
printed word to local, na-
tional and classified adver-
tisers.

The man selected will

probably have had similar
newspaper or agency experi-
ence. He will be bright, in-

telligent and a fundamental
thinker. He will not only
be able to quickly pick up
and improve on suggested
ideas, but he will constantly
be offering ideas of his own.

This position offers an un-
usual opportunity because
the paper, though compara-
tively young, is substantial-

ly entrenched in one of the
country's best junior mar-
kets. The only limit to

future growth and opportu-
nity is the ability of the

man. The initial salary will

be ^60.00 a week.

Please write a letter, fully

setting forth the reasons
why you believe you are
fitted for this opportunity.

State previous experience
and give references. All

correspondence will be held

in the strictest confidence.

JUSTIN F. BARBOUR
Western Manager

Advertising & Selling

122 So. Michigan Ave.

Chicago, Illinois
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Rate for advertisements inserted in this department is $3.00 per inch. Minimum charge $1.50.

Forms close Saturday noon before date of issue.

Help fFanted

SALES EXECUTIVE
Thoroughly experienced in handling salesmen
and sales promotion

—

lainiliar with Sales Depart-
anent routine and a good correspondent with con-
rstnictive ideas, is open for connection with a
reliable firm. Has had wide experience in han-
-dling sales of several national advertisers and
•can supply convincing references. Address Box
No. 483, Advertising and Selling, 9 East 38th St.,

ISew York City.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR for monthly magazine
going to producers and users of printing for sales

purposes. Must have had experience in prepar-

ing and selling campaigns of printed matter and
understand the printers problems. Editorial ex-

perience essential. State age, background and
starting salary needed. T. C. ASPLEY, DART-
NELL CORPORATION. 4660 Ravenswood
Ave., Chicago.

SPECIALTY SALESMEN WANTED
One of the oldest and best established manufac-
turers of decalcomanias and transparencies has
some very rich territory just now open for the

right type of specialty or sign salesmen. If you
are the type of man to sell quality products
strictly on their merits regardless of price, we
will support you with price schedules that will

make sales doubly sure. Such territories as

Boston, Philadelphia. Cincinnati, Kansas City,

Omaha. Minneapolis or St. Paul. Denver. Dallas.

New Orleans, Louisville and Richmond are open
—but not for long. If you measure up write

promptly, giving full details in your first letter.

Address Box 485, Advertising and Selling, 9

East 38th Street, New York City.

Position Wanted

A MAN
A man whose work has attracted attention in his

industry and who is no v.' doing important work
tfor a large corporation.

A man who can plan, write and layout your
advertising the way you want it done.

A man who can put your ideas and your thoughts
into result producing advertising campaigns.

A man whose experience will save your money
on art work and production.

A man whose selling, engineering and advertising
experience of fifteen years qualifies him for the

position of advertising manager (probably for

some industrial advertiser), or copy writer for

some agency.

If this man interests you let him tell you his

story. He is thirty-five years old, married, and
his hobbies are gardening, birds and writing
fiction.

Address Box 480, Advertising and Selling. 9

East 38th Street, New York City.

Positions ff anted

ADVERTISING — MERCHANDISING
SALES PROMOTION — SELLING

Advertising executive—age 29—experienced all

phases advertising—merchandising—sales prorno-

tion—sales management^—desires association with

national advertiser.
Worked with retailer, jobber and their sales

organizations. Now advertising and assistant

sales manager of prominent manufacturer with

factory chain stores and national distribution.

Has university education, fundamental business

background, abihty to produce results and suf-

ficient energy and perspective to plan and com-
pletely execute successful retail and national sales

and advertising campaigns.
Present earnings $5,700.00.
Address Box No. 481, Advertising and Selling,

9 East 38th Street, New York City.

SALES AND ADV. EXECUTIVE WITH
THE FOLLOWING EXPERIENCE

IS AVAILABLE
1 years as advertising and sales promotion

man with a large manufacturing company.
11 months in the Publicity Division of the

U. S. Marine Coi"ps.

7 years in newspaper editorial and advertising

work.
This man has developed and conducted a suc-

cessful statewide advertising and sales promotion
campaign for an organization of retailers.

He has also taken over the salesmanship of a

laundry which was losing money four years ago
and which today is the best paying laundry
property in its territory and one of the out-
standing laundries in the country.
Box No. 482. Advertising and Selling. 9 East

3Sth Street, New York City.

Press Clippings

FRANK G. WHISTON AND ASSOCIATES

offer reliable National or regional press clipping

sei-vice. Branch offices Everywhere. General

offices. One Terrace. Buffalo. N. Y.

Stationery and Printing

STATIONERY AND PRINTING
Save money on Stationery. Printing and Office

Supplies. Tell us your requirements and we will

he pleased to quote lowest prices. Champion
Stationery and Printing Co., 125 Church Street,

New York City. Phone Barclay 1295.

Multigraphing

Quahty and Quantity Multigraphing.

Addressing, FiUing In. Folding. Etc.

r^EHAAN CIRCULAR LETTER CO., INC.
120 W. 42nd St.. New York City

Telephone Wis. 5483

GIBBONS knows CANADA
TORONTO

J. J. GIBBONS Limited, Advertising Agents
HAMILTON MONTREAL LONDON, ENG. WINNIPEG

stocked, much less displayed, the prod-
uct. But, now tactics were altered. The
local newspaper (community of 15,000)
was used to tell neighbors of the prod-
uct, parallelled with persuading local

merchants to stock the line. Today
after some ten years, zoning has gone
on progressively out over Ohio. Even
today, however, less than 24 Ohio
counties have been cultivated; but the
factory does not know a shut-down and
has been three times enlarged. During
1926, for each dollar in advertising ef-

fort has come an offsetting sale of forty
dollars within the parallel territory.

"'T'HE terror of those big contracts
1 worried my brother into his

grave," declares the preseiit manager.
"But now we are independent. We
stand just where Ivory and Buick do.

We are king in the tiny world of this

section of Ohio for our line."

Advertising remains, indeed, the op-
portunity of the small smokestack. Ad-
vertising, not national to begin with,
but zoned to parallel distribution.
Marketing by zones, follows the vision
of this country as a succession of local

markets, each fairly well defined with
some city as center. Within such a re-

stricted area newspapers can tie selling
effort to advertising as no national me-
dium can hope to do—or claim to do

—

thus keeping advertising in its rightful
place as an adjunct to selling.

"Wholesale markets," declares the
government's atlas of wholesale
grocers, "tend to be those of some news-
paper coverage," but the smokestack
that tries to market by zones must not
overlook that inconspicuous word "tend"
in the quoted sentence. For practical
coverage it is usually wise not to de-

pend wholly on coverage through the
single dominant paper of the principal
city. Usually, for products going to

individuals, this coverage must be sup-
plemented in outlying communities by
space in local papers of those communi-
ties, with their lower rates and their
ability to get close to the hearts of
their own people.
With marketing by zones, further-

more, the appeal has possibilities that
are out of the question vdth the so-

called "national" copy. It can be made
distinctive, with many touches of local

application. It can be made as vital

as the newspaper itself; crammed with
timeliness. Selling points may be con-
verted into copy with real news value.

The newspaper has the inestimable ad-
vantage of displaying in "the store

window of the town" a product locally

made, to a local body of prospects. All

the tu!-ns of pay-day, crop-moving sea-

son, school or holiday, athletic and
social occasions, climatic and racial pe-

culiarities—everything local, in fact

—

may be utilized to the utmost of flexi-

bility.

Advertising of this sort, beginning
small and local but headed to become big

and national, lies ahead in tremendous
volume. To the solicitor or the agency
such slow growth from tiny beginnings
pi-esents the discouragement of negli-

gible return for immense effort, viewed
as a source of immediate income. Con-
sidered, of course, with eye to the long
future, these str-uggling smokestack ac-

counts hold all the promise of budding
youth.

Manufacturers, too, who have suc-

ceeded through zone marketing where
every insertion is tied intimately with
the sales curve beget a loyalty to the in-
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dividual medium. Of Calumet, three
publishers in as many cities have made
an identical remark: "And they never
forget that town ; they never quit their

local advertising."
Akin to zone marketing is, of course,

marketing within any limited field.

The limited market is not necessarily

a newspaper market—sl-ite farm
papers and publications of single in-

dustrial groups pre.sent a similar meth-
od, with "zoning" for a group rather
than for a geographical area. The
maker of confectioners' equipment, of

coal mine machinery, of chemical ap-
paratus, uses, of course, the appropri-
ate publications to reach his specialized

market. The smokestack needs, first

of all, to identify and isolate its mar-
ket; then to objectify the most effective

manner of touching that market.

This Is the second of a group of articles

written by Mr. Haring on the marketing
problem of the small manufacturer. The
third will appear in an early issue.

Arthur Eastman Clifford, who was
for more than thirty-five years ac-

tively engaged in industrial and trade
publishing, died Sept. 20.

Born in (Jilmanton, N. H., in 1868,

Mr. Clifford began his publishing ca-

reer in New York as business manager
of the American Exporter. In 1892 he
became business manager of Electrical

World, then a Johnson publication,

and two years later business manager
of Street Raiiway Journal, one of the

first McGraw Publishing Corporation
papers, which he left a year later in

order to return to his former position

on Electrical World. When this paper
was taken over in 1899 by the Mc-
Graw Publishing Corporation he re-

mained on it as business manager.
Up to 192:i he continued with Mc-

Graw-Hill publications, most of the
time as business manager of Elec-
trical World but also serving, among
other activities, as assistant to J. H.
McGraw. In November, 192.3, he re-

signed from McGraw-Hill to become
business manager of Automotive In-
dustries, a position in which he was
active at the time of his death.

American Society of Sales

Executives Elect Officers

The annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Society of Sales Executives was
held at Buckwood Inn, Shawnee-on-
Delaware, Pa., Sept. 22, 23, 24. The
following officers were elected for the
ensuing year: Chairman, G. R. Cain,
Swift & Co., Chicago. 111.; treasurer,
F. C. Beckwith, Hamilton Watch Co.,

Lancaster, Pa.; secretary, Frank Hay-
den, Becton-Dickinson & Co., Ruther-
ford, N. J.

These three officers and the follow-
ing additional members comprise the
executive committee: W. R. Cummings,
Monroe Calculating Machine Co.,

Orange, N. J.; M. L. Havev, New Jer-
sey Zinc Co., New York, N. Y.; G. W.
Smith, Oneida Communitv, Ltd.,
Oneida, N. Y.; and F. P. Valentine,
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
New York, N. Y.
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TheNEWS DIGEST
A complete digest of the news of advertising and selling is here compiled

for quick and convenient reference 5^ The Editor will be glad to receive

items of news for inclusion in this department Sfr Address Advertising

AND Selling, Number Nine East Thirty-eighth Street, New York City

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL {Advertisers, etc.)

Name Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

John B. English John Wanamaker, New York, Ass't Adv. Mgr..Hahne & Co., Newark,
N. J Sales and Adv. Mgr.

Alvin Dessau Goodell-Pratt Co., Greenfield, Mass., General
Sales Mgr Borden, Sales Company,

Inc., New York Sales Dept.

Charles C. Mercer. . .National Steel Fabric Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Sales Counsel Same Company Adv. Mgr.

Robert L. Close National Steel Fabric Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Sales Agent Same Company Sales Mgr.

C. G. McDonough . . . Kelly Springfield Truck & Bus Corp., Spring-
field, Ohio, Sales Mgr Selden Truck Corp.,

Rochester, N. Y Director of Sales

Frederic Kammann. . Gillette Publishing Co., Chicago, Adv. Mgr Arctic Nu Air Corp.,
Minneapolis, Minn Sales Mgr.

Howard O. Frye Walter Baker & Company, Inc., Dorchester,

Mass., Adv. Dept Postum Company, Inc.,

New York Adv. Dept.

N. R. Crawford Industrial Works, Bay City, Mich., Director of

Sales Resigned

Charles L. Reierson .. Remington Arms Co., New York, President. . .Gilbert & Bennett Manu-
facturing Co., Chicago ..General Sales Agent

Peter P. Carney The Remington Arms Co., New York, Adv. and
Publicity Director Resigned

E. F. Amos Nestle Food Co., New York, Sales Mgr United Milk Products
Corp., Cleveland, Ohio . . .Vice-Pres., New York

Katherine Gimnane. .Gotham Silk Hosiery Co., Inc., New York,
Sales Promotion Same Company Adv. Mgr.

Donald Vance National Screw & Manufacturing Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio Perfection Stove Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio Adv. Dept., In Charge of

Production

L. B. Krick Calvin Standford Adv. Agency, Atlanta Citrus Products Co., Chi-
cago Adv. Mgr.

J. J. Hilt Racine Radiator Co., Racine. Wis Young Radiator Co., Ra-
cine, Wis Sales Mgr.

Louis E. Shecter The Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, Member of

Firm Hecht Bros. Stores, Balti-

more and New York Adv. Director and Coun-
sellor

, . American Bankers' Association, New York, Nat'l

Educational Director Nat'l Association of Credit

Men, New York Executive Mgr. (effectivej

Nov. 1)

Stephen I. Miller. .

Name

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (^^^wc/V*, etc.)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

Paul R. Eager Hahne & Co., Newark, N. J., Adv. and Sales

Mgr Amos Parrish & Co.,

New York Associate Director

C. M. Sommers E. A. White Organization, New York,
Adv. Mgr Reuter Advertising Agen-

cy, New York Merchandising Service
Manager

George F. Lord Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit, Adv. Mgr Colin Campbell Corp.,

New York Partner

Colin Campbell Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit, Vice-President ..Colin Campbell Corp.,
New York Partner

S. J. Hanick Reuben H. Donnelley Corp S.J. Hanick Co., Phila-
delphia President

Harold W. Cooke . . .J. B. Colt Co., New York, Adv. and Sales Mgr..N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila-
delphia Plan Dept.
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humter \ard
or

building ^lerchant?

Bj Dr. Wilson Comptoti,
Secretary-Manager

Xalioiwl Lumber Manufacturers Association

{ l-ioiii a recent address to lite National Lumber Manu-
facturers Association)

"There has been a strikingf transformation in the

position of the retail lumber dealer. Formerly

the retail dealer, in fact, as well as in name, was

a dealer in lumber. In the rural line yards other

supplementary materials were regularly handled

;

but usually not materials in direct competition

with lumber. In larger towns and cities, a few

lumber yards continue to handle lumlier only,

while the builders supply yards handle diversified

building material. But the number is small and

growing smaller."

"Speaking in general terms, the retail lumber

dealers are in fact no longer lumbermen. They
are friendly to lumber. They always have been.

They formerly were partisan to lumber. .\ few

still are. Most are not and they will not be.

"The transformation of the typical retail yard

from a lumber yard to a distributor of diversified

building materials has been gradual, not spectacu-

lar, liiit almost universal."

Because Building Supply News impartially discusses tlie advantages and[^uses of all

building materials it is natural that it would be the favorite journal of retailers dealing
in any and all character of building supplies. Therefore, it is not surprising that the
more than 8,000 building supply dealers now reading this paper include a larger number
of dealers handling lumber than the lumber dealer circulation of any other publication
reporting to the A. B. C. If your product enters into the construction or maintenance
of any character of building, we can show you how to successfully fmarket it.

'Building

407 SontK Daarborn Straat. CHICAGO
M«aal>«rt A. B. C. anil A. B. P.
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CHANGES IN FERSONNEl^-{Agencies, etc., continued)

Xante Former Cnmpany and Position Now Associated With Position

John L. Boyd N. W. Ayer & Son, San Francisco, Cal Geyer Company, Dayton,
Ohio Account Executive

Dudley H. Brattin . . . Millis Adv. Co., Indianapolis, Ind Geyer Company, Dayton,
Ohio Account Executive

T. 0. Warfield Warfield Advertising Co., Omaha, Neb Ferry-Hanly Adv. Co.,

Inc., New Yorlc Account Executive

Bruce W. Elliott Moser & Cotins, Utica, N. Y Chappelow Advertising
Co., St. Louis Copy

Beni. F. Meyers Livermore & Knight Co., Inc., New Yorl< James F. Newcomb & Co.,

New York Member of Staff

Joseph Epstein Item-Tribune, New Orleans Fitzgerald Adv. Agcy.,
Inc.,

New Orleans Acc't Executive

L. H. Coloney General Chemical Co., New Y'ork Street & Finney, Inc.,

New York Vice-Pres.

Hen>-y C. Colby Frank Presbrey Co., Inc., New York Olmstead, Perrin & Lef-
fingwell. Inc., New York.. Acc't Executive

Tom F. Blackburn ... J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago Carroll Dean Murphy,
Inc., Chicago Copy

James A. Hausman . . Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago Carroll Dean Murphy,
Inc., Chicago Production Manager

E. F. Kennedy National City Company, N. Y. Representative
in Southern Territory Martin-Gessner Adv.,

Inc., New Orleans Vice-Pres.

Ralph Richmond . . . National Board of Fire Underwriters, New
Y'ork, Ass't Director of Public Relations Z. L. Potter Co., Syra-

cuse, N. Y' Copy Chief

Robert Hunt United Press, New York Casey-Lewis Co., Nash-
ville, Tenn Copy

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (M^rf/«, etc.)

Name Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

Paul Ray E. Katz Special Adv. Agency, Chicago,
111. Salesman Same Company, Detroit

Branch Salesman
G. J. Dietrich The Farm Journal, Philadelphia, Salesman. .. .E. Katz Special Adv.

Agency, Chicago Salesman
Roy M. McDonald. .. Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago Gillette Publishing Co.,

Chicago Adv. Mgr.
R. W. DeMott Experimenter Publishing Company, Inc., and

The Consrad Co., Inc., New York, Secretary
and Business Mgr Resigned

Stroud Galey American Magazine, New York, Representa-
tive Forum, New Y'ork Western Advertising Mgr.

P. J. Flannery Brooklyn Citizen, Brooklyn, N. Y., Adv. Man-
ager New York Sun Adv. Representative,

Brooklyn
W. J. Dougherty. .. .The Music Trades, New York, Managing

Editor Same Company General Manager
U. J. Kraemer Cleveland Press, Cleveland, Ohio Baltimore Post Advertising Manager
E. G. Cooke Cooke & Hance, Detroit The Mulford Co., Detroit . Sales Dept.

Leonard A. Hecht. . .Baltimore Post, Baltimore, Adv. Mgr Baltimore News, Balti-

more Display Adv. Staff

Arvin L. Wheaton. .. Localized Advertising Corp., Detroit, Repre-
sentative The Mulford Company,

Detroit Representative
Mrs. Kenneth S. Kirk-
land The Butterick Quarterlies, New Y'ork, Adv.

Dept Children, The Magazine
for Parents, New Yoi-k . . Adv. Staff

W. C. Weber Philadelphia Record, Philadelphia, Book Dept .. Charles Scribner's Sons,
New Y'ork In charge Book Adv.

. . Dept.

W. L. Ettinger Frank Presbrey Co., Inc., New Y'ork The Outlook, New Y'ork. .Adv. Mgr.

A. L. Carmical Chicago American, Chicago, Promotion Mgr. .. Chicago Herald and Ex- .

aminer, Chicago .Promotion Mgr.
Miss J. C. Coburn. . .LaSalle & Koch Co., Toledo, Ohio Harper's Bazar, New

York Promotion and Meixhan-
dise Mgr.

Wallace Meyer Charles Scribner's Sons, New_T«rk,_jnicharge
Book Adv. Dept. ..,..._'...-,.'. .;.^^. .'..r, ?.....,, Resigned
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-> AN ADVERTISEMENT BY
CHARGES W. HOYT. Prwident, CHARLES W. HOYT COMPANY

WHEN the representative of a

class paper appears before an
advertiser he is armed with

figures, charts, and maps. He states

the extent of his circulation in

certified figures; he indicates where

those purchasers of the paper
are located: he presents lists of

subscribers to show the character of

the circulation. Then he stops, con-

tent. He has demonstrated to his

satisfaction the three "dimensions" of

his publication: "How many,"
"Where" and "Who."

Dut the really wise advertiser is not

satisfied. There remains unconsidered

a fourth and very important dimen-

sion. "Do these people actually read

vour paper?" he shrewdly asks. "Do
they look forward to its arrival? Do
they read it as soon as it has come?
Or do they feel that it won't matter

if it lies around for a while un-

opened?"

In any of the class fields it is easy

to discover the size of a circulation,

how it is distributed and of what it

consists. Those qualities are easily

judged from standard tabulations;

but whether the subscribers are really

reading the publication is very much
less evident. There is, however, one

simple and significant rule of thumb
to follow: Make an estimate of the

editor.

X E L L N C^

X D /% C E

o

9

HIS STAFF

This editor has a staff of eleven

contributing editors, a staff of a qual-

ity such as would in itself assure his

paper's being read. Who can resist

reading whatever Earnest Elmo
Calkins writes? Who is there among
all the authors of marketing articles

who writes as well ,is "Bob" Upde-
graff? When Kenneth Goode makes
a comment, all listen to what he says.

Nobody who has heard or read an
opinion of G. Lynn Sumner will fail

to be interested in his published

thoughts. When Charles Austin Bates

takes up his pen, all of us stop, look
and listen.

To make sure that his circulation

consists of readers, Mr. Kendall has
assembled this remarkable contrib-

uting staff. To depend upon them
would satisfy the average editor; but

it does not satisfy .\l)VERTISING AND
Selling. It scours the advertising

world for feature articles; it keeps at

its search for the unusual and the

worthwhile. It secured one of the

most remarkable biographies of ad-

vertising experience which has ever

been published. It induced that bril-

liant advertising man Claude C.

Hopkins to write the experiences of

his life, a series that grips the atten-

tion—and holds it.

aOr>

WHO DID IT?

Why did the Ladies Home Journal
have so amazing a growth? What
made the American Magazine go
ahead in leaps and bounds? What
made The Saturday Evening Post, the
most remarkable of all weeklies?

Were not their striking successes due
to editors of the type of Bok, Siddall
and Lorimer?

Those great editors were never
satisfied until they had secured the
definitely best, the most unusual and
the most provocative articles to be
had. Bok traveled over the entire

world in his search for feature arti-

cles. Lorimer demanded the greatest

from the market of business romances.
Siddall secured the intimate life

stories of the most interesting and
successful people. As a result their

pubHcations were not mere desk and
table decorations.

To have your advertisement read it

must be in a medium that is itself

read. To have readers who really

read it is apparent that there must
be the right sort of an editor—a man
who has a keen instinct for what will

interest his subscribers. Advertising
A>'D Selling is fortunate. It has such
an editor, one who is not a mere "desk
editor." It has an editor who is in

constant, close contact with advertis-

ing m^en; one who keeps his ear to

the ground, who anticipates future
wants accurately and then wisely stops

when they have been supplied.

IN ONE ISSUE

Nobody in the advertising field is

either so busy or so successful that he
can resist the demands of Kendall.
In one issue alone we may read arti-

cles by Theodore F. MacManus, a
leader among advertising agencies, by
Benjamin Jefferson, the originator of
the Milline, and by F. G. Hubbard,
another leader in advertising agency
circles. Here are three authoritative

writers any one of whom used as a

feature might alone carry an issue of

an ordinary publication.

Q. E. D.

So the representative of Advertis-

ing .\ND Selling should have a very

easy job. He can quickly demontrate
in the customary way the three di-

mensions of his circulation. That
should be enough. But if he is deal-

ing with a very cautious buyer, he
kas a powerful advantage over most
of his fellows. He can prove that he
has the fourth dimension.

If I were a representative of
.Advertising and Selling I would pre-

pare a list of contributors and their

contributions. It would leave no
doubt that as to whether my paper
possessed that great quality

—

Read-
ability.
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CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (M^^//«, etc., continued)

Name Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

Thomas P. Kilroe .... Furniture Record, Eastern Territory Engineering and Contract-
ing, Chicago, 111 N. Y. Representative

W. L. Ralston McGraw-Hill Co., Cleveland, Ohio Engineering and Contract-
ing, Chicago, 111 Representative

A- F. Seested The Star, Kansas City, Mo., First Vice-Pres.
and General Mgr Same Company President

F. W. Maas The Magazine Advertiser, New York, Adv. Mgr. Aviation Stories & Me-
chanics, New York Adv. Mgr.

J. H. Kyle E. M. Burke, Inc., New York Paul Block, Inc., New
York Solicitor

CHANGES IN AGENCIES AND NEW ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS
Name Address Product Now Advertising Through

The Marine Trust Company Buffalo Finance Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., Buf-
falo

R. B. Boak Co Chicago Prefet Sardines The Quinlan Co., Chicago

The Swanson Co Newark, Ohio Drug Products The Quinlan Co., Chicago

Siebel Institute of Technology. . . Chicago School Carroll Dean Murphy, Inc., Chicago

Reliable Knitting Works Milwaukee Knitted Caps and
Scarfs Carroll Dean Murphy, Inc., Chicago

Quinlan & Tyson, Inc Chicago Real Estate and Mort-
gage Bonds Carroll Dean Murphy, Inc., Chicago

*Philip Morris Co., Ltd., Inc New York Barking Dog Cig-
arettes Tuthill Adv. Agency, New York

Automotive Lighting & Ignition

Co Chicago Automobile Lamp
Bulbs Hurja-Johnson-Huwen, Inc., Chicago

The Shirteraft Company, Inc New York Everfit Collar Equipped
Shirt Charles W. Hoyt Co., Inc., New York

Bennett Better-Built Homes North Tonawanda,
N. Y Better-Built Homes . .Z. L. Potter Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Pass & Seymour Syracuse, N. Y Porcelain Lighting
Fixtures Z. L. Potter Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Protectahood Corp Auburn, N. Y Asbestos Inner Lininer

for Automobile Hoods. Z. L. Potter Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Dexter Poultry Co New York Poultry Frank Presbrey Co., New York

Lebolt & Company New York Jewelry The Wide World Advertising Corp.,

New York
The Chicago Record Co Chicago "Black Patti," Phono-

graph Records Reed G. Landis Company, Chicago

E. A. Kline & Co New York Medalist Cigars Federal Advertising Agency, New York

Gillette Safety Razor Co Boston Gilette Razors Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.

(Effective Jan. 1, 1928)

The Vermont Marble Co Proctor, Vt Marble The Kenyon Co., Inc., Boston

The Illinois Watch Co Springfield, 111 Watches D'Arcy Advertising Co., St. Louis, Mo.

The Mohawk Corp. of" 111 Chicago Radios John H. Dunham Co., Chicago

Cosmo Products, Inc Chicago Cosmo Hair Dressing . . Pickus-Weiss, Inc.. Chicago

The Royal Easy Chair Co Sturgis, Mich Royal Easy Chairs. . . . Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc., Detroit

Florence Stove Co Boston Heaters and Ovens .... Cowan, Dempsey & Dengler, Inc., New
York

The Meadow Brook Nurseries, Inc . Englewood, N. J Nursery Charles W. Hoyt Co., Inc., New York
Roethlisberger & Co New York Cheese Cecil, Warwick & Cecil, New York
Automotive Equipment Assn Chicago Automotive Equip-

ment The Reed G. Landis Co., Chicago

Pioneer Packing Co Seattle Minced Sea Clams H. K. McCann Co., Seattle

The Pausin Engineering Co Newark, N.J Octacone Radio Loud
Speakers John O. Powers Co., New York

New Haven Copper Company Seymour, Conn Copper O. S. Tyson & Co., Inc., New York
Tyson & Company, Inc Paris, Tenn Perfume Frankel-Rose Company, Chicago

Jacobson Mantel & Ornament Co.. New York Ornaments C. J. Oliphant Adv. Agency, Inc., New
York

The Easton Trust Co Easton, Pa Finance John Clark Sims Co., Philadelphia

Shu-Milk Products Corp Newark, N. J Dressings for Foot-
wear Paris & Peart, New York

•Not to be confused with the advertising for Marlboro Cigarettes, English Ovals, Players, Philip Morris, which continue to be handled
by Picard, Bradner, Brown, Inc., New York.
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'^The Unfettered \6iee of
American Business

H^

J
In October

Page 1 of the

Shaw Airplane Log

FUEL, hangar and mainte-

nance C05ts, landing-field

lacilitir- and their accessibility

to business centers, time-sav-

ing ctlecled, influence of

weather conditions - all these

are being carefully recorded in

Ih? nr)crati,on of the Shaw
PuMications' test ship that

Business may find the answer
to its question. "Can the air-

plane he adapted to our busi-

ness?" Vou will find Page 1

of this Log in The Magazine
OF BvsiNESS for October.

"To Merge or

Not to Merge"

'\T /HEN is a merger justi-

» » fled? Can sales volume
be bought rather than built?

Does the merger ofi'er a prac-

tical solution to rapidly rising

sales and rlistribution cost;?

Two presidents of companies
who have faced and answered
this problem explain their de-

cisions in The Magazine of
BrsiNFSS for October. Both
answers are based on thorough
analyses of all pertinent fac-

tors; yet these two companie-
made opposite decisions. You
will want to read both sides of

this story in The Magazine
OF B'-s'VEss for October, now
on newsstands.

THt

Willi thf increasing complexity of American business

comes the ever-increasing demand for clear thinking,

founded on unbiased, undistorted facts.

And the bias of class interest, of group against group, of section

against section -all these tend to warp the interpretation of

significant facts and developments as they are given to the

business men of the nation.

Standing alone in its service to American business is The
Magazine of Business. It knows no subservience to any

interest -to any group of interests - save one. the interests of

American business men as a whole.

Moreover its direction is taken, not from any one individual or

from any special group. Rather it touches and interprets all

business. For these 21,000 men of The Council on The Trend
of Business ~ leaders in all lines of Industry, Commerce and

Finance in every section of the country - are the personal repre-

sentatives of all business. And in The Magazine of Business

the business men of the country find unfettered voice.

It is this freedom from restraining influence - this ability to

interpret business to busine.ss. as Business really is. that has

brought the greatest subscriber audience. Xo other magazine

with "service to business readers" as its sole appeal ever ap-

proached the 210,000 net paid circulation of The Magazine
OF Business.

a. \V. Shaw Company, Cass, Huron and Erie Streets, Chicago; 1 Park .Avenue,

Xew York City.

QKIM"^
BUSlKgS

r sysitM

WHERE BUSINESS LEADERS TALK WITH BUSINESS LEADERS"
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CHANGES IN AGENCIES AND NEW ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS {Continued)

Name Address Product Now Advertising Through

B. A. Ballou & Co., Inc Providence Jewelry Larchar-Horton Co., Providence

The Metal Ware Corp Two Rivers, Wis Household Appliances. The Buchen Co., Chicago
Liggett Building Barber Shop . . .New York Barber Shop Hazard Advertising Corp., New York
Economy Pum'ping Machinery Co. Chicago and Joliet. .. .Pumping Machinery ..Carroll Dean Murphy, Inc., Chicago
Kathryn Murray, Inc Chicago Cosmetics Carroll Dean Murphy, Inc., Chicago
Arlington Park National Jockey

Club Chicago Jockey Club Vanderhoof & Co., Chicago
The Hayes Body Co Grand Rapids, Mich.. .Automobile Bodies. ...C. C. Winningham, Inc., Detroit

The Kelly Case Corp Chicago Sample Cases Frankel-Rose Co., Chicago

PUBLICATION CHANGES AND APPOINTMENTS
The Herald, Washington, D. C Has appointed E. M. Burke, Inc., New York, as its national advertising repre-

sentative.
The American, Baltimore, Md Has appointed E. M. Burke, Inc., New York, as its national advertising repre-

j

sentative.
The Mercury-Register, Oroville, Cal Has appointed M. C. Mogensen & Co., Inc., New York, as its national adver-j

tising representative.
Warren C. Piatt Publisher of the National Petroleum News, Cleveland, Ohio, has purchased]

Town & Country Club News, a monthly publication with circulation in and
j

around Cleveland.
Nassau Daily Star, Lynbrook, N. Y Has appointed the George B. David Co., New York, as advertising representa-|

tive in Eastern and Western territories.

The Ledger, Noblesville, Ind Has appointed Scheerer, Inc., New York and Chicago, as its national adver-
tising representative.

The Talbot Publications, Des Moines, Iowa. Have appointed A. G. Krahe as New York advertising representative, and
F. W. Henkel as Chicago representative.

The Oroville Mercury Publishing Company,
Oroville, Cal Has purchased the Oroville Register, which is consolidated with the OrovilleJ

Mercury, and known as the Oroville Mercury-Register.
The Lawyer & Banker Magazine, New

Orleans, La., and Detroit, Mich Has taken over the Central Law Journal, St. Louis, Mo. The new magazine]
will continue to be known as The Lawyer & Banker Magazine.

The Daily Pantagraph, Bloomington, HI.... Has purchased The Daily Bulletin, Bloomington, 111. The new newspaper willj

continue to be known as The Daily Pantagraph, with a half-sized heading. The
Daily Bulletin, superimposed below.

MISCELLANEOUS
Engineering & Contracting Publishing Co.,
Chicago Name changed to Gillette Publishing Co.

Irwin Jordan Rose Co., Inc., Advertising
Agency, New York Has consolidated with the Palmer Gantert Co., New York. The new company

will continue to be known as Irwin Jordan Rose Co., Inc. hi
Doubleday, Page & Co., New York, Pub- Ml

lisher Has consolidated with the George H. Doran Co., New York. The new company ml
will be known as Doubleday, Doran & Co., Inc.

Success Magazine, New York Name changed to New Age Illustrated.

NEW ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND SERVICES, ETC.
Colin Campbell Corp 420 Lexington Ave., New York Business Counsel. .Colin Campbell and George F. Lord

S. J. Hanick Co Philadelphia Window Display
Service Samuel J. Hanick

*The Fashion Co-ordination
Bureau, Inc 247 Park Ave., New York Fashion Service . .J. Sherwood Smith, Pres.; Lucy Park,

Vice-Pres.; Rene Clark, Sec'y> ai^^

R. P. Clayberger, Treasurer
The Rule-Williams Adver-

tising Agency Worcester, Mass Advertising Edgar W. Rule and Otis Carl Williams

•Associated with Call\ins and Holden, Inc., New York. Advertising Agency.

Name

Martin-Gessner, Inc.

CHANGES IN ADDRESSES
Advertising Agencies and Services, Publications, etc.

Business From

. Advertising 1208 Pere Marquette Bldg.,

New Orleans

To

Canal Bank Bldg., New Orleans
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THH GRAND REVIEW OF UNION TROOPS AT THE CLOSE OF THE WAR.

Repiodttced from the Century Mai/azine of February. 1890.Heproattced from tne Leniury Mui/azme o; rtuniinu, lox-v.

The Entire Union Army at any

period of the Civil War did not equal the

host that buys TheTribune every Sunday
WW . I . I . . J _.. J 1 jt -.. £ ^L*:..^ I /I.-... »..^^ lh*» Pntotnn^ irvino to h.inini<>r w<>(;twar(1 alnn^ the Peninsula^—the forces
With the nation torn asunder and brother fighting brother over

the questions of national Union and slavery, the North and

South stretched their resources to the limit in the Civil War.

The North exhausted every expedient to obtain volunteers—
maintained a rigorous draft—and poured every man it could

obtain into the battle areas of Virginia, Tennessee, Mississippi

and Georgia, until the persistent hammering of Grant and Sher-

man finally brought the bloody struggle to an end.

And yet, with its resources strained to the utmost, the North

never once, in the entire four years, had as many men in the

field as buy The Chicago Tribune every Sunday!

IT takes comparison wilh great events, and the great hosts of history,

to give reality to the tremendous figures involved in describing Tribune
circulation.

On one bloody day July 3, 1863 the two widely separated struggles

of Gettysburg and Vicksburg saved the Union. Yet the 283,000 men who
participated on both sides in these gigantic struggles would form only

a small part of The Tribune's present day circulation.

Add to them the 105.000 men Grant led into the Wilderness in '64 to

"fight it out on this line if it takes all summer"—add the 62.O0O with

which Lee opposed hira^—and the rity and siihurban circulation only »f

The Daity Tribune would provide numbers enough for both sides of all

these struggles, with enough left over to equal the number in the two-day

triumphal parade of the Grand Army of the Republic tlirough Washington

after the war was ended I

When it comes to The Sunday Tribune, we must use the entire Civil War
to gel comparisons. Imagine the days of 1862 when both sides were

at peak strength Grant feeling his way down the Tennessee toward his

bloody check at Shiloh Buell hastening to his aid McClellan's army of

the Potomac trying to hammer westward along the Peninsula^lhe forces

in \^'est Virginia, Missouri, everywhere.

Picture all the men in the field of all the Union armies at any one time
in the war and you wouldn't have as many as buy The Chicago
Tribune every Sunday I

In four long years of bloody fighting the boys in blue fought through

to victory. In the bloodless battles of commerce. The Chicago Tribune
hammers through, every day, with any sales message you want carried

to a dominating percentage of the buyers in Chicago and the Chicago

trading territory.

The Daily Tribune carries your sales messages to 595.815 buyers in

Chicago and suburbs alone reaches 60% of ihe families in Chicago

61 % of the families within Chicago and suburbs. IVo other Chicago

daily reaches as many with its TOTAL circulation.

The Sunday Tribune's city and suburban circulation of 696,310 reaches

71 'y' "f the families in Chicago and suburbs. Its country circulation of

396,279 reaches 20 to 80% of the families in 547 cities and towns of

more than 1000 population in the five states of The Chicago territory. No
newspaper in America not owned by The Tribune can equal The Sunday

Tribune's total circulation of 1,092.589.

Such coverage gives advertisers an opportunity to place their sales

messages before a dominating percentage of the buyers of America's

richest market!

THE WORLD'S GREATEST NEWSPAPER
Circtdation: 781,321 Daily: 1.09J,589 Sundiiy
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What Four Great Grocery Chains

Say About The Daily News

I
Advertising Effectiveness Tested and
Approved by 2,500 Cash Registers 1

' I ''HERE'S no element of chance in chain grocery

^ store advertising practice. The effectiveness of

mediums is weighed in daily balances; coverage

cost is a determinable factor in the profit of every

store; the cash registers of a hundred neighborhoods

constitute a supreme court of advertising values.

In Chicago the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Com-
pany, the National Tea Company, Consumers San-

itary Coffee and Butter Stores and Piggly Wiggly,

by far the largest users of newspaper advertising

space among Chicago's chain grocery stores, each

place more advertising in the Daily News than in any other Chicago week-

day newspaper. Three of them place more advertising in The Daily News
than in any other Chicago newspaper, daily and Sunday combined.

The four chains placed 212,180 lines of advertising in the Daily News for the

first eight months of 1927; they represent more than 2,500 retail outlets in

Chicago and suburbs, 2,500 cash registers appraising each day and in each

neighborhood three of the important elements of the circulation of The
Daily News:

Appeal to women, the most important buying

power in groceries as in many other lines;

Economical coverage through circulation 95 per

cent concentrated in the Chicago market;

Response, definite day-by-day, block-by-block re-

turns for every advertising dollar.

In advertising programs economy and proved effectiveness are first consider-

ations. This cash register verdict for The Daily News is an important guide

on how to obtain these results in Chicago.

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Advertising
Representatives:

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT
J. B. Woodward Woodward & Kelly Woodward & Kelly
110 E. 42d St. 360 N. Michigan Ave. 408 Fine Arts Bide. 263 First National Bank Bldg.

MEMBER OF THE 100.000 GROUP OF AMERICAN CITIES

SAN FRANCISCO
C. Geo. Krogrness

Average Daily Net Paid Circulation for September, 1927, 440,131

—

95 Per Cent in Chicago and Its Suburbs

Published every other Wednesday by Advertising Fortnightly, Inc., 9 East 3Sth St.. New York, N. Y. Subscription price $3.00 per
vear. Volume 9. No. 13. Entered as second class matter May 7, 1923, at Post Office at New York under Act of March i, 1879.
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ThHE PITTSBURGH PRESS net paid circu-

lation for September is 234,800 daily and

326,952 Sunday. Six month average is 198,841

daily, 281,757 Sunday. ^ With its splendid new
mechanical facilities, THE PRESS is now able

to supply the natural reader-demand—result-

ing in the daily gain of 36,674 and the Sunday
gain of 67,789. ^ Two newspaper consolida-

tions in Pittsburgh have greatly changed the

character of the contemporary publications and

released their readers from the bonds of habit.

This may have been an added factor in the cir-

culation landslide. ^ Today, even more than

ever before, THE PRESS enjoys overwhelming

leadership as a medium of advertising. ^ THE
PRESS leads all other evening and

Sunday newspapers in the entire

United States in national linage.

SCRIPPS • HOWARD

Pittsburgh Press
A Scripps-Howard Newspaper

Represented by Allied Newspapers, Inc., 250 Park Avenue, New York

Chicago Detroit Atlanta San Francisco Los Angeles Seattle Portland
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Every Home Is a Buying Headquarters
EVERY home is a buying headquarters,

and each day brings the need for new
purchases. From the simple necessities of

life to the selection of special conveniences
or luxuries, new buying plans and decisions

are made every day.

It is entirely obvious that the quickest,

most effective way to influence these buying
habits on a large scale—throughout a city or

a trading zone or throughout the nation

—

is by the use of consistent advertising in the
daily newspapers that reach the homes—the

papers that form an integral part of daily

home life.

In Indianapolis, one newspaper meets

these requirements. The INDIANAPOLIS
NEWS is essentially a home-read paper. It

has over 81% coverage of all Indianapolis

Families, and its city circulation is 93% home- .,

delivered to regular subscribers. The NEWS
audience is a permanent home audience—the

largest in Indiana. The NEWS goes where
the buyers are, and tells the buyers what to

buy!

The IndianapolisNews
jSi0J^ ^hc IndianapolisRadius

DON. BRIDGE, Advertising Manager

NEW YORK: DAN A. CARROLL
1 10 East 42nd Street

CHICAGO: J. E. LUTZ
The Tower Building
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Everybody's Business

By Floyd W. Parsons

I'dkirs and h'allacii's

MAN himself is dropping behind in the mad dash
to a higher civilization. He is not keeping up
with the amazing developments in the mechan-

ical field. This is true notwithstanding our talk about

how sophisticated we have become. How hard-hearted
we are in business. How quick we can recognize

bunk, and how difficult it is for any one to

pull the wool over our eyes and get
us interested in ideas or articles

of doubtful value.

The other day at a crowd
ed resort 1 saw a fellow

working the old shell

game with as much
success as was ever

attained in the past.

It brought back
memories of the

time when I was a

Freshman in college

and went out to the

County F'air and met
this game for the first

time. That was my first

experience with the "cap-

pers" who work in partner-

ship with the fakirs themselves.

My chum and myself saw these „ ^^_

strangers picking up shells and walking

away with what seemed to be easy money, and
our only fear was that the fellow running the

game would lose all he had before we could get some
of it.

One would think that people in this modern age
would have profited sufficiently from the experiences

of others to at least make it necessary for unscrupu-
lous schemers to employ nev/ methods and devices in

fooling the public. But one does not need to inves-

tigate far to discover that Barnum was right. Street

vendors still find no trouble in selling their dancing
dolls while a confederate lounges unconcernedly against

a wall or other dark background, stares vacantly in

the opposite direction and slyly manipulates the dolls

by pulling a thread that is practically invisible.

Thousands of people buy these devices believing they

are getting an automatic toy for ten cents.

The work of freeing ourselves of follies and super-

stitions proceeds with painful slowness. A multitude

of folks believe it is unlucky to walk under a ladder:

that the screeching of an owl portends misfortune;

a dog howling at night indicates somebody is going to

die; the appearance of a black eat or a crow foretells

misfortune; breaking a mirror is seven years' bad

luck ; a wart will disappear if you wash it with a

stolen dishrag; a potato in the pocket will cure rheu-

matism; never light three cigars or cigarettes with

the same match; don't pick up a pin when the point

is toward you; thirteen is unlucky; so is Friday. On
and on goes the bunk.

The origin of superstition is found in early man's

effort to explain nature and his own existence. The
average person has always been inclined to attribute

most of the happenings he doesn't understand to super-

natural causes. Even today many more business men

than one could imagine consult clairvoyants in the
hope of procuring additional light on future happen-
ings with respect to an important deal. Dream books
still have a large sale and precious stones continue to

be subject to a multitude of superstitions, and as for

lucky talismen, one will hardly find a person but

secretly has faith in the efficacy of some prized posses-

sion which he links up in affection or association with
a jierson or event.

One reason for the continuance of

superstitious beliefs is the ever-

lasting truth that "men mark
when they hit and seldom
when they miss." When

the result happens just

as the belief pre-

scribes, it is human
nature to remark:
"See? I told you
so!"

For instance, we
meet a friend and
he says: "It rained

Monday, so it is go-

ing to rain four days
i*' this week." If it does rain

four days he reminds us of

his prediction. If it doesn't,

he forgets the incident. Thir-

teen people sit at a table and six

'

"'""
months later one of them dies. "Do you

remember the dinner we had when thirteen were

present?" says one of the party months afterward.

"Well, I suppose you know that Jones cashed in

last week. Strange how true these old sayings," he

adds.

Notwithstanding that this and many other similar

superstitions are purely cases of mathematics and
form nothing more than matters to be solved by the

formulas of probability and chance, we are so pos-

sessed of such delusions that many hotels find it un-

profitable to have a thirteenth floor. In many cities

tliere is no thirteenth street, and a real estate dealer

will tell you that a house or building marked number
thirteen is not the easiest kind of property to sell.

.lust for a moment consider the widespread belief

that F'riday is unlucky. Shipping returns indicate

that fewer vessels leave port on Friday than on any
other day, and yet the records show that in the matter
of ocean accidents, it is one of the luckiest days of

the week. Columbus sailed upon his first great voyage
of adventure on Friday, discovered land on Friday,

started back on Friday and again landed in Spain

on Friday. Later he started his .second voyage on

Friday, and finally discovered the Isle of Pines not

only on Friday but on the thirteenth day of the month
of June, 1494. The Mayflower made the harbor of

Provincetown on Friday, and the Pilgrims made their

final landing on Plymouth Rock on Friday.

It was also on a Friday that Richard Lee moved
in Congress that the United Colonies be free and in-

dependent, and it was on another Friday that the first

Masonic lodge in America was organized. The list

of people born on Friday includes such eminent figures

as Washington, Gladstone and Disraeli. What more
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 64]
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word picture could con-

vey to a sales organization a

true conception of these four

window cards. But a photo

engraving—even without

color—tells the whole story

at a glance—and a glance is

frequently all that a dealer

has to spare for a manu-

facturer's carefully prepared

sales promotion literature

Harold McD Brown

"^Jes "the v^-creases ^^

Stenograph -;^

lessening
ta"8

ICStmtS
',Jti.B»^"'-

AMERICAN PHOTO^ENGRAVERS
ASSOCIATIONC
FFICES + 863 MONADNOCK BLOCK * CHICAGO

Copyright 1927, American Photo-Engravers Association
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Do You Know
Your Groceries?

During the first half of 1927 sixteen

of the larger food advertisers in

America used a greater aggregate

total lineage in The Detroit Free

Press than in any other Detroit

newspaper. These sixteen adver-

tisers represent nearly 50% of the

total volume of national food adver-

tising appearing in Detroit during

the period.

c

The Kellogg Company for instance

used nearly twice as much space in

The Free Press as in the second

paper, and Shredded Wheat con-

centrated practically all of its appro-

priation in this newspaper.

Calumet Baking Powder Company,

White House Coffee, India Tea

Growers, Quaker Oats and other

important food advertisers placed

chief dependence upon the seHing

power of The Free Press in the

Fourth market.

C.

In Detroit, as in other large cities

of the country food advertisers of

real consequence are finding morn-

ing papers the better mediums to

thoroughly cover markets .... to in-

fluence all of the better homes of

the community, which in turn in^

fluence all of the others.

The Free Press is the only morning

newspaper in America's Fourth

market. It offers a coverage of three

out of every four homes in the good

American residential sections of

Detroit, and every other one of the

538,828 homes in the twenty-five

Michigan counties that constitute

the Detroit market.

®J)^ ^tttOJ^XCJC 1I^VC^0

VERREE & V

National

Chicago

[j
CONKLIN, Inc.

Representatives

San Franclaro
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"OHIO'S GREATEST HOME DAILY"

TEADY GROWTH
CIRCULATION

(Government Statement )

Sworn circulation of

the Columbus Dispatch
for the six months
period ending Septem-
ber 30. 1927.

Sworn circulation of

the Columbus Dispatch
for the six months
period ending Septan-
her 30. 1926.

117,077
106,814

Gain 10^263

BECAUSE
The

Columbus Dispatch

Is Akvays-
First!
in quality and quantity of nezvs services . . . locai. slate,

national and international.

First!
in quality and quantity of sports news, society nnvs.

women's nezvs, radio neu's and automobile news.

First!
in sane, sound and unbiased editorials . . . the work of

men who are residents of Columbus, and thorout/hly

familiar liv//; local conditions.

First!
in uncqualed cartoons, in illustrations, in comics, in fic-

tion, in features and stories for the ivhole family.

First!
in all of the extraordinary services that only a iircat

neiespafier can give its vast family of readers.

First!
in national and local display advertising and in clu.'^sified

advertising . . . the business nezfs of the day.

First!
in ez'crylliing and anything that makes a fine, comfletc

metropolitan ncx^-sftaper . . . interesting to the reader,

and profilal'lc for the ad^rertiser.

Average net paid circulation for the .lix inonth.s period ending September 30, 1927

THE bulk of this circulation came from

tfie fiomes in the City of Columbus.

More Columbus families are now enjoy-

ing the Dispatch than ever before.

In this city of approximately 63,000 dwellings

the Dispatch commands a circulation of 61,938.

Of this truly remarkable total city circulation,

more than three-fourths is HOME DELI I -

ERED.

This is of more than passing interest. We
know of no other city similar in size to Colum-

bus where a newspaper has such thorough,

daily contact with the people in their homes as

has the Dispatch in Columbus.

This fine response on the part of Columbus

and the rich Central Ohio region, fully meeting

our expectations of growth, spells the possi-

bility and the incentive for a still greater news-

paper, with constantly improved news ser\ices

and features of interest to all of our people.

For the advertiser this means complete access

to the homes, minds and pocketbooks of nearly

all the families in Columbus, and in thousands

throughout the Great Central Ohio Market,

permitting him to share the same confidence

and friendsliip which this newspaper itself en-

joys. This is a value which advertisers cannot

find elsewhere in Columbus, or in Central Ohio.

.4 newspaper which is successful in selling it-

self to the families in their homes is ALW.4YS
the most effective advertising medium for sell-

ing the products and services of merchants and

manufacturers to these same families.

I

FIRST l^ CITY dRCllLATlON

117,077
FIRST IN Sl'Bl'RBAN CIRCULATION FIR.ST IN COUNTRY CIRCIH-ATION

61,938 29,858 25,281
National Representatives—O'.M.ARA & ORMSBEE. Inc.—New 'Hork. Chicago. Detroit, San Francisco

FIRST in ^'ew.<!—FIRST in Circulation—FIRST in Advertising
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A Vital Buying Guide

For A Vast Industry
Another edition of the Consolidated Textile

Catalog is en route. Published once every

two years, this most valuable textile publi-

cation is regarded by discerning textile ad-

vertisers as one of the "indispensables."

And well it should be

!

Here is a sales weapon of the first order.

The Catalog is distributed to a carefully

checked list of responsible buyers in prac-

tically every mill in North America. In

addition, it goes to a list of substantial mills

in 32 foreign countries. This globe-girdling

publication takes the place of short lived,

fly-by-night literature. To a host of textile

executives it provides the answer to

—

"Where to buy?" It supplements and
makes more effective advertising in Textile

World by providing spnifications for pros-

pective buyers of your product. Distribu-

tion of the Catalog is 8200 copies. It is

printed on fine stock and is substantially

bound.

If you sell to textile mills there is no more

direct, resultful or lower cost method of

getting your whole product story across.

Plan to be in the Fourth Edition. Write

for complete details.

Published by

Member
Audit Bureau of

Circulations l£xti]e\(inid
Member

Associated Business

Papers, Inc.

334 FOURTH AVE. NEW YORK

CoBSttucdoiuEtcforTextJe
Mills
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APPLAUSE
FOR THE SEPTEMBER NUMBER OF

THE AMERICAN PRINTER

"One of the most beautiful pieces of printing I have seen**

Lockwood Barr, Publicity Manager General Motors Corporation

"/ congratulate you on the fine showing^'

Hal Marchbanks, Marchbanks Press, New York

"You have surpassed the best in the country"
W. J. Wilkinson, President Zeese-Wilkinson Company, Long Island City, N. T.

"Congratulations on the issue. It is a splendid creation^'

Wm. H. Seely, Vice-President The Osborne Company, New York

"It is the finest you have ever issued"

N. E. Amsden, The Roger Williams Company, Cleveland

"The number is one of which you may be proud"
A. A. Stone, President Stone Printing Company, Roanoke, Va.

'/ offer you my congratulations; my highest commendation^'
Norman T. A. Munder. Baltimore

"/t is the most exceptional number you have produced"
George G. Adomeit. The Caxton Company. Cleveland

ISi

THE AMERICAN PRINTER, INC. ^%^7o• 9 E. 38th ST., NEW YORK
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\The Ink was

Hardly
Dry I

I
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TELEGRAMS

TO ALL .

' AMERICA

Ml CI^VUAKD CH|3 S£fT zi ic£7 | i.Ll' .. ^ ii'41

;iE 'O^fl'ECPI'ie I'ACiZINE- .

,113 eEST Lo-ST.I.HYOWt HV

... to H£»SOiu-;i OWHINIS »f<-E»MW-l« PUIK

. -AUB WWtAV SiPT 26 CIVI1.G tiuE CSESIT '0 GX» •fOOStKEtl'INC »E

iVE THIS ruwnTURE H sua STO!;<Si'.l fCJOi LIKE TO TIE 'Jf ?t|TH VOUS

. .U9LE 9f«E4l

S M raT^^yff-

f TO ALL

•THE WORLD

^ ^ wot'' ^o ^V'"" ..v^O'"'-

iTnv' ,..iV»\ _^,i'*' -rti*'

THE ink had hardly set on the pages of the

Cleveland "Plain Dealer" when this telegram

was received—the first response to Good House-

keeping's advertisement of Monday, September

26, telling of the work of Good Housekeeping

Studio of Decorations and Furnishings.

We believe that this sort of response is the best

evidence of Good Housekeeping's ability to sell

goods.

Merchants of the standing and size of Halle

Brothers are not spending their own good money
to feature Good Housekeeping unless they are

certain ot its value to them as a drawing card.

The appreciation which the larger, more influen'

tial retailer has tor Good Housekeeping is an

invaluable aid to the advertiser in transforming

advertising'created demand into over'thccounter

sales.

During October alone, 256 department stores,

hardware dealers, electrical shops, druggists and

grocers we know of will have window displays

and other merchandising tie'ups exclusively of

products advertised in Good Housekeeping. 80%

of these stores are rated $50,000 or better, not a

few in the millions.

Good Housekeeping
Chicago Boston New York San Francisco
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Cleveland
paper.

rom a

news-

T^EEPING pace with Akron's stride is its

'*-^ leading newspaper, the Beacon Journal,

—

first in circulation in the Akron Market,—first

in Ohio and sixth in the United States in adver-

tising linage among six day newspapers . . .

Enter this rich, growing market through

this medium . . .

AKRON BEACON JOURNAL

I

Member of the 100,000 Group of American Cities

STORY, BROOKS & FINLEY, Representatives

New York Philadelphia

Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco 1
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WHAT IS A BRAND NAME FOR?

Yesterday a brand name represented a product as fixed and immutable as

the stars. Today, a brand name must represent reliability, but it must also

reflect the new demands of modern life.

"What is smart? What is style? What is modern?'''' These are the ques-

tions we have insistently on every hand.

In luxury products the constant need of new designs, packaginfr, fresh

little fdlips is well understood.

But the modern tempo is also reaching down into the problems sur-

rounding staples—articles of household necessity—almost anything you see

on a grocer's shelf.

Adding new items from time to time helps to keep a line up to date.

. . . But how about old packages and containers? How about redesigning

them to create an atmosphere of modernity— to refresh the interest?

How about the advertising? Does it reflect merely the good solid vvorlh

of the product? Can not it be keyed more to modern thinking— modern

desires? Is it as interesting and provocative in itself as the advertising of

that vigorous new competitor who is beginning to cut such a swath?

The pace of modern business is becoming faster and more exhilarating.

But for the manufacturer who can adjust himself constantly—press forward

swiftlv, courageously and imaginatively— llie rewards are greater than ever.

CALKINS & HOLDEN, inc ADVERTISING
247 PARK AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY
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cASual Photographs

present direct evidence—the

prospect must believe the ev-

idence of her own eyes . . i

- ~i

resent Unquestioned Evidence
. . . illusiraie wiih Phoiographs

The Furniture Industry relies

steadfastly upon the aid of
photographic presentation of
Its products to prospective

buyers.

© « i.<JL

'Nurserymen realize the de-

mandoj seed andplant buyers

to see ' what tt looks like"—
and are using more photo-

graphs every year.

\'Wm'

cA new 'Wrinkle in design-
er a nen' accessory— can he

presented to the prosper most

effeOively with photographs.

BUYERS do not c^tsiionphoto-

graphic evidence of merit.

They believewhat the camera tells

them because they know that

nothing tells the truth so well.

Where words fail, you can rely

onPhotographs-whether you're

selling pianos^ motor cars, interi-

or-decorating or horticultural

nursery products. Prospective

buyers absorb quickly and with a

minimum ofmental effort the con-

vincing story of Photographs.

PHOTOGRAPHS
,
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Two Shows
One on paper, for those who can

and those who cannot at-

tend the Power Show in New
York, Dec. j'lo.

afs new t

'

I
'HE power field is buzzing with

-^ inquiries. What's new in high

pressure equipment? What's new in

better production of process steam?

The Power Show is in the offing.

The men who are responsible for the

revamping of equipment and methods

are looking forward to the POWER
Show Issue for information on this sub-

ject. Ever since the first Power Show
the field has turned to POWER'S

Show Issue to keep in touch with new
trends in equipment for power genera'

tion and application.

Many men will come to the Power
Show but many, many others who can-

not attend the show will depend upon
POWER to bring the show to them,

and it will be used as a reference book
even by those who attend the show for

a long time afterwards. Be sure that

your story is included in the Show
Issue of November 29th.

FOWEM
The recognized authority on power plant design operation and poiver application

Tenth Avenue at 36th Street, New York, N. Y.
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Fiction,footi andfashions

Child training and psychology . . .

Everything to do with the home from

the lanndrx to the livinz room

f^
Qjince the

days ofQodefs Ladfs 'Book]

FRANKLY, Delineator depends primarily

upon the immemorial appeals to wo-
men's interests that have been effective

ever since, and before, the days of Godey's
Lady's Book.

But, as all the world knows, water of

much volume has flowed beneath the bridge

since the days of Godey's Lady's Book.

And that water has carried away many
things, good and bad. Petticoats and preju-

dices, long skirts and high shoes, many
narrow waists and some narrow mind-
edness— these and many other things

have been swept tar and ciefinitely away.

\n most things that women buy, price

and even quality has become secondary to

another element—the element of style.

And so it is that while primarily Delineator

depends upon these long-established, sound

appeals to women's interest—fiction, food

and fashions, and the rest— it has, in ad-

dition, a new and lively and timed-to-today

appeal.

Delineator is distinctly styled. Delineator

has atmosphere. Delineator is the one

magazine of large circulation that is smart.
'^

Delineator
Established 1 868

[

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING COMPANY

Every month more advertisers are cooperating with Delineator in its purpose. The
September issue, for instance, showed an increase of 85% over the corresponding issue

o\ last year, and the October issue showed an increase of 44%. ]
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L,"'ROM Octotei- 17-22 the atten-
-* tion of advertising men will

be turned toward Chicago, where
representatives of every phase of

sales promotion will be attending

the conventions of thirteen adver-

tising associations. An effort is

being made to include all types of

business publicity and promotion
methods, and leading men in these

fields have been invited to attend.

Among those holding important
meetings during that period are:

the Direct Mail .\dvertising Asso-
ciation, the Insurance Advertising
Conference, the Audit Bureau of

Circulations, the Inland Daily
Press, the Associated Business Pa-
pers, the National Conference of
Business Paper Editors, the Inter-

national Association of Newspaper
Advertising Executives, the Asso-
ciation of Newspaper Classified

Managers, and the Mail .A.dverti3-

ing Service Association.

M. C. R B B I N S , President
J. H. MOORE. Oeneral Manager
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Telephone : Caledoni.i 9770
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Magazine. The Business World, Trade Journal Advertiser and The Publishers Guide. Industrial .Celling absorbed 1925.

Miinber Audit P.Lirt-au of Circulattfns and Associated Business Patters. Inc. Copyright, 1927. By .\rl\»-rtising Fortnightly. Inc.
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A Class Magazine
with more than

1,500,000 Circulation

Hearst's International

combined with

mopolitan
What is the "class" market?
What is the "mass" market?

So MUCH has been said among merchandising
men about the "class" market ... as opposed

to the 'mass" market . . . that it might be well to
determine the dividing line ... if there be one .

between them.

Ten years ago there were approximately 200,000 fam-
ilies accepted as the "class" market. Then, when the
average income per person in America was much less
than a thousand dollars a year, there was a wide breach
between these 200,000 and their fellow hundred
million.

Then, when 53,000 people owned the largest public
utility in America, when 41,000 owned the largest
steel company in the world, when 70,000 or so owned
one of the largest railroads, there was ample reason for
hmiting the "class" market to the favored few.

But today . . . when average income has more than
doubled . . . when the stockholders of the public
utility are almost 400,000 . . . when the .steel com-
pany is owned by almost 100,000 people . . . when
the railroad is owned by twice as many individuals as

formerly . . . the "class" market presents a different

appearance.

Today there is not a single product advertised and
sold to any considerable portion of the original 200,000
that can't profitably be advertised and sold to Cosmo-
politan's more than a million and a half.

People have the money to buy . . . the time to enjoy

the thing they have bought . . . and, above all, the

desire to buy. Living standards . . . buying standards

. . . have gone up. Two million families have two
cars. Six million people ha\e 5350,000,000 worth of

radios. A million people can sit down at one time in

the football stadia of this country. A million people

pay thirty-five cents every month for Cosmopolitan. .

.

month after month.

The merchandise that could be sold to only 200,000
people ten years ago can be sold to 2,000,000 people

today. And, since this is the only true measure of

the market . . . class" or mass" . . . we must con-

sider this new class market . . . Cosmopolitan's more
than a million and a half.

326 W. Madison Street

Chicago, Illinois

General Motors Bldg.

Detroit, Michigan

Advertising Offices:

119 West 40th Street

New York City

5 Winthrop Square

Boston, Mass.

625 Market Street

San Francisco, Cal
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Higher Salaries to Advertising

Managers Will Save Millions
An Answer to Mr. Borsodi's Challenge

By Kenneth M, Goode

A
Street

"is a

C N S E R-
V A T I V E."

says a Wall

Journal wit,

man who has

sold his stocks and
wants to buy them
back again lower."

An economist, by the

iame token, is a man
.vho wants other peo-

ile to go out of busi-

less for the sake of

(ociety.

In fifty years, no
iiscussion of adver-

ising has been more
"ootless than the new
iebate as to whether
t is "economic." In

he first place, "eco-

lomic" may mean
ilmost anything. "Ad-
ertising" means so much it means
lothing. Like poverty, it makes
trange bedfellows. One kind of

advertising may be more economic

han Professor Irving Fisher him-
elf; another kind more wasteful

han a War Administration. Or, the

ame kind of advertising used by
ne man may prove the economist's

et ; and a swift slap at society when
sed by another.

Mr. Chase and Mr. Borsodi hap-

Mr. Borsodi's Letter
My Dear Mr. Goode :

I have enjoyed immensely the various contributions to Advertising &
Selling which have been inspired by "Your Money's Worth," especially Per-
cival White's letter and your reply. You are delightfully frank in many of
the points which you make and it is for that reason that I am taking up the
challenge in your last paragraph.
Of course it is asking too much of human nature for the critics of adver-

tising and the apologists for national advertising to agree as to what are
real facts and whether or not the critics have presented them soberly. I

therefore propose the following—I have proposed it to numerous advertising
men and I live in hope some day to find a representative proponent of
national advertising who is willing to cooperate in making it a reality.
Why not request the Americmi Economic Assockttion, or some eQiially

impartial scientific body, to appoint a commission to supervise the collection

"f specific evidence as to the economic value of national advertisinffT Thix
evidence, in order that the report of the commission should he something
more than an acMletnic pronouncement, should consist of the following

:

1. A collection of nationally advertised products of widespread general
consumption :

2. A collection of substantially similar products which are not nationally
advertised :

3. Reports by an impartial laboratory as to the substantial similarity of
the two groups of products ;

4. Complete data as to the manufacturer's price, wholesale price, and retail
price of both the groups of products. If the actual wholesale price and retail
price vary from tlie recommended price of the manufacturer, both kinds of
prices should be attached to the report.

Yours for more sobriety,
Ralph Borsodi

pen not to admire advertising. With
cold congenital cynicism they totally

disbelieve the blazing ubiquities of

our orators. Unlike Truly Warner
or Cyrus H. K. Curtis, they have
made no money through advertising.

On the contrary, like Sinclair Lewis
defying the lightning from a St.

Louis pulpit, they achieve a certain

iconoclastic distinction by baiting it.

So with accuracy, sincerity and no
small skill they collect all available

mistakes, misstate-

ments and failures

—

and say, like Socra-

tes, "Here is your
Advertising!" But
their case is as lop-

sided as those of ad-

vertising's own pro-

tagonists who, as an
Irishman might say,

whitewash advertis-

ing with all the

colors of the rainbow.

It is much as if

President Coolidge

were to proclaim
"Animals a/re pets!"

As a good Republican

I hasten to support

that proposition with

anecdotes of darling

kittens, clever cana-

ries, polyglot parrots

and faithful watchdogs. But
Messrs. Chase and Borsodi, being
"agin the government," make an un-

deniably strong rebuttal with a

laughing hyena, a fretful porcupine,

a tropical tarantula, and six sturdy
skunks. There are, as a matter of

fact, quite as many kinds of adver-

tising as there are animals. And
until advertising's challengers, on
one hand, and its champions, on the

other, unite in an axiom that will
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admit a separate discussion of

"good advertising"

"bad advertising"

"indifferent advertising"

we. personally, cannot thrill with

their earnestness of purpose. So far

as "dishonest advertising" is con-

cerned, it could quickly be thrown
out of the discussion as being utterly

repugnant to both parties.

This suggestion is stimulated first

by Mr. Borsodi's interesting pro-

posal to submit advertising to a trial

before the American Economic As-
sociation or "some equally impartial

scientific body" ; and secondly by
Professor Ronald S. Vaile's extreme-
ly interesting and extraordinarily

fair book "Economics of Advertis-

ing." Space permits only this bare
reference to these two.

But perhaps we may steal enough
space to suggest that no reference

to economics will ever start any
great excitement among advertising

men. In the first place, advertising

is a sold product. Its traditions and
practices come directly from the sell-

ing talks of skillful salesmen. And
so long as the marvelous machine
that created our present advertising

structure can renew and replenish

it at a profit, advertising will go

along just as it does today.

Authors, stock market speculators,

jockeys, clergymen, bankers and
grocers make all the money they

honestly can through the most profit-

able employment of their peculiar

talents. Publishers, advertising

agencies, billboard owners and radio

broadcast stations—regardless of all

critics—will continue to sell as skill-

fully as they can to as many as have
money to buy. Against this selling

the opponents of advertising have a

perfect right to warn the business

world; they may even warn the

public. But when they propose tc

us who live on advertising revenues

that ice arbitrate our legitimate ac-

tivities by any consideration less

specific than personal profits, they

are complimenting advertising with

an altruism still unknown in indus-

trial circles.

Advertising may be economic. Or
it may not. Some of it is. Much of

it isn't. Even as an academic ques-

tion it is scarcely worth worrying
about. Vastly more important, eco-

nomically, is the fact that, producing
sixty per cent more goods than in

1914, it still costs us sixty per cent

more to live.

This means—and very shortly too

—savage competition throughout the

distribution field.

[continued on page 66]

Old Gundlach's Sox-dologer

By Earnest Elmo Calkins

ET. GUNDLACH, esteemed advertising agent,

has joined the ranks of those who regard with
• misgiving some of the aspects and manifesta-

tions of this advertising age. He has given voice to

his questionings in a book with the engaging title,

"Old Sox on Ti-umpeting." He has adopted that
ancient and well-tried literary device of locating his

story in another age and country, in this instance,
ancient Greece, and from this vantage ground fires a
few hot ones into the art of advertising as practiced
in these United States A. D. 1927.

"Trumpeting," be it understood, is Greek for ad-
vertising, and a ti-umpeter is an advertising agent.
Tauros and Bullem solicit the trumpeting account of
Zeus-ikin, the Athens olive-oil king, and finally se-
cure it, and handle it, but with considerable disturb-
ance from Hell-Raising Helen, their client's mistress,
and even more from an inquisitive bystander who has
nothing to do with the matter, but who butts in and
asks disconcerting questions. This bystander is none
other than our old friend Socrates, who applies to the
modern philosophy of advertising the same methods
he had found so successful in dealing with more an-
cient beliefs and superstitions.

Old Sox, in short, asks the same questions that are
now being asked by Lew Hahn, Borsodi, Stuart Chase,
Raymond Fuller, The Netv Republic, The Nation, and
the Federal Trade Commission. Neither Bullem nor
Tauros can answer his questions, nor for that matter
can old Sox himself, in which he differs from the list
given above, who one and all have answered their own
questions—to their own satisfaction, at least.
Under the not too thick guise of a remote time and

place Mr. Gundlach is able to hit at all the least ad-
mirable practices of advertising agencies, lining up a
new account and boosting the appi-opriation by play-
ing on the vanity of the client, knocking free publicity,

refusing to split the commission, but promising Hell-

raising Helen a rake-off (two slaves and a bracelet),

sparring with the client as to whether the head of the

agency will handle the account personally, and explain-

ing away what appears to be a competing account.

Portraits of well known advertising men appear and
descriptions of leading agencies. The Four A's, the

A. B. C, and the various publishers associations are
all functioning at full blast and doing their part in

befuddling the advertiser and holding him in line.

The author is not always happy in staying within the
limits of his vehicle. There is really no necessity for
the frequent use of present-day names of things and
symbols when the Greek republic offers so many coun-
terparts, to lug in Coolidge as a synonym for economy,
when there was Lycurgus saving even of words, or
golf, when the Greeks had so many athletic sports.

Mr. Gundlach's opus will be read with entertainment
l)y all advertising men and by all manufacturers who
are familiar enough with advertising to appreciate the
hits. As a picture of advertising it is, of course, one-
sided, but there is enough truth to give point to the
satire. There are such agencies and such advertising
men, but they are not the majority. We are all of
us disturbed by the hypocrisy, insincerity, ballyhoo
and over-exploitation that some agents and their
clients think necessary. There is too much bunk in

advertising, but there is too much bunk in business,
the press, law, medicine, the stage, book publishing
and religion. They all partake of the faults of the
age. The question is, does the good outweigh the
bunk? Are these human institutions worth preserv-
ing? The answer is "Yes" to both questions. And
God forbid that an end should ever be made to crit-

icism. If advertising cannot stand up under the most
drastic and penetrating fault-finding, then it is a poor,

weak thing, and the sooner it is scrapped the better.
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Characteristics of the Industiial

Market
A Classification of Its Coninioclitics and Metliods

By Melviri T, Copeland

A
COMPANY which manufac-
tures a power transmission

. device for industrial purposes

also incorporates this device in an

appliance for use by individual con-

sumers. For some years the com-

pany attempted to sell in both the

industrial market and the con-

sumers' market with the same sales

organization. Recent investigation

has shown the company that much
better results can be secured by
means of segregated sales forces,

one .sales force to handle the indus-

trial market and one to sell the ap-

pliance to retailers for consumer
distribution. When the problem
was studied it was found that the

men in the sales organization who
were successful in selling to retailers

did not handle the power trans-

mitting device satisfactorily, where-
as other salesmen were much bettei-

fitted temperamentally to deal with
industrial buyers than to sell to re-

tailers.

In the paint industry, it is stated

by men who ai-e familiar with the

conditions, most manufacturing
companies are suffering from failure

to differentiate between the indus-

trial market and the consumers'
market. Many paint companies are
using the same sales organizations
in selling to industrial buyers as
they use in selling to wholesale and
retail merchants. Some of those
companies, in fact, instruct their
salesmen to fill in their spare time
between calls on wholesalers and re-

tailers with calls on indu.striai

buyers. The result is that sales of

paint for industrial i)urpo.ses are

I)oorly handled; .salesmen who are
concerned primarily with selling to

wholesalers or retailers tend to lack

interest in the industrial market
and seldom understand how to talk

to the large industrial buyers who
ixHjuire paint for maintenance or

manufacturing purposes. Even those

paint companies which maintain
separate sales forces for the indus-

trial market in most instances have
not adapted their sales plans to the

special needs of that market, appar-
ently because they have failed

to comprehend the characteristics

which differentiate the industrial

from the consumers' market.

IN contrast to the paint industry,

the large rubber manufacturing
companies have recognized the spe-

cial problems that are involved in

industrial marketing and have
placed their mechanical rubber goods
operations under sales organizations
distinct from those for their tires

and other products. In these com-
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 70]

^p;^

THE industrial market
is so unlike the con-

sumer market that it re-

quires careful study and
individual treatment. To
make the differences be-

tween the two clear, Pro-

fessor Copeland outlines

in detail those peculiar-

ities of the former which
indicate not only where it

exists but also how it can
be most efficiently ap-
proached by the salesman

(5 rrnsT xational picTrmss, ino.
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My Life in Advertising—XI

I Tackle a Tooth Paste
By Claude C. Hopkins

SO
far the greatest success

of my career has been

made on Pepsodent
Tooth Paste. Its promoter has

been associated with me for

twenty-two years ; together

we have made millions in ad-

vertising enterprises. When
I went with Lord & Thomas
he was quite despondent and
offered me a very large salary

in order to induce me to idle

and wait for him to find for

us some mutual opportunity.

He became involved in irri-

gation projects in Tucson,

Arizona. There the nights are

long and lonesome so he
courted the acquaintance of

the health-seekers there, one
of whom had evolved a tooth

paste.

When he brought it to me
I tried to discourage him. It

was a technical proposition

and I did not see a way in

which to educate the laity in

technical tooth paste theories.

Moreover, he insisted on a
fifty-cent price when twenty-five
cents had been usual for a tooth
paste.

But he was persistent. So I final-

ly agreed to undertake the campaign
if he would give me a six-months'
option on a block of the stock, which
he did.

I read book after book by dental

authorities concerning the theory
upon which Pepsodent was based. It

was very dry reading. But in the
middle of one book I found a refer-

ence to those mucin plaques on the

teeth which I aftenvard called the
"film." That discovery gave me an
appealing idea: I resolved to adver-
tise the tooth paste as a creator of

beauty; as a weapon with which to

deal with that cloudy film.

The natural first thought with a

tooth paste is to advertise it as a
preventive, but my long experience
had taught me that preventive meas-
ures are not popular. People will do
anything to cure a trouble, but little

to prevent it. Countless advertising
ideas have been wrecked by not un-
derstanding that phase of human na-

Keep

Film
Off Your Teeth
The Supreme Dentil Urge uf Txlsv m
CombBling Toolh ind GumTmul'In. iiid

in Correcune Dull. OS-Colnr" Tceih

'TkuithrprKtpflnlli litr prjrii, ii

rrgalir film rttmi\<al in ihii v^

Send Coupon {or 10-Day Tube Free

Nu
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Our &lcs contain

plenty of "ocJi-

iury~ pKtufcs.

Wc want ntw

iJiingi. or exUi

good picture* t*

evcrydiy uiL*.

or good view* of

pccul j6t»; or

uxuac [tAuta

or in dcconuve

trtatiDcnt.

from an elrtiilion

— at least the

eye teret

WE

Action
A-(jCerpILi r ' huiy at live

wort tBcn intent on tbar

job^<:ttuI iccompluhxDcnt

ot (Oine of the vjned tatki

for which "CjtcfpilUr*"

are Huted. convoKinf; pK-

lurci to illustrate advcr-

tu^nxmu for trade piprr*

where the rcadcr'i eye is

apert and critical

Scenic
PhtXtigraphithat Kivt an

intrratinK or colorful hick-

grouiK). everyday utk* tn

a Kitingofunuwal intercK.

Picturn in the mow: in

the woodi, in foreign

countries, artisbc ar>d well

cufnpci«cd photoRfiph* for

Use in cover illusuatioru

or (o UK a* tn*pration for

an artut'a color work.

News
Hrrc'i Luihci EluiKinkon

a -C-iterpillar " Hctc*« a

'publicity picture" that

will win a place in the

editorial columru ofa *core

of mazarines Here u a

Kimple of the "human in-

tcTest" picture - here u a

view njiu-d tor publication

in OUT huute or^jan: the

-CatcrpilUf" Magjiinc'

Story
-HeavyWirxl\'uinWe»('

tmCityl" -Caterpillar"

Tractor* dear away the

(Jebna. A novel u*e for

"CatcrpilUr" power - and

other new utcs arc bring

fm^ucntly Jucovered We
want good picture* thai

can illustnic amclcs-- that

can be uied in the advri'

owig of new utes.

We want the

negative of each

picture that we
buy.

Sometimet wc
muit enlarge

them before tbrv

uc useful

Sometinies we
waottosendcK-

traprmtstocur

dealen.

Send on the neg-

ative— wcTI pi»y

for tt

Sho»' the work firU

— ihe tractor is

secondaty

NOT THIS :: NOT THIS NOT THIS NOT THIS NOT THIS NOT THIS :j NOT THIS

Thumb* down on a

picture thai ihowi
driver in i itudicd

po«e. It he im't at

work the-CalerpiBac"

ittt't at work f

UTicre* the driver?

A fine view— but the

abtence ot the driver

duuacti ihr eye from
the meuuge that it

should carry.

It doein't take the
' whole to»-n to opet-_

ate a "Caterpillar"-

an Ktion factitrc of
real work dinunate*
extra pcnons

^41
What** thi* nachinc
.ddinn^Wehavepltniy

of picture* of the
tractor alone— wc
want to thow what
wcrk It doo!

^
A machine no longer

in production' We
want \-iew* of vhtttk

done by the 4 riMdeU

*hown on paf^ 4. Be-

ware ofthe out«1'due.

Out'0f<ocu*-we
can't UK fuuy photo

Eiph* Picture* ^loukl

clear and *harp 10

be reptixluced by the

halftone proccM.

Doing nothing' We
want tractor* doirv|>

*o(ncthtnK uieful— we
can g« plain F«iure»

of the "Caterpillar" at

the bclory!

How to Get Newsy Pictures

For Your Advertising
By Walter H, Gardner

Advertising Manager, Caterpillar Tractor Company, San Leandro, Cal.

AN oil well catches fire! Multi-

/\ farious efforts are made to

xjL curb the waste and shut off the

hazard. A tractor wades into the

danger zone and drags away debris

and refuse so that the fire fighters

can start work. The heat is too

great for horses; the ground is too

soft for wheels—but a priceless pic-

ture for the advertising manager of

the tractor company.
But ninety-nine times out of 100,

such pictures of action are never

taken. The opportunity passes be-

fore someone thinks of a camera.

The salesman who sold the equip-

ment has left and even if he were on

the job, his little camera would not

be sufficiently accurate. The owner
of the equipment is too busy work-
ing to bother about taking pictures.

If he does take one it probably shows
himself or his son or his dog in the

foreground. The local photographer,

more or less alert for opportunities

for business, has no one to tell him
when there is an interesting bit of

action going on. It is only by luck

that he happens to shoot a good view

and hardly ever does he submit it to

the advertising man who is always
eager for performance photographs.

Action—this is a snap shot and the
dirt is really being moved

The backbone of the Caterpillar
Tractor Company's advertising is a
pictorial presentation of un-re-
touched action views taken in the
field. These pictures offer a vivid

proof that "Caterpillars" are widely
used and that at one time or another
they have conquered for someone else

the conditions that a prospective
buyer faces. Considerable effort,

time and money have been put forth
to secure these action pictures.

One of the illustrations on these
pages illustrates the tractor at a
burning oil well. This picture was
possible because the local representa-
tive telephoned a nearby commercial
photographer to go out and take a
picture and send the bill to the home
office. The only effort that the local

representative put forth was a tele-

phone message. He had neither re-

sponsibility nor a bill to pay. The
local commercial photographer on re-

ceipt of the telephone message knew
that he had a firm order and that his

bill would be paid—and he knew ex-
actly where to go and what to get.

The photograph is the foundation
of many an advertising campaign of
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today. Views taken of a
])rodiict in the factory or stu-

dio are easy to get—but ac-

tion pictures are usually a
matter of sheer luck. For
when the product is doing
something interesting, the
camera is likely to be absent.
The story of how the Cater-
pillar Tractor Company se-

cured an adequate suj^ply of
action pictures may supply
suggestions to others with
similar problems.

A four-page letterhead was
^irepared on the inside pages

of which were displayed

typical views, both good and
bad.

There was a warning
against the most common
mistakes made in selecting

photographs

:

1. Show the di'iver intent on liis

work—not self-consciously leaning
on his elbow smirking into the
camera.

2. Show uork — not merely tht-

maehine fthat can be photographed
at the factory).

3. Show the driver in his seat

—

Dtherwi.se the machine lopks like
an abandoned derelict.

4. Eliminate bystanders—specta-
tors and onlookers suggest the
wrong thought to a man who is
buying a machine to reduce labor
costs.
With a series of special letters

typed on the first page this letter
form was sent to

A. A national list of commercial
photographers.

B. Amateurs that answered advertise-
ments in national photographic
magazines.

C. All ••Caterpillar" dealers and salesmen.
P. Free lance contributors to trade pub-

lications.

The letter made an appeal for
action views— it offered to pay a fair
price (up to five dollars) for a nega-
tive and one print of all accepted
pictures.

1 t'UlU

Catch
II mk I'm ilw Caineru mi tin- Job lo

This Scene of a Tractor at a Burning
Oil Well

The entire organization of "Cater-
pillar" dealers (there are about 100
of them) was asked for the name of

the best photographer in each terri-

tory. A letter then went out to these
selected photographers somewhat as

follows

:

"Here's an order for some pictures "f
operating •Caterpillars." Some bright day
when work is slack call up the ••Caterpillar'^
dealer (here was inserted his name and

address) and ask him the best op-
portunities to secure active pic-
tures. Go out and take two or three
views showing the work that is
being done and send negative, one
jirint and your bill to this office."

Gradually invaluable con-

nections have thus been made
on a three-cornered basis

—

company, dealer and photog-

rapher working together. Pho-
tographers and dealers have
learned what the advertising

manager wants. The dealer

is under no expense and the

photographer finds little red

tape.

Salesmen armed with cam-
eras often contribute useful

views. The same four-page

letter sent to all the news-
paper and commercial pic-

torial agencies has brought
results. The United States

Signal Corps has supplied

many tractor pictures and
the company maintains at its

head office a photographic ex-

pert who makes trips to vari-

ous parts of the country from
time to time on special as-

signments. Various free

lance contributors to technical

magazines have received an

appeal typed on this same
four-page letter form. Some
of the most unusual views

have come in from these field scouts.

Here are some additional tips

taken from the lore that has been

collected

:

The safest way to get a picture in

action is to stop for a moment to insure
sharp focus—the only difficulty being to
hold the driver in a business-like pose.

Occasionally a snap shot actually gets
over the idea of motion—falling dirt shows
as a blur.

Jt pays to be generous with a photog-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 67J
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Now I'll Tell You Why We
Never Advertised

By a Director of a Fire Insurance Company

FOR upward of twenty

years I have been a di-

rector of one fire insur-

• iMce company, and for lesser

periods of several others.

Probably for fifteen years I

have served as a member of

t hese companies' executive

:tnd finance committees, some
nf which meet five times per

week and others but once.

None of these comjianies

does any general advertising.

.\ot that we have never

thought of advertising. We
have. If we hadn't of our
own volition, interested space

solicitors and agencies would
iiave allowed us no chance to

o\(>rlook "the advertising op-

portunity." Never—so far as =;
I can recall after fortifying

memory by questioning the active

executives of our companies—-has

one of these gentlemen distinguished

lire insurance from tooth luistos

when he talked of advertising.

.Vgcncies big and agencies little have
siil)niitted schemes and laid before

us elaborate contracts, but no agency
lias comprehended enough of fire in-

surance, from the underwriting
sl:indpoint, to arouse our interest to

I he extent of a second interview.

Those who try to sell us advertis-

ing go rushing to the conclusion that

if they produce a greater volume of

business (which, with us, means
premiums) for us, the advertising

will be warranted. Our companies
want to grow. We want to earn

more for ourselves, of cour.se. Bui

the more we consider advertising as

a means to greater profits, the more
we believe that general advertising

would be utterly ruinous. It would
bring us too much business that

would entail a loss. It might even
bankrupt us.

I am not sure that within the

limits of an article I can make clear

the reasons why we have never ad-

vertised. Other fire insurance com-
panies must face the same condi-

tions. At any rate, it is notable that

they do no advertising—with the

prominent exceptions of a little hand-

Editors Note

THE writer of this article is a man of wide
experience in the fire insurance field. The

situation he describes hore is an unusual one
peculiar to this particular business and little

understood in other circles. In relating fire

iiisuranct- lo advertisiiifr. the writer stresses souie

vital fai'ts which should be better understood
by advertising men generally. For a long time
there has been a feeling that the great busi-

ncs.ses of insurance and advertising should be-
come closer associated to nuitual advantage.
\^ e submit this article and the one to follow in

the belief that sucli closer association can only
be achieved through a clearer understanding of

the divergent problems of the two businesses

ful of companies that are so rich

and so old as to be beyond the haz-

ards of younger companies, like ours,

that are compelled to watch their re-

serves every time a sudden upward
bulge in premium income occurs.

Remember, please, that I am talk-

ing about fire insurance. I am not

considering life insurance, or acci-

dent, or theft, or automobile.

EVERY business plows up a new
crop of problems when it ex-

pands. Additional capital and new
buildings, with more executives to

handle them, are common by-prod-

ucts of adding more acres to the fac-

tory. Borrowed money is accepted
as a matter of course. But the

growth of income from the expan-
sion quickly yields bigger profits.

The loans are wiped out. the divi-

dend rate goes up, bonuses are lav-

ished out at Christmas time, and
everyone smiles to think of the big-

ger and bigger volume of sales.

Not .so with a fire insuranc(-' com-
pany. Our "reserves" check quick

growth. Unless we are able to make
"provision for the legal reserve" for

the new business, some state insur-

ance department quickly brings us
to task. Failure to satisfy them
means that we are out of business.

It is the law—and the law is al-

together right and necessary
—that a fire insurance com-
pany shall hold in liquid form
(cash, securities of "ad-
mitted" grade, accounts re-

ceivable of less than sixty

days' dating or loans of "ad-
mitted" nature) a certain por-

tion of premiums received.

The reserve is a protection to

the policy holder that losses,

if any, can be paid. Without
adequate reserves the policy

holder would be without the

thing he buys when he pays
the premium: namely, assur-

ance that "the company is

good for the loss."

An insurance premium is

l)aid by the policy holder at

the beginning of the period.

Fire insurance policies run
for a period of one to three years,

occasionally for five. If, as an ex-

ample, the insurance company were
permitted to expend the premium in-

come as it chose, an unscrupulous
company would use the money (or

possibly lose it in losses by fire) dur-

ing the fore part of the period.

Should the policy holder sustain a

fire, say, during the eleventh month
of his year's contract, the company
might be without funds to meet the

loss. In such a case, the policy hold-

er would be out the premium he had
paid and also recover nothing to ofl"-

.set the loss which he had insured.

Thus governmental sup)ervision over
fire insurance has safeguarded the

public.

To be a bit more concrete. If fire

losses average 60 per cent of i)re-

mium income (a low average for the

United States), and if expenses of

management amounted to 35 per
cent (a fair basis), the underwrit-
ing company would have, for net

profits, 5 per cent of premium in-

come. For a manufacturing concern
a net of 5 per cent of gross sales

would warrant indefinite expansion.

Advertising to hasten big volume
would surely be logical.

But the fire insurance company, let

us estimate, is by law required to

hold in the "reserve" 50 per cent of

[continued on page 76]
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Next Steps in Advertising

Production

The Possible Gain to Be Secured by Polishing Technique Is Not to Be

Compared with the Possible Gain from Co-ordination

By Henry Eckhardt

IT'S
fun to speculate about this

advertising business. Sometimes

the speculations lead to discover-

ies. Perhaps this speculation is a

discovery. Perhaps it's only an echo

of thoughts I've read elsewhere and

put down in my a-b-c fashion for per-

sonal comprehension.

Every business, I suppose, has its

ages or periods of development. Un-

fortunately, these periods are usually

not recognized until they have

passed. Contemporary noses are all

too close to the grind-stone.

What period is advertising passing

through right now?
The answer flashed on me recently.

This is the age of technique.

As I said above, perhaps this

thought is the result of reading

"Whither and Why" articles by Dean
Calkins and Professor Updegraff.

Yet, it persists in interesting me.

For the last decade or so, various

branches of the advertising profes-

sion have been bending all their tal-

ents along highly specialized lines,

—

and each has been developing a tech-

nique for its particular specialized

line.

Thus, one branch has concentrated

on publication advertising. I mean
the advertising agency. Look at it

unemotionally and see how it is set

up. There is a media-man, chosen

for his knowledge of magazine and
newspaper circulations. There is an

art director and his assistants, chos-

en for their ability to create distin-

guished "pages" and dominating

"spreads." There are copy people, to

whom the height of human bliss is a

"human document" or an "atmos-

phere poem" in the Ladies Home
JournaL The other departments ex-

ist chiefly to ease the way for and to

follow-up on the results of this pub-

lication advertising. This specialized

development of the agency has been

very natural and very necessary. The

agency chaps have accomplished a

job that is the life-savter of the

whole advertising business

—

they've

made people like to read ads. The
point here is that they've run pretty

much the whole gamut of publica-

tion expression, from the story type

of advertisement to the poster type,

from the color spread in magazines

to the inch card in newspapers. They
have created a very successful, work-

able technique, and brought it to a

very high point.

ANOTHER group has concen-

.trated on printed advertising.

These chaps are responsible for the

discovery that "paper is expressive."

They do fascinating tricks with folds.

They add nuances and shading to ad-

vertising messages through the pro-

cesses of printing. Of course, there

are agencies which do highly credit-

able direct-mail, but I am speaking

now of direct-mail technique.

It wasn't until direct-mail tech-

nique arrived, and direct-mail spe-

cialists began to specialize, that the

mailing list was taken seriously —
that "follow-up" was worked out

—

that such questions as return post-

cards, one or two cent stamps, were
answered with intelligence—that an
appreciation of obtainable results

was formulated.

The direct-mail department or or-

ganization has not reached the

heights of specialization which the

agency has attained. Yet, we have

chaps who know which papers are ex-

pressive,—who know all the intrica-

cies of lithography, off-set, gelatine

processes, —• who know the practical

sizes to use and the economical meth-

ods. We have the direct-mail art

department, clever men thinking in

terms of booklets, folders and covers.

We have letter specialists and book-

let specialists.

In short, direct-mail, too, has defi-

nitely arrived at its technique stage.

The Direct-Mail Association says so

in its annual convention. The inde-

fatigable direct-mail solicitor says
|

so. And we must agree that direct-

mail technique has been carried to a

pretty fine point.

A third group has been developing

posters and car-card advertising.

This branch has kept aloof and

alone. The car-cards, for example,

are largely concentrated in the hands

of powerful companies, such as Bar-

ron Collier, Inc. The posters are

coming more and more into big com-

binations, such as the General Out-

door Advertising Corporation. Both

car-card and poster men are set up
to handle or perhaps to spend, an ad-

vertiser's entire appropriation. Ask
any of their representatives. Their

art departments design in poster size.

Their copy departments write in

flash style. These efforts are ably

seconded, and often inspired by spe-

cialists in litho houses. These litho

houses go a step further—into win-

dow displays, cut-outs, packages.

The intricacies of cut-outs and win-

dow displays require an education all
i

their own—from the inception of an

idea that lends itself to practical

'

manufacturing to the final packaging
j

for shipping and setting-up.

SO again, we have a set of condi-j

tions that tends to build a sepa-j

rate group of specialists; we have!

these specialists developing a distinct
j

technique—and doing a good job atj

it!

The great war gave impetus to a1

fourth group. I refer to the public-

ity folk, or rather, as they prefer it,
]

to the public relations counsel. I!

am fully aware of a hostile feeling
j

in some quarters that the publicists!

are intruders, parasites, and what!

not. Yet we must face facts as wej

find them. With due respect tol

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 57] 1



BETTER WAYGROTESKEN
AUS POLI E RTE N
EDELHOLZERN
NACH ENTWORFEN

VON
JULIUS KLINGER

I' :

DELICATE and certain in line, bold and virile in mass these

designs escape the hideousness indigenous to the bizarre.

Their creator, Julius Klinger, master and pioneer of Austrian

poster art and today a leader in the famous "Wiener Kunst"

movement, has a mastery of the exotic which approaches in

conception the astonishing visions of Audrey Beardsley; but

more versatile, he escapes the indefinite unpleasantness of the

Beardsley work and can produce with light-hearted humor such

merry cartoons as those on the next pages. Tlie technique is

worth a close scrutiny. Made up largely of polka dots and
cross-hatching it contains possibilities as a medium in advertis-

ing illustration which would relieve that developing art of any
charge of becoming stereotyped. The method is equally effec-

tive in prancing charger and tiny fish. While America as a

whole has not developed a taste for too great an originality

it is a matter of probably but a short lime before it grows

bored with the familiar old and becomes eager for the stimu-

lating new. There are already signs of such a change in mood.
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Where Speed Counts, the

Airplane Scores

By Edgar H. Felix

THE advertiser, ever alert to PHU^^^HHHJI^^^^^HHH ^veeks ago, just after the inaupura-
utilize new means of winning M^^^^^^^^^^IHJIH^^^^I ^^^^ "^ ^^'^ American Express Com-
attention, has seized upon avia- ^^^'^HiBBBBJ^^^^^^^^^J^ pany's transcontinental air service,

tion with enthusiasm. He has found ^^^^Bfl^M^flji the Bausch and Lomb Optical Com-
it useful in focusing attention upon ,',- ^iS^ ^^^^^^^^H pany of Rochester received a very
various products and their progres- \^S ^^^^^^^^| urgent order from San Francisco.

sive makers. Some of these pioneer __^ I^BIII^^^I ^" ^^^ ordinary course of business,

uses of aerial delivery are destined - * ^^VW^^^I ^^^ goods would not have been under
to become permanent services; ^^^j^ ^^S ^'^^B ^^^ before the following Monday
others are the fantastic conceptions hn^^^\MBj/gjgBSgmtr^ 'f.^S^^ ^^^ would not have reached their

i>f the publicity seeker and their [y '^MiliR^^BIJ^'' MUKSMI (destination in less than ten days,

value is purely ephemeral. The fu- ^^^^tSSSS^^^̂ ""^H By utilizing the air express, the

tare of aviation depends upon the SMfl^^ES^K^i -^M valued package reached the coast at

discovery of economic and specialized^ C^S V ^^ 5:00 p.m. on Monday, two days after

services which cannot be rendered ^^^^^^V^^^pP ^ a^^^^jtJM ^^^ receipt of the order and a full

as effectively any other way. ^^^^^^^^^^mM^Ih^B^B ^^^^ ahead of railway express. Un-
The Royal Typewriter Company B^^^^^^^^^HjH|^HH|^8 usual speed of delivery, in this case,

recently inaugurated the Royal Air HH^^^^^^Ii^^^^^F^TPPV fully justified the use of aerial de-

Truck Service. The first time this ^y^^^^HESH^^^^^l^ livery.

giant three-motored monoplane sailed |J|^^^^^^^^^^mB^HHH|||J| There are many possibilities for

forth with its load of 210 portable H^^^^^^^Hj^PI^BBi^ the utilization of air express. The
typewriters, its journey was exclu- SSB^BB^^^^^^sF^i sooner these are discovered, the

.sively chronicled in the press. Start- •"^ .^S -^
' sooner the industry will be estab-

ing from Hartford, it flew southward " lished upon a sound basis. As soon

to Havana, making deliveries at as we abandon the use of aircraft

New Brunswick. Baltimore, Rich-
~

as an advertising stunt and develop

mond, Savannah, Orlando and Ha- /"^HIEF shipping clerk of the it along sensible lines, then it will

vana. At some of these points. V_J Bausch and Lomb Optical Com- take its place as an important ad-

crates of typewriters were dropped pany of Rochester, Mew York, turns junct to American business,

from the heavens, dangling from over to an express company official One of the problems of main-

parachutes. They landed safely at first air shipment to leave Rochester taining nationwide service organiza-

the feet of waiting delegations be- tions for mechanical products, such

low, while the plane proceeded on its
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ as motor cars, typewriters, dicta-

journey without the delay of land- . , a , j ,
phones, cameras, motion picture

more economical, efficient and less ,. „ 4. i i, j _, _
ing. ^ , . i , T ii. machines, telephones and similar ma-

.,,, , , ., spectacular motor truck. In the , . .... ., ,,
Although typewriters are more ^^^^ ^i^^^^^t ^i„ ^^^ supplant

'^'i''' consisting of a considerable

economically delivered by expres.s, ^g,^, ^^ g^^vice. The prog-
^^"^^y °f P«>;t«- '%to estabhsh a

assuring the ultimate abandonment ^ess of aviation depends upon the
sufficient number of well stocked

of this special private service, the development of unique fields of ser- 1""^^}^ /"'^ /^P^''" ''^P^^^- ^'^her

Royal people have made a permanent vice which cannot be rendered by hundreds of service stations,

contribution by demonstrating the ordinary means of transportation, equipped with thousands of dollars'

practicability of parachute delivery, its superiority in speed must fully worth of parts, must be established.

Delivery service by aircraft is no justify its extra cost. ^^ the buyer must suffer the incon-

novelty. As long ago as 1920, One Saturday morning, a few venience of waiting for parts from
two Newark depart- distant service and
ment stores, L. Bam- ==^=====^=====^====^= supply depots. Large
berger & Company Table showing comparative rates of air and railroad transportation amounts of capital

and the L. S. Plant , ;—Air , , Railroad , are tied up in service

Company, i n a u g u- '5;.'^'"i!i;r^ Fare h;^'"^!^ Fare stocks, pay rolls must
rated a regular pack- Chicago to san Francisco 22 40 $200.00 68 $79.84 be met and rents paid
flo-o rloli^7oi-\r olnnrr +ViQ New York to Boston 3 .5 30.00 5 8.24 •ff, inakp cood theage aelivery along the Portland to Los Angeles 11 15 113..50 39 30 40.88 ''" '"''"'^ «""" ^"^

south shore of New sait Lake city to Los Angeles. . 7 15 60.00 30 .. 28.05 promise of na1.ionwide
T ~, . . Chicago to Minneapolis 5 50 40.00 12 .. 14.66 „ „. ^
Jersey. This service Cheyenne to Puebio 3 25.00 8 .. 8.16 service.

has long been aban- FaTSU°o?o"L"o's5?,ril«::::::: \ n liil t 36 lit By means of air-

doned in favor of the craft express, consid-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 48]
/
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Merchandising Helps

Newspapers Offer

By H. A. Having

Ti
|HE inexperi-

enced a d V e r -

tiser is obsessed

with a belief that

good copy, printed in

the right publica-

tions, will effect re-

sults, in and of itself.

Of the many smoke-

stack owners clinging

to this delusion, one

comes to mind who
has been spending

$800 a month adver-

tising his dairy
equipment. A shelf

behind his desk held

eleven books relating

to advertising, each

of which when ex-

amined revealed his

pencilings ^nd com-

ments as he had la-

bored through the

pages. As a result of

reading them he is of

this opinion:

"None of the books

says what you tell me.

They're the best pub-

lished. They give all

the psychology of

copy, and hundreds of

samples of copy that

pulls, and the authors

@ Ewing Galloway

''r^HE much discussed "man in the street," that common de-

X noniiiialor of life who.se purse and habits attract so much
attention and advice, has his equivalent in all activities not

exchidinij manufacturing. But the small manufacturer, being

engaged in a definite occupation, is more conscious of his handi-

caps and more at a loss as to his possibilities than his theoreti-

cal fellow "in the streets" is of his. To help the small manu-
facturer in his marketing problems, to show him how he can

safely advertise and expand, and to point out just when such

moves are wasteful or even dangerous, Mr. Haring has written a

series of articles of which this is the third. The first appeared
in the issue of Advertising and Selling for Septemher 21

stacks, too much of
\

the literature of ad-

vertising magnifies

:

"copy" while focus-

ing out of vision the

greater fundamental

fact that advertising

is but an adjunct of

selling.

The merchandise

counsel, however,
stresses proper co-

ord i n a t i o n. The
good agency does the

same. Publishers

—

magazine, trade,

farm, newspaper

—

despite all their

claims as to coverage

and creamy circula-

tion and buying hab-

its of readers, do not

fail to supplement

their perfect typog-

raphy with bread-

and-butter devices to

sell the gooas. They,

quite naturally, em-

phasize and possibly

distort certain values

which it is their con-

cern to sell
;
yet they

do not, as equally

____ they dare not, visu- i

a 1 i z e "advertising
,

as a necromancer capable ofexplain how to stop the leader's eye ; law clerk for troubles that demand copy'

but they don't say what you've been a skilled attorney ; that is, he has doing the impossible,

saying. The stores of this city utilized the services of a copy writer For the present, we shall consider

(100,000 population) run an adver- when actually he needs a seasoned the merchandising helps of news-

tisement Friday night and the agency. "The weakness of the small papers ; that is, the aids available to]

women mob the place Saturday morn- agency," in the judgment of one ad- the buyer of newspaper space, sup-

ing. I've been spending money for vertiser of experience, "is not that it plied by the publisher, to convert

three years, but the orders don't is small so much as that it writes reader interest into sales,

flock to me that way. copy and only that." The newspaper conception of an
j

"Advertising men, though, come For advertising, in order to be advertisement is that it sells goods. I

here in droves wanting my account, effective, must be coordinated with The intangibles of good-will and the

'

Every one talks about copy. Most selling. The failure to understand vagueness of institutional appeals:

of them bawl me out over my ter- this principle is almost as current interest newspaper publishers fa.Y

among non-advertisers as their be- less than campaigns to market more

;

lief that only the hundred-thousand- domestic heaters.

dollar campaign is worth while. The newspapers have realized,

"Copy," for the advertisement itself, better than the advertiser and bet-

month because I haven't pepped up is essential. "Copy," for converting ter than the agencies, how vast is

my dealers to cash in on the ads." the advertising dollar into many the inertia to be overcome if a new

That manufacturer needs a mer- dollars of sales, is but one item of product is to succeed or if an old

chandise counsellor. Figuratively several. Unfortunately for the edu- one is to augment its volume rapid-

;

speaking, he has been employing a cation of non-advertising smoke- ly. The newspapers are close to the

[continued on page 44] <

rible copy, and want to submit sam-

ples that'll pull better. But they

don't tell me, if it's true as you say,

that I'm wasting most of my $800 a



Sales and Sincerity

THE Association of National Advertisers is to be

tommended on the theme selected for its annual

meeting, which opens at the Roosevelt Hotel. New York,

on October 31.

In the face of all the recent criticism of advertising,

criticism which has made the double charge of waste-

fulness and ethical unsoundness, the A. N. A. proposes

to address itself to the topic, "Sincerity in Advertis-

ing."

To quote from its program announcement, "The A.

N. A. feels that to whatever extent there needs to be an

investigation of this subject, that investigation ought

to be started by advertisers themselves." And they

have had the courage and the graciousness to invite

Stuart Chase, co-author of the much discussed book, to

meet with them.

This is in line with the best traditions of advertising,

and is the broad-minded spirit which can be depended
upon to set advertising's house in order to the extent

hat it needs setting.

And it does need considerable. There is entirely too

much bunk and exaggeration and insincerity in adver-

tising. It did not need Chase and Schlink to point out

some of it to make it apparent. The men who work in

advertising know it well enough.

That is why it is particularly significant that the A.

N. A. has taken the initiative in a house-cleaning move-
ment. Its members are in a strategic position; they

have the power to revise or veto the copy and ideas,

produced in their own advertising departments or by
their advertising agencies, that represent their firms

in the various media of advertising.

On the one hand, they are faced with the responsi-

bility for making sales; on the other, of guarding the

integrity of the businesses they serve. Certainly it is

not impossible to reconcile these two responsibilities.

If the members of this association will address

themselves to the problem earnestly and in a spirit of

determination to make their influence felt, they can

accomplish much in toning up advertising and making
it more believable and effective.

16 to 1 in Trade-Marks

PERHAPS it has not occurred to us that a check-

up of trade-marks would make a very significant

record of the growth of the advertising idea in

America.

The number of trade-marks issued in 1900 was 1721,

and the number issued in 1925 was 16,118; which is

an increase of more than 800 per cent. How remark-
able an increase this is may be deducted from a com-
parison with the increase in patents. The growth in the

number of patents issued in the same twenty-five years

was only eighty-eight per cent. In other words, the

merchandising world was ten times as active and in-

genious in devising new articles and new marks as our

inventors were in devising new inventions.

As the increase in trade-marks has been particularly

a development of more recent years, the possibilities

are that the increase will continue on a geometrical

ratio. But more searching analysis indicates that the
factors now fermenting in the distribution field will

begin to reverse this process. The psychology of sell-

ling as well as the economics of business are against
a much wider multiplication of brands. With nearly
a hundred brands of dentifrice contending in one retail

store, the limit of toleration would .seem to have been
reached.

Not more trade-marks, but better advertised trade-
marks are needed today.

Retailers versus Utility Companies

THERE is no mere ordinary significance in the tilt

between retailers of electric or gas appliances
and the public utility companies. The public utility

companies, starting years ago rather gingerly, have
now become remarkably able in their campaigns to .sell

electrical appliances.

So able have they become, indeed, that the retailers

with whom they compete are grumbling. The presi-

dent of The Fair, Chicago department store, among
others, has distinctly characterized their competition
as "unfair." The argument is that the utility com-
panies do not have profit as their first consideration;

that they often sell appliances at cost. Furthermore,
they grant credit terms quite uncommercial : sometimes
no payment down at all on installment sales. It is not

oi)en to much doubt that these public utility retail

stores do little more than break even and are maintained
primarily to get more "juice" into circulation. The
electric refrigerator particularly has been important
because it is such a heavy daytime current user. The
concerted efforts of the electrical interests aside from
dealers have done by far the larger part of the promo-
tion work for electric refrigerators. Even vacuum
cleaners are sold most rapidly by means of "resale"

salesmen trained and operated by the manufacturer, but
turning over their orders to retailers.

Has the dealer a real complaint? We think not. The
public utility companies have broken very important
new ground which has long been growing a harvest for

the dealers to reap and will continue to do so. It is

once more proved that the manufacturer's initiative,

and the large scale corporation special interest, as in

the case of the public utilities, are just a little more
important and effective in creative develojjment of con-

sumption than that of the retailer.

Crusading

ii A SINGLE piece of copy that the whole organiza-

XJLtion knows almost by heart and believes, is

worth a whole schedule of beautiful advertisements

that only the advertising department pays any atten-

tion to," recently remarked the president of a very

successful Chicago business.

Selling is a crusade, and the advertising should be

the crystallization and picturization of that crusade.

The simpler the picture and the cleaner-cut the copy

that forms the crystallization, the more effective will

be the crusade.

=^^
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The Story of Tray B-N
How the Hartford Advertising Chib Went into the Business of Making

and Selling a Product with the Help of an Advertising Agency

By Laurence G. Sherman

OF course it is no novelty for

an advertising club to demon-

strate its own wares by stag-

ing a fictitious advertising cam-

paign as a part of the club program.

But such campaigns are likely to be

so obviously imaginative that a

good part of their force is dis-

counted through the lack of a

tangible product or line of prod-

ucts to use as object lessons. For

this reason it should be of inter-

est to any advertising club to ex-

amine the campaign recently

concluded by the Hartford Ad-

vertising Club, in which an ac-

tual product, newly invented, was
made the nucleus of what is prob-

ably the most pretentious educa-

tional campaign ever undertaken

by an advertising club.

A New York inventor recently

patented a device to hold beverage

glasses or ash trays. It consists

of a pair of sockets made in one

unit, with a clamp fastener which

permits it to be easily fastened

to the corner of a card table.

Tumblers or ash trays can be

placed in the sockets, and so be

kept out of the way of the game.

At the same time, the possibility

of leaving sticky wet rings on the

card table is eliminated. A model

had been made, but no company
had been organized for manufac-
turing the device, and no plans

for merchandising it had been
formulated.

Here was where the Hartford
Advertising Club entered the pic-

ture. In searching for an article

suitable to use as a text for their

educational advertising campaign,
their attention was called to the

card table glass holder, and im-

mediately its possibilities ap-

pealed to the club officers who
saw it. The inventor was willing

to lend his invention to the club,

and five of the club members, as

incorporators of a company to

manufacture and sell it, went
through the ritual of securing an

Of the Hartford Advertising Club

"option" on the inventor's patent.

At a club meeting the project was
discussed and eagerly accepted by
the members. The five incorpor-

ators formed The Utility Manufac-
turing Company, the stockholders

;es cannot
jolt out. Fastens
securely Made in
rich mahogany.

l\[p ?nore glasses

on the card table
ATTACH this clever double glass

holder to diagonal comers of your
table and see how much more you
enjoy a game of cards.

Your glass can't drip—can't be up-
set. Out of the way of hands, cards,

and elbows — yet just where you
want it.

Milton Work says:

"Why didn't somebody
think of it before'"
"No w drinks can be
served at thecard table."
No more wiping up

—

no accidents—no ruined
dresses. Send
Order now.

coupon.

Utility Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Enclosed find $5 for 1 pair mahogany

I ray BN(or$2.50 for a singleTrayB-N).

Name_

Address.

City

of which were drawn from the club

through regular subscription. Di-

rectors were elected, and officers and
executives chosen. The matter of

company incorporation was thor-

oughly worked out under the direc-

tion of one of Hartford's leading

corporation lawyers, who made a

comprehensive job of organizing

this fictitious organization. A
certificate of incorporation was
obtained from the Secretary of

State, and stock certificates were
issued which would pass muster
for the genuine article. The law-

yer who worked out this part of

the plan gave a clean cut exposi-

tion of every move necessary in

the incorporation of a company,

so that every member understood

the whys and wherefores of all

the legal phases of this important

process.

The atmosphere of the cam-

paign assumed a complexion of

the utmost seriousness right at

the start. In fact, during the en-

tire length of the program it was

difficult to tell where ideality ended

and fiction began. Perhaps in

that fact lay the reason for the

extraordinary success of the ex-

periment. There was always the

consciousness that a real product

was in hand—a product that will

be made some day. And back of

the experimental atmosphere was

the realization that possibly the

inventor of the device might

utilize the club's experience in the

actual marketing of his device.

The matter of a name for the

device was carefully thrashed out.

All the essentials to be considered

in selecting a name were made
unmistakably plain, so that there

was no likelihood of jauntily

manufacturing a so-called clever

name out of hand. After a gen-

eral ballot on the names proposed,

"Tray B-N" was chosen. And if

"Tray B-N" appears some time in

the national market for such de-

vices you may remember it as the
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product groomed for the market by

the Hartford Advertising Club in

the summer of 1927.

Experts on different phases of

sales, production and distribution

spoke to the club at several noon

luncheon meetings. Elon G. Pratt,

general manager of The Smokador
Manufacturing Company, gave an il-

luminating exposition of the ob-

stacles to be overcome by a concern

breaking into the market with a

product of this sort. Manufacturers

spoke on production problems and

manufacturing costs. Financial

experts treated the business of

raising money. And, of course,

eai-ly in the campaign, the matter

of arranging for an advertising

agency connection took the center

of the stage. Letters were writ-

ten to eight New York agencies,

outlining the plan and asking for

suggestions. Seven of them re-

plied; and it is pleasant to record

that their responses were most
generous and encouraging. The
proposition made by The Erick-

son Company seemed to lend itself

best to the needs of the infant

company, so that agency was noti-

fied that it had been chosen to

handle the account. Their repre-

sentatives came to Hartford, made
a study of the situation, and
started to formulate a plan and
begin a survey.

WHILE The Erickson Company
was working on its investiga-

tion. Liberty Magazine sent a repre-

sentative to make a thorough presen-

tation of Liberty's advantages as a

national advertising medium. The
reasons back of every distinctive

feature in Liberty were convincingly

demonstrated, and the club members
carried away with them an entirely

new conception of the thought that is

back of every feature of a modern
magazine.

In its field investiga-

tion, The Erickson Com-
pany sent out a question-

naire to several hundred
women. It covered the

possible desirability of

Tray B-N in the home. It

approached the matter of

serving liquid refresh-

ments at bridge parties,

and the feasibility of hav-

ing a device such as Tray
B-N on the tables. It

elicited information on
prices that people would
be willing to pay. It

sounded out the question

of whether Tray B-N
was appealing as a gift,

the finishes preferred.

the logical places at which it would
be sought; i.e., department stores,

gift shops, or the like. It even went
into the matter of frequency of card

parties in the home, and whether re-

freshments were served when the

family entertained itself at cards, or

only when there was company. When
the returns were all in, the agency
had an excellent bird's-eye view of

the possibilities of marketing Tray
B-N. From the tabulated results,

they were able to present a plan

which is beyond question the most
complete of anything of the sort

ever made for a mere educational

program of an advertising club.

On Sept. 13, Justin R. Weddell
and Earl G. Donegan of The Erick-

son Company came to Hartford and
presented their recommendations.

They brought fifty copies of their

plan, which was elaborately pre-

pared. It filled sixty pages, and was
bound in attractive cover stock, tied

with silk cord, and the front cover

was embellished with a handsome

JKfMl
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ecbck.

gold and black title plate. The dia-

grams, many well printed pages, and

excellent halftone illustrations, were

good examples of the lengths to

which the agency went in working

up the campaign.
The information gained from the

questionnaire disclosed the fact that

two dollars and fifty cents for each

separate Tray B-N, or five dollars a

pair, was a fair price, as weighed

against the probable cost of manu-
facture. On this basis, the quantity

production necessary to permit

sales at such a price was worked

out; and a three months' budget

was prepared, contemplating the

manufacture of a sufficient num-
ber of units to insure a profit at

the price fixed. Direct mail and

national advertising were included

in the schedule, which called for

$30,000 the first year. In the

matter of dealer sales helps, the

agency brought up some sugges-

tions for packaging and counter

display, which are illustrated.

The counter display in particular

is a most ingenious affair which

simulates the corner of a card

table with a Tray B-N attached.

This display stand is inexpensive,

but would be tremendously effec-

tive; particulai-ly if the dealer

took care to have glasses contain-

ing actual beverages .set in the

sockets.

THE space in national magazines

is kept limited to one column by

five inches, for people who buy by

mail are influenced as much by small

space as they are by big display ad-

vertising. The appropriation of $30,-

000 would take care of the national

advertising and of several direct

mailings to gift shops, department

stores and other retailers who might

be good "prospects" for Tray B-N.

In the section of the plan devoted

to advertising copy, sev-

eral different types of ap-

peal are shown in layout

form. Testimonials, rea-

son-why, social prestige,

enjoyment in use, and

free trial were all used

and tested on different

groups. The appeal se-

lected as being most ef-

fective was the "No more

glasses on the card table"

approach, combined with

the testimonial idea in the

form of a subordinate il-

lustration at the bottom,

and a statement purport-

ing to come from Milton

C. Work, the eminent

bridge authority, regard-

ing the advantages of

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 51]
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Forty-Two Editorial Don'ts

for Catalogue Writers

By 0. H. Hurja
President, Hurja, Johnson, Huwen, Inc., Chicago

75

Hi
'ERE are the forty-two

editorial "don'ts" that

.served so effectively as

a basis for the preparation of

all catalogue "copy"

:

1. Use of the words "war-
ranty" and "warranted" abso-

lutely prohibited in connec-

tion with any merchandise.
2. We have no "cures" for

sale. They are all remedies.

3. The use of the word
"guarantee" and mention of

or reference to any of our
guarantees is restricted to

special cases only. Never use
the style: guaranty. Our
guarantee is intended to

stand for something, and the

more times it is mentioned
the less value is placed

upon it.

4. Use the hyphen (-) in

such cases as: 2y2-lb. jar, 6-

ounce bottle, five-pound bag,

8-day clock.

Do not use the hyphen
when you write: five pounds,
six ounces, ten cents. s^

5. Use the hyphen in such
cases as the following: First-class

goods, high-grade machinery, nickel-

plated handle, cast-iron pipe, popu-
lar-priced velvets, key-opening can.

Do not use the hyphen when you
write: The stock is high grade; it

belongs to the first class; the pipe is

highly nickel plated; the pump is

made of cast iron.

6. "Free." We don't give mer-
chandise away free. Provision is

made in the selling price for any so-

called "free" articles. Use of the

word free is prohibited in connec-

tion with all of our catalogues, ex-

cept Wall Paper Sample Book.
7. Avoid too frequent use of "we,"

"us" and "our." Try to keep the

customer in mind always and use

"you" and "yours" as much as con-

venience will permit.

8. Where there are a number of

sizes, colors or styles from which to

choose, use the word "or" instead of

"and," as "or" offers no possibility

Autlwr's Note

SOME years ago it was my privilege to see the

inside workings of the catalogue department
of one of our large mail order houses, a type of

business whose great success depends entirely

upon the contents of the catalogues used. A
study of the editorial rules followed hy that

firm will give the outsider a better understand-

ing of why the catalogues of such houses have
been so successful, and will point out to the

uninitiated some of the basic principles for

success in selling with the printed word.
Each catalogue writer in the organization 1

have mentioned was supplied with a list of

"don'ts"; but to make doubly sure that the

"copy" would be in keeping with the estab-

lished editorial policy, a separate "catalogue
editorial department" was maintained. The
editors in it would go over every piece of copy
and edit it with great care.

It is interesting to note their strict adherence
to the policy of "truth in advertising," the
elimination of "catch" stunts revolving around
the word "free" and the treatment accorded
by them to "cures."

of confusion and is the correct word
to use where choice is to be made.
Example : Colors—Black, Gray,

Blue or Green instead of Black,

Gray, Blue and Green. Sizes—36,

38, 40 or 42 instead of Sizes 36, 38,

40 and 42.

9. Use the comma in all such cases

as the following: Weights, 16 to 20

pounds; Weight, about 10 pounds;
Weight, when crated, 10 pounds

;

Shipping weight, boxed, 10 pounds;
Dimensions: length, 16 inches;

thickness, 13 inches; Height, 16

inches. Length, 12 inches. Width,
16 inches.

10. Whenever possible, use this

form when giving dimensions:
Height, 10 inches. Width, 4 inches.

Length, 16 feet. Do not use this

method: It is 15 inches high, 4

inches wide, etc.

11. Don't say "our" factory unless

it really is owned by us. It is cor-

rect to say "our" factory in connec-

tion with our wall paper fac-

tory, for it is owned by us.

12. Use quotation marks
only when necessary. Their

use in connection with trade

marks and brand names is in

most cases unnecessary.
About the only times when
they are necessary in this re-

spect are when such brand

names are used as: BEST,
OUR, etc. Then it is correct

to write: "BEST" SOAP or

"OUR" BRAND COFFEE.
Quotation marks often give

the impression that it is

questionable. Note: This is

"Peerless" quality.

13. Doubtful uses of the

comma. When two adjectives

precede a noun, it is often

difficult to decide whether it

is best to put a comma be-

tween them or not. Our rule

is to omit the comma when in

doubt. It is best to write:

"Fine sweet fruit," "Pre-

served ripe figs" instead of

^ss5 "Fine, sweet fruit," "Pre
served, ripe figs." When the|

second adjective is closely related to

the noun, the sense so separates it

from the first adjective that no

comma is required.

14. Shipping weights. Weights,

shipping weights, approximate

weights should be given for every

article in the catalogue. Pit and

factory items generally have the

shipping weight, while shelf items

have only the weight. The excep-

tions are items that require special

packing. Do not bury in description,

but show plainly.

15. Factory shipments. The fac-

tory from which shipment is made
should always be noted directly un-

derneath price lines. Use this

form: Shipped from factory in

North-em Illinois, instead of Shipped

from Northern Illinois Factory or

Shipped from Factory, Northern Il-

linois.

16. In the description of any item

where more than one size, style,

[continued on page 54]
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HE average net paid cir-

culations ofThe News for the six

months period ending September

30, 1927, as reported to the Post

Office department, \vere

DAILY ^ <» 1,208,994

1UNDAY . 1374,0
These are the largest circulations,

daily and Sunday, in America

C_xt[LSO; September shows a monthly average of 1,381,013
copies Sunday; and 1,253,442 Daily. The daily circulation

passes the million'and'a-quarter mark for the first time.

And more than a million copies were C/ty circulation

(1,010,161)' AGreatmediumfor America's Greatest Market.

THE aNEWS
Kl^w York's Picture lS[ewspaper

25 Park Place, New York

Tribune Tower, Chicago
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(c) John Wanamaker

The Next Great Invention

What Will It Be?
By Christopher James I

I
HAVE a grand-daughter, not yet

six years of age, who, when-
ever the fancy takes her, goes to

the telephone and calls up her father.

She thinks no more of it than of

brushing her teeth or drinking a

glass of milk.

Her brother, who is two years old-

er than she, will, if you ask him to

do so, "catch a concert" for you on

the radio. Just say to him "Buster,

let's have WGY." Thirty seconds

later, he has it. Seated on the ve-

randah of his home, he can "name",
with almost absolute correctness,

every automobile that passes. "That's

a Packard", he will tell you—or a

Ford or a Dodge or a Chrysler, as

the case may be. Not once in twen-

ty times does he make a mistake.

And he knows—how he found out

is quite beyond me—that the Frank-
lin is air, not water-cooled.

He knows the difference between a

dirigible and an airplane, and his ac-

quaintance with the great ones of the

screen is almost as extensive as mine.

-This mechanized world of today

isn't a bit strange to him. He ac-

cepts it as though it always had
been. Never, apparently, does the

thought occur to him that it is in the

least respect different from the

world in which his father lived as a

boy—a world in which there were no
automobiles, no radios, no motion
pictures and no airplanes. When I

told him, as I did not long ago, that

I was fifteen years old before I ever

saw—let alone talked through—

a

telephone, he looked at me as though
he knew I was lying.

YET the facts are that Alexander
Bell produced the first practica-

ble telephone only fifty-two years

ago; that, as recently as 1900, there

was not a single automobile in exis-

tence; that the radio is not yet of

age and that airplanes are so new
that the varnish is hardly dry on the

first one that winged its way toward
the sky.

Vast industries have been built on
these inventions—not one of which,

with the exception of the tele-

phone, is twenty-five years old. The
General Motors Corporation is the

largest industrial unit in the world.

The American Telephone and Tele-

graph Company is not far behind.

The radio has not yet found itself,

though almost certainly it will. The
motion picture claims to be—is it the

third or fourth or fifth most impor-

tant industry ? The airplane is mak-
ing rapid progress, but at a cost in

human life which seems dispropor-

tionate.

The point I wish to make is that

these industries are neiv. With the

exception noted they have been born

since 1900. And with no exception,

they are the fruit of the minds of

men who led hermit-like lives. Alex-

ander Bell was laughed at as a vision-

ary. Of him, men said, "He thinks

he can send sound over a wire! A
wire!" When the inventor of the

talking machine showed his first

crude model to an advertising agent,

he was informed that it was only

"an amusing toy" and that it had no

advertising possibilities. The men
who wrestled with the problems of

building the first self-propelled ve-

hicle, the first heavier-than-air flying

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 80]
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"We always receive wholehearted coop'

eration from The Des Moines Register

and Tribune when we are introducijig

an advertised product to Iowa jobbers

and retailers."

OTIS G. LOVE
Love Brokerage Company

Des Moines, Iowa

Representing: Quaker Oats Co.; Corn Products
Refining Co.; Knox Gelatine; Sun Sweet Prunes;

Franklin Bakers Coconut; Domino Sugar; Junket;

Colgate & Co.'s Fab and Octagon Toilet Soap.

%

The circulation of The Des Moines Register and

Tribune for August averaged 223,003 net paid—99%
in the state of Iowa. Most thorough trade territory

coverage of any middle western newspaper.
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The Business Trend Since 1921
By Dr. Julius Klein

Director, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Conunerce

IT
may be interesting, as well as

profitable, to review briefly some
of the episodes that have marked

the past six years. In the first place,

it is evident that some of the lessons

of mass production are being applied

with increasing intensity to mass
distribution. The chain store sys-

tem has notably expanded, as, for

example, in foodstuffs and shoes. In

the latter line it is estimated that

only forty per cent of the retailing is

now dependent upon jobbers, the re-

mainder having displaced the ser-

vices of these middle men as the

result of mass retail selling by pro-

ducers. Incidentally, the trade has

been vitally aflfected by the trans-

formations that have been going on

in our everyday habits as the result

of the increased use of automobiles,

and footwear in general is therefore

notably lighter with a wider range

of fancier styles than hitherto.

This factor of the greater spread

of the automobile has also reacted

upon the trade in farm equipment,

which since 1921 has very noticeably

gravitated toward more tractors and

better farming machinery in gen-

eral.

With reference to post-war style

changes, the textile industry has, of

course, felt this element to an un-

usual degree, as is evidenced by the

growth of rayon production in this

country from 1,566,000 pounds in

1913 to nearly sixty-six million

pounds last year. This has by no

means involved the elimination of

the silk trade; our silk imports have

increased from about twenty-six mil-

lion pounds in 1913 to over sixty-six

millions last year. It has been, of

course, the cotton goods trade which
has felt this shift particularly, but

even in that line there have been

many plants which, under the direc-

tion of alert executives, have read-

justed their output so as to capital-

ize new industrial uses for their

wares instead of relying solely on
the apparel trade. In fact, the ex-

perience of this trade since 1921 il-

lustrates to a peculiar degree the

absolute indispensability of intimate

familiarity on the part of the manu-

Kxrprnt from nn arldress cVivered before
the annual convention of the Associated
Business Paper Editors, Cliicago.

facturer with the shifting needs of

his ultimate market. The autopsies

and clinics that have been held over

casualties in this trade have revealed

all too frequently as the cause of

their disasters an entire lack of ef-

fective intelligence service on mar-
ket changes and consequently total

unfamiliarity with the almost kalei-

doscopic changes in the requirements
of the consumers of these lines.

The electrical industry has, of

course, afforded another illustration

of striking changes since the war.

The great increases in combustion
engines both for transportation and
industrial uses have stimulated the

electrical industry to much keener
efforts toward better merchandising,

one notable feature of which has
been a remarkable development in

aggressive advertising with evident-

ly satisfactory results. Likewise

the development of certain new lines

such as electrical refrigeration,

which was almost unknown on a

commercial scale six years ago, has

served as a further stabilizer of the

industry. Incidentally, in this field

of electrical development our tele-

phone wire mileage has increased

from about eighteen million in 1915

to approximately fifty-one million in

1926, to say nothing of such fantas-

tic, de luxe flourishes as the opening
of the trans-Atlantic telephone ser-

vice. These figures alone indicate

the astounding advance that has

been made in the facilities for speed-

ing up business; time is money and
the telephone industry has done its

part during these recent years in

making a vital contribution toward
the saving of invaluable hours and
days in commercial negotiations.

THE lumber trade likewise has

felt the pressure of competing
substitutes such as fiber and various

metals, and has answered this drive

through more intensive efforts on

the part of its trade associations and
in the highly commendable activities

of the National Committee on Wood
Utilization.

Certainly one gratifying feature

of our industrial history during these

past few years has been the unwill-

ingness on the part of its leaders to

take anything for granted. One good

example of this is the toy industry,

which has by no means assumed that

the exclusive habitat of Santa Claus
is the North Pole, Nuremburg, or

some other remote foreign point.

Our production of toys in 1925 ex-

ceeded seventy-five million dollars

in value, which was approximately
twice that of Germany, our nearest

rival in this industry. A striking

feature of this development has been
the introduction of entirely new
ideas, styles and types, particularly

in mechanical toys and more life-

like dolls.

AN outstanding example of an in-

industrial change of truly dra-

matic quality during these eventful

years has been the motion picture in-

dustry, which has not the remotest
resemblance to its status in pre-war
days. The post-war era has entirely

revolutionized its practices and
technique, to say nothing of the vast m
capital investment, which runs in9
excess of one and a half billions in

the picture theaters alone, and this

sum will be increased during the

coming year by more than three hun-

dred million. It is no wonder that

with its enormous mass production

and outlet the American industry

has been able to dominate seventy-

five per cent of the world's commerce
in this potent trade-promotive ele-

ment. Incidentally, thirty per cent

of the revenues of the American dis

tributers now come from their for

eign operations.

A conspicuous post-war develop-

ment has also been evident in water-

ways transportation, as is evidenced^
by the expansion of the federal^|

barge line operations on the Missis-

sippi and Warrior rivers and the ac-

tive interest in improvements
throughout the central valley and for

a deep waterway from the Lakes to

the northern Atlantic.

Turning to foreign trade, it will

be recalled that there were wide-

spread prophecies immediately after

the war that we would soon be over-

whelmed in every one of our over-

seas markets under an avalanche of

returning European competition.

The experience of these years has

completely belied such gloomy fore-

casts. Even at the bottom of the pit

[CONTINtJED ON PAGE 67]
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^%efs see your Circulation

Prospect List^^
If you really want to get the "inside" on any publication, tiptoe

past the advertising salesman; ignore the research chief; eschew
the editor; high hat the publisher, and go direct to the circulation

manager. Whisper to him, "Let me see your prospect list."

From that prospect list you will learn more about that publication

in an hour than you could elsewhere in a day.

It will tell you

(a) What kind of circulation the publication is

TRYING TO GET, which is an excellent

gauge of the kind of circulation it has.

How many people take the publication one
year and never come back for more.

Whom the publication does NOT reach.

Whether subscriptions are being taken where
they can be obtained most cheaply, or where
they will do the advertiser the most good.

(b)

(c)

(d)

»

For the reason that almost everybody who is anybody in the

world's greatest industrial market takes The Iron Age, its

prospect list is small—but choice. Like Iron Age circulation

lists, it is always open for your inspection.

CHARTER MEMBER A. B. C, A. B. P.
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AnotherActinTrade Commission-

Advertising Drama

I

THE far famed case of the Fed-

eral Trade Commission versus

the several advertising and
publishing interests, as instituted by
the memorable Docket 1251, has
completed another hearing. This

time the stage was set in Chicago
with John W. Addison, trial exam-
iner for the Commission, presiding.

Eugene W. Burr was attorney for

the Commission, while the respon-

dents were represented by individual

counsel. A subsequent hearing has

been scheduled to take place in Bos-

ton starting October 19.

The case is a long and rather in-

tricate one. It involves as respon-

dents five associations, representing

the advertising and publishing fields.

These are : American Association of

Advertising Agencies, American
Newspaper Publishers Association,

Southern Newspaper Publishers As-
sociation, American Press Associa-

tion, and Six Point League. It came
to a head in a most spectacular

manner in January, 1926, when the

Commission issued its brief. Docket
1251, in the nature of an amended
complaint. This development was
somewhat of a surprise, for at a pre-

liminary hearing in February, 1925,

involving only the three first named
groups, it was believed that the mat-
ter had been satisfactorily settled

without resort to legal proceedings.

In the January 13 issue of ADVER-
TISING & Selling this brief was
summarized and analyzed in some
detail. The charges were mainly of

conspiracy on the part of the re-

spondents to force all publishers to

refuse to allow the fifteen per cent

trade differential (i.e., the so-called

agency commission) to advertisers

who placed direct. It was charged
that an elaborate conspiracy had
worked toward the end of enforcing
this arbitrary edict, regardless, and
that practically nothing short of

blackmail had been resorted to in

order to coerce the recalcitrant par-

ties. Considerable evidence was pre-

sented to this end, and it was quite

obvious that the Commission coun-
.sel was striving for grounds on which
to issue a "cease and desist" order.

The reader interested in details

would be well to look up and study
the brief summarv in our issue of

January 13, 1926. For the present

suffice it to say that the Commis-
sion's plea to overrule respondents'

petition for dismissal and to grant
admission of the amended com-
plaint was granted.

Briefs from the defendants were
submitted in April of the same year

(See Advertising & Selling, April

21, 1926).

The first important hearing of

the case was held in New York
in May. 1926. Here the general tone

of the pleas centered about the same
point: Advertising is not to be con-

sidered interstate commerce. The
discussion was largely one of legal

technicalities and precedents difficult

for the layman to follow. Subsequent
hearings have been held elsewhere

whereat this point was fought out

to a conclusion, with the result that

the recent session in Chicago as-

sumed rather different aspects.

AT Chicagfl the Federal Trade
i_Commission's case, as presented

by the attorney for that body,

brought out two main points bearing
directly upon the "conspiracy"
charge : First, the alleged agreements
entered into by the respondent asso-

ciations to set a minimum trade dif-

ferential for the benefit of advertis-

ing agencies for service rendered
with the provision that the agencies

should not do business with adver-

tisers at figures lower than this

rate ; and, second, the alleged refu-

sals of publishers' associations to

recognize advertising agencies which
"split" their commissions, and to

allow such organizations the recog-

nized fifteen per cent differential.

(The last described charge centering

largely about the so-called "house
agency," as personified by the fa-

mous Baker-Robinson case as de-

scribed in detail in Docket 1251.)

Finally the Commission brought
out for debate this vital question

:

Shall advertisers and publishers

have the right to conduct the adver-

tising business in a market free

from artificial restraints and regu-
lation by the Commission of other

governmental bodies?
The debate on-, these points was

extensive and quite revealing. The
witnesses called to the stand in-

cluded many of the most prominent
j

men in these two allied lines of busi-

ness. Among them might be men-
tioned Albert B. Lasker, chairman of

j

the board of Lord & Thomas and Lo-

gan ; James W. Young, vice-president

of the J. Walter Thompson Com-
pany; John Benson, president of

Benson, Gamble, Johnson & Read;
Walter A. Strong, publisher of the

Chicago Herald & Examiner; A. E.

McKinstry of the International Har-
vester Company ; and 0. C. Harn,
managing director of the Audit Bu-
reau of Circulations. There were
numerous others as well, represent-

ing national advertisers, agencies

and publishing interests.

Precisely what was proved by
all the discussion is not yet par-

ticularly clear. Broadly speaking,

the respondents' case was well pre-

sented. Evidence and observations

were, almost without exception,

highly favorable to their cause.

The position of the agency in the

composite advertising picture, and
the reasons therefore, were brought
out with considerable clarity, though
few lights on the situation were
presented which were particularly

new to those already understand-
ing it. The existing fifteen per

cent commission system was
warmly defended, both by agency
men and publishers, as well as by
several representatives of national

advertisers. Mr. Harn summarized
the situation most aptly when he

characterized the commission sys-

tem as "illogical but practical," de-

fending it warmly on the grounds of

its ultimate economy and universal

fairness to all concerned.

ALL in all, the hearing progressed

,.far more smoothly than any of

the previous ones, which were marred
by constant interruptions and quib-

bling over legal technicalities. The
issue still remains in doubt, but it

would certainly appear from surface

indications that the respondents

have greatly strengthened their case.

When the decision of the Commis-
sion will be handed down has not

been announced. When that time

does arrive a summary of the mat-

ter will appear in the pages of this

magazine.
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r) KLOW is the record for^ the S months of 1926—
Jaiuiary thru August—-of

the lineage carried in Cleve-

land Newspapers for 12

commodities bought by
women. These statements

are based on the figures of

the Advertising Record Co.,

an unbiased statistical bu-

reau employed by Cleve-

land's two evening news-

papers to give advertisers

unprejudiced information.

Write either to them or to

The Press for additional

facts if those below do not

prove to you conclusively

that "The Press is the First

Advertising Buy in Cleve-

and."

Woman oAppeaU
Grocery Lineage

In its six publishing days per week
The Press ran more total grocery lineage
for local and national advertisers than
either other nfws|taper ran in seven
days—tnore than the Daily News, the
Sunday News and the Sunday Plain
Dealer combined ; nearly twice as much
as the daily Plain Dealer. l-'or national
advertisers The Press ran 150 000 lines

more than its nearest competitor.

Grocery Store Lineage

These figures include chain stores. In
six days The Press ran more retail

grocery lineage than any other news-
paper ran in seven days—within 42,000
lines of twice as much as either other
daily newspaper—eight times as much as
both other Sunday newspapers, combined.

Soaps and Cleansers

In six days The Press ran more ad-
vertising of soaps and cleaners than all

other daily and Sunday newspapers com-
bined—twice as much as the daily Plain
Dealer, the Sunday Plain Dealer and the

Sunday News combined.

Laundry Appliances

This classification includes washing ma-
chines. In six davs The I'ress ran 29.000
lines more than all other Cleveland daily

and Sunday newspapers combined—^five

times as much as the Daily News, eleven
times as much as the daily Plain Dealer.

Household Equipment

In six days The Press ran more total

household equipment advertising than any
other newspaper ran in seven days

—

twice as much as the daily Plain Dealer:
more for national advertisers than both
other daily newspapers combined, three
times as much as the Sunday' Plain
Dealer.

Stoves and Ranges

The Press in six days published three
times as much as the daily Plain Dealer,
twice as much as the Sunday Plain
Dealer, three and a half times as much
as the Daily News, six times as much as
the Sunday News. Twice as much as
both other daily newspapers combined.
More than any other three-paper com-
bination.

furniture Advertising

The Press in six days published nearly
as much furniture advertising as all other

daily and Sunday newspapers combined,
more than three times as much as any
other daily newspaper, nearly twice as

much as both other daily newspapers com-
bined.

Toilet Preparations

The Press publishes more advertising

of toilet preparations than both other daily

newspapers combined, twice as much as

cither, more in six days than any other
newspaper publishes in seven.

Vacuum Cleaner Lineage

In six days The Press published more
than all other Cleveland daily and Sun-
day newspapers combined, more than
twice as much as any other daily news-
paper, more than five times as much as
any Sunday newspaper.

Beauty Parlor Lineage

The Press published nearly three times
as much beauty parlor advertising as both
other daily newspapers combined ; nearly
twice as much as the Daily News, the
Sunday News and the daily Plain Dealer
combined; six times as much in six days
as the Daily and Sunday News published
in seven days.

Women's Millinery Lineage

The Press ran nearly twice as much
advertising for milliners as all other

Cleveland daily and Sunday newspapers
combined, fifteen times as much in six

days and the Daily and Sunday News ran
in seven days.

Jezvelry Lineage

The Press ran 31.000 more lines of

jewelry advertising than all other daily

and Sunday newspapers combined, three

times as much as the daily Plain Dealer,

four times as much as the Sunday Plain

Dealer, three times as much as the Daily

and Sunday News combined.

The Cleveland Press
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:

250 Park Avenue, New York City

Cleveland • Detroit • San Francisco

FIRST IN CLEVELAND

on

9CRIPPS-HOWARD

ALLIED NEWSPAPERS, INC.
410 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago
Seattle Los Angeles Portland

LARGEST IN OHIO
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The Shi PaPe
± h O

Q0'
"^odkiitS

SARA H. BIRCHALL has broken
out again. This time it is with
a bit of blank verse entitled

:

"Why Ads Aren't Signed."
What did the president want in the

copy?

The factory, seen from a plane.
What did the manager do with the

language?
Wrote it again, and again.
What did the head designer insist

upon?
Cross-section cutaway views.
What did the selling force add to the
body?

Bright territorial news.
What did the treasurer think would

be clever?

Facsimile signature cuts.

What did the president's wife sug-
gest for it?

Some of those cute native huts.

What did the desperate layout man
put on it?

A border to tie it all in.

What did it look like when they were
all through with it?

It looked like Original Sin!
—8-pt—

jfb bought a pair of Paris garters
the other day and was so impressed
with the guarantee that came with
them that he sent it to me. Here it is:

"If for any reason these PARIS GAR-TERS should prove unsatisfactory to you,
please return them to your dealer or to us
in exchange for a new pair."

Truly, here is a guarantee that is a
guarantee—which, it has been my ob-
servation, most guarantees are not. It

might well serve as a guarantee model.
—8-pt—

From John Hall's Bulletin I extract
this gem:

"I want a bottle of iodine."

"Sorry, but this is a drug store.

Can't I interest you in an alarm clock,
some nice leather goods, a few radio
parts, or a toasted cheese sandwich ?"

—8-pt—
The Blackman Company has issued

another of its interesting filing-jacket

essays or monographs, or whatever one
might term them.

This one is called "The high cost of
RUSH in Advertising," and a very good
title it is. Its theme is that "rush in

advertising adds to the cost of adver-
tising—and the advertiser pays." Than
which nothing truer has been said in

this year 1927.

It would be a wholesome thing if ad-
vertisers who are continually calling
upon their agencies to cure their own

procrastination with a dose of RUSH
such as only a well-organized adver-

tising agency or a daily newspaper
can furnish should be billed somewhat
after this fashion

:

To preparation of advertisement
No. 16 $87.50

To RUSHING same 154.26

Total $241.75

—8-pt—

Interesting paragraph from Chalmers
Lowell Pancoast's book, "Trail Blazers

of Advertising":
"Advertising literature has always

been heroic literature. It has had to

stir imaginations and arouse interest

and cause excitement to get action.

And unless it gets action it is not ad-

vertising—it is folly."

Some of it is folly, anyway, if we
may believe the two young men who
are so interested in our getting our
money's worth!

—8-pt—
Concerning this matter of men by

the name of Cole and Wood seeming
to gravitate to the coal and wood busi-

ness, Robert F. Wood, advertising man-
ager of the Autocar, writes me:
"Dear Bodkins: You're wrong again!

Here at the Autocar plant it's Coals

—

sales manager, and Wood, advertising
manager. Neither of us has leanings
toward the fuel business in any form
except when we hear that somebody in

that line wants a truck!"

—8-pt—

yysj5^3c^*^ /^^^i^^t^v^^r^^^^-^^E-^'^-T-

r/ji? S,fiil/i Bioi/iers slittt QUI jor -.ntgeitme

Cribbed from The New Yorker.

"Are publishers merely word mer-
chants—plungers and investors in the

stock market of letters?" ask Simon
and Schuster, the publishers. "Some-
times it seems that way, but then again
there are moments. As for instance:

when the open door policy of The Inner
Sanctum is vindicated by the recogni-

tion and discovery of two authentic and
distinguished novelists hitherto un-
known. We refer, with pride, to

Frederick Hazlitt Brennan, author of

'God Got One Vote' and W. L. River,
author of 'Death of a Young Man.'
"Both these works came to us as

modest, unobtrusive manuscripts with-

out the fanfare of reputation or in-

fluence. How they will sell we do not

know, but we can state honestly that

to read them was a memorable and
moving experience, and to publish them
a privilege. The booksellers who have
read advance copies seem to share our
conviction."

This copy, which occupied 56 lines

s.c. in the newspapers, is my idea of

mighty good book copy. Modest as to

space, moderate in tone, full of sell.

Incidentally, "God Got One Vote" is

a title as is a title, is it not?
—8-p1^

Miss "J. W." sends me this letter

she has just received from her oculist:

On March 27, 1925, our Oculist examined
vour eves and supplied you with Glasses
that fitted accurately at that time.
We are writing today to inform you that

Medical Authorities, the world over, believe
that the only way to properly protect your
eyesight, is to have your eyes examined
yearly, on account of the gradual, definite

changes that take place in your vision, as
the years go on.

Reading, close work, the movies, the
theater and the general use of your eyes
in your daily occupation, may also have
caused changes in your eyesight ; especially
so, it your eyes have outgrown your glasses.
As one of our patrons, you are entitled

to a yearly reexamination of your eyes.
May we suggest that you have your en-

closed prescription record to one of our
specialists?
He will make a careful examination and

inform you whether your glasses are cor-
rect for the present condition of your eyes,
or if a change in one or both lenses will
give you better vision and greater eye
comfort.

On the margin she writes, "Can
Odds Bodkins use this letter, and
doesn't he think dentists could ethically

adopt this idea?"
He can; he does.

Odds Bodkins.
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THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
LEADS AGAIN

!

This time on the schedule of the

ARKANSAS SOFT PINE BUREAU

Lowest Cost Per Inquiry

Greatest Return Per Dollar

Largest Number of Keyed Replies

"—and we have been impressed at the sustained

volume of direct inquiry produced by the first

insertion on the new^ schedule. One month after

publication of your September issue we are still

averaging as many replies per day as during the first

week."

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
For Direct Access to the Building,

Furnishing and Decorating Market

—

For Direct Action in Immediate Response

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL PUBLISHING CORPORATION
A Member of the Class Group

8 ARLINGTON STREET BOSTON, MASS.

CIRCULATION 80,000 NET PAID A. B. C. WITH BONUS OF OVER 10,000

AT CURRENT RATES

/.
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Merchandising Helps Newspapers Offer

selling problems of the community;
they know, from the intimacy of daily
contact, the struggles that every local

dealer sweats through as he tries to

save some of his gross for net.

RETAILERS and wholesalers carry
tens of thousands of items, each re-

quiring capital to stock and expense to

market. A "barrier of hostility" exists,

unconsciously but none the less real, to

any new product. In all channels of dis-

tribution, moreover, there is a constant

tug and pull among old and established

products, whose makers urge bigger

and bigger volume.
Advertising copy alone cannot ac-

complish everything. Newspapers, ac-

cordingly, have entered the breech.

They attempt to "bridge the gulf" that

stands between reader interest and
sales; they frankly offer merchandising
helps to complement the copy, those

helps being, in principle, merchandise
counsel with a decided local back-
ground. Such helps seek proper co-

ordination of selling and advertising

to the end that goods may be sold

—

coordination precisely of the soi't

charted by a professional counsellor.

The newspapers' purpose is twofold:

(1) to increase the effectiveness of ad-

vertising; and (2) to stimulate use of

advertising space through satisfied

users. Both these purposes are, all the

time, but a means to another end:
the selling of newspaper space. The
newpaper's "business promotion man-
ager" has—or at any rate it is his

ideal to have—complete merchandising
knowledge of his community. Yet he
is, first and all the time, selling ad-
vertising space in his paper rather than
helping the manufacturer to sell goods
or direct the manufacturer's sales or-

ganization.
The advertiser who avails himself of

the merchandising helps of newspapers,
whether he be a new or an old adver-
tiser, must view all such helps pre-
cisely as he does the helps his own
salesmen give to retailers. They are
a means to an end. If properly used
both parties profit. If abused, or if

the advertiser tries to get too much
for nothing, or if the advertiser seeks
to reduce the rate by demanding
"special" this and "special" that; what
was intended to be a "help" becomes
an absurdity. Merchandise helps of
the newspapers will either build sales

or they will merit the epithet "bunk,"
according to the use made of them.
One newspaper manager, who is an

outstanding success in coordinating
sales effort of advertisers to their copy,
thus summarizes the newspapers' op-
portunity:

"Spotty and uneven distribution of
products is common. Extremely few
manufacturers are capturing anywhere
near the whole potentiality of the mar-
ket. Very few of them have any idea
how to reach, or of the sales machinery
available to reach, that potentiality."
Where the merchandising help of

such a newspaper is requested, and
accorded, every effort is made to in-

duce the manufacturer to man the com-
munity with enough salesmen to do a

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28]

complete job, to locate stocks of the
goods with every reasonable outlet, to

acquaint the trade with the purpose of

the campaign and in every way pre-
pare the way to corral reader interest
within the cash register.

Where merchandising service is uti-

lized the principle of the best papers
from coast to coast is that given in

the "platform" of the Chicago
Tribune:

"It is a waste of money to advertise
a product distributed through the re-

tail and jobbing trade—until that
trade has been supplied with merchan-
dise to take care of the consumer de-
mand when created."

"Old stuff, that!" ejaculated one
manufacturer. Granted. It is, never-
theless, the first principle of advertis-

ing—ranking ahead of copy.
The smokestack's uppermost thought

is: "Where is there a new market?"
Close to this is: "Am I selling my
share?" To both comes the same an-
swer: "Don't guess; find out!"
Hence has arisen the demand for

market surveys by newspapers.

FOR zone marketing, as for local mar-
keting of any sort, the newspapers

can furnish information that is diffi-

cult to obtain from any other source.

In any single market, particularly in

the manufacturer's home market, this

statement may be less true; but it is

correct when an advertiser desires in-

formation from each of twenty mar-
kets, or of two hundred markets, unless
of course he is in position to finance
his own research.
Newspaper surveys are of every

type from spot investigations of the
most superficial sort to "breadth and
depth" studies of a metropolitan mar-
ket, with calls carefully distributed
and results scientifically weighted.
One of the country's leading canners,
within a year, has told this:

"We try to get a 'sample' survey of
each city once a year. We use it to
check our brokers' reports. And the
newspapers give us what our brokers
never know, because the newspaper re-

flects demand. The brokers know only
about sales. . . . We have added to
our line, and we have cut from the
line, based on what newspapers report.
It is simple to verify their findings."
Another prominent maker of pack-

aged foods declares:
"We use newspaper surveys as one

element in setting quotas. From them
we learn where we are strong and
where weak. It's not so much a ques-
tion whether we are gaining or losing
as whether we're stepping in pace with
consumption of all foods or letting the
other fellow gnaw into our share."
Newspaper surveys, as all such re-

searches, should not be taken too opti-

mistically as being conclusive. They
serve a real purpose to check other
estimates. They are, at best, an effort

to measure and appraise the market.
Thev fail to record the preferences and
habits of those not interviewed; they
suffer from biias. Surveys of the same
market by rival newspapers sometimes
contradict each other as to "facts"

reported; they are apt to imply
thoroughness and a census-like probina
for details which reason points out ia

impossible. Newspaper surveys, it i|

always to be remembered, are but
means to another end; namely, of sell

ing space. They are prepared by mej
naturally biased in favor of adveif
tising.

These cautions are mentioned her|
as warnings; they should not detrac
from the value of newspaper surveys.

For the fact remains that the news-
paper can reflect local conditions as

no other agency does. Facts are a

necessary preliminary to wise market-
ing. "Get all the facts you can, and
then check one with the other." So
speaks one successful advertiser.

A further merchandising help of ths

newspapers is the active one of whip-
ping local dealers into the fighting line.

Some papers maintain crews of their

own; others merely aid the advertiser

to recruit a crew for the purpose of

visiting retailers and urging them to

push the product. These helps extend

into window display, chain-store inter-

views, dealer tie-ups in the advertis-

ing, signed reservations for display

racks, and so on. Variations are end-

less, but, everywhere, newspapers are

keen to give aggressive aid to the

campaign.
Nor is it required that the appropria-

tion shall be huge in order to obtain

these aids. "Service" varies, naturally,

with lines of space; it varies also with

type of product. Promotion managers
show particular eagerness to try their

hands at "putting across" some un-

tried product, and, by reason of this

willingness, tangible sales become al-

most certain for the struggling smoke-
stack during the early months of ad-

vertising in any community.
|

NEWSPAPER merchandising ser-

vice does not sell goods for any
manufacturer, but it does furnish the

manufacturer with advice and knowl-

edge of local conditions, with definite

systematic plans for covering a pre-

scribed territory. Expert assistance is

given in the organization and training

of sales crews, and particularly in rout-

ing them throughout the territory with

due reference to population, racial and

social groupings, proved "try-out" sec- i

tions and the like. So usual has I

become this service that the publish-

ers and the advertising agencies have

a formulated "standard of practices"

for merchandising services, which is:

The legitimate functions of a newspaper
j

merchandising and service department are:

First : To study the local market ana
trade territory and be able to report intelU-

gently thereon for both local and nation*!
advertisers.
Second : To furnish such information for

prospective advertisers and to make in-

vestigations which may be general in scope

and applicable to many accounts, but to

insist that the identity of the proposed ad-

vertiser be made known before reporting
information compiled on a specific line.

Third : To endeavor to educate the dealer

in better merchandising methods and to in-

sist that advertised goods be furnished cus-

tomers rather than "just as good" substi-

tutes.
Fourth : To encourage adequate merchan-

dising by supplying data maps, route lists

to the trade for the use of salesmen or tne
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KNOWN MERIT

JOHN RUSSELL

. POPE
Architecture
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*

^ The ''Old-Timer''
Knows his Stuff

We were working a new town—the old-timer, a hard-boiled travelling drug
salesman and myself. And as we heard the noon whistles blow he said,

"let's eat."

There were two restaurants in the neighborhood—as far as we were con-

cerned, both unknown quantities—yet the old-timer unerringly headed
straight for the one that seemed to be doing a rushing business.

So I asked him why pick on that one?

"You'll find that it's a safe bet every time to pick a restaurant that is busy
all the time, the busy ones are the good ones always.

That night—reflecting on the day's events—it occurred to me how sound
and unerring the old-timer's judgment was—and how truly it applies to

other businesses as well as to restaurants.

Folks That Deliver the Goods Get the Business and the Crowds
Take DRUG TOPICS for instance. There
must be some sound logical business reason
why DRUG TOPICS carries more advertising
in each issue than the combined total that is

carried by the next si.x largest national drug
trade papers.

DRUG TOPICS
Second Magazine
Third Magazine
Fourth Magazine
Fifth Magazine
Sixth Magazine
Seventh Magazine

Note that DRUG TOPICS is the
busy one. We are not super-salesmen—nor do we pack any Colt automatics.
These folks are using DRUG TOPICS
because it*s a paper of knoivn re-
sults—a tried, tested and proven
medium.

Here is how the first seven

national drug trade papers

compare in advertising carried

in their September 1927 issues.

Pages199'/4

52
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18
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DRUG TOPICS delivers the goods—and the

"old-timers" among the buyers of advertising

space know their stuff—they buy where <ney ?«'

the most for their money—that is why DRUG
TOPICS carries more advertising of products

sold to and through the drug store than any

other ^Publication in the world.

"A man is known by the company he keeps"
Identify your product with known sellers. The company your advertising keeps
has a good deal to do with its value.

The advertising roll of DRUG TOPICS reads like a "blue book" of the drug
trade. Anv drug trade manufacturer can be proud of having his advertising keep
the company it will find in DRUG TOPICS.
DRUG TOPICS reaches every worthwhile druggist in the United States and
Canada; circulation guaranteed in excess of 51.000 copies per issue. A low ad-

vertising rate, an enviable record of trade paper performance for its advertisers,

a receptive reader circulation—makes DRUG TOPICS the ideal medium to use

in creating "retail awareness."

If your product is now sold, or can be sold to, or through drug stores,

you owe it to yourself to investigate DRUG TOPICS Service. Our
close contact and intimate knowledge of the drug trade are at your
service—Write or 'phone.

DRUG TOPICS
The National Magazine of the Drug Trade

TOPICS PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.

Also Publishers of Ulwlesale Druggist. Display Topics, Drug Trade News

291 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Atlanta Boston Chicago Cleveland St. Louis San Francisco

I

(

manufacturer or advertiser who has made
a bona fide contract for advertising space.

Fifth: To decline requests for service that
are clearly not within the province of a
newspaper, such as selling goods or other
canvassing, or the payment of bills for
printing and postage of letters, broadcasts,

''I^HE more experienced newspapers—

H

-I- which means those priding them- '
selves on the continued results of ad-

vertising—work their service men with
the advertiser's salesmen. "Our men,"
declares one newspaper, "make the ad-

vertising a reason for dealers giving

preference to the product. They make
a stock check, try to get preferred

display on shelf and counter and win-
dow, or book the dealer for window
displays."
"The chief effect of this type of ser-

vice," continues the same manager, "is

to brush up retailers, to get their in-

terest and attention, to get more co-

operation. The work always shows
largely increased sales in the territory

covered. Almost invariably we have
been able to step up the advertiser's

salesmen's daily average of calls and
orders, thus giving the local sales man
ager bases for new quotas and per-

formances."
Perusal of these paragraphs sug

gests the limitation of what an adver
tiser may expect. It is, manifestly, a

human impossibility to "serve" in this

manner every one of the advertisers

in a great newspaper. The very at-

tempt to do so would incur defeat.

Dealers would cease to respond or co-

operate, however well intentioned the

newpaper's crew. For this reason the

newspapers seek a high-grade per-

sonnel. The pay is distinctly above the

average for similar work elsewhere.

A sincere effort is made to prevent the

creeping in of mechanical routine. The
papers endeavor to recognize, without

unduly overestimating, the functions

and the uses of their service.

Many advertisers do not require

such helps. Many others prefer to

do the work for themselves either di-

rectly or through advertising agencies.

The newspapers, in turn, usually re-

serve the right to limit staff services,

or, quoting one promotion manager,
"we cannot and will not fulfill all re-

quests for merchandising services that

come to us, but we concentrate on the

specific instances that afford opportu-

nity for most results. We refuse

merely to go through the motions for

some advertiser who demands mei-chan-

dising services as a premium with his

purchase of space."

And these helps win. Because—

a

very vital point—they emphasize the

first principles of advertising: that ad-

vertising is the helpmate of selling and

that effective copy still requires other

marketing steps to convert interest into

dollars. And also because merchandis-
ing services are a constant reminder
of "Never forget to sell!" It is the

belief of one famous newspaper that:

"Because of a peculiar temptation to

which many advertisers succumb, we
wish to stress that advertisements
should be scrutinized to see that there

is no lessening of selling effort in the

presentation of the message. News-
paper advertising has marked vigor

in producing quick action. Copy
should be written and advertising de-

signed to capitalize on this power."

This is the third of a series of articles by
Mr. Haring on the marketing problems of

the small manufacturer. The fourth will

appear in an early issue.

•
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Arc Ljou
getting
i|oui*Share

Of Brideport prosperity where
business is always good •— where
people find steady employment
at high wages and who earn an
annual pay roll of .f84,nOO,000.

Most of these people live in
their own homes, or two-family
homes. They live well, spend
freely and manage to save con-
siderable, as shown by the $123,-
000,000 deposited in the banks.
They represent a tremendous
purchasing power.

The POST-TELEGRAM en-
ters the homes that constitute
Bridgeport's buying force and can
be profitably employed by adver-
tisers of the every day commod-
ities.

For complete coverage at one
cosit, the

Bridgeport
Conncctlcat '

Post
Telegram
with a combined circulation of
44,446 copies daily, represents the
advertiser's best investment.

Where Speed Counts, the

Airplane Scores
[continued from page 27]

National Befretmtattvi*
OILMAN, NICX>LL & KUTHMAN

New York, Boston, Chicago, San Franeisto.

erable savings can be effected by con-
fining the stocks at service stations to
parts for which there is constant de-
mand. With only ten central service
and supply depots and an adequate
aerial express delivery system, over-
night delivery of parts of thousands of
scattered service stations becomes a
reasonable possibility, releasing large
amounts of capital now tied up in re-
placement parts and bringing really
nationwide repair service into reality.

In the field of medicine, special sur-
gical instruments, drugs, serums, X-
ray photographs and the reports of ex-
pert consultants can be rapidly deliv-
ered by air. The newspaper and the
news reel have already accepted avia-
tion as an integral part of their busi-
ness structure. The telephoto is su-
perior to the plane in distributing
single photographs, but the newspaper,
the motion picture and the news reel
still need the airplane. The New York
Herald Tribune shipped over a thou-
sand copies of its Friday newspaper
to Chicago by airplane for the benefit
of the New York fight fans who wished
to read their home paper during break-
fast in Chicago.
The advertiser often has occasion to

deliver electros, cuts and mats with
the utmost speed; aircraft shipment is

likely to be widely utilized for this pur-
pose. Extensive reports, required at
directors' meetings or business confer-
ences, having too many pages for eco-

nomical transmission by telephotog-
raphy, can be readily sent overnight by
aircraft across half the continent.
The American Railway Express

Company has inaugurated a 32% hour
air express schedule between New York
and San Francisco, with intermediate
delivery and receiving stations at Cleve-
land, Chicago, Iowa City, Des Moines,
Omaha, North Platte, Cheyenne, Salt
Lake City and Sacramento. A feeder
route from Boston, requiring re-ship-
ment at New York, extends the system
to the New England metropolis.

\ ERIAL express service is destined
-^ to become as reliable as railway ser-

vice. It is not generally appreciated
that Ford planes have flown three-
quarters of a million miles in two years
and carried in that time four million
pounds of express packages. Although
this service has been carried on over a
limited area, it illustrates the consider-
able quantities of material which can
be carried on a regular schedule. Aerial
delivery is exceedingly speedy and
highly reliable when confined to regu-
lar and established routes.

Transportation of passengers is an-
other service which is becoming in-

creasingly valuable. A greater devel-

opment of airways, landing fields and
aircraft is necessary before we come to

a full realization of the significant

changes which aerial travel will make.
The first thing which the aeronautic in-

Jdustry must accomplish is to persuade

everyone to make one flight. That will

do more to sell the use of aircraft than
all the newspaper propaganda in the
world.

Cook's Tours took advantage of the
Dempsey-Tunney fight to offer a $575
service to New Yorkers, including
aerial transpoi'tation to Chicago and
return, hotel accommodations and ring-
side seats at the fight. On the Pacific
Coast, oil operators, motion picture
executives and salesmen covering large
territories have their own planes and
use them as a matter of course. Like-
wise, in Texas, with its abundant natu-
ral landing fields, considerable use is

made of the airplane as a means of
transportation. Thousands of army and
navy officers travel regularly between
New York, Philadelphia and Washing-
ton by air and have done so for many
years.

THE National Aeronautic Chamber
of Commerce says that last year

7651 passengers were carried on regu-
lar air routes and nearly 670,000 people
took flights of one kind or another in

the course of the year. But going up
just to see what flying is like is only
the introduction of aviation to the av-
erage citizen. He must be taught the
use of the airplane as a means of rapid
and safe transportation from city to
city. In a few years, the figures will

be reversed and a few hundred thou-
sand people will take their first plane
ride, while millions will use the regu-
lar routes.
As is indicated by the chart on page

twenty-seven, the airplane requires
from one-third to one-fourth the time
of the railway train and costs three to
four times as much as the correspond-
ing train ride. Railroad travel has
reached its lowest level of cost, while
the airplane still has ahead of it con-
siderable reduction as public patron-
age increases. Even at present rates,
however, many instances will occur to

the business executive when airplane
travel would have been worth the cost.

Its advantage shows up particularly
over long distances.
Landing fields are necessarily some

distance from cities and much objec-
tion has been raised on account of this

fact. Bus connection with airplane
fields, twenty or thirty miles from big
cities, eliminate excessive inconve-
nience, but, even so, much time is lost

which only the extraordinary speed of
the plane is able to make up. Conse-
quently, there is much agitation for
landing fields nearer to large cities.

Experienced aviators, however, state
that the well meaning efforts of citi-

zens and civic bodies to find locations

for landing fields nearer to cities are
not based upon practical experience at
the joy-stick. The agitation to use the

Jersey Meadows or Governors Island

for an aircraft center for New York
City is met by fliers with the objection

that haze and" fog, close to large cities,
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u SE YOUNG WRITERS i N

TALKING TO YOUNG BUYERS

'M
<)ST of the acoii-

111 11 luted weal ill

of this* country is jiroli-

ahly held hy ohler peo-

ple + Most of tli«' things

mlvertisiiig offers, how-

ever, are hought hy or

f«»r vouiig men and

women.

Before us at this

moment is the Octo-

ber issue of the Pictorial Review. (Ask the office

bov to bring you a copy while you are reading

this message.) + The first three advertisements

offer . . . Fels-Naptha . . . Victor Talking Machines

. . . Wheatena + The Wheatena page is a«ldressed

to mothers of young children. .Nature has decided

that middle-aged couples no longer face that proln

lem! + The Victor page will appeal to the people

«li<> prefer to dance at

home. Settled bones,

quite logically, find the

(Charleston too stren-

uous + The Fels-Naptha

eopv and illustration

concerns the young anil

servantless housewife +

And so on through the

entire issue of this and

any of the other pub-

lications that advertisers largely use.

The average age of the men and women in our

(Copy Department is thirty years. It doesn't just hap-

pen to be that way + It's a situation of young sellers

writing to young buyers + There are departments in

ailvertising where men in their forties and fifties can

calTtheir years ofexperience to practical jirofit + But

use young writers when you talk to young buyers.

GEORGE BATTEN (. O M P A N Y , Inc. + ^DFEKT/S/.VG

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON
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We again talk about

ADVERTISING

r\

GAINS!
t.

. . even at the risk T
of being tiresome \

October was our big-

gest issue with a gain

of 74 over a year ago.

^nd noiv—

'

November steps into

the premier position

—

with a gain of 19 ^ over

October and 80^ over

thesame issue ayearago.

Which proves that advertisers have

quickly recognized the sales pos-

sibilities in a market of 600,000
Shriners and their families. May
we tell you about this market?

The Shrine Magazine
1440 Broadway . New York

'Phone: Pennsylvania 7827

Tribune Tower Little Building

CHICAGO BOSTON

THERMOMETERS
cMhloi,

Your I^ooal Dealers Will
Pay for and Vse
Thermometers

Natiooal advertisers find ther-
tpniueters a valuable dealer help
which costs them little or noth-
ing.

Ij^t UB present a plan for
using thermometers, tieing up
your advertising with the local
dealers. The dealers will pay
for them.
We manufflcttire reliable ther-

mometers for hundreds of ad-
vertisers. Write us for samples
and plan.

THE CHANEY
MANUFACTURING CO.
9U0 KaNt Pleasant St.,

SpriiiKfleld, Ohio

increase hazard and make landings
more difficult. They much prefer to
land at such a point as Hadley Field,
near New Brunswick, rather than to
come any nearer to New York. The
same complaint is made of the London
and Paris airdromes, but the superior
experience in practical aviation has led
Europeans to accept as a necessity the
fact that, under present conditions,
landing fields should not be located too
near large centers of population. As
long as this condition continues the
airplane's usefulness in traveling less
than two hundred miles is somewhat
curtailed. i

The big question which always con-
cerns the uninitiated is safety. Safety I

is a matter of airway development,
skill of the pilot, the structure and in-

spection of the plane, and finally the
weather. The first three factors in-

volve the human element and represent
no greater hazard than that entailed
in taking a fast express train. The
weather is still unconquerable and haz-
ard increases somewhat under poor
weather conditions. But new forces
are coming to aid air travel. Neon
beacons penetrate the fog; sturdier
planes ride the storm and better navi-
gating instruments point the way to

safety under all conditions. The dan-
gers of aviation have had plenty of
publicity, but we are not as familiar
with the facts regarding its safety.

In the six years between 1921 and
1926, the best records available show
849 civilian airplane accidents which
resulted in 458 deaths and 598 serious
injuries. The deaths in 1926 were
seventy-five and, the largest number,
represented a decrease in the actual
hazard because of the larger number
of flights. The chances of escaping
injury are, roughly, ten thousand to
one, and the odds become better at a
rapidly increasing rate.

The extent to which the human ele-

ment enters into the safety of air
travel is indicated by the fact that
government mail service, which had
the benefit of careful inspection and
highly skillful pilots, has a record far
better than the average. In 1926, gov-
ernment operated planes flew 2,292,-

395 miles and planes on contract air

routes. 2.086.395 miles. There was not
a single fatal acident in the 4,378,790
miles flown.

IN Germany, in 1926, 56,268 passen-
gers flew 3,814,000 miles over the

Lufthanser Airways with but a single

fatality. The British Imperial Airways
covered 791,000 miles without a fa-

tality while, in Australia, more than a

million flying miles were covered safe-

ly. A very large proportion of the

small number of fatalities in flying are
due to carelessness of the pilot or the

mechanics in charge. The records of

regular commercial sei-vices, which
have been cited, indicate that, by ob-

serving ordinary precautions and
painstaking care, the safety of flying

is comparable to automobile and rail-

way travel.

With these facts and figures to en-

courage us, there can be no doubt that

the day of high speed aircraft travel

over long distances is at hand. Avia-
tion awaits the vision of the American
business man to find its true field of

service. Publicity stunts will be sup-

planted by regular and economical ser-

vices which are profitable simply be-

cause of the airplane's superior speed.
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Tray B-N
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32]

having beverage glasses kept where
they belong during the moments of
stress in a stiff bridge game. This
little illustration is an amusing cartoon
treatment of a bridge game in a bird's-

eye perspective, with Tray B-N as one
of the essential "props."

IT is possible only to touch upon the
high lights of this extraordinarily

complete plan of The Erickson Com-
pany, as it goes into ramifications and
details which would occupy pages of
space. The purpose of this account of
the experiment is not so much to re-

count every item as to point the way to

other clubs which may desire to put on
a similar program.

There are no doubt many such ar-
ticles available for experimental use.

Not that it is absolutely necessary to

have an article to put solemnly at the
head table to keep the members think-
ing about the program. But a cam-
paign of this sort takes a good many
weeks to carry through; and, the
strongest enthusiasm over a purely
hypothetical article at the start is like-

ly to wane as time goes on. Moreover,
in the case of the Hartford experiment
every club member felt that here was
really a serious responsibility. The
real owner of the Tray B-N patent
might conceivably follow the campaign
laid out by the club, and it behooved
the fictitious Utility Manufacturing
Company to turn out a thoroughly
workmanlike campaign that would
stand the test of actual application in

the arena of business competition.

Such a program would appear to be
an excellent summer activity to hold
the club together during the slack sea-

son. It worked well in Hartford.
Naturally the cooperation of The Erick-
son Company was a great factor in

putting a climax on the campaign that
gave the needed touch of reality to the
plan. This working with an agency
brought ihe affair from the theoretical

to the actual, and now that the experi-
ment is ended it is difficult to realize

that there is not a genuine Tray B-N
already on the market. The club pre-

sented The Erickson Company repre-
sentatives with a set of resolutions ex-

pressing gratitude for their help. In

commenting on the uncommon spectacle
of a large advertising agency spending
so much time and money on a project

which could not in any way return a
profit, the agency representatives indi-

cated that they would not hesitate to

work out such a plan with other clubs,

if circumstances were proper and fa-

vorable. Perhaps this may be a way in

which advertising agencies can do a
great work for advertising as a whole.
Certainly such a demonstration is a

most convincing exhibition of the way
in which a modern agency works in

building up a merchandising plan for

a client.

All in all, the Hartford Advertising
Club has had a lesson in organization,
financing, merchandising and advertis-
ing that contained more solid enlight-

enment in a few weeks' time than could
be gained in a lifetime of desultory
addresses by luncheon meeting speak-
ers.

^
ChangingYears
1920 / / 1927

•w Publisher's

Statement for

Sept. 30, 1927

DETROIT TIMES

Week Days (sf-rj • • 326,793

Saturday 247,301

Sunday 323,095

Here's the Record of the

Seven Changing Years

*Evening

1921 33,422

1922 113,005

1923 189,952

1924 214,319

1925 228,636

1926 289,244

1927 326,793
'Except Saturdays

Sunday

186,153

225,401

259,245

308,522

323,095

The Times is Growing with Detroit

Bakers Weekly ft;^?o-,t?ir;
NEW YORK OFFICE—45 West 4Sth St.

CHICAGO OFFICE—343 S. Dearborn St.

Maintaining a complete research laboratory
and experimental bakery for determining the
adaptability of products to the baking industry.
Also a Research Merchandising Department,
furnishing statistics and sales analysis data.

The American Architect
A. B. C. E»t. 1876 A. B. P.

"AdTertlilng tnd SelUnc to Architects," • booklet

prepared to girt you a better underatandlog of

the architectural field. U now available.

Your copy win be lent upon request

239 West 39th St. New York

House Organs
Wc arc tht protiiiccrs ol sonu- ol the

oldest .ind most successful house

oFKansin thecountry. Write for copy

of The William Feathe!iMaca7.ine.

The William Feather Company
605 Caiton Buildin'. C'.k'Velantl, Ohio
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REAL
i

Ieconomyy
V^ The 4 Requisites

Ample facilities and capital to

manufacture well and economically*

Editorial superiority.

Paid sidyscrihers having maximum
purchasing power.

Reasonable rates for service

\ rendered.

A cordial invitation is extended to all manufacturers

and advertising agents to visit the various plants of the

UNITED
PUBLISHERS

r

Philadelphia Plant of U.P.C.

N. W. Cor. Chestnut and 56th Sts.

Headquarters Cliilton Class Journal Co.
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AOTORAfiE

---
7.-::;;

mvertlslng in

UPCPubucations
rHERE are many reasons why business publications

are valuable adjuncts to industry, but there are four

cardinal reasons why many are valuable to the

advertiser.

When selecting media it is profitable to remember that

reader interest based on a paid subscription list which

represents a purchasing power is seldom obtainable unless

the publisher has ample capital and facilities. Under
those conditions it is possible to produce publications of

great excellence editorially and mechanically and make the

advertising rates reasonable.

U.P.C. publications are built upon this policy and their

success is undeniable.

DRPORATION

^m

J

I

^

A. C. PEARSON
Chairman of the Board of

the U.P.C.

President of the Textile

Publishing Co., X. Y. C.

FRITZ J. FRANK
President of the U.P.C.

President of the Iron Age
Publishing Co., N. Y. C.

C. A. MUSSELMAN
Vice-President of the U.P.C.

President of the Chilton

Class Journal Co., Phila.

F. C. STEVENS
Treasurer of the U.P.C.

President of the Federal

Printing Co., N. Y. C.

A', y. Building

of V. P. a.

239 H'est 39tli SI

r
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Editorial Doa'ts
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 34]

Let us send you this fact-

packed mail sales book
for 10 days free

Vou will find every one of the thirty-two sections
of this book filled with deflnlte. usable material
which can be applied to your own needs.

You will get from the book hundreds of profit-

able possibilities—new suggestions—new avenues of

approach—the best ways of getting the most out of

mall sales work.

Selling by Mail
By V. E. PRATT

President The Pratt & Lindftey Co., Inc., Ad
vertisiny and Selling Ctntnselors, Former De
partmental Advertising Manager Sears, Roe
buck rf Co., Organizer Drug Topics Syndicate
and Sales Promotion Manager .imeriean Drug

gists' Syndicate.

428 pages, 5x8, lllnstrated,
$4.00 net, po.stpald

This new book covers every phase of the art of
making sales and customers through the mail. It

gives lor every angle of mail sales worlt just what
practice has proved to be profltaijie. just what ex-
Iterience has found worth while.

The author has drawn on his long experience In
this work for deftnite, concrete facts about mail-
order possibilities, market analysis, campaign prep-
arations, mailing lists, mail-order appeals, mall-
order copy, layout, illustration, booklet and catalog
making, sales letters, order blanks, follow-up, credit
and collection practice—every element thar. enters
into the successful capture of a mall market.

Mail Marketing Complete
One big section of the book contains valuable,

usable material on mail-order media, showing with
satisfying completeness just what may be expected
from some and what from others.

Another section gives the soundest kind of infor-
mation on specific application of mail-order princi-
ples—specialized practice to meet the requirements
of specialized ventures.

The entire book is fact-packed with good, sound,
needed mail-order strategy. See It freel\ need

Send only this coupon!

McGH V\V-HII,L BOOK CO., In<-.

370 Seventh Ave., IVew Yorli

Send me for 10 days' free examination Pratt's
Selling by Mall, $4.00 net, postpaid. 1 agree
to remit for the book or to return It, postpaid,
within 10 days of receipt.

\(jme

.iddresa

Position

Company

(Books sent on approval to retail purchasers
in U. S. and Canada only.)

A. P. 10-19-27

color, etc., is given, write: "State
style wanted," "State color wanted,"
etc.

17. Avoid the use of the word "all"
in such cases as: "This book tells all

about automobile repairing." When
we say an article is suitable for all

cases, everythiny, etc, we are making
some pretty big assertions. The use of
"worlds" in connection with compari-
son, and "best on market," "best in
country," etc., should be eliminated
from all copy.

18. Do not use the % mark, but write
out "per cent."

19. We spell catalogue as follows

—

always : C-a-t-a-1-o-g-u-e.
20. Use "mold" in place of "mould"

in order to get uniformity throughout
the book. Both are correct.

21. Have a uniform place for all

sizes, weights, prices and numbers in

descriptions.
22. Be sure to number each space in

layout sheet and mark corresponding
numbers on copy sheet.

23. In connection with free trial of-
fers, state plainly that money must be
sent in advance; and when mention is

made of a specific guarantee in the
heading, etc., see that the specific guar-
antee follows in the text.

24. Do not use superlatives frequent-
ly. Tell the truth in as simple and
frank a manner as possible; never
overstate. It is much better to under-
state; for it leaves the customer in a
pleased frame of mind when he gets
something better than he expected.

25. Never show only the lowest price
in displaying price figures where the
description gives several sizes, styles
and prices. Do not say: "$15 and up."
Say "$15 to $30." If there are several
items, ranging in price from $1 to

$4.50, do not show display figures giv-
ing price of $1, for it is misleading.
Show prices as follows: $1 to $4.50.
If only one price is to be displayed, it

will be necessary to show the article
number in connection with it; that is,

if several prices are given in the quo-
tations.

26. Don't write "f.o.b." or "free on
board cars," as these terms are not
familiar to most of our customers.
Give price at the shipping point or
from wherever the customer pays
freight.

27. Don't write "cut." Say "as illus-

trated." "See illustration," "see pic-

ture," etc. "Cut" is familiar to
printers and to ourselves, but not to
our customers.

28. Whenever instructions are given
as to how to send money and how to

order, use the approved form shown in

the catalogue.
29. Never use the prefix "No" in

connection with article numbers. "Cata-
logue number" is no longer to be used.
Use "article number" only.

30. See that you have article num-
ber, weight, material and price with
each description.

31. Show uniformity in the position
of article number, price, weight, color,

etc., in your descriptions. If article

numbers, prices and weights are shown
at the top in some descriptions, either

show all the rest on top also—or all at
the bottom—so that one number isn't

in one position and another in a differ-

ent one. Uniformity aids the customer
in finding information.

32. Never mention or show the price
of an article in the body of the descrip-
tion, for other house catalogues come
after the main editions, and prices in
the reading matter invariably seem to

be overlooked when changes are made.
This applies also to references such as
catalogue page, department, item, etc.

Merchandise changes and pages also
change, so confusion arises in such
eases.

See that you have the correct cata-
logue key letter with each article be-
fore sending in your copy.

33. See that the retail price we state

for a given article is higher than our
selling price. Sometimes, through
error, cases have been found where it

lias been the reverse.

34. Superlatives (best made, highest
quality, best, cheapest, strongest, most
reliable and dependable, etc.) are to

be used rarely—and then only when
they state a fact. These words and
other strong words of a similar nature
have come to possess little value be-

cause of the abuse they have received,

not only in our previous catalogues, but
also in practically all advertising litera-

ture.

35. Make positive statements instead
of negative ones. Instead of saying:
"You will never regret making this

purchase," say "You will always be
pleased with your purchase." Do not
say "This is without question (or un-
questionably) the best bargain of the
year." Say, instead, "This is the best

bargain of the year." Instead of "do
not delay" say "do it now" or "act at
once."

36. The word "aim" is being used too

much. For the sake of diversity, in-

stead of saying "it is our aim," say "it

is our desire, wish, hope, etc." Look up
the synonyms for words that are re-

peated too often.

37. Instead of saying "It will re-

quire ten days' delay," try to word it

so that the word "delay" will not be
mentioned, "Delay" generally leaves a

"bad taste in the mouth."
Say "It will require ten days' time

to make shipment," or "Shipment will

be made within ten days after your or-

der reaches us," or any other form that
will give the desired information with-
out hurting the "prospect" of the sale.

38. It would always be good policy to

list the uses of an article. We take for

granted that the customers know them
already, but that isn't true in all cases.

Many more articles could be sold if

their uses would be named in connec-
tion with the description in the cata-

logue.

39. The use of the word "must" in

cases like the following is positively

prohibited in all copy: "Buttons must
be ordered at the same time as dress
goods."

40. Mention of retail store should be
avoided as much as possible. Retail

way, at retail, etc., could be substituted

instead. We do not want to oflfend re-
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The Lillibridge Viewpoint
Number Seve>itcen Issued />v I\,/v 7). IJUihriclge Incorporated AV:.' York

Yesterday's Answer

AT Columbia University there used to

/\ be a professor who took dehght in

X A. subjecting his students to a great

temptation—and watching them fall.

In his younger days in the science which
he followed, he had worked out a long and
tedious experiment and passed down his

findings to posterity in the form of a paper
which was duly published and became part

of the literature of that science.

When, with the passing of the years, he
acquired further knowledge, he discovered

that one of the factors in his early experi-

ment was wrong. He did it over, and
obtained a very different result.

In due course, he became a professor, and
as each class of hopefuls came along he

would assign them this tedious experiment.

Having no great love for tedious experi-

ments, and not being slow to discover that

their professor, an acknowledged authority

in his science, had done the experiment and
recorded both the process and the result in

an Oh-so-technical paper, they took advan-
tage of his work and all turned in their

papers with his conclusion, but carefully

paraphrased.

All the papers were marked wrong and
returned. Then followed the denouement,
when the professor faced the whole class,

made one student after another get up and
tell just how he had worked out the experi-

ment to get this result, which he would
then inform him was the wrong result.

Inevitably, before that terrible lecture

period was over, some student would blurt

out a triumphant, "But Professor—that is

the result you got when you did it. It's

given in your published paper."

Whereupon the professor would grin

maliciously and exclaim: "Ah! I thought
so ! Well, young gentlemen, I did it wrongly,

and so my result was wrong! ^'ou may all

repeat the experiment and hand in your
papers before our next lecture."

§ 5^ §

We find in our market research work that
time has changed yesterday's answers to
many of the problems of marketing. That
is why we insist on starting from scratch on
any research job, and working it out as

though it never had been done before.

Spending today's dollars on yesterday's
deductions is risky business.

Cruises

IT is our privilege to prepare the adver-
tising for the Canadian Pacific World

Cruise, South America-Africa Cruise and
Mediterranean Cruise. Transportation
advertising is one of our fortes.

B. Franklin Philosophizes

"T TUMAN felicity," wrote Benjamin
Al Franklin, "is produced not so much

by great pieces of good fortune that seldom
happen, as by little advantages that occur

every day."

Is it not true also of business progress,

that the great impulses which we oj)timisti-

cally hope for seldom happen, but that the

little advantages that occur every day, if

properly taken advantage of, combine to

carry a business forward to a very substan-

tial year's gain?

Touchdown by Walter Camp

Two or three years before Walter Camp
died, the editor of Colliers asked him

to write an article on football in business.

Mr. Camp obliged, and here is the nub of

his article:
" Perhaps the first and greatest lesson a

man must learn on going into the business

world is that of being able to take hard

knocks without resentment. A boy may be
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a good tennis player or golfer and gather

praise all along his career—much to the

detriment of his character—but in football,

whether he be dub or star, the coaching

always boils down to this:

"'You've got to get off faster!'
"

' You've got to get more punch into that

play!'

'"You've got to hold that line firmer!'
" Does the football player ever reach the

point where the coach is ready to admit he

is as good as possible? Maybe. But no

wise coach ever admits it out loud!"

§ § §

While this fits business, how particularly

it fits the advertising business. We may do

good advertising today, but the whole spirit

of the profession is that tomorrow's adver-

tising must be better. There is never any
"good enough." There never can be.

t:

Direct Approach

^His is our way of working : to crystallize

our clients' needs and problems and set

up "objectives." We then formulate plans

for reaching these " objectives " in the most

direct way and by the most economical

method possible.

Picture of America

FROM a letter written by Francis Amasa
Walker back in the 80's:

"Our people have a singular practical

wisdom, which takes the sting out of mis-

fortune; which makes a bad law a dead

letter, almost from its enactment; which

discounts the future, accepts the inevitable,

and compromises with the coming evil;

which charges off bad debts without a

grimace, and, like the Chicago merchant

after the great fire, spits upon the ruins to

see if it is yet cool enough to begin rebuild-

ing. Our laws are not the whole of the

statute book, but only those parts to which

the needs of the people and the general

concurrence of public opinion, have given

life."

Is this not a rather interesting picture of

America .'' And is it not as truly the America
of 1927 as of 1887.? And is it not an inter-

esting America in which to advertise and
sell?

The Art of Good Copy

IN a recent issue of Printers'' Ink Richard
Surrey observed:

"This is what the pale young Inspiration-

seekers need to learn — that Inspiration

consists in xht fusing not in the gathering of

the materials for a poem or a piece of copy."

This wise statement carries us back to

those shrewd lines from Sacha Guitry's

play Deburau:

What you mean, when you do it, must of

course be quite clear.

And it must seem quite clear what you re

going to do.

For an audience must always feel sure

of you.

Yet, when you do it, it must seem acci-

dentally done.

Study, if you will, the advertisements in

the newspapers and the magazines, and you
will be interested to discover how many of

them that have strong appeal at first glance

have that quality of seeming accidental.

That is the art of taking the gathered facts

and "fusing" them.
We should be glad to have our advertise-

ments judged on this basis.

Inquiries Solicited

To any company with a worthy product

or a meritorious service to market, we
offer an advertising service of peculiar effi-

ciency, based on a sound system of com-

pensation, carefully set "objectives," and
painstaking "follow-through."

RAY D. LILLIBRIDGE INCORPORATED

<:^dvertising

NO. 8 WEST 4OTH STREET > NEW YORK
Telephone: Longacre 4000

Established in I 899

6in-«>
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tailers if we can avoid doing so.

41. The word "reduction" is pro-
hibited in all catalogue copy unless an
actual reduction in price is made in

the former catalogue price.

42. Uniformity in spelling:

Use nickel, not nickle.
Use lustre, not luster.
Use fibre, not fiber.
Use gray, not grey.
Use catalogue, not catalog.
Use center, not centre.
Use kimofio, not kiniona.
Use accordian, not accordean.

Advertising Produc-

tion
LCONTINUED FROM PAGE 26]

modern news gatherers, there is much
loose reporting and exploiting going
on—and business has virtually been
forced into publicity articles in its own
behalf. It is important to have the
legitimate news announcements of
business authentically released. It is

even more important to have the news
that business creates given circulation.
The men who do the news publicity are
keen, intelligent citizens. They know
how to dish up stuff that the news-
paper public likes. Their specialties

are working up features, gathering
material for writers, inspiring news,
and the like. They maintain close work-
ing contacts with editors. They proud-
ly admit that they know nothing about
advertising, but . They, too, are a
fraternity unto themselves—with a
technique that has become highly spe-
cialized.

Akin to the publicists is another
growing army. It works through per-
sonal contacts. It embraces the lectur-

ers who travel the country, stump-
speejhing for causes, movements, ideas
and products. Their number would as-

tound anyone not acquainted with the
facts; their methods, too. One entire
corps consists of domestic scientists,

who are holding cooking schools and
domestic science seances; and how they
know how to hold a crowd of women
on household affairs ! Another corps
consists of more highbrow lecturers

who circuit the women's clubs and
church societies, holding forth on every
topic, from travel to silverware. Some
represent individual companies; others
represent associations ; still others are
members of organizations sprung up to

carry on this personalized missionary
work. Again, a specialized technique
and a specializing profession.
Beyond these five are smaller groups.

The radio group is one. All are busily

engaged in making themselves special-

ists and in developing techniques for
their particular fields.

Consider the poor advertiser. Here
he is, doing as much in each field as he
can afford. Perhaps a little shaky, at
times, as to whether he should spend
more time on this, or try this or that.

Perhaps a little pessimistic at times,
wondering what it is all about, any-
way. Certainly a bit confused, after
listening to the claims of the rival

groups and finally taking consolation
in the fact that no competitor is doing
much better.

But is this melange the final word of
modern promotion methods? Isn't there
a further step?

There is one—and it is obvious. It

is coordination.
The possible gain to be secured by

picture readers __^ all /
"'" l^oo BUSY to read advertisements myself. Of

JL course, they do good, but don't believe

they affect men like myself." It's the typical

head of the firm talking, the Old Man himself.

But, whether he realizes it or not, that "too

busy" means that only the most effective ad-

vertising reaches him, not that he's immune.

Picture stories recognize no boundaries, are

stopped by no limitations of time, of age, of

position. They speak a universal language and

have a universal welcome. Many a penciled

memo from the Old Man is because of a story in

picture.

But—^just as a stuttering speaker can make
ridiculous a splendid message, so an illustra-

tion is no finer than the engraving which re-

produces it.

For three generations we have helped

advertisers, publishers and printers

to make their pictures TALK. The

best picture in the world is no better

than the photo engraving that

reproduces it.

Gatchel £5^ Manning, Inc.
C. A. Stinson, President

[Member of the American Photo Engravers Association]

T^hoto Engravers
West Washington Square <r*o 2J0 South ph St.PHILADELPHIA
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Larger Guest-Rooms
Well Lighted Sample Rooms

—and Luxury That Is Homelike

Business executives

and salesmen accus-

tomed to analyzing the

success of any new un-

dertaking, have been

enthusiastic in their

praise of the much
larger, more airy, lux-

urious bedrooms, and
the well lighted, pro-

portionately larger,
sample rooms of the

new Detroit - Leland
Hotel.

And the homelike luxury, irreproachable service, ex-

cellent cuisine and atmosphere of accustomed well-

being offers you the same hospitality you would expect

as the honored guest of any distinguished household.

700 large rooms with bath. 85% are priced from $3.00 to $5.00.

DETROIT-LELAND HOTEL
Bagley at Cttss, Detroit^ Michigan

(a /etc steps from the Michigan Theater

)

WM. J. CHITTENDEN, Jr., Manager
Conlirienlal - Leland

Corporati<^n

First in Brooklynl
New York s Largest and Best Home Market

Brooklyn Times - 91,069
Brooklyn Eagle - - 78,849
Standard Union - - - 70,129

Net Paid Average Daily and Sunday Government Statements

Six Months Ending September 30, 1927

tEfte Proofelpn Bail? QTimes;

75% Home Delivery

LORENZEN & THOMPSON, INC.
National Representatives

New York Chicago San Francisco Seattle

I polishing techniques still finer is not
to be compared with the possible gain
from coordination.
Ponder the development of music.

The technique of the violin, of the
wood-winds, of the brasses, was brought
tc a high point years ago. Was that
the high point of music? Not at all.

Then came coordination, and combina-
tion—and finally, the modern orchestra.
That is what must—and will—hap-

pen in advertising. Advertising's va-
rious techniques must be brought to-

gether through orchestration. The
plan-man of the future will have the
role of orchestral composer. The ac-
count executive of the future will have
tc be a real orchestra leader. The ad-
vertising manager of the future will

have to be an impresario. The problem
of the future will be to make each part
of the advertising band play its score
in a complete advertising composition.
And the symphony which will then re-
sult will be a more powerful advertis-
ing theme than has ever been heard
before.

Pepsodent
[continued from page 22]

tists seeking to benefit others we
featured a free offer at the top of
our advertisements we divided our re-
sults by four.

Such things are not easy to discover.
When we advertise a dessert and fea-
ture a free package, the offer is suited
to human nature. When we offer a
hygienic help and make the word
"Free" a principal appeal, we discredit
all the factors which can bring us con-
verts.

I spent much time in learning this;
I wasted much money. But I always
knew immediately, by my keyed
coupons, the effects of every appeal.
I learned my mistakes in a week. I

never spent much money on any wrong
theory. I discovered very quickly the
right and the wrong.
Here we are dealing with one of the

greatest successes in advertising: a
tooth paste which, despite all opposi-
tion, came to rule the world. Today it

is sold in fifty-two countries. It is ad-
vertised in seventeen languages, includ-
ing the Chinese, and in each our ap-
peal has proved to be equally effective.

We came into a field well occupied.
During all of our advancement we had
countless competitors; we won them all

over and made Pepsodent, in a few
short years, a success. That was no
accident.
The Pepsodent Company was organ-

ized on very small capital. Most of the
investment went into office fixtures and
machinery. All the men connected
with it were old advertisers. They
would never have invested much in

creating trade without an assurance of
quick return.
We secured that quick return. In

our first test city we spent $1,000, which
came back with a profit before the ad-

vertising bills were due. We tried

other cities, and they produced like re-

sults. Then our backers advanced large
sums of money on a plan that had
proved a certainty. Thus we estab-
lished in one year a nation-wide de-

mand. In four years the demand was
world-wide.

Consider this undertaking. I know
of nothing in all advertising so success-

ful in a big, quick way. One series of
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' Getting the Feminine Appeal into

Automobile Advertising

Father may deny it . . . but the statistics are

against him. In fully iy'< of all automobile

; sales a woman's fancy sways the choice ot make

and model.

Every modern motor car designer is alertly

aware of this.

For every successful motor car of today is an

eloquent expression of the designer's artful aim

to intrigue and captivate the feminine eye.

If it is important to put feminine appeal into

the car itself, can any motor

car maker afford to leave

it out of his advertising?

Not synthetic feminine

appeal, please note you.

But feminine appeal

that is suavely natural

;

smartly tailored, not alone

in pictorial garb but in

the fashion of its thought

and language.

You cannot make a

lithe-limbed thorough-

bred out of a draught

horse by braiding the

mane with pink ribbon.

And you can't trans-

form a heavy-handed,

unemotional piece ofcopy

into a winsome feminine

appeal by simply embel-

lishing it with a picture of a pretty woman.
Real feminine appeal must be Inhred in an

advertisement; in its idea, its message, its whole

mode and manner. It can't be tacked on, as an

afterthought, by physical frills and fripperies.

The sales manager of one of Detroit's greatest

automobile concerns asked us the other day

:

"Will some automobile advertiser be smart

enough to find a message to women equal to the

soapmakcrs' 'The Skin

you love to touch'?" That's

not such a far-fetched

question either.

For it isn't a far cry

from the selling of beauty

soap to the selling of

automobiles.

The same emotional

ingredients must go in-

to both jobs.

A good cosmetic sales-

man should make a

crackerjack salesman of

automobiles to women.
And the man or organ-

ization successfully ad-

vertising perfumes, cold

creams, toiletries and silk

stockings, is eminently

qualified to advertise

automobiles to women.

LENNEN & MITCHELL, Inc.

An advertising agency serving a limited number of large-volume advertiser

17 EAST 45TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

L M
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Courtesy of Tlie Keld Press Ltd. of Canadi

?>:hotography

Is merely

Our medium!

Ideas

Are actually

Our business!

^ ' PHOTOGRAPHERS

212 West 48th Street,
New York

Chickerlng 3960

Tipper, Hollingworth,

Hotchkiss 8C Parsons

PRIIVCIPLES OF ADVERTISING
The standard work on advertising. Covers
plans, methods—psychology, marketing, copy, and
art.

A necessary tool in every advertising man's
working equipment. Will pay for itself over
and over. Almost 500 pages, profusely Illus-

trated.

Sent on 5 days' approval

Write for ncic, c<iniplcte catahig nf books
an advertwing and selling. No. vhorge.

ADDRESS nKPT. M.223

THR RONAI.IJ PRESS COMPANY
15 E. 2eth St., Nen- York, N. Y.

THE BIG BOOK ON GOOD
PRINTING

The Art and Practice
of Typography

By Edmund G. Gress

The new edition is selling fast

—every buyer is pleased.

Sent on receipt of $10—45(5 extra for

postage

THE AMERICAN PRINTER
9 East 38th St., New York

advertisements which I prepared would
have wrecked it in three months. Yet
I had at that time spent nearly thirty-
years in advertising. I had learned
from hundreds of campaigns.

I caught my mistakes by the coupon—caught them quickly. I reversed my
strategy at once. Before we went very
far I had found the way to quick and
sure success, simply by watching re-
turns.
A hundred tooth paste makers might

start out, as a hundred have, and fall
down; simply because they were
wedded to some theory of which human
nature failed to approve. They did
not learn their mistake because they
did not quickly check results. So they
wrecked themselves on errors which
could have been avoided.

I made for myself a million dollars
on Pepsodent—on a venture which at
first I refused to undertake. This was
accomplished just because, by countless
tests, I learned the right way to handle
human psychology.
What is the lesson? It is that none

of us can afford to rely on judgment or
experience; we must feel our way, New
problems require new experience. We
must test our undertakings in the most
exact way possible; learn our mistakes
and correct them; and watch every ap-
pealing lead.

1

After this experience I can cite a'

hundred ways of advertising a tooth
paste wrongly. And I can prove that
they are mistakes. But a hundred men
might follow each to the rocks if they
had no gage on results. A hundred
men have done so. Pepsodent offers
the best argument I know for being
guided by actual data.

The November 2 issue of Advebtisino and
Selling will contain the twelfth chapter of
Mr. Hopkins' autobiography, "Some Mail
Order Experiences," in which he describes
his views on mail order advertising.

Second Annual N. I. A. A.

Competition

ANNOUNCEMENT has been made
-ti-of the conditions governing the sec-

ond annual N. I. A. A. Research Re-
ward for which competition is now
open. This annual award is sponsored
by A. W. Shaw of the A. W. Shaw
Company. Consisting of a first prize
of $500, a second prize of $250, a
third prize of $150, and a fourth
prize of $100, it is given for the most
thorough, practical and effective pre-
sentation of a plan for merchandising
a company, a product, or a service to

the industrial business market. It is

open to all members, except associate
members, of the N. I. A. A.

Registration blanks and information
concerning the rules of the competition
can be obtained from the Recording
Secretary, N. I. A. A. Research Award,
660 Cass Street, Chicago, 111. There is

no charge for entry.
The judges are to be; Dr. Frank

Parker, Wharton School of Banking
and Finance, University of Pennsyl-
vania; Dr. Daniel Starch, director, De-
partment of Organized Research of
the American Association of Advertis-
ing Agencies; George D. Grain, Jr.,:

editor and publisher of Class & Indus-
trial Marketing ; W. L. Rickard, presi-

dent, Rickard & Company, Inc.; and
Bennett Chappie, director of publicity,

American Rolling Mill Company.
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In the Heart of Industry
N THE middle-eastern section of the United
States, as shown on the accompanying map, is

concentrated over three-quarters of American
industry, especially the iron, steel, metalworking
and engineering industries served by the Penton
Publications. It is not by chance that the home
of this great group of business papers is in Cleve-

land, practically at the center of the vast district

which has been aptly described as embracing the

heart of American industry. With their home
offices in the Penton Building at Cleveland and
branch offices at such important points as

Chicago, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, New York, etc.,

Penton Publications are able to cover the activi-

ties of their industries promptly and to give the

majority of their readers the benefit of an over-

night mail service in the delivery of their publi-

cations. In their strategic location is found just

one more reason why Penton Publications repre-

sent the first choice of so many of America's

leading industrial advertisers.

The Penton Publishing Cq
Penton Building Cleveland, Ohio

The Penton Press—Printers of newspapers, business

papers, national magazines, books, catalogs, etc.

Member. Audit Bureau of Circulations Member, Associated Business Papers.
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me OPEN FORUM
Individual Views Frankly Expressed

Ghosts and Ethics

PAGES 94 and 95 of your issue of

September 7th contain the most
vital contribution to advertising in the

past ten years. I should have thought
that you would have received hundreds
of encomiums on the definite and
splendid stand that Advertising and
Selling has taken. The way you talk,

in that two-page spread, is the way I

have been talking for twenty years.

It is pretty bad when writers have
to stand for all sorts of literary fakes,

but when it gets down to the point
where some ignoramus who has won a
sporting event comes out with a story,

not only with his name at the top as
author but, if you please, also with
fine phrases and Latin "quotes"—well,

you feel as if the writing business was
on the road to nowhere.

I have always maintained that if

someone suggested the idea of a pic-

ture to an artist the artist would never
put that someone's name on the pic-

ture when the work was done. There-
fore, isn't it letting writing down far
enough to put the source of a talk,

rather than the source of the actual
writing, at the top of an article, es-
pecially if the man who talks could
not, under any circumstances, write
what would pass the editorial blue
pencil?

As far as I am concerned. Adver-
tising AND Selling can repeat pages
94 and 95 as many times as they like
in succeeding issues. Having been a
subscriber to your journal from its

inception—and never having written
you before—the best tribute I can pay
you in this, my first letter, is to say
you have made a contribution to the
ethics of the writing profession praises
of which will never cease to be sung.

A. A. Briggs, Advertising Manager,
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, Canada.

The pages to which Mr. Briggs refers ap-
peared in ADVB21TISINQ AND SELLING for
September 7, under the heading "Why We
Don't Print 'Ghost Stories.' " the Editor
stated that Advertising and Selling would
use "big" names in the future as it has in
the past, when the men behind those names
have something important to say. "But
the writing under those names will be bonaMe, unless It is clearly stated in the head-
line that the material is derived from a
first hand interview."

Grading Circulation Quality

AN article appeared recently in a pub-
lication devoted to the promoting of

the circulation of periodicals, implying
that the Audit Bureau of Circulations
has in mind the "grading" of circula-

-»»*©• _
:

tions according to quality, I thought
the impossibility of doing any such
thing by the Audit Bureau of Circula-

tions or any other organization or bu-

reau was pretty well understood, but
since it has again been pi'oposed, will

you not, for the good of the cause and
to allay any anxiety which may exist in

anybody's mind, allow me to explain
why, in my opinion, the Audit Bureau
should never attempt to "grade" circu-

lations according to quality ?

"Quality" or "value" is anything is a
relative and not a positive concept.

What might be "quality" or "value" for

one person might not be such for an-
other, because the needs of each might
differ. A fine piece of woolen fabric

might be the quality material for a
man's suit and might also entirely sat-

isfy a woman who was seeking a coat,

if she were merely looking for some-
thing to keep herself warm, but it would
be anything but "quality" if the lady
had in mind keeping up with Mrs. Jones
who sports Russian sables. Gold might
be the quality material for a jewel box,

but if the box were to be the depository
of a piece of precious radium, gold
would be inferior and lowly lead would
be the quality material.

In every case the individual adver-
tiser, or his agent, after he has studied
his client's objectives, must decide what
is quality for his purpose. The individ-

ual my "grade" circulations, but no gen-
eral grading of all circulations for all

advertisers by a general organization or
bureau is possible.

That is why the A. B. C. has de-

clined all invitations and demands that
circulations shall be tagged as good or
bad, and will continue to refuse. The
Bureau can and does state facts upon
which the individual advertiser may base
his own judgment of value for his own
purpose, which is an entirely diff'erent

matter. The Bureau of Standards can
and does test a sample of steel or bear-
ing metal and report on its character-
istics, but it does not say to all steel

or bearing metal users, this steel or this

bearing metal is good for all purposes
and that one is bad for all purposes.
The Audit Bureau can and does say that
a certain circulation contains certain

subscriptions obtained by the use of
premiums or contests, or through clubs
and that some subscriptions are in ar-

rears, but it does not state that such
circulation is good or bad. It does
state that certain circulation is in Cali-

fornia or Maine, but it does not tell the
advertiser he should use only California
circulation.

It seems very simple to me, but I rec-

ognize that there are a great many
people in the world who like to have
their decisions made for them by an au-
thoritative body, like the church or a
political party, or some bureau. It's a
comfortable way to live, I suppose, but
I hope the Audit Bureau of Circulations
will never depart from its present role

of an auditor of facts.

O. C. Harn, Managing Director,

Audit Bureau of Circulations,

Chicago.

Advertising Economics

I
HAVE just finished reading the

tenth installment of "My Life in Ad-
vertising" by Claude C. Hopkins as pub-

lished in your Oct. 5 issue, and I still

have fresh in my mind many of the

comments by advertising men on the

much discussed book, "Your Money's
Worth."

I believe that if Messrs. Chase and
Schlink were asked to write a fitting

headline for the aforementioned install-

ment of "My Life in Advertising" they

would suggest "Puffed Prices for Puffed

Grains."

Let me quote from Mr. Hopkins:

"I looked over the line and I found two
appealing products. One was called Puffed
Rice, the other, Wheat Berries. The rice

was selling at ten cents then, and the
wheat was advertised at seven cents. The
sales had been declining. The makers were
convinced that the products could not
succeed.

I asked them to change prices, so that
Puffed Rice sold at fifteen cents and Puffed
Wheat at ten cents. This added an average
of $1.25 per case to the billing price. That
extra gave us an advertising appropriation.
The theories l)ehind this puffed grain

campaign are worthy of deep consideration,
for it proved itself the most successful
campaign ever conducted on ceTr.ii^s. It

made Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice the
largest money-earners In the field of break-
fast foods."

I understand that Mr. Hopkins' book,

"My Life in Advertising," is to be pub-

lished and distributed to the general

public through the usual channels of

distribution, and I am forced to wonder
what the reaction of the public will be

when they see that for no apparent rea-

son whatever, except to increase the

profits of the manufacturer, an adver-

tising expert increases the consumer
price of breakfast food approximately

fifty per cent with no accompanying in-

crease in the value to the consumer.

In my humble opinion any consumer
reading this confession would have a

right to assume that the attitude of the

advertising man is, "the public be

damned."
It might be interesting to see how

your readers feel on this point.

H. K. Dugdale, Vice-President,

The Green & Van Sant Company,
Baltimore.

. .(Sue
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Preferred Position
-^iclvertis/ug your product

—at the actualpoint ofsale

A MERICAN advertisers pay hundreds ot

£\, thousands yearly to assure preferred

position for their advertisements in the

newspapers and magazines ofthe country.

"Page 2"—"Next to Reading"
—

"Fi-

nancial"
—"OnWoman's Page"

—
"Sport-

ing Page"
—

"Right Hand Page"— read

the insertion orders and the extra rate is

gladly paid to assure position— preferred

position.

But have you ever considered your

dealer's window as offering the most ad-

vantageous position of all? The preferred

position at no cost to you and your adver-

tising story complete where people come

to buy—AT THE ACTUAL POINT OF SALE.^

Your window display, if properly

planned, says, and says it forcefully,

"Here is the goods and this is the pi

to buy it."

No other medium

offers the advantages,

the flexibility or the

economy of window

display advertising.*

Cover the country, cover one city, t)ne

section, one street, as your budget per-

mits, but always at the point of sale

—

YOUR dealer's window!

Only recently have advertisers given

(he subject of window display the same

serious study, checking and analysis they

have given to other mediums, and with

startling results.

Window display advertising as an actual

advertising medium through its economy,

its force and its actual tangible sales re-

sult is opening eyes to the fact that here

for the mere asking is one of the most

logical and profitable mediums available.

The Einson - Freeman organization

have devoted 25 years to the, pioneering

and development ofthi^iH^dium and this

has ^n>j^^d an amazing ar-

•fay of proven facts that

make a sound sales story

to manufacturers whose

ears are attuned to the

sound of increased ring-

ing ofcash register bells.

i

EINSON-FREEMAN CO. inc
J^ithographers

OFFICES AND COMPLETE MANUFACTURING PLANT

511-519 East 72nd Street • New York City

Specializing

inwindowanc/

stone display

adverTising
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CyOeriihcircl 1 1 rs I ve
IS a uctc iool jor your icoi-k^ a iicic mcclnini

o/ expression^ CI new hearer oj impressions^

ilioiiQIils cnicl jeeliii^s. (tJt is a reliicle o/

supreme i^raee aiicl rare beaitly. CJl ex=

presses ilirouoh ils form ana proportions

a sitbUe inessaoe of cinalily and cliarm cmcl

does it more conrmem^iy tlian cmy words.

iAdsk Jor onr dyorljolio of cJuspiralional 'J rints

'^Llie BAUER TYPE FOUNDRY dJnc

Qlew QjorL 23Q QO 43<^ cJircel

tEBNHABD CURSIVE IS P R O T K C T K I) HY N I M E R O I' S D K S I «i > - P A T E N T APPLICATIONS

THE FORUM
announces

the appointment of

Mr. Straud Galey
as

Western Advertising

Manager

111 West Monroe Street, Chicago

Telephone—Randolph 3214

FORUM
A MAGAZINE OF CONTROVERSY

Edited by HENRY GODDARD LEACH
441 Lexington Avenue, New York City

Everybody's Business
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5]

being unlucky is pure bunk? How-
easy it is to put the stamp
of untruth on a multitude of common
beliefs. Mad dogs do not avoid water.
Diamonds do wear out—when employed
for cutting glass they become practi-

cally useless in ten weeks. The ocean
is not actually blue, but appears so be-
cause sea water absorbs blue less freely
than other colors. A red rag waved be-

fore a bull will not excite him any more
than a rag of any other bright color.

It is the strangeness of the moving ob-

ject, not the redness of the rag, that
bothers the bull. In actual experiments,
the bull paid more attention to white
rags than red ones.

WIDELY advertised fallacies are
blessed with remarkable longevity.

A Tory preacher who was driven out

of the Colonies to England was largely

responsible for the notion that New
England was cursed vrith blue laws. In

his resentment, this clergyman pub-
lished a long list of absurd enactments
for the purpose of slurring the intelli-

gence and character of the American
patriots. He even went so far in his

fabrications as to say that no woman
was even permitted to kiss her child on

the Sabbath Day.
The truth is that the Colonial Acts

were no more intolerant nor bigoted

than the laws of the rest of the Colo-

nies and even of England and other

countries at that time. But the Tory
preacher's libel of early American cus-

toms still perpetuates the fallacy that

New England was in a class all by it-

self in restricting personal liberty.

We ridicule the methods of the medi-

cine men of savage tribes, forgetting

that many kinds of modern healing in-

clude procedures no less fantastic. Such
physical benefits as may accrue from
an optimistic mental posture could have

been secured by early healers even if

their methods did differ from those of

modern times. Recently I wandered
into a crowded health-and-power meet-

ing. In response to the leader's greet-

ing, "How are we all tonight?" the au-

dience chanted in unison, "Fine and

dandy. Whv shouldn't we be?" The

lecturer told how to obtain physical

and financial success and then distrib-

uted circulars.

How strange it is that practically all

of the people who claim to be endowed
with the power to obtain wisdom and

advice from the other world never seem

to be able to profit themselves from

their superhuman ability. Invariably

they are diligent seekers after the dol-

lars of their clients in order to_ over-

come the usual scantiness of their own
financial resources.

I might go on and present an endless

array of fallacious notions now current

in the public mind. The common say-

ings about ground-hog day, a showery
Easter Sunday, a rainy St. Swithin's

Day, and a supposed equinoctial jtorm
are all silly fabrications. Nine people

out of ten are sure that all of the brain

is sensitive, whereas important parts

are as insensitive as shoe leather antt
one portion could be touched or evers
cut off without stopping the patient in

a sentence he might be uttering. Night
air does not differ from day air except
that it contains a slightly increased
percentage of carbon dioxide. And as
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NEWSSTAND
SALE

Sept. ig27.

ISoticCf first, that this line, repre-

senting news-stand sale alone, has

I been rising steadily for more than

I two years. The public interest in

Collier's is a sustained interest.

- Notice, also, that it is mounting

i faster now than at any previous

time. The public interest in Collier's

I is a rapidly growing interest.

Z98.S59

1925

427 advertisers
have already placed orders for space

in 1928, and will be rewarded for their

foresight by an excess circulation of

more than 350,000 copies an issue.

We have achieved such power and
momentum in Collier's that any ad-

vertiser who orders space in this

magazine will get all he pays for and
a substantial dividend besides.

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY
184.604

»

ollier's
Total net paid circulation more than 1,450,000 a week
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fundamentals
ABOUT

nd Small Town America

Grit is a unique combination of

Weekly Illuflrated Newspaper,
Family Magazine and Story Sec

tion combined. Started 45 years

ago it has grown Readily. The
average circulation in 1927 is over

350 000 copies a week.

Grit is delivered each week to

the homes of more than 1,500,000

people, in over 12,000 sma

towns and villages throughout

the United States, by its own
15,000 boy agents, for five cents

a copy.

of 1

11 V 9 ;

Grit is specifically designed and

edited to inSrucft, inform and en-

tertain the families in these small

communities, and is made in four

separable sections, so that the

several members of a family may
enjoy Grit at the same time.

Diversity of content holds the

intereft of the entire Small Towi
family, as something of intereA

for every reader has been Grit's

AeadfaS aim. Grit's half tone il-

luArations are regarded as among
the fine^ in newspaper printing

anywhere.

Grit owns and exclusively occu-

pies its own complete printing

and engraving plant where its

200 home office employes work
harmoniously together to make
each successive issue better, and

to juSify its claim as "America's

GreateS Family Newspaper."

"I
s \

'5*

Small Town America comprises

those towns and villages in the

United States of from 100 to

5,000 population whose charac-

terisics are jua between those

of large cities and those of the

isolated rural homes.

With all the independence of a

rural dweller, they enjoy the

conveniences of the cities—bath

rooms, telephones, electric light

and power, vacuum sweepers,

washing machines, etc., to a de-

gree comparable to many metro

politan areas.

69% of Grit readers in Small
Town America own their own
homes. 79% have money in the

bank ready to invent in more
conveniences, and luxuries, too,

for themselves and families

—

when properly persuaded.

70% of the heads of Grit fam-

ilies are less than fifty years old

and 75% earn more than an aver-

age income. These families sure-

ly represent a potential adver-

tising field that no general adver-

tiser can negled or afford longer

to ignore.

In planning any advertising cam-

paign realize that No Other
Single Publication Reaches
More Than 10 Percent of Grit
Families — that only through

Grit you can reach the 350,000

active prosperous Grit families in

Small Town America.

Grit Publishing Co., Williamsport, Pa.

The John Budd Co., National Advertising Representatives

NBW YORK CHICAGO ST. L0VI8 ATLANTA SA\ FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES PORTLAND

NOTE: The readers of Advertising

& Selling are the best men in

the advertising business to

work for. We'll introduce

you in

lU Itla-rkd fUa.

for the notion that lightning never
strikes twice in the same place, the
Eiffel Tower, which is amply protected,
was struck six times during one storm.
A lot of people still hold the notion

that business depressions come at def-

inite time intervals—most of them say
seven years. Since 1812, the intervals

elapsing between important recessions
in industry, expressed in years, have
been as follows: 6, 7, 12, 10, 10, 16, 11,

6, 3, 10, 4, 3, 3, 7. If any one can find

an existing relationship between these
figures, he is some mathematician.

Life is but a never-ending succession
of puzzles and paradoxes. Our impor-
tant work is to pick the facts from the
fallacies. We have passed the age of

witchcraft because we are able to un-
derstand and explain far more of life's

phenomena than could our forefathers.

But it is time we turned the light of

truth on a multitude of illogical no-
tions that exercise an adverse effect

upon our lives and pocketbooks.

Higher Salaries to

Advertising Managers
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20]

This means lower prices.

Lower prices mean shorter profits.

Short profits mean a crusade against

waste.
A crusade against waste means a

searching examination of advertising.

This means advertising must pro-

duce results!

This means a big boost for the buy-

ing side of advertising.

The United States Treasury Depart-

ment finds it impossible to keep men
of the highest type on its tax payroll.

As soon as an employee shows himself

an expert in collecting income taxes,

a dozen big tax payers bid for his ser-

vices to help them avoid taxes. Since

they save huge sums of money directly

through his services they can easily

afford to pay him more than Washing-
ton pays its Cabinet Members.

In the same way, one of these days,

advertisers spending, say, $250,000 will

find themselves able to pay a man of

their own who will double its effective-

ness—or save half—twice or three

times as much as any publication or

advertising agency can pay a sales-

man to fight for a share of that appro-
priation.

In our present easy prosperity there

is little urge to break away from the

comfortable habits of the past; it is

easy to forget that there are facts

about advertising. Nobody is thanked
for insisting that advertising, not mer-
chandising or markets, but advertising
itself, is governed by rather exact
laws. In leaner days of keener compe-
tition there is going to be a rather
frantic digging for this information.
The men that have this vital informa- .

tion will then be ranged where they
properly belong: on the payroll of the

people who spend the money.
As soon as advertisers see the econ-

omy of paying their advertising man-
agers the highest salaries in the field

the buying of advertising will begin to

approach the organized skill in selling

it. Equilibrium will be attained for the
first time in advertising history. Ad-
vertising will automatically become
economic. And one more canse celebre
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A Good Cover

isn^t it?

Not the kind of a cover you find on the average "trade magazine."

The American Druggist isn't an average "Trade Magazine." It

is a business magazine. Starting with the front cover every page of

the American Druggist is interesting, practical, readable.

Advertising in any magazine, trade- class- general- competes with

one thing

—

the readers time. Don' t you agree with us that the Amer-

ican Druggist type of magazine will get more than an even break on

the time a druggist can give to his business reading?

In making up your lists for 1928, put a copy of American Druggist

along side of any other magazine reaching this field. A large type

page, splendid illustrations, editorial pages that reflect modern con-

ditions; a business magazine for business men in the drug trade

field; one they read because they like it.

The American Druggist meets the highest standards of magazine

publishing. Make this comparison!

The paid subscription list of American Druggist is growing at the rate of approximately 2,000 a

month. This paid circulation is concentrated in the profitable urban market where is done 75%

of the total volume of the country's drug merchandising.
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will have evaporated into thin air. I,

for one, would like to see Mr. Borsodi's
challenge taken literally. Nobody
would be more interested to see what
the American Economic Association
would make of the examination he pro-
poses. But I am reminded of the old

colored man's reasons for preferring a
motor car to an airplane. "Comes a
collision." he said: "You bump—and
there you is. But you bump up in the
air—and where is you?"

The Trend of lousiness

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38]

in the year 1922, our exports were
greater than before the war both in

value and volume, having averaged
about .$2,180,000,000 a year during
1910-14 and exceeding $3,830,000,000

in 1922. Our exporters have certainly

climbed with surprising speed, having
increased their overseas sales by more
than one billion dollars during the past
five years, and this in the face of most
harassing competition in the shape of

depreciated European currency and la-

bor costs, wholesale export subsidizing

by competitor governments, and serious

demoralization in many otherwise at-

tractive markets through depressions
in their home industries, such as sugar
in Cuba, coffee in Brazil, cereals in

various parts of the south temperate
zone, and disturbed politico-economic
conditions in many European anti

northern Latin American areas.
Those commodities, whose success in

export is most dependent upon efficiency

in production and salesmanship, name-
ly, fabricated wares, have shown
extraordinary expansion. Our exports
of finished manufactures last year
were more than 60 per cent greater in

value than in 1922, which with falling

export prices has meant an even
greater quantitative gain. In fact, our
exports of finished manufactures are
now nearly three times as great as the

annual average during 1910-14, which
even after allowing for changing price

levels, leaves a margin of considerably
more than double in volume.

Getting Newsy
Pictures

[continued from page 24]

rapher in initial work. The views that

are paid for mav not be useful—but a busi-

ness contact will be established that will

later lead to the securing of invaluable
scenes.
Always the negative is secured before

the bill is paid.
It is necessary to curb the professional s

habit of taking several views on one Job
that are too much alike—pay him traveling
expenses if necessary, but be careful about
accepting "duplicates."
Acknowledge everii picture and criticise

it—tell why it is useful or not.

And so for some months more pic-

tures than can be used in the com-
pany's monthly house organ, catalogs,

folders, etc., have come in. The poorer
ones are discarded and by skimming
the cream from the performance pic-

tures supplied by hundreds of men in

the field, the quality of literature has
been improved.

"Qet the Facts," Says Roger Bab.son,

"Or the Facts Will Qet Yoit"

September
Advertising

Volume
.^84 advertisers used 361 pages in HARDWARE AGE
190 advertisers used 124 pages in Publication B.

129 advertisers used 67 pages in Publication C.

109 advertisers used 109 pages in Publication D.

I

Each year HARDWARE AGE publishes more

advertising pages than all other national hard

papers COMBINED.

more T|

!ware r

Hardware Age
*TKe World's Qreatest Hardware Paper''

2S9 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.

Charter Member—A. B. C. Charter Member—A, B. P., Inc.
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O.P.M.
IT is noticeable that when it

comes to spending Other Peo-
ple's Money the same serious

attitude towards the purchase can
rarely be achieved as when one's own
coin is involved.

After all. it isn't my money, thinks

the spender. And, of course, the

"spendee" merely wants the money;
he should worry about whose it is.

or under what circumstances it is

obtained.

So, those wliose task it is to sell

advertising space witness some amaz-
ing phenomena.

Here is a fellow whose egotism is

nourished by the experience of being
solicited by the representatives of a

great national magazine. If he is

important enough to be recognized
by this big publication then his

message must be important enough
to be placed therein.

It mattereth not that there will be
thousands upon thousands of waste
copies circulated. It makes no dif-

ference that as good, or better, a job
could be done by using one or more
smaller, more specialized mediums at

a fraction the cost.

The idea is that so high-priced a
medium must have, per se, a lot of
potency, else it wouldn't be so high-
priced. And, anyhow, there is a great
thrill in buying space that runs into
thousands of dollars a page. It makes
one feel that he really does amount
to something after all. And, besides,
the company is pretty well off, it will
probably survive the shock if the
campaign doesn't pan out. Also, and
furthermore, advertising is such an
intangible thing, who is going to be
able accurately to check up the re-
sults?

Another type of man uses O. P. M.
to promote his own comfort and en-
joyment. The solicitors who flatter
him the most and are the best enter-
tainers cop off his business every
time.

There are other loose spenders of
O. P. M. whom I haven't room to
mention here.

But, one clear moral can be drawn:
Those who are careless with O. P. M.
or divert it from proper use never
get very far. Their sins always over-
take them.

^.^
for

INDUSTRIAL POWER
608 S. Dearborn St.

Chicago, III.

Suspect, if you like, that there are "sour
grapes" above, but 7vc reallv are qlad to
know that INDUSTRIAL POWER' is sold
strictly on its merits. IVe would be grateful
for the privilege of telling you why.

^ber weeV^

Will It "Radio" Well?

It was a foregone conclusion that,

some day, some magazine would try

out the radio for promotional purposes.
Collier's has done so. Sunday, Sept.

18, it made its debut on the air. And
every Sunday night, from now on, the
Collier's Hour will be a feature of-

fered by WJZ.
Good! Very good! But what I'd like

to know is this: Will the editor of

Collier's, hereafter, consider Mss. from
the standpoint of—will it "radio"

well? Some editors, when they look at

a story, ask themselves, will it "screen"
well?

If this sort of thing keeps up, the

poor author is going to be up against
it harder than ever.

Women s Salaries

We were talking—a friend and I

—

about a woman who finds it necessary
to earn her own living. She isn't

young, she has had very little business
experience, but she is exceptionally
capable. And she has "a way with
her."

My friend's idea was that she
wouldn't have the least trouble in land-

ing a job that would pay her five

thousand dollars a year. My own be-

lief is that she will find it extremely
difficult to earn two thousand dollars.

And that any such salary will come to

her only after she has proved her
value. Which may be a matter of years.

If there is anything in the business
world which is a profound secret, it is

the annual income of women who have
positions of responsibility. Buyers for
department stores, I imagine, are well
paid. They should be. But, outside
of them, I doubt if five business women
in America are paid as much as $5,000
a year. I may be all wrong in this
belief. If I am, I'd like to know it.

"M/V"--a Neiv One
Very possibly, you do not know

what m/v means. It is "short" for
motor vessel. Some day, it will be al-

most as generally used as "S. S." now
is. I say this for a very good reason
—at the present time, there are ac-
tually more motor vessels being built
than steamships. They seem to be the
ships of the future.

Men Over Fifty

William C. Freeman's article in the

October issue of the AmericMi Maga-
zine—its title is, "I Have Made a Mil-

lion Dollars but I Haven't Got a Cent"
—will, I hope, be read by every man in

the advertising world who thinks that

the sun will always shine and that he
will, forever, enjoy an income far be-

yond that of the average man. It may
open his eyes.

"Pop" Freeman's story is a frank

admission that he has been a good deal

of a fool insofar as money is con-

cerned. He should know.
But Freeman is only one of thou-

sands. Among my acquaintances are

scores of men—and when I say scores,

I mean scores—who find themselves in

a position which can only be charac-

terized as "tragic." They have ability,

energy, experience—in short, all the

qualities which, one would think, are

necessary for success. But—they are

past fifty. They are not wanted.

Right on Their Toes

If half the things one reads are true,

Germany does not need the money of

American tourists half as badly as cer-

tain other European countries. But
you wouldn't think so if you did what
I have done recently—go to the infor-

mation bureaus of various European
railways in the hope of getting answers
to some of the many questions which
perplex travelers. For it is a fact that,

of all these bureaus, that of the Ger-

man railways seems to be the only one

which cares two hoots whether or not

you get what you want. Its staff is

right on its toes—alert, obliging, anx-

ious to please. At the offices of cer-

tain other European railways— I'll not

name them—you are treated with in-

difference or something which is very

close to it. You would think that the

representatives of countries which need

American dollars would go out of their

way to make things easy for the pros-

pective visitor. They don't.

Stage Money

Another actor—and a mighty good

one—is bankrupt; poorer by twenty or

thirty thousand dollars than the day
he was born.

What is the matter with these great

ones of the stage and screen? Are
they fools in everything that has to do

with money or are the fabulous sal-

aries they are said to get, paid them in

stage money?
Jamoc.
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These Figures...

Surprise No One

vU
I
HE pace that the Chicago Evening American has been

Qjl setting in advertising and circulation in recent years has

been so astonishing that no one is surprised nowadays to

learn of new achievements.

So this report of advertising for the first eight months

of 1927 is here set down merely as a matter of record:

CHICAGO EVENING AMERICAN, 346,095 Lines GAIN
Herald and Examiner 214,823 Lines GAIN

Evening Post 421,009 Lines LOSS
Tribune 416,442 Lines LOSS
Journal 306,669 Lines LOSS
Daily News 249,826 Lines LOSS

(Sunday lineage of morning papers included)

These figures are but a further proof that advertising values in Chicago

are being re-measured to conform to the dominating circulation of

The Chicago Evening American.

562,129 daily average for the past eight months

CHICAB
a good newspaper
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"Arlington Operated"

HOTEL
ANSONIA

Broadway, 73rd to 74th Sts.,

NEW YORK CITY
12 minutes from Penn. and Grand

Central Stations
5 minutes to Theaters and Shopping

Districts

1260 ROOMS (All Outside)
New York's most complete hotel.

Everything for comfort and con-
venience of our guests.

TWO RESTAURANTS
Open from 6:30 A. M. until mid-
night. Music, Dancing. 2 Radio
Orchestras, Ladies' Turkish Bath,
Beauty Parlor. Drug Store, Barber
Shop, Stock Broker's Office. All in

the Ansonia Hotel.

TRANSIENT RATES
300 Rooms and Bath . . $3.50 per day
Large Double Rooms,

Twin Beds, Bath . . . $6.00 per day
Parlor, Bedroom and
Bath (2 persons) ... $7.00 per day

Special Weekly and Monthly Rates

A restful hotel—azoay from all the naisc

and "dirt" of the "Roaring Forties."
Xo coal smoke; our steam plant equipped
oil fuel. Coolest Hotel in New York in

Siinnner.

THE ANSONIA
IN roNJfN-CTION WITH THE

Hotels Colonial, Anderson, Richmond
and Cosmopolitan

"Arlington Operated'"

catalogs broadside;

complete campaigns

smallerj
booWets,foldei:s&
mailing piepes ^^^

An organization

so complete and
facilities so flexi-

ble that a job of

printing of any
size and impor-
tance seems to
exactly dovetail
with our capa-
bilities.

%
Var^illCompanj
Grand Rapids

Characteristics of the

Industrial Market
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21]

panies there is no inter-mixture of the
tire business and the mechanical rub-
ber business, for example, except that
the same warehouses occasionally are
used for carrying stocks of both lines
of products.

THIS fact of differentiation between
the market for consumers' goods and

the industrial market is one of the
basic considerations in marketing. One
essential difference is that for indus-
trial goods the market can be more
clearly defined than can the market for
consumers' goods. For practically
every item that is distributed for use
by individual consumers there are
large numbers of potential or actual
customers, who are widely scattered
and whom the manufacturer must ap-
proach en masse.
For industrial goods, on the other

hand, the market generally is confined
within narrower and better defined
limits, and a more highly specialized
approach is required.

There are wide variations, to be
sure, in the deflniteness of the mar-
ket for different industrial goods. Com-
mercial stationery, for example, is an
industrial goods which finds a market
in all industries or trades and among
firms of all sorts, whether large or
small. Valves, to cite another example,
have a market in a large number of
industries, including all the process
industries and various others. The
market for drying machines likewise
cuts across numerous industries. Ore
crushers, on the other hand, can be
sold only to mining companies. In
any case, prospective customers tend
to be fewer for industrial goods than
for consumers' goods and to be more
readily located.
There are other contrasts between

the two types of markets. For most
sorts of industrial goods the unit of
purchase by the user is much larger
than the unit of purchase for consum-
ers' goods. A manufacturing company
purchases a fleet of motor trucks,
whereas the family buys a single au-
tomobile. A steam turbine represents
a large investment. Paint is bought
by the barrel by many industrial users,
whereas consumers purchase in quart
cans. In numerous instances purchas-
ers of industrial goods require special
engineering or designing advice, a ser-
vice which is possible only with large
unit sales.

From the nature of the two markets
it follows that direct sale of industrial
goods by the manufacturer to the user
is common, but that such a direct
method of marketing is of very rare
occurrence in the field of consumers'
goods. It is true that several types of
industrial goods are distributed
through dealers, but even in those
cases the goods usually do not pass
through the hands of so many inter-
mediaries as in the case of consumers'
goods. A few examples of industrial
goods which are sold directly to users

are street railway cars, steel products,
automobile trucks, and textile

machinery.
In analyzing the industrial market,

I have found it helpful to use the fol-

lowing sub-classification of industrial
goods.'

1. Installations
2. Accessory equipment
3. Operating supplies
4. Fabricating parts
5. Fabricating materials
6. Process materials
7. Primary materials
Installations constitute the major

equipment of a plant, such as rubber
calenders, woolen cards, steel furnaces,
and steam generators. The selection
of such equipment is governed by the
product which is to be turned out in

the plant or by the nature and scope of
the operations to be performed. The
market for installations is one in which
repeat demand is infrequent. Such
equipment is bought only for a new or
enlarged plant or for replacements in

an existing plant. Its purchase re-

quires capital expenditure and is gov-
erned in large measure by general con-
ditions in the particular industry in

which the equipment is to be used. In
the sale of installations, engineering
and designing service is of special im-
portance. The higher plant executives
usually determine the purchase of such
equipment. These executives belong to

what has been termed a vertical buying
group, composed of men who are con-
cerned primarily with the operation of
an entire plant, as a unit in a particu-
lar industry, in contrast to what is

called a horizontal buying group made
up of men concerned with particular
plant functions common to many in-

dustries."

ACCESSORY equipment is the aux-
iliary or supplementary equipment

of a plant; it serves to facilitate the op-
eration of the installations, to aid in

carrying on administrative and auxil-

iary services, and to assist in the per-
formance of other, miscellaneous tasks.

Examples of accessory equipment are
small motors, tools, time clocks, con-
veyors, factory trucks, and steel shelv-

ing. The market for an item of acces-

sory equipment cuts across many in-

dusti'ies. In approaching his market,
therefore, it is necessary for a manu-
facturer of accessory equipment to

ascertain the types and sizes of firms
which are potential purchasers. The
Standard Conveyor Company, to which
reference was made in the previous
article, was selling accessory equip-
ment which found a market in a va-

riety of industries but which could not
be used in small plants. Hence it was
advisable for the company to exclude
from its list of prospective customers
those firms which, although of the

^ See Melvin T. Copeland, Pri7iciples of
Merchandisinfj. pp. 130-154.

' McGraw-Hill Publicatinns. Industrial
Marketing at Work. pp. 2S-33.
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A Paper Made Especially

for Illustrated Letters

MEMO
Write for the

Handbook oj

Illustrated

Letters

COATED
SURFAC

^^

BOND
SURFACE

—^^One Side a bond for facsimile Letter

—the other a coated book for fine color printing

—a sheet that is truly opaque !

As advertising grows, it finds itself needing new
papers ... a bond paper of reasonable price

... a coated sheet that folds well ... a good
paper of extreme light weight.

So the need sprang up for a paper suited to four-page

illustrated letters, for neither bond, book nor coated

papers combine in a single sheet all the needed virtues.

Bond papers from their very nature did not have the

opacity that the four-page letter demands. The sur-

face was not suited for fine screen halftone printing.

If coated papers were used, the letter looked too much
like a circular. It lost the "letter look" that bond
papers alone seem to give.

So we produced TWO-TEXT, a bond paper on one

side for the typewritten message ... a coated paper

on the other for the illustrated part ... a sheet that is

opaque.

TWO-TEXT is sold by leading paper houses in the

United States and Canada.

We will gladly send sample sheets upon request and

the names of our distributors.

STANDARD PAPER MFG.
Richmond, Virginia

CO.

TWO-TEXT is recommended for:

Direct Mail

—For sales letters of manufacturers selling direct to consumers.

—For sales letters of manufacturers selling to industries.

—For sales letters from the manufacturer to his trade.

—For merchandising magazine advertising or poster campaign

to the trade.

—For answering inquiries as to product—service, employment.

—For sales letters to retailers.

Dealer Helps or Salesmen's .Aids

—For sales letters supplied complete to dealers or mailed to

lists furnished by tliem.

—For dealer letterheads carrying agent's name outside—manu-

facturer's message inside.

—For bill heads of agents or dealers.

—For providing miniature posters for window displays that

are reproductions of magazine copy or posters on one side

and a letter to the dealer on the other.

TWO-TEXT
ILLUSTRATED

si<le-t) codtcd papcr-/ort/ic

LETTER
side-a bond

paper
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Banker Influence

makes or breaks many a sale or

loan. Our Magazine reaches a

larger number of bankers than

any other, and, what is more, they

are influenced by it. The inti-

mate nature of their interest in us

is evident in our daily editorial mail

from them, asking our advice on

the financial problems of their

institutions, and clients.

We reach over 20,000 of the

26,000 rated banks in the United

States.

Magazine
^WallStreet

Member A. B. C.

42 BROADWAY
No. 9 of a Series

NEW YORK

"Impressive Facts About the Gas Industry"
With an investment of $4,000,000,000, the gas industry
stands high among the country's leading industries. To

familiarize advertisers with the enormous mar-
ket which this business affords, we have pre-

pared an attractive little booklet entitled "Im-
pressive Facts about the Gas Industry." You

are invited to send for a copy.

Robbins Publishing Co., Inc.

9 East 38th Street New York

, GAf EmOimECRIWO A—
.4mE4MCC C4TAL<»C»lflE

type that uses conveyor installations,
were too small to use such conveyors
as the company produced. In the mar-
ket for accessory equipment, unlike
that for installations, the buyers usual-
ly are of a horizontal buying group.
The third sub-group of industrial

goods, operating supplies, includes sup-
plies which are necessary for the con-
tinuous operation and maintenance of
a plant, store, or office, but which do —

,

not enter directly into a manufactured
product. Lubricants, paint for mainte-H
nance purposes, cleaning compounds,
accounting books and forms, and pack-
ings for pumps and valves are ex-
amples. Such supplies are used up
continually and are replenished with
more or less frequency and regularity.
They are indispensable to the opera-
tion of a plant, but the market for
them has quite different characteristics
from those of the markets for equip-
ment or for materials from which the
products are made.

Operating supplies usually are
bought by purchasing agents, with or
without specifications by plant super-
intendents or other executives of simi-
lar rank. The purchasing of operating
supplies is seldom a matter with which
the chief executive of a company con-
cerns himself. The buyers of this class
of industrial goods belong in a horizon-
tal group and are analogous in that
respect to the buyers who control the
purchases of accessory equipment.

Fabricating parts are manufactured
articles which are incorporated without
modification by the fabricator, with
other materials or parts in completed
products. These fabricating parts
range all the way from pressed metal
parts used in the manufacture of elec-
tric meters and calculating machines
to glass insulators and containers,
bearings for railway cars, motors for
vacuum cleaners, trolley catchers, en-
gines for concrete mixers, and automo-
bile bodies.

''PHE market for fabricating parts is
A essentially a vertical market, that
is, a market by industries rather than
by functions extending through diverse
industries. For a fabricating part like

an automobile body, the market is

found only in a single industry. A
company manufacturing pressed metal
parts, on the other hand, finds its mar-
ket in a series of industries, but the
purchases in all cases are made with
reference to the special requirements
of each industry.
When fabricating parts are pur-

chased on a long contract, the contract
usually is subject to approval by a
high official in the fabricating com-
pany. The type of parts to be used
and the specifications for the parts,
however, are determined by the men
who design the products into which the
parts are to go. When the parts are
highly specialized, the decision by the
men who determine the product de-
sign usually governs the source from
which the parts are to be purchased.
In other instances, where the fabricat-
ing parts are not highly specialized and
where similar parts can be secured
from several sources, the selection of
the particular source from which the
articles are to be bought is usually left

to the purchasing organization. This
contrast is illustrated by the following
situations. The engineers of an auto-
mobile manufacturing company select

a particular starting motor as one of
the basic specifications of the car. The
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Beauty (Contests
are not eonfinecftoMdi

Pi
EOPLE takeTerformance and Quality very

I
much for granted. They look over the

magazines and catalogs, or the dealer's

stock and decide to buy what most appeals to

their sense of Beauty. So put the utmost Beauty

into your advertising. Make the finest possible

impression upon the people whose judgment

vou seek to win.

* * * *

The whole foundation of attractive advertising

is paper specially surfaced to show fine artwork,

cuts and typography to full advantage. Always

specify such a surface Q' coated"^ paper— of

known high standards—for your leaflets, book-

lets, catalogs, broadsides, house organs. Even

in selecting magazines for your advertising,

consider the quality of paper; publications that

use Coated Papers do better printing. Cantine's

Coated Papers in particular reflect the quality

that comes from nearly forty years of concen-

tration on an art that calls for specialization.

Write for the Cantine Sample Book and nearest

distributor's address. Also particulars of the [\

Cantine Awards for outstanding merit in

advertising and printing. Dept. }4}.

The Martin Cantine Company, Saugerties, N. Y.

New York Office, 501 Fifth Avenue

Canting
Can FOLD ASHOKAN

NO I ENAMEL BOOK

Esopus
MO. J t«AMU »

Velvetone
SEMI OUU - £-e u> f^n

UthoCIS.
COATTD ONI StDC
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s SLcluerLised
m the

BOOT and SHOE
RECORDER
B O TSI

Protective footwear is now

styled as carefully as foot'

wear proper. The Firestone

Footwear Co., Hudson,

Mass., finds it profitable to

advertise its "Ritz; Gaiters'"

to the merchant subscrib'

ers of the Boot and Shoe

Recorder.

Chicago New York PhUadelphia BOSTON Rochester Cincinnati St Louis
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manufacturing and purchasing organi-
zations are then not at liberty to buy
another make of starting motor for use
in that particular model of car. In a
shoe manufacturing business, on the
other hand, the make of rubber heels
used is likely to be left to the purchas-
ing organization and not to be con-
trolled by the men who design the
shoes.

In marketing fabricating parts the
producer in many instances encounters
problems, not only of influencing fab-
ricators to purchase his parts for use
in their products, but also of .stimulat-

ing ultimate users to demand products
into which parts of his manufacture
have entered. This is e.xemplified by
the consumer advertising of manufac-
turers of automobile bodies.

FABRICATING materials like fabri-
cating parts are manufactured

articles which become part of other
manufactured articles. Fabricating
materials, however, undergo physical
modification or change in the further
process of manufacturing, whereas fab-
ricating parts do not change their form
or require processing by the fabricator.
Examples of fabricating materials are
steel plates and rods, lumber, copper
wire, wool tops, worsted cloth, leather,

flour, and book paper.
The market for fabricating mate-

rials is a vertical market, by indus-
tries. Some fabricating materials find

use in various industries, as, for ex-

ample, copper wire, but for many ma-
terials the market is confined to a
single industry, as in the case of wool
tops.

In marketing both fabricating parts
and fabricating materials it is essen-

tial for the manufacturers to heed the
points of view of the men who control

the product designs as well as the

points of view of the men who actually
make the purchases. For fabricating
materials the specifications are de-

termined by the men in the fabricating
organization who control the design of

the completed product. Once the speci-

fications are drawn up, however, it is

common practice for the purchasing
of fabricating materials to be handled
in a routine manner.

In a few instances manufacturers of

fabricating materials have undertaken
to have the identity of their products
maintained after fabrication; for ex-

ample, Armco iron and Skinner satin.

Such practice is exceptional at the

present time.

An extreme example of conditions

which render it difficult for a manufac-
turer of a fabricating material to es-

tablish the identity of his product so

that it can be ascertained after fabri-

cation is furnished by the cotton manu-
facturing industry. There grey cloth,

made by a cotton mill, is soM to a mer-
chant converter, who does not operate
a plant b'lt who sends the cloth to a

finishing mill to be bleached, dyed, or

printed. If it is printed, the finishing

mill may or may not be the originator
of the design which is applied in ac-

cordance with the instructions of the

converter. After the cloth is finished,

it is sold to a garment maker, who
manufactures kimonos, dresses, aprons,

or other articles, and sells his products
to wholesalers or retailers. Obviously
there is little chance for the grey cloth

manufacturer to have his product iden-

tified in the minds of the consumer
who buys a kimono or a child's dress,
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The difficulty of devising a means for
the permanent identification of fabri-
cating materials limits the opportuni-
ties for advertising and sales promo-
tion work for such goods. Here lie

some of the major unsolved problems
in several industries.

Process materials, the sixth sub-
group, like fabricating materials enter
into the finished product or directly af-
fect its composition. Process materials,
however, commonly undergo chemical
change, whereas fabricating materials
usually undergo physical change. Ex-
amples of process materials are soda
used for the manufacture of wood pulp,
muriatic acid for pickling iron and
steel, and sulphate of ammonia for the
manufacture of scouring compounds.
The nature of the market for process
materials is essentially the same as
that of the market for fabricating
materials. The chief reason for dif-

ferentiation between the two is that it

is next to impossible to retain the iden-
tity of the make of a process material
after it has entered the process, thus
foreclosing to the producer of process
materials opportunities for sales pro-
motion which at least some manufac-
turers of fabricating materials can
utilize. These circumstances do not,
however, lessen the need for alertness
in marketing process materials; on the
contrary, they render it all the more
necessary that a business producing
process materials be given individuality
through the development of a reputa-
tion for dependability in quality,
through sales service or by other
means.
Primary materials include such

items as raw wool, hides, wheat, crude
rubber, furs, raw sugar, and sulphur.
The raw material markets have char-
acteristics of their own which differ-
entiate them not only from the mar-
kets for consumer's goods but also from
the markets for other industrial goods.
For each primary material special mar-
keting methods have been developed
which are adjusted to meet the condi-
tions of production as well as the con-
ditions of consumption. In the mar-
keting of the agricultural raw mate-
rials, problems of assembling, grading,
storing, and financing arise. Materials
like wool, wheat, and cotton have to be
assembled in even-running lots before
they are suitable for purposes of
manufacture. The seasonal crops must
be stored during the interval between
the time of harvest and use. In these
trades raw material merchants occupy
a prominent position. In several of the
raw material markets, contract sales
are common, as, for example, in the
sugar boot and coal industries. Or-
ganized speculation affects marketing
methods in the case of some raw mate-
rials. For the raw materials obtained
from the extractive industries, as, for
example, sulphur, the marketing
methods are akin to those of a manu-
facturing business.

FOR primary materials the markets
are vertical, each material being

sold to a single industry or to a definite

series of industries.
The purpose of the foregoing classi-

fication of industrial commodities is

not to set up closed compartments, but
rather to facilitate comparisons of
marketing methods. It is through com-
parisons of the types of marketing and
of the marketing methods for different

classes of commodities that we can best
ascertain why particular methods are

m
Rate Increase
And a New Circulation Guarantee

Old page rate—%2)7S

New page rate—$465

lUA

Current advertisins? rates in Children. The
Magazine for Parents, have been based on a gfiiar-

antee of 60,000 net paid circulation. On January
1st, 1928, this guarantee will be increased te

75,000 net paid, A. B. C, average 12 months,

and the rate correspondingly increased from $375

to $465 a page.

Up to January 1st, 1928, orders will be ac-

cepted at current rates for space to run in the

issues of March, 1928, through February, 1929.

Open contracts will be accepted which total a minimum
of two pages or the C(|iiivalent and may carry the clause

"or more" with privilege of expansion. Such open
contracts must be validated by an insertion of at least

nnt-half column by the .'Npril, 1928, issue, unless a defi-

nite insertion schedule is substitute<l by February 20th.

Present advertisers arc protected on the current rate

until the expiration of their contracts. On orders re-

ceived before January 1st, current rates will hold even in

the event of further rate increases during the coming
yc;ir.

/Ul-JflT rM^CXT
?7ne Magozme forparents

353 Fourth Avenue, New York
Chicago Representative:

Siraud B. Galey, 111 IF. Monroe Street

AND SO OUGHT YOU!
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PALMER

Roy Palmer Sho^rs Ho^ir

Costs Can Be Cut
p> OY A. PALMER, Engineer of the National Lamp

Works of the General Electric Company, is show-
ing the readers of MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES how
by spending 2^ o of their annual payroll for modern
lighting equipment, an average production increase of
10-12% can be obtained. His series bristles with
specific before-and-after figures taken from installations

in companies like Timken Roller Bearing, Detroit Piston
Ring, Dover Manufacturing, Van Dorn Electric, etc., etc.

These articles on the revolutionary changes that have been made in
industrial lighting practice during the past year are making executives
in thousands of leading plants look at the illumination of their own
plants from a new angle.

Mr. Palmer's series is only one of many features that are being pub-
lished to help the journal's readers bring down their costs. If your
equipment can be sold on a cost-reducing basis let them know about it.

MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES

Publication of The Ronald Press Company, 15 E. 26th St., New York

Member A. B. C.—A. B. P.

It Is Bathing Suit Time
In Argentina

—

JjPRING is now in full bloom below the equator.

The new buying season has already begun.

Farm and ranch owners are taking their families to the
country where they are preparing for the harvests, and
planning on holidays later on.

City people are getting ready for their annual visits to the
seaside at Mar del Plata.

Business in automobiles, farm implements, sporting goods,
bathing suits and freckle creams is picking up.

* * *

There are no secrets about selling in Argentina. Good
products, placed within reach of buyers, plus advertising—the formula is the same that brings success in the United
States.

* * *

The list of American products now advertised in LA
PRENSA of Buenos Aires reads like a trade directory of
the leaders of American industry.

More advertisers are added to the list every year, and old
advertisers have been increasing their appropriations.

JOSHUA B. POWERS
Exclusive Advertising Representative

250 Park Avenue

effective under one set of circumstances
and not under other circumstances. It
is through analyses which start with
such classifications that the most eco-
nomical and the most effective methods
of marketing specific articles can be
ascertained.
The examples that have been cited in

this article show the necessity of as-
certaining whose decisions govern the
purchases of a particular type of
article in order that the sales message
may be addressed properly. The differ-
ence between horizontal and vertical
markets is particularly significant in
ascertaining not only where the poten-
tial market for a particular product
exists, but what the characteristics of
the market are and how it should be
approached.

This is the second of a series of articles
on industrial marketing by Professor Cope-
land. The second will appear in the fol-
lowing issue.

New York

Fire Insurance

Advertising

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25]

the year's premium income (the exact
percentage varies somewhat). If, now
each dollar of new premium income de-
mands 60 per cent for fire losses, 35
per cent for expenses and 50 per cent
for reserves, that dollar of income be-
comes $1.45. Of course, if all goes well,

the 45 per cent for "reserves" will

finally be journalized into other ac-
counts on the books and the 5 per cent
of net will eventually be earned, but
for the immediate present the under-
writing company must provide, for
each dollar of income, 60 cents and 35
cents and 45 cents. The company must
"dig up" that 45 cents from some
other source.

It is properly a "reserve" or a "sur-
plus" 45 cents. Yet the law demands
that it shall be in liquid form. Hence,
the result: a fire insurance company
must be selling more stock to the pub-
lic to provide the cash needed for "re-
serves" whenever and just so long as it

is growing beyond a certain pace. The
initial capital and paid-in surplus
make handsome provision for the early
years. After normal size has been at-

tained, for every $100,000 of growth
the company must supply $45,000 of
new capital. To retain earned profits

in the surplus account makes provision
for this contingency, and yet the fact
is inescapable that a fast-growing fire

insurance company needs capital with-
out end.

Finally, of course, when fast growth
ceases (and when annual premiums
settle to a level) additional "reserves"
are not required. Then the company,
with each month, "releases" reserves
by expiration of policies at a rate equal
to the new requirements of that month.
Our company is not, as you can see,

wildly enthralled when an advertising
solicitor pictures to us a glowing vision

of big increases to be had quickly. To
us, of the executive committee, it is too
strong a reminder of the thing we
dread most: another big fire.

All the advertising men, for another
thing, mouth those words "coverage"
and "circulation density." Oh, if they
only wouldn't talk "density!" That
word tags everyone of them as much
as a red shirt would in Russia. Then
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we know that fellow doesn't know a
thing about fire insurance.
Wide distribution of risks is the key

word fur safe insurance. "Congested"
or "high value" or "close"—any
thought of the sort, gives us the blind
staggers.

If we wanted density, advertising
would be the last thing needed to get
it. Our manager can go to Chicago
any night and, next day before noon,
"place" as much new insurance as we
want in a single office in the Board of
Trade Building at good rates; but to

accept it would be far from sane insur-
ance. Every city is begging for more
insurance, every big manufacturing
district and nearly every large depart-
ment store is doing the same, but the
underwriting companies, in sheer self-

defense from bankruptcy, must limit

\
the amount they have at risk in a

; single spot. A company such as ours,
accordingly, dares not assume more
than $15,000 or $20,000 for a "single
risk"—hence a Chicago grain elevator
where we could sell ten times that cov-
erage is on the market asking insur-
ance companies for more: which is

quite the reverse of the usual "selling"
situation. The grain exchange in that
city—and other primary grain markets
reveal the identical condition—has
been obliged to establish a bureau of
insurance in order to obtain adequate
protection for grain in store (for "good
delivery" on contracts), and one of the
severest rules over member-firms on
those exchanges relates to fire insur-

ance. No member is allowed to hold
fire insurance in excess of grain owned

;

insurance must be canceled promptly
with sale of the grain. All this is for

the reason that insurance is so diffi-

cult to obtain that one policy must be
retired before the underwriters dare to
issue another for grain in the same
elevator.

IN fire insurance, one device whereby
the insured secures lower rates is a

covenant to the effect that no claim
will be made for a minor fire. That
means that trifling losses, such as occur
almost daily in a big department store

from "flashes," will be assumed by the
owner. Thus the underwriters are
saved a multitude of small payments,
not so much for the sake of the sum
at stake as because the cost of adjust-
ment (expert and highly paid men)
often runs several times the size of

the damage. Department stores, as a
result, will agree that no claim for
loss will be filed unless the damage is

$100,000 or more. In some cases that
minimum is placed at ten times the
sum mentioned. The outcome of this

sort of agreement is that the premium
rate is quite low, and, from an under-
writer's viewpoint, "any loss means a
big one." Our companies have regu-
larly declined risks of this sort. "Den-
sity" is too great, which is to say that
our risk at stake on a single property
is too large for comfort and for solv-

ency. We have rules, for our execu-
tives, forbidding this type of business.

If we dared venture it, department
stores alone, distributed over the coun-
try, would furnish us all the new vol-

ume we could carry.
Department stores are typical of

risks of this kind. Were it not for the
dangers of "density" any underwriter
could get all the volume it desires with-

in its home zone. Contrary to all other
enterprises, however, fire insurance
seeks wide distribution of risks, with

I

JA(2.VII
FROM OUR CODE OF ETMICS

"Imfiro'Vfment in ProJuct — Thai memhers should conitantly

seek to impro've the quality oftheir product so that more regular

customers may he developed and the "value of the good nvill of
the member's firm increased; that a member's business he de-

'vetoped on the basis of quality and service rather than price.

HE manufacturer or

merchant, the producer

or purveyor, the maker

or marketer, may all enjoy the

benefits of professional typog-

raphy. Good, sensible, honest

copy backed by a good product

presented in a pleasing typo-

graphic manner, will make sales.

^Ew JTdrk ^roup of

(^Advertising Typographers qf^t/fmerica

^6l eighth lAvenue, JA^w Tork

MEMBERS

-

Ad Service Co. < Advertising Agencies' Service Co. ' The Advertype Co.. Inc.

Associated Typographers ' E. M. DiamaDt Typographic Service < Frost Brothers

David Gildea & Co.. Inc. ^ Montague Lee Co., Inc. ^ Frederic Nelson Phillips, Inc.

Standard Ad Service ' Supreme Ad Service ' Tri.Arts Press, Inc.
Typographic Service Company of New York, Inc. * Kurt H. Voik, Inc.

The Woodrow Press, Inc.
H. >-

SEND FIFTY CENTS FOR A COPY OF THE A. T. A. SERVICE BOOK

ALL KINDS
LINE" ^A^ORK

—NO ''WASH''

IRVING PINCUS
10th FLOOR

9 EAST 38TH ST. CALedonia 9770
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Kickernick

Underdress
is Nationally Advertised in

The

Christian Science

Monitor

The dealer "tie-

in" advertisement

above is one of

419
which appeared in

the Monitor, from
53 different cities,

within six months
after the national

advertising began
to appear.

A> folder describing this

"tie-in" service will be

sent on request

The
Christian Science

Monitor
107 Falmouth St. Boston, Mass.

AN INTERNATIONAL DAILY NEWSPAPER

resultant thin coverage. The distant

is attractive, not from the lure of re-

moteness but from the protection that

comes with isolation.

With merchandise the primary
aim is to sell. Any customer who will

pay the price is acceptable. Advertising
that uncovers new customers is desired.

With fire insurance, the sale is a
contract that will run a year as a mini-

mum and five years as a maximum.
Renewal at expiration is taken for

granted. The insurance contract

obliges the underwriting company to

pay for any loss that comes from a fire.

That statement seems simple. It is

and ever would be if men were honest.

Few men will commit arson on their

dwellings. Houses are therefore one
of the safest of fire risks. But when
"business is bad" men in thousands
every month "sell their goods to the

insurance companies" by the familiar
"mice-and-matches" route (more ac-

curately it is the kerosene route) and
this fact is not limited to small re-

tailers on side streets. It is a sad
truth that manufacturing plants and
resort hotels and especially small job-

bing houses find this an easy way to

pay pressing creditors. At least. In

their ignorance of the detective meth-
ods of the insurance companies, they
calculate thus to elude receivership.

\"XriTH all our care, however, we in-

VV surance companies pay out tens of

millions each year for losses of this

sort. As our finance committees meet
each business day, the officers present

reports of "losses" of the preceding
twenty-four hours. It is a monotonous
roll of devastation, incident, however,
to our business. As a part of each re-

port, the form carries one space with
the heading "Cause of fire." Within the

following lines of that form come the

facts from which we build our com-
pany policies, for the "causes" tell us
what to avoid and what to have our
inspectors keyed up to correct.

No one would believe, until he has
sat in these daily meetings, how often

as a cause is "Needed the money" or

equivalent phrase. In the subsequent
credit report "on the insured" it de-

velops with astounding frequency that

"his business has been falling off for

a year" or "he was threatened with
suit for an account" or "local banker
states that all credit had been refused."

It is established by statistics that
cover decades that fire insurance losses

increase notably in bad times and
diminish in good times. Fire losses

during the recent war-time were the
lowest in thirty years; in the period
beginning with 1920 they swept to the

highest known totals. The showing is

startling, revealing as it does the
shameful fact that incendiarism is an
enormous factor in the fire losses of

America. It presents a disgraceful

record of fraud and waste in our com-
mercial world.
To us in the insurance companies

this condition is serious. It is far
deeper than an exhibit of statistics.

For it there is but one help ; and that
is careful scrutiny of the "moral
hazard" of each "sale of a policy."

Our company, and undoubtedly every
company, rejects a verv great share
of the new volume offered us. We
have no way of calculating this in ner-

centages for the simple reason that

"automatic rules" of "forbidden risks"

direct our local agents to refuse busi-

ness of many types without so much

We create what we

print and print what

we create: principal-

ly books & booklets to

pifture a business, a

produft or a service.

CURRIER O HARFORD
LTD • 468 FOURTH AVE., N. Y.C.

ANew 300 Room Hotel

and a

22 Story Skyscraper

Two of the many evidences

of Unusual Prosperity in

ALLENTOWN
PA.

75% of its 250,000

Trading Area

Read The

Allentown Morning

Call

Story, Brooks & Finley
National Representatives

"Ask Us About

Advertisers Cooperation'
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as even referring them to our offices.

A retailer, or a manufacturer, or a
hotel keeper, or a dance hall owner,
or a cotton warehouse, or a tobacco
drier, or a grain elevator, or an any-
thing, who requires tire insurance to

support his collateral for a bank loan
or a mortgage has no alternative. He
must procure fire insurance. If he is

sound, financially and morally, no
trouble is encountered. For that rea-
son good business men never guess the
inner grief of fire insurance.

If, on the contrary, the local insur-
ance broker "covers the risk" (whether
he actually issues the policy or whether
he merely protects it with policy to fol-

low), that "binder of the contract"
contains a clause that the insurance
company may cancel (and refund
premium) on five days' notice. The
same provision will be found in all

policies, in the printed "standard con-
ditions." When the local broker's daily
report reaches the insurance company's
district office, the first checking is an
investigation of the "record" of the
owner of the insured property. Should
that record be poor or even question-
able, the broker is told by telegraph
to cancel forthwith.
Thereupon the property owner is

forced to go to another broker, or that
broker to "try it on" another of the
companies he represents. The property
owner positively must have insurance
protection to satisfy his bank or his

mortgage holder. He therefore scurries
from one broker to another, each
broker "tries to place the line" with
some underwriter, an endless process
of seeking coverage. An identical
thing occurs, though not of course for
the same reason, with the owner of
any large property where hazards are
present: wood-working plants, depart-
ment stores, elevators and other al-

ready mentioned, refineries, scores of
manufacturing plants, etc. America's
"insurance capacity" is inadequate to

these high density risks, merely because
no underwriting company dares assume
a "heavy line." The owner, as a re-

sult, is forced to buy wherever he can
and this means that every time a com-
pany qualifies for a new state, or
"enters" another city or opens a new
agency, that company becomes a mark
for all the "cats and dogs" of the
community.

NEW risks, therefore, are our dan-
ger spots. New names carry a high

loss ratio. To advertise, then, would de-

luge our company with risks that other
companies had rejected, and, before the
year could roll around, the fire losses

would bring ruin. For any insurance
company to let it be known that "they
need business" is an invitation for
brokers to submit offerings of what is

not acceptable to their "regular com-
panies," and. as a further element to

be considered, an unwritten rule
obligates the broker, on renewing the
policies of his customer, to renew them
with the same underwriting company

—

the one that has already gone to the
expense of inspecting the property for

the initial contract.
Now for us, or any company like

ours, to advertise would open wide
the door for all the undesirable and
high-risk business in the market. And
this is the real reason, after all others
are considered, why our company is

afraid to advertise in a general way.
The response would be altogether too

good.
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invaluable
for Writers and
Business Men

FX/'HKN advertising men . . . men who
r'r create ideas . . . want information,
they want it . . . quickly. For those
whose success compels the proper use of
words, no other books cover a-s wide
a rangre of vital information as the
OXFORD DESK SET.
Speakingr of "Modern English Usage,"
Christopher Morley says: "This Is a book
that really could do for one's speech or
writing what the fabled book of Etiquette
was supposed to do for the manners of
the table." The New York Sun says
about the "Concise Oxford Dictionary,"
The authors . . . lay before us a review
of the English language the like of
which has not been attempted before."

THE OXFORD
DESK SET

nils a lonp felt need for those who take
pride in their speech and writing.

Mall this Coupon today

Two Volumes. 5x7*4 Inches.
Printed in large clear type on
fine white paper.

These hooks, dumbly hound In dark
blue huckram with case to match are
attractive as well as practical. The}*
put the proper word or expression at

the "flntier tips" of those who mold
public oplnioa

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
AMERICAN BRANCH

35 West 32d Street, New York

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS—AM ERICA N BRANCH
35 Wert 32d Street New York

(JFrSTLI-JMETs-:

Please send me the OXFORD DESK SET at J7.50 per «et.

I enclose or send COD.

Name

Addiess

City
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Rate for advertisements inserted in tliis department is $3.00 per inch. Minimum charge $1.50.

Forms close Saturday noon before date of issue.

Help Wanted

A Sales Managership will be open immediately
for a man at present employed and thoroughly
capable of developing dealer organization and
sales in domestic utility field. Salary $10,000
to $12,000. Address Box 486, Advertising and
Selling, 9 East 38th Street, New York City.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR for monthly magazine
going to producers and users of printing for sales

purposes. Must have had experience in prepar-
ing and selling campaigns of printed matter and
understand the printers problems. Editorial ex-

perience essential. State age, background and
starting salary needed. J. C. ASPLEY, DART-
NELL CORPORATION, 4660 Ravenswood
Ave., Chicago.

SPECIALTY SALESMEN WANTED
One of the oldest and best established manufac-
turers of decalcomanias and transparencies has
some very rich territory just now open for the
right type of specialty or sign salesmen. If you
are the type of man to sell quality products
strictly on their merits regardless of price, we
will support you with price schedules that will

make sales doubly sure. Such territories as
Boston, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Kansas City,

Omaba, Minneapolis or St. Paul, Denver, Dallas,

New Orleans, Louisville and Richmond are open
—but not for long. If you measure up write
promptly, giving full details in your first letter.

Address Box 485, Advertising and Selling, 9
East 38th Street, New York City.

Position Wanted

A man whose work has attracted attention in his

industry and who is now doing important work
for a large corporation.

A man who can plan, write and layout your
advertising the way you want it done.

A man who can put your ideas and your thoughts
into result producing advertising campaigns.

A man whose experience will save your money
on art work and production.

A man whose selling, engineering and advertising
experience of fifteen years qualifies him for the
position of advertising manager (probably for

some industrial advertiser), or copy writer for

some agency.

If this man interests you let him tell you his

story. He is thirty-five years old, married, and
his hobbies are gardening, birds and writing
fiction.

Address Box 480, Advertising and Selling, 9
East 38th Street, New York City.

SALES EXECUTIVE
Thoroughly experienced in handling salesmen
and sales promotion—familiar with Sales Depart-
ment routine and a good correspondent witli con-
structive ideas, is open for connection with a

reliable firm. Has had wide experience in han-
dling sales of several national advertisers and
can supply convincing references. Address Box
No. 483, Advertising and Selling, 9 East 38th St.,

New York City.

Positions W anted

Married man (43), highest references, desires

connection with Daily publication in Kansas,
Missouri or Colorado, as Advertising Solicitor.

Would also be interested in taking the manage-
ment of (Country Weekly. Write W. O. Jones,
Peabody, Kansas.

Young Man, now in accounting seeks change
to advertising. Original, terse and forceful

writer. Versatile in effective copy, practical

ideas, attractive layouts and pulling publicity.

Addre'is Box 487, Advertising and Selling, 9

East 38th St., New York City.

SALES AND ADV. EXECUTIVE WITH
THE FOLLOWING EXPERIENCE

IS AVAILABLE
10 years as advertising and sales promotion

man with a large manufacturing company.
11 months in the Publicity Division of the

U. S. Marine Corps.
7 years in newspaper editorial and advertising

work.
This man has developed and conducted a suc-

cessful statewide advertising and sales promotion
campaign for an organization of retailers.^

He has also taken over the salesmanship of a
laundry which was losing money four years ago
and which today is the best paying laundry
property in its territory and one of the out-

standing laundries in the country.
Box No. 482, Advertising and Selling, 9 East

38th Street, New York City.

ADVERTISING — MERCHANDISING
SALES PROMOTION — SELLING

Advertising executivcT^age 29—experienced all

phases advertising—nierchandising—sales^ prorno-

tion—sales managerpent—desires association with
national advertiser.
Worked with retailer, jobber and their sales

organizations. NoW advertising and assistant

sales manager of tuominent manufacturer with
factory chain stores and national distribution.

Has university education, fundamental business
background, ability to produce results and suf-

ficient energy and perspective to plan and com-
pletely execute successful retail and national sales

and advertising campaigns.
Present earnings $5,700.00.
Address Box No. 481, Advertising and Selling,

9 East 38th Street, New York City.

Multigraphing

Quality and Quantity Multigraphing.

Addressing. Filling In, Folding. Etc.

DEHAAN CIRCULAR LETTER CO., INC
120 W. 42nd St., New York City

Telephone Wis. 5483

Stationery and Printing

STATIONERY AND PRINTING
Save money on Stationery, Printing and Office
Supplies. Tell us your requirements and we will

be pleased to quote lowest prices. Champion
Stationery and Printing Co., 125 Church Street,

New York City, Phone Barclay 1295.

The Next Great

Invention
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36]

machine, the first motion picture de-

vice, had similar experiences. But the
Thing they strove for came.
What was that Thing? In one case

it was to transmit sound. In another,
to reproduce sound. In still another,
to reproduce motion. In others—the

motor-car and the airplane—to bridge
distance. The need for doing these

things had been intensified by the fact

that the earth's population is much
greater than it was a century ago,

Man had to find ways of communica-
tion and transportation which were
tetter, because faster, than the old

ways. He found them by uncovering
and combining materials which, in one

form or another, have been a part of

this planet since its beginning. The
great inventions of the future will come
in the same way. First, the need for

them will assert itself. It will be
recognized. Finally, men whose minds
run in that channel will apply them-
selves whole-heartedly to the problem.
What are our greatest needs? If

you can answer that question, you will

know what form the great inventions

of the future will take.

My own belief is that the great in-

ventions of the near future will not be

in the fields of transportation, com-
munication or reproduction. There does

not seem to be any urgent need for

them. The internal-combustion engine
will unquestionably be bettered, but it

i.^ unlikely that its fundamentals will

be changed. Flying will be made safer

because it must be. The radio and the

motion picture will be improved, but

ii is improbable that they will be al-

tered materially. Wider adoption of

automatic exchanges will help make
the telephone a more dependable in-

strument than it is.

I repeat, the great inventions of the

near future will not be in the fields of

transportation, communication or re-

production. Where will they be?
In medicine and food. There is where

the need is keenest. Mankind is, on

the whole, abominably fed. We are,

for the most part, the victims of gross

is-norance or, what is as bad, of fads.

What will come, because it is what is

needed, is a balanced ration.

In the field of medicine, conditions

are little, if any, better.

My belief is that it will be the

German who will make the greatest

contributions to these fields, partly be-

cause his mind is peculiarly fitted for

the task and partly because, more than

any other civilized people, the Germans
are continually faced by the query,

"Where—and how—are we going to got

enough food?"
It may be that you do not realize

that there is a very close relationship

between advertising and invention.

There is. Thumb through the advertis-

ing section of your favorite magazine
arid you will see how close the rela-

tionship is. Offhand, I should say that

three-fourths of the advertisements in

weekly and monthly publications are of

devices or products or services which

are the brain-children of some poor

devil of an inventor. And it is from
that same source that the advertisable

devices and products and services of

the future will come.
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Tentative Program of

A. N. A. Meeting

\ TENTATIVE program has been^ adopted for the seventeenth annua!
meeting of the Association of National
Advertisers, Inc., which will be held in

the ballroom of the Hotel Roosevelt,

New York, on October 31, November 1

and November 2. The program fol-

lows :

General Subject: "Significant Trends
in Mitrketing."

Sunday, October 30
Registration—Ballroom Foyer

3 to 6 p. 111.

Annual Meeting, Board of Directors
8 p. m.

Monday, October 31

Registration—Ballroom Foyer
Begins at 9 a. m.

Morning Session—11 A. M.
Pre.'iidenl's Annual Report.
Set-rrtary-Treasnrer's Annual Rei)ort.
Sionifitant Trends in Marketing— (Speaker

to be announced).
Committee meeting to be held at luncheon.

Afternoon Session—2 P. M.
Modem Markctint) Begins with Research—

Everett R. Smith, The Fuller Brush
Company, Chairman, A. N. A. Research
Council.

Group Meeting— 3 to ."> p. m.
Advertising Department Administration.
Sales Department Administration.
Research.
Industrial Advertising.

Informal Dinner and Entertainment—6.30
p. m.

Tuesday, November 1

Morning Session, 9:30
Selling to Si/ndicatcs and Chain Stores—

Dr. Melvin T. Copeland. Harvard Uni-
versity Graduate School of Business Ad-
ministration.

Election of President.
The Advertiser's Interest in Proposed Postal

LeyisUttion—R. N. Fellows. The Ad-
drtssograph Company, Postal Com-
mittee.

Election of Vice-Presidents.
Report nf Committee on Cooperation with

University Professors—Bernard Lich-
tenberg. Alexander Hamilton Institute,
Chairman.

Election of Directors.
The Purchasing Agent's Attitude Toward

\ationally Advertised Products—F. J.
Petura, General Purchasing Engineer,
Henry L. Doherty Company.

Report of Tellers.

Afternoon Session, 2 P. M.
Clinic on Sincerity in Advertising.
The Practical Ethics of Sincere Advertising—Earnest Elmo Calkins, president Cal-

kins & Holden.
Consumers In Wonderland—Stuart Chase,

co-.iuthor of "Vour .Moneys Wnrth."
How Much Sinceriti/ Does Advertising

Wantr Irwin S. Rosenfels, Advertising
Counsel.

Constructive Censorship from the Stand-
point of Advertising. Publisher and
Consumer—Miss Katharine Fisher,
Director, Good Housekeeping Institute.

Annual Dinner—7 p. m. (Guests Invited)

Wednesday, November 2

9:30 A. M.
Practical Experiences in Price Standardiza-

tion—R. D. Keim, General Manager.
E. R. Squibb & Sons.

What An Advertising Manager Sltnuld
Know About Trade-Marks—W. K. Bur-
len. New England Confectionery Com-
pany, Chairman Trade-Mark Com-
mittee.

Report of Resolutions Committee.
A New Local Medium Thrnuah Sfnndoi-rfixra-

tion of Direct Mail Units— W. M.
Gordon, Sales Manager, S. D. Warren
Co.

Report of Newspaper Committee.
Introduction of New President.
Adjournment.

Advertisers' Index
(S>ttS

["]
Advertising Typographers of ,\meri<a. 77
Akron Iteuion Journal 12
Allenlowii Morning Call 78
AllKi.tion I'l.lii 47
Anu'ri<';in .Architect 51
Anicriran Druggist Insert Bel. 66-07
.American Photo Engravers Ass'ii 6

American Printer 10

Aninialeil Priiducls Corp .SO

Ansonia Hotel 70

.\peda Studio. Inc 61)

-Associaled Business Papers 12

Baker's Weekly .SI

Barton, Dursline & Osborn. Inc 31
Batten Co., Inc., George 49
Bauer Type Foundry, Inc 64
Boot & Shoe Recorder 74
Bridgeport Post-Telegram 48
Brooklyn Daily Times ,'jl!

Building Supply News. .Inside Back Cover
Butlerick Publishing Co 16

[c]

Calkins & Holden, Inc 13
Cantine Co., Martin 73
Cargill Co 70
Chaney Mfg. Co .50

Chicago Daily News.. Inside Front Cover
Chicago Evening American 69
Chicago Tribune Back Cover
Children, Magazine for Parents 75
Christian Science Monitor 78
Cleveland Plain Dealer 83
Cleveland Press 41
Collier's 65
Columbus Di.spatch 8
Cosmopolitan 18
Currier & Harford 78

Delineator 16
Des Moines Register & Tribunc-Capilal 37
Detroit Free Press 7

Detroit-Leland Hotel 58
Detroit Times 51
Drug Topics 46

[«]
Einson Freeman Co 63

[/]
Feather, Wm., Co 51
Forum 64
French Line 87

M
Gatchel & Manning, Inc 57
General Outdoor Advertising Co.

Insert Bet. 50-51
Good Housekeeping H
Grit Publishing Co 66

w
Hardware Age 67
House Beautiful 43

Iglestroeni t)o., J 67
Indianapolis News 4
Industrial Power 68
Iron Age 39

Lennen & Mitchell, Inc 59
Lillibridge, Ray 1).. Inc .55-56

[m]
Magazine of Wall Street 72
Manufacturing Industries 76
Market Place 80
McCall's Magazine 45
McGraw-Hill Book Co.. Inc 54
McMillan, Inc., W. C Facing 51

Marchbanks Press 79

w
National Register Publishing Co 67
New York Daily News 35
New York Times 89
New Yorker 85

M
Oxford University Press 79

[P]
Penton Publishing Co 61
Photographers Association of America 14
Pincus, Irving 77
Pittsburgh Press 3

Power 15
Powers, Joshua B 76

Ronald Press Co 60

Shoe & Leather Reporter 67
Shrine Magazine 50
Simmons Boardman Publishing Co. ... 33'

Standard Paper Mfg. Co 71

Textile World 9

Topeka Daily Capital 67
Topics Publishing Co 46

[«]
United Publishers Corp 52-53

U. S. Envelope Co 90
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TheNEWS DIGEST
A complete digest of the news of advertising and selling is here compiled

for quick and convenient reference 5fr The Editor will be glad to receive

items of news for inclusion in this department ^ Address Advertising
AND Selling, Number Nine East Thirty-eighth Street, New York City

Name

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL {Advertisers, etc.)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

H. Lucey Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc., Chicago The Sherman Corp.,
Boston, Mass Associate Director of Div.

of Market Analysis
E. C. Conover Wm. H. Rankin Co., Inc., New York The Sherman Corp.,

Boston, Mass Director of Div. of Market
Analysis

H. 0. Bodine Gevaert Company of America, New York,
Sales and Adv. Mgr Bell & Howell Company,

Chicago In Charge of New York
Office, and Eastern Sales

Mgr.
T. H. McClure Calkins & Holden, Inc., New York Gardiner-Lucas Licorice

Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.. General Mgr.
Herbert Metz Graybar Electric Co., Inc., New York, Adv. Mgr. Same Company Adv. and Sales Promotion

Mgr.
Morton Gibbons-Neff .Dill & Collins, Philadelphia, Adv. Mgr United States Fidelity &

Guaranty Co., New York. Sales Mgr. for Phila. Ter-
ritory

Horace Wilcox Gantner & Mattern Co., San Francisco, Adv.
Mgr Caterpillar Tractor Co.,

San Leandro, Cal Adv. Dept.
H. 0. Nadler The Barrett Co., New York, Adv. Pub. and

Sales Prom The Casein Company of
America, New York Director of Adv. and

Sales Development
Charles E. Shearer. .Industrial Works, Bay City, Mich., Adv. Mgr. . Resigned

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (^^^«c/>5, etc.)

Name Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

G. K. Morgan Foote & Morgan, Inc., New York, Pres. and
Treas Same Company Chairman of Board

Ralph Foote Foote & Morgan, Inc., New York, Vice-Pres.
and Sec'y Same Company President

W. Shaw-Thomson . . Foote & Morgan, Inc., New York, Vice-Pres. . . Same Company Vice-Pres. and Sec'y

M. C. Lodge Foote & Morgan, Inc., New York, Director Same Company Treas. and Gen. Mgr.

C. P. Parcher Burnham & Morrill Co., Portland, Maine, Ass't
Adv. Mgr William B. Remington,

Inc., Springfield, Mass. .. Member of the Staff

C. A. Downs Wm. H. Rankin Co., Inc., New York,
Acc't Executive E. P. Remington Adv.

Agency, Inc., Buffalo,

N. Y Member of Staff

Arthur Anderson . . .Young & Rubicam, New York Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York Acc't Executive

C. R. Vail Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc., Chicago, Ass't in

Research Dept Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York Research Dept.

William J. Griffin Lennen & Mitchell, Inc., New York, Copy Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York Copy

Howard Cutler Free-Lance Artist Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York Art Dept.

K. J. T. Ekblaw Editorial and Adv. Promotion in Agricultural

Engineering Field Frank B. White Co., Chi-
cago Vice-Pres.

Harry Harding, Jr. .American Lithographic Co., New York,
Sales Staff Wolcott & Holcomb, Inc.,

Boston, Mass In Charge of Production

Reed Parker The George L. Dyer Co., New York, Vice-Pres. . Frank Seaman, Inc.,

New York Acc't Representative

F. A. Broderick Hanff-Metzger, Inc., New York, Space Buyer.. H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Inc., New York Director of Dept. of

Space and Media

Lynn B. Dudley Camphell-Ewald Co., Inc., Detroit, Head of
Accessories Dept Same Company New York Branch Mgr.
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% "huncHman

hases Butter&ies

in
instead of First Removing

Waste from Distribution

"A check-up of Sales shows that 50% of your dealers sell 75% of your merchandise!"—writes

a puzzled Sales Manager to his District Manager.

Whv not determine this BEFORE Distribution? You can—in Cleveland.

Out of every thousand grocers in Cleveland, 500 will sell merchandise that the

other 500 can't give away! Which 500?

Why not determine and prevent this Waste BEFORE Distribution? You can

—in Cleveland.
'

Xo two Metropolitan Markets are alike. Thinking

that thcv are is a sure wav to Distribute merchandist-

WAST K- fully.

HERE—in the Qeveland Market—is the Best Place

in the United States to Sell Merchandise Profitably !—or

\\'.\STE1'"ULLY ! Either can be done and both arc

being done

!

For Cleveland is CLEV^EL.AXD and "a law unto it-

self" and merchandise that sells here doesn't sell else-

where—and vice versa I

Cleveland is the Hub of Ohio's Manufacturing Pros-

perity, the country's Second City in Diversified Indus-

tries, its Fourth City in Volume Manufactured, and
Cleveland has three Absolutely Different BUYING
GROUPS. Which group will buy YOUR merchandise?
We know and will tell you.

SALES MANAGERS favoring Safe Procedure in

Cleveland will secure it by writing to National Adver-
tising Department, Cleveland Plain Dealer. Cleveland,

Ohio, or the nearest Representative.

Cleveland's
Merchandising Headquarters for

National Advertisers
SeUint; tlip ("Icvcliind .Mitrket witliout first

knowing nil its selling facts is a needless
experiment.

Needless—because The Plain Denier lias all

the selling FACTS, tahiilntcd from liunilreds

of inerchnndising campaigns in the Cleveland
Market and tliey are available without
"string" or obligation.

Tliese facta, inrleed. mn.v not warrant any
Plain Dealer advertising—they may not wa-
nint nnv ('leveland newspaper advertising,
but tlieyalwajs Indicate S.VFE PIIOCF.DUHE.

So niany successful campaigns have begun
with this Cleveland .Market KXPERIE.NCE
that—as far as Cleveland is concerned— the
Plain Dealer's Market .Service t'epartment is

now generally accepted as .MKRI'IIAXDISINO
IIKAllQUAKTERS FOR -VATIONAL AD-
\'i:HTISIvI!S.

HE It I-:

is I lie

i!i:sT
Place ill

the t'nli'

States

ThVCleveland
MatKet r~

to Sell
Mercbandise
Tlirongh
One
Newspaper

Ok Cleveland Plain ueaier
in Cleveland ancLNotthevn Ohio^OH^ Medium AL01^i¥.J^r^Cost ^tll sellit

J. B. WOODWARD
110 E. 42nil St., New York

WOODWARD & KELLY
SCO N. Michlgm Ave., Chicago: Fine Art> Bldg., Detroit

R. J. BIDWELL COMPANY
Times Bldg., Los Angelos; 742 Market St, Sag Frarrclico

mt^
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CHANGES IN PERSONNEL— (.4 ^^wciVs, etc., continued)

Name Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

G. E. HeiflFel Frank Seaman, Inc., New York Husband & Thomas Co.,

Inc., New York Director of Production

Ivan F. Morris The Izzard Co., San Francisco, Mgr Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco
Acc't Executive

Allan Hendrick The Shoe Retailer, Boston, Mass., Circulation

and Research Director The Kenyon Co., Inc.,

Boston, Mass Executive Capacity

Harry A. Rick The George L. Dyer Co., Chicago Same Company Vice-Pres.

Robert L. Marx National Woollen Mills, Parkersburg, W. Va.,

Sales Mgr Marx-FIarsheim Co., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio In Charge of Chicag

Office

Donald M. Wright. . .N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, Copy Joseph Richards Co.,

Inc., New York Copy

C. W. D. Lamont. . . St. Louis Post Dispatch, Chicago Office Anfenger Advertising
Agency, Inc., St. Louis,
Mo Acc't Executive

Joseph E. Bloom The American Weekly, New York, Mgr. of Plan
and Research Dept The Blow Co., Inc., New

York General Mgr.

H. F. Weller Edward N. Nathan, Adv. Agcy., San Francisco . Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc.,

San Francisco Member of Staff

C. B. Eraser Burton Bigelow, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., Produc-
tion Mgr Same Company Director of Research

Dept.

L. A. Ehrieh Dwelle Kaiser Co., Buffalo, N. Y. in Charge of

Sales Promotion Burton Bigelow, Inc., Buf-
falo, N. Y Production Mgr.

Neil! C. Wilson Sherman Clay & Co., San Francisco, Adv. Mgr.Lord & Thomas and Lo-
gan, San Francisco Acc't Executive

H. K. Boice The George L. Dyer Co., New York, Vice-Pres.. Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.,

New York Member of Staff

Dewey Pinsker Ajax Advertising Agency, Inc., New York, Vice-
Pres Same Company President

Name

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL- (M^<//rt, etc.)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

Frederic Klarman. . .Conde Nast Publications, New York, Art Direc-

tor Doubleday, Page & Co.,

New York Art Director

Wm. A. Lorenzen. . . .The People's Home Journal, New York, Head of

Circulation Statistical Dept Motion Picture Publica-
tions, Inc., Brooklyn,
N. Y Ass't Business Mgr.

Stanley Syman The New York American, New York, Adv. Mgr.
of Bronx and Harlem Sections Same Company Mgr. of Daily Local Ad«

W. Rodger Winters . . The Evening Graphic, New York, Adv. Dept. . . The New York American,
New York Adv. Mgr. of Bronx and

Harlem Sections

James O. Peck Factory Magazine, Eastern Adv. Mgr Same Company Adv. Mgr. (Headquarters
in Chicago)

H. E. Ostin A. W. Shaw Co., Chicago, Research Dept Factory Magazine, Chi-
cago Member of Staff

E. A. Robinson American Radiator Co., New York Factory Magazine, New
York Member of Staff

Will S. Henson Johnston Printing & Advertising Co., Dallas,
Texas, Vice-Pres Texas Publication House,

Inc., Dallas, Texas Vice-Pres.

Harry E. Andersen .. The Nebraska Farmer, Lincoln, Neb., Adv.
Dept Same Company Adv. Mgr.
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"INTERESTIN'

hut TOUGH"
FACING the conquest of the New York market, you rub your

chin, perhaps, and observe with a Mark Twainish echo

Interestin but tough.

Quite tough, indeed! How many a high-flying project has tail-

spinned through the bewildering cross-currents of the airs above

Manhattan! From the Ship Canal to the Battery Wall the town is

full of tales of lost advertising adventures and the wreckage thereof.

These islanders are perhaps the most exacting, the most wary of

prospects.

But what a market is here, rich, ripe, ready to react to the right

formula! Within the Metropolitan area, one-quarter of the national

income. Something reaching towards one-half of the luxury pur-

chases of the nation made in the smart shops on and off the Avenue.

With all the tons of research matter, charts and surveys that have

accumulated about the business of capturing the New York mar-

ket, this simple formula remains: The right product, rightly priced,

once it is set squarely in line with the living interests of New York s

bright people, will sweep the island.

The New Yorker, with more than 45,000 of its fifty some thousand

buyers here within the Metropolitan area, is the key that will unlock

the entrance to the homes of those who count.

Our Island, with The New Yorker to carry the message of the

product that is right, is, indeed, not tough. Indeed there is an

arriviste air about advertisers in The New Yorker these days.

THE

MMVORKEH
25 West 45th Street, New York
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Name

CHANGES IN PERSONNEI^-(M^</i«, etc., continued)

Former Company and Position Now Associated With Position

Frank D. Mackie .... Retail Ledger, Philadelphia, Pa., Adv. Service
Division Topics Publishing Co.,

Inc., New York In Charge of Adv. Ser-
vice Division

Don F. Whittaker. . . . Boulden-Whittaker Co., Inc., New York Same Company President

Name

CHANGES IN AGENCIES AND NEW ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS
Address Product Now Advertising Through

*Amory Browne & Co Boston, Mass Kalbunie Ginghams,
and other Lancaster
Mills Pi'oducts George Batten Co., Inc., New York

National Fruit Flavor Co New Orleans, La Carbonated Beverages. Gottschaldt-Humphrey, Inc., Atlanta, Ga.

The Curtiss Candy Co Chicago "Baby Ruth" Candy. . .Erwin, Wasey & Co., Chicago

B. B. & R. Knight Corp Providence, R. I Fruit of the Loom Fab-
rics Reimers & Osborn, Inc., New York

George A. Hormel & Co Austin, Minn Meat Packers Carroll Dean Murphy, Inc., Chicago

W. F. Quarrie & Co Chicago The World Book Carroll Dean Murphy, Inc., Chicago

Chicago Title & Trust Co Chicago Finance Carroll Dean Murphy, Inc., Chicago

Seneca Electric Welder Corp Seneca, Kan Electric Arc Welder . . Rolfe C. Spinning, Inc., Detroit

The Miller-Storm Co., Inc Detroit Home Builders Rolfe C. Spinning, Inc., Detroit

Wolverine Trailer Corp Detroit Trailers and Fifth
Wheels Rolfe C. Spinning, Inc., Detroit

Detroit Lacquer Co Detroit Delaco Lacquers and
Paint Removers Rolfe C. Spinning, Inc., Detroit

Leopold Desk Co Burlington, Iowa Desks Vanderhoof & Co., Chicago
Union Nurseries Fonthill, Ontario Nursery Stock Frank B. White Co., Chicago
The Moulton Products Co Lombard, 111 Toilet Specialties Brandt Advertising Co., Chicago
Carcion Manfre, Inc New York French Footwear LaPorte & Austin, Inc., New York
The Egg Saver Package Co Indianapolis, Ind Egg Saver Flats for

Egg Cases Frank B. White Co., Chicago
Lakeview Poultry Farm Holland, Mich Poultry Farm Frank B. White Co., Chicago
Mintrated Products, Inc Chicago Mintrated Cream of

Magnesia The Quinlan Co., Chicago
Savoy Plaza Hotel New York Hotel Andrew Cone General Advertising

Agency, New York
The Trackson Company Milwaukee, Wis Trackson Full Crawler. Dearborn Advertising Agency, Chicago
Skilsaw, Inc Chicago Electric Saws The Quinlan Co., Chicago
John Russell Cutlery Co Turners Falls, Mass. . . Cutlery Evans, Kip & Hackett, Inc., New York
American Chemical Paint Co Ambler, Pa Juvenator, Carbon

Remover Reimers & Osborn, Inc., New York
Guide Motor Lamp Manufactur-

ing Co Cleveland, Ohio Automobile Headlights.Eddy & Clark, Inc., Akron, Ohio
The Thermal Appliance Co., Inc.. .New York Taco Heaters Charles W. Hoyt Co., Inc., New York
James Heddon's Sons Dowagiac, Mich Fishing Tackle and

Tool Boxes Rogers & Smith Advertising Agency,
Chicago

The Trackson Company Milwaukee Attachment for Ford-
son Tractor Dearborn Adv. Agency, Chicago

C. H. Kroneberger & Co Baltimore Ariel Club Coffee David Lampe Adv. Agency, Baltimore

The Bass-Heuter Paint Co., Inc... San Francisco Paints and Varnishes. Honig-Cooper Co., Inc., San Francisco

The Silz Packing Co New York Diplomat Canned
Chicken William H. Rankin Co., New York

The Anchor Cap & Closure Corp.. Long Island City, N. Y.Metal Caps for Glass
Containers Lyddon & Hanford Co., New York

The Skinner Manufacturing Co... Omaha, Neb Macaroni, Raisin-Bran
and Fruit Pectin The Stanley H. Jack Co., Inc., Omaha,

Neb.
The Royal York Toronto, Canada Hotel Ray D. Lillibridge, Inc., New York
The Skidoo Company Columbus, Ohio "Skidoo," Household

Cleanser The Robbins & Pearson Co., Columbus,
Ohio

Not to be confused with the advertising of various other Amory Browne products whicli are advertised through several different agents.
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Morocco The Garden of the East
Barbaric .... voluptuous .... mysterious! A thousand
colours flashing in the dazzhng sunlight. A thousand en-

chantments throbbing through the purpled nights. The
sullen fitful flare of torches .... the wild pulse beat of

desert drums .... ever to echo through the memory.
Strange savage peoples in ceaseless pageant. The east . . .

slumberous with dreams .... aflame with life!

Just at the other end of "the longest gangplank in

the world" .... North Africa .... its magic! And there

.... strung through all its wonders
of exotic cities .... of mirage-

haunted desert and palm feathered

oases .... the forty-one famous
Trans-atlantique hotels. De Luxe 57- ^JrcAcKJiAe

day itinerary .... including Mediterranean crossing .... hotel

and other expenses .... private automobiles to wend those

splendid roads or ride the desert dunes .... ^1750.

Too, there are shorter trips .... 10-day itinerary as

low as ^200.
And the glorious adventure begins at the very moment you

leave New York .... on a French Liner .... with all its

radiant charm of atmosphere .... the cuisine of Paris

Itself! At Le Havre de Paris no transferring to tend-

ers .... simply another gang-plank
.... a waiting boat train ....
Paris in three hours. Overnight ....

the Riviera. One day across the

Medicerranean .... North Africa!

*4S-
Inrormation from any French Line Apcnl or Tourist Office, or wrile direct io 19 Stale Street. New York City

-»*•
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PUBLICATION CHANGES AND APPOINTMENTS

The Eureka Humboldt Standard, Humboldt
County, Cal Has appointed M. C. Mogensen & Co., Inc., San Francisco, Cal., as its na-

tional advertising representative.

The American Girl, Ke-vr York Has appointed J. R. Ferris, Chicago, 111., as its Western advertising represen-
tative.

The St. Louis Star, St. Louis, Mo Has appointed Story, Brooks and Finley, Inc., Nevsr York, as its national
advertising representative.

The Southern Furniture Market News,
High Point, N. C Has consolidated with a new publication called The Southern Furniture Record,

.
High Point, N. C,

The Times, St. Louis, Mo Has appointed S. C. Beckwith Special Agency, St. Louis, Mo., as its national
advertising representative.

MISCELLANEOUS

Federated Business Publications, Inc., New
York Has purchased The Novelty News, from The Bunting Publications, Inc., of

Waukegan, 111.

The Schimpff-Miller Co., Inc., Advertising
Agency With an office in Peoria, 111., has opened a Chicago office at 308 North Mich-

igan Ave. Stuart B. Potter has been appointed manager.

Joshua B. Powers, New York, Publishers'
Representative Has opened a new office at 14 Cockspur Street, London, England. The office

is under the management of Thomas V. Boardman.

NEW ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND SERVICES, ETC.

G. F. Barthe & Co 406 S. A. & K. Building, Syracuse,
N. Y Advertising & Sales

Sales Counsel G. F. Barthe
Duncombe, Inc San Francisco Advertising Arthur Duncombe

CHANGES IN ADDRESSES
Advertising Agencies and Services, Publications, etc.

Name Business From To

Erwin, Wasey & Co Advertising 250 Park Avenue, New York. . .Graybar Building, New York

S. C. Theis Co., Inc Publishers'
Representative 1440 Broadway, New York Graybar Building, New York

William B. Remington, Inc.. .Advertising 146 Chestnut St., Springfield,
Mass 21 Besse Place, Springfield,

Mass. (Etfective Nov. 1)

Advertising Industries, Inc. . . Advertising 487 Ellicott Square, Buffalo. . . . The White Bldg., Buffalo

Weston-Barnett, Inc Advertising 446 Wrigley Bldg., Chicago .... 534 Wrigley Bldg., Chicago
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430,242
A new high peak

T^HE AVERAGE NET PAID SALE of The

New York Times for the six months ended

September 30 gained 3S,777 copies.

FIRST in quantity of circulation among New

York standard sized morning newspapers—
FIRST in quality of circulation anywhere.

THE NEW YORK TIMES 430,242

SECOND MORNING NEWSPAPER 369,307

THIRD MORNING NEWSPAPER 351,062

FOURTH MORNING NEWSPAPER 312,670

(Average daily and Sunday)

Present sale m^^^^ Present sale

Week days iP^^ |\

Sundays

more than Kj^i"T3i ^^''^ '^'^'^

^00,000 W0 615,000

®1}0 N^m fork Sim^s
"All the News That's Fit to Print"
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This or This

Which way does

your catalog arrive?

The Improved Columbian Clasp Enve-
lope is made of tough, strong, hard-to-
tear papet. The clasp is malleable, doesn't
break off after three or four bendings.
The metal tongues alwayi line up with

the flap punch.

?=^

THE IMPROVED COLUMBIAN CLASP No. 90
PAT. JAN 7. MO

IHE umtCD STtns ENKtope CO.. smiierinD. mus.

The name. Improved Columbian Clasp,

and the size number are always printed

on the lower flap.

AT the left you see a catalog that was mailed out in an envelope
C\ too light.

The other envelope—at the right— cost more money—probably

as much as three-fifths of a cent more—for each catalog sent out.

Saving that fraction of a penny lost the profitable business that

might have come from catalogs that arrived fit only for the waste-

basket.

The costliest catalog envelope you can buy is the one that fails

to deliver its contents in good condition.

To give your catalog the best possible protection in its journey

through the mails, have your printer or stationer furnish you

Improved Columbian Clasp Envelopes.

These envelopes are precisely cut and strongly made of tough,

tear-resisting paper. They have malleable metal clasps that don't

break off, or pull out easily.

Thirty-one stock sizes make it easy to get exactly what you

want— in Improved Columbian Clasp Envelopes, without paying

made-to-order prices. Ask your printer or stationer— or write us.

UNITED STATES ENVELOPE COMPANY
The -world's largest manufacturers ofenvelopes

SPRINGFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS
With fourteen manufacturing divisions covering the country

'improved
COLUMBIAN CLASP ENVELOPES
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y^/i Answer to

The Detroit News on

Building Advertising

IN an advertisement
printed thus far in the

Sept. 10th issue ot Editor

Isf Publisher; the Sept. 7th

issue of Advertising £s? Selling

and the Sept. 8th issue of

Printers'' Ink, The Detroit

News says- "jii'e 0/ the. s\x

insuXatxo'w advertisers m the

Dayoxt jield use. The Detroit

J^ews: three of them employing

the T^ews exclusively. The

local hmlders -those on the

ground—place the hul}{ of their

ddvertisiiTg i?i The Detroit

J\[ews. During the frSt half

of 1927 The J^ews carried

16,000 lines more bwldeis'

aduerttsiug tlw7i both compai'

tors combined.'^

c.

Using The Detroit News own
figures recently published in a

booklet, giving lineage figures

in Detroit for the firs^t half

of 1927, you will find on the

fir^t count that there are

NOT "six insulation advet'

tisers" but EIGHT. FOUR
of these EIGHT used The

Free Press exclusively as fol-

lows: Balsam Wool, 6552

lines; Masonite, 2128 lines;

Johns ManviUe, 6244 lines;

Flaxlinum, 9240 lines. TWO
I of the EIGHT used The

News exclusively — Beaver

Be^wall, 11704 lines and Cor-

nell Wood Produces. 1680

lines. Of the other two Celo-

tex used more than twice as

much space in The Free Press,

while the other, Insulite, used

The News and Detroit Times.

Mind you, these are not Free

Press figures, but those com-

piled by The Detroit News
itself.

c
On the second count, again

usingThe News's own figures.

The Free Press carried 10,920

lines more of builders' and

builders supply advertising

than did The News, which

clearly e^ablishes the fact that

The Free Press is FIRST in

buildingadvertisinginDetroit.

Furthermore, many of the

largesft and moS important

builders' supply advertisers

use The Free Press exclusive-

ly. Here is a partial li^ of ad'

vertisers in this classification

who placed ALL of their ad-

vertising for the fir^t halt of

the year in The Free Press^

these again being quoted from

The News booklet.

Williams OilO-Matic Oil

Burner

Nokol Oil Bwrner
Vogt Refrigerators

Bonded Floors Inc.

Kt'uant'f Boilers

.American Blower Co.

National Council for Bet-

ter Plastering

Silent Aiuomatic
Oil Burner

Carey Roofing

Schroeder Paint & Glass

Chicago Faucets

The An.stin Co.

Timken Oil Burner

Copeland Refrigerators

Mich. Builders Supply

Penherthy Oil J3inner

Quiet May Oil Burner

Stover Water Softener

ABC Oil Burner

Johnston Paint& Glass Co.

The Free Press does not seek

through its own advertising

to belittle competitors in any

effort to build itself, but when

ambiguous statements are

made by its competitors, this

newspaper mu^ defend itself.

Not only is The Free Press

FIRST in the advertising

classification "Builders and

and Builders' Supplies," but

in the closely related classifi'

cation of "Real Estate," The

Free Press printed during the

firs't half of 1927 more adver-

tising than both its other

competitors combined.

®J)^ W^tvo^^xct l^ve^^

VERREE &
\J

National

rCew York Chlcaga

CONKLIN, Inc.

Representatives

San Franciico
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TKTO—this ;s not a picture of the Sacrosanct Sybarites of the Pi Omega Chapter
ly of the Oleaginous Oberons of Petrolia. It is the First Aid Team of the Bay-

town, Texas, Refinery of the Humble Oil #• Refining Co. and is printed here
to suggest the organized market which exists in the Oil Industry for first aid

kits, hospital equipment and supplies, safety devices, alarm and signal systems,

uniforms, and a host of accessory commodities.

<lA Coi^si§tently Surprising

Even to men who have been a part of it for

years, as we have, the Oil Industry furnishes con-

tinual surprises in the diversity and ramifications of

its purchases. It is literally true that almost every

manufacturer can find a market for some one of

his products in some part of the Oil Industry. A
single company reports 20,000 different items on
its annual purchasing list.

The representatives of National Petroleum News
are men thoroughly schooled in the industry's

operations and needs. They know^ what individuals

influence purchases and which control the actual

buying decisions. They know these things from
personal experience— not from mere hearsay. A
definite part of their responsibility is to place this

information at the disposal of sales and advertising

managers, so that sales and advertising programs
can be geared together for maximum effectiveness.

Write or wire any office listed at the right if

', you would like detailed information in regard

to your sales-possibilities in this huge market.

NATIONAL PETRO
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